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WORLD AWAITS
NEW COLUMBUS
Needed to Lead Way to Universal
Peace,, Curley Says—English
Lord Mayor Honored

to toe
Around for Ins military salute
flag at sundown.

Colorful Spectacle
colorful
The exercises were the most celebrayet held on the Common in only WAS
tion of Columbus Day. Not
with the nathe handstand garlanded
the flags
tional and Italian colors, but
es celeof the 21 Pan-American countri borne
were
brating the great discovery
, toguards
in procession by color
Yorktown
gether with the I3-starred year in obSag which was added this
anniversary of
servance of the 150th
the surrender of Cornwallis.
the navy
Marines nail sailors from
cadets, Boy
:sard, Boston high school
-garbed
velvet
F, mit color guards, the
and the escort of
hand
\!hambra
Columbus
i'nurth Degree Knights of
sliver swords
in full dress with their
presented by the
added to the spectacle
Massed flags.
animent of the
To the soft accomp
Public
_lt:rdney .T. Freedberg of
Miller's CoLatin School read Joaquin
and Supreme
lumbus poem, "Sall On,"
of the Knights
Director John E. Swift
with the oration
of Columbus followed
the re-dedicaof the day, appealing for principles of
the
tion of America to
in country
God,
Columbus, "faith in
•nd in our fellow-men."
tribute to
Mayor Curley, in paying world, parthe
Daly'a contributions to
literature
ticularly in art, sculpture,
of Columbus,
and the great discovery economists a
declared that after the
wandering In the .
the universe had ri.,,en
of depression,
darkness for two years
the solution of 1
again from Italy came
Pope's enthe day's problem in the
cyclical for world peace tnrough disarmament.
''From the precincts of the Vatican
comes the only solution of the world's
depression problem." said the Mayor,
"and the only solution is the recognition of the second dieine commandment, 'LOVA thy neighbor AS thyself.'"
In his oration, Supreme Dlrectot
Swift appealed for the maintenance and
defence of the legacy left to tile work
by the continent's discoverer, who, hi
said, had proved that there was no an
tagonism between religion and sclenee
"When America fails to render servici
to the peoples of the artii she ha:
broken the golden thread that links tin
mission of Coluiribus with her destiny
and she has opened the way, not ti
world-wide influence, but to nations
.
decay," said Mr. Swift.

TWO MAYORS AND A MAYORESS
and
accompanied by the Lady Mayoress ter,
Wearing the regalia of office and
of NI anches
'Fitt
F.
George
Mayor
Lord
es
her golden chain of authority,
Mayor Cnrley at Columbus Day exercis
Eng., and his xsife are shown w lit
Lady Mayoress,
tlie
Titt,
Mayor
Lord
to right
!on the Common. Left
Mayor Curley.
p
1 To the Lord Mayor, his Worshi
y preCeorge F. Tilt, the city publicl , and
e
courag
the
svith
bus
Colum
r
Anothe
sented a Paul Revere silver pitcher
t of
to lead the movement for interna- to the batty Mayoress, a bouque
St rt1 Ity
American beauties, as a token of
al
univers
and
ament
disarm
tional
Boston to ,Manchester, England.

from
peace is all the world needs to end
Gifts Exchanged
depression and restore prosperity,
of Manchester.
llavor Curley told a record crowd of , In return the people
England, sent a hand -carved chair fot
hest
's
Boston
in
pating
partici
8000
the Mayor's office, and a similar humi•
both oi
Columbus Day celebtation yesterday dor for the Mayor himself, oak
tree
which were hewn from an
n.
Commo
the
agi
on
which was only a sapling 439 years
Ameni
the
on
When Columbus landed

Public Library thi

can shore. For the
EXPRESSION OF GOOD WILL 'visiting Mayor also made the presen•
history of the
As a step toward international good tattoo of a leather-botind

the
transformed
will, the , Alayor
municipal exercises Into a thund•rous
of
MallMayor
Lord
the
to
on
recepti
cheater, England, and other British
oflIcials, who came here as Bosson's
..
special guests of the day.

English city of Istaneliestor,
The Lord Mayor and Ills Mayoress
formed the feature of the clty,iis eels bratInn at the Parkman bandstand for
the musical and oratorical functions
and then on the common Tin ra dr

HONOR V.W.F. AT
DILBOY P 0S T
DINNER PARTY
Members of the Veterans of Foreign W1.-.9 and Ladies' Auxiliary
from all parts of the state will
wend their way to the Knights of
Columbus Building, Highland ave.

Somerville, tomorrow evening to

pay tribute to Department Commander George W. Cronin at a reception to be tendered him during
the annual banquet and dansant
of the George Dilboy Post.
This event has always been one
of the outstanding V. F. W. affairs
but, due to the popularity of the
atate leader, a member of the Somerville post, the committee in
making arrangements
charge is
for a capacity gathering.
Gov. Ely, Mayor Curley, Cong.
Charles L. Underhill and Mayor
John J. Murphy of Some:vine have
definitely ace.' pied invitations to
attend and will head A selected
list of sneakers.

/
English Mayor and Party Review Police

Lord Mayor Reriews l'olice Parade

Hub Guests
\Vete in attendance at the
review of the Boston police department yesterday.
In the distinguished group
caught

by the camera,

above, are, from left to
right, F. E. Warbreck
Howell,

Mayor

Curley,

Lady Mayoress and Lord
Mayor Tilt of Manchester,
Lord Mayor Titt, of Manchester, Eng., left, and Mrs. Titt, with Mayor
Curley.

Eng., Mace Bearer Esset
and Police Commr. Hultman.

Poi;ce Commr. Hul:man, at 'phone, keeps in touch with strike during
parade.
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chair, a volume on etancriester. any,
for the Boston Public Library, and a
gold cigar and cigarette case for himself.
Mayor Curley received all tree gifts
In gracious fashion and said he wtrild
place the chair in the Mayor's suite
at City Hall. Mayor Curley presentLd
the Lady Mayoress, Mrs Alice Maclennan TM, with a huge bouquet of
flowers and then introduced her to t.i.e
largiit audience with a foreword of
praise for her humane work in the
slums of England.
Mrs 'Mt delivered a brief address in
which she thanked the people of Bo:•
ton for the hearty hospitality accords(
her husband since they came to ttii
city.
The Lord Mayor made a more el.
tended address than was expected anc
the program was considerably tatei
than scheduled time when Mayor
ley introduced J. E. Swift of Milfc.td
supreme director of the Knights o;
Columbus and orator of the day. Att.;‘,
Swift paid a glowing tribute to taa
great Christian mariner, whose discov.
cry he said was celebrated by all Vic
countries of South, Central and North
America.
There was a trooping of all the
colors represented. A bugler sounded
"Attention!" and the band played "The
Star Spangled Banner," which the big
audience sang.
That ended the program at the
bearers
bandstand
the flag
and
marched away to the athletic field on
thei
and
the Common with the band
High School Cadets acting as escort'
for the Mayor, the special guests and
the celebration committee.
On the athletic field t' ere was a
flag ceremony including evening colors, the sunset salute and the lower.
ing of the national flag. "...'he ceee.
,
mony was carried out by a batten.
and band of United States Marinc•
and bluejackets, and a firing [mina;
from the Field Artillery, M. N. G.
Cadets from Mechanic Arts Higl
School, in charge of Capt Thomas H
Dowd Jr, were ushers at the band
stand exercises.
The committee In charge was coin
posed of Joseph A. F. O'Neil, chat
man; John B. Archibald, Henry P
Brennan, John A. Farley, Henry 1
Lazarus, George W. McLaren, John E
Noonan, Henry J. D. Small, John it
St-ann.:1. and E. B. Mcro.

Striving to Keep
Navy Yard Open

1I
DOCK MEN
TO APPEAL
TO MAYOR
Want Curley to Force
Arbitration of
Differences
Determined to stand shoulder to
shoulder in defiance of their international president's acti,-ti in revoking
the charter of one of their big locals,
the striking' longshoremen of Boston
last night announced they had decided to force the issue in their
battle with the ship operators • and
would call upon Mayor Curley today
with a request' that he step into the
situation.
SEEK ARBITRATION
They will seek action by the Mayor to
force the arbitration of the differences
between themselves and the ship operators. The decision was reached by the
Roston District Council, which drew the
Ire of International President Joseph P.
Ryan last week and finally caused him
to revoke the charter of one of the
three big locals of the International
Longshoremen's Association.
The action of the strikers.; comes as
the first acceptance of outside interference in the big battle and particularly
of the standing offers of Mayor Curley
and Governor Ely to bripg about peace
in the strike, which line seriously crippled the movement of all big deep water
freighters and passenger liners handling freight for more than a week.

Stand by Mullen
The strikers will seek a conference
Assurance was received today by Mayor' with Mayor Curley at 4 p. In. today.
Yesterday the Boston District Council,
Curley from Secretary M. D. Liming of
of wiiich John P. Mullen is president,
the Boston Chamber of Commerce that held a long
conference.
It was an the chamber will bend every effort to pre- flounced the strikers had
renewed
vent the rumored closing of the Boston fldence in their leaders and that eonthey
Navy Yard. This assurance Wits set.forth had no intention of "getting rid of Mulin a letter in reply to a recent request ten" As had been suggested by Ryan
from the mayor that the chamber exercise when he revoked the charter of Local
all influence possible to keep the local 800.
Locals 799 and 806 courted further
Navy yard in operation.
"You will recall," wrote Secretary Lim- disciplinary measures by the Internaing in the absence of President Henry I. tional body last night by • declaring
Harriman of the chamber,"that the chain. through their council officers that they
would stand by 800 despite the latter's
ber sent representatives to Washington
charter revocation. The council severerecently when it was proposed to retitic.. ly criticised
Ryan for
the number of workers at the yard, and the technical groundstaking action on
that Local fien
that our appeals, together with those 01 had not paid a per capita tax for nine
others who have the interests of the yard months.
at heart, surceeded in maintaining a rea
It was pointed out the by-laws called
for such action after six months of nonsonably good level of employment here.
"I want to tell you also that we are payment and that the penalty coming
again working with leaders of the me during the strike was more severe than
chemical forces at the yard to formulatt WAR Justified
This morning the ship operators'
such plans as we hope will prevent
any
diminution in the effectiveness of the. committee Wiii Meet At the Flour and
Exchange on Milk street to ten,
Grain
yard or the number of men on its pay over measures. They
Ate scheduled tii
rolls. We have also been in touch with Pepper berme Chnirman
Edward Fishothers who, we believe, can bring ,
.ffec• er of the State Board of Arbitration
ttve.1sieuenee to hear on the PlituatIon."

/f 3/3i
and Combination at 2 p. in. At that
time they will present their side of the
ease but lant night members of the
committee declared there had been no
change in the stand that they would
accept no arbitration or romprotriie.
Strike Breakers Busy
Yesterday, despite measures taken by
the police to handle expected demonstrations in various sections of the
port, there was not a single outbreak.
Wort of loading and unloading the
vessels in the harbor was carried on
by the growing gangs of strikebreakers.
and Charlestown
At East Boston
there were no ships for cargo handling,
but the strikebreakers at Commonwealth Pier and the Army BARe were
busy from early morning until almost
midnight.
No effort was made yesterday to
draw out the 400 freight-handlers in a
sympathy strike, although union leaders hail been empowered to Ito so by
Local 799 et a Sunday meeting. The
leaders declared this action had been
deferred and the step would not be I
taken until a further consideration of
the situation had been made by the
iitslrlet

enItnell

In
't-
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1;OVE, GANOHIr
SAYS CURLEY

Mayor Curley today invited Mahatman Gandhi of Incite to vitit
Boston in the event that he comes
to the United states.
The mayor took this action at the
request of Sailendra Nath Ghose,
president of the India National Congress of America with headquarters in New York, whose daughters,
Mariam and Lilabati Ghose, are
soon te sail for England to invite
the Mahatma to visit, Amerita.
The invitation will be carried to
the Mahatma by the atria.

r.fr ,ii

CURLEY INVITES
GANDHI TO BOSTON
Mahatma Gandhi, the apostle of liberty for India, has been invited to visit
Boston, if he decides on an American
tour.
Mayor Curley today wired the invitation, through Ssilendra Nath Ghose of
New York, who is president of the
India
National Congress of America. Two
daughters of the president, of the congress will sail WerInNclay from
York for London and will extend New
the
invitation from the city of Boston
to
Gendhi.
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FLAGS OF 20 NATIONS REFLECT

COLUMBUS DAY SPIRIT HERE
•

Picturesque Exercises on the Common Held in Memory
Of Discoverer's Landing

WERE WELCOMED TO BOSTON
LORD MAYOR T1TT OF MANCHESTER, EN'OLAND. AND BIS LADY MAYOREsS AS TREY
Mayoress TM; Lord Mayor TM;
Left to Right—F. E. Warbreek Row ell. town clerk of Manchester Mayer Curley; Lade
Joha 11. Agnew, ectutant general of ManiaRobert Essen. mace bearer for the Lord Mayor; Police Commissioner Hultman and
chusette.

•

nand played "Hail Columbia" as the
The truly American aspect of Colum- idisplay of foreign flags and Bit, Cuited
bus Day was Impressed yesterday ,States flag of 1776 with its 33 stars. flags were placed in position around
as- The American flag was shown in rec- the bandstand.
afternoon on a cosmopolitan
Joseph A. F. O'Neil of Dorchester,
semblage of more than 3000 persons on ognition of the 150th anniversary of a Charlestown
schoolmaster, then forsurthe
and
Yorktown
of
edge
the
20
of
flags
the
where
Boston Common
mally opened the program as chairCornwallis to Gen
Lord
of
render
or more of the countries of South, George Washington. That history- man of the citizens' celebration comCentral and North America were making event will be fittingly com- mittee and presesited Mayor Curley
memorated to a celebration which be- as the presiding officer of the day.
massed in striking fashion.
at Yorktown next Friday and There was more hand music and the
gins
of
flags,
most
many
so
of
display
The
leontinues until the following Monday. reading of Joaquin Miller's Columbus
this
of
people
the
to
them unfamiliar
Tho program on the Common band- poem, "Sail On." by Sydney J. Freedberg, a student of the Boston Latin
country, was a beautiful feature of
stand began soon after 3 o'clock, with
Boston's program of appropriate exec- the playing by the Alhambra Band, School.
elites arranged to commemorate the under the direction of James .7. Bul439th anniversary of the landing of man, of the "America Victorious" Present Lord Mayor
Christopher Columbus as discoverer cf
Victor Herbert's "The
Mayor C urley then presented Rt
march and
America.
Serenade." Then came the colorful Hon George Frank Titt, Lord
Mayor
The exercises were held on the ParkImpressive placing of the 21 flags of
man bandstand, and the pleasant and
Manchester. Eng, a distinguished
feature by uniPair-American
the
s
large
the
attracted
afternoon
October
io.or here. The Lord Mayor made a
audience made up for the most part of formed Boy Scouts acting as °clot'' picturesque appearance in his flowing
scarlet robes of office and his black
the foreign born who strolled up from hearers.
Meanwhile the band played "Pan- plumed hat.
the North and West ends of the city
The English visitor delivered •
and from the "foreign colonies" of the america." United States Marines were
color guards for the American flag; spirited address in which he brouqht
outlying sections.
pubuniformed crideto from the Boeton
the greetings of his homeland thanked
lic high schools carried the 13-starred tire people of Boston and New England
flag of Yorktown and Boston firemen for their hoeritality, and In concluMil& Interest was attached to the In uniform were the color bearers of sion presented Mayor Curley au oak
the city of Boston municipal flag. The

Interest in Flags

1414.3
John Fennell, 3-year-old son of Patrolman Robert Fennell of the Dudle
street station furnished the amusement
strong, 50C for the guests of Commissioner Itult•
Boston police, 1600
dashes onto thc
stager man by his repeated
less than in previous years,
ptiVade ground to join his "Daddy" win
c
an
parade
bearer.
street
eolor
was a
i their most colorful
75,000 per
review yesterday, before
Three Dashes
along the line of mare!
and on Boston Common.
receiv
While their comrades were
gatherei
ing the plaudits of those
men
along the streets, 500 of the
been it
who ordinarily would have

, sons gathered

Makes

c
FIRE INSURANCE
RATE CUT ASKED
Mayor Gurley Commences
Fresh Campaign

The little lad sighted his father as hr
passed in the dress parade. When the
hollow square in
Itned in
roolniere off°r he commissioner the child
broke from his grandmother on three
s
acrohsis
Undlscouraged by the failure of all
different occasions and racedfor
.
the parade ground crying
previous attempts to effect what he
and
corraled
was
Finally
he
daddy.
considers a long overdue reduction of
to the rear of thes esrtoawrtdedas the
the line of march, were busily en. taken
local fire insurance rates, Mayor Curinspectionstroofuhtlreolinpsthvie,a.
thr
on
gaged patrolling the docks
longshoremen's ley commenced a fresh campaign toFearing
,
waterfront, where the longshoremen strike a policeman stood with the door day, when Fire Commissioner Edward
open and the telephone to his ear at F. McLaughlin, after
strike is in progress.
conferring wi
every police box along the line of the Mayor, ordered
Chief Fox and hi
march. Large details were on duty at six deputies each
to
prepare
immediSUPERINTENDENT ABSENT the docks in Charlestown, East Boa- ateiy written reports on which the
fight
and South Boston. In addition can proceed.
ton
The rue missing note in this year': traffic men were held in reserve at the
Mr
Curley
moved
in
the matter
parade was the absence of Superintend Milk street traffic station and detectives when he learned that a committee on
were fire
members of the traffic but
insurance rates, whose members
ent Michael H. Crowley as Colonel it and
always s neld at headquarters.
are mostly all identified with the Bogthe parede. The "Super,"
ton Chamber of Commerce and the
Ready for Action
popular figure with the spectators, li
Boston Board of Fire Underwriters,
Europe
where
from
telephone
set
have
home
field
been quietly working through
on his way
On the Common a
he was elected president of the Inter- was in operation immediately behind several weeks to effect the reopening
national Police Conference.
Commissioner Hultman. The line within of the Fire College, so-called. The acMayor Curley. with Lord Mayor touch with police headquarters where tivities of the college, ceased several
George Frank Titt and his official ram- Captain James J. Walkinm was sitting years ago.
Operation of this college, requiring
ily, reviewed the parade from the stand with the receiver off awaiting any news
expenditure of considerable sums of
In front of City Hall. At the State of bellows trouble. None came,
House Adjutant-General John H. Ag- commissioner
after the taxpayers' money for the upkeep of
Hultman
new, representing Governor Ely, was parade staked that with the "pup specialized courses designed to stimin the reviewing stand with Police eagons" and motorcycles that they ulate efficiency would tend, of course.
commissioner Hultman and other po- wsre prerared to send 300 men to the
to keep down fire losses. Mr
lice officials.
Curley
ey is convinced that, before any
scene Of any trOUble within 10 minutes.minutes.
more of the taxpayers' funds are deFive Divisions Captainless
voted to this end, the fire insurance
companies themselves should make
In addition to the absence of Supersome
direct contribution to these exnoticeable
Crowley
one
intendent
penses,
fact
the
was
that
indirectly, by way of a 10 to
parade
the
change in
15 percent reduction in rates.
five divisions were without the presence
The Mayor thinks that the cost-ofof their captains.
living could be considerably
Captain Periey S. Killings of the
reduced
If there was a markdown in
Brighton station was confined to his
fire Insurance rates, inasmuch as these
home with a cold. Captain John E.
rates,
imposed on owners of buildings,
Driscoll of the Mattapan station, who
foodstuffs, wearing apparel and all
collapsed in last year's parade, was ,
other
not allowed to march. Captain Michael
commercial articles, are eventually
passed along to tenants,
Healey of the Athens street station is
householders
and consumers of all articles
on a vacation in Ireland. The sack
sold at
retail. "When a man buys
Hay and West Roxbury stations are
a 40-cent
temporarily without commandere.
lunch, or a $6 pair of shoes, he's
still
When the Parade reached Boston
,aatreJnsui 0.4; tt,esie
Apoqaumeuisd
rates," Mr Curley said.
Common Mayor Curley shook hands
The Mayor declared that the
with Police Commissioner Hultmen end
promIntroduced him to his guests. Whether
ised reduction of 10 or 15
percent in inor not the crowd took the gesture as
surance rates, made
In the Peters ada burying of the hatchet between the
ministration, when John R.
Murphy
two officials can only be guessed by
was Fire Commissioner
, has never mathe thunderous applause that greeted
terialized,
It.
Some $6,000,000 of taxpayers'
money
had been expended
A Cavalry Charge
in installing a
high-pressure
system
for fighting
The most spectacular change from
downtown fires. At about
reviews of other years was in the cavthat time,
too, the City
alry charge by the mounted officers
Government completed,
at
an
outlay
of
millions
from the Back Bay station under Serof dollars, the
complete motorization of Its
geant Edward B. Cain and the "attack"
Fire Department.
by the riot squad.
Boston Fire Department is
In the latter event two companies1
thus today among the Nation's most
of the riot squad, comprising liA men,1
efficient,
Mr Curley argues, and
advanced behind a screen of smoke
cites as proof
of this fact the heavy
bombs thrown by grenadiers and flied
decreases that
have occurred in the total
three volleys of blank cartridges at tneir
annual fire
losses In this city.
imaginery foes.
The demonstration
In view of the general
evoked the greatest applause of the
deflation that
Is going on In the
Put rade.
commodity
Lord Mayor Titt, clad I,, the red and
commerce and industry, to say costs in
nothing
of wage reductions, the
black robe trimmed with brown ter
Mayor Is deter
made a striking figure In the line Of
mined to conduct a strenuous
fight
to
review with the equally colorful robes
achieve a fire insurance rate
reduction
of his fellow officials of Manchester,
at this time,
England.
Arnied with the reports
of the
deputlee later this week, he
will make
Reviewed by 25,000
direct -appeal to the
Board of Fire
Deputy Superintendent Thomas F.
Underwriters to declare the
reduction
in rates he toielcs.
Goode, acting superintendent, whc
Neither the Ma or
colonel
was
the
nor Commissioner
in
parade, est i•
mated the crowd at the review on thr
say when the Fire McI,e.eisigehlminiowito3ir.dect.
Cell
Common at 25,000. It WR/4 the largest
mime activities, hut the
are
crowd ever to review the police.
that no step will be
takenprospects
in thiemate.
ter until the Mayor
has hea
underwriters
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IN FANEUTL
MAYOR COMMENDED FOR REQUEST TO AIMEE
Strangely enough, some communities seem to
More than a dozen letters from various parts of the retain their neighborhood spirit, while others
which have similar social, religious and racial
country were received by Mayor Curley today commend- elements,
are losing it. There are sections of
ing him for asking Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton to Boston where local pride, strong a generation
They were
share her profits with the unemployed. One from a or two ago, is hardly discernible.
proud, self-conscious little centres, in other dart.
Denver, Colo., physician enclosing a verse setting forth They may not have administered their own 011his ideas on the revivalist. Another from Nashville, Tenn. fairs, but the residents were cohesive, and their
requests had impact. A mile or two away there
may be another section which has refused to br
e, (R
absorbed by the encroaching metropolis. Churcb
groups, women's organizations, men's clubs, boys
and girls' societies carry on in the same old way
The residents are usually first class citizens 01
the metropolis as a whole. They have two good
loyalties, which do not conflict with each other
The pocket of Boston known as Faneuil is as
The Boston Police Department marched in annual street pa- excellent example of a place which retains RI
passed
rade yesterday, with about 1700 officers and men in line,
old pride. When Mayor Curley laid the cornerin review and staged a special riot squad demonstration on Boston stone of a branch library there a few days ago,
Common before a total number of spectators estimated at 75.000. 2000 of the residents gathered to take part and
to exult in the new structure. They had even
The parade was applauded along 4
the streets. The riot show on the
objected a few months ago to the preliminary
common drew rounds of applause.
plans of the library. They said that the assemFor th2 first time in 11 years
bly room should be made larger—and it was.
Scheme
Curley's
50-50
force
since the parades of the new
The building will become the civic centre of
were inaugurated, Police Supt.
for Profits of Revival Faneuil. It will tend to perpetuate and
Michael H. Crowley was not at the
head of the column. He is on vacastrengthen the wholesome community sense
Brings National Praisestren
tion abroad. Deputy Thomas F.
whic.h is unfortunately lacking in many other
Goode, acting-superintendent, acted
Mayor Curley's 60-50 proposi- districts.
as parade leader.
tion to Aimee Semple McPherson
BRITISH NOTABLES IN STAND
Hutton on the net proceeds of
Keenly interested spectators were
Lord Mayor George F. Titt of Manher Boston Garden revival apchestee. England, and hie retinue,
pa rently received Nation-wide
Including Town Clerk F. E. Warpublicity, for the Mayor is in rebreck Howell of Manchester. The
Lord Mayor wore his official regaceipt of numerous letters from
lia.
as far south as Tennessee and as
His town clerk was clad in black
far west as Colorado, expressing
and brown robe, with brown belt
and tassels. The visitors from Manapproval of his business acumen.
chester were among the guests of
His securing half of the profits
Mayor James M. Curley on the
for the unemployed of Bcn,.:m
Pity Hall reviewing stand.
Every division in the police deseems to meet with the approval
partment was represented in the
of the letter writers.
parade, with additional units of
machine gun, riot, bombing, sharpshooter and motorcycle squads.

75,000 Cheer linit's
'Finest' on Parade

/0/5/
Gandhi Invited to
Boston by Curley

•

t)

If Mahatma. Gandhi decides to come to
America. he will be a welcome guest of
Boston, Recording to a message which
Mayor Curley sent to emissaries who are
sailing soon from New York to Invite
Gandhi to come to this country after th.!
round-table conference In Loinion. Replying to a communication from Sail
endra Nath Ghose, president of the
India National Congress of America,
tNew York city, the mayor reqnented that
two American girls, Mariam (those and
Lilabati Ghose, vi,ho sail on Wednesday
to, convey America's greetings to Gandhi
and the invitation to come to this country deliver personally to Gandhi the invitation to visit this city.

1.?

POLICE PARADE
FEATURE EVENT
OF HOLIDAY HERE

,..-

)
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In the absence of Superintendent brought a hand-made chair, newen
Crowley, who missed his first review to from an old tree which was a three-foot
attend the international convention of sapling about the time Christopher
of dispolice chiefs in Faris, and who is now Columbus set sail on his voyage
covery to the new world. This chair
president of the organization, the acting he presented to Mayor Curley with the
superintendent, Deputy Superintendent suggestion that it be placed in the city
Goode gave the "forward, march" order Hall. It contains the seal of the city
inscription readthat started the police regiment from of Manchester and an Boston by Maning that it was given to
Dartmouth street to Commonwealth chester Columbus day in 1931.
avenue to Arlington street to Boylston
Mayor Curley, who presided at the
over
street to Tremont street to Temple Place exercises which were broadcast
station WNAC. said that 8000 Persons
street
Washington
street to School
to
were on hand to honor the great navipast City Hall to Beacon street past gator whose discovery has made possithe State House to Charles street and ble the great progress of emancipation
of the whole world. To Columbus and
the Common.
Italy. he said, humanity owes not only
Dressed
winter
uniform and the discovery of America but the liberty
in the
_
wearing white .gloves, the policemen of America. He praised Italy's contrito
earned the commendatioo of thousands bution to the arts and sciences and
world.the gneral intellectual progress of the
who thronged
the sidewalks. The
weather was ideal.
He contrasted the spirit of the ColumBesides the sombre garb of the city bus era with the conditions today with
religious activand state officials, and the olive drab so much education and
ity in the world. ,
DI army officers, the colorful clothing
"It is about. time WP had less religion
vf Lord Mayor Titt and members of his in the world and more pity,'' he said
entourage blazed picturesquely. The "It is about time we had less educalord mayor wore a brilliant red robe, tion and more common sense." Tin
and black hat with black plume. His mayor was applauded repeatedly.
The lord mayor declares that heron
aide, P. E. Warbriek Howell, the Manleaving Manchester the corporation
theater
city
solicitor,
wore
a magistrate's the city commissioned him to presen
A colorful parade of 1500 Boston policemen yesterday morning and the of- robes and wig, while Robert Esson, the oak chair to the city of Easton witl
its wishes of good will for the presen
ficial celebration of the city with flag mace bearer for the lord mayor, wore a and the future years and to present
blue
naval
uniform,
with
heavy
gold
' terciseF, on the Common in the afterbook to the public library of Doctor
Don featured the observance of Colum- epaulets and loops of gold cord. Mayor- The mayoress brought greetings iron
the
women of Manchester.
us day as clear, crisp autumn weather ess Alice McL. Titt was in the mayoral
John E. Swift, supreme director o
party.
,osed another double holiday.
the Knights of Columbus. speaker
Among those who reviewed the parade the day, declared that Columbus day be
Streets of the shopping district were
were
longs
Mayor
Curley,
to the world. He characterize(
the
lord
mayor and
rowded, although all stores were closed.
'armies and patriotic demonstrations party, Brig-Gen. Agnew, Lt.-Col. Terrell the discoverer as a man of faith, 0
great courage and a genius. He said it
eatured the day not only in Boston M. Ragan, Maj. Edward Sampson, Capt. part:
William Harrison, former Mayor John F.
ironer but in many of its suburbs.
The discovery of this continent
Scores of fraternal organizations and Fitzgerald, Col. Thomas Sullivan, chairpaved the way and made possible
the first example of a civil govern'ivie and military bodies celebrated the man of the transit commission, and
ment, instituted to symbolize and
!nd of the holiday. Football games Comdr. Benjamin F. Poole, head of the '
to give force to the inherent and
inw great crowds. Thousands flocked Boston Police post, American Legion.
inalienable rights of mankind to
:o the Union Boat. Club regatta on the
life, liberty and the pursuit of hapSERGT. CAIN HEADS PARADE
piness. With America came the opCharles river.
Down-town theatres,
The parade was headed by Sergt.
portunity to establish in the new
movies and night clubs vied for the Edward
Cain and a mee,-.1ed escort of
world the basis of all liberty,
tvening patronag2 of the celebrants, 11 traffic officers. Deputy Superintenequality of men before law. Coehile the usual traffic jams made the dent Goode was chef marshal. His
lumbus became the factor, America
the place, and mankind has been
aome-coming of thousands more a tedi- staffinciderdCapt.Louts E. Lutz, departmentdlmter,
es
,
and
Junior
offi
the
beneficiary. Here on this virgin
ms climax to the week-end.
cers. The battalion commanders insoil discovered by Columbus was
eluded
Deputy
Superintendent
McDevitt,
15,000 SEE REVIEW
erected a crucible of nations, out of
which has emerged the American
In the greatest Columbus day demon- Capt. Herbert W. Goodwin and Capt.
,Harey N Dickinson and their adjutants
man.
itration ever given by the Boston 11.,ts. John J. Coughlin, William J. HyAmerica, consecrated by Columbus
police department, officers and patrol- Aland and Harry P. Burns, respectively.
at San Salvador. to the greater
Units
included
in
the
roster
were
all
the
men marched through downtown streets,
honor and glory of God, pays
patrol divisions in the city, traffic divitribute today to that spiritual Ira- •
passed in review before 15,000 persons sions, riot battalions,
Thompson subpulse
which alike directed the dison Boston Common, and then staged a machine gun squad, motorcycle 0111covery and inspired the fathers in
ec
rs deentcham
meint, trm
ozun
utteilditypoaln
special riot squad drill to prove their :tJa
7 ate:
the establishment of FL nation, It
preparedness for any emergency.
is cur duty on these recurring Cobulance trucks.
lumbus
days to rededicate our counThe emergency constantly threatened
In the afternoon. the Common was
try to the principles of religon; to
yesterday in the form of the longshore- again the scene of a colorful ceremony
those ideals of firm faith, of hope
men's strike on Boston piers, but did as the city of Boston officially observed
and fraternal charity so conspicuthe 439th anniversary Of Columbus's
ous
not materialize
in this Christian mariner.
Police officials con- discovery for the benefit
of some 8000
tinuously in touch with the situation, spectators.
Uniting in the exercises with Mayor
held the line of march intact until the
parade was over to relieve reserve forces Curley and city officials were Lord
Mayor Titt and Lady Titt. Ties of good
in the event of any outbreak.
will were cemented by an exchange of
City and state officials reviewed the Presents and courtesies.
policemen at the State House, where PRESENTS GIVEN LORI) MAYOR !
Adjt.-Gen. John H. Agnew, represented
Mayor Curley presented the lord
Gov. Ely, and at City Hall where Mayor mayor and mayoress a Paul Revere
Curley was ho.st to Lord Mayor George silver pitcher and tray which were
F. Titt of Manchester, England. With warmly accepted by the guest in an address in which expressed a feeling that
Pollee Commi.ssioner Hultman theY America and England
will stand togathered later on the Common to re- get her to further world relations.
From Manchester the lord mayor
view the police.

1500 March in Review as
15,000 Look On—Special
Drill Stagecl

8000 SEE EXERCISES
ON THE COMMON

Manchester, England, Lord
Mayor and Party Are
Guests of City
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NEW MOVE
FOR PEACE
ON DOCKS

31
Willing to Return

0 )/, Jij
DOCK STRIKE'S
END NO NEARER

It is understood the strikers told the
Mayor they are willing to go back to
their work uncial: the terms of the New
York contract.. In nyder not to force
a showdown on the big disputed points,
however, they will not work during the
regular meal hours, for which they
want a higher rate of pay than the
New York contract provides. If they
return to work, they will handle an
Unlimited sling load until such a time
as this and other disputed points are
Ironed out.
"Our safety is not secure, when steamship officials load more than 7000 pounds
of freight in a sling load with the lifting machinery tested for a. maximum
load of 5000 pounds," the strikers asProspect of a settlement of the strike
serted in a statement issued last night.
of union longshoremen appeared dim
"Our health is not secure when they
today, it was disclosed,'following a concompel us to work in the hold of a
ship from early morning through the
ference between Mayor Curley, John N.
entire day and into the night without
Levins, representing the steamship operstopping long enough for us to get
ators, and Richard Parkhurst of the
something to eat or allow us to get to
port authority.
our homes and change clothing, soaking wet from perspiration.
The operators, it was reported, are
that
"All we ask is for conditions
inclined to resume relations with
not
them,
get
cannot
are humane and if we
remen's Union, and unless
reithe
Longsho
those
penalize
to
right
the
then
Following an urgent appeal made sponsible for compelling us to work un- there is a change in attitude they will
in his office last night by representa- der conditions, which might break our continue to adhere to the policy of employing workers as individuals.
health through sickness or quickly snuff
tives of the striking longshoremen of out our lives through accidents."
The mayor submitted a proposal in
the city, Mayor Curley will act today
The strikers insist that extra overbehalf of the 1200 men on strike, hut
workfor
they desire
Levins said he had no authority to inlin all effort to bring about peace and time pay which
ing during regular meal hours is in
terpret the attitude of the steamship
Close the breach between the strikers' the form of a penalty to be exacted lines and proposed to submit the props.
tatives of the lines
committee and that of the ship oper- against their employerJohn Buckley of osition to the represen
itoday. Levins outlined to the mayor
, Yesterday Senator
ators, which, during the past few (Charlestown filed a complaint with what he thought the operators would
T.
days, threatened to bring about a Registrar of Motor Vehicles Morgan ies submit, to.
It was definitely learned today that
Ryan and with the police anthorit
complete lockout of union dock igainst the usage of trucks in transhe number of men actually out is estimated at 1200. These have been enporting the strike breakers to and from
workers.
by strikebreakers,
the docks. Buckley insisted such use tirely supplanted
under
ble
about 30 per cent, of whom are experiof trucks was not permissi
The waterfront
on.
non-uni
TELL CASE TO MAYOR
but
enced
the law.
The federal government took cog- was guarded by a heavy cordon of
While the Mayor declined to make
nizance of the local strike yesterday,
any statement, following a long confer- when Charles G. Wood of the 'United
The steamship operators issued a
from
ee
committ
strikers'
the
States Department of Labor called upon statement charging the present strike
ence with
Chairman Fisher of Is the result of years of friction between
the Boston •district council of the In- the Mayor and
This
the State Board to offer the services employers and dock workers.
ternational Longshoremen's Associa- of his organization to bring about a statement tended to increase the gention, it was learned the strikers ex- strike settlement. He sat in with Mayor eral tense feeling. The steamship ownduring the confer- ers presented their view of the case to
pressed to him a willingness to return Curley last night
the state board of conciliation and arbience with the strikers.
to their jobs and make certain concestration, and now both sides have been
dn their demands, pending ar,heard.
rangements to place the entire disagreeMent once again in the hands of negotiators' representing both sides.
Meanwhile, the ship agents themselves, after reiterating their stand and
offering strikers such jobs as have not
been filled by strike-breakers, if they

Ship Owners Threaten to
Ignore Union Men
Entirely

Curley to Confer With
Shipping Agents
Today

DOG CENSUS
FOR BOSTON "New

•

will come back as individuals, appeared
Robert F. Setat the State House. They held a long
A petition signed by
conference with Edward Fisher, chair- ,lar, managing director of the Animal
Concilia
of
Board
State
the
recommending that all
man Of
!Rescue League,
tion, placing before him their side of dogs' noses be counted and accounted
human populatior
the case,
for when the city'e
This morning, they will meet Mayor is tabulated, is before City Hall off'.
Curley at the latter's request. They cials.
was made tc
have announced they have no intenThe novel proposal
tion of doing any further business with Mayor Curley, and has been under con•
They
and, mort
A.
L.
T.
the
the three locals of
sideration of police officials
Itt
question the status of Locals 799 and lately, of the health deportment.
800, and charge that Local SOO has been Purpose is an effort to eliminate stray
thereby
repudiated by their national president, dogs as much as possible, and
Joseph P. Ryan, who, last week, re- eliminate. marl og scares.
technical
on
their charter
voked
grounds.
The Mayor waited long after his
usual time for going home, last night,
after he learned the strikers would
seek a meeting with him. For more
than an hour and a half, he heard the
strikers' side of the case, and then asCharging that ash barrels are flipped
sured the leaders he would do every- carelessly over the sidewalks in Dorans,
thing in his power to bring about chester, causing danger to pedestri
peace. The ship agents' committee has by the collectors, members of the
AsOwners
Estate
outside
Massachusetts Real
thus far refused t6 accept any
arbitrator, hut it was believed, last sedation sent A letter to Mayor Curley
night, it would respond to Mayor Cur- last night, calling upon .him to remedy
ley's Invitation:, to to to City Hall, this conditions.
morning.

Tures tor

Courthouse Job

refigure
Bids have been received for
Third Disor the contract to build the Thorndike
:Het Courthouse on Third and
ng to
treets. East Cambridge, accordi was
The lowest hid
Brown's Letters.
Sons of
submitted by L. B. Cadario &
$242,500. The
Boston, whose price was
Construction
3ther bids were: Crane
Cummings
Company, $244,000: Matthew
Kelliher ComCompany. $246,000: M. S.
Ferguson, $254,pany, $251,500: Vappi &
ction
500; Benjamin Steinberg Constru
Powers
Company. $258,000: William T,
gham
Cunnin
H.
Company, $259,700: C.
; C. S. Cunning& Son Company, $260,500
Company
ham & Sons Construction
Inc., $274,$266,750. and John W. Duff,
R. Greco
600. The architect is Charles
of Boston.

COMPLAIN ABOUT
GARBAGE COLLECTION

•

It was
between their homes and the piers,
employintimated this morning that the
for
ers probably would substitute busses
the trucks.
Joseph F. Connolly, secretary of the
Boston Distric, Council, announced that
union de'egates would meet during the day
at headquarters in the Grain & Flour
Exchange building, 177 Milk street.
'the situation along the waterfront con•
tinues unchanged with all steamers in
port being worked by non-union men. A
large number of steamers are due -c
of
an
Chai
with
Confers
make port during the week, creating one
of the busiest spells since the strike has
Steamship Operators' Corn. been in effect. No delay in the work is
expected since the operators report that
mittee and Offers Plan
men in unlimited numbers have reported
to the steamship agents seeking work.

61- Seeks
Ntif.

Dock Strike
Settlement

•

Aiming at a settlement of tle longshore•
men's strike under terms ,,that would go
far to preclude similar controversies in
the future, Mayor Curley devoted much
of today to eorts to bring the steamship
operators and the union officials into
position for negotiations which may bring
desired results. He conferred at City
Hall this morning with John N. Levine,
agent for the American Hawaiian Steamship Company and chairman of the steam"I had no idea you handled so many
ship operators committee, and Richard animals or were doing such a tremendous
Parkhurst of the Boston Port Authority, work." The speaker was Mayor James
outlining to them the proposal it is under- M. Curley, and he was making a tour of
stood he received from the strikers' rep- Inspection of the Animal Rescue League
resentatives at a conference in his office at its, headquarters, 51 Carver street. The
yesterday.
League is the official poundkeeper of
After the meeting, the Mayor said that the city of Boston, and it was, therefore,
of
outline
an
submitted
had
Mr. Levine
semi-olticial visit His Honor was today
what he thought the steamsnip companies paying to the institution which for more
might consider in bringing about *an end than a generation has set an example in
to the strike. The mayor himself sub- the humane treatment of unlicensed animitted a definite proposal in behalf of the mals, restored -thousands of strays to
1200 men who are out, he said, adding, their homes and provided an object-lesson
however, that he did not thing the time in what progressive cities may do to rewas ripe to disclose the nature of the lieve their police of the rften unpleasant
proposals from either side and that fur- duties which necessarily fall to them in
ther conferences would be held this after- the effort to enforce the licensing laws.
noon.
Mayor Curley evinced the keenest inWhile no one would discuss the &the- terest in all he saw; the free clinic, where
Lion openly there appears to be ground almost 10,000 small animals receive medifor the belief that the striking longshore- cal and surgical treatment; the neat kendemen are ready to waive their various
nels, where from fifty to 125 dogs often
mands if they are taken back to work in are housed; the pleasant yards where the
the
yesterday,
statement
a
In
a group.
animals are received and later given exersteamship operators and contracting cise, and the humane literature which is
stevedores announced that applications helping educate our people in the proper
of strikers for re-employment would be care and treatment of their pets. Like,
received at the individual piers and would many another interested visitor, he debe given consideration when jobs became dined to enter the killing room, but he
available.
listened with interest to a description of
Mr. Levins said that the steamship the ImproVed electric cages, where, it is
the
of
offices
the
at
meet
would
group
*aid, 100 per cent efficiency has been atAmerican-Hawaiian Line this afternoon ained in the painless disposition of cats
the
to receive from him his report of
ind dogs. He was accompanied on his
City Hall conference. The mayor, he round of the institution by managing disaid, was taking a broad view of the rector Robert F. Sellar. William 13. Brigsituation, and hoped for an agreement at ham, editor of Our Fourfooted Friends,
the
this time that would be effective. in
Mrs. George Shepley Selfridge, one of tin
future also, and one that might be oldest friends of the League, Miss Helen
men.
the
"
"crushing
without
reached
Leighton and Frederick 0. Houghton of ,
While the mayor declined to discuss the board of directors, and others.
what transpired at the conference yester"You must render an immense service
day it was reported from other sources o the boys and girls who have pets,"
that the delegates of the union informed •aid Mayor Curley, "not only in watching
to
him that the longshoremen are anxious
concede iut for ;heir animals when they are lost
return to work in a body and to
but in teaching them and their elders
some of the disputed questions.
how to care for them properly and give
Charles G. Weod, conciliator of the them also the utmost happiness in life.
sat
United States Department of Labor, the The city also is under obligation for the
in
in as an observer at the meeting
Iaithtul service the League renders in
announced
mayor's office yesterday and
confer- its behalf, and I hope the Animal Reseue
later that he planned to request
of the League and its supporters always will
ences with both factions. Officers
A., and ount me as a friend."
Boston District Council. I. L.
The mayor's visit today was peculiarly
members of the steamship operators' com• .espicious, as Director Sellar has laid
had
they
that
morning
this
said
mittee
before the city government a proposal
from him.
not yet received a request
Senator tor an annual listing of dogs by the poAs a result of the protest by
witn lice, with the task of enforcing the law
John Buckley of Charlestown, tiled
and collecting unlicensed animals from
Registrar of Motor Vehicles Morgan T. the homes, entrusted to the League, inRyan and with the police regarding Ude stead of catching them in the streets,
ng strike-breakers
of trucks In transporti
a a has been the custom in the past.

Mayor Views Work
of Animal League

•

LEVINS TAKES
PROPOSAL TO
ASSOCIATES
Their Decision Will Be Submitted Later by Curley to
Longshoremen
Mayor Curley conferred wit
John N.

I.Jevins, chairman of th

steamship operators committee
today in an attempt to bring the
longshoremen's strike to an end.
Following the conference, which
lasted more than an hour, the
mayor said that Levine ,would meet
the other operators, this afternoon
and tell them the proposition advanced by the striking men.
What this proposal was, tha
said
mayor declined to state, hut
that he would again confer with
inthe strikers today after he is
formed of the decision of the steamship line operators.
Levine old newspapermen that
he had no authority to comment on
what attitude the operators would
take As to the strikers' proposal.
The situation. beeame almost a
lockout with the action of steamer
operators yesterday In declaring
they were willing to employ longshoremen as individuals but not as
union members, claiming they had
no standing since the charter of
one was suspended and the other
two supported the suspended group.
ANXIOUS TO wona
Longshoremen Appealed to the
mayor and presented their side of
the case to him yesterday afternoon at the City Hall
The mayor declined to comment
on what had transpired at the
meeting but it was learned authoritatively that longshoremen's representatives told the mayor that the
Men were anxious to return to
v,ork and are willing to make cer(ain concessions to agents and
sveik under the New York agreement.
While this conference was under
at the City Hall, steamer
akt.nts were appearing before the
Fitate Arbitration and Conciliation
Board at the State House to present their version of the dock
Situation.
U S. AGENT ON RANT)
Chairman Edward Fisher. of the
Slate Board, announced last night'
thei his board has now heard both
sees of the case and has taken the
matter under advisement. He said
any decision of the board would he
esented at once tei Gov. Ely.
Annther develnpment Was the
pr•rsible entraance of the It. S. Department ni Labor into the dispute.
Conciliator Ch a Hes G.
Wood. who has bean surveying the
textile situation at. Lawrence. was
In the mayor's office yesterday as
en observer.

0
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CURLEY TO TRY
TO SETTLE DOCK
TROUBLE TODAY

Strike Now Lockout as
Operators Refuse to Treat
With Unions
WILLING TO TAKE
INDIVIDUALS BACK

Hold Organization Broken
By Suspension of
Charter

•

Y-/-31

They have refused to discuss reasonably the necessary modification
of the former unjust and discriminatory working rules and conditions. They have repudiated the
leadership of the International
president of the longshoremen's association.
It is the firm belief of the steamship lines that they do not represent the opinion of the many fairminded men among Boston waterfront workers. The steamship lines
have been obliged to employ men
outside the union membership in
order to keep the commerce of the
port moving. These men are rendering a satisfactory service. The
available jobs are being rapidly
filled. Such of the former workers as desire to be re-employed may
apply at the individual docks, and
they will be given consideration
when jobs are available.
The conditions of employment
are those under which union in
at New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Norfolk are working contentedly. The basic wage is 85 cents
an hour straight time and $1.20
per hour overtime, and there has
Mayor Curley will endeavor this
been no attempt to cut the union
morning to end the longshoremen's
scale of wages.
strike, which virtually became a lockJ. N. Levins, chairman of the steam- '
out yesterday when the steamship op- ship operators' committee, explained
erators refused to treat With the unions that each year the steamship interests
International heads in
and indicated their intention to smash neet with the
negotiate a wage scale
and
York
Sew
them.
north Atlantic district.
A proposal from the strikers will be for the whole
individual agreements are then made
presented to the steamship operators at each port as to working conditions.
at 1 o'clock, when they have been inWhile Mayor Curley was conferring
nearly an
vited to confer with the mayor at City with the longshoremen for
hour at City Hall, the steamship men
Hall.
the state
to
version
were giving their
While the mayor declined to tell what board of conciliation and arbitration at
happened at yesterday's conference, it the State House. Chairman Edward
his board now
was learned from other sources that Fisher later said that
both sides, and the case has been
has
the longshoremen told him that they taken under advisement. Gov. Ely will
are anxious to return to work in a be notified of any decision made by
body, realizing that strike-breakers are the board.
The United States department of
available in unlimited numbers.
labor officially entered the strike yesto
willing
are
operators
Steamship
terday when Federal Conciliator Charles
employ the longshoremen as individuals, ,G. Wood sat in as an observer at the
but not as members of the unions, Curley conference.
Another development of the day was
which they insist have no standing since
the filing of a protest with the Boston
the charter of one local was suspended police department and the state registry
by President J. P. Ryan of the Inter- of motor vehicles by State Senator John
Charle.stown against the
national Longshoremen's Association, Buckley of
transportation of strikebreakers to ant
and the two other locals indorsed the from the waterfront in trucks. He emsuspended unit.
phasized that the trucks were regis.
The waterfront, still guarded by de- tered for the transportation of freigh
the conveying of human being
tails of police ready to cope with a riot, and
law.
the
of
violation
constituted a
was tense yesterday as the mayoral conConfirming the fears of many unto/
ference was held, and became even Men that unless they return to worl
as union men they will returi
more tense when the steamship opera- quickly individuals
name the announce
as
C:1111
statea
tors, after a.conference, issued
ment from Samuel Aiken, vice-president
ment attacking the strike leaders.
Ifn charge of operations of the Mooremeek line, which plies between Boston
TEXT OF STATEMENT
and Gulf ports and has facilities at the
The statement, follows:
Hoosac docks in Charlestown that from
The present strike is the culnow on his line will employ non-union
men. The Mooremaek line, he exmination of many years of unsatisplained. was using union labor at confactory relations between the emsiderably more expense than other
ploying steamship lines and the
coastwise lines which use non-union
waterfront workers. Some radicals
workers, and hereafter his line will use
non-union labor.
among the union officials and deleThomas H. Mahoney. counsel for the
gates, together with some radicals
longshoremen, after the conference
among the membership, have been
yesterday reiterated the desire of the
responsible for this condition.
union men to negotiate with the steammen the two points at issue, the
ship
They have provoked and encourpoundage of the sling load and pay for
aged frequent disputes and unmeal time• work.
necessary stoppages of work. They
have. proceeded in direct violation
of the agreement with employers.

BUYS 5000 TICKETS FOR
B. C.-HOLY CROSS GAME
Vice-President Louis E. Kirstein of
Filene's, yesterday, asked Mayor Curley,
for an allotment of 5000 tickets for the
Thanksgiving day game in Harvard
stadium between Boston College and
Holy Cross for Boston's unemployment fund.
Mr. Kirstein has arranged to locate
a booth in Filene's to dispose of the
tickets
I 0,3 L
,
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EVANGELIST ASKEt1 TO
VISIT PHILADELPHIA
Mayor Seeks Agreement
Similar to Curley's
PHILADELPHIA, Oct 13 (A. P.)Mrs Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton
has been invited to conduct a revival
service here at the conclusion of her
Boston engagement. If she accepts
the invitation she will receive the same
preposition from Mayor Harry A. Mackey that was made to her by Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston-to give
r^.-t of her receipts to the unemployed.
The evangelist has been invited here
by Rev William A. Davis of the Open
Door Gospel Mission, who said he expects to receive her acceptance within
a few days. She would preach here
from Oct 20 to Oct 25.
Informed tonight of the possibility
of the evangelist's visit here, Mayor
Mackey said he "most certainly"
would ask her to contribute part (A
her collection to local charities, as ane
is doing in Boston.
"Charity and religion go hand in
hand," the mayor said. "People wit,
want to "'evangelize the community
ought to feed them at the same time."
Mayor Mackey made it plain Mrs
Hutton would not be all .wee. t preach
here unless her meetill is vouched for
by responsible authorities -such as the
ministerial association'' and not oe
"unimportant speakers who seek publicity.
Mrs"Hutton held a meeting here 18
, years ago. At that time, Mr Dav.c
said, she made "innnumerable" converts.
Just what Mrs Hutton will do after
she leaves Boston, at the end of her
• three evangelical meetings Sundny, is
I not yet decided. She has recel.red th invitation from Philadelphia-and the
half-and-half proposition from Mayor
stackey-and she also has invitations
' fri,m a dozen other large cities.
I Washington, D C. has repeatedly
asks-I her to come there. She hopes
to make this the next stop, but the
plans are not definite.
"Mr Hutton and I want to get back
to Los Angeles and the Temple by
Thanksgiving, at the latest," she declared after her sermon last night.
"Our followers there are planning a
huge wedding reception for us.
"Mayor Mackey of Philadelphia has
made the SaMO proposition that Mayor
Curley here did-to turn over half of
the collections to the city's imem?loyed. Of course, I am eager to do all
I can for unfortunates, anywhere, and
it will be a pleasure to help those in
Philadelphia.
"But we will not know for a few
days yet just where we will go from
here."

'

for wort
the long- and on the question of pay
re
to do no more business with
g during meal hours, they will do
,
pendin
Boston
in
unions
en's
shorem
work during the meal hours whicl
a decision from International Pres Jo- will make unnecessary the penalty pal
seph P. Ryan of New York as to the scale which they ask for.
status of the local unions with the
The men will sit down and negotiat.
I. L. A.
with the employers these two ques
The announcement stated that this tions, after the men return to wirl
decision was concurred in by repre- and settle their grievances as has bear
sentatives of the Cunard, White Star, the custom for the past 20 sears."
Luckenbach, Dollar and the American
Hawaiian Lines, and that the strike
is the culmination of many years of
the
unsatisfactory relations with
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LONGSHOREMEN PUT
CASE BEFORE MAYOR
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Steamship Officials Visit
State nonciliation Board

CURLEY ASKS GANDHI
TO VISIT BOSTON

CHARGE ASH -COLLECTING
CONTRACT IS VIOLATED

MAYOR STARTS DRIVE
TO SLASH FIRE RATES

•

Acts as Move to Reopen
Fire College Is Begun
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JOHN N. LEV1NS
. MAYOR CURLEY

CorSeehing peace in hig dock strike. Mayor
steam
of
man
chair
1,ex-ins,
N.
ley and John
on %it rinc
confer
ttee,
commi
ors'
operat
ship

nation at City Hall today in new effort to end
controxersy. Hope is felt for an early settle.
ment of the trouble. (Staff photo.)

MAYOR COMMENDED FOR REQUEST TO AIMEE
More than a dozen letters from various parts of the
ndcountry were received by Mayor Curley today comme
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a
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.
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unemp
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g
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GRID TICKETS
AT FILENE'S
liirstein Offers Aid in
Jobless Game Sale
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SHORTEST BOSTONWAY t
STREET UNDER

The new
mortal and go their ways.
the
does not appear as long an
street
unstreet Is now
width of Beacon at.
Boston's shortest
on the State House
der construction
should not be called
lawn. Perhaps. It
bear the title of
street, but 'Mould
"walk."
Beacon at a few
It will run from
the State House,
of
lawn
Hite
feet up
at the pedestal on
COMIT12;to an end
a statue of the
which will he placed
Lodge. A section of
late Henry Cabot

Vice-President Louis E. Kirstein of
the 'William Filene's Sons company
yesterday called on Mayor Curley at
City., Hall and offered the facilities of
the store at Washington anti Summer
streets for the sale of WM tickets fot
the Boston College-Holy Cross footipla
game which will be held Thanktiffifini
afternoon In the Harvard Stadium tot
the benefit of the need3'.
Mr. Kirsteln informed the Mayor that
the management of Filene's woule
place a br,,,th In the main lobby of the
store and assign ticket-sellers to the
booth at its own expense.
TN"son'm and Foster's ticket agencies
have also offered their facilities to tht
agreeing to sell tickets for the
charity game without adding the natal
service charge. •
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MANSFIELD AGAIN
TO BE CANDIDATE

Loser in 1929 Race to Run
for Mayor in 1933

/J,
for the
Thomas H. Mahony,• atorney,
union, last night issued a statement,
n
connectio
Jelling of President Ryan's
with the controversy. It follows in part:
Mr. Ryan came to Boston without
being requested to do so by the local
unions and took part in the negotiations which were then going on
with both parties friendly and about •
ready to reach an agreement. By
his talk and actions in opposition
to the union committee he convinced the employers' committee
that the Boston men were asking
for something that did not belong
to them, even though what theys
were asking for were condition
they have had for many years.
Mr. Ryan did more by his opposition te the Boston union in forcing
a strike than the steamship operators did. The operators were treating the situation with a friendly,
open mind when he convinced
that the only terms in questhem
Peace in the longshoremen's strike
tion were the terms of the contract
rests on the conciliatory efforts of
signed by the interpational committee at New York.
Joseph P. Ryan, president of the InterI did not sit in on the confernational Longshoremen's Association.
ence where Mr. Ryan created all
of
local
n
flat
the
declaratio
Following
the trouble, but the reports of the
steamship operators that they will deal
union commitbee members prove
that the facts are as I have stated
only with Ryan, who quit the conferences here when the men refused to them.
In reply to the steamship operaaccept the New York agreement, Mayor
tors that the strike is the culminawill
men
if
the
Curley declared that
tion of years of unsatisfactory relations, I say the strike was caused
not invite Ryan he will do so.
by the steamship agents trying to
The wage conference committee of
force conditions on the men that
the men, who rejected Ryan's original
are dangerous to health and safety.
proposal for the settlement of the strike,
For years, it has been the pracmet last night but made no definite detice to allow the men who started
to work early in the morning, time
cision on inviting the international
off between 5 and 7 P. M. to go
president. They will resume their dishome, get a hot meal, and when
cussion this morning.
necessary, change their clothing
The workers have expressed a willingbefore starting in for a long stretch
of night work.
ness to concede nearly all their original
In every contract, a penalty
demands if they can be taken back in
clause provided that when the men
have
far
thus
operators
the
but
body,
a
were kept at work during these
hours, they would be paid at
held the position that they will deal
double the prevailing rate of wages.
with the men only individually.
This clause was for the purpose of
Mayor Curley yesterday met with
making it unprofitable for the emJohn N. Levins, representing the operployers to wori, the men, unless it
was a case of extreme emergency.
ators, and Richard Parkhurst of the
Never before has this clause been
port authority. It was after this meetd by the employers in the
questione
ing that the operators announced that
many years that they have been
they will deal only with Ryan and will
doing business with the union, but
with Mr. Ryan walking uninvited
not recognize representatives of the
Into the situation and expressing
unions.
three local
his opinions, then the employers
Later the mayor met with a delegahad a change of heart and followed
Mr. Ryan, when they saw the way
tion of longshoremen and impressed on
to save a few dollars.
them the necessity of summoning Ryan.
As far as Mr. Ryan and Ole emLast night Mayor Curley issued this
ployers charging that, the strike
statement:
was unauthorized, the committee
acted, when putting the strike into
The steamship agents insist that
effect, accorciine to instructions
any dealing on the question done
voted by the members of the three
by them must be done through the
unions in formal meetings and by a
vote of the three memberships in
head of the International Longmass meeting assembled which
shoremen's Union, Mr. Ryan, bassustained the action of the coming their position on the fact that
mittee.
their steamers do business along
the entire Atlantic coast and on
the fact that the International
Longshoremen's Union covers the
entire coast and rather than deal
Individually with local unions in
each city, they insist on dealing
with one chief agency—the international and President Ryan.
The wage conference committee of
the unions met last night at the Grain
& Flour Exchange building to discuss
the mayor's demand that they invite
Ryan to Boston, but the discussion was
so protracted, both for and agauist such
action, that no argument was reached.
The committee finally decided to adjourn until 9 A. M. to discuss the matter further.

RYAN MUST ACT
IN DOCK STRIKE

Operators Will Deal 0'113
With Union Head, They
Tell Curley

MAYOR TO INVITE HIM
IF WORKERS REFUSE

MAYOR'S ASSISTANT
SECRETARY HONORED
About 200 friends and city officials
last night attended a testimonial dinner to Frank T. Pedonti, assistant secretary to the mayor, in the Swiss room
at the Copley-Plaza. The dinner was
given to Mr. Pedohti on the eve of his
trip to Europe and Italy. Joseph Tome.sello was toastmaster.
Speakers included Mayor Curley.
Thomas A. J. Johnson, John J. Curley,
Cornelius A. Reardon, and Penal Commissioner William G. O'Hare. _

CURLEY PRAISES WORK
OF ANIMAL LEAGUE
Declares City Under an Obligation
For Service Performed
Mayor Curley visited the Anirnal,
'Rescue League headquarters on carver
street and accompanied by Robert F.
Seller, managing director, and a group
of the board of directors inspected the
various departments yesterday afternoon.
The mayor said when he completed
his inspection. "I had no idea you handled so many animals or were doing
such a tremendous work." After visiting the free clinic, where almost 10,000
small animals receive medical and surgical treatment, and the kennels where
from 50 to 150 dogs are often housed,
he said: "The city is under an obligation for the faithful service the league
renders in its behalf. and I hope the
Animal Rescue League and its supporters will always count me as a
friend."

!

MAYOR CURLEY SPEAKER
AS DR MATHER IS FETED
Mayor James M. Curley was the
speaker at the reception given to Dr
Kirtley Fletcher Mather, president of
the Twentieth Century Club, at the
clubhouse, Joy st, hist evening. Mayor
Curley spoke on the unemployment
situation.
Dr and Mrs Mather, assisted by the
vice president of the club, Dr Lee S.
McCollester, received the guests and
members. Dr Mather gave an address
of welcome and outlined the
of
the club for the coming season,
A musical program and dancing
brought the program ,jto a close. The
committee in charge included Mrs
Wilman Adams, Mrs John K. Allen,
Miss Helen Cheever, Miss Frances
Lavender, Mrs Edwin Atkins, Miss
Anna Bancroft, Eugene Jackson,
Baron Kurt
Fred Tucker, David
Niles, Bev George Paine and Butler
w isun.

Mayor Asks DeGlane and Londos
Meetfor Title for Unemployed
By 3. J. MAHONEY

•

ng
Henri De Glane against Jim Londos in a world's championship wrestli
Boston
the
match is the attraction that Mayor Curley of this city suggests for
Daily Record and Sunday Advertiser Fund for the Unemployed.
gireatest card
Mayor Curley believes that
ever offered to the patrons of
match if arranged for Nov. 3,
settle who is the real champion

MAYOR IN NEW
PEACE MOVE IN
DOCK STRIKE

this would he the
the sport, in this city, and the
Election Night, would definitely
of the world.

Hip honor points to the fact that*
each is claiming the championship
crown and, as a result of this,
there is conaiderable mystery as
to who is the title holder.
A contest to a finish, he believes,
would dispel the fog that envelops
Ryan
Joseph
have
to
An effort
the wrestling situation, and he is
lead of the International Long- confident that the Boston Garden
shoremen's Union, come to Boston would be the proper place to setto arbitrate the outlawed dock tle the matter.
strike here will be made by Mayor
Matchmaker Fabian( of the Bos.:l'urley, it was announced yesterday. ton Garden will give $10,000 to the
to
endeavor
will
mayor
The
Fund for the Unemployed if the
have Ryan reinstate the striking
bout is decided there, and 25 per
Boston locals he recently suspendof the receipts of the show
cent
steame.1 and then treat with the
be donated.
also
will
ship companies.
Mayor Curley says that sports
John N. Levins, representing the
been good to the
have
companies, told the mayor, in a patrons
and as there is a vast
conference yesterday, that the com- wrestlers,
devotees of the mat
panies would deal only with Ryan number of
active at present
and not with the local unions game who are not
because of the business depressian,
direct. ,
for the
A meeting of the striking locals, here is a splendid chance
, Ds Glane
l•ct consider the Question of asking two leading grapplers
the
g
Ryan to come tvre, was held last and L•ondos, to do somethin for
men who have no generously ;upnight.
ported them in the past.
As winter is approaching, Hi
Honor believes that a large amount
of money can in this way be obtained by The Daily Record and
Sunday Advertiser for the fund that
will serve to relieve much suffering
during the "melancholy days."
The first move of the mayor was
to send a letter to Paul Boast*,
who is said to have a contract with
De Glane to appear here for him in
several bouts. Here is a copy of the.
letter which Mayor Curley sent to
the well known promoter:
Mr. Paul Bowser
115 Chrsuncy
Boston, Mass.
Mayor Curley late yesterday awarded Dear Sir:
the contract of $490,500 for expanding
C.
The management of the Boston
the East Boston airport to the R. of
Sunday Advertiser and the Boston
Huffman Construction Company
Cleveland, the lowest of six bidders Daily Record Unemployment Fund
have submitted a proposition to me,
seeking the big job.
I
which in view of the support that
A week will be given the company
startbefore
here
t
equipmen
its
to ship
the public of New England has acing the work of pumping about 2,300,000 corded wreetiere under your mancubic yards of fill from the harbor bot- agement in my opinion justifies me
tom to the present mud flats adjoining
size of in urging that you arrange at once
the airport, thus increasing the
for a championship wrestling bout
the flying field by 220 acres.
perbetween
The Cleveland company offered to the at the Boriten Garden,
than
Henri De Glane and Jim Tondos.
form the work for $259,523 less
State
Arrangements can be made for
next lowest bidder, the Bay
Dredging Company of East Boston, this bout to be held at the Boston
$750,025.
Garden upon Nov. 3, which In Boswhich put in a hid of
Coleman
and which
Other bidders in order were:
Cen- ton la election night.,
Brothers, Inc., of this city, UMW;
would result
Chicago, unquestionably
tral Dredging Company of Company
being
affair
the
for
every ticket
5869,000: Trimount Dredging
4 sold.
Tomaselio
G.
A.
and
$871,250,
city,
of this
It is the purpose of the Boston
Mt FM
& Son. Inc.. of this city
Sunday Advertiser and the Daily
Record nrukusgerrient to donate one
fourth Of the growl receipts of the
affair to the Public Welfare Department of the City of Boston,
to aid the needy and unemployed.
I have been informed further
that the matchmaker at the Bon-

Sought by Mayor

CONTRACT FOR
AIRPORT JOB
Cleveland Firm Gets It on
$490,500 Bid

•

Jimmy Londos, wrestling champion in some parts, who is sought
by Mayor Curley to meet Henri
DeGlane, champion in other parts,
in a big charity tussle. His Honor
is hot after the match, but no
definite agreement is in sight.

agreed if the match takes place
at the Boston Garden, to contrib.
ute personally the HUM Of POMO(
to the unemployed.
An opportunity such as this tt
be of service to the citizenship of
Boston rarely presents itself, anti
I know of no reason which wo-Jid
justify refusal upon your part hi
this good work.
Will you kindly wire me at ones
that you will accept, 110 that ar.
rangements may procosid without
delay?
Sincerely,
(Signed) JAMES M. CURLEY,
Mayor.
Mayor's Office, Boston, Oct. 14,
931
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DOCK PEACE
BLOCKED BY
ULTIMATUM

standing pat on their ae,ision to re.
fuse tem local men the right to negotiate po:t conditions.
This ctecision, it was said, is based
on the statement of Pres Ryan that
the wage conference committee has the
right to accept conditions for every
port along the Atlantic coast.
The action of Ryan in declaring sue.
pended the charter of Local 800 of Boston for delay in the payment of the
per capita tax strengthens the opera.
tore in their determination to do no
business with the strikers.
Mr Levine will report to Mayor Cure
ley today the decision arrived at by
after
started
shortly
meeting
that
A
all the local agetits meeting at his
a committee of the striking longshore- office yesterday afternoon. After reof this report Mayor Curies. will
men's unions left the office of Mayer
report to the union committee,
Curley at City Hall yesterday afternoon, and lasted until nearly midnight i
Union Attorney's Statement
at the union's headquarters In the
Thomas H. Mahony, attorney for
Grain and Flour Exchange Buildins, the union, in a statement Issued yesfailed to decide whether International terday, said in part:
"I want to make clear to the people
Pres Joseph P. Ryan of the Interneof Boston that, the suspension of the
Association charter of Local 800, I. L. A. was not
tiona 1
Longshoremen's
should he called to this city to settle an act of punishment for refusal to ,
obey any orders of International Pres i
The ultimatum that striking longthe strike. •
Joseph P. Ryan in relation to this
No information was given out by the strike, as the steamship operators i[fihoremen of Boston shall make all
committee, but it was learned that the wish the people of Boston to believe. Ir Yves toward peace through thei:
Longshoremen'srBeofsutsoentol
'
d'Thoet
members went into session soon after di
interns .cinal president, Jt.,crill P.
o e an or'ere
;
i ittrl
being informed by Mayor Curley that
Pres Ryan had authority to issue. Ryan, last night blocked all efforts
the steamship operators would do busi- Every legal order he ever issuee is
toward settlement of the city's dock
ness only with Pres Ryan, not with obeyed to the letter, but when Mr%
•rikers
Ryan, in violation of the laws of his strike, as leaders of the
the local unions.
union, atten lts to force the Boston argued a; to
, ould
The discussion centered on the ques- longshoremen to give away rights that
tion of calling in Pres Ryan and hav- lawfully belong to them, then he is not even at tempt negotiations through
ing a. showdown as to his authority. recognized.
the man whom they r.•:nidiated last
i "Mr Ryan came to Boston without
A number of committeemen were in
5eIng requested to do so by the less] week.
favor of haVing him called here, while mions and took part in the negotieothers opposed recognizing him in any •ions which were then going on with
MiENTS ULTIMA"-JM
)otir parties friendly and about :seedy
way.
John N. Levins, chairman of the
The matter will be presented to to reach an agreement. By his talk
and actions in opposition to the uni-el Chip operators' committee, last night
Thomas H. Maliony, attorney for the committee he convinced the employees'
notified Mayor Curley that his commitunion, this morning and his advice will committee that the Boston men were
would make no move toward a setbe given to the committee before noon. asking for something that did not be- tee
long to them, even though what they el,InPnt'of the strike unless the strikwere asking for were conditions tney a - t acted through Ryan. The Mayor
-ented the position of the employers
have had for many years.
Mayor's Efforts Fail
ia strikers and requested the lead"Mr Ryan did more by his opposiTwo conferences held with Mayor
to decide whether they would call
tion to the Boston union in forcing
back to Boston for full her neonCurley at his office in City Hall yes- a strike than the steamship operators
terday failed to develop any prospect did. The operators were treating the ts-- tmns.. Mayor Curley intimated that
If HIP, strike lefol'ots did not a -t, he
for an early ending of the longshore- situation with a friendly open mind would attempt I. bring 'he
internaI when he convinced them that the only
men's strike. Last night, the employ-! terms in question were the terms of tional' rresident here from New York
ing steamship operators were firm in the contiract signed by the interna- en his own initietile.
The strikers' committee, the 'Weston
their decision not to do business with 1 Lionel committee at New York.
' "I did not sit in on the conferences district council of the loternational
the local unions.
a
Longshoremen's
held
Mayor Curley, after the second eon- where Mr Ryan created all the trouble,
the
ference, announced that he haa me- but the reports of the union commit- long meeting in nye,calved word that the employers would tee members prove that the facts are Flour and Grain Evlittn:to-, rn Milk
street. last nigh', hot otthlt-its of the
do business only with Joseph P. Ryan, as I have stated them.
"As far as Mr Ryan and the em- tmlon reused to make any statement as
president of the International Longto
the sentiment of t he committee on
ployers
charging
that,
the
strl,te
vzos
shoremen's Association, with which the
recalling Ryan te P os t on.
local unions are affiliated. He further unauthorized, the committee acted,
Mayor's 1,11
The
On hi Hit,
said that the steamship companies had when putting the strike into effect, acfor -a- - id, days crittPled the
decided to do business along the entire cording to instructions voted ey the Vsillieh
etty's waterfront 81111 then developed
Atlantic coast with Mr Ryan, and not reembers of the three unions in formal
meetings and by a vote of the three Into a virtual lockout, struck a snag
with local unions.
yesterday when the steamship operators
Ho said that, although the situation memberships in mass meeting asInformed him that they would make
appeared to be deadlocked, he will use sembled which sustained the action of
ffort to open nce,..tiation,t with the
no
committee,"
the
oevery means at his command to bring
local leaders. Levins not Wed Mayor
peace and restore normal conditions to
Curley over the telephone late yesterStrike-breakers at Work
the Port of Boston.
day that a poll of the steamship met
The first conference was held during
A survey of the strike situation had resulted In this stand.
the morning with John N. Levins, along the docks yesterday, made for
Meanwhil, the port did the biggest,
agent of the American-Hawaiian Line, the employers' association,showed that
1.USilleSS since the declaration of
chairman of the operators' conference clerks and laborers are working as the strike a week ago.
for 'm'sof
committee, who was accompanied to strike breakers. With 13 steamers striks breakers ete-e
estenoed It id
City Hall by Richard Parkhurst, rep- docked the count showed 41 gangs of
the various pier.; were ha,. ••''ed
resenting the Boston Port Authority, laborers, numbering nearly 800 men, by
st 1000 strike breakers.
To these men, Mayor Curley present- were unloading and loading these vesayer
A111101Iliced last night that
.
h.
ed the situation as explained to him sels. Four steamers left during the he w odd take every means within his
Tuesday afternoon by the union com- day after being loaded by nontinioe power in break the dead), 'e The
eUsmittee. This conference continued for workers. These vessels were the Ley- Wet council of the strikers "- ill r ,t- rt at
more than an hour, Mr Levins outlin- land Line Nubian, for Manchester and 11:30 this morning to take a • lion al the
ing the position of the operators.
Liverpool via Halifax, where she will demand of the ship opera'A's that Ryan
pick up a shipment of apples; Dritieh be brought. hack.
Operators Stand Pat
steamer City of Wellington, for New
Yankee liner West Harcuvar,
York;
Mr
understood
that
Levins
It is
Luckenretateci the .stearnship _operators are for Philadelphia. and the J. L.
hanh, for Paedao Coast Ports.

STRIKERS MAY CALL
PRES RYAN TO BOSTON

Longshoremen to Consult
Union Attorney Today

Agents Will Deal Only
With Man Union
Turned Down

I

HEAP BIG CHIEFS POW-WOW

Mayor Lets $31,000
Roxbury Contracts
Street and sewer improvements
In West Roxbury calling for the
expenditure of more than $31.040
will begin within a 'ew days as a
result of contracts awarded by
Mayor Curley today.
Dooley Bros. were commissioned
to construct bitulithic paving in
Carrollton st., and Spring Valley
rd., at a cost of $11,695, and Anthony Cefulo received a contract
for sewerage works in Edgemere
and Hinsdale rds., at a cost of
$19,722.

•

Mayor to Attend
West Point Game
the

Mayor Curley plans to attend
Army-Harvard football game at
West Point on Saturday. Unless
something comes up to interfere
with present plans the Mayor will
leave Boston tomorrow afternoon
en route to the game.

Workers to Fight .
Navy Yard Closing
Representatives of the 1800 workmen at the Charlestown ..avy Yard
alle0 on Mayor Curley. 'A te yester- I
,
arrangeday, and made tentat,
ments for a mass meeting at Faneuil- Hall in an effort to prevent the
proposed closing of the yard.
To the meeting will he invited the
delegation in both
Bay St ate
branches of Congress.

Gi,00
BON VOYAGE PARTY
TO FRANK 11 PEDONT1

•

CHIEF JAMES M. CURLEY
CLUBMAN CLEAR SKY
Mayor Curley is, no doubt, a pale-facei,--hut he's an Injun, too.
Chief Clear Sky of the lroquis tribe, one of eight survivors of
the famous original Princess Pat regiment, today made the
Mayor an honorary "Raw-Lon-day," or leader, of the tribe.
Then the Mayor, to reciprocate, made Chief Clear Sky an
honorary member of the Tammany Club. (Staff Photo).

A. large number of friends attended
a bon voyage party and dinner to
Frank T. Pedonti, assistant secretary
to Mayor Curley, in the Swiss Room
o the Copley Plaza last evening.
.1. Philip O'Connell presided and Introduced Cavalier Joseph Tomasello
as toastmaster. Speakers included
Thomas J. A. Johnson, official city
greeter; Edmund Dolan, city treasurer; Rev Fr Clancy, 0. F. M., of the
Franciscan Friary, Brookline; James
H. Brennan of the Governor's Council,
end Joseph McGrath, president of the
City Council.
"Honey" Manovitch presented the
guest of honor with a ring on behalf
of his old friends in the West End.
Maurice J. Tobin, candidate for the
School Committee, made the presentalion address for the gathering, handiog
Mr Pedonti a certificate for his passage
to Europe and return, and a purse of
gold. On behalf of the force from the
Mayor's office, Secretary Cornelius A.
Reardon presented Mr Pedonti with a
travelling bag,

c
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Curley Works to Settle Dock Strike

CLEAR SKY VISITS CURLEY,
A CHIEFTAN IN TAMMANY
Tammany and Iroquois chieftains
They did not smoke the
met today.
pipe of peace but, for a time, traded
headgear. Chief Clear Sky of the Iroquois, who is showing at the Metropolitan Theatre, in full regalia of beaded buckskin with feathered war bonnet and ornamented war club, called
at the office of Mayor Curley.

•

Chief Clear Sky made Chief Curley
of Tammany a member of the Iroquois, wearing the Mayor's plug hat
while the Mayor sported the eagle
feathers and ermine

CITY WILL HAVE WORK
DONE AT 78-82 LONDON ST
The City Building Department toreceived approval from Mayor
Curley to see that repairs were made
to foundations at 711-82 London at, East
Boston. Owners of property were notiday

fied to correct matters, but according
to the Mayor. did not do so and the
city will now have the verkrk clone.

Early settlement of longshoremen's strike was looked for yesterday
after Mayor Curley, left, conferred at City Hall with Chairman John N.
Levins submitted
Levins of the steamship opvrators' committee.
proposition submitted by strikers to other operators. Situation be.
came lockout yesterday wlit n officials offered to employ men as indiv:rluals hot not as union members. Story on page 9.

Londos-Sherry Bout
Urged for Charity
Paul fl,\\ -;er,
i‘resiling promoter, today notified
Mayor CurIcy he is prepared to guarantee the unemployed
of Boston $15.000 if Jim Londos will wrestle jack Sherry in
a bout tinder his promotion. '
41

Bowser also agreed to pay all expenses in connection with the
match other than the purse asked
for by Londos. He agreed to turn
all receipts, other than the amount
paid to Londos, over to the fund
for the unemployed. Bowser pointed out that Londos recently agreed
to meet Sherry or DeGlane in a
pout here.
Ray Fa biani, Garden matcher,
had relied upon the Mayor to assist him in arranging a Londos-DeGIA ne bout.
The Mayor had taken the matter
The latter inup with Bowser.
formed the Mayor that he has
agreed with Budget Commissioner
Fox to stage a wrestling show for
the unemployed at the Arena in November or December. Bowser will

•

•

give 25 per cent of his receipts to
the fund for the poor. Bowser informed the Mayor he is not DeGlane's manager and so cannot
speak for him.
Bowser believes that with his
$15,000 guarantee and the share of
the receipts which would go to the
unemployed, a Sherry-Londos bout
will give the poor $25,000.
Bowser pointed out in his letter
to the Mayor that the SonnenbergDeGlane bout, staged for the
Christmas Fund of the Boston Evening American, and the George-DeGlane match, promoted for the
Crosscup-Pishon Post, netted $15,000 to worthy charities.
0 13
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MAYOR TRIES TO MATCH LONDOS
WITH DWANE TO BENEFIT IDLE
Mayor James M. Curley. In the
interests of the city's] unemployed,
yesterday attempted to match
Jimmy Londos with Henri DeGlane for the heavyweight wrestling title at the Boston Garden
Nov 3.
In a letter to Paul Bowser, local
promoter, the Mayor said that Ray
Faliieni of the Garden hes already
Bowser
vamp the mato&

stated last night that he would
allow DeGlane to meet London,
provided that Londos disposes of
Jack Sherry, Ohio heavyweight.
Sherry has posted forfeits with
two State commissions in en effort
to force Londos into Ft nmteh, but
Londos has refused to accept the
challenge. Bowser furthet stated
that Sherry would contribute $5000
to the unemployed and that he himself would contribute $10,000 if
Londes accepts the match with

Sherry.

MAYOR TO BANQUET
ST. THOMAS TEAM
a
Mayor James M. Curley will tender
to
dinner tonight at the Parker Mouse
baseball
the St. Thomas C. L. A. A.
of
team which won the championship
Department
the Dorchester and Park
league titles. This will mark the first

occasion in which the league winners
have been so rewarded and it is exfor
pected that it will aet a precefleni
future years.
Among the guests will be the Rev.
St.
Maurice J. FI;nn, director of the
Thomas Club, who is responsible for the
Commisbig suceess of the team: Park
Rev.
sioner William P. Long, the Rt.
Councillors
Ambrose M. Roche, City
Peter Murray and Edward Englert, Joe
McKenney, head coach of football at
Boston College, and his line coach, Bill
Ohrenberger.

PLAN TO CLOSE
YARD PROTESTED

•
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' t t 0,,
Says Port Needs
Early N. E. Spirit

early
.plea for revival of the spirit of
people risked
New England, when the
made Bostheir money in shipping and
g center, was
ton port e great shippin
a speech bemade by Mayor Curley in
New England
fore the Traffic Club of
program last
during its "Marine Night" The mayor
was
-Plaza.
"Ship and sail from Boston"
Copley
the
at
night
make this
the Traffic Club
ers
England
to
given
slogan
New
the
that
urged
of a port of
at the
port a cargo port instead
of New England last night
said, Boston
M. CurJames
Mayor
call. If th.s is done, he
by
laza
Copley-P
as a ship"marine
will again come into its own
ley, speaking at the club's
ping center.
was attended by shipspeaker.
which
only
dinner,"
the
was
Th3 mayor
E. C.
Rear Adping and railroad officials. Pres
Among those attending were
Hood
the
dant of
comman
of
manager
Nulton,
traffic
,
M.
Webster
, mirak Louis
Austin,
was
Calvin
wn,
Waterto
Yard;\
Navy
y,
Compan
Rubber
Vigorous protest was voiced by ! the Roston
England shipping men, of
Massachusetts public officials last night dean of NewSteamship Lines, Inc.; E. R. toastmaster. at.,rdn asked that too
The Mayor
when informed tha,, it had been decided the Eastern
and general man- 'United States take a lesson from Holto close the Boston navy yard, follow- Richardson, presient
a popuy
Compan
.o.hip
land, a Republic which, with
ing a conference yesterday between ager of the Oc•an Ste;
than
•vice
lation only 50 percent greater
Secretary of the Navy Charles F. Adams of Savannah; George D.• Ogden,
$300,000,
spent
Penncity,
the
York
of
Hoover
New
of
that
"False
England
Hoovtr.
t
and Presiden
president for rew
project to give
economy" was the way Mayor Curley sylvania liailro.td, and Frank S. Davis, 000 on a reclamation
aid
Association, more area for agriculture and to
described the action.
manager of the Maritime
its agricultural dart,"The Boston navy yard is the oldest
ce.
Commer
of
r
"
Chambe
farmer,
"Upon the prosper.!; of the
one in the country," said the mayor, Boston Webster, president of the club,
prosE. C.
said the Mayor, "depends the to see
"and yet it has a chain-mel-ing shop
a rope-making shop and a tri4dern ma- presided. _
perity of the Nation. I'd like of the
chine shop, all superior to facilities in
this Nation fire the imagination
which has
other navy yards of the country.
people aria restore the faith
"To close the Boston navy yard
largely been lost except in New Engpropor.
means that 2000 employes will be mit
land by making expenditures
the
of work and thrown up= the public
tionate with those of Holland on cf
welfare department of the city of BosZuyder Zee on our own 'Father
$4,500,navy
to
ton. Unfortunately the Boston
Waters'—expenditures up
yard receives no consideration along000,000 if necessary.
side of Senator George Moses and his
"I spent much of this afternoon try.
in
Portsmouth, N. H., navy yard. I have
ing to save the oldest Navy Yard
y
Secretar
In
with
up
taken the matter
the country from Hoover policies.rope
hest
the
Adams and offered my protest."
have
Charlestown we
Congressman Frederick W. Dellinger
manufacturing plant, the beat chain
of Cambridge was amazed at the news
and the most complete mafactory
and said that he didn't believe the Boschine shop in the country's Navy
ton navy yard would be closed.
Yards, but even that will not count
"How can they close the yard when
l
much against George Moses and his
-nationa
Int
the
of
President Ryan
they have awarded us the construction
interest in the Portsu outh Navy Yard.
reintoday
ion
Associat
two
will
take
it
remen's
a
r
which
of
Longsho
destroye
Republican leaders in Rhode Island
authorized
years t3 build?" he asked.
stated Voston Local 800 and
have asked that the Newport Training
When informed that the destroyer Vice President John J. Doolin to reprebe allowed to remain,
/station
negotiawould be constructed by another navy sent the I. L. A. in any renewed
wrote this afternoon a letter to
and
s
operator
s
Congres
yard he said: "Well, anyway,
tions between steamship
the Secretary of the Navy suggesting
has got the say on the appropriation the, striking longshoremen. Upon i
a way in which the Boston Navy
for the navy department. We have two ceipt of the news Mayor Curley urged
Yard and the Newport station may
Massachusetts congressmen on the com- the shipping interests to meet the
be kept, and at the same time the
mittee on appropriations, Representa- strikers. delegates. The mayor 'aid setThe
Navy may make *2,000,000.
tive Wigglesworth and Represen'ative
four
scheme involves the taking over ,y
was possible within twentyTinkham, and I am sure they will tlement
carrewas
It
airplane
Boston interests of the
these conditions.
never let the navy dep' -tment budget hours under would be a conference of
riers Lexington and Saratoga.
go through without providing an ap- ported there
n.
"As Mayor of this city I pledge that
afternoo
both sides this
propriation for the Easton yard.
the city is prepared to spend money
"I can't believe it's true. After all
generously in the furthering of comthat has been said and promised to us
merce and Industry at home, but we
in Massachusetts I am astonished that
cell do nothing without nue aid. Ship
any such action should be taken. Of
•nd sail from Boston:"
course it has been rumored for 25 years
that the navy yard would be abandoned
but this has never occurred. If it is
The City Council at its next meeting
done now it will be the greatest mistake
Monday will receive an order from
Mayor Curley would be excused if
in the world. Even if only as a matter
Mayor Curley calling for the approprihe smiled gently in the general direcof national defence, to say nothing of ation of $920,000 for the construction
tion of Harvard sq.
the employment of men in these times, of the 38-classroom high school for
the navy yard here should be kept gogirls in the Christopher Gibson dising. It would be very unfortunate to
trict.
put those men on the bricks at this
The Council in the order is also
time. But I haven't given up hope
asked to authorize City Treasurer Edyet."
mund L. Dolan to issue from time to
Gov. Ely, while frankly iturprLsed at
time upon request of the Mayor bonds
the news, declined to make a statement.
or certificates of indebtedness of the
"I will reserve my comment for tocity to said amount, the same to be
said
he
"
morrow.
issued outside the limit of indebtedness.

Reveals Efforts, in Speech
to Traffic Club Here -

"False Hoover Economy,"
Says Curley, Informed
Of Navy Decision

DALLINGER AMAZED,
PREDICTS FIGHT

New Moves to
End Dock Strike

Boston Union Reinstated —
Operators Reported Ready
to Meet Delegates

COUNCIL TO GET ORDER
FOR GIRLS' HIGH BUDGET

•

MAYOR WAGES FIGHT
TO SAVE NAVY YARD

Li- _
CALLS CLOSING
YARD UNFAIR

•

CurIQ Says It Would
Increase Public Welfare Burden

Curley swapped
Heap Bic/ Chief! aMayor
tomahaw

a shillalah for
k and a silk topper for a
war bonnet yesterday when Chief Clear Sky of the Iroquois made
him a member of his tribe.
I Da th' Frpr..41
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262,950 REGISTERED
FOR CITY ELECTION
w•e•••.•••••••

Figures Are 11,650 Less Than
For State Election Last
Year
Registration for the city election Nov.
3 will permit 262,950 voters to participate in the election of three members of
the school committee and 22 city councilmen.
The number of voters is 11,650 less
than the registration for the state election last year. As a result of the police
listing 29,545 names were dropped this
year from the voting lists. The additions were 18,895.

t.)/ 12/3/
mile largest registration was in ward
14, Dorchester, where there is o•taa
the most bitter contsfta kr the city
council sea ever staged in the city. In
Matrict 2341 names were added to
the voting lists. Other wards in which
registration was heavy were ward 3.
1325, ward 9, 1255, ward 4, 1228, ward
I 1148 ward 21. 982 and ward 17. 909.
The smallest number of names was
added.in ward 20, West Roxbury. where
but 304 voters were either listed for the
first time or had their names returneti.
The largest number of voters is registered in ward 18, Hyde Park, where
15,845 men and women are qualified to
vote, In ward 20, West Roxbury, there
are 15.775 voters and 15.485 in ward 14

Mayor Curley today declared as un-.
falr and unwarranted closing of the
•
Boston navy yard at this time.
In a statement, following a report,
that the closing of the navy yard was
to be 'included as part of. an economy
naval budget, the mayor voiced his
disapproval and called on President
Hoover to "serve and be of service."
Mayor Curley said:
'The announcement from Washington
of Secretary of the Navy Adams con-.
firming the rumor that President Hoover
favors the closing of the Boston navy
yard, coming at this time, is beth unfair
and unwarranted and will ,) questionably prove extremely burdei ,ome tc the
cities and town bs which the 2000 men
now employed at the navy yard reside.
"The publIc welfare nepartments in
every city and town in Massachusetts
have long since passed the exhaustion
point in the matter of ,prcviding funds
to meet the. requirements of the welfare
departr.
maintained by those cities
and towns. The addition of 200 families to the au Idy large number is unOust. unwlunwarr7vited.
"Naval mu oeuvres in the past three
years have demonstrated that the airline carr,•,
..q. the Lexington and the
:Saratoga, cannot be operated in naval
fleet manoeuvres, because of their excessive s eed, as contrasted with the
otl:At naval units.
"A group of New England citizens has
under consideration a proposition to be
lsubmitted to the naval department and
the United States shipping board for
the taking -ver of the Saratoga and the
Lexington and their operation from the
Port of Boston to Europe on a fouraay sailing schedule. The transfer of
these ships from the navy department
to private New England interests would
result in an annual maintenance saving
of $8,000,000.
"The total ermt, of operation of the
Boston navy yard approximates but $5,600.000. The cost of operating the Newport training station is about $1.000.000.
"It is possible through the transfer
of the Lexington and Saratoga to New
England interests to effect a saving of
$2.000,000 in excess of what would be
saved provided the navy d epartment
.eontinued to operate the Saratogra and
the Lexington. In addition, an opportunity would be afforded to establish
competitive sailim with European super-ships of modern construction upon
11. four-day basis between Boston and
.Europe. •
"The transfer of these ships to the
New England interests now seeking
them would not only save the situation
and make unnecessary the discharge of
a single man now employed at the Boston Navy Yard or at Newport, but
would, in addition, prove a tremendous
impetus to commercial and inmdustrial
Boston. It is to be sincerely hope that
President Hoover, unless he is actuated
solely by a desire to punish the people
of Masachusetts because the state failed
to support him in the last presidential
election, will take advantage of the
opportunity presented. to serve and be
of service."

.g_oc.)13.4o
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Notifies Mayor Curley He Is
Ready to Meet Londos on Mat
By S. J. MAHONEY
Paul Bowser notified Mayor Curley yesterday that he
is ready and eager to handle a
championship wrestling bout Nov. 3 between Jim Londos, the
Greek star, and Jack Sherry, famous mat.
man, for the benefit of the Daily Record and Sunday
Advertiser Fund for unemployment relief.
Not only would he gladly guarantee all prornoi.ional
expenses, with the exception of Londos'
fee, the promoter told the Honor, but he
will give $10,000 to the Fund and Sherry will give $5000
more the moment the bone-erushers begin to grapple.
This, he pointed out, would give received your letter which asks me soon as 1,llllos steps into the ring
and begins to wrestle with sherry.
to the unemployed the full receipts to do the impossible.
I say impossible, because I am
This •vill !mace a total denspon
of the match, except for the
Sherry and myself
not the manager of the chant! •
of $15,000 f
amount paid the champion, and DeMane, although I am his per to votir emu-4.. In addition. I will
aortal friend.
another $15,000 besides.
promote this match on a big scale,
ware however, of the fat t furnishing at my own expense the
Bowser's letter was in reply to a
thLathite:has :
entered into contracts complete preliminary card, rental
request from the Mayor that Paul witieh bind hint,
if he remains of building, and every Incidental
aid in arranging a Londos-De champion, to compete in several necessary to the promotion of this
3lane bout, which, the Boston pro- wrestling bouts, including one in match.
This means that $15,000 and every
moter answered, he considers "im- Boston o n the 29th day of October
He, therefore, would not be obtain- cent taken in at the gate, with the
possible."
In the first place, he said, he is able for the bout you suggest on the exception of what Jim Londos may
want for his services, will be turned
not the manager of the French third day of November.
There has been a rivalry existing over to charity.
wrestler and in the second place
I am willing to sign for this enhe understands De Glane has other between Ray Fabian!, Londos, the
engagements, including a match Boston Garden and myself, and the tire proposition on a minute's nosix days before Nov. 3, that would 01,1J thing I can do Is to use my tice and will post a bond of any
eliminate him as a contestant on hest judgment in the battle exist- reasonable amount as a guarantee
ing bw
eteen us, not only in Boston.
that I will go through with every
that date.
to
but all over the country.
statement I have made in this letHere is a copy of the letter ye- hut
believe that paet records will ter.
ceived by Mayor Curley from Paul
show that I have gone as far in
Bowser:
If Mr. Londos or his many
October, le 1931. nunations for charity causes in friends will accept this preposiBoston as anyone with similar ti- tion. I will be glad to start ImmeThe Hon. James M. Curley,
nancial means.
diately as I have proposed. If they
Office of the Mayor,
It is hard for me to figure. don't care for this proposition, why
lotowing Ray Fabiani, Jim Lomelos not allow their organization to run
City Hall, Boston, Maas.
and Ed White, Londos' manager, as their own show for this cause and
My Dear Mr. Mayor:
well as I do, why they, who are 1101 I will run my show as I have
Your letter of October 13 received
planned. I am willing to guarantee
and contents carefully noted. As citizens of Massachumette,
want to come in and do somethin1 that
the amount of the check
3011 probably are aware, Mr. Mayor, big
for
City
the
of
Boston.
turned over by me will be as large
have for some months past beet'
ate only answer is that Mr. Enid
arranging with Budget Commisas the one turned over by them.
si,,,,, Fox for a charity vvrestjing ani wants to make a grand ImpresVery truly yours,
(Stoned) PAUL BOWSER.
carnival for the benefit of the Wel- sion, get in right on the local situafare Department of the City of Bom tion and, if poesible, put me out of
ton, which we plan to stage the list
business, even though I have built
ter part of November or the first
up the sport in this vicinity and
part of December.
ei‘ en everything I have to make it
wsrth while.
Please let me call your attention
to the fact that on Sunday last that
the Fabiani-Londoe-White combination made a statement In the Boston Sunday Advertiser in which
Jim Londos challenged champion
First for the unemployed as usuDe(Thine and several others. Sherry,
al Mayor Curley yesterday bought
upon readin., this chullenge accepted the challenge and stipulated
the first 10 tickets for the Daily
that his entire share of the gate
Record and Boston Sunday Advarreceipts would be donated to charUser wrestling show at the Bosity and, in addition to this, the
ton Garden, Nov. 3.
minute that Londos stepped Into
Unwilling to accept a box at the
••
n
s rewiriIa, svrestle. he
which was offered to nun
will donate lwrsonally $5000 more
free for the championship mateh
to your ea use.
between Jim Londos and an oppqNow In wise er to your letter, Mr.
nent to be picked later, the mayor
said, "I want to do my bit to put
Mayor, 1 vi "I furnish Jack Sherry
the show over.''
to meet Jim Condos ruler the fob
He purchased ten $5 tickets
bminK
hem's services
saying, "I hope every citizen in
to be donated absolutely free to the
the city who can afford it will do
cause you mention.
likewise. Here Is a championMiatel
AilidON steps into
ship show. The proceeds are to
the ring to meet Sherry and 'oego to a worthy cause. I expect
gins to are tic, $5000 will be tutted
to get my money's worth Nov. 3
over to 3"S11:' MUM. as A perspnal
and every one else who goes
JACK SHERRY
donation from Jack Sherry.
there will get their money's
I will iker%llllll Ily donate $10,000 sea
worth besides helping the eaus;
.
The details for that affair had
. .
.
along."
been practically completed when 1
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MAYOR TO FIGHT
Scores Plan to Close

Navy

False Economy—Takes

Yard as
Shot

at

Senator Moses
a3 or Ctirley laSt night made it perfectly clear in a talk before the Traffic
Club of New England at the CopleyPlaza that the Charlestown navy yard
faces the serious likelihood of being
closed and that he intends to enlist an
possible forces and means to keep It
open, despite efforts at Washington to
effect federal economy.
"This navy yard we have here," the
Mayor emphasized, "is one of the best
, iiiitiped and oldest in the country. The
-•-oretary of the Navy, a Massachn..etts man, this afternoon, submitted his
programme to President Hoover and in
it a reduction is covered that threatens
our navy yard.
"The navy yard here has the hest
chain-making factory, the best ropemaking plant, the best machine shop
end one of the hest dry docks of any
navy yard in the country," the Mayor
continued.
"But, after all, what Is all that compared to the Portsmouth navy yard and
(Senator) George Moses?" Mr. Curley
remarked sharply. "It is possible the
Portsmouth navy yard, although far
less equipped, might remain open.
"At the present time there are about
2000 men employed at the Charlestown
Mr. Hoover's apparent
navy yard.
project in allowing the Charlestown
closed is to effect econbe
to
yard
navy
omy.

Falls to See Economy
"I fail to see how any economy would
be effected in this way when these men
and their families almost immediately
would be thrown onto the payrolls of
the city public welfare department.
The city of Boston at present Is paying
o an average of. $1000 an hour for pubwelfare help."
The Mayor told the TraMc Club mem- j
'hers that he spent a large part of yes.
''"day afternoon in an attempt to
lie navy yard here open. He said he
lout sent communications to Secretary
of the Navy Chorles Francis Adams,
urging that consideration be shown ter
the local yard.
Mayor Curley also said he has been
informed that Rhode Island legialathe
P
CHRIST0P1-1ER
leaders have already begun action to
STU A R.'r
DE GIZOOT,
keep open the Newport training station,
SEC'Y
GENERAL AGENT
which faces the possibility of being
-TREAS.
NORTH GERMAN
closed.
LLOYD
The Mayor said he is confident that
even If the aid of private business has
to be enlisted It would be worth while
on the government's part at present
Mayor Curley last night. attacked do your part."
"Sixty per cent of all goods (-old outto keep the navy yard here going. The
'resident Hoover in connection with
are shipped from
Mayor also stressed that closing cf the
epression and vigorously urged lin- side of Massachusetts
said. "New
tittIty yard would mean the loss of
iediale and wide development of the New York," the Mayor
•/sail
and
ship
should
least
at
England
held
'era] thousands of dollars annually to
'oi t of Boston, at "Marine Night"
port
this
100
years
For
Boston.
of
out
Copley
the
of
ballroom
'Bozton merchants.
n the main
place commercially. It is
Plaza Hotel by the Traffic Club of New occupied first
about time we secured this supremacy
England.
"Mr. Hoover told us early In January back again."
The Mayor questioned how President
that the depression would be all over in
could ever expect prosperlt3
SO days," the Mayor said. "He has ap- Hoover
return. "when he's only spendini.
to
perently misinformed."
these days." The Mayor urgem
The Mayor urged the creation of an pennies
federal expenditure of $4,500,000,000 alone
industrial planning commission as one
the banks of the Mississippi River tot
definite means of checking or minicontrol to restore confidence anr
mizing any recurrence of present suf- Mood
stabilize conditions.
fering.
The Mayor shouted out that "out
The Mayor emphasized that the wider
next President will be Franklin D.
more
the
wealth
of
distribution
the
The remark drew much
Rome\ cit."
certain this country will be of pros- applause.
perity and progress. He warned that
Mr. Curley strongly advised him RUMI efore presperity can return it will be enee to remain optimistic regarding the
necessary to stabilize the farmer.
disappearance of present conditions. He
Speaking with reference to the port
continued
that
confidence
hitt forecast
of Boston the Mayor ...ailed upon
Bos- optimism Is bound to play a vital role
audience to 'ship end sail" from
ptinsperIt3•.
of
retuen
the
ion in
ton. He assured the transportat
Edward C. Webster, president of the
to
leaders that the ''city is prepared of Traffic Chili of New England, presided
promotion
the
for
spend generously
If von will only at the gathering.
commerce and 11,4113m1 rv
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CURLEY HAS PLAN
TO SAVE NAVY YARD
Would Transfer Two Airplane Carriers
To Boston-Europe Passenger Service
In mese allipb Li.) use
ew Zngland
Mayor James M. Curley, in a state- interests now seeking them would not
ment issued this afternoon on the only save the situation and :make unnecessary the discharge of a single
S'harlestown Navy Yard situation, man now employed at the Boston Navy
sitars a suggestion that the naval Yard or at Newport, but would in addiplafie carriers Lexington and Saratoga, tion prove a tremendous impetus to
which he says cost $8,000,000 in an- commercial and industrial Boston.
"And it is to be sincerely hoped that
nual maintenance, be transferred to
the Shipping Board for use as pas- President Hoover. unless he is actuated
senger ships out of Boston on a four- solely with a desire to punish the
, people of Massachusetts because the
lay schedule to Europe.
The cost of maintaining the Charles- State failed to support him in the last
I Presidential election, will take advantown Yard and the training station tage of the opportunity presented to
at Newport Is said by the Mayor to be serve
and be of service."
but $8,000,000 a year. In the event of
the transfer of the Lexington and
Saratoga, the Newport station could
still be operated and $2,000,000 saved,
he points out.
Mayor Curley's statement was as
Headquarters of war veteran organfollows:
izations in the State House buzzed this
'"The announcement from Washingmorning at the news flashed from
ton of the Secretary of the Navy, Washington
relative to the proposed
Charles Francis Adams, of the confirclosing of the Charlestown Navy Yard.
mation of the rumor that President
The possibility of big mass meetings
Hoover favors the closing of the Bosprotest against' the proposal was
ton Navy Yard, coming at this time, is of
discussed.
both unrolls and unwarranted, and
The Chamber of Commerce plans to
will unquestionably prove extremely take a hand. A letter, dated yesterburdensome to the cities and towns in day, came this morning from Pres H.
Which the 2000 men now employed at I. Harriman of the Chamber to Dethe Navy Yard reside. Every city partment Commander Emery C. Grisand town in Massachusetts has long wold of the United Spanish War Vetsince passed the exhnustion point in erans, of which a part follows:
the matter of providing funds to meet "Recent reports state that because
the requirements of public welfare de- of the desire for drastic cuts in the
partments maintained by those cities budget of the Navy Department, the
and towns. The addition of 2010 fami- authorities at Washington are contemlies to the already large number is plating the closing of the Boston Navy
unjust, unwise and unwarrainted.
Yard.
"Naval maneuvers in the past three
"The Boston Chamber of Commerce
years have demonstrated that the air- believes that good and sufficient reaplane carriers, the Lexington and the sons exist whs. despite the necessity
Saratoga, cannot be operated efficient- for economy, the Boston Navy Yard
ly in naval fleet maneuvers, because should be kept intact. /n order to
of their excessive speed, as contrasted give expression to these reasons end
with the other naval units.
.t.o arrange to present them effectively
"A group of New England citizens
concisely. I am calling e. meeting
have under consideration a proposition and
at the Chamber of Commerce at
to be submitted to the Naval Depart- luncheon on next Tuesday, Oct 20,
ment and the United States Shipping at 12:30 p m.
Board for the taking over of the Sara- "I extend a cordial invitation to you
toga and the Lexington and their oper- to attend this meeting as the guest of
ation from the Port. of Boston to Eu- the Chamber and assist in preserving
rope, on a four-day sailing schedule. a local institution, employing 1800
The transfer of these ships iroin the persons, which has existed for more
Navy Department to private New Eng- than 100 years.
lard interests would result in an annual maintenance saving of $8,000,000.
Statement by Haverty
The total cost of operation of the Boston Navy Yard approximates but
Up to noon no such invitation had
$5.000000. and the cost of operating come to the American Legion, State
the Newport Training Station about Adjt Dennie H. Haverty said:
$1,000,000 additional.
"State Commander Stephen C. Gar'It is posible through the transfer of rity and I, though no invitation to
the Lexington and the Saratoga to the the Chamber of Commerce luncheon
New England interests to effect a sav- has come here, realize thoroughly the
ing of $2,000,000 in excess of what immense value and essential need of
would be saved, provided the Navy De- the Charlestown Navy Yard, and the
partment continued to operate the public may rest assured that the LeSaratoga and the Lexington. In addi- gion in Massachusetts will spare no
tion, an opportunity would he afforded effort to bring about the retention of
to establish competitive sailings with that indispensable intsitutlon."
European superships of modern construction, upon a four-day basis between Boston and Europe. ThA transfer

WAR VETS PLAN TO FIGHT
CLOSING OF BOSTON YARD

•

Jacobs Writes to Curley
No invitation had come to the Veterans of Foreign Wars, Massachusetts
headquarters, in room 180.
But Wilfred E. Jacobs, pasts commander of the Suffolk County Council
f the V. F .W., drew up anl sent to
Mayor Curley a letter reading in part:
"The Military Order of the Serpent,
of which I am the commander for the
Department of Massahcusetts, U. S.
W. V., is vitally interested in retain:ng the Boston Navy Yard.
"We stand 100 percent behind any
movement to retain the Boston Navy
Yard and the giving of continued employment to the many hundreds of
men employed there for many, many
years.
"Please be advised that I am ready
to call a monster meeting of all veterans, the meeting to be held in Faneuil Hall at an early date. Such a
meeting would cost but a small amount
and would, I believe, do much toward,. bringing about the end desired.
"If you are interested in such a
movement I shall be pleased to call
upon you at your convenience to discuss plans for same."

„-,I H„
BOWSER TO AID
MAYOR IN FUN
Wrestling Promoter Read:
to Put on Show for Unemployed Fund
Mayor James M. Curley's proposal fot
an all-star wrestling show for the city
of Boston welfare fund has been accepted by Paul Bowser, wrestling promoter and resident of Greater Boston.
Bowser, who does not manage wrestlers,
but promotes the shows in which they
appear, Ls ready to confer with Budget
Commissioner Charles Fox on a date.
He is ready to sign a match between
Jack Sherry and Jim Londos, which, he
believes, would swell the welfare fund.
DONATES SERVICES
Promoter Bowser has written to the
mayor relative to the big charity show
and, in part, said:
"In answer to your letter, Mr. Mayor,
I will furnish Jack Sherry to meet Jim
Londos under the following conditions:
Sherry's services to be donated absolutely free to the cause you mention.
Immediately Londos steps into the ring
to meet Sherry and begins to wresSle,
$5000swill be turned over to your cause
as a personal donation from
Jack
Sherry, I will personally donate
as soon as Londos steps into $10,000
the ring
and begins to wrestle with Sherry.
This
will make a total donation of
frem Sherry and myself to your$15,000
cause,
In addition, I will promote this
Match
on a big scale, furnishing at
my
expense the complete prelimhtary own
card
rental of building and every
incidental
necessary to the promotion of
match. This means that $15,000 this
and
every cent taken in at the
gate, wiSh
the exception of what Jim
Londos may
want, for his aervicts, will be
turned
over to charity.”

Boston Navy
Yard Likely
to Stay Open

Administration nas consistently emphasized its desire not to add to the unemPlan
ployed in its general 'economy program Congressmen Oppose
through the Government departments.
to Close the Navy Yard
The Boston yard, for example, employs
about 1300 men.
Likewise the navy
yards ha.vo many friends in Congress.
Congressmen of Greater Boston are
The Bay State and the New England vigorous in :heir protests against the dedelegation will, it is certain, oppose the
cision to close the Boston Navy Yard,
closing down of the Boston yard,
Al- which was announced after a conference
ready Senator David I. Walsh has filed a
between President Hoover and Secretary
protest, and Congresswoman Rogers is
the Navy Adams.
Impression Is That Depart. scheduled to see the President and See- ofCongressman
Frederick W. Dellinger
retary Adams today to make a similar
Cambridge expressed amazement add
of
ment's Recommendation Will protest.
said that he did not see how the yard
The President made it known some
be closed when it had just been
Not Go Through
time ago that the efforts of certain naval lcould
'awarded work of constructing a deofficers to create a backfire of opposition stroyer which would take two years.
in the press to naval cuts were displeasWhen told that it was planned to transBy Oliver McKee, Jr.
ing to him. Mr. Adams apparently has
fer the work to another yard, he said,
succeeded In getting an economy pro- "Well, anyway, Congress has the say on
gram approved by his naval advisers the appropriation of the Navy DepartSpecial to the Transcript:
Washington, Oct. 16—The impression along the lines demanded by the Presi- ment. We have two Massachusetts conprevails here that the Boston Navy dent. Reports of a rift between the gressmen on the committee on appropriawill
not he
Yard
closed notwith- President and Mr. Adams need not be tions. Representative Wigglesworth and
When asked Representative Tinkham, and I am sure
standing the recommendations by the taken very seriously.
The Budget Bu- whether he proposed to resign, just be- they will never let the Navy Department
Navy Department.
reau and the President will have fore the Cabinet meeting, Mr. Adams budget go through without providing an
something to say, as will Congress, smiled jocularly, indicating there was no appropriation for the Boston yard.
about the proposal. If the President substance to published reports that he { "I can't believe it's true. After all
eoncurs in the recommendations, the was at odds with his chief. The White that has been said and promised to us in
whole matter is due for an airing in House had no comment to make today Massachusetts, I am astonished that any
on the recommendations submitted by such action should be taken. Of course.
Capitol Hill. Under such circumstances
years
there Would be a big fight in Congress the Secretary of the Navy, and Mr- It has been rumored for twenty-five
Adams in turn referred inquirers for de- that the Navy Yard would be abandoned,
against abandonment. The admirals betails to the President, or his secretaries, but this has never occurred. If it is done
lieve that the shore stations must bear
now it will be the greatest mistake in the
a part of the brunt of the econom; drive,
world. Even if only as a matter of nabut the political factor will have much Sees Efficiency Unimpaired
nothing of the emWashington, Oct. 16 (A.P.)—President tional defense, to say
Influence on the situation.
in these times, the
Congresswoman Edith Nourse Rogers Hoover believes the Navy Oepartmen ployment of men
here should be kept running.
of Massachusetts this afternoon predicted has succeeded in trimming n illions of Navy Yard
be very unfortunate to put
that the Boston yard would remain open. dollars from its 1933 budget without im- It would
those men on the bricks at this time.
"I think it would he bad for the employ- pairing the efficiency of the service. ReBut I haven't given up hope yet."
ment situation in Boston to have the yard ceiving the curtailed estimates, which
Neither Congressman George Holden
closed down," she said. "There are reduced by almost $61,000,000 the planned
Tinkham nor Congressman Richard B
trained men there who would be hard to $401,000,000 expenditures of the Navy, i
sion,b
fur
o
u taIteesLonrtth co uld be rtehaechdeede today
replace." If the President does not heed the White House said they were accept-iWa isgtg
regarding
that
added
the
effort had been Congressman John W. McCormack charthe various protests, she believes that able. It
Congress will override the Executive, and strong and successful.
the action as "amazing" and
Hoover
demanded
President
the cur- acterized responsibility ',vas definitely on
insist that the yard be kept open.
said the
Secretary Charles Francis Adams pre- tailed Navy program several weeks ago th e present administration.
sented to the President an economy pro• after pointing out that the $401.000,000
let disregard of the in"It shows
gram for the Navy which recommends figure was $40,000,000 more than appro- terest of Massachusetts. It also shows
the closing of the Boston yard, the train- priated this year. Mr. Hoover was high a lack of appreciation of the importance
he bes
ing station at Newport and the Navy iv aroused at the time by aiaat one...,
of the Boston Navy Yard as a necessary
yard at Charleston, S. C. It is under- nevect were efforts of some imam
element ot our national defense. The
support
in
demanding
to
seek
public
stood that the Navy's budget for the fisrepresent. Boston Navy Yard is far superior to the
cal year 1933 has been pared down to larger naval budgets. He was
reduced Brooklyn and Philadelphia yards which
ed
as
for
willing
to
carry
a
fight
slightly more than $340,000,000, or aphave not been disturbed.
expenditures
before
the
people.
proximately $59,000,000 less than the
clearly indicate
Inasmuch as curtailment of the fleet's "Recent developments
America's first line of deoriginal estimate. The President had
construction program is not favored by that our Navy,
in order that certain
suffer
asked for a cut of $61,000,000. While Mr. themust
President, it is presumed that the rem".
Adams and his advisers have not been ,decreases have been effected through re- econom.es may be brought about. I conable quite to come within the President's duced fleet activities and enlisted men of sider this a serious mistake. The adminfigures, it is not believed that there will both the Navy and the Marine Corps, istration places itself in a very inconbe any serious difficulties on this score and by the elimination of some naval sistent position when on the one hand' it
between the White House and the Navy. yards. The details, however, are yet to it urges private employers to increase
be worked out between Director Roop of their working force, and on the other
promulgates an order which throws
the Budget Bureau and the Navy's budggt hand
Prefer to Keep Ships Operating
000 governmental employees on the
officer.
2
It is Mr, Adams's view that because
Among the stories circulated here was street.
of the cuts asked for by the President one
The people of New England. irreto the effect that the Navy had sacit was necessary either to Pat a large rificed construction of two of its principal epective of their political leanings, should
number of vessels out of commis-ion, or hospitals, a new one planned 'for Phila. arouse themselves to the meaning of
this action and create a feeling of pub,Ase ..lose some shore stations. He and
delphla and replacement buildings at the
his naval advisers regard the forces existing Washington plant. These land lic opinion thal will convince the Adafloat as the most esesntial, for ships can- moves would be combined with reduc- ministration that the order closing tile
not be improvised over night. Ever since tions in the enlisted personnel, variously Navy Yard should be rescinded. it was
uthe transfer of the main battle fleet to estimated at from 3500 to 5000, with- only six months ago that the
t
congressional delegation MascheU was asthe Pacific, the Eastern coast has had drawn I from service of shout one-fifth of:
more shore stations than were really the ships in commission under a rota- ired that the rumor at that time was
foundation and that the Adminneeded, and naval officers have lone, felt tion plan which would give every vessel 1,
that if money was to be saved on the part time use, and a reduction in tile Ie stration was not even considering and
had no intention of closing the Boston
sea establishment, the best way to accomnumber of active battleships from fifteen 'Navy -Yard.
plish this was to cut down some of the Ito eleven.
yards and shore stations.
Secretary Adams today advised newsThe President and the Budget 'Bureau paper correspondents to smile at Pubmay decide not to close down any shore lished reports that he would resign as
stations, on the ground that to do so Secretary of the Navy because of differwould put men out of employment. The ences with President Hoover over cuts
in the naval budget.
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(Story on Page 81)

(Daily Record Photo)

Mayor James M. Curley, right, shown yeste' rday at City Hall as he purchased from Mark Mcten $5 tickets for the Daily Record-Boston
Intyre of the Daily Record staff the first
unemployed, November 3, at Boston Garthe
for
Sunday Advertiser wrestling show
title against an opponent to be seleeeted.
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'ORT DEVELOPMENT
URGED BY CURLEY

PEDONTI LEAVES TONIGHT
More than a score of friends left
hp at
for New York last night, to
ti,
thr pier when "Frankie" Pertnn
assistant secretary to Mayor Curley. sails from that city aboard the
III, S. Conte Grande for a six-weeks'
tour of Italy. "Frankte" goes In
satisfy a life-long yearning to visit
the birthplac, of hip, parents in
Messina. During his visit there he
will have audiences with His Holiness, Pope Pius XI, Premier Mussolini and King Victor Emmanuel.
Among those representing City Hall
who will bid him "bon voyage," are
Cornelius A. Reardon, secretary to
Mayor Curley; Asst. Secys, "Jimmy" Tobin and "Bill" Duggan, and
mayor's
"Charlie" Manion, the
ehauffeur.
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WILL NOT
DEAL WITH
STRIKERS

I employed in the production,' public
works and the supply departments.
The workmen have homes in Boston
and nearby cities and towns and the
majority of them are married men
with families to airport. Many of
these are also owners of homes which
,
are mortgaged.
Forty-one percent. are Spanish War,
World War and other ex-service men.
About 627 employes are military preference employes.
The majority of the men employed.
over 55 years of age, 'with 15 years of
presentation
For an effective
of the service, are eligible for retirement with
reasons why Roston business; leaders an annuity. Many, though they may
believe the Charlestown Navy Yard have 311 years' employment with the
Government, have not reached the age
should be kept open, Pres Henry 1.
of 55 years.
Harriman of the Roston Chamber of
Commerce has calb-d a meeting for Walsh Depends on Congress
next Tuesday at 12:30, when service
Navy Yard employes were stunned
reprosen let ives, business men and by the announcement, citing a letter
civic leaders will express their pro- received from Senator Coolidge Thursday by Thomas McCarthy, one of the
tests.
This was the first result of the state- civilian attaches. The letter said in
ments in Washington that the Charles- part:
"You and I know very well that
town Yard is on the list for closing
in the interests of economy. Veteran rumors like the present ones have been
Settlement of the strike of hunapplied
to probably most of the navy
organizations were planning mass
yards throughout the country at varimeetings of protest yesterday.
dreds of Boston longshoremen, which
Mayor Curley offered RS an alter- ous times. Secretary of the Navy
seemed Thursda. .11 a fair way of
native to the closing a proposition that Adams is our friend and I have every
being reached, .s..uck a snag late
the Navy Department save $8,000,000 reason to believe that his interest in
operation expense annually by turning the Boston Navy Yard, with its splenyesterday. Climaxing the situation
over the airplane carriers Lexington did record in history for so many
was a warning voic•d last night over
and Saratoga to passenger service be- years, will not be disturbed."
Senator Walsh arrived 'home early
tween Boston and European ports.
the telephone to the Post from New
Expense of operation of the Charles- yesterday after his hurried trip to
York by Joseph P. Ryan, president
town Yard is estimated at $8,000,000 Washington, where he lodged a vigorous protest Fa the Navy Department of the International
annually.
Longshoremen's
against the closing of the Charlestown
Association, that the Boston shipNavy Yard.
Mayor Curley's Plan
"If the Administration insist j on
ping interests seem to have the strike
In his statement, Mayor Curley said: closing the Charlestown Yard we shell
well in hand, and that if the strikers
"The announcement from Washing- have to fight it tooth and nail in Conton of the Secretary of the Navy, press." he said. "The people of Mas- want to
enter into negotiations with
Charles Francis Adams, of the con- sachusetts may depend upon their repfit mation of the rumor that President resentatives in Washington to fight the shipping agents they will have
Hoover favors the closing of the Bos- this move of false economy. Republi- to come in under
the terms of the
ton Navy Yard, coming at this time, cans and Democrats. I am sure, will
is both unfair and unwarranted, and unite in preventing the closing of one steamship companies, and do so
will unquestionably prove extremely of the oldest and best-equipped yards shortly.
burdensome to the cities and towns in In the country, throwing 1800 employes
which the 2000 men now employed at out of work and adding to the large
the Navy Yard reside.
WILL COME IF REQUESTED'
numbers seeking employment.
"A group of New England citizens
"I am not given to prophecy, but )
It was indicated last night that sethave under consideration a proposition do not believe that the Congress will
tlement of the strike can only be
to be submitted to the Navy Depart- approve the plan of the Administration
`reached by having President Ryan corns
rosnt and the United States Shipping to increase the number of unemployed. to
Boston and be the representative of
Board for the taking over of the Sara- If the Government starts in cutting
the Longshoremen's Association at 0
toga and the Lexington and their payrolls and increasing the number of
possible conference with the shipping
operation from the Port of Boston to unemployed, how can it consistently
agents. Furthermore, that Ryan will
Europe, on a four-day sailing schedule. ask private concerns to maintain wagce
probably
come only at the request of
The transfer of these ehips from the and retain their help'?" he asked.
the strikers.
Navy Department to private New Eng:Developments moved rapidly yester1,1nd interests would tesult in an an- Veterans for Mass Meetings
day in the strike, and each
succeeding
nual maintenance saving of $8.000,000.
State Adjt Dennie H. Haverty of step seemed to involve the
but
, "It is possible through the transfer the American Legion said:
mare deeply. Briefly they situation
included the
tof the Lexington and the Saratoga to
"State Commander Stephen C. Gar- following:
the New England interests to effect a rity and I realize thoroughly the imA determined effort
saving of $2,000.000 in excess of what mense value and essential need of the Mayor Curley to end on the part of
would be saved, provided the Navy Charlestown Navy Yard, and the pub- telephoned Ryan, in the strike. lie
New York. A
Department 'continued to operate the lic may rest assured that the Legion statement issued from the
Mayor's ofSa,ta and the Lexington. In addi- in Massachusetts will spare no effort fice said Ryan had
agreed to comply
tion, an opportunity would be afforded to bring shout the retention of that with the Mayor's request and
reinstate
tilt charter hf Local 800 of •:ie
to establish competitive ceilings with indispensable institution."
LongEuropean superships of modern conWilfred E. Jacobs, past commander shoremen's Union, anti ti notify the
struction, upon a four-day basis, be- of the Suffolk County Council of
shipping interests that it would
the
be
tween Boston and Europe. The trans- V. F. W., sent to Mayor Curley a let- agreeable to hold a conferen,
e with the
three locals.
fer of these ships to the New England ter reading in part:
Interests now seeking them would not
"We stand 100 percent. behind any
Insist on Ryan
only save the situation and make un- movement to retain the Boston Navy
necessary the discharge of a single Yard and the giving of continued em.
Mayor Curley then 1.01.ed
with John
man now employed at the Boston ravy ployment to the many hundreds of , Line,
N. Levine of the A
Yard or at Newport, but would in ad- men employed there for many, many
chairman of themerle:in-Hawaiian
a hippin a
dition prove a tremendous impetus to years.
committee, urging him to hold a
concommercial a mi_indListrini Boston."
"Please be advised that I am ready ference, of the agents and reprexenta_
to call a monster meeting of all vet- lives o the Boston District Council
of
Many Long Employed There erans, the meeting to be held in Fan- Longshoremen.
Ryan then teiegra ,hed Vice
employes
1500
than
early
Hail
at
date.
more
null
an
Such
of
a
total
A
Joh n ,r, poohn of
-President
Charlestown, to arof the Boston Navy Yard, the oldest meeting would cost but a small amount ra go
meetings of tho different
in the country, would be thrown out and would, I believe, do much toward I ' ive the
local*
men a Chance
of employment, should the yard be bringing about the end dlealeed"
in r wishes. The wire said to express
that
closed.
Ryan
\%as under the impression
the
Of till,/ number, 350 are employed as
Want hint present in Boston, striker.
but
have
clerks, draftsmen, inspectors and pono means of conveying their
wishes to
licemen, and the remaining 1150 are
hint.
...

'PUBLIC PROTEST ON
NAVY YARD CALLED
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Business Leaders to Meet
Tuesday at Chamber

Steamship Companie!
Insist on Union
Head Here

•

•

RUB TO LOSE
0 MILLION IF
1

I
i Urges Hub to Help
Portsmouth Yard
poRT,4)1(117TH, N. II., Oct. 16--Mayor F. W. Ilartford, in it statement this
afternoon, made an appeal for Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston and the
hhuetti,hois

.
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station one of the outstanding naval
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Enormous Annual Loss to Boston—
Payroll $3,000,000 More to
Greater City Residents
Big Protest Meeting on Tuesday
Mayor Has Plan to Add 3000
Men at Yard
WILL AGAIN TIE UP
"OLD IRONSIDES"
The
Wfir'SHINGTON, Oct. 16
old frigate Constitution, rebuilt and
refitted largely through contributions
of the nation's school children, is to
go out of commission again. Only a
few weeks ago, she started her grand
tour of the Eastern and, possibly, the
Western coast. Now, under the navy
budget slashing plan, Old Ironsides
again is to he tied up at a dock. And,
because of the plan to abandon the
Boston navy yard, it will not even
be at her home port, where she has
laid for years.

•

Boston isn't going to let the
Charlestown navy yard go without a
protest that will stir Washington,
according to plans in the making last
night. Next Tuesday afternoon leading business and financial men of
Boston will gather at the Chamber of
Commerce, on call of President
Henry I. Harriman of that body, to
arrange for formal protest to the
Ere,ident and to make plans not only
to prevent the closing of the yard,
but to make sure of its continued
operation on a basis of equality with
other yards.

$18,000,000 SAVING
Mayor

Tells

How Navy Can Mak,

It, keep Boston

Yard Open and
Regain Ocean Speed Crown
I.:W Yoll1:, Oct. le—Pronosalsli
pro, oio work for 3000 additional men
at the Boston navy yard and yet
save
the Navy Department tis,000,000
were
outlined here tonight by Alavor ettrlev
it route to.the liarvard-Army
football
game at West Point.
t miler the Mayor's plan the
Shipping
Board and a New England
of bankers, transportation andsyndicate
business
leaders would take over, the giant airplane carriers Saratoga and
Lexington, which cost the Navy
Department
$8,000,000 a year in maintenance costs
alone.
Saving in Equipment
The other 110,000,000 would be
saved
by transferring the
equipment or the
giant carriers to two smaller carriers.
instead of spending that amount
purchasing additional equipment for
the new boate.
Work would then be given 3000
additional men at the Charlestown navy
Aard reconditioning the big plane
carriers as four-day passenger liners between Boston and Europe. This
work
would not cost the Navy Department
a cent, the Mayor said, explaining
It could be paid for by the New that
England syndicate and the Shipping Board,
under the provisions of the 1928 merchant marine act, which gave the
board authority to UPP from its revolving funds 7:". per cent of the cost
of reconditioning ships for the
American merchant marine.

r
0%I
AIRPORT EV,ENSION HERE
TO BEGIN IN TWO WEEKS

Chairman William P. Long of the
Park Department stated last night
that work on the new extension of the
Boston Airport will be started within
the next two weeks. This slight delay,
he pointed out, was due to additional
soundings which must be made by departmental engineers before the job is
begun.
The Huffman Company of Cleveland,
which this week was awarded the contract by Mayor Curley for the new de.
velopment—their bid was $400,550--has
already started its equipment en route
from New York to Boston. Two huge
dredges will be used in the work.
The development, it was stated, will
require about eight months' work.
When it Is completed the field will
cover 300 acres, the largest municipal
airport in the world.

STEVEDORES WARNED
ON STRIKEBREAKERS

URGES CITY SPENDING
ON LONG TERM PLAN

Outside Help May Spread
Strike Along Seaboard

Wisest Financial Method,
Joint Committee Says

tionai union, and theretor at the present time, as far as the local employers
know, they are not a part of the international union.
----Ryan Asserts Friendship
While the laws of the union declare
the charter of a local union to be automatically revoked six months after
the local falls in arrears in dues, the
charter of Local 800 was not declared
suspended until nine months after pays
ments stopped. Each time a settleJoseph P. Ryan, president of the In. ment appears in sight, the trnplo-;ers
ternattonal Longshoremen's Associa- bring Up the fact that Local 800 is not
a member in good standing with tno
tion, notified the committee in charge international union.
of the strike in this city last night
Ryan in a long-distance telephone
that he had pent a warning to all Bore interview last night stated that he
ton stevedores not to engage strike. had received the telegraphic requests
for the restoring of the charter of
breakers from outside the city.
Local 800 and had informed the local
Ple stated that he notified the stays- officers that the charter will be redares that fi foreign strikebreakers are stored and the union returned to good
used on any ship, every ship of the standing on the payment of the nine
line in question would be struck months' dues owed and a renewal fee
against if docked at any port along of $15.
the North Atlantic Coast. The warnHe said that he is not insisting on
ing, it was said, specifically mentioned being a party to any negotiations for
is
which
the Dollar Line, a ship of
a settlement of the strike and is witexpected to dock in Boston today with ting to withdraw from the situation if
a strike-breaking gang aboard. The John F. Mullen withdraws. He sail
strike committee said that this notice that the members of the local union
explained the sending away of a large have been given an idea that he is
gang of workers who were brought against their interests, but no is wilhere from Jersey City late Thursday ling to appear before the men here
night for work at the Wiggin Terminal and prove that he is their friend any
in Charlestown.
time the union committee requests
The situation which Thursday night him to do so.
and yesterday morning seemed to
bring a settlement of the strike of
longshoremen, but a few hours away,
was back to its old status late yesterday afternoon when a statement from
Ryan was received by steamship representatives and caused them to take
a position opprisite to the one they had
the night before.
A reception and banquet will he tendered Nov 14 to William L. Anderson
Insist on Ryan
Thursday night communications be- of Jamaica Plain, who recently was
tween the representatives of the em- elected senior vice commander-in-chief
ployers and the union committee
arranged conditions under which negotiations could be resumed for a discussion of a basis for a setltement of
the strike, but yesterday afternoon
everything went topsy-turVey again.
Mayor Curley left his office yesterday confident that arrangements were
under way for the reopening of negotiations. What took place between his
conversation witn Ryan about 10 o'clock
yesterday morning and 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon, when the committee
of steamship agents voted to do business with nobody unless Ryan was a
participant, was information that the
attaches of Mayor Curley's office and
the leaders of the striking longshoremen would like to obtain.

The Joint Committee on Municipal
Finance, representing the Boston Real
Estate Exchange and the Boston
Chamber of Commerce, released a
statement yesterday in which sup.,
gestion was made that the best way
to insure the wisest possible use of
the city's money is to prepare and
carry out a long-term financial pro.
gram for public improvements.
The statement say that several
American cities have prepared these
plans, including St Louis, Haneas City,
Cleveland, and Schenectady. The state.
ment, in part, follows:
"In the 12 years from 1920 to 193/i
the City Government of Boston has
authorized the expenditure of over
$160,000,000 for capital outlays or all
kinds,
"The future will witness the same
experience as the past, in that continu.
ous pressure will be•exerted from twO
extremes: The demand for public lino
provements and the stern necessity of
keeping taxes down. But regardleiss
of that conflict, large expendituras for
public improvements must inevitably
be made in the next 12 years.
"In his inaugural message, Mayor
Curley announced his intention of
creating a committee to prepare such
a plan for 'all activities of the municie
pality,' but as yet it has not been done.
Recently he directed the Boston City
' Planning Board to devise a plan Of
public works with which to meat
future depressions. Our suggestion
contemplates no such restrictions upon
the application of the plan. It is
needed wholly apart from the presence
or absence of periods of economic depression.
"We stated that we recognized t
Inevitability of future expenditures
fact, the general dimensions of vis t
is now demanded, point to • •
necessity for careful planning.
city already has a major thorough.
fare plan which is estimated to cost
$50,000,900 and to require 25 years to
execute. School building needs for the
next three years are said to cost
$15,000,000: additional millions may be
required thereafter.
"A $5,000,000 program for bsanels
libraries, $3,000,000 for hospitals. $10,
030,000 for aireort developments,S10
030 for a clvi.; center, $6.000.00 for
wii.1.1.km L. ANDEasrit;
police and fire stations, $5.1,Oria I'd for
the
of
Veterans
'Union
of
Sons
the
Of
reconstruction of existing sheets, un•
War at their Nth annual convsn.
named millions for accepts-i.e ot seer
lion in Des Moines, Is.
1000 private streets, $5,000.000 for a
member
Mr Anderson has been a
new Courthouse, are some of the
for 25 years. He served his ramp and , amounts commonly mentioned.
department in every office, being
"In addition, sewerage works, bridge
elected department commander in 3922,
reconstruction, traffic signs. tights.
during which the organization initiated
ralks and playgrounds %sitl
many millions of dollars more. If
1000 members. Mr Anderson is now
serving as secretary in Mayor Curley'e
these projects are left to chance sed
offiCe.
Annual pulling and hauling, the 'RA.,
payer's pocketbook may easily sss • e
a grab-bag, in which the loudes• Ise
-nand or the most attractive whim or
the moment will be the determining
'actor, and actual merits will receive
wcondary thought.
"Whatever city administration lei
ltigurittes the plan will find it a menu..
nent far more lasting than any single,
2onstruction project expec,
..34 to I. ess.
pet us te the memory of that ado
rnintstratloo..,

PLAN RECEPTION NOV 14
TO WILLIAM L. ANDERSON

Curley Guarantees Dues
During the talk with Mayor Curley,
it is said, Ryan spoke about the
amount of dues that Local 800 owed the
international union, and Mr Curley told
him not to worry about money, as he
would guarantee the payment of everything owed if the union found itself unable to care for it immediately. Ryan,
it was said, suggested that a meeting
be arranged as soon as possible to reopen negptlations.
As a result of the information given
by Mayor Curley to Thomas H. Mahoney, attorney for the unions, officers
of Local 800 filed a formal request by
telegraph yesterday afternoon for the
restoring of the charter and the reinstatement of the local in good standing with the International Longshoremen's Association.
The action of the steamship agents,
according, to LevIns, was based on .the
ground that the men went on strike
without the sanction of the interne-
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Tea at the Tees

HUGE MUNE
CARRIERS FOR
SHIP LINE HERE
Corporation Being Formed to
Make Lexington and Saratoga Passenger Boats

—Photo by Boston Sunday AdvertIsar Staff PhotographLi

MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY christens the trophies which
he has contributed and wilPalso present to the winners of the
Newspapermen's Golf Association championship tournament
at Franklin Park toll course tomorrow.

UTAH GOVERNOR
FOR flOOSEVEll
Mayor Curley's campaign to oh
fain support of Democratic leaders
for Governor Franklin D. Roome.
velt as Democratic nominee for tht
presidency continues to hear fruit
Most. recent of those to enroll sin.
der the Roosevelt henner is Governor Georg.t H. Porn of Utah. In *
Intter to :he mayor yesterday lit
wrote:
"The sentiment in Utah Is very
strongly In favor of Governor
Roosevelt and I can assure you
that his nomination and election
will give me real pleasure."
Congressman Milton A. Romjue
of Macon, Mi.., wrote that the Dem.
'lents of that State would be with
Roosevelt in the event that their
own statesman, United Stetra Senator James A. Reed, does not aeck
that honor.
"Governor Roosevelt of New
York Is our one hest. het :n11131,"
was the message of Congressman
Harry C. Canfield of Batesville,
Ind., and flongressmay Patrick J.
Roland wrote: "1 am vet.- miich
In favor of Governor Roosevelt
Preslannt.•
as our next

SONS OF VETERANS
TO HONOR ANDERSO/s
William L. Anderson, recently electet
vice-commander-innational senior
chief of the Sons of Union Veteran:
of the Civil War, will be given a tes
timonial reception and banquet b:
members of Boston patriotic organize
tions at the Hotel Westminster, Ntyks. 14
Anderson, who is a recretary ti
Mayor Curley and active in the affair.
of several patriotic groups, has bees
a member of the Sons of Union Vet
erans for 25 years. His home is at 65
Arborway, Jamaica Plain.
National, state and city officials v,:11
be present at the reception. Enter
tainment and dancing will follow th.
ibanquet in his honor.
The committee in charge of the re
ception includes members of organize
Mons in which Anderson also hold
membership. The committee follows
Mrs. Mary R. Carr of Melrose. chair
man; Charles H. Moran, loiyoke
Thomas McMahon, Hyde Park; Mrs
O'Connell. Charlestown: Anna Whitt
Greenfield; Mary Maxwell. Hyde Park
Josephine McGuire, South Boston
Chester White, Florence; Mrs. Alic
Powers, Dorchester; Mrs. Wilfret, Dor
cheater; James Murray, Roxbury, an.
Charles Flanagan. Boston.

'

Plans for a huge local shipping
project, featuring possible fourday crossings netween Boston and
Europe by naval airplane carriA-s converted into liners, are expected to materialize this week
with the filing of incorporation
paners in the State House.
The project is to be handled ty
the New England Transoceanic
Corp. for which papers have been
drawn, according to reports, and is
to be part of the development of
the port of Boston by the Port Authority.
The chief feature of the plan ts
the proposal to acquire from the
Navy Department the airplane carriers Saratoga and Lexington, If
President Hoover agrs.es. and eon•
vert them into express mail and
passenger steamships.
The Boston Port Authority, with
Mayor Curley, Laurence R. Wilder.
whose company built the Saratoga;
Thomas J. A, Johnson; Prof. Wallace R. Donham. dean of Harvard
Business School. and James L.
Richards were Said to be connected with the initial stages of
the project.
Conferences have been held with
officials of the New Haven, Boston & Albany, Boston & Maine and
the Pennsylvania railroads, in connection with operation and traffic
features.
Initial financing up to $7,000.000
is reported to have been undertaken by the First National Bank
and Lee, iligginson & Co.
Washingtor
from
Dispatches
last night said Sen. Wallace. H.
he had
admitted
Maine
of
White
been approached en the question.
and expre,srd interest in it. He
said he understood negotiations
were nearing the navy.
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Wiiets Of Protest Over
Plan to Close Navy Yard

•

•

The wave of protest against the decision of the Navy Department to close
the Boston Navy Yard as a part of the
Administration's economy program continued to rise throughout the State today.
Already the cpeosItion to the proposal,
which would throw 1500 men out of work
and result in a loss of an annual paymil of $3,000,000, has gained such proportions that its opponents are confident
that it will be defeated by congressional
action.
It is not the first time that threats
have been made to close the Boston yard,
but it has always remained open and will
remain open for many months longer,
even if Congress should agree with the
budget proposals and fail to appropriate
the necessary funds to maintain it, for it
is now operating under an appropriation
made by the last Congress which is ttmple to carry it until next June. The cuts
which the Navy Department is now making in its budget for the next two years
will come before Congress next winter
and Congress will have the last word
about the size of the appropriations for
I the Navy and the closing of the Boston
yard.
Organise for Action
Meanwhile, every possible influence is
being organized here against the proposal. The Massachusetts delegation in
Congress, public officials, and civic and
veterans' organizations are being united
In solid opposition to the plan. The first
formal protest meeting is scheduled for
next Tuesday noon at the Boston Chamber of Commerce and has been called by
Henry I. Harriman, president of the
chamber, to make plans not only to prevent the closing of the yard, but to make
sure of its continued operation on a basis
of equality with navy yards in other
parts of the country. In inviting a. large
group of prominent business men and
leaders of other civic and veterans' organizations to the meeting, President
Harriman wrote, "The Chamber of Commerce believes that good and sufficient
reasons exist why, despite the necessity
for economy, the Boston Navy Yard
should be kept intact."
Mayor Curley forwarded to Secretary
of the Navy Adams the proposal that instead of abandoning the navy yard the
naval budget be cut by converting the
airplane carriers Saratoga and Lexington
Into passenger ships to operate on a four.
day service between Boston and Europe.
The mayor said that a group of financiers
was being organized in New England to
carry out the plan by Laurence P.
Wilder, president of the NeW York Shipbuilding Company, Which built the Saratoga. The transfer of the ships to private Interests would result in an annual
maintenance saving of $8,000,000, the
mayor said, and would make it unnecessary to discharge a single man now employed at the Boston Navy Yard, besides
proving a tremendous Impetus to the
commerce of Boston.
To ...ght "Tooth and Nail"
Senator David 1. Walsh said, "If the
Administration insists on closing the
Charlestown yard we shall have to fight
It tooth and nail in Congress. The people of Massachusetts may depend upon
their representatives in Washington to
fight tnis move nf false economy. Republicans and Democrats, I am sure, will
unite in preventing the closing of one
of the oldest and hest equipped yards in
the country. throwing 1800 employees out
of work and adding to the large numbers
seeklmr employment."
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LONGSHOREMEN ASK NAVY DAY WILL
OPERATORS TO REPLY BE OBSERVED OCT 21
Strikers Want an Early Yard and Vessels Open tc
Decision on Conference
the Public
The wage conference committee of
the striking longshoremen sent a letter to the Boston Steamship Committee yesterday, asking for a terly to the
renewed request for a conference,
within 48 hours. The letter calls attention to the letter sent Thurs lay in
which the union men declared they
were ready to meet the local committee in conference, if such conference
was sanctioned by the New York
headquarters
of the
intoenational
union.
A representative of the operators'
committee admitted that such a letter
had been received and said that, in
all probability, it will be answered
tomorrow, which, he asserted, comes
within the 48 hours set by the union's
committee for an official reply. He declared, however, that the operators
yesterday reaffirmed the position taken
by them Friday afternoon, that tt.ey
will not do business with the local
committee, unless Joseph P. Ryan of
New York, president of the Irternatlonal Longshoremen's Assoclaticn, is
present at the proposed conferences.
The Port Authority, through its secretary, Richard Parkhurst, last night
denied telephoning to Ryan yesterday,
urging him to come to Boston to take
a hand in an attempt to mettle the
strike. The board has had this idea,
in mind for several days, but has
taken no action.
Over the long-distance telephone
from New York Friday night, Pres
Ryan declared he would not come into
Boston unless he was invited by the
members of the Longsinoremen's union, and advised the calling of special
meetings of the locals to determtne
their sentiment toward his coming
here.
According to representatives of the
wage conference committee, no meetlegs of the Longshoremen's unions
will be called until after the committee receives a reply from the Boston
steamshin committee tomorrow.
It is understood that there may be
a meeting of the full wage conference
committee of the unions this afternoon at the Grain and Flour Exchange
Building. It is believed the committee favors plicing before the local
unions for decision the question of inviting Prep Ryan to come to Boston.
Pres Ryan yesterday reiterated his
statement to Mayor Curley and the
press, that the charter of Local 800,
of which John P. Mullen is president.
will be restored. He said he received
a telegram from Mullen asking that
a new charter be issued and that he
replied that the international will issile
a charter upon payment of nine
months' duets and the $15 charter fee.
The local will arrange to meet these
terms.

"Nary Day" will be observed Tuesday, Oct 27 at the United States Navy
Yard at Cl' destown. The Nay)
League of the United States has deeignated next Sunday as "Navy Day'
and there STIP he exercises in all Navy
Yards and stations in the country.
In Boston the program will get under
way Monday night Oct 28 when Mayor
Curley will speak at 7:30 p in from
Station WNAC. There will he music
by the Navy Yard Band before and
after the oration.
The Navy Yard and Naval vessels
stationed there will be open to the
public. Regular activities will be
caviled on but provision has been made
to facilitate public inspection. Naval
Reserve units will assist in the observance.
Vessels present at the Navy Yard
will be the destroyers Schenck and
Jacob Jones; the gunboat Asheville
and the fuel ship Brazos. Other vessels
In commission at the yard will be the
U. S. S. Wandank, U. S. S. Eagie,
U. S. C. G. Tampa and Mojave, 11. S.
C. G. Herndon, Conyngham, Casein,
Wilkes and Wainwright; U. S. C. G.
Acushnet and U. S. S Southery.
It had also been planned to have the
destroyer Tillman at the yard but an
order recently came through, sending
this vessel to New Bedford.
The program at the Navy Yard will
open at 8 a m and will be brought tc
a close at 4:30 p m. All Navy Yard
sbops will be open for inspection. From
:I:31) to 4:30 there will be a band
concert.
The national chairman has arranged
fur a chain broadcast program of the
National Broadcasting Company from
10 to 10:30 p m. It is planned to have
a broadcast from the deck of the Conetitutlon if possible, followed by a
brcadcast from the Akron in the air.
The Columbia Broadcasting Company
will have a program from 1 until
1:3C p in.
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HEY STANDS
PAT ON SHIPS

$26,000 Park Work
Contracted by Mayor
Improvements in the perk system
calling for expenditures of more
than $213,000 were approved by
Mayor Curley at the request of
Park Commissioner William P.
Long today.
The Guaranty Construction Co. received a contract
for improvements at the Stanley
Rirsassr Playground, Allston, of
$18,439; P. .i. Dinn Co. was commissioned to place wire fences around
e baseball field at Boston Common at a cost of $4100 and A. Soloand() received a contract for Improvements at the William J. Barry Playground, Charlestown, at
'
$4093.
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Operators Still
Insist on Ryan

Reiterating the stand taken by the
steamship operators' committee on Fri
lay that they will not consider entering
Regardless of whether they are
Into "further negotiations with the wags
scale committee of the Boston District
converted into merchant. vessels.,
:Iouncil, International Longshoremen's
the airplane carriers Saratoga and
Association, unless President Joseph
Lexington, according to present
Ryan is called to Boston from New York,
naval schedules, will probably be
it letter was addressed to union officials
kept in commission only two years
today stating that a conference without
more anyway, Mayor Curley said
Ryan present could serve no good puts.
today.
pose toward reaching a settlement of the
The mayor made this statement
longshoremen's strike.
when informed that his suggesThe letter, addressed to Joseph F. Contion that the big ships be turned
nolly, secretary of the Boston District
over to the Shipping Board and
Council,
from Irving T. Sorge, secretary
converted into speedy passenger
of the steamship operators' committee,
ships had aroused a storm of inIn answer to a request Saturdlay from the
dignation in some sections.
delegates of the union for a conference,
It is his helief that the $8,000,000
The solarium at the new L et. iollows:
operating expenses of the craft
"I am diresicd by the steamship opercould be used to keep the Boston bathhouse in South Boston will be
ators to point out to you that your action
navy yard open and 2000 Massa- opened to the public tomorrow. A
in
calling a strike of the men you repchusetts residents in unemployment. charge of 25 cents for the use. of
resent before calling a meeting of the men,
the showers and a cot in the
"Under naval procedure both of
and before meeting our committee, and in
solarium will be made. Park Comthese vessels would be retired in
later calling them out in the face of promissioner Long said today the sotwo year; and In the event that
tests and against the advice of your Inlarium will he open daily until
they were used as merchant
ternational president, leads our committee
June 15, from ft a. m. to 5 p. m.
ships under the Shipping Board
believe that a meeting between the
to
Persons suffering from colds, inAct, the government would have
two committees would serve no good
fections and contagious diseases
the right at any time In case of
purpose unless attended by Ryan."
will be barred from the place, he
war to restore them to the servMembers of the operators committee
said. Smoking will be prohibited
ice," the mayor said.
intimated that a meeting between the
and no person will be permitted
to
committees is possible and only requires
"Converted into merchant ships
enter the solarium without
first
I they would servo ;me
arrangements by the delegates for the
po.- taking a shower.
I
•
strikers to request the presence of PresiI pose that would he served by the
dent Ryan.
: Bremen and Europa, the Empress
John J. Doolin, vice president of the
of Britain or the the de France
International Longshoremen's Association, this afternoon conferred
as convoys or transportation ol
with
PRAISES MAYOR CURLEY
Mayor Curley and later planned to visit
troops and supplies.
Mrs. Hutton had only praise for the Boston District Council headquarters
"Regardless of what may he
M the
& Flour Exchange, 177
Mayor Curley and spoke feelingly of
said by naval authorities or mem.
.teeet
concern
for
the
unemployed and his
hers of Congress, the fact remain,
remark that religion and charity
that it is a sound business propo
go
sition and one that merits, serioui
hand in hand. When she had
concluded
consideration from the naval au
an account of her meeting with
the
thorities, both from the stand
mayor, she turned to her husband
At
point of national defense ame
the piano and said, "Husband,
conuneree."
lend me
$5."
Mayor Curley today directed Supt
He gave her a five dollar bill,
and the of Buildings John P. Englert and City
evangeli
st raised it in her hand
Messenger Edward Leary to see that
o S1
I c
)
and flags
I
I
on public buildings
said, "Now I'm going to take
another staffed tomorrow, the day are halfHaven't Made Expenses
of the fucollection for the unemployed. It's
go- neral of Thomas A. Edison, "a former
"We have not made out expenses. We ing right to Mayor Curley and
the un- resident of Boston, whose labors durreally hope to come out over the top. employed tomorrow morning.
And if ing an entire lifetime have been of enWe have faith wet will and I know that !the offerings of today's services
show during benefit to mankind the world
the Mayor has faith that we will. for that our expenses have been
paid, we'll over."
we. hope we ran help the unemployed split with the unemplo
yed too."
The Mayor also requested that the
its not for me, it is for the expemes
There was murmuring in the audi- publics dim
lights
of the campaign.
ence, which had given its offering but places of business in their homes and
for one minute at 7
A love offering was taken for Aimee. a minute or two previousl
p
m.
y,
then
a
When the baskets had been Passed spatter of applause, and
some laughter.
Aimee told of her visit to City
Then from all over
meet Boston's -charming" Mayor and chink of coins and the house came the
the
noise
of movehow he suggested she divide her revival ments towards pockets
and handbags.
profits.

Solarium at L St

Bath Opens Tuesday

19-1-6

arain

1, or
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CURLEY REQUESTS PUBLIC
• TO DIM LIGHTS TOMORROW

ii

Mayor Missing
"I asked him to come down and take
up the collection," she said, while the
crowd laughed and applauded. "I wonder if he is here tonight."
Twenty-two thousand necks crenned,
but there was no Mayor and Aimee remarked he was a busy man.
"But I want to do one thing before I
go,
" she stated, "I want to show that
I did my best. I haven't spared myself
In this revival a bit. I've given everything. Now I want to take up a collecHuabuiol.
tion for the unemployed.
give me $5 until I get home. We v.111
collectM
n
see that every penny lit this
Mined over to the !ayo; at C;ty I. 11
tomorrow."

/a/
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ment Kelp toe Boston Navy xara open
KEEP AHD OPEN,
on the ground that were it not for the
present location, Boston's many harbor
projects, including the new traffic tunnel, might have been built at far less
He Says Boston's Harbor Pro- cast, was made yesterday afternoon by
Joseph A. Coney, traffic commissioner,
jects Could Have Been
representing Mayor Curley. before the
Cork Men's Association at Hibernian
Built at Less Cost
Hall, Charlestown.
Objections of the navy department
bridge
A demand that the Federal govern- to plans for a tidewater-level

y

CONRY DEMANDS

LORD MAYOR TITT

oeca use or its possible damage to the
yard, Conry said, were respected by
Mayor Curley who then entered Into
the $16,000,000 contract for the East
Boston traffic tunnel.
Similarly, he said, the great drydock
built by the state at South Boston was
urged as an auxiliary to the yard, and
the government should maintain a machine shop as an adjunct to the airport
on which the city has spent such large
SUMS.

SATLOVOAPTEIONNBARMY
BIG DRIVE

SAILS FOR ENGLAND

Ely and Curley Will Help
Launch $150,000 Appeal at
Honored by New Bedford
Luncheon Tomorrow
Group on Laconia
Lord Mayor George Titt of Manchester, England, who has been feted in
New England cities, returned home yesterday on the Cunard liner Laconia,
having boarded the ship at New York.
At the East Boston pier he was greeted
by G. F. Almond, president of the British Day Society of New Bedford. accompanied by James Ranicer, vicepresident of the organization, who presented him, in behalf of Mayor C. F.
Ashley, city documents of 1931, a manual of the General Court, 1931-2, and
reports prepared by Chief of Police S.
J. McLeod and A. P. Keith, superintendent of schools, that city.
In absence of Mayor Curley the city
of Boston WM represented at the presentation by Standish Willcox of the bureau of social relations. Mayor Tilt
said he had visited, besides Boston,
Manchester, N. H.; Manchester, Ct.;
Washington and New York, and expressed a very great and deep appreciation of kindness and courtesy bestowed
on Lady Mayoress TM and himself. Bel
had heard, while in this country, that
his home municipality shows signs of
business improvement.
Mrs. Kenneth Lindsey, who was formerly Miss Ann Currier, was returning
to Culworth, England, from a visit in
Needham. John Reece. Boston manufacturer, sailed on a business trip of
several weeks and will proceed to England and the continent. Mrs. Hattie
Viola Stephenson of Andover goes to
Bradford, England, on a visit. Dr. W.
C. Alvarez of London, who attended
the Mayo clinic, was returning home.
Dr. John F. McCusker of 7rovidence
sailed on a short general tour. Mr. and
Mrs. Preston Upham of thfs city were
travelling to England and the continent.
Others on board were Miss Margaret
Donaher of Woburn, Mrs. Alice Wills of
1Braintree, Mrs. Edith A. Thornley of
Hyannis, W. H. Jackson, Miss Dorothy
Bruce, Mrs. Margaret Wesson Murray,
Miss Jean Wesson Murray of Cambridge, Mrs. R. E. Glendenning of Billerica.
The Laconia embarked here 70
cabin passengers. 75 tourist and 104
third class and put to sea about 410
P ar

The opening of the annual plea for
maintenance funds for the Salvation
Army will take place tomorrow at noon
at the Hotel Statler, when hundreds of
civic and business leaders, including
Gov. Ely and Mayor Curley, will attend
a luncheon to add impetus to the drive.
The $150,000 goal of the Army will
be reached if everybody will do their
bit and Mayor Curly, firmly behind the
drive, will make the Opening address
of the meeting and the drive will be
officially started.
Culminating on Nov. 7, it is hoped
that the response of the ever generous
public will be sufficient so that the 24
institutions and departments of the
Salvation Army may be kept running
and be able to aid all those in need.
Col. Joseph Atkinson, commanding
the New England forces, will be in
active charge of the drive and Allan
Forbes, treasurer of the State Street
Trust Co., will receive all cheeks and
donations towards the goal of the drive.

13

RAISED $908.10 FOR
CITY'S UNEMPLOYED
In her nine-day revival in Boston
Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton
held 15 services. The total of her
collections and love offering will not
be made known until today. At a
special collection last night $508.10
was raised for the unemployed.
Billy Sunday, in his 1916 campaign, held a 10-week revival and
'Woke to 1,539,500 people. For cur.
rent expenses $95,000 was raised,
and he received a free-will offering
of $55,000.
Gipsy Smith, during his three
weeks' campaign, talked to a total of
280,500 people in the Boston Garden
and Tremont Temple. The collections were estimated at $27,000. The
love offering was $10,000, and Gipsy
Rave one•third of it to his pianist
"Eddie" Young.
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ELY AND MAYOR
BACK EXHIBIT
OF INDUSTRIES
The annual meeting and exhibit
of the Associated Industries of
Massachusetts, which is to be held
at the Copley-Plaza
this
week
Hotel, will be officially sponsored
by both Governor Ely and Mayor
Curley.
Yesterday afternoon, Mayor Curley broadcast over radio station
WEEI a talk on Labor and Industry in Massachussets as a prelude
to the annual meeting of the 1600
leading industrial.sta of the State.
The Exposition will be officially
opened at 10 this morning, and
at 6:15 p. tn., Governor Ely will
broadcast over radio station W13Z
the opening invitation and will discuss timely problems concerning
labor and industry in Massachusetts.
The Associated Industries' annual
exposition of Massachusetts-made
products which is to be conducted
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
from 10 o'clock in the morning to
10 o'clock in the evening will show
many hundreds of Massachusetts.
made products both in completed
form and in the makinz.

Aimee, before the sermon, informed the audience she was
"standing by her promise" to share
any profits of the revival with the
Last night's collecunemployed.
tion, It was explained, will not be
counted until today.
She referred to her meeting last
Monday with Mayor Curley, and
told of his promise to come to one
of her meetings to help in taking
up the collection,
"I wonder If Mayor Curley is
here tonight," she said. She then
announced the special collection
for Boston's jobless.
Her sermon, the most dramatic of
her entire series, she preached with
a dynamic emotion which swept the
crowd in a forvor of response. At
one point in her vivid story of Calvary, she was forced to stop when
great cries of "Hallelujah" broke
forth.

ARMISTICE DAY LORD MAYOR TITT SENDS
FAREWELL FROM SS LACONIA
CHANGE URGED
Combining Observance With
Thanksgiving Suggested

"Deeply Touched by Kindly Spirit of New England," He
Says When Liner Calls at Boston

Observance of Armistice Day was
the subject of a conference between
Mayor Curley, representatives of the
Arerrk•in Legion and Legion Auxiliaries of the State at City Hall today.
Mayor Curley suggested to the Legionbat they consider the advissbiliv ,., combining Armistice Day
obs
with these ct Thanksgiv1m, I Y.
also told his visitors to
.'
a proposition that
all !,•
• -(1 or. the Saturdenich they oecur
wi
a or Christmas Day
'y thc Fourth of July.
uricy in?de public the folic
'cc from Sidney S. Conrad,
the Re'.ail Trade Board of
pi.
th
of Cernmerce, on the matDay:
'
ler of the 15th relativt, 1,,
- with the American
Le •:,
rvance of Armistice
,
the universal practice r.:' t,i;!s in large metropolitan
cit. 2s throughout the United States,
and cr business generally in countrics
like Great Britain. Canada. France and
others, to cease all activity of any kind
for two minutes at 11 a in on Armistice Day.
The two-minute silence
period is the acknowledge practice
throughout the world and has been
urged through proclamations of the
President of the United States. A large
number of Boston stores have followed
this p:artice and will continue to do so.
In other leading cities retail and
7.0111) MAYOR DICORGE
T1TT AND LADY TITT
othe:. rqt.ablishments are always open
for -.!ness on Armistice Day. This
"I have been deeply touched by the N H, Boston, Manche
ster, Conn, New
put
a as in former years, will be
kindly spirit of New England and I York and Washington.
al -o
:lowed in Boston."
Mrs
Kennet
Lindsey
h
, daughter of
am
taking
home
with me many cher.
!,11 stores observe more holidays
Guy Currier, sailed to return to Culished American friendships," Lord
by c
nc than any other large eiti,s
worth, Eng, after a visit in Boston.
as y:ri will see from the following list:
Mayor George F. Titt of Manchester, Other passengers in
the cabin class
Be,' • :,. 9; Los Angel's. 6; New Y -trk,
Eng, said yesterday as he sailed out included John Reece of Gloucester at,
7. B2ooklyn, 7; St. Louis. St:.!; San
of Boston on the Cimarder Laconia, of the International Buttonhole SewFr•ii'_•!..co. 7; Detroit, 6; St Paul. 6;
ing Machine Company of this
n, 6; Washingtrn, D C. 6l,:2;
('h:
city,
homeward bound.
on a business trip to
Phil7Ldelphia. 5: Newark. 7; Baltimore.
As representatives of Mayor Charles Hattie Viola Stephe England; Mrs
nson, Andover;
B. Cleveland. 61:
2 and Pittsburg il
F. Ashley of New Bedford and of the Mrs E. R. Glendenning, Billeric
The burden of so many holidays on
a;
Dorothy
Bruce,
British Day Society, G. F. Almond Visa
Boston business is a great one. Boston
Cambridge;
,
stores have always been open on
president of the society. and John Elias Margaret McMahon, Dorchester;
W. H. Ja ekson, Cambridge;
Armistice Day. To close on this day
Ranker, vice president, came
Bert
thip to present the Lord Mayorto the Turnbull, Newburyport; Miss Anne
is to add an additional burden to a
with
business which is operating on a • erv
a set of city documents of New Bed- Proctor, Newton 17 pper Falls; Mr and
narrow margin of profit. With unemford and ft manual of the General Mrs Robert Sjastrorn, Lawrence; Miss
Frances Horrocks, Mrs Fanny
ployment conditions as they are today, Court. In the absence of Mayor
Welsh,
Cur- Fall River; Dr
business should be given every en- ley, Standish Willcox, one
John F. McCesker,
of
the
Providence,
courazement to build up and keep peoMayor's secretaries. gave this
city's
Again Negro strikebreakers
ple on the job. Successful retail busifarewell to the English Lord
worked
Mayor the cargo of the
ness reflects itself on factory and mill and his wife.
Laconia, some 100
tons,
while a small polies
employment as well as on other tines
They embarked on the Laconi
guard
stood
a at about.
The Laconia is
related to retail distribution and on the
New York. after visiting
bound to
Manchester, Queenstown and
welfare of the city staff. We feel sure
Liverpool.
that you do not wish to place any .sblitaeles in the way of effort by Boston
Merchants to keep the wheels of industry going.
I 1,
"The Legion, as in previous Tears, Se recognizerthe
importance of keepfa asking retail stores to close on Ar- ing industry going
and so reduce untnistice Day, although it has raised no employment.
objection to automobile stores, thea"In view of these conditions, the
tres, dance halls and other activities governors of the
Retail Trade Board
The City Council, under suspen
dotty; business on that day. Our stores cannot see that
anything is to be sion of the rules,
have always observed the spirit of gained by attendi
voted unanimously
such
ng
a
meeting
as
today to ask Mayor Curley to
Armistice Day. We have always giv- the Legion request
call
s. I shall be very
a
meeting of all theater owners
en the day off with full pay to war glad to meet you persona
and
lly at any
veterans. We have contributed liber- time to discuss
urge that they donate one cen
this
as
done
tot
have
we
ally to activities of veteran orgaiza- In the past and at which
times you the price reeeived from every ticket
tions. We are trying to keep our pre- have always shown
a broad-minded to the welfare department to;
employ
without
reducin
ed
wages.
via
g
attitude, but I must ask to be excused relief. Councillor
anci
from attending the meeting Monday." of Dorethambar

City Asks l'heater
Men for Poor Relief

Ely Expected to Run.
No one knows what may

•

/

happen in
politics. The chances are that if Gov
Ely were to retire at the end
of his
present term Mayor Curley of Boston
would walk off with the Democrati
c
nomination for Governor; there seems
to be no one in sight who could defeat
the latter. But, if Gov Ely is
reelected—and most people think he will
be a
candidate for a second term—conditions may be so different in 1934 that
Mayor Curley, who will then be an ex.
Mayor of Boston, will find it by no
means easy to defeat Mayor Russell,
or someone like him in the Democratic
primary.
Mayor Curley, of c.ourse, has these
things in mind. He makes no secret.
of his ambition to be (io%
ernor he
would like to he a candidate while he
Is still in the Boston City Ball,
b.
.cause he will he much stronger while
he is In than when he I, nut of nth( 0.
These ro
ran tons which lead. 6Prile
to think the Mayor will
run against
! Coy Ely in next year's
primary, but
the general belief in that
the Mayor
will wait two years
and take h1.1
chances then. Perhaps at
that time
he may occupy an
office which outranks the mayoralty of
Boston. If
Gov Franklin 1). Roosevelt
of New'
York is elected President
In 1932 he
will he able to pay the
obligation he
must feel for Mayor Curley's
efforts
in his behalf.
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to Get

the Figures on
Aimee's"Mite'
Accounts Will Show Whethei
Unemployed of City Get Mort
Than S908 Raised Last Nigh'

/(i/i(/)
Mayor Curley's Generosity
With American Taxpayers'
Thirteen Thousand Million
Mayor Curley has cancelled our war debts of late with impetuous generosity.
They amount to some thirteen thousand million dollars.
That is a tidy sum, even for the Mayor.
In the Mayor's enthusiasm for debtor foreign Nations, he
doubtlessly would avoid anything that might bring them into
disrepute.
He ought, therefore, to advise them, privately if necessary,
that to run out on their debts, honestly contracted, is the one
contemptible lapse from virtue certain to lose for them euch little respect as they have been able to save among the people of
America.
--These are DEBTS, not gifts. The people of America dug
into their pockets for these thirteen thousand million dollars.
They gave themselves and their money on a way:; uf. x.triotic
ardor to save these debtor Nations and foreign people from utter
extinction.
When you loan a man money to build a home, you expect
him '6o pay you. An honest, upright New Englander will pay
you, even if he has to deprive himself and his family.
But when you loan Nations billions to save them from utter
collapse and ruin, to preserve their very identity as Nations, yo'
have every right to expect that they will PAY yell with promptitude and gratitude and not play the role of quibblers and cheap
welshers.
France, like a mortgage collector, was rapping at OUR
doors, demanding that we pay her Revolutionary loans to us,
EVEN BEFORE OUR FOREFATHERS HAD ESTABLISHED
A. FISCAL AND CURRENCY SYSTEM FOR THE NEW
UNITED STATES.

WE PAID. AND IN FULL.
Until Richard )
1(1. Dunn, manager ci
Boston Garden, presents the debit ant
credit figures to Mayor Curley sometimt
today, the world and the press will in
know the answer to the questiop whicl
has been on everybody's lips Ance Mine.
Semple McPherson Hutton, the L i An
gales evangelist, had the memorable in

•

terview with the mayor the day after het
arrival. "How much did Aimee make?'
Aside from a special collo lion list nigh
—after the regular collection had Lee,
token up—and 22,000 In the audism,
contributed $908.90 it is di ;''.ed the
the needy of Boston will receive anythint
on the 50.50 spilt above expenses sag
gested by the mayor.
AillICC and "Dave," her husband, awry
out for New York in a blaze, of glory
Their police escort was even more nee°,
savy at the "New Haven d pat" as Almet
called it when inviting her audiences 1 ,
see her off, than at her tie sing roGin
the Garden. More than 3000 men rim
women were packed into a solid in .sts tu
see the evangelist leave on the to.dn'gh ,
train and In forcing a way tiir,m4h
crowd boll Aimee and Dave we e ( a e,
by adtniters. male :Ind female, iespective
ly. Aimee's tailored perfecti,,n was a bit
rumpled by the lime she reached tho
train. Today they are in New Y' rk smelt
Mg to resume ti.eir deferred honeyii non
if they ran find shelter from reporter:
and photographers. b7fore opening a ye'r

We have cancelled in excess of 51 per cent, more than half,
of the vast sums we loaned to France when she was on the verge
of utter rout and defeat. Yet she hesitates, ducks, dodges and
avoids while embryonic statesmen in this country encourage her
to believe that if she hold3 out long enough she will not have to
pay a nickel.
If she doesn't pay,. and if the others do not pay, who will?
The American taxpayers, of course. They will pay. These billions will come out of their pockets, not out of the Mayor's.
--Calvin Coolidge has had somewhat more experience in
national and international affairs than the Mayor. And Mr.
Coolidge said in his homely, honest, effective way:

"If we have any money to give away, we ought

to be giving it to Americans, not to foreigners."
Mr. Coolidge said that WHEN TIMES WERE PROSPEROUS.
If it held good then, how much more salient it is today,
when the business of American officials, from Pennsylvania
Avenue to School Street, ought to be affording work and relief
for American people instead of loading them down wi.h hurler
which would expand their hardships and impede their recove,
from distress.
The Mayor has done well in Boston. We want him to son,
us here. The people across the ocean have their own mayors
and their own statesmen very capable and loyal in looking ont
for their own interests.

SALVATION ARMY DRIVE
FOR $150,000 STARTS

•

Need of Funds to Maintain 24 Institutions Told to
300 at Luncheon
l assist the
The Salvation Army campaign for
$150,000, to maintain its 24 institutions
In this year of emergency ,opened today with a luncheon for campaign
chairmen of committees in the Georgian room of the Hotel Stetler.
The aim of the Salvation Army this
year is to get much larger donations
from well-to-do persons. Many of the
contributors of small sums in past
years are among the unemployed now
and are in dire need of help.
There
were 300 men and women present.
Philip R. Allen, chairman of the general campaign committee, presided.
At the head table were Col Joseph
Atkinson, commander-hi-chief of the
New England forces of the Salvation
Army; Former Lieut Gov Edward P.
Barry, Sidney S. Conrad, vice chairman of the army's advisory board; Mrs
George R. Fearing, chairman of the
women's committee; Brig T. W. Hargreaves, general secretary of the army;
Pliny Jewell, Mrs B. F. Merriam, J.
Arthur Moriarty, City Collector William M. McMorrow, Thomas A. Mullen,
director of Commercial, Industrial and
Publicity Bureau of the city of Boston, representing Mayor Ctsrley; Rear
Admiral L. M. Helton, John F. O'Connell, State Treasurer Charles F. Hurley, Mai Gen Fox Connors of the 1st
Corps Area, United States Army; J.
Weston Allen and Mrs Philip R. Allen.
I Thomas A. Mullen, speaking for the
Mayor, made a stirring appeal to the
'public of Greater Boston to aid the
Salvation Army in raising $150.000. He
spoke of the work being performed by
the Staniford -st Nursery, the Evangeline Booth Home, the Roxbury Clinic,
the People's Palace, where 5000 free
beds were provided the past year, and
Wonderland, the army's fresh air camp
at Sharon, which took care of 2000
children and several hundred mothers
the past Summer. He also mentioned
the 8hanksgiving and Christmas dinners given annually by the army -nd
also prison welfare work being performed by the army
Robert L. Ripley came in at the
close of the campaign luncheon, escorted by Carroll Swan.
Mr Ripley made a characteristic address.
"There is no greater or more worthy
cause than the Salvation Army. You
can believe it or not."

•

To Ald the Cold and Hungry
Mayor Curley sent word that he
would do everything in his power to

Salvation Army in as campaign. He was quoted as saying: "I've
pared here and I've pared there because I want to help the cause of the
unfortunate. I am going to do everything I can during the coming Winter
to aid the man or child who is cold
and hungry."
Charles F. Hurley, State treasurer,
who represented Gov Ely, promised
that the Commonwealth employes
would contribute double the amount
they usually have to the Salvation
Army annual campaign. He has a
r,pecial interest in the Salvation Army
and its continued success. He said
that his mother died when he ewes 5,
his father when he was 12, and from
his boyhood to manhood a member of
the Salvation Army presided over the
household.
The Salvation Army depends upon
the general public for its maintenance,
Mr Allen, the chairman, said in his
address. Last year there were 140,000
contributors.
Through long experience the Salvation Army is specially equipped to
sympathize and answer appeals.
His message to the public is: "Those
who can give, give more."
Mrs George R. Fearing, chairman of
the women's, gave an optimistic address.
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Approves Sale of
Land to Hospital
By a vote of 19 to 2, the City Council
yesterday afternoon passed the order
Permitting the sale of the city-owned
land in North Grove street o the Massachusetts General Hospital. This action
followed withdrawal by Councilor John
objec•
I. Fitzgerald of the West End of
tions to the sale by residents of the district, including Martin M. Lomasney.
Fitzgerald explained his position by I
stating that assurance had been given hi'
Mayer Curley that the yard of the sanithe
tary service, which has been on
years,
North Grove street property for
LomasneY
will be re-established in th
district. The mayor is expected to approve the order today, transferring to the
hospital for $148,800 the abandoned North
Grove street fire station and the city
stables on two parcels of land with a
total area of 24,800 feet, making the price
$6 a foot.
The council approved the reimbursement
of Patrolman Arthur V. Fraher in the
sunk of $547.50, representing a Judgment
against him, following the death of Aaron
Arensberg of Dorchester, who was
knocked down by the patrolman's motorcycle at Columbia road, April 24, 1927.
Liability Insurance on dtv-owned automobiles was provided by the council by
adoption of an act of the 1931 Legislature permitting the city to reimburse Its
motor vehicle operators for damages in
accidents in which they are involved in
the line of duty.
The council passed an order presented
by Councilor Fitzgerald requesting the
mayor to confer with Sheriff John A,
Keliher for the purpose of providing adequate recreation space for the inmate
of Charles Street Jail, part of which hat
been taken for the widening of Charlet
street and the construction of the train(
circle at the Boston end of Longfellov
bridge.

Aimee to Divide
$68.42 with Mayor
By tiai "agreement" Mayor Curley
made With Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton, the Los Angeles evangelist, for a
50-50 division of the profits of her Boston
Garden revival, the unemployed and poor
of Boston would receive $32.41, according to figures released last night by Richard G. Dunn, manager of the Garden, and
Frederick C. Winters, Mrs. Hutton's business manager. But, instead of this total,
through the epeeial collection of $908.90
Mrs. Hutton took up at the closing se-rvice Sunday night, the mayor will receive
a check today for $941.31. Total receipts
were given as $23,506.30 and expenses
$23,441.48.
Aimee has cancelled her plans for opening a revival in Philadelphia on Oct. 25,
according to word received here today,
because Gipsy Smith, the evangelist, is
scheduled to open a aeries of meetings
in that city next Sunday night. Mrs.
Hutton will open a revival in Providence,
R. L, where she lived with her second
husband, next Friday night.
More than 800 persons attended the
first of the follow-up meetings of the
Hutton revival in Paine Memorial Hall
last night. The meeting was conducted
by Rev. W. Lloyd MeLam, minister of
the Four Square Gospel Church in Dorchester and Rev. Charles M. Learning, a
graduate of Angelus Temple. Services
will he held each night this week except
Saturday and .on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Tharaddiar sAirktoLlfs*TiCaProlit..
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Storm of Letters and
Wires Going to
President
LEADERS WILL MEET
AT CHAMBER TODAY
,

Veterans of Wars to
Unite in Plea to
Capital
Plans to bring about a tremendous
storm of letters and telegrams upon
the offices of President Hoover and
Secretary Adams of the navy were
made yesterday as veterans and civic
organizations called upon their mem-
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Whole State Fights Navy
Yard Closing

mander of the State Department of the
Legion, last night announced he had
sent personal communications to the
department commanders of all of the
New England States to enlist their aid
in keeping the Boston yard open. The
closing of the yard he termed as unwarranted and an unfair Wow to the
men employed there.
Talking of the big percentage of ,veterans he said, -These men can fight
when it is necessary. They have shown
that, but it is my honest and personal
conviction the time has arrived when
they should be allowed to enjoy some
peace of mind and not be obliged to
worry over the likelihood of losing their
jobs.
"Not only would the present and
future of the men now at the yard be
jeopardized through the closing of the
yard but the honest wives, mothers and
children dependent on their weekly
salaries."

State, city and business indignation at the proposed closing of Charlestown Navy Yard
as a Federal economy measure
will join forces at a protest
meeting at a luncheon in the
lounge room of Boston Chamber
of Commerce at 12:30 this noon.

To Carry Big Petition
At midnight tonight a prominent
Boston business man who will be chosen
today will go to Washington with a
petition carrying 40,000 to 50,000 names
of o,-)Jectors to the proposal. These
names were gathered by the Association for Maintenance of the Charlestown Navy Yard of which Richard S.
Teeling, Charlestown banker, is president. Mr. 'reeling will choose the delegate who will wait on President Hoover
with the petition.
The City Council passed a resolution
of protest yesterday; after it had been
brought before them by Councillors
Thomas H. Green and Robert Gardiner
Wilson, Jr. At the State House, Representatives James E. Hagan of Solo- ,
erville and Robert L. Lee of Charlestown filed with the clerk of the House
a resolve protesting the closing of time
yard.
Congressman Douglass and Senator
John P. Buckley and Representative
Robert L. Lee called on Governor Ely,
urging him to communicate immediately
with the President, to impress upon
him the necessity of keeping the yard
open.
Nichols for More Activity

The urgent needs of keeping the
yard force at work in these times
of unemployment will be one of the
points of emphasis.
Indication of the feeling in business circles and official circles was
apparent last night when 95 per
cent of the men invited by the
Chamber to be present had signified their intention of attending.
FILL IN COUPON
The Boston Daily Record prints
in today's issue a coupon headed,
"A Protest to President Hoover."
This coupon is to he filled in with
the reader's name and address and
left with the newsdealer or mailed
to the Record, as directed.
Gov. Ely last night took under
advisement a request urging him
to send a special message to the
Legislature for the adoption of a
rcsolution protesting the closing
of the yard to be sent to President
Hoover, Sec. of the Navy Adams
a
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Former Mayor Ma icolm E. N ichols
declared, last night, that, in his opinion,
the federal government should not only
bership to bombard Washington with keep the navy yard open, but that the
protests against the proposed clot- Navy Department should do everything
in its power to develop it In combineing of the Charlestown Navy Yard.
tion with the Boston airport.
As officers of the various organiza"At Charlestown we have one of the
tions were getting their plans into acfinest bodies of workers in the world.
tion yesterday, the Boston City CounThey are loyal to their government and
cil voiced its protest, the Legislature
loyal to their jobs. They are the true
was requested to consider the matter
type of American wcrktnen and they
during its special session on automobi;e
come close to being ideal.
rates and Governor Ely received a for"It would be a crime to scatter this
mal request from Congressman John .1,
Douglass to lodge a personal plea with force of workers to the four winds. It
would
be a crime to close down the
the President and Navy Secretary.
for economic reasons: it repToday a big meeting of civic and In- navy yard
resents
an investment of more than $10,dustrial leaders will be held at the
it Is dismantled it can't be
If
00000.
Chamber of Commerce to consider furrestored for many more millions than
ther plans for blocking the proposal
that.
to scrap the navy yard as a measure
"Have any of us forgotten the hectic
to effect economy on the next federal
days of 'preparation' for the war?
budget, which will be presented to
Congress at its convening in December. Today England is not scrapping her
President Henry I. Harriman of the naval yards and stations. She is dechamber will preside and his indus- veloping them and extending them. She
is working out a plan on which the
trial and business leaders, together with
prominent city, State and government coupling of the naval and air forces is
A hout regard to party lines, developed to the extreme. There Is no
officers,
place on the entire Atlantic coast
will be among the speakers.
The Spanish War Veterans, the Amer- which compai,',s With Boston .for both
ican Legion, Veterans of Foreign wars facilities."
and Disabled Veterans of the World
war joined hands yesterday, to bring
about a general protest from among
their ranks to Washington. Each of
the organizations called upon their
members throughout the State to write
or wire the President, Secretary Adams,
and their Congressmen and Senators.
Asks Legion Aid
Commander Stephen C. Garrity. coin- 1

of
Rep.
Lee, of CharlesIt3ouZey
Appeals to state
f
of
the American Legion
commander
throughout
New England were sent jut by
Massachusetts State Comdr. Stephen
C. Garrity, urging Legionnaires to
join the movement to keep the navy
yard open. Garrity advised sending
messages to Hoover and the scoretary of the navy.
The $8,000,000 operating expenses
of the airplane carriers, Saratoga
and Lexington, which he has suggested be converted into merchant
vessels for the port of Boston, could
be used to keep the navy yard,
running, Mayor Curley stated yesterday.
Answering a criticism of his
suggestion, the mayor declared he
believed
the
airplane
carriers
would be kept in commission only
two years more.
A petition with 40,000 signatures
to save the yard is on its way to
Washington, in the hands of a delegote for the Association for MaintenInce of the Boston Nay Y d
and
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1 Stores to Be Open Armistice Day, 'WHY STORES
Retail Trade Board Announces WILL BE OPEN

•

The formal decision yesterday, of the
retail trade board of the chamber of
commerce, not to close retail stores
Armistice day inspired Mayor Curley to
suggest to representatives of the American Legion and its auxiliaries the advisability of the observance of all holidays other than Independence day and
Christmas on Saturday.
He also suggested combining the observances of Armistice day and Thanksgiving on the latter day.
The mayor asserted that he appreciated the trend towards abandonment by merchants of the observance of
holiday.s by suspension of business and
he stressed the idea of deferring until
Saturday the celebration of any holiday
falling on some previous day of the
week.
Legion officials invited officials of the
retail trade board to confer at the
mayor's office about the observance of
Armistice day.
In transmitting the declination of the
board, President Sidney S. Conrad
stressed the universal practice in retail
stores in metropolitan American cities
and in Great Britain, France and Canada to recognize the day by a cessation of activity for two minutes at
11 A. M.
"In other leading cities." wrote President Conrad, "retail and other establishments are always open for business
on Armistice day. This practice, as In
former years will be also followed in
Boston."
THE BOARD'S STAND
Setting forth that Boston stores observe nine holidays per year in comparison with an average of six in othei
large cities. President Conrad emphasized that the burden of so many bolldays on Boston business is great and
continued:
To close on Armistice day is to
add an additional burden to a business which is operating on a very
narrow margin' of profit. With

unemployment conditions as they
are today, business should be given
every encouragement to build up
and keep people on the job. Successful retail lousiness reflects itself
on factory and mill employment as
well as on other lines related to
retail distribution and on the welfare oLkbe city staff. We feel sure
that you do not wish to place any
obstacles in the way of effort by
Boston merchants to keep the
wheels of industry going.
The legion, as in previous years,
Is asking retail stores to close cm
Armistice day, although it has
raised no objection to automobile
stores, theatres, dance halls and
other activities doing business on
that day. Our stores have always
observed the spirit of Armistice
day. We have always given the
day off with full pay to war veterans. We have contributed liberally to activities of veteran organizations. We are trying to keep
our people employed without reducing wages. We recognize the importance of keeping industry going
and so reduce unemployment.

Reasons on Armistice Day
Given Legion
In line with the formal decision of
the retail trade board of commerce .i..eterday not to close retail stores Arno.
istice Day Mayor Curley produced the
suggestion to representatives of the
American Legion and its auxiliaries that
It would be advisable to observe all
holidays, other than the Fourth of
July and Christmas Day on Saturday.
The Mayor also suggested combining
the observances of Armistice Day and
Christmas Day on the latter day.
In his statement he emphasized that
he appreciated the trend towards the
abandonment of the observance of holidays by merchants by suspension of
business and he stiessed the idea of deferring until Saturday the celebration
of any holiday falling on go.yrne previous
day of the week.
Officials of the Retail Trade Board
had been invited by Legion officials to
confer at the Mayor's office regarding
' the observance of Armistice Day.
President Sidney S. Conrad of the
hoard set forth the ideas of the body
as aiming to relleNe Boston merchants
of the burden of a superabundance of
holidays. In addition be stressed the
point it is advisable to keep business
. going without loss of any time during
the present.

Aimee's Meetings Earned $3241
For Boston Unemployment Fund
The "Foursquare Gospel" of Mrs. to Mayor Curley, will
turn over half of
Aimee McPherson Hutton earned profits+that amount,
or $32.41, to the uneniof $92.41 for the Boston jobless accord- ployment fund
of the city.
ing to figures released last night by the ,"It looks
as if we were going to get
Boston Garden management and Fred- the crumbs,"
said Mayor Curley over
crick Winters, manager of the nine-day the
telephone last night, when told of
series of revivals.
the city's share in the revival.
Added to a special collection of
After learning that Gypsy Smith,
$908.90 taken up Sunday night for Maynoted evangelist, is scheduled to open
or Curley's unemployment fund, this
will make a total of $941.31 to be turned a revival next Sunday in Philadelphia,
over to the city today. Total receipt., Mrs. Hutton last night cancelled her
ere and declared she has
were $23,506.30 and expenses, $23,441.48, opening there
accepted a call from Providence and
or about $2600 a day.
I
About 155.000 persons who heard the will conduct a revival rempaign there
famous woman evangelist during her beginning Friday night and continuing
Monday.
stay here. averaged slightly less than 11 until
-Decided opposition was manifest
rents each in collections amounting to
$17,150. The remainder of the receipts against Mrs. Hutton at Philadelphia by
were made tip from the sale of litera- Mayor Mackey who last night said,
"I
ture and specittl donations.
don't want to see Aimee McPerson
come
Just $54.02 was the profit of the here at all. I net rr like to
see religious
revivals, and Aimee true to her preinis ,:n.husiasIn'turned into a circus."
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NAVY YARD
MUST NOT
BE CLOSED
Storm of Letters and
Wires Going to
President

To Carry Big Petition

At midnight tonight a prominent
Boston business man who will be chosen
today will go to Washington with a
petition carrying 40,000 to 50,000 names
of o'ljectors to the proposal. These
names were gathered by the Association for Maintenance of the Charlestown Navy Yard of which Richard S.
Teeling, Charlestown banker, is president. Mr. Teeling will choose the delegate who will wait on President Hoover
with the petition.
The City Council passed a resolution
of protest yesterday after it had been
brought before them by Councillors
Thomas H. Green and Robert Gardiner
Wilson, Jr. At the State House, Representatives 41ames E. Hagan of Somerville and Robert L. Lee of Charles- !
town filed with the clerk of the House
a resolve protesting the closing of the
yard.
Congressman Douglass and Senator
John P. Buckley and Representative
Robert L. Lee called on Governor Ely,
Plans to bring about a tremendous urging him to communicate immediately
storm of letters and telegrams upon with the President, to impress upon
him the necessity of keeping the yard
the offices of President Hoover and open.
Secretary Adams of the navy were
Nichols for More Activity
made yesterday as veterans and civic
Former Mayor Malcolm E. Nichols
organizations called upon their meni- declared, last night, that, in his opinion,
bershuii to bombard Washington with the federal government should not only
keep the navy yard open, but that the
protests against the proposed clos- Navy Department should do everything
In
its power to develop it in conjuncing of the Charlestown Navy Yard.
As officers of the various organiza- tion with the Boston airport.
"At Charlestown we have one of the
tions were getting their plans into action yesterday, the Boston City Coun- finest bodies of workers in the world.
They
are loyal to their government and
cil voiced its protest, the Legislature
was requested to consider the matter loyal to their jobs. They are the true
during its special session on automobne type of American workmen and they
rates and Governor Ely received a for- come close to being Ideal.
"It would be a crime to scatter this
mal request from Congressman John J.
Douglass to lodge a personal plea with force of workers to the four winds. It
would be a crime to close down the
the President and Navy Secretary.
Today a big meeting of civic and in- navy yard for economic reasons; it rep- ;
resents
an investment of more than $10,at
leaders
the
dustrial
will be held
Chamber of Commerce to consider fur- 000,000. If it is dismantled It can't be
restored
for many more millions than
ther plans for blocking the proposal
to scrap the navy yard as A measure . that.
"Have
any
of us forgotten the hectic
federal
next
economy
the
on
effect
to
budget, which will be presented to days of 'preparation' for the war?
Today
England
is not scrapping her
Congress at its convening in December.
President. Henry I. Harriman of the naval yards and stations. She is dechamber will preside and big indus- veloping them and extending them. She
trial and business leaders, together with is working out a plan on which the
prominent city, State and government coupling of the naval and air forces is
officers, ithout regard to party lines, developed to the extreme. There is no
place on the entire Atlantic coast
will be among the speakers.
The Spanish War Veterans, the Amer- which compares with Boston for both
facilities."
I
Wars
ican Legion, Veterans of Foreign
and Disabled Veterans of the World
war joined hands yesterday, to bring
about a general protest from among
their ranks to Washington. Each of
the organizations called upon their
members throughout the State to write
or wire the President, Secretary Adams,
and their Congressmen and Senators.

LEADERS WILL MEET
AT CHAMBER TODAY

Veterans of Wars to
Unite in Plea to
Capital

•

mender of the State Department of the !
Legion, last night announced he had
sent personal communications to the
department commanders of all of the
New England States to enlist their aid
in keeping the Boston yard open. The
closing of the yard he termed as unwarranted and an unfair bjow to the
men employed there.
Talking of the big percentage of veterans he said, "These men can fight
when it is necessary. They have shown
that, but it is my honest and personal
conviction the time has arrived when
they should be allowed to enjoy some
peace of mind and not be obliged to
worry over the likelihood of losing their
jobs.
"Not only would the present and
future of the men now at the yard be
jeopardized through the closing of the
yard but the honest wives, mothers and
children dependent on their weekly
salaries."

Asks Legion Aid
Commander Stephen C. Garrity. corn-

Whole State
Fights Navy
Yard Closing
State, city and business indignation at the proposed closing of Charlestown Navy Yard
as a Federal economy measure
will join forces at a protest
meeting at a luncheon in the
lounge room of Boston Chamber
of Commerce at 12:30 this noon.
The urgent needs of keeping the
yard force at work in these times
of unemployment will be one of the
points of emphasis.
Indication of the feeling in business circles and official circles was
apparent last night when 95 per
cent of the men invited by the
Chamber to be present had signified their intention of attending.
PILL IN COUPON
The Boston Daily Record prints
In today's issue a coupon headed,
"A Protest to President Hoover."
This coupon is to be filled in with
the reader's name and address and
left with the newsdealer or mailed
to the Record, AR direeted.
Gov. Ely last night took under
advisement a request urging him
to send a special message to the
Legislature for the adoption of a
resolution protesting the closing
of the yard to be sent to President
Hoover, Sec. of the Navy Adams
and members of Congress from
Massachusetts.
The appeal wa—
made by Cong. Douglass, of East
Boston, Sen. Buckley and Rep.
Lee, of Charlestown.
Appeals to state commanders of
the American Legion throughout
New England were sent out by
Massachusetts State Comdr. Stephen
C. Garrity, urging Legionnaires to
join the movement to keep the navy
yard open. Garrity advised sending
messages to Hoover and the secretary of the navy.
The $8,000,000 operating expenses
of the airplane carriers, Saratoga
and Lexington, which he has suggested be converted into merchant
vessels for the port of Boston, could
be used to keep the navy yard,
running, Mayor Curley stated yesterday.
Answering a criticism of his
suggestion, the mayor declared
he
believed
the
airplane
carriers
would be kept in commissio n only
two years more.
A petition with 40.000
signatures
to save the yard is on
its way to
Washington, in the hands of a delegete for the Association for
tenance of the Boston Navy MainYard.
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1Stores to Be Open Armistice Day,
WHY STORES
Retail Trade Board Announces WILL BE OPEN
The formal decision yesterday, of the
retail trade board of the chamber of
commerce, not to close retail stores
Armistice day inspired Mayor Curley to
suggest to representatives of the American Legion and its auxiliaries the advisability of the observance of all holidays other than Independence day and
Christmas on Saturday.
He also suggested combining the observances of Armistice day and Thanksgiving on the latter day.
The mayor asserted that he appreciated the trend towards abandonment by merchants of the observance of
holidays by suspension of business and
he stressed the idea of deferring until
Saturday the celebration of any holiday
falling on some previous day of the
week.
Legion officials invited officials of the
retail trade board to confer at the
mayor's office about the observance of
Armistice day.
In transmitting the declination of the
board, President Sidney S. Conrad
stressed the universal practice in retail
stores in metropolitan American cities
and in Great Britain, France and Canada to recognize the day by a cessation of activity for two minutes at
11 A. M.
"In other leading cities." wrote President Conrad, "retail and other establishments are always open for business
on Armistice day. This practice, RS in
former years will be also followed In
Boston."
THE BOARD'S STAND
Setting forth that Boston stores observe nine holidays per year in comparison with an average of six in other
large cities. President Conrad emphasiad that the burden of so many holidays on Boston business is great and
continued:
To close on Armistice day Is to
add an additional burden to a business which is operating on a very
narrow margin. of profit. With

unemployment conditions as they
are today, business should be given
every encouragement to build up
and keep people on the job. Successful retail business reflects itself
on factory and mill employment as
well as on other lines related to
retail distribution and on the welfare °Lille city staff. We feel sure
that you do not wish to place any
obstacles in the way of effort by
Boston merchants to keep the
wheels of industry going.
The legion, as in previous years,
is asking retail stores to close on
Armistice day, although it has
raised no objection to automobile
stores, theatres, dance halls and
other activities doing business on
that day. Our spores have always
observed the spirit of Armistice
day. We have always given the
day off with full pay to war veterans. We have contributed liberally to activities of veteran organizations. We are trying to keep
our people employed without reducing wages. We recognize the importance of keeping industry going
and so reduce unemployment.

Reasons on Armistice Day
Given Legion
In line with the formal decision of
the retail trade board of commerce .terday not to close retail stores Arm.
istlee Day Mayor Curley produced toe
suggestion to representatives of !he
American Legion and its auxiliaries that
it would be advisable to observe all
holidays, other than the Fourth of
July and Christmas Day on Saturday.
The Mayor also suggested combining
the observances of Armistice Day and
Christmas Day on the latter day.
In his statement he emphasized that
he appreciated the trend towards the
abandonment of the observance of holidays by merchaifts by suspension of
business and he stiessed the idea of deferring until Saturday the celebration
of any holiday falling on some previous
day of the week.
Officials of the Retail Trade Board
had been inVited by Legion officials to
c“rifer at the Mayor's office regarding
the observance of Armistice Day.
President Sidney S. Conrad of the
board set forth the ideas of the body
as aiming to relieve Boston merchants
of the burden of a superabundance of
holidays. In addition he stressed the
point it Is advisable to keep business
going without loss of any time during
j the present.

Aimee's Meetings Earned $32.41
For Boston Unemployment Fund
The "Foursquare Gospel" of Mrs. to Mayor
Curley, will turn over half of
Aimee McPherson Hutton earned profitstthat
amount, or $32.41. to the unemof $32.41 for the Boston jobless accordployment fund of the city.
ing to figures released last night by the
,"It looks as if we were going
to get
Boston Garden management and Fredthe crumbs," said Mayor Curley
over
erick Winters, manager of the nine-day
the telephone last night, when told
series of revivals.
of
the city's share in the revival.
Added to a special collection of
After
learning
that Gypsy Smith,
5908.90 taken up Sunday night for Mayor Curley's unemployment fund, this noted evangelist, is scheduled to open
will make a total of $941.31 to be turned a revival next Sunday in Philadelphia,
over to the city today. Total receipts Mrs. Hutton last night cancelled her
were $23,506.30 and expenses, $23,441.48, opening there and declared she has
'accepted a call from Providence
or about $2600 a day.
and
About 165,000 persons who heard the will conduct a revival campaign there
famous woman evangelist during her beginning Friday night and
continuing
stay here, averaged slightly less than 11 until Monday.
eents each in collections amounting to
Decided opposition was
manifest
$17,150. The remainder of the receipts against Mrs. Hutton at
Philadelphia by
were made up from the sale of litera- Mayor Mackey who last
night said, "I
ture end special donations.
don't want to see Aimee McPerson
come
Just $64.82 was the profit of the here at all. I never
like to see religious
revivals, and Aimee true to her pi owls'. en,husiasin tirned
into a cirrus."
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Aimee Makes $64.82
Profit in Hub Revival
M•ek

Half Goes Financial Miracle Beyond
to Help
Idle
Aimee Semple McPherl
son Hutton, noted woman'
evangelist, made a ne
profit of just $64.82 durin
her nine-day revival here,'
the Boston Garden management announced last
night. Deducting SO per,
cent, which is to go tol
Mayor Curley's unemployment fund as per her
agreement, Aimee's "take"
amounts to but $32.4l.
Informed by the Daily Record
last night of the "cut" for his
fund, Mayor Curley said, chuckling:
"I should rather wait until
I receive the
conimenting."

$32.41

Aimee's Efforts
Aimee
McPherson
Hutton, Los
Angeles
evangelist,
who revealed
yesterday that
she made a
profit of
$64.82 during
her nine-day
Boston Garden
revival. Half
of that goes
to Mayor '
Curley's
unemployed
fund. "I would
judge that
Aimee has
performed no
miracle," said
the mayor.

before

offerings and sales rrorn literature
totaled $23.506.30.
Total
expenditures,
including
—CillIOI
ELESrent
al of the Garden, hotel bills,
MAYOR
' music, ushers and personnel, travAssured that Aimee's manager. eling and advertising, totaled $23,Frederick Winters, has set aside 441.48.
Announcement was made last
that amount
sight that Aimee will open a refrom the net
vival in Providence Friday night,
to be turned
to run through Monday She had
over to the
planned to open in Philadelphia.
fund, the mayAscertaining that Gypsy Smith,
or said, still
the noted evangelist, is scheduled
chuckling:
;
to
open a revival in Philadelphia
"1 woiilii
Sunday, and that the male revivalJudge from
ist has option on the largest audithat, t bat
torium In the city, Aimee decided
Aimee has
to postpone her visit there.
performed tt
miracle."
TO USE HUB CHOIR
And then he
added, "Texas
Arrangements were hastily made
Guinan could
for a revival campaign at ProviMayor Curley
have done hetdence, from whence she has
reter than that."
eeived an insistent call. She will
"Now let's see," he continued, Open at
the
auditorium
in
that
city
log from Friday
"there's about $904) r
evening.
that collection," he 1111151•11.
She will remain in New York,
collection
for
the
that
Informed
honeymooning with
his fund made at one of the band, Brother David,her new husuntil Thursevangelist's last meetings amounted day when she will
go to Providence.
to just $908.90. he said: "I still
Arrangements were being made
maintain it was no miracle."
last night for the Boston choir
Which appeared at the Garden reREVIVAL IN R. I.
vivals, to act in a similar capacity
In Providence. It was pointed out
Total donations at the Garden, that no time would he
available to
Inelitelino love offerings. free will Organize and train
a Providence
ohoir. The Boston singers will he
transported to and from the Rhode
Island cit b bus.

WEST ROXBURY PAVING
CONTRACT IS AWARDED
Award yesterday by Mayor Curley of
a contract to M. McGinnis Company to
lay sheet asphalt pavement in Centre
street, West Roxbury, between Weld
tnd Church streets advances another
;tett toward completion the widening
If Centre street from South street to
the Arborway.
The contract price for the initial perlion of the paving is $106.345 and the
work will be completed before the advent of cold weather. ,

WEST END LAND SALE
APPROVED BY COUNCIL
Withdrawal by Councilman John I.
Fitzgerald of the West end, of the objections of the residents of that district,
including Matrin M. Lomansney, to the
sale to the Massachusetts General Hospital of city owned land on North
Grove street led to final approval of
the sale, yesterday by the city council.
Specific aasurance given by Mayor
Curley that the yard of the sanitary
service which has been at North Grove
strete for years, will be re-established
either hi the North or West end, and
that under no circumstances will the
collection of garbage and refuse be
done by contractors, satisfied the oblectors.
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AIMEE'S PROFIT
PUT AT $64.82
Half of This Goes to Unemployed
Of City, Plus $908 Obtained
In Special Collection
1 Station en route to New York Sunday
night she declared that she did not
come here to make money, but to savel
Surpassing almost the interest souls and to further establish Four.
square Gospel churches throughout the
in Mrs Aimee McPherson Hutton's eastern part of the country.
revival
nine-day
here is this uneaAside from the profit ;32.41 from the
sales, Sister
ten of the collections—and the donation and literature
, Aimee received many donations personamount to be received by the city ally. Many gave her what he called
of Boston in Mayor Curley's proposi- -the old New England green handshake" as they came forward at the
tion of a 50:-50 cut for the un- ' services to greet her. Many of thess
handshakes found a $5 or $10 bill left
employed.
hand.
Here are the figures. as released in the evangelist's
Then there was the "love offering,"
by Richard G. Dunn, manager of figures of which have not been anthe • Boston Garden, where Sister nounced. Many presents came to the
Huttons
Hotel Lenox, where the
Aimee held her evangelistic meet- stayed. One man, who did not idenings. By exactly $941.31 will the tify himself to Sister Aimee, presented
small but expensive diamond braceBoston unemployment fund be In- a
let. The choir gave Aimee $25 as they
creased.
The entire profit after bade her farewell at the station.
- payment of the general expense
How much did Aimee make?

amounted to $64.82, half of which
Is donated to the city—leaving
Aimee with only. a profit of $32.41
the collections, according to

from

Mr Dunn's figures.
Donations, collections
of

literature

$23,506.30.

and

brought • a

The

cost. of

sales

total

of

expenses,

Including the rental of the Garden,
transportation,

hotel

bills,

adver-

tising, communications, tickets, personnel,
special
equipment
and
incidentals

came

in

END WAR OF
CURLEY AND
LOMASNEY

the North Grove street city stables to
the Massachusetts General Hospital. '
TO APPROVE ORDER TODAY
After the pigeon had been shooed out
the window through which he had
entered, Councillor John I. Fitzgerald,
lieutenant of the West End's veteran
political leader, who had led the fight
against the sale, voted in favor of the
project, explaining that he had the
Mayor's assurance that the city yard
would be replaced somewhere within the
precincts of the Lomasney stronghold.
Mayor Curley will approve the order
today, tuining over to the Massachusetts General Hospital for $115,800 the
abapdoned North Grove street fire station and the city stables on two parcels
of land with a total area of 24,800
square feet, making the price $4 a foot.
Instead of transferring the working
force of several hundred West End
laborers to the South End yards, the
Mayor had indicated that the new
motorized
sanitary
force
will
be
, quartered in a building to he secured
somewhere within Ward 3, probably on
the Commercial street waterfront.
The final vote was 19 to 2 in favor
of the sale.
Councillor Fitzgerald immediately secured the passage of an order requesting the Mayor to confer with Sheriff
John A. Keliher for the purpose of providing adequate play space for the inmates of the Charles street Jail, part of
which has been taken for the widening
of Charles street and the construction
of a traffic circle at the Boston end of
the Longfellow bridge,
Virtual liability insurance on city.
owned automobiles was provided by the
Council in adopting an et of this year's
Legislature which would permit the city
to reimburse its motor vehicle operators
for damages sustained by them Inaccidents in which they were Invnlved while
in the line of duty.
The Council approved the reimbursement of Patrolman Arthur V. Fraher in
the sum of $547.80, representing a Judgment against him, following the death
of Aaron Arensberg of Dorchester, who
was knocked down hy the Patrolman's
motorcycle at Columbia, road, April 24,
1927.
To hear the protest of Dorchester
(-isle groups the executive committee of
the Council, at the request of Councillot
Francis E. Kelly, will hold a public
hearing on the new Dorchester Girls
High School location Tuesday, Oct. 27
at 2:30 o'clock at City Hall.

$23,441.48.

Comment of Mayor
The, unemployment fund was boosted
by the special collection taken up at
Aimee's final meeting here Funday
night—a total of $905.90. Quick arithmetic makes $905.90 and half c.f
Aimee's profit, $32.41, a total of $941.31.
Mayor Curley, when told by rewet•
era of the amount which the city fund
will receive, admitted that he was not
overjoyed.
"I think," the Mayor Fail, "1 wir
wait until the city gets some of the
money before 1 make tiny comment.
We haven't seep arty of it vet. Ynni
know, T was in hOpes that they'd
member the old parable of the leave,
and the fishes, hut it. looks like ice
were going to get only the crumbs."

Personal Donalions
As Sister Aimee left, for the South

Both Sides Approve
Sale of City Stables
to Hospital
Simulating the dove of peace, a
slate-colored pigeon winged through
an open window and coasted over the
City Council session, yesterday, when
the forces of Mayor Curley and former Representative Martin M. Lomasticy, after a month's hitter battle,
joiticd in support of the order to sell

MAYOR TO SPEAK
FOR SALLIES' DRIVE
Mayor Curley and others prominent In
State and city governments are to speak
at the luncheon today noon at the Hotel
Statler, which formally opens the Salvation Army's animal drive for $110.000
to operate its 24 institutions and de.
nartm•nta in Greater 13oston.
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MEETING PROTESTS
NAVY YARD CLOSING
Harriman Demands Reasons For Move
—Ely, Curley and Walsh Speak
"Boston asks for a full bill of particulars as to the need for closing the Blow to 1800 Workers
Boston Navy Yard." Henry I. Har"The closing of the Boston Navy
riman, president of the Chamber of
Commerce, declared this noon before Yard will take employment from about
a protest meettng against the proposal 1800 civilian workers at one of
the
to close the yard.
most critical economic periods in our
Mr Harriman presided at the meet- , history. The annual payroll of the
ing, which was attended by leaders ln Navy Yard is in excess of $3,000,000,
public life in Greater Boston and rep- and the existence of the yard repreresentatives of the navy, as well as sents to the community business of
nearly the entire Congressional delega- some•510,000,000 annually. Further,
of those employed at the yard, 600 are
tion from this part of the State.
"The existence of the Navy Yard war veterans, and of these 200 are
means $10,000,000 of business to Bos- classified as disabled veterans, wh.
ton annually," Mr Harriman said. "Of would be thrown back upon the Sol
the 1800 employed, 800 are war vet- diers' Relief Departments in the citie
erans and 200 are disabled veterans and towns of Greater Boston. Fur
who would be thrown back upon the thermore, a large percentage of th.
Soldiers' Relief Department of Great- Navy Yard employes, probably mor,
than 50 percent, are over 50 years o
er Boston.
age. It would be exceedingly difficul
to find other employment for thes,
Harriman's Address
workers and, as a majority of then
are heads of families, their loss o
Mr Harriman's address follows:
"The closing of the Boston Navy work would mean tragedy.
"The Government has recently au
Yard would be a most serious blow to
New England, and while I am in sym- thorized the construction of a destroyei
at
the Boston Navy Yard. If the yard
pathy with the President's desire to
effect reasonable economies in these is closed, the construction of this de.
times of financial stress it is my feel- stroyer will be assigned to some othet
ing that New England has every right navy yard and thus Boston will be
to ask the Administration for the full- made to suffer in order that some other
est and frankest statements of the rea- section of the country may gain.
"Outside of its advantage to
sons which have led it to recommond
the
to Congress the closing of the Navy navy, the Boston Navy Yard has performed
indispensable servize in coniecYard and for a statement of the economies which will be effected, and even tion with commercial shipping, transIf certain economies are shown we atlantic travel and the great N.-,ss, Enghave the right to ask whether the Fed- land fishing industry.
Located the
eral economies are a fair offset to the nearest of any of the important Covernment
stations
to
the established
many losses which will result from
ocean traffic lanes, the ye'd h9s
closing the Navy Yard.
re"The Navy Yard was established in sponded to innumerable calls of dis1800 after studies and surveys by tress in the North Atlantic by sending
naval experts to determine a logical vessels which have rendered incalculocation tor this important branch of lable services in the saving of life,
naval
the
establishment.
Naval shipping and cargoes. Govsrnment aid
strategists have stated that Boston is of this kind is imperative dueir,g the
likely to be one of the principal points rigorous Winters which preva.I in the
chosen for enemy assault in case of North Atlantic. A great post is inwar and the sense of security of mil- separably linked with efficient naval
lions of our citizens depends largely services. Boston is the only imporupon an efficient naval base at Boston. tant American port which la threatPart of such a naval base is an effi- ened with the curtailment of these
cient navy yard. The people of New services, and to close the Boston Navy
England will look with the greatest Ward may likely result in the loss of
apprehension upon any plan which much life and property, which mIght
contemplates the abandonment of this otherwise be preserved. Boston asks
for a full bill of particulate as to the
yard.
"As the Boston Navy Yard is one need for and the results which will
of the oldest, so it is one of the best follow from the closing of the Boston
equipped and most efficient units in the Navy Yard."
naval establishment both for construction, repair and reconditioning of Walsh and Coolidge Speak
navy vessels. The yard embraces sevBoth Senators David I. Walsh and
eral highly organized industrial plants
with millions of dollars' worth of ma- Marcus Coolidge attended and spoke.
Representative Edith Nourse Rogers
chinery and equipment which have
been built up over a period of years. and Ex-Mayor Malcolm Nichols were
speakers.
Its wo-king force is recognized as one other
Mayor Curley and Pres Gaspar Baof the best trained and most competent in the country. The construction con of the Massachusetts Senate arand repair work which have oeen ac- rived in time for the speaking procomplished here in the past have gram. Among the other Mayors presbrought the highest praise from naval ent were Mayor McGrath of Quincy,
Mayor Manning of Lynn. Mayor Larexperts.

kin of Medford and Mayor Cassius or
Revere. '
The meeting closed with the adoption of a resolution authorizing Pres
Harriman of the Chamber to appoint a
representative committee to confer
with Secretary of the Navy Adams
and to urge the Administration to reconsider the proposal to close the Navy
Yard.
Gov Ely was among the last speak-
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CUR LEY CALLS
'LIGHTS OUT!'

By public proc1;1 matinti, May01
Curley today called on Boston's cit.
lzenry to follow the suggestion ot
William Randolph Hearst, Jr., an
turn off electric lights for one
minute tomorrow night at 7 p. in
in tribute to Thomas A. F.ellenn.
"The mayor requests that the
public, In recognition of the
passing of this great ilmertran,
follow the 6uggest1On of William
Randolph Hearst, Jr., and dim
all lights in homes or places of
business for one minute at 7
o'clock on the evening nf Wednesday, Oct. 21," the proclamation said.
Mayor Curley also asked that city
flags be placed at, half-staff tomorrow for the funeral, in orders
to John Englert, superintendent of
public buildings. and City Messenger Leary.
"Yon are hereby directed to
have the flags placed at half-staff
on all municipal buildings on the
day of the funeral of Thomas A.
Edison," the orders read.
"Once a resident. of Boston, his
labors have proven of enduring
benefit to humanity and to the
whole universe."

SALE OF YARD WINS
IN COUNCIL SESSION c",!'iamte,wt°11,1akt!he

and costing 911000 to determine If shorc
wave is a good thing for the Boston
Police Department. Councilor Curtis
announced that he favored anything
helpi iii In oppoaing

Fitzgerald Alters ,Vote,
Police Radio Inquiry

money to go to the unemployment fund
of the Board of Public Welfare.
Because of the longshoremen's strike
police officers, after doing a stretch on
the street, are compelled to remain in
station houses to be available in case
of emergency, and Councilor Ruby introduced an order, which passed, calling on Commissioner Hultman to see to
II tleit the officers are paid overtime.

he helpful, he was for it, hut he
wanted to be assured by Commissioner
Hultman that the information eould
not he obtained for less than $8000 and
in a shorter time than six months.
Councilor Ruby, who fathered the
measure in the execative committee
tilt end in open meeting, expreased the
opinion that the information should ha
secured by Jan 1.
After considerable. debate the ender ,
,
asking for authorization of an c.d.
for 8920.000 fey the erection of a ri•w
guts' high echoed in Dorchester was
tabled. Councilor McGrath said e•
would vote for the order but thet o
was a fact that if the high school rise
erected on the particular site, there
would he five high schools on the
Washington-at car line.
Cooncilor McGrath previously had
offered an order which passed, asking
Mayor Curley to consider the adviseNifty of the erection of a high echool
in the Uphams Corner section of Lorcheater.
On the 9920.000 order Councilor nigh
else commented An fuse high schcols
on the Washingtob-st line, and Coaneller Vi'ileon, also of Dorchester, said
he was not satisfied s•ith the Se`mol
Committee decision concerning the site
for the school, and expressed the
opinion that the people of the district
should have something to say.
--

---- •
Assured that the city stAhir, nn
North Grove at would be replaced by
a. /sanitary division yard somewhere in
the North or Went Ende and that contract labor will not he used to take
care of the district, Councilor John I.
Fitzgerald of the West End, who led
the battle against the sale of the North
Grove-at yard to the Massachusetts
General Hospital. changed tactics yes_
terday at the Council meeting and
voted for the sale,
The order of sale was lip for its
second reading and Councilor Fitzgereld told the Council that he still
believed the hospital did not need the
land and that the price was not rudequate, but that he was acting for the
best interests of his district and that
he had obtained the best trade he could
get.
Mr Fitzgerald said that he only had
three votes against the order (his own
and those of Councilore Dnwd and
Kelly), and could not expect to get
any more.
"I have got to accept. whet I can For Public Hearing
get for my district," acid the West
Councilor Murray declared that in
End Councilor.
i view of the large amount of money inHis supporters, Councilors
Dowd (volved the order should go to the cornand Kelly, declared they stood by their mates, on finance and a publics hearing
original vote against the sale of the be held.
On motion of Councilor
lend, and when the vote was recorded Kelly the order was tabled.
they were the only ones against paxReimbursing of police officers or city
sage of the order. They declared if employes when, as a result of accident
Councilor Fitzgerald's Nets and fig- in the course of city business, court
tires were correct two weeks ago they judgments are rendered against them,
were still correct, and they would vee- e rime before the meeting on two
as they did then.
ot•det.s. 'Except in the case of the
Councilor Green of Ch,arlestown. who Water Department, drivers of city
did not vote at the previous reading, ,care are. individually liable in ease of
voted for the sale yesterday.
• , accidents.
Councilor Wilson offered an order
22,800 Feet of Land
The order as passed zelle for trams. asking Council to ereept a legislative
art
(Ailing for the reimbursing of city
ter to the hospital of 22,800 feet of
land with a frontage of ebout 162 feet employee when the latter suffer darnon North Grove at and 2000 squerte age suits as a result of accidents while
feet of land with en abandoned fire- on duty.
The other order was by Poem-tine
house thereon, with a frontage of 40
feet on North Grove at, all at a rate Bush, to repay patrolman Arthur V.
Fraher E47.50, the sum with erode
of $6 per foot.
Following the passage of the order awarded. the estate of Aaron ArenaCouneilor Fitzgerald offered an eider, berg, struck by a motorcycle operated
Fraher on April 24, 1927.
•
which passed, asking Mayor Cu rley to by
Councilor Fitzgerald raised the princonfer with Sheriff John A. leeliher
officers
opposition,
declaring
icipal
that
ht
.
the
some
4 with a view of retaining
land for an exercise yard for tail In- do as they please, and when the city
reimburses the taxpayers carry the
mates before the sale is vompfeted to
load. He said he had no objection to
the hoepital.
payment when the accident wag clearIn view of the fact that the land
ly in line of ectual duty and when
sale order calls for specifically despeed was absolutely neceeertry, but
scribed land as well as number of
in the Fraher case he said he had no
square feet, any withholding of land information
verifying the 'fact.
for a jail exercise yard would InvaliBoth orders passed after some disdate the original order for the sale, of cussion,
24,800 square feet. It would appear
there would he. no exteneinn of the
Nary Yard Issue
jell yard.
Threatened closing of the CharlesAfter considerable obJertIon was
raised in executive committee by Coun- town Navy Yard resulted in two orcilor Curtin and other members of ders, one by Councilor Wilson and the
Council against en order from Pollee other by Councilor Green. The orders
Commissioner Hultman for permission protested to President 'Hoover to stop
to tranafer $8000 from police fund to any plans for closing the yerci. Counspecific fund for an Investigation of cilor Wilson of Dorchester explained
the merits of short wave vadio, Coun- his order in that almost :win employes
cilor Curtis of the Back Ray was the of the Charlestown :N•aid live in Doronly one to vote against the measure. chester.
Couincilor IC*Ily got smooth sailing
on an order. He requested Mayor CurWants Tech Experts
ley to eatl a conference of theatre and
Commii sinner Hultmen desires to movie house owners and ask them to
employ Technology expert); to make agree to contribute one cent from
an investigation lasting six months every ticket sold to their shows, the
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GIVEN MAYOR CURLEY
Plans Begun by Boston
for Bicentennial
The official opening of the campaign
by the city of Boston to participate in
the bicentennal observance in 1932 of
the birth of the Father of the American Republic was featured yesterday
at City Hall by a presentation to
Mayor Curley of a bust of George
Washington.
The
exercises
were
broadcast at 2 p m by radio Station
WNAC.
Members of the Federal, State and
city commissions were present, ineluding Prof Albert Bushnell Hart, I
) national historian and chairman of i
the city commit/talon; Maj Robert E.
Green and Alexander Brime members 1
of the executive committee of
the 1
Massachusetts commies:on and Mayor
Curley. Professor Hart made the press
cuts lion,
Mr Brims of the executive committee said:
"At this time, when the name of
Washington is once more aglow in
the
memory of grateful Americans, it may
awaken in us the rare and noble spirit
of the Fatlitr of our Country,
well
showed such steadfast devotion against
unexample odds. and made posslble our •
national life.
"'Washington's
courageous
cone- ,
dance in the American Republic
is a ,
challenge to us of today whether
the 1
reso:ute American pioneer spirit is
superior to all our economic and stilt
other
difficulties.
t
"Washington's 4.1aeOliq
re), belief i•
in the futuer destiny of th enew
Ns,
1
tion made it oaspible for him
to overcome the almost unpsralleled
difticul- 1
tieN he enconntered.
Hie pioneering
spirit furnished a sound
fou:idt•lion i
for the unified politics' economic
and i
social national struc re."
Prof Hart told the May - in his
pre-1
sentation that Boston hat s
Testicular I
and personal interest in Gcorge
ington. He lived for a time in
this
vicinity, was entertained hero and
took
co.nmand of the troops in Cembridge
Because of Boston's 1oen1 interest, he
said, the celebration hero should
be the
greater.
M i vor Curley responded, and
accepted the blast on behalf of tau city.

1
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CLOSING OF YARD
PLAN PROTESTED

•

Eighty Officials Meet
Here to Voice Opposition

-

/ a/ •)-, 13i

and Congressman Joseph W.Martin Jr,
both Republicans, as Mrs Rogers is,
endorsed her explanation.
Congressman Underhill demanded
that the meeting turn from denouncing- the President and give its attention
to a plan to do something about tae
Issue.
The meeting was conducted for the
most part with much restraint. Pres
Harriman began by delivering, in a
prepared statement, a summary of
what it would mean to close the oldest
Navy Yard in the country. with 1600
employes.
Gov Ely then spoke briefly, asserting
his determination to use the full resources of the Commonwealth to keep
the Navy Yard. The fight would fall
upon the Senators and Congressmen,
he said.

Senators, Governor and Mayor
at Chamber Rally
Curley and Walsh

•

Mayor Curley called it "a very
Resistance to the closing of the Ens- peculiar situation, at the approach of
ton Navy Yard was planned yesterday a New England Winter" to economize
by 80 men in public life in Massachu- by throwing 1600 workers out of employment. "I have noticed no diminusetts of both parties, and Mrs Edith tion in the demand for aid' he said.
Nourse Rogers, member of Congrels "It is time for the President to postfrom Lowell, at a meeting ealled by pone economy that increases the burof unemployment."
Henry I. Harriman. president of the den
The Mayor recalled that the city of
Boston Chamber of Commease.
Boston is now building a tunnel to
Gov Ely, Mayor Curley anctsenators East Boston at a cost $3,000,000 more
Walsh and Coolidge spolce at the mee,than a bridge would have been. When
the city wanted to build a bridge, it
ing, which ended by moving the ap- was told, he said, that that would inpointment of a committee which Sen- terfere with ships sailing to the Navy
ator Walsh will head, to see President Yard.
Senator Walsh said that he spoke
Hoover and Secretary of the Navy
for the entire delegation in Congress
Charles Francie Adams and urge re. when he declared "we propose to leave
consideration of the proposal to close . nothing undone to save to New Bag'land the Boston Navy Yard." He coaid
the yard at Charleetown.
count on the other New England memSenator Welch closed his address by
bers of Congress and the Senate, too,
/dating, "I, feel confident that this he said, to stand with Massachusetts
on the question.
catastrophe will net happen."
"It Is the worst blow that the Port
Gov Ely declared thet he will mend
of Boston has ever been given" he
a reemeage to the Legislature suggestsaid. "It is an attack upon the Navy
frig that it, memorialize Congress to Itself. It is a failure to realize what
the Navy means to our Government.
keep the Navy Yard open.
Mayor Curley declared that by thie I, for one, do not propose to have the
move President Hoover was setting an police force on our borders lessened
reduced within
example which, if followed by private until the police force is
business, would mean that such a city the country where peaceful people
live.
as Boston would be compelled to
depression, to begin by
spend $21,000,000 on iinemployment "In time of
reducing the police force of the Nation
this year, instead of $7,000.400.
The meeting showed a, strong tend- is unthinkable. There are plenty of
ways to reduce without beginning with
ency to criticize President Hoover for
an indispensable arm of our Governthe announced decision to close the ment. It is time for us to say AA
citizens of a great Commonwealth to
Navy Yard.
the Federal Government-'hands off-begin somewhere else.' This Is a parBlames Deparlmeat
ticularly unappropriate move when our
aira Rogers had another explanation. Navy is below treaty strength."
Not the President, but the Navy DeSenator Marcus Coolidge declared "I
partment was to blame, she declared. will be as keen as anyone can be as
"Let's put the blame where it be- regards losing the Navy Yard."
longs," she said. "It belongs to the
Navy Department. You know as weii
as I do that the President had nothing Congressmen's Views
Congressman Martin urged that the
to do with it. The President insisted
that veers
department economize. rest of New England also had an inThere is plenty of room for economy terest in the threatened closing of the
in every department. But the Navyi Newport. R I, yard and it was agreed
Department is the cleverest depart- that both should he included in the
ment In Washington. It Is up to its case that the Massachusetts group will
make against closing.
old tricks.
Congressman
Connery
of Lynn
"Every time that the Nave Departbrought In the possibility of trouble
appropriation
is
going
its
ment hears
to be cut it starts talk of closing some with Japan In arguing against any
Navy Yard. The Navy knows that reduction at all in the Navy.
Congressman Underhill of Somerville
New England will fight for its Navy
Yard and restore it to the budget. But thought of some other government
by cutting out the Navy yard, the agencies that could be dispensed with
Navy protects its own pet projects instead of the Navy Yard. He suggested abolishing the reclamation bitfrom being cut."
Congressman John J. Douglass, fol- 7.P/1 "which spends millions to raise
lowing Mrs Rogers, disagreed with her more crops," the Alaska Railway
and insisted on laying the blame "At "which has a $3,000.000 annual
the Bureau of Agricultural Fcenemica,
the President's door."
'arm Board "viblich is
Congressman Charles I... Underhill the Federal
..„

trying to ins me country oy sts 0001..1
straps and spending millions on it," i
the Bureau of Home Economics "nosing into your family and mine with
their suggestions," or the Children's
Bureau, ''a lot of spinsters telling your
wife and my wife how to raise their
children."
Representative Richard B. Wigglesworth, who is on the House Appropriations Committee, sent word that he
would do all he could to hold the Navy
Yard in the budget.
Ex-Mayor Malcolm E. Nichols declared that "money is no object when
it comes to the protection of this
country." He opposed closing the
yard "for some fancied notion of
economy," when we should be taking
a page from other Nations, which are
developing their Naval posts to serve
also as centers of aviation defense."
Among other political leaders at the
meeting were Congressman Dellinger
of Cambridge, Pres Gaspar G. Bacon of
the State Senate ' and Mayor Larkin
of Medford, Mayor McGrath of Quincy,
Mayor Manning of Lynn and Mayor
Cassassa of Revere.
A resolution adopted authoriaefl We.
president of the Chamber to appoint a
committee to confer with President
Hoover and Secretary Adams, in an
effort to block the move to close the
Yard.

The Salvation Army drive to raise
$150,00e for the maintenance of its 24
charitable institutions this year was
launched yesterday by a group of 300
leading men and women who attended
the luncheon to the campaign chairman
at the Hotel Stetter.
Messages of co-operation were sent
by Governor Ely and Mayor Curley,
who with State, city and other officials, will lend their support to the campaign, which is being conducted under
the direction of Chairman Philip R.
Allen of the general committee.
That the women would do their part
In aiding the organization to the limit
was the promise of Mrs. George R.
Pcaring, chairman of the women's cornma tee.
itepresenting Governor Ely, State
Treasurer Charles F. Hurley promised
that the Commonwealth
employees
would contribute double the amount
they have usually turned in to the Salvation Army in past years.
I irector Thomas A. Mullen of the
cay's commercial, Industrial and publicity bureau, spenking for the Mayor,
made an appeal for the support of the
Salvation Army.
Others present at the bead table included Colonel Joeeph Atkinson, commander-in-chief of the New England
forces of the Salvation Army; former
Lieutenant-Governor Edward P. Barry,
President Sidney S. Conrad of the Retail Trade Board, Brigadier T. W. Hargraves, general secretary of the Army;
Pliny Jewell, Rear Admiral Louis M.
Nulton, it. S. N., Major-General Fez
Conner, IT. S. A., former Attorney-Gen•
eral J. Weston Allen, Mrs. Philip It,
Allen, City Collector William M. Mc.
Morrow, Mrs. B. F. Merriam, .1. Arthur
Vnrlartv pri•I inhn

(1.C'esnr,•11

Mayor Curley's fund for the unemployed is guaranteed $5000 by
Ray Fabiani, promoter of the
wrestling show . . . That's a lot of
money for a promoter to guarantee
in these times, but Fabiani says he
will be sure the unemployed get
theirs even if he goes broke
.

o 2
LAUNCH SALVATION ARMY DRIVE

.10, ph
left to right—Maj.-Gen. Fox Connor. commanding. first corps area; Col.
Atkinson, commander-in-chief of New England forces of Salvation Army, and
Rear Admiral L. 31. Nulton.

Salvation Army Maintenance Fund
Of $150,000 Sought in Campaign

/--

Washington
for Mayor Curley
The official opening of the city of Boa
ton's participation in the bicentennia:
celebration in 1932 of the birth of George
Washington was observed in City Hall
this afternoon when Mayor Curley was
presented a bust of Washington in excr.
eises tinOer the auspices of the Massachusetts George Washington Bicentennial
Commission. The presentation was in
the presence of several Federal, State
and city dignitaries and the exercises
were broadcast by radio over Station
WNAC.
The program was opened by Thomas
A. Mullen, chairman of the city committee co-operating with the bicentennial
commission, who introduced Major Robert E. Green. executive chairman of the
State commission, who presided and Introduced Alexander Brin in.,inher of the
State commission. Mr. Brin declared:Witt
the life of Washington "is a gigaglgic
spiritual power station from which we
can draw information. instruct ion and
inspiration that will kindle in the *soul*
of this and subsequent generations the
fire of zeal, devotion, foresight and serv•
ice to our city. State and nation, of which
Washington was a living and acting
exempler."
Washington, Mr. Brin declared. "planted the seeds of tolerance, righteousness
'and reverence. He reaped in return
loyalty, honor, respect and love. It is
th spirit of Washington that we need
this day of storm and stress, when
mighty nations totter and empires seem
to crumble."
After the Brin address. Professor Alert Bushnell Hart of Harvard, member
f both the Federal and State commission3, made the formal presentation of
the Washington bust to Mayor Curley.
The latter outlined the scope of the corn.
ing observance, its meaning to the State
and city and promised the co-operation
of the city in making the celebration

t

by his
11, lore more than 300 state, city, ' ment to be present, sent word
special representative, Thomas A. MulBoaGreater
leaders
of
business
and
len. director of the commercial, induston, the annual general maintenance trial and publicity bureau of the city.
appeal of the Salvation Army for $150,- that he would do everything in his
000 was formally launched in the power to aid the Salvation Army in its
Mr. Mullen quoted the
Georgian room of the Hotel Statler campaign.
mayor as saying; "I've pared here and
yesterday afternoon.
(
.
1•0111.11
The drive Is scheduled to close Nov. I've pared there because I want to help 011
7. The campaign for funds is for main- the cause of the unfortunate. I am
during
can
I
everything
institutions
to
do
going
army's
24
the
tenance of
and departments in Greater Boston. the coming winter to aid the man,
Chairman Philip R. Allen of the ad- woman or child who is cold and
visory board told the guests the army's hungry."
Included at the head table were Col.
aim this year is to secure much larger
donations from the well-to-do. He de- Joseph Atkinson, commander-in-chief
clared many contributors of small sums of the New England forces of the army:
In past years are now among the un- Sidney S. Conrad, vice-chairman of the
employed and in dire need of assist- army's advisory board; former Lt.-Gov.
ance. The promedings were broadcast , Edward P. Barry, Mrs. George R. FearResponding to the presentation of a
ing chairman of the women's commit- )u.st of George Washington
through the courtesy of WBZA.
by Prof.
One of the highlights of the luncheon tee; Brig. T. W. Hargreaves, general Albert Bushnell Hart, member of the
was the unexpected visit of Robert L. secretary; W. A. Nicol, campaign secity and state George Washington 131Ripley, famous cartoonist, who, escorted retary; State Treasurer Charles F. Hur- >entennial commissions, Mayor Curley
M. McMor- :odaa
lauded the program of the comby Carroll Swan. president of the Bos- ley, City Collector William
Merriam,
ton Advertising Club, stepped up to the row, Pliny Jewell, Mrs. B. F.
Mori- mittee and pointed out the worth of
Arthur
Schrader,
J.
L.
Mrs.
Carl
microphone and said: "There is no
the planned celebration to both city
greater or more worthy cause than the arty, Rear Admiral L. M. Nulton, John and state.
Salvation Army. You can' believe it F. O'Connell. Maj.-Gen. Fox Connor of
The exercises took place in the
the First Corps area. J. Weston Allen mayor's office, were broadcast
or not."
over a
Mayor Curley, unable at the last mo- and Mrs. Philip R. Allen.
local station, amid marked the opening
of the combined city and state camMAYOR ASKS TRIBUTE
paign to eelebreate the 200th birthday
anniversary of the first President.
Among the dignitaries taking part were
Wants Lights Out All Over Boston
Thomas A. Mullen, of the city qpmAt 7 This Evening
mittee; Maj. Robert E. Green and AlexMayor Curley yesterday asked Bossander Brin of the state committee.
ton to recognize the death of Thomas
A. Edison by the putting out all lights
,in homes and places of business for
one minute at 7 o'clock this evening.
By direction of the mayor, who authorized the superintendent of public buildings to issue the necessary orders, flags
will he flown at half staff on all municipal buildings and flag poles as
tribute to 'Thomas A. Edison, formerly
a resident of Boston and whose labors
during his lifetime have proven of enduring benefit to humanity the world

WASHINGTON BUST

GIVEN TO CURLEY

•

tAAA1conservatives mat our present socalled capitalistic system is all right
and has survived generations of depressions and will shortly right itself;
and second, from this mental attitude
there grows within the minds of another class of our people a belief that
the dole is the only way out that we
must have our unemployment for a
cession and therefore these people
must he provided for. The dole systems have never contemplated giving
men work, with the opportunity to
produce increased values for the human race, but have operated principally upon the basis of taking away from
those who have and giving to those
who haNe not. One must realize that
this can only survive for a period of
time; that it is bound to bring one
portion of the population into pauperism and indolence, and that it must become intolerable to all people.

•

613

tary of the Boston Council of Social
Agencies, also speaking on the Lelia
of unemployment, said that as far as
Massachusetts is concerned, there
seems as yet to be no evidence that
her cities and towns generally are not
going to be able to provide relief for
their unemployed, on a basis of adequacy as determined by present standards. He said that 95 percent of the
Boston relief expenditures in excess of
$600,000 monthly is paid out by two
departments, the Public Welfare and
the Soldiers' Relief. The factor of great
uncertainty in the relief picture, ho
said, is that of Federal aid.

3/

municipalities has impressed him ,that
most of them felt that free spending
Is good politics and economy the death
knell of the Individual politician who
would attempt to practice it. In part
he said:
"Some Mayors—Mayor Curley of Boston is a conspicuous example—have no
real desire to economize, but, on the
contrary, think free spending is good
politics. Mayor Curley, for instance,
in the bad times in the Fall of 1930
and the early part of 1931, deliberately
lila with the Legislature bills asking
that the city of Boston be allowed to
Increasing Thought
borrow an aggregate amount exceed"Consequently, today there is an ining $30,000,000 outside the debt limit,
creasing amount of thought being Art Group's Session
for a number of unusual and large pub.
given to a modification of the dole sysOrganizing to achieve consumer ac- lie projects—an arterial highway e5.
timated at $11.000,000, new school contem whereby those who receive such ceptance, was
. the
estimated
at $14,000,000,
money give in return some work which Nock, vice president theme of H. E. struction
and general super- dredging out the old South
Bay (a
will be of value to the community.
intendent
of
the
Towle
project
Manufactur
the
need
of
which
If this plan is carried out to its conis in the
clusion it would amount in time to ing Company, Newburyport, in his ad- far distant future), estimated at $3,much the same thing as we see in Rus- dress to the industrial art group at 000,000, the East Boston Strandway estimated at $1,000,000, and 60 on. Howeta. Certainly if a large portion of the Copley-Pla
za Hotel, at a session ever desirable these
projects might be
the population is out of work, eventually becoming wards of the Govern- under joint auspices of the Associated in ordinary times, and there were good
ment and as such are set to work, then Industries of Massachusetts, the In- arguments to be advanced for some of
necessarily we would eventually have dustrial Art Institute and the commit- them—in the middle of the worst, detee on industrial and civic art of the pression the country has known for
the Government 4n business.
over 50 years it was the height of folly
"But we already have the dole in Boston Chamber of Commerce.
John E. Aleett, State' supervisor of to advocate them.
various forms, and if it is to be convocational
education
art
"Instead of economizing, Mayor Gurin industry
tinued under any form it would seem
that it should be the duty of the Gov- and business, and industrial art ad- ley wanted to spend. Naturally the
ernment to see that some value is re- viser of the Associated Industries of Legislature reported adversely on some
Massachusetts, presided. In general, of them and cut down others, but owceived for the money paid out.
"If instead of the dole we could pro- production and design coordination ing to Mayor Curley's inF,istence and
vide legitimate work for all by spread- were discussed as a major manage- the activity of his lobby he got from
the Legislature a good deal more than
ing the available work among the ment problem.
In addition to Mr Nock, Ban Nash, was wise under existing conditions.
whole population, then we would recogdevelopmen
product
t and merchandis- In other directions he has made a
nize the right of all men to work for
a living, rather than to assume that ing counselor of New York city, spoke great display of virtue in reducing
they have the right to be given a on "Products and Packages of Today." slightly the city budget for 1931, hut
There-Was a discussion from the floor he has made no real attempt
living.
at radi"Relief for Unemployment has got led by William Freeland of Boston and cal economy.
H. Fairclough Jr of the Jordan
J.
"Other Mayors are conscientious and
to come this Winter and it is apparent
sincerely desirous of reducing city exthat it may come in legislative form Marsh Company.
penses and keeping the tax rate
from our various Governmeotal agendown."
cies. It is probably too late to avoid Taxation Section
Dr Adams discussed the question
it and if so it ought to be initiated
of
The taxation section confere.nce whether Federal taxation
locally where possible in order to obshould be inviate the "pork berrel" tactics which meeting_ at the Copley-Plaza heard creased.
go with all such national programs; two taxation authorities discuss
the
Business Outlook
and it ought also be coupled with other
legislation which will make any dole Federal and State phases of taxation.
In his discussion of the business
F. R. Carnegie Steele of Boston,
later give way to plans for permanent
outlook for 1932 at the luncheon seaslon
relief.
of
These later plans as pre- certified public accountant, was chairthe
Associated Industries of Massachumeeting
the
and the speakers
viously described would be enabling man of
setts
at
Thomas
Copley
the
were
S.
Adams
-Plaza,
of
New
Samuel P.
legislation, organizing trade groups
and giving them quasi-govermental au- Haven, Conn, ex-president of the Na- Allison of Babson's statistical organithority for the purpose of balancing tional Tax Association, a.nd Alexander zation appraised the persent status of
production and consumption and labor Whiteside, vice president of the Massa- business, considered the forces making
fo rrecovery, am,d asked, "when will
hours involved; and also for the pur- chusetts Tax Association.
the
Mr Whiteside said these are bad turn come?" The speaker said that it;
pose of setting up a reserve for any
possible unemployment compensation. times for business, but good times for would be foolish to attempt to name
But better than a dole, it would seem governmental economy. He said that the day or hour, but he gave general
that some way ought to be found to never in his experience has he seen views to the effect that business will
shorten the work week immediately such a widespread interest in taxa- drift along about as at present through
and set everyone, to work by some tion nor such an earnest desire to re- the Fall and Winter until next Spring,
short cut method which later would be strict the cost of Government. Mr when, in the speaker's opinion, there
followed with h. permanent. scientific Whiteside said that in times like these Nhould be a sharp upturn.
Mr Allison said that the fundamenand orderly plan as mentioned."
th eburden of taxation become a load
too great to /stagger under. To hits- tal mistake made in 1929, the failure to
take into account all the facts, is being
irate some of the problems that the
Cushman Speaks
repeated. The result of this, lie said,
people RIP facing as regards taxation,
is a misleading epprainal of the existRoy M. Cushman. executive serer. the sreaker said that his contact
with ing, attention. Today a rho,...•. I.
impending, he said, but the crowd, and
a. large percentage of tht leaders, fail
to see the signals and will probably be
caught napping again.
The wage situation, the speaker said,
was the one factor of outstanding importance in the labor outlook. Business recovery, he said, depends to a
great extent on continued readjustment of wave rates.
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oleo cnairrnan of the Massa.chusetta
Commission for the Stabilization of
Employment, and in discussing his
subject as an individual member of
that commission, without committing
any of the members to his point of
view, he said that in his opinion u0
man or body of men today is wise
enough to frame a national program
for the stabilization of employment on
a Federal basis covering the entire
country. He said in part:
"This problem of stabilization underlies our whole industrial civilization.
In a handicraft culture, such as still
prevails in Mexico, le is virtually nonIn all the industrialized
existent.
countries of the world, it is, perhaps,
the most critical problem faced by
modern States. It must be solved. In
any approach to a problem. I find it
convenient to have a working hypothesis
May I suggest to you in outline
That the President of the United clear, he said, it governments should the hypothesis on which I personally
States and his associates are doing all be restrained from collecting large FM proceeding, speaking now as an
industry is
member of the commission
that is possible to relieve the distress sums from industry when should gov- individual
without in any way committing my asbest able to contribute,why
among the people, to stabilize industry ernments be expected to assume bur- sociates to this point of view?
"I believe that approaches to the
and to adjust the finances in an order- dens to meet reveises of industry, in
problem should be attempted in each of
ly way, was the message that a mem- periods of depression?
No government, the speaker said, in our States; that we should attempt
ber of the Hoover Cabinet, Hon Wilopinion, was ever intended for some 48 different attacks on the probe
his
Labor,
of
Secretary
Doak,
liam N.
paternalistic service beyond seeing lem in our 48 separate State laborabrought to the large company of leadthat reasonable laws are enacted and tories.
ing industrialists of the State, assem"Unemployment can •ie progressiveenforced and to insure to the individual
bled in the ballroom of the Hotel West. life, liberty and the pursuit of happi- ly reduced. It is not an incurable evil.
general
a
at
forenoon,
minster- this
ness. He voiced the firm belief that If it is, we may as well give up disconference of industrial relations held neither collective nor individual sub- cussing it, and do something more proIn connection with the 16th annual sidy was the plan of the fathers, and ductive or more enjoyable.
meeting of the Associated Industries added, it should not be he plan of the
"The responsibility for its reduction
of Massachusetts.
rests primarily with employers. The
children.
most
the
perhaps
was
The meeting
Despite the economic and social prob- wage-earner can do little more than
Important of six group sessions and a lems facing us, our country is in bet- render an honest day's work when
luncheon conference held today by the ter state than any other country in work is offered. Some employers have
Associated Industries at the Westmin- the wide world, in the opinion of Secre- made marked progress; others have
ster and the Copley-Plaza in conjunc- tary Doak. Hs added that perhaps we done little.
lon with the fifth annual quality prod- were not its well prepared to meet the
"The incidence of unemployment
ucts and public service exposition emergency of depression as we should falls primarily on the wage-earner. It
which opened last Monday at the Cop- have been, and as a result of this lack is met first by his accumulated savley-Plaza, and will close tonight at 10. of preparedness our recovery has been ings; second, by private relief agenIt conferences will continue through all the harder and slower.
cies. Its effects in decreased buying
tomorrow, concluding in the evening
power are felt in every Industry and
at
with a banquet at the Copley-Plaza
business. As our industrial civilize,
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effects increases. The burden on the
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president
the
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to
skill
York,
labor and
wage-earner is becoming intolerable
business vitiates the whole business to the social conscience of our people,
ciation of Manufacturers, will speak.
Secretary Doak, expressing his views atmosphere, said the speaker. It Is
as to the stability of American institu- hopeless, in the opinion of Mr Doak. Sees Belief
tions and his belief in American fun- Far complete relief to tome until bustL. C. Reynolds, assistant to the presdamentals, spoke for the most part on was stops trying to get ahead by sellAmerican fundamentalism, declaring ing below production costs. He ex- ident of the American Writing Paper
bid pressed his belief in the future of Company. Holyoke, discussing plans
that this is no time to try theories,
of for the alleviation and relief of unem'rather a time to be true to those funda- American industry and the ability
shown
our industrial leaders td do the right ployment in times of economic stress,
has
experience
mentals which
way.k His, advice said that relief for unemployment has
to he sound. He seld that the tinut• thing in the right
hold fast to the faith. to stand got to come this Winter and it is aptried plans for relief were more effe,— was to
of
the fathers and parent that it may come in legislative
standards
the
in
by
tive than plans which have nothing
way to lack of confidence in form from our various Governmental
view but the immediate use of Govern- ea give
eur institutions, in our inventive agencies.
ment funds. What knowledge and exor in our American ability conSpeaking in part on whether unemperience taught us through the war genius
ployment is a condition to be dealt with
period we should use to fortify ourpresent
the
that
hearers
his
Telling
primarily by the employe, the employselves against the mistakes which ceremergency calls for fortitude and for er, the community, the State or the
tainly will he made if we do not sanely
has
slipped
every effort to recover what
Nation, Mr Reynolds said: "If thege
end conservatively handle relief and
from our grasp, temporarily, Secretary
other problems which may confront us, Doak pointed out that the Ship of were some means right now of issuing
an edict, prohibiting anyone worktng
he said.
State has weathered other storms more than 36 hours in any one week
harder than the one that is now beat- I believe this would operate to imme.
ing upon it.
Basis of Business
diately set to work most of the talent-.
The speaker warned against "cutSuch an edict would mean'
American business of all kinds, said throat competition and promiscuous ployed.
that companies operating 24 hours per
the speaker, is based on individual wage slashes" which he characterized day would have to
immediately turas
honesty, individual Initiative and indi- as both unsound and unscientific. He
from three eight-hour shifts to four
vidual effectiveness; the square busithat he believed that capital, six-hour shifts, and mills or factorieli
id
ness men of America, he added, know labor and management are entitled to operating day shifts only would
have
what these fundamentals are and upon proper return for their participation in to turn to ft six-hour day or to
two
them they should base their effort to any productive enterprise. Any aye. six-hour shifts with less days per
week
Secrebring back norman conditions.
tern, he added, which denies such or some other method of rotating help
tary Doak expressed the view that he proper returns to any of these groups if they desired to operate the
full
never did believe that it was intended is unsound.
week."
that a nentral government should be
Secretary Doak said that there seems
said in part:
Reynolds
Mr
used as a charitable institution. He to be a lack of candor on the part of
"There is one popular way in which
said that if during periods of pros- some public officers when they Cottle to talts rare of our present situation,
Governthe
of
hand
strong
perity the
to deal with exorbitant and ill-advised siud white it is only temporizing, nevment should be withheld from inter- attempts to have the Federal Govern- ertheless it '‘PPMS to hr. always the
ference with the financial and business ment foster and pay for all kinds of most favored ulan of action by the h"e.
world, it seemed surely to follow that local improvements.
man race. The remedy which toasty
when financial and business conditions
seems to be so popular la the dole.
Governthe
of
hand
the
and it is the logical outcome or an
are depressed
ehalrinan'e Views
attitedee of mind; first, on the pert
ment likewie should be restrained from
more
point
Stanley King, chairman of the meetinterference. Making this
ing a'. which Secretary Doak spoke, Is

DOAK PLEADS FOR
CONFIDENCE IN U. S.
Hoover Doing"AllPossible,"Secretary
Tells Industrialists

41,000SIGNPLEA
TO SAVE yARD,ynn,
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South Boston. Underhill, Dougl
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Rogers of Lowell and Dellinger of burg.
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nt 112
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and John Me Fitzgerald of the West end, Mr.
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adjoining Massachusetts General Hospital at
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t eW
m that, but the yard, like the
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Fear for 'Lost Sheep'
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abandonment of the yard, and for
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it from
statement of ,economies which would
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be
effected wasrequested by President
the
The Garden corporation's
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Henry I. Harriman of the chamber of
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over, the
commerce in his speech at the protest nor more succe
ssful in the saving welfare department for the public
luncheon yesterday.
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of :tools than she was in provi
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and
unemployed I fear for the
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Indignation Luncheon Held
By C. of C.—Ely to SponAIMEE POOR SOUL
sor Protest Resolve
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CURLEY "FEARS FOR LOST SHEEP"
IF $941 143 IS BESt AIMEE CAN DO
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FINAL TRIBUTE
TO DR. STRATTON

Business Luncheon Tuesday at Parlier House

Educators and Laymen Mourn at Bier
of Man Who Was Loved by All
Technology Men
Hundreds paid a last tribute yes- services. In keeping with Dr. Stratton's disdain of ostentation they well
terday to Dr. Samuel Wesley Strat- simple in the extreme, chiefly musical
the in
religious hymns soundins
altar
ton, lying in state, before the
and resounding. There Was no cuing.)
in Trinity Church.
and the only spoken words came in the
In the semi-gloom of the vaulted profound reading of the 121st psalm h)
edifice it was a final benison on the the Rev. Arthur L. Kinsolving, rectoi
of Trinity.
brilliant
educator - scientist
who
No eulogy was needed with such dia.
seemed not uead, but merely sleeping 1 inguished company an attended. Brae.
Pettily all present were friends he mad(
with the gentle smile so many knew during his lifetime. The edneationa
in life still playing on his features, world was widely represented, the dele•
by President A.
as he rested in the cloud-grey casket gation being headed
Lawrence Lowell of Harvard and Prostin his academic robes.
dent Karl T. Compton, successor to Dr.
Stratton at Tech.
On behalf of the national government,
WREATH FROM PRESIDENT
De. George K. Burgess, who succeeded
Close by, drooped motionless around Dr. Stratton as director of the Bureau
their poles, were two flags, the na- of Standards, the bureau which Dr.
tional colors and the State emblem. At Stratton built up to win International
the foot of the casket wan a bright- recognition, was present. DeWitt C.
green wreath of massive proportions, DeWolf, secretary to Governor Ely, and
sent by his intimate friends, President Gaspar G. Bacon, president of the Senand Mrs. Hoover. Over the casket's ate, represented the State.
Mayor
half-cover was a blanket of easter lil- James M. Curley represented the city,
ies from his three surviving sisters and Brigadier-General Allston pantheon the
nearby, symbolic of the fact that his army, Rear-Admiral Louis N. Mitten
work Was done, Was his academic cap
with Rs gold tassel, on which the altar he navy. Dr. Ellhu Thomson, distinguished physicist, represented science
candle-light glinted.
and the Right Rev. William A. LawFinal tributes for the former president .ence the ehurch.
and tete chairman of the board of the
corporation of Technology were threeBorne by Tech Men
fold. At noon the faculty and staff
T he body was escorted into the
paid tribute in the main building At
church by 12 young men, undergrmiu
M. I. T. At 2:30 p. m. the funeral'
From flees of Tech. In the church was n
services were held at Trinity. .
large delegation of students of the
I to 6 p. m. the body lay in state for
institute, including many of the forthe public to view.
e• Ara.
"
' Chinese, 3a"""
PthdPnia
His immediate relatives in attendance Pi
bian, South Americans and Europeans.
were his sisters. Mrs. C. S. Newcomb
For
-I
the
Pie
processional
sang
Pasa
choir
of
both
Stratton,
E.
M.
and Miss
dens, Cal., and Mrs. Gt M. Hobba of "The Strife Is O'er." After the readChicago. The sisters from California ing of the psalm all Joined in singing
were visiting their sister in Chicago the sorrowful yet strengthening hymn,
when notified of the death and were "Ten Thousand Times Ten Thousand."
able to arrive in time for the funeral. Dr. Kinsolving offered the prayer and
TrInnie was filled for the funeral benediction. Then came the recessional,
"For All the Saints Who From Their
Labors Best." As the choir filed off
-S--/3/
13R
the niter and into the vestry the notes
016-Eechoed and re-echoed. Organist Francis
JOSEPH M. WALSH
W. Snow played "In Paradisium," by
Joseph M. Walsh, 61. of ft:i Dale et
Mulct.
Roxbury, firfit cousin of Mayor Curley
Women wept openly and stern capcited last night at the City Hospital
where he was taken early in the eve- tains of industry brushed tears away
lung after suffering a shock. Mayo? during the service. The sisters of Dr.
Curley spent a half-hour with hie Stratton and his seeretary, Molls A.
cousin before death came at 10:3( Pnreils, who was with him vi7fien he
and whom Dr. Stratton raised
O'clock.
r,
a boy of S. were deeply affeeted.
When a youth, Walnh's parent, died
I:ut
none
more so than the late fliietor'm
parents
and he was brought up by the
six servants Who Oeellpied o pew beof Mayor Curley with the latter.
the fetnil,Mayor Curley returned to the hos- hind members of
pital after being informed of the death
rif his cousin nod appeared affected.
He was accompanied by City Treas
E6eilind L. Dolan. He said the funeral
/would take place from the home of
his brother, John J. Curley, in Roxbury.

L

Mayor Curley will be guest of honor
*t a luncheon given by the Mallen
Potato Company. Tuesday, at the
Parker House. The Mayor's concern
for the development of New England
industries has particularly interested
him in the merchandising assistance
which will be given to Boston's retail
stores in selling a more-than -centuryold product, and the new and progressive step for the relief of New England
farmers, which will be outlined at this
luncheon.
Dudley Harmon, executive secretary
Of the New England Council, will he
toastmaster. Maine will send repreisentatives to the luncheon, including
E. L. Newdick, head of the Maine DeSenator
Agriculture:
of
partment
Stanley M. Wheeler, V. B. Kiefbeek,
Hoyt,
Merle
Maine publicity director; P.
one of the largest pAato growers and
operators In Aroostook County, and
Milton E. Smith, president of the Mapco
Potato Compahy.
A large representation from Boston
and Massachusetts will include heads
of many of Boston's leading stores and
hotels. Dr. Arthur W. Gilbert, head of
the Massachusetts Department of Agrieulture, and many city and State officials.

MAYOR TAKES
RAP AT AIMEE
Acitnowledges Receipt of
Cash—But—
Mayor Curlew took a parting shot laat
night at Mrs. Aimee Semple McPherson
,Hutton after he had dellOSited ill the
(city treasury for the relief of the poor
and the unempLiyed a enntribution of
,p141.43, which she collected for the city
at her revival meetings during the past
two weeks at Boston Garden.
"If the evangelist is net more successful in saving souls than she 'rad In
providing for the needs of the hungry
and unemployed, I fear for the lost
sheep," Mayor Curley wrote to manager
Richard G. Dunn nf Boston Garden, In
acknowledging receipt of the check.

C L„
NOTABLES ATTEND THE FUNERAL SERVICES
FOR DR SAMUEL W. STRATTON OF M.
•

The State, City Uovernments of Boston and Cambridge and the colleges
and other institutions of learning in
New Engiand and other places were
represented at the funeral services for
Dr Samuel W. Stratton, former president and later chairman of the executive committee of the corporation of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
held yesterday afternoon at 2:30 in
Trinity Church.
The church auditorium was crowded
and many persons were seated in the
galleries. Extending across the front
of the chancel was a solid bank of
flowers.
A wreath from President
Hoover was included among the many
floral tributes.
Bishop William Lawrence participated in the service and gave the
benediction. Four other clergymen
also officiated, including Rev Arthur
Lee Kinsolving, rector of Trinity
Church; Rev J. S. Moses of the Church
of the Redeemer in Chestnut Hill, an
Intimate friend of Dr Stratton, and
Rev Dr William E. Gardner and Rev
Otis Radcliffe Rice of Trinity Church.
The vested choir of Trinity Church,
under the direction of Organist Francis
W. Snow, sang three hymns, The
Strife Is O'er,” "Tan Thousand Times
Ten Thousand" and "For All the
Saints," and chanted the 121st Psalm,
"I will lift up mine eyes unto the
hills."
For his organ numbers Mr Snow
chose "Adorn Thyself. 0 Dear Soul,"
by Bach, and "In Paradisum," by
Mutat.
-Classes

Curtailed

All class activities at the Massachusette Institute of Technology ceased at
11 o'clock, and following a memorial
service at the institute at noon, members of the corporation, faculty, student body and alumni association attended the service at Trinity in a body.
Among those present at the service
was Robert H. Richards, professoremeritus of mining of M. I. T., who is
the oldest graduate, class 1868.
One of the most touching incidents
of the service was the presence of Dr
Stratton's colored servants, accompanied by members of their families.

MAYOR CURLEY AND P-tEs KARL cOMPTON DE M. I. T., AND MRS
COMPTON,
AT ICNERAL SERVICES FOR DR STRATTON

active oearere Included 12 prominent
undergraduates, Donald B. Gilman,
president of the elass of 1932; Clarence M. Chase, general manager of
the Tech Engineering News; T. B.
Rhines, president of the M. I. T. Athletic Association; H. D. Humphries,
president of the sophomore class; R. G.
McKay, president of the junior class;
L. P. Leine, chairman of the dormitory committee; F. M. Moss, president of the Architectural Student
Council; R. R.. Hall, president of the
Technology Christian Association; W.
Among the honorary hearers were H. Barker, business manager of The
Pres Karl Taylor Compton of M. I. T., Tech; C. M. Thayer, general manager
and Pres A. Lawrence Lowell of Har- of The Tech; J. E. Herper of Voodoo
vard University.
and T. R,. Helm, general manager of
Francis R.. Hart, Technique.
were
Others
Charles T. Main, Everett Mores,
The chief usher was Prof Ralph G.
Gerard Swope, Dr Elihu Thomp- Hudson. Faculty usher,' who aided
son, Edwin S. Webster, Pres Karl him
were Profs George E Russell,
T. Compton, all of whom are mem- Miles S. Sherrill, Robert. S. Sherrill,
bers of the executive committee of Robert S. Williams, Donald S. Tucker,
the corporation of Technology; J. E. John W. M. Blinker, George Owen,
Aldred, F. Wright Fabyan, William S. Gordon B. Wilkes, Murray P. HorForbes, John R. Freeman, Pres A. wood, Fairfield E. Raymond and J.
Lawrence Lowell of Harvard Univer- Rhyne Killian. Student ushers were
sity, Charles A. Stone, Cant W. 8. An- John M. Kimble and Carroll L. Wilson.
derson, Dr George K. Burgess, director of the Bureau of Standards; Brad.
Icy Dewey, president of the TechAmong the educational institutions
Alumni Association; Profs
nology
J. R. Jack, S. C. Prescott and F. S. represented were:
Brown University, James S. Allen;
Woods, chairman of the faculty;
Dewitt C. Wolf, representing Gov Ely; Wellesley College, Pre,' Ellen F. PenGen Allston Hamilton, War Depart- dleton; Tufts College, Dean George P.
ment; Admiral L. M. Nultcn, Navy Bacon; University of New thimnshIle,
Department, and Admiral D. W. Tay- Dean George W. Oise; Wheaton Collegs. Prof Poulleur; Radcliffe College,
lor.
Dean Bernice Brown; ITnivernity of
Vermont. Prof Carroll Doten; Va.

List of Bearers

S

Institutions Represented

varsity of Plttshurg, Prof George
Stout of Harvard University.
Rensselaer
Polytechnic
Institote,
Dean T. J. Bradley of Boston College
of Pharmacy; Bowdoin Colleze,
Prof
D. 7 Stanwood; Clark University,
Dr
PcI y M. Hoops; University of Maine,
Prof W. J. Sweetser; Willle,us
College, Pres H. A. Garfield; University
of Chicago, Dr R. D. Bennett;
University of Illinois, Mr C. H. 131ackall;
Bates
College,
Richard
Stanley;
Trinity College, John S. Moses; Colby
College, Prof Marston Morse of
Harvard University.
Amherst College, R. W.
Maynard,
trustee; Mt Holyoke College, Dr
Louisa Stevenson; Middlebury Col.
le7n, Dr J. E. Parker;
Worcester
Polytechnic Institute, Pres
Ralph
Earle and Truman D. Hayea,
of the Alumni Association; preehle'l
Yale Uni.
versity, Mortimer Seabury,
University, Senator Gaspar G. Reston
Escort;
Massachusetts Agricultural
George H. Ellis, chairman, College,
hoard of
trustees; Dartmouth College,
Lewis
Parkhurst, senior trustee;
College, Prof John McGrall;Providence
Wesleyan
University, Roswell Davis.
Rhode Island State College
and Simmons College were also
repreeented.
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WASHINGTON BUST
the Washington bi-centeniiial, Prof. Albert Bushnell Hart of Harvard, national
PRESENTED TO MAYOR historian of the
United States George
Washington bi-centennial commission,
Prof. Hart Outlines Purpose of 1932 yesterday presented Mayor Curley with
a bust of Washington.
Celebration
The
In the presence of members of fed- castingexercises were, held in the broadstudio at City Hall and were
eral, state and municipal commissions broadcast
by WNAC. Prof. Hart outplanning the observance next year of lined the
purpose of the forthcoming

/3,
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CURLEY DEFENDS
VOLUNTEERS PLEDGE
HIS 'SLUMP CURE' THEIR AID TO MAYOR
•

JOSEPH M. WALSH,
MAYOR'S COUSIN, DIES
Stricken. with a shock late yesterday
afternoon, Joseph M. Walsh of 85 Dale
street, Roxbury. cousin of Mayor Curley,
died at City Hospital at 10:30 o'clock
last night.
Early last evening Mayor Curley visited Walsh for a half hour at the hospital, having given up all previous engagements to see his boyhood chum.
The mayor again visited the hospital
late last night to make funeral arrangements.
Mothers of Mayor Curley and Walsh
were sisters. Walsh was left an orphan
when a ci.ild and he was taken into the
Curley home and brought up with the
mayor and his brother, John J. Curley.
For 25 years Walsh was employed ais
an accountant by the Standard Oil
Company. He retired last May.
When his wife died about 15 years
ago he went to live at the home of nis
sister-in-law, Mrs. Emma Battles of 85
Dale street, Roxbury.
Mayor Curley was visibly affected by
the sudden death of his favorite cousin
when he arrived at City Hospital last
night with City Treasurer Edmund
Dolan and Dr. Lawrence McCarthy.
The funeral will be held from the
home of the mayor's brother, John J.
Curley. 52 Winthrop street, Roxbury,
at a time to be announced later.
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VOLUNTEERS TO GIVE
GREAT AID TO POGR
Substantial relief for the poor and unemployed here during the winter months
will be provided by the Volunteers of
America, Mrs. Walter Duncan, colonel
of the organization, informed Mayer
Curley last night.
She explained that her group was cooperating with the city public welfare
officials and was planning to obtain
from 6000 to 7000 pairs of shoes for
needy youngsters, a practice which the
organization had carried out each winter for the past 12 years.
Theodora House, the volunteers' home
for widowed and deserted mothers with
their children, will again be available
this %Inter, she paid, and arrangements
were being completed to care for the
needy in their homes, making It unneeensary to establleh bread lines or
moun kitchens.

314 OVERCOATS FOR
FIRE DEPARTMENT
're teen the firemen warm during the
vk inter months, MayOr Curley yesterday
Approved R contract to provide 314 uniform overcoats for member,' of the fire
department at a total cost of $5107.30.
The contract went to the firm of Donahue and Reerdon, motile), agreed to Iles
uniform cloth made here.
At the sante time the Mayor approved
a contract of S3479.11 for supplying milk
to the city health and park departments,
attaining a price of nine and one-half
fent!, a cittnrt from Herlihy brothers,
low•.t

observance which will continue from
Washington's birthday through Thanksgiving of 1932. Other speakers were
Thomas A. Mullen, Alexander Erin,
Maj. Robert E. Greene of the Massachusetts commission and Mayor Curley. The
mayor announced that the bust would
be exhibited at City Hall and that Boston will actively participate in next
year's celebration.

Firm

in

Belief

Big

Public

Works Plan Is Solution

In answer to criticism by Alexander
Whiteside, vice-president of the Massachusetts Tax Association, for his plan
of generous expenditure of public money
as a cure for depression. Mayor Curley
yesterday branded the Whiteside program as a "cowardly brand of economy"
and added that he is firm in the opinion
that if a courageous, constructive policy
had been adopted a year ago, it would
have ended industrial depression then.
In closing his answer to the Whiteside attack the mayor said:
"Faith and good works are what is
needed at the present time, Mr.
Whiteside, not the cowardly brand of
economy and inaction which you recommend and which might better be
characterized as treason at this time."
The proposal to close the Charlestown
navy yard is Pointed out by the mayor
as a coincidence with the publishing of
a request that all employers refrain
from dischar4Ong help or reducing
wages. The 1800 men with dependent
families would have to seek relief from
the municipalities and become objects
of charity if the yard were closed, he
said.
That Boston has provided for the unemployed and the needy without recourse to appeals for funds or the creation of a community chest is pointed out
by the mayor. Fortified with the belief,
he continued. that every decent, selfrespecting citizen prefers an opportunity
to work for a livelihood rather than receive charity from any individual or
municipality, the city will continue to
provide for its jobless.
Varous projects now underway. such
as the tunnel extension at Governor
noels. and school houses are outlined
by the mayor in that they give employment, to men whom the city would have
to care for. He explains that 1500 exservice men, Riven employment at the
tunnel extension, would be entitled by
law to $00 per month on an average
until work was furnished them.

1

Promise to Help in Caring
for City's Needy
In a communication sent to Mayor
James M. Curley yesterday, Mrs Walter Duncan, colonel of the Volunteers
of America, the New England headquarters of which are located at 5E
Cambridge at, assured the Mayor that
the organization would do everything
It can to alleviate the sufferings from
need and unemployment and stated
that every effort would be made to
care for women and children.
Mrs Duncan declared that Theodora
House, the organization's home for
widowed and deserted mothers and
their children, will be available for
special cases and that plans were beMg perfected to expand relief Mead.
urea for the coming Winter.
Mrs Duncan said that besides flmute
cial relief the needy will be given
shoes, rubbers, food, fuel, milk and
clothing. It is the intention of the
Volunteers to give out as many pairs
of shoes as possible to help families
depending on meager incomes. It is
expected that the organization will
give out some 7000 pairs of shoes to
men, women and children.
"Our Thanksgiving dinners and
Christmas baskets for the poor Will be
continued," Mrs Duncan said. "An in.
crease in the number will undoubtedly
be required, owing to so muoh prolonged unemployment. Espeoialljr do
we intend to see that aged men and
women, in lonely tenements, ars, po.
vided with Christmas fare and aood
cheer.
"As we are advised at this tints
we do not propose to create any bread
linen or establish soup kitchens. Whatever help is afforded, should in our
opinion, be given in the home and
without an attempt to capitalise ea
the misfortune of the poor by guts.
them to humiliating
continuet;
Our relief department will
publiotr
care for those who appeal to us ft,
temporary relief and this department
can also be expanded to meet speelal
needs that may arise.
"Judging from the applications tea!
we have had during the Staurner4
calls upon us this Winter kr.,
to be very heavy."
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MAYOR WORKS

HoT IRON 'GLUE'

•

The first electric weld in the new 10-story
building at City Hospital was made today by
MaYyr Curley at special exercises opening the
WO di.
Commenting on the new method of

construction, w hich eliminates the noise of
riveting, he paid tribute to the genius of
Thom ts A. Edison, whose inventions made
today's work possible.. (Staff photo.)

this new typo of construction,'
Mayor Curley said.
"It will he possible to do this
work without a single patient.
knowing that a struettire 10
t orig.% high is being built."
When finished the building will
In part complete a program of complete renoyation of the Boston
hospital system, for which $10.Mayor Curley paid II I hill e to
000.006 has been appropriated. Of
Thomas A. Edison today at exer- this, t6,000,000 already has been
cises attending the first welding used.
work on the new ten-story pediatrics building at the Boston City
Hospital.
Mayor Curley made the first
electric weld on the new building
while Dr. John J. Dowling, superintendent; hospital trustees, and city
officials looked on.
"To Edison, perhaps more than
any other Indiy1d0al, 410 tV0 OWP

AIR] HANOLES
IVELDING TOR

/ a /*
can, will contrioute 1 percent of the*
salary up to $2100 a year. Employee
who receive from 52100 to MOO wilt
•ontribute 2 percent of the sum,'and
n all salaries of $00:
:
: tribu;TOAIDjoBLEns:udaprxite$1 over
ia

CITY EMPLOYES rrceno
Itwasstatedthatsu1&0

months.
William Phillips, former minister te
Canada. and now chairman of GoV
Ely's Unemployment Ccmittee, ridve.
.rated the bringing together of religious
and financial groups of various corn.
hatters for the purpose of assisting
tho unemployment situation.
Phillips said that he knew Boston
Mayor Curley addressed a meetinahas its own plans for caring
of department heads today, at whichemployment, yet he wanted to for un/
present
an agreement seas reached on a volumplans which the State organization
has
tary system of contribution by clt3inade.
employes to the unemployment fund.
Asst City Clerk John Hynes offered
1L. Iptan whereby city employes who

Voluntary Contributions oi
Percentage Basis

/o/p 3/ 31
-----cRA/6(,RJPT
New Unit for City Hospital

ic,,,
DIDN'T DO HIS
PUT FOR NH;
HE CHARGES
Husband of Evangelist Says:
"He Didn't Fuss Us: We
Have Met Bigger Men"
Providence, Oct. 23 Mayor
Curley of Boston is "just a
politician," according to "Broth-,
er" David Hutton, new and
portly husband of Aimee Semple McPherson, the evangelist.
Hutton today criticzed Mayor
Curley for 'a raw deal" !n connection with his failure to appear at
any of Aimee'a meetings in Boston after demanding nne•half the
profits for the peer.
"Put this in the papers." said
Hutton, who arrived with his
noted wife fur R three-day re
viral, starting tonight. "Mayor
Curley of Boston didn't do his
part. We did ours and he doesc't
fuss us at all. Ile'a just
-We've

bigger
hy
they've all
been very nice, so we won't
worry about him."
Referring to a recent letter in
which Mayor Curley wrote Richard
Dunn, manager of the Boston Garden, expressing apprehension for
the welfare of her "sheep," if she
didn't do any better by them than
she did for the Boston poor, Hutton said:
"He was just looking for
thing to find fault with."
The Muttons will hold services at
the Rhode Island auditorium tonight, tomorrow night and Sunday.
Men

Construction

Work on Pediatric !Wilding ti i Begin Today When Ilayor
Curley Makes First Electric Weld in Frame Work

HE first clectri‘l weld on the steel
frame of the new pediatric building
of the Boston city Hospital was
made by Mayor James M. Curley at ten
o'clock this morribig. Prominent
tecte and engineers were present.
The new building will be ten stories
high and will contain 500 tons of stria..
tural steel. It will be the second budding in the Boston area to be completely
electrically welded. Parts of the steel
frame have been electrically welded in
the shop of the Palmer Steel Company of
liolyeke, and these parts will he' electrically welded together as the building is
erected. No rivets or bolts will be used
for connecting any parts of the structure.

T

than

been
met
he is and

Electric welding Is being used in this
building not only because it is economical,
but because it will permit the silent erection of a steel building in the area surrounded by a number of buildings of the
City Hospital. The building is being
erected adjacent to the Burnham Memorial Building and will be used exclusively
for the care and treatment of children.
The architects are James It. Ritchie Would donate 2 per cent: and
those reand Associates. The general contractor ceiving in excess of $3000
would give 3
is John Bowen Company of Boston. The Per cent. The money will go
steel work is being taken care of by thr cial fund to he administered into a apeby the pub.
Palmer Steel Company, Inn., of Spring welfare department.
field, and the electric welding by Mellon
The conference was
Taylor, Hendrickson, Inc., of Philadel limn Phillips, chairman addressed by Wil:
of Governor Ely's
Phia, Pa.
emergency unemployment committee.
He
explained that his organization
was not
a job-finding body anti stated
that it Is
endeavoring to have religions,
business
and other organizations co-operate
with
all of the municipalities in the
attempt
to relieve unemployment.
Mayor Curley
declared that the governor's
employment
commission of last year, other than
Heads of the various city departments ning
win
publicity.
had
brought
about only
in conference today with Mayor Curley negligible
results.
Ile
went on to say
adopted a plan whereby contributions that
certain members of "so-called enterestimated to total $150.009 in six months gency committees"
are the ehlef offender,
may be contributed voluntarily by ern- when it
comes to the ilischArge of help.
ployeea of the city to relict' of the city's lie stated
that he will call a, meeting
unemployed.
withini a week at the Boston
City C1111
Under the terms of the plan mph,
' of representative
religious, financial ane
ees receiving $2 tilt) a year would eontrib• fliiinufacturinkr people
and
will
try
to ha.vc
vent.
of
their salaries each W
lite 1 per
showdown to have
month; _those receiving 1,3000 a. year part of the o.....t them assume thels

City Employees to
Contribute $150,000
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Curley Defends Great
Improvements to
Make Jobs

CITY HELP TO
RAISE FUND
FOR JOBLESS

AU Employes Are to Contribute
From Pay; Curley Plans
a Relief Meeting

•

CL 0/3
MAYOR STRIKES BACK
AT CRITIC; WHITESIDE
Defends Policy of Spending
to Give Jobless Work
Insisting that the way to overcome
depression is by generous expenditures
of public money rather than by increases in charity payments or by a
dole, Mayor Curley last night issued
a statement answering criticism of
his policy made Wednesday at the
conference of the Associated Industries of Massachusetts by Alexander
Whiteside, vice president of the Massachusetts Tax Association.
At that conference, Mr Whiteside
expressed the belief that governmental
economy should be practiced in hard
times and cited instances of free spending by municipalties. He called Mayor
Curley a conspicuous example of Mayors who have no real desire to economize.

i

Means Permanent Slump

h a/3 /
"

this result may in large measiv.-0 be
traced to this item which at.,imps me
among other items as an extravagant
S pender.
"Reference has been made to the
Legislative program of 1930 and my
recommendation of $11,000.000 for the
first step in the construt- ani ot an
arterial highway for the purposs, of
relieving congestion and le pse side
adequate approaches for th,
. ast Boston vehicular tunnel,
"The American Road Bullies' As.
!iodation recently estimated the trains loss in Boston at $81,u00 per day
due to time kat on aide streets or
an equivalent of 5 percent oa a capital investment of 5591,000,000. lu V'eW
of the facts as here presented it wauld
appear that the arterial highway
might have been a good investn eat in
a business way for the cite.

Ends Portable Schools
"Reference has been made to the
expenditure of $14,000,000 for schoolhouse construction. I was unsuccessful in securing the full amount desired, but the actual expenditure this
year for construction will approximate
$9,030,000, and this expenditure will not
only provide employment for many
hundreds of laborers and mechanics
but will make possible the permanent
elimination of a large number of portable school buildings—a menace to the
health, limb and life of our children.
"The dredging of the South Bay was
recommended by a special Legislative
Commission composed of eminent en.
?sneers and health authorities, who

round trust use Cost or ens ungerevement would be largely, if not fullY,
the enhancement of land
by
met
values and the economical expansicn
of the city's business activities. This
Legislative Committee found that the
water-borne commerce of the Albanyst frontage has become relatively insignificant, and that the waterway was
a barrier to rail access to that district from the extensive railroad yards
which in recent years have been built
on land reclaimed from the easterly
side of South Bay.
"Some 37 acres were involved, the
filling in of which would permit the
entire rejuvenation of the Albany-!t
thriving industrial and
district as
warehouse section, sere. ed by rail instead of by water.

Defends Strandway Plan
"The proposed East Boston Strand Way also came in for a share of Mr
Whiteside's criticism and is merely an
echo of the criticism which accompanied my efforts years ago for a L 'miler development in the South Boston
district. I leave it to the fair-mindedness of the people of the city whether
or not the development of the Strand.
way
South Boston has been worth
While,
"Faith and good works are what is
needed at the present time, Mr Whiteside—not the brand of econcroy and
inaction which you recommend, which
might better be characterized as treason at this time. when 6,000.000 fathers
are seeking in vain to obtain work so
that wives and children may neither
starve or freeze during a New England Winter."

Mayor Curley, in his statement, asserted that the economic policy as
advocated by Mr Whiteside ''would
mean, if taken literally, that the present depression should be continued as
ti permanent institution." A courageous, constructive policy, if adopted
even a year ago, would have at that
time ended the industrial depression,
the Mayor said.
Proclamations, appointments of commissions and an admonition that this
is to be the severest Winter of the
century, are all that the American
public have received trom Washington, instead of leadership, direction
and a constructive program of work,
the Mayor declared.
"The city of Boston," said Mayor
Curley, "has provided for the unemployed and the needy without recourse
to appeals for funds or the creation of
a community cheat and will continue
to do so, fortified with the belief that
every decent, self-respecting citizen
prefers an opportunity to work for a
livelihood rather than become the
recipient of the charity of any individual or of the municipality.
"It has been possible for the city of
Boston to meet its obligations in the
Public Welfare Department, which
represent an expenditure of almost
$1000 each hour of the 24 hours, withThe first electric weld on the steel
Hoover
out establishing so-called
'bread lines or Souver soup kitchens frame of the new pediatric building of
through a program of public improve- the Boston City Hospital will be made
ments financed through long-term bond.
t by Mayor James M. Curley at 10
issues.
o'clock this morning. Prominent archi--tects and engineers will be present.
Baffled by Attack
The new building will be 10 stories
"I have been condemned en i critieized by the vice president of the high and will contain 500 tons of strucMeese eh asetts Tax Associa toe, Mr tural steel. It will be the first buildWhiteside, as an extravagant sPende,. ing in the Boston area to be completeand I confess I am at a ie..; te know
ly electrically welded. No rivets or
to what particular item he has Her.
enc
Through the expenditure of n,l00.000 it has been possible to ptovide employment upon the construetien of the
Boylston-at tunnel extensisn a, Governor aq for 1500 former asrviee :nen
who, if unable to procure empllyment
upon this job, would under the law he
entitled to an average payment of $60
per month each until work was furnished them. The payments' of the
Soldiers' Relief Departmeat I., this
period of depression have been no
greater than In time of prosperity. anti

FIRST WELD ON CITY
HOSPITAL UNIT TODAY
Mayor Curley to Make It—Will Be First in Boston
Area With Complete Electric Construction
bolts will be usci for connecting any
parts of the structure.
Electric welding is being used not
only because it is economical, but because it will permit the silent erection
of a steel building in an area surrounded by a number of hospital buildings.
Thls building will be used exclusively for the care and treatment of
children.
Th ear:hits-eta are James H. Ritchie
and associates.
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MAYOR TELLS AIMEE
POOR FUND GOT $941

Evangelist Disturbed by
Story It Was Only $32

SUE NAVY MO
AVE MAN

MAYOR CALLS RELIEF MEETING FOR FRIDAY
Mayor Curley set next Friday at 1 p. m.. as the time,
and the auditorium of the City Club as the place, for a
meeting of business men, labor leaders, churchmen and

financiers to find ways to prevent greater unemployment
this winter. Wiiliam Phillips, chairman of the state unemployment commission, asked that such a meeting be
held.

Vele! an, civic and fraternal organizations increased theii drive to
save the Boston Navy Yard today
as word came from Secretary of
the Navy Adams that, abandonment
I
,
11,4Ac, /pr. /, 0 /
of the yard is still scheduled on tht
1932 budget.
Latest developments in the fight Mayor Curley Says Death
to save the navy yard as ennouncec
Is "an Irreparable Loss"
today were:
1—"Navy Day." set for Tuesday, will he observed an "Save
"The death of Charles Francis Dorr
the Navy Yard Day" by the As- Belden, director of the Boston Public
Maintenance
of
the
for
eoeiation
Library, which office he assumed in June,
the Roston Navy Yard,
1917, and in which he made a national
2—Mayor James M. Curley has eeputation as a man of letters, enlists my
announced flint he stands ready deepest sympathy and sorrow," said
In make A personal trip to Wash- Mayor Curley, on learning of Mr. Belden's
ington to protest the move to i death.
eholish the yard.
"Mr. Belden, after receiving the degree
3—A mass meeting is to be of Bachelor of Laws from Harvard Uniheld tomorrow at 2 o'clock 9/ versity Law School, and the honorary deParkman handstand, Boston Com- gree of Master of Arts from Harvard Unimon, tinder the auspices of the versity, engaged in the most important
Massachusetts Women's Improve- character of library endeavor. lie was
ment League, to voice protest secretary of the law faculty of Harvard
against closing the yard.
Law School, assistant librarian of the
4—Appointment of Mayor Cur- Harvard Law Library. librarian of the
ley as president of the NavY ,Social Law Library and librarian of the
V ird protest committee by Pres. Massachusetts State Library for a period
Henry L. Harrimen. Of the of eight years prin.. to assuming the di
Chamber of Commerce.
rectorate of the Boston Public Library.
5--Announcement by the Smith
"In each of these important offices he
End Post, American Legion and served with ability, thileittY and rendered
the Stiffolk Workingmen's Club the highest chartti:Ter of library adminisof Hostelry that they were join- tration. As chairman of the Free Public
ing In the drive to save the Navy Libra, y of Massachusetts for twenty-two
a rd.
when thnvcanet
:
e
ll! service was of an exceptional
Teesday,
A learned scholar, a man of
persons are expected to 'ilt andaeepest culture who gave the best years
expect the navy yard. i netit.lnof his life to the interests of the Boston
wil: he circulated. Girls will Min-Pliblic Library has passed to his'reward.
gie with the crowd in and °A.Its'd1The field of letters, scholarship and
h
yard
soliciting
3ignatero-slibrary administration in the United
which are to he forwerdei t SPC'States has suffered an irreparable loss."
retary Adams.
It is expected that more -than
10,000 persons will gather on the,
Common tomorrow to take pert. in
the protest meeting.
Services in Roxbury

for Joseph M. Walsh
17 1.4

I

Mayor Curley and metnbens Of his
family, city officials and many friends in
frateenal and business circles attended
People' Editor:
funeral services for Joseph M. Walsh. a
tayor CI "ley s letter of acceptance cousin 01 the mayor, in St. Patrick's
Lo Manager Dunn for Aimee McPher- Church in Roxbury this morning. The
tor Hutton's unemployment fund solemn high mass of requiem WAR pre
ceded by funeral services held at the
check was the Strangest "thank you" home of John J. Curley, former city
to
hesitate
Many
will
read.
I ever
treasurer and brother of the mayor, in
give to the "fund" now for fear of Winthrop street, Roxbury. Mr. Walsh
public ridicule. When the Salvation died Thursday at the City Ho- -Ital.
The celebrant of the n.aiss was Rev.
Army has a drive for funds the work- William J. Casey, pastor of the
church.
'Your
donation,
large
or
out,
ers call
Rev. Edward F. O'Bryn and the Rev.
small, will be greatly appreciated.' Donald Whalen, both curates at the
L. M. HALL. church acted as deacon and sub-deacon.
Saugus.
Burial was in Old Calvary Cemetery,
where, prayers were recited by Father
Casey.

Strang

**Thank

You"

ROXBURY TO HAVE
MAYOR CURLEY IS
NEW HEALTH UNIT
READY TO PROTEST

GAVE BEST YEARS OF HIS
SAYS MAYOR
TO CITY,
LIFECurley
today said:

Mayor
Francis Dorr
"The death of Charles Boston Public
Belden, director of the
he assumed in
Libravy, which office
he has made
June, 1917, and in whichas a man of
on
I. national reputatideepest sympathy
letters, enlists my
and sorrow.
receiving the de"Mr Belden, after
from the Hargree of bachelor of lawsSchool and the
vard University Law
master of arts from
aonorary degree of
the
ty, engaged in
Universi
hed
establis
unit
health
Harvard
The seventh
character of library
nt
importa
Fund
most
White
tinder the George Robert
endeavor.
the law faculty
will be erected on land bought by the
"He was secretary of
72
School, assistant liLaw
Harvard
teity at 147 to 181 Vernon at, 68 to
of
Library;
on brarian of the Harvard Law Library
Ifampshire st and vacant land
the Social Law usetts
of
n
libraria
City
9,
Massach
Ward
Whittier et, Roxbury, in
and librarian of the
of eight
Councilor Richard Gleason is credited State Library for a period directorthe
with a successful campaign to have years prior to assurninng Library. In
Public
ate of the Bostonimportant offices he
She unit located in his ward.
of these
each
twoarea
an
covers
The property
fidelity and renserved with ability,
library
thirds as great as that of Madison dered the highest character of
Park, Roxbury. It was assessed for administration.
Free Public Li"As chairman of the Massachusetts
;83,800. Purchase was made directly
of
ion
Commiss
from the owners for $58,000, or $25,000 brary period of 22 years his service was
for a
'Jess than the assessed valuation. In of an exceptional oharacter.
a man of deepthe
upon
addition, taxes due the city
"A learned scholar,
gave the best years of
Property amounted to ;12,000, which est culture, who
interests of the Boston
!under the law was paid to the city.
his life to the
passed to his rert'ere is a total area of 77,858 square Public Library, has
,feet with dwellings, which are to be ward.
scholarship and
"The field of letters,
demolished in January in preparation
in the United
ration
administ
.
building
library
gor
irreparable
Plans for the new building are to be States has suffered an
prepared by Coolidge, Shepley„ Hui- loss."
finch & Abbott, architects who drew
)
the plans for the six health units
already established.
READY
The trustees of the White Fund hope
to have the seventh unit completed by
One organization in Boston is
'Dec 1, 1932.
the winter, with all that it

Land $25,000
Would Go to Washington City Buys
Under Assessment
on Navy Yard Matter
Mayor Curley yesterday anneunced
he would be pleased to accept an assignment to go to Washington and pro
test against any closing or
Charlestown Navy Yard, if it become,.
necessary.
At it recent meeting at :ha Boston Chamber of Commerce to pretest
against the closing of the yasd, according to a letter to the Mayor from
Pros Henry I. Harriman, tt was the
unanimous desire of those present that
Mayor Curley serve on such a :tommittee. Mr Harriman in his letter Yesterday said he would Millen the
Mayor if any definite word making the
trip necessary, Is received.
The subject of the clos.ng of the
Boston Navy Yard is still under conNaval
Washingtha
by
sideratior
authorities and no decision 1 as seen
ccording
t
other
the
or
way
one
made
to a telegram received yesterday afternoon by Pres Henry I. Harriman of
the Boston Chamber of Commerce
from Secretary of the Navy Charles
Francis Ada ma.

Under Consideration

The telegram, sent in answer to one ,
from President Harriman asking for
the status of the Charlestown Navy
Yard was as follows: "The subject is
still under consideration but there is
no occasion for a visit at the present
time."
Secretary Adams' reference to the
AIMEE AND MAYOR
visit to Washington, advising against
it at the present time, was in answer To the Editor of The Herald'
If some Bostonians hate felt a deto the statement of President Harriman that the committee appointed gree of envy of the proud city by the
and headed by him had decided to go
Hudson because of its eassession of a
to Washington at once and present
e and so
its case before Secretary Adams and mayor so debonair, so attractiv
intelligens that feeling has been comPresident Hoover.
pt of the tele- pletely di,
Immediately upon i
led by the revelation in ,
gram yesterday aftern000, i'resident
office of the embodiment of
mayor's
our
Harriman sent a copy of it to each
that of a
member of the committee. The com- knightly courtesy surpassing
mittee included; Gov Ely, Mayor Cur- Sidney or a Chandos.
ley, Senator Walsh, Congressmen John
While, • <- is well known, our mayor
J. Douglass, Edith Nourse Rogers and
no redgious affiliations with the
has
Charles L. Underhill, Richer:. S. Teelof the Four Square Gospel and
ing, Steven C. Garrity or John F. Church
belongs to a different communion,
Can
,which, to I. sure, has alway., been conspicuous to, its generous interest in all
Special Committee
forms of endeavor for "saving souls,"
An order filed yesterday by Repre- nevertheless, his own great enthusiasm,
sentative Thomas F. Carroll of Revere kindt eV and constant encouragement
with the clerk of the House of Repre- toward tL Garden meetings, and tha
sentatives provides for the appoint- lady who conducted them, must have
ment of a special committee of six aroused the admiration of even the
Representatives to go to Washington most tpathe c among us.
y, the graciousness with
and confer with Pre' • uit Hoover and
And, fir
the Secretary of the Navy tith a view which Was acknowledged that lady's
to prevent thc closing of the Charles- gift to the city's fund for., the needy
town Navy 'yard
and the delicately inspired refusal to
contrast that modest sum with the
magnificent e 'nations of other Christian bodies make the revelation comW ALTER BATES FARR.
plete.
Boston, Ge'

ready for
portends, and that is the Volunteers
of America. It sends along that
cheering news to Mayor Curley,
through its colonel, Mrs. Walter
Duncan.
This devoted woman says that her
useful grays are co-operating with the
city's public welfare officials, especially in the obtaining of many
thousand pairs of shoes for poor
boys and girls—a custom the Volunteers have carried out for 12 years.
That is not all of the organizations
good work, of course.
Theodora House, the Volunteers'
home for widowed and deserted
mothers with their children, will
again he available this winter, Mrs.
Duncan said, and arrangements were
being completed to care for the
needy in their homes, tnaking it unnecessary to establish bread lines or
soup kitchens.
The visible marks of extreme poverty will not he seen if the Volunteers of America can help it. But
let us not forget that, as a people,
we have a duty tb perform in providing this organization with the
"sinews of war." It cannot support
itself.

te Part
CITY HEADS FOR ROXBURY Dona
HEALTH UNIT of Salaries to
Relief Fund
TO PAY FOR
C G",:tBgall::::CrossOWN PHONES "
$15,000 Yearly Saved
for Needy Through
Mayor's Order
A,

a

measure

of

mitiiiCiPal

economy to provide additional hinds
i or the relief of the poor and the
f
'jobless this winter, Mayor 'CuitleY
will discontinue the long-established
custom at City Hall of granting telephone service in the homes of important public officials at the expense
of the city.

WILL PAY FOR OWN

All employes of the city 01
Boston will be asked to contribute a fixed percentage of
their salaries for the relief of
announced
Mayor Curley last night
the jobless. Collection of these
lent
of
the purchase of 77,856 square feet Whitcontributions will start Nov. 1,
bounded by Hampshire, Vernon,
Roxtier and Downing streets, in the
and, it is estimated, they will
bury Crossing district, for $58,000 as a
unit. amount to $5000 a month.
health
site for the city's seventh
the asThe price was $25,000 less than
Resolutions to this effect were
the ownsessed valuation, and besides
over to the adopted yesterday at a meeting
ors were required to pay
$12,000 in accity from the sale price,
held by Mayor Curley for all decumulated back taxes.
partment heads. The suggestion
was made by John Hynes, asTHANK MAYOR FOR
;stant city clerk.
CITY STABLES SALE Mayor Curley immediately
Tru,tei, of the NI a ssachtist- Its (;en- drew up the following outline,
to
eral Hospital last night transmitted
Mayor Ctrrley their appreciation of his fixing the percentage of contd.
North
efforts in effecting the sale of the
butions:
city stables to the hospital

Grove Street
at a price of $148,800.
The hospital authorities protested
at
.against the existence of the stables
the
their front door as a nuisance to
despite
patients and the staff, and,
put
Mayor
strong opposition, the
through the sale in the City Council at
et for 24.$00 minaret feet of land.
$6i
I

S C/ 6 IA D

/D/ 4./,t/

Leading the parade, the Mayor himself will pay for the telephone at his .
home at 850 Jalmalcaway. isut over
100 other officials, Including police captains and fire chiefs, will be forced to
follow his example, or their telephones

AIMEE SAYS
SHE'S'THROUGH
WITH CHARITY'

will he removed, according to arrangements which the Mayor is making with

at
While a gently sarcastic fling
speeding
her recent revival here was
mails
its way to her through the
yesterday, Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton, opening a "week-end
convention" at Providence, an-

the telephone company.
It is estimated that the city will save
about $15,000 in telephone charges, which
can be turned over to the needy of the
city during the winter months, while
the high-salaried public officials either
pay for their own service or go with-

out telephones.

In order to net this saving, however,
the Mayor proposes to remove the telephones in the schoolhouses of the city
and install public pay stations in each
school, outside the offices of the headmasters, where their assistants or secretaries can answer incoming calls and
drop nickels on the outgoing messages.
In those schools where the masters
have no assistants, an extension from
the pay station would be carried to the
master's desk for incoming calls. Inthe
stead of costing the city money,
source of
pay stations would provide a
public
revenue for the city, as do the
Hall
telephones in the corridors of City
and ether munieinal buildings.

nounced she was "through with
charity."
Declaring she will not donate
any more receipts to relief funds.
Aimee said:
"Why don't they ask the organized churches or the prize
fighters for a percentage of their
takings?"
A telegram from the Huttons to
Mayor Curley, intimating the New
York papers were startog the donation below the correct figure,
brought a letter of thanks from
the mayor for their $941.43 check
for the 'Boston jobless, $32.41 of the
sum representing liatf the rivival
profits.
"Apparently during the depression," the 111; or wrote, "the law
of compensation, tinder which
the good are rewarded and the
evil punished, hits been disragarded, If we may judge by the

receipts."
Her husband criticized Mayor
Curley 83 "just a politician" and
said the Boston chief executive
didn't give him and his -vita a
"square deal."
"After demanding half of the
proceeds for the poor," Hutton
asserted, "Curley failed to appeer
at any of the meetings at the
Garden."

I

FIX CONTRIBUTIONS

All city employes receiving lead
than $2100 a year will be asked
to give I per cent of their salary.
Those receiving front $2100 to
$2900 will be asked to give 2 per
cent. Those receiving more Juin
$3090 will be expected to contribute 3 per cent.
The contributions, it was voted,
will be entirely voluntary. They
will not be expected from employes
who are supporting unemployed
members of their own families.
Mayor Curley appointed a com.
inittee of three to take charge of
the collections and co-operate in.
tne management of the funds with
Edward Willey, treasurer of the
overseers of public welfare. The
eommittee includes City Treasurer
r.dmund L. Dolan, Budget Commisstoner Charles J. Fox and City Auditor Rupert S. Carven.
In accordance with a suggestion
of William Phillips. chairman of the
state unemployment commission,
the mayo- announce,:' he will call
a meeting at the City Club next
-reek of leaders of churches, business., organizations and industrial
companies to discus:, emergency
measures for giving, instant employment to Boston jobless.
Mayor Curley also announced
he will ask leaders of the Central
Labor Union to suggest to the
workers in the city building department that they adopt a schedule of two five-hour shifts, instead
of the present single eight-hour
shift.
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CITY EMPLOYES
TO AID JOBLESS

•

Curley to Ask Them to
Donate Percentage of
Pay Weekly

) ) )

Shields charged tnat tne Anen commission did nothing except attract publicity. He added that the commission
dumped all applicants for jobs on the
municipal employment bureau and that
no effort was made to find or create'
iobs.

AIMEE ADDRESSES
7000 IN PROVIDENCI

METHODS OF PHELAN Curley Hits Scanty Amount
BOARD ATTACKED Boston's Jobless Received
City officials and employes will be
[Special Dispatch to The fteraidt
invited by Mayor Curley to make weekPROVIDENCE, Oct. 23—Aimee Mol
ly contributions to the unemployment
Pherson Hutton, most spectacular ol
relief fund.
women evangelists, came back here ill
Employes whose annual salaries do
not exceed $2100 will be asked to do- preach before an audience of 7000 ill
nate a minimum of 1 per cent, weekly; her old home town tonight, arid rethose earning up to $2900 will be re- ceived a letter from Mayor Curley oi
quested to contribute 2 per cent, and of Boston which straightened "erroneous'
officials drawing in excess of $2900 will reports of the aid she gave Boston'i
be asked to give 3 per cent.
unemployed and which at the samt
Adoption by department heads yes- time contained a barbed reference is
terday, at a conference with Mayor the insufficient rwards of the "good.
Curley, of the proposal presented by
Aimee, who had sent a telegraphit
John E. Hynes, assistant city clerk is appeal to Mayor Curley for officiai
expected to result in the creation of a .refutation of stories in New York news.
special fund by ail persons listed on papers that her contribution to Boston'i
the city and county payrolls.
unemployment relief fund from hei
The contribution.s will be held in a recent campaign there was only $3A
special fund to b: administered by the received the following reply from Mayol
overseers of the public welfare. The Curley.
custodians will include Edmund L.
The management of the Boston
Dolan, city treasurer: Rupert S. CarGarden forwarded to me. under
ven, city auditor, and Charles J. Fox,
date of Oct. 21, a check in the,sum
budget commissioner.
of $941.43 of which, the communiThe decision to ask all municipal
cation stated, $909.02 was from the
workers to create such a fund preceded
collection to aid the unemployed
sharp attacks on the &Late unemployand $32.41 was the contribution from
ment commission established by ex-Gov.
your profits of the Boston revival.
Allen and the serving of notice on
Apparently, during the depression
Chairman William Phillips of Gov.
the law of compensation under
Ely's commission that adherence to the
which the good are rewarded and
methods of the organization headed by
the evil are punished has, if we
,
anies J. Phelan would be unproductive
may judge by receipts, been disof results.
regarded.
Mayor Curley joined with John J.
In simple settings with no attempt
Shields, director of the municipal em- to stage one of the "shows" that feag
ployment bureau, in characterizing the tured her Boston revival, Mrs. McPhercommission of last year as a publicity son preached tonight in the Auditorium
seeking group which made no tangible on "The Middle Cross." Eighteen years
contribution to the relief of unemploy- ago she conducted revivals here in a
ment.
small tent.
Phillips stressed the fact that his
commission is not a job finding body
'because it is without funds to create
2l
1 /
0 13
an organization. He emphasized that
his purpose is to co-ordinate the activities of all Boston agencies to accomplish definite results.
In acceding to the ,suggestion of Mr.
After some weeks of organization,
Phillips, the mayor announced that he the new solarium in the men's section
would not only invite representatives of of the L at baths on the Strandway,
religious organizations, financial groups, South Boston, was officially opened
and large employers to a conference yesterday morning.
next week, but that he would endeavor
The equipment includes seecial glass
to "force a showdown to see if large which permits the free transmission of
to
employers will agree
retain their ultra-violet rays, hot and cold showers,
present persist nel and to enlarge it by cots and chairs for sun bathing, a
the adoption of the stagger system or
large anteroom with locker equipment.
some similar method."
elaborate ventilation system, and
"There has been altogether too much an
both gas and steam heating facilities.
wage cutting," said the mayor. "and
.he solarium will be opened at 8
there has been far tco wide resort to the
morning, and will remain at the
practice of dispensing with the services ev,•ry
disposal of the public all day. The
of veteran employes and replacing them charges for the use of the sunroom are
with cheaper workers."
2.5 north' for two hours.
In reply to the declaration of Phillips
that he is ambitious to create a feeling
of good will, the mayor said:
"If that good will can be crystallized
into jobs, it will be wonderful, but if it
will only amount to talk, we've had too
'much of that."
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NEW SOLARIUM OPENED
FOR MEN AT L-ST BATHS

\'STILL CONSIDERING

CLOSING OF YARD'
Adams Replies to Telegram
From- Harriman
Closing of the Boston navy yard Is
"still under consideration," Secretary
of the Navy Charles Francis Adams
yesterday declared in a telegram to
Henry I. Harriman, president of the
Boston Chamber of Commerce.
Harriman sent a telegram to Adams
asking for the status of the Boston
yard, and announcing that the committee appointed and headed by him
had decided to go at once to washington and present its case to the secretary and to President Hoover. He received the following reply:
The subject is still tinder consideration but there is no occcaslon
for a visit at the present time.
Copies of the reply were submitted by
Harriman to each member of the committee, which includes Gilt:. Ely, Mayor
Curley. Senator David 1. Walsh. Representatives John J. Douglas, Charles L.
Undo:I..
"and Edith Nourse Rogers and
Richard S. Teeling, Steven C. Garrity
and John F. Cantwell.
Until a definite announcement by
President Hoover dispels the doubt about
the future of the yard, the chamber
protest and the activities of other organizations in behalf of the yard will
be continued. it was apparent yesterday. Mayor Curley, when asked to serve
on the committee. expressed willingness
to acrompany any delegation to Washington to voice his personal protest to
the President against closing the yard.
A protest meeting at the Parkman
bandstand tomorrow from 2 to 5 P. M.
will be held under auspices of the Massachusetts
Women's
Improvement
League. Among those announced as
speakers are Mayor Curley and Repreentatives John W. McCormack and
Douglas. Mrs. Mary E. Gallagher of
Allston, league president, will preside.

LAND IS PURCHASED
FOR 7TH WHITE UNIT
Health Centre to Be Built in
Roxbury Crossing Area
The seventh George Robert White
health unit, financed by the income of
the White fund, will be erected immediately in the Roxbury Crossing district.
Announcement was made by the
trustees of the fund yesterday, of the
purchase for $58.000. of three properties
at Vernon, Hampshire, Whittier and
Downing streets. comprising 77,856
square feet of land. The assessed valuation of the properties is $83.000.
From the purchase price $12,000 was
daducted and paid to City Treasurer
Dolan to meet unpaid tax bills. In
the consummation of the deal, the
transaction was complciol directly with
the owners.

INSISTS ON
BIG CUT IN
FIRE RATES

/
City Officials Oppose Curley Plan
To Cut off Home Telephone Service

ders
In the homes of division comman
engineers
and other police officials, and
works deand foremen of the public
calls to
partment, subject to emergency
it was
nes,
telepho
21
share
worm,
pointed out.
department,
Six employes of the park
P.
including Commissioner William serne
)artments.
Long, enjoy residential telepho n was
questio
Although loath to discuss the affair vice at city expense. The
a raised of Mayor Curley's authority to
Jublicly yesterday and precipitate
Eugene C.
- order Police Commissioner
depart
mayor,
the
29 teleontroversy with
Hultman to discontinue the
Mayor
offithat
ment heads privately agreed
phones of police officers who are
y
Curley's proposal, although possibl cially on continuous duty. of opposiDespite the undercurrent
saving $15,000 annually, was a false
declared
to the plan, Mayor Curley
tion
the
lower
would
which
d in
economy move
yesterday that the proposal, outline
ined.
mainta
now
service
of
standard
department heads
to
ns
icatio
commun
Eleven telephones are listed to fire Friday, will be carried out with discontelement officials who may be called
Reduction of 25 per cent in the depart time In the event of a serious tinuance of city payment for the
at any
Jan. 1.
fire insurance rates charged in this blaze. 29 of the city-paid telephones are phones after
city was demanded last night by
Mayor Curley in a letter to the Bos- CURLEY URGES GROUP
ton Board of Fire Underwriters, proTO FIGHT FOR YARD
testing that there is no way to justify
Mayor Curley yesterday advised Henry
of
view
its failure to cut the rate, in
I. Harriman, president of the chamber
the millions of dollars spent by the. of commerce, to discount reassuring recity for improved lire protection.
ports from Washington and to organize
a committee to confer with President
LA TEST EQUIPMENT
Hoover about the future of the navy
Not only has the V:ity installed the yard. "The assurances,from public officals,"
high-pressure water system, the twosaid the mayor, "and from political
Reassuring reports of Washington's
platoon system of firemen, the motori- leaders, while pleasing, are to me not
attitude toward the Charlestown Navy
zation of the entire fire-fighting equip- altogether convincing and, in my opinyard
Yard and ataterne.nts that the
to have the
convince
merit and the expanded fire prevention ion, it would be advisable
will not be closed, do not
recomon
the
wait
as
ted
tee
appoin
every
commit
d
adopte
has
It
mark
but
,
bureau
Mayor Curley that Boston should
mendation made by the National Board President and the secretary of the navy,
time in its protest.
of Fire Underwriters, the Mayor 'pro- wiring at once for an appointment.
In a letter yesterday to Pres Henry
"As far as I am concerned, I stand
tested.
I. Harriman of the Chamber of ComBeginning Nov. 30, Fire Commissioner ready to go at any time and I am quite
merce, Mayor Curley deems it advisEdward F. McLaughlin will re-open certain the other men selected by you
able that an appointment with Presithe Fire College for the Boston fire de- to serve on the committee, in view of
dent Hoover should be telegraphed for
partment at Bulfinch street, which was the importance of keeping the Boston
g„
and a committee then go to Washin
closed during the last administration navy yard open. feel likewise."
ton.
the Mayor announced.
an
tile men attending the
'The Mayor's letter to Mr Harrim
Mayor Curley's plan to discontinue
the
elephone service at city expense in
tomes of municipal department heads
c•
and supervisors was answered yesterd
iy many of the officials concerned with
assertions that the move would bring
lecreased efficiency°in the various de-

Mayor Asks Slash of
25 Per Cent by
Underwriters

GURLEY TO SPEED
NAVY YARD PROTEST
Urges Appointment With
Hoover on Closing

Lectures for
eollege will be delivered by officials of
the publin utility corporations, the
National )"ire Protective Association.
the Factory Mutual Association, and
ter
experts from the city building, wa
and law departments.
fire
Previous to the opening of the
of
N>liege, the department's new book
standard
lire rules, together with the
on At
methods of preliminary operati
ires, will be published for the benefit
ment.
depart
3f the members of the
Ira his letter to Secretary James National Board 00 Fire Underwriters,
Davis, of the Boston Board of Under- wo'uld speedily result in a revision
ing
writers, at. 40 Broad street, demand
downward of the fire Inenrance rates,
here,
but to the present no such action has
In immediate cut hi the rates
stated:
been taken.
the Mayor
"There is no wey to justify a failure
Has Class A Rating
to reduce rates, in view of the expendicity, and the pro"In conformity with the recommenda- tures made by the fire which has been
by
tions of the National Board of Fire Un- tection from loss
consequence of the
derwriters made in 1925, Boston was made possible as a
at that exceptional character of wotk conductgiven a Class A rating and
city in the ed by the city in the interests of life
lime, Boston was the only
a rating, land property.
United States to receive such
on made 'A reduction at this time of at least
Since 1925 every recommendati
com- 'a per cent in tire insurance rates is
been
has
board
l
by the nationa
ment of Boa- 'justified by the facts as here presented,
plied with. The fire depart of dollars
s
and I sincerely trust, you will direct the
toil has expended million
the highest Possible attention of the Boston Board of Fire
In order to provide
to both life underwrite's+ to the justice of the
measure of tire protection
claim as made by me IS this communiy,
propert
and
I was justified „atm, making the new schedule ofe
'As Ma:.er of Boston
rates opera t ve at the earliest possibl
i n assuming that a compliance with
by the &op!"
made
on
endeit
recomm
every

is:
"The assurances from public officials and from politice1 leaders, while
pleasing, are to me not altogether convincing and, In my opinion, it would
be advisable to have the committee as
appointed watt on the President of the
United States and the Secretary of the
Navy, wiring at once for an appointment.
"As far AS T am concerned I stand
ready to go at any time, and I am
quite certain the other men selected by
you to serve upon the committee, in
view of the importance of keeping the
Boston Navy Yard open, feel likewise."
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PISS rEETING
TO FIGHT NW(
'MD CLOSING

5 p. tn. will include Congressman
John J. Douglass of Fast Boston,
who came from AVashinglen to attend; CongTessman John W. McCormack, Mr. Teeling, and leaders
of veterans and other organizations.
Women members of the improvement league will mingle with the
great throng expected, with
tions of protest against theit cilosZ•
p
of the yard.
' STATE WIDE BACKING

Underwriters since 1.41V) arm tnet
millions of dollars have been .x!lender! to protect life and property.
from the danger of fire, the mayor
earliest,i rgedthpantssriabtle
rates heat the
date.
His communication to Secretary
Davis reads:
"I am this day In receipt of
the report of the fire commissioner of the City of Roston, and
the chiefs of that department.
The report ontlines the work of
the department and its present
--Issioner.
o
Mayor
()NIX CLASS A ('ITT
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and leaders of veterans and other WLOE tomorrow night at 6:30.
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made by the National Board
C
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purpose
of
of Fire Underwriters has !wen
test against the closing of the
more names are reported as being'
Fire Decomplied with. The
Boston navy yard at a mass rapidly filled.
partment of Boston has expended
meeting today at. the Parkman TEELING'S STATEMENT
millions of dollars in order to
possible
highest
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provide
Teeling said to a Boston Sunday
bandstand, Boston Common.
protection to
measure of fire
The fight for maintenance of the Advertiser reporter yesterday:
both life and property, .
"We are very much pleased at
yard. which began when announceI was
".A.: mayor of Itoston
the reply of Secretary of the
justified in assuming that a Coll,
ment came from Washington pint
Navy Adams to the telegram sent
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result
speedily
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rates but to the present no such
Roston hut of New England. It
APPEAL TO HOOVER URGED
action has been taken.
is Apparent that somebody in
The mayor has sent, a letter to
Washington, without. any defiiCUT IS JUSTIFIED
niteness of information. L'ave to
4enry 1. Harriman, president of
"There is no way in which to
the neyt'spapers word that the
justify a failure to reduce rates
he Boston Chamber of Commerce
Boston navy yard is to he conin view of the expenditures made
n which he said that assurances
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Riirnham-Manning Post, 111115, V.
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Months' Phone Grace
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Pay Poll Taxes

the spectacle, It was unsportsmanl
ike.
Actually, heads of sweat stood out
on
Fred's forehead. His legs trembl
ed.
The hisses continued, So did Fred.
The tension was unbearable.
Being an observer of, and no participant in, the terrible situation, I kept
my mouth shut. I had never met the
fellow. There was no personal element
In the situation as far as I was concerned. But here, if ever, was a man
at bay. I suffered with him.
Imperceptibly the tension lessened.
The hisses were dying down. Burrell's
voice was beginning to be heard. The
hisses died away. The Man-At-Bay had
proved his mettle.
I could watch the expressions on the
face of the audience. Incredulity at
Burrell's temerity was the first flash
across that collective face. Then a bit
of the shame all men feel at a mass
attack on one man. Sheepishness swept
over that hundred-headed face.

The Tide Turns
Then the audience-face became separate entities again.
One looked at the other and looked
away. Fred was talking on. I haven't
the slightest idea what he was saying.
That he was saying anything was an
unbelievable thing to me.
Interest flashed over the faces. Then
ineredulity, again. Then admiration,
grudgingly at first. Then open and
frank.
Color came back into Burrell's face.
The nervousness passed, somewhat,
from his attitude. But not the tension
.
I He continued to talk.
And when he finished, that cold, hostile audience cheered him and applau
ded him.
A game guy had faced a hundredheaded antagonist and made hill) like
it. And that hundred-headed antagonist, no whit won over to Burrell's candidacy as the returns showed on election day, cheered a game guy
who
could take it, give it, and make 'ern
like it.

Joe McGrath's "Bullet"
Amusing are many of the incidents
that occur in political campaigns.
There
was the time when President Joe McGrath of the City Council became
a
marked man, marked for a bullet--In
the opinion of a very worried Dorche
ster lady, a friend and supporter of Joe's.
Joe had held a rally at Sevin
Hill
avenue and Dorchester avenue in
his
last campaign for the Council.
The
rally was just over when the lady
rushed up to Joe and said, "Mr. McGrath. I must speak to you. You
are
in grave danger. There's a man looking for you to put a bullet in you. Mrs.
Grady overheard him say so. Oh, Mr.
McGrath you had better he careful.
He was a tough looking man, a gangster, alai he's going to shoot you.
I
rushed up to tell you as FOOS as I could.
Please be careful, Mr. McGrath."
"Well," says .loe to himself. 'This
is
a new one. Wonder who wants to
hump me off? Maybe there's something in it at that. Hoy, I guess
I'd
better find out t‘ hat Blip i!s all about."

•

They Didn't See

When Al Smith talked "New
Yorkese" he got the attention of
his Boston audience.
Joe admits he was a bit uneasy about
the incident. No one up to that time
had
anted to bump the genial Joe off.
Most people like Joe too well to we-ii
him
However, Joe took a walk with t x%(,
or three of his workers down to Mrs.
Grady's house, not forgetting to look
about him as he went, no matter how
much he laughed at the fears of his
companions.
Joe (ids a

Laugh

"Mrs. Grady.' he said when he answered Joe's ring, "who is this man
who's going to put a bullet in me?
Mrs. Lynch told me you overheard ..."
That's AS far as Joe got with his inquiries.
"Oh, Mr. McGrath," burst out Mrs.
Grady. "You must watch yourself.
While you were speaking tonight
a
man came up to where I was standing
in the crowd and said to the man next
to me, 'What do you think of Joe McGrath? Do you think he'd make a good
man for us in the Council?' And the
man beside me said, 'A good man, is
it? I'll tell you what I think of Joe
McGrath, l'm going to give him a
bullet!' Be careful, Mr. McGrath,
he
was a very hard looking character and
he's going to shoot you."
Weil, Mrs. Grady got the surpris
e of
her life that night when Joe and
his
companions burst out in loud peals
of
laughter. When they had recove
red
their composure, Joe said:
"Mrs. Grady, It was very good
of you
to warn me of the threat
against my
life. But I'm afraid you don't
understand political slang. You know,
'I'll give him a bullet' in political
slang
means, 'I'll give him my vote,' Mrs.
Grady. He isn't going to shoot
me,
Mrs. Grady. lie's going to vote
for me.
Don't you seer
Well, Mrs. Grady "saw" after her
surprise wore off. But to
this day Mrs.
Grady isn't at all sure
that the man
wasn't a. gangster and meant to
shout a
nice, clean hole in Jos McGrath,

The radio has brought an aid and st,
hindrance Into the lives of aspirants
for political office.
There was the Al Smith incident at
the Arena where the "raddio" did him a
disservice. It seems that Al, in the
course of his speech, mentioned the
name of his opponent, Mr. Hoover. Instantly there was a loud "booing"
which went right into the mike and out
over the air where it was heard by
hundreds of thousands of persons listening Into the nation-wide hookup.
Many radio listeners were later heard
to say that Al showed very bad taste
in encouraging any such
outburst
against his opponent. What the radio
listeners didn't see, or hear, was Al'.
authoritative, and a bit angry, stilling
of that "boo" by a gesture of his
hand.
There was the occasion when a Boston audience started to walk out on Al.
of all people!
Al was Governor of New York at the
time and he was here to speak in bes
half of the Democratic candidates.
When they asked Al to come here
and address the Boston voters Some.
bcdy with less sense than politicians
are supposed to have, primed Al wrong.
They told him that the Boston electorate was very highbrow and that
he
should guide himself accordingly'.

A Surprise Speaker
Came the big night that had
been
widely advertised. Mechanics buildin
g
was crowded to hear the famou
s Al
Smith. They were hanging from
the
rafters expecting the political show
of
all time.
Al was introduced and immedi
ately
launched into one of the most scholar
ly
speeches on the science of govern
ment
ever heard here. He had been
going
about 15 minutes when one by
one the
audience began to walk out on
him.
A puzzled look came over the
face of
the speaker. This had never
to him before. He couldn' happened
t under.
stand it.
One of the pots on the
platform
sensed the situation, With
presence of mind he walked admirable
over to Al
and whispered: "You're
talking
their heads! They don't know over
what
you are talking about! Give
'em some..
thing hot. Get down to earth.
Talk
to them in the lingo of the
sidewalks
of New York!"
"I catch on," replied Al.
Throwing his prepared speech
to the
winds, Al launched into an
aneous talk on the issues ofextemporthe day
in him best New Yorkese.
Those who
were on their way out rcturn
ed to their
seats and no others went out.
They
warmed up to the speaker and
cheered
his every sally against the
Republicans
and nearly took the roof off
when he
finluhr.A
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MISS GIBSON

MAYOR CURLEY

Many notables and business folk of Boston
were included on the passenger list of the S.
S. Britannic, which left Commonwealth pier
yesterday, for a trip to Europe and foreig
n
norta
Among, Roston folk were Herbe
rt M.

•

ME. (lIBSON

Gibson, who left, with his daughter Margery.,
for a tour of European ports. He is shown
above shaking hands with Nlayor James
M,
Curley, who was on hand to bid the
couple a
"bon-voyage." (Staff photo.)
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Curley Given Time to Finish Lunch
On Britannic After 'All Ashore' Signal
•

Mayor Curley finished hts coffee while
longshoremen manned the gangplank of
the White Star liner Britannic yesterda) at Commonwealth pier, South Boston. He WEIS at lunch with friends when
the liner's whistle boomed all ashore."
Visitors hurried to the pier with the
exception of the mayor who had been
urged to take his time by a company
official. Fully 10 minutes elapsed be-,
fore the mayor came over the plank.
The mayor visited the ship to bid
farewell to H. M. Gibson, superintendent of the Manchester Ship Canal; P.
G. Foley, consul for the Irish Free
State at Boston, and Mr. and Mrs. W.
Bridges Adams, who accompanied the
Shakesperian Players to 7oston. The
Trip velr wax arrornnailied by E. L. Dolan,

was expressed by W. Bridges
Adams,
i who based his forecast on the
recent
' opening in tl.ls CL;. ..e
is returning
with Mrs. Adams and will
construction of the new theatre supervise
ford-on-Avon which will be at &ratcompleted
next April. He will return to the
United
States by mid-winter.
P. G. Foley sailed to Dublin
city treasurer. Commenting on the visit
on
leave
of Mr. Gibson, the mayor said Boston and expects to be back in February.
has for three-quarters of ,a century ex- During his absence the consulate of the
ported great quantities of raw cotton Irish Free State at Boston will be in
to Manchester, Eng., and the canal rep- charge of P. J. Daly from the New York
resented by Mr. Gibson has played an consulate. J. F. O'Connell, former conimporter). :Jart in delivery of the staple, gressman, was at the ship to say bon
voyage to Mr. Foley.
thus pro.ing itself a transportation
link
F. 0. Bczner, one of the
of enormous utility between Boston and
ders of the Hudson Motor three fountextile centres of England.
Company and
Mr. Gibson expressed confidence that president of the Cape Ann Development
the coalition government would go back Corporation, sailed for England and will
by a substantial margin and that Eng- spend several weeks at his estate in
land is coming out all right "now we Wilton, near London. Mr. Bezner owns
are off the pound sterling." Mr. Gib- the Red Wing Airplane Company at
son was accompanied by his daughter, Croyden, England, and is interested in
many industries in this
Margery.
country and
abroad
That the Shakespearian Players ness . He said the automotive busiis picking up and ^xpects
would make good on their present tour
in a
relatively short time the big
manufacturers W111 iiirica.
w ,1l11,1.1LIU 111aLeriail
and thereby benefit allied industr
Maj. Yutaka Iii:ota, assistant ies.
military
attache at the Japanese legatio
n at
Washington, who also sailed,
admitt
ed
he had been called home for
militar
y
duty and would journey through
Europe
and Siberia to Tokio.
Fireboats gave a water display
liner backed into the stream afteras the
having embarked 200 passengers and loaded
100 tons of express ears°.
.<
7
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Mayor Bids Adieu to
European Friends
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CORNERSTONE Of

THEATRE LAID
Curley Congratulates Paramount-Publix on
New Building
,

With dignitaries of the state and city
present the corner stone of the NeW
Paramount-Publix Theater, occupyixis
the site of the old Adams House, was
laid today, with Mayor Curley presiding.
The theatre, the 161st in the chain of
Publix theatres in New England, will accommodate 2300 persons and according
to Publix officials will be one of the
most up-to-date in New England. It is
expected to be completed by 1932.
Mayor Curley in his brief address congratulated the Paramount-P.ublix Corporation for its courage in starting a
project of this nature in the face of
present day eondittons.
"The latest edifice of the ParamountPublix chain represents not only a contribution in affording amusement for the
people of Boston, but it also affords and
will continue to afford work for many
hundreds of Boston men in its construction," the mayor said.
"If the business men of the city and
of Massachusetts weer to follow the example of the Paramount-Publix Corporation, then the present unemployment situation would have disappeared
and prosperity and happiness would
MAYOR SEES FRIENDS OFF TO El imPE
take its place." the mayor said.
Curley went to Commonwealth Pier yesterday to see off three of
Some 150 representatives of Publix
his 1 -.11glish and Irish friends. Left to right, Miss Marjorie •Gibson of Manhouses throughout New England, in adAester, England; Mayor Curley, Mrs. James M. Newell of Commonwealth
dition to a large crowd of passersby, '
were on hand fdr the exercises. In the
avenue; and Herbert M. Gibson, chief superintendent of the Manchester
steel bog deposited in the cornerstone
Ship Canal Co., of England.
were copies of Boston newspapers. with
4
_
a photograuh of the mayor, dated and
R
1.3
/
o
L /3(
Mayor Curley WRS at Commonwealth
, indorsed by the mayor. Also pictures
of M. J. Mullin. gtperal manager of
Pier, yesterday, to nee three of his
the Publix theatres in New England,
friends oft to Europe on board the
an dotber otheials reposed in the corWhite Star liner, Britannic. They were
Many citizens, until Mayor Curley announced nerstone.
Herbert M. Gibson, chief superinten• on Saturday his
determination to end the pracdent of the Manchester Ship Canal
Company, who sailed for home with tice, probably did not know that the city paid
his daughter. Miss Margery Gibson; W. the home telephone bills of a group of departBridges Adams, director of the Strat- ment executives. The custom very likely origiford-on-Avon Festival Company, who
MAYOR :ANO AIMEE
returned with Mrs. Bridges after suc- nated many years ago when a telephone was
cessfully !auncaing the company on considered a luxury and few families felt able To the Ettor of The Herald:
Because Mayor James Curley LS a
its American tour, and P. G. Foley, to afford its convenience. In this light it was
consul for the Irish Free State, who is reasonable for the city to
defray an unusual bit wi:er and more far-sr,eing than
returning to Dublin for a vacation, the
the average person, and because he
first he has had in three years. The expense which it might ask of its employes. perhaps does not believe in the sin.
Mayor, with City Treasurer Edmund But nowadays, when telephone connection is cerity of Mrs. Aimee McPherson Hutl. Dolan, lunched with his friends regarded as a domestic necessity, like heat, light ton. he is insulted by the so-called
aboard ship.
normal in ''Our Mail Bag." To me,
P. G. Foley, consul for the Irish Free and water, such special consideration is not the most terrible "business" in lift
State at Boston, received a warm fare- warranted.
Is insincerity to God. From the many
well fro m the Mayor and from former
Arguments for the continuance of the sub- scandals in the past, and the always
Congressman Joseph F. O'Connell, who
sidy appear to be based on the assertion that mercenary actions of Aimee, it is only
was' at the pier 10 see him off.
the "stupid" who are taken in by her
Others sailing included Major Yutaka some officials of the fire, public works, and park "act." Mayor Curley should be praised
liirota, assistant miltary attache of departments are available for emergency ser- for seeing through "Our Aimee."
the Japanese embassy at Washington, vices during twenty-four hours of the day, This
MADELEINE WALKER.
who has been recalled for military
"•,
21.
duty; Rabbi William Drasin of the Is very probably true, and yet the same consynagogue,
who
will
street
dition exists in regard to the more important
Crawford
amid a year in travel in Europe and executives of ninny private enterprises. HosPalestine, and Frederick 0. Benner of
Gloucester, head of the Cape Ann De- pitals, railroads, and newspapers, for instance,
velopment Corporation, who sailed to frequently have occasion to telephone employes
shooting at Wilton, at their homes, but it is doubtful that many of
In some grouse
Bezner is one of the
England.
Motor Com- them conSider this sufficient reason to pay for
Hudson
founders of '4t.he
residential telephones.. The abolition of this
pany.
practice on the part of the city seems an excellent way to save 815,000 yearly.

CITY-PAID TELEPHONES

•
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BRITANNIC SAILS
WITH NOTABLE GROUP
Irish Free State Consul and Theatre
Leader Bidden Goodby by Curley
stream, fireboats 44 and 47
the
escorted her in the maneuver, their
soaring columns of water shooting
hundreds of feet as the squall turned
the channel into a momentary sea of
running foam.
To the delight of the throngs that
crowded the "porch" of Commonwealth Pier and the end of the Boston Fish Pier, a perfect 90-degree rainbow formed on one of the flying cur.sing of water from the fireboats, so
-iear that it almost could be touched.
Mr Gibson and his daughter, Marjorie, are returning to Manchester
with a warm feeling for the people

MAJ YUTAKA IIIROTA
Down wind, at the height of a sudden squall that sent the water scurryling out in a great curtain, city fireboats deployed about the low-lying
motorahip Britannic yesterday afternoon, sending up streams of water and
roaring out a farewell to Herbert M.
Gibson, chief superintendent of the
Manchester (England) Ship Canal

of the *United States. They came
over several weeks ago with the party
of Lord Mayor Titt of Manchester and
went on a sigheseeing tour of the
Middle West after the Lord Mayor
returned.
It is an optimistic outlook that Mr
Gibson has for business this Winter.
"Better times," he said, "are on the
way, judging from conditions in England when I left. Shipping business
especially is picking up."
Mr Foley has been the consul in
Boston for the Irish Free State since
May, 1929, and he is returning to his
home in Dublin for a vacation that
MISS MARJORIE GIBSON
will last until February. During his
Company; P. a. Foley, Irish Free absence the Boston post will be filled
State Consul in Boston, and W. Bridges by P. a. Daley, consul for New York.
Adams, director of the Stratford-UponAvon Fesile..1 Company.
While the White Star liner—the
world's largest British motorship—was
tied up at Commonwealth Pier, taking
cargo and passengers for Queenstown
and Liverpool, Mayor Curley and City
Treasurer Edmund L. 1),din went
aboard to pay their ram voyage to the
Gibson -Foley-Adams party and to
have luncheon with them and Capt
F. F. Summers, skipper of the ship.
The Britannic was due to sail at 2
o'clock, but the gangplank was held
to
10 minutes for the Mayor's party
finish its luncheon.

Shoot Up Water

As the vessel backsa slowly into

To Speak Friday in Appeal
to Keep Men at Work
On Friday, at 1 p in, Mayor Curley
;rill address a gathering of business,
financial and labor leaders In the auditorium of Boston City Club in the aid
of unemployment. The Mayor plans
to ask those present to go ahead and
have done at this time all work that
is possible at their plants and business establishments.
He will also call upon those at the
gathering not to reduce wages or, if
they have, to cease doing so, and,
moreover. to ortline glans guaranteeing uninterrupted work during the
Winter months.

CURLEY LAYS
CORNER STONE
Traffic Held Up at Site of
New Theatre

FREDERICK C. BEZNER,

•

CURLEY PLANS PLEA
TO EMPLOYERS HERE

Traffic In Washington at on the
downtown side of Boylston at was held
up in a long line for a few minutes
soon after 2 o'clock this afternoon
while Mayor Curley !aid the cornerstone of the new Paramount Theatre,
now in coulee of construction on
Washington st on the site of the former Adams House.
A crowd covered the sidewalk and
flowed out into the middle of Washington et so that the street was impassable for the northbound flow of
vehicles. But this was not for king
and the Mayor made only a brief
speech and then did a quick but efficient job of plastering the cement on
the small cornerstone.
Two uniformed ushers, each bearing a large American flag, stood on
either side of Mayor Curley, while
,wlth head bared he made a brief ad'dress, the burden of which was that
if other big businesses would start
either new construction cf Improve.,
ments similar to the program of the
Paralriount-Publix Thestre
Corpora.
t ion the existing depression would fade
away.
The Mayor congratulated the °fn.
dais of the Paramount-Publix Theatre. p.esent. Mayor Curley was Joshed
good-naturedly while he laid on the
C ement.
The new motion picture house will
be a modern structure with every convenience for the patrons. It will be
ready about next February. Th• auditorium and balcony will seat about
1000
•

!
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CAMPAIGN
SPOTLIGHT
ON CURLEY
E,ly Backers Active
Against Mayor s
Candidates

.

1

eiriiMitirttald tit ti •
West End. And the gauge of ha
has been drawn in Blue Hill avenue by
two old West Enders, Councillor Israel
Ruby and Charles Kaplan, with Maurice M.. Goldman battling in between.
ChairIn the school committee clash,re-elecman Joseph .f. Hurley, seeking support
tion, has walked off with the
of both sides, having obtained the public sanction of the Mayor, as well as
the head of the Public School Association ticket.
The Mayor's organization throughout
the city is likewise working for the
election to the school committee of
former Representative Maurice J. Tobin, brother of Jimmy Tobin of the
Mayor's secretarial staff at City Hall.
Like the Mayor, Chairman Frank A.
GoOdwin of the finance commission
has picked a slate of but two candidates, leaving the third open to satisfy the demands of the other 10 aspirants for the school board.
Goodman announced last night that
this week he would start active campaigning for his two candidates selected by the Boston School League, Hen-.
ry J. Sullivan of South Boston and Dr.
William B. Burns of Dorchester, both
of whom obtained active campaign experience in the school committee contest of two years ago.
For the place which will be vacated
by Committeeman Francis C. Gray, the
P. S. A. Is staging a strong campaign
for the election of Frederick .1. Deane
of the Back Bay, who, with Henry A.
Sassernn. of 'West Roxbury, has been
placed on the ticket with Chairman Hur-

With only 10 days left before Boston voters go to the polls to elect
three school committeemen and a new
City Council of 22 members out of a
field of 105 candidates, Mayor Curley commands the spotlight in the
city-wide campaign.
Though not a candidate himself
and officially inactive in the contests, Icy
' his campaign for re-election to the
In
the election will virtually mark the school coimnittee. Dr. Joseph V. Lyons ,
completion of the first half of his ad., of soutn Boston is conducting an Indet a\Ine
suhno
irg
ioeunst sefi thiotnswoilfhthsetrcointyg w
nr d
ministration and in a way determinel
his future course in the next two him a winning vote four years ago.
I Dr. Charles E. Mackey, also of South
years.
Boston, is conducting an extremely busy
campaign throughout the city, attracting to his hand wagon large groups
ENEMIES WORKING
of supporters, including organizations
His political enemies of years' stand- known to be friendly as well as opposed
ing have organized a drive to elect op- to the Mayor.
Another South Boston candidate who
position candidates that will leave him
without a favorable majority in the has been making a strong personal drive
school committee and the City Council for a place on the committee is Attorney
to approve his municipal programme for Timothy J. Mulcahy, who with Edward
the coming year, or two.
J. Curley and John .F. Monahan of DorWith authority over the expenditure chester and Edmund Burke of the Back
of $20,000,000 each year out of the tax Bay form the independents threatening
rate, the organization of the school to break into the activities of the varicommittee is of commanding interest to ous elates.
whe fever mayor may be sitting at city
Hall, as is the organization of the
counell, with authority to pass or block
the chief executive's programme.
/
For this reason, the prevailing issue
offered by most of the candidates at the
rallies throughout the city le whether
or not each candidate has the support
of the Mayor, pointing out that an
elected Councillor is helpless to obtain
improvements for his home ward without mayoral approval.

•

Ely Men Active
Because, of his reported intention to
run for Governor next year, the Mayor's
candidates for the Council are receiving
little support from the Ely workers in
the various wards. On the other hand
many of them have been faced with
strong opponents.
Representative Leo B. Birmingham of
Brighton, one of the strongest support•rs of Governor Ely, has been travelling
through Roxbury in onpoM:ion to one
of the administration candidates, and a
vigorous drive is being made in Dorchester against the administration men.
Discintes or former Representative
Martin M. Lomasney, West End chieftain, and staunch supporter of Governor Pity, are staging the bitterest Camhistory of the city
paign in the recent
j,-,oniniand another seat in the C.dOorchester.
14,
Ward
of
that
eti,
Slate of Two Candidates
of
The large malority of the voters
erly vot-
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Cronin, for 20 years sexton of St.
were condmied at Si, Andrews
Church, his home parish, today.
Mayor Curley and other city and
county officials attended.
The deceased was the father of
John F. Cronin, clerk of the Supreme Judicial court.
He was
prominent, in St. Thomas parish
for "ears and wea president of the
St. Vincent de P.,.1 Society for 53
1
yen 1,̀

MEETING H
Mayor Curley Will Address
Trade Conference Banquet
Tomorrow
Mayor James M. Curley will be the
guest of honor and principal speaker
at the annual banquet tomorrow evening of the fall trade conference of
the Massachusetts Pharaceutical association at the Hotel Staler.
Martin E. Adamo is general chairman of the event, and Joseph M. Siti-)
son, newly elected president of the 88-f
sociation will preside at the businessl
sessions which open tomorrow at 11
P. M.
The conference is sponsored by the
Boston association of Retail Druggists,
of which Joseph A. Martin, president,
is committee representative. Others
who will serve on the various committees are: James F. Finneran, in charge
of the business conference and fellowship, former president of both organizations, Crank East, Benjamin Friedman, Louis Sumberg, Carl C. Barring
and Charles Davis. Mrs. Joseph A.
Martin heads the committee in charge
of entertainment for the women.
/
1 3/
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THEATERS AID
BOSTON NEEDY

An . extra performance will be pd
on in every motion picture theatei
in the city on Friday, November 20
and the proceeds will be turnee
'over to the Boston Public Welfare
Department for the relief of the
poor and unemployed this winter.
Arrangements for the perforx/.
ances were made yesterday at ,g,
conference at City Hall betweeel
Mayor Curley and leaders of the
motion picture industry here.
Present were J. J. McGuinnese,
Maurice Wolf, Harry McDonald, M
Somerby, Victor J. Morris and G.
Ralph Branton,
Mayor Curley issued a special itrr
peal to the people of Boston to attend the special performance at the
theaters which will be held in addition to the regular pe.rformances.
"11 everYm14'... said the mayor,
"and particularly those who hove
refrained from attending a trimHon picture show and thogp who
have never attended one, will
take this opportunity to give tho
members of their families a treat
by taking them to a motion picture how on this particular ocrasion, they will not only be
bringing joy into the hearts of
their own families hilt cheer and
gladness into the hearts of those
who have, during the last two
years. been walking in tbe
shadow of adversity."

/
MAYOR LAYS CORNER STONE
OF PARAMOUNT THEATRE
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CURLEY
AS ABLE TO LEAD STATE

KIKS-LEIN HAILS

The corner stone of the new Paramount Theatre, under construction on
the site of the old Adams House on
Washington at, was laid yesterday afternoon by Mayor Curley while Washington-st traffic on the downtown side
of Boylston st was held up a few
minutes.
The Mayor made a brief speech and
then quickly did a neat Job of plastering the cement on the small corner
stone. Two uniformed usliers, carrying American flags, stood on either
Hailed by Louis E. Kirstein, prest- of the Jewish people, and particular)/
side of the Mayor, while with head lent of the Associated Jewish Philan- their work in the present crisis,
Mayor Curley said, in part:
bared he spoke, pointing out that if thropies. as a capable leader of a great
"The Jewish race in America is to
other big business would start nee ;Sty and as capable "to lead a great
congratulated on having in its miest
be
was
construction and improvements simi- State," Mayor James M. Curley
tar to the program of the Paramount. Introduced to the large gathering pres- that master mind, leading this most
Publix Theatre Corporation the exist- ant at the third midday luncheon of worthy of movements, Louis E. KOing depression would soon fade away. the workers in the Associated cam- stein.
every nationality had aa little
The new motion picture house will paign now being conducted,
1,otei at Deer Island as
The meeting, held at campaign head- regard ,or
he a modern structure with every conwe csisd save 4.00,Jcsvi, p
venience for the patrons. The audi- suarters, 36 Summer at, attracted one •oe. year. But the hotel he become
torium and balcony will seat 1900. It sf the largest crowds to ever attend 003 a
popular, that we have 150 more
is expected the work will be com- these meetings. The meeting was so
opened by Arthur C. Stern, one of the than usual at this time of the year,
pleted by February.
cochairmen of the campaign. Albert 1 and one wnts to leave it. Th...re are
A. Ginsberg, president of the Beth 12,090 patients in the City Hospital.
cam- This is more than we have ever ha
lc 3.-kJ 101-3,1)3i iIsraei Hospital, stated that the teams
'before. I have no doubt that one ou
ipaign must not fail; that the
must make a success of it, as the need of every 20 is there with sell-inflict
is greater than ever by the 19 institu- wounds. Break an arm or a leg, slas
an arm, to get food and a place
tions and agencies of the Associated.
Henry Penn, campaign chairman, sleep.
spoke of the great value found in the
formation of the permanent organi- Praises Jewish Race
Mayor Curley and former Con'You come from a rase that ham
zations known as the Men's Business
gressman Joseph F. O'Connell will
Couneil and the Women's Division, demonstrated greater tenacity, an
attend the annual Boston Cnilsge
which, he said, are performing "yeo- greater cohesion and greater patience,
man service" in this campaign. Judge and a greater willingness to suffer fo
freshman henqust, Nov. 10. it was
Jacob J. Kaplan of the Dorchester ideals than any race in the world. You
announced by the Student Activities
are too proud to go out and stand cia
Court was another speaker.
Council yesterday.
Prior to the arrival of Mayor .2tir- the street corner and ask for alms.
The banquet will clime: s de ' of
ley, it was announced that the total But if you cannot get work, and it is
Peld games, which will ht featuteci
reported by the teams today was $33.- against your tradition to beg, of
by a football game between the
535, which makes the grand total in course, then it is clearly the duty
Press Club, composed of student
date $321,980, which is over one-naii every man in the race to go to th
correspondents. and the coache ; of
limit to help keep the honor and dig
of the quota.
the varsity football team.
nity of the race preserved.
"We have a courageous outlook, bu
interrupted By Applause
how about the fellow who has n
Louis E. Kirstein, president of the friends, no strength, no health, and 11
associated, introduced Mayor Curley, opportunities? The fellow that
who was received amid great enthusi- reaching down there and asking you
asm. The Mayor's address was fre- give him a helping hand? Are yo
quently interrupted by outbursts of ap- going to help him or are you going
plause that greeted many of his refer- step on Ills fingers? Are you going
ences regarding the philanthropic Work come through? Make good now

Mayor Speaks at Jewish Philanthropies Gathering
—Total Raised $321,980

Mayor to Attend
B. C. Freshie Banquet

6pps-c-
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CURLEY TENDERS
GUEST LUNCHEON

40,000 persons in Boston wile can't get
work. -The city will spend $7,000,000 in
relief this year. We try to supply work,
but we haven't evolved yet an economic
for the future
ewish Charitiest..y.tem that will provide
employment of the men and women of
Mayor Curley tendered a luncheon to
America."
Morris Gest, producer of "The Miracle"
Mayor Curley made a. stirring appeal
Mayor Curley declared that most of
at the Boston City Club today. Thttty
for support of the campaign of the Asso- the patients in the city hospitals today
ciated Jewish Philasthroples to rabic. tvere there because of self-Inflicted wounds. guests were present to greet Mr. Gest,
$615,000 for the relief of the poor. In an "They will slash an arm or a leg to get a among them Corporation Counsel Samaddress before several hundred workers. place where they can eat aunt sleep and
uel Silverman, Rear Admiral Louis M.
at the campaign headquarters, 36 Sum- be nssured of care." lie said. The mayor
Nulton, commandant of the navy yard;
New
conafternoon.
mer street, this
praised the Jewish people for providing Budget CommissItaas. Charles J. Fox,
meeting
the
at
reported
tributions
R. Ritchie, nxinager for Mr. (lest;
care for those of their race in unfortunate
amounted to $24,870, bringing the fund
John E. Swift, supreme director of the
circumstances.
of Columbus; F.. A. Pilene,
Knights
over the half-way mark, with a total of
"Let's give consideration to the fellow
Richard Dunn, manager of Boston Gar$313,315 already subscribed.
"You
said.
he
are,"
we
than
off
worse
The mayor said that the real difficulty always have come through. Cosse through den, and Standish Wilcox, one of the
mayOr's secretaries.
in the present drive "is that generous this time."
Plans were discussed for a presentamen and women have passed the exwas introduced by Louis tion of "The Miracle" at the Garden
Curley
Mayor
giving"
the
of
matter
in
point
haustion
E. Kirstein, president of the Associated
in March for the benefit of the unemand that many contributors in former Jewish Philanthropies, who characterized ployed.
Mr. (lest made this offer a
Years RIP themselves applicants for aid
great
and
lmonth
administrator
the
"a
ago.
mayor
as
today. He told of one maul whose inhigher
to
go
office
executive,"
qualified
to
$25,000
for
annually
come had been
in the public service. Other speakers inthirty yeare, ;legging him for a $20 a
of
illustration
the charts, A cluded Henry Penn, chairman of the cam.
an
‘vesk .ish, as
paign committee, and Judge Jacob J.
wrought by the economic depression.
Roxbury District Court.
''The situation ta irlOre serious than we Kaplan of the
Albert A. Ginsberg, president of Beth
imagine," the mayor said. PThere are sweat
T-itestroital. ereseged-

Mayor Appeals for

J

EXTRA COM.' crrear
The site for the $1,000,000 girls'
high school has been a moot point
for many months. One faction
site
favors the Me ing House Hill
in
while the other favors location
the "rove Hall section.
mobitterly assailed the
th • f Viii am J. Paul, moderator
meeting, and Patrick
nir!'
0;
,,resident of the DorHe
Lard of Trade.
:the'
.hey were financially in:harp
the
-.* ate.. 'n "rl 'Ong over"
aeeting House Hill sit,
would cost
He pointed out tha
ledge
;400.000 to Mast av)ay the rock site
•
in the A"..eet...g House Hill new
foundation for a
?Tr •
.0
he said,
ienool. un the other hand,
immediately
milding could start
)n the Grove Hall site.

Mayor James M. Curley is shown as he -sented the last of his famous blackthorn sticli
aiding drive
to Commander Frederick L. Wheeler, blind, who is
what His
Wonder
Yard.
Navy
the
of
closing
the
to prevent
now.
Honor will present distinZhished visitors

All Gone!

THOUSANDS TO VISIT
NAVY YARD TODAY
Sea Force to Be 'At Home' ti
Public—Schools Will Also
Observe Day
, With fighting ships in full dress colors, dress parades and addresses. Na
day will be celebrated today at th(
Boston navy yard, Charlestown.
Thousands more than usual are expected to visit the navy yard to inopect its ships and facilities because of
an aroused public interest caused by the
announcement of the yard's possible
closing to meet government economy
plans.
The navy will be "at home" to the
, • - trilbies will
publ'— t the pixel
...scut the
r...,,Lued to escort
yard and aboard ships to point out the
work the navy is doing here.
Navy day will also be observed in
;chools where patriotic exercises will be
tbe history and achievements
hell
y are recalled
of t
oclamation issu..a7, yesterday,
LL
ey urged citizens to display
Mayo'
flags from homes and business establishments as he directed the flying of
flags from all schools and' municipal
rmildinan

tc.) /64213,
MEPAHEPS Jr 13
GROUPS AT
I\ HAG

CHREATENED, HE SAYS
ConnolLyons also charged that
rewith
him
threatened
ly had
opposition.
prisals because of his
presiHe said the board of trade 100,dent had threatened to send
to voters tc defeat
000 poste
him.
He as ertedit the e.''.e school
a cxcept
committee wali with
rted
Chairman Harley, '
in
from the original plat, •
•
Grove Hall.
ite
ant"
He insisted that r
were selected, a year w•, ..d be
wasted in taking land and ; tat it
would be another year before cm
structiton would be started. He
pointed out that Mayor Curley was
aware of the situation and wac interested in getting C011S11 action
started immediately.
explained
Connolly
President
from the floor that he could not
enter any political controversy be
cause of his duties as superin
ent of the Uphams Corner post
office branch. He insisted, hot.
ever, that the interests of his five
children allwed him to work for
the new high school.

DENIES THREATS
He denied the reprisal threats
credited to him by Lyons. Rega"ing the Meeting House Hill site, le
pointed out that of the nine acr.
eight and one-hal: have been fuhy
or Irried. Only one-half acre won
c.vered with rock formation, h
said.
Paul, wl.o
direct.y behind
Lyors during the latter's bittc, stfrom
tack
the
-nade no
platform,
Members of 13 Dorchester
reply.
civic orgalLizations will go in a School Comm],
Chairrmin Jobody today to tl.e spec'Pl City seph Hurley r 1. ted that he had
originally favored the Grove Hall
Council meeting, at whic., a site. He said this WAS more than
three years ago when he underhearing on a bond issue for the stood that till
for accommnRoxbury ant
new Dorchester Girls' high qations was ,e
slight in
.
it He saidDorchest.
school will be held, to pr
that since that time the
han increased in Dorchester
against the site selected at need
and he feels that till) new -cirls'
high school should be centrahy loGrove Hall.
This action results from a unani- cated. For that reason he said, he
turned to the Meeting House Hill
nous vote taken at the "town site as being more
favorable
school,
'fleeting" at the Mather
)orchester, last night., where School
Committeeman Joseph B. Lyons
oitterly attacked two Dorchester
men, charging colossal "land grab"
was behind their attempts to force
build the new
the committee
school in the Meeting House Hill
section.

'Land Grab' Atter-Dt Charged
by Lyons i Defense of
Groe Hall Site
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• CURLEY SPEAKS
AT EXERCISES

Mayor Ctirley spoke to about 400C
persons gathered 10 front of the site
of the new Paramount-Publix "Par.
amount" Theater after the laying 01
the cornerstone late yesi.trday.
The mayor praised the officials n.
the ''aramount-Publix Curporatior
for their courage in VipendinF
money and giving employment tc
hundreds at the present time. IL
statf.:(1 that if every corporation is
America would use thp same math
ods depression would be a thing 01
the past. He was cheered to as
echo.
Traffic was held up for nearly ax
hour during the ceremoi.ies. Mayo]
Curley was humorously inclined ai
Lie took the trow. in hand and Ce
"firmer.
monted a zinc box in
ne—the box containel the fronl
pages of all the Boston newspapers
autographed photographs of Mayoi
Curley, General ManaE r M. .7
Mullin, Assistant General Manage]
Ralph Branton and Dibt..ct Manta.
ger Edward Zorn. also a ph,,tograpb
of the New York Paramount
Theater.

FLAGS TO BE GIN EN
MARY CURLEY SCHOOL
Patriotic and Civic League
To Present Them Tomorrow

Women's

United States and state flags for the
Mary E. Curley school in Jamaica Plain
and flags for each of the 40 classrooms
will be presented as tributes to departed members of Mayor Curley's family and others to be similarly honored
in exercises to be held at the school
tomorrow morning by the Women's
Patriotic and Civic League.
Mayor Curley, his daughter, Miss Mary
MAYOR CURLE'
Curley, and members of the school board
Mayor Curley took time Off from his official duties yesterday
will accept the flags for the school.
Mrs. Mary MacNeill, president of the
to lay the corner stone for the new Paramount-Publix Theaters
I league, will present the large state school
Corp. Paramount Theater, located on the site of the cid Adams
flag in honor of Mayor Curley, and
Miss Margaret Ford will present the
House. (Staff p' to.)
school American flag in memory of Mrs.
Curley.
Flags will also be presented in mem- -V-R A t—D
0
ory of James M. Curley , Jr., by Mrs.
Michael Sullivan, wife of Judge SulliCORNERSTONE LAID
van; in memory of Donald Pidgeon son
E
THEATR
of Mrs. Elizabeth W. Pidgeon of the
FOR NEW
board, and of James McGrath,
school
at
yesterday
presided
Curley
Mayor
nephew of the schoolmister Of the Mary
the
of
cornerstone
the
school.
the laying of
Because of the recent fire at the Per- E. Curley
Theatre being
New Paramount-Publix
the South Boston
clubhouse,
post
kins
Adams
built on the site of the old
Citizens Association will hold its 50tn
The theatre, which will be completed
anniversary celebration at the municichain
the
in
161st
the
is
early in 1932,
South Boston,
New England. It pal building. Broadway,
of Publix ,theatrza in
ma Thursday evening.
repre150
It is expected that Mayor Curley
will seat 2300 persons. About
A nd Gov. Ely will address the gather
sentatives of Publix theatres were prescornerthe
Within
ng.
ent at the ceremony. signed and dated
There will be other prominent speakstone were placed
J.
M.
Curley,
Mayor
including Congressman John Mcsr's,
of
photographs
theof Publix
Dist.-Atty. William J. Foley,
Mullin, general manager other theatre 3ormick.
;Ire Commissioner Edward F. McLaughatres in New England, and
Edward
P. Barry, one of the
and
in,
officials.
)14st presidents of the organization.
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WILL CELEBRATE
IN SOUTH BOSTON
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Lays Cornerstone of New MOVIES TO
Paramount Theatre HELP POOR
OF BOSTON

-

Special Performances
in All Hub Houses
Nov. 20
The entire proceeds of an extra
performance in every motion picture theatre in the city on 1,riday,
Nov. 20, will be turned over to the
Boston Public Welfare department
for the relief of the poor and unemployed here this winter.
A RRANOE PERFORMANCES
Arrangements for the benefit performances were made yesterday at
conference at City Hall between aMay
or
Curley and leaders of the motion
picture industry here. Present at the conference were J..1. McGuinness, Maur
Wolf, Harry McDonald, Al Some ice
Victor J. Morris and G. Ralph Branrby,
ton.
LAVING CORNERSTO
• i Mayor Curley issued a modal appe
NE Cr NEW PARAMOUNT THE
to the ....oh. or 'Brixton to 'attend al
ATRE
Mayor Curley, at right, surr
the
ounded by officials of the Paramoun
special performances at
Corporation as he officiated
t-Po
theatres
at cerenIonics laying the cornerstone lffiX which will be held in addithe
tion
of
to
th4
the
new Paramount Theatre, on Washin
regular performances.
gton street.
, "If everyone," said the
Mayo
t In the party of Putoix
particularly those who have r, ''and
offic
Excitement ran riot
refrained
Washington ing the event were Districtials attend- from attending a nioYlon picture
street yesterday at 2 p. on
Mana
show
gers
AV.
and
m.
spra
whe
thos
gg,
n
e
May
who
Char
or
les
have
Branham, Myron one,
never attended
Curley spoke to abou
Shellman, Harry Wasser
will take this opportunity
man, Advertis- the mem
gathered in front of the tsite4000 persons ing Man
ager Francis McM
of the new
bers of their famil:ee ^ to give
Paramount Publig "Pa
s, Division taking the
treat by
ount" The- Manager Edward Cuddy;anu
m to a moti
Hen
atre, the occasion beingram
ry
Tayl
or,
manager Metropolitan
on this particular occaon picture show
the
layi
ng
of
sion, they will
Theatre; Albert not only
the cornerstone of the latest
addition to Fowler, Jr., manager Uptown
be bringing joy into the
the Paramount holdings
hearts
New Eng- George Laby, manager Olympia Theatre; of their own families but chee
land, Mayor Curley mincin
Thea
r and
tre, gladness into the
ed no words and many others.
hearts of those who
when he praised the offic
have, duri
ials of thel Representatives of every
Paramount Publix Corp
paper in walking .inng the last two years, been
ion for their Greater Boston were present.
the shadow of adversit
bravery and nerve In orat
y."
pres
ent
time
s in
spending money and giving
emp
loy
men
t
to hundreds. The Mayor stat
every corporation in America ed that if
the same stragetic methods,woyld use
(,3/
as (Replayed in the erection of the
mount Theatre here, depressinew Para- I CURLEY GIVES WHEELER
on would
be a thing of the past. He
BLACKTHORN STICK NO NEED OF APPREHENSION
was cheered
to the echo.
Frederick L. Wheeler
OVER NAVY YARD CLOSIN
Traffic was held up for near
ly an hour well-known enthusiast foroftheBoston, There
G
during the ceremonies.
it; no need of
navy
Mayor Curley and army, New England
apprehension
was humorously inclined as
repr
over
esen
tathe
tive
of
he
clos
the
ing of the Navy
North Sea Mine Sweepers
trowel in hand and cemented took the Associat
Yard in
' Charlestown
ion and New Engl
at this time, accordin
in the corner stone—the box a zinc box ganizer
and org to
of
cont
a
aine
cam
d
a
pai
lett
gn to prevent reer received today
the front. pages of all the Bost
ion of navy personne
by Henry I.
papers, autographed phot on news- duct
l. yesterday Harriman, chairm
was
ogra
hono
phs
en
red
of the L trustees,
of
by Mayor
Mayor Curley, General Manage
from Secretary of the
The Mayor presented toCurley.
r M. J.
Mullin, Assistan t General
Mr Wheeler,
Navy Charles
Ralph Branton and District Manager , who is blind, a blackthorn stick from Francis Adams,
Mr Harriman inManager' Ireland.
Encircling the stick is
form
Edward Zorn, also a photograph
ed
Mayor Curley today of
a
d silver hand,
the reNew York Paramount Theatre. of the broa
ribed, "To ceipt of the letter.
Frederick L. Wheeler,inac
The
The New Paramount is slated
by
the
city
comm
unication elan said that
of
on, Hon James M. Curley,
the
the most luxurious in New Englandto be Bost
Secr
etary of the NAVy
Mayor."
In making the presenta
believes that
of an entirely new type in entertai and Curl
tion Mayor it is inadvisable at this
ey said he did
time for a
nment
palaces. 'The opening date
has not been Navy Day because so on the eve of committee from Boston to call on Prem.
definitely set, but it is eagerly
of the contribution ident Hoover. The appr
opri
of
ation bill,
Mr Wheeler and his family
Mr Harriman la informed
by New England theatre-goers. awaited coun
. will not be
try since the birth of the to the made np
The ceremonies were under the
tor inother, mopt.4.
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•
on
dirgedoll of Division Publictty Dire,
Harry
Browning and District Publicit•for
y
Dire
ctor
Harry Brown, Jr.
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CURLEY URGES NAVY LAST RITESMr'
C.F D.BELDEN
DAY OBSERVANCE
Mayor Curley's Navy Day Proclamation follows:
"With the approval of the President
and the United States Navy Department, the United States Navy League
has designated Oct 27, 1931, as Navy
Day, and asks the cooperation of the
country at large in making the celebration successful and fruitful of results.
"This request makes a special and
powerful appeal to Massachusetts.
which is know- the world over, eve!
since the early days of our country,
for her supremacy on the sea. If yoi
seek the causes of the riches of so
many of the old families orMassachusetts, and Boston in particular, you
will find they lie in the wealth of
shipping, in
which
Massachusetts
gloried for generations. Boston sent
her vessels to every port in the world,
and her name became a commonplace
wherever industry
and commerce
reached a high level.
"Time was when certain families of
Boston, still surviving, had a vessel
on the ocean for every day in the
year, and their descendants have
maintained a position in the business
world, the stimulus to which was
given by the interest which the ancester took in shipping as a means of
enriching, not only Boston, but the
entire Atlantic coast, giving it a reputation which survives even to today.
In these days when our chief interest
ie the development of the Port of
Boston, it is particularly fitting that
we celebrate Na" Day. It will give
an urge to the movement of the return
to her earlier shipping activity, if we
recall the past and review it with
the pride to which it is entitled.

Navy's Romantic Story

•

"The story of the Navy of the United
!States is so interesting as to be almost rcmantic. Who does not know
the names of Paul Jones, Commodore
Jack Barry, and O'Brien of Machias,
who, by their high moral courage,
championed the cause of the colonists,
and challenged the mighty Navy of
the greatest Naval Power on the face
of the earth?
"The War of 1812 was fought very
largely on the seas, and the names oi
Stewart, Lawrence, Perry and McDonough are held in highest esteem
wherever Naval heroes are mentioned
in history.
"But the one vessel that stands out
in the War of 1812, as all the world
knows, is the frigate Constitution,
built here in Boston. Every child
knows the story of her fight with the
Guerriere, and how the American
marine made the British man 3f war
strike her colors.
"The Constitution never met with a.

defeat, and her story continues to be
lovingly told to generation after gen.
oration. Oliver Wendell Holmes, wher
it was proposed to send her to thc
scrap heap as having finished her work
summed up the indignation of the entire people by writing 'Old Ironsidese
and thus this glory of the sees was
saved. Her history was not forgotten.
Time and again movements were made
for her reconditioning, and now we
find the old Constitution appearing in
harbor after harbor, in a country
which, in the early days, she did so
much to save.
"All through her history the Navy
has maintained the same glorious record and, in the Civil War, the names
of Farragut, Porter and Winslow challenge comparison for the victories that
they gained with those of Grant, Sheridan, Thomas, McClellan and Sherman."

Asks General Celebration
"In 1898, Sampson and Schley gave
added luster to the Navy. But what
shall we say to the almost miraculous
achievement of the Navy in the Great
World War? The Attlee Powers had
their backs to the wall, and uttered an
almost despairleg cry to America to
come and save them from destruction.
"Troops had to be moved across the
Atlantic Ocean, and the United States
Navy was not found wanting to the
accomplishment of perheps the greatest achievement registered in the history of warfare.
As a result, the
Allied Powers took courage, their
morale was restored, they assumed
again the will to victery, and finally
triumphed in the greatest of all wars.
This must be considered the greatest
triumph ever achieved by any navy.
"Shall we be less appreciative of the
work of our Navy than those who
have gone before? Shalt we not, In the
schools and at our firesides, tell again
the story of the achievement of the
American Navy? Shall we not take
pride in the work which she has done,
side by side with the Army, to guarantee to its protection in peace and in
war? Shall we not exhibit to the world
a fine example of a lust appreciation
of a service that ha* never looked
back, but whose watchword from the
very beginning has been forward?
"As Mayor of Boston, I ask the
citizenship to observe Tuesday, Oct 27,
1931. as Navy Day, and I urge them
to fly the Stars and Stripes, in honor
of the day, from their homes and
buildings and, by virtue of the
authority vested in me. I direct American flags to be raised over every
schoolhouse and public building in Boston, and I urge that suitable patriotic
exercises be observed in the schools,
public and private, in commemoration
of the American Navy and its achievements in war and peace."

fficia1s. Literary
City
Leaders Pay Tribute
to Librarian

City officials. representatives of the
literary world, delegates from the Messechusetts bar and many others toaay
paid final tribute to Charles F. D. Belden, librarian for quarter of a century
at the Boston Public Library, who died
suddenly in Pittsfield aSterday.
Services were held in th'e First Parish
Unitarian Church, Jamaica Plain. The
Rev. Frank 0. Holmes, pastor of the
church, officiated.
The services included reading of the psalms and the
singing by the church choir of "Souls
of the Righteous" elle "0 Lord of Life.''
Benediction was said by the pasotr.
Among those present were Mayor
Curley, Judge Frank Leveroni, City Collector William M. MeMorrow and Capt.
Joseph Harriman (retired) of the Boston police department.
Honorary pall-bearers were: Louis E.
Kii stein. chairman of • the board of
trusters. Roston Public Library; Frank
W. Buxton. John L. Hall. Ellery Sedgwick, trustee; Gordon Abbot, Judge
Michael Murray, former trustee: Edwin
H. Redstone. librarian of the Massachileetes state library and member of
ti'. Mas'achusetts board of library corn- r
Wiesioners; Payson Smith, state cornlinissioner of education; F. W. Faxon,;
president of the 'Massachusetts Library
Club; Charles K. Bolton. librarian of
the Boston Athenaeum; Andrew Keogh,
librarian of Yale University: Robert K.1
Blake. director of the Widener Library
of Harvard University; Charles R.
Green, librarian of Jones, Library.;
Amherst; Robert K. Shaw, librarian of
the Worcester Public Library: John A.
Lowe libearian of the Brooklyn. N. Y.,
Public Library; Charles W. Blood.
The standing parish committee, of
which 'ker. Belden was a member, was
represeated biy Charles P. Dillaby. Mrs.
Charles H. Adams. Mrs. Franklin G.
Balch alle1 Edward H. Gleason.
The reatral and branch libraries of
the city were closed from 11:30 to 1,
during the funeral services.
Delegation from the Massachusetts
Bar Association:
Frank W. Grinnell. secretary; Henry
A. Wyman..Philip Nichols, Guy A. Holliday. Francis J. Murray.
The ushers were Henry S. Adams, Dr.
Franklin C. Balch, Charles C. Dillaby,
Horace Guild. Bert E. Holland. Henry
II Putnam, Thomas G. Rees, Robert B.
Stone.
The body Alia cremated at Forest
Hills.

OUTPOURtNr
MAYOR HITS NAVY ! !LARGE
AT MANN FUNERAL
DAY INSTRUCTIONS

State, City Officials Are
Among Those Attending

Curley Denounces Request to
Avoid Controversy, Assails
Disarmament Programs
Exposing the secret instructions
given by the Navy League to all
"Navy Day" speakers to avoid controversial Naval subjects such as maintenance and appropriation programs
and discuss only topics relating to the
history and purpose of the Navy,
Mayor James M. Curley, opening the
Boston observance over station WAAB
last night, made a fiery attack on
those people who would consider it
distasteful to advocate an adequate
National defense.
Mayor Curley's attack came after he
had finished one-third of a prepared
talk on the meaning of Navy Day in
vthich he had carefully refrained from
discussing the forbidden subjects. Sitting at the microphone at the studic
at the Hotel Buckminster, he cast
aside his written talk and launched
into criticism of people who would reduce the Navy to a mere skeleton and
almost forced the Navy Yard band,
sitting with him in the studio, to break
Into cheers.

Criticizes Instructions
After referring to the part the Navy
has played in the history of Massachusetts, he told of instructions Irom
Walter Bruce Howe, national chairman for Navy Day, that Navy Day
speakers, whether civilians or officers,
be asked to avoid Naval topics which
are or may become controversial. "For
example, the instructions read," he
said, "'avoid such topics as treaty
ratios, building programs, maintenance and appropriations therefor, and
select topics relating to history, traditions and purpose of the Navy, the
Merchant Marine and the overseas
commerce 01 the United States.'"
Mayor Curley, mentioning Mr Howe
by name, paid his respects by asking
over the radio:
"How much better if we were told
to give a discussion of the cultivation
of the silk worm in Chins or a 'alk
on millinery and let a;one the question of national defense.
"Everything America has and hope
to have may be treed to the United
States Navy."

Comment on the Constitution
Mayor Curley recalled that only a

short time ago when the U S S Frigate
Constitution WEL sreconditioned at the
Charlestown Navy Yard and was declared ready for a trip to the vario•
ports, and he remarked that "in the
policy of disarmament that is in the
minds of many in America, the time
might come when the old Constitution
might be the leading fighting ship of
the American Navy."
"I wonder If that prophesy is coming
true," the Mayor asked.
"It appears distasteful to discuss the
question of adequate National De"Yet it was the
fense," he said.
courage and daring that enabled
Americans to build out of nothing a
fighting fleet that has shed lustre and
glory on America."
"I hope the day never comes." he
said, "when it is considered an °Rena*
to pay homage to makers of history od
the character that will safeguard conditions of happiness and security that
we have simply become custodian*
of."

Points to Russian Menace
Paying compliment to the progreas!
made by the Merchant Marine since
the war, Mayor Curley said that pa
long as America is engaged in this
work without adequate protection, just
so long is there menace to peace and
harmony for the American people. He
said the only way commerce can be
carried on is through the protection!
furnished by the American Navy.
thereby safeguarding the rights al
American ships.
The Mayor picked up a. clipping hen*
the London Daily Mail referring Se
Stalin of Russia, and discussed the
five-year program there which h*
said. means 17,000,000 armed and
trained men in five years.
He said that we all want universal
disarmament, but declared that as 1°^41
as such a threat remains in the world
there is no way to justify any dimarmament of the United States Navy
or Army.
He also declared that there ahould
be no limitation of discussion to the
Merchant Marine and its cargoes en
pant history when such a situation
faces the world.
"It is time for the people of America
to take stock," he said, "and take
more pride in the achievement oft
naval heroes."

Funeral services for court officer
Thomas P. McMann of 37 Romsey at.
Dorchester, took place this morning at
St William's Church, Dorchester av,
Dorchester. There was a solemn high
mass of requiem at 10 o'clock with Rev
Daniel J. Murphy, pastor, as celebrant;
Rev Edward I. O'Brien as deacon: Res:
Michael J. Tonra as subdeacon
Rev William Long as master of ceremonies.
The music was under the direction
of Miss Daisy G. Griffin, organist, with
James J. Herrick, tenor; and Mrs
Stephen O'Neill, soprano, as soloists.
Griffin's requiem was sung. At the end
of the mass, Mr Herrick sang "Miseremini Mei."
The church was thronged with court
officers, Federal, State and city officials
end numerous relatives and friends.
There were many floral tributes.
The active pallbearers were H H.
Hill, Thomas F. Lyden, Frank Trainor, Herbert J. Tabor, Henry A. Drury
and Ex-Representative James F. Kenney.
The honorary pallbearers were slx
uniformed Superior Court officers, Edward M. Shay, Edward P. Ryan, Andrew J. Crotty. Hugh H. Garritsf, Edward H. McCorkle and Joseph E McNamara.
The escort comprised a delegatim. of
20 men from the Tammany Club of ,
Roxbury, headed by Mayor James M.
Curley and Pres Daniel J. Gillen; and
20 mei. from the St Margaret's Ush• ss'
Club, headed by Congressman Jolla W.
McCormack and George H. Murray,
The ushers were James Cassidy,
James J. Murphy, Joseph F. Crawford,
Thomas J. Mahoney, Patrick J. Drislane and attorney James J. Cody,
For many years "Big Tom" McMann was a prominent figure in the
political life of Boston and was a first
lieutenant of Mayor Curley in ell his
campaigns.
This morning there was a large outpouring of his friends including Sheriff
John A. Keliher, Park Commissioner
William P. Long, Ex-City Trees John
J. Curley, Supt of Police Michael H.
Crowley, Chief Inspector John J. Crowley of the Paving DIvieicn, Supt of
Supplies Philip Chapman, City Collector William M. McMorrow, Ex -Fire
Commissioner Theodore A. Glynn, Dr
John F. H. Connors, Chairman
Joseph
.T, Hurley of the School
Committee,
Ex-Representative
Joseph
Leonard,
Supreme Court officer Mirtutel H.
King,
Representative Peter Fitzgerald, Copt
John T. Crowley of the Army Air Service, Deputy Building Commissioner
Joseph Cahill, Past
Grand
Knight
Thomas F. Phelan of Rose Croix
Council, K. of C.: Mel Eastman, Representative Lawrence Sullivan, Deputy Collector Joseph .1. Flynn, Ex-Representative Leo F. McCullough, 1x-City
councilor Is MPS Purcell,Ex-Representalive Maurice J. Tobin, William C.
Wall and Dr Charles Pt, Mackey.
Burial was in Calvary Compf or's.
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MAN STRIKES
SENATOR MIN
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The man then struck senator (inn,
who returned it. Before the contest
could proceed far, Councilor Norton
separated the men while Commissioner
O'Callaghan was making his threat to
call the police. The matter was then
In tpii

inner

vilenmont

GAs CO To GET
BIG ABATEMEN1
•

/

Threat to Call Police Ends
Battle

FINAL TRIBUTE PAID
CHARLES 'ELDEN

State Board of Tax Appeal
Alloys:Alice May Total
$2,500,000

Blows today were exchanged for the
first time at a hearing before the
Street Commissioners and peace wee
not restored until Commissioner John City Officials at Bites for
O'Callaghan threatened to call in the
Librarian
police. The Council fight in Ward IS,
between Councilor Clement A. Norton
and James A. (Jerry) Watson. One of
City officials, representatives of the
Norton's opponents, precipitated the literary world, delegates from the Massarow today, that ended with Senator chusetts bar and many others yesterday
Max Olin being struck by a man in paid final tribute to Charles F. D. Belthe audience, who in turn was replid den, librarian for quarter of a century
by Senator Ulin. Counciior Norton at the Boston Public Library. who died
concluded his part in the affair by suddenly in Pittsfield Saturday.
Services were held in the First Parish
challenging Mayor Curley to discuss
Unitarian Church, Jamaica Plain. The
city affairs at the Boston Garden.
The cause of the trouble was alleged Rev. Frank O. Holmes. pastor of the
The services inlack of attention by Councilor Norton church, officiated.
in filing a petition for the laying out cluded reading of the psalms and the
and construction of Rutledge road, singing by the church choir of "Souls
Hyde Park. from Wood av to Ralston of the Righteous" and "0 Lord of Life."
road, and the renaming of the street Benediction was said by the pastor.
Among those present were Mayor
Taunton ay. Eleven hearings were
scheduled on streets and the Board of Curtsy. Judge Frank Leveroni, City ColCapt.
Commissioners had heard the petition lector William M. McMorrow and
for Rutledge road, took the matter Joseph Harriman (retired) of the Bosunder advisement and had proceettsd to ton police department.
Honorary pall-bearers were: Louis E.
other business when Councilor Norton
Kirstein, chairman of the board of
arrived.
Councilor Norton took the floor and trustees, Boston Public Library; Frank
Ellery Scdgproceeded RS if the matter of Rutledge W. Buxton, John L. Hall,
Abbot, Judge
road was still before the commission- wick, trustees; Gordon
Edwin
trustee;
ers. A woman in, the audience inter- Michael Murray, former
Redstone, librarian of the Massarupted and charged that a petition was
library and member of
drawn up a year ago and that Coun- chusetts state tts board of library comcilor Norton was to have filed it, but the Massachuse
missioners; Payson Smith, state comdid not do so, The Councilor insisted missioner of education; F. W. Faxon,
at
the
request
verbal
a
made
he
that
president of the Massachusetts Library
time to Chief Engineer Sullivan and Club; Charles K. Bolton, librarian of
the latter supported Councilor Norton the Boston Athenaeum: Andrew Keogh,
on the point.
librarian of Yale University; Robert E.
Candidate James .A. Watson got into Blake, director of the Widener Library
the
that
claiming
by
the argument
of Harvard University: Charles R.
honor of the petition, etc, was his. Green, librarian of Jones Library,
Councilor Norton made a. derogatory Amherst; Robert K. Shaw, librarian of
characterization of Watson, who re- the Worcester Public Library: John A.
torted In kind and then there was more ; Lows librarian of the Brooklyn, N. Y.,
'Publ.; Library; Charles W. Blood.
lof it.
The standing parish committee, of
which Mr. Belden was A member, was
Challenges Curley to Debate
represented by Charles P. Dillaby. Mrs.
G.
Councilor Norton offered an explana- Charles H. Adams, Mrs. Franklin
the ,Balch and Edward H. Gleason.
tion that he encountered delay on
The central and branch libraries of
matter because Mayor Citrley had been
11:30 to 1,
way so often and also that on appear- the city were closed from
services.
ing at the outer portals of the Mayor's during the funeral the Massachusetts
Delegation from
flice that he failed to he admitted.
de- Bar Association:
The Hyde Park Councilor then
Frank W. Grinnell. secretary; Henry
-titled that he would like to meet
Wyman, Milli) Nichols, Guy A. HolMayor Curley in debate at the Boston A.
liday, Francis J. Murray.
;Arden on the subject of municipal
The ushers were Henry S. Adams. Dr,
i ifs ire.
Franklin C. Balch, Charles C. Dillaby,
Senator Max Olin remarked that. the Horace
Guild. Bert E. Holland. Henry
bearing had developed into a political H. Putnam, Thomas G. Rees, Robert B.
Watson.
and
Norton
between
'Rale
Stone.
rhn latter then charged Senator Olin
The body was cremated at Forest
'with getting the people in this mess'' Hills.
sod the Senator replied that, he was
present in the Interests of the people
was trying to stage
Ind that. Watson
a political rally.
A woman made some remark to
Senator Olin and the latter said:
scala"rhese politicians are a lot ofInstead
wags. They make me sick.
discuss
political
they
of talking streets
the woman
issues.' The husband ofcalled
for an
remark
the
that
insisted
which Senator
a pology to his wife, his remark was
Raid
Ulla denied. He
and not intended
for the politicians
woman.
, for any

MAYOR TO PRESS FOR
ABOLITION OF GROUP
which
The si,..te board of ta, appeals,
mayor
by
cd
,
cri"co
sharply
has been
appelCurley for consistently favoring
Boston aslants frote the judgment of
Consessors, ..as ruled that the Boston
to
entitled
is
Company
Gas
solidated
assessa substantial abatement. (,. the
underment of $24,500,000 levied on
ground pipes and machinery within the
limits of Boston. The abatement may
be as high as $2,500,000.
Official annoutleement of the abatement, described yesterday as so large
that Mayor Curley will renew with
greater vigor his demand for the abo'
lion ,f the board, is expected to be
made ,immediately.
ON $22,000.000 INVENTORY
The assessment which the state boaiu
will place upon the personal property
of the company in Boston is predict'd
to approximate the inventory of $22,000.000 made by an acknowledged national expert in the determination of
the Attie of piping and gas mak:ng
machinery.
City officials have anticipated that
; the state board might take cognizance
of the inventory of the New York expert but hope has been entertained
that the reduction would not be as
heavy as was indicated yesterday,
Mayor Curley yoiced a demand for
the abolition of the state board and
threatened to sponsor a movement at
the next session of the Legislature to
accomplish such a purpose. when the
board recently placed a tax value of
$45.000 on Hanover street. property,
on which representatives of the owners
had set a value of $75.000 before the
assessors proposed an assessment of
$90,000.
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PORRIMr. - Mayor Curley Calls the Turn

OR years the board of fire underwriters, an adjunct to the
fire insurance companies, has been urging cities to increase
their fire-fighting and fire-prevention facilities with the promise
that if the board's suggestions were adopted, reduced rates for
fire insurance would follow.
Every new mayor, every new fire commissioner has listened to this line of talk and most of them have believed it. At
the suggestion of the board, Boston long ago made itself a class
A city. In fact, Boston has followed completely the advice of
the underwriters.
Now Mayor Curley neatly calls the bluff. He demands a
25 per cent. reduction in fire insurance rates. He calls upon
the board to keep its side of the bargain.
No doubt the answer will be that losses are greater. What
in
we are interested in knowing is whether losses are greater
milproportion to tevenue.. Every time Boston spends a few
lions, the fire insurance business profits. We installed a highfor
pressure 'system. We established a two-platoon system
expanded
firemen. We motorized the entire department. We
college.
the fire-prevention bureau. We are reopening the fire
Mayor Curley says we have done everything the underwriter:
have suggested.
It is about time for a showdown.
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LAST TRIBUTE PAID GOOD WILL FLIGHT
CHARLES F. D. BELDEN STARTS HERE TODAY

Flags Presented
to Curley School
This was flag day at the Mary E.
Curley School, .Tarnalca Plain. Patriotic
at
exercises were held in the auditorium
nine o'clock when flag presentations were
made by forty members of the Women's
Patriotic and Civic League, one to each
class room, and the National and State
Macstandards for the stage. Mrs. Mary
Neill, prescient of -the League, presented
the State flag in honor of Mayor Curley:
Miss Margaret Ford presented the American flag in memory of Mrs. Curley; Mrs.
Charles S. Sullivan presented a flag in
memory of James Curley. Jr., and Margaret O'Connell presented a flag in memory of Dorothea. Curley. Mayor Curley
responded to the holm) paid his family
and Superintendent of Schools Jeremiah
E. Burke and Joseph J. Hurley, chairman
of the board, also spoke.

Downtown Route Is
Chosen for Parade
The first down-town routs for r parade since an agreement was reached
between the mayor and the business interests a few months ago was today
selected for the parade of the American
Legion, 5000 strong, on Armistice Day,
Nov. 11. The parade will form on Beacon, Arlington, Marlboro and side streets
and at 9.30 A. M. move up Beacon street,
down School into Washington, thence to
Temple place, Tremont, Boylston and
Charles streets, entering the Common
through the middle gate. Adjutant General John H. Agnew will serve as chief
marshal.
The parade agreement resteicts ioutes
to the retidential districts west and south
of Boylston street, except on Sundays
and holidays. Armistice Day is a legal
holiday, but the stores will be open as
usual, unless action to the contrary is
taken by the Retail Trade Board. ' The
down-town route was granted after numerous conferences, in which Mayo! Curley took part. Protests from the business intcrestm may follow, however.

The first international good-will
Funeral services for Charles F. D. military air mission to leave Boston
Belden, director of the Boston Public will take off from the Boston Airport
Library, who died at Pittsfield Saturthis morning at 10:30 for St Hubert's
day, were held yesterday in the First Airport in Montreal. Seven Army A1
Center
and
Eliot
Church, Unitarian,
Corps Reserve officers and a mechanic,
sts, Jamaica Plain, Hey Frank 0. headed by Capt Joseph A. Wilson,
officer of the Regular
Holmes officiated. There was ft large commanding
Army Air Detachment in Boston, will
attendance of friends and relatives.
comprise the flight. They will fly five
Ushers were Charles P. Dfilaby, Hen- fast observation planes in formation.
HenBalch.
G.
Franklin
They will take with them a -ration
Adams,
ry S.
beans in a therinns
ry H. Putnam, Thomas G. Rees, h.ob- of Boston baked
jug, the present of Mayor Curley to
ert B. Stone, Horace Guil-1 and Judge the Mayor of Montreal. They will
Burke E. Holland.
drop the jug by parachute to the MeProminent among persons vectent Gill University Stadium, where it will
Kireteln,
E.
Louis
Curley,
Mayor
were
be received in Canada by representachairman of the trustees of the Bos- tives of the Mayor of the Canadian
ton Public Library; Ellery Sednviolc, city. These beans ,will later be aucFrank W. Buxton and John L Hull, tioned off at a sale by the Federated
trustees; Robert Shaw. dtrector of the Charities of Montreal.
Worcester Libtary; Frank W Faxon,
Capt "Smoky Joe" Wilson planned
president of the State .1.ibrary Associa- the flight and it has the official sancstate
the
of
Redstone
H
Edward
tion;
tion of the War Department at WashLibrary; Dr Payson Smith, Commis- ington. It will be the final mission
sioner of Education; Chanes R. tireene of the reserve officers now on duty at
of the Jones Library, Amherst; Charles the airport.
K. Bolton of the Boston Atheraeten,1
Three Douglass and two Curtiss
and Robert P. Blake. director of the Falcons will be the planes used in the
Widener Library, Cambridg.
flight, and those flying on the mission
The Massachusetts Bar Association will include, beside Capt Wilson, Mal
was represented by Frank W. Grin- Claude W. Cummings, flight surgeon
nell, secretary; Henry A. Wyman, of the Boston Airport; Lieute Winsor
Philip Nichols, Guy A. Holliday Hr- Harlow, Walter E. Cleveland, Robert
yard Law School, and Francis J. Mur- Fogg, Lyle Churchill, John L. Warnsray.
ley, Maurice J. Connell and George H.
After cremation at the Forest Hills
and air mechanic Charles MerCrematory, burial WAR In Chilmark, Bond
rill.
where Mr Belden made his Summer
The flight will return here either tohome.
morrow or Friday.
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RESIGNATION OF CLARK
ACCEPTED BY CURLEY '
The resignation of B. Preston Clark
of 55 Kilby street as a member of the
board of zoning adjustment was accepted by Mayor Curley, yesterday. He
represented the Associated Industries of
Massachusetts on the board and retired
because of pressure of other duties. His
successor will be chosen by the mayor
from two nominees submitted by the
State orgenization.
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CLARK'S RESIGNATION
ACCEPTED BY MAYOR
The resigns tion of B. Presto.n Clai cc
member of the Board of Zoning
Adjustment was accepted yesterday
by Mayor Curley. Mr Clark represented the Associated Industries of
letassachusettm on the board. In his
letter of resignation he declared that
vets4304 business prevent1 his eonIfeiSalle
& All!kakere
,
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MR HUI
LEAD IN FIGHT
fillf9CITE

time she would have sunk at her
dock," Mr. Fitzgerald said. "She
properly belongs here and she
ought to Ile at the Boston Navy
Yard. The same activities used
to protest the closing of the Navy
Yard ought to be used to bring
hack the Constitution to her
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CURLEY TO AID
JEWISH DRIVE
1 Will Address Luncheon of

rightful place here."
Philanthropies Workers
Already in arms against the sugYard,
Navy
gcstic,n to elmie the
Today
Boston accepted the latest order of
RN a
only
t
Departmen
the Navy
Order to Tie Up Constitutl
challenge to carry on what is now
FUND EXPECTED TO
double-barreled fight.
Which the Children Saved. 21SHIP
AN INSTITUTION.
PASS $310,000 MARK
"Mass meetings should he held
Is Considered "Insult"
at once In every city and town in
Massachusetts to protest against
Immediate, determined aetl, .1 the
Mayor Curley will address the workso-called economy order isPresiers at the campaign luncheon of the
by Massachusetts, starting with sued under the direction of
dent Hoover for the tieing up of
Associated Jewish Philanthropies at
mass meetings "in every city 'Old Ironsides,'" Mayor Curley
headquarters, 36 Summer street, at
an'd town," was urged today by said.
12:30 today. With a record attendance
by
ned
reconditio
"The ship was
patrifor the observance of Mayor's
expected
the
by
d
Iron"Old
contribute
to
Mayor Curley save
money
day, the fund total is expected to go
otic citizens of the United States
frigate,
sides," t h e historic
and the largest portion came from
well over the half-way mark u the
which has been ordered out of New England, where the ship
$615,000 drive.
was built.
The campaign total reached $288,096
commission by the Navy De- "'Old Ironsides' Is an American
should
at the wo:'•ttrs' report, luncheon yesterthat
institution
patriotic
partment and tied up at Wash- he preserved. If economies are
day, at which Sidney Rabinovitz, fad
ington.
to be made they should he made
division commander, presided. The
otherwim; than at the expense of
largest amount turned In by any team
The mayor's condemnation of the patriotism."
was $5958, reported by Edward N.
proposal led a storm of protest
ChaIrmar, Hurley, speaking for
Marcus, captain of the women's wear
puof
parents
and
against
teachers
Enc'snd
New
limits,
over
all
from
team. Other substantial amount': resystem,
school
Boston
the
of
pils
retirement. of the famous ves..el.
ported were by Isaac Kaplan. $31'. • for
reconditioned as the result of a aaid:
the house furnishings division, and
against
protest
vigorously
"We
Boston
the
by
Saxe, $1170 for the shoe tied -eather
campaign started
such action by the govdivision.
Evening American and supported find resist
chilschool
Boston
rhe
Brookline, 1 dighton and Allston dislargely by contributions from this ernment.
dren, 130,000 of them, each contricts, under tl supervision of Mrs. Max
section.
tributed P penny toward refitting
E. Bernkopf, r ,ived first hor'srs in the
the Constitution.
ITS "CHILDREN SHIP."
women's division, reports accounting for
"They did this, not for the imr$1502, practically all of wi icti was in
Much of the needed sum was
hidden
ship
the
cash. The first Roxbury report will be
raised by contributions of a penny pose of baying
, hut that they
neon
made at a luncheon meeting tl
each from school children the na- away somewhere
who folchildren
school
the
and
at the Boston Y. M. H. A., Sea, r street
tion over, and in behalf of the
might see it in its
them
low
Mrs.
Colman
avenue.
and Humboldt
thousands in Boston who thus original form and visualize the
Levin, supervisor, has invited more :Ian
aided the campaign Churman Jo- stirring days the great frigate
100 workers to attend.
seph J. Hurley of the School Corn- passed through."
URGE GREATER SUPPORT
to
m!ttee added a vehement protest
go
lo
scheduled
is
The frigate
against decommissioning the frig- Washington from Baltimore by
Last night Ciov. Ely and Dr. Coarles
F. Wilinsky, dlr .or of Beth Israel Hoss.te.
way of Annapolis on November 8.
pital, speaking o• n* radio station WNAC,
The Governor's Council, in behalf It is to remain there until Novemappealed to the community for greater
of the State government, today tele- ber 12 with a full complement of
of the campaign to assure the
support
graphed to President Hoover and 77 men. On that day the crew
philanthropies reaching its $615,000
Secretary of the Navy Adams an will be reduced to 25 meld and the
during the campaign.
emphatic protest, against the closing vessel tied up until it is decided
More than 250 will attend the second
of the Boston Navy Yard.
what will be done will,
annual bench and bar dinnei at the
The protest was in the form of
The
Hotel
Kenmore at 6:30 tonlgr
resolution, unanimously adopted on
dAt/ji affair is sponsored by the lawy, -s' dimotion of Councillor James H. Bren1
vision of the campaign, of whi•th Cornan of Charlestown.
poration Counsel Samuel Silverman is
Mayor
up
Backs
commander. Samuel Markell captain
SEE JOBLESS CRISIS
Editor:
People's
of the team, will preside ai the dinner
"Such action at this particular
No doubt L. M. Hall of Saugus and at which Louis E. Kin,tein, president,
time would, in our opinloo, he uncampaign chairman,
wise and unwarranted, cousin.;
E. C. Johnson of Watertown, writer! and Henry Penn.
twill be guests. The committee includes
Increased suffering and distress
of Saturday's letters, are two of thf Judges A. E, Pinanski, Elijah AdloW, A.
among innocent dependents of
many who contributed to the upkeep K. Cohen, J. J. Kaplan, Francis Wyner,
Inyal navy yard workers, also
and expenses of Aimee McPhersor, and Philip Rubenstein, Lewis M. Goldthreatening the continued existberg, pubik utilities commissioner. and
Hutton,
ence of an lik•torie 511a.sochtiaetts
Albert A. Oineberg, president of the
and Ne,‘ England institution,"
I don't believe we can class he Beth Israel Hospital.
the Connell resolved.
work with that.01 our Salvation Army,
"It e consider the navy yard inwho live in the poorest of quarters
dispensable to our national dethan expensive hotels.
rather
security."
fense and
Neither do our Salvation Army
Former Mayor John F. Fitzgera ld, w ho, when a Congressman 13 leaders attend the local night clubs
year.; ago, brought about, removal after their day's work.
nf "Old Ironsides" from PortsGood luck to our wide-awake mayor!
mouth back here to the port where
JOE M.
.
Dorchester
a
voiced
also
vigorbuilt,
she was
oos protest.
"If the ship had not been
brought here and repaired at that

OPPOSE NEW
GROVE HALL
HIGH PLANS
Dorchester Folk Insist
on Meeting House
Hill Site

I.

Hurley, through a representative,
recorded in favor of the Meeting
House Hill high school.
The Council's executive committee, at
he close of the hearing, which lasted
aearly three hours, took the matter
under advisement. At any rate, the
matter will not be reported out to the
Council until the orneeting following
Tuesday's election.
ri.S

BELDEN'S ASHES
IN CHILMARK
Burial of Librarian Follows Cremation

Seeking the erection of a new high
school in the Meeting House Hill
section, nearly 100 Dorchester residents yesterday appealed to the City
Council executive committee, in public hearing at City Hall, to block the
appropriation of $920,000 for the
proposed building at Grove Hall.

While the Boston Public Library was
closed as a silent tribute, funeral services for Charles F. D. Belden, director
of the library, were held yesterday at
the First Church, Unitarian, Jamaica
Plain, with many State, city and libraty dignitaries present.
Prominent
persons
present
were
Mayor Curley, Louis E. Kirstein.
chairman of the trustees of the 3toeton
Public Library; Eliery Sedgw, •I/. Frank
W. Buxtrn and John L. Hutt, rusteesio
RUBY FOR OROVE HALL
Frank W. Faxon, president et se State
Of the 20 speakers who addressed the
Library Association; Robe
I'. Blake,
committee, only Councillor Israel Ruby
director of the Widener Liorata, and
5f Ward 14, Dorchester, advocated the
Robert Shaw, director of the Worcester
passage of the $920,000 loan order as ap- Library. The Massachusetts Bar Assoproved by the school authorities and
ciation was represented by Frank W.
Mayor Curley In order to begin immedi- Grinnell, secretary; Henry A. Wyman
,
ate construction work at Grove Hall.
Philip Nichols, Guy A. Holliday, EarAt Grove Hall, he insisted, the city
yard Law School, and Francis J. Muralready owns the site, having spent
ray.
$55,000 for ft three years ago. The
Ushers were Charles P. DIllaby,
school is needed for the pupils of the
Henry S. Adams, Franklin G. Balch,
district, he said, and It is in a. locatio
Henry
H. Putnam, Thomas G. Rees,
n.
with adequate street ear service. ProRobert B. Stone, Horace Guild and
vided the opponents would permit the
Judge Burke E. Holland. Following
starting of work at Grove Hall, he
cremation at Forest Hills Crematory,
said, he would volunteer his 'services In
burial was at Chilmark, Martha's Vinethe drive to obtain the net high school
yard, where Mr. Belden made his st. 1for the Meeting House Thu district.
mer home.
As spokesman for the protestant',
Councillor Francis E. Kelly of Dorchester complained that the Grove Hall site
r-7
ofi-cf/3/
was in the vicinity of apartment houses,
laundries, garages and dangerous traffic
hazards, and urged that the money he
MATUK
transferred to a school in the Meet-1
ing House Hill section,
Mrs. Eleanor Creed L'Ecuyer, who,
ROCKLAND, Oct 27—Mayor lames
with former Representative .1.
M. Curley of Boston was the speaker
Garvey
,
at
Is seeking Kelly's seat in the City Counthe opening session of the Rockcil, elso urged the erection of a war
land Chamber of Commerce at the
high school in her home sectien on
Opera House tonight. There Wats a
large attendance from this and neighMeeting House Hill.
boring towns.
Could Block Loan
Mayor Curley spoke on the work
done to develop the port of Boston
In response to the explanation of
and said a four-day schedule was beChairman Edward M. Gallagher of the
ing contemplated between Boston and
committee, who stated that the Counci
Europe.
had no authority to select rates, tha
He also related the activities cf
duty devolving upon the school author
Boston In relieving unemployment and
ities, State Senator Joseph Finnigan of
the great sums spent for the re11-1
Dorchester declared that eight mer.
of the poor.
hers of the Council could block the
passage of the school loan until the
school officials agreed to place the new
building at Meeting Douse Hill.
Other speakers who opposed the
Greve Hall site were President Patrick
Connelly Of the Dorchester Board of
Trade, William J. Paul, Representatives John P. Mahoney, Marcus J.
Levins and Lewis R. Sullivan, Raymond
P. Delano, Richard F.'. Morgan, Matthew Crehan, Daniel .1. Daily, Jr., Mrs.
William .1. 'Burke, former State Senator Joseph Leonard, Mrs. Patrick
Feeney and others. Chairman Joseph

uutiLtT SPEAKER
AT ROCKLAND SESSION

•

$288,096
TOTAL FOR
TWO DAYS
Jewish Philanthropies'
$615,000 Drive Well
Along
With $288,096 already reported in
the first two days of the $615,000
Associated Jewish Philanthropies'
campaign, this year's drive for the
benefit of the unemployed and the
maintenance of the 19 institutions
and societies affiliated with the organization promises to go down as
one of the most remarkable in the
annals of similar enterprises in this
city, on account of both the effort expended and the circumstances
under
hich it is being conducted.
$26,000 YESTERDAY
More than $26,000 was reported
yesterday at the second meeting of the
campaign workers, held at
headquarters, 36
Summer street.
The largest amount
turned In by any team was ;5958
reported by Edward N. Marcus
, captain of
the women's wear team.
Other substantial amounts announced
were by
Demo Kaplan, $3150 for the
nishings division; Gabriel house fur- I
$1398 for the advertising and M. Stern,
newspaper
team, and $1170 by Myer Saxe
for the
shoe and leather division.
It was announced by
Sidney Thiblne
vita, who presided, that
Brighton and Allston dIstricte,Brookline,
supervision of Mrs. Max E. tinder the
Bernkopf,
had received first honors In
the
division reports, with the sum women's
practically all of which was of $1502
The first Roxbury report will in rash.
he made
at a luncheon meetin
g this noon,
Boston Y. M. H. A. building, at the
street, Roxbury. Mrs. Colema Seaver
n Levin,
supervisor, has Invited more
than 100
workers to attend.

Appeals by Radio
Appeals to the community
port to insure the success of for supthe Phil- l
anthroples' campaign were
broadcast
last evening over Station
WNAC
, by'
Governor Joseph B. Ely and
Dr.
Wilinsky, director of the BethCharles
Israel
Hospital.
Mayor James M. Curley will address
the third workers' report luncheon
to
held this noon at campaign headquz.he
tars on Summer street.
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Flags Presented at Curley School
•

of the Mary E Curley school, Jamaica Plain, today
Presentation of national and state flags to the childre,
McGrath, rresiding officer; Mayor Curley, ant
F.
John
Ford.
Left to right, front row. Mary Curley, Margaret
Rear, Dr. Jeremiah E. Burke, superintendent of Roster
Mrs. Mary E. McNeil, president of the Woman's League.
committee. Th. Women's Patriotic and Civic Leapt(
schools, left. and J. J. Hurley, chairman of the Roston school
in memory of Mrs. Curley, for whom the schoo
flag
national
large
a
,
classroom
each
presented 40 flags, one for
is named, and a state flag, honoring Mayor ('urley.
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the commilisioners.
Blows Struck at • with
Norton resented Watson's claim and
his rival
,_ became more resentful when
Street Hearing
OD accused him of not looking after the inter-

•

Boston Army Planes
Off for Mcntreal

Although low ceiling at Boston and
poor weather reports from along the
route to Montreal forced them to postest S of his ward, especially at the mayor14 pone their start early this morning, five
Boston's lively city council campaign °Mee. Norton asmerted that he had tried Army Air Corps planes took off from
was transferred for a moment or twe ta to see Rho mayor on many occasions, but the Boston Airport at one o'clock this
the office of the street commission today, had not been admitted to the office. afternoon on the first military mission to
during a public hearing on petitions for Harsh words flew thick and fast, each an international point from here. Led
A. Wilson. commandthe laying out and construction of eleven calling the other names. and Norton by Captain Joseph
streets in Hyde Park, Dorchester, West offering to dehatts. municipal questions ing officer ot the Boston detachment, the
over the city before
high
flew
n
Garden.
formatio
Roxbury and Brighton. The hearing with Mayor Curley at the Boston
its course to Montreal. BurlingHardly Iv .i this rumpus ceased, the setting
room was crowded and political feeling
at each other ton rind Montpelier, Vt., weather stations
ran high, especially over the question of contestants glaring wildly
reported driving rain at those points at
constructing Rutledge road; Hyde Park,jover the long table, when Senator Max
to speak only an early hour today, but the weathe
from Wood avenue to Ralston road, with Olin of Dorchester started
cleared sufficiently by noon to permit the
to he confronted by Watson with the
the name of Taunton avenue.
into this." flight to take off after a few hours' delay,
Fun started when Councilor Clement E. words. "You got the people
crisply in' When they reach Montreal, Captain
Norton, arriving late, began a eperrh in When a Hyde Park resident turned and Wilson will signal for the formation
he
sit,
to
the
senator
by
author!.
action
e
the
immediat
vited
favor of
"these politicians are a break and land at the St. litthert's Air
ties. Immediately he was upbraided by remarked that
no had port while he takes his high-powered
s." The man
of
scalawag
him
negaccused
of
who
lot
women
several
senator to sit, then invited servation ship over the park near t
leeting to file a tetition, numerously invited the
Stadium. Representatives
Norton replied him to apologize, quickly enforcing the
signed, months ago. Mr.
the Federated Charities of IVIontres3
seen the chief . invitation with a blow of his fist. The he
at the park for Ce.,Ptato
wafting
that he had Personally
nt about i senator replied in kind and all was con- son to drop a thermos bottle contain
engineer of the street departme
John .1. O'Caloner
Commissi
ng
obligehis
fusion.
dischargi
a quart of Boston baked beans, that we
the street, thus
At that point, Mr. Inghan,*ho was presiding, threatened so sent to the airport from Mayor Carle
lion to the residents.
for the pollee and (deer the room, office thal morning. /f weather paortnt
send
in
seat
the
council
for
rival
Norton's
in a few moments the hearing was the formation will return to Bostott
Ward IR, James A. Watson. claimed the but
• esum •
•e
.
r
.r
c
a
w
for
credit
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FLAGS GIVEN TO MARY E. CURLEY SCHOOL
DR. J. E. BURKE

JOHN F. McGRATH
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MISS MARY CURLEY

MISS MARGARET FORD

In the presence of hundreds of students at
the new high school in Jamaica Plain, Mrs.
Mary E. McNeil, president of the Women's
Patriotic and Civic League, today presented

42 RES GIVEN
NEW SCHOOL

With tears coursing his cheeks
as he referred to -his wife, Mayor
Curley,speaking today at. the new
Mary E. Curley School in Jamaica
Plain, named in her memory,
urged the 'hundreds of pupils assembled in the hall to respect and
obey their mothers.
The mayor was one of the speakers at exercises in connection with
acceptance by school officials of 42
American flags and one State flag,
presented by the Women's Patriotic Civic League.
One flag will be displayed in each
room of the new school in Center
st., and the other American flag
and the State flag will fly from the
school staff.
"The flag," said Mayor Curley,
"symbolizes everything worthwhile in the life of a nation. My
beloved wife always taught her
children to respect the flag as
they would respect her.
.
.

MAYOR CURLEY

MARY E. McNEIL

42 American flags and one state emblem. The
flags were accepted for the city by Headmaster John F. McGrath. Mayor Curley spoke
to the pupils. (Staff photo.)

"That brings to my mind to
nay to you children that you
should always respect and °hew
your parents, especially your
mothers, who are not always left
with you long enough."

; 6/)-11.31
lea Given in Honor

of Master McGrath
At the Mary E. Curley School, Jamaica
Plain, an Informal afternoon tea was today held in the library which was decorated with autumn foliage and chrYsart•
themums. The faculty presented to the
master. .John F. McGrath, a leather and
onyx desk set, and Mrs. McGrath was
presented a bouquet of Talisman roses.
Mr. McGrath, the first master of the
Mary E. Curley School, is a grada.ute
of the Bridgewater Normal School,
and
began his teaching career in the Natick
High School. He was „npointed subtria2A.
ter at the Bigelow School. Boston, where
he inuchl for vix years. then
becalue
master of the Eliot Sehool, where
he
remained twenty years, transferring to,
the Michelangelo School, where be
was
master live years. Ile has always been
greatly interested in teaching methods
and is the originator of the "sense
method" in teaching the social subjects.

,JEWISH FUND DRIVE
AT $321,980 MARK
$33,535 Raised in Day
Mayor
Curley Speaks at Workers' Luncheon

tnan usual at this time of the year,
and no one wants to leave it. There,
are 12.080 patients in the City Hospital,.
This is more than we have ever had
before. I have no doubt that one out
rif every 20 is there with self-inflicted
wounds. They break an arm or a leg,
slash an arm or leg, to get food and
a place to sleep.
-Lauds Jewish Trails
"You come from a race ,that ha*
demonstrated greater tenacity and
greater cohesion and greater patience
and greater willingness to suffer for
Ideals than any race in the world. You
are too proud to beg, to go out and
stand on the street corners and ask
for alms. But if you cannot get work,
and it is against your tradition to
beg, of course, then it is clearly the
duty of every man in the race to go
to the limit to help keep the honor and
dignity of the race preserved.
"We have a courageous outlook, but
how about the fellow who has no
friends, no strength, no health and
no opportunities? The fellow that is
j reaching ,down there and asking you
to give him a helping hand? Are you
going to help him or are you going
to step on his fingers? Are you going
to come through? Make good now."

PARADE PLANS MADE
FOR ARMISTICE DAY
Marchers to Takc Part in
Exercises on Common

ZAINO TEAM CAPTAIN RECEIVES FIRST RETURNS IN JEWISH PHILANTHROPIES DRIVE. HERBERT KRAMER OF N. SALLINGER, & CO (SEATED)
SURROUNDED BY MEMBERS OF HIS TEAM.
Lett to Richt, standiny—Georye Sillon. Albert M. Stone, Milhender Radio ComriallY: Ernest it, Robinson. Dewey Radio Company: Joseph Milhender. first lieutenant
of the Radio team. and Sidney Goldstein, Standard Stores.
The third mid-day luncheon of the
workers in the Associated Jewish
PhilanthropMs campaign for 8815,000
was held yesterday at the campaign
headquarters, 38 Summer at. The report of the team captains showed the
subscriptions for the day of $33,535,
making the grand total to date 1321,1t80,
over one-half of the total sum desired. It was also reported that a
very large percentage of the subscriptions received since yesterday
were in cash.
The meeting was opened by Arthur
C. Stern, one of the co-chairmen of
the campaign, who pleaded f,.r greater
declaring it was very
cooperation
necessar3 that the full quota be secured. Albert A. Ginsberg, president
of the Beth Israel Hospital, stated that
the campaign must, not be a failure as
the 19 institutions and agencies are in
great need and must be maintained,
lie pleaded with the captain and workers of the tennis to devote more time
to the work so that the campaign
would be L success.
lienr,• Rene, campaign chairman,
spoke of the value of the permanent
organization.'. Business Men's Chuncil
and Women's Division who ar,• putting
the beck-bone into this campaign and

doing the major portion of the work.
Judge Jacob J. Kaplan also spoke of
the necesity of cooperation and
steady attention to the work before
the campaign to bring about succesa..

Kirstein Praises Mayor
Louis E. Kirstein, president of the
association, introduced Mayor James
M. Curley, who was received amid
great applause. At the start of the drive
he increased his subscription '15 percent to give an incentive to others to
increase theirs in the present crisis. In
his introduction of Mayor Curley, Mr
Kirstein said he wished all the citizens
of Boston • knew the Mayor as he did
and stated that he was a most capable
leader of a great City and as capable
a leader for a great State.
Mayor Curley, In opening his ad- ,
dress, praised Mr KIrstein for his great
yhilanthropie work and further said:
-The Jewish race in America is to be
congratulated on having in its midst
that master mind, leading the most
worthy of movements, Louis M. Klrstein.
"If every nationality had as little
regard for the hotel at Deer Island as
the Jewish people, we could save
$300,000 a year. But the hotel has become so popular that we have 150 more

Commander James E. Conway of
Suffolk County Council, A. L., a mem'. er of Lieut Lawrence J. Flaherty
Post, East Boston, who will be marchat of the Legionnaires in the Armistice Day parade in Boston, yesterday
announced plans as far as drawn up.
The parade will start at Newbury
and Arlington at at 9:30 a m, under
Brig Gen John H. Agnew, Adjutant
General of the Massachusetts National
Guard, as chief marshal.
It will march across to Beacon at,
to School, Washington, Temple place,
Tremont, Boylston and Charles ste.
entering the Ccmmon at the center
Charles-st gate.
Then it will merge with the Armistice Day exercises, beginning on the
Parkrnan Bandstand at 11, conducte4
by the Military Order of the Wer14
War.
In the first division, under Col Des4
mond of the 101st Infantry, will 14
the National Guard, Regular Navy and
Marine Corps detachment.
Invited to the second division, es
which the marshal will be State Cons.
mender Emery C, Griswold of the
Spanish War Veterans, are the U. IL
W. V. and the V. F. W.
The third division, composed or
marchers from the 41 poste in Suffolk
County Council of the Legion and
other posts in the vicinity of Boston,
will be under Commander Conway.
Invited to that also are the Bend*
Edwards Cadets and the Suffolk
County Cadets.
Another division will he composed of
officers of the Boston schoolboy regiments and their drill masters, probably under Chairman Joseph J. HEW*
lo
i
ec,it
ley of the Boston Sohool=t
Gov Joseph B. Mai WM
ask
will
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Mayor Appeals for Five-Day
Week Before Arboretum Club
•

A vigorous appeal by Mayor Curley
for a five-day working week as the
surest means of ending unemployment,
and the charge by District Attorney
William J. Foley that prohibition is
directly responsible for increased crime
and _present day conditions facing
youths, featured the first annual banquet last night of the Arboretum Club,
of Jamaica Plain, in the new Mary E.
Curley School.
More than 600 attended the formal
affair, which was held in the school
gymnasium. Mrs. Mary E. McNulty,
club president, opened the programme.
She presented Mrs. John M. Brennan,
a vice-president, who acted as toastmistress. An elaborate programme of
entertainment was provided.
In opening the speaking, Mrs. McNulty paid tribute to the memory of
the Mayor's wife, after whom the
school was named, Mrs. McNulty referred to Mrs. Curley as a "leader," a
devoted wife and a true mother, whom
most of us personally knew." She forecast that if the members of the club
followed the ideals of the late Mrs.
Curley the club could not avoid being a succees.
Tribute to Mrs. Curley
State Treasurer Charles F. Hurley officially representing Governor Ely, extended to the gathering the greetings
of the Commonwealth.
He likewise
paid an 1st:usually glowing tribute to
the memory of Mrs. Curley, which visibly effected the Mayor for a moment.
"This is a beautiful school, named
after a beautiful woman," Hurley said.
"She was a beautiful mother, too. Her
name over the archway should prove
an inspiration to each pupil entering
here daily.
Mrs. Curley represented
motherhood and true devotion of the
highest order."
The Mayor, after thanking HueleY
for the latter's, "kindly reference,"
lauded the club and told the members
he proposes to have A memorial arch
erected across Centre street, Jarnalcal
Plain, near the Arnold Arboretum, soon
in memory of the late Professor Charles
Sprague Sargent, who founded the
place.
Mayor Curley deplored the loss of
faith and courage the average citizen
has shown In the present economical'
crisis. He urged a five-day working
week as the surest means of not only
ending unemployment, but giving future
assurance of no recurrence. The Mayor
said the "sooner we get it, the better
off America will be."
Crime

•

and Prohibition

District Attorney Foley said the increase in crime and the unfavorable
conditions facing youths today can he
directly traced to the effects of the prohibition laws.
He sympathized with
fathers and mothers, declaring they
"don't know from one minute in another when their children will get in
trouble."
"It would be impossible to occupy.mY
office without realizing that prohibition
is responsible for present-day concli•
lions," he said. "Tomtia are hi-Jack:
, ing and encouraged at the success of
this, they soon launch old onto pay-ml
hold -Up earaara. There
matte:
of more critical Importance facing this
country today than prohibition.
It
should be repealedr"

CITY HALL
ROW LEADS
TO BLOWS
Sen. Ulin Struck After
Norton-Watson
'Wrangle
State Senator Max UM of Dorchester and John Love of 41' Rut-I
ledge street, Hyde Park, swapped
punches yesterday at City Hall Annex, when a Street Commission hearing was converted into a political rally
for the Ward 18 City Council seat.
THREAT TO CALL POLICE
Warning of Commissioner John J.
O'Callaghan to call the police ended
the disorder, which had been precipitated by a bitter verbal clash between
Councillor Clement A. Norton of Hyde
Park and former Councillor James A.
Watson, who is seeking to unseat him.
Following a remark by Mrs. Love,
Senator Min protested, '7rheme politicians are a lot of seallYWags." Mr.
Love contended that the Senator's
statement called for an apology to his
wife, and when thin refused to apologize, he was struck In the face, only
to shoot back a right, which reached
Love.
The bout was interrupted by Councillor Norton, who stepped In between the
combatants, as Comminsioner O'Callaghan threatened to call the polka to
clear the room.

Throng Witnesses Fracas
Nearly 100 men and women wane:teed
the affray, having appeared at City Hall
to attend 11 hearings on the acceptance
of public Streets. The Hyde Park group
'were petitioning for the construction
of Rutledge road and seeking to change
lie name to Taunton avenue.
That particular hearing had been
closed when Councillor Norton entered,
interrupting another hearing to speak
in favor of Rutledge road. Former
Councillor Watson informed him that
the hearing was over and criticised him
for falling to file the petition a year
ago.
Bitter personal remarks passed between the two candidate‘., drawing
from
Senator Flirt his derogatory immark
which started the fight.

CURLEY WON'T
MEET RITCHIE
Mayor to Be Out of Town
Saturday
Mayor Curley will not attend the
luncheon to he given Governor Albert
C. Ritchie of Maryland at the Parker
House, Saturday by the Democratic
State Committee, he said last night. He
was listed as one of the chief speakers.
He stated he would be out of town.
, Governor Ely, and Senators Walsh and
Coolidge are to speak. The Mayor said
he had not assigned anyone to represent him. Although he openly advocates the candidacy of Governor Roosevelt for president, it Is not considered
that Governor Ritchie's views are In
opposition to the Mayor's In the matter of several issues, especially prohibition.
The Parker House luncheon is at 1
!o'clock and elaborate plans have been
laid for the entertainment of the
famous Maryland chief executive. He I
. will arrive at 7:30 in the morning and
: will be entertained at breakfast by
Governor Ely at the Copley-Plaza.
In the evening he will be the guest of
the Clover Club at dinner.

Armistice Day Parade
'
Over Downtown Route
Th.

I:oard of Sit 1.0i commissioners
approved the route for the
Armistice Day parade which will close
parts of Washington
and
Tremont
streets to traffic, although the Retail
Trade Board recently voted to keep the
Boston stores open downtown on the
holiday.
Adjutant-General John H. Agnew will
serve as chief marshal of the parade,
starting at 9:30 o'clock at Arlington
and Beacon streets and passing through
Beacon, School, Washington streets,
Temple place and Tremont and Boylston streets to the Common.

Yestet 'ay

DENOUNCE "OLD
IRONSIDES" PLAN
Mayor Leads in Protest Against
Proposal to Tie Up Famous
Frigate in Baltimore

"flagrant piece of irreverence." He
said the navy department was breaking
faith with thousands of school children, who had placed their pennies at
the disposal of the government when
the plan was in jeopardy and the reconditioning work seemed destined for
abandonment.
Richard S. Teeling, president of the
Association for the Maintenance of the
Roston Navy Yard, declared, last night,
that the policy of the government
was one of extreme short-sightedness.
-Whatever money can be saved by such
a move would be as well thrown away,"
oe said. ''The amount is 'so small that
it amounts to practically nothing in the
test of American love for the ideal
which the Constitution represents.

Short-Sighted Policy
"One would think our country had
oecome a miser when such a proposiis even broached. This cheap,
Autrt•sighted policy has gone far
enough. It is time business men and
the public generally step In and show
in no uncertain terms that it cannot
go on."
Former Mayor John F. Fitzgerald declared Poston has an inalienable right
to the Constitution, and he advocated
that the great forces behind the fight
ii prevent the closing of the navy yard
be pressed Into service in behalf ol
-Old Ironsides."
Mayo& Curley said that, In his opinion
every city and town in New Engtenet
hich had done so much to bring ;about
the reconditioning of the old vesse
should be pressed into service on bet
ltehalf now,
"Mass meetings should he held at
!once," he said, -to protest against the
so-called economy order issued undet
the directioo of President Hoover, Tht
shit) was reconditioned by money cont• Lilted by the patriotic children of the
ted States. 'Old Itionsides' is an
American institution which should he
preserved. If economies are to be
made they should he made other than
at the expense of patriotism."

PLAN UNDERWRITING
OF 'MIRACLE' REVIVAL
Curley

Discusses Project, at City
Club Luncheon
Mayor Curley yesterday invited the
,hamber of commerce, the retail trade
,ard and the railroads to consider the
wisdom of underwriting the expense
incident to the proposed revival of "The
Miracle" for a period Of three weeks
next. March. in the Boston Garden.
The request wtvi made at a luncheon
at the City Club. attended by 50, at
which Morris Ge.st, producer of the
spectacle, outlined his plans and an• nounced his intention of contributing
the net proceeds of the revival to the
unemployment relief fund.
IN DRIVE FOR TIT E N \ V `i
Mr. Gest pointed out that if the plans
Yard shown on Park are carried out, a twofold pts-pose will
Part of the army of friends of the Charlest ,
Englanders to prevent the I be serNed. Emoloyment will be et\ en
street yesterday as they sought names of N ,
closing of the yard. Left to right, Miss t ha Mulkern, Miss Eva Me. ! to several hundred persons mu the
Naughton and Edward J. Walsh of the Navy Yard Chapter of the Din. pm^. flt3 will brnefit Bost-p's uneruployed
ablcd Veteran, of America.
The very same backers who madc
it possible to place the frigate Constitution on the seas again with all
the proud habiliments of her days of
glory took up the cudgels in her behalf yesterday in an effort to prevent the announced plan of the Navy
Department to tie her up in Baltimore.

MAYOR LEADS PROTEST
Mayor Curley led a great group of
Roston civic leaders In denouncing the
pia n. Leaders who worked so ha rd
In bring about the reconditioning of the
old vessel threatened to re-enlist t he
great New England army who raised
the money to raise her once again to
"active" duty.
Joseph J. Hurley, chairman of the
Boston school committee, declared the
action of the naval aut./writ/ea.
a
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Mary Curley School Presented Flags by Civic Leagu(

/
follow ms
Is tile time LO
begin that study, that you may discuss
the items of expenditures which will be
incorporated in the city budget soon to
be prepared.
'Many people regard the school committee as being somewhat onside City
Hall affairs, merely a matter of educating children, hiring teachers and building schoolhouses. There Ls ft great
' deal more. A large expense is incurred
which the school committee does not
bear.
"Instead of being a thing apart, the
schools should be operated in sympathy
with all the other city departments.
Mr. Hurley has shown a disposition to
co-operate with the mayor and has received the praise of nearly all thinking
citzens. Maurice Tobin is warmly recThe injection of Mayor Curley. into! ommended as one of your neighbors
the hotly cohtested fight for the three ' who will, if elected, maintain vigilance
places on the Boston school conimittee over the welfare of this West Roxbury
took place last night when Traffic Com- district."
Hurley spoke, enumerated his qualifimissioner Joseph A. Conry, speaking for
the mayor at a rally in the hall of the cations, again answered Frank A. GoodWest Roxbury post of the American win's charge that he attended very few
Legion, indorsed Chairman Joseph J. school committee hearings and said he
Hurley of the school committee .414 inaugurated the plan of daily highway
safety for the school children.
Maurice J. Tobin.
Tobin continued his attack on the
'Mayor Curley welcomes the closest
portable schools and said that a ready
scrutiny of all municipal expenditures,"
solution would be to have the children I
said Commissioner Conry. "He knows
occupy halls and auditoriums in regu.
that the deeper the study made into
ler schools located near the portable
intelligent
by
people,
work
city
the
buildings. Mrs. Eugene McSweeney prewarmer will be the approval sure to sided. .

efforts. This

CURLEY ENTERS

SCHOOL FIGHT

Conry,Speaking for Mayor,
Indorses Hurley, Tobin
For Committee Posts

CANDIDATES HEARD
AT ROXBURY MEETING

State Flag
flags were present.
ed Mary Curle3
school, Center st
and Pershing rd.,
Jamaica Plain, by
Women's Patriotic
and Civic League
yesterday. Shown
are, left to right,
Mrs. M. 'A. Ford,
Headmaster j. F.
„McGrath, Mayor J.
M. Curley, Chairman J. J. Hurley, of
school committee;
Mrs. M. E. McNeil,
I eague president.
Mary Curley, mayor's daughter, is at
left with Supt. .T. A.
Burke. School is
named for late Mrs.
Cur1PI,
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OF ALLEGIANCE AT MARY CURLEY SCHOOL
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Scene at the exercises held yesterday often Coiled States and state
flags were presented to the Jamaica Plain school as
tributes to departed members of Mayor Curley's family. 'I he
gift was made by the Women's Patriotic and Cjvic League.

FLAGS PRESENTED
TO CURLEY UAL
or

Daughter Attend
Exercises

ailfl

_

•

Mayor Curley. his daughter Mary
and members of the school committee
were present yesterday at the presentation of 42 American flags and one state
flag to the new Mary E. Curley Schooi
in Jamaica Plain. by the Women's Patriotic Civic League.
Each of the departed members of
Mayor Curley's family Was paid tribute
by the presentation of a flag by the
league. One flag will be displayed in
each room of the school and the American and state flags will fly from the
school staff. The flags were accepted
for the city by Headmaster John F. McGrath of the school.
Speaking at the exercises Mayor Curley urged the pupils present to respect
and obey their mothers. "The flag symbolizes everything worth while in the
life of A, nation," said Mayor Curley
"My beloved wife always taught he:
children to respect the flag as they
would respect her.
"That brings to my mind to say to
you children that you should always
respect and obey your parents, evetially your mothers, who are not always
•
left with you long enough."

T

ACTS TO PREVENT USE
OF CITY CARS AT POLLS
Dowd

Asks Civil Service Head to
Take Action

An appeal to Civil Service Commissioner Tierney to prevent the alleged
contemplated use of city cars and
chauffeurs in the municipal election
Tuesday WAS made yesterday
by
Councilman John F. Dowd of Roxbury.
.Mayor Curley released a copy of
Dowers request which read:
The city election for school cornmit.tee and city council will take
place, Tuesday, Nov. 3. Tile present city administration is quite determined to prevent certain members from being re-elect-4.d and I
have been informed that orders
have been issued to all department
heads in the city of Boston to send
all their city cars with city chauffeurs into certain wards on that
day.
This is entirely against our city
ordinance and against the laws
and rules of the civil service to
have city employes and city
machines working for any political
candidates. If you desire. I can
supply you with all the registration
numbers of cars which I understand are to be placed at work. I
accordingly request your honorable
commission to place four civil service inspectors in ward 8, Roxbury
on that nail.

j

/•/

CHARGES CITY
CARS MISUSED
Ordered Out to Work
Against Candidates
Charging that city chauffeurs with
municipal automobiles had been ordered
to work at the polls next Tuesday to
defeat certain members of the City
cnuncil who are seeking re-election.
Councillor John F. Dowd of Roxbury
last night appealed to the State Civil
Service Commission to assign inspectors
lo the Ward 8 polling places to apprehend city workers violating the law.
"The present city administration is
quite determined to prevent certain
members from being re-elected," Dowd
wrote to Chairman Paul E. Tierney, of
the Civil Service Commission, -and I
have been informed that orders have
been issued to all of the department
heads in the city of Boston to send
all their city cars, with city chauffeurs,
into certain wards on that day."
Chairman Tierney stated last night
that the Dowd letter had not oome
before him officially, but expressed the
opinion that "the Civil Service shouldnot meddle in politics in any shape or
manner."
Mayor Curley 'merely
Dotrd's charge&
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'Jewish Fund RITCHIE LUNCH
Workers to WITHOUT CURIE
Hear Curley

•

Be Out of City;
Mayor Explains

He is scheduled to arrive here at
7:30 a m and to have breakfast with
Gov Ely at the Copley-Plaza,
The Parker Iiouse luncheon is set
for 1 p m. Chalrmrsn Donahue will
preside at the luncheon. According
to Vice Chairman Charles F. Riordan,
the seating capacity of the dining room
engaged for the luncheon is already
practically taken.
In the evening Gov Ritchie is to be
the guest of the Clover Club at dinner.

With a record attendance expect- Will
ed for the observance of "Mayor'S
Day," workers at today's campaign i
'luncheon of the Associated Jewish
Philanthropies, appealing to a relief fund of $615,000, will hear an ad..
dress by Mayor Curley at the headquarters, 36 Summer at.
Contributions reported ,resterday
totalled $290,000. and today it is expected that the half-way mark in
the drive will be passed. 'rhe high. Although Mayor Curley had been
est amount turned in yesterday was jnnounced as one of the speakers at
$6000 by Edward Marcus of the he luncheon to be given Gov Albert
C. Ritchie of Maryland by the DemWomen's Wear team.
The meeting was addressed by locratic State Committee at the PerkSidney Rabinowitz, who made a ier House Saturday, the Mayor will
stirring appeal to the workers to pot be present, he said last night.
put the drive "over the top" as
"No," said the Mayor, "I shall not
speedily as possible. Brookline, iAttend the luncheon. I have an apBrighton and Allston districts, untown. I have had it
der the direction of Mrs. Max E. Oointment out of
Bernkopf, received first honors in p, long time."
the women's division reports, acMayor Curley's plans to be absent
counting for $1502 in cash.
learned last evening,
Last night Governor Ely and Dr. Saturday Were
Charles F. Wilinsky, director of a few minutes after the State CoinBeth Israel Hospital. in radio talks Ilnittee had given out the speaking
from Station WNAC, appealed to
luncheon,
the community for greater support program for the Ritchie
of the campaign to insure its suc- ?with the Mayor's name on the list,
cess.
along with those of Gov Ely and
• More than 250 will attend the an- United States senators David I.
nual Bench and Bar dinner at the
Hotel Kenmore tonight, sponsored Walsh and Marcus A, Coolidge.
by the lawyers' division of the
campaign, of which Corporation Curley for Roosevelt
Counsel Samuel Silverman is com- The Mayor, who from the first has
mander. Louis E. Kirstein and been outspoken in support of the
Harry Penn head the list of Presidential' candidacy of Gov Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York, said he
speakers.
has not appointed anybody to repro.
rent him at the Ritchie lunet F611.
Thus far, Gov Ely, Senator Walsh and
Chairman Frank .1. Donahue ot the
R
Democratic State
Committee have
°/-9/3
taken no position as regarg Presidential
aspirants.
BALLOTS ARE READY
Though Mayor Curley has declared
FOR BOSTON ELECTION for Roosevelt, Gov Ritchi.'s
The board of election commissioners particularly on prohibition, are not beand Superintendent of Police Crowley lieved to be at variance w14 1-, the
Mayor's.
yesterday completed arrangements for
Special interest attaches to Mayot
Curley's
announcement that he will
distributing ballots, and guarding and
not
attend the Ritchie luncheon. es it
conducting the city election Tuesday.
was learned last night that l'aders
A general order covering the subject of the State Committee nave ender
was out last night to all police stations. consideration a plan to -fleet a sucThe first ballots will leave the offices cessor to the late Ex-Mayor E,Ir.sTrd
W. Quinn of Cambridge as Democratic
of the election commissioners at 4:45 National
Committeeman at Laturday's
A. M. and the last, at 7 A. M., covering function.
the 339 precincts in the city.
Ordinarily, business of this na,ure
The order also instructs as to the is transacted at a formal meeting. As
work of officers in returning the ballot as present cnstituted, a majority of the
boxes to City Hall after the vote has at present constituted, a majority of
been nailed.
the State Committee is aligned with
the Donahue wing of the party. Chair.
mentioned as Ex-Mayor Quinn's successor.

I DOWD CHARGES PLAN
otate uemocrats to Fete TO MISUSE CITY CARS
e

Marylander Saturday

•

Elaborate Preparations
Elaborate preparations have been
made for Saturday's reception to Gov

Warns That They Will Be
Electioneering Tuesday
Charging that city cars and cityt
chauffeurs will be thrown into certain
Boston wards by the administration
to aid preferred candidates and assist
in the defeat of others, Councilor John
F. Dowd of Ward 8 has appealed to
the Civil Service Commission, asking
that four inspectors be placed in his
ward on election day, Tuesday.
The Councilor's letter to Chairman
Paul E. Tierney of the Civil Service ,
Commission at the State House follows:
"The city election for School Committee and City Council will take
place on Tuesday, Nov 3. The present
city administration is quite determined
to prevent certain members from being reelected, and I have been informed that orders have been issued
to all of the department heads In the
city of Boston to send all their city
cars, with city chauffeurs, into certain
wards on that day.
4
—This is entirely arsine our city
ordinances and against the laws and
rules of the Civil Service to have city
ecployes and city machines working
for any political candidate. If you
desire, I can supply you with all the
registration numbers of cars which I
understand are to be placed at work.
"I accordingly request your honorable commission to place four Civil
Service inspectors in Ward 8, Roxbury
District, on that day."

R Is ALI?

JEWISH WORKERS\
HEAR CURLEY

I 6 171,1

MAYOR ADDRESSES JEWS

tgayor Addresses Luncheon
Meeting of Associated
Philanthropies
PASS HALF-WAY MARK
IN $615,000 CAMPAIGN
With more than 800 volunteer workers taxing the capacity of campaign
headquarters, 36 Summer street, at the
third report luncheon yesterday noon,
Mayor James M. Curley delivered a
Stirring address in the interests of the
$615,000 drive of the Associated Jewish Philanthropies. Louis E. Kirstein,
president, introduced the mayor and
Albert A. Ginsberg. president of the
Beth Israel Hospital presided. Judge
Jacob J. Kaplan, campaign vice-chairman, also addressed the workers.
The fund total passed the half-way
mark following the hest reports turned
Curie) yesterdav spoke to 800 workers at the 1....o,iate(1
in by team captains A Ince the opening Mavor
PhiNe'
thropies
campaign luncheon. Lea to right: Albert A. Gitillic;-c, pre•irleot of Beth
of the campaign. Contributions
turnedIsrael hospital, Mayor Curley, Louis E. Kirsteln. president A. J. P., and Henry
In yesterday amounted to $33.535 bringPenn, campaign chairman.
ing the grand total up to 8321.080 to
date, Max E. Wyzanaki, campaign
treasurer. announced. First to go over
the top are the industrial bankers and gard for the 'hotel' at Deer Island as
paper teams under the captaincy of the Jewish race, we could save about
Joshua S. Lipkin and Samuel L. $300.000 a year. But the 'hotel' has
become very popular and no one wants
Ginsburg, respectively.
Paying tributes to the leadership of to leave it. We have 150 more there
Mr. Kirstein in "this most worthy of than ever before.
"There are 12.080 patient.% in the City
Movements" the mayor said:
"The real difficulty with drives this Hospital. I have no doubt that one
every 20 are there with self-inflicted
in
year Ls that the generous hearted men
and women have long passed the ex- wounds. They even break an arm or
haustion point in the matter of giving. a leg or slash themselves in order to get
Many of those who contributed in the a place to sleep and some food to eat."
Eddie Casey. Harvard football coach,
past are unable to give this year and
are actually applicants for aid them- and Bill Cunningham of the Boston
Post will speak at the Football day
selves this year."
"If every nationality had as little re- luncheon at headquarters today. David
In the presence of an audience that
M. Watchmaker, chairman of the speakpacked the main ballroom of the Hotel
ers' bureau, stated. Results of the bench
and bar dinner which took place at the
Statler, William G. O'Hare, penal inHotel Kenmore last night will be anstitutions commissioner of the city of
nounced by Samuel Markell, captain of
Boston, was installed lAt night as
the lawyers' team.
chief ranger of the James M. Curley
J. L. WLseman addressed two gatherJr court. M. ('. 0. F.—the court foundings in behalf of the campaign yestered by the eldest son of the Mayor
day. With Mrs. Hyman Freiman, chairshortly
before his death.
man of the women's division, he adInducted into office with Mr O'Hare
dressed nearly 100 women workers of
were Philip F. Kenney, vice ranger;
the Roxbury district at the Y. M. H. A..
Paul Murphy, financial secretary;
108 Seaver street. at noon. Last night
Catharine Roach, recording secretary;
Mr. Wiseman spoke before more than
Thomas Centel'', treasurer: Mary' Mc300 members of the Temple Ohabci
Gillicuddy, senior conductor; Lillian L.
Shalom Brotherhood. Harold Lipkin,
Burke, Junior conductor; J. Irving
president. announced
contribution of
Black, inside sentinel, and Cornelius
6250 for the brotherhood, an increase (.4
Murphy, outside sentinel. Mr O'Hare
6100 over last year's subscription.
chose
James Tobin, secretary to -mayor
Among the larger contributions anCurley, as his marshal. The installing
aouneed last night. were Mr. and Mrs. I.
officer was Francis Brennan, deputy
Dimond. $1200; Mr. and Mrs. Samuel L.
high chief ranger of the MassachuLowe and an anonymous gift of $1000,
setts Court,
Marks Brothers, an increase from $450
Mr O'Hare succeeds Miss Clrace
o $750, Markaon Brothers $600, and
Killiam as chief ranger. During the
6500 each from William Feinberg and
installation ceremonies, city Treasurer
Samuel Vorenberg.
Edmund L. Dolan. chairman' of the
Eighty-five contributions of $100 each
court's trustees, addressed the gatherwere also announced from the following. Dancing followed.
ing: Theresa R. Adlow, Michael Alparin,
In the 213 months the James M. CurAmerican Tube Works, Anonymous, Dr.
ley .7r, Court has been in existence,
Saul Berman. Mrs. David Bernknpf. Best
the membership has increased until it
Shoe Company, Sam Bornstein, Harry
numbers more than SUB&
K. Brilliant.

O'HARE INSTALLED
AS CHIEF RANGER

James M. Curley Jr Court,
M. C. 0, F., Ceretnonies

WOMEN'S PATRIOTIC AND CIVIC LEAGUE
GIVES FLAGS TO MARY E. CURLEY SCHOOL

•

•

FLAG PRESENTATION AT MARY E. CURLEY SCHOOL
Left to Right—Miss Mary Curler, Dr Jeremiah E. Burke, M argaret
Ford, John F. McGrath, master M ay.r Curley, Joseph J.
Hurley, chairman of School Committee; Mrs Mary E. McNeil.
Mayor James M. Curley and heads M. Curley Jr, Dorothea Curley,
and were Mrs. Elizabeth L. MacNamara,
of city departments were among those the Curley twins.
past
ident, U. S. W. V. Mrs Agnes
attending the presentation of the first
After the presentation, the Mayor H. Parker, past. national president,
spoke
Woman'
"Mother
on
s
Relief Corps, Mrs Elizabeth
hood,"
express
ing his
set of flags to the new Mary E. Curley
gratitude for the naming of the' school Pigeon. Boston School Committee:
School, Center at, Jamaica Plain, yes- after his late
wife, "a wonderful wom- Alexander Sullivan, superintendent of
terday. The flags were the gift of an and. a devoted mother."
supplies, School Department, and C. D.
Washing
ton,
Lincoln and Theodore A. Hourin, organizer of Women's
the Women's Patriotic and Civic
Patrioti
c and Civic League.
Rooseve
were
lt
held
up
by
the Mayor
League.
Among the °Ulcers of the league
as examples for the schoolchildren of
Heading the 200 members of the today to follow. He cited
present
were Pres McNeill, Mrs Joanna
the patience
league present, was Mrs Mary E. Mc- of Washington, the kindness and R. O'Connell, senior vice president; Mrs
Kathlee
n
Galvin, junior vice presiden
charity
of
Lincoln
, and Roosevelt's
Neill, president, who gave the flags
t;
Mrs Frances M. Engine, secreta
undying love for his country.
ry;
to John F. McGrath, the new school's
Thebe Hoar, treasurer, and
Mrs
In conclusion the Mayor stated that Theresa
headmaster.
Mr McGrath presided
Galvin, chaplain.
and accepted the emblems on behalf he will soon present the school with a
After the ceremonies, the
members
of the school and the .schoolchildren. city flag.
cf the league made a vit4t of
inspection
Dr Jeremiah E. Burke, superintend• through
The gift consists of a large Amerithe
school
building
.
cut
of Boston Public Schools, spoke on
can flag, a State banner, and 40 smallTile musical program, under
er flags to be placed in the different "Love"—love for "our families, for our of John A. O'Shea, started direction
with the
country
,
and
for
our
flag."
classrooms. Each flag was given to
Another speaker was Joseph A. Hur- singing of "America. tile Beautiful."
honor the memory of some deceased
The "Salute to the Flag" was
ley, chairman of the Bootonfr School
given
person, and among those commemorby the schoolchildren present,
Committee.
program ended with the singingand the
ated are Mrs Curley, the late James
Among the promineot guests present
of
the
national anthem by the.entlre
body.
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SUGGESTS LABOR TAKE
20 PERCENT WAGE CUT

•

Codman Starts Debate at Curley's Conference on
Unemployment Problems

From men in highest positions in
civic and business circles, tributes
were paid to Supt. Burke, whose
career as one of the recognized
leaders of education in the United
States was cut short by his untimely death.
The superintendent was stricken'
after he had made his last speech
it-, the service of Boston schools— I
at the exercises of acceptance or
the new Mary E. Curley school in
Jamaica Plain last Wednesday. He
was removed to his home, suffering
an attack of acute indigestion.
Early yesterday he was found dead
in his bed by his son, Edmund.
"The death of Dr. Jeremiah
Ed
d Burke, superintendent of
Boston schools, marks the passing
of one of the ablest leaders in the
field of national education," Mayor Curley said.
"His devoted service in the Beetou public schools gave to our city
A reputation in the field of educetion superior to that enjoyed by
:any metropolitan city of the United States."

The suggestion that building trades
itect be produced with new building
laborers voluntarily come forward and
projects which would show an indicaoffered
wages,
in
cut
percent
20
a
take
tion of more building activity.
by R. S. Codman to Mayor Curley's
A decrease in wages, Moriarty arconference today of financial, commer- gued, woule result only in greater
on
experts
cial, nidustrlal and labor
profit to the employers who have alunemployment problems, turned what ready made their contracts based on
was scheduled to be a cooperative the prevailing scale. The labor head
effort toward solution into an acrid said buildin,, costa were cheaper per
debate between the employer and the cubic foot now than they were in 2921.
laborer.
James T. Moriarty, State president
of the A. F. of L., upheld labor in Curley's Attitude
the argument, and fired a few hot
Mayor Curley stated that he would
shots at Mr Codman's project, asking
to see a committee fOrmulated to
like
who
produced
be
employer
that one
He
could guarantee that a 20 percent cut spread work and stabilize labor.
would result in increased activity in suggested an honor of employers who
the building trades.
had not discharged any men in this deThe contention developed at the out- pression and had not cut wages. He
set of the meeting called at City Hall. suggested a supplementary honor roll
SERIOUS LOSS
R. S. Cadman stated that since the of employers who would agree that
purchasing power of the dollar was so they would not discharge any help this
Chairman Joseph J. Hurley of
than
time
wages.
present
much greater at the
Winter and not cut
he Boston school committee paid
ComState
the
of
Phillips
It had been for years labor should
Chairman
the following tribute:
come forward, particularly in the mittee on Unemployment suggested
"The Boston public schools ant
building trades, and accept a 20 per- that Boston should appoint a repthe cause of education suffer a
cetn cut in wages. He stated that it resentative committee of business men,
serious loss in the untimely death
was his opinion that labor should church people, financial men and memof the superintendent, Dr. Jerevoluntarily come step out and take bers of women's clubs to act in the unmiah E, Burke. Dr. Burke gave
this cut.
employment situation. It was his sugthe Piest years of his life to the
Codman argued that the stagger sys- gestion that the Mayor appoint such a
children of the public schools."
, tern of employing one crew three days committee
an danother three days to spread emThe Boston school committee
d3/3/
to
bo
proved
ployment opportunity had
ria,C Q
meeting in special session aftez
contractof
opinion
the
in
inefficient
learning of Dr. Burke's death yesors, and that such a system is not a
terday, drew up resolutions to hold
solution of unemployment.
commemorative exercises today in
Codman stated that laborers in the
every school in Boston at 1:30 p.
,eliding trades were receiving pay of
'
m., to be followed by dismissal of
$1.50 an hour, $1.75 an hour and $2
20
the
if
an hour. He ecntended that
all pupils.
on
effected
was
wages
in
cut
,rcent
Arrangements were also unde,
.,,obs where 100 men are now emway for memorial services to be
0,:oyed there would be employment for
conducted by the teaching force of
150 to 200 men.
for Supt. of the Boston school system, and for
services
Funeral
accepted
be
cut
the
that
Be asked
the services of
Schools Jeremiah E. Burke, whose a special tribute to
as of Nov 1 and continued to May 13 as
Dr. Burke.
a trial.
saddened
yesterday
death
sudden
the entire city, will be held tomorMoriarty Takes Issue
row at St. Mark's church, DorI Moriarty immediately took issue
chester, with notables throughout
with Codman. He said that it was his
the state attendunderstanding that the meetMg was
ing to pay a
called to establish an organization
final tribute.
which would do something to take
A solemn high
care of unemployment and he exmass of requiem
sugCodman
the
pressed surprise at
will be celebratgestion. The labor leader dcnied that
the
at
ed
any man in the building trades was
church, at an
receiving pay of $2 an hour. Moriarty
hour to be anstated that the contracts now in effect
nounced
between employers and laborers had
T h ro ughout
been asked for by the employers for
day. hunthe
a period of three years and that these
dreds thronged
employers had building contracts based
I h e Ashmont
cn the present wage scales and on
home of the tat(
the present building program.
s u p erintendent
Answerins a statement of Mr CodB os t",
Burke
Supt.
of
man that building programs had been
schools, who since 1001 has served
held up by the high cost of labor and
that there would be more general
the public schools of Boston, and
building activity except for the high
who has been the leader of the ,
cost of labor. Moriarty said that there
school system since 1921.
was not a single building project
which had been held up. 1-le asked
Codman to produce one owner or one
architect who could assure the laborer
that builditg activity would he increased if there was a decrease in salary. Be asked that an owner or arch-

i
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Funeral on
Saturday in
Dorchester

•
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Presents Iter Book to Mayor
k/S

_ PARKER QUITS
WHITE FUND
Resigns as Trustee After
Two Years' Service

Herbert Parker, former Attorney
General of Massaehrsetts and for two
years a member of ti..- board of trustees of the George Robert White fund,
today resigned from the board.
Robert G. Dodge, who succeeded iler
Parker as president of the Boston
Bar Association, automatically succeeds Mr Parker on the board of the
George Robert White fund.
Mayor James M. Curley, Joseph McGrath, Rupert S. Carven and Henry
I. Harriman of the board of trustees
gave out the following statement:
"The trustees of the George Robert
White Fund, moved with keen regret
in the automatic retirement of our cotrustee, Hon Herbert Parker, desire
of
to express our deepest appreciation
the invaluable service he has rendered
the city of Boston during his membership ol. thle board in the period Oct
5, 1929-0c4 10, 1931. By his broad humanitarianism. his solicitude for the ,
sick and needy. his unswerving optimism, faith and devotion to the highest ideals, he has been a constant inspiration to us, privileged to share his
labors.
'With a long and brilliant record of
unse,fish service in behalf of Nation,
State and city, this distinguished son
of Massachusetts, loved and loving,
stands forth in the community as a
radiant and illustrious example of
splendid American citizenship.
Colby)
by
Warren
(Photo
"While deeply regretting his retirement, we are proud indeed of the inBetty Boyd Bell, Eleven Years Old, Gives Mayor Curley Autograph Copy of
timate association with which he has
"Circus" and Is Given a Trip to the Zoo, Franklin Park
honored us, and in extending to him
our assurance of respect and affecURING eight summers Betty Boyd though living nearby, invited her to make tion, we voice the earnest prayer that
he may be long spared in his noble
Bell, eleven years old, of 242 a visit there this afternoon.
Miss Bell is in the seventh grade of career, and that all his days be fruit.
Jameleeway, traveled with the Bar- theSeeger school, Jamaica Plain, an ex- ful and joyous ones, replete with
and prosperity."
num and Baffey-Ringling Brothers circus ceptionally bright student and interested health, happiness
mayor
the
told
She
In
sports.
out-door
with her father, who was press representWith girlish enthusiasm she that she had seen so many animals that
ative.
studied all manner of circus life, became perhaps she would not get a th_411 out of
enthusiastic over the animals and re- the zoo, but would be glad to be escorted
there by Park Commissioner William P.
solved to write a book.
The publication, "Circus," has recently Long. She announced that, this after.
come from the prose, and one of the first noon, from two to four o'clock, she would
copies was today presented by the youth- autograph all copies of her book sold in
ful author to Mayor Curley at City Hall. the book department of Jordan Mated
The mayor complimented her highly on Company: On her visit to the mayore
her achievement and, learning that she office, she was accompanied by .Mise
had never seen the zoo in Franklin Park. Janette Mabie, who edited the book.
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PARKiat RETIRES

AS FUND TRUSTEE
Atty. Herbert Parker today retired as
trustee of the George Robert White
fund, and in recognition of his many
years of service Mayor Curley presented
him with a large basket of flowers.
Under provision of the White will
the president of the Boston Bar As.,nelation is one of the trustees, and it
was while head of this association that
Parker performed the duties as trustee.
He has le^cii succeeded as president of
the legal body by Atty. Robert G. Dodge,
who 111.50 becomes a White fund trustee.

3 I

Curley Absence
Will Relieve

rI
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CURLEY LAUDS DR BURKE'S
DEVOTION TO SERVICE

interest because the State Committee has
under consideration holding a meeting
Saturday for the election of a successor
Mayor Curley's tribute to Supt
to the late former Mayor Edward W.
Quinn of Cambridge as Democratic Na- Burke follows:
tional Committeeman from Massachu"The death of Dr Jeremiah Edmund
setts, with strong likelihood, as previ- Burke,
superintendent of the Boston
ously indicated, that Chairman Donahue
public schools, marks the passing of
will be the choice. Whether Mayor Curley has given serious thought to the pos- one of the ablest leaders in the field
sibility of succeeding his former friend, of national education.
Mayor Quinn, as committeeman has not
"His wife has lost a. devottd husappeared in the records, but his name has band, his children a tindly father, the
been included among those mentioned field of education an able leader, and
for the position.
Elaborate preparations are being made I have lost a friend whose friendship
prized.
for the reception of Governor Ritchie
"Beginning as superintendent of
whose visit is expected to give impetus
By William F. Forbush
to the Ritchie-for-President movement schools at Waterville, Me, in 1891, he
in this State under the leadership of gave 40 continuous years to devising
Mayor Curley's announcement that he Vice Chairman Charles F. Riordan of
school curriculums along the most libwould not attend the luncheon to be given the State Committee, who has charge
eral and progressive lines, and his deMr.
details.
Riordan,
luncheon
the
of
DemoSaturday in the Parker House by the
visiting governor's per- voted service in the Boston public
the
be
will
who
cratic State Committee in honor of Gov- sonal escort during his busy program here, schools gave to our city a reputation
in the field of education superior to
ernor Albert C. Ritchie of Maryland has including a breakfast to be given In his that enjoyed b.- any metropolitan
city
relieved the concern of some of the honor by Governor Ely at the Copley of the United States.
Plaza and a dinner by the Clover Club
"Dr Burk., had served with great
luncheon promoters who visualized the
Saturday night, announces that applica- lo alty and fidelity, the Boston public
possibility of a "delicate situation." tions for tickets for the luncheon indi- schools since 1904 and gave to his
oratorical
mayor's
the
Familiar with
cated that there will be an attendance of important labors a singular and beauability to capture the spotlight and aware 350, the capacity of the dining hall. Gov- tiful devotion.
Frank
Governor
of
support
strong
of his
"He was a man of the highest culernor Ritchie is scheduled to arrive in
lin D. Roosevelt for the Democratic presi- the city at 7.29 Saturday morning from ture, Insight and charm.. His modest
dential nomination, they were speculat- New York, where he will deliver an ad- and unatisumirn; manner, his devotion
to everyone within his large circle of
ing whether he would reluctantly refrain dress the previous evening.
friends, his willingness to constantly
from a Roosevelt boost.
journey near and far to lecture on
The mayor's advocacy of the Roosevelt
the most advanced and modern methcause has been so strong that discussion
ods
of education, his strength of purhim
included
time
in some circles at one
pose and kindliness of spirit, marked
as a possible vice presidential running'
a gentleman whose contribution to the
mate with Roosevelt, and there is discuslife Of the city and It. educational insion now which includes him as likely
terests represented a public servant
for consideration for a cabinet post in the
of the highest devotion and caliber.
event of a Roosevelt convention and elec"He labored for the city of Boston
tion success.
Under the leadership of Mayor Curley with a sincerity which was the pride
It is pointed out, however, that the
and
admiration of all men.
Mans are in progress for the National
records do not show the mayor as op"May Almighty God in his infinite
perbenefit
Industries'
Picture
Motion
and merciful Providence rest the soul
posed to Governor Ritchie's 'views on
several issues, especially prohibition. formances, to be held in every theater in of my dear friend forever in eternal
20.
Nov.
ferFriday.
that
peace."
consideration
on
midnight
Boston at
There also is the
nier SecretarsI of War Newton D. Baker. The performances will be conducted in
in the opinion of many in the party, hiay conjunction with the national unemploycapture the Democratic presidential nomi- ment relief program sponsored by Presnation and that Governor Ritchie may be ident Hoover's committee on unemployhis running-mate on the ticket, in the ment. The central committer in Boston
Mayor Curley's tribute to his cherevent that Governor Roosevelt's admit- is headed by G. Ralph Branton, chairted strength at present wanes to the man: James J. McGuinness, secretary; ished friend, John McEntee Bowman
Point that he cannot win the necessary Al Somerby, treasurer; Victor J. Morris, of New York, one of the best-known
two-thirds vote in the coming convention. Harry MacDonald and Morris Wolf.
hotel men in the world, who died yesMayor Curley's contribution starts
The mayor's presence at the head tabls
terday, were contained in a letter to
Saturday as one of the companion speak- with a sound trailer, to be shown at all
Mrs Bowman yesterday, The Mayor
ers with Governor Ritchie, Governor Ely theaters, in which he urges every citisaid:
and United States Senators David I zen to do his utmost in aid of the local "I deeply mourn with you in
the
Walsh and Marcus A. Coolidge would welfare funds which will provide this passing of your beloved husband, the
have been interesting, according to ob- winter for those in need.
leader
the
of
hotel
in
industry
the
Sixty-six theaters in Boston will hold United States, and whose life was
servers, in view of the fact that Chair
man Frank J. Donahue of the State corn the donation performances. The coin- marked by a lofty pati iotism and demittee, with whom the mayor was no mittee in charge of arrangements asks voted service to the interests of his
on terms approaching friendship in the the co-operation of all individuals and fellowmen.
"From the time of Mr Bowman's
last State election, also is scheduled to organizations sympathetic to the move
preside over thelorensics. It was rec- ment. in selling tickets for the perform. beginning of the Hotel Biltmore, upon
perspecial
the
New
from
Year's eve in 1913, he welcomed
Receipts
ognized that there could have been a de- ances.
gree of embarrassment when it cams formances will be turned over to Mayor to his hostelry leaders in every protime for chairman Donahue to make the Curley's committee for the aid of the fession and industry throughout the
world with a grace and charm unformal introductions of the :speakers, but unemployed.
rivaled in the hotel world.
there was hope that all concerned would
"His service in the Food Adminitsgrasp the opportunity for a general
tration of the United States during
reconciliation for the good of the party in
the World War was so important in
the coming campaign battles.
Its character that he wore worthiiy
the decorations of the French and
Belgium Governments.
Foils Cliance of "Mahe-np"
"His love of mankind was beautiThe mayor's decision not to attend the
fully illustrated In his devotion to the
meeting, due, he announced, to the fact
wounded American soldiers in the
that lie has for a long time had an outWorld War. It would be indeed diffiof-town appointment on Saturday not
cult to visualize a greater human
only dissipates the concern of a few,
service than that of Mr Bowman in
rehabilitating and placing upon the
but It also disappoints others who had
"make-up"
a
of
party.
visions
pathway of life young men who had
been inmates of our prisons.
The mayor's declinatior, takes on added
"The loss of Mr Bowman is irreparable, for he was the friend and
supporter of every righteous cause.
"May Almighty God in Kis
mercy Kraut to Ma asiga

Some"Strain"

•

Inability to Attend Ritchie
Luncheon Averts Possible
"Delicate Situation"

Theaters to Give
Shows for jobless

MAYOR CURLEY'S TRIBUTE
TO JOHN McENTEE BOWMAN

•

J

•

Mafia-HM.11*h
Wage Bomb in
Curley's Party

/
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Should Harness Good Will
Mr. Phillips reviewed what he had already done to lay the groundwork of a
State-wide organization, letters having
been sent to every city and town for
data. He praised the city's welfare de1 srtrnent for its work last winter under
overwhelming odds, and also the city's
unemployment bureau. Contieruing, he
remarked: "I am much impressed with
the great amount of good will floating
about. Everybody seems to be wanting
to help. What we should do is to harness
all this good will and to co-ordinate our
efforts for the best advantage. He hoped
there would be a city committee, with
the mayor at the head and representatives of all sorts of activities. The first
thing to do, as he saw it, was the spreading of work, which means the stabilizing
of labor; the second task is that of jobfinding.
Mr. Phillips's suggestion for the central committee in the city was adopted
by vote, which led the mayor to suggest
that it was time to adopt an honor roll
for those employers of labor who have
not discharged help or reduced wages
Suggestion by Russell S. Codman, real and another honor roll for those who
estate eperator at 50 Congress street, promise not to discharge men or reduce
that the buildings trades accept a reduc- wages during the winter.

Real Estate Man Asks 20 P. C.
Reduction in Building
Trades Rates

Speed Construction

i
Labor Head Resents Draggng
in Controversy at Meeting to
I
Help Unemployment

•

3)

/
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ilainPaINtritldranIndaY evenings and Morris
Gorit'a dealre to resurrect "The Miracle,"
all for the benefit of the unemployed.
Then he introduced William Phillips,
chairman of Governor Ely's emergency
committee on unemployment.

tion of 20 per cent in wages, to permit Codman Speaks
the starting of many building projects
It was at this point that Mr. Codman
now held up because of high costs, was rose from the center of the hall with his
an unexpected sensation at Mayor Cur- suggestion, admitting at the outset that
feature. He
ley's unemployment conference held in to inject a controverlal
told of making the wage reduction sugthe auditorium of the Boston City Club gestion to the State committee last year
this afternoon, at which more than 150 and of receiving no consideration. Seriously, he declared, as the cost of living
persons were present.
and as everyWith suppressed emotion, James T. had been greatly reduced
body wants to see labor employed, labor
the
of
president
Massachusetts should do its share willingly to help
Moriarty,
branch of the American Federation of I itself.
"I do not think the building tradea
Labor, denounced the dragging in of.wage
troubles as being contrary to the spirit have done their share. A 20 per cent reduction in wages at this time would help
of the meeting, and challenged Mr. Codwonderfully, and undoubtedly there are
man to name a single project that was many projects long lteld up on account of
not being advanced normally. He de- high costs that would start up. All condared that a building trades committee tractors with whom I have talked are
appointed a week ago to meet employers anxious to see this reduction made."
on the question of wages had been unWilliam H. Brdigham of Newton then
able to obtain from them any data to suggested that the mayor's committee
the
wages
that
contention
the
support
to be appointed ascertain from conshould be reduced in order to place more tractors how many projects have been
men at work,
held up on account of high costs, menMr. Moriarty's assertion that, if wages tioning the fact that in Niagara Falls
were now reduced, the contractors who wages had been reduced in order to Behave signed up on construction jobs at cure more work.
prevailing rates would be the real gainMr. Moriarty spoke of the signing of
erg, for all contracts had been figured on the new wage scale in the building trades
suggestion
the prevailing rates This
last April with the promise that labor
aroused the ire of Matthew Cummings, stabilization would follow. But it has
the
of
member
and
contractor
prominent
not, he said. After denouncing the sugBuilding Trades Employers' Association, gestion, he remarked that labor would
who declared that Mr. Moriarty knew likely refuse to assist the unemployment
that the glisten-lent was untrue, inasmuch committee if the question of regulating
as it was common knowledge that honest wages is brought into meetings like that.
contractors are having a most serious
After Mathew Cummings had detime in •meeting the figures of competi- flounced the policy of certain conrtcaters
tors who employ union labor at non-union in not paying union wages. which gave
wages—carpenters at $5 a day and labor- Boston practically an open shop, a man
ers at $3.
rose in the back tier of seats and demand.
The conference had been proceeding e(1 a hearing,. The mayor, who presided.
quietly before Mr. Codman arose, at the had stopped the discussion of wages, at.
invitation of the mayor. for suggestions. ter repeated attempts to renew it. Tha
Mr. Curley had reviewed his efforts to man gave his name as Samuel Squibb,
speed up construction of municipal proi-; member of the Granite Cutters' Union,
acts and had said that if employers gen- 'Quincy.
At first he was not permitted to speak,
orally did their share he would have no
apprehension for the winter. "I want, but when the mayor saw that he was
a better spirit of co-operation," the about to criticize the Pout Office contracts,
mayor declared. He referred to the he was permitted to proceed. His printootbali game In the Stadium on Thanks- eipal complaint was that though some of
giving Day, the suggestion that Sym- ' the granite work for the building is to be
phony concerts be held in the Boston supplied in Quincy, no decision has been
reached yet as to the quarry and as a

Parker Quits Board
of White Trustees
of
At a regular meeting of the board
trustees of the Robert G. White Fund,
at City Hall today, Herbert Parker, a
virtue
member for the last two years by
Bar
of his position as president of the
Association of the city of Boston, retired
sucfrom membership and presented his
cessor, Robert G. Dodge.
Parker
Mayor Curley presented Mr.
with a basket of flowers and compllmentJudge
ed him on his faithful service.
Edward L. Logan, manager of the fund,
then presented Mr. Parker with embossed resolutions, expressive of the deep
appreciation of the trustees for the "invaluable service" he had rendered the
city.
"By h,s broad humanitarianism, his Solicitude for the sick and needy, his unswerving optimism, faith and devotion
to the highest ideals, he has been a
constant inspiration to us, privileged to
share his labors," the resolutions read.
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HITS DISHONEST
CONTRACTORS
Matthew Cummings Sees
Either Reform or Open
Shop in City
An open shop hi the building tracks
of this city within three months was
predicted . by Matthew Cummings. mu
, of the city's leading contractors, today
unless building trades halt the guerrilla
I warfare which is now wrecking this line
, of business.
, His prediction was made during ft
; luncheon at the City club, called by
Mayor Curley for discussing the subject
of unemployinent relief. Cummings
also charged that dishonest contractors
who employed union men at non-union
scales of pay lay at the root of the
matter.
Cummings stated flatly that many
contractors paid their men in envelopes
marked with the proper scale of pay,
but that these envelopes cotained money
below scale. The correction of the
practice, he said, lay in the hands of
the unions themselves, and honest contractors were finding it imposible to
meet such copetition.
He said that carpenters by the score
were willing to work for $40 per week,
while the average laborer would take
employment at from 35 to 40 cents an
hour. If such practices continue, he
said, either the open shop will come in
or the reputable builders will be driven
out.
His statements came on the heels of,
controverEy between R. S. Codman.
who advocated a 20 p'r cent. cut in
wages throughout the building trades.
end President James T. Moriarty of
the state branch; American Federation
of Labor.
Moriarty insisted that the present
scale of pay be maintained, and defied
cos
ild
those present to prove that anybu
M project in the city had been held
the
high
of
costs
because
delayed
up or
Cummings .than
construction.
of
•
•
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WHEN BURKE WAS STRICKEN
SUPT. J. E. RUBRIC

•

Death Marks the Passing of
Education's Great Man,
Declares Curley

MISS MARY CURLEY

MISS MARGARET FORT)

It was while he attended services incident to the acceptance ol
flags at the new Mary E. Curley school in Jamaica Plain, yesterday, that Supt. of Schools Jeremiah E. Burke was stricken
with indigestion. He died in his sleep at his home in Dorchester. Miss Curley, in honor of whose mother the school is named,
Supt. Burke and Miss Ford are shown as they listened to an
address by Mayor Curley. The photo is the last one ever made
of Soot Burke. (Staff nhoto.)

•

MAYOR PAYS
BURKE TRIBUTE

Mayor Curley paid the following tribute to Dr. Burke:
"The death of Jeremiah Edmund
Burke, superintendent of the Boston
public schools, marks the passing of one
of the ablest leaders iri the field of
: , lional education.
His wife has lost a devoted husband.
his children a kindly father, the field of
education an able leader, and I have
lost a friend whose friendship I prized.
"Beginning as superintendent of
schools at Waterville. Me., in 1891. he
gave 40 continuous years to devising
school curricula along the most liberal
and progressive lines, and his devoted
service in the Boston public schools gave
to our city in the field of education
superiority to that enjoyed by any metropolitan city of the United States.
"Dr. Burke had served with great
loyalty and fidelity the Boston public
schools since 1904 and gave to his important labors a singular and beautiful
devotion.
"He was a man of the highest culture, insight and charm. His modest
and unassuming manner, his devotion
to everyone with his large circle of
friends, his willing to constantly journey near and far to lecture on the most
advanced and modern methods of education his strength of purpose and
kindliness of spirit marked a gentleman
whose contribution to the life of the
city and its educational interests represented a public snvant of the highest
devotion and calibre.
"He labored for the city of Boston
with a sincerity which was the pride
and admiration of all men.
"May Almighty God in his infinite
and merciful providence rest the soul
of my dear friend forever in eternal
Peace."

[
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MAYOR CURLEY:
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v."" Joseph P. Cox of Ward 20 has two, and

•

Councilor Robert B. Parley of Ward 21
has seven, while in Ward 22, Brighton,
Councilor Edward M. Gallagher has one
opponent in John J. Boyle. No member
of the council fighting for re-election has
I received such abundant testimonials of
I esteem as Mr. Gallagher, who has represented the district at City Hall for the
last four years, and who probably would
have been pleeted president of the City
Council this year if his illness had not
irwriiirPri him to refuse a, nomination.
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66 THEATERS
COMPLETE PLAN
FOR_BENEHT
Midrnght Shows on Nov. 20

Arranged: Every Curt Goes
to City Jobless Fund

•

Plans have been completed by
the 66 motion picture theaters Of
Boston to aid the unemployed of
the city by givilg midnight shows
On Nov. 20.
A midnight performance of the
current show, with regular price'
prevailing, will he given in each
theater, with every cent' of the proceede to go to Mayor Curley's fund
for the unemployed.
Musicians, i•shers and all other
attaches have agreed to (innate
their services, and there will be no
"expense account." Managers will
charge tne prices which prevail at
their houses, and complete performances will he given.
Mayor Curley has placed the official seal of his approval on the
project, and is offering every aid
possible.
Tickets are to be placed on sale
far in advance, and it is expected
that many organizations will purchase blocks for their employes.
Many persops, who will be unable
to attend the shows, are expected
to buy tickets to help the cause.
A aalps campaign has heen prepared, and committees are now at
work in conjunction wi0 the national plan of the Motion Picture
Theatres of America.
Efforts are hems TTIRrie to make
the midnight shows benefit. as the
biggest thing of its kind yet glen,
and it is hoped that more money
%Alit he ()plainer{ for the unempinyed
in this manner than In any other
way.

Curley on Navy, Debts
Upbuilding vs. Downbuilding
"Everything America has and hopes to have may
be traced to the protection which has been
given and
which can be given our country in the future
by a
powerful Navy."
-to said Mayor Curley in his latest radio
broadcast.
mayor Curley is invariably in good voice.
--it his logic is more reliable when he
discusses the UP.CYLDING of our country's first line of defense
than when he
discusses the DOWNBUILDING of the debts
owed to us by foreign nations.
If, instead of welshing, they had paid these
debts like honorable men among honorable men, America
could have had the
powerful navy which Mayor Curley says America
needs WITHOUT AN ADDITIONAL PENNY OF
TAXES UPON TH.1;
AMERICAN PEOPLE.
If they had paid these debts, instead of running
out on their
I. 0. U.'s, like cheap sports who head for the
poor debtor's court,
there would have been no talk of these governme
nt "economies"
which threaten to close the Charlestown Navy
Yard and throw
2000 employes out of work.
Americans want a great navy, not to make war
upon others
but to stop others from making war upon us.
Americans want these war debts paid. More than
half of
them have been canceled by public officials who
can be over-generous with other people's money when it does not
come out of
their own pockets. At least the balance should
be paid. And
without further quibbling abroad.
Mayor Curley ought to say so the next time he
speaks. It is
statesmanship to change one's views in the light of
new facts.
Especially when you change them in favor of your own
country.

•
In Every Boston 'Theatre
INDIVIDUALS and organizations in Boston interested in aiding the unemployed c .n get back of Mayor Curley's plan for
one great benefit to be held Nov. 20 when every theatre in Boston will hold a midnight show, the proceeds to go to the needy.
President Hoover's committee on unemployment asked the
various industries and professions to help in a nation-wide
stride towards better things. The National Motion Pictures
Industries responds with its most powerful means, use of all
its facilities for charity's sake.
In every theatre the length and breadth of the city at midnight, benefit shows will start. It is to be a Friday night,
chosen as best for all concerned, particularly for the audiences.
Naturally, thousands of tickets must be sold. The best
way to sell them is for every organization of men or women
to
pitch in and either buy or sell a lot of them. So if you are
really interested in doing something for your less fortunat
e
neighbor, get in touch with the central committee of the
National Motion Pictures Industries' benefit performance
at 60
Scollay square.
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City Campaign
More Spirited
as End Nears

assailing the Public School Association appear as It IJOWCI was tne only presets
by declaring that there are only two incumbent seriously threatened, inasmuct
as Mayor Curley's strength has
beer
members of that body: John F. Moors hurled against
him in the campaign rot
and Joseph Lee.
Francis D. Dailey. Dowd has
been f
Naturally, other candidates have sought thorn in the flesh of the mayor durins
to capitalize Goodwin's attitude In so far the present administration. The coun
as it seeks to assume that with Chairman eller devotes much of his time in tie
Hurley's re-election the school would be council to attacking the Curley policies
controlled from City Hall, but the three though a few years ago he was one of
candidates of the Public School Associa- the mayor's assistant secretaries. This
tion, Henry A. Sasserno, Frederick J. contest is one which politicians all over
Deane and Mr. Hurley have been working the city are watching, because of the
well together and have reported a decided weight of administration influence inBut Only School Board Fights quickening of interest in the last few volved.
Though there are stiff contests
days. Hurley, placed on the defensive as
for
he has been by Goodwin's attacks, has Councilors Gleason in Ward 9, Power In
Have Wide Appeal for
responded vigorously to them, but has Ward 10, Englert in Ward 11, Bush in
been forced to meet the unexpected hos- Ward 12 and McGrath in Ward 13, the
Electorate
tility of many of the late Jeremiah E. really picturesque contest in that particu•
Burke's friends who recall FIurley's atti- lar section is that which exists between
tude against the superintendent's re- Councilor Israel Ruby and Charles Kaplan of Ward 14. Ruby added interest
election a year and a half ago.
tc
That the School Committee fight has his campaign by bringing charges of
;illegal
regist.ati
city-wide
campaign
along as a
carried the
on against certain would.
appeal goes without saying. With so I be voters in the ward, some of whict
Goodwin's Attack on Curley many striking elements in it, the battle charges were proved true,
and he hat
is plainly one which may turn In the also claimed police protection because o:
Surprise to Friends of
final hours. There are three seats to the rumors that many men have beet
fill, and while it might be assumed that imp irted into the ward for illegal vot
Both Officials
the grouping of the three P. S. A. candi- Ing. There have been wild charges, cir
dates early in the contest has given the culars and red fire to an unusual
degrts
slate a real advantage, their friends fear and much bitterness has developed
By Forrest P. Hull
confusion in the minds of the voters as Ri.:Isy's latest trump cards
have beet
the factional developments are drawn to the indorsement of the Building
Trade:
As the city campaign for school corn- razor edge, with the rallies of tonight, Council and the Central
Labor Union.
:17i? candidate,
uanda
andy
s,
In
mittee and city council nears its end.SuTr
the adjoining
ward Councilot
Joseph V. Francis E. Kelly, another
Chairman Hurley and
with the election next Tuesday, there is Lyons,
enemy of the
are seeking re-election, and four 'mayor, is fighting hard
for his seat
a rather lively outburst of interest among others were candidates in the previous
against two opponents, Richard J. Garthe voters, due to the several ward fights election. Among them are two physt- vey and Eleanor C.
L'Ecuyer,
the latter
for the council and the persistency with clans, two lawyers, two bankers, two in- the only woman candidate in the camsurance men, a traffic manager and a paign. The Curley
supporters are combwhich the dozen candidates for the school secretary to a city engineer.
committee have presented their respee- In certain quarters there is added in- ing the district every minute for the
largest possible showing in behalf Of
live appeals under the stimulus of the kerest in the School Committee contest Garvey, while Mrs.
L'Ecuyer is telling all
opposing attitude of Mayor Curleynd due to the necessity of filling :he vacancy the women of the ward that
the only
- caused by the death of Superintendent trouble
with the city council is that there
Frank A. Goodwin, chairman of the of Schools, Jeremiah E. Burke,
but such is no woman
it.
in
splitting the oppoFinance Commission,
an issue is remote, inasmuch as there is
sition, Kelly sees victory.
Today, Mr. Goodwin, often hailed as every expectancy that the position will
"Curley's man," came squarely into the be filled within a short time by the pres- Wilson Expects Victory
ent board.
open against the mayor in a political ad- Old-times in politics, though
There are six candidates in Ward 18,
noting
vertisement, in which he calls Chai man some of the former spirit in the present represented in the City Council by CounJoseph J. Hurley of the school commit- campaign, with its red fire, its soap-box cilor Albert L. Fish, and Fish seems
tee a tool of Curley's and asserts that the oratory, its whirlwind tours with howling assured of re-election. The situation is
mayor's indorsement of Hurley as a supporters
,k , its house-to. mild, however, compared with that in the
candidate to succeed himself was because,house doorbell ringing and its circulariza- adjoining precincts of Ward 17, where
"Hurley took orders from Curley," there-ition, laugh at all suggestions that the Councilor Robert Gardiner Wilson, Jr., is
fore, as Goodwin argues, a vote for days of "Jim" Donovan Patrick Ken- faced with the greatest struggle in his
Hurley means control of the Boston nedy and other leaders have returned, political career. His opponent, Thomas
schools by the mayor. Gocdwin. who in- even for a few weeks. The truth is that Burke, a veteran and a capable stump
dorses Henry J. Sullivan and Dr. Wil iain an off-year election in Boston is of com- orator, is making a picturesque campaign
B. Burns for the school committee, under paratively light interest to the masses. with a small army of workers who leave
the sponsorship of the newly formed And this year ward fights have so com- little of politics undone which imagination
Boston School League, will broadcast his plicated the situation that en:emends of Can conceive. Wilson is meeting all atcitizens are either so confused or dis- tacks upon his council record with
opinions next Monday night.
charThe rift in the hitherto pleasant rela- gusted that they will not take the pains acteristic fervor, and though he is
tions which have existed between Good- to vote.
Republican and the ward is strongly
win and Curley seemed apparent from
In only two wards are there no fights Republican, he has scores of Democrats
the beginning of the campaign if Good- for the city council. in ward 3, where on his staff as usual, and has been
makwin carried out his intention to do what Martin Lomasney presides, City Council- ing such striking headway in
the last
he could agaiest Chairman Hurley. a or John I. Fitzgerald, Martin's chief few days that his seat seems
assured.
desire stimulated by the recent Finance lieutenant, has a clear field, and in the
It is in Ward 18 that the most picCommission investigation of the public neighboring ward 5, which Councilor turesque and noisy fight
of the city
school system. Mayor Curley has not Laurence Curtis, 2d. has represented for centers. Councilor Clement
A. Norton
entered the contest personally, though two years, there is no opposing
as
has
one
opponent,
James A. Watson,
candidate
Joseph A. Conry, traffic commissioner, In East Boston, Councilor Timothy . Who was a member of the
City Council for
F.
speaking for the mayor at a rally in the Iionevan has a fight with three opposing several terms and seeks
a re-entry into
hall of the West Roxbury Post of the candidates, the chief opponent being Wil- isolities. The spectacle
furnished
by these
American Legion, endorsed Chairman liam H. Barker, but with the opportunity .two men at a recent
hearing of the street
Hurley for re-election and Maurice J. for such a splitting of the ballot, he trommissioners, in which
each
called the
Tobin, nnother candidate. who has strong should win. In Charlestown, Councilor !other names, was but a
mild reminder of
following among friends of the city ad- Thomas IT. Green will have no difficulty :the nightly attacks and
counter
ministration.
attacks
in winning from a single opponent, Wil• In the ward. Norton, who
is superinTits spectacle of a chairman of the 11am D. Sweeney. In ward 4, the tunes tendent of Commonwealth
Pier,
Is
a
Commissi
taking
clever
on
South
lointinte
the stump
End district, there is a free-for•all debater and Watson
never had so hard
,,,,,
lc; ice
A
in a municipal campaign is sionething caused
g'
combat.
fighter
to
The
Je.11.1‘
4 zioilI, 1JUL a tteputaatan canto
situation is um
new in city politics. Goodwin has issued late is assured
usually complicated inasmuch as
election.
of
anoth•S
several statements against 'Hurley atul
strong man of the ward, Peter J. Murphy,
in condemnation iif the entire school Dowd In Hard Fight
formerly in the council, is a contender
tor
committee and its policies, 'calling the
Councilors Donovan in Ward 6, Wintery
members "a lot of dummies" and also
arc'
't contests in all of the other
Thoeldresea
G. Lynch In Ward 7 and Dowd in Wart his
wards.......Peter A. At
8 are fighting for their lives, but it,
01
„ .

Few Ward Contests

•
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ZUdS William

•
I and members of the Women s Educe.tional and Industrial Union were also
present.
Honorary hearers were Chairman Joseph J. Hurley, Dr Joseph V. Lyons,
Francis C. Gray and William J. Reilly
of the School Committee: also the
male members of the Board of Superintendents, John C. Brodhead, Arthur
L. Gould, William B. Snow and Michael J. Downey. headed by former
Asst Supt Augustin L. Rafter.
Active pallbearers were friends of
Supt Burke of long standing, as rollows: William J. Bradley and William
Toye. both of Lawrence, where Supt
Burke was engaged in school work
before he came to Boston as an assistant superintendent in 1904; Philip Mc.
Morrow of Newton, John Dunn and
William O'Brien of this city, and M. E.
Fitzgerald, superintendent of the Cambridge public schools, and former master in the Dorchester school.

I

l

Long Cortege

•

Committeeman:
It
McDonnell, Mark B. Mulvey, schoolhouse custodian; Patrick Nagel, assistant schoolhouse custodian; Maj
William J. Casey, superintendent of
printim, for the city; Edward F. Kelley, chairman of Board of Assessors;
Judge Joseph A. Sheehan.
Ex-Mayor John F. Fitzgerald, ExMayor Daniel A. Whelton, Capt Bernard Lynch of the High School Cadets,
Robert F. Denvir, teacher of English,
Dorchester High School; Representative John E. Hurley of Dorchester,
Richard T. Howard, publisher of
SulliReview; Alexander
Boston
van, business agent of the School Department; Joseph A. Tomasello, Henry
Burroughs of the Burroughs FoundsJoseph
tion; Ex-Congressman
H.
O'Neil, William J. McCluskey, Board
of Water Commissioners, Milton; John
Desmond, superintendent of schools,
Holyoke; William H. Butler School
Department Supply Department, Boston; James S. Maher. dcmestic engineer, Schoolhouse Department.
Christopher I. Fitzgerald, John A.
Treanor, represented Holy Cross Alumni; William J. Barry and James A.
Desmond of the high standing committee, M. C. 0. F.; John J. McGrath;
City Messenger Edward J. Leary; John
E. Swift, supreme director of the
K. of C.; Judge Patrick M. Keeting,
Superior Court; Clerk William M.
Prendible of the Superior Criminal
Court; Mr and Mrs Frazier O'Leary
and daughter, neighbors of Dr Burke;
delegation of the executive committee
of the Boston Teachers' Club; Frank
Morrin, master of the Solomon Lewenberg School, Mattapan; delegation
from the Women's Educational and
Industrial Union; Henry Sasserno, former school teacher; delegation from
Historical
American-Irish
Society,
headed by Ex-Congressman Joseph F.
O'Connell; Chairman Peter F. Tague
of the Election Department; Martin E.
Touhy; Patrick Campbell, assistant superintendent of schools; John Riley,
master of the Dearborn School; Miss
Julia A. Murphy, supervisor in charge
of playgrounds, and Miss Louise Kane,
a secretary to the School Committee.

The throng in the church was seated
by the following ushers: Nathaniel J.
Young. director cf school hygiene;
Frederick J. O'Brien, associate director; William H. J. Kennedy of the Boston Normal School; James .A. Crowley. associate director of physical education: Chester M. Grover, headmaster
of Charlestown High School; Archer
M. Nickerson, master of the Frank V.
Thompson Intermediate School; Robert
S. Atkins, master of the Thomas N.
Hart-Frederick W. Linveln district,
and Hugh J McElaney, master of the
John Winthrop district, Dorchester.
Following the chiireh services the
body was conveyed to St Joseph's
Cemetery in West Roxbury in a fu- Organizations Represented
The following Boston school organineral cortege of more than a half hundred motor cars.
zations were represented: High School
Headmasters' Association, Pres Walter
F. Downey; Intermediate Principals'
Fire Bells Toll
Association, Pres Edwerd J. Muldoon;
As the cortege passed the firehouse Elementary Teachers' Club, Pres Mary
of Engine 46, Peabody sq, on its way B. Cummings; Intermediate Teachers'
to the cemetery, the firemen and a de- Club, Miss G. Pauline Gordoi., presitail from other stations lined up in dent; Masters Assistants' Club, Miss
front of the building and stood at at- Anne A. Mellish president; Elementary
Teachers' Association, Miss Katherine
tention. Fire bells tolled.
Among those at the services were C. McDonnell; High School Women's
Ex-Congressman Joseph F. O'Connell, Club, Miss Grace A. McGrath presiCity Trees Edmund Dolan, Col Thom- dent; Submasters' Club, Pres Jamep
as F. Sullivan, chairman of the Tran- E. Dolan; Men's Economic Club, Pres
sit Commission; clerk John F. Cronin Gerald F. Coughlin; Junior Masters'
of the Supreme Court, Penal Commis- Club, Free Thomas A. Donnelly; Spe•
miesioner William G. O'Hare, Judge chat Classes Club, Miss Elizabeth .T.
Richard M. Walsh of the Dorchester King, president; Boston Principals' As.
Court and Associate Justice Michael sociation, Brea William W. Howe;
H. Sullivan of the Dorchester Court, Shop Teachers' Association, Pres John
Dr Frederick L. Bogen, formerly mem- J. 'McGrath.
The former Federation of Catholic
ber of the School Committee; Dr
Charles E. Mackey, Dr Edward J. Societies, in which Hunt Burke wag
Denning, Judge Frank Leveroni city active during its existence 'several
colector William M. Mcleforrow, Sher- years ago, was represented by Charle4
iff John A. Keliher. Registrar of Deeds T. Daly of Medford. The Charitable
William T. A. Fitzgerald, Ex-Senator Irish Society of Boston, of which Supt
Henry S. Fitzgerald, Registrar of Pro- Burke was a director, was repremented
bate Arthur H. Sullivan, City Coun- by a group headed by Charles D.
cilore John F. Fitzgerald and Al Fish, Meginnis, president, and John J.
feliMichael H. Corcoran, Charles S. ne n, secretary.
O'Connor, formerly School CommitteeRev Dr Cummings read prayers at
,
man; Daniel J. ',sane, formerly School the cemetery,

5UPTIURKE IS
1.1110 TO REST

With all s,chool department offires clozed, and flags on Boston
;cliools at half-staff, Dr. Jeremiah
E. Burke, superintendent of the
Boston school system, went to his
grave today.
Dr. Burke died suddenly Thursday.
The funeral cortege started at
the Burke home In Alban at., Ashmort, and wound its way to St.
Mark's Church in Dorchester ave.,
where solemn high mass of requiem
wee celebrated.
CURLEY IS PRESENT
Mayor Curley headed the gathering of public officials from both
city
and
state
departments,
together
with
educators
from
many
fields, who bowed their
heads In prayer at the little Dorchester church as final "requiems"
were pronounced.
The honorary pallbealiers were
four members of the school committee, Chairman Joseph J. Hurley,
Dr. Joseph V. Lyons, Francis 'C.
Cray and William J. Reilly; also
the male members of the board of
superintendents, John C. Brodhead.
Arthur L. Gould, William B. Scow
and Michael J. Downey, headed
by former Asst. Supt. Augustin L.
Rotten
TEACHERS ATTEND
The ushers were Nathaniel J.
,
Young, diirector of school
hygiene;
Frederick J. O'Brien, asaociate director; Dr. William H. J. Kennedy,
president of the Boston Teachers'
College'; James A. Crowley, associate director of physical
elucation;
Chester M. Grover, headmaster of
ths Charlestown High School; Robert S. Atkins, master of the Thomas
Hert, Frederick W. Lincoln riletuic, and Hugh J. McElaney, master of the John Winthrop district,
Dorchester.
Delegations from all teachers'
clubs and assoeiatione attended
the funeral. as well as a delegation
from the Roston Charitable Irish
Society, of which Dr. Burke was a
director.
Burial was at St. Joierini cemetery, Roxbury.
Gov. Ely was represented by
State Treasurer Charles F.
Hurley,
who Is a member of the Cambridge
school committee.

•

THRONGS PAY FINAL TRIBUTE
TO SUPERINTENDENT BURKE

Left to right, front: State Tress th2rles E. Burk,- and 1
,ai step, Cit:, l'ra E
Burks. On t,

•

Senator David T. Walsh. at funeral of Sunt Jeremiah
Dolan sad Mayor James M. Curies%

Tribute to the memory of Jeremiah'
Burke was widely known to the sunneacon. Terry s requiem service
E. Burke, superintendent of the Bos- tupt
of the Dorchester district, was sung as the musical portion of
:hildren
fatally
was
who
ton public schools,
came to pay their respects of the mass, under direction of Mrs Edstricken in his sleep last Thursoay ind they
own accord. It was estimated ward H. Sullivan, who presided at the
morning, was paid today at his fu- heir
fully 3000 persons assembled in lrgan. The music was by the reguneral services, which were held in St hat
or in the immediate vicin- ttr church quartet.
Mark's Church, Dorchester av, Dor- :he church
Seated within the sanctuary were a
ty to participate ill the final tribute
chester.
the leaders in public school iarge number of clergymen, including
The church was filled with delega- .o one of
whose 10 years' service as Rt Rev Mgr P. J. Supple of St John's
tions from the various teacher organ- Klucation,
hurch, Roxbury; Rev Charles A.
of the Boston system won him a
izations; of the local school system, hrid lead
in the hearts of not only Branton, 0. S. A., of St Augustine
place
varm
social
and
fraternal
from business,
serving with him, but of hun- i2hurch, Andover; Rev William Twogroups, some time before the funeral hose
of educators throughout the lig of St Brendan's parish, Neponset;
Icortege arrived from the Burke fam- lreds
Rev Richard J. Quinlan, supervisor of
ily home at 60 Alban at, Ashmont. mruntry.
the Catholic parochial schools of the
School superintendents and others enBoston Archdiocese; Rev Joseph V.
gaged in educational work came from Large Gathering
Tracy of St Columbkille's Church,
all over Greater Boston and more disProminent in the large gathering of Brighton; Rev Albert Shea of St
tant points to join in last rites for the
known in every activity James' Church, Harrison a v; Rev
distinguished educator who passed 24 ?ersons well
Mayor James M. Cur- James Kelley, pastor of Our Lady of
were
life,
3f
schools
the
in
long
serVice
years of his
Rem'
ey, U. S. Senator David I. Walsh, Lourdes' Church, Jamaica Plain;
this
of
schools
the
in
England
of New
Sallovray of the Immacucity Tress Edmund L. Dolan, State Francis X.
city.
Charles E. Hurley of Cam- late Conception Church, Revere, and
The church was taxed to its Ca- Trees
Gov
Joseph Rev William J. McCarthy, pastor of
representing
nacity by an assemblage ot between bridge, many judges of the Bostcn and St Brigid's Church, Lexington.
B. Ely,
1200 and 1400 persons. As many more ,Massachusetts courts and members of
In the reserved section were dele;toad on the broad steps of the church, lthe bar and the medical profession,' gations from the following organizan the NN, ide space in front of it, and and the Dorchester Board of Trade, tions:
Charitable
Irish
Sod/kV.
'long the sidewalks on both sides of headed by Pres P. .T. Connelly and ' knights of Columbus, Catholic Alumni
Jorchester AV. More than 1000 boys
Daily.
J.
John
Sodality,
of
the
committee
Secretary
executive
age from various
ind girls of school
Rev Dr Francis V. Cummings was the Boston Teachers' Club, the Head.
ichools of the Ashmoct and Dorches- elebrAnt of the solemn high mass of masters', Intermediate Principals'
sections, lined the sidewalk
er Center
church in an impressive requiem at 10 o'clock.. He was assist-' Elementary Principals' AsSoCila
n front of the
nd by Rev Fr Patrick J. Dalton and school pripai
ributs that had not been arranged.
le!ke.."1,

t44,111LAimuliss-akesitest4
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Make Address
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In Afternoon
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BOSTONJUDLLI3 BEm BILTPRESENTS MAYOR
BOARD FAVORED
COPY OF HER BOOK. "CIRCUS"
L

5

Curley Conference Urge;
Committee to Work with
State Group
BATTLE OVER WAGES
ENLIVENS MEETING
The unemployment conference called
by Mayor Curley at the Boston City
Club yesterday, with only 150 of the
500 invited attending, after a heated
discussion relative to labor wage reduction, concluded its session by requesting
the mayor to organize a Boston unemployment relief committee to work in
co-operation with the state commission
headed by William Phillips.
Phillips urged an organization that
would devote its efforts to the spreading
of available work and to finding jobs.
The mayor suggested the establishment
of an honor roll of employers who have
i not reduced employes or wages during
I the year and who will not do so during
the coming winter.
Morris Gest gave assurance of a three
weeks' presentation of "The Miracle" at
Boston Garden in March, the estimated
net profits of $250,000 to be donated to
the employment relief fund of Boston.
As Boston business interests have not
reacted favorably to an invitation for
them I- underwrite the revival of the
famed pageant, he announced that Mrs.
Gest, daughter of the late David Belasco,
would guarantee the expenses. He predicted he would attract 500,000 to the
performances.
The prediction of Matthew Cum —"igs.
prominent Boston contractor engaged
in the construction of four muni6ipal
buildings, that an open shop will exist
in the building trades within three
months, unless the building trades halt
the "guerrilla warfare which is now
wrecking this line of business." temporarily subordinated the discussion of
methods of relieving unemployment at
the conference.
Russell S. Codman precipitated the
controversy by suggesting consideration
of a proposal to the building trades to
voluntarily accept a 20 per cent, reduction in wages for six months. He declared that building tradesmen are receiving from $1.50 to $2 per hour. and
argued that a reduction would stimulate building and provide opportunities
for employment.
James T. Moriarty, president of the
state branch of the A. F. of L., took
Codman to task for injecting a controversial issue into the discussion of unemployment relief. He followed William
E. Brigham who proposed to Mayor Curley that ft survey be made to determine
how many building projects would be
started if a wage reduction should be
Moriarty Insisted that in the discusmade
sion on the wage reduction proposal between Building Trades Council and the
Building Trades Employers' Association
the latter had been unable to specify
one project which would be started if
the concession should be made. The
contractors engaged In building jobs, he
continued, figured their prices on the
basis of existing wage scales and a reduction would only benefit the contractors,. 1144101 It could be shown that

BETTY' BELL PRgSENTING A COPY or HZR BOOK TO MAYOR Ctokl,EY
Betty Boyd Bell, 11, 242 Jamaica way,
laughter of Floyd Bell, publicity director of the Metropolitan Theatre. today presented Mayor Curley with a
copy of her book, "Circus," a young
girl's story of life under the big top.
flovo;if
The young authoress Is
trade student ln a Jamaica Plain WI-

new projects would be started.
Cummings retorted that Moriarty
knew that he was not speaking the
truth, adding that "at least two-thirds
of the general contractors are hiring
union labor at non-union prices and
the honest contractors who pay union
scales are finding it impossible to obtain contracIs." Carpenters, he said.
were beinegPmployed at $5 a day and
laborers at S3 a day.
-If necessary I can name a dozen of
them right off." he said. "The building trades business agents have agreed
to stop these 'guerrillas,' but they have
done nothing. They continue to write
union wages on the outside of the envelopes and fill them with non-union
money. If it isn't stopped. the open
shop which practically exists now will
be a real open shop Inside of three

vate school. Between 2 and 4 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon, at Jordan Mars
Company, Miss Bell will autograph
copies of her book.
While visiting Mayor Curley. tho
girl said she had never visited th
Zoo at Franklin Park, and Mayor Cur
ley arranged with Park Commissione
I,"ir o have her shown tl.rouFh th
place oclatit.

Youthful Author Visits His Honor

Betty Boyd
Bell, 11, of
Jamaica Plain,
youthful author
of "Circus,"
her thrilling
story of life
under the Big
Tent, is shown
as she presented a copy
of "Circus" to
Mayor Curley
at City Hall
yesterday.
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Time Boston Had One
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ARGUE WAGE CUT AT
CURLEY CONFERENCE
Codman, Moriarty Debate
Building Trades Scale
Mayor Curley's conference of financial, commercial, industrial and labor
experts on unemployment problems
yesterday turned into a lively debate
when R. S. Codman suggested that
building trades laborers take a voluntary 20-percent cut in wages.
James T. Moriarty, State president
of the A. F. of L., upheld labor and
the I.esent wage scale In the argu..ent.
Codman said that with the purchasing power of the dollar increased, labor should come forward, narticUltigY
the building trades, and accept a 20.
percent cut.
Codman stated that laborers in the
building trades were receiving pey of
121.50 an hour, $1.75 an hour and
Ian hour. He contended that If the 20percent cut in wages was effected on
jobs where 100 men are now employed there would be employment for
150 to 250 men.
1
He asked that the rut be accept •,
as of Nov 1 and continued to May 14
as a trial.
Mr Moriarty immediately took issue
with the speaker, denying that any
man in the building trades received $2
an hour. He said building costs were
cheaper per cubic foot now than they
were in 1921 and declared the coatracts now in effect between employers
and laborers had, at the request of the
employers, been made to run for a period of three years. He argued that the
employers had building contracts based
on the present wage scale anti the
present building program.
Moriarty asked Codman to produce
one owner or one architect who could
assure the laborer that building
activity would be increased if there
was a decrease in salary. He asked
that an owner or architect be produced
with new building projects wnien
would show an indication of more
building activity.
Mayor Curley stated pat he would
like to see a committee formulated to
spread work and stabilize labor. He
suggested an honor roll of employers
who ha,i not discharged any men in
this depression and had not cut wages.
He suggested a supplementary honor
roll of employers who would agree
that they would not discharge any
help this Winter and not cut wages.
Chairmen Phillips of the State Committee on Unemployment suggested
that Roston should appoint a representative committee of butanes' men,
church people, flnanclel men and memhera of women's clubs to act in the
unemployment situation. It was his
suggestion that the Mayor appoint
such a committee.
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I- .- Would Cu Ptiblic Salaries

6Former

Only there must be no favoritism,
As a means of improving economic conditions now faced by no preferential classes. The TOdllat011 in salaries should obviouscommunities and individuals all ly be heavier
in the "higher
over the country Former Repre- brackets." Mayor Curley could
sentative Henry L. Shattuck, once stand a 20 per cret. rntriction more
sbairman of the Massachusetts comfortably thah a public school
teacher in the lower grades pould
Legislature's ways and means com- stand
10 per cent.
mittee, has proposed a cut in State
A special levy on incomes is sugand Federal salaries. This pro- gested by Mr. Shattuck to provide
posal is discussed by the SPring- more relief funds. That is what
field .epublican as follows:
we are coming to doubtless. There
Mr. Shattuck's two definite sug- will he many to agree that Governgestions are drastic indeed, yet or Ely's public works building profinancial conditions. promise to gram of last winter has exhausted
force their serious consideration by its beneficial potentialities and
the Legislature next winter. A 10 cannot wisely be extended at the
per cent. salary cut among all pub- next session, if there must be more
lic employes would have fully as short-term bond issues. Such promuch justification in the reduced grams were based on the assumpcost of living as the 10 per cent. tion that the depression would, be
wages cut in mills of the Ameri- of short duration, just as the opcan Woolen Cdmpany.
position to them was largely based I
Mr. Shattuck should have urged on the same assumption. The dealso that the salaries of members pression's progressive intensificaof the Legislature should be re- tion and widening range has
duced, and have emphasized that changed the situation so far that
"public employes," the phrase used new public works not actually
by him, includes every official from needed, are to be avoided.. Unemthe governor down. Doubtless that ployment relief, however, will reIs what he had in mind. Even King main urgent and a direct attack on
George has taken a heavy cut in the financial problem through a
his royal allowances and the prime special levy on incomes may be the
minister's salary has been slashed. most feasible policy to combine
So have the salaries of a number with drastic economy, in public exof our greatest corporation presi- penditures.
dents. The Republican suggested
Since this is an emergency probweeks ago that President Hoover lem, The Republican wishes that
announce his own willingness to Mr. Shattuck would now explore
take a cut as the preliminary to critically the whole field of taxrecommending retrenchment in all exempt property in this commonGovernment salaries. Congressman wealth to see if a special levy on
Treadway's advocacy of a reduc- some of it would not be practical
tion in the salaries of United States as well as justified, by the circumsenators and representatives is stances. The State contains this
brought to mind in this connection. kind of property in realty and inWith the salary reduction move- -tangibles to the amount of hunment going strong, through the dreds of millions of dollars.
initiative of the governor and
For example, Harvard UniversiLegislature, Massachusetts, cities ty, of whith Mr. Shattuck is now
and towns would probably follow the treasurer, had property reputalong, as Mr. Shattuck advisee. The ed to he valued at $100,000,000, not
real solution of the depression long ago. If public school teachers
problem is that the American must have their pay reduced, Harpeople must dig themselves out. vard professors and instructors
Let us absorb our deflation and might justly be deflated also,
readjust our living costs to our in- through some levy by the State on
comes.
the university's endowment.
CO&ifielt- CdT)7„Z54
'dr 1..0 /1,
Port of Boston need
early
England spirit, urges Mor
That is a natural desire ora patriotic Bostonian to feel—a hope that
Bostonese possessors of comfortable
fortunes invested in carefully selected securities of every country will
dispose of sonic of their bonds and
stocks to take a desperate chance at
sea whore the foundations of such
fortunes were laid generations ago.
That would, Indeed, be a romantic
and picturenque thing to do. Every
realist, meantime, knows that the
State Street boinkers who serve as

•

trustees for 0, thousand or more
wealt14. 13tesk,
y families will not
take liftl;*
adlitee in this
fria0,1g*,ey may 545

$32.41 FROM THE
BOSTON MEETINGS
Total Receipts Were $23,506;
City to Get the Crumbs,
Says Curley; Opposition in
PhiladelThia
Bostoo, Oct. 20—The -Foursquare
Gospel" of Mrs. Aimee McPherson
Hutton earned profits of $32.41 for
the Boston jobless according to figures released last night by the Boston Garden management and Fred-

erick Winters, manager of the nineday series of revivals.
Added to a special collection of
$908.90 taken up Suneay night for
Mayor Curley's unemployment fund,
this will make a total of 8941.31 to be
turned over to the city today. Total
receipts were $23,506.30 and expenses,
$23,441.48, or about $2600 a day.
About 165,000 persons who heard
the famous woman evangelist during
her stay here, averaged slightly less
than 11 cents each In collections
amounting to $17,150. The remainder of the receipts were made up
from the sale of literature and special
donations.
Just $64.82 VMS the profit of the

Curley Asks Lights
re Dimmed at 7
In Edison Tribute

Boston, Oct .20-.-Hy public pro....
lamation, Mayor James M. Curi,.Y
today called on Boston's citizenry
to dim All electric lights for one
minute at 7 o'clock tomorrow
night in tribute to Thorns?' A. EllLson.
Mayor Curley also ordered that,
city flags be placed at half staff

tomorrow. .
"Once a resident of Reston, hie
(r.dlann's) labors during hie lire
time have proven. of enduring benefit to humanity and to the whole
universe." said the mayor.

revivals, and Aimee true to her
promise to Mayor Curley, will turn
over half of that amount, or $32.41 to
the unemployment fund of the city.

"It looks as if we were going to get
the crumbs," said Mayor Curley over
the telephone last night, when
told
of the city's share in the revival.
After learning that Gypsy Smith,
noted evangelist, is scheduled to open
a revival next Sunday in Philadelphia, Mrs. Hutton last night cancelled her opening there and declared
she has accepted a call from Providence and
will conduct a revival
campaign t'i-re
beginning "tiday
night and continuing until
Monday.
Decided opposition was
manifest
against Mrs. Hutton at
Philadelphia
by Mayor Mackey. who last
night
said, "I don't want to see
Aimee
Pherson come here at all. I never Mclike
to see religious enthusiasm
turned
into a circus."
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AIMEE S PROFITS

Representative Henry L. Shattuck's Proposal Is Discussed
Editorially by an Influential Newspaper

A Wet.
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MAYOR CIO
WANTS HOLIDAYS
ON SATURDAYS
Observance of Armistice Day
was the subject of a conference between Mayor Curley and representatives of the American Legion
and
Legion Auxiliaries of the State
at
City hall, Boston, yesterday.
Mayor Curley suggested to the
Legionnaires that they consider
the advisability of combining
Armistice Day observances., with those
of Thanksgiving Day. He also
told
his visitors to consider
carefully a
proposition that all holidays be obi:erved on the Sattitday of the
week
In which they occir with
he ex
ception of Christm
D9.3t
fios-.

•

-
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ion
commerce,
board of the chamber of Armistice
not to close retail stores to suggest
day inspired Mayor Curley American
to representatives of th,
advisLegion and its auxiliarle ofbeall holability of toe observance dence day
idays other than Indepeny.
and Christmas on Saturda
ng the
He also :-uggested combini
and
obaervances of Armistice day
TIninksgiving on the latter day.
he
apThe mayor asserted that
abanpreciated the trend towards
ce
observan
the
of
ts
merchan
merit by
business
of holidays by suspension of deferring
and he stressed the idea of ion of
until Saturday the celebratprevious
any holiday falling on some
day of the week.
of
Legion officials invited officials at
the retail trade board to confer
observthe mayor's office about the
ance of rmistice day.
/0,/ 1_0/j/
•
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BosToN, Oct. 19 (.?)--An
to the question of to what extent, it
any, Boston's poor will benefit from
a 50-50 split with Mrs. Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton, Los Angeles
evangelist, was awaited with inte,est
at city hall today. A special charity
collection taken up after the regular
offering at the closing service of the
nine day revival at the Boston Garden, last night, netted $908.90 but
1.yor Ja e M. Curley exacted a
pricOterom Mrs. ITulton when shoS
came to Boston that the evangelist
sents the debit and credit figures
thing taken in over And above exenses.
Mrs. McPherson estimated her expenses at $2600 daily or $23.100 for
the revival and not until Richard G.
Dunn. manager of the Garden presents the debit and credit figures
to Mayor Curley will he know how
matters stand. Mrs. McPherson spoke
to an estimated aggregate audience
Her collections
of 165,300 persons.
were not believed to have exceeded
expenses to any substantial degree.

c ,t1,/

BOSTON'S POOR AND
AIMEE WILL SPLIT
PROFIT OF $64.82
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MAYOR cugLEY

Boston, Oct. 19 (R)--Boston's poor
will get exactly $32.41 from the
nine day revival of Mrs. Semple
McPherson Hut ton, Los Angeles
evangelist, plus a special collection
benefit of $908.90.
When Mrs. Hutton came here
l e4rvcinvited her to split
ro
Mayor Ciim,
. welfare department
with the
everything she collected over and
above expenses.
The revival which attracted more
than 165,000 persons to the Boston Garden 'Drought in *23,506.30,
according to figures presented at
the city hall today by Richard G.
Dunn, manager of the Garden. Expenses amounted to *23,441.48, leaving $64.82, split 50-50. The poor got
$32.41 and Mrs. Hutton the same.,
At the closing service last night,'
a special collection was taken up
after the regular offering for the
poor and this netted $908.90.

TO GIVE TALK
Rockland. Oct. 20.—A meeting of
the executive committee of the Rockland Chamber of Commerce was held
last evening at the Legion Home
with President William Ft:McCarthy
presiding. Plans were talked over
for the coming year and also for
the opening session next Tuesday
evening.
There is a question as to where
s
the chamber will hold its meeting
this season. There are many who
want to return to G. A. R. Hall,
where the organization held its n-eeting for over 20 years, while others
favor Charming Hall. The matter
will be decided by the committee ti.is
week. President McCarthy announced
that he has secured Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston for the speaker
for the opening meeting. Mayor Curley is a great favorite in this town,
liming spoken here a number of
times.
/
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Boston Wonders
Be
What Split Willanswer

Curley Suggests
'Mist Holidays Be
L
Saturday
1' Observed
Oct. 20--The formal decis, • Boston,
yesterday, of the retail trade

v
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GROSS RECEIHS OF
AIMEE'S REVIVAL IN
BOSTON--$23,506
BOSTON, Oct. 20—Gross re('eipts of Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton's nine-day re % ival were
$23,606.30, of which all hut $64.R2
went for expenses, according
Boston Garden Officials.
do Mayor Jamers M. Cy's burbe
gain witlitAfidttiel. • in WETch

•
agreed to donate half the profits of
the revival to the Boston unemployment fund, netted the fund ex'
actly $32.41. Actually, however.
the fund netted nearly $1000 from
A mee'm visit, sines a special CON
sip. took up for it Sunday.
lecti
totaled $90S.80.
A change in schedule will see
Aimee inaugurating her next revival Friday night at Providence,
It. I. She was to have appeared
next at Philadelphia, hitt altered
her plans upon learning another
evangelist, Gypsy Smith, was to
conduct a revival there.

,°/.--, ..1,

C. F C. NAMES
DIRECTORS AT
NEXT MEETING
'Neale ..to Be Chosen from
Nominee --List Now
Being Prepared
compilati(Th is now being made

at the Chamber of Commerce headquarters of the hundreds of ballots returned recently by the rni,niberg to nominate candidates for
directors to be elected at the annual meeting on Nov. 2.
With the election of officers,
eight of the present directors will
leave office and will not be eligible
for election to the directorship for
a year. A provision in the by-laws
holding office
forbids a director
for more than three continuous
years.
Those who will leave the board
are Clarence Burgin, William M.
R. Forbush,
Edmonston, Walter
Frank H. Foy, J. Everett Robbie,
Oscar L. Stevens, Allan R. White.
and James Moorhead,Jr. The latter
was recently appointed to serve
as director to fill the unexpired
term of a director who had resigned.
The 12 other members of the
likewise outside the
board are
eligible list of nominees. These
men are Lawrence H. Abbott. V.
Warren Crane. David A. Cutler,
iNazarino DiPanfilo, Joseph B.
Grossman, Henry .T. Hickey, Herbert A. Curtis. William H. Dennison, William T. Donovan, Napoleon
Guay, Harry H. Kerr, and Forrest I. Neal. There is one vacancy
to make the group complete.
President Hugh Allen of the Retail Merchants' Bureau and President Newell Clark of the Industrial
Bureau, are automatically members of the board.
At the annual meeting and election of officers, there will be a
dinner and an address by 7141-ar
James M. Curley of Boston.
/We+14
vvA
A review of Mrs. Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton's meetings in Boston
c'toe not throw a very gic,wing light
over them financially. Mayor pprIeV
is no doubt disappointed that they
yielded only $32 for his unemployment fund, and rrs. Hutton even
more so that her time and energy
brought her no greater resources for
the future. The 165,000 who heard
her averaged slightly less than 11
cents per person in their contribl, •
Dons. The evangelist may c:a.,efeer
herself specially unfortunate in that
her ministrations were apparently
allied at less even than those of more
formal and less spectacular gospels.
Clergymen have told us that church
them average
contributions with
some 15 cents per person. It 1.9'
rarely, that le, that religion is as'
highly appraised in money value as
on'
the movies, even at an afterno
session are.
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80STON

MAYOR
ATTENDS MASS IN
LEE CHURCH
LEE,

Oct. I9—Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston paid tills
town It
vncits"yesterday and attended high
mass at 10:30 at St. Mary's
church.
The Hub mayor with a party
of four
persons were. Pn route from Albany.
N. Y., to Boston when they
stopped
off to go to church. They
witnessed the Harvard-Army football
at West Point, N. Y., Saturdaygame
afternoon.
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AIMEE GOT $3.61A DAY'
FOR BOSTON REVIVAL
%Se
Poor s Share of Nine-Days'
Service Fund, $32.41—Philadelphia Trip off.
BOSTY, Oct. 19 (4'1—Boston's
poor will get exactly $32.41 from the
nine day revival of Mrs. Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton, Los Angeles
evangelist, plus a special collection
benefit of $908.90.
When Mrs. Hutton came here Dig,yer Curley invited her to split with
Welfare lepartment everything she collected over and above
expenses.
The revival which attracted more
than 165,000 persons to the Boston
Garden brought in $23,506.30, according to figures presented at the City
Hall today by Richard G. Dunn,
manager of the Garden. Expenses
amounted to $23,441.48 leaving $64.82.
Split, 50-50, the poor got $22.41 and
Mrs. Hutton the same.
At the closing service last night, a
special collection was taken up after
the regular offering for the poor and
this netted $908.90.

1177rmyrk

FOR GOOD LUCK—Mayor James M. Curley of Boston presents an
Irish shillaly to Aimee Setnple McPhers n Hutton to chase civil
spirits away as the Los Angeles evangelist tries to turn Bostoners
from the rcad to sin.

Aimee's Profit Only $64.82;
L, Boston's Poor Get $32.41
Special Collection at Closing Revival Service
However, Nets Welfare Fund $908.90;
Nine-Day Expense Is $23,441.
BOSTON, Oct. 19—(AP) Boston's
poor will get exactly $32.41 from the
nine-day revival of Mrs. Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton, Los Angeles
evangelist, plus a special collection
benefit of $9081.
When Mrs. Hutton came here Mayor
James M. Curley invited her to split
witrilentnotIbile, Welfare Department
everything she collected over and
above expenses.

I

VII

The revival, which attracted mort
than 165,000 persons to the Bostot
Garden, brought in $23,506.30. accord
ing to figures presented at the City
Hall today, by Richard G. Dunn, man
ager of the Garden. Expenses amount
ed to $23,441.48, leaving $64.82. Spli
50-50. the poor got $32.41 and Mrs
Hutton the same.
At the closing torvice last night
a special collection I, .s taken up afte
the regular offering for the poor ant
this netted $908.90.

I

BOSTON, Oct. 19 (A)—Frederick
Winters, manager for Mrs. Aimee
Semple McPherson Hutton, evangelist, announced tonight that he had
been instructed hy Mrs. Hutton to
postpone arrangements for a revival
she was to have conducted in Philrdelphia next week. Winter said that
Gypsle Smith, another evangelist, was
seheduled to open a campaign in
philadelphia next week and that
Mrs. Hutton felt it was not "best for
the common cause to have a conflict
In Fier% ices." The Announcement said
Mrs. Hutton thtended to conduct a
revival in the auditorium in Providence, R. 7., beginning next Friday
evening and continuldg until the totlowinst Monday evening.
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MAYOR CURLY'
TO SPEAKIT
C.OF C. MEETING
The executive committee of the
Rockland Chamber of Commerce
met Monday evening at the Legion
home, with plans discussed for the
opening meetlog of the 1031-32 season, to be held Tuesday evening,
Oct. 27. Representative Willia
m
H. McCarthy, pres;dent of the
Chamber, announced that he had
secured James M. Curley, mayor
lof Boston, to be the speaker at
the
!opening meeting.
Plans are made to have the supper at 6.30 and the busineas
meetIng will follow ,and conclude at
8,
with the meeting to be open to
the
public at that time, to hear the
speaker, who will address the gathering on a matter of much import
ance, subject to be announ
ced
later.
Plans were made for the season's activities of the Chamb
er,
and committee appointments for
the year were made by the president. The committee considered
several plans which will be acted
upon at the opening meetin
g.

FOR GOOD LUCK—Mir James M. Curley of Boston presents
an

Irish shillaly to Ahnee'ple MePhe"Faiii Hutton to chase
evil
spirits away as the Los Angeles evangelist tries to turn
Bostoners
from the road to sin.

. _
tS HEN A GGRI) MAVOI
'I) JL siT A PLAIN MA1'oR
mayor James Curley, of baton I nih Maoress of Manch
ester;
Distinguished visitors to Boston,' Mass., during that, city's notices Lord Va'yot
T/Rsiirge\s,itt, of Manchester; Hobert ESSVII, mace heir,
.
parade were high dignitaries of Manchester.
lEngla
nd. Viewing qua ert Police C
,
.Multnan, and General Aguevr,,4tiara
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WAIT REPORT ON
REVIVAL PROFITS
Boston, Oct. 19 (JP)—An answer
to the question of to what extent,
If any, Boston's poor will benefit
from a 50-50 split with Mrs. Aimee
Hutton, Los Angeles evangelist, was
awaited - with interest at city hall
today. A special charity collection
taken up after the regular offering
at the closing service of the nineday revival at the Boston Garden,

last night, netted $908.90 but Mayor
James M. CuTAx exacted a promise
from Mrs.-Rutton when she came
to Boston that the evangelist would
split with the city's poor anything
taken in over and above expenses
Mrs. Hutton estimated her expenses at $2,600 daily or $23,400 for
the revival and not until Richard
G. Dunn, manager of the Garden
presents the debit and credit figures to Mayor Curley will he know
how matters stand.
Mrs. Hutton
spoke to an estimated aggregate
audience of 165,300 persons. Her
collections were not believed to
have exceeded expenses to any substantial degree.

FOR GOOD LUCK—Mayor James M. Curley of Boston presents an
Irish shillaly to Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton to chase evil
wirits away as the LO3 Angeles evangelist tries to turn Bostoners
from the road to sin.
o
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K. OF C. ENTERTAIN AT
LADIES' NIGHT BANQUET
(e)

Past Grand Knight Dr. Arthur J.
Sullivan as toastmaster.
The speakers were Rev. George
Sullivan, curate of the Church of
the Holy Ghost; Rev. Peter Stoll,
dean of Miramar Mission at Island
Creek, Duxbury; Rev. Frank Monahan, captain in the U. S. Army.
Just returned from two years of
service In Honolulu; District Deputy Donald MacLane of Taunton
and State Deputy Hon. Joseph M.

Kirby of Boston.
Interspersing the addresses a
fine entertainment was given with
the following numbers: Soprano
solos, Miss Lillian Mullen; tenor
solo, James McGonnigle of Taun• The hall was attractively decor- ton; baritone solo, Thomas
Doherwith council colms. From b ty of Avon; dancing
specialties,
Ito 6.45 an informal reception was Phyllis and Lorrain
e
he,d in charge of the general corn- Attleboro; toe and tap DeMers of
dances by
William Brennan, chair- Master Buddy DeMers
of Attleboro;
man; Edmund buddy, secreta

Addresses and Enter-Isted
•
tamm
ent Comprise mittee,
Excellent Program. Albert Durant, treasurer;

ry;
Di. Arthur J. Sullivan, Frank Flaherty,
Walter Costello, Chailes I.. ThompOne of the most enjoyable son, James Kaveney, Joseph R.
I,ewis, William Fogarty. William
social events of the season, the
M. Sweeney, John R. Buckley and
annual ladies' night of WhitLionel Joyal.
man council, K. of C., took
At 7 o'clock the large company
marched t• the lower hall, where a
place last evening at the town
tine
belay, e.„ was served. Grand'
hall. Over 200 were present to
Knight. Panel Joyal extended r
(Knight
enjoy the admirable ekoraises.

tr (wee

Early and Sylvester of Taunton In
eccentric specialties.
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston was expected to (ttiffcer the
oration but was unable to attend
and sent as his representative exCongressmi.n Peter Tague, chairman of the election commission
of
Boston. He gave an interesting address on national affairs which are
now absorbing the attention of
the
world. After the exercises a
social hour ..was.,
red.
-
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Mayor James al. Curley affirms
that Hoover policies have caused the
depression of the last two years. This
statement

is

ridiculously

untrue.

President Hoover and his policies
have been no more the cause of the
two

•

years' depression

than

has

•IV f 4:071(
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SHATTUCK'S PROPOSAL
(/ CREATES DISCUSSION

Mayor Curley and his much talked

of municipal cow pasture of Boston
been the cause of the unemployment

Boston Mayor and Boston Finance Commissioner Disagree With Plan Forwarded
at Meeting Here

in The Hub.
The whole world does not rest upon one pair of shoulders. Sen.
BOSTON, Oct.
15—A 10 per cent. amount and any reduction now would
David I. Walsh in a very dignified
wage reduction for all public employ- be suicide for them." he said. "As far
es and adherence to a pay-as-you-go as Gov. Ely's promise that there will
statement 10 days ago declared that
policy for state, city and town, ad- be no further saaary increases this
it would be well for the Republican
vocated at Lawrence yesterday by year, I cannot see justice in. yhai. A
party if Calvin Coolidge would reHenry L. Shattuck, former house junior clerk enters the employ of the
chairman of the committee on ways state at a yearly wakc oi $980 and
consider and decide to run for the
and means, met with the decided dis- the assurance of a $60 raise each year
presidency. Then the senator proapproval of Mayor Curley, who last until a maximum of $1200 is reached.
president
that
the
of
ceeded to state
night characterized the proposal as ''a This is an assured increase and a
bold move."
the 'United States really has very
promise of the state which I do not
The cause of the public employe was believe can be broken even during
little power of his own, in spite of
also taken Up by Prank A. Goodwin, such a time as this."
the nigh and honorable office which
chairman of the Boston finance comAlvan T Puller refused last night to
he Mids.
mission and also president of the Com- comment on the sagacity of the Shatmonwealth Service Associates, a group tuck suggestion. He added, however.
The senior senator from Massaof state einployes. Goodwin admitted that "there is not a burg:ar's chance
chusetts stated that appointments
a 10 per cent, reduction in the cost of of bringing about a Ma." He said that
must be confirmed by the Senate;
living but was loathe to have a cut such a program conies a year too late
in salaries which he said had reached and that the $10,000.000 borrowed last
that treaties must be ratified by the
a reasonable figure only after years of year is the reason for the indebtedness
Senate; that appropriations are
fighting,
of the state at. the present time.
authorized by Congress; that. legislaAlvan T. Puller refused to comment Judicious spending at that time and a
tion must be made by Congress; that
.on the Shattuck plan but did state limited program of borrowing would
ithat there would be no necessity for have avoided the present situation,
any power not vested in the presiit if the state had not plunged into he said.
dent by the constitution must be
a borrowing last year.
,yor Cul4y termed a proposed
authorized by Congress, if the presPrank A. Goodwin, president of the wag.
10 per cent, for public
Commonwealth
Service Association, an employes as a "cry bold proposal."
ident is to have such power. In short,
organization of state employes, said
"Hoover policies," he said, "have
It was implied and understood that
last night that much could be said on resulted in the depression of the last
the president really is hardly more
both sides of a suggested 10 per cent two years. Hoover economics, as outwage cut for public employes. He ad- lined by Mr. Shattuck, would make
than a figure-head, since supreme
mitted that there had been at least a them permanent. I subscribe to that
authority is in the hands of Conle per cent, drop in the cast of liv- school of economics that believes the
gress, who are the true representaing, but added that during the many security of America and the happitives of the people themselves.
lean years before the state employes ness of her people can be better made
became organized, and when the cost possible through a saving wage and
If all of that is true, and the
of commodities was at the peak, no continuity of employment rather than
president is merely a figure-head,
one had worried then about raising a starvation wage and a speeding up
and always subservient to Congress,
the salaries of state employes.
system of unemployment, which re"The employes have had a had fight sults in seven months of work and
especially to the Senate, let. that
to boost their pay to a reasonable five months of unemployment."
thing be remembered when the
oratorical guns of the presidential
campaign begin to boom next sumMr. Curley might well proceed to But if Mr. Hoover was the
mer. Let this not be forgotten when
cause
the tirades about the economic de- amplify his charges and show just or the occasion, the ruling factor or
pression begin by the opponents of how and wherein the Hoover policies the remote incident, directly or inPres. Hoover. Let it be remembered have caused the depression of the directly, candor and honor compel
that the president is a mere tool. last two years. It is unthinkable that us not to forget the reassurances
without much authority, and that one man and one man's policies repeatedly given the American peoCongress, especially the Senate, is could have so completely upset the ple by Mr. Hoover that the country
supreme. And let Congress, especially entire world, causing hundreds of Is fundamentally sound; the nuthe Senate, take the authority and bank failures, stock market crashes. merous conferences of business men;
responsibility upon themselves for near bankruptcy of many nations, the farm relief measures; the unthe economic depression and let the revolutions, civil warfare, interna- employment and general relief compublic again be reminded that the tional disputes, drouths, floods, mission; the proposed moratorium
president must be protected ancl grasshoppers, strikes, lockouts, wage of the international debts; the
defended and upheld, and not cuts, dividend omissions, reduction speedy and effective relief given to
blamed, since he is hardly more than of surpluses, gang rule, holdups, both Germany and Great Britain;
a figure-head, and can make no hunger, unemployment, bread-lines, the fervent appeals not tf.) raid the
move except by act of Congress, es- and everything else conceivable in Federal treasury further; the giganthe category.
pecially the Senate.
tic bankers' pool of $500,000,000 to
aid the banks of the country and
their assets.
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AS THE AKRON GREETS THE SUN—This unust
world's largest dirigible, taking off into the skies fi
sun rises—the golden rays reflecting

FOR GOOD LUCK—Mayor James M. Curley of Boston presents an
Irish shillaly to Aimee Semple 3IcPherson Hutton to chaiie evil
spirits away as the Los Angeles evangelist tries to turn Bostoners
from the road to sin.
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CURLEY CALLS NAVY FLANS
UNFAIR AND UNWARRANTED

/ ii
I

Their sale, the Mayor suggested, would

New England interests to convert
allow
li
into passenger ships and to establish a four-day to Europe line in corn_________
of other rulSiigests sale of Moe I arriers Instead petition with "super-ships
tions"
Stations
Closing
navy yard
of
Boston
e,
The closing of the
Boston. Oct. 16,—(AP)—A reported Wrrild throw 2000 persons out of work,
proposal of the Navy Department to Curley estimated, and would "prove exclose the Boston navy yard and the New- tremety burdensome to the cities and
port naval training station RA a part of towns in which they reside. The pubits economy program, was assailed today 'lie welfare departments of every city
by Mayor James M. Curley as "unfair" and town in Masmachusetts have long
since passed exhaustion point."
and "unwarrantMr"
The mayor suggested instead that the
Navy Department sell the airplane car-

•

riers Lexington and Saratoga to private
interests which be said were considering a proposal to he madc to the Government for their purchase.
The carriers, the Mayor said, cost $e,-

noo noo yearly to maintain while the
Boston and Newport establishments cost
approximately 86.000,000 The carriers.
the Mayor said, had proved to he unsurremful as °Demi int: units of the fleet
because of their "excessive speed."

!Cape Cod Canal
Inspected
Thursday was a gala day for
Upper
e Cod, thousands of
people turning out and lining the
banks of the Cape Cod canal to
greet the steamer Calvin Austin of
the Eastern line, bearing the delegates to the Atlantic Deeper Waterways Association and other distinguished guests on their trip of
inspection. The local demonstration had been arranged by the
Southeastern Massachusetts Chamber of Commerce, that the visitors
might know the interest shown on
the part of the people of this section in the proposed Canal betterments and Secretaryik Harry B.
Ivers of that organization is to be
congratulated upon his efforts in
staging a successful celebration.
The Calvin Austin left soon after
10 o'clock and steaming out of Boston harbor was saluted by many
of the near-by boats. The day was
warm and delightful, the sea
smooth, and in due time the mouth
of the canal was reached. All the
way from Sandwich to Buzzards
Bay the people were waiting, and
the passage through was in the nature of a welcome reception. At
Sandwich, Bournedale and Buzzards
Bay the visitors were greeted with
daylight fire-works, including flashin gbombs, and sons, releasing American flags attached to parachutes,
which gracefully descended to earth
and were picked up as souvenir
s..
Two airplanes also circled
the boat, and the continual above
of automobile horns and the noise
shouts
'of the people along the way
no doubt as to the nature of left
the
welcome. Proceeding through the
canal and into Buzzards Bay past
Wing's Neck, the boat then turned
back for the homeward passage.
At Bournedale, the center of the
local celebration, a big crowd
had
gathered and at this point a stand
had been erected. Pt 4
o'clock
Mayor James M. Curley
arropeo-rtver-eht-rmro-pra of Boston
d
the assembled multitude,addresse
speaking
on the need of the improve
ments
as planned by the Army
and of the great aid to engineers
yment the undertaking unemplo
would
Mr. Ivers also spoke, stressin be.
g the
advantages to Southeastern Massachusetts when the work is
cornDieted.
?No
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Considers Mayor Curley Rude
to Aime-EMPherson Hutton
To the Editor of the Sunday Journal,
In 'securing a promise from Annee
Semple McPherson Hutton. to turn over
half her profits to the unemployed of
Boatom Mayor Curley reminded the
noted evangelist that a stmilar agreement had been entered into by Texas

Guinan,

Does Mayor Ctirley compare the noble
Sister McPherson to the night-club
queen? 1 can see no likeness between

them.

Mayor Curley's reception to Mrs. McPherson I consider most ungent leaks My.

Providance. Oct. 14. y4,eit
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1141EN A LORD MAYOR AND JUST A PLAIN 3f AYOR MEET—
Distinguished visitors to Boston, Mass., during that city's police
parade were high dignitaries of Manchester, England. Viewing the
parade are, left to right: City Solicitor I'. E. Howell, of Manchester;
Mayor James Curley, of Boston; Lady Mayoress of Manchester;
Lord Mayor George Titt, of Manchester: Robert Essen, mace bearer; Police Commissioner Eugene Hillman, and General Agnew, of
the Massachnsetta state ruard.
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EARLY all who have listened to Mayor Curlsy of Bostor
give an address have admired his diction, teadincss with
which he quotes from the classics and the resonance and
aiid of English and
music of his voirr Mr rtvicy'l
acquaintanceship wit'-! literature, supplementing a keen mind and
a remarkable grasp of public affairs and questions, make him a
speaker of exceptional power. He is an instance of the benefits
of self-culture.
The mayor of Boston has become a member of the class in
English literature conducted by the State University Extension
course, of which Prof. Robert Emmons RDgers of the Massachusetts Institute of Technolcgy is instructor. He finds time in his
crowded days and nights to extend his knowledge of a subject in
which he is interested.
If the busy mayor of Boston can take a night course. in literature surely there are. many others who have fewer demands on
their time and energy who can take advantage of this opportunity
to improve their minds. Night schools are on every hand awaiting those who would profit by them.
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TO TAKE CENSI S OF
DOGS IN BOSTON
BOSTON, Oct. 14 (Ir). --- A

rei
of Boston's dogs will he taken If
ornmendations of a petition heforc
Ma.Y.U.AliaLC1.44..,c4WAY arc carried
wit. The r!ensos would eliminate
stray dogs, proponents believe, thereby doing away with mad (log "scares.-
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Benefit Football
Mayor Curie 'a suggestion that Harvard devote the prorPM of one of its big games, or of a
post season game, to the fund for the unemployed
merits more consideration than President Lowell
appears to have given it. The prompt rejection
of the plan would indicate that it was plainly out
of the question, but we do not see why it shoo
be. The objection appears to be that it would he
commercializing college sport. What of it? Why
all,
r+f commercia1lzatlor.7
be so afraid
Harvard has an entire institution on the Boston
side of the Charles devoted to the teaching of so
commercial a subject as business administration.
If football ames with big gate receipts devoted to payi;-g the expenses of all college sport
activities are proper, what is so objectionable, in
the present situation, in a game to raise money
for the unemployed? All over the country people
are being asked to contribute to relief measures.
Other colleges are to play benefit games. Harvard football players probably would be willing
to help to the extent of playing an extra match.
There is no reason why they should not help in
this way so far as we can see. Yale, Brown, Holy
Cross, Dartmouth, Cornell, Columbia, Pennsylvania and Princeton will meet in football tournaments early in December. President Lowell's refusal to let Harvard co-operate places that institution in an unfavorable light and is an error
In judgment which should be corrected before it
is too late.
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Boston Dog Census Asked.
Boston. C It. 14 (4)1-A census of
Boston do, , will he taken if rocommendat ns of a petition before
are carried
Mayor James M.
Id eliminate
out. The census
stray dogs, proponents believe.
thereby doing away with mad dog
"SCA r es."
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BOSTON, Oct. 16 lit'‘—mayor
.Tames M. Curley today announced
that lOslri- Ryan, president of
the International Longshoremen's
A9sociation, had notified him lie
had reinstated the Roston 'oral,
hr hod prethe charter of
viously stisyrrided. Curify Frvid
he expected 3 settlement of the
strike involving 30011 longshoremen might he made within 24
balm
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liAN OH' INVITED

TO VISIT BOSTON
Curie 7 Offer Will Be Given
ridian Leader in London Today.
BOSTON, Oct. vi — (AP) Mayor
Tames M. Curley of Boston today
v.:red to Mahatma Gandhi, through
Salendra Nath Ghose of New York,
president of the India National Congress in America, an Invitation to
visit Boston if he decides to come to
!America. The invitation will be delivered to Gandhi in London Wednesday.
Ounec
N'er

Mayor Curley
Will Address
(C. C. Nov. 2nd
Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston
will speak at the annual meet
ing of
the Quincy Chamber of Com
merce
in their headquarters in the Cliv
eden
building, Monday, Nov. 2.
At the same meeting nine
members
will be elected to the board
of directors. The business session
and the
address by Mayor Curley
will follow
p. dinner served at 6:15. Another feature of the meeting will be
a talk by
Charles M. Woodmansee,
who will
speak on "Visual Education."
The Chamber has just ann
ounced
through its manager, F. A. May
berry,
that classified telephone dire
ctories
centainine the liefing,e
of. the GOO
members of the organization
, bee::
been released. It is planned to
dona
one to each of the 2500 new resi te
dents
in the city every year
C
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A GOOD TRADE.
(New Bedford Evening
Standard.)
Mayor Curley is a
pretty good
trader.--Thrgave Mrs.
Aimee Semple
McPherson Hutton
a shillalah and
got from her a prom
ise of half the
profits of the evangeli
stic campaign
she is to carry on
under the slogan,
"Back to the Book
for Boston." All
receipts in excess of
agreed to split 50-50 $2,600 a day she
a contribution to thewith the city as
ployment. The newspa relief of unemthe impression that per stories give
knowledge of what she had no foregoing to ask, and the mayor WaS
rushed into an acce that she was
ce. That may
or may not be so, ptan
but it is not the
way such things are
usua
lly done.
In any case, if the
large enough, she iscontrioutions are
sure of $2,600 a
day for expenses and
half of any
excess. It will be
possible to tell,
when the eity's shar
e
is
accounted
for, how profitable
salvation Is as
promoted by ,Mrs.
Hutt
on.
If we remember orighl.y, ther
e Was always
a good deal of uncertai
nty as to th
financial aide .cit
fitutida

canwesions.
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Longshoremen
Are Locked Out
4. At Hub Piers
BOSTON, Oct. 14 (A—Bos
ton's
striking longshoremen fou
nd themselves in the position of bein
g locked
out today as they sought
to place
proposals before the stea
mship operators.
The shippers offered wor
jobs are available" to thos k "when
employment, but refusede who wish
to treat
them as a group in any
Mayor James M. Curiemanner.
lled a
conference in the h
that the
waterfront difficulties
might be
ironed out, but the
shippers remained firm in their refu
fer. The mayor said thatsal to conmeet the men at city hall he would
today to
talk things over.

MAYOR CURLEY
TO TALK WITH
ON STRIKE
By United Press)
BOSTON,
Oct.
14.—Boston's
striking longshore
men found themselves in the posi
tion of being locked out today as
they sought to
place proposals
before the steamship operators.
The shippers offered wor
k "when
jobs are availabl
e" to those who
wished employment,
but refused to
treat with them as
a group in any
manner.
Mayor James M.
Curley called
a conference in the
hope that the
waterfront difficul
ties might be
ironed out, hut the
shippers remained firm in thei
r refusal to confer. The mayor said
that he would
meet. the men at,
City Hall today
to talk things over
.
tie
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FAILS TO BRING MOVE
SETTLE HUB STRIKE

CURLEY ASKS GANDHI
TO VISIT BOSTON
Boston, Oct. 14—Mirlam
and Lilabatl Ghose, American
girls, sail today
for London conveying
American greetings to Mahatma Gandhi,
and among
them is the following
invitation of
Mayor Curley to visit Bos
ton:—
"The city of Boston is desi
rous that
Mahatma Kandhl, in the even
t that he
visits America, so arrange
his itinerary that opportunity may be
afforded
to welcome him as guest.
alp
standing is that Miriam and underLilahati
Ghose are to meet him
in London
shortly and I would greatly
appreciate your requesting them to
deliver
this invitation In person."

Curley Invites
-tandhi to Make
•
L. ,
Visit to Boston
Boston, Oct. 14—Mtr

iam and Lilabat' Ghose, American
girls, sail today for London conveyin
g American
greetings to Mahatma
Gandhi and
among them is the foll
tion of Mayor Curley to owing Invitavisit
"The pity of Boston is desi Boston:
rous that
Mahatma Gandhi, in the
event that
he visits America, so arrange
his itinerary that opportunity
forded to welcome him may be. afunderstanding Is that as guest. My
Lilabati Ghose are to Miriam and
London shortly and I meet him In
would greatly
appreciate your requesti
ng them to
deliver this invitation.
in person."
poi() V/DE1,6

GANDrit IN vITED •
TO VISIT BOSTON
Mayor Curley Wires Invitation to Indian Leader in London
Boston, Oct 13.- lAP)---Mayor James
M. curley of Boston toda
Mahatma Gandhi. throughy wired to
Splendra
Nath °hose of New York,
the India National Congres.spresident of
in Amet, 1,
FM invitation to visit
Rost
rides to come to America.on If he neThe invitation will he delivered to Gan
dhi in London tomorrow.

To,

BOSTON, Oct. 14 (AP
) --A conference between May
or
ley, John N. Levins, James;vt. Cursteamship agencies chairman of the
committee acting
In a current
long
here, and Richard shoremen's strike
Park
hurst of the
port authority toda
any definite move y failed to bring
towa
rd.s settlement of the strike.
Mayor Curley subm
itte
d a proposal
of the longshoremen
for settlement
of the strike, whic
h resulted from a
disagreement over
loads, to Levins whowages and sling
authority to set on' said he had no
it. Levins said
he would place
sions of which the proposal. proviwere not disc
losed.
before the steamship
companies' representatives. The;
comp
anle
a
have declined to discus the
sit)*eLtiati with
the strikers.
".
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MAYOR CURLEY
WIRES

INVITAPft TO GA
NDHI

ict. :
.larincs M Ourley
of Roston,
today
wired
mahatma tlhandi,
through
siniendra Nath Ghose
of New York,
president of the India
NatIonel 'Congress In Americ
a, an invitation
In
visit Bostnn if he
to aAmerlea. The decides to come
Invitation .will
delhered to Gandhi
he
in London tomorrow.
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CURLEY INVITES GANDHI
BOSTON, Oct. 14 (AP)—Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston yesterday velesdasito Mahatma Gandhi,
through Salendra Nath Ghose of
New York, president of the India
National Congress in America, an
invitation to visit Boston if he decides to come to America. The invitation will be delivered to Gandhi
in London today,
1_IJVV4dAICLI
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CONFERENCE FAILS
(P TO SETTLE STRIKE
BOSTON, Oct. 14 oil -A conference
between Mayor James M, Curley, John
N. Levina, chairman of the steamship agencies committee acting in a
current longshoremen's strike here,
and Richard Parkhurz,t of the port
authority today failed to bring any
definite move towards settlement of
the Strike.
Mayor Curley submitted a proposal
of the longshoremen for settlement of
the strike, which resulted from a disagreement over wages and sling loads,
to Levins who said he had no authority to act on it. Levins said he would
place the proposal, provisions of which
were not disclosed, before the steamship companies' representatives.
The companies have declined to discuss the situation with the strikers
on the grounds that they are not
representative of the International
union. The latter body has not sanctioned the local strike
/so
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CURLEY SEEKS UNION AID
JO SETTLE DOCK STRIKE
15 (INS)—Mayor
ictBOSTON, Oct. took
steps today to

James M. Curley
bring Joseph P. Ryan, president of
the International Longshoremen's
union here, to confer with steamship
agents in the hope of settling the
aock strike which has crippled the
Port of Boston for more than a week.
This action followed the decision
of the steamship agents to deal only
with Ryan In settlement of the differences made at a meeting of the
agents called by John N. Levins, representing the operators.
Ryan came here at the beginning
of the strike and attended conferences called to discuss the situation,
but he quit when the longshoremen
rejected the New York agreement.
Ten Soly
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leWould Abolish Stray Dogs
BOSTON, Oct. 15 (4” -A census of
recomBoston's dogs will be taken if
Mayor.
mendations of a petition before
The
out.
carried
James M. Curley are
dogs,
census wouttrTlitninate stray
proponents believe, thereby doiag
away with mad dog "scares."

Public Employes Wage Cut

te Is Advocated By Shattuck
Also Urges Pay As You Co Policy for State, City and
and Towns; Ctzty.and Goodwin Defend Workers;
Fuller Hits Borrowing
Boston, Oct. 15—A 10 per cent, cent. H no such cut is made during
wage reduction for all public employes the emergency, we are in effect In,m/ adherence to a pay-as-you-go creasing their salaries—for the value
of the salary lies, not in the number
pelicy for state, city and town, advo- of dollars received, but in the puroat. d at Lawrence yesterday by 1 chasing power of those dollars. One
Henry L. Shattuck, former House of our troubles at the present time is
chairman of the committee on ways that one group, of which public employes form perhap.s the largest eleand means, met with the decided dis- ment, is receiving wages based on
approval of Mayor Curley, who last former price leveLs, while a still
night characterized, the proposal as "a larger group is receiving much reduced or part-time wages, or no
•
beld move."
wages at all. By a readjustment,
The cause of the public emeloYe more dollars would he made available
waft also taken up by Frank A. Good- for the unfortunates in the second
win, chairman of the Boston finance group. If a city has daily payroll recommission and als) president of the sources of $4500 it can employ only
Commonwealth Service associates, a ! 900 men at $5 a day, but if it neduces
group of state employes. Goodwin ad- the wages by 10 per cent, it can emmitted a 10 per cen reduction n the ploy a thousand without spending any
cost of living but was loath to have more money. In other words, with no
a cut in salaries which he said had increase in resources it can employ
reached a reasonable figure only after 10 per cent more labor, or instead of
this it can increase by $450 a day its
years of fighting.
Alvan T. Fuller refused to comment funds available for relief expendijon the Shattuck plan but did state, tures, or it can reduce the burden of
Ithat there would be no necessity for it public expenditures by $450 a day.
if the state had not plunged into a
But reduce public expenditures as
we may, much of the savings must
borrowing orgy last year.
In addition to the wage reduction go for added cost of relief, so that
proposal, Shattuck also advocated an the burden on real estate will still be
emergency special levy by the state greater than it can bear unless addion individual incomes from earnings tional sources of revenue are providand investments to meet an added ed. I suggest for this purnose
cost of unemployment relief. His ad- ernerge.ncy special levy on individual
dress was made before members of Incomes from earnings and investthe Associated Boards of Trade of ments. But if this is to do good, it
Essex county at the Lawrence Cham- must be p,erlicated upon drastic economy in municipal expenditures, ltnber of Commerce.
He said in part:—
less this is done, the added source of
While spending whatever may be revenue would simply give greater
necessary to relieve those in absolute opportunity for extravagance. The
need, we must reduce public expendi- aggreg,ate burden of taxes would he
tures in every other direction. If it greater than ever; real estate would
was ever proper to go heavily into not benefit, and more harm than
debt in order to give employment to a good would be done. I appreciate
few, that time has passed. Such relief that there are difficulties in enforcing
as Ls given must be spread as widely such economy, but tile mayors appear
as possible, and it must be provided now to be in a mood to cooperate.
from current funds. We must not ! They are now calling for retrenchmortgage the future. Most of the ment in public expenditures.
'world is, now suffering from the folly
I also appreciate that a special levy
lof borrowing to bolster up inflated q on incomes will not be popular among
values and to pay current expenses. those who have to pay, but I believe
We must retrench, and pay am we go. that in such tithes as we are now
A moratorium should he declared on going through. those who have the Inall borrowings outside the debt limit. comes with which to pay taxes are
and debt inside the limit should he in- under a special obligation. certain it
curred only for pressing and unusual is that they have a stake in the comAced& No other course is consistent munity and in the solvency of the
with solvency.
municipalities in which they live
The governor has wisely announced which justifies an emergency eentrithat no pay increases in state service hution. They also have a stake in
will be granted during the coming the maintenance of real estate values,
year. Might not he—and city and because on the maintenenee of real
town officials as well—go further, and estate values the solvency of the
recommend say a 10 per cent cut in municipalities and of many of' our
all wages and salaries of public em- banks depends. Real estst P values
ployee during the emergency? These are hound to Furter if burdened with
men and women have safe jobs with crushing taxes.
assured pay. Many of those who help
to pay them, through: direct or indirect taxes, have uncertain or parttime jobs, or no jobs at. all. Bear in
mind, altm, that this would an reduce
the standard of living of the public
employes, because the things they buy
have .one down more than 10 per
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POLICE REVIEW

Among the guests in attendance of the Boston Pollee departme
nt review were the English mayor and party. Above are,
left to
right: F. E. Warbreek Howell; Mayor James M. Curley; Lady
Mayor f•SH and Lord Mayor Titt of Manchester, England; Mace
Bearer Esset
and Police Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman.
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v' CAPE'S WELCOME
Delegates of the Atlantic Deeper
Waterways Association and members
of the Congressional committee made
an official inspection of the Cape Cod
Canal on Thursday, being taken the
full length of the canal and back, by
the steamer Calvin Austin of the
Eastern Steamship Co.
Cape Codders made this occasion
one of tremendous demonstration as
a welcome to the distinguished visitors.
The banks of the canal were lined
on both sides and It ia. reported the
crowd nullity red three thousand. To
make the v elcome more emphatic,
aerial bombs were set off, the school
children sang in chorus, the Wareham Band, added melody, and the
honks of hundreds of auto horns was
a perfect din.
The crowds cheered and waved flags
all along the line.
M142;....
.Laata§„,L,Lairatiy of Boston
and Harry B. Ivers, secretary of the
Southeastern Massachusetts Chamber
of Commerce made speeches from an
improviz,cd platform, and there were
also addresses by others on the boat,
all urging the proposed extensive improvements of the canal, by widening, deepening, new traffic bridges,
etc., that will require an appropriation of approximately $35,000,000.
Cape literature was scattered broadcast.
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DEmocRATs To
RAISE BIG FUND

SRN LONGSHREMLN
'IRE "LOCKED OUT"

John W. Davis of New York,
.
2114
ot:#.
n efeu
icl
ntthiael viticotnoir‘
reaht.14c;r
nd
man Of
mittee, John:X.' Fahey of Worcester,
executive chairmen. and James W.
Gerard, Democratic, of New York. the
treasurer. The ccumnittee roster includea almost every Democrat of national prominence in sight. Al Smith.
Owen D. Young. Governor Roosevelt,
Newton D. Baker. ex-Senator Reed of
Seek $1,500,000 to Pave Missouri
. Governor Fhtchle of Maryland. Senator Joseph T. Robinson of
Way For 1932 PresiArkansas. are some of the big nsmes
Thomas H. Sullivan.
on the list.
dential Race
Charles F. Campbell, John M. Thayer
and John F. McGrath, all of Worare prominent on the list of
DAVIS HEADS DRIVE cester.
24 Bay State Democrats on the committee roster given out here.
RICHARDS.
i
o

Fahey and Gerard Also
Named as Aides in
Campaign

WASHINGTON. Oct. 13 (AP)--To
pay old bills and get the party
started on next year's battle for ths
presidency. Dc..iocratic headquarters.
today, Announced plans for raising
0.
a "victory fund" of 111.500.00
A committee of more than 500
state and national party leaders has
been mobilized. John W. Davis, the
1924 presidential nominee, is Its
chairman. John H. Fahey, of Worcester. MOM.. is executive chairman.
and James W. Gerard, former ambassador to Germany, ts treasurer.
JoUett Shouse. chairman of the
party's national executive committee.
said today, $400.000 was needed to
Wipe out the 1928 deficit, 10300.000
to keep things going until the next
convention and $500.000' for a flying
start on the actual campaign.
"Not In generations has there been
greater need or greater likelihood of
Democratic victory, but as greet as
is the need and the opportunity, we
cannot expect a mere victory by default. The party must present something more than an outstanding
candidate and a sound platform in
I1132. It must present a strong national organization ready to mobilize
the country behind both, and for
this adequate funds must be avail-
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"SISTER AIMEE" HUTTON
ASKED TO PHILADELPHIA
Mayor to Ask Evangelist to
, Give Part of Receipts to
Needy if She Comes

Chairman Raskob said: "AchieveSilent of the purpose of the victory
fond, Democratic victory in 1932. i.s
the responsibility not of any small
group but of every man and woman
who feels that a change of government is imperative. Financing of
the fund on a nationwide basis is
fundamentilly Democratic in chsracter. SS every activity of the party
ought to be."

Bay State Men
To Aid Campaign

•

IlvVia 1 to the Telegram
WASHINGTON. Oct. 13.-

Governor
riv and Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston are the lnieffffetPPIPIelothe Masa„,ausetts contingent of the nationwide committee of 500 prominent
Democrats enrolled to gather In funds
for the Democratic war chest as anat Democratic nationai
nounced

headquarters here tonight.. The initial goal is $1.500.000 to cover the
present dencit arid carry on until
onveritiem
next Vear's 110Mina tin

Philadelphia, Oct. 13—(AN—Mrs
Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton has
been invited to conduct a revival service here at the conclusion of her Boston engagement. If she accepts the
invitation she will receive the same
proposition from Mayor Harry A.
Mackey that was mado to her by
MaYor James NI. ciao. (,f
to give part of her receipts to the unemployed.
The evangelist has been invited here
by Rev William A. Davis of the Open
Door Gospel misialon, who said he expected to receive her acceptance within a- few days. She would preach here
from the 20th to the 25th.
Informed tonight of the possibility
of the evangelist's visit here, Mayo;
Mackey said he "most certainly*
would ask her to contribute part of
her collection to local charities, as she
is doing in Boston.
"Charity and religion go hand In
hand," the mayor said. "People who
want to evangelize the community
ought to feed them at the same time."
Z.layor Mackey nuttle it plain Mn
Hutton would not be allowed te
preach here unless her meeting is
vouched for by responsible authorities "such as the ministerial association" and not by "unimportant speakers who seek publicity."
18
Mrs Hutton h-1.1 a meeting here
years ago. At that time. Mr Davis
consnit. she made "innumerable" ige
11smos1L
.
verts.
_.....seessill$11011

tiP)---Boston's
BOSTON, Oct. 14
striking longshoremen found themselves in the position of being locked
out today as they sought to place
proposals before the steamship operators.
The shippers offered work "when
jobs are available" to those who
',Nish employment, but refused to treat
ith them as a group in any Manner.
Mayor James M. Curley called a
conference In the111:113n Vita the waterfront diffictoges might be ironed
out, but the s ppers remained firm
in their refur..1 to confer. The
mayor said that he would meet the
men at city hall today to talk things
over.
Steamship operators were willing
to employ the striking longshoremen
only as individuals and not as members of unions, which, they insist, have
no standing since the charter of ant;
has been revoked and the other two
have endorsed the suspended unit.
In a statement last night, the shippers said that non-union men were
"rendering a valuable service" and
that available jobs were being rapidly tilled.
I Thrti men walked out during a controversy over limited sling loads and
pay for Sunday and holiday work.
Tri

T qi4Nte 40i Fr

LOCKOUT IS FACED
BY LONGSHOREMEN
L-2

Boston, Oct. 14—(A.P.)—Boston's
striking longshoremen found themse:ves in the position of being locked
place
out today as they sought to
proposals before the steamship operators.
The shippers offered work "when
Jobs are available" to those who
wished employment but refused to
any
treat with them as a group in
manner.
Mayor James M. Curley called a
conTrrewee.es..etweeesewsaaw the waterfont difficulties might be ironed
out but the shippers remained firm
in their refusal to confer. The mayor
said that he would meet the men at
city hall today to talk things over.
Steamship operators were willing
to employ the striking longshoremen only as individuals and not as
members of unions, which, they insist, have no standing since the charter of one has been revoked and the
'other two have indorsed the Suspended unit.
In a statement last night, the
shippers said that non-union men
were "rendering a valuable service"
and that available job were being
rapidly filled,
a eonThe men walked out d
trovtarbver ltmlt.d 5ilflgjoada and
4work.
pay for
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MA MORLEY
WILL SPEA1: AT
C. C. MEETING
Election of Directors
•I Scheduled at Annual
‘c Session on Nov. 2

BRITISH OFFICIALS
GUESTS OF BOSTON
Mayor and Mayoress Titt Swap
Gifts with Mayor Curley
at E:Kercises,
BOSTON, Oct. 12, (431—Lord Mayor
George F. Titt and the mayoress of
Manchester, England, were the guests
of honor as Boston celebrated the
439th anniversary of Columbus day.
More than 8000 persons gathered at
the exercises which were featured
by the swapping of gifts by the lord
mayor and Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston. The lord mayor presented
Mayor Curley with a chair, handhewn from a 400-year-old tree. It
was engraved with the seal of Manchester. The lord mayor also presented the Boston executive with a
cigar and cigaret box, made from the
same tree. Ma 'or Curley presented
a Paul Revere s VP!' pitcher and
tray to the mayor and mayoress.
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PLAN TO FORM
NEW UNION
JAMES M. CURLEY
Mayor James M. Curley of Ifoston will speak on his plan for a
metropolitan Boston at the annual
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce to be held Nov. 2 with a
supper at 6:15 o'clock followed by
the election of directors.
Mayor Curley has been advocating, for some time, his plan to consolidate the various cities and
large range of
towns within a
Boston but opposition has been
registered by the mayors and selectmen of the communities involved.
Another speaker at the annual
,- M. King of Montwith Mr..
clair avenue in charge next Friday evening.
Celebrate llth Birthday
Intertwined crepe paper streamers of green and orchid, with
candles and table decorations of
the same colors provided a festive
background for a jolly birthday
party which was given Saturday
afternoon from 5 to 8 o'clock by
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick J. McNally of
13 Taylor street for their oldest
daughter, Miss Jeanette McNally,
In celebration of her 11th birthday.
Assisting Mrs. McNally in making
the party a success were Jeanette's
two aunts, the Misses Anna and
Mary McNally. Dorothy Doane,
Ruth Gettinger, Nancy Black, holm
Metherall, Anna McNally, Edith
Hayman, and Louise Tierney were
the successful contestants in the
numsroue games devised for the
girls' amusement. Included in the
list of guests for this pleasant
Affair were Marjorie Ready, PhylBe Cox, Anna McNally, Dorothy

•

Will Be Known As the Lawrence Mill Operatives' Local Stiikers; to Picket Textile Plants
Lawrence, Oct. 14—Formation of
a new independent union, known as
the Lawrence Mill Operatives Local Strikers, for the purpose of
picketing the city's textile plants,
was underway today. Led by John
Archetti, its founder, the new group
held a mass meeting on iNorth Common where 300 of his followers
beard Archetti announce that plans
are sufficiently underway to enable
picketing of the mills this afternoon by members of his union.
Although there were fewer pickets in evidence at the textile plants,
the strikers seemed In a more hopeful attitude while eagerly awaiting
a conference of 11 strikers' delegates with Gov, Joseph B. Ely at the
State House in 'Boston.
Boston, Oct. 14—Gov. Joseph B.
Ely today met a special committee
of 11 Cawrence textile mill strikers
one from each of the closed mills,
and discussed with them possible
arbitration of the ten per cent \vitae
cut dispute. After conferring with
the chief executive, the committee
went into session preparatory to
another conference with the governor.
Boston, Oct. 14—Settlement of
ady
the Boston dock strikeur101e0y dtoLle
prepared
as Mayor .fat,ees proposals to
to present Htev
at a city hall
steamship age
A.,.
conference.
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DEMOCRATIC FUND
,,,,COAL IS 51,550,0011
Committee Is Organized as
Leaders Meet at
Washington
WASHINGTON, Oct. 14 (INS)—Tlae
Democratic campaign to win the
presidency in 1932 was under way today with the organization of a committee to raise a 81,600,000 "victory
fund" to pay off all lehts, and finance
the drive or. the White House.
The first object will be to repay
John J. Raskob, National Democratlo
chairman, between $800,000 and a700.000, which he advanced the Democratic National committee since the start
of the 1928 campaign. This to silence
Republican charges that Raskob has
"mortgage on the .Democratto
party." .
The new "victory fund" undoubt.
edly will be raised by general contributions. Every Democrat will asked
to contribute as Joliette Shouse says.
"to make every voter who is Interested in constructive government a party
stockholder for 1912."
All the national leaders of Democracy have approved this drive, nob
only to raise campaign funds, but to
-marshal public opinion and a militant party organization behind the
Democratic candidate and platform
next year."
John H. Fahey, of Boston, Maas.,
former president of the United States
Chamber of Commerce. was named
executive chairman of the fund committee. James W. Gerard, former ambassador to Germany was named
treasurer.
In announcing the drive, Democratic National headquarters issued a
statement by John W. Davis declaring
the movement marked the "first time
the Democratic party ever has undertaken to prepare adequately in advance of a presidential election."
—
Vol It WORCESTER MEN NAMED
ON (IMAMATE
Special Dispatch to The Gazette
WASHINGTON, Oct. 14.--Charie5 F.
Campbell, Thomas H. Sullivan, John
F. McGrath and John M. Thayer, all
Of Worcester, have been named to the
Democratic Victory committee which
will raise $1,500,000 to meet the preconvention requirements of the
Democratic party.
Twenty-four Massachusetts men
are on the committee. Its chairman
Is John H. Fahey, of Boston. Other
members are: Charles Ashley, of New
Bedford; Lariie Brown,„ of Boston;
John F. Cusick, of Boston; Mci•r Curley, of Boston; John A. Oef1
of
SrliPm; William T. Dillon, of 11013oke;
Leopold M. Goulson, of Boston; Edward L. Logan, of Boston; Frederick
W. Mansfield. of Boston; Joseph F.
O'Connell, of Boston; Andrew J.
Peters, of Boston; Michael F. Prielah,
of Lynn: Mrs. Arthur 0. Botch, of
Boston; Mayor Richard M. Russell, of
Cambridge; Mrs. Nellie M. Sullivan, of
Fall River. Bentley W. Warren, of Boston: Mav or Dwight R.
Springfield.

•
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L Boston Greets English Visitors

( Associated Press Photo)
Lord Mayor Tilt of Manchester, Eng., and his lady mayoress are shown as they were wideomed
Nlanchesto Boston. Those in Iii picture IIre, left, to right: F. E. Warbreek Howell, town clerk of
ter; Mayor James M. Curley of BOston, Lady Mayoress Tilt, Lord Mayor Titt, Robert Esson, mace
bearer for tre—rir,ritiayori -Police Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman of Boston and John L. Agnew,
police
adjutant-general of Massachusetts. The English T isitors .reviewed the parade of the Boston
depart ment yestgrday.
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LORD MAYOR TITT
SEES CUSTOMS HOUSE

AT
MONEY

HER

k HUB REVIVAL
Big Crowds at Meetings But
Collections Prove inadequate

•

Boston, Oct. 13—Aimee .-4emp1e Mc
Pherson Hutton preached to a holiday crowd of about 10,000 at Boston
Garden last . night, hut receipts still
fell far short of expenses.
If those in the audience gave the
In cents apiece that the Saturday and
Sunday night audiences averaged the
collection totaled $1000. And Aimee
revival
claims expenses for each
meeting are $21100. Thus far, there.
vicCurley's
,
Mayor
fore,
tory in getting 91711 evangelist to
agree to donate half .the profits to
Boston's jobless has been as hollow as.
a drum.
The exact amount of the collection
was not announced last night and it
was reiterated that no more financial
statements would be issued until the
close ig thsi riyivaL rade&

Fnglish Visitor and Wife Given
View of Boston from City's
Highest Point.
BOSTON, Oct. 11 (/P).—Lord Mayor George Frank Titt, of Manchester, Brig., and Lady Titt were given
a bird's-eye view of Boston today
during a sightseeing tour of the
city.
The lord mayor's party, guided by
Standish Wilcox, Mayor James M.
Curley's representative, visited the
customs Rouse tower. the highest
point in the city, 'after the tower
had been opened by Collector of the
Port Wilfred W. Lufkin.
The party later visited the Gardner museum and spent nearly two

hours inspecting art exhibits. The
lord mayor and party were guests at
an informal luncheon during the day
at the home of Ma .or Curley. miss
Mess. The
Ninry curley acted a.
;Memnon was rounded off with the
Party attending the Kreisler recital
in Symphony hall.
Tomorrow Lord Mayor Titt will
Fr:1y an offleial visit to Mayor Curley
11.
in C
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ASK,MAYOR CURLEY
AS K. OF C. SPEAKER
North Attleboro, Oct. 13—An invitation to Mayor James M..Curley of Boston to be the guest speaker-11 the 34th anniversary banquet
of the Thomas P. McDonough council Knights of Columbus, was extended by Grand Knight John
McGowan today a 'id it is expected
that Mayor Curley will accept although no definite word has been
received as yet.
Considerable discussion was held
at last night's meeting relative to
the proposed celebration and the
committee named to take charge of
the affair promise it to be one of
the outstanding events of the yereip
No definite date has been set for the
banquet, but it will be held the latter part of November.
The committee in charge of the
weekly Tuesday night dances reported that the events are guining
In favor and that they will be continued throughout the
winter
months.

HOST Bun IN iRIBUTE TO

ant secretary of the treasury. In
the reception room was John C.
Johansen's portrait of Mr. French.
Mr. Johansen and Carl A. de Gersdorff were ushers.
Body To Be Cremated
The body is to be taken to
Springfield today to be cremated,
and burial of the ashes will be in
the Sleepy Hollow cemetery in
Simple Service Held in Studio at Chesterwood, Where Concord, Wednesday morning at 10
The Rev. Smith Owen DexArtist Labored 34 Years on Works That Have o'clock.
ter, pastor of the Concord Episcochurch, will officiate at the
Made Him Famous — Rev. Edmund Randolph pal
committal service.
Laine and Rev. George Grenville Merrill Officiate The American Academy of Arts
and Letters, of which Mr. French
Body To Be Cremated and Buried in Concord was the oldest sculptor member,
was represented at the funeral.
Wednesday
Robert Underwood Johnson, the
STOCKBRIDGE, Oct. 12.—Fu- time, despite his professional labors academy's secretary, James Earle
Fraser, Hermon A. MacNeil, Cass
neral services were held yesterday to be one of themost deli utful Gilbert and Edwin Howland Blash^
anions
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the studio
"May God in his infinite mercy field were the representatives.
The National Institute of Arts
at Chesterwood where a crowd of 500 guide and protect you. Sincerely
and Letters, of which Mr. 'French
persons gathered to pay their final yours, James M. Curley, Mayor."
Messages of condolence have been was also a member, was representtribute to Daniel Chester French,
received by Mrs. French from the ed by Professor William Lyon
dean of American sculptors. A sim- following:
Phelps of Yale, its president;
ple service was held in the room
The American Academy in Rome. Adolph A. Weinman, Owen Johnwhere Mr. French designed most of the Arno.rican Academy of Arts and son and Chester Beach. The town
of Stockbridge was represented by
his memorials for the past 34 years. Sciences, the National Institute of
Arts and Letters, the National its selectmen, William M. Healy,
The audience filled the studio to caSculpture Society, Mrs. Jacob H. Walter Patterson, Steve C. Burgpacity and many stood in silence
Schiff, George Blumenthal, Clar- hardt, Eugene A. Benjamin, a
outdoors unable to gain admittance.
ence H. Mackay, Paul Wilstach, member of the school committee,
Many of those in attendance were
George Wharton Edwards, Paul and Congressman Allen T. Treadfellow sculptors, authors, diplomats, Manship,
Cass Gilbert, Senator way.
town officials, artists, neighbors,
James L. Fraser and his wife,
George H. Moses of New Hampfriends and employees of the deHammond, Mrs. Louise Gardin Fraser, of
shire, John
Hays
ceased.
Charles R. Lamb, Frederick K. Westport, Conn., sculptor, were
Three police
officers directed Ditwiller, Henry Bush Brown, Amos also in attendance. Both were close
traffic. The guests were escorted
Tuck French, George Foster Pea- friends of the deceased. Mr. Fraser
through a beautiful garden and enbody, Ida M. Tarbell, William gained fame as a sculptor through
tered the studio through the east
Mitchell 7endall, Albert Sterner, A. Lincoln memorial work. His Lindoor. Long before the appointed
Stirling Calder, Vernon Bailey, coln is at the beginning of the Linhour the building was filled to caWashburn Child and the coln highway.
pacity. At 3 o'clock Mrs. French, Richard
ly S nds Note.
Mayor (..*Its
selectmen of Stockbridge.
her son-in-law and daughter, MaMayor Jame. Curley of Boston
let' of New York, soprano, sang
jor and Mrs. W. Penn Cresson, Walduring the .service, "Rest in Peace," who for many years was a friend ot
ter L. Clark, an intimate friend, enthe sculptor, joined President Hootered through a side door. Others by Schubert and "Twilight and ver and other prominent persons
Dawn,'
Oley Speaks. Miss Beain the family rot'', were: Mrs.
ver played "The Landing of the end sent Mrs. French the followCharles Davis Jameson, Mr. and
ing letter of sympathy:
Mrs. Henry H. French, Daniel Pilgrims."
-Dear Mrs. French—[ stncerely
In Solemn Setting
French, Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
The coffin rested upon a dais with I mourn with you in the death of
French, Mrs. William M. R. French,
distinguished husband and
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Horton background of hemlock trees and I sour that you accept with your
boughs gathered from Chesterwood. I PraY
Batchelder, Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. A single
laurel wreath was placed daughter a very earnest and sinBush, Mrs. William Bartlett, Mr.
on the coffin which was covered cere expression of my sympathy and
and Mrs. John D. Schoomnaker,
with a gray velvet pall. At one side, condolence.
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Schoorunaker, with
"The city of Boston is indeed forhands stretched out over the
Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. George S. Keyes. body
was the original model of Mr. tunate that it possesses a number
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Cilley, John F'rench's
symbolic figure, "spirit of I of the greatest of your beloved husCilley, Mr. and Mrs. William Van Creation."
Close by also was his I band's sculptures and which form a
Slyke, Mr. and Mrs. Allan Hollis, unfinished
bust in clay of Daniel permanent iii'inorial tor all
Richard Gilliat Clark. •
"No man in the
with the working tools just
time.Wbsr of the
Clergymen Officiating
as he left them the last day he world's sculpture was ever more deThe Rev. Edmund •Randolph was in
voted to his art and vet he found
the studio.
Leine, rector of St. Paul's EpiscoAt the feet of the sculptor's
pal church, read the 23rd and 121st
original model of Lincoln in the
0 If C. L24 i
Psalms. The Rev. Oes.s Grenville Washington
, .3 j
P S
memorial were a dozen
Merrill, former rector, riact a poem medals
he had received from AmerAYOR
JAME5
K.
written by Frank Parker Stock- ican
CURLY mainand European governments
tains his reputation as a politibridge entitled "In Memorian, Dan- and
associations. Still other origician of parts by the presentation
iel Chester French" and the eighth nal
canes to his constituents on every of
models were, his standing Linposchapter
Romans. beginning coln at Lincoln, Neb., his Spencer
sible occasion. The cane is accom"There is therefore now no con- Trask
panied
by
a
letter
in
memorial, called "The Spirit
which Curley
demnation to them which are
states that the gift is by virtue of
in of Life" at Saratoga, N. Y.; a symhis
Christ Jesus, who walk not
position as mayor of the city, and
after bolic group in the Corcoran galcontains a few words of congratulathe flesh but after the spirit."
lery, "Alma Mater" at Columbia
tion on the event. Recent
Miss Olive Curtis Beaver, pianist, university,
examples
war memorials in his
were the gifts of canes to George
played the processional on a
W.
piano native town of Exeter, N. H., and at
Mitton,
wheit
he
was
made
which was located in the work shop St. Paul's
head of a
school; also the clay bust
large Boston departme at store, and
Of the studio, just off the main
to
ex- of his father, Judge Henry Flagg
Thomas F. Lockney in recogni;ion
of;
room. MiS8 Rosanne Mil- French, who at one
his rise from office boy to vice
time was assistprods.
dent of the same organisation. ,

DANIEL CHESTER FRENCH AT
STOCKBRIDGE FUNERAL RITES
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I LIUnless the navy department rescinds its recent decision to build
one
of the new destroyers at the
Boston
navy yard neither Mayor
Curley
nor any other Bostonian neeirs
- to
get excited over intimation- from
Washington that the department
is
thhking of closing the Boston
yard.
It is true that in the coldly
-appraising eyes of naval experts the
Boston yard is not4necessary, and
has
not been for many years. But :he
construction of the $4,500,000 destroyer, decided on after a considerable start had been made in reducing the naval program will keep the
yard open for two to three years.

If legal terms may be applied to
so delightfully extralegal a performance, Mayor Curley will be admired
for the adroitness with which he
"levied a distress" upon the highspirited evangelist, Aimee McPherson—or Aimee Semple McPherson
Hutton.
Paying the executiv6 a visit on
her birthday, Aimee found herself
faced with a suggestion that, like
Texas Guinan, she should contribute
a part of her "proceeds" to a fund
for relief of persons in need. She
countered by saying that she would
do so if the mayor would appear at
the Boston Garden and assist in taking up the collections. Whether this
stipulation was agreed to and incorporated in the legal docum —As said
to have been drawn up by the city's
law expert is not entirely clear.
Aimee said on departing: "He put
'over a fast one." And Boston's un-

The

government might, however,
more easily abandon the destroyer
than it could abrogate a contract
wP', a nrivate firm.

,Ado.f

BOSTON, Oct. 11 (AP)—Lord Mayor
George .J'rank Titt of Manchester,
England, and Lady Titt were given
a bird's eye view of Boston today during a sightseeing tour of the city.
The lord mayor's party, guided by
Standish Wilcox, Mayor James M.
Curley's representative, visited the
Custom House Tower, the highest
point in the city and the Gardner
Museum where they tpent nearly two
hours inspecting art exhibits. They
were guests at an informal luncheon
later in the day at the home of
Mayor Curley, and then attended a
Kreisler recital In Symphony hall.
Tomorrow Lord Mayor Titt will pay
an official visit to Mayor Curley in
City hall and will vies7 -cue
bus Day parade.

the tactics employed by the executive in receiving his guest. But it
will be treasured by the recipient.
The performance was perhaps a bit
'?ough on a fair lady who was paying the mayor a birthday visit—her
birthday, however, not his. But a
fair lady who invites the public to
share a celebration of her 39th birthday has courage, and the public will

advertisinr for the Boston campaign
to save souls.
With characteristic imagination
and ready wit Mayor '..;urley assumed the role of Robin Hood and
distrained available funds for the
benefit of the poor. The public will
be pleased to know that somebody
besides the performers is to share
In the gate receipts.
/
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MANCHESTER, ENGLAND,
MAYOR VISITS BOSTON
Oct
19. (1NS)—Lord
BOSTON.
Mayor George Prank Titt, of Manchester, England, paid an official visit to Mayor James M. Curley at City
hall today.
Lord Mayor Titt find his wife yesterday viewed Boston from the highest point in the city—the observation platform on tne Custom House
tower.

/
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LORD MAYOR IS 1
FETED AT BOSTON

employed are to benefit from the
evangelistic performances.
The Irish shillalah which Mayor
Curley presented to the dashing visitor was not intended as a symbol of

not be surprised that she was good
sport enough to accept the mayor's
suggestion. Incidentally, it was great
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/1 b,0011 ATTENDANCE
BELOW EXPECTATION
$2300 Receipts in Three
Days Fail to Discourage
Evangelist
BOSTON„ Oct. 12 (INS)--With
three of her 10 revival meetings here
slready held, Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton, today had preached the
'four square gospel" to more than
25,00Q people In Boston Garden.
This number, however, fell far below the expected attendance, and the
;Toss "gate receipts" from the free
will offerings of the three revival
neebings was estimated to total less
:.han $2300. Aimee had announced
that the cost of her meetings here
was $2600 a day.
Far from discouraged, but expressing great pleasure at the increasing
attendance, Aimee today made plans
or her fourth revival tonight. On
aturday, the attendance was estiated at less than 5000. The afternoon attendance for Sunday was more
than 6000, and last night, the evangelist preached to more than 14,000.
Richard Dunn. manager of Boston
Garden, announced 'that hereafter
collection totals would not be announced after each meeting on the
grounds that it imparts too commercial a tone to the religious character
of the campaign. At the end of the
series, however, the total gross for all
services will be announced, and the
amount Of the city's share for its welfare department also -will be made
public at that time. The noted evangelist entered into an agreement with
Mayor James M. Curley to give half
e
ofm p
hleoryencr,
yi,eds to Boston's un//./

A Good Trade
••••••••••

Mayor Curley is a pretty good trader. He
save Or-Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton a
thillalah and got from her a promise of half the
profits of the evangelistic campaign she is to car• on under the slogan, Back to the Book for
Doston. All receipts in excess of twenty-six hundred dollars a day she agreed to split fifty-fifty
With the city as a contribution to the relief of unemployment. The newspaper stories give the
Impression that she had no foreknowledge of
(What the mayor was going to ask, and that she
as rushed sinto an acceptance. That may or
gnay not be so, but it is not the way such things
are usually done. In 'any case, if the contributions are large enough, she is sure of twenty-six
hundred a day for expenses and half of any exOM. It will he possible to tell, when the city's
• are is accounted for, how profitable salvation
is as promoted by Mrs. Hutton. If we remember
tightly, there was always a good deal of uncerilaintY as to the financial side of Billy Sunday's
tfampaigns.
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4814411E444E-FAU4,TO SETTLE STRIKE
_—
BOSTON, Oct. 19 IV)---A eonfereee
between mayoz
.
4
s lit
0s
ter.
iea.1 e•
John
N. Levins, cha
steamship agencies rommittr" acting in a
current longshoremen's strike here,
and Richard Parkhurct of the port
authority today failed to bring any
definite move towards settlement of
the strike.
Mayor Curley submitted a proposal
of the longshoremen for settlement
Of
the strike, which resulted from a disagreement. over wages and sling loads,
to Levins who said he had no authority to act on it,. Ievins said he would
place the proposal, provisions of which
were not disclosed, before the
steamship companies' representatives.
The companies have declined to
discuss the situation with the
strikers
on the grounds that they
are not
representative of the
International
union. The latter body has
not sanctioned the local strike.
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Curley Traps Aimee Into Pledging
c.) Half Her Profits for Hub jobless

•

Evangelist Blandly Told "Texas" Guinan Set Good Example.—Mayor's Irish Wit Out Fizzes Her Sarcasm.—She Takes Shillelah.—Hutton Looks On
Boston. Oct. 9.--IIJP)—Aime Semple
McPherson Hutton visited Mayor James
M Curley today and received a shillelah
and a sample of Irish wit that may cost
her half the profits of her revival here.
The Mayor was bland and hospitable
and his smile of welcome contained no
guile. There were a few social banalities
in the way of introductions, and then
the Mayor got to the point.
"Yon are to be at the Garden all next
week?" he asked.
"Yes" Aimee replied.
"We have a' number of unemployed
here and I think it would be fitting if
yoa ^P re half your profits to the unem-

Must Colloa Texas Guinan. Or—
The evangelist was taken aback. She
suggested that the Mayor was Joking.
hut he made It clear that he was not.
He pointed out that "it was better to
give th,. . to receive," that "it WAS our
Divine Lord's own admonition to share
with others." and that Texas Guinan.
whoopee queen. had agreed to share her
It
profits with Boston's unemployed.
would not look well, he intimated, if
Texas outdid Aimee in good works if
not in faith.
After the interview Aimee and her
staff said they were "confused" about
the agreement, and were not sure that
any agreement had been reached. Frederick C. Winters, the evangelist's business manager. said he understood Mayor
Curley's welfare board was to receive
one-half above expenses--$2600 a night
'—provided the Mayor makes a personal
visit to the Garden each night and helps
collect the offering.
Mayor Curley. however, was in no way
confused
He issued a formal statement, in which he said Aimee and her

husband "waited on His Honor the May;
or today and at the suggestion of the
Mayor agreed to turn over half the net
proceeds" for the benefit of the public
welfare department.
Mayor Wins Every Point
The dickering that preceded the agreement—if there was an agreement—was
close but the Mayor won every point.
"I didn't know there were any unemployed in Boston." Aimee said. "I
thought your administration and management of the city was very exceptional."
"We havent' any Hoover breacUinas."
said the Mayor, who is a Democrat." nd
no Hoover riots, but we have 35.000 nemployed. None of them is allowed to
go hungry here and none of them goes
naked. Even if Gandhi came here we'd
buy him a suit of clothes."
Aimee said her Los Angeles Temple fed
5000 men a month.
Cramps Almee's Style
"Oh. we don't do that here." Mayor
Curley said. "We just give them the
money and let them buy fleets of automobiles and mock turtle soup. We turn
the money over to them."
Aimee then became dubious about her
ability to raise the $2600 daily expenses
"It's singular," said the Mayor, "but
the largest amounts collected
In
churches in my experience were 7•oltintary contributions.
Before Aimee and her husband left
the Mayor produced an Irish blackthorn
shIllelah. symbol of authority in Ireland
for centuries, he explained.
"Who gets it?" he asked, looking from
Aimee to her husband.
"I'll take It." said Aimee.
The Mayor's parting shot was:
"I hope we make a lot of money."

Evangelist Will Split With Poor
H ,b's Mayor Collects Offering
Mayor Curley Suggests to Mrs Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton on Birthday That it is More Blessed to
Give Than to Receive

•

D:st on. Oct. 11--( A P)-111 is A inter.
Semple McPherson Hutton celebrated
a birthday today—and it promised to
be an expensive one.
It was a call on Mayor James M.
Curley of Boaton that proved costly.
"The Los Angeles evangelist, here for a
10-day eampaign, confessed that t ql•o,
was her 311th birthday askniversar
with her husband, she, went to the
city hall to pay her respects to tin,
city's chief magistrate.
The formalities over, Mra Hutton
was elected with the suggestion from
the mayor that,it being better "to give
than to receive" she might well do
her share toward relieving the Metre-me
of unemployment by sharing the receipts of her evangelist le carom( e
with the needy,
The evangelist countered with the
proposal that the mayor "(mixt in col!Wing the Offering and agreeing that.

of the receipts, above expenses, toward the funds of the c.ty welfare
board. Then, as the visit ended, the
mayor presented Mrs Hutton an Irish
shillelah.
Later the mayor instructed the corporation counsel to draw up the necessary legal documents so that the
[My might collect the money.
COLLEGE PRESIDENT AT 30
-Dr W. r. Tolley Inatornrated as Head
of Allegheny
Meadville. Pa., Oct. 9—(AP1—Dr
William Pearson Tolley, who at the
age of 30 is one of the youngest college presidents in the country, was
Inaugurated today as president of Allegheny college.
The oath of office was adminletered
to Dr Tolley by Andrew W. Robertson of Piltsburg, a member of the
hoard. Dr Tolley was • raduated from

HALF OF AIMEE
REVIVAL FUNDS
FOR HUB NEEDY
Evangelist Makes Unconditional Promise to Meet
Mayor Curley's Demands;
Starts Preaching Tonight
Boston, Oct. 10--An unconditional
promise to meet Mayor Curley's demand that she contribute 50 per
cent, of the net profits of the 14
"Back to the Book for Boston" sermons she begins preaching tonight
in Boston Garden, to the city's unemployed, was given last night by
Mrs. Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton, evangelist.
Although there was at first some
slight demur to the mayor's virtual
ultimatum from Mrs.- Hutton's business manager, she agree unreservedly
in a statement last night to make the
donation to the public welfare department the mayor asked.
After the evangelist's interview
with the mayor during which he so
unexpectedly announced his "wish"
that she contribute part of the proceeds from her campaign, Corporation Counsel Silverman was instructed to draft an agreement which will
be submitted to Frederick C. Winters,
her manager.
When Mayor Curley first made his
proposal, Mrs. hatton countered that
she would be glad to contribute if the
mayor would personally take up the
collection.
To accept this counter proposal,
the mayor felt, would reflect on Mrs.
Hutton's sincerity and "would be
equivalent to an expression of doubt
as to her honesty." He therefore declined the offer.
When this was pointed out to the
evangelist, she withdrew her request
that the mayor take the collection
himself, but invited him to the opening sermon of the revival tonight
to
aid in launching, the campaign.
In addition to being swept nto
an
agreement she has probably never
before had to make. the day
war.
more or less momentous in
other
ways for Mrs. Hutton.
It marked the
Eve of Her Campaign
one of the (few she has
conducted
outaide of Loa Angeles In many
and probably the biggest ever years,
conducted here; and It was also her
311th
birthday.
Yesterday afternoon the
visited Boston Garden for evangelist
the first
time, tried her voice in the
great auditorium, selected the piano
she will
11641, inspected the baptismal
tank
which has been (set up for
Wednesday
afternoon
"divine
healing
service" and generally went over
arrangements for the beginning of
re(at/Attila.
dinner she was host to
more
than a score of newspaper
men. She
sang with her husband at the
piano,
cut an enormous birthday cake
with
one large candle set in it.
posed for
photographs, and made a short
speech
expressing her hopes for the
success
of her nine-day series.
The visit to Mayor Curley and
surprise he sprang at what was the
expected to be a perfunctory —
welcome
to our city" was the highlight
of the
day. however.
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MI; 1HRESTER, ENG
PAYS VISIT
TO 1 WHITE HOUSE
M

y
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Hall will be profusely decorated a.nd
flags will be out on all public buildings.
Mrs. Arthur E. Moreau, in the absence of her husband, will again take
the
sist pti e
ce coofmtn
ttr„,
na yionr.t.bSeh erov.
cteilpltlaosnthe

her husband has been chief executive, this is the second time that Mrs.
Moreau officially takes part in a public function. The other occasion was
early last summer when she welcome members of the Norwich Glee
club and presented them the keys of
the city.
Heart of Oak lodge of the Sons of
St. George, at their meeting last
night, voted to present a letter of
greeting to the lord mayor and his
wife when they arrive.
From the station, the party will be
taken through the Amoskeag mills
WASHINGTON, Oct. 9.—(AP)— and a sightseeing tour of the city.
The lord mayor of Manchester, Eng- There will be a brief demonstration
land, Alderman George F. Titt, paid of fire apparatus in front of Victory
park and then the visitors will go to
the compliments of his city today City Hall.
to President Hoover at the White
The official greeting of the city
House. The lady mayoress of Man- government will be extended by Ald.
chester called upon Mrs. Hoover Albert L. Clough, dean of the board.
At that time the Chamber of Comduring the afternoon.
merce will also present its greetings
Asked by President Hoover con- and souvenirs to the lord mayor and
cerning economic conditions in his his wife. Souvenirs from the Engpresented the
section, the lord mayor replied: lish city will also be
city at the same time.
"Things are improving." He said
This will be followed by a luncheon
he had come to the United States on at the Manchester Country club and
the lord mayor and his party
then
a dual mission, one of friendship and
2:43 train back to Bosan effort to increase the volume of will take the
engagements there
trade between Manchester and the ton to fill other
in the evening.
United States.
The Englishman was presented at
the White House by Francis D. G.
6 Ad/ N
the /4arc re'i
Ot borne, charge d'affairs of
Br +Usti embassy, and was accompainted by a brilliantly uniformed
and beonedaled companion, known
as this official mace bearer.
The Manchester mayor will visit
In Mavchester, N. H., tomorrow, and
after several days in Boston will go
to Manch...0er, Cone., before sailing
rrom New York a week from Saturday.

•
Comes Here Today for Reception by Local
Residents

City Prepares Royal
Welcome for Visitors
With all arrangements completed
for the reception to Lord Mayor and
Lord Mayoress George Frank Titt of
Manchester, Eng., the citizens' committee is prepared to receive a party
of seven coming up from Boston by
train this morning and arriving here
at 10:30 o'clock.
The full party as announced Friday
by Col. William B. Burpee, chairman
of the reception committee, will include the lord mayor and his wife,
F. E. Warbreck Howell, city solicitor
and town clerk, J. W'. Becker, secretary to the lord mayor, Miss A. M.
Gibson and Herbert M. Gibson, president of the Menchester Ship Canal
company. There will be, in addition to the English visitors, Standish
Willcox, secretary to Mn or James
M. Curley of Boston.
1%ti "VIM
entertirffrthe visitors on Sunday and
Monday.
As the Engl. +h visitors will be In
Manchester for only four hours, the
program will not be as elaborate me
the committee would have liked to
make it. The offer of numerous
local organiaztions for a demonetra.Hon had to be rejected because of
the limited time. There will he no
blare of bands at the station to receive but the reception committee
will be there and speed the visitors
on their round of functions in order
to include tie complete program of
entertainment.
Manchester will be all dressed up
for the occasion.
The curb flags
will be out along Elm street ,the City

AIMEE, 39, IS
SHOWERED WITH
BIRTHDAY GIFTS
Blackthorn Presented
Evangelist by Mayor
Curley.
V
Boston, Oct. 9.—(UP1—Aimee
Semple McPherson Hutton was observing her 39th birthday anniversary to-day, and Mayor James M.
Curley gave her a shillalah, a
fitting present for one about to
start a nine-day campaign against
the evil spirit.
_
The chef at Hotel Lenox, where
Aimee is making her headquarters,
baked a big birthday Cake for the
evangelist, and a party was held in
tier suite.. David Hutton, her rotund
Rusband, gave her jewelry.
Aimee's opening reviaal service
Will be held at Boston Garden tomorrow night, when she will preach
Dn "The Crimson Road." The leader
D( the Four Square Gospel movement and her husband arrived at
Boston airport Thursday after an
iierial trip from the Pacific coast.

Pei

Afternoon on Slate to
Placed Before City Con
vention

ill

/,,
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William J. Rankin will be formal
13' offered the Democratic nominatiot
i for mayor this evening as the cit;
'convention is called to order in tilt
Hotel 0:
at 8 p. m. by Towt
Chairman Vincent W. Dennis. It wa:
not decided Friday night Who would
'place in nomination the name of Mr.
!Rankin, who in a caucus fight on
Thursday night decisively defeated
i his opponent for the honor, David

1

A. Wilson.
It was announced, however, that
Mr. Wilson and James T. Farrell,
veteran South End Democrat. would
second Mr. Rankin's nomination.
Slate Undecided Upon.
According to Thomas J. Spellacy
former Democratic national committeeman who was Mr. Rankin's chief
adviser during the caucus campaign
the entire slate to be nominated by
the party km not yet been chosen,
A conference wH1 be held this afternoon at, a411,Iek
straightened but Tn aottrdellYfte With
lAr. Rankin's avowed policy during
his reeent, campaien, leaders from
all parts of the city will have a
voice in making up the ticket.
The conference will be attended by
!Rankin workers from each .of the 57
precincts. but will not be open to
the general public because of limited
seating arraneement.s. The 'place of

AIMEE'S VISIT TO
MAYOR CULLY MAY
PROVE EXPENSIVE
Boston, Oct. 9 (W)—Mr. Aimee.
Semple McPherson Hutton. celebrated a birthday today—and it
promised to be an expensive one.
It was a call on Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston that proved costly. The Los Angeles evangelist, here
for a 10-day campaign, confessed
that today was her 39th birthday
anniversary. So, with her husband,
she went to the City hall to pay her
respects to the city's chief magistrate.
The formalities over. Mrs. Hutton
was greeted with the suggestion
from the mayor that it being better
"to give than to receive" she might
well do her share toward relieving
the distress of unemployment by
sharing the receipts of her evangelistic campaign with the neady.„
The evangelist countered with the
pi.oposal that the mayor assist In
collecting the offering and agreeing
that if he would she would contribute half of the receipts, above
+he expenses, toward the funds of
the city welfare board. Then, as
the visit ended, the mayor presented Mr. Hutton with an Irish
shi lielah.
Later the mayor instructed the
corporation counsel to draw up the
necessary legal documents so, that
the city may collect the monley.

f
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S. Monterey
Launened At
• Colorful Fete
S.

Quincy's most spectmula.r launch- Curley predicted a great future lot
ing cscurrod at
this mor-..irs American shipping in the Orient anc
when the $S,500.000
commended the United States for itt
Monterey, siid into the water at the latter-day development of the merFore River plant after dragging its chant marine. He praised Wakemar
coiled-chain stops 500 feet.
nS this nation's best shipyard managComing 5500 miles from Honolulu,ing executive.
Hawaii, to christen the trans-Pacific Commissioner S. S. Sandberg of tilt
passenger vessel, Mrs. E. Faxon Bish- U. S. Shipping Board said the Mat.
op. wife of a Matson line vice-presl- f,a1 line contract was the largest uni
tient, periorrnect tne role of sponsor in the nation's building program fo:
with ease. She was the recipient of merchant ships. He congratulate(
congratulations at a reception fol- owners, builders and sponsor.
lowing the event in the plant's main Mayor Thomas J. McGrath 01
dining hall with luncheon by Martin. Quincy expressed Quincy's pleasure ir
Greater width of river behind the ts.ie progress shown in the Monterey':
Monterey permitted the sliding of the launching. He discussed tne tariff
632-foot ship a longer distance than rnd recorrim,
:nded adjustments sayusual giving the spectators one of the ing that Quincy hoped more shipping
greatest thrills ever known in local ,ct ould bring more work to the Fore
launching spheres.
'River plant. Quincy, said the mayor,
Rushing aside pell-mell to avoid 'jealously and selfishly wants more
what they thought was great danger business in shipbuilding to come here.
when the fat wire cables were pulled
Launching Guests
taut, hundreds of guests had their
Guests at the launching were Mrs.
fears allayed within seconds as the
massive ship came to a stop in the E. Faxon Bishop of Honolulu, sponsor
river.
of the Monterey; E. Faxon Bishop,
The heavy piles of steel drags
director in the Matson Navigation
snapped into action when the stresses
company; W. F. Roth, president of
of the swiftly-moving vessel were applied and the wire cables !kw 50 Matson Navigation company, and
feet into the air cracking the struc- Mrs. Roth; Commissioner S. S. Sandtural steel uprights on either side berg of the U. S. shipping board,
Commissioner Albert H. Denton of
amid a great clatter.
the U. S. shipping board, Capt. Elmer
"A Great Launching"
From his observation point near the E Crowley, president Of U. S. Shipwater's edge, Harry E. Gould, general ping Board Merchant Fleet corporaLianager, whc arose on Thursday tion; D. M. Dow, commissioner for
from a sick bed to check the launch- Austrialia in United States; G. E.
ing plans, turned to Percy Upham, Nichols, assistant to vice-president,
Matson Navigation company; F. J.
master shipwright and said.
"That was a great launching." In Gauntlett, Washington representative,
press statement later, Gould said the Matson Navigation company; James
:hip had been stopped within five feet French, chief of Lloyds register of
of where the plans called for and he shipping, New York; W. L. Bunker,
praised the development cf ship- vice-president of the United States
Ittilding that warranted this result. lines; Mayor James M. Curley, BosAt the reception, Wiley Wakeman, ton; Capt. E. E. O'Donnell, president
vice-president of the Bethlehem of Eastern Steamship lines, and famShipbuilding corporation, was toast- ily; Admiral L. M. Nulton, commanmaster. He congrattiaated Mrs. Bishop, dant? of Boston navy yard, and Mrs.
sponsor, and gave her a placque as Nulton.
a memento of the event. He introThe social phases of the launching
duced her husband, vice-president were arranged by Arthur B. Homer,
Bishop of the Matson line who said Theophilus S. Andrews. The launchI is company was under substantial ing was directed by Wiley Wakeman
cbligation to the Fore River plant aided by H. E. Gould, R. S. Campfor having executed the contracts so bell, A. J. Grassick, Robert Winship
ably.
!William Gray, T. J. Larkin, Allan
Curley Speaks
Miller. William Gamble, John Smith
John E. E,,..,,,,,",,r T-Tlivo P
Mayor James M. Cy of Boston,
PrPA r
....`a
who drove the first rieriu the Monterey when its keel was laid last year,
rs id that honest workmanship in a
ship was more essential than in the
bulk of other building owing to the
bazardous work, done on, the high
seas. He congratulated the sponsor
and the builders.
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QUESTION !'OE' SOCIALIMTS
Hew Woad They Overcome Opposition of Private Owners to Public
awnershipt
To the Editor of The Republican:—
"Not until industry , reverses its
motive and society begins to LSO laborsaving d vices to save labor by raising wages and reducing aours of
work, instead of to save wages for the
owners of industry and thus increase
profits, will we be free from the repeated crises of unemployment, which
have characterized capitalism," writes
Alfred Baker Lewis, in a letter
printed in The Republican on September 23.
No one can intelligently make objection to Mr Lewis's explanation
and cure of the presetr crisis. It is
the view of practically every leader
of industry, and of our political leaders and state.smen. President Hoover
very likely had this idea in mind when
he called together his famous industrial conference, and solemn pledges
that wages would not be cut were
piously exchanged. It was very likely
the view of Mayor Curley in his plea
Cur a five-day week for city employes. I can think of no public figure in America who would dare to
argue for a policy other than one providing for a wage rate consistent with
our machine progress. An examination of the party platforms of both
;the Republican and Democratic parties
!will demonstrate that it has been the
ipolicy of both parties, in the past 60
!years, to ask for a "square deal for
!labor."
Wherein does the theory of Mr
Lewis and the Socialist party he reprents differ from the theory of these
ingivIdua'i and groups who form the
conservative bulk of America's leaders? And how is Mr Lewis and the Socialist party he represents prepared to
prevent our "practical" "profit-inspired" industrialists from violating
this theory, which we all admit is
true. and from cutting wages and
lengthening the work-day?
To give a concrete example, how is
Mr Lewis and the party he represents pr.pared to prevent the wagecutting policy of five-sixths Qf our
state governments, after they promised Hoover that wage rates would be
.maintained? How is he or his party
prepared to prevent the Bethlehem
Steel corporation, United States Steel
corporation, the Fuel and Iron corporation, etc., from breaking their
pledges to the United States government and instituting a policy opposite to that they proclaim in pubic, a
, Policy of drastic wage slashes? How
does .the Socialist party of Mr Lewis
Intend to deal with such powerful
groups ao, for example, the Massachusetts Real Estate association, which
recently voiced definite opposition to
May
ley's program of a five-day
week,
r atening to refuse to pay
taxes if this policy were carried out?
Mr Lewis writes that "public ownership of at least some of our big industries" is necessary before the
profit motive can be eradicated. I
presume he Is aware that such a move
would be stubbornly opposed by our
industrialists. Such a presumption is
In keeping with his "impression" that
private business will not voluntarily
give sip its power. Now, how is the
Socialist party prepared to romint this
stubbornness on the part of our industrialist?
s
S. C. SPITZER.
North Adams. October 5. 1931.
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'AIMEE RECEIVES SHILLALAH

84.,ofu/1,11 C
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SHARES PROFITS
WITH CHARITY
Mrs. Hutton to Give Boston
Half of Receipts Over
$2,600 Per Day
Evangelist Receives Shillalah as Birthday Gift
from Mayor Curley
'. Boston. Oct. 10 t,)--Mrs. Aimee
Semple McPherson Hutton, celebrated a birthday Friday—and it
promised to be an expensive one.
It was a call on Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston that proved costly. The Los Angeles evangelist, here
for a 10-day campaign. confessed
that Friday was her 39th birthday
anniversary. So, with her husband.
she went to the City hall to pay her
respects to the city's chief magistrate.
More Blessed to Give.

i

Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton, evangelist now conducting a
revival in Boston, got two surprises Friday from Ma or James M.
Curley. The one pictured above was a shillala!' from Ireland, to help
her drive the devil out of Boston, and husband David thought it a
dandy. The other surprise was when the mayor took her up on the
giving of half her profits to the poor of the city.

/d/o/e/
AIMEE'S BIRTHDAY VISIT
COSTS HER HALF RECEIPTS
.40,44i.Nr 41-

•

BOSTON. Oct. 9 (431—Mrs. Aimee
Semple McPherson Hutton celebrated
a birthday today—and it promised to
be an expensive one.
It was a call on Mayor James M.
Cur
of Boston that proved costly.
TEE Los Angeles evangelist, here for
a ten day campaign, confessed that
today was her 39th birthday anniversary. So, with he rhusband, she went
to the city hall to pay her respects
to the city's chief magistrate.
The fortnalities over, Mrs. Hutton
WAS greeted with the mayor that it
being better "to give than to receive"
she might well do her share toward

1,:
C

relieving the distress of unemployment by sharing the receipts of her
evangelistic campaign with the needy.
The evangelist countered with he
proposal that the mayor assist in collecting the offering and agreeing that
if he would she would contribute half
of the receipts, above expenses, toward the funds of the city welfare
board. Then, as the visit ended the
mayor presented Mrs. Hutton with an
Irish shiliela h.
Later the mayor instructed the corporation counsel to draw up the necessary legal documents so that the
city may 'Collect the money.

The formalities over, Mrs. Hutton
was greeted with the suggestion
from the mayor that it being better
"to give than to receive" she might
well do her share toward relieving
the distress of unemployment by
sharing the receipts of her evangelistic campaign with the needy.
The evangelist countered with the
proposal that the mayor assist in
collecting the offering and agreeing
that if he would she would contribute half of the receipts, above
the expenses, toward the funds of
the city welfare board. Then, as
the visit ended, the mayor presented Mrs. Hutton with an Irish
shillalah.
Later the mayor instructed the
corporation counsel to draw up the
necessary legal documents so that
the city may collect the money.
50 Per Cent of All Over $2,600.
Explain
her agreement with
Mayor Curley, Mrs. Hutton said
later:
"It has always been our custom
to give an offering to some charitable institution of the city where
we have been conducting revival
campaigns, and after expenses—
which I understand will average a'pproximately $2,600 a day—have been
met here, we will be proud and happy to accept the suggestion of your
splendid and publfe-spirited mayor,
and give 50 per cent of the net."
Mr. Dunn, silting by her, repeated
it. "Fifty per cent of all over $2,600
a day," said he.
Somebody asked whether Mrs.
Hutton was making it a condition
that Mayor Curley should collect
the offerings every night.
"Of course not," said she. "I
would like to invite him, as money
matters seem to be preying on his
mind, to come for the first collection. tonight and get the campaign
started."
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CURLEY TAKES
SHARP FLING
AT TAX BOARD
• Mayor Replies to Attack of the
Boston Real Estate
Exchange

coo/1,-4_
Aimee "Agrees" to Share
Receipts to Aid Jobless
6
Evangelist's Call on Mayor Curley Proves to Be
Costly One; a-yo Must Help Take Collection, er Manager Says.

BOSTON, Oct. 9—(AP) Mrs. Aimee Then
as the visit ended the Mayor
Semple McPherson Hutton celebrated presented Mrs. Hutton with an Irish
a birthday today—and it promised to shillalah.
Later the Mayor instructed the corbe an expessive one.
Boston, Oct. 10 — Replying to the
It was a call on Mayor James M. poration counsel to draw up the neattack of the Boston Real Estate Excessary
legal documents so that the
Curley that proved costly. The Los
city may collect the money,.
change on his intention to file a bill
Angeles evange115, here for a 10-day
Almee's attitude during the interabolishing the state board of tax apcampaign, confessed that today was
view first was that the Mayor was
peals, Mayor Curley has termed the
her 39th birthday anniversary. So, joking. She said the expense
s of the
tax board "Ignorant of Its duty to the
With her husband, she went to the revival would be $2600 a
day and)
people of the commonwealth, impracCity Hall to pay her respects to the when she rose to go, after the Mayor)
,had steered the conversation back'
tical in the exercise of its functions
city's chief magistrate.
t
times to the sharing of the
The formalities over, Mrs. Hutton three
and unfit."
was greeted with the suggestion from profits, her party was still uncertain
The mayor said that the board has
what
to
as
had been agreed. Frederick
the Mayor that It being better "to
cut valuations down and imperilh b he
give than to receive," she might well C. Winters, her business manager,
revenues of the city in so flagrant
do her share toward relieving the die- pressed for a clear statement on the
tress of unemployment by sharing the Issue, said it was agreed that if Mayor
manner that he would "rather trust
receipts of her evangelistic campaign Curley comes down to the Boston
the destinies of government in the
Carden every night and helps collect
with the needy.
hands of those men who make up our
the offering, the welfare board will
jury system than the impractical men
Wants Mayor to Collect Money,
receive one half over and above ex'
who now make up the board of tax
The evangelist countered with the penses ($2600).
.'
appeal and who, if allowed to carry
proposal that the Mayor assist in col- But there was no uncertainty in the
on, will prevent government in the
lecting the offering and agreeing (hat Mayor's mind. At the conclusion of
commonwealth from functioning propIf he would she would contribute half the interview he dictated a formal
erly, if at all."
the receipts, above expenses, toward statement on the "agreement" and laThe case cited by both sides, that of
the Hanover-street building once octhe funds of the City Welfare Board. strueted Corporation Counsel Samuel
Silverman to draw up the necessary
cupied by Marston's restaurant, was
meetings to be held at the Boston legal
again brought forward by the mayor.
Garden, for the benefit of the Public sionerpapers so that Budget CommisCharles J. Pox may collect the
The real estate exchange said the
Welfare Department of Boston. Mrs.
money ag,eed to be paid by the evanbuilding had been valued for $125,000,
McPherson Hutton stated that the
gelist.
that the owners thought $75,000 a fair
expenses of conducting the meetings
There were a few tense moments at
figure and the tax board allowed a
were about $2600 a day but that she
valuation of $45,000.
would be very pleased to cooperat the City Hall meeting. Mr. and Mrs,
e Hutton were presented to Mayor Curand turn over one half of the net
Government Agency
re- ley,
celpts to the city. His Honor's
• The fact that the building is vacant,
PugMayor Curley pulled up-two chairs
gestion for such distribution
and, therefore, not producing revenue,
was to the side of his desk and said:
predlcated on the agreement of
should not have influenced the tax
the
"You are to be at the Garden all
management of Boston Garden
board, the mayor felt. If the building
to next week?"
turn over one half of the proceed
produced no revenue and the owners
s
"Yes," said Mrs. Hutton, "and I
of the exhibition to be conducted
"In all probability could not sell the
by hope—"
Texas Guinan there for one
building for any price, should the tax
week."
"We
have a number of unemployed
appeal board come to the conclusion
here and I think it would be fitting
that the building was therefore renIf you gave half your profits to the
dered valueless? In this particular inii nemployed."
stance the owner realized the
fallacy
"I'd be glad to do so, if you'll come
of such a theory and agreed, under
down
each night and, help- with the
oath In writing, that the building had
collecti
ons," said the evangelist, still
a value. of $75,000. Yet the board,
trailing. She had been obviously taken
ignoring the fact that the government
hack by the suddenness of the Maymust carry on and that the
or's demands and by his use of
source of income the city has Isonly
the
the have adopted a philosophy and a
word
"profits."
Income derived from the taxpayers, theory of governm
ent
that
in
my
opindecided that the building should
Mayor Points to Burden.
be ion is the soundest for the best inassessed for only $45,000, It
wet; terests of all concern
The Mayor, speaking rapidly, said
property with no income, and prob- interest of the more ed. It is to the
that Boston had about 35,000 unemably could not be sold. Why didn't thin community In this prosperous in our
crisis to bear a
ployed at the present and was Npendboard declare it of no value what- somewhat greater
burden than pering about $7,000,000 on them. With a
soever?"
haps was theirs in order that
population of about 800,000, he said,
might not be more poverty, morethere
"The tax board ie a governm
sufIt was quite a burden.
agency and its duty Is to sustain ent fering and chaos in our communi
govty."
"I didn't know that Boston had any
ernment whenever it can. I believe CarrYing out his philosophy
unemployed," said Mrs. Hutton. "I
the
mayor said he had endeavored
that as practical, men they should
to reenthink your management of the city
stet the board of assessors wheneve quire the small home owner to bear
must lie exceptional—"
r his share
possible. These men are familiar
of
the
burden
but
did not
with press
"We haven't any ;Mover Imeadlin
the local situation, understand
the situation for fear of crushes
and we haven't any Hoover riots here,
problems of the municipality the ing him because such an owner is
the
and
but
we have 35,000 unemployed. None
backbone of the community.
recognize the soundness of the
Owners
of them is allowed to go hungry
theory of office building
that the burden should be borne
s, mercantile estabby lishmen
and none of them goes naked. here
those best able to bear, to
ts and large estates are
Even
the end In
It 141101 came here we'd buy him
the same position, he declared. not
that the more unfortunate in our coma
in
suit el clothes,"
the first case the great burden
munity, the small home owner, for
exwould
After the visit Mayor Curley isample, mielit not be crushed alto- obliterate the home owner, while
in
sued the following formal statement:
the latter the wealthy man Is
gether with the resultant chaos
just
that "little
"Mrs. A imen Semple MePhersoli
mite teem wealthy because he a
must follow. I have not
Is
Indulged
Hutton with her husband waited
personal political considerations. in required to assume his fair burden
upon
in
7. carrying
His Honor, the Mayor, today and at
on tho government.
the suggestlen of the Mayor raegvrieve li
to turn over half of the net proceeds
Of the free will offering of the
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Curley's "Fast One"
To Cost Aimee Plenty

International Newsreel Photo
Aimee Semple McPherson Button receiving Irish shillalah from
Mayor Curley, to 11(.11) her drive the devils out of Boston.

Half of Evangelist's Hub Earnings Will Go
to Boston Welfare Board—and Mayor
Will Collect Offering

•

Special to the Telegram
B9STON, Oct. 9.—Mayor Curley "put over a fast one,"
on Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton on her birthday. And
it's going to cost the greatly publicized evangelist a large
sum of money.
Today was Aimee's 39th—by her own admission—
birthday. Emerging from the Boston hotel where she is
stopping during her ten-day campaign at the Boston Garden,
she and Mr. Hutton m'ade what was expected to be a perfunctory call on Mayor Curley.
"Better To Give"
The formalities over, Mrs. Hutton was greeted with
the suggestion from the mayor that it being better "to give
than to receive" she might well do her share toward relieving the distress of unemployment by sharing the receipts
of her evangelistic campaign with the needy.
The evangelist countered with the proposal that the
Mayor assist in collecting the offering. and agreed that if he
Would, she would contribute half of the receipts, above
expenses, toward the funds of the city welfare board.
Draws Up Papers
Later the mayor Instructed the corporation counsel to
draw up the necessary legal ,locurnents so that. the city may
Collect the money.
"He put over a fast one," Mrs. McPherson Hutton said,
ap she caught her breath.
Before she left, Mrs. Hutton was presented, an Irish
shIllalah by the nityor.

'

ow that Army and Nail,
tieials have decided that
ere Will be another charity
igame between the two great
'service institutions similar to
the one staged at the Polo
grounds in New York a year
ago, it is likely that a score or
more other tedleges will follow
suit and te.st,(season games
throughout the country for the
benefit of the unemployed will
probably follow.
Right here in New England
Boston College and Holy Cross,
rivals for years, have given up
their plan to hold the game the
Saturday after Thanksgiving
at Fenway park as scheduled,
and through the efforts of
Mayor curies; of Boston and
the coilreof the Harvard
Athletic association the battle
will take place in the Harvard
stadium Thanksgivingday.
The athletic associations of the
two colleges will spilt the rec('ipts from 33,ota) people, the
capacity at Fenseay park and
all over this amount will go to
the unemployed.
Loeally ti107:? is praeteally
no chance of such a grime.
Headmaster G. Walter WIIBanta or New Bedford High
suggested a post-season contest with Fairhaven, but the
officials across the river did
not think much of the idea
and instead decided to give 10
per cent of the gross rocelpts
of each game to charity. The
main difficulty for the schools
here is that the regular schedules Itz•rn the teams busy until Thanksgiving day, and the
season is plenty tong enough
as it is. Th, weather and condition of the ground are Uncertain so late in the fall, and
tI,- chances of I:lie:lee to the
boys after they have already
been through a tough season
are much greater.

t

[1JURLEY COMMITTEE
TO WED- SEPT. 16
Boston, Sept. 10 (FP)—In accordtare with the action Of a meeting
4 mayors and selectmen of Mas,
achusetts cities and towns in this
city yesterday. Mayor James M.
Curley today set next WedneSday
for a confer .e of solicitors to
draft a bill to e presented to the
forthcoming special session of the
legislature
which
will consider
changes in the compulsory automobile law.
Yesterday's
gathering
agreed
that the formation of a new bill be
left to the solicitors with a provision that the draft be approved
by a committee composed of a
olicitor from each county. Mayor
:7urley was authorized to fix the
;ime of the conference.

Aint4
A4 Va
1774'tail
In Boston; Will
Keep on Paying
OSTON, Oct. 9 (UP)—Aimee Semple McPherson
Hutton
B
visited Mayor James M. Curley today
and received
a shillelah and a sampl
e of Irish wit that may cost her half

the profits of
her revival
here.
The m g vo
r
was bland and
hospitable and
his smile of
welcome con- I
tamed no guile.'
There were a
rew social banalities in the
way of introductions
and
then the mayor
got to the point.
"You are to
be at the garden
„
all next week?"
he asked.
"Yes," Aimee
replied.
"We have a
number of unemployed here
and I think it
would be fitting
if you gave half
your profits to
the
unemployed."
The evangelist was taken
Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton
back. She sug—she was surprised,..,
gested that the
ing, but he made it clear that he
mayor was jokbetter to give than to receive," was not. Ilc pointed out that "it was
that
"it was our divine
admonition to share with, others"
own
and that Texas GuinanLord's
, whoopee
'queen, had agreed to share her
The dickering that preceded the
profits with Boston's unemployed.
It would not look well, he inti- agreement—if there was an agreemated, if Texas outdid Aimee in ment—was close but the mayor
won every point.
good works, if not in faith.
After the interview Aimee and "I didn't know
her staff said they were "con- there were any
fused" about the agreement and n e mployed in
were not sure that any agreement Boston,' Airnee
had been reached. Frederick C. said. 'I thou zht
your adminisWinters, the evangelisti's business
manager, said he understood Mayor tration and
Curie's welfare board was to re- management of
the eit y was
ceive one-half above expenses— was
very excep$2,600 a night—provided the mayor tional.
"
makes a personal visit to the gar"We haven't
den each night and helps collect any
Hoover
the offerings.
.breadlines," said
Mayor Clrley, however, was in the mayor
, who
no way cot fused. He issued a for- is a
Mayor
Democrat,
mal statement, in which he said and no
Curley
Hoover
Aimee and her husband "waited riots,
on his honor the mayor today and ployed but we have 35,000 unem. None of them is allowed to
at the suggestion of the mayor
hungry here and none of them
agreed to turn over half the net go
goes
proceeds" for the benefit of the here naked. Even if Gandhi came
we'd buy him a suit of
public welfare department.
clothes."

0

Aimee said her Los Angeles
temple fed 5,000 men a month.
"Oh, we don't do that here,"
Mayor Curley said. "We just give
them the money and let them buy
fleets of automobiles and mock
turtle soup. We turn the money
over to them."
Aimee then became dubious
about her ability to raise the
$2,600 daily expenses.
"It's singular," said the mayor,
"but the largest amounts collected
in churches in my experience were
voluntary contributions."
Before Aimee and her husband
left the mayor produced an Irish
blackthorn shillelah, symbol of
authority in Ireland for centuries,
he explained.
"Who gets it?" he asked, looklog from Aimee to her husband.
Tit take it," said Aimee.
The mayor's parting shot was:
al hope we make
a let of money."
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Boston, Oct. 9—Tlalf
Ilie net proceeds of the free will cffering at the
revival meetings here of Aimee Sempie McPherson Hutton will go to th
Unemployment fund of the city of
Boston.
Thi noted evangelist and her new
husband, who went to City hall today to receive an official - welcome,
stepped into a diplomatic mesh set
by Mayor James M. pirlty
"You Know," said Ril
er as he
presented the famous couple with a
shillalah
from
Ireland, "Texas
Guinan offered to give us half the profits she makea when she come to
'Boston next. ,tnnuary for a week."
Aimee responded, "We could give you
more than that. If you come to one
of our meetings and take up the collection, I'll do it."
Following thz meeting, Mayor Curley announced that he had instructed
Corporation Counsel- Samuel Silverman to araw up an agreement, which
should be turned over to Budget
Commissioner Charles Fox. Fox, in
turn- will take tlie agreement to
Aimee's business manager for his
signature.
In presenting the shillalah, which
he brought from Ireland, Mayor Curley said: "If you think you're going
to drive the devil out of the people
of Boston you'd better have a "shilIsiah."

tr ri-,1

STRIKES CAN NOT FAIL TO BE HARMFUL

S

The strike of the textile woi kers in Lawrence and the
strike of the longshoremen in Boston seem to be so illadvised and so untimely that it is apparen t that the drastic
decisions reached by the workers have not been conclusions
reached after sober and careful consideration.
If the textile industry is driven from Lawrence, there
will be 25,000 residents of that city who will have no opportunity to obtain employment. Similarly if the longshoremen
of Boston persist in demanding wages and worlfing conditions which are not enjoyed by similar workers in other
Atlantic ports, there is a grave possibility that the commerce which Boston has enjoyed and which Mayor Curte3
and many others have been trying to greatly augment will
be diverted to New York and other ports.
For months it has been truthfully said that "anyone who
has a job is lucky."
We do not claim to know the merits of the contentions
of the mill owners of Lawrence. If their public stetements
can be accepted as accurate portrayals of the financial conditions of the, mill corporations, and there has been no
challenge of their accuracy, it is increasingly difficult for
the mill owners to successfully compete with the textile
plants of the South where child labor is employed and
where wages and working conditions are not comparable
with conditions in Lawrence.
It would seem that the Lawrence workers should have
awaited the final outcome of negotiations to amicably adjust the dispute which resulted from the announcement of
a 10 per cent wage reduction. The sudden strike, a week
before the reduction was scheduled to become effective,
seems to indicate that the textile workers lack the proper
leadership. If they drive the mills from Lawrence as the
shoeworkers of Lynn drove the shoe factories from that
city, the workers, as well as the municipalities will be the
sufferers.
The Boston strike is of an entirely different character
It has been described by national officials of the longshore•
men's union as a "wildcat" strike. It will be harmful to
Boston. It is satisfying perhaps for workers, laboring under
great stress, to give up their jobs, regardless of the situations in their homes, but sober reflection sometimes proves
This strike should be
the folly of spontaneous action.
settled without delay.
3,1/
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Exploiting the Unemployed.

AST Sunday one of those undenorninational preachers, the
kind who, unhampered by set rules of conduct and making
their own standard of ethics, gathered a group of unemployed about him on Boston Common, and then, making
sure the newspaper camera men were on hand, distributed free
lunches. He got the publicity he was seeking. Mayor C rley has
warned him not to repeat the performance and h s told him that
the city of Boston does not need any such help.
It is well for every municipality to make sure of the motives
of all these volunteers. If they can show they are actuated by
honest and worthy impulses their work can be directed into proper channels. It is well to question anyone who uses an occasion of
this kind for self-exploitation.
So far in the present emergency Massachusetts has not had
to resort to bread lines and soup kitchens. Its relief work is efficiently organized and has functioned satisfactorily. The coming
winter will not put it to any test which it cannot meet. The work
of amateurs and self-seekers has no place in an emergency of the
oresantad.

4
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Boston's !',t'e Days
Mayor Curley has not yet been
followed by other mayors in his
announcement that he will recommend a five-day week for 7,000 city
employes. No one knows as yet the
cost or even the method to be recommended in Boston, but it is evident that, since the wages of 7,000
are not to be changed, there will
be one-sixth added to the cost of
the municipal service thus to be
reorganized. There is only one
place that the one-sixth can be secured and that is rrom the taxpayers' pockets. They in turn must
assess this sum in the form of
higher rent for apartments and
stores, higher prices to be sold in
the stores and higher prices for
manufactured merchandise since
merchants and manufacturers must
collect their overhead in addition
to their profit. The ultimate consumer who pays all taxes, no matter who draws the tax checks, is
thus faced with an increase in a
year when all taxes have become
an individual burden and a business menace. This is not a pretty
prospect for Boston, especially as
the main excuse for it all seems to
be the necessity of providing the
mayor of Boston with a fine oratorical flourish at a Labor Day
demonstration.
4'.4.4i
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SENATOR WALSHIO
SPEAK AT MEETING
1 FOR TOM MOONEY
,
A meeting in the interests of
Tom Mooney. former Holyose man.
vho is serving a life sentence in
...Ian Quentin prison in California
for allegedly setting a booth during
the 1916 Preparedness parade in
San Francisco will he held Sunday
afternoon at the Common in Boston. The speakers will include Senator David I. Walsh, A. J. Music,
rb an of Brookwood Labor College;
Charles E. Fay, assistant corporacounsel representing Mayo/
tion
James curlev and Bohert re,r1,111117.
vice-prestInkri of the International
Assn, iation of Machinists.
ia
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MAYOR t.URLEY TO

ATTEND LAUNCHING
Mayor Jaikes M. Curley of Boston
will preside -Arne exercises tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock when
the Pl.,000.000 Matson liner Monterey is launched at the Fore River
shipyard.
Mrs. E. Faxon Bishop, wife of a
Matson line official, will be the
sponsor. The Monterey is the second of the hree Matson liners to
be built at the' .•-.re River yariss •
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Curley Coaxes Evangelist
info Aiding Unemployed
Induces Aimee Hutton to Promise Half of Receipts from
Boston Revival Services to City's Needy—Then
Presents Her Shillelah
(i;
BOSTON, Oct. 9, (M.—Mrs. Aimee
Semple McPherson Hutton celebrateti
promised to
a birthday today—and it
be an expenisve one.

Call on Mayor Curley.

M.
It was a call on Mayor James
costly.
Curley of Boston that proved
for
The Los Angeles evangelist, herethat
a 10-day campaign, confessed annitoday was her 39th birthday
versary. So, with her husband, she
rewent to the City Hall to pay her
spects to the city's chief magistrate.
Hutton
The formalities over, Mrs.
from
was greeted with the suggestion
"to
the mayor that, it being better well
give than to receive." she might the
do her shark toWa.rd relieving
distress of unemployment by sharing
camthe receipts of her evangelistic
paign with the need)'.
Mayor Must Collect.
The evangelist countered with the
proposal that the mayor assist in
collecting the offering and agreed that
conif he would collect, she would
tribute half of the receipts, above expenses, toward the funds of the City
Welfare board. Then, as the visit
Hutended the mayor presented Mrs.
ton an Irish shillelah.
Later the mayor instructed the
corporation counsel to draw up the
necessary legal documents so that
the city may collect the "money.

D

Curley Flays
Ho'over's Plan
To Close Yard
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
in an interview with a Quincy News
reporter at the Fore River plant today, attacked Pres. Hoover for the
present attempt to close the Boston
Navy Yard.
"I am convinced that Hoover, the
precise reasoner that he is, has figured definitely on shutting the Boston Navy Yard. To his door, and his
alone, can be laid this scheme to effect an alleged economy."
Curley continued in ironical vein
and seemed convinced the efforts of
the government were sincere and
would be successful unless great public opposition was voiced.
Navy Secretary Charles Francis
Adams, former Quincy mayor, admitted Friday night that he was considering temporary, and possibly permanent, abandonment of the Boston
yard. Mayor Curley and Gov. Joseph
B. Ely have telegraphed protests to
Washington.

Curley Out of Luck on Sharing
Plan as Aimee Collects Only $500
Boston. Oct. 10. —1 UP —A I mee
Semple McPherson Hutton delivered
the first of nine installments of spiritual food to Boston residents tonight—tind afterward the undernourished Jobless and their families

were as gloomy as ever.
Mayor James M. Curley's "bargain" with Aimee. in which the
evangelist agreed to donate half the
profits of her revival meetings to the
city's unemployment fund, looked
like a "bust" as the first meeting
concluded.
Richard Dunn, manager of Boston Garden, estimated the snoo persons In the audience dropped *500
In the Antler collection plates. And
Aimee had stipulated she first must
collect $2600 expenses at each meeting before splitting with the city.
Aimee, at the start of the meeting,

AirlYnitorttittily For Genius
The longer the legislative hearings
on motor liability insurance go on
appear to
J/ the more the disputants
be speaking; different languages or
dealing with different sets of facts.
The committees on insurance and
judiciary, if they should ever be able
to make a report, would have accomplished the seemingly impossible.
It would need as much ability, apparently, to fit the irreconcilable
facts into a measure that would
please a single soul as it would be
to require by statute that the color
should weigh so much or that poverty should be quarantined.
It is clear, however, that the insurance companies are against the
field and that the field is pulling and
hauling against itself. The insurance companies want only the adoption of the financial responsibility
idea of Connecticut. They want compulsory insurance as now practiced
by Massachusetts abolished and
everything else that anybody wants,'
from the governor down, cast out.
They do not want the 1931 rates
promulgated for 1932 tinder any circumstances, whatever devices for
Flitting down losses or costs might
'be adopted. They want rates that are
20 per cent higher than at present
and threaten court action if they
cannot have them.
But the solidarity of the companies against compulsory insurance
does not mean that they are certain
or even likely to get it. The field,

4-,04/nyi:i FL 0
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-asked for a -quiet" collection. It
was. In part, for Manager Dunn reported some bills and many rubber
bands. But the pennies, nickels,
dimes, safety pins and needles were

even more plentiful.
On an envelope in which a genet011/4 customer donated a $5 bill was
a pencilled instruction that It was
"for you, sister, not for Mayor Curley."
Before delivering her sermon on
"The Crimson Road." dealing with
the many roads to salvation. Aimee
asked those in the audience wishing
to be converted to her Font Square
Gospel movement to raise their
hands. Three youths, who said they
were Harvard Freshmen not only
raised their hands. but stood. Ac-

companied by 16 other men and 11
women they ascended the speaker's
platform and were converted.

even

if its ideas are scattered, is

I more or less united on the belief
that compulsory insurance in some
form must remain. N( body likes the
situation, but nobody seems to be.
ablc to
an imnrovc—nnt that
pleases anybody else. Gov Ely seems
to
only one of a crowd of recommenders. No army of backers has
sprung up to fight for demerit rating or deductible policies. The Goodwin-Curley scheme convinces nobody rinimply stirs controversy.
Why would it not be the logical
time, with the insurance companies
aggressively urging the • abandonment of the state's policy and
threatening rates one-fifth higher if
tloe present compulsory insurance
system remains, for Gov Ely now to
put forward the one-company plan
he

suggested at the time he announced the coming special session,
with a hint of a state fund as an

alternative? He may wish first to
see what the committee repor:: is to
be. There will be widespread curiosity about it; and there ought to
be general sympathy • ir the members of the committees. Yet, if there
is a genius among them, he might
surprise the world by reporting g
perfect plan. His reward then should
be nothing al!
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Would Not
( Annex Towns
No Intention of Disturbing
Local Autonomy Says
Boston Delegate
Mayor Ctirlty hasn't any idea of annexing 42'''s and towns to form a
,Greater Boston, Thomas A. Mullen Old
;members of the Chamber of Commerce
at their first fall meeting in Holman
: hall Tuesday night.
Mayor Curley's plan of unification
is solely to obtain united accord on
matters which are of common interest, Mr. Mullen, who is pu,blicity director for the City of Boston, declared,
adding that local anatomy would not
be changed.
Mr. Mullen reminded his audience
that we already have Metropolitan
Commissions for water, sewage, and
parks . . . all matters beyond the
of any one community to con,
power.
trol. But more commissions would be
a hindrance, rather than a help, and
it is not Mayor Curley's wish to build
a Greater Boston on the commission
plan, according to Mr. Mullen.
The speaker decriPd the notion that
Boston's mayor is looking for more
glory as head of -I city of 2,000,000.
Mayor, Curley wouldn't stand a •chance
,Peing elected under such, ciretinp,
of
s4neNt.,said Mr. Mullen, ”BecatiSe the
diStriot, :is •lippelessly Republican.n
But in imatteks of ,Oomnion'in'tcrest
such as police and 'tire regulation and
transportation',.thurb rtiOfe good could
be done ,bY! a single' cortrolling body
than under the present S'stem.
; The burden of gigantic clitle projects,
suCh as the $16,000,000 East BOSton vehicular tunnel and $5,000,000 Governor
'square subway extehsion, would be
more fairly apportioned with a larger
Boston, Mr. Mullen believes.
The speaker received a hearty ovation at the close of his talk and a number took part in the question and answer period which -followed.
Thomas B. Mulvehill presided for
the first time as president of the
Chamber. In his address of appreciation he thanked the organization for
the honor it had bestowed upon him
and promised to do his utmost to carry'
on the Chamber's work during the coming year.
See. Daniel F. Slattery reported that
the Chamber had been requested to
cooperate with airport officials on the
official opening of Metropolitan Airport, tentatively set for Saturday, Oct.
24.
The following committee was nominated and given power to act. Carl
Jr.linson, Harold E. Shaw, Hollis Plimpton, Thomas U. Mahoney, Arthur Wilson, C. A. Bingham, and Selectman
Edmund G. Dalton.
President Mulvehill reported that
Henry Long state commissioner of taxation, had agreed to address the Chamber at its November meeting.
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AIMEE TO ASSIST
t, HUB RELIEF FUND

'

The Couple returned to their hotel
for lunch, following which they were
scheduled to go to Boston Garden
and look it over. Mayor Curley has
assured Aimee that tile accoustie
properties of the Garden were excellent and she would have no trouble filling it with her voice.

Promises to Divide Proceeds
of Revival for Unemployed
BOSTON, Oct. 9 (INS)--Half of
the net pioceeds of the free will offering at the revival meetings here
of Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton
will go to the unemployment fund
of the City of Boston. The noted
evangelist and her new husband, who
went to City hall today to receite
an official welcome, stepped into a
diplomatic mesh set by Mayor James

uley.tr
know." said Hizzoner, as he
Nimg
presented the famous couple with a
shillalah frora Ireland, "Texas Guinan has offeied to give us half the
profits she makes when she crimes to
Boston next January for a week."
Aimee responded: "We could give
you more than art. If you'll•come
to one of our meetings and take up
the collection for me I'll do It."
The chief executive agreed. Following the meeting, Mayor Curley I
announced that he had Instructed
Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman to draw up an agreement which
would be turned over to Budget Commissioner Charles J. Fox. Fox, in
turn, will take the agreement to
Aimee's balness manager for his gig
nature.
In presenting the black thorned
shilialah, which he brought personally from Ireland, Mayor Curley said:
"If you think you're going to drive
the devil out of the people of Poo.ton, you'd better have a shillalah."
Mayor Curley greeted Aimee and
her new husband in his executive offices at City hall. Aimee was attierd
all in black, with a cape, trimmed
with black fur draped across her
shoulders. She wore a tight-fitting
black hat, bordering closely on the
"Empress Eugenie" model.
After shaking hands with the couple, Mayor Curley expressed the hope
that the evangelist would do something for the City's unemployed.
"You know," he said, "Texas Guinan offered to give us half the profits
she made when she cornea to Boston
next January for a week."
And Aimee responded: "We could
give you more than that, if you'll
tome to one of our meetings and take
up the collection for me, I'll do It."
"We have a different system at
home." continued Aimee. "In Cantor_
nia, the parishioners bring the food,
clohting and other things to us, and
we take it out in a fleet of automobiles to the needy families."
"Well, no one is allowed to go hungry or naked here," answered the
mayor, "and if Gandhi came over
here, I have no doubt that we'd buy
him a suit of clothes too."
Aimee said the "overhead" of the
revival here would be $2600 per day.
After being presented with the shill:1111h, Aimee and her husband thanked the mayor and departed. City employes left their work for a few minutes and lined the hallways as Aimea
came out, anxious to get a glimpse
of the evangelist.
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FIVE-DAY WEEK
To the Editor of The Herald:—
Sir: The commendable and praiseworthy efforts of the Hon James M.
C2.1riu, mayor of Boston, to popularize
.
trrire-day week deserves the support'
and active cooperation of every Patriotic and progressive citizen and
public official in every city and state
throughout the land.
I proclaim that human rights are of
more vital importance to the future
welfare and security of the nation
of a comparatively
than the rights
few Individuals to more profits and
dividends. I believe that the time has
now arrived when a better distribution
, of both work and wealth must be in-

troduced into our social system.
To increase the purchasing power of
all the people ac, that the demand for
the necessities and
luxuries of life
may be constant, stable and continuous should be the aim of every public-spirited peerson in the United
States. I am firmly convinced that the
five-day week will bring about this
much desired condition in every country in the world, and will create a
more evenly balanced control over the
laws of supply and demand.
people are working
When all the
and producing, then all the producers
will be consuming through constantly

increasing purchases everything necrisary to bring about a quick return
to the greatest era of prosperity the
world has ever known. To regulate the!
days of labor in proportion to the productivity of the machine is the most
progreessive step yet
forward and
taken by man for the betterment of
the entire human race, and the Svc,-

day week advocated by Mayor Curley
Is the start of a movement that is des.
tined to cover the entire globe.
Lt us all give our hearty support
and indorsement of this great humanitarian measure.

—N. S.

A!MEE ACCEPTS
MIRLEY CHALLENGE
Mayor Suggests She Give
Share of Profits to
Needy
Oct.
BOSTON.
9.—(AP)--Mrs.
Ahnee Semple McPherson Hatton
celebrated a birthday today—and it
promised to be an expensive one,
It was a call on Mayor James M.
Cusl. of Boston that preyed costly.
TiirLos Angeles evangelist, here fat
a 10-day eampalgs, confessed that
today was her 39th birthday anni•
vereary. So, with her husband, she
went to the City Hall to pay her respects to the city's chief magistrate.
The formalities over, Mrs. Hutton
was greeted with the suggestion
from the mayor that It being better

"to trive than to receive" she

might
_40,11.44.4.79

Jubilee Mass, farm
[brethren ask the question, "Must
not that church be a wonderful
power for good, that has produced
such a man?" Then in the diocese
of Springfield, the work of straggling priests following his example
went on and grew and we read the
names of these apostolic men, and
view with astonishment the results
of their work in this part of Massachusetts. The harvest was full,
but the workers were few. The
few, however, made up in enthusifor
praise
of
the
tribute
•A hearty
asm and in hard work for the lack
one," for all had co-operated to
rather Harkins and for the Cathest extent in the celebration. of these early missionaries exhiba
was
Holyoke
otic pioneers of
e invoked God's blessing upon all its to the world a religious enthusfeature of the address of Hon. who were present and all friends iasm comparable with that of any
Mayor of Boston,
St. Jerome's and begged God ether diocese in the country.
rincipal speaker at te allow all to share in His work
w)to • s
I have marveled as I have read
Diathe
of
the civic observance
the history of the Church in New
to the end of their. days.
St.
of
mond Jubilee celebration
'Former-Senator Daniel A. K. England, since Cheverus was conJtrome's parish in the City Hall Martin, chairman of the entertain- secrated in 1810, at the labors of
audiThe
auditorium last night.
ment committee opened the pro- the pioneers who sowed the first
tdrium was crowded to the walls. gham, then introduced Maurice G. seed, who bore the storms of winwere
a0c1 several hundred persons
lionahue, general chairman of the ter and the heat of summer, who
refused admittance because of fire celebration, who presided. There deprived themselves of the merest
City
laws, remained outside on the
a;'as an excellent musical program, necessaries of life, who traveled
gall lawn to listen to the addresses viith several selections by the almost through jungles to bring the
sahich were broadcast through loud lanights of Columbus Choral Club, consolations of religion to the liv•
speakers.
Ild by Director Edward F. Gliday. ing in the form of the Holy Sac;occupying a place of honor on T,heir three numbers were well rifice of the Mass, The pioneer
the stage, in company with Rt. rendered, and were given generous spirit was strong among these
Rev. Msgr. John F. Fagan, Mayor applause.
Mrs. Grace Simes apostles.
licrilliam T. Dillon and Mayor Cur- C4reaney favored with a soprano
The growth of Catholirity in
ley, was Rev. John R. Murphy, solo. with Mrs. Marjorie Malcolm New England is shown by the
Marion's number of new dioceses created,
pastor of St. Patrick's church, Shaw as accompanist.
Chicopee Falls. Fr. Murphy was a orchestra played several selections. and the fifty which saw the begincurate at St. Jerorneat church, 53
Mayor Curley in his speech, said ning of St. Jerome's church, witYears ago, with the late Rt. Rev. lii part:
nessed the creation of the diocese
Msgr. Patrick J. Harkins, dynamic
,The oceasion of the celebration' of Burlington, Vermont, in 1853,
vaator of the mother church of off the 75th anniversary or Dia- and the appointment cj De GoesCatholicity for more than half its m?:ind Jubilee of a parish is so Mg-.
Ho
briand, as its first bishop.
existence. Fr. Murphy for six years
icant that. one approaches the had been a missionary in the far
assisted Fr. Harkins with the af- subject with extreme diffidence.
parts of the country, and was just
fairs of the parish, especially dur- When we consider the history of the man to connect himself with
the
when
epidemic
severe
ifig a
the Catholic Church in New Eng- the pioneer work going on here.
two priests marched fearlessly into land, of the labors of the Jesuits
In these days your parish was
administer
to
sick
the
of
the homes
ad members of other rzligious orare inthe consolations of religion. There ders in the early days, and then organized. Its beginnings
in a town
'were fully 25 priests on the stage trace the progress of the church teresting. Situated
with the Knights of Columbus down to the present day, we mar- which has twice the water power
of any other city in the world, it
Choral Ciub.
vel at the fruit of this toil and irMayor William T. Dillon hxtenfl- ; hor and contemplate the present sets whirling the wheals of a hiin-,,
in large'
ed the felicitations and congratu- situation with amazement and ad - tired industries. Labor
the inn:
lations of the city to the pastor !nitration. and are obliged to say to numbers was needed, and
and parishioners of St. Jerome's. ourselves, surely the hand of God migrants flocked to secure employment and find here an abiding city.
The day's celebration and parade
was in this. Who is there who docs It has been called the Irish city,
was more than a mere display, he
church
of
the
not know the history
said. It was a tribute to the pio- In this corner of the country? Is and indeed was first known to the
world as the "Ireland Depot." The
neers, who had faith in their rethere another section that solicits Irish came to work with their
ligion; in themselves, for they
comparison with it in th work of
built a great, church; and in their the salvation of smile and in the hands, for they were poor, and
needed wages to sustain themselThe scene was
fellow citizens.
material progress made an 'I which ves and their families. I have
very personal to Mayor Dillon, he
Is an evidence of the thrift of the often asked myself the question,
said, for his own father was among
which they whether the contribution of the
paid people and the interest
Ile then
those pioneers.
have taken in seeing that the immigrant to American prosperity
tribute to the rugged simplicity and
of the Almighty that a has ever been properly assessed
sturdy character of htose pioneers. command
man shall love the I,ord his God, and recognized.
In a few words. Mayor Dillowthen
and his neighbor as himself, has
spoke a word of welcome to Mayor
A great authority in finance and
been realized to the full. In the
James M. Curley.
economics, and one not too well
up
made
England
New
days
early
' Rt. Rev. Msgr, John F. Fagan,
Iowa rde the foreigner,
the saintly disposed
P. R., pastor of St. Jerome's, de- but one diocese, under
several years ago calculated that
from
an
exile
livered the invocaiion, in which he John Cheverus,
tits country reached a degree of
afidressed the present end report- France in the time of the French material prosperity in 1825, that,
man,
cated
ed members of St. Jerome's and Revolution. a God-intoxi
without such immigration, it roil!
Sated that the day's 'celebration who left RO deep an impress upon not have reached till I Sat', and
manifested that the people had entire New England, that at the thls immigration was largely Irish.
"kept holy the Sabbath," it. also mention or his name, even today, But it must not be supposed that
seemed to be a realization of the tolerance takes the place cf intolMaster's prayer "that all may be erance and even our dinaentinie

Mayor Curley Commends
•St. Jerome s Parish In
Brilliant Jubilee Address
1? ,4y.
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Imtreated.
these immigrant laborers whom 1 ! did not forget their material wanti,. mothers have been
steadily carhave mentioned were confined only The Harkins house, devoted to the provements have been
was the
-The Germans, the care of aged women, is known the ried on and so excellent
to one class.
that in 1921
French, and the Italian contribut- country over, and the first parish work of this hospital,
classification
ed their powerful influence also. school, the second in the diocese it received Grade A
has maintained this
America has been a flindly opened in 1868, when three hun- Surgery, and
From 1873
mother to the immigrant, and. in dred and fifty girls came to the standard until now.
of patients was
his case, the utterance of Emerson four teaching sisters. These num- to 1894 the number
to 1930,
is true, "that America is only an- bers, numbers attending the paro- 2013; and from 1920
the entire servother word for opportunity." The chial schools, boys and girls, have 45,608. and during
As I indi84.817.
history of Holyoke and the cur- grown so that I question whether ice a total of
growth of parochial
rounding country is filled with ex- any other city in this diocese or cated the
Springfield diocese has
amples of men whose fathers and entire New England, has propor- schools in
I told you that
wonderful.
mothers came to this country to tionately as much to show in the been
1840, Fr. Fitton founded St.
improve their condition, gave to way of the training of children, In
Academy at Worcester.
their sons and daughters an edu- whether in weenier pursuits or in James
to 1864 Catholic schools
cation of which they themselves the abiding truths of religion. As From 1840
be- were taught by lay instructors, exhad been deprived, and these sons I look hack in history to the
and then cept in brief periods in Chicopee.
and daughters have taken front ginnings of this parish,
I am In 1872 the first parish school for
today,
to
down
along
follow
professional,
the
in
whether
•rank,
and boys was established at St. Jeredifice
this
what
by
struck
I
world.
commercial
or
political
this ome's, Holyoke. It would be wearin
witnessed
have
people
it's
of
names
the
need not mention
will isome to give you the growth by
You
world.
the
in
or
country
to
honor
an
those who have been
Suffice it to say that in
decades.
depression
the
of
story
the
recall
district.
the citizenship of this
decade 24 schools were orlast
the
through
that
like
very
1857,
of
'These first corners suffered very
passing, but ganized, with 12,000 pupils resevere hardships here. They were which we are now
flinched. ceived, and in Chicopee there is a
never
people
and
pastor
regarded as 'Miens. not only in
Forty six
had that new college for girls.
They
on.
went
work
The
race, but to American ideas and
pupils are registered in
thousand
to
down
hope,
coming
that
faith,
ideals. Bet they had faith in God. ,
from their fete- parochial schools. with more than
Hitherto mass had been celebrat- them for centuries
Do you
that. God was 1600 religious teachers.
knew
They
bears.
ed only now and then, hut these
them, and that He would not realize what the organization and
immigrant workers, driven dii/ with
them in their endeavor to the carrying on of these schools
force of severe circumstanceo' fail
this building to His honor mean in the way of sacrifice on
from the homeland and grateful ! raise
glory. They banished fear as the part of Catholics?
for the change, were so keen to ard
must banish fear today, and as
I congratulate the city of Holexpress their faith and love that we
a result in a very short space of yoke and its other catholic parishin Isee the first. resident pastor
St. Jerome's roe° from its es upon the stupeedoue growth
was Settled here and St. Jerome's time,
to a completed struc- made in the last .seventy-live years.
foundation
of
history
The
planned.
church
ture, started to carry on the great I rejoice that the influences of this
en
of
one
been
has
church
this
work to which it had been conse- first church, inspiritke th t erection
broken service. down to this day.
crated, celebrated the sacrifice of of other parishes, Irish, co-called,
The commandments of God and
the church have been taught mei the mass and has continued to do French Italian, and Pell 51) -Os a
promise of other and bet' Cr thi1riVe
observed, and there is no one who so down to today.
Discouragement was not the or- if possible, to come. No ill or need
looks back either in memory win history to the work of the ye - der of the day. Courage, faith, of the soeld or body of man goes
The
rictus pestle. from Father °vet- , and hope were the impelling infin- unanswered or uneatiefied.
growth of the diocese has been
Inhere's' day down to this, who e ill ences.
of Bishnot say that in all the activitiee
I made some inquiries a few marvelous. Its nuccesesion
itself, days ago about the work of this ops from O'Reilly in 1879 to the
to which it has directed
the church of St. Jerome has not city, and parish, for the health of present Chief Shepherd, now hapbeen a powerful force for good. the people, and I have been told pily and successfully reigning has
Its rare has been not only of the that among the great works for been so steady and so efficient that
adults, but of the little children, which Monsignor Harkins is re- there is more than ground to hope
and the school has grown side by membered and will continue to be that the future holds out things
side with the church so that the. remembered is the Providence now undreamed of. Coming 115 I do
young might. be trained in their Hospital. In this great diocese, from the great archidoceee and its
plastic age to Jove and fear God, hospitals in large numbers have eminent head, who wishes you for
to keep His commandmenee and been reared, but I think there is the future the blessing of God
so to regulate their lives from none that gives greater service than Which has been yours from the bethe beginning as to he ''ziemilirtra Providence. Hospital, founded by ginning. I am sure of your future.
Just think The foundations have been laid so
of the best. American citizenship. I Fr. Harkins in 1873.
should feel, did time permit, like of it, it was laid in a little cottage strong and firm and deep that I
entering into particulars about the with a capacity of a dozen beds, ran'almost see in fancy what under
work of the men who have been In
Fr. God is in store for you. Just think
Falls.
South
Hadley
Recceesively pastors of St. Jerome. Harkins placed it in the care and of it. Churches, hospitals, schools,
I
impossible.
be
! But this would
management of the Sisters of every variety of service that can
J. O'Con- help man materially and spiritually
am sure, however, that no one Providence. and Dr.
preor
will charge me with ,bias
nor spent himself in their service. has been provided, and all under
mere
In 1894 the present Providence the grace of God. continually
judice in favor of one pastor
than another, if I single out for Hospital was completed, and front watching over the children of the
brief mention the work of Father that. time to this the. nursing of the ancient church. Seventy-live years,
Harkins, who has had a longer as- sick and suffering has been car- your Diamond Jubilee, I Paiute the
on
without
• esociation with this parish than any ried
intermission. Memories of the
men.
good
other, and who came here in 1866, What a glorious record.
Twenty- priests and people., who have gone
laboring here for thirty years and five years ago, a wing was added, before, and who have given excelmore, and seeing during that time, giving additional private rooms, lent account of themselves in thee
the, town grow from five thousand children's rooms, utility wards and parish. I have forborne up to the
to fifty thousand. His service was another' operating room. In 1917, present time to Pay anything about
unremitting. No day passed with-, the Harkins' preperty next to the your present pastor. I knew his
out seem n gfrom him hand sonic hospital was converted into a ma- modesty, and yet in the number of
worthy action done. The old and ternity hospital 'providing accom- things which I have heard about
the. young and the sick, the foot- modations for twenty-five mothers, him and his work, I find not a sinsore and the heartbroken found in rine in 1918 a nursery was built,
gle discordant 'note. He is worthy
he felt tlml caring for new-born infants. Since
him a father. Wh
of his predecessors. Csuld there be
of
guardian
this
of
the
tee
5898
opening
primarily
building
was
he
the SOWS of his parishioners he I
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Bourne Highway bridge and the
railroad bridge, still more of the
aerial day fireworks burst out. As
many of the bombs exploded, numerous small United State flags fluttered from them, making an inspiring sight. Many of the citizens
gathered in greeting also were
equipped with flags, which they
waved energetically at the steamer
as she passed.
Nearly everybody awaited the return of the boat, which went on into
Buzzards
Bay before swinging
around Wings Neck to go back to
Boston. It had been hoped it might
be possible for some of the more
distinguished delegates to land and
address the crowd from the specialstand at
ly erected reviewing
Bournedale but because of a strong
tide this was not done.
Mayor Curley had planned to join
the delegates on the trip but was
detained in Boston by the longshoreman labor difficulty. He made
the run to Bournedale over the
[Special to The Times]
road, however, telegraphing he
BOURNE, Oct. O.—Flying United would arrive about 3:45. About 3:15,
States flags, booming aerial bombs, the Calvin Austin was sighted resinging school children, the honking turning and there seemed some
of automobile horns, cheering citi- doubt whether the mayor would
zens and
the
Wareham band reach the reviewing stand before
greeted delegates to the Atlantic she passed At 3:30, 15 minutes
Deeper Waterways Association con- ahead of time, the mayor's autovention, now being held in Boston, mobile sped into the town and a
as they yesterday sailed through minute before the steamer went by the Capitol," asserted Mayor Curley,
Cape Cod canal on an all-day trip he was on the reviewing stand, "but I won't be able to quote the
aboard the Calvin Austin, Eastern cheered by the crowd. He was famous drunk tossed out of a saSteamship Company boat assigned escorted by state police,
On the reviewing stand with him loon who remarked he had been
them.
thrown out of better places."
It seemed that no possible way of were Secretary Ivers, the three
-- Bourne selectmen, Benjamin F, He declared: "If everyone tries
emphasizing Cape Cod's enthusias-,
and tries hard enough whatever is
tic interest in a more adequate wa- Bourne, chairman; Walter S. How- set out to he done will be done,
erway between Boston and New ard and John G. Lewis and Louis even the winning of the governor's
A. Girard president of the Buzzards
York, via the canal, had been over...Bay
Chamber of Commerce. More chair."
looked.
. bombs were set off as the vessel; The mayor noticed Joseph Lucier,
Speakers Urge Project
missed on her return voyage. When Onset, blind leader of the Wareham
While
ape .kers
aboard
the the noise quieted, Mayor Curley was band, and was introduced to him.
Mr. Lucier being presented as "the
steamer, which left Boston at 10 introduced and spoke.
outstanding Democrat of the disa. m. and returned at 8 p. m., were
Children
School
Gather
trict." The mayor, shaking hands
strongly advocating improvements
The Wareham hand was near the with the band leader, pinned a
of the canal, other speakers from a
reviewing stand at Bournedale, in- reviewing stand and at that point Roosevelt button on him, several of
eluding Mayor James M. Curley, about 2000 children from tile schools which he had in his pocket and disBoston, and Harry B. Ivers, secre- of Wareham and Bourne were gath- tributed among the crown.
Although impassioned pleas for
tary of the Southeastern Massachu- erect to welcome the delegates with
setts Chamber of Commerce, were rousing songs. They were excused improvement of the Canal were
as strongly urging the same thing from school attendance by the au- made by distinguished speakers
aboard the Calvin Austin, including
to a crowd of some 3,000 gathered thorities for the occasion.
there. There were nearly aboard
Secretary Ivers had addressed Major General Lytle Brown, chief
the Calvin Austin, including Harry the crowd after the boat first of the board of engineers of the
S. Dowden, secretary of the Cape passed and while it awaited the ar- War Department; S. A. Thompson,
Cod Chamber of Commerce and rival of the Boston mayor. He dis- secretary of the National Rivers and
vice president of the Deeper Water- cussed the proposed improvement Harbors Congress of Washington:
ways association; State
Senator of the Canal and said the mayor Douglas M. Hicks, state senator and
prosecuting
attorney
Donald W. Nicholson: Congressman was on his way then to the spot.
for
New
Charles L. Gifford; State RepresenMayor Curley spoke principally Brunswick, N. J.; Mayor Harry
Hickey,
Philadelphia; J. Hampton
tatives Lewis Hathaway and William upon benefits to be derived by BosThomas, Fall River; and mayors it ton from necessary improvements Moore, president of the Atlantic
prominent cities down the Atlantic of the Canal. He said he is going Deeper Waterways association; John
seacoast.
to Washington in December to fol- J. Martin, Boston, chairman of the
The delegates reached Sandwich low up a proposition he has placed arrangements committee; and Mayor
at 1:30 p. m. They were escorted. before President Hoover and the Frederick W. Donnelly, Trenton,
into the canal by two Coast Guard Secretary of the Navy relative to more dramatic than these was the
boats from the Sandwich station. converting the airplane carriers trip itself.
Major General Lytle Brown was
The lint set of aerial bombs, all do- Saratoga and Lexington into freight
nated by the National Fireworks and passenger trans-Atlantic vigorously applauded when he decompany, went off as the Calvin steamers. They are so fast, he said, clared he approved the recommenAustin entered the canal, from the they could make the trip from dations of Col. S. A. Cheney, diseast end of the Keith plant
Boston to Europe in four days. He trict, engineer, or fl $35,000,000 apAt Bourne, about opposite the believes this will materially increase propriation for Canal improvement.
It was cut, however, into $23,000,000
Bournedale ferry, more bombs were busines at the pore of Boston.
touched off. It, was there that the
While in Washington, the mayor by Congress, he added. This, he said,
largest crowd, about 3,000, had continued, he will do what he can is practically assured.
e Federal government has
gathered, although the banks of the to get an appropriation of $4,000,canal were lined on both sides with. 000 to deepen channels along the done much for Boston," he concars and people, all apparently in- Massachusetts coast so that ihrger tinued," but we hope it will soon do
tent on making the most noise to. vessels can use the canal. "1 'nog be more and provide for your city a
rreleome the vneRts. 'Between chei thrown out of the White House and 40-foot, straight channel. Colonel
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Flags Fly, Aerial Bombs
Burst and Children
Sing for Visitors

CURLEY, IVERS
ARE SPEAKERS
Extol Benefits of Better
Canal on Section
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SISTER AIMIE' WINS ....

Cheney has recommended a Cape
Cod canal 250 feet wide, 30 feet
deep and with a lock to kill the
force of the tide which makes navigation at present so difficult.
I
concur in this recommendation."
A descriptive booklet, prepared
by Frank S. Davis, vice president
of the association, giving an itinerary of the trip and a description
of the Canal, was distributed among
the delegates. The Southeastern
Massachusetts Chamber of Commerce put a bundle of literature
aboard while the steamer was in
the Canal.
The business session of the association was held in the main
salon of the steamer after passing
out of the Canal and heading for
Boston. The association will complete its 24th annual convention today with business meetings this
morning and a formal dinner and
dance at the Hotel Staler tonight.
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BOSTON'S IFEREST
But Los Angeles Revivalist Is
Not Yet Meeting Expenses
at Her Gatherings.
CITY IS FRANKLY CURIOUS
But Its Attitude Is One of Uncertainty and the Churches
Remain

•it,

Aloof.

By F. LAURISTAN BULLARD
Editorial Correspondence, Tile New YORK TIMM
BOSTON, Oct. 15—Aimee Semple
McPherson Hutton, otherwise "Sister
Aitnee", the "Little Woman" of
Angelus Temple, Los Angeles, whose
name has made the front page of
newspapers many times the last few
years and in varied connections, is
conducting gospel meetings at the
Boston Garden this week.

STRANDWAY HEARING

Mayor Curley Presides and Requests General
Agreement on a Plan for the Improvement—
Congressman Douglass in a Spirited Speech
Denounces the Land Company for its Schemes

Mayor Curley gave a public hearing
.
taken from the people.
in the Council Chamber, City Hall, on
Mr. William J. McDonald of the
Friday of last week on the proposed
Port Development Co. brought forshore reservation from WI:kid Island ward at
the beginning of the hearing
through the Fourth Section and Ori- a plan for
extending the shore to
ent Heights to the Winthrop line.
Apple island and filling at the present
There was a large attendance, the
tidal area in the old familiar manner
chamber being crowded with men and
with hats and shoes and mattresses.
wOmen from East Boston.
of the ideas
The issue reduced to its lowest His plan looked like one
when the
terms turns on the location of the that used to be presented
fasten a privwater line. The Port Development "boys" were trying to
on the back of
Co.. successor of the East Boston ately owned toll bridge
Land Co., wants the harbor line placed the town.
Mayor ('urley said that he wanted to
away down the bay, and the intervenBoston. The
ing area from the present line filled satisfy the people of East
in in the same old way with hats and Improvement was for them. However,
land owners were reasonable in
caps and mattresses.
The people unless
for
want the harbor line as it now is, and the amount of money they claimed
above all they want tha Park Depart- their property the improvement would
ment plan which permits of a great have to wait or be abandoned. He
compromise
basin with the tide in all day long, and hoped there would be a
a beach extending from Wood Island 'which could be accepted by everyone.
City Councillor Donovan conducted
along the shore to the Winthrop line.
Congressman John .1. Douglass, a the hearing for the people of East BoaInstituresident of Bayswater Street, and ton. The speakers included
E. Maguire,
familiar with all the facts, made a lions Commissioner James
very strong speech in which he con- former Representative George F. Murphy. Representative William H. Bardeinned the Port Development Co. for
ker, Capt. William P. Coughlin, Herattempting to over-ride the riparian
bert Sumner, James Collins, President
land
bought
rights of the people who
D.
Connell of the Board of
in the district between Bayswater
'I rade, and John Boyle.
Street and Barnes Avenue. The value
Park Commissioner Long was directof
or the homes of these people is over , by Mayor Curley to give the im$3,000,00'0, and it is an outrage for e6
provement further study, and to try
anyone to attempt to make them value- If possible to work out
a satisfactory
less. He told about the cancellation
compromise. Deputy Park Commis
of taxes amounting to $250,000 abated sioner John J. Martin was also pre&
under the Nichols' administration for
the land company. He closed by prom- c''''
ing co t
ter wa
tit
he

e, with
,
t.14
J34artie on itTrort
pets. •Spie ,
A fanfare of t
t • .41A. :ler -.. a vOltion Her party
irieJudes only Lee' persons, among
iilAmIter business manager, and her
new husband, David by name and
sartorially splendid, who is also her
soloist and director of singing. Her
avowed purpose is to provide Boston
with a "good old-fashioned revival."
that the huge auditorium
It happened
..
above the North Station had a week
of °pea ,ates. Mrs. Hutton interpreted i..11.s as a call and an opportunity and boarded a plane for the
flight across the continent. The fact
of her coming was news. The papers
treated it as news. Many pages of
pictures and narratives have furnished her with ample advertising.
Her name already is as familiar as
that of Al Capone or "Pepper"
Martin.
Boston is frankly curious about
her, her history, her present campaign, her personal appearance. Still.
Boston has not yet filled the Garden
for her; of the 20.000 and more seats
not half were occupied at any single
meeting until last night, when some
15,000 were filled. She started on
Saturday night under rather unfavorable circumstances.
Attendance Is Mixed.
The congregations—many will insist
that audiences is the better word.
have gained day by day. Without
question, many persons go out of
sincere and enthusiastic devotion for
her cause, and, indeed, for herself.
They continue to go meeting otter
meeting. It is equally certain that
many persons visit the Garden only
once to obtain a first-hand impression
of a woman whom they believe to be
remarkable.
Other revivals have been managed
1:qr elaborate organizations and a
large part of the budget has been
managed by elaborate organizations
and a large part of the budget has
been obtained in advance. "Sister
Aimee" simply hired the garden at
$2,600 a day, depending on collection:. to pay her expenses. The
budget is understood to be still far
out of balance.
The ingenious Mayor of the city,
James M. Curley, surprised the
evangelist and her husband by what
she publicly alluded to as a "CurleyThey called at City Hall to
cue.
pay their respects in the traditional
manner. His Honor reminded Aimee
that there was a good deal of unemployment in the city and that it
would be appropriate for her to give
half the "profits" of her meeting
for the relief of the needy. It
seemed to the news-reading public
that the word "profits" was Incongruous. A revival is not oupposed
to be a commercial enterprise. The
evangelist was taken aback for a
moment. Her wonderful wit failed
her. She did remind the city Executive that her expenses would be
heavy. The Mayor intimated to her
that she ought to duplicate the offer.
made by Texas Guinan when she appeared at the hall some weeks ago
with her "troupe." At some later
meetings the evangelist has referred
to the incident and asked for larger
collections. She also has complimented the ritizenry on having II,
Mayor who is • n excellent business
man.
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ATLANTIC WATERWAYS GROL

INSPECTS CAPE CANAL

Arranged by Chamber. '
The hoarse bias* of the steamer's whistle and the sounding of
auto horns added to ithe din, and
bands aboard the ship and on
shore played as the vessel passed
Bournedale, where the demonstration centered.
The demonstration was arranged
by the Southeastern Massachusetts
Chamber of Commerce to show
the convention how fri,any people
living near the canal desired the
proposed widening and deepening
of the waterway to be started as
soon as possible.
Army engineers and father notables aboard the boat, who were
scheduled to land at 'Bournedale
and address a gathering' of several
thousand, were unable: to dock
when Captain Oscar
Nickerson,
president of the Eastern steamship
lines, deemed it inadv isable to
slow up op dock in the current.
Instead, Mayor James M. Curley, Boston, addressed ti le crowd.
He motored down from A-labia,
ariving just as the Calvin Austin
made the return trip east through
the canal.
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Curley Points to Need.

Mayor Curley spoke on the need
of the improvements as planned by
the Army engineers and of the
great aid to unemployment the
undertaking would be. Harry
Is ins, president of the SoutheasB.
ter- Massachusetts Chamber
of
Cunmerce, also spoke, stressing
the advantages to Southeastern
Massachusetts whcn. the werir is
completed.
Wareham and Bourne school
childrrl were brought to the sides
of thr, anal for the demonstration.
They e•'' rived in busses, coming directly.tom school, and after Mr.
Curley spoke, was taken back to
Steamer Calvin Austin, bearing member of the Atlantic Deeper Waterwa
their
homes.
ys association as they were greeted at Bournedale on
The Calvin Austin entered the
their passage through the Cape Cod canal Thursday
. Upper right: Mayor James M. Curley, Boston, who spoke to the gatherin
canal
at the appointed time and
g on
Shore, and below, Harry B. Ivers, Wareham, president
was greeted at the Sandwich end
of Southeastern Massachusetts Chamber of Commerce, which. staged the demonstr
a, Von on the ba k
by
a
crowd
of motorists and aerial
Bourne, Oct. 9—While airplanes dipped -and
circled and salutes. Some of the bombs threw
iierial bombs saluted, a crowd of 4,000 or 5,000 people
lined the flags which descended slowly on
banks
Cape Cod canal Thursday afternoon to greet the l,00 parachutes.
.
0
Two airplanes lent for the occamembers of the Atlantic Deeper Waterways associat
ion on their sion dipped and circled overhead.
Horns of the hundreds of autos
convention cruise through the canal.
lined along the sides of the canal
sounded as the steamer passed.
Word alit the steamer would
be unable to dock and allow
the speakers to step ashore was
brought to Mr. Ivers by radio from
the steamer, relayed by telegraph
from Boston to Buzzards Bay, from
It wrin delivered to him.
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TOUR CONVINCES DELEGATES
Thousands Ashore Greet Atlantic Deeper
Waterways Group — Boat Unable to
filk
Dock Because of Current Mayor Curley Arrives by Auto
(Special to The Standard)

BourOct.
ne,W
9—While airplanes dipped and circled and
erial bombs saluted, a crowd of 4,000 or 5,000 people lined the
anks of Cape Cod canal Thursday afternoon to greet the 1,000
members of the Atlantic Deeper Waterways association on their
k
convention cruise through the canal.
Arranged by Chamber..
Word that the stearner would
unable to dock and allow
The hoarse blast of the steam- be speakers
to step ashore wa.
the
er's whistle and the sounding of brought to Mr. Ivers by radio from
auto horns added to the din, and the steamer, relayed by telegraph
bands aboard the ship and on from Boston to Buzzards Bay. from
where it was delivered to him.
shore played as the vessel passed
Bournedale, where the demonstraVlore Than 1,000 Aboard.
tion centered.
More than 1,000 delegates and
The demonstration was arranged
by the Southeastern Massachusetts their friends were aboard the ship.
Cnamber of Commerce to show Among them were Harry S. Dowthe convention how many people den, secretary of the Cape Cod
living near the canal desired the Chamber of Commerce and vice
Proposed widening and deepening president of the association; Senaof the waterway to be started as tor Donald W. Nicholson, WareBoon as possible.
ham; Congressman Charles L. Gif
Army engineers and other nota- ford, Cotuit; Representatives Lewin
bles aboard the boat, who were Hathaway and William Thomas,
scheduled to land at Bournedale Fall River; Mrs. Alton H. Worrell
and address a gathering of several and Mrs. Carl Webber Illig Jr., Onthousand, were unable to dock set Women's club committee on
when Captain Oscar Nickerson, waterways; and Letnuel C. Hall.
president of the Eastern steamship Wareham.
lines, deemed it inadvisable to
The Wareham band was brought
slow up or dock in the current.
Bournesiale early and plpyed
Instead, Mayor James M. Cur- to
while waiting for the steamer and
ley, Boston, addressed the crowd. delegates. It was directed by JosHe motored down from Boston,'
eph Lucier. blind Wareham musiariving just as the Calvin Austin cian.
made the return ttip east through
Major General Lytle Brown, chief
the canal.
of Army engineers, declared to the
delegates
that he stood ready to apCurley Points to Need.
prove in principle the improvement
Mayor Curley spoke on the need of the waterway and construction
of the improvements as planned by of a tidal lock to combat the adthe army engineers and of the verse currents.
J. Hampton Moore, former mayor
great aid to unemployment the
undertaking would be. Harry B. of Philadelphia and president of
Ivers, president of the Southeast- the association, asserted that "All
ern Massachusetts Chamber
of must be convinced that the Cape
Commerce, also spoke, stressing Cod canal must be widened and
the advantages, to Southeastern deepened."
Massachusetts when the work is
Congressman Charles L. Gifford
completed.
said he believed the trip would be
Wareham and Bourne school of great benefit and, from his talks
children were brought to the sides with members of the party, was
of the canal for the demonstration. confident that great impetus
They arrived in busses, coming di- been given to the movementhad
of
rectll from school, and after Mr. widening and deepening the
Curley spoke, was taken back to The congressman expressed canal.
some
their homes.
doubt about an appropria
The Calvin Austin entered the the canal being includedtion for
within
canal at the appointed tjme and the pending rivers and harbors
bill.
was greeted at the Sandwich end but felt assured that
by a crowd of motorists and aerial appropriation would a substantial
be
voted
by
salutes. Some of the bombs threw Congress within the
next year or
'lags which descended slowly on two.
arachutes.
The Cape Cod
Two airplanes lent for the occa- merce was well Chamber of Comrepresented with
sion dipped and circled overhead. the following
present: Walter 0.
tiorns of the hundreds of autos Luscombe, president:
Harry Dow,ined along the sided of the canal den, secrdtarv;
Oscar Nickerson.
sounded as the steamer passed.

•

J.
L. E. Boyden, Joshua Nickerson
2d, William Makepeace, C. D.
ford, John Holway, E. C. Clark, Mr.
and Mrs. John Hinckley, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert L. Chipman, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Baker, Mr. and Mrs.
H. V. Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. F.
W. Norris, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Dyer, Mr: and Mrs. C. W. Megathlin and Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Myre.
Harry T. Dow den. secretary of the
chamber, was chairman of the receotion committee.
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IF MAYOR
ti PASSES BOX
Mrs. Hutton Says
She'll Give Half He
Obtains to the Poor
IN BOSTON
lioston, Oct.
of the net
. proceeds of the free will offering
Ittt the revival meetings here of
Aimee Semple McPherson Iluttcin
Will go to the unemployment fund
pf the city of Boston. The uoted
'evangelist aud her new husband.
who went tp CAy hall today to receive an official welcome. stepped
into a diplomatic mesh set by Mayor James M. Curley.
"Yotrrrinr*—Alid the mayor, as
he presented the couple a shillalah
from Ireland, "Texas Guinan offered to give us half the profits she
makes when she comes to Boston
next January for a week."
Aimee responded. "We could give
you more Bran that if you'll come
to one oi! our meetings and take
up the collection for me."
"I'll do it," the chief executive
agreed.
Following the meeting, Mom
Curley announced that he had
etrueted Corporation Counsel Sam.
1 nel Silverman to draw up an agree'.
ment which would he turned oven.
to Budget Commissioner Charles J.
Fox. Fox, in turn, will take tt4
agreement to Aimee's businese
manager for his signature.
In presenting the black thorned
:ihtunillti, which he brought from
Ireland, Mayor Curley said, "If
yOn
think you are going to drive the
devil out of the people of
Bostos
you better have a shillalah."

l

(C•MisiseED
foNiow
mi4nen
well do ner snare towers relieving
by
the distress Of unemployment
sharing the receipts of her evangelistic cempaig-n with the needy.
The evangeiist countered with the
proposal that the mayor assist in collecting the offering and agreeing that
if he would she would contribute
half of the receipts, above expenses,
toward the funds of the city welfare
board. Then, as the visit ended the
mayor presented Mrs. Hutton an
Irish shillelah.
Later the mayor instructed the corporation counsel to draw up the necessary legal documents so that the
city may collect the money.

UNEMPLOYED TO
GET AIMEE HELP
Half of Proceeds of Boston
Revival To Be Donated for
Charity Work.
Half the
Boston, Oct. 10 (INS
net proceeds of the free will offering at the revival meetings here of
Aimee Semple McPherson-Hutton
wi'l go to the unemployment fund
of the city of Boston.
The noted evangelist and her new
husband, who went to city hall yesterday to get an official welcome,
stepped into a diplomatic mesh set
by M or ames M. CtiAty..
"Yoliknow," said hfizoner, as be
presented the famous couple with a
shillalah from Ireland, "Texas Guinan offered to give us half the profits
she makes when she comes to Boston next January for a week,"
Aimee responded:
"We could give you more than
n•-t„ If you'll come to one of our
meetings and take up the collection
for me I'll do it."
The chief executive agreed.
In presenting the black thorn
shilalah, which he brought personally from Ireland, Mayor Curley
said:
"If you think you're going to
drive the devil out of the people of
Boston, you'd better have a shillalab."
David Hutton's birthday gift today to his bride was a platinum
"slave bracelet."
"Is it a slave bracelet?" he was
asked.
"No, no, no," he replied.
"Why, certainly it is." said Aimee.
Then her husband agreed.
Numerous other gifts came to the
famous woman evangelist on her
39th birthday.

/a/J/

Aimee After Visit with Curley
cr, Finds She Has Given Meal Cash
Mayor of Boston Announces Evangelist Has Agreed to
Turn Over One Half of Net Receipts of Meetings
to Unemployment Fund—Mayor May Have To
Take Up Collection.
BOSTON, Oct. 10, (P—Mrs,
Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton
celebrated a birthday yesterday—
and it promised to be an expensive
one.
It was a call on Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston that proved costly. The Los Angeles evangelist, here
for a 10-day campaign, confessed
that yesterday was her 39th birthday anniversary. So, with her husband. she went to the city hall to
pay her respects to the city's chief
magistrate.
The formalities over, Mrs. Hutton
was greeted with the suggestion
from the mayor that it being better "to give than to receive" she
might well do her share toward relieving the distress of unemployment by sharing the receipts of her
with the
evangelistic campaign
needy.
The evangelist countered with the
proposal that the mayor assist in
collecting the offering and agreeing that, if he would,she would contribute half of the receipts, above
expenses, toward the funds of the
city welfare board. Then, as the
visit ended, the 'mayor presented
Mrs. Hutton an Irish shillelah.
Later the mayor instructal the
corporation counsel to draw up the
necessary legal documents so that
the city might collect the money.
Thought Mayor Joking
Aimee's attitude during the interview first, was that the mayor was
joking. She said the expenses of
the revival would be $2600 a day
and when she rose to go, after the
mayor had steered the conversation
back three times to the sharing of
the profits, her party was still uncertain as to what had been agreed.
Frederick C. Winters, her business
manager, premed for a clear statement on the issue, said it was agreed
that if Mayor Curley comes down
to the Boston Garden every night
and helps collect the offering, the
welfare board will receive one half
over and above expenses ($2600).
But there was no uncertainty in
the mayor's mind. At the conclusion of the interview he dictated a
formal statement on the "agreement" and instructed Corporation
Counsel Samuel Silverman to draw
up the necessary legal papers so
that Budget Commissioner Charles
J. Fox may collect the money

Aimee McPherson Hutton
agreed to be paid by the evangelist.
Mayor's Statement
After the visit Mayor Curley issued the following formal statement:—
"Mrs. Aimee Semple McPherson
Hutton with her husband waited
upon his honor, the mayor, today
and at, the suggestion of the mayor
agreed to turn over half of the net
proceeds of the free will offering
of the revival meetings to be held
at. the Boston Garden, for the benefit of the public welfare department
of Boston. Mrs. McPherson Hutton stated that the expenses of conducting the meetings were about
$2600 a day hut, that she would be
very pleased to cooperate and turn
over one half of the net receipts
to the city. His honor's suggestion
for such distribution was predicated
on the agreement, of the management of the Boston Garden to turn
over one half of the proceeds of
the exhibition to be conducted by
Texas Guinan there for one week.;

Visiting LorciMayor

Because of the briefness of the visit
here, the committee announced its
regrets that it will be impossible to
hold a public function. The revised
program will include, the sightseeing
tour upon the arrival followed by the
official visit at City Hall and then
the party will go to the Manchester
Country club for lunch after which
there will be a brief program.
All arrangements for the reception
of the English visitors are being elmpleted today and although the .ord
mayor will not be able to stay
here very long, the committee wants
to make his visit one long to be
remembered.
Aid. Albert L. Clough was named
by the aldermen Tuesday night as
the official spokesman for the city
government at the exercises to be
held at City Hall shortly after 11:30
o'clock. A committee from the Board
of Mayor and „Aldermen will also be
in attendance.
The reception committee, with Mrs.
Moreau, will meet the English visitors
at the railroad station and escorted by a squad of motorcycle officers,
will start a- trip through the AmoArrangements have
skeag yards,
been made to enter some of the mills
If the lord mayor wishes to do so.
They will come out of the yards at
the northern end and continue on
Canal street, up the River road to
Stark park.. Then the motorcade will
go through the principal streets of
the North' End on the way to Oak
hill for a panoramic view of Manchester. On the return to the city,
there will be a stop at the Currier Art
gallery, the Carpenter Memorial library and the Institute of Arts and
Sciences.
Step t Fire Station.

There will be a brief stop in front of
the central fire station. A.few years
ago officials of the Manchester, Eng.,
Fire .Department wrote to the local
department asking for information of
the -fife alifth system and pictures of
the fire alarm and telegraph room.
The English city officials had been
informed that the local system was a
modeL installation.
The visitors will then continue to
City Hall where the lord mayor and
his party will be officially greeted by
the city government representatives
in the absence of Mayor Moreau. It
will be at these exercises that the
lord mayor will present a gift to the
--Photo hy News Events Photo Servif-i,. N. Y. C. city, with the acceptance speech from
1,0,1 Ntayor and Mayoress.George Frank Titt
Alderman Clough.
of
will be greeted by is reception committee and city Manchester, Eng., who
It is expected that the ceremony
officials Saturday when
they visit Mancheriti.r for n tour of the city
at
City Hall will be over by noon
Thel
t
•
•
r
A
that a nubile funrth,n, tireN Inat.1 planned, will
_fter which the visitors will continue
be crinc'elled. They
pholo,4raphed aboard 1 Ile S. S. Baltic as the f4h1p was
•- we" their motor ride down Elm street to
about to- dock in
"i
Vork City.
• el" the Queen City bridge and down Seeoy realizing this and through coop-bnd street to the Manchester Country
eration between the nations, he said,'club where souvenirs will be presentwould a reconstruction of the worl ed the visitors.
of industry and finance be possible.
The program at the country club
, "We are no longer separate enhe brief as the visitors must talic
titres of nations," he said. "We arethe 2:43 train for Boston. The lord
really one vast nation now. Ne w mayor has engagements to fulfill
, Nr
inventions, cables and
radio, air- there in the evening.
planes and fast steamers, have, Standish Willcox, one of the secreof
made the world of such small pro-itarles to Maus...James M.
tSeyor
C
portions, that we should look upon 11
__oston, will accompany Lor
tiiis
citv.
1.0
si.
Titt
yghd
theape
t ntLe Iglr
om
d
o(

MANCHESTER, ENG..

FOR WORLD

le,aetal ithot hferonre co gonuinztinrthe good health of
tions."GOD

na-

Schedule Forces Change
Cooperation by Nations
in Reception Plans Here
Neded, He Asserts on
When the
citizens
committee
learned yesterday that Lord Mayo)
N. Y. Visit
George Frank Titt of Manchester,
Oct, 7. • I Ar)• - Eng. and his official party will be in
NEW 'YORE:,
George Frank Titt, lord mayor Of Manchester only four hours, the pin.
gramarranged last week had to he
Manchester, told the British Empire somewhat revised. The
visitors will
Chamber of Commerce todny that in arrive here by train at 10:30 o'clock
in
the
morning and will return to
bis opinion the world was no longer
Boston on,the 2t4traifi in the afterdivided into emirate emintrion. oniv
noon. ,aNK

4110
, 64,

pi 7c NB"if:j
Mayor CA,Igy invited Aimee Semple MeP'nerson Hutton to turn over
half of ier net proceeds from the
Boston revivals to unemployment relief. She accepted, and then invited
the mayor, since money matters are
preying so heavily upon his mind, to
come and receive the collection himself on the opening night. The betting is that the mayor will not accept.
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DETAILS COMPLETED *N.
FOR BENEFIT CLASSIC

103 ENTRIES .
FOR DESIGN
(90F MEMORIAL

Holy Cross and Boston College Officials
Decide to Take Proceeds of Only 32,000
Seats•— 25,479 Admissions to Go to Idle

Project in Honor of Fore
mer Soldiers Brings
Unusual Response

BOSTON, Oct. 7.—All details connected with the staging
of the annual Holy Cross-Boston .College football game in the
Harvard Stadium, Thanksgiving afternoon, for charity, were
completed at'a conference of the representatives of each college,
the Harvard Athletic,. Association and the city of Boston, here
late yesterday afternoon in 'City hall.

STATE HOUSE. Oct. 7—One hundred and three Massachusetts
architects have entered the competition for furnishing the type and
design of memorial to men and
women who have participated in all
Massachusetts wars it was announced yesterday afternoon by
the War Memorial commiseion of
which General Charles 13. Wheeler
of Pittsfield is chairman and Rep.
Horace T. Cahill of Braintree is a
member. The number of entries
makes the competition one of the
largest ever held in this state.
Some time ago the War Memorial
Commission decided to locate tits
memorial in the Back Bay Peng
near the Richardson bridge on
Boylston street, Boston. This decision was reached after a conference
with Mayor James M. Curie andl
the Boston city planni
oard. A
competition was then ordered for
type and design. It closed late
Monday with entries by mail and
express receivable today. It is
understood that virtually all the
outstanding architects of the state
elitered drawings.
l'he drawings were sent to
Rogers Hall at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology yesierday
afternoon. The commission will begin tomorrow the task of selecting
the design and type, but it is not
expected to reach a decision before
Friday afternoon because of the
large number of entries and the
profusion of excellent designs.
The five selected as the best will
each receive $1,000. From the five
will be selected the prize winning
design which will receive an additional prize of $2,500 and be recommended to the Legislature as the
design for the memorial and a second design the author of which will
receive an additional prize of
$1,000. The final selection will not
be made until after the architects
of the five winning designs have
conferred with
the commission.
This will be probably early next
month.

(Special to the Patriot Ledgerr

Mayor Curley, who originally sug-*
College and Holy Cross faculty; John
geste
lieges play for the unB. Hynes, assistant city clerk; Josept
employed of Boston, offered each
P. Lyons, assistant city corporatlor
school the proceeds of the first 37,000 counsel,
and George Clarkson, Boa.
seats sold, but the college represent- ton College A.
A. business manager.
atives agreed that if they received the
4c arrell
0/ 7,)i
proceeds of 32,000 seats they would
be entirely satisfied. This will leave
25,479 seats in the Stadium to be
sold for the benefit of the city's poor
and Jobless.
A flat price of $3 a ticket was
deckled upon for the admission
charge which means that If every
seat In the Stadium Is sold a sum
of $76,437 will be realized for
charity.
The two colleges out of the amount
that they will receive have agreed to
stand the entire expense of the poLA (Special to The Poet)
licemen, ushers, ticket sellers, gateSTATE HOUSE, Boston, Oct. 7—
tenders, football officials, etc., as well
One hundred and three Massachuas the cost of the tickets and advereats architects have entered the
tising. They will also pay fdr the
Competition for furnishing the type
contract which has been made for
and design of the memorial to men
the use of Fenway park, but Presiand women who have participated in
dent Bob Quinn of the Red Sox has
all Massachusetts wars is was anagreed to take a cut and will receive
nounced yesterday afternoon by th,
only $15.000 for the ballyard.
commission of whicl.

Many Seeking War ;
Memorial Contract'
State Commission Hears
From 103 Architects
_

Will Handle Tickets
Harvard, in addition to giving the
colleges the use of the Stadium free,
have agreed to take complete charge
of the game arrangements with the
exception of handling the tickets.
Students and alumni of each Institution, will apply the same as usual
to their own college for pastboards.
The game Is scheduled to start
at 1.43. The IMO free list will
be suspended for the first time
and even the coaches will lie required to purchase tickets. Only
the actual members of both the
Boston College and Holy Cross
football squads, working newspapermen, and members of both
the
Harvard, Dart owe th and
$tanford squads will pass the
gate tenders with free tickets.
Attending the meeting yesterday,
were Charles J. Fox, budget commissioner, and Mayor Curley's chairman;
Cleo O'Donnell and John P. Curley,
the rival a thle tic directors; Carroll
Getchell of Harvard. Fr. C. M. Roddy
and Fr. T. J. Phelan of the Boston

•

war memorial
Gen. Charles B. Wheeler of Pittafielc
is chairman.
The number of entries makes the
competition one of the largest ever
field in this state.
' Sometime ago the war memorial
hommission decided to locate the
memorial In the Back Bay Fens
near the Richardson Bridge on Boylston Street. Boston. This decision
was reached after e conference with
Mayor Curley and the Boston city
planniErrifftd.
A competition was then ordered for
tine and design. It closed late Monday with entries by mail and express
receivable today. It is understood
that virtually all the oltstanding
architects of the state entered drawings.
The drawings were sent to Rogers
pall at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology yesterday afternoon.
The commission will begin tomorrow
the task of selecting the design and
type but it is net expected to reach
a decision before Friday afternoon
because of the large number of entries and the profusion of excellent'
designs.
The five selected as the best will
each receive $1000. From the five
tvill be selected the prize winning design which will receive an additional
prize of $2500 and be recommended
to the Legislature as the design for
the memorial and a second design
the author of which will receive an
additional prize of $1000. The final
election will not. be made until after
the architects of the five winning
neatens have conferred with the coineittetton. This will be p...obably early
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WITH SHILLELAGH
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EXPECT AUTO
RATE HEARING
TO CLOSE SOON
Mackay Indicates Bill Will
Be Ready Within
Two Weeks
4
(SpecIal to the Patriot Ledger)
STATE HOUSE, Oct. 7—Senator
John D. Mackay of Quincy, presiding at the hearings on prcposals
far changes in the present compulsory automobile insurance law,
declared this morning that the joint
making
insurance committee is
rapid progress and expects to have
a bill prepared and before the legislature for action within 15 days.
'Significant in the developments
at yesterday's hearing was the apCounsel
pearance of Corporation
Samuel Silverman of Boston, representing Mayor James M. Curley
of City and
and the association
speaking
and
Counsels
Town
against the two princpal features of
Governor Joseph 13. Ely's insurance
plan.
Opposes Denterit Plan
The break between Governor Ely
and A.i..111-nr ,,;AlKie.)* was indicated
when giriTrman opposed the decluctable and demerit rating features.
Mr. Silverman urged the legislative committee to favor several
of the so-called Uoodwin proposals.
and asked the promulgation of the
existing rates for next year. He
then proceeded to outline a program
for the Legislature to follow which
"would enable it constitutionally
and legally to promulgate these
rates."
Mr. Silverman took the position
that if the Legislature were to pass
measures which would ultimately
save money for the insurance companies writing autonwhile policies.
with the amount of saving a matter
of conjecture to be determined in
the future by experience, the court
would be unable to say that the
1931 rates, established for next
year, would be confiscatou.
"Confiscation," Atty. Silverman
declared, "must be based entirely
on fact and while the saving to the
companies from these proposed enactments could only he conjectured, the court would be unable to
make such a finding,"
He urged the passage of the
Goodwin notice, rating and accident bureau, and guest claim elimination hills.
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BOSTON COLLEGE
TO PLAY HOYAS
TANKSGIVING,
• Unemployed to Benefit From the

•

Game in Harvard
Stadium
Boston, Oct. 7 — The annual Boston college-Holy Cross football game,
scheduled for Fenway park, November
28, will be played instead at Harvard
stadium on Thanksgiving day, and
surplus reIselpts will be given to Boston's unemployment relief fund.
Mayor James M. Curley who. with
all of HarPresident A. Lawren
vard university, was largely instrumental in arrangiot the transfer, estimates the game will provide $75,000
for jobless relief. Tickets will sell at
S3.
Had the game been played as scheduled it would have conflicted with the
Dartmouth-Stanford game, to be played at Harvard stadium November 28.
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heel Curley, stormy petrel
J
"I-ale:Swept—political deep,
of Boa
used to work himself into a delightful
frenzy every now and then, with the
and
"corruption"
Post's
Boston
"double-crossing.
" as his pleasurable
theme.
Hub Democrats are touchy folk, and
there are wheels within wheels in party organizations there.
Somebody is always discovering
himself to be sold out, in fact or in
fancy, and Jim Curley, more than
once, identified the Post with his "onderhanded" enemies.
.• • •
Curley's favorite line ef attack was
a verbal 'assault on the Post as a firetrap and. in consequence, a physical,
as well as mental and 'Moral, menace
to the town.
"You can always know rats by the
holes they nest in," James Michael
used to roar to sympathetic crowds.
"The Boston Post occupies quarters
on Washington street in this city, and
those quarters are so antiquated and
tindery that a spark would loose a
conflagration in them. When I'm
mayor—and I will be mayor—my first
act will be to see that honest fire
inspectors condemn that building.
Then the rats will have to seek another hole."
That sounded swell, and Post reporters enjoyed it as much as Mr.
Curley.
Curley was elected, as things turned
out, but he didn't tear down the Boston Post. nor force New England's
biggest morning paper to look around
for a new location for its $12,000,000
worth of taxable machinery.
Instead he wrote Cliff Carbury, the
Post's managing editor, a formal note
on his personal stationery, thanking
the Boston Post for its "fairness" and
"non-partisanship." and assuring its
editors that, he appreciated their "accurate" handling of the news of
his
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103 ARCHITECTS k
ENTER CONTEST
Will Offer Designs For Bay
State Memorial
STATE HOUSE, Boston--There are
103 Massachusetts architects entered
In the competition for furnishing the
type and design of the memorial to
inen,and women who have participated
in all Massachusetts wars, it was announced yesterday afternoon by the
war memorial commission, of which
Gen. Charles B. Wheeler of Pittsfield
is chellyman.
The number of entries makes the
competition one of the largest ever
held in this state.
Some time ago the war memorial
commission decided to locate the memorial in the Back Bay Fens near the
Richardson bridge on Boylston street,
Boston. This decision was reached
after a conference with Mayor C'tilm
and the Boston city planning boa'?"
A competition was then ordered for
type and design. It closed late Monday with entries by mail and express
receivable today. It is understood that
virtually all the outstanding architects
of the state entered drawings.
The drawings were sent to Rogers
hall at the Massachusetts Instilute of
Technology yesterday afternoon. The
commission will begin tomorrow the
task of selecting the design and type
but it is not expected to Peach a decision befbre Friday afternoon because
of the largest number of entries and
the profusion of excellent designs.
The five selected as the best will
each receive $1000. From the five will
bs selected the 1,...17e winning design
which will receiye an additional prise
maintains that "the reaso
floating power, free wheeling and th
ick of an eight can, be put into .
r-cynnder car of the Plymouti
p
class is Walter Chrysler."

'

Football Teams Will Do Their Bit
The plans under way .in various parts of the
country to have pc?minent football teams play for
charity embodier' i excellent idea. Compared with
the money being 'lent on relief, the sums to be
realized may appe4 unimpressive, but that is not
the point.
If the Army and Navy. game duplicates last
year's financial results, it will net $400,000, which
seems small enough by contrast with the $20,000,000 which the state of New York is appropriating for relief. Mayor Curley of Boston hopes
that a Thanksgiving Day game between Holy Cross
and Boston College will produce $76,000.
If he had desired to divide the proceeds between the two cities, in proportion to their population, Worcester's share would have been less
than a week's cost of its welfare department. Yet
Boston's relief work will gain by this contribution,
as the work elsewhere will benefit by the proceeds of such games.

/

Any one familiar with college athletics knows
that to donate the proceeds of the big game of the
season means a real sacrifice.
Football has a
hungry family of lesser sports to provide for in
every college. The country over, huge sums are
derived from football, but the athletic program
usually calls for all the money that is received.
The Army-Navy game is an exception, since
the teams would not meet this year, if they
did
not play for charity. Still, it means something to
add a hard -game to the season's schedule.
And
wherever teams meet for this object, the college
boys will be setting an example which ought to
stimulate popular interest in the nation-wide drive,
which Will soon be on, for this winter's relief.
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DisTINGuisHED
MEN AT CANAL
CEREmoNiEs„„=socf

welcome the steamer. Several prominent Cape residents are to speak
briefly at the informal program at
the Bournedale banks. explaining
the need for improvements of the
Cape canal.
The local arrangements are,under
the direction of Harry B. Ivers.
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BP C.-HOLY CROSS

CHARITY GAME SET
Boston Expected to Get $76,500
from Tilt at Stadium on
Thanksgiving Day.

An unusually strong title will slow
ma the excursion steamer carrying
the Atlantic Deeper Waterways AsBOSTON, Oct. 5 (IP).—Arrange.sociation•and will give a special
ments for the Boston college-Holy
opportunity to the hundreds from
Cross unemployed football gains at
Cape Cod and vicirnity who will
Harvard stadium on Thanksgiving
gather on the Bournedale shore._
afternoon were completed today as
Capt. George G. Rochester of the
representatives of the three instiU. S. Engineers' office at Bourne retutions conferred with Boston city
ports that the tide will start to run
officia
east at 12:10 p. m. Therefore a vesBudget Commissioner Charles J.
sel entering the canal at 2 o'clock
Fox who appeared for Mayor James
will have a head tide and pass a
M. Curie
said that the tickets
given point much slower than she
would' e -pi-lced at $3 and that the
would on her return trip.
celereceipts from the first 32,000 tickets
For the benefit of Onset Bay
sold would go to the Boston College
brators Capt. Nathaniel Ellis has ofEvelyn
boat
excursion
and Holy Cross Athletic associafered his
which will go down the canal and
tions. This sum of $96,000 repre2500
vi.'.the
escort
to
an
return
as
A munber of distinguished guests,
sents a sell-out at Fenway park, the
itors.
original site. The receipts from the
including Mayor James M. Curley,
remaining 25,500 mats, or $76,500. will
Boston, and John H. Small, chairgo into the city of Boston's fund to
man of the Congressional commitrelieve unemployment.
tee on rivers and harbors, will make
Commissioner Fox said that Hara landing at Bournedale tomorrow
vard was not only willing to donate
afternoon to address the assembled
its stadium for the charity game
Cape Codders when the steamer
but had also offered to supply the
Calvin Austin carrying members of
tickets. It was also announced that
the Deeper Atlantic Waterways Asthe Boston Red Sox management had
sociation and the committee on rivagreed to materially reduce its
Q
r a 44
.1.=.4, a
ers and harbors makes its inspection
claim on the same.
7
-7 •
trip through the canal.
,•
Although it has not been definitely
determined, it is expected that Governor Ely may be one of the guests
to address the large gathering on
the canal beet's. The boat, will have
about 2,5000 distinguished visitors
aboard.
The Calvin Austin will leave Boston at 10 a. m. and is expected to
reach the Sandwich entrance to the
canal at 2 p. m., arriving at Bournedale a half hour later.
Captain Harold L. Colbeth, superintendent of the canal, has made
arrangements with the Sandwich
coast guard station to have a boat at
Bournedale to take off a group of
the guests at that point and a platform has been erected from which
they will give addresses. They will
board the Calvin Austin again after
it has proceeded through the canal
With assurance from Mayor Curley of Boston that, he will
turned around at Wing's Neck and
disembark from the Atlantic Deeper Waterways commission
returned to Bournedale about 4:30
p. m.
boat Thursday at Bournedale and address an expected throng,
The party will have their lunchconstruction of a speakers' stand was going ahead today, and
eon on board the steamer. Three
preparations were under way for an extended celebration.
men from the Southeastern Massachusetts Chamber of Commerce,
Curley Accepts Invitation.
To Center at Bournedale.
Senator Donald W. Nicholson, Selectman Theodore A. Robinson and
Mr. Curley's acceptance of the in- Although it is expected that
Lemuel C. Hall, all of Wareham,
e"leall)
%.7uth Abuasntk
vitation to speak on the Cape was e
caronw
aPsaswitlh
will make the inspection trip from
pfastsheeS.
brought from Boston by Harry B.through, the celebration ins o
Boston with the other guests.
will center
Ivers of Wareham, who consulted at Bournedale.
Through the courtesy of the Na. hepaC
tional Fireworks, Inc. West Hanrme
n tCho,,d
Boston's mayor and also Governor taTe
over, daylight fireworks salutes will
prDururmamc?Arranwgie"
Ely Tuesday concerning the corn-meats were
under way today with
be fired off from the banks of the
mission's trip and southeasternthe National Fireworks company
canal as the ship passes through.
at
Massachusetts's interest in develop-Hanover to have salutes and dayThe Cape Cod Drum Corps which
meat
of
the
canal.
The
governor,time
fireworks
set
off
along
Amerthe
recently returned from the
Mr. Ivers said, will be unable to at-shore as the vessel proceeds. Arican Legion convention at Detroit,
tend.
rangemeLts are also under way in
has donated its services in welcomThe commission is to travel onan effort to obtain an aviation dising the distinguished visitors.
the steamer Calvin Austin. TheP11.1,Y.
It is expected that both banks of
boat will also carry a host of rota- The Calvin Austin upon leaving
the canal will be lined with resbles from this region, includingBoston Thursday will be acclaimed
idents of, the cape and vicinity to
Walter 0. Luscombe, Falmouth; by airplanes and by Boston fire-Congressman Gifford, Lemuel C.boats, which will send up streams
Hall of Wareh.e.m, Selectman Theo-of water in celebration of the trio.
tIore A. Roblnron, Wareham, Selectn Benjamin Ar. Bourne of Bourn,

Mayor Curley, Governcn
Ely Among Those
Expected

ALL IN READINESS
FOR VISITORS

Platform

Erected

at

CURLEY ACCEPTS INVITATION TO
6 DDRESS BOURNEDALE THRONG

Boston Mayor Will Disembark from Deeper Waterways Commission Boat Thursday to Make Speech — Celebration
Preparations Well Underway
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Boston's Energetic Mayor
Welcomes Waterways Assoc

•

HON. JAMES M. CURLEY
This is Boston's most famous present citizen. "James Michael"
to his intimates and the fearless executive to his enemies. The Mayor
is vastly interested in upbuilding the port, and wishes he could devote
more time to harbor affairs as he envisions a great awakening for
the port. He sent Frank S. Davis to the last convention and invited
them to come to Boston, for which the port owes a debt of gratitude
to both Curley and Davis. Mayor Curley is studying a big program
of how more commerce may be secured for New England via the
Port of Boston.

•
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B. U.-H. C. OFFICIALS

DISCUSS GAME TODAY

BOSTON. Oct. 6 1INS)—The propcsed rleeting of Harvard, Boston
College and Holy Cross athletic directors with city authorities to discuss the charity football game to be
played in Haivard Stadium Thanksgiving afternoon, was to be held thill
afternoon at City hall at 2.30 o'clock.

rt

io/

Originally listed for yesterday afternoon. the meeting was postponed
until today in order to allow all parties concerned more time to make
Mayor
arrangements.
preliminary
was expected to
James M. Curley
this
announcement
make an °Tricial
afternoon at the conclusion Of the
diseuasion
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HITS CANAL PROJECT
AS THREAT TO N. E.
Troy Mayor Opposes St.
Lawrence Route at Flu!)
Convention
BOSTON, Oct. 6 tiNSi--Clisvires
that the proposed St. Lawrence River
Canal project would seriously affe:t
New England shipping had been made
today by Mayor Cornelius F. Burns of
Troy, N. Y., speaking before 900 advance delegates to the, 24th annual
convention of the Atlantic Deeper
Waterways Convention.
Mayor Burns stwted that the St.
Lawrence plan, In which the Federal
government proposed to invest 8500,000,000. would mean the scrapping of
the New York free barge canal, which
represents an investment of 3180,000,000. He said also that the possibility
of increased Canadian commerce and
much of the Great Lakes trade would
be diverted from New England outlets by the St. Lawrence plan.
Mayor Burn.s warned his hearers
against the allocation of New England railroads to trunk line carriers
serving ports more favored than Boston. He said that the Boston and
Maine railroad might find it profitable
to extend its services over waterborne highways through its western
terminus at Troy, through the barge
canal to Oswego and Buffalo.
Capt. John P. Magill, shipping expert of the Maritime association of
the Port of New York, pleaded for
co-operation among ports for an allyear, two-way
water transportation
system from Portland, Me., to Key
West, Fla.. picturing the
benefits
which New England
would enjoy
through such a weterv:ay.
Lauds Progress of Association
BOSTON, Oct. 6 (AP)—The
progress
of the Atlantic Deeper
Waterways association during the 24 years of
Its
existence was reviewed
and found
good
to
today by its president. J.
HempMoore of Philadelphia.
Moore
spoke before the 24th annual
convention of the aasociation.
Mayor James M. Curley. In
welcoming the derninVirtleIBTpliin en
Lel the
association upon its objection
plan,
declaring that if the Federal
ment had a plan modeled governafter it
there would be no period
of
aion. He asked the aasociationdepresto go
on record as favoring
cancelletion of
war debts In exchange for
disarmsments. Mayor J. Fulmer
Bright of
Richmond, Va., responded to
Mayor
Curley,
Gov. Joseph B. Ely told
the delegates he favo:•ed widening
the Capt.
Cod Canal. He agreed with
Curley In urging that needed Mayor
construction be undertAken AS public
a relief to unemployment
and while
money may be borrowed at
low rates.
The governor said he saw
indications
that pro,perity was returning
to Mars54e
.lh
oli
hn
astH
"
.. Small,

of North Carolina.
former chairman of the
al Rivers and Harbors Congressioncommittee at
Washington, responded to the governor.
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Compensation and and, therefore, has not joined ConOther I'ublic Salaries
gressman Treadway's demand for a

Executive

4J6)/1/e,1-

,t
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LONGSHOREMEN WAGE
COMPROMISE OFFERED

Real estate associations dowr salary revision starting with himBoston way had reason to b( self. Mr Treadway's proposal that
alarmed by Mayor Curley's prope.the compensation of congressmen
sal to reduce the woMng week 01 and senators be reduced by $2000 a
Union Wants Overtime Night
various groups of city employeOrear has not, apparently, been reRate Retained but Concedes
without a reduction in pay. But itceived with whoops of joy by the
may be questioned whether the Mas-Berkshire con-.7:—ssmati's colleagues.
Cut of Meal Hour Scale.
sachusetts Real Estate Owners' as-Yet, as a beginning of a general resociation is either practical or tact- vision of federal government salBOSTON, Oct. 5 (41—Longshoreful in offering a counter-proposal aries, it is worthy of consideration.
men today offered a compromise ar-i
that the mayor's own salary shoul The federal government needs econrangement in their disagreement with
be reduced from $20,000 to $7000. omy as acutely as the local units
Boston shippers over wages. The
The executive's
compensation and more than some of the state
compromise was made during th'e
seems high enough, to be sure, but governments. The public is not goclosing minutes of the second of two
conferences which had been held dupthe suggestion of a 65 per cent re- ing to be made happy by an ining the day.
duction clearly involves the ques- u2ase in the federal income tax
I The union men offered to accept a
seems
tion whether the salary is proper in another year—and that now
reduction of 50 cents an hour for
normal times, and it is better at this unavoidable unless the ruinous polwork during the noon-day meal hour
but want to retain the $2.40 an hour
time to concentrate on a reasonable icy of borrowing to meet current
overtime rate for night work. At
percentage of reduction that officials exnenses is unwisely continued.
present they are paid $2.40 for night
and employes can be asked to take
work hut given $1.70 for noon-day
meal hour work.
in order to meet the emergency. Innee
4'
IN 4'4.2
The shippers, longshoremen and
dustrial and other corporations
representatives of the Boston port
&PLAN Felt H. C.-B. U. GAME
which have cut wages 10 per cent
authority conferred on the wages and
have cut salaries by a larger perI sling-load questions. The union men
A conference will be held in the
hope the shippers will concede their
Boston City hall this morning to wont
centage, but a 65 per cent lowering
demand for a limited sling-load of
out the final details of the B. C.-Holy
of official compensation is beyond
1500 pounds in view of the longCro.ss football game at the Harvard
practical consideration in a going
shoremen's concession on the overdefinitely set for
stadium, now
concern—which the city of Boston
time pay. The conference ended late
Thanksgiving Day. .M.tar
today and tomorrow morning the
Budget Commissioner CITITTIFi- J. Fox,
undoubtedly is.
shippers will meet to consider the
Corporation Couns_el Silverman. John
The Massachusetts Real Estate
offer of the workers and make known
P. Curley, B. C. athletic director, and
Owners' association also recomtheir stand on the matter at an aftCleo O'Donnell, athletic diverter at
mends a 25 per cent reduction in the
ernoon session with the union's repHoly Cr. will attend the meeting.
resentatives.
salaries of all city employes, except
Workers on the piers of the Luckpolice and firemen, who, as the resoenbaeh Lines went on strike last
lution well says, "risk their lives in
week in objection to unlimited swing423
loads. They want loads limited to.
'defense of the home and public
1500 pounds as a matter of safety.
Harvard offered the Stadium to
'safety." This, too, seems an exWhile this disagreement was fomentthe cause and the college heads readtreme proposal for Boston, unless it
ing, the International Longshoreily ,:onsented to the change Mayor
be assumed that Boston is headed
men's Association signed an agreeCurley of Boston suggested the-1M
ment in New York on Sept. 30 which
em/Mment benefit angle and that
the way of Fall River. Suggestions
met with the disapproval of the Boshelped greatly to get all the college
for salary reductions should be as
ton union members, who sought the
heads to sanction the change. That
practical as possible so that there
retention of the old scale of wages.
means Darunouth and Stanford will
will be less resistance to necessary
A general strike developed hut GM.have no opposition on the Saturday
ernor Joseph B. Ely and _Js.lar
after Thanksgivirg.
measures of municipal economy.
Jaineurley urged a comp-ronMe
Fortunately a substantial saving in
aflAia result a truce, lasting entil
schools and other public departtomorrow night, was called.
ments could be made by a reduction
i a .14
01
7 4s$
that would leave the purchasing
power of the individual unimpaired.
Now is the time for the very best offices of Governor
If an occasion arises for the lowerEly and Mayor Curley in the matter of settling the Boston
ing of real wages that can be condock strike, WrCr-was understood to have been settled by
sidered .at the proper time. Reduction of normal expenses is made
them last week.
necessary not only by the public's
7• .1/
reduced income, reflected in actual
•••,• 10-ply E1ITZ
'•
and prospective shrinkage of the
An
ultimatum
to
American
state's income tax collections, but by
European nations to disarm and
the burden of abnormal expenses in
this country will cancel their
providing for the unemployed. Exwar debts is the one sure method
of restoring prosperity here and
penditures for public welfare by
ey told memabroad. Ma
Massachusetts cities for the year are
e institute of
bers atten
estimated at $15,680,000, against
the Massachusetts committee of
$7,911,000 in 1930.
the White House conference In
Boston last Hirht.
Mayor Curley has not proposed a
reduction of his own compensation,
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not forget their material wants. The The foundatione have been laid so
Harkins house, devoted to the care Of i strong and firm and deep that I can
aged Women, is known the country
under God
over, and the first parish school, the ' almost see in fancy what
second in the diocese opened in 1868, 's in store for you.
when 350 girls came to the four teach- ' "I have forborne up to the present
your
ing sisters. These numbers, numbers time to say anything about
attending the parochial school,s boys present pastor. I know his modesty,
things
of
number
and girls, have grown so that I clues- and yet in the
and
Bon whether any other city in this which I have heard about him
discordiocese or entire New England, has his work, I find not a single
predehis
lant note. He is worthy of
Proportionately as -much to show in
there be higher praise?
the way of the training of children, PSSOI'S. Could
1nd
I wish for those who in due time
whether in secular pursuits or in the
-ire to succeed him, the same high
abiding truths of religion.
quality which fits him to be the pasSays Russia Can't Rill Religion
tor of St Jerome's church now on the
the
for
4—Praise
Holyoke, Oct.
Ilusieia today is engaged, he said
occasion of its diamond jubilee.
course of Catholicism in Holyoke and in a policy atheistical to the c.)re,
"What a glorious line of pastors.
ad determined to put out the very They have been true shepherds of
.n
a plea for steadfast faith in the pres- eights
of heaven. But Russia struggle's their necks. May this blessing rest
ent depression were made tonight by
vain. God is on his throne. While upon this parish forever.
Again,
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, the prospect Is dark, we have faith to Father Fagan, let me congratulate
believe
that
the
situation
auditorium
is
parish
excellent
hall
but
a you, first upon the
speaking at the city
in the diamond jubilee celebration of passing one and that the people will, and parishioners over whom you pren God's own time, realize that he side, and when 25 years have rolled
St Jerome's church.
Treating the present outlook, he alone is their helper, their guardian, by and the 100th anniversary of this
said the Russian opposition to reit.' and their strong fortress. History is parish will be observed, may one powgion must fail, that interallied war replete with examples of the abandon - erful note be struck in the observance,
debts should be canceled and that rnent by peoples of God, but this de , a note of grateful memory of priests
manei attitude towerd his brother sertion has never been more than and parishioners, who in a century
have been worthy of this church
should change so that the now dor- temporary."
building, and of the saint who has
mant spirit of cooperation "must be
Discussing the situation today, he given it its name. And on that 1UUth
aroused among all classes."
said, "I am here simply insisting upon anniversary may priest and people
Mayor Curley recalled that Hol- tje, fact that we must not despail.
look on with gratitude to you of the
yoke's water-power facilities demand- hDlvine Providence has not abandonee present and may the speaker who
ed large numbers of workers and that its. We have only to do our share stands in my place 26 years from now,
the city was once known as "Ireland What in a word is the trouble with be able to say as I believe he will be,
Depot." "he Irish came to work with the world? Only what is has been at that the 25 years intervening have
their hands, for they were poor," he any ether time. Man has forgotten been worthy of the 75 last past. Can
commandment
second great
said. "I have often asked myself the
there be any higher praise than this?"
whether the contribution of the im- which is like unto the first. 'Thou
"By the help of God man has been
neighbor
as thyself.'
shalt
love
they
migrant to American prosperity has
able at all times in history to solve
"Too many lack heart; too many either local or world problems. The
ever been properly assessed and recthe
with
unconcern upon
look
ognized.
present problem is ours to solve. But
"The history of Holyoke and the troubles and the misery of others;
the problem is not simply local. It is
here;
happiness
too
many
hope
to
find
surrounding country is filled with ext r tyaeiln
trnim
ng
asterioiri world wide. Who could expect that
o
tr
h uitlgthace
arnples of men whose fathers and' too
the aftermath of a world war could
happiness,
mothers came to this country to im- form and realized, are followed by leave us in anything but a wretched
prove their condition, gave to their other yearnings, and that there is no condition? The Dawes plan and the
Igou g plan have been aim-ply palliasons and daughters an education, of real happiness here.
'fives. They are not cures, and conwhich they themselves had been deSays Wealth Split Unequally
fle
pciaerneee
d: in them has about disapprived, and these sons and daughters
This is seen particularly in the
have taken front rank, whether in
"I am sure that the Interallied
the professional, political or commer- accumulation of immense sums of
money in the hands of a very few. debts might as well be canceled, and
Mal world,
There
is
no
such
thing
as
an
equitable
that
soon, for canceled they must he.
"The history of this church lias
been one of unbroken service down to distribution of Wealth. The rich hug Let us get about it and that at one".
'Our churches are crowded as never
this day. The commandments of God their riches almost to adoration, for.
getting that the great mass of men before. Man hae ceased to depend on
and, the church have been taught and are struggling
along
making,
if
they
man
for the solution of the serioust
observed, and there is no one who are fortunate enough, a living
wage, problem now crying for solution. Perlooks back either in memory or in but too few making a saving wage.
haps a better day is ahead of us when.
Itistory to the work of the various onA
"Various remedlca have been zugtars from Father O'Callahan's day gested to relieve the pre.sent depres- man wiii resort to God as his final
down to this, who will not say that in sion. The five-day week is fast galn- recourse. Those of us who were born
ail the activities to which it has di- lag- supporters. Some expedient of and reared In the old church realize
rected itself, the church of St Jerome the kind must he resorted to for there that the three great virtues, faith
haa not been a powerful force for is no doubt that in this age the ma- hope and charity, are the greatest of
good.
chines have taken the place of the virtues. Men are coming to have a
Its care has been not only of the worker, and jobs are not only vanish- more intense faith, brighter hopes,
adults, but of the little children, and ing, but have already vanished. Pert- and an ever widening charity or love."
the school has grown side by side ple are in a state of fear, and the
Praises Hospital Work
with the church so that the Young only thing to fear in this world is
Remarking on the advances In law
might be trained in their plastic age fear. Millions are out of work; in, and medicine Within 75 years, he
to love and fear God, to keep his corn- some casesjobs arc gone and gone said, "I made some inquiries a few
rI‘, e .t nn ds me
tl plan m us be armandments and so to regulate their for
days ago about the work of this city,
to take
Hi' -lack."
,ed
lives from the beginning as to be exand parish, for the health of the peo'N1:m's attitude l'
his brother
envier,' of the best American eiti- should
change. Vast accumulations ple, and I have been told that among
zenship.
of money in the hands of a few should the great works for which Mims HarFather
Harkins
Commends
yield to a situation where those who kins is remembered and will continue
*I am sure, no one will charge me are now struggling should have more to be remernberee is the Providence
with bites or prejudice in favor of one and those who have a surpluse should hospital. In this great diocese hospastor more then another, if I single in some way as a measure of justice pitals in large numbers have been
out for brief mention the work of distribute it among those who have reared, hut I think there is none that
gives greater service then Providence
Father IlArIcins, who has had a lorn;,r less,
hospital, founded by Fatly-r Harkina
association with this parish than ai
Finds Humanity Unprotected
in 1873. Just think of it, it was laid
other, and who catne here In 18041,1 "It would seem as
if
a
new
order
in a little cottage with a capacity of
laboring here for 30 years and move, had come in
which
everything
must
a dozen beds In South Hadley Falls.
and teeing during that time, the town be done for the
dividend
without
any
soregrow front 5000 to 50,0000. His
consideration whatever for the In- Father Harkins placed it in the care
lefts was unremitting,
dividual who makes the dividend po.-t- and management of the Sisters of
Providence, and Dr J. J. O'Connor
"No day passed without seeing from sible. We have laws
for the protec- spent himself in
their service.
his hard some worthy action done. tion of the so-called machine,
but
"In 1894 the present Providence
The old and the young and the sick, how little Is done to
protect
and
dehospital
was
completed, and from that
the footsore and the heartbroken fend the greatest of all
machines, the trine to this the
found in him ea father. While he felt human machine. The spirit
nursing of the sick
of coop- and
suffering has been carried on
that he was primarily the geardianef eration must be aroused among
all.
without intermission. What a glorious e
the souls of: hie parishioners he ditV elitosea. i now Iles ammo!)t.
"ye", e

CURLEY COMMENDS
CATHOLIC CHURCYS
L, WORK AT HOLYOKE
Boston Mayor Gives Address at
Diamond Jubilee of St
•
Jerome's Parish
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record. Twenty-five years ago, a wing
WM added, giving additional private
rooms, children's rooms, utility wards,
and another operating room. In 1917
the Harkins property next to the hospital was converted into a maternity
hospital providing accommodations for
25 mothers, and in 1918 a nursery was
built caring for new-boin infants.
Sluce the opening of this building
5895 mo`hers have been treated. Improvements have been steadily carried
on and so excellent was the work of
this hospital, that in 1921 it received
grade-A classification from the American College of Surgery, and has
maintained this standard until now.
"From 1873 to 1894 the number of
patients was 2013; and from 1920 to,
1930, 45,608, and during the entire
service a total of 84,817.
Rise of Parochial Schools
"The growth of parochial schools
In Springfield diocese has been wonderful. From 1840 to 1864 Catholic
aehools were taught by lay instructors, except in brief periods in Chicopee. In 1872 the first parish school
for boys was established at St Serome's, Holyoke.
"In the last decade 24 schools were
organized, with 12,000 pupils received.
Fully 46,000 pupils are registered in
parochial schools, with more than 1600
religious teachers. Do you realize
what the organization and the carrying on of these schools mean in
way of sacrifice on the part of Catholics?
"Whenever a parochial school rises
have you thought what this means to
the taxes? What would the tax rate
be in the cities and towns of the country were it not for the sacrifice of
Catholics in the maintenance of Catholic schools? And Catholics are glad
to he helpful. The work in secular
learning and cultural training, matches and even surpassra those of the
public schools, and In addition give
the moral culture sadly needed today
in America as never before.

Congratulates City
"I congratulate the city of Holyoke
and its other Catholic parishes upon
the stupendous growth made in the
last 75 years. I rejoice that the influences of this first church, Inspiring
the erection of other parishes, Irish,
so-called, French. Italian mad Polish,
, is a promise of other and better
I things, It possible, to Come. No ill
or need of the soul or body of man
goes unanswered or unsatisfied. The
growth of the diocese has been marvelous.
Its succesaion of bishops
from O'Reilly In 1870 to the present
chief shepherd, now happily and sue•
cessfully reigning, hns been so steady
and so. efficient that there LS more
than ground to hope that the future
holds out things now undreemed of.
"Coming as I do from the great
archdiocese of Boston, I bring you
the congratulations of that archdiocese and its eminent head, who wishes
f•ir for the future the blessing of
God which has been yours from the
beginning. I am sure of your future.
/117i
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BOSTON, Oct. 6 MAyOr Curley
yesterday called a halt to the practice of the Rev. Paul Noyes of 3A
Harding street, Belmont, who has
on 'two occasions distributed sandwiches on the Compton, in a letter
in which he chargeti "that from the
publicity given your act b.? the
press it is apparent to me that you
are more iminum ited hi de, •
publicity for your meagre offering
than you are in siding the needy."
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RHEUM WORK
11,1 STEVEDORES

V/
A HAPPY SOLUTION
Staging the Boston College-Holy
Cross football game at the Harvard Stadium 'Thanksgiving Day is
a happy solution of a rather embarrassing problem. More, it guarantees a tidy sum for the unemployment fund that is sure to be
much needed this winter. The
Dartmouth-Stanford game, scheduled for the Saturday following
the holiday, which Saturday is the
regular (lay for the encounter between the two great Catholic colleges of Massac4usetts, bade fair
to cut into the receipts of the
B. C.-H. C. struggle and for a time
there was official objeaion. Now
everything has been arranged satisfactorily. Harvard donates the
use of her stadium, the game is
put ahead only two days, 41avoi
Curle
his desire for a big
"chat
—ify" game.—Boston Post.
12,v1,
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Cunard Line Office Workers
Remove Cargo When
Longshoremen Fail to
Settle Strike Differen;es
POLICE DIVIDE LINES
AT LUCKENBACH PIER

o

DOCKIYIEN OFFER
TO COMPROMISE
IN WAGES FIGHT
3oston Longshoremen Ready
to Accept Lower Rate During Noon Hour—Shippers
Confer Today
Boston, Oct. 5— (AP)--Longshoremen today offered a compromise arrangement in their disagreement with
Boston shippers over wages. The
compromise was made during the clqsing minutes of the second of two conferences today.
The union men offered to accept the
overtime rate of $1.?a an hour for
work during the noon-day meal hour
hut want to retain the $2.40 an hour
overtime rate for night work. At present they are paid $2.40 for night work
but given $1.70 for the noon hour.
The shippers, longshoremen and
representatives of the Boston port authority conferred on the wages and
sling-load questions. The union men
hope the shippers will concede their
demand for a limited sling-load or
1500 pond in view of the longshOremen's concession on the overtime pay.
The conference ended late today and
tomorrow morning the shippers will
meet to consider the offer of the workers and make known their stand on
the matter at an afternoon session
with the union's representatives.
Workers on the piers of the Luckenhach lines went on stroke last week
in objection to unlimited sling-loads.
They want loads limited to 1500 pounds
as a matter of safety. While this disagreement WAS fomenting the International Longshoremen's association
signed an agreement at New York on
September 30 which met with the disapproval of the Boston union members, who sought the retention of the
old scale of W3geR. A. general strike
developed, hut Gov .Toseph B. Ely and
Mayor James 5.144rley urged a comt stilt a truce, lastpromise and
ing until tomorrow night. Was callrd

BOSTON, Oct. 5 (API—"White collar" workers of the Cunard Lines
State-street office went about their
tasks today with aching rnuacie.-, and
their
'blistered hands, mementoes of
/J.
day on the clocks In dungarees.
Twenty-seven of the company's
clerks juggled heavy bales, pushed
hand trucks and performed other
duties of striking longshoremen as the
Cunard-Anchor steamers , Caledonia
and Transylvania arrived in port yesterday. One of the blue-shirted men
was Francis Peabody Hamlin, grandson of Oen. Francis Peabody. and another WAS Dckuglrus MacKinnon, scion
of a prominent Scottish family.
Even the women of the Boston office turned out to help. Miss Lilliam
P. Cronin. secretary to John Stewart.
Boston agent of the line, and Miss
Marton Porter, of the office stenographic force. acted as guards at the
gateway of the immigration pen.
Squads of police were sent back to
their stations as their needlessness
became apparent and the "subs" got
the vessels on their way but two
hours late.
Baggage arriving on the White Star
liner Baltic WAX also handled by an
office staff. Thc Intcrnational Mercantile. Marine liner carried no freight
and *here was little delay in her departure.
workers were
Negro non-union
again employed by the Luckenbach
Line, which has two ships being loaded at. Commonwealth pier. Lines of
heavily armed police were strung
down the clock to prevent troublo
between the non-union Luckenbacn
stevedores and the union workers unAmerican-Hawalis:i
an
loading
freighter on the other side of the
pier.

Other liners were handled by unioa
longshorrmen, who are working on
all but the Cunard. Luckenbach and
Mercantile
Martrvt
In
boats, under A peace parley which
ends tomorrow at 5 p. m.
Union officials and steamship company heads met again today in an
attempt to reach an agreement satisfactory to both.
The striking longshoremen rejected
that part of a contract drawn up .n
New York last week which calls for
a minimum of two hours pay for
Sunday and holiday woyk. The Boston councils of the International
Longshoremen's association demand a
four-hour pay minimum. The "limited sling load- WAX also a point of
controversy.
Cloy. Joseph B. Ely has twice averted
a general strike, and he, and mayor
James Id. Curley of Boston planned
rneet,ffffmnowoold &tea 4railitoi
. ..•„

ye •otyl fr'Y
higher rrraise? And I wish for those
who in due time are to succeed him,
the same high quality which fits
him to be the pastor of St. Jerome'a
church now on the occasion of its
Diamond Jubilee. What a glorious
line of pastors. They have been true
shepherds of their flocks. May this
blessing rest upon this parish forever. Again. Father Fagan, let Inc
congratulate you, first upon the exparish and parialtioners.
cellent
over whim you preside, and when
twenty-five years have rolled by
and the one hundreth anniversary
parish
will
this
of
be observed, may one powerful
note be struck in the observance, a
note of grateful memory of priests
and parishioners, who in a century
have been worthy of this church
building, and of the saint who has
given it its name. And on that
!100th anniversary may priests and
people look on with gratitude to
you of the present and may the
Speaker who stands in my place
twenty-five years from now, be able
to say as I believe he will be, that
the twenty-five years intervening
have been worthy of the seventyfive last past. Can there be any
higher praise than this?

•

Mayor Curley is surely a busy
mair."IrflUffrmir.ratri te after he left
the Hotel Nonotuck last night, a
Roston newspaper was trying to
reach him by telephone for an interview regarding the conference
at his office today.
171/
4A,J• c
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Miss Mary Curley, daughter of
MayorTIMIKIrl. accompanied her
father here, and met a number of
local people at the reception in
Mayor Dillon's office, previous to
the auditorium exercises.
/3 A?
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MAYOR_.c_VRLEPY
TO SPEAK AT
LADIES' NIGHT

•

A special meeting of Whitman
council, Knights of Columbus, was
held Saturday evening at K. of C.
hall to take action upon the death
of Brother Thomas H. Kane. It was
voted to dr...pe the charter for 30
days and to send a delegation to
the funeral.
A meeting of the council will be
held this evening when final plans
will be made for the ladies' night,
Oct. 19. Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston, a member of Shawmut
council, Knights of Columbus, will
be the speaker. State and district
officers will be present as well as
Rev. Fr. John J. Starr and Rev.
Fr. George Sullivan.
Monday morning, Oct. 12, the
Council will attend the high mass at
the Church of the Holy Ghost to be
sung by Rev. Fr. John Starr for the
deceased members of the council.
All members are requested to meet
at K. of C. hall at 7.45 a. in. that
day.
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Makes an A )e:'
k.) for Lasting Pea

dustrial planning and co-operation
(as opposed to ruthless competition
and unplanned individualism) as the
recently advanced "Swope plan,"
named for the originator who is
To the Editor of the News:—Thl president of the General Electric,
Company. Let the foolish and futile
executive committee of the National shouting
for a socially undesirable
Grange, meeting to deal with the and
destructive drink give way and
agricultural crisis which so directly let us
11
put our shoulders to the
concerns its 800,000 members, issued
Wednesday a statement which flatly wheel and secure such changes in international relations and our ecocontradicts the "bring better business nomic
system as will bring us lasting
by beer" bunkum with which the '
public is being so assiduously besieged peace and an ample livelihood for
every
family
on earth. In the last
just at present. Had this statement
been wet in sentiment it would have analysis what wd need is deeper even
greeted us in the morning papers in than any plan or program; it is a
gigantic headlines. Being so absolute- spiritual revolution for which every
ly pro-prohibition, the Metropolitan, believer in a good and loving perpress hid it—in my paper it was on sonal God may work together irrespage 10 and not given a very large pective of creedal differences. This
headline. The big city press gave need John Oxenham has put for us
similar treatment to Gandhi's con- in two memorable lines of poetry.
demnation of the liquor traffic in In- "If we would build anew, and build
to stay,
dia in the course of his recent radio
We must find God again and go His
address.
way."
May I have space to quote from the
Yours truly,
statement issued by the Grange exeFRANKLIN P. FRYE.
cutive committee? It tells us "At
various times during the past few Amesbury. Oct. 2.
years, the National Grange has made
,
studies regarding the economic effects of prohibition upon the farming
interests. The facts disclosed by these
studies show conclusively that the
resumption of the brewing industry
In the United States would be detrimental to the interests of agriculture." Stating that the per capita.
consumption of dairy products has
increased 242.7 pounds during the
period of 1917 to 1929, the committee
Final Arrangements for Hai
says, "If, because of the resumption
of brewing, the per capita consumpyard Stadium Contest to
tion of dairy and poultry products
should drop to the same level as in
Be Made Tomorrow
the days of the saloon, agriculture
would suffer a tremendous loss and
Holy Cross and Boston College will
one it could ill afford to bear. It
play their annual football game on
stands to reason that if the AmeriThanksgiving afternoon, Nov. 28, this.
can people should spend a large proseason instead of on the - Saturday
portion of their earnings for beer,
after Thanksgiving, and the contest
they would have just that much less
will take place at the Harvard Stato spend for food, clothing. and
dium
instead of at Fenway park.
shelter."
The athletic heads of Holy Cross
other
In
words, not only the farmand Boston College will meet with
er but every worker in industries
Mayor, _Curley and Budget Commisproducing socially valuable products
sioner =Ales J. Fox at City hall in
would suffer as a consequence of the
Boston,
tomorrow morning, to make
resumption of a business that is sofinal arrangements relative to the
cially detrimental and could give emstaging of the game. The meeting is
ployment to only a small number
scheduled for 10.30 o'clock and Corcompared to the number that would
poration Counsel Samuel silvcrman
thereby be thrown out of employwill sit in to aid on the legal aspects
ment in legitimate industry. It is
of the arrangements.
very noticeable to those who think
Tomorrow's meeting, according to
deeply and unselfishly that Germany
Budget Commissioner Fox, will conand England, perhaps the two counsist
mainly of signing such contracts
tries suffering most financially at the
as are necessary. Because a share of
present time, are countries where
the receipt will be devoted to munibeer flows freely.
cipal public welfare, the city of BosThose who are shouting for beer
ton
will co-operate in the handling
would serve God and country far betof the game.
ter by Seeking the real causes of the
The atagiug of the Holy Cross-Bosgreat crisis in which the world finds
ton Ceihige game on Thanksgiving
itself. I often find myself in sharp
Day
in 2ie picturesque Harvard &Live
disagreement with Mayor Curley of
chum is rather in the nature of an
Boston (as on this MIffOrtiffeRtion)
Innovation, but it will enable tl-}otue.
but it seems to me that he spoke the
ands of football enthusiasts to be on
truth in saying, "I firmly believe that
hand, who ordinarily might have to
what we should do today to solve the
miss the contest because of Saturgreat problem that confronts us in
day business connections.
connection with these war debts, is
The
attendance
at
Crusaders.
to abrogate all war debts on. the
Eagles football clashes during the
agreement by the foreign countries to
pay
few'
years
have not been as
a plan of universal disarmament uplarge as formerly, but there is little
on a basis acceptable to us. Now is
question relative to the turnout for
the psychological moment to aca grid classic between the rival Jescomplish this." He further says, in
uit Colleges on Thanksgiving Day.
speaking of the saving which would
At the seine time it will clear the
be effected in America by abolition of
path for the intersectional tilt beour armed forces, "In 16 years this
tween Darthmouth ane Leland Stanwould pay off our own federal inford on Sattarclity. Nov. 28, at Harvard
debtedness."
Stadium.
For a time it app*tred as
This suggestion of Mr. Curley would
though the intersectional game at
need to be accompanied by the adopthe Stadium would have opposition
tion of some such program of in-

riitiSAUEFIS-EgGLES
PLAY TURKEY DAY

in the form of the Holy-Cross-Boston College struggle at Fenway Park,
but the new arrangement does away
with snythns of aonflicititio-tiatum
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Scant Progress Toward vv,;,,,,,1,17 achieved.
lts'
Resu
.
Auto Insurance
_The
Prospects

have
The insurance companies
the govthus far been silent on
is
ernor'a program. Their positioncanthat they will not, and really know
they
until
not, take any stand,
by the govexactly what It proposed
The inernor through actual bills.
play
stirance company attitude may
a very Important part in the adjustment of the problem.
apparently
administration
The
holds a whip hand over the insurance companies and will not hesitate
to use it If they take a position
, against the program. If the insurance
companies are read% to compromise
and accept the governor's suggesDR. JAMES H. GUILFOVLE
of the LegislaIute tions, some of which they approve.
session
special
the
e
3—Despit
BOSTON, Oct.
administration will devote
of the rising compulsory mo- I then thepushing the program. If the
to
and a week of hearings on the problem
little progress toward itself
been
has
there
rates,
companies fight the proposals they
tor vehicle insurance
present confusion and diver- don't want and appear to enlist any
Crystalizing legislative sentiment. The
t—
agreemen
encouragement to an early
• legislative sympathy, then the adgence of opinion offer little
considering the problem from the ministration program may be abanprincipally because legislators are
standdoned.
the motor car owners'
standpoint of their districts rather than
The governor knows that with the
point.
present publiC feeling it would not
at
th1:1
concluslon
The only definite
thus far Is that it removes the pro- be difficult to arouse a strong sentitime is that the proposal for a flat tection for which a motorist pays and ment for a state fund He has rerate cannot prevail at the special that it may increase the
size of served the right to address the special
The western and central claims by those who would be con- session if later developments warsession.
reprewho
Massachusetts members
cerned only with what they could rant.
sent zones not hit hard by the get out of the insurance companies.
The insurance companies want,
Increase are solidly against it. They
There are some who also believe least of all, a state fund, Therefore
can see no advantage to their dis- the deductible policy will encouri it is assumed at the State House that
tricts in a flat rate which, they age fraud and
collusion, arguing If they do not meet the governor
fear, might be higher.
of the slightly injured half way in his,program he will demany
that
Governor Illy, since his message will connive with the insured to clare that the insurance Interests will
with recommendations for changes make a larger claim and refund to not co-operate in his effort to reduce
In the law, has maintained a policy him all but what they receive from rates and that the last resort is a
of watchful waiting. He is sitting the insurance company.
state fund.
legislature
the
back and letting
- —
believe
advisers
Administration
wrestle with the problem, but it is
this attitude would be greeted with
evident from his attitude that at
public acclaim and would be a strong
the proper time he will make a fight
Just how valid these arguments are political move. Governor Ely, howfor his program.
cannot he determined until the gov- ever, is sensitive to the difficulties of
ernor elaborates on his plan. He may the insurance companies. He believes
offer a law that will knock these the honesty of the figures of losses
Into a cocked hat. Until and claims upon which they prediDevelopments to date have pro- criticisms
his ideas are made plain. argument on cate their claim of losing money.
duced a favorable reaction to three
policy is largely in the
He is anxious for co-operation for
of his five recommendations and a the deductible
it has been characterized a mutual solution and will hesitaLe
fairly favorable reception to an- dark; and
s.
a long time before employing the
other. The governor's task seems to by a lack of definitenes
The other point at issue Is the "state fund whip." He does not bebe to sell his idea of a deductible
is,
that
cases;
that now is the time to employ
lieve
motorist elimination of guest
a
policy, under which
of a spectacular methods for accomplishwould pay small claims. The gov- cases in which a guest In a car
ment.
ernor has not elaborated on his idea driver at fault may sue the boat and
of such a policy but it is under- .collect on his compulsory Insurance.
only argument against this is
stood that before the hearings close
that it deprives the insured and the
'that
he will present bills that detail the '
message.
'Injured of protection now afforded.
The real line of demarcation beIdeas in his special
The governor believes the crux of It Is not intended to deprive the tween the governor's program and the
his entire program- is the deductible guest In the car of the operator not proposals of other organized forces
policy and he will particularly exert at fault and logically there seems to will come next week when bisxpr curs.a.
town
himself to sell that Idea. The most be no reason why the careless opera- ley's committee of city and
talked of proposal for such a policy tor should make his Insurance com- solicitors is heard.
The 'Curley committee, which may
Is that the insured care for the first pany pay his guests.
Governor Ely has closely studied prove formidable because it is rep$100 in claims. The administration
motorist
the
g
the
the
figures
of
if
variety
e of all the counties of the
segregatin
that
resentativ
opinion
the
is of
has to dig into his own pocket and claims. He says the number of guest state, takes issue with the governor
contribute a part of the damage as- rases is not impressive but they do on all deductible policy and demerit
sessment it will help eliminate many present a total which, if eliminated, rating.
make the would cut a small percentage from
fraudulent claims and
The fact is the Curley committee
the losses which make the rates. IL I program is in reality Frank A. Gooddriver more cautions.
In other words, Instead of being Is by cutting down losses here and win's program. There is a feeling that
little concerned with results of ac- there, no matter how small, that he the opposition te the governor's suggestions is more political than praccidents because he insured he will hopes to bring a reduction in rates.
There(a strong sentiment for a de- tical. It smacks of an effort to frame
be aroused to an active interest bepocEl little different to prehis
own
on
rating
Merit
system
something
affect
and
for
the govcause of the
ernor's recommendations for strength- vent the go%ernor from getting any
ketbook.
There is considerable opposition to ening the law with regard to notice credit for the final disposal of the
the deductible policy from organized of accidents, within a limited time to problem.
forces. The principal point raised insurance companies.

Face
Legislative Sentiment Uncrystalized in ing
Repeal
of Special Session -No Talk of
Compulsory Law--Await Ely's Details
es
on His Plans -Three of His Five Chang
Find Favor Deductible Policy Is Crux
Flat Rate Cannot Win, Writer Observes
and Analyzes Crisis
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HollyGiie Church to Have
Diamond Jubilee Sunday
'.laborate Celebration Is Planned for St. Jerome
Parish; Program Includes Mass, Parade •
and City Hall Exercises.
111/
HOLYOKE, Oct. 2—The diamond'
tibiae celebration of St. Jerome parish
unday gives evidence of surpassing
ny event ever observed In the city
•Ith the possible exception of the 50th
nniversary celebration. The executive"
ommittee held its final meeting toight in the pariah rectory, hearing all
mons.
Not for many years has so much
terest been stirred up over a celeation and reports have been received
at former parishioners now located
nearby and distant cities will be
die to attend the religious services,
tness the monster parade of some
(ilie,44/

In the midst of graver problems
the changes continuo to be lightly
rung on the interchange of challenges between Gov Ely and Mayor
Curley to a round - golf. Stagich
siffrOTters of the governor may be
disposed to interpret the mayor's offer to play the governor for the
nomination in 1932 as a confession
that that would be the only way in
which the mayor could get it—which
.,ould be a back-handed tribute to
the stre,.,gth the governor has este)).
'd by his performance in office.
As for the quality of the governor's
golf, evidence appears lacking. The
big sign which advertises a certain
attractive course to the west of
Westfield as "Gov Ely's Home
Course," neglects to state what the
governor goes around in or whether
I

he goes around at all.
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B. C.-Holy Cross to Ploy in
é Cambridge for Unemployed
Boston (/P)—John r'. Curley,
Boston college athletic direttor,
announced Saturday night that
Holy Cross and Boston college
had agreed to play their annual
football game in the Harvard
stadium for the benefit of the
unemployed. The game will be
played on Thanksgiving day.
The action was the result of a
suggestion of Mayor James M.
Curley.
! Mayor Curie announced earlier in
•y that the Harvard Athletic association had
granted him the use of its
stadium on Thanksgiving and
that he had invited Boston college and Holy Cross to play
1_ Ai*•C

there on that day for the benefit of Boston's unemployed. '
Ha
I he would confer with
0'71cials from both colleges on
Monday and would ask them to
accept the usual gate receipts
they would draw with a oapacity attendance of 35,000 at
Fenway park, the scheduled
site, and turn over the remander, estimated at $100,000 if all
of the stadium's 58,000 odd seats
were sold, to the city's unemployed fund.
Boston college and Holy
Cross were scheduled to play
on Nov. 28, the same day .that
Dartmouth and Stanford have
their inter-sectional clash, at •
the stadia's'.
7

-2

EAGLES-HOLY CROSS GAME AT STADIUM
Rev. Fr. James H. Dolan,
president next move will be mado
of Boston College, late Saturday
today I •
night Budget Commissioner
Charles J.
gave his approval to the playing
of meets the authorities of
the annual Boston College-Holy
Boston
Crass lege and Holy Cross
and settles the
football game in the Harvard
stadium preliminary details,
on Thanksgiving Day for the
benefit
An unusual situation thus
of the unemployed of the
is creCity of ated in the football
history of thLS
Boston.
section,
Holy
Cross
and Boston ColThe departure from the
Eagle- lege have mat on the
Crusader football rivalry, in
Saturday after
that a, Thanksgiving, either
at Braves field
new date and neutral field
will be or Pienway park.
This year, Dartused, follows after a week of
activity mouth is to play
Stanford in the stain which Mayar James M.
Curley of dium on that date,
thus marking an
Boston conferred with Presfiltffn
A. Innovation at the Allstan
Lawrence Lowell of Harvard and
stadium.
re- Now the transfer of the
ceived his consent to use the
amgle-Crustadium soder contest te the
for a charity game on that
stadium finds six
date. The different colleges
using the stadium

A wide difference of opinion
still exists in the matter of proposed compulsory automobilE
There are those who are of
insurance legislation. The city power to investigate all acci-the opinion that so far as new
isho a
htatveei tdaetnio
initgorsthw
onnsisdoelric
tsn and
of claims,
tocw
s,fo
arlsoittIh
linmoie-leg
snera
concerned
ipp
eeistliantgiothhe
been
present
rese tlill ratei;
r
for some time and who were claims, the elimination of lia-rof automobile insurance, nothcalled together by May,21;_car- bility for guests, provision foring will be accomplished beley of Boston have votea to op-investigation of all accidents cause of the attitude of the inpose the deductible policies involving personal injury bysurance companies and others
and the demerit plan as advo- State inspectors, and the pro-who seem to be unable to
cated by Governor Ely in hismulgation of the 1931 rater as agree on a substitute law. This
message to the Legislaturc,the rates for 1932. The report would be most unfortunate if
Monday. They have, however,of the solicitors was submitted not unfair to the automobilists
submitted their own programto the joint committee which who art expecting the Legislawhich includes a state ratingopened hearings Wednesdn Lure to meet this issue fairly
9 't11 fu Imo/mink.
find acciflot burept
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STEVEDORES' STRIKE
AVERTED IN BOSTON

•
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HARVARD DECLINES
TO DONATE RECEIPTS

James
BOSTON, Oct. 1 (10—M yor
Presthat
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M. Curley today
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ce
Lawren
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ident
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Intermediary in Dispute Over
University had declined to
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Minimum Wage.
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Dennis J. Sullivan, ex-mayor of Salem; Charles Maginnis, president of
Charitable Trish Societies; John F.
Fitzgerald; Francis X. flurley, state
uttlitor; Mr. and Mrs. Martin Feeley.
• Mayor_i_a_m445..14,s'ort,4.4of Boston,
tl!uner, —Miss Mary Curley,
7.alled on the Quinn family Wedneslay evening to personally bring their
Traffic
.?xpressions of sympathy.
Commissioner Joseph Conroy and
Congressman Pehr Holmes, of Worcester, w,-r‘ other callers.
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Tax Apptals
be
Because the new Board of Tax Appeals has
reducing valuations fixed by the Boston assess°
Mayor Curie urges its abolition and the elute
l Irtw requiring abatemene, cases to b
'
ment of l
tried before a jury.
That cities and towns would fare any better i
Mr. Curley's proposal were adopted is question-3ble. He stresses the fact that in land takingsby
the city the juries frequently award damages in
excess of the assessed valuations.' So they do, but
fixing the sum which a property owner should be
paid for his land is different from fixing the sum
at which he should be assessed. Juries frequently
show a disposition to soak the city. In cases of
land-takings this would lead to high valuations,
and in abatement cases to low ones.
The mayor was alrred to action by a case in
which the owners of property placed on it a valuation of $75,000. The assessors put it higher, but
compromised on $95,000. The owner appealed and,
the board fixed the value at $45,000. The owner's
assent to the $75,000 valuation does not prove the
board in error. The fact is that real estate is generally over-assessed, and valuations would be difil
flcult to sustain before any impartial tribunal.
• The assessors are supposed to know land val
ues, but we sometimes wonder whether the full
and fair cash value stipulated in the tax law can
be determined with any certainty. It is amazin
how real estate men of sufficient knowledge of
values to qualify in the courts as expert witnesses
disagree in such matters. In condemnation proceedings, for example, the city's experts will value
property at twenty thousand dollars, and the owner's experts at sixty—an amazing discrepancy, yet
not larger than is found in many cases tried in
the courts. Who can say, when the doctors disagree like this, what the true value is?
The law being what it is, uniformity in value
tions appeals more to the taxpayers than the fai
cash value. Valuations, after all, are only one factor in the essential thing, which is the amount o
taxes paid, and there is no particular advantage
in getting valuations lowered if the gain is offset
by an increase in the rate. Owners do want t
feel, however, that their valuation is on the same
general level as all others, and that all are being
treated alike.
,
.• .).
•

mayor ourtey would meet Governor
Ely in a golf match, the stake to be
the Democratic nomination for thc
governorship of Ma..tachusetis. Thf
Nub mayor tUrthermore feels that bs
could give the Governor a stroke a
hole and win the nomination and that
he could give the Republican nominee
two strokes a hole and win.
The mayor made his challenge at a
dinner to Francis Oulmet, national
amateur golf champion, at the
Copley.
Plaza, Boston, Governor Ely was
the
first speaker and he referred
himself
and Curley as being in the same
clam
as golfers. After hie talk, he left.
Then the mayor was called
upon.
"I am sorry the Governor has
left,"
he said. "I do not wish to
take advantage of him, but I would like
to
meet him in a golf match for the
nornination for Governor. t feel I
could
give him a Stroke and
win. And I
feel that I could give the
Republican
nominee two strokes a be
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FROSTED FOODS
AND THEIR USES
4..\ ARE EXPLAINED

•

'Seeing is believing,'' so Dr. Donald K. Tressler who spoke at yesterday's luncheon of the Kiwanis Club
on "Frosted Foods, and Their Uses"
brought with him equipment for
making a practical demonstration
Which removed quite efficiently any
doubts that might have been lingering in the minds of his hearers.
"The apparatus consisted of two
cakes of dry ice which he dropped,
nonchalantly, on the tablecloth' to
the dismay of some of his audience
who expected to see a large pool of
water collecting in a short time. In
addition to the ice there were two
!aluminum plates and two pieces of
nice juicy steak. The steak
was
placed between the aluminum plates
which, in turn, were placed between
the two cakes of ice. In less than
fifteen minutes the steak was frozen to an extent that it was actually
brittle.
The demonstration helped trethe
inunderstanding
mendously
story of this latest method of preserving foods. Dr. Tressler, who is
In charge of the research laboratory
of the General Sea Foods Corporation in Gloucester, told of the various steps leading up to the present
'method. Quick freezing is of fairly -recent date and was originally
done in cold brine. ltwas found,
however, that this method was apt
to curl fish, the product then being
frozen in this way. Various methods were tried out but it remained
for Dr. Clarence Birdseye to find
the answer to most of the difficulties.
Many questious were asked the
speaker who handled his subject in
a most interesting way without going too thoroughly into the scientific angle of the method.
Past President "Ed" Stripa presided in the abence of President Roy
and to make it seem even more like
old times "Huck" Berry dropped in
the singing.
lead
helped
and
Lieut. Governor "Dick" Evans of
Marlboro paid the club a social call
and there were several other guests
present including visiting Kiwaninns from the Marlboro, Westboro,
and St. Joseph, Mo., clubs.
The new World Series atteddance contest, invented by "Buss"
Norton, got under way with Ralph
Coburn's team gaining a couple of
runs over the teams of "Bill'
Byrnes and "Don" Clark. The abuntil
next
sent members have
Thursday to make up their attendance so the results may be changed
by the next meeting. The contes;
runs for the next nine weeks and
some sharp competition is looked
for.

sAr

Re.Sohn S. beiliiiieirrattifttlge
told the committee there Is tot; much'
litigation in connection with the get'
tlement of injury cases. He favored
reduction of litigation to bring down
Fates.
A traveling man advanced the suggestion of special rates for traveling
He said he garaged his car in
men.
Lack of Speakers Causes his home
district which has a high
rste, one clay a week and the rest
Adjournment Until
of the time traveled in the low rate.
zones.
Monday
••,S,
•

AUTO INSURANCE
HEARING HALTED

Hy. Telegram
House Reporter
BOSTON, Oct 1. — Hearings on
compulsory motor vehicle insurance
collapsed today because of lack of
speakers. The insurance and judiciary committees assigned to work
out a solution for the special session of the Legislature heard
the
few men present, who developed
adjourned
nathing new, and then
until Monday.
will
listen
to proThe committees
posals from the Massachusetts Chamber of Commerce, Prank A. Goodwin and Mayor Curley's committee
of city and townlibRelriors next week
and then, will get to worx on recommendations.
Members of the committee, although surprised at the small attendance at the hearings -ascribed it
to a feeling that the Legislature ha'
all the knowledge it needs to proceed
(to a solution.
The Senate and House held brief
lieasions today and asimitted various
bills concerning compulsory insurance. There will be sesions Monday.
Wednesday and Friday of next week.
These will be mere formal meetings.
The following week the Legislature
Itself may get down to the problem.
Favors Control Hoard
One of the bills filed today came
from Former Senator C. Wesley Hale.
of Springfield. who was chairman of
the special commission which investigated compulsory insurance in 1929.
His bill would create in the insurance department a rating and control
board consisting of the commissioner
of insurance and two associates
be named by the arwernoi. she control lisserd would have charge of all
classificati:ns of risks, rates, regulations, and all questions on this form
of insurance. Provision is also made
for the establishment of a demerit
system.
Asserting that full coverage of insurance tends to increase carelessness,
Atty. James T. Pugh. of Cambridge,
aovocated before the legislative committee today a system whereby no
person should be insured beyond a
certain per cent.
Attorney Pugh, however, doubted
the wisdom of a deductible policy.
The present casualty insurance
contract is fundamentally unsound.
Harold Williams of Brookline told the
iiommittee. He urged a semi-Judicial
commission instituted as a part of
the highway department, as cases
could be brought before it within
two weeks of an accident and settlements made on a reasonable basis.
Such a -commission would wipe out
the number of Cases before the courts
and would wipe out much of the expense, he said.
He said that a warning that the
least desirable motorists would be
weeded out would be more effective
than the Imposition of small finos
In district courts. He also favoreil
a state fund.
William G. Mamie Roslindale.
former Insurance agent, favored Insuring operators. instead of, ease.

FETE RETIRING

POLICE-CARAIN
City and State Officials at Banquet Honoring Smith of
West Roxbury
Boston, Oct. 2—Eulogized, presented
With gifts, purses and good wishes and
given one of the most colorful parades
and demonstrations ever witne.ssed in
West: Roxbury, Cant James P. Smith,
"skipper" of the police station there
for the past seven years, retired yesterday.
Following roll call at the station last
night Capt Smith and his wife were
tendered an informal reception in the
guard room. Lt Philip O'Neil presented the captain with 8200 in sold
land a traveling bag, the wilt of the
;men in the station. MreiSmith was
given a bouquet.
Then a parade, witnessed by thousands of cheering West Roxbury residents and featured by torchlights an
red fire, was held from the station to
the municipal building, where about
500 attended a banquet in honor of the
'retiring captain.
In f•Inc of March
In the line of march was a police
escort, members of the John T. Fallon
post, V. F. W. and band; the Samoeet
Canoe club; 150 Boy Scouts; members of the Irving W. Adams post, A.
L. and ,band; members of the West
Roxbury post, A. L. and band; 50 policemen in nniform, headed by Sergt
Arthur Timmins; members of the
...........•••••••••••••••osega..Nor

_.a
,Tames
C. Shea post, A. L., and band: 1
pt and Mrs Smith. Lt. and Mrs !
'Neil and Frank A. East, of the Ex
'West Roxbury board of trade in an
epen automobile; a delegation of Girt:
Scouts; members of the West Roxbury Women's club and members of
the West Roxbury Citizens' association. When the parade passed the
headquarters of engine 45 in Ro.slIndale square the sirens were sounded.
Mr East presided at thg baqquet and
introduced J. Philip O'Connell al
toastmaster. The principal speech was
made by Mayor Curley who, after paying high tribuTte.te, Cant Smith and
his years of service in the police de.
partment, presented him with a wallet containing $1000 as a token of appreciation from the .community.
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OUIMET LAUDED
AT,BIG DINNER
IN BOSTON HOTEL

•

Gov Ely and Mayor ClIrlsy Havc
1
Fine Boosts—I-Or Amateur
Champ
Boston, Oct. 1 — More than
friends and admirers of Francis Oltmet, including Gov Joseph B. Ely 1111,1
Mayor James M. Curley. gathered at i
the Copley Plaza hotel last night to '
pay tribute to the recently crowned
national amateur king in a monster !
testimonial and banquet sponsored hy
his Brookline friends.
High Parise
Following a bevy of speeches and
laudations of the popular champion,
Toastmaster Charles H. Slattery, president of the Kiwanis club of Brookline, presented a beautiful mahogany
grandfather clock to Ouimet as the
special gift of the sponsors of the
testimonial.
The sole invited guest who was unable to be present was Bobby Jones,
predecessor of Francis as national
amateur ruler and grand slam artist
of the links game. Instead. Jones sent
a congratulatory telegram in which he
once again complimented the splendid
feat of Francis in winbing at Beverly, and expressed his own regret for
being unable to be present last night.
Toastmaster Slattery peesented Gov
Ely as the first speaker of the evening. The state executive said that it
was a privilege for him to be present
as one of the worshippers at the shrine
of Massachusetts's own golf champion and the game of golf itselt. An
enthusiastic golfer himself, the governor continued with many amusing
Incidents of his own game and expressed the hope that Francis would
be able to give himself and the mayor
a few lessons in the near future.
This promise brought forth a challenge to the departed executive from
Mayor Curley, who followed Ely in
the speech-making. In a more semi's
vein the mayor continued that Francis Ouimet was the only human in his
acquaintance who Las scored two
great victories In his career withoit
gaining the enmity of a few Individtails. He likened the brilliant comeback of Ouimet in golf to his own 'colaical return from retirement, only he
said that his successes were always
questioned by a part of the onlookers.
"It takes smoothness and generosity of disposition," said the mayor.
"great fighting heart and determination like only Francis has to perform
the feat he did," concluded the mayor.

1.••1 %

LUMMOREMEN
IN BOSTON GO
ON A STRIKE
BOSTON, Mass., Oct. 2 (United
the instrucPress).—Flaunting
tions of the leaders, virtually all
of Boston's 2500 long-shoremen
went on strike today in protest of
the temporary wage scale put into
effect at the expiration of the latest
agreement between the union and
the steamship companies.
The walkout stalled all activity
along the Boston water front.
John Doolin, vice president of
the International Long-Shoremen's
Association, had urged the men to
remain at work pending the outcome of a conference between
union executives and company representatives with Governor Ely
and Mayor James J. Curley sitting
in.
Joseph P. ATarilresident of the
Union, was scheduled ot partake in
a conference this morning. But
the men suddenly decided that
they must have immediate settlement of their demands.
Only the S. S. Simalore, which
arrived at South Boston this morning, was being worked.
The temporary wage scale offers
the workmen 85 cents an hour, with
$1.20 an hour for overtime. Previously they received $1.30 per
hour for overtime, and they insist
on getting the same now, as well
as a double amount for work accomplished during the lunch hour.
Extra police details were assigned to the waterfront. There have
been several outbreaks among the
longshoremen since workers on a
Luckenbach liner struck in protest
excess cargo
against allegedly
slings several days ago.

Would Revive "The
,
r Miracle" for Hub's
White Collar Jobless
Boston. Oct. 2—Plans for a revival
of "The Miracle" in this city to give
work to 500 "white collar" unemployed will be laid before t4 or
,‘er
,1..today by Morris Ges
Boston newsboy who produced the
spectacle here several years ago.
Gest arrived last night at the
Hotel Lenox. He intends to produce
"The Miracle" in seven cities on this
continent and relieve the unemployment situation as much as possible.
"For two years I have been ill," he
said, "hut I'm coming back now. I'll
see Mayor Curley and tell him of our
plans for 'The Miracle.' We'll let the
mayor, or some charitable agency,
select the 500 men who will appear
in the production—not men who are
able to do hard manual labor, but
'white collar' men who can earn
money as extras."
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CURLEY ROOMS ROOSEVELT
(Worcester Telegram)
Mayor Curley of Boston has a
perfect right to work for the nomination and election of Governor
Roosevelt of New York as the next
president. Mr. Curley's vigorous
Lexington speech, however, is weakened by two things. In the first
place his attack on President Hoover is much harsher than the circumstances justify. Both Mr. Hoover and Mr. Roosevelt are engaged
in planning for the relief of the
needy next winter. Theit methods
are not wholly the same. Mr. Hoover evidently places more reliance
upon individuals and private organizations than Mr. Roosevelt does.
But when Mr. Curley unreservedly
praises Mr. Roosevelt while unreservedly condemning Mr. Hoover,
he shows a large excess of partisan
enthusiasm.
Secondly, Mr. Roosevelt's plan
cannot be adopted without republican help, since the democrats are
not in control of the New York legislature. Similarly, Mr. Ely needed
republican support for his program
of public works expansion this
year, and received it, although some
.compromises were made. In many
ways the Ely policies and the Roosevelt policies are alike. Yet Mr.
Curley extravagantly lauds Mr.
Roosevelt's services to New York
while virtually ignoring Mr. Ely's
services to Massachusetts. That
looks queer, to say the least.
,
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Against Donating
L Receipts to Idle
Harvard Head Vetoes
Grid Game Proposals
BOSTON. Oct. 1 (41—Mayor James
M. Cigley today announcecrt/fat President X-Lawrence Lowell of Harvard
University had declined to donate a
Portion of the Harvard-Dartmouth
football game receipts to an unemploymtht relief fund. President Lowell
also refused to change the location of
the West Point-Harvard game from
West Point to New York City or Bos.
ton for unemployment relief purposes.
The suggestion that a portion of the
Dartmouth game receipts be donated
was made by Mayor Curley and Mayor
James J. Walker of New York, was
sponsor of the West Point game suggestion.
Regarding the West Point ;tame,
Mayor Curley said. Pres. Lowell said
he would not disturb
the lithle'..0
schedule and also that such R. move
would appear to commercialise athletics.
Pres. Lowell declined to donate a
portion of the Dartmouth game receipts, Mayor Curley said. because the
revenue from athletics was lust sufficient to cover what was, required to
operate now, and that if a precedent
were established ties year, similar requests would be made every

ties of the commonwealth, appointed
ward and presented his plan, minus If the statements were sworn to, it
at a meeting called by flia Honor,
does not seem as if it would make any
the state fund idea.
Companies doing business
Mayor JarragA.)fcaulgy of Boston.
It didn't take long, after that, for difference.
it was voted that
the following
in a number of states conic undt r the
the Curley committee to act. It adopt- supervision of some state official In
recommendations be made to the
ed the Goodwin plan in the whole and each of them, and any attempt at
special session of the legislature.
falsification of statistics would be dis"That we are opposed to the reimmediately filed bills, In the Legissooner or later and wreck
covered
peal of the present compulsory
lature to bring about its enactment.
that the compaOne finds certain features that are the whole structure
motor vehicle liability insurance act.
riles use to justify their demands for
along the same lines in the Curley si„
a an,a,
"That notices within a limited
conmelttee plan and the Gov Ely plan. —e"
time be required from claimants
Opeeees Purley Plan
Hot throw out sops to the insurance
under the provisions of said act for
Thus, it is natuillfeler•Gov Ely, say
interests and then smack them hard
personal injuries or death, with adwith the other features. For instance, his stanchest backers, to oppose the
ditional provisions properly safeb
both favor the elimination of guest
Curley committee Plea of a state ratg-uarding and protecting the rights
coverage with respect to compulsory
of the claimants.
insurance policies and both favor no- ing bureau to collate data for the inuse
to
its
to
commissioner
suranee
titleation by the claimant for personal
State Rating Board.
exgreat
would
very
This
add
rotes.
injuries. Thereafter, they differ widely.
'That there he substituted for
pense to the state %Sikh the txapnyers
Likes Demerit System
'would have to meet and any swing
the present rating bureait mainThe Ely plan favors a demerit rat- in rause would be equalled ts some
tained by the several insurance
ing system, which the Curley comirtifs,extent by increase in taxes. If Gov
companies doing business in the
tee decided couldn't he worked Mit Ely is convinced that the present
is
commonwealth, a State rating
difficult
With any degree of fairness. Gov Ely rating bureau is all right, it
apparently believes it can; that a de- to believe otherwise. He is answerable
and accident bureau within the
gree of demeriting can be worked out to the people in this statement, and
division of insurance of the comso that differentiation will be provided it would seem that he would not make
monwealth, with full power in
between the driver who cuts out of it unless he were convinced that it
said State bureau to collate all
line going up' a hill. and the one who
-.4 , te 70IV
statistics and other information
runs into a pedestrian and cripplcs
'
for the use of the insurance
him for life. With only three classes
commissioner in establishing and
of demerit, where a driver is ruled off
fixing rates under said act; to
the road, it is quite difficult to underinvestigate accidents, claims and
stand how this differentiation can be
worked out with fairness to all, but
complaints arising tinder the
perhaps it can.
provisions of said act; and to
The Ely plan favors the deductible
report their findings to the said
clause in a policy, and here again, the
commissioner, district-attorneys
Curley committee differs; it is dimand other public officials or
tinetly anddecidedly aeainst providing
bodies which they deem proper.
for any relief of this Icind for insur"That the present law requiring
ance companies, with consequent penThat fatal accidents be investigated
alty upon the driver. If the Ely program goes through, and there is reabe so amended as to require that all
son to believe it will, this deductihie
accidents involving personal injury
special
committee
idea is going to be the toughest mumThe
of city se- shall be promptly investigated. The
licitors and town counsels for the
bling block the Legislature will enbenefita to the public of prompt
5everal counties of the State, apcounter. It will find many opponents
ranee end investigation of accidents
among that clam of legislators who
pointed at a meeting called by
Involving personal injuries is so aprush into print every time they ve a
Mayor Curley of Boston, has adoptparent that we recommend the apchance of appealing to public sentied several recommendations perment with their sympathy, based
_
pointment of such number of intaining to the motor vehicle
solely on their own desire to be gespectors aa will assure prompt inv insurance act, which are to he
turned to office.
vestigation of all such accidents, and
it
presented In the special ses,sion ot
Program Similar
that the reports of such inspectors
the
legislature. City
solicitor
Another similarity in the two probe final in the registry of motor
Thomas W. Prince represents Ply grams Is that for promelgation of
vehicles and open to Public inspecmouth county on the committee.
rates of the present year for 1932, as
time
she Curley committee advocates, Gov
-The elimination of liability under
iEly doesn't advocate any such idea,
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the adoption of the above recomti pay, and then the rates can be lowMr. Prince advanced a proposal menclations may
warrant."
ered next year. for 1933, to those now
which was not adopted by the cornIt was further voted:
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existent, perhaps even. lower.
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sist greatly in the solution of the ductible policies
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cidents involving personal injury. He conditions which would
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However, when all is said and done,
apportioned in several ways, including
Gov Ely can hardly he friendly to the
-The merits of either a monopo.
Curley's committee program, because
the setting aside of a sum to pay the listic or
competitive State fund as a
it would raise such havoc with his
costs for hit, and run drivers. He also substitute for the
He
study.
present act were
own ideas, based on careful
towns
and
suggests that cities
should, not. considered because neither
believes the insurance commissioner
be reimbursed in proportion to the meets the nresent PIIIPT011.11CV plan
has done all that he could do for 1932
number of accidents and that such I
in the way of rates, in view of data
money could be used for the immebearing on the subject. He does not
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does,
that
diate and thoroueli investigation of •
believe, as Goodwin
to
statements
RS
unsworn
company's
accidents.
costs :ire untrue. He poiets to the
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fact that the insurance commissioner
The recommendations of the special
has 21 employes in the insurance comcommittee follow:
panies' rating bin-can. going over the
hooks, and that their Investleations
"At en 'Mourned meet*" of the
prove the correctness of the company
etommittee of city octicitorm and :
data.
.own counsels for '..Je several noun•-

SUGGEST SIATE
BOARD ON AUTO
(0
INSURANCE ACT
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• —Motor Inaurance Ideas
The four principal forces now obiervable in the motor liability insurance engagement now being waged
on Beaton hill are Gov Ely and the
administration; former Registrar
Frank A. Goodwin, Mayor Curley
and the committee of city solicitors
and town counsel, now in alliance;
the insurance companies, and the
"good" districts and "good" drivers
Who do not want their rates to aa
tip, Most of these forces are pushing
or pulling in different directions and
there are numerous lesser ideas and
influences, representing about everything that has ever been thought of
in the way of insurance and highway reform.
The insurance companies at present appear to be standing almost
alone in their desire to have compulsory insurance repealed, and this
in .apite of the fact that none of the
other states has followed in the
footsteps, of Massachusetts. But Goy
Ely, Mr Goodwin and Maajac Curltx:ai, city solicitor committee have
definitely declared against the repeal of compulsory insurance and
the feeling in the districts now favored by low rates is reported as favorable to its retention.
But the .lefenders of compulsory
insurance (Fifer widely among themselves. Whereas Gov Ely wants demerit rating and a deductible policy,
Mr Goodwin and the Curley committee want neither. The GoodwinCurley program adopts the Ely proposals regarding the outlawing of
guest accident claims and the
prompt investigation of accidents by
state officers, hut it proposes further the creation of a state rating
and accident bureau in place of the
present bureau maintained by taa
insurance companira. A state insurance fund is not proposed for the
present by either Gov Ely, who has
lately suggraited it as an alternative
should the insurance companies be
Unresponsive to his proposal of centralizing the tompulsory business, or
by Mr Goodwin, who heretofore has
been the chief advocate of state in-
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py favorable rates. Flat rating
would probably mean increasing the
present rates in about half the state
in spite of demerit rating, deductible
insurance and increased efforts at
eliminating fraud, and reform in
highway behavior.
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McGrath Backs
CL!..tiley On Tax
trAppeal Issue

Opposition to Ely's

Plan Is Outlined (
0
BOSTON, Sept. 30 — Governor
Ely's program for solving the problem presented by rising rates for
compulsory motor vehicle insurance
ran against opposition Tuesday.
Mayor Ctusleyas committee of city
and town ab=ors adopted its. own
program for consideration of the
Legislature. This program retains
only two of the governor's suggestions, presents several new ones
and expresses opposition to two
proposals of the chief executive, deductible policies and the demerit
rating. It also asks that the 1931
rates be promulgated for 1932 as
suggested by Frank A. Goodwin.
Mr. Goodwin filed five bills embodying his ideas, which are similar
to those outlined in the program of
Mayor Curley's committee.
Governor Ely would not comment
publicly on these developments
Tuesday night. Those close to the
administration indicated his feeling
was the opposing programs could.
not accomplish results. The governor was represented as entirely
confident that when the Legislature acted it would be to adopt his
program "because it is the only solution that offers permament results."
The Curley committee voted f,n
oppose writing of deductible poiti•
cies under the compulsory insuranca
law "because no form of deductible
policy seems expedient or practical."
With reference to the demerit
zystem the vote was: "That no
practical demerit plan can be devised under the existing conditions
which would promote a reduction in
ra Les."
The committee did not discuss
the merits of a monopolistic or
competitive state fund "because
neither plan meets the present
emergency."
The Curley committee program is
likely to prove an obstacle to the
governor's program. Its representatives will appear before the legislaUSW .ciatsusilttee. aaaaaaetegoassmiseesaal
+N
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Mayor McGrath strongly approves
cf Mayor Curley's determination to
file a bill with the incoming legislature to do away With the tax appeal
board recently created by law. While
Quincy has had no direct association
with the appeal board so far, the
mayor has always found that a state
board of this type was nothing more
than a direct invitation to the great
army of professional tax-dodgers to
seek their aid rather than take the
matter to the court.
The city has had some experience
with this class of citizen, which is
numerous in all communities and
never wants to bear its just proportion of the public tax. Now that the
matter can be carried to the state
it is reported that the docket of the
board is overwhelmed with applications for abatements.
It is questionable, however, if the
Boston mayor's proposal to leave the
settlement of the problems to a jury
is the proper method because of an
impression that juries are seldom
judicially-minded when it comes to
differences between a city and a petitioner.
In order to fully safeguard the
municipalities the better method
would be to leave such complex questions which involve highly expert
knowledge of values and an exact
knowledge of law to either masters
or the judges of the superior court,
thus eliminating the personal and
political factors which trust enter
into determination by other bodies.
Boston's experience has, according
to reports, not been satisfactory and
consequently the move to do away
with the present board and set up a
substitute has gained considerable
force. The legislature may hesitate,
however, to undo work so recently
accomplished, but the fact remains
that the solution of the vexed problem of dealing with dissatisfied taxpayers has evidently not been met by
the board of tax appeal.

•

Curley Group Will
Oppose Ely Group

Little has been heard of fiat rate
Clov. Ely's legislative proposals to
insurance since Gov Ely proposed amend the compulsory autc.mobile liathat the zones be modified. In view bility insurance net by itoopting
demerit plan
of the strong feeling in Boston and tible policies and a system or deducencountered opposition
penalized
heavily
mare
other still
yesterday from Mayor Curley's communicipalities in the eastern part of mittee fq city socilletors and town
the state, it will be strange if the counsel.
In annotmeing the program ft will
pecial session should not see a recommend
to the speelal session of
strong drive for the abolition of the Legislature the committee
diszoning and a strong resistance from missed those two of the Clovernor's
five
suggested
remedies
as being in.
the cities and towns which now enexpedient and impractical in producing a reduction in premium rates.
Prank A. 0ood w n likewise frowned
on the • air of 1..?i_L commendations.

Honest John will today (Saturday)
observe his seventy-second birthday
anniversary and he will probably
celebrate by coming down to "Tammany" swinging the silver-capped
blackthorn cane which Mayor Curley
brought over from Irelatra —gia
presented to him with the compliments
of the city of Boston.
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Harvard declines to be hustled into
any charity games by Maym,gufley.
Harvard does not say so lit so many
words hut its friends say that the
university's attitude is that it is at
all times willing to do Its share in the
promotion of public interests but it
,rs to act in such a way as to
praf,
avoid commercial or political exploitation.
/0
aye* s
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MAYOR WOULD TRADE
6LOANS FOR ARMS BAN
Boston, Oct. 1—Mayor Curley was
cheered by 700 I/tenth/Tr of t'llarBoston
Lire Underwriters' association at the
Huston City club yesterday when he
said that business dt..-ession would
be ended and world confidence and
universal peace restored by the simple
expedient of the United States cancelling World war debts upon the
agreement of foreign powers to dias
arm'on a basis acceptable to the Unit-4
ed States.
The mayor said that life insurance
Men of the country could constitute
a powerful force to crystalize public
opinion'along these lines. Mayor Curley spoke for almost. an hour. President Harry H. Kay of the association
presided at the gathering, which was
the September luncheon.
,os

Curley Would Play
Nomination
4 Ely for----,
1.—Mayor Cur:
BOSTON, Oct.Gov.
Ely -in a elf

Icy would meet
match, the stake to be the Democratic nomination for the governorship of Massachusetts. The
mayor furthermore feels that he
could give the Governor a stroke
a hole and win the nomination
and that hc reel!! give the Republican nominee two strokes a
hole and win.
The mayor made his challenge
°Mulct,
at a dinner to Francis
national amateur golf champion,
at the Coplcy-Plaza. Gov. Ely was
the first speaker and he referred
in
to aimself and Curley as being
the same class as golfers. After
his talk, he left.
Then the mayor was called upon.
"I am sorry the Governor has
to
left," he said. "I do not wish
take advantage of him, hut I
would like to meet him in a golf
match for the nomination for
governor. I feel I could give him
I
a stroke a hole and win. And
feel that I could give the Republican nominee two strokes a hole
—and win."
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WILL NOT GIVE
SHARE OF GRID
FUNDS TO IDLE

DECLINES TO
GIVE PART
OF RECEIPTS

Harvard President Says
Money pn Dartmouth
Game Needed

Pres. Lowell of Harvard, According to
Mayor Curley, Will
Make No Changes in
Athletic Schedule or
Financial Plans.

ALSO REFUSES TO
SHIFT ARMY CLASH
Request Made By IgAy_p_E
Curley Also Denied To
Avoid Precedent
BOSTON, Oct. 1 l.)—Mayor James
M. Curley today anno.inced that President A. Lawrence Lowell of Harvard
University had declined to donate a
port ion of the Ilarvard-Dertmouth
football game receipts to an linealployment relief fund. President Lowell also refused to change the location of the West Point-Harvard game
from West Point to New York city or
Poston for unemployment relief Purposes.
The suggestion that a portion of the
Dartmouth game receipts be donated
was made by Mayor Curley and Mayor
tames M. Walker of New York was
nponsor of thc Went Point game suggestion.
Regarding the West point game.
Mayor Curley said President Lowell
said he would not disturb the athletic
schedule and also that such a move
would appear to commercialize ath1 1 ics.
,
I. ,sident Lowell declined to donate
n portion of the Dartmouth game re,•eitits, Mayor Curley said, because the
revenue from athletics was just sufficient to cover what was required
now and that If a precedent were established this year, similar requests
would he made P.,yery year,
,e
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BOSTON, Oct. 1 (A. P.)—
Mayor James M. Curley today
announced that President A.
Lawrence Lowell of Harvard
University had declined to donate a portion of the HarvardDartmouth football game receipts to an unemployment relief fund.
President Lowell also 1 efused to
change the location of the West
Point-Harvard game
front
\Vest
Point to New York city or Boston
for unemployment relief purposes.
Regarding the West Point game,
Mayor Curley said President Lowell said he would not disturb the
athletic schedule, and
also that
such a move would appear to commercialize athletics.
President Lowell decitned to donate a portion 01 the Dartmouth
game receipts, Mayor Curley said.
because the revenue from athletics
was just sufficient to cover what
was required now, and, if a precedent were established this year,
similar requests would
be made
every year.

ft

MAYOR CURLEY AND GOV. ELY MOVE
TO STOP LONGSHOREMAN'S STRIKE
BOSTON, Oct. 1 (AP)--In an efof
fort to avert a threatened strike
feared
was
it
which
dock workers
might tie up the port of Boston,
Mayor James M. Curley and Gov.
Joseph B. Ely today called leaders
and
of the Longshoremen's union
steamship representatives into conference. A meeting of union and
steamship representatives was althe
ready in progress to consider

demands,
when
longshoremen's
word was received that Mayor Curley wished to take part in the conference. The conferees then adjourned to City Hall, but the meeting had been scarcely resumed when
Gov. Ely advised that he would be
willing to act as an intermediary.
Representatives of the opposing factions and the mayor thereupon adjourned to the governor's office at
the State F ,se.
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HARVARD REFUSES
REQUEST BY CURLEY

BOSTON, Oct
I
--Mayor
James M. Clit;„ today AP
annotni
that PresIdent—A: Lawrence Lowellftk
Harvard University has declined of
o
donate a po..tion of the Harvard
Dartmouth football game receipts toan unemployed relief fund. Preside
Lowell also refused to change the nt
location of the West Point-Harvar
d
game from West Point to New York
city or Boston for unemployment relief purposes.
The suggestion that a portion of
the Dartmouth game receipts be donated was made by Mayor Curley. and
Mayor James M. Walker of New York.
was sponsor of the West Point gan4
suggestion.
Ite:garding the West Point game.
Mayor Curley said, President Lowell
said he would not disturb the athletic schedule and also that such a
move would appear to commercialise
athletics.
President Lowell declined to donate
a portion of the Dartmouth game receipts. Mayor Curley said, because
the revenue from athletics WRA Just
sufficient to cover what was required
to operate now, and that if a pre-

cadent were established this year. slayliar requests would be made every

year.
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FORMER MAYOR QUINN
OF CANINE DEAD
NI7 tional Democratic Con mittec.
man Dies from Heart Trouble
at Age of 55.
CAMBRIDGE,
Sept.
30
(aP) --Former-Mayor Edward W. Quinn of
Cambridge, member of the National
Democratic committee since 1920;
died from heart trouble today at
hie Cambridge home at the age of 55.
Elected chairman of the Democratic
city committee at the age of 29. he
was prominent in the political life of
his native city for a quarter of a century and served a dozen years as its
chief executive.
A shrewd observer of conditions, he
had stood high for many years in the
councils of the Democratic Party.
Elected national Democratic committeeman at the San Francisco convention 11 yearn ego, he had since participntod regular)
, in party confer'ores rind conventions.
An unusual sidelight of his career
was his personal presentation of diplomas to 35,000 graduates of the
city's grammar and high schools during his 12 consecutive years as mayor.
During all his years in public office he remained a rent-payer. For
the several years prior to his death
occupied
a
second -floor
he had

apartment on the Fresh Pond Parkway.
Public officials, including Governor
Joseph B. Ely of 'Massachusetts and
Mayor .tameg M. Curley of P -iaton
It 1;71x PrigAt!tr`t lielrliWret at his
passing and paid tribute to his memerV.
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Williams Defeated
In Tennis Tourney
Charleston Player Is
Bested by Weber;
Cohn Winner
_
ELKINs, Oct. I.—(Th—Miss Kathry
n
l'vlontgomery of Wheeling, who
will
rule over the second annual
mountain
state forest festival here, arrived
in
the city this afternoon, escorte
d by a
municipal guard. She will be
crowned
as Queen Sylvania II tomorr
ow by
United States Senator M.
M. Neely
of Fairmont. Several princes
ses of her
court also were in Elkins
tonight as
the festival, in conjunction
with which
is being held the 23rd
annual Wes
Virginia Elks reunion, swung
into ful
activity.
Decorated and
brilliantly
the streets of Elkins tonight lighte ,
were t e
scene of the annual Mardi
Gras, t e
spirit of which was
heightened by a
"pep" meeting of 500 high
school
dents in anticipation of a
scholas to
game tomorrow, and by an
improm
u
parade of delegates to the
Elks' eunion.
An old-time riding tourna
ment
a historical musical pagean
t will

e
among tomorrow's feature
s of t e
three-day celebration. On
Saturd
there will be the grand parade,
ball came between Davis and a too
Elkin
and Dakota Wesleyan
university, a
boxing show, the queen's
bail, an air
tournament, and the finals
in golf
and tennis matches.
In the mountain states
tennis tournament, which opened today,
Jasper
Richar

dson, Philadelphia, former
Carolina titleholder. defeate North
Weber, Clarksburg, in the only d Bill

secondmatch. First round matche
s
lightweight champion 1916-25. v.'as reone
of the greatest exponents of
the combination of rhythmic footwork
an
hard, accurate, straight hitting
.
*
*
In contrast to the old boxing
affai
which were slow, dull affairs,
ea
fighter trying to outlast the other,
is
the modern style of fighting,
the a m
of

Cr.g.t C 77c;
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AVEkT STRIKE OF
HUB DOCK MEN
Longshoremen's Local
and Shippers Agree
to Await Corning
of Union Head
from N. Y.
HAD TALKED WITH ELY
BOSTON, Oct. 1—(AP)—The
danger of a strike of longshoremen along Boston's waterfront
was averted today by an agreement between the shippers and local members of the longshoremen's union to retain the present
wage scale until the arrival of the
president of the union from New
York.
The agreement was reached a
short time after representatives of
the workers and steamship companies had conferred with Gov. Joseph B. Ely at the state house and
with Mayor James M. Curley at
city hall. The-rriveriseretto
act as intermediary, and aff'n'
conferring with the mayor the
workers went to the governor's
office.
After the meeting the workers
communicated _ with Joseph P.
Ryan, president of the International Longshoremen's association, in New York and he said he
would come here as' soon as possible.
The agreement means
the
workers will stay at work at 85
cents an hour with $1.25 for overtime and will retain their double
pay privilege for working during
meal hours. This arrangement will
remain in erect, only uriti; Ryan
has had an opportunity to begin
negotiations with the shippers.

a fighter is to knock out his n n

as soon as possible,
to work
h rd
through all rottods for a possibil
lt of
outpointing hirn at least.
• •
The boys who set up the
hue nd
cry that modern boxing is
too g ntie, too mild, indulged in by mollyco
•u
dlesia
ntrbok-worms should have IN
to
t through some of the old tlm
al
ish, uninteresting fights.
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Curley and Ely Work
To Avert Strike
BOSTON. Oct

I—Mayor Clirley Waz
in conference with the Longsh
oremen at
noontime and later the
Longsh
were in conference with Gov oremen
Ely, in
efforts to avert a strike along the
waterfront scheduled for today.

Harvard President
Refuses Requests

L

Will Not Aid Charity frc
Grid Receipts, Fearing
Precedent.
nosTo N. Del. 1--(AP) Mayg
:lames NI.
today annowieed
Prenidont rrawrence Lowell of Har'U city

vard University had declined to donate a portion of the Harvard-Dart.
mouth football game receipts to an
unemployment relief fund. President
Lowell also refused to change the
location of the West Point'Harvard
game from West Point to New York
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REHASH OLD PLANS
AT SURETY HEARING
•Sawyer Urges State Board—Demerit
Idea Pushed—Goodwin and ClIdu
Backers Absent—No New Ideas
Ity JAMES ij. GUILFOYLE
BOSTON. Sept. 30.—The first of the hearings on compulsory
Motor vehicle 'insurance today were barren of new ideas but brought
a rehash of Many plans suggested during the past five years, with
emphasis on a fiat rate with a demerit rating system.
Less than 150 were present. The The most extensive argument came
proposals of the Mayor Curley corn- fern Hyman Kaplan, secretary of the
mittee of city and town solicitors and Chelsea Chamber of Commerce, hard
of Frank A. Goodwin were not heard bit by the proposed rates. He favored
and the governor had no represents- the flat rate. The zone system. he
tive present to press \ his program. held, is unreliable. He said that in
The hearings were conducted beforephelsea. although accidents have been
the committees on judiciary and in-'reduced, the rates have increased.
surance to whom the subject has
PA Larking" ,
been referred by the special session "We take a 37 per cent licking for
of the Legislature.
doing good," he continued. "We are
penalized bt,
.cause we tell the opera"Cases Drag"
to play safe."
M. E. Nash of Framingham pressed tP
"
Kaplan stressed these
his plan for an automobile accident Secretary
,
board similar to the industrial aCC1- cp ,,nts:
Six
hundred
thirteen operators In
dent board. He said cases drag
through the courts for more than Chelsea made the rate affecting more
two years and when finally settled than 6000: there has been a decrease
the award is eaten up in attorneys in the number of cars garaged in the
city which has undermined the enfees and court costs.
Rep. Roland D. Sawyer of Ware tire commercial morale: the increased
favored a state board to handle in- re.tes for Chelsea are unfair and unjury cases and he took issue with just: claims are being reduced in the
Governor Ely on the guest provision. city.
Mr. Kaplan said the fiat rate was
He maintained that taking away
fa
He thought the demerit system
from the guest of a car owner their,
:could be worked out. He also sugright to sue was class legislation.
fhe Ware minister-legislator was ,;csted that co-insurance would keep
also at odds with the governor on down claims. By this system the insured would carry 30 per cent of the
the deductible idea.
"The suggestions," he said. .,un _ burden.
doubtedly would bring down rates
but would take away protection."
More Power Sought
,1
./e a.1
J /
Rep. John W. MacLeod of Chelsea
spoke for his bill for a, demerit system and abolition of zones. He o5posed the deductible clause.
Hearings will be resumed at 10
a, m. tomorrzw.
By Ciazette stale ii4111%1 Itepori Cr
Rep. John P. Connolly of Roxbury,
BOSTON, Sept. 30.—Parents, teacha menaber of the insurance commiters, physicians, state, county, town
anid he would file an order to
and village officials of Massachusetts
give the ccmmittee power to summon witnesses and books and take
are invited to attend either or botn
testimony under °ern.
of two institutes, under the auspices
Former Rep. Thomas N. Ashton of
of the Massachusetts committee for
Fall River explained hie bill for the
the White House conference on child'
issuance of a policy calling for an
health and protection.
increased rate following first and subThe first institute will be held on
sequent accidents.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 6 and
"My bill." he said, "provides for
7, at Hotel Somerset in Boston, for
a different policy for each accident
the convenience of those in the eastUntil the driver is removed from the
ern sections of the state: the second
road."
In.ditute, with the same program and
Chester I. Campbell, a member of
nh,ny of the same speakers. will ic
the governor's council, charged the
held at the Municipal building and
insurance cor•panies with responsiat Hotel Kimball. In Springfield. for
bility because they do not properly
I hose who live in the western station.
investigate claims.
At both institutes the sessions will
Brodhine Plan
open at 10. a. In. and at 2.30 p. in.
Senator Conde Brodbine of Revere
Institute luncheons will be held at
urged a fiat rate throughout the gate
the Somerset in Boston et 12.30 each
coupled with a demerit system.
day and at Hotel Kimball in Spring'
Rebelieved
senator
the
also
The
field at 1 o'clock.
quisition charges of the companies
Governor Ely will speak at the inwcre unfan• as they are on a percentstitute dinners at 7 p. rn. on Tuesday,
see basis and the agents get more as
Oct. 6, In Boston. And on FridAy, Oct.
the rates rise.
P. In Springfield. Mayor Curley In
Slnator William F. Shanahan of
Boston A nd Mayor Whirer Iii 81 ttring'
Swampscott also advocated the fiat
field will speak at the institute dinat and a system to _penalize reekners in their respective cities.

HEALTH PROTECTION
PARLEYS SCHEDULED

•I
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CITY COUNSEL
HOSE REPEAL
C mittee
Favors State
•r
Ratingand Accident Investigation Bureau
Goodwin Files Five Bills,
Indicates Opposition
EF'-•'?, Pn?,grani
Boston,
-Two important
developments marked the eve of
the opening of hearings today on
proposed changes in the compulsory automobile liability insurlince
law.
The committee of city solicitors
tinn town counsel appointed at the
meeting called by Mayor James M.
Curl
ome days ago announced
i a opposition to repeal of the present act, voted to oppose deductible
policies and the demerit plan—advocated by Governor Joseph B. Ely
In his message to the Legislature
Monday—and outlined its own program, including a state rating and
accident bureau with full power to
investigate all accidents and claims.
Goodwin Files Bills.
Frank A. Goodwin, chairman of
the Boston Finance commission and
former registrar of motor vehicles,
long an advocate of the state insurance fund plan, abandoned that
plan temporarily, filed five bills—
one of them calling for a state rating and accident bureau—and Indicated his opposition to Governor
Ely', program.
The committee program and Mr.
Goodwin's, alihe in many respects,
will be heard by the legislative
committees on insurance and judiciary during the course of what
promises to be a lengthy hearing
on proposed changes in the law.
The governor's program also will
be
put before the committees.
The hearing opened this morning
at 10 in Gardner auditorium at
the
state house.
Six Foints Listed.
The program of the committet. of
city solicitors and town counsel was
made public in a statement issued
after a meeting here. It enumerated the following points; Opposition
to repeal of the present law; limitation on time for insurance claims;
a state rating and accident bureau;
provision for investigation of all
accidents involving
personal injury by state inspectors; elimination of liability for guests; promulgation for 1932 of the 1931 or lower
rates.
John P. Sylvia. Jr. of Falmouth is
a member of the committee of
municipal counsel.
Chairman GoodwIn'e, measures,
which were filed on his petition
by
Representative Augustine Airola
of
Revere, one of the cities
hardest
hit in the announced tentative
rates
for 1932, called for a state
rating
and accident bureau: a 20 day
notice of intent to file claims;
clusion of guests from benefits exof
the law; investigation of
accidents.
and the imposition of severe
penal-.
tics for collusion or fraud.

4
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'ROTOR INSURANCE RATES.
The insurance commissioner, having announced a tentative new schedule of insurance rates which is a good
deal higher than the old one, becomes
a target for every vote-mongering
politician. Mazolgy, who hopes
to become governor, is particularly
wroth and wants the commissioner's
scalp forthwith, as if it were really
the commissioner's fault. The trouble
seems to us not to he with the commissioner at all, but with a peculiarly
ridiculous law. The Boston mayor
Is much nearer the right line when
he says that the present preposterous
system should be done away in favor
of one which will make the careless
drivers pay the higher premiums and
the careful drivers lower ones. Why
take it out on Commissioner Brown,
who is merely doing his duty under
the law which our General Court has
thus far refused to change? He didn't
make the law, but he has to act
under it.
No other state has seen fit to copy
our statute, and no wonder. It commends itself to no one, and the wonder is it was ever passed in the first
place. The idea of compelling every
motor owner to insure his car, so as
to make it certain that redress can
be had by victims of careless driving,
is sound enough. It is right and just
to compel those who operate these
dangerous agencies over public roads
to insure against damage to others.
The trouble lies in the way it is done,
splitting the state into zones with
varying rates, and prescribing different rates for different grades of car,
as if a man whose leg was broken by
a Ford would be less Injured than
one whose limbs were fractured by a
olls-Royce. It would be fairer all
round to make the drivers with a
ecord for accidents due to their own
fault pay more for their insurance,
because they are worse risks, and not
take it out on the careful operators
who happen to live in a high-frequency zone, but who never themselves invite trouble by their recklessness.
If the next session of the legislature does nothing else, it would be
well for it at least to substitute simnel
sensible insurance system for this
universally execrated one. If the
present law is kept, higher rates can
hardly he avoided, though politicians
bellow as never before. As things
stand, the premiums do net make
whole the insurers and they ought at
least to 'do that. We can see no reason for the state's undertaking an
Insurance business for itself; hut
there is abundant reason for apportioning the premiums on a "demerit"
basis:

il
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urley, Goodwin Again'st Increased
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(19 PROTEST NEW RATES
Nobody will he surprised to read
that Mayor
urle of Boston and
Frank A.
in, former motor
vehicle registrar, are disgusted with
the automobile liability insurance
rfttes posted by State Insurance
Commissioner Brown and these two
publicists are getting front page
positions in most of the newspapers.
But, after all, why should these persons get any more space for their
opinions than John Smith? Neither
is a superman, neither is any more I
entitled to set himself up as a public benefactor than is the aforementioned John Smith. A similar
rate schedule posted by either of the
gentlemen as being just right would
be hammered just as much as the
one filed by Commissioner Brown.'
All of which goes for Ex-Governor
Fuller et al. Fuller says if we eliminated the frauds the advances
would be needless though this does
not seem to explain it all. It would
be passing strange if there were not
some inequalities in Confinissioner
Brown's rate sheet, but his principle
of charging higher rates in localities
where there are the most accident.;
is in accord with the policy of fire
insurance companies in graduating
their rates according to the number
of fires in certain localities.
A building equipped with sprinklers gets a lower fire insurance rate
than one that is not, so Commissioner Brown says that liability insurance rates ought to be more in
regions wheat there are the most
accidents.
But to sum up the entire matter,
owing to the fact that so many unusual situations arise in the field of
compulsory automobile liability insurance,•it is not easy to frame a
perfect insurance rate.
MAX= CURLEY OF Boston
, facing the pos.sibffriles of a
municipal
financial strain, has issued an
order
to department heads that
city employes who do not pay their
taxes
should be subject to remova
l. That's
a good idea.
A man who extracts
money from the public treasury
and
Is so mean that he will not
pay his
taxes ought to be removed from
the
soft snap he is enjoying.
Other
people less favorably situated have
to
pay.
Why should not he?
He
should be among the first at
the
office of the city treasurer with
his
money. Another commendable
made by Mayor Curley is to cut move
down
the amount of automobile travel
in{bilged in by city officials. Hal
is
sidering forcing some of them to conin their cars and chauffeurs turn
tained at public expense and mainthem to driving their own cars.force
It
i3 estimated that $100,000
could be
saved by this course.
And
is worth saving even for the $100,000
city of

4/4-,40' •:,
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ROOSEVELT
LAUNCEHD

BOOM

Mayor Curley formality launched
the ITSCIStorei4- boom at Lexington
last Saturday. His political judgment
seems excellent, for Franklin D.
Roosevelt certainly is the best candidate whom the Democrats can bring
forward. If not exactly electric and
inspiring, he is certainly safe, sane
and sober. Under the circumstances
he has a chance for election and
that, we feel, is more than can be
said of any other Democratic candidate. Mayor Curley did well to rebuke the Democratic factions which
are standing out for other candidates. He naturally praised very
highly Governor Roosevelt's scheme
for raising $20,000,000 to relive unc
employment which may be the best
scheme for New York. Nevertheless
In New York as in Massachusetts, the
real burden must fall on the cities
and towns themselves.
Mr. Curley, however, could not lose
the opportunity to indulge in some
Wild spread eagle talk of a typically
political attack on President Hoover
which will not at all disturb
that
earnest man laboring with real problems in the White House. It
is perhaps unkind to examine minute
ly a
political speech of this nature.
We
are expected to listen patiently
to this
kind of address and make no
audible
objections to mistatements of fact
or
wrong logic.
Some, however, smile when
Mayor
Curley puts it on so thick as to
speak
of the "new enemy in
Washington."
He can mean no other
than
president and his administration the,
.Thel
aggressive mayor calls the
arrange-'
nien of the moratorium a
"blundering act." The country and
the world
hardly agree with him. He
any economy in Washington deplores
time and thus places himself at this
on record as opposed to balancing
get, a transaction which the budwill be
found in the end as import
ant
United States as in Englan in the
d. Mr.
Curley wants an extra
'Session of
Congress, an event which is
regarded
with dismay by most
conservative
people, and says the depress
ion could
have been ended at any
time in the
last 12 months if we were
not lacking in national leadership.
With such
bizarre opinions Mr. Curley
regaled
US at Lexington.
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AND A SECOND TERM

GOVERNOR

Already in political cir e there is speculation as to whether Governor Ely will seek re-ele ion. ieutenant Governor Youngman and his
riends are most anxious to find just what the governor's intentions are,
relative to seeking a se nd term.
Perhaps this desire to find out whether Governor Ely will be a candidate for re-election is intensified by the current rumor that Mayor Curley
of Boston will be a candidate for the office of chief executive next year.
Among Boston politicians, it is regarded as almost a certainty that Mayor
Curley will be a candidate for the higher office. This would hardly be fair
to Governor Ely or to the democratic party. The governor won a victory
over a republican opponent and brought his party into power. That being
so, he should have a second term without opposition in his own party,
provided he makes an able and efficient executive whose administration is
creditable to himself and his party.
Governor Ely's administration since he entered the office, has been
entirely creditable. Indeed it has marked him as an executive of eminent
ability, fairness and sound judgment in dealing with the very onerous
questions that called for executive action in one of the most trying
periods in the history of the commonwealth.
In ease Mayor Curley attempts to secure the nomination against the
governor next year, he will naturally be expected to show some reason
why he should be preferred to the governor. In that ease, he would have to
pick flaws in the governor's record in office. Such a course would lead
to a conflict within the party which would probably leave soreness among
the adherents of both candidates that would not be healed on election day.
Thus the party strength would be weakened and the chance of electing
the nominee proportionally lessened. That would serve the interests of
the republican party in materially aiding Mr. Youngman or whomsoever
the republicans nominate. We do not believe Mayor Curley would improve
his ,,olitical fortaturts by adopting a course calculated to split the party
in the state and destroy the assurance of victory offered by a united party
in support of Governor Ely. Mayor Curley is a good mayor and an able
man, but his political ystrength and popularity will be increased by waiting two years longer, before entering the gubernatorial fight.
Ile can
well afford to avoid a course that might jeopardize the solidarity of the
party which is an essential political asset for any democratic aspirant for
the office of governor in this statEN,
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Boston May9r Against
Sara-1.y Increases
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would be
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men and privates in the. fire department. In eallitu.; on dopartnvent heti&
to sulmdt estimates of budget requirements. pared to the lowest 1.ossible figures, the mayor laid unusual stress on
his deleiminatlon to reduce city one:
espen,...s in every possible way.
:.:11.1 it III heads, whose budget estiN\ ill lie titterer $100,000 Mist sublii! heir schedules of requirements in
1.1.inr to (wt.. 1. Btnigots of more
than $loomoa must h submitted before
tiet. 15 and thiele
exee
or $1.000.I11O 11110l. to Nov. 2.
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LIONS GATHER
AT PECKHAM
SUMMER HOE
Saugus Club Enjoys Beautifts
Nahant Scenery and Installs
Officers.
Marnbers of the Saugus Lion's club
and their wives were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry A. B. Peckham, at
,their summer home, Little Nahant
Iroad Wednesday evening. The affair also markde the first meeting of
the club under its new president,
Lincoln D. Robbins, and was In the
nature of a house warming, as Mr.
a Peckham has recently purchased the
Old Howe estate for a summer home.
It also marked the retirement of
Mr. Peckham as president of the
Lion's club.
Dinner was served in the large reception hall by a caterer, and at its
conclusion, President Peckham, in a
few appropriate words of welcome,
turned the rest of the meeting over to
the new president., Lincoln D. Robbins.
Greater Boston.
Following a short business meeting,
the guest speaker of the evening was
introduced in the person of Professor
Thomas A. Mullins, who spoke on
"What Benefits Would Accrue to
Saugus by Being Included in the
Propos-d Greater Boston." Professor Mullins Is connected with the
Commercial, Industrial and PublIcItY
Bureau of Boston. Mayor James M.
Curley had been invit-d to sneak; but
ipreviaus engagements made it umpossible for him to be present.
Ti•e speaker gave an interesting talk
on the various benefit<
thnt the 63
eltics ad towns w-uld receive if the
pron-.sed plan was adopted and :tat-'d
among other things, that it would
-dye Greater Boston a ponulation
of
two" 2,000,000. Under the proposed
plan, such things as srwerago,
traffic,
parks end water simply would be
central4 -e4 and would be taken care
Of
ly• the represent,itives of the 2.000,000. inciudel in the Man. The
ident:ty cf the 43 municipall'es would
not
be lost.
At the conclusion of the
Mrs. Prckham, was called to meeting.
of the table arrl presented the head
with a
beautiful bouquet of roses. The
rest
of the evening was spent
in insrecting
the new home and enjoying
the
wonderful view from the tower.
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Altlyet garjaki lambriates
the Insurance commissioner
for those Mo.
tor insurance
rates—hut somehow it
reminds us that if the
man had bitten the dog that would
be news.

4',441 f.
file t
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automobile inthe entire subject
surance by a special legislative commission, is sought in a resolve filed
today with the clerk of the state Senate by Senator Conde Rrodbine and
Representative Thomas F. Carroll of
Revere.
The commissioner would con9Ist of
three senators and four representaI-1 lives, and four persons to be ap-,
•
pointed by the governor. It would'
$5000 for expenses and be re.iaired to file its report not later than
August 20, 1932. It would be authorzl to investigate the operation of
the compulsory law with a view to
recommending "such changes In such
laws and such additions and subtractions thereto as may be deemed advisable. It would have power to summon all books, records and persons of
all insurance companies writing such
insurance within Massachusetts, including such records as may be available from the rating board of the
companies, with a view to learning
where the public's money for automobile insurance is invested and expended, including salaries, commission, acquisition and other expenses that the
books or accounts would show.
The commission would also be authorized to 'Investigate and report
Boston. Soot. -- (Al') —A charge' where any money so returned from
insurance is invested,
that a "political boss" at Boston was automobile
whether such investments are proper,
"tied up with insurance interests," and whether the return of such inand a demand for a legislative inves- vestments is turned back to reduce
It
costs.
tigation of all insurance companies the automobile insurance
would have power to summons witwriting automobile insurance in Mas- nesses and place them under oath for
sachusetts, were the outstandiug.
interrogation.
Velopments tpday in the attack upori
,
proposed increases in automobile in7, Jsurance rates.
asu
L.0 11/..:L. a.
Declaring he saw little hope for revision of automobile insurance rates,
BOOSTING IOSEVF,LT'S
Mayor Fred Manning of Lynn charged
CANDIDACY
that members of the Legislature were
Mayor Curley of Boston in a speed
"forced to heed their master's voice"
and that "the voice was that of a
madelnhe luncheon given at an
political boss at Boston who was alin Lexington, last Saturday,
outing
lied with the insurance companies."
made a vigorous plea in advocacy of
File Resolve
the nominaton of Gov. Roosevelt for
Definite action w s taken by two of
Legthe democratic convention, in 1932.
the
in
ives
representat
(evere's
Mayor Curley is not the first promislature, Senator Conde Brodbine and
Representative Thomas F. Carroll,
inent Massachusetts official to favor
rea
clerk
who filed with the Senate
the nomination of Gov. Roosevelt, alsolve asking creation of a special legthough certain changes that. may ocWative commission to investigate all
companies writing automobile insurcur before 1932 may make Rooseance in the state.
velt's nomination inexpedient. There
The commission, which would be
many candidates seeking the dem$5000,
are
of
ion
appropriat
given an
ocratic nomination for the presidency,
would be authorized to recommend
any revisions of the present automoand in view of recent developments
bile insurance law it saw Pit, and
in New York, it may turn out that the
four
senators,
would consist of three
to
c nominee cannot rely upon
persons
democrati
four
and
ives
representat
be appointed by the governor.
the vote of New York state. In that
inMeanwhile, the proposed rate
case it would be unwise to nominate
creaees were denounced from many
a New York candidate. It should he
an
metropolit
the
in
other quarters
noted that the Lexington gathering
area. Former Gov Alvan T. Fuller renewed his attack upon the high ratesi
was in no way representative of the
not
with the statement that "action,
y of Massachusetts.
democrac
/
clear
to
needed
Political ballyhoo" was
expressed
the
and
situation,
up the
opinion that the insurance companies
should band together to prosecute
Vitcr
faked nuisance claims.
In order to avoid conflict with the
has appointed
Quiley
That Mor
Protest meeting of mayors and selectBarthoionin F Griffin on the execumen called by MILY.QX...-Jaalas—M--Ceove•
George Washtive committee for the
ley of Boa on, which is to he held
Bicentenial.
ington
Wednesnext
arTtron city hall
day morning, Mayor John J. Murphy
today changed the time of the meeting of the Federation of Municipalities to Tuesday afternoon.
Hyman Kaplan, secretary of the
Chelsea Chamber of Commerce, in a
radio address today, charged that the
people of Chelsea had "abeolute proof"
they were "maliciously and coldbloodedly being robbed by a confiscatory tax to pay for losses sustained
poor
e- companies in

kUTO INSURANCE
INVESTIGATION IS
ASKED IN RESOLVE

rile
1
wo Chelsea Legis.a..ors
have
the
of
Clerk
ItW.ith the
State House

LYNN MAYOR SEES
LITTLE HOPE OF ACTION

Asserts -PoliticalBoss" Tied
Up With Insurance Interests in Control Protest
Meeting Wednesday

r

B.C. CONSIDERS

CITY FOR GAME
Hub School Athletic
Council to Meet Tomorrow or Monday
CHANGE DIFFICULT
Plans Already Made For
1931 Grid Classic, Says
Graduate Manager
A meeting of the Boston college
athletic council will be held, probably tomorrow or Monday, to consider the suggestion of the Worcester Chamber of Commerce that the
annual Holy Cross-Boston College
football game be played this year
in Worcester instead of Boston, according to John P. Curley, graduate
manager of athletics at Boston 'col•
lege.
The matter was brought to his
by ?
afternoon
•attention yeste7day
Rev. Timothy J. Mein, S. J., faculty advisor of athleliks at Holy Cross,
and Cleo O'Donnell, graduate manager of athletics at the Worcester
college. Mr, Curley said that he fully
appreciated' the support offered by
the Chamber of Commerce and said
the matter will be given immediate
study.
The return of Rev. Charles M. Roddy. S. J., faculty m.,derator of athletics at Boston college, is also awaited before any definite steps can be
taken, Mr. Curley said. Rev. Fr. Roddy is expected to be at 'University
Heights on -4onday.
O'Hare Lends support
Mayor O'Hara added his support in
the effort to bring the game here in
a statement yesterday. in which he
said that "there is no real reason why
the game between Holy Cross and
Boston College should be played In
Boston every season, and in view of
Worcester
circumstances,
existing
should be given the preference this
year above any other."
Cleo O'Donnell also expressed himself as favorable to the movement
yesterday. Discussing the steps taken
by the Chamber, he said that "everyone at the college favors the Fitton
have
field site for the game. We
made every effort to bring it here and
I have been in favor of the idea from
the start. My plan would be to have
the game on Thanksgiving Day in
Worcester."
The game is scheduled for Nov. 28,
the
conflicting with
Dartmouth Stanford game on the same day at
Boston. Efforts to secure the game
for Worcester were made last spring
whee Mayor Curley of doston placed
a ban car the Dartmouth -Stanford
game at Boston because of the Holy
Cross-Boston College tilt.
In commenting on the new move,
Mr. Curley said that it is a difficult
matter to change a schedule once it
has been definitely arranged. The
assignment of officials, printing of
tickets, contracting for the park and
many other details must he sittend,•!
ed to in case of a shift in location /
of the game, he said. "Arrangementa
have already been made to hold t
game In Boston and the agreeme
reached With the Boston Amer
league baseball club for 'tie
the grounds,"

,

Making Intensive Study of
0'tryan Insurance System
Lou nAuthor Confers With Corporation
on, Repre• sel Silverman of Bost
senting Mayor Curley

and is now functioning with Thomas
A. Mullen as chairman. The secretary of the committee, E. B. Mero,
and several of its members were
actively associated in the organization
and conduct of the Massachusetts Bay
Tercentenary of 1930.
Mayor Curley has indicated that
the comprehensive system for the
observance of public holidays which
has been built up in Boston the past
dozen years Will be utilized and many
of the major events of the George
Washington bicentennial in Boston
will take place on these annually
commemorated anniversaries, together
with a limited number of specially
arranged added events on other dates.
The plans will be carried out in
conjunction with the city bureau of
public celebrations, of which Edmund
L. Dolan is director and Stanton R.
White assistant director: and by the
aid of the permanently organized
Citizens' Public Celebrations association.
An advance statement of Boston
plans and proposals for the George
Washington bicentennial in 1932 has
been prepared and copies are now
available for the information of committees in other cities. The Boston
committee is now proceeding to work
out the details of the tentative proposals.
Gatherings of people will take placo
In buildings and on sites where suck
public meetings have occurred fo
.11a.ny years. as for example, Faneui
'Hall, the Old South Meeting House
and
m
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BOSTON PLANS
TO TAKE MT
IN CELEBRATION

/
send, of the American Trustee Share
Corp.: "How To Make Advertising
Selling Pull Together," A. E. Bry,.??,d,h
7
v7
1. and
son, of the Halsey, Stuart & Co.
Public Relations Problems
In commenting upon the convention theme, The Creative Force in
Finance'' Alva G. Maxwell, general
chairman of the convention, said,
"The creative side of banking has not
been sufficiently stresed. By presenting creative force as a convention
theme we feel that a tremendous
amount Of valuable and constructive
data along these lines will be produced. It will give adverti§ing men a
new viewpoint on public relations
problems."
Directors of the convention have
new
shown their anxiety to have
Ideas on financial development presented by offering prizes for the best
ones ausbmitted. Among others the
F1'anklin Trust Co. of Philadelphia
wlI present a trophy for the best adbusiness development
wrtising or
idea presented at the convention.
The convention will close with a !
formal banquet In the Stetter ballroom Wednesday at 7.30 P. m. Con- .
vention prizes will be awarded and
soviv-elected officers installed.
Financial leaders of the country
for
14-17
will meet in Boston Sept.
the 16th annual convention of the
Financial Advertisers associatien. A
program of addresses and discussions
has been prepared around the convention theme—"The Creative Force
in Finance," designed to answer many
of the questions facing business men
at the present time.
Four Worcester bankers will take
part In the proceedings. William C.
Radcliffe of the Peoples Savings bank
will speak on ''Group Advertising for
Savings Deposits," at the savings departmental conference at 3.45 p.m..
Wednesday. Sept. 16. John A. Reid ef
Boston, Sept. 4—Galvanizing his
the trust department of the Worcesverbal protests into action, Mayor
ter Bank and Trust Co., is a member
James M. Curley today summoned the
Of the convention reception commit.
tee and Charles L. Burleigh, treasurer
mayors of various cities and towns to
will
bank,
Of the Mechanics Saving
a mass meeting at city hall next
secBourdelais.
Clifton
delegate,
be a
Wednesday to prepare a front line ofretary of the M. A. C. plan will attend, as will John J. Power, financial
fense against tne proposed increases
Telethe
of
advertising representative
in the 1932 compulsory automobile Ingram -Gazette.
surance rates.
The convention will officially open ,
At the same time, Mayor John J.
Monday, Sept. 17, in the Statler hoWhalen of Chelsea, in which city the!
tel, but an Informal afternoon tea
highest Increases were proposed, went
and reception will be held the day
to the State House for a conference
before for those who arrive in Boston
with Insurance Commissioner Merton
Sunday. Registration will be SunL. Brown to ask why rates should be
day afternoon and Monday morning.
increased In Chelsea to such an ex-,
Mayor To Welcome
tent.
the
Mayor Curley will welcome
In a letter to Gov Joseph B. Ely,'
Mayor Whalen charged the rates for
delershor rftrele•after the address of
KerR.
F.
president,
his city exorbitant and appealed for'
the association's
man, vice president of the Transa special session of the Legislature.
convention's
america. Corp., the
State Senator Conde Brodbine of
theme speech will be given by FranRevere worked out a plan, for filing at
cis Sisson, vice president of the
the State House today, under which
Guaranty Trust Co., New York. Adthe zone system would be abolished,
dresses on advertising will follow. In
a flat rate would be applied on all
the afternoon delegates will visit the
types of automobiles, and owners inplant of the Boston Herald and Travolved in accidents would subsequentnewsthat
of
guests
veler and will be
ly pay higher premiums.
Pemberton.
to
trip
boat
a
paper on
The meeting called by Mayor CurConference on various phases of
ley, it was announced, was for the
finance and financial advertising will
of "discussing the proposed
purpose
begin Tuesday morning and willeconinsurance rates and to determine some.
with
evening,
Wednesday
tinue until
definite program with a view to petigroup dinners Tuesday night. Golf
tioning Gov Ely to call a special sestournament and sightseeing trips will
sion of the Legislature to enact such
feature Tuesday afternoon's enterremedial legislation as will eliminate
tainment program.
the present unfair, unreasonable
,and
Group discussions will be held on
discriminatory system of insurance'
the following genetal subjects: comrates."
advermercial departmental, trust
No specific program will he way:wetising and trust development, Ined, but three suggestions will be advestment departmental, new business,
vanced
for diSellatiloll. They are:
trust, development and advertising
Adoption of the demerit system, am
and savings departmental.
,sed in Connecticut, in which the rate
Among the snore Important adI rden is placed on reckless drivers.
dresnes to be given before the conadoption of 41, state insurance
vention are: ''Where Does Advertisfund to lowef rates through competJohn Benson,
ing Stand Today?"
ing with nil 'ate companies, as adpresident of the American Association
vanced by Ch—rman Frank A. Goodof Advertising Agencies; "Advertising
win, of the Boston Finance commisand Merchandising Activities Of the
and the abolishing of the present
sion;
TownInvestment Trusts," W. T.
zone system in favor of a uniform
eratft.
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FINANCIAL ADV.
MEN TO MEET

Annual Convention Will
Be Held in Boston
Sept. 14-17

•

GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Three Worcester Bankers
Will Take Part in
Proceedings

4.7 •
CqLEY CALLS MAYORS
TO FIGHT AUTO RATES

Invites unictais to Hub to

Plane Battle Against Higher Premiums

•
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HUB PORT SOCIETY Id
IS PLANNED -HERE'
To Revr, e Interest
Making Boston "Ke3.c

First steps in the !ululation
Worcester . v: ;Ion if the newily organized Port of Boston society have
be,,n takz,n. This organization, sponsored by the Boston Commercial, Industrial & Publicity Bureau, was
started two months ago to revive active interest in the Port of Boston
as the "key" port of New England.
The organization is described as a
movement to
England-wide
New
stimulate a general interest in port
development so that all parts of the
northeastern section of the country
may join hands for the improvement ,
of waterfront facilities.
Improve I n la lid
It is the belief of the sponsors of
this movement that the development
not only of the Port of Boston bul
other ports as well, will bring about
a natural improvement in towns further inland because of the addltion&l
revenue which will find its way into
this section, a large portion of which
is how going to New York and ports
further south.
Blundon Wills, representing Mayor
James M. Curley and the IndugTfral
Bureau of }Seaton, arrived in Worcester Thursday of last week and since
then has been working on a local
campaign for supporters in the port
movement.
The Objective
He says the Port of Boston society
objective in sight,
definite
has one
namely, "a four-day sailing service to
Europe from the Port of Boston and
trunk line rail connections serving
New Englano with all parts of the
United States."
Publix theaters are co-operating by
permitting their theaters throughout
Ntav England to be used for a series
of special performances in connection
with the movement. One of these
shows, to which there is no admission charge, will be presented at the
Capitol theater next Wednesday night
at 11.15 p. m.

•
BOSTON TO HONOR
FIRST PRESIDENT

Washington Bicentennial
Committee Working
On Program
BOSTON, Sent. 5.—Boston Is
preparing to play a significant
part in
the. nation-wide program
for the
George Washington
Bicentennial celebration in 1932.
•
Mum,- Curley ha:
an
official coiffilittlee, and authorized
!hr executive
committee has been named
and Is
Mullen as chairmin.
of the committee, E. The secretary
B. Mem, and
-;veral of its
mcml:crs were actively
: - Deleted in the
organh;ation
and
conduct of the
Massachusetts
.
Ter:entenary
of 1930. They will Bay
bring
to the Bicentennial
committee the
fruit of their experience.
Mayor Curley has
Indicated
that
the comprebensixe
system for the
oluervance of pnblic
holidays
which
has been built up in
Boston the past
dozen rars will be
utilized and
maoy of t4ic major
events of the
George Withington
Bicentennial
Bo ton will take
in
.4e'• le on thee*
nually commemor
I
annlYstfaitt1#1,4
together with a
.ited ritunhar
• ally a Fa
%.:0;
• . ••
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Perfecting the Primary

•

New Movement for Pa
rty Conventions Is Fr
ee of Suspicion That "Boss Control"
Is Sought--The
Motor Insurance Law Is
Up Again

By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, Sept. 6,
Four major topics
It Affects Mr. Youn
mark
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the political news
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nad a fling at that. It is no longer news. Who
peho1ogyT been towatlis leniency, parole, procan point, and lead. the way out? These suggesbatten, reform, moral reconstruction, the salvage
tions are on record:
of human character. Jails have been modernized,
A state fund a demerit system; a merit sysmade more healthful, less oppressive to the Intern; a vigorous reform among lawyers, doctors
mates. More and more entertainment has been ofand insurance agents, to eliminate crooked claims;
fered prisoners. Greater degrees of personal freeand an investigation.
dom have been theirs. Honor systems have been
An interesting fact in connection with the premultiplied. The problem of crime has been apvailing agitation is that at the moment there is
preached on a basis of theory and psychology.
less assault on the essential principle of the law
The state's commissioner of correction Is of
than on the manner of its operation. It appears
those who believe sincerely and Intensely in the
to be generally accepted that the principle, remodern methods, lie is a psychiatrist of distincquiring every operator of a car to be financially
lion, an authority on the whole wide subject. Can
responsible for any injury to persons, is sound
he, or will he undertake to, combat the wave of
and to be preserved. This is a change from the
drastic suggestion which is at the point of trying
attack which sought to wipe the whole law from
to demolish what the theorists have been so carethe statute hooks.
fully building up over a generation?
The personal political application of this issue
Against him and his associates in thought are
is chiefly to the present governor—because while
any other political figure is free to offer sugges- arrayed such practical men as the Middlesex dieHens, destructive or constructive, it Is within the trict attorney, a judge of the Superior court; and
power of the governor not only to present a solu- the political mind that undertakes to read public
Hon but to make it Work. Thus, ,the governor's, sentiment.
Here, again, the political significance applies
radio broadcast next Tuesday will have signalcance In relation to his renomination and re-elec- principally to the present governor. His "shoot-totion—assuming that he wants them. He has this kill" thoreht does not offer a practicable curelor
the situation, though it probably expresses what
issue almost entirely in his own hands now.
The matter of crime comes specifically into is in the minds of many persons,
state politics through the action of the Boston
Council Has to Explain
Whatever political advantage conies from the
City Council in adopting the order of Councilman
Power, this past week, which calls upon the Leg-i flurry of excitement attending the problem of state
islature to provide capital punishment for rob- public works contracts, goes to Mr. Youngman.
bery under arms. That's drastic enough, to he Regardless of any merit or otherwise in the action
sure. It will tan to lively flame the 'advocates of of the executive council in awarding contracts as
they did, and whatever emotional excuse there
abolition of capital punishment altogether.
We have before us a variety of sharp sugges- may be for their walking out of the session last
tions for dealing with this very real problem of Wednesday, leaving the lieutenant-governor to
security for life and property—a security which l read his resolution to an empty chamber, the polies at the root of all government. In primitive litical fact is that the whole series of Incidents in
society where the individual makes and enforces, the matter leaves the council under the necessity
his own law, preservation of life and property de- (if explaining their course at each turn; and the
pends on his own action. With civilization andi lieutenant-governor Is under no such necessity.
The oft-quoted reply of Senator Depew to the
the organization of society for the common good,
under which codes of laws and forms of govern- Inquiring political writer who had asked him why
ment are developed;this individual action Is min- he did not explain his position In a certain matter,
imized, and constituted a uthority in the coin mon conies to mind again, as it frequently does. It was
interest supplants R. The first duty and respon- this:
''To explain is to be damned."
sibility of such organized government is this sePublic men may assert, but not explain. They
curity for the life and property of the Individual.
That is the oldest fact in the history of govern- may attack, but not offer excuses. A thing done
ment. It is what gives point to the present dis- is done—"what's done cannot be undone." A vital
turbing situation, when life and property are less truth in politics.
A disconcerting succession of consequences
safe than for many years, and when the orderly
forces of law appear unable to cope with the sit- followed the original council action in setting
aside two out-of-state contracts and
uation adequately.
preferring
Massachusetts concerns. These have left Mr.
Public Impatience
Here are the definite suggestions which have Youngman in a strong position.
The matter of aliens In the public service has
cropped up within the week:
Councilman Power: Capital punishment for suffered what may be called political deflation this
week. It never had any chance to become a major
robbery under arms.
Governor Ely: "Shoot to kill" In apprehend-t issue—there are too few aliens and thcy doti't
vote. Mr. Finneran wants the governor "read
ing gangsters committing robbery.
out
District Attorney Warren Bishop of Middlesex of the party" unless he at once annihilates All
Life imprisonment for robbery under arms—re- alien employes in the public service. The governor
will survive the attack. He will even bear
gardless of the age of the offender.
up unJudge David F. Dillon of the Superior court: der the Insinuation .that he lakes advice now and
Martial law in mome centers of gangster activity. then from B. Loring Young. Such an accusation,
The outstanding fact in all these suggestion: It substantiated, would cost, him few Democratic
is the Indication of an increasing impatience or votes anti would get him ninny Republican votes.
Of personal politics nothing
the Part of the public. The tendency in moderr
important developed during the week. Ofthe four bia.
matters, al-
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elii.thas become an easy means of
tyas
eenesiibtllh
po
sn
tinv: i nertea
l ae
i?g r.leIgnism
been
of much useful legislai ion, based upon most careful investigation, and therefore upon occasion may be successfully employed.
,
rhe frequent use of such commis,,Ions should not De employed. The
automobile
subject of compulsory
ability insurance has been so muca
that It
gated
and Invest:
•
saould be possible to peach a soluon w ithout resorting to a commisofl stud y.
present law makes it imperative for the insurance commisto fix the rates upon a bans
that will return to the companiesj .
engaged in writing such insurance
a fair and reasonable profit from the
business. In view of the fact that
such a rate is to be imposed, it is
for the commissioner t:
difficult
deny the companies a rate which_
OYLE
GUILF
H.
JAMES
By
upon the experience of the business
protest over the proposed
shown by figures of the company.
as
BOSTON, Sept. 5.—Despite the
sory motor vehicle liability insur- denies such profit, even though the
Increase in 1932 rates for compul
manyaid losses, and the reserve set up
are toory,p
is remote. There Inju
ance, the danger of the law's repeal
_
may seem out of proportion to the
ed against death and
pedestrians who must be protect
previous experience of the same
Legislature,eapproac h
Massachusetts
discussion of the ques- compani
The
es.
,
no,m
heed
and
give
Tuesday
dio, next
however, undoubtedly will
ition, via
It is plain to see that with profits
to the constantly rising rates at next iWednesday evenings. It seems a fore- practically guaranteed by the law,
of
lgone conclusion that he will not the incentive to keep down the losses
year's session, by adopting some
the many proposals for improvement. accede to the request for an extra ls not the same as though the reve
legislative session. 'The governor most toonsibility for profit rested solely
The upshot of clamor for legislati
action, to curb the burden on the likely will be found in defense of the id entirely on the administration
it
car owner, will probably be the es- rates. That does not mean he will pf the business. This Is a weakness
tablishment of a merit or demerit throw his hat in the air and say the of the present law, and proper legisrating system, under whichca • insurance companies are right in lation should be enacted for its mod, making the car owner pay more for acation.
less driver will pay for his sins.
Rather, he will conThe timidity of the legislature to protection.
Groundless Claims a Factor
temedy apparent defects in the com- tend that while the law remains in
"T am further convinced that the
pulsory law, or to insist on obvious its present form there Is no alternaimprovements, is responsible for the tive but to pay what statistics de- loss ratio is in part due to the exFigures don't lie.
aggeration of claims and the pressine
present difficulties. It has had op- mood.
Governor Can lilt Back
for settlement of groundless and
portunity to study every conceivable
The governor's agility for hatire
- worthless litigation. Because insuiproposal to strengthen it, but diverfursite to
gent views have prevented a majority. back at his opponents may have leg- anse is a compulsory prerequi
us
Numero
that
ration.
ther demonst
the operation of automobiles upon
The public is likely to demand
islators are attempting to place the our hInways, It is the duty of the
all hands get together.
on his I
The real drive for repeal came this burden fbr the bieh rates he has commimwealth to enact further leg•
that
islation that will tend to minimize
year. The imetrenee lobbyists, ;Odic' shoulders, contending
g
handlin
in
ve
initiati
of
automo
shown lack
its expense.
and abetted by some of the
probr
will
governo
The
.
tremend
problem
this
a
on
"It is further suggested that the
bile associations, put
right back on rate makmg be delegated to a comous campaign to substitute the driv- ably place the odium
He
ure.
Legislat
er responsibility law. They thought the doorstep of the out that there mission of three, to be appointed by
point
the governor—one to represent the
they had succeeded, but In the pub- Is in position to
s for remeproposal
us
numero
counted
were
ors
public and
es, one the
lic showdown the legislat
session, compani
last
the
at
law
the
certain
dying
the
remove
the insurance commissioner—
on didn't dare
one
nothbut
that time,
protection which the law gives to the and even before
with power to examine the books.
done. He can point to the
records and accounts of all companMotor car victims. The sales talk for ing was
made
ion
commiss
special
a
that
ies desiring and authorized to do
the driver responsibility law was en- fact
and reported to the
Massachusetts.
tirely on the experience of other exhaustive study
with many sug- business in
pages.
288
of
extent
when
impress
to
"The foregoing are specific suggesstates, but it failed
for strengthening the law ,
gestions
prochance
was
consideration. It may
it
your
known
f
tions
It became
and nothing was done.
transpire, howevet, that your study
tection.
With the insurance rates looming
of this subject will indicate a wiser
Driver May Have No Funds
large as a political issue in the 1932
course by complete abandonment of
Under the driver responsibility plan campaign, it is probable the governthe present law and the enactment
and
horns
the
by
liabull
If
ory.
the
compuls
take
will
or
insurance is not
TA the prob- of restrictive legislation pf another
ideas
beown
driver
a
his
against
submit
accrues
bility
without repeal of the sort, or the establishment of a state
cause of an accident he is taken off lem's solution
fund, which the recent advisory opinthe road until he settles. If he can't compulsory law.
form ion of the Supreme court seems to
There may be a hint in the
settle, the victim Is out of luck.
examprohibit, however, without a constist his proposal will take from
Keeping the driver off the road
his remarks on the sub- tutional amendment,
inof
or
death
for
Illation
tion
satisfac
little
address.
"The automobile is an inherently
ject in his Inaugural
jury.
As a
years now the public dangerous instrumeotality.
The insurance companies will most .."For several
disturbed by the constant- vehicle for pleasure it is a wondercertainly renew their plea for the has been
l
of
rapid
ory
a
as
means
ful thing, and
year. iv increasing cost 0; compuls
driver responsibility law next
ce and the carnage on communication it Is frequently a
soluinsuran
a
hility
offers
it
that
ion
content
The
he said. "It has necessity, but it is an expensive luxs,
tion for lower rates will be bally- the highway
d agaln to investigate ury. Assuming that the law is prophooed to the superlative degree. But been propose
to conditions concerning th.s subject erly revised to control the companies
no legislator will care to answer
remove with a view of arriving at some equt- in the making of rates, the way to
his constituents if he votes to
ory able procedure to govern Lite con- bring down the cost of insurance is
the protection of the compuls
havit.g .r. mind to reduce accidents, claims and litigainsurance companies duct of the business.
Th9
law.
that the public. compelled tion. When we have solved the probreached tlfe zenith in this year's not only
this to buy, should be prote'!ed in the lem of the unskillful and reckless
fight. If they couldn't do it
are required to pay with driver, we have solved also the 'wolf'.
year it can't be done, The makeup rates they
the fair protection to the companies, but ance problem."
be
will
Court
General
of the
will also to devise ways and means cf
Pressure for Goodwin Idea
Same next year. Beyond that
elec- promoting public arty on the higto.
Next year's legislative session will
be the knowledge of next year's
apmost
ways.
witness a tremondoua movement in
tion. The off-year is the
Needed
No Commission fnutilry
propriate time for votes that memappolntmentr of unpaid coinen.
forgott
"The
have
rather
would
bers
atIon eno renort•
Governor itly Is carefully guard- naissionr for investi4
his will I
ing the attitude with which

: ve
Pros ec Against e eaproducti
of Compu soryinsurance
d
.
Fi ncial discusse
o c Will Insist on Adequatena
Puli
Protection—Demerit Rating for Motor-Si -This
ists Offers Best Possibility of Agreement ,,oner
--Gov. Ely Closely Guarding His Views
--Remarks in Inaugural Suggest Leaning.
Toward Demerit System
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ri.srAir h.
R
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favor of Frank A. Goodwin's cornpe-' Investigators Oppose
Repeal '
titive state insurance company. The
The special commission which deproponents will be restricted to a voted several months of study to
the
small group, however, who come from problem in 1929 was against
repeal
territories where rates are so high of the compulsory law. It made many
that constituents are demanding recommendations, but these were resomething be done. To appease the jected by the Legislature. It seems
demands, they are ready to grasp at now that the old report may be
any plan which
sounds good in dug out of the archives and put to
theory, regardless of what the practl- use.
cal experience may bring.
The principal recommendation of
Mr. Goodwin's plan was killed dead , the commission was the creation of
as a door nail when the Supreme rating and control board within the
court gave an advisory opinion that division of insurance to consist of
prohibited his state fund. True, the insurance conimissioner and two
'here have been alterations in the additional npembers, which shall fix
new proposal by which it is hoped and
classifications and
establish
to circumvent constitutional
, rates, and shall supervise the whole
tions, but the idea is virtually tha subject of motor vehicle insurance.
same. The majority of the Legisla- I Further the commission said: "We
ture does not favor putting the state !recommend that the rates to be fixed
Into business to compete with pri- by the rating and control board
shall be maximum rates and that
vote capital.
The reason the demerit rating plan within those maximum rates cornappears likely of favorable considers- petitive rating may be allowed with
tion at this distance is because most its approval, by means of fleet ratpersons who have studied our corn- hag, deductible policlas, or blanket
pulsory law look upon it as the one I policies; and, further, that a system
way in which to still the cry: "why of demerit rating, under rules to be
should the careful driver pay for the made by the board and administered
accidents of the careless operator?" by the registrar of motor vehicles.
That is OM essence of most corn- should be established along lines
which have worked successfully in
Of course it is true that many ac-', Connecticut. We beneve this system
cidents are unavoidable and occur of demerit rating to be peCullarly imdespite extreme caution.
The law Portant in the interest , of greater
cannot be made perfect, but the de_ safety."
The commission considered
at
merit rating system appears to be a
step that would go a long way toward length the subject of "fake" and ex/
itggerated
personal
claims
for
injury.
appeasing the objectors. Under that
plan even if there were more acci- It recommended a number of changes
dgnts the higher rates would be paid in judicial procedure for the purclaims more
by the persons responsible, for till 13ose of sifting such
promptly and
effectively, on
the
basic rate would probably remain p
ground
that
the
of dealbest
method
stationary.
ing with such cases is to provide maBrown Favors Demerit Rating
chinery to expose the "fake."
Insurance Commissioner Merton L.
There were a number of other
Brown looks with favor upon the minor recommendations and also its
demerit rating system. He wont- reasons for opposing the state fund.
mended it this year to the LeglslaOn the whole it tool's as 11 tne
ture.
commonwealth might get somewhere
"There is nothing else I can do if it ordered a reprint of that 1929
but estarolish the rates on the Eta- report for study by the legislators
tistics under the present law," he at the next session.
says. "Under a demerit or merit
rating plan the person who caused
ARTFO .2)
the accidents would shoulder the
burden.'
^F)N 7. 9./k, ,
Mayor James M. Curler of Boston
is 81,15ther who belieWThere should
be some difference in the rare for
the careless and careful operator.
Just now, of course, It is impossiBoston, Sept. 7.—(AP.) — Mayor
ble to crystallize sentiment on any
James M. Curley today announced he
plan. The politicians who thrive on
would place city employees on a fiveEach situations are suggesting more
day week starting January 1 to assolutions than Heinz has pickles.
sure the workers of the positions they
Some want the law repealed. some
now have." Employees of institutions
want a flat rate, others a state comand fire and police departments
pany, a demerit system, a legislative
investigation, a driver responsibility
would be exempt.
law, or what have you. Adjustment
The announcement came during
of the insurance problem won't get
the Mayor's Labor Day address on
anywhere until the divergent views
Boston Common at the meeting of
are reconciled. That's what's been
the Boston Central Labor Union.
the matter.
"I hope," he said, "the example
Next Wednesday the mayors and
ret by the city will be generally acselectmen will raise a lot of smoke
about what should be done when
cepted by every other community in
they meet at the call of Mayor CurAmerica. There is no other answer
ley. It is dotal:tful if they will be
if the inventive genius of the Ameriunanimous. Then on Friday there
can nation robs the people of Amerwill be oodles of oratory at the hearica of 3.000,000 opportunities for a
ing before Commissioner Brown. This
livelihood in 104'ears, and if, as the
will reveal how general is the proeconomists Mate, in the next 10 years
test, but It won't solve the problem.
4,000.000 'more
That will have to be met by next
opportunities
will
year's Legislature.
vs nish.
There are many who believe that
"There. is only one answer and that
the present protests will be forgotis the adoption of the five-day week
ten by the time the General Court
You increase the number of employmeets. They contend there has been
PC1 by 18 per cent and you offset the
a similar hue and cry each year
%entailing Job."!
soon after the rates were announced,
only to be forgotten a month or two
later. That may be true in other
years, but With the increases this
year and knowledge that each year
re
Ate'', It is
ektY, brought
tladiailiataiMrsialtaivninit's..
In
Ann.

Boston City Employees
To Go On 5-Day Week
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HUB WORKERS
\ON 5-DAY WEEK
Maya Czyy Moves To
Assure Employment For
Greatest Number
130STON, Sept. 8 ()—Mayor James
M. Curley has annuonced that beginning January 1, 1932 city employes
would be placed on a flee-day-week "to
assure the workers the positions they
now have." Employes of Institutions
And fire and police departments would
be exempt.
In anntioncing the five-day-week dur•
ins a meeting of the Boston Central
Labor Union, Mayor Curley said that
several hundred more Men would be
put to work under the plan.
"I hope," he said, "the example set,
by the city will be generally acceptedl
by every community in America, There
is no other answer if the inventive
genius of the American nation robs
the people of America of three mul.
lion opportunities for a livelihood in
10 years, and if, as the economists
state, in the next 10 years four million more opportunities will vanish.
AZ
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MAYOR CURLEY STATES
CITY EMPLOYES WILL
(4. CO ON 5-DAY WEEK
Boston's Chief Executive Says
This Method Will Help the
Unemployed
Boston. Sept. 8, Uri—Mayor James
M. Curley has announced that beginning January 1, 1932 city employes would be placed on a fiveclay-week "to assure the workers the
positions they now have." Employes
of institutions and fire and police
departments would be exempt.
In announcing the five -day -week
during a meeting of the Boston Central Labor union, Mayor Curley said
that several hundred more risen
would be put to work under tbe
plan.
"I hope," he said, "the example
set by the city will be generally accepted by every other Community in
America. There Is no other answer
if the inventive genius of the American nation robs the people of America of three million opportunities
for a livelihood in 10 years, and If,
as the economists state, in the next
10 years four million more opportunities will vanish.
"There is only one answer and that
Is the adoption of the five-day_
week. You increase the Timber of
employee by 16 per cent and you
anima tho.64411641111.•—•
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ready referred to, two will certainly figure in the
Legislature at special or regular session. The preprimary convention and automobile insurance are
essentially legislative problems.
The question of crime may be approached by
legislatien or by administration and application
of existing laws.
tie lively issue of state contracts is not a
matter calling for any new legislation—the Legislature has in the past refused to enact a law
which would have effected what the council undertook to do by its preferential awards.
eia.

LOW PRICES REVAK FOP
TITLE FIGHTS Thia D Y$
NEW YORK, Sept. 10 (11')—A

SP'? I Al Cr• /c.I ea- -.1)

Clirt_e_y_ in his Labor-day address to
effective on January I have
be
DECISION RESERVED
not been worked out, leaders of inand civic oranizations exIN HATHAWAY CASE dustry
pressed approval or partial approval
proposal, capecially as

of the mayor's
a relief for unemployment.
The ma or's announcement Menday, prompted by the spirit of the
day, was made while he was still
studying the proposition and before
any definite arrangements for its
functioning had been made. He said
Providence, R. I., Sept. 9— After that it would probably be 60 days bemore than two hours of arguments fore the details of the plan would be
worked out
for and against a new trial for ElHe also said that it was not his inliott R. Hathaway, convicted of the tention of placing an undue burden
murder of Miss Verna E. Russell, on the city's tax payers, but that tr
it could be accomplished
Judge Charles A. Walsh in superior believed
without such result. He emphasized
court this afternoon reserved decision. that this proposal was not a major
It was indicated at the courthouse contribution to the relief of unemthat it might be a week or 10 days ployment, but as a precursor of unibefore Judge Walsh hands down his versal adoption by government and
industry or the five-day working
decision.
Atty Charles Hurley, counsel for the week.
It is the mayor's general intention
Fall River "playboy" accused of
strangling the pretty nurse in a lone- to shut down municipal departments
thq under his control at the expiration of
ly Tiverton lane
regular working hours on Friday. Bee ev end
verdict
cerenjamin M. MeLyman was cause of statutory requirements, SatA tty
departments must function
tain
r" in terming the defendant a
it Is planned to maintain. a
rugstore cowboy" and that Hatha- urday andforce
to handle business
skeleton
any should be given another trial.
which will permit of no delay. Typical examples of departments which
; cannot be closed all day Saturday are
the health department and the city
lAlcy
registry where birth records and marriage licenses are obtained.
MAVOWS VACATION ORDER
(Boston Herald)
Mayor Curley seems fally justified
in his new i aling relative to vaca- workers are entitled to none-at all.
tions and conventions. It has been chey obtain their holjdays invaricustomary for many city employes ably, that being the custom, but
to request leave of absence, with, a department head may make the
pay, to attend conventions which, period long or short or deny it
discuss municipal problems. Per- altogether if he wisles to. In short,
mission is usually to he had for salaried employes, except executhe asking, even though the meet- regular vacations and leaves of
ing may be in a distant city and absence for conventions have been
may last a week. The petitions for enjoying two
respites to which
this special privilege have become they have, strictly, no legal right.
so numerous that the mayor has
issued his cease-and-desist notice.
1. 0411
( °U sLERHe says in effect: "Conventions are
grand things. Go, ladies and gentleW0LL LAUDS Ciiietc.
men, by all means go, but only on
your own time. Make your vacaFIVE-DAY WEEK PLAN
tion date coincide with that of the
BOSTON, Sept. 9. (fP).—Ma
city
many
convention." Heretofore
meri Woll, vice president of the
employes have thus been obtainFederation of Labor, in a teleran
ing two vacations with full pay.
gram to Mayor James M. Curley toAs the municipal day and week • r
day said the la ttertritorosed fiveshort, it is not unreasonable Co
day-week plan was "the most proask city servants to take only one
gressive action yet taken anywhere
extended period of rest, relaxation,
in dealing with the relief of unemand stimulation.
ployment."
The understanding In City Hall
"Tour practical response to laall
vacations
of
regular
the
is that
bor's appeal and your determination
execuexept
employes,
salaried
to met an example for all other emtives, are theirs only by the grace
ployers to follow, governmental as
person
heads.
A
department
of the
well as private, gives hope and enentitled
by
wage
is
daily
by
paid
C(111171gPIllent to all," the telegram
. tiebtried
km to two weeks. Jaw,
said.

Arguments Heard on Appeal
For New Trial For Fall
River Youth
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MAYOR ACTIVE
AT CONFERENCE
Gives Talk and Urges
Study of Demerit
System.
Mayor Harold D. Bent
took a
Prominent part in the
discussion on
increased auto insurance
rates At
the meeting of 100
mayors and
selectmen from all over
the
state
called in Boston
Wednesday by
Mayor
y. The gathl e • ng Jatl
wen on I'ecortl as in
fever of
studying the demerit
insurance
plan.
Mayor Bent gave a
favor of the plan and short talk in
made the motion that it be
studied.
• The gathering
also went on record for Gov, Ely
calling a
session of the legislature. special
Mayor Bent was
accompanied by
City Clerk J. Albert
Auditor Chester T. Sullivan, City
Sw." atei=1
2
Representative Joseph •
Dow

FALL RIVER'S
BIG DEMOCRATIC
RALLY FIZZLES
•Widely
Lo Heralded Cuy-

After they had made their deNellie Sullivan of 11;111 River, the
committeewoman,
Dr. cision the commissioners would be
national
the
final arbiters. The claims would
Attleboro
and
McCarthy
of
James J.
Rep. Arthur Goulart of New Bedford be passed on within 48 hours to save
all testified "that Governor Ely was! expense that comes with pending
making a very wonderful chief ex- claims, according to the plan. The
system would be supported
ecutive and doing a good job."
one-third
by the state, one-third by
"A Tense Moment"
the inThe gathering was not without its surance companies, and the remaintense moments. They were supplied der would be cared for in the rates.
During the afternoon there
by High Sheriff Edmond P. Talbot,
was
former mayor of Fall River and vice 'some weighey and profound opinion
chairman of the Democratic state expressed. John H. Backus came up
committee. Mr. Talbot talks expres- Irons New Bedford to tell about that
sive English and this was his first moratorium and the "need of leadopportunity to tell the Democrats ership" and incidentally to drop the
word
of
what he thought about his defeat New that Governor Roosevelt
York and Governor White of
for re-election as mayor last year.
Ohio would be the Democratic
Briefly he hold them that he didn't
national
lead the United
see that Fall River was being run States ticket to
from the wilderness.
any better or that the government
was any more efficient than when he
BI-Metalism
And Arthur E. Seagrave, who
was at the helm. The only difference,
once
called
Uxbridge
he said, was in an economy that was
his home, discussed
depriving citizens of certain public international bi-metalism. Mr. Seawelfare services that it was promised grave, who once was an assistant
attorney-general, said the
wouldn't be taken from them.
world
Mr. Talbot had to pause here be- monetary developments of recent
months prove
cause he was in a dickens of a fix.
that "Bryan
was
He couldn't continue in that strain right."
And he said Bryan—not Barnum
if it was to be interpreted that he
was criticizing Governor Ely's finance as some young voter who never heard
By JAME* H. GUILEOVIE
commission and yet he could hardly of free silver whispered as a sort of
PORTSMOUTH, R. I., Sept. 8.—The commend (at least at a Democratic correction.
Incidentally Mr. Seagrave is sewidely heralded outing of the Pall meeting) the reductions in pay which
River Democrats, expected to be the the commission has deemed necessaryi riously mentioned as a possible canfirst test of strength between sup- in the salaries of city employes tol didate for Congress in the Fall River
porters of Governor Ely and Mayor help the municipality recover finan- district, where he would have to oppose Cong. Joseph W. Martin.
Curley, fizzled in this neutral shore cial stability.
And
again incidentally, Mr. Seagrave
dinner haven today,
Rides Dilemma
had
much to do with Fall River's
About 250 men and women of DemadopSo Mr. Talbot said he wasn't criti- tion of a Plan
ocratic
inclination made the trip
D
chart
-.
And it may mean, incidentally
from Fall River to Island park, but eizing anybody. He supposed all were
that
doing the best they could but the when Mr.
the after-dinner
performance
Talbot bespoke his wilwas People were entitled
to the public lingness to Join
minus the leading characters. Neithany
movement for
Governor Ely nor Mayor Curley welfare services and a proper educe- a charter change, he was
er
ition
about Mr. Seagrave running thinking
in an appearance. The latter ,
Put
„ for their children.
for ConYou have heard," said the high gress.
because he wasn't invited; the former because he is at his Westfield
Oratorical
Gem
home preparing
his two radio ad- next election), "that I may be a can- Sen. William S. Conroy of
Fall
didate for mayor again. You couldn't River gave
dresses this week
a characteristic oratorical
give me the Job with a unanimous gem during
Not Even Donahue
which he remarked that
vote When I was mayor I gave all old age
The crowd expected the governor l that
'was in me and I would refuse city wereassistance petitioners in his
not getting enough
would be unable to attend, but they the job again."
matter should be called to and the
did think Frank J. Donahue, chairthe govThen
Talbot
threw
Mr.
hot
few
a
ernor's
man of the Democratic state cornattention by petition.
at the "Job hunters" which
P. H. Murphy, chairman
mittee, would be present as he is shots
many interpreted as a defense
of
the city
of
the committee
chairman of the trail River finance
presided.
Before
governor's appointment of a police speech
commission.
-making the Democrats the
ato
It is the wide difference of opin- commissioner of his own choosing. clams. They always do before
theyi
ion over the operations of the finance He told his listeners that if they throw the shells.
were
Just
Democrats
because of a
commission, which is
emphasizing
Job that wasn't being a Democratdefinition of economy thri
the
m
curtailed service, reduced pay and '''
Change Government?
other activities, that has led to a
Fall River adopted the plan
minority group advocating the forD
mation of a Curley-for-Governor charter last year and has a
city
club. They have obtained recruits manager. There is talk of chang-r
from the disappointed job hunters, ing, it. Mr. Talbot declared he would
and from those who didn't like the be with any movement to change it
governor's
independence in turn-I for a government that would
be
ing down the city committee choice truly representative of the people,
for police commissioner and making
governmen
"Let's have a manly
t
his own selection.
and not a buck pas.ing one,"
he
This was the background of thelsaid. "When you go to the mayor's
stage, this afternoon, set for a real office at City hall and
ask him
old-fashioned Democratic low.
something don't let him put the
"Denials"
blame on the city manager and viceThe Fall River Democratic city versa." Which statement must have
BOSTON, Sept, 8. (A. P.)—
committee made the arrangements made Mayor 'Sullivan's ears
burn
Mayor James M. Curley
but sponsors denied the contract for even though he wasn't there,
has anthe dinner WAS given to a Rhode
The High Sheriff, after explainnounced that beginning
Jan, 1,
Island concern to rebuke the state ing how the politicians were taking
1932, city employes
would be
preference policy of the governora advantage of the proposed increase
placed
on
a
five
day week "to
council. And they didn't bring it in compulsory insurance rates to
assure the workers the
here because they wanted to have climb aboard the band wagon and
positions
they
now
Eiy-Curley
have." Employes
the
battle on neutral ter- make a big noise, offered his own
of institutions and fire
ritory. It was Just because Ports- solution for this problem.
and police departments would
mouth is a nice place.
New Plan
be exBut whatever the reason, it is evi- He would
empt.
have rates made by the
dent that Massachusetts Democratic insurance commission
er and two as"1 hope," he Raid, "the
leaders won't do their campaigning sociates. He would have
each
in
example
set by the city will be
in Rhode Island. Governor Ely sent municipality of 10,000 or more
a
generally acpolite regrets and so did U. S. Sen. representative of the insurance decepted by every other
community
in
David I. Walsh. There wasn't a sins partment, who, with a
America. Titer is no other
represenanswer
gie celebrity of more than localk tative of the insurance company and
if the inventive genius of
the
Amerfame in attendance,
a third to be selected by them would
ican nation robs the
people of AmIf anyone had the idea that Gov* pass on the Justice of claims.
erica of three million
ernor El, was going to take it on
opportunities
for ...livelihood III 10
the'.0 ,. even, In his absence, .ht
years."

Ely Match Fails to
Materialize

NEITHER APPEARS

Nor Does Walsh, Nor Any
Other Celebrity -So
High Sheriff Talks

CURLEY FOR A
5 DAY WEE

•
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Curley Proposes
Workless Scheme
Boston (UP) — Mayor James M.
Curley hopes every community in the
country will adopt the unemployment
relief system he plans to establish in
Boston January 1.
He celebrated Labor day by announcing that beginning with the
new year city employes here will
work on a five-day week basis.
This will make possible the employment of some 2000 additional
men, representing a 12 per cent. increase in personnel, without any reduction in the compensation of
present workers, according to the
mayor.
While it was estimated this plan
would increase the municipal payroll by not less than $50,000 weekly,
or something like $2,500.000 a Year,
the mayor pointed out that he had
granted no salary increases to city
workers last year or this year. This
represented a total saving of about
$2,000,000 — ample, he believed, to
warrant a start on the five-day week
plan.
Discussing the unemployment situation, Mayor Curley said:
"It is a serious condition. Nobody
wants the dole. But you have only
two choices, either work and wages
for the American people, or the dole,
and we believe in work and wages."

•
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NEW PLAN FOR HIM
City Employes Will Be
Placed on Five-Day -Week
Next Year
BOSTON, Sept. 8 (AP) •Ida yor
James M Curley has announrrd that
beginning January 1, 1932 city employes would be placed on R fiveday-week "to assure the workers the
positions they now have." Employe's
of institutions and fire and police
departments would be exempt.
In announcing the five-thy week
during a meeting of the Boston Cert.:
tral Labor Union, Mayor Curley said
that several hundreed more men
would be put to work under the plan,
"I hope," he said. "the example
set by the city will be generally accepted by every other commu, y in
America. There is no other ,,swer
if the Inventive genius of t • A erteen nation robs the people
A -*erica of 3.000.000 opportunities for n
livelihood in 10 years, and if, as the
economists state, in the n
10
years 9,000,000 mor ' opport
lea
Will vanish.
"There is only one ,tnswer an that
is the adoption. of the five day
You increase the number of employes by 31
nt at OU. offset

•
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CURLEY'S FIVE-DAY WEEK
While Mayor Curley of Boston was
announcing a five-day working week
without reduction of pay for all
municipal employees directly under
control of Boston's city hall, Postmaster General Brown was asking
federal postal employees "in the
friendliest spirit" to drop plans for
the five-day week.
The federal postoffice department
tries to operate more nearly on a
strict business basis than does the
governments of our handreds of
municipalities throughout the country, and that is one big reason why
one finds Messrs. Curley and Brown
singing out of harmony on the moot
question of a shorter working week.
If the government, whether it is
municipal, state, or federal, conducted
its affairs on sound business principles, it would never advocate increasing production costs by jacking up
the payroll at a time when business
was poor and income was declining
A politician, of course, does not
have to think of the consequences of
his rash moves. Mayor Curley may
propose offhand in a Labor Day
speech a five-day week for municipal
employees, and as far as he is concerned the matter ends there. But
the taxpayers do not find an end of
the matter so quickly and easily.
They are left holding the bag; they
must foot the added bill which the
five-day week will mean.
A municipality should be run in
many respects like a large business
corporation It functions to give its
citizens certain services—police and
fire protection, refuse collection,
•street, construction and maintenance,
supervision of water supply, public
health, parks, playgrounds, and similar services. For every dollar of the
taxpayer's money the government
should aim to obtain for the people a
Ifull dollar's worth of service.
Certainly, this business procedure
,cannot be followed when the mayor,
lor head of the corporation, advocates
less work for the same pay on the
part of subordinates. Stl'il 7. mayor
may be compared to a corporation
chairman who says to his subordinates: "The books are showing this
year a loss where last year they
showed a profit. Consequently, I am
going to give each and every one of
you an increase in pay."

MAYOR TO ATTEND
NEW RATE PROTEST
Mayor Landers slated Tuesday
he And the city solicitor would attend
the meeting of the mayors. chairmen
of boards of selmen, and city and
town councils in Boston, Wednesday,
called by Mayor C.14,iey for the purpose of formul.,ti- plans for fighting
A in the compulthe proposed Iry

aorv automobile \ surancia rates.

BOSTON STARTS
lAY WEEK
M,ayor Curley .Apects This Will
Put 800 Additional Men
to Work.
BOSTON, Sept. 8, 1931.—(')—
Mayor James M. Curley has announced that beginning Jan. 1, 1932,
city employes would be placed on a
five-day week "to assure the workers the positions they now have."
Employes of institutions add fire and
police departments would be exempt.
In announcing the five-day week
during a meeting of the Boston Central Labor union. Mayor Curley said
that several hundred more men would
be put to work under the plan.
"I hope," he said. "the example
set by the city will he generally accepted by every other community in
America There is no other answer
if the inventive genius of the American nation robs the people of America of three milion opportunities for a
livelihood in 10 years, and if. as the
economists state. in the next 10 years
four million more opportunities will
van ish.
"There is only one answer and that
I the adoption of the five-day week.
You increase the number of employes by 16 per cent. A nd you offset thO vanishing job."

ternioi rrowns
1_ On Curley Plan
Says Five-Day Week
Would Increase Taxes
The five-day week plan for Boston
city employes, without loss of pay,
sponsored by Mayor Curley, does not
appeal to Alderman Axel 1J. Sternlof,
chairman of the special taxation committee of the City Council. "It seems
to me that this is a movement in which
Industry should take the lead rather
than a municipality." Alderman Sternlof said today. "The proposition is
drastic for a city where the taxpayers
are already heavily burdened and
would be followed by suffering on the
part of small home owners. 'The committee of which I am chfiltman, is
seeking ways to reduce taxes by a comprehensive study of the different departments, and while I cannot speak
for the members, it seems to me that
any movement, at this time that increases the city expenses Is absolutely

foolish."
A new angle entered the discussion

of the project today when it was
found that the law requires certain
city departments to be open for the
transaction of public business every
day in the year except Sundays and
holidays. Among these departments
are the office of the city clerk, the
city treasury and the board of health.
Mayor Curley suggests that these de-

partments can operate on Saturdays
with skeleton organizations.
Alderman-at-Large Victor E. Hillman, also a member of the taxation
committee, said that he has not given
the matter sufficient *tuft to to

ds'dses •ass

MAYOR CfgEY FOR
te 5-DAY WEEK PLAN
--BOSTON, Sept. 7—M Mayor James
M. Curley today announced he would
place city employes on a five-day week
starting January 1 to "assure the
workers of the positions they
now
have,. "Employes of institutions and
fire and police departments would be
exempt.
The announcement came during the
mayor's Labor Day address on Boston
Common at the meeting of the Boston Central Labor Union.
"I hope," he said, "the example
set by the city will be generally accepted by every other community in
America, There Is no other answer
the inventive genius of the American nation robs the people of Amer-ea of three million opportunities for
a livelihood in 10 years, and if, as
the economists state, in the next 10
four million more opportunities will
vanish.
"There is only one answer and that
is the adoption of th- five day week.
You increase the number of employes by 16 per cent and you off.;
set the vanishing job."
After telling the meaning of Labor
Day and the work that has been done
by organized labor under the guidance of Late Samuel Gompers and
now under President, William Green
of the American Federation of Labor,
the mayor asked what was the future
of organized labor,
"A plea has been made," he continued, "for a special session of ongress and the right, to expend five
billion dollars for the benefit of the
American nation. This plea falls on
deaf ears. 'Oh', says the President,
'we will appoint another commission.'
When the war was 'on and the Belgians had to be fed, they were fed
food, but we have been h., the midst
of an economic war for more than
two years and they fed us on p0551missions and they still attempt to
feed us on commission,,.
"It is time to change this condition,
and President Green is right when he
baps the five-clay week is the answer,"
President James T. Moriarty of the
MRV1Rchusett5 State Federation of
Labor, speaking on the name program,
called upon Massachusetts citistn:5 to
demand of their representatives in the
general court favorable action towards
having a constitutional convention in
order to amend the present constitution regarding the present compulsory
automobile insurance laws,
"Such a convention", he said, "can
be called by action of the legislature.
If these automobile owners and their
friends who rightly and properly reaens the extortion now being practiced
by the insurance companies will prevail upon their senators and representatives to force the calling of a
eonstitet•ional convention we will he
able to correct this evil. Otherwise,
we fear that the privileged few will
continue indefinitely to collect a tax
upon every automobile owner in the
state',

•
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BONN 10HAVE
4 FiVE DAY WEEK
Mayor Cv...4y Safeguards
City Employes' Jobs,
He Declares
Hope.> Oiber 1Centers Will
Follow Suit, He Says
in Address
Boston, Sept. 8 (iLP)—Mayor James
M. Curley has announced he would
place city employes on a five-day
week starting January 1 to "assure
the workers of the positions they now
have." Employes of institutions and
fire and police departments would be
exempt.
The announcement came during the
mayor's Labor day address on Boston common at the meeting of the
Boston Central Labor Union.
Hopes Cities Will Follow.
"I hope," he said, "the example
set by the city will be generallyl
accepted by every community in America. There is no other answer if the
Inventive genius of the American nation robs the people of America of
three million opportunities for a livelihood in 10 years, and if, as the
economists state, in the next 10 years
four million more opportunities will
vanish.
"There is only one answer and that
is the adoption of the five-day deek.
You increase the number of employes
by 16 percent and you offset the vanishing job."
Moriarty Speaks.
President James T. Moriarty of the
Massachusetts State Federation of
Labor, Speaking on the same program,
called upon Massactmetts citizens to
demand of their representatives in the
general court favorable action towards
having a constitutional convention in
order to amend the present constitution regarding the present compulsory automobile insurance laws
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PORT OF BOSTON GROUIOFFERS SPECIAL SHOW

Will Have No

c. Racial Barriers
The City of Boston is preparing to
play a significant part in the nation wide program for the George Washin
Bicentennial celebration
ington
1932.
Mayor James M. Curley has authorized an offierareninnatee, anci the ex^cutive committee has been named and
is now functioning with Thomas A.
Mullen as chairman. The secretary of
the committee, E. B. Mero, and several of its members were actively associated in the organization and conduct of the' Mass. Bay Tercentenary
of 1930. They will bring to the Bicentennial committee the fruit of that experience. ,
The policy of the Boston part in
next year's Washington Bicentennial
will involve the participation of all
organizations and groups of people of
various racial backgrounds who are to
be encouraged to join in the general
program.
The various events in Boston are to
be so arranged as to interest and in
some instances involve the cooperation of other communities of Massachusetts.
Besides the expected pageantry parades and historic features
of the holidays, and the renewed attention to points of sentimental and
patrotic attraction to visitors the Boston Committee Proposes to have reproduced one of the journeys that Washington made through New England.
Arrangements for such a spectacular
event would require the cooperation of
various cities and towns through which
Washington passed as Citizen, General
or President on the way from New York
through Connecticut, Springfield, Worcester, to Boston and then by way of
Salem and Newburyport through New
Hampshire and into Maine.
The date for this proposed historical
pageantry procession has not been
fixed. There are three good opportunites, in October when he made a goodwill tour of New England as President
in 1789, in July when he came to take
command of the army at Cambridge
In 1775, or in February when he came
as a young man of 23 years to seek
adjustment of his status as a military
officer in 1756.
.- 4.:

under way that if the public will
again become interested in New England's destiny as a shipping center,
It can regain prestige in the *world of
for
A program has been arranged the
oceanic commerce.
-1
the special show at the Capitol.
There will be no admission charge
ater tonight at 11.15 in behalf of to the performance at the Capitol
the local division of the Port of Boa- tonight and the public is invited to
ton society which is now being attend. An address by John T. Scully,
formed Under the direction of Blun- director of industry for the city of
don Wills, representing Mayor James
-.-- Boston, will head the program. In adM. Curley and the Commerciai, in- dition to Mr. Scully's address, sound
and Publicity Bureau of pictures made of t,555 Port of
Boston
Boston,
will be shown ant, Arthur Martel,
Mr. wills says the new society has organist at the Metropolitan theater
a definite goal in view, namely, a in Boston, who is well known by the
four-day sailing service to Europe majority of showgoers in Worcester,
with trunk line rail connections serv till present a recital. Other
features
ing New England from an parts ce. have been arranged for by Elmer
the United States. It is the belief of Daniels, manager of the Capitol.
The
the span/We of this, Movement now ogrformance ia tor.adults only.'
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CURLEY TO PLACE BOSTON WY
EMPLOYES ON FIVE-DAY WEEK
Mayor Makes Announcement During a Labor Day
Address---Will Increase Number of Employes and
W
Offset the Vanishing Job, lie Says---Takes Slap
at Hoover
Boston, Seel. 7 tlei—Mayor Jewel,
"Such a convention," he said, "can
M. Curley today announced he wolid i be called by action of the legislature.
automobile owners and their
place city employes on a fiv&.4ay' If these
friends who rightly and properly reweek starting January 1 to "asSurd sent the extortion now being practhe workers of the positions they now I ticed by the insurance companies will
have." Employes of institutions and prevail upon their senators and repcalling of a
fire and police department§ would be resentatives. to force the
constitutional convention we will be.
exempt.
able to correct this evil. OtherwLie,
The announcement came during the we fear that the privileged few will
mayor's Labor day address on Bos- continue indefinitely to collect a tax
automobile owner in the
ton common at the meeting of the upon every
state."
'Boston Central Labor Union.
I "I hope," he said, ''the exampl
set by the city will be generally
accepted by every community in America. There is no other answer if the
inventive genius of the American nation robs the people of America of
three million opportunities for a livelihood in 10 years, and if, as the
economists state. in the next 10 years
four million more opportunities will
vanish.
'There is only one answer and that
is the adoption of the five-day deck.
You increase the number of employes
by 16 percent and you offset the vanishing job."
After telling the meaning of Labor
day and the work that has been done
by organized labor under the guidance
of the late Samuel Gompers and now
under President William Greene of
the American Federation of Labor,
BOSTON (4'1—Ma yor James NI
ithe mayor asked what was the future
Curley has announced that beginning
lof organized labor.
Jan. 1, 1932, city employes would be
"A plea has been made," he conplaced on R five-day week" to assure
tinued, "for a special session of Congress and the right to expend five
the workers the positions they now
billion dollars for the benefit of the
have." Etnploycs of institutions and
American nation. This plea falls on
fire and pollee departments would he
deaf ears. 'Oh,' says the president,
exempt.
'we will appoint another commission.'
In announcing the five-day-week
When the war was on and the Belgians had to be fed, they were fed
during a meeting of the Boston Cenfood, but we have been in the midst
tral Labor union, Mayor Curley said
of an economic war for more than
that several hundred more men would
two years and they fed us on combe put to work under the plan.
missions and they still attempt to feed
"I hope," he said, "the example set
commissions.
the city will be generally accepted
by
us on
by every other community in America.
"It is time to change this condition ,
There is no other answer if the inand President Green is right when he
ventive genius of the American nation
says the five-day week is the answer."
robs the people of America of three
President James T. Moriarty of the
million opportunities for a livelihood
Massachusetts State Federation ot
in 10 years. and if, as the economists
Labor, speaking on the same program,
state, in the next 10 years four million
called upon Massachusetts citizens to
more opportunities will vanish.
demand of their representatives in the
"There is only one answer and that
general court favorable action towards
Is the adoption of the five-day-week.
ha vine a constitutional convention in
You increase the number of employee
order to amend the present constituby 16 percent and you offset the vantion regarding the present compulishing Job."
sory automobile insurance laws.

FIVE-DAY WEEK
ANNOUNCED BY
MAYOR CURLEY

City of Boston to Provide
More Jobs Without
Reducing Wages
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MAYOR CURLEY FOR
5-DAY WEEK PLAN
BOSTON, Sept. 7-4P) Mcv*ILLIZes
M—failf.ley today announced e would
place city employes on i five-day week
starting January 1 to "assure the
now
workers of the positions they
have.. "Employes of institutions and
fire and police departments would be
exempt.
The announcement came during the
mayor's Labor Day address on Boston
Common at the meeting of the Boston Central Labor Union.
"I hope," he said, "Lhe example
set by the city will be generally accepted by every other community in
America. There is no other answer
if the inventive genius of the American nation robs the people of America of three million opportunities for
'a livelihood in 10 years, and if, as
the economists state, in the next 10
four million more opportunities will
, vanish.
"There is only one answer and that
is the adoption of t1,- five day week.
You increase the number of employes by 16 per cent and you offset the vanishing job."
After telling the meaning of Labor
Day and the work that has been done
by organized labor under the guidance of Late Samuel Gompers and
now under President William Green
of the American Federation of Labor,
the mayor asked what was the future
of organized labor.
"A plea has been made." he continued, "for a special session of on. gress and the right to expend five
billion dollars for the benefit of the
American nation. This plea falls on
deaf ears. 'Oh', says the President.
'oo.• sill app.:411f; itii.5(hEi- esiliiiiiia:a16i-i:
When the war WEL% on and the Belgians had to be fed, they were fed
food, but we have been in the midst
of an economic war for more than
two years and they fed us on commissions and they still attempt to
feed us on commi5sions.
"It is time to change this condition,
and President Green is right when
he
says the five-day week is the answer."
President James T. Moriarty of the
Massachusetts State Federation of
, Labor, speaking on the $,RITIC program.
;called upon Massachusetts eitirAmis
to
demand of their representatives in the
:
general court favorable action towards!
having a eonstitutionat convention in ,
order to amend the present constitu- I
lion regarding the present compulsory :
sutomobile Insurance laws.
"Such a convention", he said. "can
be called by action of the
legislature.
If these automobile owners and
their
friends who rightly and properly
resent the extortion now being practiced
by the insurance companies will
prevan upon their senators and
representatives to force the calling
of a
constitutional Convention we will
be
atVe to correct this evil.
Otherwise.
we fear ;hat the privileged few
will
continue indefinitely to collect a
tax
upon every automobile, owner in the
nate."
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CURLEY TO PUT CITY WORKERS
IN
TONON El-WAY
BEA:URGES OTHLJKS TO
JOIN PIA N
•
has been made," he con.

Con.
-A plea,
Nays Scheme Will Make tinned,
"for a special session of
right to expend $5,000,.

gress and the
Amer.
000,000 for the benefit of the
falls on cleat
plea
This
nation.
b-all
president, 'we
ears. 'Oh', says the
commission.'
another
appoint
will
the Belgians
on
was
war
_
the
When
I
were fed food.
had to be fed. They
but we have been in the midst of an
U economic war for more than two
1
years and they fed us on commie•
•
sions and they still attempt to feed
nstitution Workers will
us on commissions.
Auto insurance Under Fire.
"It is time to change this condi' tion. and President Green is right
when he says the five-day week Is
the answer."
President James T. Moriarty of
the Masnaehusette State Federation,
of Labor, sneaking on the same pro.:
Inventive
to
nswer
gram, called upon Massachusetts' cit•
teens to demand of their represent•
atives in the General Court favorabh
action toward having a constitutional
convention in order to amend the
last
evening present Constitution regarding the
questioned
When
about the possibility of introducing present compulsory insurance laws.
"Such a convention," he said, "can
the five -clay plan in the municipal
M•yo, be called by action of the legisiadepartments in Lowell, as
Curley will do in Boston next Jan. ture. If these automobile owners
tiary, Mayor Thomas H. Braden said and their friends who rightly and
he had not seen the details of Cur. properly resent the extortion no I
insurance
lay's plan and would not discuss ilg being practised by the
their
local application until he had givers companies will prevail upon
senators and representatives to force
it some study,
the calling of a constitutional conwe will be able to correct
BOSTON, Sept. 7 (p)._mayori vention
we fear that
.lames M. Curley today announced, the evil. Otherwise,
the privileged few will continue Inhe would place city 'employees on sis
definitely to collect a tax upon every
five-day week starting Jan. 1 to "as.
automobile owner in the crate."
sure the workers of the position!'
they now have." Employees of in.
aa.,,9/
stitu tions and Fire and Police de
of Boston
Mayor James M.
partments would be exempt.
made an interesting Minarison in his
The announcement came during
address at the recent state convention
the mayor's Labor day address on
of the American Legion at Plymouth
Boston common at the meeting of the
in the course of his attack on recent
Boston Central Lahor union,
crhica of pensions granted to the
Offsets Vanishing Jobs.
Grand Army of the Republic and ad"I hope," he said, "the example
jtisted compensation to the World War
set by the city will be generally cc.
veterans.
center' by every other community in
"Every mule." Mayor Curley said,
America. There is no other answer
"that did an honest day's work in the
If the inventive genius of the Amerconstruction of the Acropolis was led
lean nation robs the people of
out to pasture, when the work was
America of 3,000,000 opport mit jell
finished, and permitted to end his
for a livelihood in 10 years, and if1
days eating long, luscious, green gra.sa
an the economists state, in the next
and drinking from wells of pure water.
10 years 4,000,000 more opportuni.
And we would deny to the Grand
Iles will vanish.
Army veterans wryat the Greeks
"There is only one answer, and
granted to the mules that worked on
that is the adoption el' the Ave-day
the construction of the Acropolis."
week. You increase the number of
our cent and 3 oui
uniployoes by 1
offset, the vanishing Job,"

Room for 16 Per Cent
More Employees i
Firemen Policemen rid
I
()

1L Faempt

Says There Is No Other
A
Genius ofNation"

cwipy
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Hits National Adminisb ation.
Arti r telling the meaning of Labor
day and the work MIL has been done
by organized labor under the guidanee of the late Futriniel Gompers
and now under President. \Nathan'
Green of the Am.wirett Federation of
Labor, the mayor aalsed what was
the future gf gYeateigteed. Isitiot•

HUB'BOSS'LINKED
WITH AUTO SURETY
Lynn Mayor Sees Scant
Hope For Revision—
Inquiry Asked
BCSTON, Sept. 4 ( AP)—A charge
that a "political boss" in Boston
was "tied up with insutance interests." and a demand for a legislative
investleation of all insurance companies writing automobile insurance
In Massachusetts were the outstanding developments today in the attack upon proposed Increases in automobile insurance rates.
i Declaring he saw little hope for
revision of rates, Mayor J. Fred Manping of Lynn charged that members
of the Legislattire Were "forced to
heed their master's voice" and that
"the voice was that of a political
boss In Boston who was allied with
the insurance companies."
Definite action .was taken by two
Revere's representatives in the
Broctbln.,
Legislature. Sen. Conde
and Rep. Thomas F. Carroll, who filed
ask
a
resolve
clerk
Senate
with the
ing creation of a special legislative
commission to investigate all comlitanies writing automoble insuranc•:,
In the state.
The commission, which would he
of $5000,
given an appropriation
would be authorized to recommend
any revisions Jof the present automobile insurancl law it saw fit, and
would consist of three senators, four
representatives and four perFons t
be appointed by the governor.
Meanwhile, the nroposed rate increases were denounced from many
quarters in the metropolitan area.
Former Governor Alvan T. Fuller
renewed his attack upon the high
rates with the statement that "action, not political ballyhoo," was
needed to deer up the situation, and
the expressed opinion that the Insurance companies should band together to prosecute faked nuisance
claims.
In order to avoid conflict with
the protest meeting of mayors and
vdectmen called by Make: James M.
Curley of Boston, which
be
liSetes•ki the Boston City hall, Wednesday morning, Mayor John J. Murphy today changed the time of the
meeting of the federation of mitnicipalitiFs to Tuesday afternoon,
The problem of automobile insurance rates will be discussed by Gov.
Ely In a radio aciclr:ss Tuesday night,
This will he the governor's first •
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Uurl y, at labor meeting, announces
five-My week for city employees,
starting Jan. 1.
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BOSTON TO ADOPT
,4 5 DAV WORK WEEK
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to amend the present constitution
autogarding the present compulsory
mobile insurance laws.
"can
"Such a convention," he said,
Legislabe called by action of the owners
ture. If these automobile
and
and their friends who rightly now
properly resent the extortion
insurance
being practised by the
their
companies will prevail upon
force
senators and representatives to
conthe calling of a constitutional
correct
to
able
be
will
we
ntion
v,
evil. Otherwise, we fear that
continue int he privileged few will
to collect a tax upon every
state."
I automobile owner in the

•Mayor Believes It Is Only this

Solution to Nation's
Employment Puzzle. , (ienttely

ROSTON, Sept. 7
IR Ma.e6tRii.1)11
.
,
ey today .annouriEW
James M.
a
on
employes
city
0/F 131
free
he would
five-day week starting January 1 to
"assure the workers of the positions
they now have." Employes of institutions and fire and police departments would be exempt.
BOSTON. Sept. g (ir) -- Mayor
The announcement came during
the mayor's Labor Day address on James M. Cur19' has annouiTerd
Boston common at the meeting of that. beginniqlnanuary 1, 102 city
the Boston Central Labor union.
employes would be placed on a
"I hope," he said, "the example five-day-week ''to assnre the workacset by the city will be generally
ers the positions they now have."
cepted by every other community in
Employes of institutions and fire
answer
America. There is no other
departments would he
if the inventive genius of the Ameri- and police
can nation robs the people of Amer- exempt.
ica of three million opportunities
In announcing the five-day-week
for a livelihood in 10 years, and if, ttring a meeting of the Boston
as the economists state, in the next Central Labor Union, Mayor Curley
10 years four million more oppor- said that several hundied more
tunities will vanish.
men would be put. to work under
"There is only one answer and
the nlan.
five-day
the
of
adoption
the
is
that
week. You increase the number of
employes by 16 per cent and you
,e/7.STAR, Po,r C1
YY0/:,
/0/
offset the vanishing job."
BOSTON. Sept. 10 ('P1—Mayor
Commissions.
Fed On
James M. Curley today set. next Wednesday tor a conference of solicitors
After telling the meaning of
to draft a bill to be presented to the
Labor Day and 'the work done by
forthcoming special session of the
organized labor under the guidance
which
will
Legislature
consider
of the late Samuel Gompers and
in the compulsory automobile
changes
Green
now under President William
law.
The
action
was
taken
in acof
Federation
of the American
cordance with the request of a meetLabor, the mayor asked what was
ing of mayors and selectmen yesterthe future of organized labor.
day.
"A plea has been made," he conYesterday's gathering agreed that
Conof
seesion
the formulation of a new bill be left
tinued, "for a special
live
expend
to the solicitors with a provision that
gress and the right to
the draft. be approved by a committee
billion dollars for the benefit of the
composed of a solicitor from each
American nation. This plea falls on
county. 'Mayor Curley was authorized
deaf ears. 'Oh,' says the president,
to fix the time of the conference.
'we will appoint another commisWhen the mayors and selectmen
sion.' when the war was on and the
met they had not yet learned of (Irv.
were
They
fed.
be
to
had
Belgians
Joseph B. Ely's intention to sumfed food, but we have been in the
'mon the Legislature in special session
more
for
war
economic
an
of
and it was the plan at that time to
midst
present the proposed bill to the reguthan two years and they fed us on
lar session.
commissions and they still attempt
Mayor Curley, when he learned of
to feed us on commissions.
the Governor's intention of conven"It is time to change this condiing
the Legislature, derided to call the
tion, and President Green is right
solicitors together considerably earlier
when he says the five-day week is
than he had otherwise planned.
the answer."
Auto Tax Assailed.
President James T. Moriarty of the
Massachusetts State Federation of
Labor, speaking on the same program, called upon Massachusetts
BOSTON. Sept. 10 (itn—A bill procitizens to demand of their repreviding for the insertion of a demerit
sentatives in the General Court
compulsory
system in the existing
favorable action towards having a
automobile insurance law was filed
constitutional convention in order
with the Legislature today by Rep.

NASH

Five Day Week For
(, Hub City Employes

Files Bill Providing
For Demerit Scheme

John W.McLeod of Chelsea.
The measure was similar to One
brought. yesterdaY before the last legislative session and would classify vehicles involved in accidents into three

groups according to the seriousness of
the accident and the degree of responsibility.

PARLEY'
t. CALLED BY Clal
Meeting Set for Wednesday
—May Draft New Auto
4nsurance Bill
I AP)--Mayor
BOSTON. Sept 10
James M. Curley today set next Wednesday for a conference of solicitors
to draft a bill to be presented to the
forthcoming special session of the
consider
will
Legislature which
changes in the compulsory automobile law. The action was taken in
accordance with the req at of a
meeting of mayors and selectmen
yesterday.
Yesterday's gathering agreed that
the formulation of a new bill be
left to the solicitors with a provision
that the draft be approved by a
committee composed of a solicitor
from each county. Mayor Curley was
authorized to fix the time of the

conference.
When the mayors and selectmen
met they had not yet learned of
to
Gov. Joseph B. Ely's intention
summon the Legislature in special
session and it was the plan at that
time to present the proposed bill to
the regular session.
Mayor Curley, when he learned of
the governor's intention of convening the Legislature, decided to call
the solicitors together considerably
otherwise
he had
earlier than
planned.
oTMEItIT SYSTEM PETITION
FILED BY CIIELSE% SOLON
BOSTON, Sept. 10 (INS1—Insertion
of a demerit system in the compulsory automobile insurance law, is
sought in a petition filed with the
clerk of the Rouse of Representatives
today by Rep. John W. MacLeod of
Chelsea.
The measure filed today by Representative MacLeod is the same legislation that was brought to the attention of the Legislature during the
last session.
Under the terms of Representative
ilvfacLeod's measure vehicles involved
in accidents would be classified by
the registrar of motor vehicles in
three groups, according to the seriousness of the accident and the degree of responsibility. Cars placed in
the first class as a result of being involved in the least serious offenses
would, under the provisions of the
measure, be required
the
to pay
standard premium plus 10 per cent.
Vehicles classified in group two would
be required to pay 25 per cent additional. bill
provides that cars to be
The
classified in the second group would
include those twice involved In accidents in a year. Cars grouped in the
third classification would, under the
hill's provisions, be required to pay
an additional 50 per cent.
Notice of the classification of a
car, the bill provides, would have to
be sent by the registrar to the person
afTecteci. the insurance company and
the insurance commissioner. Provision is made in the measure for a review of the registrar's decision by the
board of appeal created under the
compulsory
automobile
Insurance.
law. The request for review, the bill
provides. would have to be accompan..
led by a cash deposit of $50 or by *
bond with good and sufficient stUte.:
ties satisfactory to the board In $kt$
sum of $150 and conditions
such excess or penalty pre
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Unfair To Careful Drivers
FOR NINE drivers out of ten the
new auto insurance rates are absurdly
exorbitant. Moreover, where may we
expect them to stop? Every year since
the compulsory law was passed they
have gone up; for 1932 they will be
about twice what they were in 1927.
We are told that they go up because
accidents continue to increase and are
espnially numerous in 'bis part of the
Commonwealth. It is also true that
they go up because the business of
making false or exorbitant claims grows
every year bolder, and the insurance
companies yield to such claims without
fighting them. They also go up because
careless and incompetent drivers are
not properly penalized and the good
drivers who seldom or never have an
accident are required to bear the
burden of of her people's offenses. It
does no good to demand the removal
of the Commissioner as mayor Curley .
and countless minor politlearih- arc
shrieking for. As long as the system
encourages fake claims and the penalizing of the careful driver, the rates
must and will go up. As it stands the
law takes money out of the pocket of
the decent motorist to feed the
shysters and pay the bills of the reckless and the incompetent. If the law
is not modified to meet these obvious
weaknesses it will shortly break down
completely. It is not at present justifying itself, and it does not seem
likely to do so in the future. The only
way
can succeed is by amendments
that put the cost of accidents on the
pockets of those who are responsible
for them, and rulir4; habitual offenders
sternly and permanently off the road.

ell wilt doubtless have something to

Mayor Curley's plan to put certain say, and so will the taxpayers. But
municipal employes on a five-day five-day-week proposals in public
week without reduction in "salaries" employment are likely to be more
Postniaster - General
can be studied better when it begins numeroes.
to operate. The mayor's announce- Brown on Monday pointed out to the
ment bravely implied the retention letter carriers that a five-day week
of -six days' pay for five days' work. in their work without reduction of
But this is not a time when public compensation would merely increase
pay rolls can be burdened with any the postoffice department's deficit,
increase in rates of pay.
Mayor which is already $150,000,000 a year.
Curley knows this as well as any- The effect would be that of an adbody; in fact, he has shown himself vance in salary for all workers afeager to prevent an advance in the fected. In some cases such procity's tax rate by more than a mod- posals may be urged as a means of
erate amount, such as would :seem countering salary or wage reducsuitable for a period when addition- tions, but no dilution of labor pracal expenses were necessary to Pro' tices that increases public costs can
vide employment and relieve dm' now be seriously considered.
trert.
On its face. Mayor Curley's announcement calls for an increase in
the number of municipal employes
at prevailing "salaries." But it is
stated that the police, fire, school,
hospital and institutions departments
The classes of
are not affected.
labor chiefly affected will be those
in the public works department. It
is to be assumed that a majority of
these employes are on an hourly
wage, or a weekly wage calling for a
specified number of hours of work.
BOSTON. Sept. 9—City employees
It is obvious that where an hourly
Boston will start working on a
of
wage is paid the hours per week can
week basis, beginning in
five-day
be reduced and more men hired withJanuary,
as a means of relieving
out increase in the wage bill. This
unemployment and as an offset, to the five-day week, when and if the
is already being done in a variety of
mayor is able to accomplish it, as
the "vanishing job," Mayor Curley
he hopes to do in January.
trades. But if each man is to reannounced at the golden anereteThe mayor in press conferences
ceive the same weekly wage as forsary exercises of Labor Day at the .already held on the matter has estimerly and less wog( is required of
Parkman bandstand on Boston com- mated that the five-day week for
him, the public wage bill will rise.
city employees means an increase
mon Monday.
in the payroll of a minimum of $50,In the case of common labor work- 1
The five-day week will mean an 000 a week, or over $2\500,000 a year.
ing at a relatively low rate some
12
per
by
employees
increase of
But he has increased no salaries
such dilution of efficiency might be
cent, and will be carried out under of city workers last year or this
expedient in sonic circumstances as
a stagger system, the details of year, which he estimated to 'mail a
an alternative to public aid in the
which are yet to be worked out. The saving of about $1,000,000 for each
mayor hopes that Boston's example of those two years, or a total of $2,form of charity. But as a general
will influence cities and states 000,000, which he figures is ample
wage policy Mayor Curley's plan is
throughout the nation to follow to provide a start for the five-day
impossible of application without an
project.
suit.
He may have to go to the legislaincrease in public costs that no one
This will mean no cut in pay for
city workers and will entail no ture to get authority to put his plan
can contemplate with equanimity at
shortening of the time that city into effect and the corporation
a time when large-scale public and
departments will keep open, it was counsel's job is to find out the legal
private expenditures for the relief of
learned on inquiry Monday night. ilispects of the matter. The budg-i
Budget Commissioner Charles J. et commissioner is working out the
industrial unemployment are imperaFox and Corporation Counsel Sam- 'financial and physical aspects of the
tive. As chairman Howard of the
uel Silverman have been and are shift to the stagger system for all
state commission on administration
working out the details of the stag- city departments and jobs.
and finance says, "the plan makes
The mayor's estimate of a saving
ger system, by which 2000 more men
will be given city jobs at full pay, '1 $1,000,000 a year by his not in'inescapable either an increase of
easing c14 salaries, except for poand the departments and offices
'one-sixth in the expenditures of the
and work of the city will continue i .ice and fire r—partment men who
'city or a cut of one-sixth in the
"?. maximum, came
on full time with all employees hav- were under
'wages of employes to allow for the
ing two full days off a week, like from the ins,..ease which he said
amounted to $1,098,450 in city salschool teachers.
'increased number of employes which
The 7000 teachers in the public aries r'ilted by former Mayo!
'would be required to get the work
schools are already practic..'ly on 'Nichols jti t before he went out of
'done."
the five-day working week plan. office.
It' was pointed out that city laMayor Curley's proposal is likely
The 2500 policemen will have to be
approached through Police Commis- borers on the regular payroll arc
to look less formidable when—and
sioner Hultman. But the 9224 men employed at a yearly salary ant
if—steps are taken to put it into efIn the public works department, not be the day or hour and tha
t feet. In the meantime the.eitar coonthe 2000 men and women in the they; will suffer
no cut in pa!
ugh the five-day work week o
1 de artment, and the city t

WOULD WORK
SHORTER WEEK

Boston City Employees to
Try New Schedule Starting in January
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Five day week.
If Mayor Cikiset. has his way,
Boston will he the pioneer among
municipalities in the adoption of a
five-day week for the city departments. That the five-day week is
among the innovations of the future for most industries is probable. It has already been adopted
by several trades and by some industrial plants. This is one of the
questions upon which a newspaper
can comment with more or less impartiality for there is little prospect that a newspaper plant will
be operated on a five-day-week
plan until the millenium is visible
on the horizon. Whether it is advisable for Boston to become the
,pioneer in the movement for placing municipalities on A. five-day
basis is something for the people
pf that city to decida. And it is
hardly likely that they will, under" present conditions, decide in
the affirmative.
The object of Mayor Curley's
proposal is laudable. He desires to
give employment to a large numbpr of people without subjecting
hose already in the city employ
if) reduction in pay. As a matter
if fact the plan would be equivalent to an increase in pay. There
would be no difficulty in the adjustment of the Work to the plan.
Any head of a department, given a
sufficient number of men and
womeu, could re-arrange his schedule on a five-day Mosta. The taxpayers are the ones to be considered. That this action on the part
of the mayor would in any way
stimulate private business may be
doubted. If it did not tend to reduce employment the city would be
fortunate, for property owners in
Boston have for some time complained that their property was
overvalued, and it is upon them
that the principal burden of the
increased cost would fall.
That is one side of the question.
The other is that many would be
given remunerative employment by
the city, either making vacancies
in private business or relieving unemployment by giving jobs to those
nim do not bays them. It is
,:ouleatied didU that_th.. plan would
Medii

a material reduction in I hr

amount spent frit* relief. The plan
is not yet in operation per is it

likely that it will immediately
become effective. If it does the result will be watched with considerable interest by other cities in
land outside Massachuffetts.

LEADERS BACK
FIVE-DAY PLAN
Own
3usiness Men Point to
Successful Opration
of System
•
9—Although details
Boston, Sept.
for Munifor the five-day week plan
by Mayor
ced
annou
ments
cipal depart
addreifirto
-day
Labor
his
Cicley i
January 1 have
bean% effective on
leaders of inout,
d
worke
not been
zations exorgani
civic
dustry and
approval
partial
'or
al
approv
pressed
proposal, especially as
s
mayor'
the
of
unemployment.
a relief for
ncement MonThe ma3 or's annou spirit of the
day, prompted by the he was atilt
day, was made while
and before
studying the proposition ts for its
gemen
any definite arran made. He said
functioning had been
be 60 days bethat It would probably plan would be
fore the details of the
worked out.
not his inHe also said that It was
undue burden
tention of placing an
payers, but that he
on the city's tax
accomplish-et]
believed it could beHe emphasized
without such result.
not a major
that this proposal %via
of unemcontribution to the reliefsor of uniployment, but as a precur nment and
gover
versal adoption by
working
industry or the five-day
week.
l intention
It is the mayor's genera
pal departments
to shut down munici
expiration of
under his control at the Friday. Beregular working hours on ements. cerrequir
cause of statutory
-function Sattain departments must to maintain a
urday and it is planned
business
skeleton force to handle
delay. Typiwhich will permit of no ments which
cal examples of departSaturday are
cannot be closed all day
the city
the health department and and marrepistry where birth records
licea:-;es are obtained.
d.da
>1 .9/
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MIK Bostonians will not be disappointed if Mayor Curley reconsidfor
ers his determination to contest for
nomination
the Democratic
Some may
governor next year.
think that Mr. Ely, if he cares for
free
a second term, should have a real
field for the honor, but theelectreason is that Mr. Curley was
will
ed for four years and his term ry,
not expire ordinarily until Janua
feel
lly
1934. The citizens genera
that he is doing a splendid job and
es
would regret to lose his servic
would
even for one year. In 1934 he
pered
have an opportunity, unham
for the
by official cafes, to stlike
dismore
even
higher goal and
tinguished service.

wMfg
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THE FIVE DAY WEE
W
t
What organized labor has sough
by
for a decade, Mayor Ci.•ey grants
a
a stroke of the pen, orrather by
few mellifluous words from that facile tongue. How does he do it? By
what authority does he add. 800 people to the pay roil? Most people are
so dazed by the strange happenings
do
of these ominous times that they
not question the mayor's authority.
a
However, Mayor Curley is not yet
tax
czar, and we have no doubt that
payers through the courts will question his right to confiscate their
property by increasing their tax burdens. What the country needs is lower taxes rather than higher.
Selectman Bremer of Brookline approves the mayor's action except in
one respect. He would have fly - days'
pay given for five days' labor.
would not suit the mayor, nor ort,anized labor whose votes he .., .eks.
Thus the privileged class of city mployes is not asked to make any of
the sacrifices which are demanded of
us all. Almost universally we are
obliged to cut down our expenses and
live within a reduced income. Public employes have the same income
as before, and have it every week In
the year. Moreover, the cost of living
has in fact raised the buying power
of their salaries, and they are sitting
pretty. Municipal employes, postaA
clerks and carriers are better off the a
ever in these hard times. Mayor Cur
ley, however, does not ask for an
sacrifices from' this privileged class,
and Will give them five and a half
days' pay for five days labor.
Thus we go on defying economic
law. Chile has had a rebellion because for years that nation has defied economic law. Fall River is in
the receiver's hands because she c'' fled economic law, and several other
Massachusetts cities are hastening
toward the same goal. The whole
country is depressed because it has
been defying economic law. He also
wants the nation to borrow five billions for an enormous building program. What and where he does not
say. In short, Mayor Curley's program carried out to its conclusion,
would approximate the condition of
that happy isle where everybody
made a living by taking In one an-

l

other's washing. Mayor Curley offers

tv a Quack remedy for our ills.
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MAYORS MAKE
DEMANDS FOR
AC
TI
•RA ON TO HALT
TE INCREASES
48 City and Town Officials
Favor of Special
Session

Frank A. Goodwin, chairman of
the
Boston finance commission, argue
d in
favor of his suggestion to
set up a
state-controled insurance comp
any to
compete with outside insur
ance
panies. He also argued a speci comsion of the Legislature and al sesthe appointment of a commission
to investigate automobile accident
claim
,
Goodwin attacked the polic s.
y of the
present law in allowing the insur
ance
companies to compile the
figures. He
said the figures presented to
Insur
Commissioner Merton L. Brow ance
n were
not under oath.
"There are crooked lawy
crooked doctors," said Good ers and
there may also be crooked win, "but
insurance
,companies."
in
Mayor John J. Murphy of
Somerville protested that the
companies were now maki insurance
ng a fair
margin of profit and objec
ted to the
increase in the rates.

(Special Dispatch to The Daily
News)
Boston, Sept. 0--Gov Ely
will call
a special session of the
to act on a plan he has Legislature
in
solution of the automobile mind for
insurance
problem, it was learn
ed from an
authoritative source at
the
State
House today.
Gov Ely was asked this
afternoon as
to the probable special
sessi
declined to talk on it. It on and be
that he will announce his is believed
issue the call when he speaintention to
radio tonight between '8 ks over the
and 8.30 on
the compulsory automobile
insurance
rates.
Intimation was given by
the
governor to the executive
counc
sion this afternoon thatil at its seshe
probably
will call them in special
session before
the next regular meeting
a
week
from
today to approve the
legislative call.
The natural inference
is
that the
Legislature will be asked
by the governor to act to recti
fy the rising liability insurance rate
on motor vehicles. Consensus is that
cal step will be the the most logirepeal of the
present compulsory
tion of some other law and substitustatu
bring about more equit te that will
better safeguard again able rates and
that. have become st mai practice/4
common under
present conditions.
Undou'itedly Gov Ely in
his radio
speech tonight will set
as to What legillati?n forth his ideas
is necessary.
That the governor has
made his decision to call a special
session several
days ago seemed obvious today
.
At a meeting of mayors
of various
cities of the state calle
d by Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston
and held
today at the Boston city hall,
it was
voted unanimously to request the
ernor to call a special legislative govsion.• The only Western Nfass sesachusetts executives present at this meeting were Mayor William T. Dillon of
Holyoke and Mayor Henry Cloutier of
Ch icopee.
Boston, Sept. 9—A motion for a
special session of the Legislature to
investigate, the whole structure of
compulsory
a utomobile
insurance
rates in Massachusetts was adopted
by unanimous vote this afternoon at
the meeting of officials of cities and
towns, called at city hall by Mayo
i
James M. Curley.
rdrelt mayors, selectmen and
other officials of cities and towns
throughout the commonwealth attended the meeting and registered their
protests against the proposed increases in compulsory automobile insurance rates.
Mayor Andrew .7. Cassassa of Revere, in making the motion, decla
that there is too much work alreared
d
facing the regular "oilskin ot

•
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..,ABOR HEAD I kTJDS
CUltilkEY JOB PLAN
BOSTON Sept. 9 (AP) —Matthew
Woll, vice president of the American
Federation of Labor, in a telegram
to Mayor James M, Curley, today,
said the latter's proposed five-day
week plan was "the most progressive
action yet taken anywhere in dealing
with the relief of unemployment."
"Your practical response to labor's
appeal and your determination to set
an example for all other employers
to follow, governmental as well as
private, gives hope and encouragement to all," the message said,

7, ,'3,
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE to
comment intelligently on
Mayor Cu49y's
plan for a five day week
for the employes of the
city of Boston until
the plan is developed
further. Thus I
`311S are too sketchy
and unfinished
IT IS NOT CLEAR
whether or no 'he city
employes are to get
six days pay for five
days work, whether or
not additional help will
hired to run the city six
be
days a week.
AS A MATTER OF FAC
T it looks at the mome
nt as if Mayor
Curley had made his
proposal in a moment of
extemporaneous exuberance and has now begun
to realize that he bit off
a pretty good mouthful
if not Indeed more than
he can possibly chew.
THE WHOLE FIVE DAY
WEEK situation is heavi
ly beclouded,
anyway. In general labor
expects six days pay for
five days work.
Employers, on the other
hand, even those advo
cating the five day week
are, generally speaking,
,
paying only five days
pay for five days work.
WHAT THE EVENTU
AL OUTCOME will be
no one can predict.
One phase of the situa
tion is clear. If empl
oyed men can turn out
much work in five
as
days as they now turn
out in six, it is certa
dence that they are not
in eviworking to capacity now.

'3.?'

Mayor Curley's Fiv Jay Week.
OLD and arresting, the pledge to organized labor
by Mayor
Curley of Boston, that he will put most of Bost
on's
public
employes on a five-day week schedule, at
full pay, beginning ,Jan. 1, if there are no legal obstacles. Fact
s adduced
in buttressing his promise, or proposal, are strong.
Machines have
displaced millions of workers, a fact to whic
h the shoe industry
can testify, and other than in times of prosperi
ty these workers
are not absorbed by other gainful occupati
ons. The five-day
week at full pay, advanced by organized labo
r as one solution of
this unemployment, might quicken the readjust
ment.
But can it be done, in the case of public
employes, without
adding unfairly to heavy tax burdens? Esti
mates of the expense
involved in the Boston proposal, fixed at $25,
000 up, do not square
with the 800 additional jobs foreseen by Mr.
Curley. Better set
the figure at $500,000 up. There are about
7000 who would benefit, men and women who now work five and
one-half days a week,
when there are no holidays out, and as only
800 would be added
to the city's payroll the benefits to Bost
on's unemployed ate
nothing to rhapsodize about—unless the
speaker happens to be
a politician and ambitious to be governor
of Massachusetts. Mr.
Curley's plan is more spectacular than
practicable.

V/

Mayor Curley's Five-Day Week
As the city of Boston's contribution toward
a solution of the unemployment problem, Mayor
James M. Curley has announced that, beginning
Jan. 1, all municipal employes directly under
the control of the City Hall will go on a fiveday working week basis in order to provide
more work for the jobless. It is estimated that
•
about 7000 of the city's 20,000 employes will be
affected, as for obvious reasons the new plan
cannot include the police and firemen or employes in certain other city departments.
Mayor Curley is quoted as saying that it
will provide work for 800 additional persons on
the five-day week basis. It should do more than
that, if the 7000 estimate is correct, for to
carry on the regular work schedule, six men
working five days a week will be required to do
the work five men have been doing in six
days. This would call apparently for 1400 additional persons, or a total of 8400 instead of the
present 7000.
Be that as it may, a highly Interesting
feature of the Mayor's plan is that while it
reduces the working time of each employe by
pne day a week it does not reduce his pay. The
ompensation will be the same for five days as
it now is for six days, not only I— the present
employes but also for the 800 or 100, whichever it may be, additional employes to be taken
on. This should make,it agreeable to the employes, present and prospective, but possibly not
so agreeable for the taxpayers.
It is stated in one Boston paper that estimates of the additional expense involved run
from $25,000 a week up. Whatever the correct
figure may be, it is certain that the payroll of
the city is, in the words of the Boston Post,
"bound to be vastly increased," and equally
certain "that the money must be provided to
meet it." Of course, there is only one source
from which this money can come and that is the
already somewhat burdened taxpayers,the great
majority of whom will continue to work on a
six-day schedule, if by good fortune they manage
to retain their work or business.
The Post refers to it as an "ambitious program," and, calling attention to the fact that
Mayor Curley recently announced that there
would be no salary increases for city employes,
makes the point that reducing the hours of
1::bor one-sixth and at the same time continuing
the wage scale now in effect is in reality a raise
in pay. it is rather difficult to see it in any
other light.
•However, Mayor Curley is jubilant about it
now, if he may not be when he tackles the city
budget and has heard from the taxpayers. He
Las expressed the hope that Boston's example
will be followed by every other community in
America. A five-day week both in civil and industrial employment may be a development of
the future but it is doubtful if there will he
any widespread emulation at present of Mayor
'Curley's purpose to give city employes six days'
pay for five days' work in order to provide five
days' work at six days' pay for a limited Ink
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City Employes at Boston
To Go On 5-Day Week Basis
Mayor Curley Announces Program 'I hat Will Increase
Jobs ify 12 Per Cent; Laborers to Be Put On
Yearly Salary
to $1,098,450
Boston, Sept. 8—City employes of which he said amounted by former
Boston will start working on a five- In city salaries granted he went' out
day week basis, beginning in January, Mayor Nichols just before
as a means of relieving unemployment of office.
It was pointed out last night that
and as an offset to the "vanishing
regular payroll
job," Mayor Curley announced at the city laborers on the
a yearly salary and
golden anniversary exercises of Labor are employed at
and that they
hour
or
day
the
day at the Parkman bandstand on nct by
will suffer no cut in pay through the
Boston Common yesterday.
of the mayor.
The five-day week will mean an in- five-day work week for the five-day
The declaration
crease of employes by 12 per cent, and
with a wild outreceived
was
week
stagger
will be carried out under a
of
system, the details of which are yet burst of applause by the thousands
meeting
to be worked out. The mayor hopes people who attended the
of
auspices
the
under
held
was
'that Boston's example will influence which
Central Labor Union.
cities and states throughout the na- the Boston
When the mayor left the stand after
tion to follow suit.
the meeting he was almost mobbed by
No Pay Reductions
for
pay
hand-shaking workers who held up
in
This will mean no cut
for 15
city workers and will entail no short- the progress of his automobile
ening of the time that city depart- minutes before he could get away to
.
ments will keep open, it was learned other engagements
Along with the mayor's announceon inquiry last night.
On the rneyor's five-day week for ment the crowd was also stirred by
city employes, more information was the declaratione of James T. Moriarty,
forthcoming last night. Budget Com- president of the State Federation of
missioner Charles J. Fox and Corpora- Labor. Labor was willing to coopertion Counsel Samuel Silverman have ate with all interested, he said, in a
been and are working out the details constitutional convention which would
of the stagger system, by which 2000 correct the evils of automobile insurmore men will be given city jobs at ance, make possible a state fund for
n and
jfull pay, and the departments and of- the workmen's compensatio
likes and work of the city will con- eliminate life service for judges of the
tinue on full time with all employee commonwealth.
It was during his remarks on the
having two full days off a week, like
$5,000,000,000 national building proschool teachers.
the
public
that the mayor discussed
the
in
gram
teachers
The 7000
schools are already practically on the five-day week.
Pee day wcrititar week plan. The 2500
ed Lp On Commissions
have to be approached
policemen
"When the war was on and the BelHubr
Commissione
Police
through
gians had to be fed, they were fed
man. But the 944 men in the public food," said the mayor. "We have had
works department, the 2000 men and an eeonomic war here for two years
hospital department, and they fed us on commissions and
women in ,the
the 1800 men in the fire department, they are still attempting to feed us on
land the City hall office forces will go commissions. It is time to change the
directly on the five-day week, when condition.
land if the mayor is able to accomplish
"President Green of the American
'it, as he hopes to do in January.
Federation of Labor says the five-day
$50,000 a Week Increase
week is the answer. President Green
The mayor in press conferences al- is right. The five-day week is here.
on the matter has esti- We are going to institute it in Bosready he'
mated that 'the five-day week for city ton in January and we hope the exemployes means an increase in the ample set by the city may be generpayroll of a minimum of $60,000 a ally accepted by evry other communiWeek, or over $2,500,000 a year. But ty In America. There is no other
he has increased no salaries of city answer if the inventive genius of the
workers last year or this year, which American nation robs the people of
he estimated to mean a saving of America of 3,000,000 opportunities for
about $1,000,000 for each of those two a livelthood In 10 years, and if as eel"years, or a total of $2,000,000, which nomiste state, in the next 10 yea?*
he figures is ample to provide a start 4,000,000 more opportunities will vanIsh. There is only one answer
and
for the five-day project.
He may have to go to the Legisla- that is the adoption of the five-day
plan
his
put
to
the
authority
number
You
week.
increase
of
em- \
ture to get
into effect and the corporation Coun- ployes by 18 per cent and you offset
sel's job is to find out the legal as- the vanishing job.
pects of the matter. The budget commissioner is working out the financial
and physical aspects of the shift to the
stagger system for all city departments and jobs.
Laborers on Yearly Salary
The mayor's estimate of a saving of
$1,000,000 a year by his not increasing
city salaries, except for police and fire
department men who were under the
Maximum, came from the Increase
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The RaII.eay Questiotk
ANOTHER Massachusetts busThess
organization, the Boston Fruit and
Produce exchange has, through its cornmitgee appointed to study the situation,
declared itself in favor of trunk line
association with the railroads of New
England and against the consolidation
of the Boston & Maine and the New
Haven into a single New England
system. The trend of business opinion
seems to be steadily in the same direction. When the discussion began OM
Or three years ago nearly everyone
seemed to be in favor of a New England
system independent of trunk line control. The committee appointed by the
New England governors conference
reported in favor of such a system.
But since then one business group after
another has registered dissent. The
progress made by the Pennsylvania
rtailrotul in getting ww king control of
foth New Haven and Boston & Maine
efts led to the fear that the end result
would be the virtual control of New
england business by a single trunk line
with the consequent stinting of competition and neglect of the possibilitios
et the port of Boston. The Fruit and
Produce Exchange would surrender the
New Haven to the Pennsylvania and
try to develop the Boston & Maine Into
a real trunk line to the West. Failing
that it would tie the Boston & Maine
to the Van Sweringen system in the
evident hope that that system would be
Interested in making Boston the actual
export outlet of its group of railways.
We may almost thke it for granted that
the effort to build the Boson & Maine
Into a self-supporting trunk line will
fail. The situation to the Westward is
not favorable to the creation of
another strong trunk line system. Nor
is it certain that the Van Sweringen
connection would boom the port of
Boston as much as the Fruit and Produce men think it would. But it would
Introduce some real competidon into the
New England railroad business and
might consequently result in a general
Improvement of our nal facilities both
Tor outward and inward traffic.
,J/yovi.ve nice
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MAYOR DUNNE TO STUDY
CURLEY'S FIVE-DAY PLAN

•

Proposition Would Affert Employes of
certain City Departments.
Mayor Dunne yesterday stated that he
Would look into the merits of the fiveday plan for city employes which
yor
Corley of Boston announced MoMay
he would put into effect Jan. 1. for all
city departments except institutions and
the fire and police departments.
"I know little about Mayor Curley's
proposition." Mayor Dunne said, "but I
shall look into the merits of it and the
feasibility of such a move in Providence. I will give IA consideration."

THE COMING WINTER to,
To the Editor of The Herald:-Sir: I was very much surprised to
read Mayor Curley's recent statement
attacking Prc3ident Hoov,, and Gov
Ely on their atutu,le on the unemployment situation. Hisstatement that
no appeal should be made to the general public is indeed remarkable. His
idea that Boston and Massachusetts
can be taken care of by huge construction of public works and money
raised from the tax levy, thereby putting all of the burden on real estate,
Is almost beyond belief. The wealthy
people of the country have their investments largely in personal property, running into billions of dollars. In
Mayor Curley's
opinion all these
people are exempt, which seems ridiculous.
I hope some of Mayor Curley's advisers will take him to task on this
situation and I certainly hope that
Gov Ely will see that everybody who
can afford it (those who have money,
whether in real estate, personal property or in the banks) will do their
share toward rtlieving the conditions
which seem likely to be ahead of us
during the winter months.

I

MAYOR CUR1EY STATES
CITY EMPLOYES WILL
CO ON 5-DAY WEEK
Borton's Chef Executive Says
This Method Will Help the
Unemployed
Boston, Sept. 8, UP)—Mayor James
M. Curley has announced that beginning January 1,1932 city employes would be placed on a fiveday-week "to assure the workers the
positions they now have." Employes
of institutions and fire and police
departments would be exempt.
In announcing the five-day -week
during a meeting of the Boston Central Labor union, Mayor Curley said
that several hundred more men
rould be put to work under the
plan.
"I hope," he said, "the example
set by the city will be generally accepted by every other community in
America. There Is no other answer
If the inventive genius of the American nation robs the people of America of three million opportunities
for a livelihood in 10 years, and if,
as the economists state, in the next
10 years four million more opportunities will vanish.
"There is only one answer and that
is the adoption of the five-dayweek. You increase the number of
employes by 16 per cent and you

offset, the vanishing Job."

(9/ `./

SPECHT FAVORS
MERIT SYSTEM
FOR
t_. INSURANCE
West-Side Selectman Gives
Mayor Curley His Views
on Auto Rates
West Springfield, Sept. 9—Chairman
Richard J. Specht of the board of
the board of selectmen in a night letter sent to Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston last night sets forth his views l
on the matter of compulsory automobile insurance around which such a
controversy has arisen since publication of the new schedule of advanced
tales. Mayor Curley called a meeting
of mayors, selectmen and legal representatives of the cities and towns of
the state for today to confer on the
situation and Selectman Specht, who
had planned to attend, found that he
was unable to do so because of pressure of local business and dispatched
the letter insead. In his communication he made a note to make it clear
that his views were to be considered
as those of a private citizen greatly
interested in the question of automobile insurance rather than those
of a
town official.
His letter is as follows: "Allow
insurance companies a fair premium
but
compel companies to charge a lesser
premious to those registered who
not been involved in personal have
injury
accidents or where no liability on their
part has existed. Permit companies
to
charge an additional premium to
"here liability has existed in that those
there
are and would be a greater
number
of those registered whose
experience
rating would mean *educed premiums.
It seems equitable to permit insurance companida to charge a premium
to those demented sufficient to
offset
those whose experience would compel
a lesser premium. Provided the
statistics of the insurano3 commissioner
would disclose that the percentage of
those merited would be so great as
to make the insurance cost to
those
demerited as unreasonable or prohibiDv% then compel additional premiums
of those who have been convicted
of
speeding or automobile violations of an
important nature."
The main thought contained in
the
letter concerns the proposition of
having careful drivers rewarded for
theeir good records by placing additional insurance costs on those who
would be demented because of a poor
record of driving. In developing
such
a system, Selectman Specht
eexplained this morning that the
percentage
of drivers with good records
is so
much greater than those who have
been involved in accidents that
the
additional premium for the latter
group would be unreasonable and
therefore suggests that the
age of the demented grouppercentbe increased by including not only
those
who have been involved in
accidents
Involving
personal injury hut also
those who have been
speeding or other majorconvicted of
violations of
the motor vehicle laws. By
this large group of drivers In including
the
gory of those to be demented he catefeels
that a more reasonable basis
tablishing demerit assessments of escould
I be established.
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STRANDWAY HEARING
CLEARS SOME POINTS
Mayor Curley Urges Both Sides Make Concessions.
McDonald to Draw Another Compromise Plan
The meeting in the council chant-.
her on the Strandway location last
Friday, helped to clear up a lot of
misunderstanding and it is hoped will
prepare the way for the best possible
solutions of the problem in the intereats of the entire locality of East Boaton and the public. The efforts of
politicians to make a pow-wow out of
the meeting were definitely squelched
by Mayor Curley when he came in and
took over its conduct after Chairman
Long had described the several plans
In an opening statement.

Claim Riparian Rights

road plan, providing for no beach and
no parking space, would coat in excess of the appropriation, for construction purposes only.
McDonald Stresses a Point

Mr. McDonald made it very plain
that the Development company would
not stand for any further emasculation of its property rights nor of its
own plan of port development without
adequate compensation. When asked
by Mayor Curley what the company
would ask for the million feet of its
land required under the Park departMent plan, he replied that the State
paid the company for similar land,
originally taken by eminent domain
for seaport purposes, but now temporarily leased to the airport, 18 cents
a foot. Mayor Curley thought the company should part with its land for
five cents a foot, the approximate
valuation thereof for tax purposes.
and urged Mr. McDonald to consider
that price, which the city would then
try to take care of.

The proponents of the skirting road
have claimed that people bought land
on Shay's hill with riparian rights.
No land, however, was thus sold with
any shore rights in the entire Bayswater St. section. The Shay's hill
section was sold to A. G, Tomasello
many years ago by metes 'and bounds.
What the purchasers of lots from Tomasello were told, they only know; but
there was neither written deed nor
Plan for Development of Flats
private understanding that gave ownIt was then Mr. McDonald brought
era of that land any interest in the Into view another plan of development
flats of the company.
for the fiats which contemplates the
Plans on Exhibition
use of the entire area for piers and
When the hearing in. City hall railway connections, fronting on a
The Park Dept. Plan
I opened, the Park department plan, as deep water turning basin. He seems
The location of the Strandway, as 'above described, was on exhibition. to be convinced that East Boston
proposed in the Park Commission The Development company also had a must be a great shipping and railway
plan, starts at the Neptune Rd. large plan showing in different, colors terminal in the not distant future.
th three proposed routes—first, the
acquired twenty years ago
bridge over the Narrow Gauge, hugs Park plan.; second, the company's or If the area
for a marine port is now to be used as
closely
railroad
location
the
and original substitute plan which touched an airport, he knew of no other way
Passes through Coleridge St., leav- only tile eastern end of Bayswater to bring the balance of the company
lug the Pigeon and other property on St., on its way to 'Saratoga St., land into development except by the
and
plan t(
1itoritili,iel(.
11teing
com
w7tahn yn
say
cs
ow
maptie
•orms
iste creation of piers and warehouses on
the shore side, continuing on about
Its own land. For navigation purparallel to the Narrow Gauge, curving
Waupello Rd. No plan except both poses to the main harbor channel,
around the edge of the cove to Bays- those proposed by the company, pro- the picture showed a channel running
water St., which it parallels the en- vided for a beach frontage or for on either one side or the other of
Governor's island. To some of those
tire length. thence around by the boat parking space.
There are 10 houses fronting on present, this possibility so often reyard and lumber yard to Saratoga
St. The plan is for a road 150 feet Bayswater St., from Thurston St. to ferred to in the columns of the Argusaupello Rd. In order to give Ull
Advocate, was most acceptable. To
wide and with no provision for a Wa
beach front. Outside that location the limited number of houses frontage on others, the picture of piers and warethe
proposed
boulevard, the propo- houses in East Boston was horrible inBoston Port Development company
owns nearly 12,000,000 square feet of nents of the Park department cove deed, and their disgust was openly
fiats, or nearly a fourth of the entire plan favored a narrow boulevard, with registered.
area of the company property in East a sharply acute angle at Thurston
Congressman Douglass Speaks
Boston. It was pointed out that the St.
Congressman Douglass. 4ing a lawDevelopment
Company's
Plan
have
predecessors
company and its
yer, understood that this area of flats,
The Development company plan
paid a heavy tax during all the years
1600 feet out front the upland, was
showed
a
Strandway,
225
feet
wide,
it has been held. In the last 30 years
private property for which its owners
the tax on these fiats, covered at high connecting with Bayswater St. at had good right to plan a proper detide by water, has approximated Vi'aupello Rd., thence around the velopment for the benefit of the whole
$12,000 to $15,000 a year. In favoring shore on Bayswater St. to Saratoga community, but he was quick to raise
the Strandway location of the Park St. There was also a highway con- the question of the detrand for an
department many persons have in- nection from the boulevard to Austin Improvement of this sort.. The Con-.
In front gressman
sisted that when the Strandway is con- St. or St. Edward's Rd.
asked Mr. McDonald why
structed on the Park department lo- of the boulevard as laid out was a the waterfront on Border St. wag
beach
500
feet
wide,
partly
on
public
cation, the flats on the seaward Hide
not, used for shipping purposes. Mr.
shall become beach property and a land but for the most part on land McDonald replied that the locality
of
the
Development company. Frontyacht roadstead. for which no comwas too congested for a modern port
pensation may be paid to the owners. ing on the beach was ample area for development and besides it. had no
the parking of thousands of cars by
-foot
two
40
provided
for
Plan
railway connection. If the CongressThe
vehicle roads, a 20-foot reservation which the Strandway could be made man had pressed the subject further
a
real
and
attractive
resort
for
the
between them and a 10-Coot sidewalk
Mr. McDonald said he would have
on each side. It provided for no people of Greater Boston. It supplied pointed out that East Boston-agitators
a
continuous
waterfront
construction
beach or parking reservation for the
and politicians objected 20 years ago
public. It left the land in front of from Wood Island park almost to the or so to railway tracks on Border
Winthrop
line. Mr. McDonald exit to be utilized by the Port DevelopSt. Their objections having weight,
ment company for industrial pur- plained that by the selection of that no railroad was permitted, and from
location
the
company
would
consider
anytrackage
or
railway
yard
poses,
that day to this, the wharves of the
thing it saw fit. Those favoring that making a proposition tinder which the Border St. waterfront have been rotenterprise
could
be
carried
through
plan did not vision anything but a
ting down with no one to buy them or
beautiful beach and a yacht basin, for the amount of the appropriation. hire them at any price, and OA it
Mr.
Long
had
said
that
the
interior
wVeh would have to. pe conqr tcited
'•
are growing op..inAgogggit
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tic property and parks depsittaini are on a fivoiday basis,
while nianY of the tradesmen, who have been working a
five-day week for several years, are employed now only
four days weekly. There are certain municipal office
employes who get a full week's wage for -five days of
service.
Any further extension of the five-day week idea
among the local municipal employes in the near future
seems unlikely. In view of the current municipal financial
situation and the uncertain outlook for the future, it seems
particularly improbable that any plan will be broached,
much less adopted, which carries with it the possibility of
increasing the weight of taxation on shoulders already
riverhurd en ed
a"-F/
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ibON EXTRA SESSION PLAN
MLyor'Curl y late Wednesday made
this comment on the decision of Gov.
Ely to call a special session of the
Legislature

and every chairman
selectmen

21.
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Quips and Quirks
The isditicans .•an
thank. .14,vor
('iii
or Rosion, for providing
them
wirli a brand new peg on which
to hang
their hats as they enter upon
nit tier
municipal
campaign. The
city council Tuesday 'light Cambridge
Mayor Russell to put the plan requested
in operathin.
wonder what the mayor's re;
nelion will Is to this proposition
. especially situ* it was sponsorwl by
Councillor
.
.proliusx„

SPECIAL SESSION
OPENS SEPT. 281
RATES DEFERRED
9

Ely Calls Legislature to Consider
Insurance
Automobile
as
Brown Decides to Delay Promulgating Rates.
CURLEY SPEEDS WORK
ZrrbRAFTING MEASURE
- -Calls Conference of City and
Town Solicitors to Draw up
Bill to Go Before General
Court--Goodwin Assails Companies Issuing Insurance,

4--

CULEY-ELY-FULLER

I

of a board of

who attended the confer-
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BOSTON, Sept. 11 (AP)—Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston today dying it were discussed. The hearannounced his support of - a combi- ing opened with a discussion as to
nation of the Connecticut Financial Who should be heard first, the peoresponsibility law and *the demerit ple or the
insurance
companies.
system to replace
Massachusetts' Merton L. Brown, commissioner,
compulsory
automobile
insurance ruled in favor of the people and
law.
Samuel F. Jaffe, counsel for WorcesAlmost 900 persons crowded the ter taxicab
interests,
had
Just
auditorium to protest against the launched his protests when the en1932 rates which were tentatively, trance of the Boston mayor interset a week ago and which becaure rupted him.
of a general increase of 11 per cent
Curley said he appreciated that
brought protests from all sides.
the meetings would gain little other
Curley's remarks were important
than the opportunity for the voicing
as he recently held a conference
of sentiment. }le said the only
hope
with mayors and selectmen of most
was in the special session of
the
of the state's cities and towns at
legislature which governor Joseph
which the law and means of reme13. Ely haa called for Sept. 28.

cl H kon/Ic a.. e;.•

rompalsory.

ence at City Hall today to consider
the insurance rate problem.".

Boston Mayor Would Combine Best Features
and Do Away with Statute Now Operative—
Makes Proposal at Public Hearing—Only
Hope in Special Session

13/

consider

"The action of the Governor is moat
commendable and I am quite certain
will he very pleasing to every mayor'

CURLEY FOR CONNECTICUT
PLAN AND DEMERIT SYSTEM
TO REPLACE COMPULSORY LAW

C

to

automobile insurance:

g/i//31
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T is apparent to political
observers
that there is more or less
political
ambition directed in the present
controversy over the automobile insurance rates. The Hon. James Curley
Is undoubtedly seeking the
Democratic nomation for Gevernor
next
year. Governor FIly wants a re-election. And
itlx-lifivernor Alvan T.
Fuller may be' the man who will
redeem the State for the Republica
ns.

BOSTON. Sept, 10, q.—Governor
Joseph B. Ely today issued a call for
a special session of the legislature,
to begin Sept. 25,• to consider the
state's compolsory automobile insurance law. The date is tentative hecause It lacks the approval of President Gaspar flacon of the Senate,
who is In Europe.. Leverett Saltonstall, speaker of the House, approved
of the date.
Announcement of the tentative
schedule of rates for automobile In?,
surance for 1932 brought. protest',
from all parts of the state because
of a general increase of 11 per cent.
In recent. radio addresses, d1overnor
Ely sogaested several remedies and
announced he would call a special
...talon to conelder them.
Public Hearing Today.
Merton L. Brown, comtniAsioncr of
insurance, announced today he
will
withhold final promulgation of the
Pates for 1932 until the special
14PNmint- of 111:. legisls lure ham
taken
action. He will hold a public
hearing
on the rates tomorrow at
the Stat.
House.
• A4 ea n w iie, in accor,dance with
th*

r
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CURLEY TALKS SENSE
AT LABOR MEETING
Hits at Machine Age and Advances Opinions Offered
by Argus-Advocate. A Fine Address
•
Speaking before one of the largest seems to be all too rapidly approachLabor day gatherings ever to as- ing that stage.
What the Mayor Thinks
semble at the Boston Common, Mayor
In his fine address, Mayor Curley
Curley struck a popular chord with
said in part:
East Boston people Monday morning
"To assure the workers for the city
when he openly condemned the m
of Boston the positions they now have,
chine age and advocated a five-day which otherwise might be wiped out
week. This year's labor meeting by inventive genius, I will put into
effect on Jan. 1 next, the five-day
meant vastly more to the average perweek for all employes other than those
son than those of the past, as was of the institutions, Fire and Police Demanifested by the big crowd on hand. partments.
The people realized that here was a
"I hope the example set by the
chance to hear some of the best minds city," he continued, "will be generally
In the state speak their opinions on accepted'by every other community in
what was wrong and what steps were. America. There is no other answer
needed to help matters. For every if the inventive genius of the Ameriperson present at the common, it is can Nation robs the people of America
safe to add that there were four lis- of 3,000,000 opportunities for a livelitening to the addresses as they re- hood in 10 years and if, as the ecosounded through the radio.
nomists state, in the next 10 years
Curley for Five -Day Week
4,000,000 more opportunities vanish.
Without beating around the bush,
"There is only one answer and that
Mayor Curley advanced his views on is the adoption of the five-day week.
the unemployment situation which Increase the number of employes by
faces our country today. His idea of 16 percent and you offset the vanisha five-day week, starting January next, ing job,
should have a far-reaching effect on
"The five-day week is here and we
conditions. There can be no doubt are going to institute it in Boston in
but that it will prove helpful. Should January, and we hope the example set
other cities and towns fall in line, and by the city will be generally accepted
the idea spread to other parts of the by every other community in America.
country, there is no telling what the
Steam Shovel Ousts 1,000,000
final result would be. This much
"Take the steam shovel, rather a
seems certain, however, and that is simple looking invention; most of us
that thousands of people, who are get our exercise from watching it operwithout jobs at the present time, ate. In 10 years it has displaced more
would be employed, and that more than 1,000,000 mei,— this displacement
money would be put into circulation. by one type of machine alone. How
Whether or not the wages of people about your office machines, your tabunow working would be cut to any ap- lating machines of every character,
preciable extent remains a matter for with more than 500,000 more displaced
discussion, the big point being that by them?
more paople would be employed. Tile
"Pres. Gifford of the Telephone ComIdea of a five-day week hinges around pany has been placed at the head of
the fact that in order to produce the another commission created by Presisame quantity of work over the dent Hoover to devise ways and means
shortened period, it would be neces- of saving the people of this country
sary to take on additional help. Such from starvation during the coming
an idea would be welcomed with open Winter by conversation.
arms in a community such as East
"What has the Telephone Company
Boston, where the real working man done? They have displaced more people from employment than any other
Is to be found.
single company in America. They
Hits at Machine Age
Mayor Curley also took the oppor- have put in an automatic device which
tunity to say something on the ma- makes a telephone operator out of
chine age, which was right to the every person who has a telephone in
point and quite logical. It was par- nis home or place of business. You do
ticularly interesting to East Boston- tile dialing and the work.
"Down in Wlanno they have an exians because the Argus-Advocate in its
issue of August 28th, editorially com- perimental station and not a. single
mented on the machine age, without person is employed there. It is locked
any knowledge that the mayor was to up. It is automatic and it takes care
speak on the same subject. This is of the entire telephone system of that
a major problem, which must be faced section. Every time they put a dial
and discussed sooner or later. In some system in an exchange, 60 percent of
respects and in certain branches of in- the girls are displaced and, if they
dustry, machines have been a helpful keep on, through their inventive
addition, but there is such a thing at; genius, the tithe will come when nc
psi-vying it too far. and this countrY emGI work but the machine"
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Nio*bod Firemen at
Lynn convention
Fire'lart Warland Goodrich and
John ...ABMs are attending the 52nd
annual convention of the Massachusetts State Firemen's Association to be
held in ,Lynn
,
today, Wednesday and
Thursday, with sessions at the New
Ocean House in Swampscott.
Chef Edward E. Chase, of Lynn.
and Chief James Warnock of SvOarnro.
Scott, will act as hosts to the Convention. President James S. Keon,
deputy chief of the Salem fire department, will open the first session at
2:30 Tuesday afternoon.
There will be addresses of welcome
by Mayor J. Fred Manning, of Lynn;
Timothy Curtin, president of the
Lynn city council; Senator William F.
Shanahan, and R. Wyer Greene,
chairman of the Swampscott board of
selectmen.
At the Wednesday afternoon session
the speakers will include Mayor
James M. Curley, of Boston; Atty.
Gen. Joseph E. Warner; State Fire
Marshal John W. Reth; William H.
O'Brien, of the department of public
utilities; Fire Commissioner Edward
F. McLaughlin, of Boston; Ex-Mayor
Ralph S. Bauer, of Lynn; Peter E.
Carr, Commissioner of Public Safety,
Lawrence; Ex-Fire Commissioner Theodore A. Glynn of Boston; and W. E.
Leighton, of the Bureau of Explosives.
The annual memorial address will be
given by the Rev. George W. Casey,
of Swampscott,
kW!
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TEX GUINAN OFFERS'
AID TO JOBLESS
To Perform at Hub Garden Show—At Marlboro Tomorrow
Sept. 26 (AP)—Texas
BOSTON,
Guinan and her show will appear
In the Boston Garden for the benefit of the unemployed
under
an
agreement accepted by Mayor James
M. Curley, tonight.
The night club entertairter and her
show, barred In France some months
awl, And In Waltham, last night,
have agreed to appear gratis, 'Phe
management of the Boston Garden
has offered the use of the auditorium free of charge and all that remains is for a date to be determine -I upon.

m.ku,L130no, Sept. 72—Maribor°
officials announced
tonight
that
Texas Guinan, Broadway night-chtb
owner, would he allowed to porter*
In this city. Thursday night. htstror
Martel had withheld approval vend*
ing more Information about bir

show.
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CURLEY SAYS
CLUB USED
Boston Mayor Asserts Insurance Companies Silence Auto Law Opponents or Give Vacation
Tickets
Boston, Sept. 11 01,9—Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston today charged
that lobbies organized by insurance
companies had on previous occasions
"clubbed into silence" or had given
vacation tickets to those most vigorou.s in their protests against the
Massachusetts compulsory automobile
insurance law.
Curley announced his support of
a combination of the Connecticut
financial responsibility law and a
demerit system to replace Massachusetts compulsory automobile insurance law.
He made his proposal at a public
hearing at the state house on the
compulsory law. Almost 400 persona
crowded the auditorium to protest
against the 1932 rates, which were
tentatively set a week ago and which,
because of a general increase of 11
r cent, brought protests from all
,ides. Curley recently held a conterence with mayors and selectmen
of most of the state's cities and
towns at which the law and means
of remedying it were discussed.
The hearing opened with a discussion as to who should be heard first,
the people or the insurance companies. Merton L. Brown, insurance
commissioner, ruled in favor of the
people and Samuel F. Jaffe, counsel for Worcester taxicab interests,
had just launchde his protest when
the entrance of the Boston mayor interrupted him,
deio
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MAYOR CURLEY
BOSTON, Sept. 11. (A. P.1—
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, today charged that lobbies
organized by insurance companies had on previous occas.
Ions "clubbed into silence" or
had given vacation tickets to
those most vigorous in their
protests against the Massachusetts compulsory automobile in.
*ursine:* law.

Avert Strike of
6 Longshoremen

ilirns Down Idea
Of Charity Games

BOSTON. Oct. 1 (./P)—The danger of
Bosa strike of longshoremen along
by
ton's waterfront was averted today
shippers
an agreement between the
and local members of the Longshoremen's union to retain the present
wage scale until the arrival of the
president of the. union from New
York.
The agreement was reached a
short time after representatives of,
the workers and steamship companies
had conferred with Governor Joseph
B. Ely at the state house and with
Mayor Jaines M. Curley at the city
hall. The govellitrrinfered to act as
intermediary and after conferring
with the mayor the workers went to
the governor's office.
After the meeting the workers communicated with Joseph P. Ryan,
president of the International Longshoremen's association, in New York
and he said he would come here as
soon as possible.
The agreement means the workers
will stay at work at 85' cents an
hour with $1.25 for. overtline and
will retain their double pay privilege for working during meal hours.
This arrangement will remain in effect only until Ryan has had an opportunity to begin negotiations with
the shippers.
.
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BOSTON, Oct. 1 (P)—Mayor James
M. Curley today annottheiltimfliftf
Th oe,teiit A. Lawrence Lowell of Harvard university had declined to donate
a portion of the Harvard-Dartmouth
football game receipts to an unemployment relief fund. President Lowell also refused to change the location of the West Point-Harvard game
front West Point to New York city
or Boston for unemployment relief
purposes.
The suggestion that a portion of
the Dartmouth game receipts be
donated was made by Mayor Curley
and Mayor James J. Walker .of New
York was sponsor of the Wost Point
game suggestion.
Regarding the West Point game.
Mayor Curley said President Lowell
said he would not disturb the athletic schedule and also that such a
move would appear to commercialize
athletics.
President Lowell declined to donate
a portion of the Dartmouth game receipts, Mayor Curley said, because the
revenue from athletics was just sufficient to cover what was required
now and that if a precedent were
established this year, similar requests
would be made every year.
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Seek to Avert
Strike on Docks

HARVARD DECLINES
TO DONATE RECEIPTS

Curley and Fly Call Conference of Workers, Steamship Concerns.
BOSTON, Oct. 1—(AP) In an elbort
to avert a threatened general strike of
dock workers, which It was feared
might tie up the port of Boston, 11,1u,or
James M.Cur
..;14y and Glitv. Joseph B.
.
Ely today summoned leaders of the
Longshoremen's Union and steamship
representatives into conftrence.
A meeting of union and steamship
representatives already was in prt.greset to consider the longshoremen's
demands when word was received that
Mayor Curley wished to participate In
the conference. The conferees then
adjourned to City Hall, but the meeting scarcely had been resumed when
Gov. Ely advised that he would be
willing to act as an Intermediary.
Representatives of the opposing factions and the Mayor thereupon adiourned to the Governor's office at the
itata House.
Yivç
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CURLEY PRESENTS
CHECK
V)
Mayor CAley yesterday turned
over to the city public welfare department for the relief of the poor
and jobless this winter a check for
$22,291, representing the proceeds of
the charity ball game stared last
week at Braves field by the Red Sox
and Braves.
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BOSTON, Oct. 1 iP)—Mayor Jame:
M. Curley today announced that President A. Lawrence Lowell of Harvard
University had declined to donate a
portion of the Harvard-Dartmouth
football game receipts to an unemployment relief fund. President Lowell also
refused to change the location of the
West Point-Harvard game from West
Point to New York city or Boston for
unemployment relief purposes.
The suggestion that a portion of the
Dartmouth game receipt.s be donated
was made by Mayrurley and Mayor
James J. Walker --tinsIew York WAR
sponsor of the West Point game suggestion.
Regarding the West. Point game,
Mayor Curley said President Lowell
said he could not disturb the athletic
schedule and also that such a move
would appear to commercialize athletics.
President Lowell declined to donate
a portion of the Dartmouth game receipts. Mayor Curley said, because the
revenue from athletics was just sufficient, to cover what. was required now
and that, if a precedent W2:T established t his ysir similar re.qtrets would
be made every year,
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.ven: a ticket tor ... vues.dian
.hich would keep them from the
Curley
By "you"
hearings."
meant the insurance commissioner.
Curley also came out In support
of the Connecticut financial responsibility law and a demerit
system. His views were considered important as he recently held
a public meeting at which
mayors and selectmen from all
parts of the state aired their
views on the law. He said there
.
were 100 different remedies suggested but there was a general
agreement in support of the Con') necticut law with the addition of
the demerit system. He said with
BOSTON, Sept. 11--("A.I.4-- the substitution of a new system
n
.
Mayor James M. Curley of Bosto ,you could rule 50 per cent of the
today announced his support of a operators off the road without ine."
combination of the Connecticut fl- Juring anyon
The Boston mayor said the only
a
and
ty
law
sibili
al
respon
nanci
hope of relief was in the special
demerit system to replace Mad- session of the legislature which
sachusetts' compulsory automobile Gov. Joseph B. Ely called for
Sept. 28. He added, "We want
insurance law.
Curley made his proposal at a some protection for the industry,
public hearing at the State House the pedestrians and the motorists
on the compulsory law. Almost 4ut not through some system
400 persons crowded the auditorl- which is so "onfisca.tory that
um ta protest against the 1932 there can be no hope for the perates, which were tentatively set destrians, the motorists or the
a week ago and which, because of tammonwealth."
a general increase of 11 per cent, Chicopee Claims Discrimination
Mayor Henry L. Cloutier of
brought protests from all sides.
Curley's remarks were important Chicopee and Walter M. Shea,
conference Chicopee city solicitor, charged
as he recently held a
'with mayors and selectmen of the residents of their city were
an.: discriminated against in being remost of the state's cities
s
towns at which the law and mean moved from the Springfield dieof remedying it were discussed. trict and termed the new rates "a
The hearing opened with a dime rank injustice," Arthur Granfield
eussion as to who should be heare. protested I or the Chicopee Cham
first, the people or the insurance her of Commerce.
inWilliam E.
Representatives
companies. Merton L. Brown,
D. Chesurance commissioner, ruled in Kirkpatrick and Charles
F. taller of Holyoke, urged deferfavor of the people and Samuel
until after
Jaffe, counsel for Worcester taxi; merit of the final rates
he:. the urieeting of the legislature.
cab interests, had just launc
of Samuel Jaffe of Worcester.
his protest when the entrance d
rupte counsel for taxicab companies,
the Boston mayor inter
said several companies would be
him.
d that driven out of business by the new
Curley said he appreciate
little oth- rates. He charged the insurance
the meeting would gain
y for the department did not give sufficient
tunit
oppor
the
er than
said the attention to "the great many fake
He
.
ments
senti
of
voicing
fraudulent
special ses- groundless
and
only hope was in the
which Gov,charges."
.."
sion of the legislature
for i3ept.
Joseph B. Ely has called
28.
r3osroN FRELT dpee-cs
charged
Mayor James M. Curley
insur
by
that lobbies organized previous
ance companies had on silence"
THANKS, MAYOR CURLEY 111
occasions "clubbed into
s to
ticket
ien
vacat
given
or had
their proMayor Curley has orderernre ownthose most vigorous in chusetts
n
Massa
of the land along the East Bosto
the
ers
tests against
remove the decaying
insurance
to
obile
front
autom
water
coninulsorY
hulks of ships which have long been
law.
real
"The
menace to the health of the children,
said,
a
Mayor Curley
The
made in the
women, and men of the district.
error which we have
the
the rates
owners are given five days, on
past is to submit to
SilverWe have
advice of Corporation Counsel
which you announced.
and we
man, to remove the hulks.
come here and protested
of
you
nced
denou
This is the beginning of the end
ously
vigor
have
conthat was started in the
tion
not
agita
did
an
ature
legisl
but the
and to
January.
columns of the Free Press,
vene until the following
are
we have given much space.
which
which
sts
intere
tance
And these
earnWithout Mayor Curley's assis
complaining of insufficient lobby
r coda not be so quickly
matte
active
the
an
ings organized
determined.
en the time
which operated betwe
East Boston people are grateful to
announced and the
the rates were
those
r Curley. T.
Mayo
that
legislature convened so
in their
erous
vocif
were
Who
into siirce
sLion were clubbed

MEI(FAVORS
DEMERIT SYSTEM

Boston Mayor Supports Connecticut
Finanical and Responsibility Law
.
Also
400 AT PUBLIC HEMUNG

100
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GOUGING UNCLE SA*
-harpies
What a gathering of the
new
the
when
ber
Decem
in
will occur
farCongress meets! The embattled and
relief
mers witl be on hand for
veterans
a huge appropriation. The billions
threaten to ask for over two
vetoed by
of that bonus which was
r Curtwo patriotic presidents. Mayo ns for
billio
ley would like about five
postal emthe unemployei and the
with the
ployes want a five day week
ago we
same salary. A fortnight
an assaw the ominous spectacle of
ury begsistant secretary of the treas
gn Wars
ging the Veterans of Forei
by
not to embarrass the government .
ticking for the other half of the bonus
n asOn Labor Day Postmaster Brow
re
sumed the same ungraceful postu
n*hen he asked the national conve
tion of letter carriers not to press their
demand for a five day week with five
l and a half days' pay. 'These are
strange and ominous days, my masthrifty*
ters. Young workmen of a
nature, saving money to make payd
ments to the cooperative bank, shoul
pay same attention to what is going
on. The politicians will be mortgaging the White House next to provide funds to meet all these demands.
Postmaster General Brown reminded his hearers that wages in the postal service amounted to $600,000,000
annually wlkle postal revenues had
diminished over that amount. He
rightfully pictured the lot of the postal employe in these days as a very
happy one. The misfortunes of other
men have reduced the cost of living
43 percent, according to Mr. Brown.
This seems too high but if the decrease is only 15 percent, it in fact
Increases the value of the letter carrier's salary by that amount. The
postal employe's lot is indeed a very
happy one in these days and nobody!
begrudges him his good fortune. Yet
it is hardly the time to add to the
troubles of other people by dc:ihanci- •
Mg a live day week with five and a
half days' pay. Yet that is the panacea which Mayor Curley adopts. Its
absurdity is seEfrliirlyen we contemplate the spectacle of all of us working five days a week and getting the
same salary. Where is the money
coming from except by confiscating
the savings of the thrifty?
Mr. Brown, trained at Harvard, under Professor Taussig in the political
economy of John Stuart Mill, s...7s
that a five day week without curt:.-..11Mg compensation would lead to an
artificial increase of commodity prices
a diminished market for goods and a
lessened need for labor.
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OsTiA,-N
CoLifr4lekCURLEy GIVES FIFTH
6 OF SALARY TO NEEDY
5-5layoto
Sept. 11, (11,
Janie"; M. Cutley of Roston will gvve
:!41 per cent of hi, malary to the p 'op
He in.
:mod jobless of thc city.
1-tructect the city treasurer twin?' t4a
transfer t.) the Public Welfar.: dee
L:...1ntent onc-fifili of his salary each
\Acek. His conttibution will amount.
to $1000 a sear.
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selectmen of Massachuitilte Citletteeys the companies received $21,374,cities and towns in this city yester- 000 in 1930. I believe they received
day, Mayor James M. Curley today nearer $24,000,000, having in mind
set next Wednesday for a conference the premiums* received in 1927 and
Of solicitors to draft a bill to be pre- the increased registration ahd two
sented to the forthcoming special rate increases since then."
From the earliest period of the
session of the legislature.
Yesterday's gathering 'agreed that Slows)
campaign for shorter hours of labor,
, Might Vote to Abolish Law.
the formulation of a new bill be left Representative Charles H. SloweY
it has been evident that the work
to the 'whetters, with a provision that announced yesterday that he is
accomplished has not decreased Ifl
the draft be approved by a corn- thoroughly in favor of Governor
full proportion to the reduction 3n
mittee composed of a solicitor from Joseph B. Ety's decision to have a
working time. An ordinary man can.
ench county. Mayor Curley was all- special session of the legislature to
thorized to fix the time of the con- act upon the automobile insurance
do more than five-sixths as much
reverie...
work in 10 hours as he can do in 12,
law. He said that if a suitable,
Curley Calls Meeting 'Early.
and more than four-fifths the work
thoroughly equitable solution of the
'When the mayors /end seleeemen problem
is not offered, he will favor
in tight hours that he can do in 10.
met, they had not yet learned of the abolition
of the compulsory inThat rule, however, might not apply
intention'
Governor Joseph B. Fly's
surance law.
indefinitely and it is possible that
to summon the legislature in special
According to Representative Slowsession, and it was the plan at that
about as much can be accomplished
e% the
- present system of insurance,
time to present the proposed bill to
per hour in a 48-hour week as in
with
extremely high rates in the
the regular session. Mayor Curley,
one of 40 hours. Of course any
governor
'
s
larger communities, is not fair to
when he learned of the
speeding-up to compensate for the
intention of convening the legislature. the automobile industry or to the
automobile-using public.
shorter labor period diminishes the
decided to call the solicitors together
benefits to be expected from the emIn
the
opinion
of
Representative
considerably earlier than
he had
Slowey, between 90 and 95 per cent
ployment of a greater number of
Otherwise planned.
'While these officials were acting, of the automobile owners of this
workers. On the othee hand, if fully
the controversy concerning the rates commonwealth have been sufficientproportionate speeding-up could be .
Continued. Former-Registrar of Mo- ly educated Li the matter of insuraccomplished, there would be no need
tor Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin de- ance, to realize its good and to carof reducing the weekly wage.
clared in a radio address tonight that ry adequate insurance to protect
Of course if the five-day week is
allegations of automobile insurance both themselves and the general pubcompanies of 29,000,000 losses in 1930 lic, even though there was no law
to be granted with no, decrease in
was 'pure bunkum" and that the requiring it.
weekly pay and with no material
legislature should promulgate by law
Increase of hourly production, the
immediately- the 1331 insurance rates
proposal. from the owners' viewpoint
for 13:;2.
A-a w
is to all intents and purposes a
Would Check All 1930 Business.
_./
rv
fit)/ :all for ar. increase in wages. Just
Ciri
He al:,o said- the legislature should
provide for the appointment of a
at present that is not within the
V THE FIVE-DAY WEEK.
commisison with an adequate appropower of all, or indeed of most, inPast
experience
has
shown
that
priatlen to investigate all the recJustries to grant. Some have been
improvements
in
labor
conditions,
ords of the 1930 business, including
particularly with•regard to working absolutely forced to reduce, and
all claims, settlements and reserves.
"All this talk about the companies
hours, have quite generally been others may be obliged to follow.
For the smaller units of industry,
losing $3,000,000 since the law beinitiated in the public service, and
came effective is pure bunkum."
have eventually been adopted to a both those independently owned and
Goodwin said. "Seventy-nine comconsiderable extent in industry. It those which are run as parts of conpanies are struggling to get this untherefole3 seems probable that Mayor solidations, the question of "overbuincnt.
profttanie
nn their own
Curite'nei decision to introduce the head" comes in. That is proportionfigures, out of the $21,374,000 retivrelay
week im nonton t. in line' ally larger when the factories are
ceived from the car owners the comwith a current tendency on the part run (,1.07 five da.vs in the week Inpanies paid $2,993,000 for getting the
business. .Just thihk of it!
of officials to regard favorably the stead, of six. Where several hundred
view of the labor leaders that a uni- operatives are employed, probably
"In order to show more specifically
the absurdity of this claim that theyi
versal cutting-down of hours of labor the "stagger system" could be use
have lost 'honey; some of the mywould contribute materially to the so as to keep the mills running Sattizals have paid dividends of 20 per
solution of the problems attending urdays and give a different free time
cent each year, including 1930, so
to those who work on that day. That
the machine age.
what excuse is there here for raiscould not be done in the small estabPossibly
this
view
is correct, but
ing the rates? None of these 79
it should not be aCcepted without a lishments. !
companies are compelled to handle
If it is a basic fact—and we be- I
clear understanding of what fewer
this' losing business and I am sure
hours of Work are to mean. We may have it may be—that the resources
that if the legislature will refuse to,
raise the rates suggested by Comleave out of the question any plan of the country and the total earning
missioner Frown, none of the comfor securing free Saturdays by capacity of all its employable men
and women are sufficient properly
panies will quit.
lengthening the other working days,
Agrees With Fuller's Diagnosis.
and assume that the aim is to estab- apportioned to give everybody a
decent living with 40 hours' work
"Of course, everyone knows that
lish a 40-hour week. If this should
each week, then the five-day week
I am not particularly friendly with
be dolie, with a proportionate deformer-Governor Fuller, but I must.
ought to come. Yet it is quite eviweekly
pay,
crease
of
presumably
the
admit that he put his finger on the
dent that the practical obstacles to
effect would be to distribute employsore spot when he placed the blame
putting it into effect at once are
ment more evenly and relieve much
on crooked and exaggerated claims,
!formidable, and that progress must
acute distress. This is not, however,
and on crooked doctors, lawyers and
I necessarily be slow, just as all
other
claimants.
what labor is asking. It wants fewer
gains for labor have been obtained
-If e a have crooked doctors and
hours of work—but at the same
by degrees rather than by any
crooked lawyers, is it not fair to
revoweekly rate. As a matter of fact in
lutionary movements. At least
&mime that we may hue a few
it
many occupations wages are already
may be said that a time when
Cevoked _insurance men? Mr. Brown
capital
so near to the hare cost of living that as well
as labor is In many
quarters
they cannot well be reduced, even for suffering
acutely is not one for the
the sake of securing more leisure for
introduction of sweeping
reforms
the workers and a better distribution
desirable as it may be that
these
'
of jobs.
should COMO eventually.

MAYOR CURLEY COMING
TO
ADDRESS VETERANS
Co. K. Associates Also Learn of Sending
of Battalion of 101st To Participate
in Saturday Parade
ROSTER OF PARADE
The program for the celebration
here Saturday of St. Mihiel Day by
the 101st Infantry association is
now complete. Every detail has
been worked out to the satisfaction
of the committees and a glorious
day is in prospect for every one
who visits Clinton. All are desirous of fair weather which is all
that remains to give Clinton one
of the greatest festivals days in its
history.
Co. K headquarters was notified
by telegram froM Boston last night
, that another wonderful feature had
been secured for the parade. At a
meeting of the governor's council
was voted to appropriate enough
'money to cover the expense of
sending an entire battalion of the
101st Infantry to Clinton to take
part in the parade. Th4s battalion
will be in charge of Col. Arthur
Desmond and will arrive by bus
front Boston promptly at 2:30
o'clock.
Another feature sok:tired Wednesday in Boston was the positive
assurance of Mayor James M. Curley that he will ceme here to address the veterans directly after
the regimental meeting in the Town
hail. The mayor will arrive in
Clinton sharply at noon and the
general public is cordially invited
to be present to hear his address.
••••9
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Curley Leads Auto Rate War
ViAt State House Public Hearing
BOSTON, Sept. 11 (P)—Mayor error which we have made in the past
James M. Curley of Boston, today Is to submit to the rates which you
charged that lobbies organized by in- announced. We have come here and
surance companies had on previous protested and we have vigorously deoccasions "clubbed into silence" or nounced you, but the legislature 'lid
had given vacation tickets to those not convene until the following Janmost vigorous in their protests uary. And these interests which are
against the Massachusetts compulsory complaining of insufficient earnings
automobile insurance law.
organized an active lobby which opCurley spoke at a public hearing erated between the time the rates
at the state house on the compulsory were announced and the legislature
law. Almost 900 persons crowded the convened so that those who were
auditorium to protest against the 1932 vociferous in their opposition were
rates, which were tentatively set a clubbed into silence or given a ticket
week ago and which, because of a for a
vacation which would keep
general increase of 11 per cent, them from the hearings. By "you"
brought protests from all sides. Cur- Curley meant the insurance commisley's remarks were important as he sioner.
recently held a conference with mayCurley also came out in support of
ors and selectmen of most of the the Connecticut financial responsibilstate's cities and towns at which the ity law and a demerit system
I-Its
law and means of remedying it were views were considered important as
discussed.
he recently held a public m,eeting at
The hearing opened with a dis- which 100 mayors and selectmen from
cussion as to who should be heard all parts of the state aired their views
first, the people or the'isurance com- on the law. Tie said there were
100
panies. Merton L. Brown, insurance different remedies suggested but
there
commissioner, ruled in favor of the was a general
agreement in support
people, and Samuel F. Jaffe, counsel of the
Connecticut law with the add!for Worcester Taxicab interests, had tion of the
demerit system. He said
Just launched his protest when the with
the substitution of a new system
entrance of the Boston mayor interyou could rule 50 per cent of the
rupted him.
Curley said he appreciated that the operators off the road without injurmeeting would gain little other than trig anyone.
The Boston mayor said the only
the opportunity for the voicing of
He said the only hope hope of relief was in the special seesentiments.
was in the special session of the legig_ sion of the legislature which Govlature which Governor Joseph B. Ely ernor Joseph B. Ely called for Sept.
28. He added, "We want some prohas called for Sept. 28.
In addressing public hearing at the teeth-in for the industry, the pedes.state house at which 900 persons ap- trians and the motorists but not
peered to protest against the tenta- through some system which is so conlive automobile insurance rates for fiscatory that there can be no hope
1932, Mayor Curley said, "The real for the pedestrians, the motorists Or
the ^ommonwealth "

Boston, Sept. 11—A plea for Massachusetts to adopt a combination of
the financial responsibility law and
a demerit system in the place, of the
present compulsory automobile insitrance rate VIP a made today by
ciations in Worcester, entered a pro'Mayor James M. Curley. before more
test
against the tremendous insurthan 600 .persons in Gardner audilance increases levied against taxis.
Commissionwhen
Insurance
torium,
' "The proposed rates," he said,
er Merton L. Brown opened hearings
"would drive many operators out Of
on the proposed 1932 rates.
business." He also attacked fake
repWorcester,
Jaffee,
of
Samuel
claims as the real reason for the
resenting taxi companies and asso- high rates. Former Judge
Frederick

Chase, representing 95 insuranee .
companies, prepared to introduce
sworn testimony in behalf of the insurance companies,
Protests were entered, however,
that the people should be heard first,
and Judge Chase retired in their favor.'
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Hearing Crowd Rather Small
Although an attempt was made to
secure a crowd of three hundred at
the hearing at City hall, only about
100 persons were present. Mayor Curley looked them over and said he saw
seven or eight candidates for office
whose views were well known and he
desired to hear from those, not candidates, who favored, or opposed, tbe
Park department plan.
The Mayor therefore cut the oratory
short and would not permit stump
speeches from anyone. Several essayed in that line but the Mayor broke
in and asked them to voice their opinions one way or another on the plans
before them. Most of the speaking
was for the Park department plan, but
several spoke against it, mainly be'cause it did not provide a beach or
real st rand way.
Exceeds the Appropriation
Finally the Mayor showed that according to the figures presented, the
Strandway would cost more than the
appropriation; that to get an additional appropriation it would be necessary to go to the legislature. He
urged that concessions be made on all
sides. He took the floor in front of
the Port Development plan and there
in the hearing of the group that
gathered around he tried to bring Mr.
McDonald into line so that the deal
could go through with the present
appropriation. Mr. McDonald finally
consented to have drawn, a second
compromise plan, embodying some
suggestions of the Mayor, and le is
quite likely that when this is made
and looked over, a decision can be
made whether or not East Boston is
to have the Strandway this year or
any other year.
'
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Invite Solicitor to
Attend Hub Meeting
The Selectmen have been asked by
Mayor James M. Cu' of Boston,
thiteugh Corporation Counsel Samuel
Silverman to have Town Solicitor
Alfred B. Cenedella attend a meeting
of town and city solicitors in City
hall, Boston, Sept. 16 to select representatives for each
county
to
frame legislation to remedy the
present compulsory automobile insurance law.
•
Recently a meeting of mayors and
selectmen of'the towns and cities of
the state met at Boston and voted
unanimously to ask Gov. Ely to call
a special session of the legislature.

7

'CLUBBED INTO SILENCE
CLAIMS MAYOR CURLEY
Boston Mayor Flays Lobbies of Insurance
Companies at Public Hearing on Auto
Insurance Rates Today
BOSTON. Sept. 11 (EP)—Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston, today
charged that lobbies organized by
Insurance companies had on previous
occasions "clubbed into silence" or
had given vacation tickets to those
most vigorous in their protests against
the Massachusetts compulsory automobile insurance law.
In addressing public hearing at the
State House at which 400 persons appeared to protest against the tentative
automobile insurance rates for 1932,
Mayor Curley said, "the real error
which we have made in the past is ,to
submit to the rates which you announced. He have come here and protested and we have vigorously denounced you but the legislature did
not convene until the following January. And these interests which are
complaining of insufficient earnings
organized an active lobby which operated between the time the rates
were announced and the legislature
convened so that those who were
vociferous in their opposition were
clubbed into silence or given a ticket
for a vacation which would keep them
from the hearings." By "you" Curley
meant the inaurance commis.sioner.
Ctirley also came out in support of
the Connecticut financial responsibility law and a demerit system. His
views were considered important as he
recently held a public meeting at
which 1011 mayors and selectmen from
all parts of the Mete aired their views
on the law. He said there were
100
•,/ alitrv if , .. ,...

different remedies suggested but there,
was a general agreement in support of
the Connecticut law with the addition
of the demerit system. He said with
the substitution of a new system "you
could rule 50 per cent of the operators
off the road without injuring anyone."
The Boston mayor said the only
hope of relief was in the special seaMon of the legislature which Governor Joseph B. Ely called for Sept. 28.
He added, "we want some protection
for the industry, the pedestrians and
the motorists but not through some
system which is AO confiscatory that
there can be no hope for the pedestrians, the motorists or the commonwealth."
Mayor Henry L. Cloutier of Chicopee and Walter M. Shea, Chicopee
city solicitor charged the residents of
their city were discriminated against
in being removed from the Springfield district and termed the new
rates "a)rank injustice," Arthur
Granfied° protested for the Chicopee
chamber of commerce.
Representatives William E. Kirkpatrick and Charles D. Chevalier of
Holyoke. urged deferment of the Anal
rates until after the meeting of the
legislature.
Samuel Jaffe of Worcester, mania!i
for taxhiab companies, said.. awn.*
companies would be driven esitirt'af
business by the new rate1:416
the insurance ciepartmeret'n• did
give sufficient attention to "the great
many fake, groundless and fraudulent claims."
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BOSTON lif',--Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston, today charged that lobbies organized by
insurance companies had on previous occasions "clubbed into
silence" or had given
vacation tickets to those most vigorous in their protests
against the Massachusetts
compulsory automobile insurance law.
Mays_yr SaVey announced his
sup- The hearing °mire. with
port of a combination of the
Connecti- cussion as to who should be lean
first, the people or the insurance r -, rcut financial responsibility law
and a panics Merton L.•
Brown, insuranec
demerit system to replace
Massachu- commissioner, ruled in favor of
the
setts' comptilsory automobile insur_ people and
Samuel F. Jaffe, counsel
ance law.
for Worcester taxicab interests, had
_
just launched his protest when
Curley made his proposal at a
the
pub-entrance of the Boston
mayor interne hearing at the State House
on the rupted him.
compulsory law. Almost an
Curley said he appreciated that
crowded the auditorium to persons
protesemeeting would gain little other the
than
against the 1932 rates, which
were the opportunity for the voicing of
tentatively set a week ago and
sentiments. He said the only hope
which.
because of a general increase of
11 was in the special session of the
percent, brought protests from
all Legislature which Gov. Joseph B. Ely
sides, Curley's remarks were
impor- has called for Sept. 28.
tent as he recently held A
Repres,entative James W. Clark
conference
of
with mayors and selectmen of
most of Amesbury filed with the insarance
the state's cities and towns at
commissioner
the.
protest of 175 mawhich
the law and means of remedying
11 Wrists
• of Amesbury and vicinity.
were disetateed.
declared that the rates for a small lie
car
1.11 that territory have been
increa.sed
from $16 to $25.
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400 IN PROTEST AT
INSURANCE RATES
•
Crowd Fill Auditorium in State House At Public Hearing—Mayor Curley Supports Connecticut Law and
Demerit System to Replace Present Massachusetts
Law—Much Interest Taken in the Matter.

BOSTON, Sept. 11 (AP)—Mayor James M. Curf Boston, today announced his support ofa com,1
bination of the Connecticut financial responsibility
law and a demerit system to replace Massachusetts
compulsory automobile insurance law. Curley made
his proposal at a public hearing at the State House on
the compulsory law. Almost 400 people crowded the
auditorium to protest against the 1932 rates, which
were tentatively set a week ago, and which, because
of a general increase of 11 percent, brought protests
from all sides.
Curley's remarks were important
as he recently held a conference
with mayors and selectmen and
motorists of the cities and towns at
which the law and means of remedying it were discussed. The hearing still ted with a discussion as to
whom should be heard first, the people or the insurance companies. M.
L. Brown, insurance commissioner,
ruled in favor of the people, and
Samuel F. Jaffee, counsel for Worcester taxicab interests, had just
launched his protest when the entrance of the Boston mayor interrupted him. Curley said he appreciated the meeting would gain little,
other than the opportunity for the
voicing of sentiment. He said the
only hope was in the special session
of the Legislature, which Gov. Ely
has called for Sept. 28th.
Mayor Curley also charged that
lobbies organized by insurance companies had on previous occasions
clubbed into silence or had given
vacation tickets to those most vigthe
orous in their protest against
Massachusetts automobile insurance
laws.
"The real error which was made
rates
In the past is to submit to the "We
you announce," Curley said. •
vigcame here and protested and
legisorously denounce you, but the
follature did not convene until the
lowing January and these companearnies, complaining of insufficient
lobby,
ings, organized an active
times
which operated between the
the
the rates were announced andthose
legislature convened, so that
opposiwha v.:etc voeherous in their
or givtion were clubbed into silence which
en a ticket for a vacation

•

ref
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ance rate situation and report to the
Legislature.
Samuel H. Jaffe. of Worcester representing taxi companies and associations in Worcester, entered a protest against, the tremendous insurance levied against taxis. He pointed
out that while the average increases
in insurance against all the pleasure
vehicles in the state amounted to
11 per cent. taxis In Worcester were
subjected to a 50 per cent increase
in their rates.
"The proposed rates," Jaffee said,
"would drive many operators, especially the private owners, out of business."
Attacking fake claims. Jaffee expressed the opinion that if the Insurance companies would "put their
foot down." most of the fake claims
would disappear entirely. "But the
trouble is, he continued. "they don't
J
have to put their foot clown. The
claims they pay are merely used as
a basis to net for them an ircrease
in rates. Once you stop these fake
claims, these graft claims, this racketeering, it won't be necessary to increase the rates"
AK+
January. And these interests which
are complaining of insufficient earnins organwed on active lobby which
operated between the time the rates
tt:t;e
is1a%;
,elgto
edn msto
n cetdh Ratn dt the gl,A
cvoryirev elain
‘
hose
vocilorou,t In their
clubbed into silence or given a ticket
for a vacation which would keep
them from the hearings." By "you"
Curley meant the insurance commissioner.
ff
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Charges They Have
"Clubbed Into Silence
Those Most Vigorous in
Protests Against Auto
Liability Law

S. H. JAFFEE PROTESTS
HIGH RATES FOR TAXIS
uosToN. Sept. 11 (.1r)-11a3or
Curie) of Host 011 I oday
charged that lobbies oreattizt•d
lii insurance companies had on
me% tolls 0.1•CHSR111, -11111111111•11 I Ili 0
gl‘en Nacation
•IIPIIIT," or had
tickets to those most ‘igorons In
their protests against the 11iis-iieinisetts compulsory out )))))obile
JilMe, NI.

insurance lan.
Mayor Curley said: "The real error
which we have made In the past is
to submit to the rates which you announced. We have come here and
' protested, and we have vigorously denounced you, but the Legislature did
t e foil

BOSTON, Sept. 11 (INS)—A plea
for Massachusetts to adopt a combination of the Connecticut financial
demerit
anti a
responsibility law
system in place of the present compulsory automobile insurance rates,
was made today by Mayor James M.
Curley before more than ROO persons
in Gardner auditorium when Insurance Commissioner Merton L Brown
proposed
hearings on the
opened
19:32 rates.
Mayor Curley led an attack upon
some lawyers "who do things which
might be cryleci unethical hut which
people
term
the majority of the
criminal." "That such things are being done Is apparent to everyone,"
he said,
'I appreciate." Mayor Curley continued. "that there are limitations to
the powers of the Insurance commissioner and I also appreciate that In
these days difficulties are met in
earning a livelihood and we have
mills grinding out lawyers faster than
lawyers are born They have to have
legal husines,"
The may,• expressed the opinion
that thk o y hope of relief from
the continually increasing automobilr. .rttrt.tranoe rates was in a sotetal session of the Legislature with ar
op rtunity given a special contrive!

alterd.Nd
Ocks r0A

ley

- Aiiro c

'
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Hearing Crowd Rather Small Although an attempt was made to
secure a crowd of three hundred at
the hearing at City hall, only about
100 persons were present. Mayor Curley looked them over and said he saw
seven or eight candidates for office
whose views were well known and he
desired to hear from those, not candidates, who favored, or opposed, tbe
Park department plan.
The Mayor therefore cut the oratory
t
I short and would not permit stump
speeches from anyone. Several essayed in that line but the Mayor broke
in and asked them to voice their opinions one way or another on the plans
before them. Most of the speaking
was for the Park department plan, but
several spoke against it, mainly because it did not provide a beach or
real strandway.
Exceeds the Appropriation
Finally the Mayor showed that according to the figures presented, the
Strandway would cost more than the
appropriation; that to get an additional appropriation it would be necessary to go to the legislature. He
urged that concessions he made on all
sides. He took the floor in front of
the Port Development plan and there
in the hearing of the group that
gathered around he tried to bring Mr.
McDonald into line so that the deal
could go through with the present
appropriation. Mr. McDonald finally
consented to have drawn, a second
compromise plan, embodying some
suggestions of the Mayor, and if is
quite likely that when this is made
1 and looked over, a decision can be
! made whether or not East Boston is
! to have the Strandway this year or
any other year.
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Invite Solicitor to
Attend Hub Meeting

•

The Selectmen have been asked by
Mayor Janice M. Cu' of Boston,
thiaiugh Corporation Counsel Samuel
Silverman to have Town Solicitor
Alfred B. Cenedella attend a meeting
of town and city solicitors in City
hall, Boston, Sept. 16 to select representatives
for each
county
to
frame legislation to remedy the
present compulsory automobile insurance law.
•
Recently a meeting of mayors and
selectmen or the towns and cities of
the state met at Boston and voted
unanimously to ask Croy. Ely to call
a special seesion of the legislature.
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'CLUBBED'INTO SILENCE'
(2 CLAIMS MAYO R CURLEY
Boston Mayor Flays Lobbies of Insurance
Companies at Public Hearing on Auto
Insurance Rates Today
BOSTON. Sept. 11 (')—Mayor different remedies suggested but there,'
was a general agreement in support of
James M. Curley of Boston, today
the Connecticut law with the addition
charged that lobbies organized by of the demerit system. He said with
Insurance companies had on previous the substitution of a new system "you
occasions "clubbed into silence" or could rule 50 per rent of the operators
had given vacation tickets to those off the road without injuring anyone."
The Boston mayor said the only
most vigorous in their protests against
the Massachusetts compulsory auto- hope of relief was in the special session of the legislature which Govermobile insurance law.
/n addressing public. hearing at the nor Joseph B. Ely called for Sept. 28.
State House at which 400 persons ap- He added, "we want some protection
peared to protest against the tentative for the industry, the pedestrians and
automobile insurance rates for 1932, the motorists but not through some
Mayor Curley said, the real error system which is AO confiscatory that
which we have made in the past is ,to there can be no hope for the pedessubmit to the rates which you an- trians, the motorists or the commonnounced. He have come here and pro- wealth."
Mayor Henry L. Cloutier of Chicotested and we have vigorously denounced you but the legislature did pee. and Walter M. Shea, Chicopee
not convene until the following Jan- city solicitor charged the residents of
uary. And these interests which are their city were discriminated against
complaining of insufficient earnings In being removed from the Springorganized an active lobby which op- field district and termed the new
erated between the time the rates rates "a ,rank injustice," Arthur'
were announced and the legislature Granfield.' protested for the Chicopee
convened so that those who were chamber of commerce.
vociferous in their opposition were
Representatives William E. Kirkclubbed into silence or given a ticket patrick and Charles D. Chevalier of
for a vacation which would keep them Holyoke, urged deferment of'the final
from the hearings." By ''you'' Curley rates until after the meeting of lite
meant the insurance commissioner.
legislature.
Curley also came out in support of
Samuel Jaffe of Worcester, counted
the Connecticut financial responsibil- for taxicab companies, said', seVeral
=
ity law and a dernerit system. kiis eAni,
a hp driven .eatt.:',.!
views were considered important as he business by the new rats: Re c
recently held a public meeting at the instaanee departmerris's did .
which 100 mayors and selectmen from give sufficient attention to "the great
all parts of the state aired their views many fake, groundless and frauduon the law. He said there were 100 lent claims."
,
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BOSTON liPr—Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, today charged that lobbies organized by
insurance companies had on previous occasions "clubbed into
silence" or had given vacation tickets to those most vigorous In their protests
against the afassachusetts compulsory automobile insurance law.
MayesSzley announced his sup- The hearing opene. with , as,
port et a combination of the Connecti- cussion as to who should be lean
cut financial responsibility law and first, the people or the insurance cs r a panies Merton L. Brown, insuranct
demerit system to replace Massachu
commissioner, ruled in favor of the
setts' compulsory automobile insur_ people and Samuel F. Jaffe, counsel
for Worcester taxicab interests, had
ance law.
Curley made his proposal at a pub- just launched his protest when the
entrance of the Boston mayor interhe hearing at the State House on
the rupted him.
compulsory law. Almost s00 persons Curley said he appreciated that the
crowded the auditorium to protetemeeting would gain little other than
against the 1932 rates, which were the
t
opportunity for the voicing of
tentatively set a week ago and which. sentiments. He said the only hope
because of a general increase of 11 was in the special session of the
percent, brought protests from ail Legislature which Gov. Joseph B. Ely
sides. Curley's remarks were impor- has called for Sept. 28.
tent as he recently held a conference Repres.entative James W. Clark of
withmayors end selectmen of most of Amesbury filed with the insurance
the state's cities and towns at which commissioner the protest of 175 mothe law and means of remedying it torists of Amesbury and vicinity. He
were discussed,
declared that the rates for a small car
In that territory have been
increased
from $16 to $25.
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400 IN PROTEST AT
INSURANCE RATES
Crowd Fill Auditorium in State House At Public Hearing—Mayor Curley Supports Connecticut Law and
Demerit System to Replace Present Massachusetts
Law—Much Interest Taken in the Matter.

BOSTON, Sept. 11 (AP)-11layor James M. Curof Boston, today announced his support ofa combination of the Connecticut financial responsibility
law and a demerit system to replace Massachusetts
compulsory automobile insurance law. Curley made
his proposal at a public hearing at the State House on
the compulsory law. Almost 400 people crowded the
auditorium to protest against the 1932 rates, which
were tentatively set a week ago, and which, because
of a general increase of 11 percent, brought protests
from all sides.
Curley's remarks were important
as he recently held a conference
with mayors and selectmen and
motorists of the cities and towns at
which the law and means of remedying it were discussed. The hearing 6tu.,tvd with s dim.:ussion its LA)
whom should be heard first, the people or the insurance companies. M.
L. Brown, insurance commissioner,
ruled in favor of the people, and
Samuel F. Jaffee, counsel for Worcester taxicab interests, had just
launched his protest when the entrance of the Boston mayor interrupted him. Curley said he appreciated the meeting would gain little,
other than the opportunity for the
voicing of sentiment. He said the
only hope was in the special session
of the Legislature, which Gov. Ely
has called for Sept. 28th.
Mayor Curley also charged that
lobbies organized by insurance companies had on previous occasions
clubbed into silence or had given
vacation tickets to those most vigthe
orous in their protest against
Massachusetts automobile insurance
laws.
"The real error which was made
rates
In the past is to submit to the• -We
you announce," Curley sold. vigcame here and protested and
legisorously denounce you, but the
follature did not convene until the
lowing January and these companearnies, complaining of insufficient lobby,
ings, organized an active
times
which operated between the
the
the rates were announced andthose
legislature convened, so that
opposiwho were vociferous in their
or givtion were clubbed into silence which
ticket for a vacation
en
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HITS AT LOBBIES
FOR INSURANCE

ance rate situation and report to the
Legislature.
Samuel H. Jaffe. of Worcester representing taxi companies and associations in Worcester, entered a protest against the tremendous insurance levied against taxis. He pointed
out, that while the average increases
in insurance against a:1 the pleasure
vehicles in the state amounted to
11 per cent, taxis in Worcester were
subjected to a 50 per cent increase
in their rates.
"The proposed rates." Jaffee said,
- would drive many operators. especially the private owners, out of business."
Attacking fake claims, Jaffee expressed the opinion that if the insurance companies would -put their
foot down." most of the fake claims
would disappear entirely. -Rut the
trouble is, he continued. -thej, don't
have to put their foot down. The
,laims they pay ale merely used 51
basis to net for them an Inercase
in rates. Once you stop these :aka
claims, these graft claims, this racketeering, it won't be necessary to increase the rates "
January. And these interests which
are complaining of Insufficient earnings orgam7ed on active lobby which
operated between the time the rates
Nl ere announced and the legislature
convened BO that those who were
vociferous In their opposition were
clubbed Into silence or given a ticket
for a vacation which would keep
them from the hearings" By -youCurley meant the insurance COMMIS..
AlOner.

Charges They Have
"Clubbed Into Silence"
BOSTON, Sept. 11 iINS1- --A plea
•
tor Massachusetts, to adopt A COMThose Most Vigorous in :Inflation
of the Connecticut financial
demerit
and a
law
responsibility
Protests Against Auto' system
in place of the present corn- i
pulsory automobile insurance rates,
Liability Law
James M.
hy
was

made today
Mayor
Curley before more than 'FOP persons
in Gardner auditorium when Insurance Commissioner Merton 1, Brown t
proposed
opened
hearings on the
1932 rates
_.......
Mayor Curley led an attack upon '
some lawyers "who do things which
itosToN, Sept. ll (Ar)—NlIrl:t or
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mills grinding out lawyers faster than
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to submit to the rates which you an- that tht o 3, hope of relief from
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S. H. JAFFEE PROTESTS
HIGH RATES FOR TAXIS
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Curley
Chronical floe
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HON. JAMES M. CURLEY
James Michael Curley, may• either friends or foes, no mid- him now assert, enthusiastior of Boston, presents a n dle class of critics. At the , cally, that Boston is the best
amazing and compelling study , mention of his mime, all governed city in the country.
for estimate, no one more so either say it with flowers or They endorse him, frcm Alin the country. Here is a take to the fire-escapes. Of nha to Omega, without limitaman who was born into the such are the duers of life tion or qualification. Again
only inheritance essential to And of these, to their ever- a change of atmosphere in
make life what it ought to he, lasting honor, it can never b.? strange quarters is manifest.
a good mother and father. written, as of colorless citi- Such of the Beaconese and
Otherwise he had nothing, ex- zens: "He left no one but purified as gatehr at the Odd
cept a high spirit, which is friends."
His niem-,ry will Volume Club, the Boston
much. He was born, not Wkil
be so aicounterl ai:d Atheneum, the Massacilusetts
a silver spoon, but with a daubed, doubtless.
Historical Society and the
wooden ladder in his mouth,
A marked revulsion of at- churches about Copley Sq.,
which he proceeded forth- Ctude toward this man has who wash, not as a religious
with to climb. Here is a nian passed over Boston during rite on Saturday night but for
as to whom no one is. apathe- his present mayoralty, for a fun and unnecessarily, are
tic, whose marked individual- number of reasons. Some who now wondering whether
ity leaves in its - wake all, have been the first to berate have been wrong in theirthey
at-
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AUTO INSURANCE
RATES ASSAILED
• AT S
•

what
tor pointed out, nobody knows
the Legislature is going to do and
therefore the rates should be held up
anyway. A round of applause greeted this statement.
Mayor Henry Cloutier of Chicopee
and Secretary H. Kaplan of the Chelqea Chamber of Commerce also clamored to be heard at th's point. Judge
IfThase interjected he was not present
nem
uphold the rates, hut to criticize
them.
Corn "1
se
d.a"nd the
ke
hi
sIrimB
etr•ow
i thna reMMratiC
sio
an
se
crowd laughed anl
Senator Conde •Brodhine of Revere !then urged the people be heard first,
saving the people are not on trial,
hut the insurance companies are.
Commissioner Brown then ruled the
'people from Western Massachusetts
would be heard first.
Mayor Metier Protests
.
Mayor Cloutier declared his city has
been taken from the Springfield district and placed in zone 11. He protested the increase of $4 to $8 in
this district, saying ChicOnee
lets led l they are being disel•tint
mn ionrL , 1 against. Ho protested vigorously
on the part of his citizens the proposed increases. Chicopee, he went
on, has a good safety record. He at,
tacked the tentative rates as "rank
Injustices" and believed some remedy
i
i T:tuubr
,
le.
be forthcoming from the Leg-

Mayor
HOLYOKE ENTERS Chicopee
Who Made Protest
At New Auto Rates
PROTEST AS DOES
CITY OF CHICOPEE

Mayor Cloutier Objects to
His City Being Removed
From Springfield Zone

The . Chicopee Chamber of Corn•/.e was placed on record as in opi ion to the proposed rates by
\ , !hop Granfield. Like Mayor Cloutier
..ndeld felt the people have been
....riminated against in Chicopee by
taken from the Springfield di:4' and will be up against it if the
r,
ases go into effect.
City. Solicitor Shea Ilea rd
,
cO• Solicitor Walte, M. Shea of
Chicopee supported the mayor's po:allot). lie contended all cities and
towns -of Hampden county should be
:in the same zone. He told of Chic-H
,lopee's campaign last year to reduce
I ccidents and said That In comparison
:0 238 per.lens -injured in autorneblle
Prom Our Special Reporter
Accidents In 1929, there wele ;213 "last
year, while deaths dropped from nine
Boston, Sept. 11 — Westerners,
H.N it v r Lori'1 ER
.,' in 1929 to four in 1930,
all of
:hose virile men "from the sticks," rence, recorded the greater Lawrence these four occurred in the and
lust month
delegation
in
the
opLegislature
in
of
the
year.
public
hearstarted a battle at the
position to, the proposed rate in.Holyoke's Protest
.
ng today in Gardner auditorium at creases. Others so recorded were:
Representatives William E. KirkSenator
before
Insurance
Christian Nelson and Reprethe State House
Patrick
and
Charles D. Chevalier of
sentaUves
E.
J.
Kelley
and
Joseph Holyoke both protested the
Commissioner Merton L. Brown on Leyden, .ill of
tentative!
Worcester; Representaand urged final promulgation
the proposed compulsory automobile flees Peter Fitzgerald, Lewis R. Sul.,rates
be deferred until the Legislature has
livan
and
insurance rates for 1932, and when ton; LouisFrank MacFarland of Fins- had a chance to act. Commissioner
Pfeiffer of
Tony Brown had previously stated this
the smoke cleared away, the west- Garatano of Saugus and Bedford,
Stephen Man- course would be followed.
fling; of Marlboro.
erners had their say first.
Samuel F. Jafroe, i•rpresenting the
stock companies writing automobile ‘Vorcester independent
Commissioner Brown had stated, insurance,
taxicab opattempted to put in the in- erators, protested a 50 per c..nit inafter a brief outline of the purpose!, /um:thee
.
companies' case ahead of the crease for cabs In his city, wheccos
of the hearing, that those from the Protestants. He was there to criticize. private (etre will pay only elomi I I
the rates, he said, but until the pres- 'wt. cent more. Ho
the lewestern end of the state should be Pot act is repealed or amended, the alliance department contended
is not giving suflaws
must be followed and observed, ficient consideration to a grelt
heard first as they had traveled
• •
and
fraudulent
he _tried to call his first wit_ "fake, ,.. groundless
f When,
farthest. and undoubtedly desired to r
esti, Atty Samuel Silverman, corpora- claims, particularly :Is Mtlyt of
them
. tlon counsel for Roston, appealed to apply tic taxicab:, Ili. i•d ;in*
get started home.
nx_
the commissioner for enforcement of ample of. these -wi1.I .-1.1 11115,' .4:I y,
Chance
Their
Western Men Get
his ruling that the westerners be itie if five persons ‘x ,itif in a cab
In
This was fine, and the westerners 'heard first.
an acciient awl one
i a scratch, a
smiled in smug satisfaction at the I
claim of $4000 to $5oun ii 'odd he made,
Conkley
Prolesta
the '
in
rec,gnition accorded them
.
was the cue for Representa- and ti."‘ oiler fotir' ""IY
heart or the flay state metropolis. 11 Th
a bit, also would seek
shalt" up
pro- tice naniel J. Coakley- of Chicopee, four cln ims, he said damages. These
But, h: fore they could get their some
were. not worth
and
he
also
contended
It
was
unfair a nickel, ym all were
test of the rates under way,
given substillitn Iv rmit the Insurance companies to
easterner jumped to his feet and
tial sums by the company. He said
get in their case ahead ef that the some
people
are
not
being
given
the
charge()
instrrance companies are hon.
People pt•opoeed th preaiuce.
est, others not sc much :40. )1(
a fib' irlral in these rates. He .corn"1 think the people throughout .the thought
the compani,,,
meod,-.I (toy Joseph B. Ely for calling
system 01
thr s!,.i.ill legislative sessi0a and alt- Commonwealth who have came here checking all 117,11 I, except
that it
from
should
he
heard
first,"
.
,doesn't
gio
60n
11,,ive.I
Coakley
t'ommissioner Drown
far enough. If companies
blame for the proposed increases, 'tended. "These representatives of the would put their foot down, many fait(
S:mleonc else had his say and then Insurance companies are getting paid dams Would disappear. "The CornJudge. Frederic H. Chase., formerly of to come here and they can come any patties haven't get the Nuts -tn
,ftg
, hl
the' aUtterior.,..,,eourt, representing 45 time.", Further. the Chicopee lea's's,:

ATTACKS ON LAW COME
FROM MANY CITIES

Western Men Fight For
Chance to Be Heard Earl
— Mayor Curley Comes
Out For Connecticut Plan

•
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these fake claims," he asserted, "111.1
, 41 of the stock companies doing busiChelsea's Pretest
they don't need guts because of tht ,
He charged that
Whsti Curley had closed, the instir- ness in the state.
existing law. When you put a slot
se. , ssinpanies again sought to gf.t the inadequacy of the rates set by the
is
;
it;
Ir. RUA fraud, this graft, for
companies had
brought
Senators Brodbine insurance
.1
form of graft. and this racketeerins Ii H. sass, in, but
about large losses to the companies.
t flekl Turk of Wiurh'''"'''
for that is just vhat it is, it will not "'I
which ceded
Figures introduced by William Mahe necessary to incrsase the rates,- stass d ;mother rumpus,
in a i,s1 of cheers when llyman ks it- goun at the suggestion of Judge Chase
Mayor Vertu,. Appears
Chamher
Ian ef tlic Chelsea
of cote- purported to show that the excess of
Mayor
Bost on'"1Trio,
JAIlleS mere, was accorded the floor. II. old losses and expenses over the premiMichael Curley. then made a late, en-' of Cie lea's campaign to ruiner se- ums secured on private and commertrance, as is hi; custom at most at- eidents, of its success, but tald "all cial cars in the four-year period from
ick on 1927 to 1930 were $10,sst,o00.
fairs, and was accorded the usual we got for our pains was e
applause. He was quickly recognized, the head." Chelsea's rates went up
Judge Chase in his argnments. Inars wosterners do not count when the considerably in the tentative achedule. timated that if the commissioner failed
'Roston chief executive wants to speak. Senator Broadbine called attention to
to raise the rates, the insurance cornHe announced his support, of a corn- the thousands that visit Revere beach pnnie. • which
,• he represented would
bination of the Connecticut financial causing congestion of traffic that is
the case to the snorts.
take
responsibility law and a demerit rating conducive to accidents.
Sossatetr-sistmets
• M., -Warren of -1213t.
advocated
Sullivan
Atty Mark B.
system, as a substitute for the cornpalSory law, saying if the latt.sr IA letting insurance companies select
continued it will . "leave no hope for [their risks, .saying no demerit sysHe
the pedestrians, the motorists and tern would he necessary then.
the commonasellth." This got more would have a state board pass on all
GOUGING UNCLE SAM w
claims, thus discouraging fake claims.
applause from the 400 present.
MacLeod of
What
a gathering of the harpies
W.
John
Representative
ashe
said
Curley
011tSet,
At. the
companies,
will occur in December when the new
predated the fact that the hearing Chelsea stated insurance
many of
settling
justified
in
not
are
Congress meets! The embattled farmcould do little except provide a chanue
clairdm; that they should tight
ers will be on hand for relief and a
for people to speak their minds. The the
them out.
huge
only hope of the people is in the Mess
appropriation. The veteiians
Tuck of 'Winchester managed to get
dal session of the Legislature, which recognized next
threaten to ask for over two billions
of several
ead
attend
lege,Gob' Ely is to call, he said.
of that bonus which was vetoed by
ipilta,i,ti% citizens and • also several
"I appreciate," the mayor contin the people to go
. He urge
two patriotic presidents. Mayor Curtied, "that there are Ihnitations to the home and tell their legislators to
ley would like about five billions for
power of the insurance commissionets
the unemployed and the postal emat the. special
and I also appreciate that in these work for the people
corpethe
not
legislative session and
ployees want a five-day week with
days difficulties are met in earning a rations, 'or
they'll stay home after
the same salary. A fortnight ago we
livelihood and we have mills grinding
saw the ominous spectacle of an asI out lawyers faster than lawyers are th!.:Anteta
inunc.k!" cried the gallery
xt br'olsescIT
sistant secretary of the treasury beg!born. They have to have legal bust- rind the remarks met applause.
ging the veterans of foreign wars not
I ness. I am not condemning the legal
After several others had spoken.
profession but there are some who
to embarrass the government by askCsmmissioner Brown asked for show
do things which might be called un- of opposition and most of those
ing for the other haif of the bonus.
ethical but which the majittity of the' prescnt efy reenr(led. inclsiding. CounOn Labor Day Postmaster Brown aspeople call
criminal.
71:hat such cilor Chester I. Campbell of Quincy,
Atimmed the same ungraceful posture
things are being done is apparent to who presented a protest of the rates
when he asked the national
. everytme."
signed by 3000, and numerous legislation of letter carriers not to press
tors.
Fight Against Fake Claims
their demand for a five-day week
Representative C. F. Nelson Pratt of
Then he described the fight the city
with five and a half clays'...ptry. These
intenhad made in 1929 against fake auto- Saugus praissed Gov Ely for his
are strange and ominous days. my
a special legislative sesmobile injury cleims, saying that aft- tion to call
failure
masters. Young workmen of a thrifty
sion, but criticiszed him for
er he displaced the police officer who
to hold the last Legislature until
nature saving money to make payusually in
them, and putt on something had been done, saying he
ments to the
cooperative
bank,
a force of constables, one lawyer en - had no right to criticize former Gov
should pay some attention to what is
his office and withdrew 30 ..alien for something he, himself. had
tered
going on. The politicians will be
claims; another withdrew 17 claims, failed to do. Pratt called the insurmortgaging the White House next to
and in 1930, the total of claims was ance companies "a hunch of racketCnisss some eers."
reduced by one-half.
provide funds to meet all these dechange is made in the existing condimands.
Mayor .1. Fred Manning of Lynn
tions, motorists of limited means will would he summoned before the rules
Postmaster General Brown
be. driven off the highways, no mat- eommittee of the Legislature to prove
his hearers that wages in the
remind-;
poster how safely they operate. He con- his declaration "that all one has to
tal service amounted to $600,000,000
teyded some system ought to be de- do to be a eandidato for the Legialaannually, while postal revenues had
vied to drive the careless operators titre nowndays is to visit the offices
idiminished over that amount. He
off, and added the Connecticut system of a certain political leader at Roston,
c'rightfully pictured the lot of the posseems good for motorists as well as wh
is tted up with the Insurance
tal employe in these days as a veil
pedestrians and the Industry. Under companiea, and draw $300 for camhappy one. The misfortunes of other
a proper system, It would be Possible paign expenses," under terms of an orHouse
men have reduced the cost of livifig
to rule 50 per cent of the operators der to be flied by a group of
143 per cent according to Mr.
off the road without injuring anyone, members. The order was circulates] at
Brown,
rate
morning
coneclusion
the
of
errot•
the
the
of
real
contended.
'Dia
he
'This seems too high, but if the depast has been the meek submismion hearing.
crease Is only 15 per cent, it in fact
to the rates announced by the comWould Abolish Zone System
increases the value of the letter carmissioners.
The insurance interests
riers' salary by that amount. The
Senator Joseph Finnegan of Dorwhich ate complaining of insufficient chester, at the resumption of the hearpostal employe's lot is indeed a very
earnings, organized an itch Iv.' lobby ing In the afternoon, advocated abolihappy one in these days, and nobody
a'
which opereted between the time the tion of the zone sy.stem on the ground
begrudges him his good fortune. Yet
rates were announced and the Legiala- that accidents may happen to maIL is hardly the time to add to the
ture convened so that those who were chines at any point In the state. He
troubles of other people by demandopposition were contended an opinion of the supreme
vociferous In their
ing a live day week with five and a
clubbed into silence or given a ticket court holds that splitting the state
half days' pay. Yet that is the panafor a vacation which would keep them into zonert is not mandatory. Various
stated.
opposition,
mayor
hearings,
the
front the
peraons offered points in
cea which Atayor .&rley adopts. Its
joke.
representatives
little
inhis
the
of
had
mayor
Then the
among them
absurdity is saIrTliM'Ve contemplate
He told of the appointment of a city , depenJent lexical) drivers of Boston,
ithe spectacle of all of Us working
solicitors' committee to work with
se premium would be raised from
five days a week, and getting the
forme. Gov Alvan T. Fuller and ((w- ss7S to $360 yearly ender the prosame salary. Where Ls the money
ant' Registrar Frank A. Goodwin, in s. ,ssl rates. Some would he fOreed
coming from except by confiscating
drafting some proposal to aubmit to
f bosinesa, the commisaloner was
ii
the savings of the thrifty?
the special legislative sitting.. Fuller told. The SsductIble policy idea was
regisforced Goodwin's removal as
Mr. Brown, trained at Harvard unalso suggested ea a solution of the
trar e Idle he was governor and the petit-dem.
der Professor Taussig in the political
been on the hr.t of
pair
companies
The posstion of private
economy of John Stuart 111111, says
ti 'I', Curley hoped his Legiaterms
,lealing in tile insurance was &fended
that a five day week NC:Mut curtail'Muse emit(' be able to Had a aolutlan
Judge Frederic. Chase, reeresentIn:z
by
ing compensation wo
lead to an
of the trouble.
artificial.
increase
tdOnintOditif
prices, a
00001
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Fighting Ne*Insuiiiiiceliciftt--

International Newsreel P
- hoto
Left to right, Nlayor Andrew Cassessa of Revere, 'ii at or Larkin of Medford and Mayor Murphy
of Some
ton City ball called by Mayor Curley of Bo8.
Al as hey attended the meeting at lio,
MI
r Brown.
f4111. to fight die new insurance rate 1111 nos as introduced by Commissi
•
,
on the Superior court bench, prose„i„., a 2tnil neh defense of the insurance companies and gave statisva
Which, he asserted, proved the rates
are not sufficient to enable the insurance companies to write this kind
Of insurance without loss.
Despite the fact that Governor Ely
has ordered the insurance commissioner to withhold promulgation of
the 1932 rates pending a special session of the Legislature, more than
400 persons crowded into the Gardner auditorium and remained for the
10 hours of hearing.
Because of the length of Judge
Commissioner
argument,
Chase's
Brown adjourned the hearing for supper and an evening session was held. ,
Under th# law the insurance commissioner is required to hold a public hearing before promulgation of
rates. Although the Legislature may
change the situation it was decided
to proceed with the hearing so that
the commissioner will be In a postion to promulgate the rates if no
other action is taken.
Worcester Fictions on Band
The hearing was considered an opportunity for legislators and city officials to place their constituents on
record in protest and at the same
time impress their supporters wi:h
the fact that they were on the job.
It also enabled many to get their
By JAMES It. GUILFOYI,I;
own solution of the problem before
BOSTON, Sept. 11.--The proposed 1922 rates for eompuisvry the public.
mot or vehicle Insurance brought the greatest protest
Represent.itives Edward J. Kelley.
a public hearing before insuranee Commissioner Merton L. Brown today since Charles A. Kelley. Anthony R. Doylt•
aind s
W.
Jo
Rrn
selp11:1 W
F
jo
i.f
seIW:rcesthe system was established in 1927. The owners protested because
ter, and Sen. Christian Nelson of
the rates were too high and the iu.surance coMpanies because theyi Worcester went on record In
protest.
weren't high enough.
demerit rating. revision of zones and
c
ester
The preponderance of complaint' plans for riding the highways of
Thx17•ab
rupted in his d Interests, was r Ine
Wt°r.rwas from Boston and vicinity. Bug- careless drivers.
I
Ctirlev
s•n
f- ertd 8ch
n
1" w en M ynr
4tin
and
the
1110.1.1.111 sidvsn
set the
applaudin
a.
gathering
,.1211dim Prodsmfo PI Chnie. fOr1111111.1V

1:SURANCE riEARINTIATTRACTS LOUDEST
PpTEST SINCE 1927

Heads of Firms Declare Rates Too
Low—"Excessive," Reply Autoists as
400 Jam Hall for 10-Hour Session

Judge Chase Asserts Companies Must Los(
Money Worcester Cabmen's Counsel
Says Taxis Will Be Driven Ow. of Business, Stresses False Claims Curley
Charges Opposition "Clubbed"
at

• ilig" °I8111
.
14,0, 416 Wore.

a
ct.re.)..t4
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R.

de
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ter IndependentIndependent Taxi Operators and
tests froth Chelsea was
Othe
the Yellow Taxi Cab Co. of Worcesoe John J. Whalen and
ter. Although the average Increase in voiced by
Curley's
blase.
Boston continues to fume at MaTor
rates proposed for all cars is about Sen. Conde B
iit Profits
Polo
rrVe-day
it
on
11 per cent he said that In Worcester
employes
city
putting
corpora
schema for
, former
E. Mark gull!
the taxicab owners would pay 50 per
ton, felt that if
the hostility it is
for
justifies
counsel
Hon
project
The
week.
cent more
insurance cornnan s were permitof the
"Out of Business"
creating. If President Thomas J. Cudmore
ted to select their own risks there
Mr. Jaffee said the increase will
Estate Owners Association is
Real
weuld be no need a a demerit syss
Massachusett
drive many taxicabs our of business.
tem.
workers will
He said the insurance department
right on his figures, 2000 additional
One speaker said Revere got a 28
had not given sufficient considera$25 apiece
inat
rolls
the
pay
although
city's
increase
cent
the
per
be added to
tion to the great many "fake, fraudu- surance Companies made a profit of
lent and groundless claims." He said
weekly.
$42.000 in that city.
the wildest claims are made against
a total of
Chester I. Campbell presented a
On a yearly basis, this works out to
taxi owners.
protest of automobile dealers.
money, with an inpayers'
tax
the
of
"I think," Mr. Jaffee continued,
$2,600,000
Rep. C. F. Nelson Pratt of Saugus
rate.
"there are some honest insurance
fevered first a state fund, second a
crease estimated at $1.60 in the Boston tax
companies but there are others who demerit system and third, a flat rate.
to
better
is
it
that
theory
the
on
goes
are not as honest as they might be.
Mr. Curley
Former Rep. Bernard Ginzburg of
The trouble lies In the knowledge
man a job than to give him charity. That
a
Dorchester favored abolition of the
give
that whatever the companies may
create a
zone system, and this met the appay out is used in getting higher
is a sound theory, if you can find a job or
proval of Sen. Joseph Finnegan of
rates.
him.
give
to
one
new
Dorchester.
"If the companies put their foot
%lore Plans, questions •
down. If they even put it where It
The state created new jobs In its public conMarshall W. Hunt of Lynn Chamber
belongs, nntny of the false claims of Commerce questioned the figures
work. But the state did not propose to
struction
would disappear. But they don't be- on which the rates for his city were
law,
the
It
isn't based.
cause of
existing
pay six men to do the work which five men were
fair to require the taxi owners to pay
P,epresentatives of the independent
doing. Mills and factories, obliged to cut employfor fake and groundless claims. When taxicab drivers of Boston declared'
you put a stop to this graft, for it Is that if their premiums are increased
ment, have divided their force into shifts so as to
a form of graft, and this racketeer- from $275 to $380 yearly it will not
the work among as many employes as posspread
ing, It, will not be necessary to in- be pos lisle for them to continue
sible.
crease the rates."
businesa.
Chase's Stand
Day Baker. representing the MassaNo one expects a factory to give a man six days'
Judge Chase said rates under the chusetts Automobile and Garage Dealfor three days' work. On that plan the "stagpay
deductpresent system were started too low ers' association, favored the
nk.
kept ibW•polley.
and the increases have not
ger" system would put the concern into Ila
pace with the losses. He then made •--That the inadequacy in the rates
for
nobody &teem
work
have
would
it
and
ruptcy,
this
set by the insurance commission has
declaration:
"We believe we have a case upon
the receivers. Mayor Curley himself wouldn't'
brought about large losses to the
are
law
we
which in any court of
companles was the Initial contention
venture to double the force in the city departments
entitled to prevail. The overwhelm- of Judge Chase in criticizing the
double the labor cost of running them.
ing preponderance of the evidence is
and
rates.
with us. Clamor and popular feelthe idea of paying six men to do five men's
But
of losses and expenses
excess
The
ing may be against us, but all the
aver the premiums secured on priwasting the public money. There Is
means
work
more reason why our evidence and
vate passenger cars and commercial
be carefully, conoeirnr; .houici
any justification for that. When it Is pronever
the four-year period, 1927 to
in
cars
scientiously and calmly considered,
1930 inclusive, were, according to data
posed to have the waste run up to a couple of milthat we may get a result which is
submitted by William Magoun of the
based on the law, the facts and nothlion dollars, the Boston taxpayers ought to find a
Massachusetts Rating Bureau, $10.ing else."
544,000. The figures for the years were
way to prevent It.
Mayor Curley announced his sup- given In detail as were the workings
portant.iswpion...which would combine of the rating bureau.
the Connecticut financial responsibility law and a demerit rating sys/
tem. He said 50 per cent of the operators could be ruled off the roads,
:
.
A O'Toole- of the housing committee
without injuring anyone.
.,sisted in the work.
Charges "Clubbing"
The opening event of the celebra"The real error," he continued.
tion tonight, the military ball, was
1Which we have made in the past, Is
huge success, the spacious Town
'to submit to the rates announced. We
Ai floor being taxed to capacity by
have come here and protested and
you,
we have vigorously denounced
the 600 couples in attendance. Music
'bin the Legislature did not convene
for the event .vas furnished by the.
And
until the following January.
Alhambra band of Boston.
these Interests which are complainThe grant] march formed at 8.20
organing of insufficient earnings
Mrs. John J.
Sept. II —With more and was led by Mr. and
ized an active lobby which operated
of Boston, Mr. Kelley being
than 4000 World war veterans ex- Kelley
between the time the rates were anCornassociation
regimental
pected to attend, the stage is set for the
nounced and the Legislature conReginald Bates, commander
the 101st Regiment St. Millet re- minder.
vened so that those who were vocias
acted
association,
K
Company
be
of
union and convention which will
were
their opposition
ferous in
were Wilconducted in this town tomorrow. floor director, his assistants
Clubbed Into silence or given a tickBaer, peter J. Schofield, Maj.
The pre-convention ball was held to- liam 0.
would
vacation which
et for a
night in the municipal auditorium Peter J. Connelly and George Schokeep them from the hearings."
bert.
and was attended by hundreds.
H. F. Stoddard, manager of the BosThe aides were Capt. Edgar R. DinsThe principal events on the proton Automobile club, placed his ormore, Earl L. Devaney, Clarence W.
ganization on record in opposition.
gram tomorrow include a large paGoss, Maj. James T. Duane, Martin
Chicopee Protesfe
rade at 2.30 o'clock and preceding A. O'Toole. Michael J. Schafield, EdMayor Henry Cloutier of Chicopee
Curley, ward E. Vattes, Walttr Gutman, Henthe parade Mayor James M.
said his city was, being discriminated
will ry A. McCullough, John F. O'Mairey,
principal speaker ot—the day
Arthur GranCeld placed
against.
audi- Thomas A. Hamilton, William BurgTown
the
address in
an
give
Commerce
of
Chamber
the Chicopee
Carothers, James
torium. The registration office was winkle, William
on record in opposition and Walter
first Boylan, Alfred Langlois, James Minopened this afternoon and the
M. Shea, the Chicopee city eolicitor,
Reginald Beal ncifan, William Young, Bernard Rash,
was
register
to
veteran
contended the Insurance commissionthe regisJohn A. Grady, Everet liefmani
of Cohasse. Late tonight'
erred in taking Chicopee from the
to more than 300 James H. Mohan. As Gordon, Edward
swelled
had
tration
lowas
formerly
it
which
in
cone
proba
a
beeReddy, John J. O'Toole, Ralph Boyn-!
and housing facilities
cated
lem as the visiting veterans arrived ton, George H. O'Malley, Wiliiar
Holyoke le:Sa.ila Lars aupported these
Kelliher. Thomas Mayberry, Edward'
town.
in
views.
Robert Stewart. James
Chel.lea 'S. protest came from Hs'Miss Sadie Martin, headcpiarters W. Brady.
and Harry D. Moran.,
secretary, had "narge of registering Elganehflower
man genial). representing the,Chamassigning laic committee in charge of the ball I
ber of Commerce, who told of the
the incoming veterans anti
Maj.
Pete" J. Connelly,
Schotleld,
ikicluded
; splendid campaign to redoes accithem to rooms. Peter J.
secretary of Co. K association; James &airman; Ernest Hoffman, George Li
dents In that city varth the wIt
var csg
ois.wpitam G. Baer and Min:
all we hate got for oor.
allin
Mohan. executive secretary of the St.
ean else 41/6111/Wfo.,11,4...
Ilea. an& hfiirtin

ki-d Wasting the Public Money
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101ST REUNION
AT CLINTON TODAY
4000 Expect e:1 ;it convention of YD Regiment
ciANT0N.
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BATTER AUTO INS.LAW
ST
PO
TO
AR
LL
PI
M
O
R
•F
Hundreds of Persons From All Sections of
State Protest Compulsory law and Rates
Tentatively Set For1932--Greater Lawrince Salons Recorded Against
assachusetts' compulsory
BOSTON, Sept. 11 (P)—M
ed from pillar to post
automobile insurance law was batter
State House. Four huntoday at a public hearing in he
state assailed the law
dred persons from all parts of the
for 1932.
and especially the rates tentatively set
•
e. They charged discrimina.
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston Chicope
especial reference to Chicwith
the
and
tion,
-law
ofrire
led the asslint,
from the Springfield
removal
g
that
opee's
chargin
by
es
compani
insurance
ce
district.
insuran
the
by
d
organize
lobbies
Holyoke's protests were presented
companies have 'clubbeil into silence
Representatives William E. Kirkn"
to
by
vacatio
a
for
ticket
a
or given
and Charles D. Chevalier and
patrick
to
on
oppositi
those who would voice
r's spokesman was 6amuei
Worceste
hearprevious
at
the law or the rates
for taxicab compan-

•

Conectnicut Jaffe, a counsel
inings. He supported the
with a lea. The latter charged the state
financial responsibility law
department failed to devote
surance
the
to
r
successo
a
demerit system as
sufficient attention to the "great many
present. law. The Boston mayor said
fraudulent
fake, groundless and
in
was
people
the
of
the only hope
He said several taxicab opclaims."
ure
legislat
the
of
session
the special
erators in Worcester would be forced
which Governor Joseph B. Ely has
out of bitsiness by the 1932 rates if
28.
called for Sept.
those teatatively announced became
es
compani
private
of
The position
.
effective
defend.
was
ce
insuran
the
dealing in
Chelsea and Revere tad several
ed by Judge Frederic Chase, repro- spokesmen all of whom appealed for
senting 43 of the stock companies some relief from the presentlaw.
He
doing business in the state.
Salons Against Reim
Greater Law
charged that the inadequacy of the
Lew'Senator James E. Warne of
commis
ce
insuran
the
by
set,
rates
e
Lawrenc
losslarge
Greater
about
the
brought
recorded
had
rence
stoner
delegation in the legislature in oppoes to the companies.
Figures introduced by William sition to the proposed rate-increases,
Magoun at the suggestion of Judge ' others so recorded were: Senator
Chase purported to show that the ex- Christian Nelson and Representative
of
cess of losses and expenses over the IE. J. Kelley and Joseph Leyden, all
private and Worcester, Representatives Peter Fitzpremiums secured on
commercial cars in the four year gerald, Lewis R. Sullivan and Frank
period from 1927 to 1930 were $10,544,- MacFarland. of Boston; Louis Pfeifer
of Bedford, Tony Garatino of Saugus
000.
Judge Chase, in his arguments, in- and Stephen Manning of Marlboro.
timated that if the commissioner
failed to raise the rates, the insurance companies which he represented would take the case to the courts.
The western part of the state and
Worcester added their support to the
protests, the .majority of which were
presented by resident.4 of Greater
Boston. Mayor Henry I. Coutler, City
Solicitor Walter M. Shea and Arthur
Granfleld of the Chamber of Commerce, presented vigorous protests in
behalf of the automobile orreme of
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HERALD-TRAVELER
t. PLANT IS OPENED

President Hoover Presses
Button to Start Presses in
Boston's Newest Newspaper Establishment
Boston, Sept. 11--(AP)—The new
$3,300,000 plant of the Boston Herald
and the Boston Traveler was dedicated today in a program of exercises
featured by the start of the presses
from the White House, President
Hoover touched a key in the capital
as Mina B. Choate, managing editor
of the Herald. finished reading n
telegTam from the chief executive.
The telegram said: "On the occasion of the opening of the new plant
of the Boston Herald and the Boston
Traveler I send you cordial congratulations end all good wishes for the
continued prosperity and public service of these papers."
The cv-i•e'...
gallery built in the press room. Sneakers included E. W. Preston. Publisher
and general manager; Chaoning H.
Cox, former governor of Massachusetts and a director of the papers.
and 4Layor James M. Corley. Preston
said h^-1,01441000.1-ebe.reiTT to he the
most modern in the United Staten,
while Mayor Curley praised the erection of the building as a "most notable contribution to the abolition of
the pmyehology of fear and the relief
of unemployment." The proe—dings
were broadcast by station At-NMI
The new plant stands on the site
of the former plant and the Adams
hmise annex. It was started in
1930. is seven stories hirrh and covers
three aeres of floor soave.
The floatnn Herald-Traveler enrnoration, publishers of the Tlostoti
Traveler and the Boston lierald, todai
tiled nprdiention to ove,rate n radir
hrnadeasting station with the federa
simervisor of rad:, at Boston.
The wave length requested for tin
new station, which would be locate(
15ao kiloeycles with
In Boston, w
100 watts flower.
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'rank Murphy, lifeguard at
Denouncing the dole system,
End Park, Boston, took
forth
Mayor Curley of Boston, in a letoff yesterday and Just to
day
a
Won, viceMatthew
practice he saved two
in
keep
president of the American Fedhe for-

mr----tirr

lives at L street, where
eration of Labor, insisted that
merly was stationed.
the general adoption of the fiveday working week would put
3,600,000 -nen back to work and
solve the nations unemployment
problem.

September 1931

THE YOUNG DEMOCRAT - 0 /1' 4_ Pi-iamq

Finally the campaign was centered on the City
of Boston. Both sides cut loose with all their
guns. It was here that the Clark forces played
Nineteen years ago one of the greatest battles their trump card. Instead of all four going to
in Democratic politics was fought. On one side different meetings it was decided they all attend
the late Champ Clark on the other the forces the same meetings, that each would speak not
behind our late President, Woodrow Wilson. over three minutes and then Congressman Curley
New England was a prize sought by both camps. would finish with the speech of the day.
Dudley Field Malone, that eminent internaCurley would take the platform, one minute the
tional barrister was sent to Boston in charge of
audience
was laughing one minute crying, in fact
the Wilson headquarters. He immediately opened
he
had
them
eating out of his hand, so much so
an elaborate suite of offices and started out on
that
when
the
delegations were elected New Engwhat looked to be an easy victory.
land went to Champ Clark by two and a half to
Champ Clark's friends realized the importance one.
of gathering into their camp the New England
States delegations. To this task they assigned
Of course the rest of the story is history, we
Senator Joe Robinson of Arkansas, Representa- all remember how for a whole day Champ Clark
tive J. M. Graham of Illinois, the then Congress- had better than a majority of the voters cast at
man and now Mayor of Boston, Mass James M. Baltimore and how William Jennings Bryan made
Curley and Congressman Scott Ferris of Okla- the speech that swung the convention to Wilson.
homa. This delegation of four arrived in Boston Clark immediately upon the nomination of Woodwith nothing but a burning desire to get New row Wilson, wired his congratulations and promEngland in the Clark column, they had no cam- ised his support and that of his followers. In
paign fund, they had no elaborate headquarters, the campaign that followed Scott Ferris, Joe Robthey had no great newspapers back of their candi- inson, Jim Graham led by the only man who had
date, they had nothing, and at the same time they a chance in a debate with the Great Commoner,
had more than enough.
Jim Curley, again campaigned New England and
In Congressman James M. Curley they had a once again were victorious.
man who has since, and even at that early date
To-day Jirr, Graham is practicing law with his
' been adjudged second only to Winiani Jennings
son
in Springfield, Ill.; Joe Robinson is U. S. SenBryan as an orator.
ator from Arkansas; Scott Ferris is Democratic
With an old table and five kitchen chairs for National Committeeman from Oklahoma and
office furniture this quartet set out on their her- Vice Chairman of the Democratic National Comculean task. They held meetings all over New mittee; Jim Curley is now Mayor of the City of
England. They made as many as ten speeches Boston, taving served in this capacity on three
each day, they never seemed to tire of work. different occasions.
Of course in the meantime the Wilson headquartThis group was to the campaign of 1912 what
ers were not laying idly by, they likewise were
four horsemen were to Notre Dame.
the
day.
in action every minute of the

THE BATTLE OF 1912
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IS BUSINESS READY FOR A FIVE DAY WEEK?

•

Page 21

Mayor James M. Curley professes to see in a five day working
week for city employees a panacea for all unemployment ills.
Ile plans to get five days work for six days pay and put all new
3mployees on the same wage basis. Industry is today 25 percent
lye day week throughout the country.
To this plan Thomas Cutmore, president of the Massachusetts
Real Estate Association offers violent protest, asserting that it
will add $2,500,000 to the city payroll and increase the tax bill
$1.50 per thousand. He has counseled all taxpayers to oppose the
plan.
On the same line Howard Coonley, president of the Walworth
Company, declares that business management, and not government, must assume the burden and the responsibility of readjustment, and in this he is supported by over two hundred business
executives of greater Boston.
Finally Roger W. Babson. while admitting that the five day
plan has some virtue as a temporary expedient, would not go so
far as to give six days pay for five days work. That, he maintains, is really an increase in pay, and the country is not ready for
it. Taxpayers are already overburdened.
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TIME TABLE FOR
FAIR ANNOUNCED
List of Events Shows'
BOSS
Their Will Be Plenty I THE BIG
of Fine Entertainment.
The tity a table for events in
front of the grandstand at the
Brockton fair has been made
up, and the list shows that
there will be plenty of enterthe
tainment, selected from
best vaudeville and circus acts
available In the country.
The list of light harness racing
events bears out the s',aternents
which have been made that Tuesday, the opening day of the fair,
when the price of admission has
been cut to half price and more
than 6000 grandstand seats reduced
to 60 cents, will be one of the best
days of all.
In addition to the events in front
of the stand the departments of
exhibits have been completely fill.
ect and tents have been brought
into .play for the dairy show, poultry show and others. The dog show
will display quality in canines of
the many breeds. It is a well balanced show, every day interesting
and with plenty of dogs benched.
The benching will be new each day.
Children will be admitted free
every day of the fair, if not over
14 years of age.
An automobile will be given away
each day and everyone has an equal
chance of being the winner each
day.
These two facts, with the superb
entertainment each day and the
educational features, makes the
coming fair the best that has ever
been put together. The manage
atment expects a record breaking
tendance.
Following is the schedule:
EVERY AFTERNOON
On the track:
California Frank's rodeo and cot,
gress of champion cowboys and
s,
cowgirls, featuring Mamie Franci
rifle
world's greatest horseback
marksman.
g
Apollo, famous high jumpin
horse.
Zacchenni, "The human projecmidst
tile," shot from a cannon,
flame and smoke.
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SATURDAY
Horse show, one of the largest
in
and best outdoor horse shows
tional
the world, showing interna
s
champions and blue ribbon winner
Amerfrom the quality stables in
ica.
an
Auto polo, red blooded Americ
spills.
sport filled with thrills and
SPECIALS FOR TUESDAY
in
Pageantry depicting episodes
development of Brockton, approof
priate for 60th anniversary

i-RED F. FIELD
President, Brockton Fair

ANNIVERSARY
ORATOR

JAMES M. CURLEY
Mayor of Boston

Brockton under city government.
Children's day sports and playground events.
Pulling contests for heavy horses
in north ring.
SPECIALS FOR WEDNESDAY
Pulling contests for heavy horses
ing
and oxen in north ring, featur
contest between native oxen, using
usual yoke, and Canadian oxen pullpaing by their borns. Grand civic
rade in celebration of Brockton's
50th anniversary as a city; beautiori ful floats; uniformed marching
ganizations; martial music by bugle
and drum corps and bands of Amerition
ican Legion posts, in compet
cash prizes.
for
1
SPECIALS FOR THURSDAY
Mayor Curley of Boston will lead
Bosreintrfferto the fair on "Boston
day" and broadcast a congratulatory speech on Brockton's 50th
municipal birthday.
Brockton fair 28th annual amateur athletic meet in the oval, featuring New England open horse
shoe pitching tourney.
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY
Gov. Ely and other distinguished
visitors will be received in front
of the grandstand as they reach the
governor's box on "Governor's day,"
following parade on the track, under escort of Boy Scouts.
Showing of finals in horse show
ring. Last day of horse show and
dog show.
SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY
Automobile racing on the track
by world's famous dirt track
drivers.
Parade of Boy Scouts, flag raising and demonstrations by 2500
scouts.
ON THE STAGE EVERY
AFTERNOON
Kings of the air, the Hustrei
troupe, working 60 feet in the air
on a slender wire, without any net
below.
Ten Kikutas, outstanding Oriental act.
Arthur Potley 44 Co., casting and
tram polin act.
Australian woodchoppers, featuring log splitting contest in lightning time.
Riding (7ostellos, bareback riders
in beauty, class and daring.
Rosanna, out to break the record
for one arm kickovers.
Six Davillas, sensational somersaulting.
Hollywood Horse, a pantomime
skit that's undignified.
Wintergarden Girls, a snappy review, full of color and action.
Ritchie's water show, high dives
and somersaults into a cauldron of
Ifire.
1 Boxing kangaroo, a knockout
comedy.
Ventre's American Legion band,
!George William Ventre, director, in
concerts.
MOST BEAUTIFUL OF ALL, TI1E
NIGHT SHOWS
Attractions on the stages and on
the track, under brilliant lights, furnishing the last element of good
showmanshin.

'
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FINAL DRIVE FOR $200
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Amount Needed To Complete Payment
And Erection Of Bronze Tablet —
Send Contributions To Treasurer
Arthur H. Burt, Hyde Park Savings
Bank.
Dedicate Tablet On Sunday, September 27, At
War Memorial Park--Mayor James M.
Curley, Principal Orator.
At a meeting
Tablet Fund
Tuesd_iy

of

the ,G. A. 4.

Committee

night

in

the

held

last

Municipal

Building, it was announced that the
committee is in need of two hundred
dollars to comrdete
the
amount
necessary for the purchase and
erection of the bronze tablet which
will be dedicated at public exercises
on Sunda:. afternoon, September
27, at the War Memorial Park, corner of Harvard and H•yde Park

WILLIAM L. ANDER5.16k1
Clmirman of the G. A. R. Tablet
Fund Committee
avenues. The chairman of thd(iom.
mittee, Willicun L. Anderson, a secretary to Mayor Curley, told be committee that the contract for the erection of the tablet was awarded to
John Cleary of Hyde Park.
The speakers will include Gover-,
nor Joseph B. Ely, representing the
State; Congressman W. McCormack,
representing
Nation; Mayor
the
James M. Curley will be the principal orator.

A huge parade, consisting of several veteran and fraternal organizations, will precede the exercises.
Commander Joseph Chisholm, of
Cecil W. Fogg. Post, will be chief
inarshol. It is expected that twelve
Legion bands with as many drum
«irps will be in line.
During the exercises, the "Star
I
I Spangled Banner" will be sung by
I Professor John J. Shonnis.Fey, of
Boston. Patriotic songs will also be
iedered by Madam Grida Milne, a
noted opera singer.
The Public CelebnAtion Committee
of the Cit;i of Bostun has made plans
•ior the Cecil W. Fog?: Post Band to
render ,elections during the exercises. Amplifiers will also be erect-

ed on the band stand so the voices of
the speakers can be heard some dist:Awe away.
A dr_wing of the tablet is on dis, Ay in a window at 1255 River
Areet. The window was decorate('
by Mrs. Marr Maxwell.
Those wishing to contribute to the
fund *should send their donations to
Arthur H. Burt, treasurer of the
Park Savings Bank. The cornlittee states that the needed money
must 1,1) raised within the, next
two
weeks.
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H.C.-B. C. GRID
TILT TO REMAIN
AT FENWAYPARK
But Next Year Will Find the
Rivals Clashing at
Worcester
Boston, Sept, 22—Holy Cross and
Boston college will play their annual
football game thls year at Fenway
park, November 23, but will meet next
season at Fitton field • for the first
time since the series became a major
event. This announcement was InAitle
yesterday- by John P. Curley, grad'uate manager of athletics at Boston
college.
Thus is written the final chapter of
an intercollegiate tangle which ,tarted
two years ago, when Dartmo . h arranged two-year schedule with Stanford, the second game of which was
listed for the Harvard stadium for
November 28, the date on which Boston college and Holy Cross meet.
The next incident took place last
spring, when Boston college alumni
protested to Ma
ley, with the result that perm sslon was refused to
Dartmouth to use the stadium that
date.
The third step was the withdrawal
of the protest and the granting of
permission to Dartmouth to stage its
game as planned. With everything
all settled quietly and happily,
and
with two major games to take
place
on the Saturday after Thanksgiving,
the next bomb came from Worceste
r.
The Chamber of Commerce of
that
city wrote to Holy Cross, asking
the game with Boston college be
shifted to Worcester this year.
This letter, in turn, was
to Boston college, Graduate presented
Curley being the recipient, Manager
and
passed it along to the graduate he
vInory board on athletics. The adfinal
result was that the board,
because
or existing contract
s long since made,
could do nothing but decide
that the
1931 game should be played as
uled, at Fenway park with schednext
year's contest going to
Worcester.
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Chronicalling Curley
•

•

twill. JAMES M. CURLEY
some
he so di,countel tied to pray. And yet, when
'v''
may
James Michael Curley,
were
which
rs
poste
ess.
the
doubtl
read
d,
or of Boston, presents an daubemarke
atof
ion
last
the
revu:s
in
n
d
Bosto
over
d
A
sprea
amazing and compelling study
has
man
this
d
towar
"Bostitude
ign:
so
campa
more
ipal
one
munic
for estimate, no
over Boston during,
in the country. Here is a passed nt mayoralty, for a ton needs Curley," they represe
his
the
into
born
to read:
man who was
r of reasons. Some who', vised these words n." No
only inheritance essential to numbebeen
Bosto
y
needs
Curle
e
berat
to
the first
make life what it ought to be, have now assert, enthusiasti- man hereabouts has invited
him
.'
father
and
r
mothe
good
When
a
Boston is the best :Imre savage attack.
Otherwise he had nothing, ex- cally, thatcity in the country. J int is the issue, cautious
rned
cept a high spirit, which is ..Tove endorse him, from Al- maids move their perambumuch. He was born, not with They
treets,
Omega, without limita- lators into the side-s
a silver spoon, but with a pha toor qualification. Again ' and anemic men crawl up into
wooden ladder in his mouth, tion
e of atmosphere in the tree tops.
which he proceeded forth- a changquarters is manifest. In him are all the dangers
with to climb. Here is a man strange the Beaconese and of the electric current, which
as to whom no one is apathe- Such of as gatehr at the Odd when harnessed drives the
tic, whose marked individual- purified Club, the Boston trolley but which when in
ity:leaves in its wake all, Volume
the Massac:msetts storms it runs amuck wounds
either friends or foes, no mid- Atheneum, Society and the and destroys. He is a politidle class of critics. At the Historical
Copley Sq., cal product which, if properly
mention of his name, all churches about
a religious developed, could sit anywhere
as
either say it with flowers or who wash, not
but for politically. Will he respond?
night
day
Satur
on
rite
take to the fire-iscapes. Of
are This those who stand by him
ily,
essar
unnec
such are the de,ers of life fun and ring
ask, and hope that he will
er
they
wheth
wonde
And of these, to their ever- now
measure up to the confidence
attheir
in
lasting honor, it can never be have been wrong
the best. He is a political'
of
and,
man,
this
d
towar
titude
written, as ot colorless citiwhom the virile admire
bison
who
many
zens: "He left no on but more than••this,
7.
t
came
,
,
is me er•
friends."
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BOSTON NE4SPAPEh
PLANT IS DEDICATED

,r /icy • 1.72if

A UFO INS1JRAi Ct:
AND ZONE SYSTEM
BITTERLY SCORED

President Hoover Touches
Key That Starts Herald
and Traveler Presses

Chicopee and Holyoke loin
, in Leading Attack on
Rates at Boston
Hearing.

BOSTON, Sept. 11 (AP)--The new
53.500,000 plant of the Boston Herald
Ind the Poston Traveler was dedicated today In a program of exercises
featured by the start of the presses
from the White House. President
Hoover touched a key in the capitol
as Robert B. Choate, managing editor
of the Herald, finished reading a telegram from the chief executive.
The telegram read: "On the occasion of the opening of the new plant
of the Boston Herald and the Boston

SPEAKERS CHARGE
"DISCRIMINATION"
Curley Voices Protest but
Goodwin Fails to Speak;
Session Lags at Finish,
Due to Heat.
Special to The Springfield Union.
BOSTON, Sept. It—Abolition of the
zone system in fixing compulsory
automobile insurance rates was advocated by Senator Joseph Finnegan of
Dorchester, speaking before Insurance
Commissioner Merton L. Brown at the
State House this afternoon. Brown
was hearing the annual protests at the
insurance
automobile
compulsory
schedules, which he recentls announceo, and on hich he is rensured
by law to hold hearings before final
Prom ulga ton.
After getting a rousing start at the
morning session the hearing petered
woefully during the afternoon. Intense heat, which could not be combated by the mere taking off of coats
and the instalat ion of cool drinking
water, made its inroads in the audience. Comparative few returned after
the lunch hour and those who did,
hearing speaker after speaker protest
the rates for taxleabs in the light of
personal grievances, surrendered to
heat and left the hall.
Curley Steals Show.
More especially the lack of interest
in the afternoon was due to the impression that the hearing was nothing
Mayor James M.
but a talkfest.
Curley of Boston. who stole the show
at the morning session with a snappy
speech, admitted that all the meeting
was good for was for protest purposes
es the matter would soon be in the
hands of the Legislature meeting in
special session. Other speakers told
the _same story,
ipi/a5
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The newly clouted senior vice
commander-in-chief of the Sons
of Union Veterans, William I..
Anderson, invited the veterans,
On
half of Mayor James M.
Ctirh•y of Boston, to make their
1933 encampment at Boston.
Mr. Anderson has held office in
the Sons of Veterans for 24
years, with the exception of
one year. He is secretary to
Mayor Curley.
.y
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Arkl:

The Cantab• eleven was naming
harder than ever now, and were
slowly but surely edging toward the
Arlington goal. Hopkins got off a
punt that gave Arlington the ball
on their own 20-yard stripe. Here,
came the break for McDonald's outfit.
"Traf" Hicks decided to kick his
team out of dangerous territory
but Johnson, playing a heads-ui
brand of ball for the short-enders
broke through the line and blocke(
the kick. The ball rolled behin(
the line and Powers fell on it fo
a Cantab score. This gave the lo
cal boys a one point advantage, an,
they decided to keep it. For o
the try for the point, about five At
lington men smothered Carchia a
he failed to get the extra markei
Arlington kicked off to Latin
28-yard line and then the Carr
bridge boys uncorked a terrifl
march up the field that Just fe
short of a touchdown when Rot
cher made an almost impossibl
catch of Capt. Le Rond's pass a
•.- u-hiatip blow

i

Traveler I send you cordial congratulations and all good wishes for the
continued prosperity and public service of these papers.'
The exercises took place from a gallery built 10 the press room. Speakers
Included E. W. Preston. publisher and
general manager. Channing H. cox,
former governor of Massachusetts and
a director of the papers, and Mayor
Jams s
urley.
lorrS.q-STitid he believed the plant
to be the most modern in the United
States, while Mayor Curley praised
the erection of the building as a

"most notable contrioution to the
abolition of the psychology of fear
and the relief of unemployment."
The proceedings were broadcast by
Station WNAC.
The new plant stands on the site
of the former plant and the Adams
House Annex. It was starred in July
1930, is seven stories high and covers
three acres of floor space.

Wayor and City's
Colinsel Attending
Auto Rate Hearing
-Mayor Sullivan and
tion Counsel Murphy CorporaFloston this morning towent to
attend
the hearing on the
automobile insurancecompulsory
rates
announced for 1932.
They are to attend to
observe
the movement and because
phy is to be a member of a Murcommittee of city
who
will be asked to attorneys
advise on the
ritsift of any legislation
which
might be desired.
This committee was
formed
at
the meeting of the
mayors
sponsored by Mayt
..4...laiaiply of
Boston Monday.
/1"..
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CU LEY ADVISES COMBINATE INSURANCE SYSTEM
Boston7Sept. 11 (INS)--An ardent plea that Massachusetts adopt a
combination of the Connecticut financial responsibility law, and the
demerit system. to succeed the present compulsory automobile insurance
law, made this afternoon by Mayor James M. Curley before 600 interested persons in Gardiner Auditorium at the State House as Insurance
Commissioner Merton L. Brown opened a public hearing on the proposed
insurance schedule for 1932. Strenuous protest was made against the
increase in rates, as outlined by the commissioner.

Mayor Curley in
tr Clinton Tomoorrow

CLINTON,
Sept.
11—mayor
James M. Curley of Boston will
be
the speaker and guest of
honoe
the St. Mihiel Day celebration at.
to-'
morrow tinder the direction of
Co. K veterans' association in the
junction with the veterans of conJoist regiment. Mayor Curley the
address th egatherIng in the will
hall at noon. Gov. Ely may town
also be
on hand.
A grand parade Will be
held at
2.30 o'clock. In the
evening there
will boa'w

its

,
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HERALD-TRAVELER
PLANT DEDICATED

FIVE-DAY WEEK

Hoover Starts Presses in
Hub Newspapers'
New Building

Interesting Topic of Discussion Furnished
by Mayor Curley's Announcement of
Change 121eIntends Making

By Telegram staff Correspondent
BOSTON, Sept. 11.—In the presence
of several hundred visiting newspaper
executives from all parts of New England, together with many friends and
business associates of the management, the new $3,500.000 building of
the Boston Herald and the Boston
Traveler was formally dedicated today. The new presses were started
from Washington when President
Hoover pressed a button at the White
House.
A moment before the presses were
started a telegram from President
Hoover was read by Robert B. Choate,
managing editor of the Herald, from
the visitors' gallery of the pressroom
where the dedicatory exercises were
neld. The message read: "On the
occasion of the opening of the new,
plant of the Boston Herald and the
Boston Traveler I send you cordial
congratulations and all good wishes
for the continued prosperity and public service of these papers.'
Speakers
Speakers at the exercises were
W.
Preston, publisher and general manager, who referred to the new plantl
as a mark of the courage and the
faith In New England of those responsible for its erection: former Gov.
Charming H. Cox, a director of the
publishing company, who described
the plant as the most modern newspaper building in the country,
and
Maxiz Jaw M.Surley, who praised
the
fl-cticin of the lirant RS "a notable contribution to the abolitio
n of
the psychology of fear" In a
period of
,business depression. The proceedings
were broadcast by Station
WNAC.
The new building, seven
stories
high. stands on the site
of the old
Herald -Traveler building
and the old'
Adams House annex on
Avery and
Mason streets. It has three
acres ofi
floor space. Construction
was begun ,
in July of last year.
Invited guests gathered
in the
building at noon and after the
dedicatory exercises in the
pressroom!
were taken to the seventh
floor where
a buffet luncheon was
served. The
visitors were then separat
ed
groups and, with a guide for into'
group, were escorted through each
the
other six floors with opportu
nity to
inspect thet new equipment
of the
various departments and to
see much
of it in operation.
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Mayor James M. Curley's Labor Day announcement
)f his intention to inaugurate a five-day week next Januiry for Boston city employes other than those working in
nstitutions and in the police and fire departments provides
:he basis for interesting and far-reaching discussion, parAcularly because he expressed' the hope that the Hub's
?xample would be followed by every other community in
America.
,
Boston's mayor declared that he proposed to institute
the policy to assure the workers of the positions they now
have. Mayor Curley pointed out that the adoption of
the
five-day week will.increase the number of employes sixtee
n
per cent and will offset the vanishing job. He contended
that the shortened working week is the only answer to
the
results of the inventive genius which has eliminated
3,000,000 opportunities for making a livelihood in the past
ten years and which may wipe out 4,000,000 more in the
next decade. The details of Mayor Curley's plan are only
in the formative stage and he declared that ii probably
would be sixty days before ttley were complete.
A rather decided reaction followed in the wake.
of
the announcement, favorable it some instances,and unfav
orable in others. Many of the , Boston business leade
rs
,approved, especially those in industries where the five-d
ay
week has been successfully practiced. Others were,
noncommittal and still others were opposed because of the
fact
that the- Curley plan proposes no loss•of wages in
connection with the ,shortening of the working week.
There has even been talk already of court action
by
Boston taxpayers in an endeavor to prevent Mayor
Curley
from carrying out his proposal on the ground that
it would
be illegal for the city to use publibc.flivcis to
pay over to
thousands of municipal employes six days'
wages for but
five days of service. He contends that the
plan can be
worked out so that it will riot' burden the
taxpayers
unfairly.
The' first city to fall in line with Mayor Curley
's suggestion was Cambridge, where the city coun'c
il Tuesday
night adopted an order calling for a five-d
ay week with
full pay for city laborers. However, the order
only becomes effective when endorsed by the
mayor. Mayor
O'Hara,of Worcester is not in favor of the
change at this
time, having been quoted as of the opinion
that the question requires much consideration and
adding that the
interests of the taxpayers must be safeg
uarded.
The five-day week has been in effect
among certain of
the Lawrence municipal employes'fbr
several years past.
Right now the employes Of the sanitation
on a five-day week schedule and have been department are
for the greater
part of the past five years. However„they
do
a full week's wages, but are paid on the basis not receive
of the exact
amount of time they work. At present labor
ers inthe
nub-
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AS BOSTON ADOPTS SHORT WEEK
(bac employees are usually the last to inherit labor reforms or im-ing conditions, including higher wages. The man or woman
'
DZ
municipality, county, state or the federal government
11XPected, it seems, to take what he or she can get and be satisfied.
!Mere is a lot of charity in public service.
These statements are not refuted by the fact that. 7,000 city employee in Boston will start on a five-day week next January.
They are
getting another day of rest only because the unemployment crisis compelled the city administration to do something, and it was given
grudg•
ingly because it means more money from the Socket of John
Smith, tax.
payer, who would he the first to protest in normal times.
.• •.
Boston's decision gives enormous impetus to the five-day week
move.
rent. A municipal corporation is an effective recruit in the
little corn.
pany of private corporations already in line7 It will bear
considerabh
weight with thousands of business executiYei and may force
other citief
!nto similar action to relive the unemployment
eituation next winter.
This concession to the public employes of Boston, if you
can call an
involuntary surrender a Concession, is in strange contrast to New
York
City's refusal to abolish the seven-day week for rapid transit
workers.
It puts that city In an einhnrriioniine position.

o .
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CUR,LEY GIVES PAY
a> SLICE TO RELIEF
(
BOSTON, Sept. 11 (AP) -- Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston will give
20 per cent of his salary to the poor
and jobless of the city. He instructed
the city treasurer today to transfer to
the public welfare department onefifth of his salary each week. His
lontribution will amount to $4000 ft
year.
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CURLEY DEFENDS
FIVE-DAY WEEK

tse:e
Boston, Spt. La -Mayor Curley declares that a fly esIsy week, proposed
by him for city employes, is the only
alternative to a "dole" system which
has brought Great Britain into its
present financial straits, in a letter to
Matthew Well, vice-president of the
American Fetleration of Labor, acknowledging the latterS expressed
o
9/,
COusseeass - c7'.
1
3 approval-- of the mayors plan. He

L.0
Mayor curiey will give a fifth of
his pay in support of the needy—but
no doubt there will be a quid pro
quo in the form of popularity which
robs the gift of a 'portion of its
hurt.

"Objections, naturally, will be raised
to the payment of a yearly wage basis
rather than an hourly or daily ileitis
to the beneficiaries of the flve-day
week, but we are not justified in closing our eyes to the fact that the prosperity of America is less dependent
our export and import trade
Pirr3 /Kt_
h4EACte
4I epon
then it is upon the prosperity of the
individual American citizen.
"In other words, the heat customer
on
A man who puts nut, No. 99
for the American nation is the well
year
paid American worker and with cona hundred machines per day,
ditione as they are in the world at
after year, IS liable to become a nut
tIi. present time. and they give promhimself in the course of time.—
ise of continuing for some future peThe Rev. Dr. S. Parkes Cadman.
riod, it, is evident that. the American
reduces
who
man
the
believe
I
worker will continue to be, whether
wages
and
help
his
of
number
the
in times of depression or prosperity,
as
such
n,
depressio
of
period
In a
bent American customer.
,
two
we have witnessed in the past
Discounts Objections '
•
pay
to
continues
who
and
years,
"In commute will.. every observant
much an
as
is
,
dividends
satne
•IndivIdual who has studied the operathe
Red.—
tion of the unemph”ment insurance
enemy of America as any
or so-called 'dole' in Great Britain and
James M. Curley.
pride ourelsewhere, I am more fearful of its
who
we
resnit
a
Ar
injurious effects upon the state of
of great
people
a
being
on
selves
mind and body of the American workabpractical energies are today
er than even its devastating effect
demoralized
so
ed,
demoraliz
surdly
upon the treasury. 'whether it be fedupon the asthat we actually look
eral, state or municipal, and yet, apconAmerican
parently. there is no alternative for
sembling of the next
ty for colthe 'dole' but a courageous construcgress not as an opportuninightmare.
tive system of planning and execulective action, but as a
tion, plus a five-day week.
—Walter Lippmann.
The same objections that were
raised in the past against the substir
/3/oc•
9/, -it
tution of the eight-hour day for a 10" 3 "f
hour day will be advanced against the
A3:-/VTIRPAIFIZ,
live-day %At, k. not%.1thstanding the
GUARDING THE MAYOR.
Sea that tse tenehers in our public
ty
(UP)—Fif
seas eve I or ii re than a half
Boston, Sept. 16. —
five-lay
Franklin
to
assigned
ii ailditli
policemen were
MI
king 11041.
•
-day
' vacation
course to
.s., been granted 1 .seek,
Park municipal golf
he
Popular Franwith the
ideal
indk
to handle the crowds.
eye,
- Vet there
amateur chameardilmod to demand tem the meney
cis Oulmet, national
Mayor James
wheel teechess re ace for the le pion, was to play as
weeks. vacation, . ring ‘id-Aeh period
Oursome.
f
in
afi.cadmerg partne they do not work. re. for the Saturdays they do nOt work, should be
t
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ftseeher disAll this brings me to -week" and
cussion of the "live-day
ment of tyfayor
the recent announce
favors RIM
Curley of Boston that he
. I notice
a !Shen for city employees
that he exthat he did not explain
weekly wage
pected to pay the same
makes his plan
for less hours, which
the Bosmanifestly unfair. I believe
the qtteRton News Bureau size,' up
intelligent way in
.tion in a fair and
"An Unwise
;its recent editorial on
Step:"
econ"Adventures of politics into
the exomics seldom end happily at
to be so
pected destination. It seems
Labor
with the mayor of Boston's
new jobs
Day inspiration to make
7000 of the
for some 800 by putting
on a fivecity's present employees undistur
bed
day weekly basis, on an
undeteran
with
pay rating, and
than
mined cost increase of more
$25,000.
admirable
"The motive is of course
Honor
for these times. But has His
on?
thought through on his inspirati
hasty?
Was he not ill-advised and
govus
injudicio
And is it not an
ernmental doctrine which he explicitly recommends to slater municipalities?
pay
' "Whence will come the extra
that must be recruited for this addition to the city payroll? If the doctrine is sound. could not ingenutty
somehow manage to extend it to the
police, firemen, nurses. etc., now left
excluded—as a yet greater burden
upon the budget for 1032?
"The ultimate and inescapable answer is clear enough. It must come
from the already heavily laden taxThe
payer. corporate or individual.
reclweight of municipal taxation Is
one;
add
Why
ognized as crushing.
The ,
straw to it that can be avoided?
;
call is all the other way—for prompt
a tids drastic reduction.
r
-day
sixth
Honor's
His
"But paying
an will have yet further consequences. At a time when municipal
employees with pay scales unaltered
, benefrom 1929 are leek to 20ficiaries of a lowered living cost, it is
thereby proposed to thrust further
toll upon the luckless individuals
who aren't on a sheltered payroll.
"It may, if this gospel spreads,
mean a padding of municipal cost-,
aheeets at the precarious expense of
general industry none too well situated or fortified. What benefit la it:
to city or society to add e few hundreds or perhaps thousands to civic
Hits when just as many or perhaps
more have to be divorced fre.rn the
usually more efficient pay-sheets of
private business? Such relief is the
direct opposite to its name.
"If the new burden falls on the already overbowed shoulders of the
ihome-owner, however light the addition be deemed, the effect is quite
as serious or cruel to the affected inis
already
dividual. Real estate
carrying more than its fair load.
"All-around such a scheme means
and
unscientific
promiscuous
a
shifting of costs and burdens and
equally haphazard redistribution of
, favors. The net expense is all the
greater because a more wasteful
channel 18 chosen for each affected
dollar.
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Frederic Obese then attempted to
Arne an Legion auto guessing
put in the case of the insurance
contest. omeone gets a new utocompanies which, he said, was to
mobile ev y night absolute free.
criticize the schedule.
drill by dpdns and
Exhibitio
Judge Chase declared that what.'
bugle corps • Brockton n6st, Amer.
the outcome of the special session of
!can Legion ( cept Friclay and Satthe legislature would be "no one can
urday nights).
Until the present act is retell.
Thrilling vett.:vine acts until
pealed or amended it stands as the
9.45.
law of the commonwealth and must
Then the FIAE IRKS. Features
of pyrotechAlcal be uty never bebe observed and followed."
fore presetted; orig ated for the
He declared he would introduce his
Brocktme fair.
evidence in the way of sworn testiLasVof all, visit the illage Hipmony and was about to call his first
podrome and enjoy the funny rides,
witness when Samuel Silverman, corgames and shows.
poration counsel for the City of Boston, appealed to the insurance comT0
0C
fit
)
missioner that he had ruled that the
FAIrCAI
.4/1
people from the western part of the
State were to be heard first and not
the insurance companies.
Rep. Daniel J. Coakley, democrat,
Chicopee, also joined in this protest.
Coakley didn't think it was fair to
have the insurance companies give
their evidence at the start to offset
what the people proposed.
"I think the people throughout the
commonwealth who have come here
should be heard first," Coakley said.
"These representatives of the insurance companies are getting paid to
come here and they can come any
time."
Further, the legislator pointed
out that nobody knows what the
legislature is going to do. and
•
therefore the rates should be held
up anyway. There was a round
of applause when he concluded.
Boston. Sept. 11.—(UP)—State0. H. Kaplan of the Chelsea
wide protests against the proposed
Chamber
of Commerce and
compulsory automobile insurance
Mayor Henry Cloutier of Chicorates for 1932 were voiced by legispee also clamored to be heard at
lators, city and town officials, and
this time.
private citizens at a public hearing at the State House to-day.
Judge Chase said he was not there
ta giirry).rt the rates, but to criticize.
Approximately 400 persons crowded them. "I assumed that, Mr. Chase,"
Gardiner auditorium where State Commissioner Brown replied while
Insurance Commissioner Merton L. the crowd laughed and applauded.
Senator Conde Brodbine, repubBrown prestied over the session.
lican, Revere, came forward with a
The hearing appeared to have statement urging that the people
been robbed of much spice by Gov. be heard first by remarking: "I don't
Ely's recent announcement that he think the people are on trial here,
but the insurance companies."
would call a special session Of the
Curlsy ,OLters Plan.
legislature shortly to solve the auto. Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
mobile insurance problem.
Commissioner Brown announced announced his support of a combination of the Connecticut financial rethat the purpose of the hearing was
sponsibility law and a dsmcrit systhat
opdesired
an
anyone
give
to
tem in substitution for he present
portunity to be heard on the proMassachusetts statute.
posed rates.
He said if the present. law conH. F. Stoddard, manager of the
tinued in effect it would "leave
Boston Automobile Club, said memno hope for the pedestrians, the
bers of that organization believe
motorists and
the commonthey are not being properly served
wealth."
by the increase in rates. He declared
that they are .not blaming the in- . "I appreciate," he said. "that there
surance commissioner and that Gov. are limitations to the powers of the
Ely in placing the matter before the Insurance commissioner and I also
legislature was a step whereby they appreciate that in these days diffihoped to get nroper relief.
culties are met in earning a livelihood,
and we have mills grinding out lawRep. James W. Clark. republiyers faster than lawyers are born.
can, Amesbury, presented a petiThey have to have legal business. I
tion signed by 175 motorists of
am not condemning the legal profesAmesbury and vicinity protesting
sion but there are some who do things
against the schedule, claiming
which might be called unethical but
that the rate for a small car in
which the majority of the people call
their territory had been increased
criminal. That such things are being
from 0116 to $25.
done is apparent to everyone."
Insurance Firms Protest.
Brockton's protest was presented
Representing 45 stock companies by a delegation of
four, headed by
writing automobile insurance, Judge Mayor Harold D. Bent.
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MANY UNITE IN
SHARP PROTEST
ON AUTO RATES

New Schedule Scored
at State House
Hearing.

ri)6 vb_zi„
O'Hara Lauds Curley's
Contribution to Boston
L Welfare Department

Mayor Curley is to be commended
for his hmederehlp in a movement to relieve by popular contributions the burden on Boston taxpayers created by
the demands upon the public .welfare
department that have resulted from
unemployment," Mayor O'Hara said
today. ''His decision to contribute 20
percent of his salary of $20.000 to an
unemployment relief fond to be administered by the public welfare department reflects his fine public
spirit." Personally I have given to
charity more than 20 percent of my
salary ever since I have held public
office and propose to continue to do
in the future. In a public address last
spring I called upon all city employes
to respond liberally to all efforts for
relief to the unemployed. Under
ent conditions it. Is the duty of allprespersons who are employed to
assist in
every way possible those out of
work."

I3osrcH FReE /326-cs
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ACTION
(Boston Traveler)
Mayor Cu_rley, advised by Corporation Counser'•ffilverman, has ordered
owners of land along the East Boston
waterfront to remove the rotting
hulks of ships which contaminate the
neighborhood.
The owners are given five days in
which to comply. If they do not comply, they are liable to prosecutioi on
a public nuisance charge.
It is posible, even probable, that the
land owners ate not to blame -for the
presence of the hulks.
. It is their misfortune that they are the victims. But
It somebody spills noxious refuse on
your front lawn and you cannot find
him, it is up to you to remove it so
that the neighbors will not suffer.
The main point is that the nuisance
will be abated.
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Mayor Curley of Boston, telling how much bet..,
ter other nations have met the depression crisis'
than we have, praises Holland's recheimipg eight
thousand square miles of land from the sea. If
anybody can demonstrate the need of more arable
land in this country now is the time for him to
step up and do so.
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Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
Passed through town Saturday afternoon. Traveling in a state car, His
Honor was forced to halt for a red
light on the corner of Main and Exchange streets. Two young fellows
standing on the sidewalk noticed
the
car and one of them exclaimed
rather loudly, "That looks like
Mayor
Curley."
Whereupon, the
mayor
turned around and lifted his hat
In
salute.
JIA 1
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ALTOMOHILL
RATESYOKO
S AT HEARING

Chase purported to show that the
excess of losses and expenses over the
premiums secured on private and
commercial cars in the four year
period from 1927 to 1930 were $10,544,000.
Judge Chase, in his arguments, intimated that if the commissioner
failed to raise the rates, the insurance companies which he represented
would take the case to the courts.
Senator James E. Warren of Lawrence recorded the greater Lawrence
delegation in the legislature in opposalon to the proposed rate increases.
Others so recorded were Senator
Christian Nelson and Representatives
E. J. Kelley and Joseph Leyden, all
of Worcester; Representatives Peter
Boston, Sept. 11 OFe—Massachu-Fitzgerald, Lewis R. Sullivan and
setts compulsory automobile insur•Frank MacFarland of Boston; Louis
tuece law was battered from pillar t(Pfelffer of Bedford, Tony Garafano
owfarSibn
aurgous and Stephen Manning of
post today at a public hearing in tin
•
persons
hundred
Four
House.
State

Persons from All Partc
of State Assail the
Present Law

from all parts of the state assailed
the law and especially the rates tentatively set for 1932.
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
lerITIr—Werefirnritrirw'and the
Insurance companies by charging
that lobbies organized by the insurance companies haste "clubbed into
silence or given a ticket for a vacation" to those who. would voice opposition to the law or the rates at previous hearings. He supported the
law with a demerit system as a successor to the present law. The Boston
mayor said the or.ly hope of the people was in the special session of the
legislature which Governor Joseph B.
Ely has called for Sept. 28.
The western part of the state and
Worcester added their support to the
protests. the majority of which were
presented by residents of Greater Boston. Mayor Henry L. Coutier, City
Solicitor Walter M. Shea and Arthur
Granfield of the Chamber of Commerce. presented vigorous protests in
behalf of the automobile owners of
Chicopee. They charged discrimination. with especial reference to Chicopee's removal from the Springfield
district.
Holyoke's protests were presented
ley Representatives William E. Kirkpatrick and Charles D. Chevalier and
Worcester's spoIsesman was Samuel
Jaffe, a counsel for taxicab companies. The latter charged the state
Insurance department failed to devote
sufficient attention to the "great many
fraudulent
and
fake, groundless
He said several taxicab
claims."
operators in Worcester would be
forced out of business by the 1932
rates if those tentatively announced
become effective.
Chelsea and Revere had several
spokesmen. all of whom appealed for
some relief from the present law.
The Position of private companies
dealing in the insurance was defended by Judge Frederic Chase, representing 43 of the stock companies
He
doing business in the state.
charged that the inadequacy of the
rates set by the insurance commissioner had brought aboUt large losses
to the companies.
Figures introduced by William Magoun at the suggestion of Judge
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400 ATTEND
AUTO HEARING
_ornpulsoiy insurance Law
Assailed by Worcester,
Boston Speakers
Companies to Have Recourse to Court if Rates 1
Cut, Judge Hints

Worcester's spo!
.
.esman was Samuel
Jaffe, a counsel for taxicab companies. The latter charged the state
insurance department failed to devote
sufficient attention to the :!great many
fake, groundless
and
fraudulent
claims."
He said several taxicab
operators in Worcester would be
forced out of business by the 1932
rates if those tentatively announced
become effective.
Chelsea and Revere had several
spokesmen, all of whom appealed for
some relief from the present law.
The position of private companies
dealing in the insurance was defended by Judge Frederic Chase. representing 43 of the stock companies
doing business in the state.
He
charged that the inadequacy of the
rates set by the insurance commissioner had brought about large losses
to the companies.
Figures introduced by William Magoun at the suggestion of Judge
Chase purported to 'show that the
excess of losses and expenses over the
premiums secured on private and
commercial cars in the four year
period from 1927 to 1930 were $10,544,000.
Judge Chase, in his arguments, intimated that if the commissioner
failed to raise the rates, the insurance companies which he represented
would take the case to the courts.
Senator James E. Wareer. of Lawreeee resostiect the greater Lawrence
delegation in the legislature in opposition to the proposed rate increases.
Others so recorded were Senator
Christian Nelson and Representatives
E. J. Kelley and Joseph Leyden, all
of Worcester; Representatives Peter
Fitzgerald, Lewis R. Sullivan and
Frank MacFarland of Boston: Louis
Pfetfler of Bedford. Tony Ciarafano
of Saugus and Stephen Manning of
Marlboro.
„ea

Boston, Sept. 12 or)—Ma,ssa chitsetts' compulsory automobile insurance law was battered from pillar to
post Friday at a public hearing in the
State House. Four hundred persons
Irons all parts of the state assailed
the law and especially the rates tentatively set for 1932.
Mayor,J141c,a.,,tiii—.Q.1.0g,y of Boston
leds—tirrileEtsult on the law and the
insurance companies by charging
that lobbies organized by the insurance companies hese "clubbed into
silence or given a ticket for a vacation" to those who would voics• opposition to the law or the rates It previous Itear:ngs. He supported the
law with a demerit, system as a successor to the present law, The Boston
mayor said the oily hope of the people was in the special session of the
legislature which Governor Joseph B.
Ely has called for Sept. 28.
The western part of the state and
Worcester added their support to the
protests, the majority of which were
presented by residents of Greater Boston, Mayor Henry L. Coutier, City
Solicitor Walter M. Shea and Arthur
Granfield of the Chamber of Commerce, presented vigorous protests in
behalf of the automobile owners of
Chicopee. They charged discriminetion, with especial reference to Chicopee's removal from the Springfield
district.
Holyoke's protests were presented.
by Representatives William E.

Jiiistriok and OrisaltiAllaitiaratier and,
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Mayor Curley's announcement ot

a five-day-week plan for certain employes of the city of Boston has nat-

drtally alarmed tax payers. President

Ctidmore of the Massachusetts Real
Estate Owners' association counsels
taxpayers isnd

real estate men to

"rise in rebellion." "I want to call
'upon you," he says, "to present a
'solid front against this plan and if
'it goes into effect refuse to pay
'taxes until the mayor comes off his
'high horse." It is fair to say that
Mayor Curley's grandiloquent declaration invites this grandiloquent
reply. But what the mayor promises in a spirited Labor day addresa‘
and what he finds it convenient
or
possible to carry out are not neces.
varily the same. No one objects
to
the five-day week in public employ.
ment; what is objected to is the
five.
day week with six days'
pay. 1111
Atlanta the mayor is taking the
op*
posite course. de plans.to make
otty
officials and employat .work
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THE FIVE VAX WORK WEEK

•

Mayor Curley is a staunchadvocate of a five day work
week. He believes that the development of automatic machinery has resulted in such an increase of speed in producElon and has eliminated so much manual labor in industries
that this gain can only be offset by a shortened working
week.
There is much upon which the mayor bases his conviction. But the inauguration of his plan to cease municipal
activities in Boston every Friday and allow city workers who
can be released from their regular employment Saturday
forenoon to enjoy a full holiday does not mean that it will
be adopted either by governments or by industry.
The five day week is the goal of organized labor. Their
idea is that there shouldbea shorter working week without
any decrease in wages. It is the idea of Mayor Curley to try
this experiment.
There is grave danger at this particular time in the adoption of such a radical departure from recognized standtax
ards. Just now Boston is hitting the pocketbooks of the
were
them
of
6500
that
fact
the
and
blow
terrific
payers a
unable to pay their taxes of 1930 indicates that the blow has
been more than they could .stand.
The Gazzetta would like to have the five day week universally adopted provided that it did not incease the cost
of living or unduly disturb existing tax situations.
With unemployment the outstanding trouble throughout the world, those who have a job are lucky. Those who
have federal, state or city jobs are even more lucky. They
have been working and drawing wages regularly while millions of less fortunate men and women have been starving
or living upon doles or other forms of charity.
If the five day week would be universally adopted, and
few
we doubt that such a record will be attained within a
wonderful.
be
would
it
years,
Talking of five day weeks while millions are unemployed unless it means that many of the jobless would have steady
work is not particularly encouraging to the unemployed who
are hungry.
We wait with keen interest the definite announcement
of what Mayor Curley propoes to do in Boston. It will not be
until a concrete plan is envolved that it can be commented
imon fairly. Meanwhile we praise the mayor for enunciating such a radical departure from recognized custom. It is
with regret that we note that jobs are no more numerous
than for the past year. The jobless are entitled to preference over those who have jobs and if the mayor can work
rsilt some scheme of creating jobs without further burdening
Roston taxpayers, he will be acclaimed as the foremost of
American leaders.
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HMERAL
MAJ. WALS•11
•

Special to T.,: Gazette
of the
CLINTON, Sept. 22.--Frien
late Maj. Thomas L. Walsh, rind of
Walsh,
I,
David
his brother. U. S. Sen.
members of the Walsh
and other
family, continued today in great
numbers to visit the Walsh home on
Water street to pay their respects to
the deceased attorney, whose sudden
death has shocked this community.
A wealth of floral tributes surrounded the beautiful casket in which the
body of Major Walsh lay after it was
brought here yesterday morning from
the Malden hospital. where death occurred Sunday morning.
were retelegrams
Hundreds of
ceived during the day from lawyer
Major
and bilenne,s assoclates of
Walsh and from senatorial colleagues
other
many
from
and
brother
of his
politicians. including Gov. Joseph B.
Ely and Mayor James M Curley of
Boston. It was • announced at the
Walsh home that no list of those thus
would be made
offering sympathy
public.
The arrangements for the funeral
to be held tomorrow morning at IC
o'clock in St. John's church here, had
not been completed this morning. A
active
and
list of honorary
bearers and of ushers was being prepared. The celebrant of the solemn
high macs of requiem and his assistants were not definitely known. Burial is to he In St. John's cemetery.
Governor Ely's telegram follows:
"What can I any, my dear senator,
In this hour of your great sorrow?
My heart goes out to you and to your
sisters and brothers. I mourn with
you. Shall
attend the funeral, of
course."
Secretary DeWolf wired: "Words
fail me in extending to you and all
your family my sympathy. May the
love of years bring you comfort now.
You
will
receive no message more
sincere than mine."
Mayor Curley's telegram follows: -I
deeply MonrIritith you in the loss of
your beloved brother. In strength of
purpose, kindlinees of spirit and
loyalty of character, he was an exceptional citizen. He gave a most
devoted
service to those oppressed
and suffering who needed an advocate that justice might be sectired,
No man ran win a greater tribute Ili
the realm of the mw "
Atty. James A. Crotty, president of
the Worcester County Bar rtalsOeta.
lion, has appointed a delegation to
represent the association at the funeral.
Attorneys appointed are Albert W.
Blackmer, Charles F. Campbell, RUs,
fits B. Dodge, George Avery White,
David Goldstein, John F. Jandron,
John C. Mahoney, Edwin 0. Norman.
Charles C. Milton, George E O'Toole.
John W. Sheehan, George R. Stobba.
Charles M. Thayer and
Arthur J.
Young, all of Worcester, and Owen A.
Hoban of Gardner.

S
last, piece of fireworks at Fuller's field
late tonight there was not an Idle
moment,
At the convention. wh:ch opened at
Town hall at 10 a. en., steps were
taken to make the convention and reunion an annual affair, and James
S. Cresowell of Boston, D. S. C. member of Company K, the newly elected
commander of the Regimental Veterans association. was empowered to
appoint a committee to draw up a
to govCLINTON, Sept. 12.—The first convention, reunion and St. set of rules and regulations
similar to the one
Niihiel day celebration of the 101st Regiment of the 26th, "Yankee," ern future events
,livision, held here today under the auspices of the Company K Veter- today. convention also, in order to
The
ans' association, surpassed all predictions. The feature of the day, secure more co-operation and closer
the street parade, was one of the longest and most colorful ever harmony between the units of the
regiment. voted to have each comwitnessed in the history of the town.
regiment select two deleProin the sounding of whistles and the exploding of aerial bombs pany In the members of the regito be
2 a. 111., which marked the zoro hour for the 101st regiment. gates
Meetings of the
mental council.
I
ago, in tile famous tiattiii St Mihiel until the firing of the council to be held regularly In the
',nterests of the regiment.
Regimental History Planned
Another matter taken up by the'
convention was the securing of material for a complete regimental history and the preservation of all manuscripts, pictures and maps which
have historic value for the 101st In
its participation in the World War.
Gen. Edward L. Logan. In his address
to the convention, took this movement for tOs topic and eloquently
urged the veterans to see to it that
the history of the regiment be preserved for posterity.
The election of officers resulted In
these selections for the coming year:
James Creswell of Boston. D. S. 0..
member of Company K, commander;
Daniel Brennan of Company M, Lowell, vice commander; James O'LaUghlin of Company 0. Worcester. second
vice commander; Albert Hayes. machine gun company. Brookline, treasurer; A. J. Furdon of Company C,
Boston. secretary; William Hall of
Company M. Natick. historian; Albert
Costanza of Company IL Boston.
Rev. Michael J.
sergeant-at-arms;
O'Connor, chaplain; Rev. Oasis Boucher, assistant chaplain.
I Lieut. Gen. Edward L. Logan of
'Boston, Brig. Gen. Thomas F. Foley
William Brown,
of Worcester and
commonder of the Legion of Valor
of Massachusetts, were given a royal
welcome to the convention and were
escorted to seats of honor on the
stage.
Mayor Corley Speaks
At the close olwees convention at 1
p. tn.. Hon. James M. Curley, mayor
of Boston, arrived at the hall and
General view of the parade of the 181s1 Regime'', of tho tzfoil Hilimlon as the veterans held their '
was introduced to the meeting by
stiiiiirail SI. iihiel celebration at Clinton, ycsterdaa.
Mayor
Lieutenunt General Logan.
Curley was given a warm reception

As 10. t Veterans Celebrated St. Mihiel at Clinton

Association Officers Chosen, Future Annual
Reunions Planned — Curley
Among Speakers
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SCENES OF 101ST ST. MIHIEL CELEBRATION
buni4
by the assembled veterans and
dreds of Clinton citizens who had
flocked to the hall to hear the,
mayor's address.
Mayor Curley, launching into, A real
"Jim" Curley speech, complimented
the veterans on the petfection of
their organization and emphasized
the need of organization today io
bring the needs of the commonr
private to the attention of those in
high places. He closed his speech
with a ringing denunciation Of
prohibition aiyi "the hypocricy behind it." -rne audience which filled
the auditorium to overflowing inr,
terrupted Mayor Curley many times
with prolonged applause.
A throng estimated at 15,000 witnessed the parade, which passed between solid ranks of people Or Most
of the two miles of streets covered.
It was considerably over a mile in
length and took one hour and 10
minutes to pass the reviewing stand.
The parade had no sags, 10 drum
corps and five bands keeping every
one stepping through the long tramp.
On High street, which was a solid
mass of humanity for four blocks,
allowing only room tot: the marchers
to pass through, there was much applause for the many snappy outfits
displayed by the musical organizations. The float division was one of
the most elaborate ever seen here,
with 39 floats in line, many of them
of exceptional merit.
The final unit of the parade reached Fuller's field at 4.46 and the program there was immediately started
The opening attraction was gue;c1mount. The feature was put on by
Company B of Worcester and I of
o1Natick. Capt. James Fannon of
Company I received the review, and
Lieut. Williafh Courtney of. Company B acted as officer Of the clay. At
the opening of the exhibition fully
6000 people were on the field.
The drum and bugle competition
followed. First prize, $100,' went to
John and Ralph
Manning post, A.
c
,C
:
rnumcort7,s ofe Hudson.
Second
st sprIgflel
d

tV. F. W.'
Drum .corifs, $75.

Third
prize was awarded to the
Oliver
Ames post,' A. L., corps of Boston.
$25.
Nashua post, V. F. W., WAS awardpd the special consolation cup having
been very close in the judges' rankt. ing.
The
contest was judged by
Bartlett W. Towne, chairman of the,
Massachusetts Drum and Bugle Corps
aasociation; Capt. William Currarl of
Marlboro, Capt. William
Rose of
c
Wlo
in
rcesnt
:
er and Allen
McSherry of
Clinton:
Floats
The winners in the float section of'
the parade were not decided on for
some time. In giving their awards
1, the judges made the following gtaternent:
"The selection of winners was a
t1040,4very difficult task due to the great
— ,,,beauty, fidelity of detail .and the
Ispiendid effect ef at, least .10 of the
• entries.
The
final selection
s* of the Judges
gave first prize to the SAVOill lodge,
Sons of Italy. The organization'S
float depicted, a first aid station,
Second prize was awarded to the
linton Fish and Game
Protective'
association. a float on two trucks
with a fish pond, water fall, and
unter's cabin. Third prize
went to
Iofmrtn Bros. pork Products
Co, float
the motif of which wail
"liberty
and
Justice for all."
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Motor Insurance to Fore
Can Governor Ely Succeed Where His Predecessors
Have Failed?—Merit Rather Than Demerit Plan
•
Suggested
Women Jurors
By BEACON HILL
..
BOSTON, Sept. 12.—
Thus, a good deal of the prevalent discussion of
Sam Powers, may he rest
In peace—one of the best this insurance is beside the point, from the public
men ever, in politics or viewpoint. The average motorist, being sure he Is
out—used to tell a story a good driver, is less interested in the debate on
of the "meanest man," contribution of the existing or any other law to
and maybe it may be ap- iroad safety than he is in saving a few dollars per
plied here or there to the annum. Neither is the public vastly impressed by
present situation in the discussion of the moral characters of insurance
matter of compulsory mo- men or of anyone else. Frank A. Goodwin, for
tor car liability insurance. whose views on matters relating to motors and the
The story is of the old !highways we have much respect, suggests a wide
farmer who came driving debate on human nature when he observes, with
a bay horse into the vil- home gusto, that "if we have crooked lawyers and
lage one bright summer !crooked doctors, Is it not fair to assume that we
day. As he drew up before the general store, one May have a few crooked insurance men?" Surely;
of the loungers so far stirred himself as to take and more than that, we might go ahead and asnote of the 'Act that It was a new horse—that is, *nine that we have a few ersoked merchants and
politicians and ministers and salesmen and actors
new under its apparent present ownership.
and ditch diggers and dog breeders and garbsge
"Got a new hoss, ain't ye, Si?" he asked.
collectors and tea tasters and pianists and anything
"Yep," said St.
"What did ye do with the old gray mare, SI?" it newenaner men—who, we all know, are above
reproach ever and always, aiiitSZI. The trottble is
"Sold her."
'What? Sold that old gray mare? Thought that we cannot solve -this insurance problem on
Ate must of died, How'd ye manage to sell her? the basis of suspicion, accusation or annihilation.
She wan'l. wutli nothin'. She was wind-broke an'
It won't get us far to attack this problem by
spavined. Want wuth nothin'."
calling someone a crook. Let's hope the special
."Wal, I sold her. Got a hundred an' a half session of the General Court will not
waste time
fer her, too."
ton that old-fashioned political stuff. Let's hope
'GoshamIghty! Got a hundred an' A half for the legislators will get down to what
are called
that old mare? Who'd ye sell her to?"
rases. If the weather would only keep up the way
"Sold her to mother."
it has been through the middle of this past week
Ti begins to look as if someone had sold some- we might expect the lawmakers tn hasten through
thing to mother in this insurance case, but whethwith their job, because there is no incentive to
er "mother" is the motorist, the insurance com- academic debate under temperatures in the ninepanies or someone in politics does not yet appear. ties.
If II did, everything would he simpler than It Is.
The best 1)3315 for expecting something conelusive from this special session is indicated In
Anyone with a passion for system might take the governors words—that the Legislature "needthis Insurance nut and divide it under many clas- ed the shock of these proposed rates." Whether
sifications—such as economic, sbeial, philosoph- the Legislature in its regular session ought to
have "done something" is beside the point. The
ical, moral and practical. Probably what interests
fact is that it did not. The second fact Is that It
the most of us, being more or less motorists, is
is likely to do something now; but what? It may
the severely practical side of the problem. What
follo w th e s4ggord ion of Mr. Goodwin,
and estabwe want is lower rates—we want not only an
much as we can get for our money, hut we want lish the 1931 rates to hold over for 1932, and appoint a commission to work OW A solution.
That
to pay as little as possible for what we get. Any
Is a common means of exit from a dilemma. When
solution that lowers the rates will be popular
you don't know what to do, appoint a eommission,
among motorists. Any solution which keeps the
rates up and justifies them will make no popular
bit. The public is now thinking in terms of dolMaybe someone will burst forth with a "Merit"
lars, not of principles of taxation.
plan in place of the suggested "demerit" plan. It
has long seemed to this writer that the way to

Motor Insurance Nut

•

Merit or Demerit Plan?
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l of the governor's spemayor's expressed approva
he it was who pushed
that
hint
cial session Plan a
Things being as they
action.
into
r
governo
the
that both Mr. Ely and
are, it is logical to expect
political capital out
Mr. Curley will try to make
no reason why they
is
there
of tErrruation—and
ate.
legitim
should not do so. It is quite
n Alvan
betwee
accord
curious
Also, we find a
n, who have not
Goodwi
A.
Frank
and
T. Fuller
often lately been in agreement.
in the situLooking at the obvious politics
1932 camthe
that
-say
ation, one might almost
first, because
now;
right
ed
contest
being
paign is
tactics may result in
the governor's very proper
from the governorissue
this
of
tion
elimina
the
because a sucsecond
ship contest next year; and
operations might
present
the
of
e
outcom
cessful
chances not
immeasurably strengthen Mr. Ely's
election. If
the
for
but
tion
nomina
the
only for
this insursolving
the Ely leadership succeeds in
ssors
predece
ican
Republ
his
which
ance problem,
will be well on the way tohe
then
t
solve,
differen
quite
us
not
to
did
seems
This suggested plan
with the , wards a second term.
from any demerit plan—because it runs
mighty
the
applies
and
Solution of outstanding problems is
nature,
natural current of human
on
action
got
Ely
or
Govern
mocapital.
with
l
flies
good politica
old saw that you can catch more
gs
blessin
e
ultimat
g fists at all
the Elevated, and whatever the
lasses than with vinegar. Stop shakin
y, and
properl
can
he
that,
that
from
them
telling
or otherwise
motorists indiscriminately, stop
where his
are going to be
probably will, say that he got results
if they don't look out they
he seems
Now
not.
did
ssors
tnem—
ning
predece
stop
tnreate
Republican
slammed over tne neaa,
with automobile
and instead tell them that If they do good jobs of determined to do the Caine thing
success.
driving the state will reward them by giving them insurance. Nothing succeeds like
which
the benefit of lower rates. Reward instead of
There is another item in this matter
of
thel
use
e
nts—th
aspira
v
l
in
dolpolitica
thing
same
the
to
It
comes
penalize. Maybe
offers a hint to
or more
lars and cents, but we believe it would make a radio in a very adroit manner. The govern
to his side when he
good deal of difference in driving.
or less summoned the public
s and
The average conscientious motorist nowadays went on the air for two successive evening
nce.
confide
his
into
he
state
that
to
feel
the
mind
of
of
frame
the
Is getting into
took the people
human to be
is a sort of crook, that every time he goes out on We all of us like to be noticed--it's
hold the
the highway he is doing something that is repre- that way. Who can say how much of a
by talkhensible and that the eyes of the law are Suspl- governor got on the hearts of the people
plan
good
a
was
this
a
pat
the
on
him
if
give
not
And
Why
him.
viciously upon
ing right to them?
ce, why not in
r back—and not with a sledge hammer?
In the case of automobile insuran
Icing
Whether the Legislature will confine itself to all other matters? It seems to us, and ii.
greatly
this one matter, no one knows. We know of at seemed to US, that any governor might
e its
least one preparation that Is being made to get strengthen his administration, and increas
some legislation out of this special session---qulte efficiency for public service, by talking over the
;proper legislation, we believe; but there may lw state's problems frankly with the people by way
ton rranuent intervals.
-some element of danger In establishing or

attack this problem is through a merit plan, 'under
which a motorist might earn a preferred rate by
a continued record free from accidents. We outlined such a plan long ago in this column—not
of our own invention, but as the product of a man
who knows a great deal about insurance. The idea,
briefly, Is that a certain basic maximum rate be
established, all new drivers to be so assessed. At
the end of one year without accident, automatically he gets a slight reduction. After an added
year of clean record, he graduates into a still preferred class, with a greater reduction. The details
could be easily worked out, and we might get a
law under which the driver with a five-year record
infree from accident would get a very small rate
deed. That would keep the burden on the drivers
who have the accidents, and would provide a chnrecord
stant incentive to every driver to keep his
Every
record.
clean
that
n
clear, and to lengthe
month. of careful, and successfully careful, driving, would put dollars into his own pocket.

strengthening the idea that a special session called
'for an emergency matter may he turned Into an
extra general legislative session. We now have
biennial elections, instead of annual; and efforts
have been made, without success, to get bienniat
sessions instead of annual. If we plant the thought
'that extra sessions for general legislative purposes
are feasible, we shall be going in lbe opposile
direction.

•

Strange Bedfellows

getting aside consideration of the merii s of
this controversy, and its probable or poi,slble results in legislation, there are one or two inferences or conclusions to he drawn front the situation, which have an essentially political significance. In the first place, it has made some strange
bed-fellows. For instance, we find the mayor of
Boston and the governor in curious accord, even
though we might, if auspicious, discern in the
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A detail of 50 police officers will he
present to-day at the Franklin Park golf
course when Francis Oulmet, amateur
golf champion of the United States,
plays with Mayor Curley as a partner.
'The attendanee - br the officers was arranged by Park Commissioner William
Long, through the police department. A
iunehemi at the Franklin Park refectory
will open the festivities at 1 P. M., during wh'^h Mrs. ouimet will be presented
with a tea set.
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Th.. Five

_y Week on City Work

Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, who is nursing a highly
developed case of gubernatorial itch, now comes to bat with the
project to establish a five-day week schedule for city laborers at
the Hub with a six-day week rating on the payroll. The ostensible
purpose of this arrangement, of course, is to relieve the unemployment situation in sonic degree. While the object may be
most laudable, the method suggested savors more strongly of
politics than of an altriustic effort to help the community as a
whole.
The idea of distributing public employment over a widei
field by further limitation of the periods of employment of those
now on the payrolls, is wholly in keeping with the need of the
times, but increases in compensation of well paid public employef
enjoying the boon of steady work, are preposterous in the existing
circumstances. Had His Honor proposed a five-day week with a
five-day wage, he would offer something constructive, and his
plan would meet with almost unanimous approval. Thereby,
employment would be afforded to 16 per. cent. more workers
and no additional burden would be imposed upon the taxpayers.
Incidentally, because of the !2wer prices of the necessities of life,
I the loss of one day's employment each week would entail a
minimum of sacrifice for the regular workers who now are
privileged to collect six days' pay on the basis of war-time wages.
As an aspirant for the governorship, however, Mayor Curley was
not inclined to ask this slight concession from the men in the
municipal service, probably deeming it more expedient, politically,
to saddle added financial responsibility upon the goats of all
public emergencies, the taxpayers.
Were the five-day week to be inaugurated in the Lowell
street department, the actual gain for the unemployed would be
but one-half a day a week for each worker now regularly employed, as local street department woikers are employed but 44 hours
a week, though receiving 48 hours' pay. The working time was
reduced a few years ago without any reduction in wages, the
-hange being legalized by raising the hourly rate of compensation.
When 48 hours constituted a week's work in this department, the
,daily wage was $5; under the 44 hour schedule it is $5.20. Unlike Boston. there is no six-day week in the local street department. Hence, the opportunities of increasing the working force
by adopting the five-day week are comparatively limited.

0

•

In any case, the adoption of the five-day week is calculated
to raise new problems, one of which concerns the annual vacations of city laborers. To be eligible to a vacation of two weeks
without loss of pay, the law requires that a laborer shall have
worked at least 32 weeks of 48 hours during the previous year.
-Consequently, a Lowell laborer who has been employed only 32
weeks does not meet this requirement, for he has worked 128
hours less than the law stipulates. With a five-day working week
(40 hours), it would be necessary for a laborer to work more
than 38 weeks to give the equivalent in service of 32 48-h0ur
weeks. This is a situation that will have to be met under the
Curley plan, and it is not impossible that the shorter working week
also might have some bearing on the term of service essential to
pension eligibility.
But considering the plan in a general way, it may be said
that it requires no great intellect, no masterly leadership to provide extra employment through the medium of additional taxes.
The veriest tyro can do that. The official worth while is he that
can make the existing resources ebyer more ground without work/i
.
ing an injustice to anybody. Yet this is quite posyste in >
s
public service.
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TiM ES
OVERPRODUCTION
Mayor Curley says that overproduction lia7g—caused world wide depression. Roger 73abson says there is
no such thing as overproduction; the
trouble is under-consumption. When
We look at the facts we find it difficult to believe that the world has
produced more wheat than it can eat.
It is underconsumption in India and
China which has created a deficit. A
change to the gold standard in China
has decreased the buying capacity of
China, already lessened by war and
flood, by at least two-thirds. So
wheat rots in our bins, while the Chinese starve. To inlagine that the suffering poor of England and Europe
have all the clothes they need is ridiculous. They have not the money to
huy our cotton. It is underconsumption which creates our surplus of
cotton.
We still think the world can consume all it can produce. The difficulty lies more 'in distribution. The
fwhole subject is of course most complicated and every decade some new
factor upsets all previous calculations
and statistics. The world-wide lowering of the price level has made more
trouble than the lowering of 10 feet
in the ocean would do. The fact that
no article is worth as much as it was
two years ago, has puzzled, depressed
and paralyzed hundreds of thousands. All sense of values is confused.
Inventories have varied like the
ocean waves in a storm. Firms have
been ruined by the lower valtie of
stocks in hand. No power can seem
to check or control this changing of
the price level. About all business
men can do is to hold on as a ship
does in a storm until times are better.
Mass production may not be good
for us. Its vast economies may not be
worth its dislocation of local markets. Mass production must be for
the world, and not for one nation. A
beLier day for smaller productive
units is coming. There is much lost
motion in the great corporations of
which literally it may be said that
their right hand knoweth not what
the left hand doeth. The depression
marks an epoch, and our experts
must plan for a new era.
AtA)
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To PLAY EXHIBITION GAME

to

BOSTON, Sept. 16 /Pi—The BostSn
Red sox and Braves will play an
exhibition game for the benefit, of the
unemployed September 23 at Braves
field. The proceeds vtill Qn to Mayor
James M. Curley's unemployment fund
sch?viliff the game was made
possible by a te:e,zram 'from Connie
Mack today givinz his consent to putting over the zany scheduled bet iveen
the Rcrl .Sox and Athletics in Phila.
cielphla tilt, day to later in the week
as part of a doubleheader.
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WOULD ABILLSII
CHILD LABOR TO
LAID EMPLOYMENT
--Boston, Sept. 14.—(AP)--The
abolition of child labor and the
Inauguration of the five day week
in industry were advanced as unemployment remedies before the
opening session today of the 76th
convention or the International
Typographical Union of North
America.
James T. Moriarty, president of
the MassachuSets State Federation
of Labor, said, "Take the children
between the ages of 10 and 16
years out of industry and thereby
make #sts for their fathers."
Mayor James M. Curley in w•dcoming theiiireirlirr71T—floston
urged delegates to help "stop
America from wondering around
In circles as it has been doing for
the past two years. Faith is all
tight, but it will never keep a man
from starving to death. The sooner that some of the preachers of
have faith in America' put the
live-day week into effect the sooner starving men will be able to
earn a day's pay."
Leo F. _ Greene, president of
Boston Typographical Union, No.
13, opened the convention and
then turned the gavel over to
Charles 1'. Howard, international
president. James W. Reardon,
associate editor of the Boston
American, extended the greetings
of newspaper publishers of Boston.
Nearly 5,000 delegates and their
mends are heie for the ccr.73ntion which ir meeting in the Hotel Bradford.
pc
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Mayor CurLey On
In7Ormal Visit
The had weather put a crimp

•

into the official visit of Mayor
James M.Curley to the Brockton
Fair to-day. The Boston mayor
was to have arrived at about 2
o'clock, but owing to the inclemency of the weather the official
visitation gave way to an Informal visit. Mayer Bent arranged to meet Mayibr Curley at
the gate at 3 o'clock and escort him about the grounds and
sights.
show him
The atives,bitity
having
of
Mayor Curley come out to the
fair had been under discussion
throughout the day. In the morning Mayer Curley called Mayor
Bent and after a conversation It
was decided that Mayor Bent
should meet with fair officials
v,ke a decision.
The conwm ,b• '4 at noon and
delMikkica It was agreed
1,f 'the official triidt be
ati:
Mayer Curley was Inferiae OW
saiii! he would riot
,b8
rubsates later
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Full DeCa.de of Unbroken
Service to Be Celebrated
(
f
ing midnight

National

the
Broadcasting Company will broadcast
Radio Station WBZ Will from
New York a special salute to
New England's oldest radio station
Give Pretentious and
the most venerable broadcaster
on any network in the world exProgram
cepting KDKA. This tribute will
feature all-star Broadwayites and
dance bands and will also bring to
Climaxing a decade of unbroken
the microphone several
former
service to the New England public,
members of the staff of WBZ, now
Westinghouse station WBZ will toserving at NBC.
morrow night go on the air with
These include John Shaw Young,
the most pretentious program in all
Howard A. Petrie, Vella C. Reeves,
its history. The evening's broadAlwyn E. W. Bart, John W. Holcast which celebrates the station's
brook, Kenneth C. MacGregor and
historic beginnings at East Springfield, Mass.. ten years ago, will be William G. Lundell.
Foremost among the features
highlighted by the dedication of
new anniversary studios' at the contributed from the Boston and
Springfield studios is the "pops"
Hotel Bradford in Boston.
More than 600 guests have been program to be played by r. salon
Invited to attend the broadcast group composed of memberS of the
celebration which will opera at Boston Symphony orchestrAssunder
9.30 with messages of greeting from the direction of Samuel Seiniger.
attraction
President Hoover, Governor Ely, Besides this stellar
Mayor Curley of Boston, Mayor there will be others of strong apWirttnrwef— Springfield and from peal, notably the Tentatones, one
many other distinguished figures in of Greater Boston's leading trios
(male); Joe Hines' Show Boat orNew England officialdom.
Following hard upon the speak- chestra, Leo Reiman's Egyptian
ing program will come a musical Room orchestra, Hotel Bradford orbarrage introducing half a dozen chestra, Falvey's orchestra and two
dance bands. symphony, concert studio jazz bands.
and vocal groups, blues, ballad
Boston artists appearing include
singers and crooners. Unprecedent- Polly Willis, lyric soprano; Orrin
ed both in time and talent dimen- .White, baritone; Doris Tirrell, pisions, the program will bring to anist; Tod Doolittle. crooner; Peg
listeners a continuous 3-hour show La Contra, blues singer; Aldan
of sparkling microphonics AP9P/71- Redmond, baritone; Edward Macbled from the four corners of radio Hugh, baritoue; Eddie Lord and
stardom. On into the midnight Harry Foisey, organists. Frederhours, through dawn until late the ick G. Rogers. Pittsburgh baritone,
following evening, WBZ will regale will sing and he is also able to
give
far-flung audience with the pre- greetings for KDKA to its New
mier in radio divertissements.
England sister station.
Standing out among the features
Additional
of the evening's festivities will be musical salute featurese include a
to New England
the carving of a huge WBZ birth- business,
agriculture and industry
day cake by Miss Mary Curley, ,and to those
aiding its growth,
daughter of the mayor. A descrip- which is
to .be broadcast as the
tion of this scene will be afforded ",Parade of
Progress." During the
listeners by one of a special staff early morning
hours the anniverof 10 announcers.
sary program will be dedicated to
At 11 a network of NBC stations DX
listeners and foreign tuners
will he set up to carry the anniver- when
a serenade by dance bands
sary program to other parts of the will
be
United States. In the hour follow- "Around carried under the banner
the World with WIXAZ."
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OUIMET AND CONY
(WIN MATCH 5 AND 4

-BOSTON. Sept. IS Th -- Francis
°linnet. new national Amateur
golf
champion, paired with Maym James
M. Cerley today to win a
foursome
which was part of the city's (see_
bration of his victory. After st luncheon given by the rity at the Scarboro
Golf Club the mayor and the champion defeated Fred J. Wright, Jr.,
Ptata ,
- hampion. and Chauncey WCliana. s wolf 4,Nixi• an ificholia Match.
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New Course Named
for George Wright
According to an
announcement
by Mayor'uffs.
4 at the
Ouimet
luncheon at
klin park yester.
'day, the municipal golf
course
now
under construction at
bury will be known as West Reisthe
George
Wright golf course.
• Wright, who is
84 years old,
is
the father of golf in
this Hem-,
Ile is still fit and
plays
Is hole,
regularly.
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A Taxpayers' Strike

•

Administration officials are said to be disturbed
about the "overexaggerated idea in the public mind.
concerning conditions of distress likely to prevail
In the country during the coming winter."
If there has been exaggeration, it is partly the
administration's fault, because President Hoover,
by his actions and his utterances, has given the
impression that the coming winter would be
worse than the last. It was to prepare for this
eventuality that he created the committee of which
Mr. Gifford is the head. Indeed, the President
appeared to take such a gloomy view of the outlook that Mayor Curley called him the country's
"champion gasoline pourer," although Curley himself has since joined the band wagon with others
who foresee the worst.
The change of heart—perhaps change of tune
would be more accurate—at Washington probably
Is in response to complaints that the stressing of
the hard winter has a disheartening effect on the
public mind and discourages spending. This is a
reasonable view, as people who have money and
a need for goods are made apprehensive about
their own jobs and therefore afraid to buy.
Sad to relate, the politicians are the chief
offenders in presenting a depressing view of the
situation.
Many of them regard the country's distress
chiefly as so much political capital, by the use of
which they can get some advantage for themselves
or put somebody else in a hole. The man who asserts that a great suffering impends either wishes
ttie people to believe that his heart bleeds for them,
and that he will remedy matters if only given a
chance; or else his purpose is to imply that the
opposite party is doing nothing to relieve the situation. Some people are undoubtedly fooled in this
way, but the more probable consequence is to perpetuate the feeling of fear which is an obstacle to

An idea for the imagination to play with cs offered by President Thomas .J. Cudmore of the
Massachusetts Real Estate Owners' Association.
Assailing Mayor Curl ' plan of a five-day week
for city employes, r. Cudmore urged members of
the association to refuse to pay their taxes if it
were put into effect. "That is our one best weapon," he said, "a taxpayers' strike."
We are not so sure of that. If all owners of
real estate refused to pay taxes the immediate
consequences to the municipality would be disastrous. The real estate levy Is the major part of
the local tax. Without the money the city could
not retire its temporary loans. It would be a year
before the property of the delinquents could be
sold for taxes, an51 there would be no certainty
then of the money's being secured, because there
might not be any buyers, and the city would have
to bid the various parcels in.
In such a situation some way would be found,
of course, to carry on municipal activities. The
question is what would happen to the property
owners. A taxpayers' strike would be a revolution,
and when you start a revolution over one thing,
it is hard to prevent other people joining in over
other things and, perhaps, taking your revolution
away from you and giving it a turn that you
don't Want. Pressed too far, a strike by taxpayers

would soon become a menace to the private ownership of land—and the real estate owners would
wish they hadn't.

a business revival
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missioner Edward F. McLaughlin of Swampscott will act as hosts to ths
S. convention. President James S. Koen,
Ralph
Boston; former-Mayor
Bauer of Lynn; Peter E. Carr, Com- deputy chief of the Salem Fire demissioner of Public Safety, Law- partment, will open the first session
Commissioner at 2.30 Tuesday afternoon.
former-Fire
rence;
Theodore A. Glynn of Boston, and W. There will he addresses of welE. Leighton of the Bureau of Ex- come by Mayor J. Fred Manning, of
plosives. The annual memorial ad- Lynn; Timothy A. Curtin, president
Be
to
Malone
Capt. Joseph J.
dress will be given by Rev. George of the Lynn City Council; State
W. Casey of Swampscott. The La- Senator William F. Shanahan, and
Official Delegate to Session
dies' Auxiliary, headed by Mrs. Flora
w.
Tomorro
BeginniFg
C. Day of Lynn, will meet during the
convention, which will end Thursday
with an election of °Meet's.
firemen
local
of
delegation
large
A
CAPT. JOSEPH J. MALONE
convenannual
will attend the 52nd
State
tts
Massachuse
the
of
sessions to be held In the Ocean
tion
Firemen's Association which will be liOtile, Swampscott. Capt. Joseph J.
held in Lynn tomorrow, Wednesda Malone, honorary vice president, will
and Thursday, with the bleinesB. head the local delegation and will
R. Wyer Greene, chairman of thc be the only one empowered to vote
Swampscott Board of Selectmen.
on matters, but the others from
At the Wednesday afternoon ses- Lowell will listen in at the meetMayor
will
include
sion the speakers
ings and take part in the general
James M. Cury c-,f Boston; Attor- good time a -inged for them.
Warner;
E.
ney "WilitiffIrroseph
Chief Edwkid E. Chase of Lynn
State Fire Marshal John W. Beth;
and. Chief qa.mes Warnock of
William H. O'Brien of the Department of Public Utilities; Fire Corn-

FIREMEN TO ATTEND
VNVENTION IN LYNN

dilrEANNUAZY POR /,.5/43:INS
ci/4641 I
OVER} JDUCTION.
Nftior Curie
ays that overproductiofff c
d world-wide depression. Roger Babson says there is
110 but.;II thing as over-production; the
trouble is under-consumption. When
we look at the facts we find it difficult to believe that the world has
produced more wheat than it can
eat. It is under-consumption in India
and China which has created a deficit. A change to the gold standard
In China has decreased the buying
capacity ef China, already lessened
by war and flood, by.at least twothirds. So wheat rots in our bins
while the Chinese starve. To imagine that the suffering poor of England and 'Europe have all the clothes
they need is ridiculous. They have
not the money to buy our cotton. It
is under-consumption which creates
our surplus of cotton.
We still think the world can consume all it can produce. The difficulty lies more in distribution. The
whole subject is of course most complicated and every decade some new
factor upsets all previous calculations
and statistics. The world wide lowering of the price level has made more
ttouble than the lowering of 10 feet
in the ocean would do. The fact that
no article is worth as much as it was
two years ago has puzzled, depressed
and paralyzed hundreds of thousands. All sense of values is confused.
Inventories have varied like the r
ocean waves in a storm. Firms have
been ruined by the lower value of
stocks in hand. No power can seem
to check or control this changing of
the price level. About all business
men can do is to hold on as a ship
does in a storm until times are better.
Mass production may not be good
for us. Its vast economies may not
be worth its dislocation of local markets. Mass production must be for
the wdltld and not for one nation. A
butter day for smaller productive
units is coming. There is much lost
motion in the great corporations of
which literally it may be said that
the right hand knoweth not what the
left hand doeth. The depression
marks an epoch, and our experts
must plan for a new era.
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OUIMET, CURLEY
TRIUMPH, 5 AND 4
Boston, Sept. 17—Francis Oulmet,
new national golf champion, paired
with Mayor James M. Ctirley yesterday to win a foursome which was
part of the city's celebration of his
victory: ,After a luncheon given by
the city at the Scarboro Golf club
the mayor and the champion defeated
Fred .1. Wright. Jr., state champion,
and Chauncey Williams 5 and 4 in an
18-hole match— •
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BETTER DIVISidN
,OF WEALTH URGEE

DISTRIBUTION OF
WEALTH IS SCORED

Typographical Union Heac
at Hub Convention Calls on
Labor, Management and
Capital to Assist

More Equitable Division
Advocated at Convention

Boston, Sept. 14—(AP)—Charles P.
Howard, president of the International
Typographical union which opened its
76th annual convention here today,
called upon capital, management and
labor to work out a more equal dintribution of wealth in an address concluding the first session.
"The people of many nations are
yet seeeking a way out of unemploy.
ment, sometimes through revolution.
ary changes, armed or otherwise,"
Howard said. "We hear new and
strange theories expounded and in
some quarters the confusion appears
so ,great that even the most brilliant
•mnds do not know which way to turn
..ar a solution. And in all this there
appears to be just one problem, a
more equitable- distribution of the
wealth and production of the world.
"The Ingenuity of man has solved
the problem of producing enough for
all. We have overcome the condi.
tioru; where millions were forced to
die of starvation each year because of
crude methods of production. However,
because of the cupidity of some, which
has resulted in unequal distribution,
we yet have suffering and starvation.
"Capital, management and representatives of the workers must sit
down around the table and find the
cure for the awful condition from
which all elements are suffering."
Mayor James M. Cur
of Boston.
who welcomed the dttl thousand
delegates and their families to Boston,
took the occasion to advance again his
advocacy of the live-day week universally applied, a $5,000,000,000 prosperity loan and a conference such fla
that which Howard advocated.

URGE CO-OPERATION
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Ouirnet-Mayor Curley
Win Star Golf Match
Boston, Sept.

It -•(A I')
Oulmet, new internationa!
golf champion, paired with amateur
James M. Curley today to win aMayor
foursomtrifoffirth was part of the city's
celebration of his victory. After
luncheon given by the city at the
Scarboro Golf club the mayor and the
champion defeated Fred J. Wright,
Jr., state champion and Chauncey
Williams 6 and 4 in an 15-hole match.

Capital, Management and
Labor Told to Work Together to Solve Problem,
at Printers' Union Session.
Boston, Sept. 15.—(A.P.)—Oharles
P. Howard, president of the International Typographical union which
opened its 76th annual convention
here yesterday, called upon capital,
management and labor to work out
a more equal distribution of wealth
in an c.ddress concluding the first
.session.
-The people of many nations are
"et seeking a way out of unemployment, sometimes through revolutionary changes, armed or otherwise," Howard said. "We hear new
and strange theories expounded and
in some quarters the confusion appears so great that even the most
brilliant minds do not know which
way to turn for a solution. And in al
this there appears to be just oni
problem, a more equitable distribu.
tion of the wealth and production o
the world.
"The ingenuity of man has solvel
the problem of producing enougl
for all. We have overcome the con
ditions where millions were force
to die of starvation each year
be
Cause of crude methods of produc
tion. However, because of the cupid
ity of some, which has resulted
it
unequal distribution, we yet hay.
suffering and starvation.
Captltal, management and repre
sentatives of the workers must Si
down around the tables and find
the
cure for the awful condition
fron
which all elements are suffering."
Mayor James M„Curley of
who welcomed'the several Boston
delegates and their famille.sthousane
to Boston, took the occasion to
again his advocacy of the advance
week universally applied, five-day
a
000,000 prosperity loan and $5,000,ference such as that which a conHoward
advocated.
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responsibility for the results; Gov.Itly,
on the other hand, has completely
divorced himself from the issue *by
pointing out that Insurance Commissioner Brown has done only Opt.
.1
17
which he is required under the la*
to do, and by putting the rate issue
squarely up to the Legislature, where
it belongs. As the governor pointed
out, it is the law which is responsible
for the rates, and only the legislature
can change the law.
No Change Likely.
Accordingly the legislature will assemble in special session, probably on
Monday, Sept. 28, and will again take
up the problem, but unless the memBoston, Sept. 15.—Mayor James
plan suggested by Gov. Ely. This bers have undergone a considerable
M. Curley of Boston intends to condemerit plan, incidentally, received change of mind since the session
test with Gov. Joseph B. Ely for
five votes in the Senate, and did not
the democratic nomination for gov- :.ome to a vote in the lower branch.
ernor in the primaries to be held in
• h,
oke L
LF
V (14)711
Gov. Ely has expressed the
September of next year.
opinion that the special legislative session should not continue
While many have suspected for a
more than three days, but if it is
long time that Boston's mayor had
decided to attempt to prepare a
designs on the gubernatorial chair, workable substitute for the pressome have believed that he might ent law, the session may continue
yield to a desire for party harmony, for at least three weeks.
and permit the present chief execuNo more complicated issue has ever
tive an uncontested nomination. All
come
c
before the legislature; a large
doubt as to Curley's plans were rem ajority of the members know little
moved, however, when he delivered a
or nothing about it, yet each and
Labor day address last Monday and
every one is forced by political exigannounced to the world that the
ency to take an active interest in it
"five-day week" will be put in operaand at least to make gestures to conJanuary.
in
Boston
tion in
vin e his constituents that he has
This purpose to afford 911 municitheir interests at heart.
be
will
holiday
weekly
a
pal employes
Under the circumstances it will be
the chief plank in the mayor's platlittle short of a miracle if the governutmost
the
it
to
utilize
will
form; he
or can demonstrate his leadership tc
throughout the commonwealth, and it the
extent of inducing a majority in
is expected to attract to his support
Boston. Sept, 14 (ll-Charles P.
it
both branches to agree upon any subriot only those who will benefit by
Howard. president of the International
stitute for the present law, and the
every
but
in
in the city of Boston,
Typographical Union, which opened
general opinion is that the only prodits 70th annual convention here today,
other city and town as well, as he will uct, of the special session will be the
as
done
called upon capital, management and
point out that what he has
passage of an act authorizing the
labor to work out a more equal dismayor for the workers in Boston, he appointment of another commission—
tribution of wealth in an address conwill be able as governor to do for all and there have already been three-cluding the first, session.
public employes, whether in the serv- to give the problem further study.
"The people of many nations are
ice of the commonwealth or of other circumvent the mayor's plan. From
yet seeking a way out of unemploycities and towns. It will carry strong his point of view, it will probably be
ment, sometimes through revolutionappeal to those who will thus have to his advantage to be thwarted, for
1ary changes, armed and otherwise,"
their leisure time doubled, and also then he will be able to tell all public
Howard said. "We hear new and
to those who will be given employ- employes that he tried to do somestrange theories expounded and in
ment to fill the places of workers on thing for them, while to every unemsome quarters the confusion appears
their days off. It is estimated that ployed person in the State he will be
so great that even the most brilliant
in Boston alone, additional places will able to say that a job would have
minds do not know which way to turn
be provided for about 80C employes. been found for him, or her, had Curfor a solution. And in all this there
Opposition to Plan.
ley been allowed to have his way.
appears to he just one problem, a
Already there are signs that the
more equitable distribution of the
Unquestionably the mayor has
mayor will not be permitted to put
wealth and production of the world.
created an issue which will win
Boston;
in
operation
into
plan
his
'"I'hc ingenuity of man has solved
many thousands of votes for him,
taxpaying interests are in open re- and there can be no gainsaying
the problem of producing enough for
that
ground
the
on
it,
against
bellion
all. We have overcome the cdnditions
the fact that with this issue,supwhere millions were forced to die of
it will add nearly $1,000,000 to the
plemented by the power of his
and
city,
the
operating
of
cost
starvation each year because of crude
, annual
office and his own personal appreto
found
be
can
way
legal
methods of production. However, beIf any
peal. he will be a formidable cancause of the cupidity of some, which
vent its adoption, the aid of the didate, and one who will force
to
Invoked
be
doubtless
has resulted in unequal distribution,
courts will
friends of the present governor to
result
we yet have suffering and starvation.
closed in J1111e, there will be no
perform yeoman service in the
deliberations.
their
"Capital, management and reprefrom
proposed changes event that he decides to seek resentatives of the workers must sit
A large number of
nomination.
the reguat
suggested
were
law
down
around the table and find the
in the
but early in But Gov. Ely appears to have rare
cure from the awful conditions Irons
lar legislative session,
majority of the ability to match cunning with cunna
deliberations
which
all elements are suffering."
their
would tog, as was evidenced this week by his
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
members decided that they
masterly
whatever in the
handling of the motor vewho welconiFa-TSeveral thousand
make no changes
serious hide insurance problem. His repubdelegates and their families to Boston,
statute, and none was given
took the occasion to advance again
consideration, except by the commit-lican. predecessors, Govs. Fuller and
which reported a Allen, by interfering with the cornhis advocacy of the flve-day week
ten on insurance,
responsibility bill, and missioners of insurance in their task
universally applied, a $5,000,000,000
quasi-financial
prosperity loan and a conference such
means committee olof establishing rates, permitted themby the ways and substituted for thatselyes to be placed in rogations of
as that which Howard *Omitted.
the Senate, which
demerit
measure one embodying the

Curley Looms :Strong
_ _
pis_ upponeni
Co ray

Boston Mayor Making Bid for Gubernatorial
Nomination Through 'Five Day Week'
Plan---Governor Makes Shrewd Move.

1YPUSOPEN
CONVENTION
AT BOSTON

,President Howard Calls
'for More Equal Distribution of Wealth
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IS FAIR GUEST
THIS AFTERNOON

has
New
11,, said thatNew
Today Is Boston Day mote
disease-free poultry flocks
any other section of the United
and Many Boston- than
States.
He referred to his own efforts to
ians Attend Despite encourage the business of local
milk producers, also for improving
market conditions for the sale of
Pain.
local garden produce.
Among other things he said:
"Although it is not my intention
a time like this to criticize the
practice of others and encourage
expense, I should like
unnecessary expense
might be
to raise a question
De_worthy of constructive thought:
"I "Whereas, the public institutions
maintained by the City of Boston
are relatively small and are doing
their bit toward helping the New
England farmer, it seems to me that
Today Is Boston day at the the supply departments of our New
England states are Missing a greati
fair.
opportunity to encourage New Eng-I
The day has been one of the land agriculture and greatly inleading days of the annual crease the purchasing power of the
fair
Brockton
observances. New England farmer by not directsupported institutions
Throngs of our Boston neigh. ing that state
and hospitals shall meet at least a
bors annually declare a holi- substantial part of their requireday for the purpose of renew- ments from New England agriculing friendships in this city in ture."
He said the Brockton fair is more
and through contact with the
than a local event. It is part of a nafair.
tional institution—a living monu-,
of
The principal guest of the day merit to the oldest and greatest
our industrial activities—agriculall
Mayor
Honor
James
was to be His
,ture.
M. Curley of Boston. Mayor Curley, "No one can wander through the
family
and
his
of
members
party cattle exhibits on this fair ground
and state police escort were invit- without being impressed by an exof rellence of quality unequalled anyed to the fair as special guests
where," he added.
Fred F. Field, president of the In closing he said:
Brockton Agricultural society and "I bring to the city of Brockton,
the City of Brockton.
on its golden anniversary as a city,
It was announced this morning
of the metropolie
from Mayor Curley's office at Bos-llle_crv
it of New England."
"""
n
poor
ton that the weather was
i:rliiig.
Boston \VIII] a heavy am
As in former years special arSecretary Barasso said that Mayor rangements for transportation were
It
fair
he
to
come
would
Curley
made by the New Haven railroad
the weather later improved. It did and the street railway and bus of.
3.
at
here
and the mayor was due
ficials. From early morning despite
the rainy and threatening weather
the early trains and buses carried
many visiting Bostonians on their
y to the annual visit at the lair.
way
of the importance ot the
day there was a marvelous program
Mayor Curley was scheduled to arranged all around for the Boston
give an address at the fair, this aft- visitors. In the horse show ring
ernoon, weather permitting. lie had the prize stock of the world was
prepared an address dealing with on exhibition. On the track the
the importance of agriculture in fastest horses which have been on
general and to New England in par- the grand circuit all season. In the
ticular.
exhibition halls there was a mass
He detailed how the eitv dweller of the most gorgeous grange and
and the former ere dependent upon garden exhibits which were a deone another, and spoke of the poul- lisrht to tho patrons. Many breeds
try end egg business, also gardening and tirtIrvinn niun nom,.

Urges Support of New
England Agriculture
by State Supply
partments

•

Proposes Support
of N. E. Farmers
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Unusual alst:MIS Bdstbn' police
commissioner, Eugene C. .Htiltman,
an engineer, not a politician, and
interested In making It possible for
the citizen who wants a policeman
to get one.
He says: ''Unless a citizen anywhere in Boston can get a policeman within two minutes after all
my new signals are in working order, I shall consider myself a failure." This writer at police signal
station pulled down a little hook,
and this happened:
Thifee policemen came on motorcycles, a patrol wagon rolled up, two
policemen came in an automobile,
carrying a fire extinguisher, and all
in less than three minutes. Mayors
and police commissioners of other
cities may want to ask Commissioner Hultman and Mayor Curley of
Boston about that.
This is one of Mayor Curley's
many busy days, and you would
not willingly disturb him. He was
presenting prizes on the municipal
golf links, with a mellifluous speech
with each prize. Later he played
a round with Ouimet as his partner,
against Chauncey Williams ;and
Fred Wright. Mr. Williams is the
Sears
Roebuck
manager,
Mr.
Wright is an expert player. The
odds were on Mayor Curley and
Ouimet.
It is pleasing, as you pass Mayor
Curley's red brick residence on
Jamaica Way, to observe an indestructible shamrock hanging in
each window.
When you visit Boston, secure
If possible on your explorations the
companionship of Police Lieutenant
O'Dea. Two police motorcycles go
ahead of him, traffic and obstacles
melt away.
If Dante had had such a,guide In
place of Virgil, he would have seen
Paradise, Purgatory, and the infernal regions, with Satan at the
bottom in half a day.
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Boston Officials
Honor Ouimet
Francis Ouimet, graceful, smiling
national amateur golf champion, received the plaudits of lila admiring
Bostonians at a luncheon tendered
by Mayor James M. Curley, at
ianklin Park yesterday.`-Mtaethe
private reception, at which representatives of the army, navy, judiciary, department of education, and
golfdom in general paid personal
homage, His Honor the Mayor
teamed with His Honor the Champion to defeat Fred Wright, state
champion, and Chauncey S. Williams, New England manager of
Sears Roebuck, 5 and 3, in a fourball match.
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party is assessing districts in an attempt to make up a deficit of more
than $150,000 that remains on its
books. He placed the Democratic deficit at less than $20,000.
In his opinion it will be well for
parties to be obliged to get along
with less money, much of which is
wasted. He believes there should be a
law against bringing voters to the
polls and that those unable to vote
should have the same privilege of
Frank J. Donahue, chairman of the s
Tors Propefer Cub at Meeting
Democratic state committee, predicted casting a ballot as those who are aba Democratic president and the re-sent from the state.
That Appeal Will Go to
turn of Gov. Joseph B. Ely to office Chairman Donahue was given IreCc:-.3recs
in his address before the Quincy wo_quent applause and a rising vote of
men's Democratic club in Bradfordconfidence at the close of his address.
hall. Quincy Center, last night.
fl ,sion s:•rt, 17— t-''nv
ilLlIn wilt
Donahue didn't mince his words in Miss Theresa Kilroy, chairman of
be asked by It ),tun interests
of Conhis brief reference to the tactics of the commitee, presided. There were
gr as for harbor
improvements, said
those who have associated Gov. Roos_violin solos by Miss Mary Quinn and
carley yesterday
evelt of New York with TaTTIMallYvocal solos by Mrs. William Maloney,
p • To- club luncheon held at the Pro.
at- the BosHall the same as was done in the with Miss Mary Fryer at the roam
ton Yacht cluh, marking the
gt•ruzon's
Smith campaign.
opening. The mayor pointed out
that
big appropriat
''Smith and Tammany are as far
ion is needed to handle
W 13it'LF F ir5L-1.) T'TE,W q/17
apart as myself and Mayor Curley,"
/ commerce that bids fair to tale its
facilities.
Donahue stated.
"We will consider ourselves
Mayor C'tn,, at Propeller Club
"I don't know who is going to be
tunate,"
said, "if the amount we forluncheon, sircirlie will ask Congress
the presidential candidate but he is
Iran
the government amounts get
$40,000,000
harbor
Boston
imfor
for
going to win."
$2.000,009. If we beg 1,Vashington to
provement.
for
Donahue paid his respects to the
$100,000 chances are the
annual $10,000 would be forthcoming."
Republican administration at Washmtiyor Curley elpressed
ington and said he had never seen
gratification
so many business men so disgusted
that th campaign to have ihippe.-:.
Utilize
with a man who was said to be
facilities or tpe port shows re
suits, and generous Javertising
great business executive as they are
is now
essential
to bui'd a background. The
with President Hoover.
city's publicity department is booming
He said he was presented as a
Bo.ston In all parts of New E.-land
great engineer and that Senator
a shipping center for manufacturers as
or
James Reid had proclaimed him one
a receiving port for raw mat-2rials.
A
recently when he said that Hoover
portion of California's fruit Shipments
the mayor said, is in a way of being
had ditched and drained the greatest
routed through this port and ashare of
country in the world in less than 2'i
the 1,000,000 automobiles exported anyears.
nually by 'the United States may be
Claims Hoover Over-touted
sent here If
shippers can be convinced that freight rates are reason"Personally I don't blame Hoover
able.
T.
Gould
for all the depression," he said, "but
president of the
club, presided.
Abnut 100 members
he was over-touted by the Republiwere pr
cans. "If he hadn't been built up
so much he wouldn't have had so far
,EN 'TEA PRC c,7
to fall," commented Donahue.
,
Donahue said the Democrats have
ceased making speeches, as formerly
understood, and that what success the
party has had in Massachusetts has
been due to organization and said if
.?,•••••••••••
there is any place in the Common•
wealth where it' is needed it is In
OSTON came to the Brockton Fair to-day. Charlestown
Quincy.
and Beacon llill, South Boston and Jamaicaway, and every
In 1909 James H. Valley came within 94 votes of winning from Gov.
section of New England's first and foiemost city increased
Draper. said Donahue, and 21 years
the crowds clicking through turnstiles. Cash customers,
later Ely lost the city and so did
smart and well styled as the yacht from which Boston's ma or
Smith, by a vote of over 5300. Quincy
views Buzzards bay in his infrequent hours of leisure, they-Thiide
has not progressed in that time.
He said the abolition of party desevery detail and department of the fair bigger and busier.
ignations, designed by the RepubliBoston day, big and active, a confluence of vigorous currents,
cans to put an end to Democratic orBoston itself. Hark back 10, 20 or 30 years. Always the
suggests
ganization has affected that party
great day at the fair, noisier, more enlivening, more embued with
more than the latter. He spoke of
the need of registration and said that
the wholesome democracy of the outdoors, was the day on Which
In the Curl -Fuller campaign it was
the Hub's 800,000 looked at the blue sky and sunshine and decided
again digRiVered that the people of
to see the chickens and pumpkins down at Brockton. Without
the state wouldn't vote for a Bostoll
their friendly and neighborly interest, saying it with cash as well
democrat for governor.
Donahue said young voters were
as compliments, the institution conceived and carried forward by
indifferent and difficult to get registhe enterprise and teamwork of a smaller city could not have been
tered.
pushed on to distinction.
He declared that next year there
Brockton freely acknowledges the debt. Boston day is
will be fewer rallies and less money
a fix'
spent. He also said it was going to
ture in the fair's calendar, not alone for, what. it means at
the boa
be an effort to raise money for both
office but for what it implies in terms of friendship.
Mr. Cintsyt
parties and stated the Republican
and his constituents are welcome

CURVY ASKS
FOR PORT SUM
OF $40,000,000

)onahttte Sees
Year
32
For Democrats
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Mr. Curley's Constituents Call.

with the .informal
which goes only to old friends, they have been apart heartiness
*est a
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Boston Luncheon Honors Ouimet
140 With Mayor Curley As The Host

giveti—i.O— h-hri
of tires for the new car
Woodland
the
of
ers
memb
w
fello
by
Golf Club.
brief huMr. Williams then made a , concludmorous address to the Mayorbag donatgolf
ing by awarding him a
uck Company for
ed by the Sears-Roeb the recent conin
the shortest. drive'.
Park golf course.
test on the Franklin
prizes to 16
The Mayor presented the ament and
winners of the recent tourn exhibition
hole
shortly afterward a 18- first tee, Mr.
match got away from the
Wright against
Williams and Mr. Mr. Ouimet. A
and
y
Curle
r
Mayo
2.000 followed the
gallery estimated at
Williams and Wright
match, in which
1. Ouimet had a
were defeated 2 and
ing nine.
incom
the
on
36
brilliant
ted in Portland
Mr. Williams is expec
Boston to inspect
Friday by air from
uck store in Portthe neW Sears-Roeb
land.
ik)turrk
r)941 TH/4)/11 Alt- WS-
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DUANE WANTS
SENATOR WALSH
ei FOR PRESIDENT

Chauncey S. Williams

Fred J. Wright, Jr.

ne(
Mayor Duane yesterday decli
,
to accede to the request of Mau
curley of Boston that he get -Ir.
MITT Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York as the Democratic
party's nominee for president next,
year.
In his reply to the Boston executive, Mayor Duane, while expressing his personal admiration for the
Empire State g overnor, said that
as a citizen of Massachusetts he
would urge the presidential candidacy Senator David I. Walsh.
Mayor Curley stressed the fact
that Governor Roosevelt's sweeping
victory in New York last year had
"caught the sympathetic attention
of the people of the entire nation.
To which Mayor Duane replied that
"from past history Ave should not
depend too much upon the steadfastness of New York, either for
our candidates or our political
principles."
auttieR. Cr/ zie-n
tV• /.>,

CURLEY AND OUIMET
, WIN EXHIBITION GAME
1111111111111111111111180SIMMINIMIX11181
Francis Ouimet

Mayor

James M. Curley

McGrath; Gen.
or's daughter; Joseph
e Wright, the
M.
Georg
s
;
Jame
Logan
r
Mayo
L.
16.—
rd
Edwa
Boston, Sept.
esday founder of golf in America; Edmund
Wedn
host
was
n
Bosto
of
Curley
match at the L. Dolan, director of public celebrations;
at a luncheon and golf
course,
Longley, former vice presiFranklin Park Municipal Golf t, na- Edmund P.
nd Telephone
Quime
dent of the New Engla
Schston, in honor of Francis
en and Telegraph Company; James E.
Sixte
ion.
champ
golf
eur
tional amat
-Roebuck
Senato Walter G. Kendall,
prizes donated by the Sears recently O'Connell; ist; and scores of others
bicycl
nt
Company for the tournamecourse were famus
in sports, city governmen:,
held on the Franklin Park an informal prominentpss.
and busin
awarded at the luncheon.,
wed by a
The luncheon was follo
affair.
nt were speech by the Mayor honoring Pflapris
Prominent among those prese
the
al manager Oiiimet, on his recent winning of
Chauncey S. Williams, gener
ionship
nd Division of the national amateur golf champ
of
t.
Ouime
of the New Engla any: Mrs. °unmet.;
Mrs.
and the presentation of
Sears-Roebuck Comp
of hand -painted china.
set,
amatts
e
chuse
uniqu
Massa
a
Jr.,
t.
Fred J. Wrigh
nted Mr. °linnet,
Capt.. Clarence The Mayor then pres,
ams with . twit
teur golf champion;
M. Wheeler,
behalf of Mr. Willi
Abele, U. S. N.; Major L. y. the May- on
Curle
A • MIS. Mary
TI
The l'rerom Herald
Special 11)e.plitcb t"

UP).—Franclal
BOSTON, Sept. 1
Ouimet, new national amateur gulf
champion, paired with Mayor James
M. Curley today to win a foursome,
whieMas part of the city's celeA
bration ni his victory. After
luncheon given by the city at the
Scarsboro Golf Club the mayor and
the champion defeated Fred J.
Wright jr., Mate champion, and
Chauncey Williams, 5 and 4, in as
18-hole match.
Noc le Ion/
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Mr. CurIt's always fair weather,
together,
get
ws
fello
good
ley, when
t coneven if a comparatively recen
the
stitutional amendment, makes
stein on the table nothing more
than a decorative touch.
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SKS $40,000/000
TO IMPROVE HUB HARBOR
Fells Propeller Club at Meeting That Appeal Will Go to
Congress

•

Boston, Sept. 17—Forty million will
be asked by Boston Interests of Congress for harbor improvements, said
Mayor .Curley yesterday at the Propeller club luncheon held at the Buston Yacht club, marking the season's
opening. The mayor pointed out that
a big appropriation is needed to handle
osunmeree that bids fair to tax its
facilities.
"We will consider ourselves fortunate," he said, "if the amount we get
from the government amounts to
$2,000.000. If we beg Washington for
$100,000 chances are the annual $40,000 would be forthcoming,"
Mayor Curley expressed gratification
that the campaign to have shippers
utilize facilities of the port shows results, and generous advertising is now
essential to build a background. The
city's publicity department Is booming
Boston in all parts of New Erwsland AS
a shipping center for manufacturers or
a receiving port for raw nuitrials. A
portion of California's fruit shipments.
.the mayor said, is in a war of being
routed through this port and ashore of
the 1,000,000 automobiles exported annually by the United States may be
sent here If the shippers can be convinced that freight rates are reasonable. A. T. Gould, president of the
About 100 members
club, presided.
were pr-sent.

g,,Ncy /yaws
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Blushing Hub
$1000 or Its Modesty
ston will be
Boson (UP)—Bodoes
:oat $1000.
modest, even if it
has
Mayor James M. Curley
drape a
ordered stone masons to statuary
granite ribbon over nude
the new
above the entrance to public li$100,000 Mission 11111

brary.
s from
This followed complaint carvAillebury residents that the youths
unclad
ings, depicting two
were imguarding the city seal,
ipodest.

probThough granite fig leaves
been cheaper,
have
would
ably
inspecting the
the mayor, after
advisable to
statuary, deemed it
expected to cost
ribbon,
the
add
51000.
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CURLEY'S SON OUT
FOR EAGLE ELEVEN
sp,,,.1.1 in the leiegrant
Sept. 17.—Paul

CHESTNUT HILL,
......ar James M,9311Curley. son of Ma
of the 40
ley of Boston, was one
the Boston Colfor
s
candidate
odd
team who relege freshman football
Bill Kelleher th!.,
ported to coach Curley
was a track
afternoon. Young
Prep. Conn., and
star at Canterbury the backfield poone of
is rmi for
open their
sitions. The Slagle yearlings
tomorrow when
from
week
a
season
Anaelm's Prep here.
they play St.

NI CU etre .1
.
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...Mayor C t,g, heard scores of
limes by Broactonians over the
radio, had a chance to learn what:
local residents think of his oratory
when he was given a burst of applause after his fine compliment to
fair directors for the 1931 exhibition
arrangements.

Rex. A

Toiv
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9//S-4/
Brockton put on an east wind for
Boston day at the fair, just to make
conditions homelike for Mr. Curley's
folks.

ELY AND CURLEY AT
FUNERAL OF WALSH
(r IN CLINTON TODAY
Clinton, Sept. 23—Gov. Joseph B.
Ely and Mayor _James M. (7 -lly were
among the notables w-h—o—liended the
funeral services of Major Thomas b.
leader,
party
Walsh, Democratic
and
attorney
Boston
prominent
borther of U. S. Senator David I.
Walsh, this morning.
Major Walsh died in a Medford
hospital last Sunday, following an
operation. He was 57 years. senator Walsh attended the services with
other members of his family. Among
were Judge
others who attended
James Carroll of the Mass. Supreme
court, Judge James C. Donnelly of
the Massachusetts Superior court
and many prominent business associates.
Rev. Charles W. Lyons, former
university
president of Georgetown
and Boston college, officiated.
Enroute from the Walsh home to
the church the funeral cortege of automobiles was escorted by a detail
I of state troopers and local police.
-• • -
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TEXAS TO STAGE
ioSHOW IN BOSTON
BOSTON, Sept. 23. (A.P.1. Texas
Gutman anri her show will appeal
in the Boston Garden for the benefit of the unemployed under an
Mayor
by
agseement accepted
James M.(. .11(` • NM night.
enterclub
The flambfilliffit night
tamer and her show which was
barred in France some months ac'
and In Waltham this week, have
agreed to appear gratis. The manhas
agement of the Roston Garden
offered the use of the anditoi•ium
free of charge and all that remains
is for A data to he determined upon.
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111W011 WAIN LAill
TO flEa I IN CLINTON
Cover-nor Ely Among HunCruls Who Pay Last Tribute to Lawyer
Special Dispatch to The Gazette
CLINTON. Sept. 23.—St. John's
church was crowded to overflowing
this morning as funeral services were
'conducted for Maj. Thomas L. Walsh,
brother of Sen. David I. Walsh and
prominent lawyer, whose death occurred Sunday.
In attendance were Governor Ely,
Judge James B. Carroll of Springfield,
of the State Supreme court; Judge
James C. Donnelly of Worcester, of
the Superior court, and hundreds
of others prominent in lay and business.
A solemn high mass was celebrated
by Rev. Charles W. Lyons, former
president of Georgetown university
and Boston college, and he was assisted by Rev. John P, Sullivan as
ideacon and Res'. Thomas F. Dillon as
Isub-dcacon.
Although the family requested that •
flowers be omi'ted, scores of beautiful pieces from many sections of
New England were sent to the home
and many. more telegrams from all
over the country were received.
The body was borne to the altar by
eight office associates and close
friends, Atty. John E. Swift of Milford, law partner of the deceased:
Atty. Declan W. Corcoran of Boston,
Atty. Daniel F. O'Connell of Boston,
formerly of Fitchburg; Atty. Roscoe
Prior of Boston: Atty. Charles F.
Campbell of Worcester: Att. Frank P.
Ryan of Worcester. Judge Frank W.
McCooey of Blacksone and Dr. William F. McNamara of Clinton.
The Bostca Bar association was
represented by Atty. Herbert Parker
of Lancaster. Judge Allan G. Buttrick
of Lancaster, Joseph P. Lyons, assistant district attorney; Dattiel J.
assistant district attorney
1.yne.
Judge Abraham K. Cohen of the Rox' bury Municipal court and Atty. Lothroe Withington of Boston.
The Worcester County Bar association was represented by the following delegation, Judge George E.
O'Toole of Clinton. Atty. Albert W.,
Blackmer, Atty. Charles F. CampAtty.
J. bell. Atty. Rufus B. Dodge, David
George Avery White. Atty.
F
Jandron.
John
Atty.'
,
Goldstein
Atty. John C. Mahoney, Dist. Atty.'
Edwin 0. Norman. Atty. Charles C,
Milton, Atty. John W. Sheehan, Atty.
George R. Stobbs, Atty. Cliarles M.
Thayer and Atty. Arthur J. Young, all
of Worcester, and Atty. Owen A. HO- ,
ban of Gardner.
At St. John's cemetery the cornmtment service was conducted by Rev.
Patrick J. Griffin, pastor of St. John*
church.
Arrangements for the funeral were
In charge of Judge Thomas H. Connelly of Boston and Frank J. D01211hue, chairman of the Democratic
state committee.
Among those who attended
services were Mayor James 1#4,
and daughter, Wig. of
And Mrs. Marcus
A. Coon
Fitchburg, Adjt. G.John B.
military aide of °veinier Sly
cien. Edward L. /,
,
It Cole, Judge
the Beaton Brae. ".
zg. brighten, tatly;.,
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MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY
FOR GOVERNOR
Governor Ely is becoming
ow-Mayor James M. Curley will
in
get the vote of every Demo- a better Republican day
Curley
Maybe
out.
day
and
cratic nurse and their close
ones in his campaign for the won't go strong next fall.
Democratic nomination of There isn't much doubt but
governor. The nurses of the that Mayor James M. Curley
state 11 are up in arms over will run for governor. Never
the 1 • mg of alien nurses, the was he stronger than at presmo of them coming from ent, with both Republicans
a Scotia, In fact it is said and Democrats alike, and this
at they were advertised for is his big moment if he is to
in the Canadian newspapers, run at all.
There is but little doubt
Dr. Kline, head of the mental
Curley can win the nomthat
of
one
is
ment
e
depart
diseas
the main exponents of this, so ination from Ely even though
Ely is in office. Curley is a
we are informed.
And while Gov. Ely is be- super man and he can easily
ing applauded for his stand, sway the Demmies in to line.
against hiring local nurses by He was able to talk 84,000
leading Republicans headed votes to Fitzgerald, even with
by B. Loring Young, these the Honey Boy out of the
gents will be no aid to him fight.
when he is fighting to secure 1
the Democratic nomination
against the eloquent Mayor
Curley who always stands for
Home Rule in the dispensation of local courtesies.

61
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THE ACID TEST
American fibre will be seslifelj
tested this winter when half baked
theorists will suggest a thousand fake
remedies for depression and unemployment. The real remedy for our
troubles is old fashioned thrift and
the support of the worthy poor first
by the city and then if that task becomes too great, by public subscription. A nation which has given so
generously to disasters all over the
man
world will not fail to see that no
in this country goes hungry. Our capitalist system will adjust itself to the
seek
emergency, while our,wise men
means to prevent another disaster
like this. Our advice, however, is to
prepare for an avalanche of foolish
remedies offered with a great deal of
enthusiasm and ballyhoo. Most of
them will be designed to corral the
votes of the thoughtless.
We are liable to witness Congress
being asked to approve large appropriations for unnecessary work.
01 C,ulgy wants a five billion loanto
TrieVeitnemployment. We are liable
to be severely crippled financially for
years in order to undertake uneconomic tasks. Beer making as a means
manof relieving unemployment is a
umental folly, as it would displace as
many ginger ale and light drink
workers as it would set at work. Five
clay weeks for privileged classes of
workmen is one quack remedy. Impassioned nitwits will approve anything which will put more men to
work, no matter whether there is any
money to pay them with or not. The
outcry against machinery is becoming
more pronounced. We may yet hear
pleas to smash machinery which displaces men power. We may be asked
to give up machine shovels and put
men in their stead.
In the past American voters have
displayed hard headed common sense
In dealing with fake remedies for social ills. They have known enough to
follow the advice of able leaders and
say no to the demagogue. We believe
that this winter they will display the
same good judgment. Our present depression is no worse than that of
1893. We need to tighten our belts
and grin and bear it without losing
our heads. Here is a test of our republican institutions. Here is a test
of our ability to restrain and govern
ourselves. We need to put down the
demagogue and the man who stirs
up discontent. We need to get down
to our local task of taking care of our
own.
4.0 IA/,
4..

TEXAS GUINAN WILL
lc GIVE BENFFIT SHOW
BOSTON, Sept. 22. M.—Texas
Guinan and her show will appear in
the Boston Garden for the benefit of
the unemployed under an agreement
accepted by .Mayor James IV, Curl
tonight.
The flamboyant night club entertainer and her show, which was
barred in France Some months ago
and in Waltham this week, have offered to appear gratis. The management of the Bonton Garden has
offered the use or the auditorium
free of charge and all that remainn
is for a date to be determined unon.
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'FANS'CROWD RING;HORSE
SHOW GOES ON AS SCHEDULEI

.rne $600 three-gaited aacictil
horse stake had the largest vital
of any event of the day. Twelve
horses were shown and the
judges wcre hard put to decide
on a winner. Their final judgment came as a surprise for
Likely Lady, Miss Jane Bancroft's handsome chestnut mare,
was forced to take second award
with the blue ribbon going to
Mountain Echo from Jane's Place,
Eatontown, N. J. Likely Lady
has been recognized as the
champion
three-gaited
saddle
horse of, America and has not
been defeated at any top-notch
" Hundreds of horse show lovers
Juniper and Killearn Primrose. A. show for years. The set-back for
proved
themselves
dyed-in-the- short time
Likely Lady was all the more a
after Mrs. Coombs won
wool fans Thursday, braving the
her second
surprise in the fact that it was
blue of tqe day for
rain to await the opening class.
hackney harness pair ponies with
a "dark horse" which defeated
Officials of the show held a conFascination and Fashion. The Cox
her. The favorite choice for
ference and rather than disapentries, Cassilis Mighty's Mite and
first place outside of Miss Banpoint the awaiting audience deWinnie Dal, were given the red ribcroft's entry was Whispering
cided to start in the rain. For a
bon, Lawler's Clarenda and Shirbeck
Winds, owned by Mrs. Frederick
time the flying feet of the spiritAlice the yellow ribbon and Mrs.
Whaley of Eggertsville, N. Y.,
ed horses threw mud in every di- I
!Wong's Horse Marines and Brookbut the New York horse was
rection, but it soon cleared, with
side Nabob the white ribbon.
award the third place p7ize.
the audience increasing in size
Mr. Lawler was not to be
every minute.
Mayor James M. Curley of Bostor.
denied and came to the front
was a Isitor at the horse show ring
to gather the blue ribbon in the
The hunter and jumper classes
during this class and got a great
heavy harness pair horses class
were the attraction for the early
kick in watching the beautiful
with Knight Bachelor and Dacorners and despite the heavy footthorotrhbreds.
num Woodbine. Newton Victor
ing the horses made a fine showHerbert L. Tinkham was chairman
and Knight Banerat, owned
ing. Hugh Bancroft, Jr., of Cocf the horse show ring Thursday
by
Irvine
hasset, started the day right by winJ. and
Mary Louise
and was assisted by Benjamin Ladd
Kitinger of Buffalo, N. Y., were
ning the first blue ribbon with Pop.Cook, John W. Filoon, C. Harvey
second prize winners, with MacOver in the handiest hunter class.
Moore and H. Linwood Tinkham, Jr
lay's Killcarn Juniper and KilBe also took second award with
Featuring the show to-day will Ix
learn Primrose third.
Fourth Estate. Fred Wettach of
four $500 stake classes and a saddle
Another blue ribbon went to the horse class for
Trillora Farm won third place with
the Copley-Plaza
Cox entry, Qlenavon Little King in trophy.
By Request.
the
class
for
hackney pony, 14.2
The class for lady's hunter went
to Mrs. John Denny's Incomparable, hands and under. Second prize was
second and third award to entries of won by Mrs. Strong's Fusion, third
Mrs. Harry Frank, Jr., of Warren- by Lawler's Killegarry Pride.
Treasure Box, Miss Jane Bantrifle, N. J.. and fourth to Bancroft's Cinderella. Mrs. Frank also croft's favorite pony, won another
won first and second prizes for light- 1 blue ribbon in the class for ponies
weight hunters with Sinbad and 13.2 hands and not over 14.2. Tressillha,ja. Bancroft's Pre-Dennis was de Box is the champion saddle
third and Honey Boy, owned by Mr. pony of the United States.
The $500 jumper stake, performand Mrs. Clifford E. Pratt of North
ance only counting, shown over an
Scituate, SWIM fourth.
Olympic course, was won by Fred
Real Battle Royal.
Wettach, riding By Request of the
The battle royal between the Trillora
Farm. Hugh Bancroft, Jr.
Special to 'The Springfield (7,,i0
stables of Mr. and Mrs. William C. won second prize
with Cinderella
n.
BOSTON, Sept. IS—Massachusetts
Cox of Cohasset, Mrs. Lula LOnll and Johnny Walker of the Troop
Democracy, under the leadership of
Coombs of Lee's Summit, Mo., P. J. "0" Horse Show team was third.
Mayor JamekaLgarley of Boston, will
David Minton, owned by R. B.
Lawler of Bala-Cynwyd, Pa., and
hack the presidential aspirations of
Mrs. Alvah G. Strong of Alton, N. i Minton and Robert McCray of BarFranklin D. Roosevelt "to the finish."
Y., got an early start in the second bourville, Ky., stepped, out to the
Francis J. Finneran, president of the
class of the day, hackney harness 1 blue ribbon in the light harness
Democratic Club of Massachusetts, toponies, two pair ponies, 14.2 hands 'horse class, driven to a roadster, any
day informed the New York Governor
and under. Ths Cox entries were height.
by telegram.
For Road Fours,
given the blue ribbon, second go"Heartiest
congratulations," 'Oils
Finneran telegram read. "Note on
ing to Mrs. Coombs and third to Mrs.
The four-in-hand class for road
Boston press today that Bishop James
Strong. The second clash was in fours was won
by Mrs. John RutCannon, Tr., leader of the forces of inthe heavy harness class and again .sell
Oladding and Benjamin Ladd
tolerance and Republican ally, has
the Cox entry, Glenavon Trumpeter. Cook.
dewho
coach also included a
clared against your candidacy
was given the blue; Mrs. Coombs' cock
for
-horse and rider in the rear.
rresident. You should have expected
Ovation the red' and Mr. Lawler's
Hugh Bancroft, Jr., won first prize
this stand because you led the
tight
Celon Forest the yellow ribbon. Mrs. In the
for Al Smith in sickness and in
class for hunt teams of three
health
Coom,Is came to the front in the
at the San Francisco, New York
each and second place went to H.
and
Houston Democratic National
class for lady's phaeton pair with Hollon Crowell
of Boston. F. liarventions and for that reason we ConAdoration and Importation. Lawhere
old Tolman of Cohasset, formerly of
in atassachusettee, under the
ler's Knight Bachelor and Danum ! Brockton,
leadership
was third.
of Mayor J Imes M. Curley,
whom
WOodbine were second and third
Senator Dav
.
'nett has well named
went to Arthur B. Maclay's Killearn
the 'Mayor of the Poor,' are with
you
to the finish

Champion Three-Gaited Mare, Likely Lady, Is
• Defeated by Mountain Echo in Surprise
Turnover---Mayor Curley Visits Ring,

I

Dentfterftts-Ptedge--Aid to Roosevelt
Opposition of Bishop Cannon Noted in Telegram
of Club.
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40,000 MEND
BROCKTON FAIR

MEkti s 9//k/3/
The Senior champion.Holstein cow
yesterday was Riverside
judged
Echo Segis Fayne from the Fenton
Brook-Hurlysood Farm. She also
won the grand championship. and
cielikv.ed the Massachuioninrem
inddciotw
i ntea
s
setts trophy tor being the best Hot-
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MILEY BANS
OVERTIME

In the Jersey class the senior
championships for bull went • to
Syhils Sultan's Queens Count,owned
In the most pointed letter ever penby Frank Luchsinger Sr. Sons of
Syracuse, N. Y. The junior chem.
ned by him to department heads,
RoseXenia's
pionship was won by
Mayor Curley of Boston, utters antiny Volunteer, fro mthe Broadland's
other and final warning against overJerseys, Elkton, Md., and the same
time payments, telling his subordinates
animal won the grand championthat If they tolerate any such outlays
ship.
The senior and grand champion
they must pay the hills out of their
cow in the. Jersey group was Imp
own pocket. The mayor sees no justi:BroadlandsBarbara, owned by the
fication in the oldtlme practice espeBROCKTON. Sept. A.—Boston Broadlands Jerseys of Elkton. Md.,
cially In these days of unemployment,
day at the Brockton. fair was while the junior title went to You'll
ElRoss
by
owned
than
marred by early showers. less
but realizing that employees must
Do Lois 4-ielen.
30.000 persons being on the grounds liott of East Corinth, Me. She state
'work overtime in cases of emergency,
during the afternoon. The evening', trophy for the best cow In milk was
he would give them the compensatory
show, however, attracted nearly won by Orchard View Wolinda,
time-off.
owned by the Prehaird Vilear Farm
10.000 more.
Mayor Curley of Boston was a Of East Bridgewater.
by
The night show was fstatueed
guest of (he fairmanagement. He
fireworks.
was accompanied by his daughter, 'Mother display qf
Today is governor's day end Ceov,
Miss Mary Curley, Miss Helen
well as other protpMaher of Chicago, John J. Curley, ray and staff as national officials
the Mayor's brother, and his daugh- *lent state arid the society. CPff.
ests of
ter, Miss Margaret Curley, John A.
e ffest
while heic, turn
Curley, Jr., Stanton R. White. asbe
eete new building
sistant secretary of public celebrareds.
thd
on
state
the
bet'
d
tions, and Charles Murphy.
Mayor Harold D. Bent. and PerMayor. A description of till*
ley G. Flint, secretary of the Brockscene will he afforded listeners by onet
ton Agricultural society, met. the
of a special staff of 10 announcers.
Boston party at the gate, and the
At 11 o'clock a network of NBC stavisitors were escorted to Fred F.
tions will he set up to carry the anField's box in front of the stand.
niversary program to oilier parts of
For about an hour Mayor Curley
the United States. In the hour followwatched the stage show and the
ing midnight the National Broadcasthorse races and then, accompanied
ing Company will broadcast from
by Mayor Bent. and Mr. Field, pres.
New York a special salute to New
ident of the society, visited the
oldest radio station and the
public address box. The Boston
most venerable broadcaster on any
mayor congratulated the city of
network in the world excepting KDKA.
Brockton on its golden anniversary
This tribute will feature all-star
as a. city, and extended his feliciNBZ
and
WBZA
Enlists Broadwayites and dance bands and
tations to the agricultural soeiety
will also bring to the microphone Fievbecause of its efforts to keep agriGalaxy of Talent for
seal former members of the staff of
culture as one of the chief features
W BZ, now serving at NBC.
of the fair.
61
(
Its Anniversary
These irelude John Shaw Young,
Although the forenoon was drizHoisard \ l'etrie, Vella C. Reeves, AlProgram.
zly, the usual events were conductwyn E. \'‘' Bach, John W. Holbrook,'
ed without loss of time, and the
C,imaxing a decade of unbrokenkennet I, i ' MacGregor and William Ck
agricultural building, cattle show
service to the New England puele.,Liindell.
barns and dog kennels were busy
Westinghouse station WilZ tonight Foremost among the features conuntil late afternoon.
ti bdutsetrilidfiroosm.sthe Boston and SpringRoes on the air with the most pretem.lr:I
The Brockton Fair scholarship
i the "pops- program
i,,..t rtao,
for home economics, amounting to
tlous program in all its historY.
Playeff by a Raton group composed
$100 was awarded Miss Margaret
evening's broadcast. which celebra
she
Ttiele
Clark of Westfield. One of $75 went
the statien's historic heginnings
atC"ths4illeesmtrbaelisindoefrththeeBrreloottlioSnYintr';'.-i''::)'1Yto Miss Marie Schweitzer of WestEast. Springfield I0 years ago. will beuel Seiniger. Besides 'Hi
field; one of $50 to Miss Mathia
by
highlighted
the
dedication
of
newiraction
there will be lo is s, '' . ' sins
to
$25
of
one
and
Mise
of Ashland
anniversary studios at the Hotel Brad-SPneal, notably the Tenatoiii• . es, of
Marion Kessler of Canton. The conford in Boston.
Greater Boston's lending trie , (si
test was judged on exhibits of garMore than 600 guests have been in...
ments and canned goods, writing
r
s
"
11'nes
' Show Bdat '"''" 1 '
yitea to attend the broadcast celebra-"
and oral presentation.
n
man's I''''4N Pt lan
nf
mes-Hotel
charge
in
is
lion,
Fitzpatrick
J.
Bradford
e•hich will open at D.30 with
°relics ' ,i
Leo
Isitvey'e
sages of greeting from President Hoo _Grehestra and two etude, lase lands.
the home and school garden exver, Gov. Ely, .
..
.
lyArtistsric soprano;appesri oin
Vii
hibit, taking the place of Miss An.,ari
1 :,' 11
,
ev th'i41,
trelinu l
or Curley at Boston, Mayor Winter
nie! Burke. who died a few weeks
.
afield and is,
'Burke,
years
many
for
from many other distinguished figurestone; Doris Tirrell, pianist; Trs Dees
ego. Miss
In New England officialdom
little, crooner; Peg 1.1) Centr A blue
a teacher at the high school, found. Aldan Redmond, baritone;
ed the Brecktrin school gardens and
Following hard upon the speakingsinger•
ard '
zh baritone; Eddie Lord
had charge of the exhibit at the
program will come a musical barrage 14.'
'
Ma
CRU- '
fair from its inception to the time
introducing half a dozen dance bende,tend Harry Foisey, oreaniete. Freder.
death.
of her
symphony, concert and vocal groilpa,1ek G. Rogers, Pittsburgh baritone:
In the cattle show the Holstein
blues, ballad singers; and crooners. 1111- will sing and he is also to give greetand Jersey breeds were judged yeshreredented both in time and talent ings for KDKA to its New England
terday. Ormsby Burke Segis, owned
dimensions. tnnight's
of
hoard
Wisconsin
control,
by Mc
bring to listeners a isri'n't=onilis
from Madison, Wis., was adjudged
'tivOil-1:::Ataj'edrdsistatilanutntiiin;gfeNat:1„r.eEsnginilnliuddeimasinirie,Z7
hour show of sparklin - microphonice,
senior bull, the junior championassembled from the foie corners or:
' '1
ship going to Hurlwood Sir Sells
radio atardnin. tIti Into lhe midnight agriculture and
Walker 4th of the Fenton Brook
hours, through da nit mil il late the role: aiding- its gratviindustri,' and to them
h, which Is to Is
Hurlwood farms, Great Barrington.
lowing evenins, \V GZ will reside a. I broadcasit as the
"Parade of Prosr .
The grand championship went to
far-flung audience e ith radii, diver- During
,
the early morning
tarmehv Berke Set.
6
tiesements.
"
anniversary program will behourserhl
(
dedicate
Standing. old among the features of to DX.
listeners
and feign
ol•
-1
tuner,
the evening's festivities will be the when a
serenade
by
danceerhan
,
carving of a huge WI37. birthday eake ne
carried ender the banner 'A
by Miss Mary Curley, daughter of the
ir
soll
'ite
:he World with, WI,Z.i.A4."' .

Yesterday's Hain interfered With Patronage—
Mayor Curlev Among
Visitors.
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FOR ROOSEVELT
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•Boston Mayor Comes Out In Open For RooseI velt for President While Ely, Walsh and
I Others Do a Pussy-foot, Until They See
1 Who's Who.—Ely Hides Under Al Smith's
Camisole.
Mayor James M. Curley, alVELT
ways a leader, always ready CURLEY FOR ROOSE
1)
n
Fe
fro
ued
(Contin
to take a stand in the front
line on matters of public
thought and betterment, as So does Walsh and C'ov. Ely.
well as political, has come to But Ely and Walsh have failthe forefront as the New ed to declare for Roosevelt.
England sponsor of a Roose- They want to send a Walsh
velt for president drive. Cur- pledged delegation to the
ley believes that Roosevelt National Convention so they
is the man best equipped to I can pussy-foot. And if they
snatch the national honor can't work it under the Walsh
from President Hoover and cognomen, they will try to get
says so in no uncertain man- a Smith pledged delegation,
ner. Curley is always in the knowing that Al will not realopen, and is now in the open ly be in the running.
for Roosevelt and will give
But Curley, the man of
'the same stalwart support brains and vision knows that
and impetus to the candidacy Roosevelt is the man. And
of Roosevelt as he did for Al he does not beat behind and
Smith, when he carried Smith around the bush. And he is
to
sell
to victory in Massachusetts powerful enough
' in 1928 while Walsh and the Roosevelt to all of New Engrest of the political big shots land.
It takes a great man • to
were interested in their own
success and not caring a hoot stand out as Curley does. And
' whether Smith carried the only Curley can do it effectively. That's why he is the
state or not.
Unlike Walsh and Ely, Cur- leader and most resourceful
ley never ducks and sidesteps. Democrat in New England,
Curley knows just as every- and ranks with the greatest
one else does that Al Smith in the country.
can never make the pesidency.
tiopif:r
worre.C.ITe
There is no doubt in this
wide bay state, but that
CURLEY FOR WAR
Mayor Curley of Boston is goON
DEBT CANCELLATIellaing to be a most formidable
(AP)—Canc
BOSTON. Sept. 22
candidate for governor in
on condltion of foreign war dcbts
was urged
1932. His latest speech detion that the world disarm Curley as
by Mayor James M.
today
in
old
Day
Labor
time
livered
disarrnameretp-pailtion of
he signed a
League
nal
Curley fashion sees the Bosthe Women's Internatio
Freedom. The petition
and
Peace
for
ously
setton mayor courage
Hoover.
will he filed with President
the
ing the pace for a 5 day week
Mayor Curley appealed to
c7-oade
league's delegates to start a
by his intention of putting
adtale:
to
t
to force the governmen
money
Boston municipal employees
vantage of its leadership in the
disarm.
market by making the world
on such a schedule so as more
would
If the nations of the world
men may be employed. It is
t could
governmen
disarm. he said, the
then
the only way . of competing
cancel the foreign war debt and
obtain
repeal the prohibition VIA'S to
with the inventive genius of
of
•sufficient revenue to offset the loss
the country which makes the
the war debts.
country produce as much in
six months as it can consume
in a year.
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WBZ TO OBSERVE
() 10111 BIRTHDAY
Anniversary Program Opens
Tonight, With Many
Features
ClimaxSpringfield, Sept. 18 -service
ing a decade of unbroken
Westpublic,
to the New England
goes
inghouse station WBZ tonight
pretenon the air with the most
history.
tious program in all its
which
The evening's broadcast
celebrates the station's historic beginnings at East Springfield. Mass.,
10 years ago, will be high-lightedi
by the dedication of new anniverBradford
sary studios at the Hotel
in Boston.
been
More than 600 guests have
broadcast
invited to attend the
9.3{1
celebration which will open at
from
with messages of greeting
President Hoover, Gov. Ely, Mayor
Boston, Mayor Winter of
Sprtrilrild and from many other
Eng'distinguished figures in New
land officialdom.
Following hard upon the speakmusical
ling program will come a
dozen
I barrage introducing half a
dance bands, symphony, concert
and vocal groups, blues, ballad
Unprecesingers and crooners.
dented both in time and talent
dimensions, tonight's program will
30Ibring to listeners a continuous
hour show of sparkling microphon'les assembled from the four corners of radio stardom. On into
the midnight hours, through dawn
until late the following evening,
WBZ will regale a far flung audiradio
tence with the premier in

I

'divertisenaeats.
Standing out among the features
of the evening's festivities will be
the carving of a huge WBZ birtn'day cake by Miss Mary Cury.
-I deinr p,daughter of the mayor:'
tiOn of this scene will be afforded
'listeners by one of a special staff
of 10 announcers.
At 11 o'clock, a network of NBC
latations,Avill be set up to carry the
4,pniversary program to other parts
the United States. in the hour
following, the National Broadcasting company will broadcast from
New York a special salute to New
England's oldest radio station and
the most venerable broadcaster on
:any network in the world, excepting KDKA. This tribute will feaBroadwayites and
ture all star
also
dance bands and willm1
the m
smorritIttriirthe staff of WBZ, now
serving at NBC.
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CURLEY SOUNDS OPTIMISTIC
NOTE IN REMARKS AT FAIR

by the importance of the farmer and
the undeniable fact that agricultural
economics explain many of the big
events of political history. As this
theory has a direct bearing on presen
t
world events it is timely and profitable to comment on it here.
"I have on other occasions said the
city dweller and the farmer are dependent on each other. Their cooperation is necessary for the prosperity of any nation. The farmer who
produces more than he and his family can cat is under the obligation
to
sell his surplus to survive, and
his
only sure market lies in the
population of the cities which do not
produce their own food. Thus we
see
while the farmer is more and
more
Sounding a keynote of optimism
depen
dent
on
the city dweller for his
and urging New England to rise to lin all walks of life have faithfully manuf
actured goods, the city dweller
discharged their trust. To-day we
a realization of its agricultural posis
absolu
tely
'allow
dependent on the farmer
our pride to be unconfined.
sibilities and achievements, Mayor
justified in extolling to our for his food and raw materials.
James M. Curley of Boston brought We feel
many visitors the merits of our
New England Farmer.
a significant message to patrons at
thriving city.
"It is with great pride that
the Brockton Fair on Boston day.
I can
"It is our privilege to-day to dwell point
Mayor Curley was accompanied by
t..) the past traditions and
in loving memory with those of the,
members of his immediate family
pioneers of our city, whose stout the present achievements of the
and intimate friends and during his hearts
New England farmer. He
has exertand unswerving loyalty have
stay at the grounds was entertained been
progress and
the foundation upon which the 'ed a leadership of
by Mayor Bent and fair officials.
success of our undertakings ha.s been qua lit' that well rivals any claims
built. We bow in homage to those or New England to industrial leadMayor Curley arrived at the grounds hardy
forbears whose vision and ership. No man can wander through
shortly after 3 o'clock in company foresight were never dimme
d by the these cattle exhibits, on this fair
with his daughter, Miss Mary Curley clouds of gloom that at, time.s
gath- ground, without being impressed by
and her friend, Miss Helen Maher of ered upon the horizon. We
recog- an excellence of quality unequalled
Chico, Others in the party were nize the staunch qualities
of those anywhere.
John J. Curley, the mayor's brother, who have guided the destin
ies of our
"Our garden products, too,
and his daughter, Miss Margaret Cur- city through troubled waters.
have won for New England naley, and John A. Connolly, Jr., Stan"We rejoice that in our midst there,
tional
and international fame,
ton R. White, assistant director of are so many civic minded
citizens, aild examples of
our quality
public celebrations, and Charles Mur- who are always ready to give
unproducts fill a great building
phy.
•lia•ringly of their time and efforts
here to-day. but the name of
The visiting guests were met at the that the city might continue in its
our products is spread over the
gate by Mayor Bent and Perley U. forward march.
world, and there are few railFlint, secretary of the Brockton Agri"And now I feel that I have enway or steamship menus, which
cultural Society, and were escorted to croached liberally upon your good
do not some time boast of 'BosPresident Field's box in the grand- I graces so I take pleasure in prestand. Police Officers Wilson and senting the Hon. James M. Curley, ton Market, Celery.'
mayor of Boston."
Barteaux cleared the way.
"Finally, our poultrymen of
New
After watching the show for a short
England have not been laggar
Response by Curley.
ds.
while, Mayor Curley, in the company
They,
too,
Mayor Curley said:
have been bringing credit
of Mayor Bent and President Field,
to
New
England agriculture. The
am greatly honored lo have the
went to the public address system box
poultrymen of New England
have
and delivered his message. President privilege of speaking to-day at the given
to the industry such fine
Field, with a few words, introduced Brockton Fair, for the Brockton Fair
produc
ts
as
to
the
me
is
Plymo
much
uth
more than a local
Rocks and
Mayor Bent, who presented Mayor
the Rhode Island
Reds, whose
Curley to the audience. Mayor Cur- event. It is a part of a national •
progen
y
stitut
grace
ion
and
ills
farmyards all over the
to me a living monuley received a fine ovation both at,
now Dick Harwood,
his introduction and at the close of ment, to the oldest and greatest of all world. And
our
presid
indust
ent
rial
of our famous Boston
activities—agriculture.
his speech.
Poultr
y
show, has produced a beau'Agriculture is probably the
Mayor Bent Speaks.
tiful new breed, the Cohunb
strongest and greatest, of all our
ia,n LegIn introducing Mayor Curley•Mayor
horn, which has already
industries. It is world-wide in its
got, official
Bent spoke as follows:
recognition and has started
practice and is the back -log of
on its
"I have conferred upon me as
way to greater glory.
most of our other industrial enmayor of Brockton the signal honor
"New England has more
terprises.
Agriculture in the
diseaseof introducing to the patrons of the
free poultry flocks than
United States is of immense imany other
Brockton Fair one of the most illusportance. It has been estima
sectio
n
of
the
United States, and
ted
trious 8011S of the commonwealth.
It pays one-fifth of the cost
we are proud of this
of
achievement.
But before presenting to you the
our government and engag
New
England breeders have
es
nearly
Hon. James M. Curley of Boston, I
nearly one
ot our popu.a.mechanived their birds,
and hold
am going to take the liberty to tell
tion.
more world-record, high
production
some of the sentiments that are
"Agriculture is not a single
indus- liens, than any other section of the
surging up within me.
try, It differs in its produc
cows
•
ts and in
"I cannot let this opportunity pass its procedure,
and in its local and "I wish to say that my
without voicing the pride that wells sectio
Interest,
nal interests, but basically it
tS in New England agriculture is very
up in my heart at being mayor of everywhere the
real,
same,
The
insofar as it
people of the city of
our fair city on such a momentous provides most
Bosof the food and cloth- ton, for whom I
occasion. Through 50 years of steady ing of
speak, spend anthe world, and a large part
nually
hundreds of millions of
of
growth our city now ranks with the the raw
dolmaterials for our nation
al lars for the product of those
most progressive municipalities In manufactur
tliree.
es.
agricultural industries in
the State In every branch of civic
'No Man can seriously
which New
look baclj England specializes. It
achievement. Guided ever by the over histor
is with deep
y without beim/ imnres
se regret that I cannot focus
beacon light of courage our leaders
more el

Urges New England to Realize Its Possibilities and Achievements—Makes Tour of
Grounds With Party and Mayor Bent, His
Host for Day---Does Well on Midway.
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CURLEY SOUNDS OPTIMISTIC
frIOTE IN REMARKS AT FAIR

by the importance of the farmer and
the undeniable fact that agricultural
economics explain many of the big
events of political history. As this
theory has a direct bearing on present
world events it is timely and profitable to comment on it here.
"I have on other occasions said the
city dweller and the farmer are dependent on each other. Their cooperation is necessary for the prosperity of any nation. The farmer who
produces more than he and his family can eat is under the obligation to
sell his surplus to survive, and his
only sure market lies in the population of the cities which do not produce their own food. Thus we see
while the farmer is more and more
dependent on the city dweller for his
Sounding a keynote of optimism lin all walks of life have faithfully
manufactured goods, the city dweller
and urging New England to rise to !discharged their trust. To-day we is absolutely
dependent on the farmer
a realization of its agricultural pos- allow our pride to be unconfined. for his food and raw materials.
sibilities and achievements, Mayor We feel justified in extolling to our
New England Farmer.
James M. Curley of Boston brought many visitors the merits of our
"It is with great pride that I can
a significant message to patrons at thriving city.
the Brockton Fair on Boston day.
"It is our privilege to-day to dwell point t' the past traditions and
Mayor Curley was accompanied by in loving memory with those of the the present achievements of the
members cf his immediate family pioneers of our city, whose stout New England farmer. He has exertand intimate friends and during his hearts and unswerving loyalty have ed a leadership of progress and
stay at the grounds was entertained been the foundation upon which the quality that well rivals any claims
success or our undertakings has been of New England to industrial leadby Mayor Bent and fair officials.
built. We bow in homage to those ership. No man can wander through
Mayor Curley arrived at the grounds hardy forbears whose vision and these cattle exhibits, on this fair
shortly after 3 o'clock in company foresight were never dimmed by the ground, without being Impressed by
with his daughter, Miss Mary Curley clouds of gloom that at times gath- an excellence of quality unequalled
and her friend, Miss Helen Maher of ered upon the horizon. We recog- anywhere.
Chicago. Others in the party were nize the staunch qualities of those
"Our garden products, too,
John J. Curley, the mayor's brother, who have guided the destinies of our
have won for New England naand his daughter, Miss Margaret Cur- city through troubled waters.
"We rejoice that in our midst there
tional and international fame,
ley, and John A. Connolly, Jr., Stanton R. White, assistant director of are so many civic minded citizens, Rad examples of our quality
products fill a great building •
public celebrations, and Charles Mur- who are always ready to give unsparingly of their time and efforts
here to-day, but the name or
phy.
that
the
city
might
continue
In
its
our products is spread over the
The visiting guests were met at the
world, and there are few railgate by Mayor Bent and Perley G. forward march.
I
feel
that
I
.
And
now
have
enway or steamship menus, which
Flint, secretary of the Brockton Agricroached
liberally
upon
your
good
do not some time boast of 'Boscultural Society, and were escorted to
I
take
pleasure
graces
so
in
preton Market Celery.'
President Field's box in the grandsenting the Hon. James M. Curley,
stand. Police Officers Wilson and
"Finally, our poultrymen of New
mayor
01
lSo.Ston.
Barteaux cleared the way.
England have not been laggards.
Response by Curley.
After watching the show for a short
They, too, have been bringing credit
company
the
Mayor
Curley
Curley,
in
said:
while, Mayor
to New England agriculture. The
of Mayor Bent and President Field,
"I am greatly honoreil to have the poultrymen of New England have
system
box
address
went to the public
privilege of speaking to-day at the given to the industry such fine
and delivered his message. President Brockton Fair, for the Brockton Fair
products as the Plymouth Rocks and
introduced
Field, with a few words.
to me is much more than a local the Rhode Island
Reds, whose
Mayor Bent, who presented Mayor event. It is a part of a national
Curley to the audience. Mayor Cur- stitution and it is to me a living mono progeny grace farmyards all over the
ley received a fine ovation both at ment to the oldest and greatest of all world. And now Dick Harwood,
his introduction and at the close of our industrial activities--agriculture. president of our famous Boston
Poultry show, has produced a beauhis speech.
'Agriculture is probably the
tiful new breed, the Cohunbian LegMayor Bent Speaks.
strongest and greatest of all our
horn, which lies already got, official
industries. It is world-wide in its , recognition and has
In introducing Mayor Curley. Mayor
started on its
practice and is the back-log of
Bent spoke as follows:
way to greater glory.
most
of
our
other
industrial
enas
conferred
upon
me
have
"I
'New England has more diseaseAgriculture in the
terprises.
mayor of Brockton the signal honor
free poultry flocks than any other
United
States
is
of
immense
imthe
patrons
of
the
to
introducing
of
section of the United States, and
portance. It has been estimated
Brockton Fair one of the most illuswe are proud of this achievement..
It
pays
one-fifth
of
the
cost
of
commonwealth.
the
trious sons of
New England breeders have nearly
our
government
and
engages
the
to
you
presenting
But before
mechanized their birds, and hold
nearly one-tliird of our laarasiHon. James M. Curley of Boston, I
more world-record, high production
tion.
am going to take the liberty to tell
"Agriculture is not a single Indus- hens, than any other section of the
some of the sentiments that are
try. It differs in its products and in country.
surging up within me.
"I wish to say that my Interest
"I cannot let this opportunity pass its procedure, and in its local and
without voicing the pride that wells sectional interests, but basically it 1. in New England agriculture Is very
real. The people of the city of Bosup in my heart at being mayor of everywhere the same, insofar as
our fair city on such a momentous provides most of the food and cloth- ton, for whom I speak, spend anoccasion. Through 50 years of steady ing of the world, and a large part of nually hundreds of millions of dolgrowth our city now ranks with the the raw materials for our national! lars for the product of those three
agricultural industries in which New
most progressive municipalities in manufactures.
"No Man can seriously look bacc
lcil England specializes, It is With deep
the State in every branch of civic
regret that I cannot focus more cf
achievement. Guided ever by the over history without being imense
m
beacon light of courage our leaders

Urges New England to Realize Its Possibilities and Achievements---Makes Tour of
Grounds With Party and Mayor Bent, His
Host for Day---Does Well on Midway.
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by Miss Mary Curley, daughter of the
A IltrsrrliftlOn of this scene
plit2r.
'TT be afforded listeners by one of a
spoeial staff of 10 announcers.
11 a network of VC stations wIii,
be set up to carry the anniversary pro-i
(
gram to other parts of the United.
States. in the hour following the National Broadcasting company will
broadcast from New Tork a special
salute to New England's oldest radio
station and the most venerable broadexcaster on :ley network in the world feacepting . - )KA. This tribute willdance
ture nil-star Brondwayites and microhands and will also bring to the of the
phone several former members
staff of WBZ, now serving at NBC.
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MAYOR CURIEY GIVES TALK
AND SEES FAIR EXHIBITS

Young,
These include John Shaw Reeves.
C.
Howard AN Petrie. Vella
,
Holbrook.
Alwyn E. W. Bach, John W.

Kenneth C. MacGregor and William
G. Lundell.
Foremost among the features contributed from the Boston and Springfield studios is the "pops" program to
be played by a salon group composed
to.,.f members of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra under The direction of Samuel Seiniger. Besides this stellar attraction there will he others of strong
appeal, notably the Tenatones, one of
Greater Boston's leading trios (male);
.Joe ilines's•Show Boat orchestra; 1.4eo
Reisman's Egyptian ROCLM orchestra,
Rotel Bradford orchestra, Falvey's orchestra and two studio Jazz bands.
Boston artists appearing include
Polly Willis, lyric soprano; Orrin

White, baritone; Doris Tirrell. pianist;
Ted Doolittle, crooner; Peg La Centra,
blues singer: Aldan Redmond, bari-

tone; Edward MacHugh, baritone; Eddie Lord ;aed Harry Foisey, organists.
Frederick U. Rogere, Pittsburg baritone, will sing and he is :Axe to give
greetings for KDKA to its New England sister station.
Additional features include a musical salute to New England business,
agriculture and industry and to those
aiding its growth, which is to he
broadcast, as the "Parade of Progress."
During the early morning hours the
;anniversary program will be dedicated to DX listeners and foreign tuners
when a serenade by dance bands will
be carried under the banner "Around
the World With W1XAZ."
Songe and chatter by Broadway
comedians, classical piano music and
a talk on the United States constitution will feature programs of National
Broadcasting company tenight.
Ray Perkins, outstanding NBC
song-and-patter exponent, will almost
open and close the brOadeaating day.
Perkins, as the Prince of Pineapple,
will be heard over an NBC-WJZ netWork from 10 to 10.f5 a. m., eastern
daylight time, and again from 11.30 to
11.45 p. m., over an NBC-WEAF network on the Frigidarians program
with the Landt trio and White.
The Radio guild, at 4.15 p. m., over
an NBC-WJZ network, will offer "The
Show Off" by George Kelly. Mme
Frances Aida, operatic soprano, with
Frank LaForge at the piano, will be
heard in a program of old-time songs
at 7.15 p. m.
he
A Constitution week talk will
I
; heard over an NBC-WEAF network,
Bar
American
the
Odder auspices of
association committee on American
citizenship, from 5 to 5.30 p. m., William .1. Donovan, former assistant
United States attorney-general, will
speak on "Can the Constitution abiet
Our Changing Serial and Erenonii.
Condit loos?" Thr program will corn'
N. J.
from .1111111th'
fav.orlte,
Fred .Netaire, Broadway
as
program
the.
highlight
will
from 8 to 8.30 p. in., over
emelt. at
Tirtisian NBC-WJZ eetwork. Nat
muitiloff'm orchestra will proVide the
zioaKiOrepoprowsimponsie
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Boston's Chief ExecuDive Despite
tive Accompanied by •
•
is
Stiff Winds
His Daughter and •
•
It looked for a while as
•
• though the fair patrons were
Party.
•
An optimistic and prosperous
outlook for the city of Brockton
directly through the return to
prosperity of the farmer and
agriculturists was prophecieci
as certainty by Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston, Thursday,
during his visit to the fair on
Boston day.

going to miss the dives by
Capt. Sol Solomon from his
122 foot perch and by Miss
Rae Richards from her 70
foot platform Thursday afternoon because of a particularly stiff wind. Both divers,
with undoubtedly more courage and caution, "carried on'
and made their dives. Both
• were given enthusiastic ap•
• plause for their daring and
courage.

•
ID
•
•
•
•
•

Mayor Curley arrived at the
grounds about 3.15. He was accompanied by his daughter,.Miss Mary
Curley, and a companion of Miss
Curley's, Miss Helen Maher of
Chicago. At the grounds waiting ••••••••••••OOOOOOOOOOO
the arrival of Mayor Curley and
his party were John J. Curley, horse barns. Mayor Curley showed
brother of the mayor, and his great interest in the spirited anidaughter, Miss Margaret Curley, mals on exhibition. Trips were
John A. Connolly, Stanton R. then made to exposition and agriWhite, assistant director of pub- cultural buildings and the sightlic celebrations and Charles Murphy seeing tour concluded with a tour
of the Boston city government.
of the barns housing the many
Mayor Curley and his party herds of blooded cattle. Mayor
were received by Mayor Harold D. Curley continually expressed his
Dent and Secretary Perley G. Flint delight and astonishment at the
and members of the press at the splendor of the great fair.
Forest avenue entrance. The party
immediately adjourned to the pri- /3/0 4-6 P0ft.r
r 9A-/,
vate box of President Fred F. Field
they
where
in the grand stand
watched the stage and track sht..,,s
races and horse show.
The Boston chief executive, escorted by Mayor Bent and Pres.•
WAziriiNGT011. sept. 1117—IBy UniField then crossed the track to the
versal Service) Formation of a nationjudges stand where Pres. Field preal Roosevelt-ear-President club. with
sented Mayor Bent. Over the amplifiMeyer James M. Curley. of Boston, as
cation system Mayor Bent congratueneraef the organtzeiterwas revealed in
lated Brockton's citizenry for the
letters received by members of Confaith in the city which made a
gressy.and other prominent Democrats
to
magnificent celebration and tribute
"America rails another Roosevelt" is
possible. He spoke of his prida in
the inscription on a.button bring disthe progress and achievements of
tributed.
the city and also expressed his
Mayor Curley's letter:
deep satisfaction at being privileg"It is becoming inereasiniily evident
ed to be the chief executive of the
that the people of -he United States
city during such an auspicious ochave decided to make a complete
casion. Mayor Bent then introducchange In the administration of their
government at the next tvolnivo
ed Mayor Curley.
tion.
Mayor Curley lauded the spirit
"It is else evident there Is a coonof optimism and the faith in their
r.111 for the services of the
try-w:de
forefathers which had marked
great governor of New York to 14:ad the.
Brockton's progress and its reforces at democracy.
newed prosperity in the light of
"While our party has many men who
onuld handle the high office of prestlocal recovery evidenced after the
oent with honor, dignity end ability,
depression.
It would seem that, the man who so
At the conclusion of his speech
gloriously swept. the Empire State in
the Boston mayor was given a great
the last, election has caught, the gyreround of applause. With his party
Pthetir attention of the people."
the
about
shown
then
was
he
After praising Governor Ronevelt as
the
to
taken
was
trip
A
grounds.
a man who has never faltered when
the
to
then
and
ring
show
horse
demands were mane upon him by
country, state or friend, the letter con-

CURLEY ENDORSES
ROOSEVELT DRIVE

tInued
"America

in her present crisis need.
ispirituil guidance, No men in nor party so magnificently comblnes high academic: training and deep spirituality
as does OM Franklin Delano Roose.
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Station WBZ Celebrates
Anniversary With Opening
Of Hotel Bradford Studio:
Elaborate Radio Program Broadcast With
Tributes From President Homer,
Governor Ely, Mayor Curley
_
Station WBZ celebrated the 10th
last
ion
its
organizat
of
anniversary
night with an elaborate program
broadcast from its newly opened
studio, which occupies the fifth
floor of the Hotel Bradford. The 6
program began at 9.30 o'clock and
concluded at 7.30 o'clock this morning.
Station WBZA as well as Westinghouse stations elsewhere, participated in broadcasting the tributes
of President Hoover, Calvin Coolidge, Cardinal O'Connell, the New
England Governor,s Mayor Curley
of Boston, Mayo Winter of Spring,field in the presence of a gathering of some 600 people gathered at
the studios.
J. P. Alexander, district manager
for the Westinghouse Electrical
Mfg. Co., after his greeting to the
speakers and guests, took charge of
the introductions. A. B. Reynders,
manager of the East Springfield
works of the Westinghouse company, gave his greeting from the
Kimball studio in Springfield, as
did Mayor Winter, Frederick G.
Rogers, general director of Westinghouse stations, gave the greetings
of KDKA from the station in Pittsburgh. L. C. Prior, manager of the
Hotel Bradford, gave a reminiscent
talk and welcomed the studio to its
new location.
Mayor Curley, speaking from
New York, where he went yesterday afternoon, predicted the drawing of nations of the world into
closer communion by means of a
NORMAN E. WHITTAKER
better understanding through the
agency of the radio and the abolition of war thereby. '
Whittaker of SaxDeWitt C. DeWolf represented was Norman E.
al representative
commerci
on
d
onville,
commente
He
Governor Ely.
New England
ouse
Westingh
the
Governor
of
the
and
he
the fact that
r, a popular
Whittake
Mr.
western
stations.
the
of
hills
hail from the
is a gradstaff,
WBZ
the
of
member
was
it
that
and
part of the state
school
High
ham
Framing
of
first
uate
the
that
from the same locality
the
Among
College.
Burdett
a
WBZ,
and
over
message went forth
the
in
part
take
to
artists
F.
radio
Edwin
Mayor
message from
program was Arthur
Leonard of Springfield being the dedicatory
of Framingham,
first from the station in East Hinz, formerly a member of the
who sang as
Springfield.
Four.
As part of the festivities, Mr. Breakfast
Among the guests at the studios
DoWolf cut the huge birthday cake
Mrs. George Robinson,
presented to the station by Mr. were Mr. and of Framingham and
C. R. Sullivan
'
ative of The News.
Active in the reception of guests a represent

Assists at Opening
of New WBZ Studio
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STATE FIREMEN
MEET NEXT WEEK
The 52d annnal convention of the
Massachusetts State Firemen's Association will be held in Lynn next
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
September 22, 23 and 24, with sessions at the New Ocean House in
Swampscott.
Chief Edward E. Chase of Lynn
of
Warnock
James
and Chief
Swampscott, will act as hosts to the
President James S.
convention.
Koen, deputy chief of the Salem fire
department, will open the first session at 2.30 o'clock, Tuesday afternoon.
There will be addresses of welcome
by Mayor J. Fred Manning, of Lynn;
Timothy A. Curtin, president of the
Lynn City Council; Senator William
F. Shanahan, and R. Wyer Greene,
chairman of the Swampscott board
of selectmen.
At the Wednesday afternoon session the speakers will include Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston; Attorherceikeasaggi_aute•ph E. Warner;
State Fire Marshal John W. Reth;
O'Brien of the departWilliam H
ment of public utilities; Fire Cornmissioner Edward F. McLaughlin of
; Boston; ex-Mayor Ralph S. Bauer of
Lynn; Peter E. Carr, commissioner
of public safety, Lawrence; ex-Fire
• Commisisoner Theodore A. Glynn of
Boston; and W. E. Leighton, of the
Bureau of Explosives.
The annual memorial address will
be given by the Rev. George W. Casey of Swampscott. The ladies' auxiliary, headed by Mrs. Flora C. Day,
of Lynn, will meet during the convention, which will end Thursday
with an election of officers.
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FIREMEN MEET
AT SWAMPSCOTT
The 52nd annual convention of the
Massachusetts State Firemen's association will be held in Lynn next
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Sept. 22, 23 and 24, with sessions at
the New Ocean house in Swampscott.
Chief Edward E. Chase, of Lynn,
James Warnock, of
and Chief
Swampscott, will act as hosts. President James S. Keen, deputy chief
of the Salem fire department, will
open the first session at 2.3 Tuesday afternoon.
There will be addresses of welcome
by Mayor J. Fred Manning' of Lynn;
Timothy A. Curtin president of the
Lynn City Council; Senator William
F. Sha.nahen and R. Wyer Greene,
chairman of the Swampscott Board
of Selectmen.
At the Wednesday afternoon session, the speakers will include Mayor
James M. Curley er Boston; Atty.
State Fire,
Gen.
Marshal John W. Rah; William H.
t
O'Brien, of the departmen of public
utilities; Fire Commissioner Edward
F. McLaughlin of Boston; Ex-Mayar
Ralph S. Bauer of Lynn; Peter E.
Carr, commissioner of Public Safety,
E'-Fire Commissioner
Lawrence;
Theodore A. Glynn of Boston; and
W. E. Leighton of t,he Bureau of Explosives. The annual memorial address will be given by the Rev.
George W. Cas?y tdi Swampscott,.
Inc Ladies auxiliary, headed try
Mrs. Flora C. Day, of Lynn, will me*
duiing the, convention, which witt.egui
ThurseaP with an ,eleetiow0101
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FIREMEN OF STATE
c WILL MEET NEXT
WEEK IN LYNN
Boston, Sept. 19.—The 52d
annual convention of the Massachusetts State Firemen's ast.elation will be held in Lynn next
Tuesday,- Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 22, 23 and 24, with
sessions at the New Ocean House
in Swampscott.
Chief Edward E. Chase of Lynn
and Chief James Warnock of
Swampscott will act as hosts to
the convention. President James
S. Koen, deputy chief of the Salem fire department, will open
; the first session at 2.30 Tuesday
afternoon.
There will be addresses of
welcome by Mayor J. Fred Manning of Lynn; Timothy A. Curtin,
president of the Lynn city council; Senator William F. Shanahan
I and R. Wyer Greene, chairman of
the Swampscott board of selectmen.
At the Wednesday afternoon
session the speakers will include ,
Mayor James Mitilvtiteux„pf Bos-Er. Warner,
ton, AttY.
State Fire Marshal Jolla W. Reth,
William H. O'Brien of the depart- ;
ment of public utilities: Fire Cornmissioner Edward F. McLaughlin of Boston, ex-Mayor Ralph S.
Bauer of Lynn; Peter E. Carr,
commissioner of public safety.
Lawrence; ex-Fire Comrnissione?
Theodore A. Glynn of Boston and
W. E. Leighton of the bureau o'!
explosives. The annual memorial
addrees will be given by the Rev.
George W. Casey of Swampscot'.
The Ladies' Auxiliary, headed Ey
Mrs. Flora C. Day of Lynn, will
Meet during the convention, which
will end Thursday with an election of officers.
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WBZ CELEBRATES
10th ANNIVERSARY
BOSTON, Sept. 19 (AP)-The 10th
birthday of W13Z, New England's oldest and the world's second oldest
radio broadcasting station, was s'.elebrated through last night and today.
The anniversary celebration also
served In the nature of dedicatory exercises for the new studio at the
Hotel Bradford. More than 500 persons crowded the studio through the
night from the opening of the exercises at 8.30 p. m., Eastern standard
time, until 8.30 a. m.. Eastern standard time, today. While the actual
exercises lasted but 10 hours, the
station had scheduled 5 30-hour
broadcast from 7 a. at,, Eastern standard time. Friday until 11 p, m.,
Eastern standard time, tonight.
The National Broadcasting Company tuned in with a salute late last
night as a huge birthday cake with
10 candles was carved.
President Hoover, cornier President
Calvin Coolidge, the New England
governors, and Mayors James M. Curies...of Boston and Tertrre-st. \Totter
of Springfield joined In broadcasting
tributes. De Witt C. Dewolf represeated Governor lily of Massachuaetts. who war unable to be present.
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Boston Goes Modest
To Tune of $1000 On
Library's Statuary
Boston, Sept. IS-Boston will be
modest, even if It does cost $1000.
Mayor James M. Curley has ordered stone masons to drape a
granite ribbon over nude statuary
above the entrance to the new
$100,000 Mission Hill public library.
This followed complaints from
Roxbury residents that the carvings. depicting two unclad youths
guarding the city seal, were immodest.
Though granite fig leaves probably would have been cheaper, the
mayor, after inspecting the stateary, deemed it advisable to add
the ribbon, expected to cost $1000.
ot
The 52nd annual convention
Firemen's
the Massachusetts State
Lynn,
Association will be held in
September 22, 23 and 24, with :seshouse in
sions at the New Ocean speakers
Swampscott. Among the
E.
will be Attorney General Joseph
Clu-Warner and Mayor James M.
Irroen,
leg.,of Boston.
dephity chief of the Swampscott fire
department is president of the association. The Ladles' auxiliary
will meet during the convention,
which will end Thursday with an
election of officers.

Thursday, Sept. 17.-Mayor James
at
M. Curley of Boston is gtiiit
ton Fair.
Erica-

Mayor Qwie continues to expend
his literari=ty in defending the
five-day week as an "alternative for
the dole." But in administering affairs he adheres to a businesslike
attitude. In a letter to department
heads he forbids overtime payments,
and says that no more will be approved. If city employes work overtime, as is often necessary, they
much receive compensatory time off.
"There is no way in which anyone
'can justify overtime payments with
'the unemployment situation as it is
'at present and with public welfare
'demands greatly in excess of other
'years." Giving employes compensatory time off instead of overtime
pay will save the city $100,000 a
year, he says. Creation of additional
jobs in this manner will have general approval. It is exactly the opposite policy to six days' pay for
five days' work, which the mayor
has threatened to adopt at a yearly
increase of $750,000 in the city
payroll.

Raft
WBZ CELEBRATES
ITS 10TH BIRTHDAY
(
10th
Boston, Sou. 19-( AP)
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-The

bil•Laday of WBZ, New England's oldest and tlx world's second oldest
radio broadcasting station, was celebrated through last night and today. ,
The anniversary celebration also
served in the nature of dedicatory
Oxercises for the new studio at th.:
Hotel Bradford. More than 500 pet
sons crowded the studio through the
night from the opening of the exercises at 8.30 n. m., Eastern standard
time, until 6.30 a. m., eastern standard
time, today. While the actual exercises lasted but 10 hours, the station
had schcduled a 30-hour broadcast
from 7 a. in., eastern standard tin,
Friday. until 11 p. m., eastern standard time, tonight.
The National Broadcasting company
tuned in with a salute late last night
am a huge birthday cake 'with 10 candles was carved.
President Hoover, former President
Calvin Coolidge, the New England
M. Curgovernors, and Mayors Ja
ley of Boston and Dwight R.
broadcasting
of-lqtringlield joined in
tributes. DeWitt C. DeWolf repreaented Gov Ely of Massachusetts, whc.
was unable to be present.
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Ibis immense
purchasing
power upon
our local prod
ucers. Althou
limited in my
gh I am
fr
am glad to en eedom to act. I still
courage in ev
ery way
the business
of the New
England
farmer, for
a prosperous
countryside means
more business
for the
merchants
of the city.
"It seems to
m
e
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w England
States are mi
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t opportunity to encour
age New Engl
and agriculture and
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crease the
purchasing
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by not direct
ing that
State supporte
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ure.
"In closing, I
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as a city, th
e congratulati
the metropolit
ons of
an city of Ne
land."
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MAYOR CURLEY WILL FIGHT
COUNCILLOR KE Y IN 15TH
Freely Predicted In City Hall That MayorLL
Is
Anxious To See "Fire-Eating" Ward 15
Man Beaten In Contest
EXPECT HIM TO TAKE STUMP IN SCRAP
Will Back Most Promising Opponent To End
Kelly's Political Career For Good--Opposed
By Kelly In Everythink
1
3,aso
, J:,,,, Al.

yurio.

wil, "ill

IIIIIII

I ,ll'

1111

ilffic• alit! lliill

Illt• lilies

, into ward 15 in the tight for the Otte are alrea
dy hying established to wake
ill
the city mimed now held b lik hi Pill it
1"
."1.""
"
rtlintr'.
\ no other of eunithin tem nu ye
Coutivillor Franeis E. Kelly of Tordi
[ well
fl '
put
into
the
field
draw
strength
to
St to bring about the election of 1.%
. from Coonrillor Kelly
, while the
111 militate friendly to
his o1(licies. It r:tvfirite of the Mayor will be given
wits learned yesterday from a normally everY possible suppo
rt that eau be
authentic moire.) at city hall.
Iris pit.
I nip
oof
t'ouncillor Kelly's latest
The Mayor's hostility to Kelly
is chi,:hr. with the Mayor was over the
veil known, due naturally to the
con- purelmse of ice-cream for the ward'
s
sistent and persistent attneks of the eclehratio
n of i1)4. Fourth, which relatter upon the Mayor ever since he stilted finally in Kelly being held
responsilde for the lee-cream he pertook his seat in the council.
llouticillor Kelly has opposed the sonallv or4lered. lee-ereani ordered by
Mayor at every turn 81111 ill his heated the directer of eelebrations wits paid
for „il l of the appropriat
ion, though
speeches itt the council chamber lie
has
lashed the Mayor upon every possioieKelly and his friends claimed the ice'III„.as never delivered.
oevasion. Ile has aceused 111111 of ail
The Councillor has been much in tile
sorts of things, but the Mayit
r, olteltlY.
lots never appeared to recognize the 'midi, eye a nil seemingly has considerahle strength on his side. Two years
viii lit'tih
politician's
blasts. 'I' h e
ago he swamped Councillor Thomas
.M..y.tr's friends, however, have
atMeMahon in ti lipid of several cantempted without result, to eurb Kelly
's
remarks at times and to steer him didates. and it is doubtful if he Can
...mut on McMahon's help in his coinst raight on varlims matters.
None of their advice liii S heeii taken lug tight with the forces led by the
and t'onneillor Kelly has continued
his almost lone-hand drive against
LA th
r/ .•
the
Mayor up to the present time. Even
while he was In the hospital for
an
appendicitis operation he hurled a
few
shot$ al the MN yor.
With the
about to open
full blast an41 a grillld free-for-all tight
in sight in ward IS with several candidates already in the running perso
ns
BOSTON, Sept 22—(T)—Ca ncella
close to Mayor Curley are firml
y conlion of foreign war
Ws on
w as eurgedvinced that the Mayor will
oLdi
step out
lion that the world *tasarm
44tivilly to give battle to 1.'4.u
ncillor
today by Mayor James M. Curle
Kelly.
y as
he
signed a disarmament petition
i'reni the advance tips .111 the
of
prothe Women's International
League
gram It looks as if It will he one
for Peace and Freedom. Tlw
of
petition
t he Hoist bitter cumuli hit hit
will be filed with President
into
Hoover.
WIll
,
11 Mayor I lirley ever
Mayor Curley appealed to
placed himthe
self
is helipved that he :liquidly
learn delerres to start a
to force the government to crusade
s'lllsI limp the district to make
take adsure
vantage of its leadership in the
that Kelly is defeated.
money
It is stated that the Mayor has
de.1414441 to hack a well-known
ward 15

IRISH HURLING TEAM
TO VISIT BOSTON
The Tipperary Hurling team, champions of Ireland in that ancient Irish
sport, is coming to Boston soon. The
members of the team landed in New
York, September 16, will play their first
game in that city Sunday, September
20. Hurling is the National game of
Ireland and was played there for centuries. It is a fast game requiring
fleetness of foot, keenness of eye,
strength and ability and a skill in
wielding the hurley that comes only
with long practice. They will arrive in
Boston, Wednesday, September 23rd.
The headquarters of team while in
Boston will be the Hotel Statler.
The team will be tendered a reception by the United Irish societies of Boa
ton in Hibernian Hall, Roxbury on
Wednesday evening, September 23rd.
O'Leary's Irish Minstrels will furni
sh
music for the dancing.
His Honor
Janig...r,Aur.lioy is interested in making their stay in Boston a pleasant
one and will tender them a luncheon
on some date to be announced later.
The Tipperary men's organization the
representatives of the County in Ireland from which the visitors come will
also entertain them royally.

WOULD CANCEL WAR DEBTS
IF WORLD WOULD DISARM

•

market by making the
world disarm.
If the nations of the world
would disarm, he said, the.
gover
cancel the foreign war nment could
repeal the prohibition debt and then
tain sufficient revenue laws to obto offs-et the
loss of war debts,
"Repeal of
prohib
” said the
mayor, "would permiition,
t is to abrog
ate
the entire indebtedne
ss
world would be better and the whole
off than at the
present time through
the removal of
the fear of war."
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putting his program across as preaction of some kind, according to the in
seated. despite all, the smoke that will
preeent outlook. Back of this is the
thrown out.
driving force of the governor which, he
' Much Criticism Beard
thought it apparently has never been
titicism continues to be heard hestrongly exhibited In the past, exists ,.C
„.
nevertheless, and -may, be brought into ........,, t he governor's message and inplay if necessary to put across this
suranca bills were referred to cominsurance relief for the public.
and judiciary.
insu
mittees on insurance
Interests Opposed
The program of the insurance in- sitting jointly. One criticism has been
terests has been announced . as woven that the majority of the two coma round the desire for repeal of thei mittees come' from zones whose ran a
o
law and in its place. en- are not affected materially by the 1932
cmpulsory
ietment of a financial responsibility rates promulgated. This would he only
law somewhat like that in effect in natural, it true, because 263 municiConnecticut. Against this is the quite palities of Om; 355 in the state are in
general wish of the public, and Gov' zone 1A, which has the lewest rates,
C:iy as well, that the compulsory law and in this zone are registered more
be retained. Thus, the two interests cars than in any other. Still, this Asare diametrically opposed. In between sertion is not true, as study of the
them runs the program advanced last committee makeup has proved.
inight, by the committee of city soliEighteen of the 31 members on
'citors and town counsel, which acted tho two committees come from zones
after being galled together by Mayor affected by the 1932 rates. end they
James M. Curley of Boston.
By HENRY G. LOGAN
are from at11(`A which ha 'e great t
At first, this committee seemingly
(Staff Correspondent of The Dally favored some form of demerit rating than the average rate for the state
Western alassachusetts has only thre.
News)
and, as near as can he learned, desig- members on the two committees, SenBoston, Sept. 30—Quite apparent it tutted two learned counsel among its
ator Theodore R. Plunkett of Adams
rnATAI
P
is that Gov Joseph B. Ely ---members to frame such a plan for on insuranee, and Senator Frank HurDustiness with respect to changing the pres nta ion
to the Legislature. After ley and Representative Francis P.
automobile insurance law, and that a great deal of study, the two counboth of Holyoke, on judiciavy.
ictless tbe insurance companies quit selors returned to their committee Clark,
majority, favor ritaiding aroffnd with. their opposition threw up their hands and said an Lawyers, in the
u tention of tSie compulsory law. That
-t rd-offer cooperation for his program,equitable.- demerit rating system was
ascribed as natural, because
sttps wilj ge taken to provide a stateimpossible,aa far• ea they were eon- may be so much business for
makes
Ahem.
-hid/I to" fin'ale compulsory Insurance,_Pd Frank A. GoOdwin, stormy it
aside
from this feature, they
hut
—
of this ki ; and that it will corral petrel
of Insurance, then stepped for- must recognize the law to be kat
enough votes in the Legislature to could not. be factually disputed by
else they could not consistently be for
I it roInCe
I it.
y000.
Gov Ely hasn't said this, but It isi allWhether
bills
pertaining
many
the
On the insurance committee,
quite evident that he wouldn't have to this subject of insurance, which the
called the special session of the Leg- Legislature has admitted for consider- majority of the members are engaged
'Mature and made his five spell ation at this session, will clutter up in the insurance business. Naturally,
1
they might favor the ideas that the
t ecomm
be the discussion anti halt a decision re- insurance interests favor, but strange.
studied the whole subject and had
woulmains to be seen. Some opine it w1.1 it seems probable they
ideas
his
that
convinced
will not
come
no difference, because the ideas
m
thaake
bring about a reduction in rates to dd they set forth would he considered by knuckle, as a whole, to these idea*
if the insurance
still would permit the Companies
the legislative committees engaged in to realize that ainterests can he made
state fund will be
business without a loss.
working out a program, anyway. 0th- provided for If
after
forth
stand
copclusionS
they persist
These
gov.,ers think that with so many bills to antagonism to the present in their
the
of
consideration
of
days
law plus
two
Appargntly 04 choose from, factions will form, each the governor's ideas, perhaps some Ot,
erner's program.
some
and
distinct
feature,
thus
for
it
the lobbying, which was so strong/y
Legimlature, or the majority of
prevent a necessary majority to put criticized by one
;
to.
senator when tag
that s methiskr has got
realizesAn
across the governor's program. In this legislative session
eicr
approach" 4.nd
done.
opened Monday will
dienatore and lie
constituents.
die rdawsu,....,, ..„.. , -,, ,: ._,. .,•,„ 1.,,,,,,,:„„,.:

STATE FUND IF
HIS OWN IDEAS
ARE DISCARDED
Governor Clearly Indicates He
Means to Change Present Law
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REACHING FOR $30,000,000.•

Deeper WaterThe annual convention of the Atlantic
is apparently
month
next
early
ways association in Boston
a big lot Of
for
drive
a
for
'occasion
to be the place and
be of 1110 re
will
it
that
so
canal
money to fix up Cape Cod
outing
day's
a
is
program
the
practical use. A feature of
a sail
on
taken
be
will
afloat on which the delegates
th•rougl, the catial.
members
In order to make the most of the opportunity,
to be
are
harbors
and
of the !Congress committee on rivers
is
who
Boston,
of
•
Cur
taken along as guests of Mayor
of
advisability
the
with
trying to impress the governit
and deep
spending $30,000,000 on the sand hole to broaden
vessels
that
so
en the channel and otherwise reconstriwt it
bottom.
touching
of large size can sail through it without
ditch
Having persuaded the government to buy the
that
found
from the company which dug it and afterwards
inthe
it did not attract Atlantic shipping enough to pay
development
prOMOterS of the
terest on its
the point that, now that the
on
stress
laying
scheme are
imgovernment owns the canal it should lay money out to
prove it.
this
The attitude of the Waterways association towards
association's
proposal will be interesting to follow. That
of a line
construction
the
encourage
to
is
purpose
primary
coast. It
Atlantic
the
along
canals
protected
of inland and
between
cut-off
of
y
a
desirabilit
the
ri•cognizrd
long ago
in
interested
was
and
sound,
Island
Boston bay and Long
vicinity
the
to
river
Taunton
from
conrse
a navigable water
of Quincy bay.
Such a canal would fit into its plans admirably. But
inmeanwhile the Cape Cod canal was opened by private
Now
government.
the
upon
tt rests and finally unloaded
behind the
the Waterways association is being urged to get
associameets
the
t
thou
waterway
for a
$30,000.000 out
the
since
degree,
limited
tion's original purpose in only a
sound
Island
Long
and
run between the canal entrance
carries the dangers of an ocean voyage.
At least the coming of the convention to Boston affords
first love
an occasion for reminding the association of its
of govand to point out that the ex penditure of $30.000.000
waterinland
ernment money could provide a worth-while
a
open
way according to the association's original ideas to
route between Taunton river and Boston harbor.
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When Mayor Curley's five-day week
program goes iAllr"operation next
January the city employees will have
an opportunity to do lots of chores
ound the house. This should make
a
hit with the women of Boston,
SO tt when Mr. Curley wants more
votes le will be able to count on the
women to support him one hundred
percent.

a Red 117
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THE ANSWtrt
IS CERTAINLY
Didn't our mayor and Mayor Curley of Boston team lip pfettr-vretrr
Everywhere the smiling pair was
seen Jim was doffing his derby and
Harold was lifting his felt hat. And
we bet their hands and arms are
tired after all that hand-shaking.

11104.
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Isn't it a rather strange step for
Mayor Curley of Boston to address
eveirtitrilIfTbrat in congress in behalf
of the candidacy of Gov. Roosevelt of
New York for the presidency? It is
too soon to commit the democracy to
any particular candidate.
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Frederick A. Carroll, vice-president
of the National Shawmut bank,
said:—
.
"Arthur Bean was not only a recognized expert on financial matters,
but he was always a helpful and
friendly person. I knew him for a
long time and I know that a great
piolectkr)have
lih
p esi,
tpeoplea
v
•eatno
114ii

dbteyaNtha.I;
rilliElesd I
liluo
eb
ly
"
Frank D. Comerford, president of
the New England Power association,
said: "The death of Mr Berm is a
great loss. He had a fund of information and a great power of analysis.
He had the gift of presenting in a
clear and interesting way the most
complicated of economic conditions."
Daniel W. Gurnett of the firm of
Gurnett & Company, said: "I have
Boston, Scot. 22—Representative always had a great deal of respect
leaders of Boston's financial commun- for Mr Bean as a financial writer and
ity, officers of banks, prominent brok- a friend. He was very well informed
ers, business men and editors, joined
and his opinion carried a great deal of
yesterday in paying tribute to Arthur weight. Everyone liked him personally
J. Bean, financial editor of the Bos- and his death is a great loss to the
ton Post, who died suddenly Sunday Boston financial district."
night,
James Dean, president of the Boston
Stock Exchange, stated: "I have
Tremendous Loss
I known Arthur J. Bean for many years
These men had known Mr Bean in- and had a high regard for him, both
timately and were deeply shocked by :as a man and as a writer. Ills finanhis death. They regarded him highly cial columns were interesting and
as a friend and a colleague. As finan- helpful, and I join with his many
cial advisor and writer, they respect- friends in this expression of regret at
ed hie judgment and opinions and ex - his death."
pleased a deep sense of personal loss
George S. Mumford, president of
In his unexpected death.
the Atlantic National bank, stated:
Mayor Curley, last night issued the "The death of Mr Bean is a distinct
followtnr—Stetement:—
loss to Boston. He had a remarkable
"The untimely death of Arthur J. fund of information and his articles
Bean is a loss not only to his family were widely read."
but to every citizen of the commonJames J. Phelan of Hornblower &
wealth and more particularly to the Weeks, said:—
readers of the Boston Post. The ad"In the passing away of Mr Bean,
vice furnished by him through the New England and especially our Bosfinancial columns of the Boston Pest ton community has met with a trewas so unusual and honest in chars, mendous loss. As an economist, finacter as to win for him a following ancial writer and one who had boundgreater than enjoyed by any financial less faith in his country, Its political,
adviser in New England.
economical and financial ,tabllity, Mr
by Bean was outstanding. His was an
"Though constantly harassed
the exacting requirements of his work, optimistic, cheerful nature, but elhe was never too busy to devote time ways of the sane and sound kind. I
Rnd thought to the helping of his enjoyed and with much benefit, readcountless friends. A kindly, gentle,, ing what he had to say."
courteous and honorable soul has
passed from our midst to the eternal
ovaiN4?
"17A
Peace which a life of service merits
for him."
Bernard W. Trafford, vice-chairman
AT SPECIAL MEETING
of the board of directors, the First
(4. ON AUTO INSURANCE
iNational bank of Boston, said:—
follarge
a
developed
Mr Bean had
Among those present at the
New England,
lowing throughout
special session before Mayor James
(which watched his daily comments
M. Curley last week at Boston,
`with keenest interest, lie was not
voted to ask Governor
when
only an analyst, but a sound judge of
Ely to call a special session of the
security values.”
Legislature to investigate the comWalter S. Bucklin, president of the
National Shawmitt bank, stated:—
pulsory automobile insurance law
Fine Character"
and its operation, was Town Coun"The officers of the Shawmut bank
sel Raymond H. Trefry of Marbleextend their sincere sympathy to the
head, representing the Board of
Boston Post in their loss of Arthur
Selectmen.
Bosof
Bean. He was a real friend
Mayor Curley favored a demerit
ton and New England and his abof 10 per cent. increase afsystem
circles
social
and
business
sence from
ter the first accident, 20 per cent,
will be deeply felt."
additional after the second, and 5
Charles E. Rogerson, president of
the Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
per cent, increase after the third,
company, stated:—
and ruling off the roads of the state
Arthur
of
on
passing
"The sudden
for all time after the fourth. Frank
3. Bean has brought sadness to the
A. Goodwin of the Boston Finance
whose
almost
readers
only
of
legion
Commission and former registrar
contact with him was through his
of motor vehicles, argued that
daily financial columns in the Boston
-without a merit system there could
Post. No one could read those. wellbe no demerit system.
stately, timely financial articles withTown Clerk Richard Tut t had
out seeing the fine character of the
man and realizing that his only mopreviously sent a letter to state
tive was to intelligently give his readofficials voicing the protest of the
ers dependable, unbiased financial
Selectmen against the proposed innewe."
in compulsory auto rates.

Mayor Curley Lauds Honesty
of His Advice in Post
Columns
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ASKS DISARMAMENT
AS WAR DEBT PRICE
Mayor Curley Would Also Re,
peal Proggion to Offset
Loss of Revenue.
BOSTON, Sept. 22. UP').—Cancellation of foreign war debts, on condition that the world disarm, was
urged today by Mayor James M. Curle as he signed a disarmament pe1 ley
1 '
, tition of ths Women'e International
League for Peace and Freedom. The
petition will he filed with President
Hoover.
Mayor Curley appealed to the
league's delegates to start a crusade
to force the government to take advantage of its leadership in the money market by making the world disarm. If the nations of the world
would disarm, he said, the government could cancel the foreign war
debt and then repeal the prohibition
laws to obtain sufficient revenue to
offset the loss of the war debts.
"Repeal of prohih.ition," said the
mayor, "would permit us to abrogate the entire indebtedness and the
whole world would he 'setter off than
at the present time through the
removal of the fear of war."
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Nlajor Walsh to Be
Buried Tomorrow
CLINTON, Sept. —The body of
Maj. Thomas L. Walsh, brother and
law partner of United States Senator David I. Walsh, was brought to
the Water street home of the family
het. e yesterday morning.
Throughout the day the funeral
bier was passed by an unbroken
line of friends end political associates extending sympathy. Hundreds of floral pieces were received
sr the home, end telegrams of condolence came from all parts of the
Many senatorial colcountry.
leagues of Senator Walsh wired
their sympathy.
The three sisters, the Misses
Mary, Hannah and Julie Walsh,
preferred not to announce the
names of those who sent telegrams
or flowers. Complete arrangements
for the funeral will be announced
today although it was made knowo
yesterday that a solemn high mas:•
of requiem will be celebrated in St
John's church, tomorrow at 10 a. ni
and that burial will be in the famil\
lot in Clinton ceme.ery.
Gov, Ely and Mayor Ci;ey
Boston were amone-tivessendin,!
The Governor wired
telegrams.
Senator Walsh: "What can I say
my dear senator, in this hour of
your great sorrow. My heart Inca
mit to you and your sisters and
brothers. I mourn with you. Shall
attend funeral, of course."
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phat Price Modesty?

f7,14/4/

CONVENTION OF
MASS. FIREMEN
AT SWAMPSCOTT
Opened With Ball Game This
Morning; James S. Koen of
Salem Presiding Officer;
Two-Day Program

Residents In the vicinity of this new branch library In
Boston have
protested against the "indecency" of the nude statuary
above the
entrance. So Mayor James M. Curl
has ordered that the figures
be draped with a granite ribbor-Ta a cost of $1000
to the city—
for the sake of modesty.
..

Cooperative Bankers
Meet at Swampscott
Following the registration of some
350 members of the Massachusetts
Cooperative Banke 14' League, who will
attend the thotte-'.ay convention at,
the{ New Ocean Honse In Swampscott:I
yesterday a reception waa held tinder
the personal direction of Prea. Herbert
F. Taylor. Jr., of Wakefield and of
the Boston Cooperative Bank. 'The,
evening's program consisted mostly of
entertainment
and
danelng.
The
major events of the program
will be
featured this evening at the convention
banquet. Mayor James M. 'Cortex of
Boston is exp17177-Trriffirrefniellfr11111qitet with Bank Commissioner Arthur
(lily, Senator Moses of New Hampshire and others. Sonic six or eight
papers will lie presented by th,t ban:.
ers at their business session tomorrow morning and afternoon. The election of league officers will be held Fri(lay morning at the concludiog session
of the members.

The 52d annual convention of the
Massachusetts State Firemen's association opened today at the New
Ocean house, Swampscott, and will
continue through tomorrow evening. President James S. KOen, deputy chief of the Salem fire department will presine. Chief Edward E.
Chase of Lynn and Chief James Warnock of Swampscott will act as hosts
at the convention.
There will be addresses today by
Mayor J. Fred Manning of Lynn;
Timothy A. Curtin, president
of the
Lynn city council; Sen. Willia
m F.
Shanahan and R. Wyer Greene
chairman of the Swampscott board,
of selectmen.
At tomorrow's session, the speakers will include Mayor
James M.
ne of Boston; Atty.
se01'"-Er. Warner; State FireGen. JoMarshal
John W. Beth, William H. O'Brie
n of
the department of public
utiliti
es;
Fire Commissioner Edwar
d
Laughlin of Boston, ex-MayorF. McRalph
S. Bauer of Lynn; Peter
E. Carr,
commissioner of public
safety
at
Lawrence;
ex-Fire
Theodore A. Glynn of Commissioner
Boston and
W. E. Leighton of the
bureau
plosives. The annual memor of exial adnress will be delivered
by the Rev.
George W. Casey of Swamp
scott. The
ladies' auxiliary is
headed by Mrs.
Flora C. Day of Lynn.
The convention got
morning with a baseball away this
tt.t.sn the Salem and Lynn game beFiremen's
Wneball teams.

4),
-7 2.)--,STATE FIREMEN'S
to CONVENTION OPENS
--BOSTON, Sept. 28.--About 1000

firemen and members of the ladies
!
auxiliary attended the opening
of ,
the 52d annual convention of
State Firemen's Association at the
the
New Ocean house, Swempscott,
yesterday.
The convention is being held
on
Invitation of the Lynn fire depart
ment. and as a tribute to Chief Edward E Chase of that department.
Chirf Chase retires Oct. 1 after
years' service, 19 of which he 4(1
has
been chief.
' Members of the Swampscott
board
of .selectmen and Mayor J. Fred
Manning of Lynn welcomed
firemen yesterday. I.ast night the
a
dance was held at the hotel.
At the session today, at
which
.1nroes F. Keon of Salem, presid
of the asaocialon, will preside, ent
speakers will be Mayor Curly, the
Atty,
(,en. Joseph E. Warner,
re Commissioner James F. McLaughlin
of
Boston, State Fire Marshal
Beth, Theodore A. Glynn, John W.
former
Boston fire commisioner.
and
mer Mayor Ralph S. Bauer of ((tiA parade also will be held in Lynn.
Lynn
today.
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Eagles to Stand
Ground in Boston

r

ie,4 al

IV32 Game Fair Test

While it is regretted that the
The decision to stage this year's 1931 contest will not he played
Holy Cross-Boston College foot- here on Thanksgiving Day—it—is
ball game at Fenway park on Nov. a source of real joy to Worcester
28 undoubtedly will cost the ath- football fans to know that these
tette treasuries of these two col-'ancient Jesuit college rivals will
clash at Fitton Field next year.
leges considerable revenue,
The 1932 game here will be
Dartmouth and Stanford will
meet in the Harvard stadium on something of a test affair. If it
the same afternoon and the corn- proves 'successful from a stand1 point of attendance (and there is
petition which their tempting it_
tersectional clash will furnish the no reason to believe that it
annual Jesuit college fixture fa won't), it seems certain that the
Eagles will come here every two
certain to be keen.
It would have been much wiser, years in the future.
As a test, the 1932 game In
it seems, to have transferred the
H. C.-B. C. classic to Worcester Worcester will be much better
this fall—not on Saturday, Nov. from the Holy Cross standpoint
28, when it still would conflict than it would he to have the
with the Stanford - Dartmouth vacles come here tnis year on
game, but on Thanksgiving Day. Saturday, Nov. 28. The contest
t
Then the Crusaders and Eagles - ill would be conflicting with
could have the gridiron stage all t he Dartmouth-Stanford game on
to themselves, as has been the hat day, and Its patronage might
stiffer to some extent as a result.
case in previous years.
The two colleges can gain a
Holy Cross officials, it is understood, made every effort to have lmitch fairer idea of the Worcester
the 1930 game played in this city• drawing power of a Holy CrossBute
College game in 1932.
Boston College refused its
consent for reasons which never There will be no counter attracPer-o then. And it seems certain
have been clearly explained.
hat the contest will prove conhaps the Eagle authorities did not
wish to feel that they were being elusively that Worcester is large
chksed out of Boston by Dar t- enough and sufficiently footballmouth and its attractive rival minded to house gridiron conflicts
of H. C.-B. C. proportions.
from the Pacific coast.
They have been staging their
classic with the Crusaders on the Morning Games?
Saturday after Thanksgiving for
Football in the Worcester high
many years now and had come to schools is looking up. An excelregard this date as one behvging lent gridiron has been built on
solely to. them so far as New Eng- the high school athletic field with
land football was concerned. That a promise of permanent and adethey did not relish the so-called mate stands in the future; the
.intrusion of Dartmouth and Stan-public high school coaches have
ford this year was plainly evident been granted assistants to help
In the Spring, when B. C. alumni them rear their teams; and, for
protested to Mayor Curley against the first time in many seasons,
Harvard's actiotrilf4b,permittinglWorcester public school elevens
Dartmouth and Stanford to use will play host to strong teams
the Harvard stadium. Mayor Cur- from other cities.
All of these things point to a
ley at that time refused Dartmouth and Stanford permission to greater interest in schoolboy footplay in the stadium, but later ball here. And Worcester, it apchanged his stand when the B. C. pears, has been much too neglialumni withdrew their protest, gent concerning the support of its
The shifting of the game to schoolboy athletes iu past years.
Worcester, then, seemed the next School football flourishes in a
logical move, particularly from a great ninny other cities. There is
financial point of view. But B. C. no reason why it should not create
great amount of whole-hearted
evidently figured that there are
enthusiasm and Intereo, here.
times when it is better to uphold
There Is this drawback, howtradition than to worry about
Practically all of the games
gate receipts. And that this was aver.
with out-of-:,two teams which are
one of those times,
to be played here have been schedThis may not he the true story tiled for Saturdays, the only day
authoriat all. Perhaps the B. C.
on which these games would dot
ties feel that the competition interfere with school work With
from the Dartmouth - Stanford Holy Cross, Worcester Tech and
game will not reduce the size of Worcester Academy also playing
•'•^ crowd in attendance at the their football on Saturday, it is
,I. C.-B. C. aontest: Perhaps there reasonable to believe that the atare other reasons which have not tendance at the schoolboy conbeen brought to light.
tests is hound tio suffer.
Anyway, whatever the reason.
Other college .cities ;4(4 around
Worcester folks will have to t his by having' their schoolboy
travel to Boston and sit in the games played on Saturday ;nornnot-so-good football seats of a ing, say at 10.10 o'aelt. In on
baseball park if they wish to see effort to help create a new and
,
interest in schoolboy .footthe Crusaders hi action egainst.nerded
!„bail. wouldn't it be worth giving
the Eagles this rail.
,tlie morning contests a trial WO

no TIM i ttlILI !IAA
.
Mayor
1.1(•y.
1 !I to put certain
munieipal employer, on ,a five-day
week without reduction in "salaries"
caij ho studied 'better when it begins
Ii) operate. The .mayor's announcementibraiely implied the retention of
si
daYs' gay.lor five days'
. work.:-But
its is not a ,time when public payroll can be hardened aNath any increaw .,in :rates of pay. Mayor Curley knows this as well as anybOdy;
in fact, he has shown himself eager
In prevent an advance in the city's
lax rate by more than a moderate
amount. such 'Its would Iseem :suitable
for a period when a ddit ional
,peceasary to provide eta, aicet and r'elleirta distress. On its
Mayoor, urloty's. announcement
calls for an'inCrease in the. number
of munivipal employees at prevailing
"salaries.'4 But it is stated that the
police, fare; school, hospital and instit utiong departments are not affected. The .classes of labor chiefly affected will be those in the public
workS dephrement. It is to be assumed. that 'a majority of these emare on an hourly wage, or 'a
weckly wage calling for a specified
number rtt both."' of work,
that. where an hourly
wagy- is iad. I li hours per week can
be•redtteeil taidtatiote:men hired withe,..1
the, wage bill. But
if ,taielt Arum
reeelye the same
wt:ekfi
formerly 'and less
work is required of him, .the public
wage bill will rise. In ,filie case of
common labor AVO,Ilting lit a
low rate sonic 'sloth dilution
relativy of ef,ficieney might be.4xpedient in some.
circumstances asfu alternative to
,public aid in the form (\i'•
.as a general w,ige p•iirj•
planOssioinaftennable of opplication
without an increase in public costs
that no one, can contemplate with
lequanimity at. a time when
large-scale
!public and private expenditures for
the relief of industrial unemployment
are imperative. As' Chairman
Howard
of the state commission on administration and finance says, "the
plan
makes inescapable either an increase
of one-sixth in the expenditures of
tIto clly or a cut of one-sixth in
the
wages of employees to allow for the
inerensed number of employees required to it rthe work done."
Mayor Curley's. proposal is likely
to look laingormitiablo When—and
if
—steps tire taken ,to .put it into
effect.
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THAT PRICE MODESTY? $1000!
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PLANNING FOR
BICENTENNIAL
Boston, Sept. 23.—The city of
Boston is preparing to play a significant part in the nation-wide
programme for the George Washington bicentennial celebration In
1932.
Mayor James M. Curley has authorized an official committee and
the executive committee has been
named and is now functioning, with
Thomas A. Mullen as chairman. The
secretary of the committee, E. B.
Mero, and several of its members
were actively associated in the organization and conduct of the Massachusetts Bay tercentenary of 1930.
They will bring to the bicentennial
committee the fruit of that experience.
Mayor Cluilfy has indicated that
the compreMsive system for the
observance of public holidays which
has been built up in Boston the past
dozen years will be utilized and

Mayor Eulogized
Denis McCarthy
Residents in the vicinity of this new branch library in Boston have protested against the "indecency" of the nude statuary above the entrance. So
Mayor James M. Curley has ordered the figures be draped with a granite ribbon—St a co'srarn000 to the city—for the sake of modesty.

,
Historic Boston Plans Real
t.Celebration For Washington
j

's$

Boston Sept. 2:1 (INS)--This eity,.i -.
t;c-ecutive Bicentennial commitAn^r.
long one of the pillars of the foun- tee has been authorized by Vaxoer
dation of the United States, over- Clislu. Several of its menibera
brimming with htstoric tradition w-.1,-"rsctively associated in the arhistoric rangement of the Massachusett
s
and the scene of many an
event, is planning to play a sIgni- Bay Tercentenary celebration of
ficent part in the nation-wide pro- 1930. Preparations for the gala
Washington program will be conducted with the
gram for the George
Bicentennial celebration in 1912. cooperation of the City Bureau of ,
program is now un- Public Celebations, and the CitiAn impreasive
derway.
zens Public Celebration AssociaCommittees have been appointed tion.
celebration of prac- •
A special featute which the BOBto supervise the
tically every point of interest, of ton committee proposes, and which
year involves many outside comunities,
every holiday throughout the
Ad. .1.62 with added events, parades, in addition to psgeantry parades
miniature reprodtctions of battles, and historic features of the holiPaul Revere's ride, marking of days. is to reprodace one of the
sites. exhibits reminiscent of Revo- journeys that George Washington
lutionary days. aid other features. made through New England.

Widow Shows Letter Written
To Her At Time of
Poet's Death
When lienis A. McCarthy, the
poet, former resident of Winthrop,
died a month ago a letter of condolence was sent to his widow by Maw.
Jam gs M. Cui
....22.y, which she released
The letter read as follows:
Mrs. Denis A. McCarthy,
7 Acton Street,
Arlington Heights, Mans.
Dear Mrs. McCarthy:
It is extremely difficult to
realize
that the brilliant voice of your loving
husband has been stilled forever.
His
contribution to the literature of the
present generation, depicting the
life
and character of the Irish people;
his
deep sense of patriotism; his
splendid
rise over obstacles which would
have
blocked the pathway in life
of the
great majority of men; leaves
indeed
a hallowed memory.
I admired Mr. McCarthy
for the
high standard in life which
faithfully carried out; for his he so
cheerful optimism, and the
which he could reach themanner, in
hearts of
men.
May Divine Prvvidence in
its infinite mercy constantly
during these sad hours. attend you
Sincerely yours,
JAMES M. CURLEY,

Mayor.
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No Agreement Reached
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Deplores Slurs At Conditions On The Island
And Says That Good Words, Rather Thai
Criticism Should Be In Order Talks of Hulk:
r:
On Condor Street and About Other Matte
.L5. j

Mayor's Committee on
Auto Rates Adjourns
The com•
lios-roN. sop).
•nnt es in
mittee repj•esentia •
at the
•
•
all counties of tip: •
•;irley
suggestion of St.a..
TtUlIfor the purpose of ii I'
• law, adstitlite automobile insura
journed today until nu• Tuesday
.reement.
without havlaa reached
It was propbaed that tie. ,•ommittee
draw up a new plan for presentation
to the special session of the Legislature called to consider the automobile insurance situation.
0 in •

%el

i.,;•11Z4. P.po.r

3.11

"Blood In His Eye'

Boston, Sept. 24—(A.P.)—The
committee representing 19 communities in all counties of the
state, formed at the suggestion of
Mayor Jame. M. Curley for the
purpolelif -drawing up a substitute automobile insurance law,
adjourned today until next Tuesday without having reached an
agreement. It was proposed that
the committee draw up a new
plan for presentation to the special session of the legislature
called to consider the automobile
insurance situation.
•"-'re.eAl5

•

•••

—Representative Fred L. Butler,
Atty. J. Ward Healey, Fred A. Whitney, Mrs. Alex P. MacLaren and
Walter N. Howe, attended the meeting of the Masschusetts Co-operative Bank League at Swampscott the
past'few days. U. S. Senator George
H. Moses of New Hampshire and
Mayor James M. Curley, Boston,
wIrra me twei principal speakers at
the banauet Thursday night.
, "" .1 •
•t
/vJ 17el 4P/i 47J vif
I —Mayor Curley yesterday pledgea
his co-operation and support to the
movement among Rotarians to bring
the 1933 convention of the Rotary International to Boston.
—A session of the probate court
was held today in Attleboro.

raayor quriey yesterday called upon
a survey of
Par/t COMtiltasloner Long forwith
a view
park department activities
d men durof giving work to unemploye
last
out
that
pointed
He
ing the winter.
gave employyes,. the new golf coursethis
200
winter
ment to 400, and that
pulling stumps and
could be put to workcourse.
beautifying the golf

September 25: The Little Shaver
That big
is a bit disappointed.
brother of ours is spooling us. Last
week he told us that those darn old
hulks at Condor street were going
to go places. He told us and the
rest of the 70,000 that Mr. Silverman,
thu Corporation Counsel of Boston,
was going to allow the land owners
five days and no more to clean up the
mess on the outside edges of East
Boston. We, are in a wee bit of
Please tell the Little
a quandary.
Shaver when this five day period commences. No fooling this time.
The City of Boston Law Department is acting now. If we believe

or two ago and now the B. of 1
wants us to write them a lot of let
ters and tell them how to do it. Wha
a bunch. Is it any wonder we hay
been waiting for thirty years for inprovements. with a crowd like that?
Just like everything else Sparke
the Leader tries to get things starte.
and you fellows grab right onto it an
get things all mussed up and the)
grab off all the honors or try to gra
them. The way you big shots start&
It didn't look as though yqu neede.
any help, The waterfront was goin,
Al
to be cleaned up right away.
the dumps were going to be move
over_ to Commonwealth avenue, an
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To DEDICATE MEMORIAL
TO G. A. R. VETERANS
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
I-,

CA Z ETre

r

J I

1 ti'S

.

n derfsenT,abJlre.t;
.t.A
on
We.diLa
sirness, D
,
g A.adid
F
b ul.ril,
and Civil War camera; singing of
"Amerio.x" by school children; acceptance of Tablet, Commander
Boynton, G. A. R.; The City, Hon.
James M. Curley, orator of the day;
"Star Spangled Banner," Greta
Milos; prayer, Rev. Mr. George W.
Owen; band selection, Cecil Fogg I
ahi p.ldaendeicawtiouryflyceorve.eni.oni:yh,e
n
ag
nydithe
rim
nsDtuaiB
P
Oaow
park and drop .some small American
flags as a tribute from the U. S.
Army.

Mayor James M. Curley To Be Principal ,-,- : iveerp311 ,31:lasil;01)11:::11.1n out
Speaker—Gov. Joseph B. Ely And
Cong. McCormack/ Of Dorchester/ To
Participate In Exercises,

to ilf:! nor
not only the members of the G. A.
R. who have answered the last roll,
‘cull, and pa' a tribute of respect to
the livinx membesr who responded
to the c.111 of L:n2o1n in 1861.
One hundred ninety-five have contributed the fi.'ty dollars needed to
complete the fund.
William L. Anderson, chairman of
the Memorial Tablet Committee,
announces that all arrangements
for
the dedication Lave been comple
ted,
and nothing remains but to have
the
citizens be present at the
dedication. Thomas Devine has been
appointed aide to the G. A. R.
veterans; Thomas McMahon, of
Hyde
Park Board of Trade, chair
man
reception committee; Mrs.
Mary
Maxwell, chairmqn of committee
en
decorations at tablet; Ivory
Morse,
chairman of committee on
arrangements; Mrs. Doctor Stack,
committee
to arrard.ge for school childr
en.
Miss Marion Evans will
unveil
tablet. The Civil War
cannon will
be presented by Comma
nder James
Flynn, of Post 26, G. A.
R., of Boxbury.

Feature Will Be Parade Of All Veterans' Organizations Preceding Exercises.

Mrs. Kiggen, of the
A. L. Auxiliary, and Mrs. Charles
Taylor, of
Current Events, the
committee on
invitations, have mailed
200 invitations.
MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY
WILLIAM L. ANDERSON
•
Speaker at G. A. R. Tablet Dedica- Chairman of the G. A. R.
Tablet
tion, Sunday, Sept. 27
Fund Committee
•
'The veterans of the Civil War will.
The G, A. R. Memorial Tablet will
be dedicated Sunday, SeRtember 27, ride in autos donated by citizens of
at 3 P. M. The dedication will take Hyde Park. Residents are requestplace at Manorial Park at the cor- ed to put out their American flags
ner of Hyde Park avenue and Hai,
:all day Sunday.
The program is as follows: Into-,
yard avenue.
The dedication wil; be preceded by cation, Rev. Father Crowley; olcening
a parade thrott..411 the district. Mr. address, Wm. L. Anderson; introducChisholm, of Cecil Fogg Post, A. L., tion 01.: Civil War veterans; solo,
will be the marshal of parade. Or- "Tenting Tonight," Greta Milos; .
ders have been issued for all who The Nation, Congressman John W.
are to parade to assemble at the McCormack; band selection, Cecil
corner of River and Cleveland streets Fogg Post Band; The State, Hon.
James H. Brennan: Lincoln's flotteqM.
at 2:0

•
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Curley Would Cancel War
Debts if Work: Disarms

BOSTON, Sept. 22--(AP1
tion of foreign war debts on Cam-elathat the world disarm was condition
urged today by Mayor James M.
Curley as he
signed a disarm'Vrrierti—net4tite
n of tip
• Women's Interna
tional
Peace and Freedom. The League for
petitio
n will
be tiled with President
Curley appealed to the Hoover. Mayor
league'
s
dele'gates to start a crusad
e to force the
Oovernment to take
advantage of ita
!leadership In the
I making the world money market by
disarm.
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RNIAMEN't
ICARA VAN EXPECTED TO
to PASS THROUGH ATHOL

ury
(4) Sensitive Roxb

ORLD D1S

The World Disarmament Caravan
)f the Women's International
League for Peace and Freedom,
which is concluding its long coast
to coast tour to roll up one million
signatures on its disarmament
petition to be presented first to
President Hoover and then to the
Geneva Conference, is expected to
pass through Athol this afternoon,
Wednesday, Sept. 23. The next stop
of the Caravan will be in Holyoke
on Wednesday evening where a dinner is being arranged.
Boston greeted the Caravaners in
an official welcome given by Traffic
Commissioner Joseph A. Conry. on
behalf of Mayor JancsMçijy
at a monster mass meeting on oston Common on Sunday.
,
.1 •
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Five

DAy

Week in H averkill

reek or
The live day working
en- ployes has
nt
rtme
depa
et
stre
erhill, but
gone Into r•ffe4ct in linv
g the
theutc.....2x.system of expandin
g folmunicipal payroll is not bein
, the workers
lowed. On the contrary
for dire days'
pay
'
days
five
receiVe
of the unservice, while a number
benefit
employed are receiving the
week. Just
each
work
s
day'
one
of
out remains to
how this will work
y. it is more
he seen, hut, obviousl
of thc
equitable than the project
the wages of
e
rais
to
or
may
on
Bost
of
a means
the regular force as
of work.
helping the fellow out
a someOf course, this means
for flit
whnt smeller pay envelope
rhill,
at
Have
ers
work
et
stre
regulnr
on may not be
and for that reas
. Howtoomaar with the men affected
ever, the assurance of five days
work a week at the prevailing rater
of municipal wages is a fairly corn.
fortable situation to face at a time
when so many men are clamoring
le
for only sufficient work to enab
them to pay their rent. as Ls reported to be the ease at Haverhill. This
Is a logical and fair application of
the five-day-week program, but for
political reasons Mayor Curley and
some lesser politicians, in other <litter; seem to lack the • courage to
adopt it.
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ey agrees
BOSTON—Mayor Curl
and her
an
Guin
Texas
Garden
to have
in the Boston
ar
appe
ployed
show
of the unem
fit
bene
for the
yet deternot
date
re
on a futu
mined.

be necessary to reRoxbury, it should notEveryone knows its
.
mark,is part of Boston p to the quondam
geographic relationship ne knows its intelryo
Hub. And now eve kinsmanship. Indeed,
ural
cult
lectual and
ided into more parts
although Boston is div its sensitiveness to
in
than Gaul, it is one an figure, one in its
hum
the
of
ons
exhibiti
urge to censorship. demonstrated its accord
Roxbury has just
ntly no books
censorious Hub. Appare and not plays
the
to
pressed
were at hand to be supbanning. So Roxbury
for
e
labl
avai
ily
read
the statues at the
turned its eyes toward
n Hill Public lisio
Mis
entrance to the new nd them nude!
brary building and fou ul! So Roxbury,
Shocking! Disgracef
ley, true to the pracprotested and Mayor Cur city a laughing stock
tices that have made sons, ordered that the
among enlightened per with granite ribbon.
granite nudes be draped satisfied. Roxbury
Thus prudery will be
cted more than usual
minds will not be dire immodest subjects.
of
toward contemplation
be turned toward the
And Roxbury faces canculture without blushdistrict's new seat of
;

, •„,, a,42.4.rr-f
Island Summer Resident
, Principal of New School

t

Dedication ceremonies at the new
Mary 11 Curley school in Jamaica
on
Plain were held Tuesday with Bost
city officials, school dignitaries and
in
some two thousand invited guests
the
attendance. The headmaster of
of
new school is Jelin F. McGrath
4
Oak Bluffs and Domton.
Mr. McGrath presided at tho exercises at Which Mayor curl •Iy of Boston and Dr. Jeremiah 1:17".iiurke, suols,
perintendent of the Boston scho
were speakers.
The school is named In honor of
or
the Into wife of the Boston may
ath.
who was referred to by Mr. McGr
as "the model of mothers." Francis
r,
Curley, youngest son of the mayo
way
unveiled a tablet in the main hall
of the school.
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liUINAN AIDS JOBLESS.
) Textie
BOSTON, Sept. 22—(AP
will appear in
Guinan and her show
the benefit of
the Boston Garden for
r an agreement
the unemployed unde
s M. Curley
accepted by Mayor Jame llemelieritalner
chtte
t
nigh
The
ght.
toni
agreed to appear
and her show have
nt of the Bosgratis. The manageme the use of the
offered
ton Garden has of charge.
auditorium free

•
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ROTARIANS BOOST
Hip FOR CONVENTION

•

BOSTON, Sept. 26.—In the hope
that Mayor Curley would co-operate
in every poss115,"IvIty in the movement to land the next International
Rertary convention in Boston in 1933,
h group of Rotarians called at city
hall yesterday and outlined their
plans. Robert E. Huen of Richmond.
Ind , first vice-president: Howard H.
Feighner of Chicago, convention manager; Roger Prescott, president of the
Boston Rotary, and A. H. Merchant,
past president, and chairman of the
international service committee, told
the mayor that if the convention could
come to Boston, thy city would benefit by at leas; $1,500,000 in expenditures.

BOSTON, Sept. 24 ()—The committee representing 19 communities
in all counties of the state, formed
at the suggestion of Mayor JAmes
M.,Curley for the purpose of eTtlyr.
ing ufra substitute automobile insurance law, adjourned today until next
Tuesday without having reached an
agreement. It was proposed that the
committee draw up a new plan for
presentation to the special session of
the Legislature called to consider the
automobile insurance situation.

•

Tipperary Team
Now In Boston
with atBOSTON, Sept. 26—What
trotting here and
tending dinners and
Irish hurling playthere, the visiting
Tipperary will be a very
ers from
take a rest betired lot if they do not
fore Sunday.
yesterday at
Guests of MaynT_Snagy
tendeFarrhe Boston City
a dinner
sightseeing in the
elub, the boys went
evening were
afternoon and in the
men's associaguests of the Galway
dance at Hibertion at. their annual
nian hell, Roxbury.
Callahan has anCapt. John Joe
men to
nounced that he will take his
Cambridge this miarning to practice at
game at Hilboy
Soldiers field for t'le
Massachusetts.
field against
is sponsoring the
Dan Breen, who
hope of packing the
tour, has every

Somerville Dark.

aVl

Nota Bene

Automobile Insurance
) Committee Adjourns

•

ikocheleau's announcement put
nd to rumors relative to the
Democratic attitude on alderman-atlarge candidates, Atty. George F.
Foley. who ran for district attorney
last year. and who has been promineatly re. .oned as a possible candite city office, said this
date :
morning that since Mr. Rocheieau
had announced himself, he would not
become a candidate. "As far as I
said, Mr.
concerned," Foley
am
Rocheleau will have no contest for
the office. I have been considering
It for some time and have received
many requests to run, but, Mr.
Rocheleau having come into the field,
I will not run against him. I congratnlate the Democratic party in
Worcester in having a candidate of
Mr. Rocheiettles standing and character, and I wish him every success.'

Mayor curtsy will let Tex Guinan
give her ttIlIth show in Boston even
If Waltham bans it—which is tough
on the City of Quincy.

r

oFF141,71,111NG MACHINF.S.
(By

James Curley,

Mayor of Boston, Announcing a Ftv.•
Day Week for City Employes Beginning in January.)

The iipe-day week is here. We
are going to institute it in Boston
In January and we hope the example set by the city may be generally accepted by every other corn- ,
mutiny in America.
There is no other answer if the
inventive genius of the American
nation robs the people of America
of 31,000,000 opportunities for a
livelihood in ten years. If, as the
economists state, in the next ten
years 4,000,000 more opportunities
will
vanish, there
is
only one
answer, and that is the adoption of
the five-day week.
You increase the number of emi.loyes by 16 per cent, and you oft.,et the vanishing lob.

FERGUSON AND ROCHELEAU IN
DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE RACE
Former Seeks Mayoralty and Latter Is Candidate for Nomination as Alderman-atLarge, So Far Unopposed—Mayoralty
Candidate Pledges Reduction of Real
Foley Withdraws
Estate Valuations
When Rocheleau Enters
A new angle was injected into the Democratic situation this
morning when James II. Ferguson and 11. Oscar Hochelean
announced themselves as candidates for mayor and aldermanresPeOiveiv
et-large
and Mr Rocheleau was candidate for
All. -r-tdeneleatt Na8 born in Worces-

auditor.
ter and received his early education state
He was appointed license commisin the public schools here He entered Holy cross college, graduating with eloner by the late Mayor George M.
the class of 1897. He became part Wright and he served two terms, revice president of the signing in 1918. He was a delegateowner and
Rhodes & Ripley Clothing Co.. and at-large to the national Democratic
while working much Of the time in convention at St. Louis, and was
Boston. always made his residence one of the electors to notify the late
here. He Was owner of several retail President Wilson that he had been
stores, including the store which was nominated. He is a member of the
located for 43 years at Front and national Democratic committee and
Church streets, a store that was con- the state committee; St. Jeanne Bapducted by three generations of the tiste society; Conseil Franchere of
He retired from L'Union St. Jeanne Baptiste society
Rocheleau family.
the clothing business in 192 and is of America; L'Unlon Canadienne society; Alhambra council. K. of C.,
now an importer of rugs.
and the Commercial Travelers lie
Prominetit ii, rart:i
was a director of
old Park Trust
M-r. Rocheleau has taken a promi- company from its inception to the
nent- part In the activities of the De- end of its activities.
mocratic party. In 1926 he campaigned throughout the state with Mayor
James A. Curley of Boston, when
Gude* was canettetate for eovernor
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TROPHY PRESENTED BY MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY. IN
BEHALF OF THE CITY OF BOSTON
FOR GOLF COMPETITION BETWEEN THE MARITIME
ASSOCIATION OF THE BOSTON
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND THE NEW YORK
MARITIME EXCHANGE
Left to le !Mt
.‘ l'HELL I.\I
If.. hair man ISo.t4,11
atitime .cation Golf Committee;
GERRIT l'ORT. Pre•ident of the Boston Maitinw A,xociation;
FRANK S. DAVIS. Nlanager of the Boston Nlaritime
J. C. If 1..WHERT. l'hairtnan New
I. Maiomtc Exchange Golf Committee.

Roston Maritime Association and New York Maritime Exchange
Enga
ge in Golf Match
tette

s
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BOSTON ROYALLY ENTERTAINS NEW YORK VISITORS
in the August issue of the NIARrri \IL l'IN•
CHANGE Ill•I.I.ETIN. a golf match between representatives 111 the Maritime Associatiiiii of the Boston Chamber of Commerce and the New York Nlaritime Exchange was
held at the Brookline Country Club, Brookline, Mass., or
NIonday. August 10.
The match was arranged as a result of a suggestion madc
last year by Frank S. Davis. Manager of the Boston Maritime A.,,,,eiation, on one of Ins visits to the New York Maritime Exchange, the original intention being to have the first
match held last fall, which, however, was not found practicable. This year tlw matter was again taken up and referred by
each organization to a Golf Committee. that of Boston being
under the chairmanship of C. Campbell Patterson. Jr.. the
New York interests being placed in the hands of the regular
lioli,Comt»ittee. Captain I. C. Reichert. chairman
i he delegation from New York proceeded to Boston via
steamer sailing on Sunday night. Aui.iist 9, and upon arri%-al
at Boston On the following morning, Nlimager Frank S. 1)avis,
of the Boston Maritime Association, met the party and provided transportation to the Brookline Country Club, the oldest
of its kind ii) Boston.

r pre I
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participation in the
The event was honored by the active
and President
Boston,
of
Curley,
M.
match of Nlavor James
John P.
'Gerrit Fort, of the Boston Maritime Association.
Presrepresenting
present,
was
Representative,
Magill, Special
Exchange, who
ident John Dowd, of the New York Maritime
Magill in
found it impossible to attend. The report of Mr.
Directors at the
this connection, presented to the Board of
found on
regular monthly meeting held on August 10, will be
interest.
of
prove
page 5 of this issue, and will no doubt
Boston Martime Association and New York Maritime
Association Engage in Golf Match
(Corttinned /non Pape 8)

Photographs furnished through the courtesy of NI ana*.r
Davis are reproduced herewith, showing the competing
if
ahd also the cup presented by Mayor Curley, for the City
tournaments
three
of
series
a
in
for
contested
'Boston. to be
•
between the two Associations.
series,
the
in
second
the
match,
return
a
that
expected
It is
will be held here about September 21, definite arrangements
for which will shortly be announced.
The outcome of the first match was somewhat disappointing from the New York standpoint, resulting 18,V-8Y2 in
summary follows:
favor of Bosbni.
NEW YORK
BOST0N
Wakeman-Patterson
Mullaney-Freeman
Sorge-Graham
P. Wiggin-I Abby
Iamlin-Clarke
\ Wiggin-Fort
-3ides-Hoyle .
iawyer-Conant

3
3
3
3
3

Wacle-Christenscn
Olsen-Strachan
Y(aing-BeanlelI
Brown-Powell
1)owd-W illiams
Randle-I Mugherty
Reichert-I.ambert
I I ofmann-Flynn
Ray -I Mwner

)
0
0
21
/
4
?
0
0
0
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IS BUSINESS READY FOR A FIVE DAY WEEK?
Mayor James M. Curie professes to see in a five day working
week for city emplo?eeel panacea for all unemployment ills.
He plans to get five days work for six days pay and put all new
employees on the same wage basis. Industry is today 25 percent
five day week throughout the country.
To this plan Thomas Cutmore, president of the Massachusetts
Real Estate Association offers violent protest, asserting that it
will add $2,500,000 to the city payroll and increase the tax bill
$1.50 per thousand. He has counseled all taxpayers to oppose the
plan.
On the same line Howard Coonley, president of the Walworth
Company, declares that business management, and not government, must assume the burden and the responsibility of readjustment, and in this he is supported by over two hundred business
executives of greater Boston.
Finally Roger W. Babson, while admitting that the five day
plan has some virtue as a temporary expedient, would not go so
far as to give six days pay for fivp days work. That, he maintains, is really an increase in pay, and the country is not ready for
it. Taxpayers are already overburdened.

•
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ONE GREAT ISSUt
An issue that has popped to the
front in connection with Democratic
politics in Massachusetts should appeal to those who are not entirely devoid of a sense of humor. The issue
is this:
"Now that Mayor Curley has placed
himself fairly and squarely on the
Roosevelt band-wagon, taking a prominent part among the star musicians,
shall a candidate for President supported by Mayor Curley be permitted
to have the votes of the Massachusetts delegation?"
In other words, a section of the
Massachusetts leadership is not concerned so much with the availability
and prestige of the man who shall
lead the Demixracy In the campaign
of 1932 as it is with the idea that
no man should be nominated for President who is supported by Mayor Cur-j
ley and who, presumably, would show
his appreciation of such support in
the event of his election.
It is very well known that the Republican leaders in Massachusetts are
not over-confident of success, for the
Republican leadership has allowed itsell to be unhappily disunited because
of the prohibition issue. The wets are
openly and aggressively wet, and they
refuse to Join longer in the hypocritical methods which have characterized
the treatment of prohibition by Republican conventions and platforms.
They point to the undoubted fact that
the farm board, provided with funds
by the national government, is lending money to grape-growers for
the
admitted purpose of enabling the
growers to finance their manufacture
of grape concentrates and
grape
bricks, both products being for
the
purpose of making it easy for the
people of the United States to
obtain alcoholic drinks in defiance of the
Federal constitution.
Inasmuch as the Republicans
are
hopelessly snarled, perhaps they
are
not in a position to appreciate
the reinarkable issue now fadng the
Democrats of Massachusetts. In
other
words, Mayor Curley has
become a
national figure by being made
what, to
all in
and purposes, is a
national issue.
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BOSTON MAYOR HONORS
bMRS. CARL L. SCHRADER

DR.SPELLMAN
NEW EXAMINER

DiscI, ;1 to The Gazette
BOSTON. Sc .1. 28.—Mayor James
l. Curley of Boston has appointed
L. Schrader. president of
the Ma,m'itisetts Feeleration of
WOMell'S clubs to serve on the Wornen's committee for the reception of
delegates to the 24th annual convention of the Atlantic Deeper Waterways as5cclation to be held the
week of Oct. 5.
ry
J.
• ,
S'rcl ii
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BOSTON — ML-..or Curley instructs corporatioircounseTr.o draft
a bill for presentation to the Legislature calling for the abolition of
the state board of tax appeals and
providing for jury trial in all eases
of appeal from decisions of assessors.
J.
inBOSTON—Mayor
draft
i
structs corporation coutWt
a bill for presentation to the legislature calling for the abolition of
the state board of tax appeals and
providing for jury trial in all cases
of appeal from decisions of assessors.

WOULD PLAY ELY
FOR NOMINATION

Dr. Martin H. Spellman, 475 Commonwealth avenue, Boston, formerly
of Whitman, was appointed medical
examiner to the Boston fire department by Mayor Curley, yesterday, to
succeed Dr. Wftliffith J. McNally, who
has held the position for the pt le
years.
Dr. Spellman was born in Whitman
and v -as graduated from Georgetown University. During the war he
served in Evacuation Hospital No. 1,
overseas, for 13 months. He is a
member of the staff of St. Elizabeth's nospital, Boston.
Dr. Spellman is married and has
three children. He is a brother of
Mgr. Francis J. Spellman, secretary
to the cardinal secretary of State at
the Vatican, and of Dr. John Spellman.

Curtty and Ely Work
To Prevent Strike of
Hub Dock Workers

Boston, Oct. 1—Mayor Curley would
the
meet Gov Ely in a VITriratch,
stake to be the Democratic nominaMassation for the governorship of
chusetts. The mayor furthermore feels
governor a
that he could give the
Broke a hole and win the nomination
Republican
and that he could give the
nominee two strokes a hole and win.
at a
The mayor made his challenge
national
.dinner to Francis Ouimet, Copleyat the
I amateur golf champion, first speaker
Plaza. Gov Ely was the and Curley
to himself
I and he referred same class as golfers.
as being in the
After his talk, he left. called upon.
Then the mayor was
governor has left,"
"I am sorry the
wish to take adnot
do
"I
said.
he
like to
vantage of him, but I would for
golf match
meet him in a
could
nomInntion for governor. I feel I And .
hole and win.
a
stroke
a
him
give
could give the Repub1 feel that I two strokes a hole—and
lican nominee
win."

'

BOSTON, Oct. 1 (.4i—The danger
of a strike of longshoremen along
Boston's waterfront was averted today by an agreement the shippers
and lo-al members of the Longshoremen's Union to retain the
present wage scale (mil' the arrival of the president of the union
from New York.
BOSTON. Oct. 1 UP)—In an effort
to avert' a threatened general strike
of dock workers, which it was feared
might tie up the Bert of Boston.
Mayor James M. Curley and Gov.
Joseph B. Ely today summoned leaders of the Longshoremen's Union and
steamship representatives into conference.
A meeting of union and steamship
representatives already was in progress to consider the longshoremen's
demands when word was received
that Mayor Curley wished to participate in the conference. The conferees then adjourned to City Hall,
but the meeting scarcely had been
resumed when Gov. Ely advised that
he would be willing to act as an intermediary. Representatives of the opposing factions and the mayor thereupon adjourned to the Governor's
office at the State House.
••••

MAYOR URGES
• ECONOMY IN
(,GOVERNMENT
McGrath Tells Realtors
'Treasury Leaks' Must
Be Closed

2

Would Cut Mayor
, Curley's Pay from !
$20,000 to $7000,
Boston. Oct. 2--A bill to reduce the
salary of the mayor of Boston from
$20,000 to $7000 will be sponsored in
the legislature by the Massachusetts
Real Estate Owners' association, it
was decided at a meeting of the association held In Ripley hall, Dorchester, last night.
Mrs. Hannah M. Collins, secretary
of the association, who offered the
bill, said that $7000 was enough for
the mayor, considering the present
depression, when employes of large
business firms are having their salaries cut 20 to 25 per cent.
The association voted to favor a
proposal that all city employes, except police and firemen, who "risk"
their lives In defense of the home
and public safety," should take a 25
per cent cut In pay
• kici.

J.

WOULD PLAY ELY
FOR NOMINATION
Boston, Oct. 1—Mayor Curley would
'meet Gov Ely in a EMT-Match, the
stake to he the Democratic nomination for the governorship of Massachusetts. The mayor furthermore feels
that he could give the governor a
stroke a hole and win the nomination
and that he could give the Republic-in
nominee two strokes a hole and win.
The mayor made his challenge at a
dinner to rErancis ()linnet, national
amateur golf champion, at the CopkyPlaza. Gov Ely was the first speaker
and he referred to himself and Curley
as beinc in the same class as golfers.
After his talk, he left.
Then the mayor was called tgion.
"I am sorry the governor his left."
he said. "I do not wish to take advantage of hint, hut I would like to
meet him in a golf mateh for th
nomination for governor. I feel I eon'
give him a stroke a hole and win. An
I feel that I could give the Republican nominee two strokes a hole—and
w in."

,

Mayor Curley's salary be
Thomas J. McGrath, during his ad- cd that
$20,0rrro $7,000 and
from
reduced
Massachusetts
dress before the
that the Massachusetts
declared
she
in
association
Owners'
Estate
Real
Owners' association
Estate
Ripley hall, Codman square, Dor- Real
record in favor of havon
going
is
closing
urged
night,
last
chester,
ing a bill presented to the next
up leaks in city treasuries.
The mayor characterized leaks legislature to bring about throas a constant drain on the city's re- posed reduction.
sources with the greatest loss being
experienced when politicians succeed in getting friends, altogether
unfitted for the position, on a city

payroll.
Mrs. Hannah M. Connors, secreeconomy in
of
need
the
Stressing
demandMayor tary of the organization.
government,
Municipal
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1
.Mitt isiblife ald. sl'I move to amend
'-'
the amendm t b strikirs: °Mr
, phony Hall" land inserting theA
bard n.' ( t is second .) ,....
ad
bacon.I "It ijas been m
nt y
he ame
en
seconded to
striking out Sym.hony Hall' ossdloSns.
serting the w rds ' oston Garden. Are
By
You ready for the question?" XV, is dispro and cons and-the chair puts
cussed
DEMETER,
A.B.,
LL.B.
GEORGE
It to a vote, thus:1;
President, Demeter School of
, tiMr. Bacon. As Many as are e1rinfav7
Parliamentary Law of Boston.
Or of the amendtnent bo the '1).fnenhment, say Aye. (R4sponse of -aye). As
The following dis- .many as are *posed, say No.,(Revrise
ogentle- tof slimes.) The ayes being M.Sthe
tinguished
men constitute the ponderous, the chair announeea the re-'
parliamentarians of suit) The ayes have it, and the amendtoday's article and ment is carried. (Pause) The question
will demonstrate now is on the first amendment, as
the proper use of amended. As many as are in favor, say
a n d aye. As many as are opposed, say No.
amendments
main motions. The'The ayes have it, and the amendment
reader is Urged to I is adopted. The question now is on the
note especially the main motion as amended which is that
forms, or language we hold a Masqneracie Ball in the Bosused; and is asked 'ton Garden, the proCeeds of which
to employ the same shall be directed toward the relief of
forms when enter- the u,nemployed. Are you ready for the
' taming or offering question? As many as are in favor of
the motion, say Aye. As many as are
moons :n a meeting:
opposed, say No. The ayes have it, and
ALLEN
G.
FRANK
HON.
the motion is adopted. (Pause) Is there
HON.J.WZ§ M. WAY
further business to come before , the
IYON.GASPAR . BACON
meeting?
HON. CHARLES H. INNES
Mr. Goodwin. "I move to adjourn."
HON. FRANK A. GOODWIN
.
(It is seconded).
HON. JOHN F. FITZGERALD
Mr. Bacon. "It has been moved and
MR. HAMILTON PUTNAM
Senator Bacon, president of the Mas- seconded'to adjourn. As many as are
In favor of the question, say Aye. As
sachusetts Senate, is presiding.
many as are opposed, say No. The ayes
Time
at
a
Only One Itain Motion
,have it, and the motion is adopted,
Mr. Bacon. The meeting will come and the meeting stands adjourned." ,
to order. The meeting is now open for
& Ai/ 414 /Vs/
business."
j
Chairman."
Mr. Curley. "Mr.
Lurley Would Dim
' Mr. Bacon. "Mr. Curley."
%
Mr. Curley "I move that we hold a Boston Lights.
Masquerade Ball the proceeds of which
BOSTON, Oct. !20 •P
Mayor
shall be directed 'toward the relief of James M. Curley today suggested that
all
electri.r/Trirs in the city he dimmed
the unemployed."
Mr. Goodwin. "I'second the motion." for one minute at 7 o'clock tomorrow
night
in honor of Thomas
Edison.
' Mr. Bacon: "It has been moved and tie also suggested all flags A.
on puhlir
, 9econded to hold a Masquerade Ball the buildings be at half staff tomorrow.
'prdeeeds of which shall be directed
toward the relief of the uneinplOYed.
Ca Pt;III -.6 ,T,L
1Are you ready for the queationS"
,0,
,Mr. Allen. !'I am heartily in favor of
the motion, and I hopesthat.IS will be
adopted."
'Mr. Putnam "I move that we erect a
golf course the fees from which shall
be applied for the relief of the unemployed."
Mr. Bacon. "The motion just offered
Appointed to Boston Chamber
is not in order, since there already is
another main motion, or main quesof Commerce Group to Protion, before the assembly, and not more
test Navy Yard Closing.
than one main motion can be before
the assembly at a time. The question
is on the motion relating to the golf
BOSTON, Oct. 22 liP)--lienry I.
course. Are you ready for the quesHarriman, president, of the Boston
tion?"
Chamber of Commerce, today appointed a committee to confer with
Two Amendments
President Hoover and protest against
Mr. Tones. "I Move to amend the
the proposed closing of the Boston
nioti by inserting the ttRrttsi
Navy Yard. The committee includes
11119 Hall' after the word( :gall's',fit
united States Senator David I.
is sett, ided).
Waugh, congressmen John J. DougMr. Bacon..'It
rid
lass and Charles I,. Underhill, Rep*Tbifeeeit to men
nresentative Edith Noose Rogers,
litireing! the,iw rds
al afGovernor Jessoli R. Ely. mayor
tcrlaTri Ar you ready
quesJames A..
ley and Stephen C. Gar.
tfô
ri
commander of the American Lesion.

The
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THE REVIVALVVIV
one has jokingly said that,
the words "Aimee, Aimee, Semple,
McPherson" suggest the characters
on the wall at Belshazzar's feast. At
any rate Boston has had her warning. The revivalist has dome and
gone and who can doubt that she
has done good. Her determination
to come to Boston presented a serious
question to the ministers and to all
lovers of religion in this state.
Great wisdom was shown on all
hands in declining to hinder or attack her campaign. It is never safe
to attack any religious effort. The ministers in their perplexity saw no way
to tender any assistance which was
not asked for, neither did they put
any obstacle in the way of the celebrated revivalist.
Mayor Curl
brusque demand for
half th'e
ts of the venture was
received with great sportsmanship
by Mrs. Hutton. The demand was in
fact a surly piece of impertinence
and impoliteness. Mrs. Hutton had
the good sense to refuse to be offended by this hostile gesture which
would not be repeated in any city
of America. Mrs. Hutton is the Idol
of her followers and the jest of
those who disapprove of her and her
methods. She put her soul into an
effort to bring Christianity closer
to many people and she seems to
have had considerable success. Her
"Four Square Gospel" seems to have
no novelty and as another ism has
no appeal to thousands of religionists, but if some converts are attracted by the novelty of the phrase,
who ran cavil at it
Religion is so broad that we must
be careful about criticizing its many
manifestations. We may see forms
of religious experience illustrated in
such uncouth ways as to disgust us,
but we must be careful about condemning them. Our fighting instincts
Lad better be directed against crime
and vide and not any form of sincere religious effort. St. Francis' work
was frowned on by high ecclesiastics. Fortunately there are churches
for all kinds of people from the
most formal to those brimming over
with evangelistic fervor. The wisdom
of not condemning or attacking Mrs.
Hutton is proved by the widely acknowledged fact that nothing but
good has come from her visit to Bosto.

Some
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CURLEY IN COMMENT
OCATMEE'S DONATION
BOSTON, Oct. 22 (/P)—Mayor
M. Cusley hopes that Aimee James
Semple
McPherson Hutton "is more successful
in saving souls than she was
in providing for the needs of the
hungry
and the unemployed."
The mayor has acknowledged
tton's donation to the city of Mrs.
of which all except $32.41 $941.was a
‘pecial collection taken at one
of her
neetings for Bo.storns
unempioyed,
Ars. Hutton had agreed to
"split SOSO" with the zoo,*:on
her,pronta.

t

/J

irininaTT
terpret
1-110/
fulness they will find themselves not only nearer
Li 'The Factor of Religion
/t,Aoi /7.4! 4-a 4.1oPdA/
,
the truth of the matter but more firmly‘
It is nothing against Aimee Semple Hutton ensconced in the respect of intelligent persons.
or her four-square gospel that Boston continues
its wicked course. "She did what she could."
More than 165,000 people paid $23,506.30 in the
nine-day period: profits amounted to $64.82, of
which the city' gets half, or $32.41 for unemplcyment relief. Ait4e paid a public compliment to Mayor _Curley's business acumen in
striking the bargarir, but expenses were heavy.
Salvation is no longer free. Some 5000 welcomed her the opening night and more than
20,000 welcomed her departure at the closing
service. It may be hoped that Boston has been
improved by her visit. Many sincere followers
end admirers doubtless were benefited, but the
majority considered her just another good
"show."
Aimee is no profound theologian. The Bible
she accepts as her ultimate authori.y, without
the change of a jot or a tittle, and for reasoning she substitutes texts. The Harvard boys
who took her to lunch were impressed more
by her personality than by her theology. The
hardened sinners of Boston found her personally attractive and highly entertaining, but remained unconverted for the most part.
A historian states that a nation has always
aeteriorated when it has lost faith in its rePhoto by Rice
ST1-1%R i SNIITI1
ligion if it did not get something better in its
WALTER M. S1111-111
place. The Billy Sundays and the Aimee McPhersons lament that the nations are deteriorating while others maintain that the people have
scmething better than the "old-time religion."
This will be true to some and false to others.
Religion, properly defined, plays an important
role in civilization'but little trust may he placed
generally in the definitions of professional revivalists.
More than once in history it has been shown
that blasphemous defiance of sentiments of respect for the Infinite Being has been followed
by a breakdown of morale in a people and
that the resources of a nation are helpless when
morale is broken. It is still true that the last
line of defense is not material but moral. The
strongest nation is doomed when its moral laws
are disregarded generally. Governments and
political systems may change, but the instinct
t.) rely upon a superior personality remains.
God cannot he legislated out of the universe.
Photo by Rice
Even Russia is discovering that. As soon as
JAMES M. CURLEY
WALTYR M. SAITTR JR.
the foundations of social life are shifted front
Assures Cooperation
Chairman Ben Hadgkineon of tin
the law of truth and justice, society will decay
general committee in charge of as.
Mr. Smith yesterday assured the
...angements for the Monster Wet Boy Scout committee that he would
and crumble. The philosophic ideal of the stoice
fare Week program which will bn be willing to cooperate in the Wetand epicureans was perverted and corrupted by
sponsored hero next month by On fare Week program and agreed to
the frivolity and triviality of the later AlexanQuincy Boy Scouts, announced to. rtay In company with his two sous, i
drian schools. The military ideal of the middle
day that Walter M. Smith, netet a feature never before available tol
trumpeter and band leader. to- Quincy audiences. Both of the,
Ages was hardened into intolerable tyranny. The
ether with his two sons. Walter youths, are accomplished musicians '
artistic ideal in the Renaissance decaycrf ii
Smith, Jr., and Stewart Smith, and the program planned by the
M.
luxury and self-indulgence. The social ideal ir
will play several selections as trio will he an atractive one.
thc French Revolution was finally distorted int!
a feature of the contest whieb will, Final arrangements for the Tues' 110-l'- school day concert have not as yet been
he staged .,-4t. the Sento,
anarchism. Its fundamental error was in al
auditorium on Nov. 10 as one of the completer' but Mayor James M.
tempting to change the structure of societ
features of the Welfare Week.
Curley of 'baton is considering an ,
without considerizaw the elsi jinx of
invitation o be the guest speaker I
in the United states today we have the reon that evening and will make
freshing spectacle of a President appealing in
known his decision within a few
a great peacetime crisis to a fundamental redays. A nationally known band has
been invited to play during the eveligious obligation. When the Sundays and tht
ning and final details will 'be made.
Mentarsons
known soon.
dissard..atttstatikiltbAbOiothl and in"
P/Inf,or

epiire
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Walter Smith and Two Sons Are
to Play atScomt Week Concert
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rs. Aimee MePherson Hutton, the,
mangelist, has been giving a series of i
revival meetings In Boston which, in '
advance, were heralded as for the benefit of the unemployed. All receipts left
after expenses were paid were to be i
divided between Mrs. Hutton and the
unemployed.
The gate records show that 165.000 ,
persons attended the revival meetings!
at Boston Garden, while the collections
amounted to $23,508.30. The expenses
were $23,441.48 leaving a "profit" of
just 804.82. This, being divided between Mrs. Hutton and the unemployed, brought the latter the sum of $32.41.
However this was not the whole story.
Sensing the fact that the unemployed
weren't going to get much out of it,
Mrs. Hutton took up one special collection In their behalf which brought
in $908.90.
Let Us assume that Mrs. Hutton's revival did some good in Boston, although
the regular churches in that city were
not noticeably enthusiastic, about the
event. Let us assume further that
those who announced a division of the
profits with the unemployed were sincere in their purpose. Is it not about
time to declare a moratorium on this
sort of thing and to stop using the
name of charity as a bait for entertainments, benefits, prize fights, concerts,
dances, or even revival meetings, when
it stands to reason that promoters and
proprietors will reap the big profits
while the unemployed will get only the
skim?
Let those who are generously inclined and who have money which they
can give to the unemployed give It directly to one of the responsible committees organized for that purpose.
Charity entertainments vary greatly
in degree; some amateur affairs are given with little or no cost and this way
of raising money has long been popular. But too many charity affairs are
given on such a costly basis that under the best of conditions about ten
cents of every dollar will go to charity
and 90 cent; to expenses. That sort of
business has been badly overworked.
There is too much "middleman" between producer and consumer. /
er7Zi
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Aimee Did Not
(, Greatly Assist
Boston's jobless
---- BOSTON, Oct. 22 (/P—Mavor
James M. Curley hopes that
AimPr1144111EP MePherson Hutton
"is more sureessiiil in saving souls
than she was in providing for
the needs of the hungry and the
unemployed."
The mayor has acknowledged
Mrs. Hutton's donation to the
city of $941.43, of which all except $32.41 was a special collection taken at one of her meetings for 150sion's unemployed.
Mrs. Hutton htd agreed to "spilt
50-50" with the mayor on her
10
profit&
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thusiasin for naval reduction has
been suddenly squelched in Boston by
the discovery that the first place to be
sacrificed In the economy program will
be the Boston navy yard, oldest of out'
American yards and the 1101 a port of
fighting ships which helped to save the
nation in its either wars,
The closing Of the Boston navy yard
will not only throw spme thousands
out of work at a time of general unssi
employment but it will also deprive
the New England coast of one of its
important naval bases—two points
which opponents of the move in Boson are not slow to emphasize.
In fact It is no exaggeration to say
that Boston Is "all het up" over the
matter. Ma 'or Curl y, the Chamber
is civic organizaof Commerce.
tions, manufacturers, hankers, labor
groups and all interests have buried
factional, economic or political differences and are presenting a united front
against the administration at Washington in this matter. What they are
saying about President Hoover is far
from complimentary. Some of the critics are insinuating that all of his major naval economies are to be effected
along the wealthy and populous Atlantic seaboard, while our naval bases
on the Pacific—where the President
lives in private life—are not to be
weakened.
The Boston Post apologizes for
Charles Francis Adams, secretary of the
Navy, a Massachusetts man. The Post
suggests that he could only have given
his "unwilling consent" to such an
arrangement. If he gave his consent
to a major policy to which he Is opposed, he Is a very different, kind of
Adams from John Quincy Adams, from
whom he is descended. At any rate,
there will be more about Boston's navy
yard before there is less, and a red
hot fight on the floor of Congress is
Promised.
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AIMEE IS POOR SOUL
SAVER, SAYS CURLEY
Boston, Oct. 22—With 50 per cent of
the profits of the revival msetings of
Aimee McPherson Hutton equalling
exactly $32.21, fears for the "lost
sheep" outside the folds of the evangelist's saved souls was expressed by
Mayor Curley.
tfrirner to Richard G. Dunn,
manager or the Boston Carden, Mayor
Curley aclinwledged Mrs Hutton's total
donation to the city of $941.43, of
which all expept $31..41 was a special
a meetcollection taken at one of th,
The
ings for Boston's unemployed.
mayor said:—
"I have forwarded the check as received to the public welfare department to b.> expended for the needy of
Boston.
I greatly regret that the
amount is not larger and cannot refrain from expressing the thought that
If the evangelist is not more successful in the saving of souls than She
was in providing for the weds or the
hungry and unemployed, I fear for
ithe lost sheen."
/

Curley Hopes Aimee's
'Soul Saving Surpasses
Attempts for Relief
(let. 22.- (AI') Mayor
BosToN,
James M. Curley hopes

that

Semple McPherson
more successful in sav•
ing souls than she NV:IS III proVid-

Aimee
ton "is

itiv for the needs of
linogrY
and th- unemployed."
Mayor luts acknowhidged
Mrs, Milton's (lona'ion to the
city. of So.11.43, of which all except $32.41 was a siperial
tion taken at one of her meetings
for Bost
tpirniployed. Mrs.
Minim had agreed to "split 50is it h the Ma)ao- on her
profits.

Tit,.

News

CjAry Fears for
—Aimee's Lost Sheep
After Small Check
Boston. Oct. 22 With Se per cent
f the profits of the revival meetings
of Aimee McPherson Hutton equalling exactly $32.41, fears for the "lost
sheep" outside the folds of the evangelist's saved souls were expressed
yesterday by Mayor Curley.
In a letter to Richard (3. Dunn,
manager of the Boston Garden, Mayor
Curley acknowledged Mrs. Hutton's
total donation to the city of $941.43,

of which all except $32.41 was a special collection taken at one of the
meetings for Boston's unemployed.
The mayor said;
"I have forwarded the check as received to the public welfare department to be expended for the needy of
Boston. I greatly regret that the
amount Is not, larger and cannot refrain from expressing tile thousht
that If the evangelist Is not more successful in the saving of souls than
she was In providing for the needs of
the hungry and unemployed, I fear
for the lost sheep."

J
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WILL USE CLOTH OF
co AMERICAN WOOLEN

A review of Mrs. Aimee Semple
in
McPherson Hutton's meetings
Boston does not throw a very glowing light over them financially. Mar
or Curie is no doubt clisappo.
.delded only $32 for his unth
employment fund, and Mrs. Hutton
even more so that her time and energy brought her no greater resources for the future. The 165,000
who heard her, averaged slightly less
than 11 cents per person in their contributions. The evangelist may consider herself specially unfortunate in
that her ministrations were apparently valued at even less than those
of more formal and less spectacular
gospels. Clergymen have told us that
church contributions with them average some 15 cents per person: It is
rarely, that is, that religion is ag
highly appraised in money value, as
the movies, even at an afternoon session.
,g
A77.4.4.13840
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CURLEY IN COMMENT-'
ON AIMEE'S DONATION
BOSTON. Oct. 22 iiPi—Mayor James
M. C i cv hopes that Aimee Semple
McPhMon Hutton "is more successful
in saving souls than she was in providing for the needs of the hungry
and the unemployed."
The mayor has acknowledged Mrs.
Hutton's donation to the city of $941.43, of which all except $32.41 was a
special collection taken at one of her
meetings for Boston's unemployed.
Mrs. Hutton had agreed to "split 5050" with the mayor on her profits.

Gino

CURLEY ACKNOWLEDGES
AIMEE'S DONATION
WIfH SLIGHT IRONY
Poston, Oct. 22.----(AP)—Mayor James M. Ctnir hopes that
Aimee Semple lierson Hutton
'Is more successful In saving
souls than she was in providing
for the needs of the hungry and
the unemployed."
The mayor has aeknowledged
Mrs. Hutton's donation to the
City of $941.43, of v Heti all except $32.41 was a special collection taken at one of her
meet.
!rigs for Boston'S
unemployed.
Mrs. Hutton had agretql to
"split
'41-110' with the mayor on
her
profits.

4,
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UP)—Mayor
BOSTON. Oct. 22
James M. Curley hopes that Aimee+
"is
Hutton
Semple McPherson
more successful in saving soul;
than she was in providing for the
needs of the hungry and the onem ployed.
acknowledged
The mayor has
Mrs. Hutton's donation to the city
of $941.43. of which all except
$32.41 was a special collection taken at one of her meetings for Boston's unemployed. Mrs. Hutton had
agreed to "split 50-50 with the
mayor on her profits.

Boston, Oct.
22—()—Mayor
James M. Curley today awarded a
contract for $6,100 worth of overcoats for the city's firemen and insisted the contract. contain a clause
that the coats were to be made
from goods manufactured by the
American Woolen company. He
said one way to help the industries
of the state was to use the r,00ds
they produce.

Contract Awarded
BOSTON, Oct. 22—Mayor C
today awarded a contract of
.0
worth of overcoats for firemen, and
insisted that the contract contain a
clause that the garments be made
by the American Woolen Co.
He declared that one Way to help
a Massachusetts industry was to Use
Its product.

N,447
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Mayor Curley h
SaTific At Aimee

FTAWRENCE WOOL

VVoile•
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BOSTON BOARD
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' BOSTON. Oct. 22 (in—Mayor
James M. Curley today awarded a
contract for pr.esp worth of overcoats
for the eity's firemen and insisted the
contract contain a clause that the
coats were to be made from goods
manufactured by the American Woo:en company. He said one way t.9 help
the industlies of the state was to use
the goods rrey oroduce.
_ o
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CURLY UNUERS

Firemen's Overcoat

Will USE CLOTH OF
4, AMERICAN WOOLEN

BOSTON, Oct. 22 (JP)—Ma Yor
James M. Curley today awarded a
contract for rye worth of overcoats
for the city's firemen and insisted the
contract contain a clause that the
coats were to be made from Roods
manufactured by the American Woolen company. He said one way to help
the industries of the state was to use
the goods they produce.
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NAMED

ON NAVY YARD PROTEST
BOSTON, Oct.22 AP -Henri I.
Harriman, president of the Boston
Chamber of Commerce today appointed a committee to confer with
President Hoover and protest agalmt
the proposed closing of the Boston
navy yard. The committee. includes
U. S. Sen. David I. Walsh, Congressmen John J. Douglass and Charles L.
Underhill,
Congresswoman
Edith
Nourse Rogers, Gov, Joseph B Ely,
Mayor James M. Curley and Stephen
C'. Garrity. siTar77mmander of the
Arn:rican Legion.
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ItHITY ,t A PIE tr
IIRSTON. Oct. 22 (IP)--lienry I
Harriman, president of the Boston
chamber of commerce, today appointed a committee to confer with
President Hoover and protest against
the proposed closing of the Boston
navy yard.
The committee includes
United States Senator David I. Walsh,
Congressmen John J. Douglass and
Charles L. Underhill, Congresswoman
Edith Nourse Rogers, Gov. Joseph
B. Ely, Mayor James M. Curley and
Stephen C. Garrity,-itrwreinander
'•1-. American Lecion
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REVIVAL FINANCES

To aT extent never before experienced the public has
been let in on the financial end of a big revival campaign
in Boston. When Gypsy Smith or Billy Sunday, or other
noted evangelists have come to Boston the services have
been conducted with the cooperation financial and otherwise by the Boston Protestant Evangelical churches.
Contributions have been taken up among the crowds attending. If there has been a spread between the receipts
and expenditures either way it has not been regarded as
news. With the visit of Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton, a different plan has been followed, and spotlighted
by the rather peculiar demand on the part of 1Vily_a_CurIcy that half a collection be turned ever to—Pro7ton s
charity fund, a la the proposal of Texas Guinan, in seeking permission to give a show in one of the suburbs So
the actual finances came into the limelight. It appears
there was considerably less than $ 1 00 for the split; although the sum which Aimee actually turned over is a
quite considerable amount over $900.
While the emphasis on this side of this revival business is regrettable,while it mitigates the good which might
be done, this Boston incident with the colorful Aimee in
the stage center, is illuminating; it buries the ghost of the
conception in the public mind that these folks are in it
for the millions they stand to get out of it, a conception
which is not true.
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LUSaY EXPRESSES

VIEWS BEARING ON
AIMEE'S SUCCESS
From Yesterday's Latest Edition
BOSTON, Oct. 22. (IM--MaYot
James M. Curley hopes that . 'nice
Semple McPherson Hutton "is more
successful in saving souls than she
was in providing for the needs el
the hungry and the unemployed."
The mayor has acknowledged
Mrs. Hutton's donation to the city
of $941.43, of which all except
$32.41 was a special collection taken
at one of her meetings for Boston's
Mrs. Hutton had
unemployed.
agreed to "split 50-50" with the
mayor on her profits.
When Aimee McPherson Hutton's unemployment fund check of
$941.43 arrived at Mayor Curley's
desk the mayor promptly dictated
an acknowledgment to Manager
Richard G. Dunn of the Boston
Garden.
"I greatly regret that the amount
is not larger," he said, "and cannot refrain from expressing the
thought that if the evangelist is not
more successful in the saving of
souls than she, was in providing for
the needs of the hungry and unemployed I fear for the lost sheep."
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You wrestling fans will perhaps be
the winners in this so-called Mayor
Curley unemployment fund bouts
which are scheduled for the Boston
Garden, November 3rd. That is, as
far as entertainment goes. The two
factions controlling wrestling in Boston, the Bowser regime and Boston
Garden clique, are warring, and what
a war, my dear friends! DeGlane is
the Bowser circuit champion, Londos
the Garden chain champion. A Londos-DeGlane match would be something to watch but the chances of
seeing it are as slim as your pocketbook. Bowser seems to be ducking
the issue, and well he might, as his
champion, in our opinion, would
stand as much chance of taking Lon
dosas we would.
This is a natural rivalry battle,
both factions wanting to outdo the
other but with Londos the Fabiani
group can call Bowser's hand. Perhaps Mayor Curley, can in his diplomatic V5i7Mange matters.
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Mayor Curley took a parting shot
. ight at Mrs. Aimee
't
Wedne.sday
Semple McPherson Hutton after he
liad deposited in the Boston city
treasury for the relief of the poor and
the unemployed a contribution of
$941.43, which she collected for I he
city at her revival meetings during
the past two week.s at Boston Garden.
"If the evangelLst is not more successful in saving souls than she WA.%
in providing for the needs of the
hungry and unemployed. I fear for
the lost sheep" Mayor Ourley wrote
to Manager Richard G. Dunn of Boston Garden, in acknowledging receipt
of the check.

Evangelist Donates VI
$941 to Boston Poor
Boston, Oct. 22--(A.P.)—Mayor
James M. Curley hopes that Aimee
Semple McrIfPlAn Hutton "is more
successful in saving souls than she
was in providing for the needs of the
hungry and the unemployed."
The inTfyor has acknowledged Mrs.
Hutton's donation to the city GI
$941.43, of which all except $32.41 was
a special collection taken at on.e of
her meetings for Boston's uneinployed. Mrs. Hutton had agreed to split
50-50" with the mayor on her profits.

/
employment relief fund, under a plan
adopted today at a conference between
Mayor James M. Curley and department heads. Employes earning $2100
a year orjless will be asked to con.
of their weekly
Municipal tribute 1 per cent
I -lay,Would
salaries. Those earning between $2100
Workers Give Percentage and $2900 will he asked to contribute
2 per cent and those receiving salarle.s
of Salaries.
above that figure will be expected to
BOSTON, Oct. 23—Employes of tile give 3 per cent. The funds so obcity will be asked to contribute a part tained would be administered by the
of their salaries to a municipal un- Public Welfare Department.

CURLEY PROPOSES
• CITY RELIEF FUND
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API—A delegaBOSTON, Oct. 2
tion of representative Boston citizens will go to Washington unless
official confirmation is received that
President Hoover will not close the
Charlestown navy yard, President
Henry I. Harriman of the Chamber
of Commerce, said tonight.
Mayor James M. Curley tonight accepted the I'm-cm-ion Of Harriman to
serve as a member of the delegation
the
to confer. If necessary, with
Charles
Secretary
and
President
Secrenavy.
the
of
Adams
Francis
tary Adams today said in a telegram
to Harriman that the matter still
was under considerrtion.

•

!Bostonians Plan March on capital
Boston, Oct. 24 (4)--A delegalion
of representative Boston citizens
will march on the White House in
Washington unless official confirmation is received
that President
Hoover will not close the Charlestown Navy yard. Mayor James M.
Curley Friday accepted the invItatidlrbf President Henry I. Harriman of the Boston Chamber of
Commerce to serve as a meniber of
the delegation.

Official Phones
roomed by Edict
(.:;. Of Mayor Curley
Boston, Oct. 25 Ma)or —77371ey
plan to discontinue telephone service
at city expense in the homes of municlpai department heads and supervisors was answered yesterday by many
of the officials concerned with asser•
lions that the move would bring decreased efficiency in the various departments.
Although loath to discuss the affair publicly yesterday and precipitate a controversy with the mayor, department heads privately agreed that
Mayor Curley's proposal, although
possibly saving $15,000 annually, was
a false economy move which would
lower the standard of service now
maintained.
Eleven telephones are listed to fire
department officials who may be
called at any time in the event of
serious blaze, 29 of the city-paid telephones are in the homes of division
commanders and other police officials
111141 engineers and foremen of the
public wors department, subject to
emergency calls to work, share 21
telephones, it was pointed out.
Six employes of the park department. including Commissioner William P. Long, enjoy residential teleThe
phone service at. city expense.
question was raised of Mayor Curley's
authority to order Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman to discontinue the
. 29 telephones of police officers who
are officially on continuous duty
Despite the undercurrent of opposition to the plan, Mayor Curley declared yesterday that the proposal,
outlines in communications to the
be
department heads Friday, will
carried out with discontinuance of
city payment for the telephones after
Jan. 1.
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The Lab4 ..er and His Hire
It will be recalled that Aimee McPherson Hutton has recently held a series of evangelistic
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CITY OFFICIALS
DISLIKE CURLEY'S
I TELEPHONE ORDER
-Boston, Oct. 25 -Mayor Curley's
plan to discontinue telephone service at city expens,. in the homes of
municipal department heads and
supervisors was answered yesterday by many of the officials concerned with assertions that the
move would bring decreased efficiency in the various departments.
Although loath to discuss the afprefair publicly yesterday and
cipitate a controversy with the
mayor, department heads privately
agreed that Mayor Curley's propossibly saving
posal, although
$15,000 annually, was a false economy move which would lower the
standard of service now maintained.
Eleven telephones are listed to
fire department officials who may
event
be called at any time in the
cityof a serious blaze, 29 of the
homes.
paid telephones are in the
other
of division commanders and
and
police officials and engineers
deforemen of the public works
partment, subject to emergency,
telephones
calls to work, share 21
it was pointed out.
Six employes of the park department, including Commissioner
l
William P. Long, enjoy residentia
telephone service at city expense.
Mayor
The question was raised of
Curley's authority to order Police
Hultman
C.
Eugene
Commissioner
s of
to discontinue the 29 telephone
police officers who are officially
on continuous duty.
Despite the undercurrent. of opposition to the plan, Mayor Curthe
ley declared yesterday that
aproposal. outliner' in communic
heads Friday,
tions to depart' AL
disconwill be carried mit with for the
tinuance of city payment
telephones after Jan. 1.
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FROM Robert M. Washburn of Boston, counsellor-at-law, president
of the Roosevelt Club and pilot of
Washburn's Weekly, comes a brief
but sufficient note that reads: "Appreciation of your filtered commendation of me." You're very welcome,
Bob, but why did you address the
tabloid missive to "S. Keith Rich,
Esq.?" Affixing the Keith to any
Brocktonian's name can be accounted
for and accepted as a compliment,
but the suffix of esquire is overcomingly superfluous. We tist can't live
up to it.
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
drops a lint"ia, rxvieKS--nits• appreciation of a "cordial editorial" in the
Enterprise relative to his joining the
class in English literature provided
by the State University Exension and
to say further: "Your appeal to the
citizens of Brockton to take advantage of night school opportunities Is
a well. timed suggestion."
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We've spoken ot vanous not unwholesome memories of Sister Aimee
that Boston and thereabouts will
keep. From the other end of the telescope, the chief recollection of Boston
retained by sister and her husband
seems to be a peevish disappointment
at Mayor Curley.
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BOSTON CITY WORKERS
‘,ASKED TO AID IDLE
Mayor Curley and Department
Heads Propose 1 to 3 Per
Cent Contributions.

•

BOSTON, Oct. 23 (fP1.—Employees
of the city will be asked to
contribute a part of their 'salaries to
a
municipal unemployment relief fund,
under a plan adopted today at
a
conference between Mayor James M.
Curley and department heads. Em earning $2100 a year or less
will be asked to contribute
1 per
cent of their weekly salaries. Those
earning between $2100 and $2900
will
be asked to contribute 2 per
cent
and those receiving Salaries above
that figure will be expected to give
8 per cent. The funds so
obtained
would be administered by the Public Welfare department.
AIL
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CURLEY TELLS AIMEE
POOR FUND GOT $941
Boston, Oat. 24—New York press
comment that the unemployed of Boston got only $32 as a result of her
revival collection apparently disturbed
,Aimee Semple McPherson Hutton and
her husband, David, to such an extent that they wired Mayor Curley
from New York asking that he send
them a note on official stationery to
Providence, that it was $900 rather
than $32.
Tile mayor speedily replied to Mr
and Mrs Hutton'a telegram, acknowledging $909.02 from the collection for
the unemployed and $32.41—"the contribution from the profits of the Boston revival."
The mayor also added to his
message:—
Apparently during the depression
the law of compensation under which
the good are rewarded and the evil
are punished has, if we may judge
by receipts, been disregarded."
vs
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Touchin' on and Pertainin' To.
OSTON RETAIL STORES,in common with those of most
other large cities thrcughout the country, are to be open
for business on Armistice day. Boston now has nine legal
holidayi in the year, against from five to seven in other
cities of its class, and merchants contend the burden to business
has become a heavy one. Ma,zipr Curley has suggested the desirability of observing all holidayrtirthe future, except Christmas
and the Fourth of July, on the Saturdays of the weeks in which
the holidays occur. This would be helpful to business and industry and popular with working people. Christmas and Independence day are the most important of the fixed dates. Others could
be moved on the calendar without any affront to sentiment. For
some years the Enterprise has advocated setting all holidays except Christmas on dates that would fall on a Monday. Perhaps,
with so many cities and towns suspending work in shops and
stores and other branches of business for all or part of Saturday,
that day might fit better into the economic scheme. Bringing
Sunday and a holiday together insures against a midweek break
in bartering and productivity and doubles the leisure period for
the people. Very likely such an arrangement, which would preferably be a national one, would result in a more general observance of some of the holidays than is now the rule
/. s .1/
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MAYOR CIRLEY
TO BE SPEAKER
Rockland, Oct. 24.—The Rockland
Chamber of Commerce will hold an
open meeting at the Rockland Opera
House Tuesday evening. The members will have a banquet at 8:30 and
at 8 o'clock, after the close of the
regular business meeting, the opera
house will be thrown open to the
public. The speaker of the evening
will be Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston. Because of the number who
want to hear Mayor Curley President
William H. McCarthy has extended
an invitation to all who may wish to
attend. It will be Mayor Curley's
first visit to Rockland in a number of years and plans are being
made to give him a royal welcome.
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Mayor Curley or Boston has never
been notable for the finer graces, but
141
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it he is correctly reported we feel
that he outdid 'mself in boorishness when he acknowledged Mrs.
ilutton's contribution to the poor of
Boston by a sarcastic reference to
BOSTON, Oct. 23 (AP)—Employes
her work. To ask her to contribute
of the city will be asked to contribute
half the net proceeds of her Boston
part of their salaries to a municipal
meetings seems like a rather cheeky
unemloloyment relief fund, under a
plan adopted today at It conference
proceeding in the first place: Yet,
between Mayor James M. Curley and
When it was evident that the prodepartment heads. zmpinyes earning
ceeds would be of a negligible amount,
$2100 a year or less will be asked to
Mrs. Hutton ordered a special eoncontribute 1 per cent of their weekly
salary.
Oibution for the relief of Boston's
Those earning between $2100 and
poor. This was a kind and generous
$2900 will be asked to contribute 2
set, and it called for an appreciative
per cent and those receiving salaries
above that figure will he expected to
word from the mayor.
An illgive 3 per cent. The funds so obtained
natured wise-crack seems to he all
would be administered by the public
the thanks the evangelist got—but
welfare department.
there is little doubt that the people
of Boston have some sense of gratie, it their mayor boo...not.
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To the Editor of The Herald:
. . . Mrs. Hutton did not come
to make money for the poor and
the unemployed of Boston. Why
should she have been expected to,
any more than any of the other
speakers that come to Boston?
When I read that the mayor had
cabled an invitation to Gandhi to
visit the city I wondered if he
would demand 50 per cent of Gandhi's net wearing apparel. . . .
If any "poor soul" needs sympathy it is James M. Curley, who
has lost out in the estimation of
thousands of fair-minded people in
Massachusetts because of the treatment of a woman and a stranger
within Boston's gates received from
its mayor.
HELEN M. CUMMINGS,
Attleboro. Oct. 22.
a.
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TO ASK HUB EMPLOYES
GIVE TO JOBLESS FUND
Boston, Oct. 23—(AP)—Employe.s Of
the city will be asked to contribute a
part of their salaries to a municipal
unemployment relief fund, under a
plan adopted today at a cont?rence
between Mayor James M. Curley and
department heads. Pliffrietelfes earning
$2100 a year or less will be askiel to
contribute 1 per (rill of their weekly
salaries. Those earning between $2100
and $2900 will be asked to contribute
2 per cent and those receiving triterie.s abort that figure will be expected
to give three per cent. 'The funds so
obtained would be administered by the
public welfare department..

/,/
Many Local Connections
In New Project at Airport
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TlilE" FACTOR OF RELIGION.
(Front the Springfield 'Union.] It is nothing against Mines Sem
ple Hutton or her four-square gospel that Boston continues Its wicked
could."
course. "She did whatleshe
paid $33.More than 165,000 peop
profits
cd;
-day
peri
nine
506.30 in the
city
amounted to $04.82, of which thement
ploy
for
41
unem
gets half, or $33.
'complirelief. Aimee paid a public bUsi
ness
ment to .35tyor Curley's
acumen in strIkingreffrThargain,n but
is
atio
expenses were heavy. Salv
no longer free. Some 5000 welcomed
than
her the; opening night and more
20,000 Welcomed her departure at the
d
closing service. It may be hope
that Boston has been improved by
Many sincere followers
her visit.
and admirers doubtless wc.re • benefited, but the majority considered her
Just another good "show."
Aimee is no profound theologian.
The Bible she accepts as her ultimate authority, without the change
of a jot or a tali, and for reasoning
she substitutes texts. The Harvard
boys who took hey to lunch were impressed more by her personality than
by her theology. The hardened sinners of Boston found her personally
attractive and highly entertaining,
but remained unconverted for the
most part.
A historian states that a nation
has always deteriorated when it has
lost faith in its religion if it did not
e.
get something better In its placee
The. Billy Sundays and the Alni
ons
nati
the
that
nt
MePhersons lame
are deteriorating while others maing
tain that the people have somethin."
better than the "old-time religion e
This will be true to somc and fals
to others. Religion, properly defined,
plays an Important role in civilization but little trust may be placed
generally in the definitions of professional revivalists.
More than once in history It has
been shown that blasphemous defiance of sentiments of respect for the
Infinite Being has been followed by
a breakdown of morale in a people
and that the resources of a nation
are helpless when morale is broken.
It is still true that the last line of
defense is not material but moral.
n
The strongest nation is doomed whe
its moral laws are disregarded genpolitical
erelly. Governments and
systems may change, but the instinct
[to rely upon a superior personality
remains.
the
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ke NOT NEW
Boston Five Years Behind Lawrence in
Eliminating Public Telephones in the
Homes of Officials
The Boston newspapers Saturday gave considerable
publicity to the newest municipal economy move of Mayor
Curley, whereby he will cause the discontinuance of a
long-established custom of granting telephone service in
the homes of important municipal officials at the expense
of the city of Boston.
Setting the example himself, the mayor personally
will pay for the telephone at his own home. More than
one hundred other officials will have to follow suit, otherwise their telephones will be removed, as a result of the
arrangements which Mayor Curley is making with the telephone company. The estimate of the amount of money
that the city will save in telephone charges is $15,000. The
plan is to divert that money to the care of the needy during the winter months. The idea upon which it is based is
that the city is not under any obligation to furnish free
telephone service and that the various officials can well
afford to pay for it, particularly in view of the fact that
their home telephones are unquestionably used mainly for
private rather than official business. If they do not care to
pay for their own telephones, then henceforth they will
have to do without them.
'Mayor Curley's plan carries even farther than the
elimination of city telephones in the homes of officials. He
intends to have the private telephones in the schoolhouses ,
replaced by public pay stations. Instead of costing the city
money then, the schoolhouse telephones would provide a
Source of revenue.
The move to require salaried public officials to pay
for the telephones in their own homes is a sound and businesslike one that merits commendation, and it is not surprising that the Boston newspapers prominently displayed
the stories regarding it.
As a matter of fact, though, the publicity once more
calls attention to the distance in front of the rest of the
procession that Lawrence usually is, because this city was
jutt about five years ahead of Boston in making this particular change.
Lawrence for many years gave free home telephones
tp many of its officials, but back in about 1926 it was decided to discontinue them as an economy measure, and
since then the city has been making a substantial annual
saving by reason of the fact that no telephones are paid
for that are not for strictly official use.
This is not an isolated instance wherein Lawrence was
many years ahead of Boston in an important matter of
public policy. Only a comparatively short time ago the
Hub inaugurated a plan in its charities department with
regard to the matter of dispensing aid to families which
had been deserted by the husband and father. By prosecuting vigorously family deserters, it was forecast that
Boston would make a large yearly saving in the matter of
relief extended to such families. Again quite properly the
Boston papers gave considerable publicity to the move,
presumably on the ground that it was a brand new departure in public relief administration. The interesting fact
in that connection from a local standpoint was that the
Lawrence charities department had been following a simicc full
r olic
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AN ERROR IN JUDGMENT
!Prom the New Bedford
Standard!
Mayor Cwley's suggestion that Harvard devote the proceeds of
big games, or of a post-sea one of its
son game,
to the fund for the
unemployed merits
more consideration than
President
Lowell appears to have given it.
The
prompt rejection of the plan
would
indicate that it was plainly out
of
the question, but we do
not see why
it should be. The
objection appears
to be that it would be
ing college sport. Whatcommercializof it? Why
be so afraid of
on?
After all Harvard commercializati
has an entire institution on the Boston side
of
the
Charles devoted to the
so commercial a subject teaching of
as business
administration.
If football games with
big
gate receipts devoted to paying
the expenses
of all college sport
activities are proper. what is so
objectionable
present situation in a game in the
money for the unemployed? to raise
All over
the country people
are being
contribute to relief measures. asked to
Other
colleges are to play
benefit games
Harvard football players
probably
would be willing to help
to the extent
of playing an extra
match.
There
is no reason why
help in this way so they should not
far as we can see.
Yale, Brown, Holy
Cross, Dartmouth,
Cornell, Columbia,
and
Princeton will meetPennsylvania
in football tournaments early in
December.
President Lowell's refusal
to
co-operate places that let Harvard
institution in
an unfavorable light
and is an error
in judgment that
should be corrected
before it is too late
SPIrny
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and Holidays.

toit Herald.
Prom the
All the old arguments against the
closing of the stores of Boston on
Armistice Day are far stronger this
year than heretofore on account of Ps •
isting conditions. The shops require
The
RI' the business they can get.
eni pinyes need all the wages they .'an
opt. The former contention I our
tail establishments that frequent Interruptions of the orderly course of busines,q are a handicap applies with greater force In a period of depression than
at any other time. The world of influstry and commerce for years has
been opposing any increase in the
tsismber of our regular holidays. The
shortening of the work week and the
almost universal tendency to lengthen
the week-end have more and moi-e constricted the period within which the
of the country has to
Ir;
done,
That Boston observes more holidays
than any large city In the country Is
veil known. It is not so well known
that all government offlees throughout the country are kept open on
Armistice Day. A large number of the
stores of Roston have observed the reque.is of our Presidents that a twominute period of silence he kept at
the hour which marks the anniversary
of the silencing of the guns In 1918.
Canada has arranged for a combination of- Armistice Day and Thanksgiving Day, and a like arrangement might
he considered here, for as Den. Edwards said, the spirit ,ol: the two days
Its similar. that of rejoicing and not of
sorrow. The suggestion of Mayor Corley that all our holidays, exeltrthq
.fritv-st and Dec. 2:1, might he adjusted
10 Saturdays may not be wholly festaible, but it indicates what is the trend
of thought.
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1932 Is Hazy
We don't see just where the party lines are
going to be in the coming state campaign. On this
issue of "borrowing to build, there can hardly be
party lines, for the reasons just noted. On automobile insurance, if it proves available as an issue,
party lines are not going to serve. In the matter of
view
Mate contracts also party lines fade away, in
or
of the mixed positions of the council, the govern
and the lieutenant-governor.
Nor does prohibition offer any party solace,
right
nor yet party intoxication. As the case looks
now both parties will be wet; and that may plunge
the
an independent candidate into the field, for
up in
drys will not be content to be all dressed
dry socks with no place to go.
sudThe Massachusetts Republican Club has
Iml
politica
al
practic
of
degree
a
d
denly assume
portance which it has not hitherto had. This, by
effort to
virtue (or otherwise) of its vigorous
g to
force the prohibition issue; it is now seekin
addian
in
g
bringin
by
stand
wet
capitalize its
if suctional thousand thirsty Republicans. Which
t wet
militan
dingly
outstan
an
it
cessful will make
organization within the Grand Old Party.
1932
So, as we draw nearer and nearer to the
cama
is
ing
impend
see
we
what
gn,
state campai
personal
paign of personalities--not meaning
hip
abuse, but rather projection of personal leaders
achieveand personal popularity as the basis for
ity is apment at the polls. Governor Ely's popular
than on
parent; and he will build on that, rather
l
persona
a
been
always
has
man
issues. Mr. Young
and he will
rather than an organization candidate,
things start
be so more than ever next year. Should
permit the
breaking in the Democratic ranks and
der for
conten
a
as
Curley
effective entry of Mayor
-Inalriffis candidacy would
the governorship nonm
Curley
be almost entirely a personal one. James M.
in polities.
ualist
individ
great
a
been
always
has
has
Aside from the insurance tangle, the week
northe
than
more
no
with
been quiet on the Hill,
of that
mal amount of political gossip, and little
of the
here
up
taken
was
having any value. Note
up In
Society
rian
Antiqua
an
Americ
the
of
dinner
after
that
fact
the
of
and
. your city of Worcester,
was opened
1831
in
down
a
put
Madeir
of
a bottle
again not to be reand sampled it was put away
especially taken of
was
Note
2031.
until
opened
the society's presie,
the fact that Calvin Coolidg
rs. He might have
sample
the
among
not
dent, was
or of MassaGovern
with propriety remarked to the
:
Lincoln
Levi
was
who
1831,
chusetts of
s."
'It's a long time between sample
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TO PRESENT
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MAYOBSIIBLEY 7' 1)/24Rockland Commercial club hit
seiie nail on the head when they
to
cured Mayor Curley of Boston
openspeak this evening at their
is a
ing meeting. Mayor Curley
suchis
of
because
real attraction,
he is
cess politically and because
organa real orator. The Rocliland
the
ization is doing well to secure
ng.
gatheri
the
for
Opera House
on
There should be a record crowd
and
mayor,
Boston
the
bear
hand to
will unthe Commercial club opener
pubfor
mark
high
a
set
ly
doubted
lic inte13111L—
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Unless Al Smith is a candidate for B
the Democratic nomination for President, the Massachusetts Democracy ;
is going to have a difficult time :n ,TO
agreeing on support of any candidate. I
notwithstanding Mayor James M.
Curley's interests and efforts in the ,
political fortunes of VIA. Franklin D.
Roosevelt.
The Roosevelt candioacy started off YARD,
with a bang in this state but it is
beginning to lag and there is no
crystallized sentiment for any of the
several favorite sons.
The appearance of Gov. Albert C
Ritchie of Maryland in Boston Ile::
,Saturday is not going to help the 51: nation for he comes here for tile
avowed purpose of giving Impetus
the Ritchie-for-President movement.
When Governor Roosevelt came to
Boston to be the guest of Colonel
House last June, it was quite generally agreed then that if Governor
day,
Smith was not a candidate the
-While ha
Boston. Oct..17—,
Massachusetts delegation would probthe
out
through
ted
celebra
ably go to the national convention Was being
strong for Roosevelt. Since then, how- country today, Civic and business lead
ever, there has been a decided change ers here wereplanning a more intense
i
in sentiment, not that they love ibattle
to prevent the closing -Of the
Roosevelt the leas but there is con- Boston navy yard.
Suffel
lcern about the Influence Roosevelt
A resolution adopted by the of For
success might give to Mayor Curler ,county
council of the Veterans
Wars, to be sent to Presiden
Hoover, scored Secretary of the Navy
Adams.
I There is the ever-present fear that Charles Francis
a
The resolution was adopted after to
;Mayor Curley is a. threat to Goverry Adams
Secreta
by
sent
noreiNgeasmainiture success and the letter,
rea
Weidtuann, %1118
Democratic leaders who have been Comdr Joseph M.meeting of the coun
toward
the.at the monthly
particularly friendly
declared the "tenor
Boston mayor do not want to make eil. The resolution ed' such sarca.s
any move that will add to his of the letter contain
as is unbecoming of a cabinet officer
strength.
government. and
Of course if Governor Smith de- of the United States
with, and declares for Governor Roosevelt, and in spirit La not in accord
feats the cooperation which the Presimany do not think he will do so
n,
now. it may change the situatio dent is trying to secure.
'
but even then it is doubtful that he Secretary Adams' letter said: my
cy would be very much obliged to
can keep the Bay State Democra
Foreign
of
friends of the Veterans
in line for anyone but himself.
There is talk that Curley's Reify- Wars if they would indicate to in
.
a
in
result
may
lt
how to achieve the necessary saving
• ity for Rooseve
move to get Governor Smith to con-,Of about 150,000,000 without closin
The Boston navy yard and laying up
eent to have nis name used in the
presidential primaries in Massachu- old Tronsides."
rival
a
have
to
Meanwhile, Mayor James M. Curley
setts to enable them
delegation. Such a move, they feel. opened Boston's celebranort dritav
h
would defeat Mr. Curley and with it day with a radio speech hi
would go much of his • strength. flayed the request of the Navy loan
the
then
w,
avoid
withdre
that controversial subjects be
When Smith
'delegates could go where•they wishedcd in navy day addresses, and assail
t.
Roosevel
for
ed those who advocated disarmamen
—even
The fact of the matter is that
opin-divided
there is a very-much
ion over Democratic possibilities and
the Roosevelt strength at the beginning is rapidly being matched by
the sentiment for RItch,e, Newton
D. Baker and Owen D.. Young.
/0/
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Rest of Nation Celebrates Day
on Which Controversy
Is Ruled Out

The Threat

ieign
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BOSTON OFFICIALS
OPPOSE PHONE ORDER
,y's
toston, Oct. ?Ai—Mayor Curl:
plan to discontinue telephone service at city expense in the homes of
municipal department heads and
supervisors was answered Saturday by many of the officials concerned with assertions that the
move would bring decreased efficiency in the various departments.
Although loath to discuss the affair publicly yesterday and piecipitate a controversy with the
mayor, department heads privately
agreed that Mayor Curley's proposal, although "--perfasiely saving
$15.000 annually, wa.c. a false economy move which would lower the
standard of service now maintained.
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Cooperative Camp For Jobless
Residents of Common Is Opened
Boston, Oct. 27—"Cainp Co-op," a
nine-room house in South Boston
dedicated to the needs of the jobless
residents of Boston Common, opened
last 'tight without the pomp and ceremony which usually attend the inauguration of charitable institutions.
The Rev Paul Noyes, former pastor
of Hope Congregational church, Cambridge, and self-styled minister to the
dwellers on the Common, declared at
the outset that the enterprise was not
a charity, but a cooperative camp association where the men would be
given a chance to make a home for
themselves.
Mr Noyes who. Is a rather determan with a neatlymined littl
trimmed beard, has been forbidden by
M 'or Curley to distribute sandjobless on the Common
wie
but has got around the ruling by
making arrangements with a Broadway restaurant to sell the men beans,
bread, coffee and pudding for a dime.
"I am not going to make It a Place

•

in which to preach," he said, "I am
going to try to help these men feed,
clothe and house themselves during
the winter and perhaps incidentally
exert a good lelluence upon them.
But I shan't preach.
The house has be2n furnished by
the South Boston Lumber company.
312 West Broadway. Last night there
were eight &cis and 12 residents. Mr
Noyes said he was now looking for
more blankets, cots, checker boards,
dominoes, paper towels, and tents to
set up in the adjoining "park," which
until yesterday was graced with no
loftier title than "vacant lot." However, it has trees, and is an attractive
place in which to spend a winter by
comparison to a cheerless bench on
the Common, be declared. ,
One of the inhabitants of the new
camp is a chef. Three of the n$gn
have found a day's work apiece foday. They will pool their resources to
buy food. The donor of the building
has provided divans, tables and stoves.
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Curley Will Address
C. of C. Women,Nov.2
Woman members of the Quincy
Chamber of Commerce will attend
the annual meeting of the organization Nov. 2 at 6:5 o'clock, it was announced today.
of Boston
Mayor James
will give a talk on "The Metropolitan
Plan
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is now being made to correct the
situation. He said that Boston is
much nearer European ports than
York and Philadelphia.
is New
It is only 10 minutes from the seas
while Philadelphia is 40 miles from
the ocean and New York is two
hours away from open sea.
Ednie,
A. Duggan, John
John
Attention has been called to the
Jared
Gardner,
Feener,
Stanley
steamer companies of the possibility
Keane.
Richard Hall and Edward
of a four day journey between BosThe death of Charles D. Tyler was ton and Europe and new and fast
comcommittee
a
and
reported
boats may be assigned to the Boston
posed of Odes W. Howland, George port. This will assist a great deal
Smith
apwas
N. Beal and Harold
in the resumption of business at
pointed to draw up resolutions. The Boston and will benefit all of New
which
$80
matter of raising about
England. Mayor Curley spoke of
was pledged by the Chamber for the unemployment situation in Bosbringing to town a manufacturing ton and said the amount is increasRockland, Oct. 28.--Mayor James concern was brought up and it was ing with rapidity.
was the voted to raise the money by subHe said that this is a time for
M. Curley of Boston
speaker at the opening meeting of scription tickets.
all to stand by. The reduction of
the season Vf the Rockland Cham- The following committees were wages will not, in his oppinion, help
ber of Commerce at the Rockland appointed for the year: Public af- the situation. Every effort possible
Opera House last evening and was fairs, Elmer C. Cobb, James B. Is being done in Boston to provide
by a large crowd. The Studley, James Shanahan; health, employment and vast sums of money
greeted
members of the Chamber held a Dr. William A. Loud, S. W. Baker are being spent for public improvethe and C. B. Collins; legislature, John ment in order that work can be supof
banquet at the opening
evening and this was followed fay a R. Parker, Elwin T. Wright and plied. He said that, in his opinion,
George Gallagher; music, William the five-day working week will help
business session.
and to solve the situation.
A number of important matters T. McCarthy, Robert Smile
publicity, James
If adopted, it will put many men
were taken up. President William James Redgate;
H. McCarthy presided at the ses- Donovan, C. H. Brewster and Wes- to work who are now idle.-The inW.
A.
troduction of machinery has wiped
sion and outlined the work of the ley Pierce; educational, John
organization for the coming year. Pierce, Emil Kelstrand and John out the jobs of many people, thereS.
fore the laboring hours should be
He said the Chamber has many Duggan; transportation, Frank
Important questions to meet the Alger, Roland S. Poole and George shortened so that more people can
coming year and spoke principally N. Beal; employment, Dr. Joseph work. 'Pouching on the matter of
in regard to the matter of unem- Lelyveld, Roderick MacKenzie, W. disarmament, he said he was in
favor of it if every other nation in
ployment in the town. He asked B. Cuningharn.
New business, Harry S. Torrey, the world would disarm too, but he
every member to do all possible in
securing any new industry for the Herbert F. Perry and John Spence; wants the other nations to lay down
town. He also urged a membership auditors, Giles W. Howland, Elmer their arms on the table before the
United States will disarm.
drive and committees will be ap- Ask lund.
being introMayor Curley, on
Mayor Curley said Rockland is
pointed monthly.
The following-new members were duced, was given a cordial recep- going through the same experience
elected last evening: Carl Ander- tion. He spoke in an interesting as regards unemployment as the
audience other cities and countries of the
his
son, Dr. Ralph C. Briggs, Charles manner and held
hour. world, but believed the turn has
an
nearly
Brann, James Murphy, .lames Red- spellbound for
Spoke of the work come for the better but the people
gate Dr. H. C. Marine, Rev. Patrick Mayor curie
k-r-tone to bring the have to watch out and see to it
Dr. Hulse. George that 4fgCrayton and
that everything possible is done to
O'Brien and Stanley Bauman of port of Boston back to its own.
He said that owing to the dif- make work for everybody.
school
were
the Rockland High
presented as honorary members for 'n.entials that a good deal of the
C
• ;ports and imports of Boston and
the coming year.
A membership committee for the ew England and other points
effort
every
but
coming month was appointed and have been reduced

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE HEARS
FINE TALK -BylulcpAyPilecylytAgy

Committees for Year
Named at Initial
Meeting.
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Urges Consolidation
To elhninate this condition,
Curley suggested' that the multiplicity in government cfflces might
be cut by consolidation of cities.
He declared that he favored a
metropolitan fire, police, and educamodeled on a
tion departments
similar basis to the present metropolitan sewer, water, and police
departments.
In supporting his 'plea for a
metropolitan educational system,
Curley declared that at present In
Boston, from the annual budget of
$65,000,000, $21,000,000 is spent on
schools. To add to this, the,
Catholic
private
and
Hebrew
schools represent a $7,000,000 yearly operating cost.
The'greatest of all bentfits from
the Metropolitan Boston plan, according to Mayor Curley, would la,
from a commercial standpoint, it
would Ma, he claimed, in removing
the preferential freight rate system now in force and it would stimulate business from the port of
Beaton.
Sees Development
"I don't care what system is used
to make this Metropolitan Boston,"
Curley closed, "but I want to see
Greater Boston united to remove
the present commercial disaivantages."
Curley was introduced by Presi:
dent Henry J. Hickey. Following
the Boston mayor's talk, Hickey
appointed Vice President J. Edward
Mundie, Harry Kerr, and John S.
niwinn as a special committee to
check the ballots. While this group
was counting the vote, there was a
specialty dance by Marie Mollica
and Edward Nelson.

•
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Mayor Curley as a rule is extremely
busy witI1-1115 Boston engagements.
lie is also very much in demand at
big events not only In this state but
elsewhere. In view of this the local
Chamber of commerce is fortunate
In having him as a speaker Wednesday evening. It was through the efforts of Atty. M. J. Reardon of this
city that the noted Hub figure was
procured, the latter answering the
call for his services through friendship for Mr. Reardon. Those who attend will find their evening well
anent.
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urley Urges Quincy
Join 'Greater Hub'

"All cities and towns within a 15- amount, and the city or town pays
mile radius of the Boston city 1%11 the 48 per rent. difference. I am sure
should unite and co-operate for a that any city or town in the present
Greater Boston," Mayor James M. sewerage and park metropolitan sysCurley told 175 members of the Quin- tem would never revert to the old
cy Chamber of Commerce last night. plan, now that the newer ideas have
The mayor was the principal speak- worked out so successfully after 20
er at the annual meeting of the or- sears of service."
He also discussed educational sysganization and continued, saying:
"Boston is now the eighth largest tems and pointed out the illiteracy
city in this count,,,. If this Greater discovered during the late war. When
Boston plan went through, it would the war was over, the mayor said,
make the city the fourth, and event- it was found out that 70 per cent, of
ually the second or third largest in the children had the ambition to go
the United States. The result would to high school, and that the other 30
be that we could dereend better rail per cent wanted to go to college.
and steamship facilities. This in turn
Mayor Curley was presented to the
would be an inducement to attract audience by Henry J. Hickey, presibusiness, increase the total popule- dent,wa;
slrtly after the thicken dinlion, and increase business for each ner
served at, 6:15 o'clock. The
city and town concerned.
speaker was forced to ifiVC his talk
He then pointed out that Quincy early, during the eating, and leave at
would benefit, as it has in the past, the conclusion, due to a radio broadwhen metropolitan sewerage and cast which he was scheduled to
park systems were introduced. In- make.
stead of stopping with these advantages, the mayor declared, a great
police department and fire department should be inaugurated to cooperate in higher efficiency, to work
with other departments in the united
system. These bureaus would stil
have their own individual heads, he
stated.
Mayor McGrath of Quincy, was
present during the description of the
plan, but was not called upon to
apeak.
New England must fight for comprogress.
industrial
mercial and
Mayor Curley said, and should start
immediately. He offered no plan of
advancement which should be instituted to get the new schedule started,
however.
Dondos,
BOSTON, Nov.
4.--Jim
Compares Hub With London
the perfect nian from Greece, took
Boston was compared with Londor,
two straight falls from Pat O'Shocker
England and with St. Louis, Detroit.
in the Record's charity mat show at
Chicago and New York in this counthe Boston Garden last night.
try. The flaws of the plan the speaker
Both falls came as a result of
explained, could be best described by
by
punishing chanceries, followed
the old Roman empire, which debody slams which fairly knocked the
cayed when every citizen in the city
wind out of the red-head, Irish-Amof Rome was on the municipal payroll.
ericau from Salt Lake City and ap"T am strongly oppesod to any
parently stunned him at the same
Filch doleing out of a combined comtime.
The time of the •falls was 51
would
prove
munities funds, which
minutes, 42 seconds and then 2 minof
such
a
to be the stumbling block
utes 40 seconds.
ischeduleci advancement.
The Greek weighed 201 and Pat
for
areas
its
"Boston is losing
218. Pat's handlers protested that
slow
in
its
comemrdal development
their man had been partially stranbut, cure residential growth. Certainly
gled, hut Referee Ben Paul refused
went
Boston
plan
if the Greater
to allow the protest.
through, we would be forced to raze
The crowd was estimated as 10,This
city.
present. structures in the
000, the receipts as $11,000, of which
unsatisfactory
and
would prove to be
the unemployed fund gets $5000 from
industries would naturally locate in
Promoter Ray Fabiane
the suburbs of the metropolis. That
business
is how the population end
could grow in a city such as this."
Explains Cost et Plan
"The cast of mica a plan is interesting and a question of good judgment. Under present conditions, with
Metropolitan rptems being carried
out within this 15-mile radius, the
city of Boston carries the bur4s4 of
52 per cent of the total axpendittires.
If changes are made in the inetropolitan system in surrounding CRISS
and towns Boston pays the wog

„,v
LONDOS TOSSES
PAT O'SHOCKER

"Adonis" Wins Straight Falls
In cgrley's Charity Show
At Boston
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BOSTON SCHOOL
HEAD IS DEAD

The city of Boston sent out 25,000 summonses a few months ago to persons who had
not paid their water bills for the first quarter
of 1931. As this was the largest number ever
mailed at one time, it was apparer that the
Dr. Jeremiah E. Burke Exuncollected total would break all records. It
Octo$800,000
than
pires at Home in Night-has done so. It was more
ber 1. An examination of the books shows
Superintendent
Since
that the unpaid bills were $18,000 in 1928,
1921--Noted Educator
$90,000 in 1929 and $290,000 in 1930. The rest,
amounting to more than half of the total, is
Boston, Oct. 29 (ADi Dr. Jeremiah
mazked against 1931. Here is new evidence, .E. Burke, noted educator, since 1921
which
superintendent
of schools for the
to
extent
if any were needed, of the
city of Boston was found dead at
depression has affected many Bostonians.
his home today. Death had occurred
sometime in the night.
When consumers do not pay their water
Dr. Burke was born in Frankfort,
bills within a specified period, the city may
Me., June 25, 1867. He was a gradsuit,
bring
shut off the supply and eventually
uate of Colby
which, in
1915, conferred upon him the honthe -debt, being a lien against the property,
orary degree of doctor of literature.
but because of health, fire and other hazards
Subsequently, two other colleges.
Villanova and Holy Cross, awarded
the city does not usually go to such an exhim the honorary degrees of doctor
however,
large,
treme. The total is now so
of laws.
that evidently many persons are taking adHe was the author of various papers on education and had engaged
vantage of the situation. The decision to put
in
other literary activities.
all these cases in the hands of the corporaDr. Burke has served as superinreasonable
all
take
tion counsel and to
tendent of schools at Waterville,
Me., Marlboro, Lawrence, before
Measures to enforce payments is none the
coming to Boston as assistant suless welcome for being somewhat belated.
perintendent of schools in 1904.
From 1914 to 1917, he was a member
With general revenue falling off and destined
of the Massachusetts state Board of
to fall off more, and with requests for relief
Education. He was ex-officio presiwhich must be answered. the city is under a
dent of the Teachers College of the
City of Boston.
greater obligation than usual to collect all
He appeared to be in good health
money-owing to it.
yesterday when he made an address
Herald
situation,
the
this
upon
Commenting
at the Mary E. Curley school„Jamaica Plain, a new structure named
says: "Here is another example indicating
in memory of the wife of Mayor
how much better the private firms do busiJames M. Curley.
ness than the city, State or Nation. Gas,
Dr.'nfigiglah E. Burke, Boston
heat, light-and-power and telephone comsuperintendent of schools, who died
panies, which have thousands of 'customers
last night, was the principal speaker at a Teachers' convention in this
to whom they send bills every month, manage
city, Oct. 26, 1923.
somehow to collect nearly everything without
The
hardship.
non-public
undue
Imposing
corporations which furnish some of our small
communities with water probably make a
better record than the municipalities themselves. Where politics intervenes, as. in Bos"The time has come the walru.; said,
To talk of many things:
ton and every other city, whether it is large
Of ships and shoes and sealing-wax,
or small, non-partisan, Democratic, RepubOf cabbages and Kings."
lican or Socialist, under a mayor or a city
—Alice in Wonderland.
plan to have al
manager, it is usually difficult and often im- holridaaq
on Saturday does not
eY's
possible to apply strict:business methods."
seem to meet the favor of merchants

CABBAGES AND KINGS

•

critLEv To BE ABSENT
Boston, Oct. 29—Although Mayor
Curley had been announced as one
of the speakers at the luncheon to be
given Gov. Albert C. Ritchie of Maryland by the Democratic State committee at the Parker House Saturday,
the Mayor will not be present, he said
last night.

end other business men, with whom
we have discussed the matter. With
Saturday established as the recognized trading day, stores, barber
sbcps, and other institutions would
suffer from too many holidays on
Saturday. It somewhat defeats the
spirit of the holiday to hold it on a
date ether than on the anniversary
of the event which it is supposed to
commemorate. However, if holidays
were to be established all on one
day of the week, Monday would be
preferable to Saturday, for it would
yield a twc-day holiday and would
not deprive business motile of Saturday business. As far as the argurwnt for time saving in industry, the
reason advanced, by Mayor Curley for
making al holidays come on that
day, industries do not appear to be
suffering at the present moment
from lack of time to complete their
production.
However, on holiday
weeks the Saturday Working day
could be Made cOlttpWe, if then.,

nom
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ii0STON SCIi/001
HEAD FOUND
DEAD AT HOME
BOSTON, Oct. 29 (i13)—Dr. Jeremiah E. Burke, noted educator,
since 1921 superintendent of schools
for the city of Boston, was found
dead at his home today. Death
had occurred sometime during the
night.
Dr. Burke was born in Frankfort,
Maine, June 25, 1867. He was a
graduate of Colby college which, in
1915, conferred.upon him the honorary degree of doctor of literature.
Subsequently, two other colleges,
Villanova and Holy Cross, awarded
him the honorary degrees of doctor of laws.
He w.4 the author of various
papers on education and had engaged in other literary activitieS.
Dr. Burke has served as superintendent of schools at Waterville,
Me., Marlboro, Lawrence, Mass.,
before coming to Boston as assistant superintendent of schools in
1914 to _ 1917 he
1904. From
was a member of the Massachusetts State Board of Education. He was ex-officio president
of the Teachers college of the city
of Boston.
He appeared to be in good health
yesterday when he made an addtess at the Mary E. Curley school,
Jamaica Plain, a new structure
namcd in memory of the wife of
Mayor James M. Curley.

SUPT. BURKE
OF BOSTO.N DIES
Head of City Schools Dies
in His Sleep Last
Night.
\-0
BOSTON, Oct. 29 (AP)—Dr. Jeremiah E. Burke, noted educator, sinegi
1921 superintendent of schools fOr
the city of Boston, was found dead
at his home today. Death had OC-,
curred some time during the night.
Dr. Burke was born in Franklin,
Me., June 25, 1887. He was a graduate of Colby college, which in 1915
conferred upon him the honorary
degree of doctor of literature. Subsequently two other colleges, Villanova and Holy Croes, awarded him
the honorary degrees of doctor of
laws.
Dr. Burke appeared to be in good
health yesterday when he made an
address at the Mary E. Curley school,
a new structure, named in memory
of the wife of Mayor James M. Curley

jf eseiy'ru,i.,

TO AID
JEWISH DRIVE

EURLEY

Will Address Luncheon of thc
Philanthropies Workers Today
Boston, Oct. 28—Mayor Curley will
address the workers at the campaign
luncheon of the Associated Jewish
Philanthropies at headquarters, at
12.30 today. With a record attendance
expected for the observance of mayor's
day, the fund totfil is expected to go
well over the half-way mark in the
$615,000 drive.
The campaign total reached $288,096
at the workers' report luncheon yesterday, at which Sidney Rablnovitz,
food division commander, presided. The
largest amount turned in by any team
was $6958, reported by Edward N.
Marcus, captain of the women's wear
team. Other substantial amounts reported were by Isaac Kaplan, $3150
for the house furnishings division,
and Myer Saxe, $1170 for the shoe and
leather division.
Brookline, Brighton and Allston districts, under the supervision of Mrs
Max E. Bernkepf, received first honors in the women's dP,Ision, reports
accounting for $1502, practically all
of which was In cash. The first Roxbury meeting this noon at the Boston
Y. M. 1-1. A., Seaver street and Humboldt avenue. Mrs Colman Levin, supervisor, has invited more than 100
workers to attend.
-FA
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Boston Gas Co.
May Get Abatement
Up to $2,500,000
Boston, Oct. 28—The state hoard of

tax appeals. which has been sharply
criticised by Maxor_Surter for consistently favoring appellants' from
the judgment of Boston assessors,
has ruled that the Boston Consolidated Gas company is entitled to a
substantial abatement of the assessment of $24,500,000 levied on underground pipes and machinery within
the limits of Boston. The abatement
may be as high as $2,500,000.
of
the
announcement
Official
abatement, described yesterday RS so
large that Mayor Curley will renew
with greater vigor his demand for
the abolition of the board, is expect- :
ed to be made immediately.
The assessment- which the state
board will place upon the personal
property of the company in Boston is
predicted to approximate the inventory of $22,000,000 made by an acknowledged expert in the cleterminaiton of the value of piping and gas
making machinery.
City officials have anticipated that
the state board might take cognizance of the inventory of the New
York, expert but hope had been entertained that the reduction would
not be as heavy as was indicated yes-

•

terday.
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BROCKTON READY
kFOR TURN OF TIDE
Pres. Moore of Mfrs.
Assn. Says City Is Betie.!. Equipped Than
Ever Before for Business Gain.
Declaring that Brockton ls
better equipped than ever before to assimilate any improvement of the shoe business,
Charles E. Moore, president of
the Brockton Shoe Manufacturers Association, Inc„ gave
an optimistic report of conditions in the shoe industry in
Brockton at the annual fall luncheon of the New England
Shoe and Leather association
at the rooms of the Boston
Chamber of Commerce, Wednesday.

Mr. Moore quoted no figures concerning Brockton's shoe industry.
"Brockton is making its share of
shoes," Mr. Moore said, "and is in
as good condition from a business
point of view as any locality in New
England.
"\Ve are not down at the heel in
Brockton, and are not worrying
about the future. We are a unionized town, and right now we are in
better condition than ever to care
for an increased volume of business when it comes.
• "We are not worrying in Brockton. We are going ahead all the
time."
Herbert T. Drake of the W. L.
Douglas Shoe Co., a member of
the committee with Mr. Moore,
which was named to make a report
on the shoe business, was called upon at the close of Mr. Moore's talk
He congratulated Mr. Moore upon
his report and told members of the
association that nothing he could
say would add anything to the oii.
timistic outlook that Mr. Moore had
given on conditions in Brockton.
Reports on the following subjects
were presented:
The railroad
freight increase and the present
status of the shoe tariff, by Charlesl
H. Jones; cooperation with the national and State agencies on unemployment relief, by Alfred W. Donovan; the sole leather situation, b)
Col. H. S. Wonsan, and the Tanners'
Council annual meeting, by Willis
R. Fisher.
The directors voted cooperation
in Mayor James M. Curley's move
for a 25 perceut 1,11edtlen in fire
Insurance rates in Boston.
Minutes on the deaths of Charles
M. Leonard, Al A. Rosenbush and
William J. McGaffee, formerly active in the work of the association
were adopted.

110"
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CURLEY GIVEN TIME TO
FINIS/LTA-NCH ON BRITANNIC

Avvrcri .Aute

ASHORE' SIGNAL

Mayor Curley finished his , coffee
while longskoremen
manned. the
gangplank of the White Star. liner•
Britannic
yesterday at. Commonwealth pier, South , Boston,. He was
at lunch with friends
when
the
liner's wbistie boomed "all ashore."
Visitors kurried to the pier with tire
exception of the mayor
who
Mid
been urged to take his time by a
company official. Fully 10 minutes
elapsed before the -mayor came over
the plank
The, mayor visited the ship to bid
fare-well to H. M. Gibson, superintendent.- of the
Manchester Shii
Canal; P. G. Foley, consul for the
Irish Free State at Boston, and Mr.
and Mrs. W. Bridges Adams, wh(
accompanied the Shakespearian Play
ers to Boston. The mayor was ac
tcompanied
by E.L.Dolan, eit)
treasurer. Commenting on the vial
of Mr. Gibson, the mayor said Bostoi.
. has for three -quarters of a centur)
exported great quantities of raw cot
ton to Manchester, England, and the
'canal represented by- Mr. Gibson hat
' played an important part in deliver)
of the staple, thus proving itself V
,
' t ransportat ion link
of enormout
utiliy.
t between Boston and 'te/L1.
,
014
centres of England.
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CURLEY NOT TO ATTEND
RECEPTION TO RITCHIE
BOSTON, Oct. 28 (INS i—Mayor.,
James M. Curley announced today
that he will not attend a receptteler"
Ritchie of
Governor
to he given
Maryland Saturday by tbe MasF,achusetts Dernocrati,• State committee, .
"I have an appointment out of
town and have had it for a long'
when ted
time," declared Curley
that he was to be one of the princiial speakers at a luncheon to the
Maryland chief executive. Curley
further stated that he had not appointed anybody to represent him at
the reception which includes the
presence of Gov. Joseph B. Ely,
United States Senators David I.
Walsh and Marcus Coolidge, and
other leading state Democrats. Curley has declared himself for
V
Franklin Li. RooseNtett of N
as Democratic

VA) O•see4?
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Drj:E. Burke, Superintendent
Of Schools In Boston, Is Dead

SUPERINTENDENT'
DIES SUDDENLY

Was Frankfort Native
And Graduate Of
Colby College

Dr. Jeremiah Burke, Head of
Boston School Department, Found Dead
BOSTON, Oct. 29 (AP)—Dr Jeremiah E. Burke, noted educator,
since 1921 superintendent of schools

AM—Dr. Jeremilth
Roston, Oct. 29
E. Burke, noted educator. since 1921
superintendent of schooLs for the city
of Boston, was found dead at his home
today. Death had occurred some time

for the city of Boston, was found
dead at his home today. Death occurred some time during the night.
Dr. Burke was born in Frankfort,
Me., June 25, 1867. He was a graduate of Colby college which in 1915
conferred upon him the honorary
degree of Doctor of Literature. Subsequently two other colleges, Villanova and Holy Cross, awarded him
the honorary degree of Doctor of
Laws. Dr. Burke appeared to be in
he
when
good health yesterday
made an address at the Mary E.
Curley school, a new structure
named in the memory of the wife of
Mayor James M curies,

during the night,
some time during the night.
Bern In Maine
Dr. Burke was born in Frank'
Maine, June 25, 1865. He seas a grad',
ate of Colby College which in 1915,
conferred upon him the honorary
Subdegree of doctor of literature.
sequently, two other colleges, Villa
Dr. Jeremiah E. Burke
Nova and Holy Cross awarded him the
honorary degree of doctor of laws.
He was the author of various paper ,,iassachusetts State Board of Educaex-officio president of the
n.
on education and had engaged in other
Teachers College of the city of Bosliterary activities.
ton.
Served In Waterville
He appeared to be in good health
Dr. Burke had served as 'superintendent of schools at Waterville, Me.. ,,torday when he made an address at
Marlboro, and Lawrence, MRS.'S., before the Mary E. Cur:ey School, Jamaica
in
corning to Roston as assistant super- Plain, a new structure named
James M.
.s..221y
.
intendent of schools in 1904. From 1914 memory of the wife of 5dt
to 1917 he was a member of the. Curley.
e ,a/Jo,
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Mayor Curley Will
ISpea kWednesday at
U Chamber Meeting
Hon. James M. Curley, mayor of
Boston, is to be the speaker at a big
fellowship meeting of the Salem
Chamber of Commerce at the Hotel
Hawthorne next Wednesday evening.
Plans have been completed for a series of fellowship meetings at the
Chamber of Commerce and Mayor
Curley has been secured as the speaker
for the opening get-together.
Although the title of the speaker's

Ticket! sae}, now be obtained at the
Chamber of Commerce for this affair
Which is to begin at 6.30 with a dinner. There Is also to be an orchestra
and group singing.- Attorney M. J.
Reardon is to be toastmaster. William
E. Lavender is chairman of the committee in charge of these fellowship
latherincs.
Q VNt
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Curley Will Spur
Granite Selection

MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY
Chamber of Commerce Speaker
subject has not, been announced, all
who attend are assured of hearing
,frig of more than unusual in6o—*'
Always an excellent speaker, j
,or will have plenty to say that I
is
pep and has a punch.

Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
Prit his efforts tollir agitation begun to hasten the Felection of the
Quincy quarry from which granite will
be taken for ths new Federal buildit rt under constructi ... at Boston.
The mayor enter..1 the controversy
at the request of Sam Squibb, president of the Granite Cutters International association of the United
States whizh has headquarters in
Quincy. He stated that Federal authorities have had the question before them for several months and
seem to be unable to agree as to
which product will be used.
The sub-contractors on the work
will be Henry C. Smalley Gra:lite Co.,
of South Quincy.

SUPT. BURKE DIES

$UDDENLY IN BOSTON
BOSTON, Oct. 29 (')—Dr. Jeremiah E. Burke, noted educator, since
1921 Superintendent of Schools for
the city of Boston was found dead at
his home today. Death had occurred
sometime during the night.
Dr. Burke was born in Frankfort, 1
Maine, June 25, 1867. He was a grad- I
uate of Colby College which, in 1915,'
conferred upon him the honorary de- r
gree of Doctor of Literature. Subsequently two other colleges, Villanova and Holy Cross. awarded him
the honorary degrees of Doctor of
Laws.
He was the author of various papers
on education and had engaged in
other literary actfvities.
Dr. Burke served as superintendent of schools at Waterville, Me.,
Marlboro and Lawrence, Mass., before coming to Boston as assistant
superintendent of schooLs in 1904.
From 1914 to 1917 he v,as a member
of the Massachusetts State Board of
Education. He was ex-officio president of the teachers college of the
city of Boston.
He appeared to be ir, good health
yesterday when he made an address
at the Mary E. Curley school,
Jamaica Plain, a new structure
named in memory of the wife of
Mayor James M. Curl. ,
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CO-OPERATION
for
It will be very much in order
Bosthe citizens of every ward in
councilton to elect next Tuesday a
the
with
ate
co-oper
will
who
man
does
ation
Co-oper
mayor of Boston.
should
not mean that a councilman
desire
vote according to the mayor's
maythe
accept
to
or
issue
every
on
word
or's every utterance as the last
co-operaon municipal policies, but
counciltion does mean that every
owed
as
duties
his
view
man shall
that
first of all to his district and
furthin
mayor
the
he shall join with
that
ering projects for the benefit of

•

district.
Any councilman, no matter how
he
able he may be or how popular
l
persona
own
his
puts
who
may be,
the
Interest, his personal enmity for
mayor, or his own opinion of his own
importance, above the interests of his
enfellow citizens in his ward is not
titled to re-election to the legislative body. He is entitled, of course,
to cue votes of every citizen who
believes that the welfare of the district counts for nothing against the
personal prestige of a councilman,
but it is impossible that such voters
constitute a majority or even a plurality of the voters in the wards represented by Councilmen Dowd, Kelly
and Norton.
If there are any who doubt that
the official and personal attitude of
their councilmen toward the mayor
of Boston means but little to the district and is really of no importance,
let them look into the matter closely and learn for themselves just how
Councilmen
improvements
many
Dowd, Kelly and Norton have sought
and obtained for their districts. Indeed, so consistent has been their
opposition to the mayor that they
have not deemed it fitting that they
should enlist his support in any project that would be of actual and general value to their constituents. That
seems to be a queer kind of representation, for it is the representation of
one man by and for himself. The
district does not count.
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FROM THE MAYOR

d

that
The Mayor of Boston, in
the
of
member
a
as
capacity and also
the
of
and
ors
Govern
of
Board
Boston
the
Finance Committee of
on
City Club, asks the serious attenti
the
of the members of the Club to
following communication:
CITY OF BOSTON
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
nt
The appeal made by Preside
y in
Hoover to the leaders ot industr
retrain
America requesting that they
or refront discharging employees
fallen
tly
apparen
has
wages
ducing
upon deaf ears.
of
'the Public Welfare Department
rethe City of Boston is receiving
quests for aid at the present time
01
greater than during any month
of
last winter and an examination
the
that
fact
the
es
disclos
cases
these
perrequests for aid are largely from
it
sons who never previously found
.
necessary to seek aid from anyone
citiThey represent that class of the
end
zenship who have reached the
forced
of their resources and are
upthrough circumstances to embark
on a policy both distasteful and humiliating to them and exceedingly
expensive to the municipality.
If every religious, social and civic
organization will make necessary repairs to the premises which they ocposcupy, and the members, wherever
sible, will have necessary repairs
e
made to their homes, it is possibl
of
to effect a saving upon the cost
at
materials at the present time of
norleast 30% over the price paid in
will
mal times. Doing this work now
not only be a saving, but in addition
will provide opportunities for work
even for a limited time to large numbers of persons in reduced circumitances seeking, with but limited
hope, opportunities for a livelihood
In Boston.
Respectfully,
JAMES M. CURLEY,

By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
r)
(Telegram State House Reporte
ure
BOSTON, Oct. 24.— A Legislat
session,
Which convened in special
about
enthusiastic to do something
ory mothe rising rates for compuls
secsome
tor vehicle insurance In
with
tions, is becoming depressed
ishment.
the outlook toward accompl
ble
Unless the proposal of a deducti
al
policy is adopted, there will be no,
e in the rates for 1932. Thi

decreas
evident,
economic truth has been judiciar
y
since the insurance and
of
discussion
begen
committees
ce
c urativ es. This afternoon Insuran
Commissioner Merton L. Brown served
the
reduce
t
p-uce that he wouldn'
rites unless there is a deductible
policy.

"The Only Measure..."
on
"There has been some confusi
proconcerning the status of the
auposed 1932 rates for compulsory
Insurance tentatively antomobile
Mr.
nounced by me Sept. 1," said
Brown. "These rntes have not yet
been promulgated, pending such action as may be taken by the General
Court now In special session.
"Some measures now under consideration by the legislature cannot
effect the 1932 rates. Provisions for
a demerit system fcg• notIze and
similar changes, are to be regarded
of deas safety devices which, while
cided benefit for the future, cannot
accomplish a reduction of rates for
the coming year.
"Two features which can bring immediate results are omission of guest
liability, so-called, and provision for
• $100 deductible clause in some form.
guest
eliminating
The result of
liability in and of itself, however,
will be too alight to mean any substantial reduction in the 1932 rates,
The only measure under consideration
which will enable me to promulgate
rates substantially lower then those
announced, is the c.eductible feature.
the adoption of a law pro".1.11t1
viding for the writing of a $100 deductible policy. I can promulgate
rates for 1932 at or near the level of
the 1931 rates."

Last-Minute 'Club'

Mayor

Mr. Brown seems to have hit the
nail on the head. His statement Was
regarded tonight as a sort of a lastminute "club" to force through the
deductible clause. It became apparent to Republican leaders yesterday
that if the special session was to accomplish anything, and they behaved
the publie.in general would be dissatisfied if it didn't that the deductibls policy offered the only salvation.
There is no mystery about this insurance rate problem. It Is a simple
question of economics. Before the
rstea were announced for 1932 the
Mr.
asked
companies
insurance
'frown to allow them an average of
20 per cent increase. The Insurance
statistics
romm,.s.slon corned the
.tioroughly and decided he would Rii,M1 no more than an average of 11
er cent.
rating
The demerit system, the
bureau under state control, and the
quick notice of claims are all worth
of consideration for improving the
situation; and eventually they may
bring a reduction in accident tom,
which is the basis for rate making
But none of these offer immediate
hope of reduction. The ommission
of guest claims, under which a rider
would not be able to sue his host,
Is figured at the most, even by GovernOr Ely who proposed it, to mean a
reduction of not more than 1 per
cent. That still leaves 10 per cent
on
ibse dco
thetr methods, It
au
rebdtfuflor itbyeve
he deductible
.p4alley. can accomplish such. a ,savioa,

'DEDUCTIBLE
OLICY ONLY
,' BROWN
OPE--Insurance Commissioner
Issues Ultimatum on
Auto Rate Rise

SOLONS GLOOMY
-Low Zones' Legislators
Are Not Expected to
Support Plan
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iijayor Curley to Speak
Before—C. C. Monday

•

Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
will talk on "The Metropolitan Plan"
at. the annual meeting of the Quincy
Chamber of Commerce, Monday
night.
A second speaker will be Charles
Woodmansee of New York, who will
describe, "Visualization in Business."
The speaking programs will ipllow a
dinner, which will be served at 6:15
o'clock.

MAYOR CUILEY
/ GIVES C. OF C.
TALK TONIGHT
Will Speak at Annual Meeting on Metropolitan
Boston Plan

v I,r

CURLEY WILL NOT
NEED PROTECTION
; HERE TOMORROW
Mayor Boston to Be Guest of
Honor and Speaker at
Chamber of Commerce
Get-Together at Hotel
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
will have no need of protectiontsuch
as was given him last everting while
broadcasting in connection with today's election in Boston, when he
comes to Salem tomorrow evening as
the guest of honor tna speaker at
the smoker and get-together of the
Salem Chamber of Commerce, to be
held at the Hotel Hawthorne.
Mayor Curley has been through an
extremely busy campaign against city
council fees and because of this, Salemites may consider it exceptionally
fortunate that he was able to be secured to speak in this city at this
particular time.
, No word has yet been received as
to what Boston's impetuous mayor

Mayor James M. Curley of Boston will speak on several aspects
of his plan for a Metropolitan Boston at the annual meeting tonight
of the Chamber of Commerce. The
meeting will open with a dinner
and will include the announcement
of the election returns for the new
s.
r will begin at 6:15
yor Curley will speak
o'clock and
Immediately afterward. His plan
for incorporating the municipalities around Boston into a large
city has been discussed for some
time and has always been opposed
by Quincy speakers.
C. W. Woodmansee of the National Institute of Visual Learning
will speak on visualization in business. The entertainment will Include specialty dancing by Mile
Maria Mollica and Edward Nelsbn
and accordian solos by Dora Cappueblo.
Nine directors will be chosen and
the returns of the recent election
will be announced at the meeting.
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leading supI missed one of the
Chamber at
Quincy
the
of
porters
meeting
Commerce at the annual
When, hapnight.
last
dinner
and
the square
pening to meet him in
him "How
naked
I
g,
mornin
this
rather,
was.
it
guess
(I
come"?
that he
replied
he
come?)
How not
bigot .th be
was just enough of a
Curley bad
Mayor
what
of
ul
resentf
ni7 Aimee
said some time ago aThri
"If I
McPherson, the evangelist.
conlie
r,"
chambe
the
at
had been
the
cluded, "I would have wanted
Boston mayor to talk on the tonic,
Don't
'Evangelists I have met',"
these Scots stick together!
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DEATH THREATS
PUT POLICE AT
BOSTON POLLS
Curley Guarded; All Detectives and Uniformed
Men on Duty
12 CITIES BALLOTING
Mayors to Be Elected in
I I; Incumbents Candidates in Nine

•
BOSTON, Nov. 3 (A2)—Boston today faced its most sensational offyear election in many years, as voters in 11 other municipalities went
about the duty of selecting city officials in a quiet and more decorous
manner.
In each of the Massachusetts
elections excepting Boston a mayor
was to be elected and in nine of
the cities the present mayor was
candidate for re-election. Boston's
polling was confined to 22 councillors and three School committee
members.
Death Threats Alleged.

WILLIAM E. LAVENDER
Chairman of Committee
here
will talk about when he comes
tomorrow evening but with all that
and
, has been happening in the state
attend
, elsewhere recently, those who
listenthe get-together can be sure of Saleming to somthing worthwhile. Curley
Mayor
heard
Ites who have
speak will want to hear him again
while those who have not should not
miss this unusual opportunity.
The committee, under the leadership
of William E. Lavender, has worked
hard to secure Mayor Curley as the
speaker at the first of a series of
smokers and get-togethers which are
being sponsored by the local Chamber of Commerce. Atty. M. J. Reardon will be the toastmaster and Timothy W. Fitzgerald, president of the
City council, will represent the city
in the absence of the mayor, who is
filling a speaking engagement in
Newburyport. and Pres. J. Asbury Pitman will extend the greetings of the
Chamber. There will be music and
singing In general and altogether it
Will be a most profitable affair.
MI who are planning to attend
should get their tickets as soon as
possible, if they have not already
done so, as the supply haa been limited.

In Boston, election day found I
every detective and uniformed of!leer of the Police department or- I
dered to report for duty. Special I
squads of officers were ordered to
districts where the campaigning
has been bitter and detectives were ;
especially watchful in the Dorchester and South Boston sections.
where City council candidates claim
to have received death threats.
A police guard was set. about
Mayor Curley as he toured the city
last night, speaking for or against
the present city councillors up from
Te-election. One woman sought a
council seat. She was Mrs. Eleanor
Creed L'Ecuyer of the Dorchester
section, and victory would make
her the first woman to sit in Boa'to's city government.
As7
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Looks as though Mayor Curley
will have a hard time controlling
the Massachusetts delegates to the.
next national Democratic convention. Strange as it may seem, and
almost incredible to imagine. the i
Mayor might not have the neces-1
sary stamina to continue. to control his ov n vote as a &legate tci;
name a presidential nominee.
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Expect Big Crowd`
Will Hear Curley
At Chamber Meet

the
Complete arrangements for
to be
smoker and get-together dinner aim held Wednesday night under theComWoes of the Salem Chamber of were
merce at the Hotel Hawthorne
Made yesterday afternoon at a meetreing of the committee and advance
ports from the members of the comdining
mittee indicate that the main
room of the hotel will be completely
filled for this occasion which Is to
be featured by the presence of Hon.
James M. Curley. mayor of Boston, i
who is fir-nr-She guest and speaker
of the evening.
The preliminary sale of tickets has
been exceptional due to the fact that
a great many are most anxious to
hear Mayor Curley and what he will
have to say. The committee thus
found it necessary to limit the sale
of tickets and is therefore urging all
members of the Chamber to secure
their tickets immediately. This may
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BOSTON, Mass., Oct. 31 (Unite
Press).—The one bright spot in the
encurrent depression is that it has
abled the American people to see
of
the shallowness and the falsity
,
any good in stock political beliefs
Dr. Albert C. Ritchie of Maryland
believes.
The Governor, long considered a
possible candidate for Democratic
Presidential nomination, made his
statement today in a speech at the
luncheon of the Democratic State
Committee at the Parker House.
Governor Joseph B. Ely and
many other Democratic leaders
were present, but Mayor Jamea,-Afer
Curley, ardent supporter of GovernOr Franklin D. Roosevelt of
New York, had a prior engagement.
"It was hard to find a bright
spot," Ritchie said, "with from five
to seven million people out of
work."
For 35 years, he said, the G. 0.
P. had predicted that "with a Re-'
publican President and a Republican Congress prosperity was assured." He said that nobody believes that now.
"The Republican-party," he said,
"has tried to lift the Western ,
wheat farmer by his own boot!
straps." Then, referring to the
southern cotton plight he said, I
"We talk of too much cotton in a
world where millions of people
have not enough clothes to *ear." ,

ATTY. NI. J. REARDON.
Toast master
directly
be done either by phoningce, or by
to the Chamber of Commer
folthe
of
any
from
securing tickets
Chairlowing committee members! Rearman William E. Lavender. M. J.
N.
don, Oeorge S. LaPorte, Daniel
Crowley, Dr. F. E. Jeffrey and Samuel
Kerr.
This affair will begin at 6.30 and
will be informal. Music will be furnished by an orchestra and community singing will be conducted
under the leadership of F. Carroll
Sargent.
Timothy W. Fitzgerald, president of
the city council, will represent the
city of Salem. owing to the absence
of the mayor who has a speaking engagement In Newburyport. However,
Mayor Bates. Is greatly in hopes of
returning 30 that he may take part
In the meeting prior to its close.
Michael J. Reardon Is to be the
toastmaster which certainly win assure all those present of many
pleasantries during the affair.
Anyone desiring tickets may have
the same by applying to the Chamber
of Commerce or to members of the
committee. This is the first of a
series of monthly smokers and gettogether meetings of the Chamber of
Plans include public
Commerce.
speakers each month during the winare already under
Flans
season.
ter
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Boston Mayor Speaker
at Annual Banquet of
Salem Chamber of
Commerce
'
,
link
-I do nut ii.\, Iloit the
depressim,
States will survive another
truly dew
and find the people still

m.

era tie,' asserttO Mayor James
Curley . of nos,4.on. speaking

more than :AO persons at the :-zoluin
evenirg.
Chambur of Commerce last
d.
Attorney Ailehtu.1 .1. Reardon preside
opportunity
the
is
v.atnts
man
"All
I
family
to work and tll provide for his
Mayor
the
honor,"
in
and
y
decenc
in
said. "He should be given that opportunity."
The Mayor repeated his claim that
"the United States is now in a. posies, we
tion to say to foreign countri
will abrogato, debts if you will enter
into disarcaument agreements."
"Boston," he said, talking about un-

employment. "has helped More people
han are cotItnined in the entire population of Chelsea. And Boston shall
oontinue to ,Itelp them."
Of his econtorny policies, he said ii..
has taft $100,61.00 for overtime, $25,000
for telephone calls—"there will he no

more telephone calls to

Hong

Kong

Ind San Frdhcisco"—and $125,000 for
chauffeur service for officials.
The five-day week, he said, will cost

Pesten $350.000 to put it into

effect.

That represents five cents per ;Mil
on valuation. He said that if business
generally were to employ the five-day
week it would take up the entire slack
,
'H employment.
/0
oil/
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In Boston they rather demonstrated that Mayor Curley still
owns his own city. TheCTITYPes antiCurley councillors who won over
his opposition were there before
and do not upset his council eon-trol and he won the three school
committee contests. That now gives
him a free and friendly hand in the
school administration and he didn't
have that before.

A MAYOR'S CLOWNING
faring
- The speetacle of the mayor of Boston
camto
,
-iitard
arn
an
by
d
forth, accompanie
rs of
paign against the election of three membe
him
the City ,Council not in sympathy with
does not carry very mueh conviction with peoy
ple of common sense as to the mayor's dignit
past
or judgment. The mayor of Boston is a
master in manufacturing the kind of publicity
which constantly gets him on the front page.
de
but it is to be doubted if his latest escapa
.
Boston
of
tion
reputa
.adds very much to the
/

,J,/

/

Mayor Curley of Boston henna pot -.)f hot baked beans to the mayor
al.—roston was formerly famous for baked beans and culture,
Montre
of
and if the gloomy cynics express regret that the culture has vanished, the
rest of us are thankful that the baked beans remain.
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Massachusetts can support him ana
Hoosevelt. Clubs have been formed in , chastise Mr. Curley, even though the
sections of Boston and he has in- former New York governor retires
a'ug'urated a nation-wide club to sup- from the field before the convention.
port the Empire state governor.
Smith will not run they have not
Curley Arouses Speculation
burned their bridges by keeping
There is of course much specula- silent as to a choice. Mayor Curley is
has
Curley
tion as to the idea which
has come out tor
the the exception he
in. mind. These speculations run
Roosevelt regardless.
gatniit from vice president of the
That is leading to a feeling that
ticket with Roosevelt to a place in possibly Smith will be persuaded to
threat
his cabinet an the ever present
be a candidate in the primaries so
that he may oppose Governor Ely for
4„. dri
1 he gubernatorial nomination. Mayor
Curley says nothing but smiles. He
gives no clue to his future ambitions.
Several times he has been cheered as
A candidate for vice president and
has doffed his hat in acknowledgeanent.
It is obvious that geographical consideration would not permit the nomination of Curley for vice president if
Roosevelt is the standard bearer. Two
Eastern tates candidates 'wouldn't
get anywhere. There is less inclination to think of Curley as a, gubernatorial candidate than there was
The belief Is
eatrlier In the year.
GIALFOYEE
H.
JAMES
By
strong thet Curley thinks largely of
inBOSTON, Oct. 30--Gov.•Albert C. R cabinet' post or if not, that the
he might have with RooseRitchie of Maryland arrives in Ros- fluence
velt, assuming he was elected.
ton tomorrow for what may be a
It is no secret that some of the
The second show of the Walvisit
significant
prominent Democrats are not suptham Wrestling Association has
with relation to porters of Curley. They have never
been definitely set for Tuesday,
t h e presidential played hall with Curley's organizeprimaries to be tr and they have no desire to MNovember 17th, it was announced
held next April. c ase his Influence. This attitude Is
today. This will be held at the
Fortified with largely responsible for the lack of
Waldorf Theatre and another high
the support of enthusiasm for the Roosevelt candicard is now in process of forclass
no less an imDemocrats
the
that
not
mation.
is
It
dacy.
portant political
flying
Ledoux, the
Gene
than do riot like Roosevelt but they like
personage
Frenchman, who always stages a
Charles F. Rior- Curley less.
and
Ritchie
Governor
comes
Now.
dan, vice chair;pectacular performance has been
role of a potential
man of the Dem- In the full-fledged
r,ccured for the main attraction
nominaocratic state com- candidate for the Democratiche arrives
and a capable opponent will be
tion for president. When
mittee, the Marytomorrow he breakfasts with Goverannounced within a few days. The
land executive's nor Ely, as a
matter of courtesy. In
,semi-final will feature Jack Bloomvis.t, really marks the afternoon he is a luncheon guest
'field of New York, National Y. M.
the opening of of the Democratic
state committee
the campaign to and in the evening he attends a sesH. A champ.
delegates
Longer Respite
swing
ALBERT C. ItircHifi
sion
of
of
the
famous
club
Clover
to the national Boston. And the other guests inNegotiations are going forward
his
convention from this state to
clude Governor Ely, Senators Walsh
to open the show with a local bout
banner.
and Coolidge, Senator George H.
and other evenly-matched prelimithe
from
situation
presidential
, The
Moses of New Hampshire and Mayor
naries will be booked to round out
Democratic standpoint is developing Curley.
the five-bout program. A new and
into somewhat of a tangled mess.
visit means that imThe
Ritchie
been
has
scale
price
lower
Distinguished Democrats such as mediately after he has departed his
adopted.
Chairman Fank J. Donahue of the admirers in this state are going to
State committee, United States Sena- begin an active campaign to try and
The new club has taken a longer
tors David I. Walsh and Marcus A. counteract whatever ground Roosethan at first anticipated berespite
are
Ely
B.
Joseph
oolidge, and Gov.
velt may have gained through the
its first and second shows.
tween
unattitude
"handsoff"
a
maintaining
Curley campaign in his interest.
It was originally planned to run
til there is more crystallization of
Baker Interest Growing
next' week, but Mayor .urle 's retentiment.
It is obvious, however, that the
quest that no bouts be s aged in
Early In the year Mayor Curley was rank and file of the Democrats, have
suburban Boston so as to leave the
Credited with supportinvement little encouragement for
Ritchie's
field clear for the big unemploydraft Owen D. Young as the choice nomination. And they are beginning
f the Bay State Democrats. He in- to question If Roosevelt can win. But
°
ment show has been honored, while
ited him to be the July Fourth ore- with two presidential booms underclub is also taking the holiday
the
r and issued a statement referring way politics may perk up and
off so as not to conflict with
week
bring
bls Massachusetts connections as
Day program of the
Armistice
the
in
some
real
the
developments.
fia.sity
receive
should
one reason why he
way.
meantime there is a growing sent
any
in
Legion
qualification.
without
support
that
inent with influential support for
Then the mysterious Col. E. M. Newton D. Baker, the former secreRouse, confidant of the late Woodrow tary of war, who has a legion of adWilson, came to Massachusetts to mirers In Massachusetts Democracy.
spend his summer at Manchester-byWhen Governor Roo.seveit was in
the-Sea and immediately there was Boston it was generally believed that
toward
tendency
strong
a
discernible
all that stood between him and the
Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt of New support of the Bay State Democarts
York. The climax to the Roosevelt was the possible candidacy of Gov.
tocm name In June when Colonel Alfred E. Smith. The feeling was that
House Invited a select group of Dem- Smith could have anything he wanted
°matte and Republican leaders to from Massachusetts and if he didn't
meet the New York executive at a want anything then the men who
luncheon.
nominated him three times would
Governor Roosevelt came into town have the next opportunity.
Lately, however, that feeling has
the night before on the same train
that brought Mayor Curley back from changed because of the attitude of
Smith
toward Roosevelt. There is a '
got
off
difThey
at
trip.
European
his
ferent stations but each received a belief now that while Smith could ,
demonstration and the next day Cur- easily capture the Massachusetts deleley was one of the most enthusiastic gation it might be different matter to
Froosevelt men at the House gather- throw his strength to any particular :
candidate. The majority of the Deming.
ocratic leaders while they may think
Since then Curley has been worklug night and, day in the interests of

RITCHIE STIRS
POLITICAL POT

Visit of Maryland Governor
to Boston Tomorrow
Marks Opening of Presidential Aspiration Campaign

LEOPV
WitE

DEMOCRATIC LEADERS
MAINTAIN ALOOFNESS

Second Waldorf Show
Is Listed For
Nov. 17
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36 Cities Enroll
For Plea Nov.11.
On Disarm o-of
•

in re)

_

.

Dr. Butler Announces List of
Units Co-operating W th
3 Major Peace Agencies
Thirty-six cities already have arranged to unite on Armistice Day, November 11, in a national plea for disarmament, according to an
by Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler,
president of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace. Meetings in
each city have been arranged as a result
of the efforts of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the
League of Nations Association and the
Interorganization Council on Disarmament.
The list includes New York and the
following other municipalities:
Hackensack, N. J.: Houston, Tex.;
Dover. Del.; Salt Lake City, Middletown, Conn.;
Charlottesville, Va.;
Northfield, Minn.; Walla Walla, Wash.;
Lynchburg, Va.; Atlanta, Baltimore,
Cincinnati, Denver, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Providence, San .
Francisco, Watertown, N. Y.; Waterbury, Conn.; Pottstown, Pa.; Boston,
Ann Arbor, Mich.; New Orleans, Seattle,
Iowa City, Columbia, Mo.; Albany, Au- ,
eusta, Ga.; Chicago. Cleveland. Hartford, Conn.; Milwaukee, Pittsburgh and '
Richmond, Va,

announce-

ment

Other Sessions Planned
Plans for meetings in many other
cities and towns also are being formulated.
The purpose of the meetings as defined by Dr. Butler is "to present to
American public opinion the problems
which confront the coming disarmament conference In February, 1932, and
to emphasize the extreme Importance
of that conference.

politi-

"These meeting will be without
or partisan reference and will be
addressed by the ablest and most outstanding personalities who may be
available, following the example set by
the great disarmament meeting held at
Albert Hall, London, on July 11, at
which the Prime Minister and his two
predecessors in that office, who are now
leaders of two opposing political parties,
all spoke from the same platform."
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, In
a
letter to Dr. Butler, called
attention to the plans to celebrate
Armistice Day on Boston Common. His
' message In part follows:
"Replying to your communization of
recent date with reference to the observance of Armistice Day and the discussion upon that occasion of present
international problems, with partioular
reference to the coming disarmament
conference in February, 1932,
beg to
state that I AM in hearty accord with
the suggestions contained In your letter.

cal

recent

1

uNie Nov. /, /93/
Finds Occasion ointortune

"I have discussed upon numerous
occasions of late the advisability as a
means of preventing wars and promotlug Industrial prosperity the abrogation
,debts due the United States by
European countries In return for an
agreement for universal disarmament.
"The project has been discussed before various gatherings, and to the
have failed to find serious
objections advanced by any one. The
time for act 1017.—now--le Pa psychotha Lowden of
Vornitgee5t'world•psaeata54t .waa trocm
Crinc conierence at.
the occasion
sallies of President Woodrow Wilson.
"I shall be most pleased to have this
program presented at the Armistice Day
observance upon Boston Common,
Wednesday, November 11, 1931."
New York's mass meeting will take
place on the evening of November 11,
at 8:15 o'clock at the Mecca
130 West Fifty-sixth Street. Free reserved seats may be obtained upon application to the League of Nations
Association, 8 East ThIrty-inth Street.
In addition to thosewho
joined the committee on arrangements
for the New York meeting, the mem-

present I

Temple,

4p1•eVithisly

bers are:
Frederick H. Allen, Mrs. Yorke Allen,
Stephen Baker, Mrs. -Fred S. Benni
Algernon D. Black, George Blumenthal,
Ernest Bohm, Mrs. R. Insley Casper,
Milton L. Cornell, Mrs. J. Sergeant
Cram, James Steward Cushman, John
Dewey, M. Hartley Dodge, Archibald
Douglas, Dr. Stephen P. Duggan, Miss,
Harriet A. Dunn, Dr. Harry Emerson
Fosdick, Robert A. Franks, Mrs. D. E.
Goldfarb, Linley V. Gordon, Joseph P.
Grace, Mrs. Annie E. Gray, Mrs. Pierre
Louise BurJay, Willard V. King,
ton Laiillaw and Alfred E. Marling.
Also Mrs. Robert G. Mead, Albert G.
Dr. Seth M. Milliken, ProMoon, E. R. Murrow,
fessor Parker
Mrs. Henry Necarsulmer, Dr. William J.
O'Shea, Mrs. Edgerton Parsons, Barnard(
Richter,
G. Richards, Mrs. Maximilian
John Nevin Sayre, Fred B. Smith,
Tucker P. Smith, Gerard Swope. Mrs. ,
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, Mrs. Gerard
Swope, Miss Lillian Wald, Mrs. John J.
White and Chester Williams.

miss
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Curley Armed and Guarded
By Detectives As He Gives
Election Talks Over Radio
That
Boston Mayor Packs Gun Following Reports
of
Source
Foes Minded to 'Knock Him Off';
Request For Special Police Detail Not Divulged
Boston, Nov. 3—With a loaded re- Outside Boston, 11 cities in the comwill elect mayors today,
volver in his pocket and with two monwealth
and in nine of these—Cambridge,
police inspectors forming a personal Somerville, Everett, Medford, 1Valbodyguard, Mayor Curley, last night tham, Lynn, Lowell, Springfield and
mayors are
provided a sensational touch to the Fitchburg—the present contests are
climax of the municipal campaign, by seeking re-election. Other
Pittsfield.
two radio appeals for the defeat of in Worcester and
The final night of the campaign in
Councilman John F. Dowd of Roxradio into conthe
bury, Francis E. Kelly of Dorchester Boston brought
o'clock. In the first
and Clement A. Norton of Hyde Park. stant use after 11
over WNAC MayHe denounced them as "unworthy of !political discussion
that he faced
re-election" because of their obstruc- or Curley, admitting denounced the
tionist tactics revealed by persistent criticism as a "czar"
and Norton,
Kelly
Dowd,
opposition during the past two years service of
of opposition
to administrative measures for which reviewed their records sponsored by
-city council approval was asked and to numerous measures
approval by the
.urged the voters to replace them with him and requiring
zed the trio as
Francis D. Dailey, Richard J. Garvey council, and characteri
unworthy of reelection.
and James A. "Jerry" Watson.
Councilman Norton retaliated with
Apprehension that foundation existupon the mayor in
ed for reports that his council foes it personal attackin which he
were "liable to knock the mayor off a radio address not adhere charged
to the
did
In order to prevent him delivering the that Curley he pictured him as drawradio addresses" moved the mayor to truth when
compensation from the governarm himself with the revolver pre- ing
"flat feet." Norton asserted
sented him some time ago by Police ment fora
result of an injury caused
that as
Commissioner Hultman.
of a gun upon a naval
recoil
by
a
mayor
Because of the threats, the
he was forced to submit to a
made his !early evening broadcast vessel
liturgical operation,
from the broadcasting room in oar chaismanisank A. Goodwin of thc
hall instead of at the studio of sta.,
finance commission, alio had been extinn WNAC as he had planned.
His bodyguard consisted of Inspec- pected to touch off radio fireworks,
LeWilliam
tors John F. Dorsey and
discussed the school committee canBlanc, who were detailed in response
to a "specific request." Just who made tficiates, and invited support for Henry
Sullivan and Dr William B. Burns.
the request was not clear. The mayor
denied that he had asked for police his remnrk,.. were mild and Mcludel
their
protection. Ho jocularly ascribed
reference o Mayor Curley which was
assignment to apprehension that the devoid of any personal attack.
Goodwin charged that the mayor
"Dowd, Kelly. Norton combination
might attempt to interfere with the has dominated Chairman Joseph H.
debroadcast. Superintendent Crowley
Hurley of the committee and that henied knowledge of the assignment. cause of the mayor's insistence that
that
explained
was
it
ly
Subsequent
-tuìe schood committee should refuse to
the request had been made "in behalf vipproprlate money for building cmof the mayor, hilt not by him."
struction, so that a tax rate increase
The end of the campaign for the could be avoided, It was possible to
of
members
three
of
election at large
carry out other projects not related to
the school committee and a council- the schools, which the mayor was
man in each of the 22 wards was tea- loath to abandon.
timed by whirlwind tours of ennuiGoodwin coupled Hurley with Dr
dates, boisterous rallies, first fights
among warring partisans, and pa- Joseph V. Lyons for failure to protect
the school children and specified the
rades,
In anticipation of serious trouble, extravagance of the expenditure of
*when voting starts at 8 o'clock today $270,000 for shops and a theater in the
to continue until 8 o'clock tonight, the Michelangelo school in the North end
heaviest pollee election detail in the as an example of the ignoring of the
history of the city has been mobil- needs of the children.
17.0(1.
School committee candidates tried to
In addition to unusual surveillance make speeches in etti; ox ard during'
in lout'of the 22 wards, the entire tl1e night.
g . Except I eryah-ury,
112
Dorforce of uniformed officers and detecorchester and Hyde Park there were no
duty
active
on
be
either
will
tives
discernible evidences of a lively interbald in reserve, while motor patrols eat in the election, and despite hist
have been detailed to maintain order i
"are-ups a vote of 140,000 is not
in the wards where trouble is likely (ay
looked for.
to occur,
Close contests for the city
The police will concentrate in ward
anticipated in East Boson,counilare wards
8. RoxbilrY, 'wrirtla 11 and iii, Dor- 11 and 12. Roxbury, Dorchester and
chrster, and ward 18, Hyde Park. In in West Roxbury.
ward it, Mayor Curley Is seeking to
prevent the re-election of Counrilman
Dowd and is aupoorting Fyn ?lc IA D.
Dailey. In ward 14 Councilman Israel
Ruby and Charles Kaplan are participating in a political battle which'haa
an parallel 4n recent municipal elections..
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culLgY TALKS

TO C. OF C. ON
BOSTON PLAN
Election of Nine New Directors Announced at
Annual Meeting
Declaring that he approached his
talk on the Metropolitan Boston
plan with diffidence because Mayor
Thomas J. McGrath was sitting on
his right, Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston, at the annual meeting
of the Chamber of Commerce last
night briefly outlined the proposal
to consolidate the city functions
of Boston and nearby cities and
towns in an effort to operate he
unit more efficiently.
Any modesty and reserve that
Mayor Curley may have had at the
start of his talk was soon lost as
the 'story of how
he unfolded
Metropolitan Boston would be the
fourth largest of the United States
cities, with the greatest benefit to
development In
the commercial
the district.
Directors Named
talk was
The Boston mayor's
given during the banquet and it
was followed by the announcement
of the recent election for new directors with the following chosen
to the board: Robert E. Foy, Newell A. Clark. Edwin S. White, John
H. Hayes, W. W. Grieves, Eugene
R. Atwood, Ernest Smith, J. J.
Gallager, and Arthur Huntington.
Former Mayor William A. Bradford received the highest number
ot votes but he declined to serve
on the board.
Mayor Thomas J. McGrath, although he did not speak last night,
listened intently to Citrley's address. McGrath had always been
opposed to the plan to consolidate
but Mayor Curley dethe cities
clared, "I am convinced that Quinsoon
eye mayor, like myself, will
abandon personal feelings in the
matter if the greater public benefits of the plan are shown."
Proposes Golf Match
his
Speaking remotely from
scheduled topic, Curley intimated
that he would be a candidate for
the next governor. His plan for
I winning the nomination, however,
,
centered around tourhaments on
Woleither the Stoney Brae or the
laston golf course links.
Curley'a plan was to give Gov.
Joseph B. Ely a stroke a hole for
the gubernatorial nomination but
with Lieut. Gov. William S.- Youngman he offered two strokes for
each hole.
the
warned
mayor
Boston's
members ;
Chan he of Commerce
'resent conditions continue,
that
the ',..n..atry might become like the
last day of the Roman empire when
of the great i
the final chapter
I
nation was written when every
citizen was either on the public
payrolls or on the public dole:
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36 Cities Enroll
For Plea Nov,ii
On Disa rm i n"
r'5
Ur. Butler Announces List of
I: nits Co-operating With
3 Major Peace Agencies
Thirty-six cities already have arranged to unite on Armistice Day, November 11, in a national plea for disarmament. according to an announcement by Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler,
president of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace. Meetings in
each city have been arranged as a result
of the efforts of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the
League of Nations Association and the
lnterorganization Council on Disarmament.
The list includes New York and the
following other municipalities:
Hackensack, N. J.: Houston, Tex.;
; Dover. Del.; Salt Lake City, Middletown, Conn.;
Charlottesville,
Va.;
Northfield, Minn.; Walla Walla, Wash.;
Lynchburg, Va.; Atlanta, Baltimore,
Cincinnati, Denver, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Providence, San
Francisco, Watertown, N. Y.; Waterbury, Conn.; Pottstown, Pa.: Boston,
' Ann Arbor, Mich.; New Orleans, Seattle,
Iowa City, Columbia, Mo.; Albany, Augusta, Ga.: Chicago, Cleveland, Hartford, Conn.; Milwaukee, Pittsburgh and
Richmond, Va.
Other Sessions Planned
Plans for meetings in many other
cities and to,wns also are being formulated.
The purpose of the meetings as defined by Dr. Butler is "to present to
American public opinion the problems
which confront the coming disarmament conference in February, 1932, and
to emphasize the extreme importance
of that conference.
"These meeting will be without political or partisan reference and will be
addressed by the ablest and most outstanding personalities who may be
available, following the example set by
the great disarmament meeting held at
Albert Hall, London, on July 11, at
which the Prime Minister and his two
predecessors in that office, who are now
leaders of two opposing political parties,
all spoke from the same platform."
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, in
a recent letter to Dr. Butler, called
attention to the plans to celebrate
. Armistice Day on Boston Common. His
message in part follows:
-Replying to your communiation of
recent date with reference to the ohservance of Armistice Day and the ditieg.ssion upon that occasion of present
International problems, with partimilar
reference to the coming disarmament
conference in February, 1932, I beg to
state that I am in hearty accord with
the suggestions contained in your letter.

Finds Occasion ()in:Hotline
'I have discussed upon numerous
occasions of late the advisability as a
means of preventing wars and promoting industrial prosperity the abrogation
of ,debts due the United States by
European countries in return for an
agreement for universal disarmament.
"The project has been discussed before various gatherings, and to the
present I have failed to find serious
objections advanced by any one. The
time for action--now----is as psychoerleeti , • the fersatienxsP
•pertatatereworki peactetss4t. Was.s.knen
the occasion oi Luc conierence at crsallies of President Woodrow Wilson.
"I shall be most pleased to have this
program presented at the Armistice Day
observance upon Boston Common,
Wednesday, November 11, 1931."
New York's mass meeting will take
place on the evening of November 11,
at 8:15 o'clock at the Mecca Temple,
130 West Fifty-sixth Street. Free reserved seats may be obtained upon application to the League of Nations
Association, 6 East Thirty-inth Street.
In 'addition to thal,s wine) previously
joined the committee on arrangements
for the New York meeting, the members are:
Frederick H. Allen, Mrs. 'Yorke Allen,
Stephen Baker, Mrs. 'Fred S. BennC.t,
Algernon D. Black, George Blumenthal,
Ernest Bohm, Mrs. R. Insley Casper,
Milton L. Cornell, Mrs. J. Sergeant
Cram, James Steward Cushman, John
Dewey, M. Hartley Dodge, Archibald
Douglas, Dr. Stephen P. Duggan, Miss
Harriet A. Dunn, Dr. Harry Emerson
Fosdick, Robert A. Franks, Mrs. D. E.
Goldfarb, Linley V. Gordon, Joseph P.
Grace, Mrs. Annie E. Gray, Mrs. Pierre
Jay, Willard V. King, Miss Louise Burton Laidlaw and Alfred E. Marling.
Also Mrs. Robert G. Mead, Albert G.
Milbank, Dr. Seth M. Milliken. Professor Parker P Moon, E. R. Murrow,
Mrs. Henry Necarsulmer. Dr. William J.
O'Shea, Mrs. Edgerton Parsons, Barnard
Richter,
G. Richards, Mrs. Maximilian
John Nevili Sayre, Fred B. Smith,
Tucker P. Smith, Gerard Swope, Mrs..
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, Mrs. Gerard
Swope, Miss Lillian Wald, Mrs. John J.
White and Chester Williams.
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Curley Armed and Guarded
By Detectives As He Gives
Election Talks Over Radio
Boston Mayor Packs Gun Following Reports That
1.ended to 'Knock Him Off'; Source of
Foes -111.
Request For Special Police Detail Not Divulged

•

Boston, Nov. 3—With a loaded re- Outside Boston, 11 cities in the commayors today,
volver in his pocket and with two monwealth will elect
and in nine of these—Cambridge,
police inspectors forming a personal Somerville, Everett, Medford, Walbodyguard, Mayor Curley, last night tham, Lynn, Lowell, Springfield and
provided a sensational touch to the Fitchburg—the present mayors are
climax of the municipal campaign, by seeking re-election. Other contests are
two radio appeals for the defeat of in Worcester and Pittsfield.
The final night of the campaign in
Councilman John F. Dowd of Roxconbury, Francis E. Kelly of Dorchester Boston brought the radioIninto
the first
and Clement A. Norton of Hyde Park. stant use after 11 o'clock.
MayHe denounced them as "unworthy of political discussion over WNAC faced
re-election" because or their obstruc- or Curley, admitting that he
the
denounced
tionist tactics revealed by persistent criticism as a "czar"
Norton,
opposition during the past two years service of Dowd, Kelly and
of opposition
to administrative measures for which reviewed their records sponsored
by
city council approval was asked and to numerous measures
by the
-urged the voters to replace them with him and requiring approval
as
trio
the
ed
characteriz
Francis D. Dailey, Richard J. Garvey council, and
unworthy of reelection.
and James A. "Jerry" Watson.
Councilman Norton retaliated with
Apprehension that foundation existthe mayor in
ed for reports that his council foes k personal attackinupon
which he charged
were "liable to knock the mayor off a radio address
to the
adhere
inot
did
the
Curley
that
in order to prevent him delivering
him as drawradio addresses" moved the mayor to truth when he Pictured
on from the governarm himself with the revolver pre- lug compensati
for "flat feet." Norton asserted
panted him some time ago by Police nientas
of an injury caused
result
a
that
Commissioner ilultman.
of a gun upon a naval
Because of the threats, the mayor by a recoilwas
forced to submit to a
made his early evening broadcast vessel he
from tho broadcasting room in -.OW Surgical operation.
ball instead of at the studio of sta., ChairmarLEmnk A. Geedwin of the
finance commission. who had been exlion WNAC as he had planned,
His bodyguard consisted of Inspec- pected to touch off radio fireworks,
LeWilliam
and
Dorsey
tors John F.
discussed the school committee canKane. who were detailed in response
to a "specific request." Just who made didatea, and invited support for Henry
the request was not clear. The mayor S. Sullivan and Dr William B. Burns,
denied that he had asked for police his remarks were mild and included
protection. He jocularly ascribed their reference to Mayor Curley which was
assignment to apprehension that the devoid of any personal attack.
Goodwin charged that the mayor
"Dowd, Kelly, Norton combination
might attempt to interfere with the has dominated Chairman Joseph H.
deCrowley
broadcast. Superintendent
Hurley of the committee and that benied knowledge of the assignment. cause. of the mayor' insistence that
Subsenuently it A‘ag explained that , the schood commtttees
_s hould refuse to
the request had been made "in behalf la pproptiate money foi building conof the mayor, hut not by him."
a tax rate increase
struetion,
so
that
The end of the campaign for the could be avoided, it was possible to
election at large of three members of carry Out other projects not related to
the school committee and a council- i he schools, which the mayor was
man in each of the 22 wards was tea- loath to abandon.
tured by whirlwind ',ours of candidatam, boisterous rallies, first tights Goodwin coupled Hurley with Dr
among warring part'sans, and pa- Joseph V. Lyons for failure to protect
racks.
the school children and specified the
In anticipation of serious trouble, extravagance of the expenditure of
when voting starts at 8 o'clock today 3270,000 for shops and a theater in the
to continue until 8 o'clock tonight, the Michelangelo school in the North end
heaviest police election detail in the as an example of the ignoring of the
,history of the city has been mobil- needs of the children.
School committee Candidates tried tc
In addition to unusual surveillance make speeches in every ward during
in four of the 22 wards, the entire the night. Except in Roxbury, Dorforce of uniformed officers and detec- chester and Hyde Park there were no
'Ayes will either be on active duty or discernible evidences of a lively interheld in reserve, while motor patrols eat in the election, and despite last
have been detailed to maintain order day flare-ups a vote of 140,000 is not
in the wards where trouble is likely looked for.
to occur,
Close contests for the city council
The police will concentrate in ward are anticipated in East Boson, wards
R. Roxbery. ward. 11 and 15, Dot- 11 and 12. Roxbury. Dorchester and
cheater, and ward 18, Hyde Park. In.
to in
Roxbury.
ward 8, Mayor Curley is seeking
of
Councilman
re-election
the
prevent
Dowd and is supporting Francis' D.
Dailey. In ward 14 Councilman Israel
Ruby and Charles 'Kaplan are participating in a Willfull battle which has
•no parallel in recent municipal elections.
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TO C. OF C. ON
BOSTON PLAN
Election of Nine New Direc(2 tors Announced at
Annual Meeting
Declaring that he approached his
talk on the Metropolitan Boston
plan with diffidence because Mayor
Thomas J. McGrath was sitting on
his right, Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston, at the annual meeting
of the Chamber of Commerce last
night briefly outlined the proposal
to consolidate the city functions
of Boston and nearby cities and
towns in an effort to operate he
unit more efficiently.
Any modesty and reserve that
Mayor Curley may have had at the
start of his talk was soon lost as
the 'story of how
he unfolded
Metropolitan Boston would be the
fourth largest of the United States
cities, with the greatest benefit to
development in
the commercial
the district.
Directors Named
The Boston mayor's talk was
given during the banquet and it
was followed by the announcement
of the recent election for new directors with the following chosen
to the board: Robert E. Foy, Newell A. Clark. Edwin S. White, John
H. Hayes, W. W. Grieves, Eugene
R. Atwood. Ernest Smith, J. J.
Gallager, and Arthur Huntington.
Former Mayor William A. Bradford received the highest number
et votes but he declined to serve
on the board.
Mayor Thomas J. McGrath, al;
1 though he did hot speak last night,
listened intently to Curley's address. McGrath had always been
! opposed to the plan to consolidate.
the cities but Mayor Curley de.
dared, "I am convinced that Quineye mayor, like myself, will soon
!abandon personal feelings in the
matter if the greater public ben°.
fits of the plan are shown."
Proposes Golf Match
Speaking remotely from his
scheduled topic, Curley intimated
that he would be a candidate for
, the next governor. His plan for
winning the npmination, however,
centered around tourhaments on
either the Stoney Brae or the Wollaston golf course links.
Curley's plan was to give Gov.
Joseph B. Ely a stroke a hole for
the gubernatorial nomination but
with Lieut. Gov. William S. Youngman he offered two strokes for
each hole.
warned the
Boston's mayor
Chant); of Commerce members
that ; "resent conditions continue,
the ,:...w..atry might become like the
last day of the Roman empire when
of the great
the final chapter
nation was written when every
citizen was althea on the public
payro)laor on the public,dole:
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Boston Campaign
Li Ends in Flourish

MAYOR CURLEY GAINS
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City Council and School Committee Will Be for Him During
the Coming Year.

Bodyguard
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On Speaking Tour, As He
Urges Defeat of Three Councilors Seeking Re-Election-Elections Today in 12 Cities
BOSTON, Nov. 3 (JP)—Boston
faced its most sensational off-yeari
election in many years as voters in
municipalities went
eleven other
about the duty of selecting city °ill
cials in a quiet and decorous manner.
manner.
In each of the Massachusetts elections excepting Boston a mayor was
to ue elected, and in nine of the cities
the present mayor was candidate for
Boston's polling was
re-election.
confined to 22 councilors and three
school committee members.
In Boston election eve found every
detective and uniformed officer of the
police department ordered to report
Special squads of officers
for duty.
were ordered to districts where the
campaigning has been bitter and detectives were especially watchful in
the Dorchester and South Boston
sections, where city council candidates claim to have received death
threats.
- A police guard was set about Mayor
Curley as he toured the city last
night speaking for or against the
present city councilors up for reelection. One woman sought a council seat. She was Mrs. Eleanor Creed
L'Ecuyer of the Dorchester section
and victory would make her the first
worn-an to sit in Boston's city government.

'TIMM
Special Correspondence, Tan New YORK
elecBOSTON, Nov. 5.--The city
se intion was watched with inten
ted to interest because it was expec
Curley,
M.
s
Jame
dicate whether
e Gupresent Mayor and prospectiv
or
bernatorial candidate, is gaing
.
arity
popul
and
power
in
g
losin
Council
The election was for City the forFor
and School Committee.
ers were
mer body seventeen memb members
new
re-elected. Of the five foes
of the
three are political
the
Mayor, and toward the last
ss against
Mayor entered the canva
ttee of
them. In the school commi
were
3 five
ANP 0 16/Y/:
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members, three places were
434:7421:-.0 ii,
Two new members
filled.
was rechosen and one old member
. All
turned far another four years were
dates
three of these candi The net rebacked by the Mayor.
sult is a gain for him. y-two will be
The Council of twent
the opstrongly with him, although
erous even
position will be more vocifthe
School
than before. But over a vast inCommittee he has gainedof the holdcrease of influence. One
for passover members is "his," and votes
are
ing any appropriation four
required.
was
Another feature of the day and
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the subjection of the "P. S.The
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MEN CURLEY

OPPOSED WIN

Boston Councillors, Five
Massachusetts Mayors
Re-elected

"! Iservance of holidays by merch
he
64 by suspension of business and
until
ring
defer
of
idea
the
sed
' stres
-Kosto Stores To He
Saturday the celebration of any holie
Day
stic
Armi
Open
day falling on some previous day of
week.
In line with the formal decision of the
Officials of the Retail Trade Board
the retail trade board of commerce
invited by Legion officials
yesterday not to close retail stores had been
r at the Mayor's office reconfe
to
proy
geig
r
Mayo
Day
tice
Armis
garding the observance of Armistice
duced the suggesg representaDay.
and
tives of the American Legion
President Sidney S. Conrad of the
adbe
would
it
that
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iarie
its auxil
set forth the ideas of the body
board
other
ays,
holid
all
visable to observe
g to relieve Boston meraimin
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than the Fourth of July and
s of the burden of a superachant
day.
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Day
mas
of holidays. In audition he
The Mayor also suggested combin- bundance
point it is advisible to
the
sed
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tice
ing the observances of Armis
keep business going without loss of
latter
the
on
Day
tmas
Chris
and
Day
any time during the present.
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for an advertised broadcast. That
must have disarranged the program
more or less, and It took away
from its formality. So Mayor Mcwas not called on. Just the
I overheard a number of men Grath
was a good listener and
he
same
present at the Quincy Chamber of his presence all through in the long
Commerce dinne• Monday evening line at the head table helped to
I rather
laying bets that Mayor Curley give it tone to the meeting.
or less satismore
got
he
think
had
he
would not show up. True,
faction out of seeing such a tanbeen listed as the star speakerj nin of fine-looking active repredinerS
and the fact that almost 200
sentatives of Quincy's business life
r
had gathered around the long assembled under the local Chambe
ce at a time when the
tables was enough to show that a of Commer
Boston mayor was coming to look
lot of Quincy folk wanted to hear them over.
him. Yet it was the night before
the Boston election, and the bettors
figured that the mayor would be so
busy with his night-before rallies
and such that he would never
"make" Quincy. He did, though.
And his coming put the last touch
on the C. of C. assembly to register a fine success. Quincy men as '
a rule don't see much for Quincy
In the Greater Boston unification,
hut they think "Jim" is a picturesque speaker and they like lb hear
him.

Caught Off the Air

Come to think of it, the Boston
mayor must have his own reasons
for making good on his Quincy engagement just when there were so
many Boston matters and gatherings to claim him. I rather think
it was his interest in spreading the
Greater Boston gospel. He knows
Quincy is skeptical on that plan,
and therefore he probably figured
it was worth while to come out at
a time when he could get so many
business people together to hear
his views about what it would accomplish. The mayor is a plans.;
ible talker, and he made it seem
as if linking the independent suburban communities with Boston
would be a great stroke in winning
favorable commercial adjustments
amidst the competition of other
big cities of the country. I rather
think Quincy will go on taking the
Quincy view of the matter, however.
Mayor McGrath sat through the
meeting in the next seat to the
Boston mayor, and listened very
graciously, as is his way. But I
have an idea that even the Boston
man's joking reference to the attitude of his Quincy brother executive didn't do much to change the
Quincy mayor's mind as to Greater
Boston. Mayor McGrath has spoken right out in meeting on the subject, where many other mayors have
heard him, and what he says as
a rule doesn't leave a leg for the
unification idea to stand on. I
guess he expresses the general sentiment of his city, too.
By the way, wasn't it unusual for
a mayor of Quincy to be present
at an annual meeting of the local
Chamber of Commerce and not he
called on for a word of greeting
or something? Probably it was because President Hickey had to
Present Mayor Curio- before the
people at the table' had finished
eating. in order to allow the speaker time to get to the radio station
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MEE FOES OF MAYOR CURLEY
IN BOSTON COUNCIL FIGHT
Trio of Hub Executive's Choice Successful
in School Committee 'Contest — Police
Cal, to Quiet Demonstration in Vicinity of Mayoralty Residence — Election
Results in 12 Cities of Massachusetts
BOSTON, Nov. 4 (INS)—Victory of three foes of Mayor
James M. Curley in a bitter Boston City Council fight, a demonstration outside the Curley home in Jamaica Way for the candidates the mayor sought to defeat, Democratic sweeps ill
Worcester and Lowell, the defeat of the mayors of Medford and
Lowell and the reelection of seven mayors featured returns
today of 12 municipal elections in Massachusetts.
Police were called to the curlaY
wgzslatlOfl WIUCa
home to detour a line of "serenaders" Pass soms
cheering, jeering, blowing horns and would reduce the 1932 Insurance
waving banners. The demonstration rates.
The suggestions for the measure,
today was a windup to the most
strenuous "off-year" election the city were drawn up into an informal bill
presentation today to a caucus of
for
has ever seen, John F. Dowd, Francis
E. Kelly and Clement A. Norton, poli- Republican members of the Senate. If
tical enemies of Mayor Curley being It is favorable to the senators, the
returned to office by voters of Wards bill will be introduced into the Senate,
8, 15 and 18. respectively. Mayor Cur- and upon passage in that branch
ley, however, saw his three choices for' would be referred to the House of
school committee elected with former Representatives for approval. Its fate
Rep. Maurice J. Tobin heading the in the lower branch however, was
problematical, since the House, early
list with 65,745 votes.
In the elections In 11 other cities, in the special session, choked off all
attempts for passage of a total finanthe mayors reelected were:
responsibility measure. and' later.
Cambridge---Richarcl
M. Russell, cial
bills calling for the eliminakilled
non-partisan.
tion
of guest liability and a deSomerville—John J. Murphy, Demoductlbte policy.
crat.
Everett—Michael C. O'Neill, non.: Pittsfield returns indicated Demoerotic majorities In the Common
partisan.
Waltham -Pa t:- ick .T. Duane, non.- Council, Board of Aldermen and
School committee. Democrats were
partisan.
Corn- ,
Springfield -- Dwight R. Winter, victorious in five of the seven
mon Council districts.
Democrat.
ublican
Re
Jr
a
Rice
W
W.
George
,
Fitchburg—Joseph N. Corriere, Nonwee elected city treasurer of Springpartisan.
time in the hisfirst
For
the
field.
In Lowell, the Democrats swept the
were vicpolls, electing 10 councilmen, and in- tory of that city Democrats
of the eight alderseven
torious
in
stalling Rep. Charles H. Slowey in the
districts. The lone Republican
mayoral chair over Mayor Thomas H. manic
is Alderman Henry A. Martens. The
Braden, Republican candidate for reof Chairman Franklin A. Laelection for a third term, 17.934 to defeat
timer, a member of the School corn16,140.
Mee for 20 years, was one of the
Mayor Edward H. Larkin, of Med- sensations of the campaign there.
ford, also failed of reelection for a
/
fourth term, and bowed to Alderman
WoduRN riMet ./0 /14/1/
John H. Burke In a Non-partisan election by a vote of 9318 to 8737.
In Pittsfield and Worcester. new
men were chosen for the mayoralty
chairs. Rep. Patrick J. Moore, 70-yearold Democrat, was elected In the former city over Fred W. Brunch, Republican, by a majority of more than
2000 votes. In Worcester, Democrat
swept John C. Mahoney into the mayoralty over Roland S. G. Frodigh, the
Republican candidate.
Mayor Russell was returned to office in Cambridge by 10,000 margin.
It was the greatest majority ever
Riven a mayoralty candidate in the
history of Cambridge. He defeated
Secretary Leo J. Quinn of the DemoD. F. Tobin in a non-partisan eleccratic City Committee wa9 presented
tion.
The narrowest margin was recordwith an autographed photograph of
ed in Somerville. where late returns
Maybr Curley during a visit to Boston
showed Mayor Murphy the winner.
Mayor Carriere of Fitchburg was
City Hall, yesterday. They had a
elected for a third term over William
pleasant conversation and Mayor
J. Handley. non-partisan.
Mayor Winters of Springfield, a
Curley sent his, kindest regards to all
returned
was
Democrat,
to that office
his friends in this city, • Mr. Quinn
with a plurality of 10.808.

LEO J• QUINN
GETS PHOTO OF
MAYOR CURLEY

said.
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Presented Flags To
Mary Curley School
The Women's Patriotic and Civic
League presented an American flag,
a State flag, and forty school room
flags to the new Mary E. Curley
School, Wednesday. Mrs. Mary MacNeill, president of the league presented the State flag in honor of
Mayor Curley; Mrs. Charles S. Sullivan, wife of Judge Sullivan, present-

ed

a flag, in memory of James M.
Jr.; and
Miss
Margaret
O'Connell presented a flag in memory
of Dorothea Curley. Mayor Curley,
Curley,

his

daughter, Miss Mary Curley,
members of the School Committee,
Supt. of Schools Jeremiah E. Burke

and Alexander Sullivan, business
manager of the School Committee, attended the exercises.
a 4,/Ai c
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Curley Addresses
Chamber Tonight
The annual meeting of the Quincy
Chamber of Commerce will be held
tonight in the Cliveden building headquarters.
Dinner will be served at. 615 o'clock, after which Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston, will give a talk on
the metropolitan plan.
A second speaker will be Charles M.
Woodmansee of the Nationai Institute of Visual Learning, New York,
who will talk on visualization in today's business. It is expected that the
nine new members of the board of directors of the Chamber will be named.
Mayor Curley will be introduced
at the end of the dinner. At the conclusion of his talk there will be a
special
entertainment
comprising
novelty dances by Miss Marie Molica
and Edward Nelson. Miss Dora Cappuccio of Boston will play a number
of popular pieces on an accordion,
and will later conduct community
singing.
A special table has been reserved
for women members of the Chamber.
The invited guests include the three
secretaries of the organizat!on, Miss
Alice Hogan, Miss Doris bcott and
Mrs. Pauline Stanley.

iN.1-7-131

e-N74:1
—Hon. Jame,,s Ag,,,p,iriey, mayor of
Boston and an orator of wide reputation, will be the special guest
speaker at a Holy Communion
breakfast which will be held under
the auspices of the Holy Name Society of St. Leo's Church in City Hall
at 10 o'clock Sunday morning. The
breakfast will follow Communion at
St. Leo's Church at 9 o'clock. The
breakfast, will be a public affair and
the first of its kind in this city for
several years. Rev. Fr. John Wolohan is in charge of arrangements.
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Two hinds of bollirs were named
te tte bid upon in the specifications.
A• bollermaking firm In the northeastern part of the state submitted
al
the lowest bid on the longitudin
of
hailer, such as has been installedthis
late in all state institutions in nia
Pennsylva
rii department, but a
upfirm was lowest bidder on the kind
,r
this
for
right boiler. Its bid
of boiler is several thousand dollars
higher than the Bay State firm's
t proffer to instal the longitudinal one,
rumor has it the Pennsylvania firm
yet rumor has it the Pennsylvania firm
If It is proper for highway contracts to be awarded to second lowest bidders, one may properly ask
why it Is not proper for a MassachuProtection For
stories are go- setts cancern to be awarded a conawkward
very
Some
Hy HENRI' G. LOGAN
department, when it
ing the round in the State House in tract in another
, Staff Correspondent of The Daily News'
lowest bid? The answer
explanation of the week's delay in submits the
that
Boston, Nov. 5—This new Insurance filing the bond in this matter by the seems to be found in the fact
,tensed to -reduce rates, trotted out ',west bidder. The petitioner in the highway bids of a certain kind came
'
apfor
council
..t. Gaspar (1. Bacon after conferring er.urt ati::on asserts the public works before the executive
depart$1 la eeunsel for the insurance inter- ,itepartment cave this lowest bidder proval, whereas the other
i :tit, bids fare to meet the same fate 'a week to obtain a bond. and in in- ment can award a contract for a
it
others have met that have had •surance circles, it is freely stated by building to cost any amount, and
: ring faults. it Is a "mcngrel" meas- agents that they refused to be a party does not require executive council
dethis
in
e at its best, as RepreseDtative Ho-1 to this bond. It finally was written approval. The condition
: .11(1 D. Sawyer of Ware "branded itl by an agent of a Maryland company, velopment offers plenty of food for
ailmediately it became known it would whose business Is handled by a rela- thought.
presented, aad has no more place tive of Maze. Curley of Boston. This,
at the statute books. In so far as the or course, 111181a- 111t3 tionding firms
,•.
E
fare of motorists is concerned, than who consider themselves entitled to
,e "deductible" idea or the straight the commonwealth contract bonds, bes
of
financial responsibility bill. It is just cause they have been supporter
nnother one of those ideas intended Gov Ely. However, their loss in this
to break down protection for the mo- matter is nothing new—bond salestorist and permit the insurance corn- !nen accredited with being "Curley
panies to gouge him at will through men" have written numerous highpremiums charged,
way and building contract bonds since
In fact, it is a poor financial re- Gov Ely came into power and prob, sponsibility idea, at its best. It would ably will continue to do so, as things
compel the motorist to insure in or- are nqw being run. Not that this is
der to guarantee damages to any pe- illegal, but It is not considered "good
destrian he mi-ht hit or survivors o cricket" by the Ely supporters.
any pedestrian he might kill. Tha
Gov Ely has said that the state
would he as far as tee compulsor rating and control board is unneceslaw, now on the statute books, woul sary because the company-conducted
extend. All other coverage the mo- board is working honestly and effitorist would have to buy at the pric ciently. He might do well to pubfIxed by the company. It would pro- hely brand this measure as one that
vide that if a motorist had an acci- would increase the cost to the autodent in which other than a pede.strianimobilists; thus far, he hasn't done so,
Were hurt, and the pedestrian obtained and the bill has progressed as far as
judgment for damages, the motorist Senate ways and means committee,
wottld be ruled off the road until he after receiving favorable action in the
!node settlement of the judgment, am' lower branch.
then he would have to provide guarWhen one realizes that a bill like
antee of financial responsibility for Cu- this, to saddle extra expense on the
titre accidents ht a peire that the corn- taxpayer, in this case the motorists
panics and the insurance commission- generally, can be eased 'through the
er might agree was proper.
If he Legialature with so little opposition,
failed to settle the judgment he could I:. seems too bad that the public
never drive a car agr in in this state doesn't
take greater Interest in
1(0:dative proposals, so it can make
Bacon Snaps the Whip
its
opposition in time to prePresident Bacon snepped the whip known
In the Senate during a caucus yester- volt their enactment, not later on. So
day and the majority of the Repub- many bills, creating new jobs to be
lican senators sprang to attention and filled by political patronage, are enacted from .year to year, most of
agreed to support the measure whl
he fathers. Over in the House side them unnecessary, that something
however, criticism aplenty was heard has got to be done, or in a relatively
even from prominent Republican mem- short time half the taxpayers will be
(above),
Barbara McDonough
hers, and it seems probable that when supporting the other half who occupy
e" of Mayor James
"purchas
whore
division
tal
the Senate sends this mongrel propo- state or other governmen
turned out
M. ic.laey, of Boston,
sition to the Howie, it will promptlyJohq•
she testified to
"Pitt the heel" to it and continuo ter It seems apparent that the spota hoax. In court, Brown, Boston
having paid Frank
Prevent any attempts to benefit the light is soon to be turned on another
promise that
druggist, $1,106 on a
insurance intereats at the expense of state department than the public
"fix it" for her to
of
conaward
the motorists.
works because of the
the latter would
Brown was
tracts to second lowest, third lowest,
Highway Fight Continues
marry Mayor Curley. for larceny
prison
The highway contract battle con- and, in one case fifth lowest, bidders,
in
given a year
tanuem apace, the latest development,after discarding reputable and finanhis "buying the
as a result of
being the prayer to supreme court; dally responsible firms who had bid
mayor" deal.
in
happened
for an injunction to prevent con-power. This was what
summation of a contract, by publici the construction of a state building
works department, with a firm to in a ,Boston district, and it has been
construct a highway and bridge I done with respect to other buildings
Canterbury street in Boston. Th in the same department. At present,
second lowest.`bidder. alleging illegaii4 (his department is holding up the
ties in the lowest bidder's bid, woul award of a contract to Instal a boiler
have the award to the latter throw, III a Hampden county Institution—the
out and a new contract made with bids WIN.° been known for nearly
I three weeks.

New Auto Insurance '
Bacon's N
Scheme Sure to Meet Fate
h er Proposed Panacea
Of T
Attorneys
Program Drafted After Conference With
Rejected
For Insurance Companies Certain to Be
I)own
By Legislature; Would Merely Break
Motorists

She"Buys" Mayor

I
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CONTEST LOOMS
OVER CONTROL

•OF NEW COUNCIL
Cu

's Foes Seek to Consolidate Block Hostile to
Executive

Boston, Nov. 5—With three members
of the school committee, a majority,
elected with his indorsement, Mayor
Cturneci last night to the ofgErn:
za-floit of the city council for the two
remaining years of his administration.
He is confident that there will he continued cooperation between his office
and the majority of the council on
matters of constructive benefit to the
city.
At the Sam(' time, the mayor's op•
ponents within the council began attempts to organize a block sufficiently
strong to exercise a veto over importthe
matters. Of
ant appropriation
council's 22 members, a two-thirds vote
loan
of
approval
the
for
Is necessary
orders, sale of city land and other
measures. The anti-Curley
major
Members are attempting to form a
group of eight pledged to stand together on such orders.
The three members whom the mayor
defeat—
sought unsuccessfully to
Councilmen Dowd, Kelly and Norton—
are attempting to organize the antiCurley group. They hope to he joined
by Councilman-elect Thomas M. Burke
of ward 17, Dorchester, who defeated
Councilman Robert Gardiner Wilson,
.1:-. The latter had the support of
I Mayor Curley. Burke said yesterday,
I however, that he expects to cooperate
with the mayor SR well as his council
colleagues, and apparently is not going
to City . Hall with any chip on his
shredder for the mayor.
mayor's opponents are also
The
counting on Councilman-elect David
M. Brockman of ward 12, Roxbury,
who defeated Councilmen Herman J.
Bush who hod the active backing of
' the mayor. Brackman, however, declared yesterday he intends to remain
i independent of any control and will
vote as he thinks the majority of his
constituents wish.
! Councilman John I. Fitzgerald of
the West end, Martin Lomasney's representative in the council, has occasionally voted against the mayor hut
even adding Fitzgerald, Brockman and
Burke to the anti-Curley trio, the foes
of the administration would still lack
the necessary votes to block his twogram on major appropriations.
elerted,
Of the other new members
George P. Donovan of ward 6, who deMa .1.
:Michael
feated Councilman
honey, Is it city employe, although he
without the approval of the
ran
mayor: William H. Barker of East
DonBoston, who replaces Timothy F.
ovan, is a Curley supporter, end
George W. Roberts of ward 4, t he
Back Bay, is a product of the RepubH. Innen.
lican organization of Charles
is tin friendly terms with
The latter fitiMiniatra
tion
the CLIriCV
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44' A Curley Victory.
"transcript.
Tenni the Boston
won a victory
Mayor Curley actually
strengthand
election
in yesterday's
government
city
the
on
ened his grip
may not be readof Boston. This fact
reader, but
casual
the
ily apparent to
ces are examined,
when the circumstan
that it is true. CounIt will be seen
and Norton, who
cilors Kelly, Dowd
his opposition,
were reelected over
enemies of the
always have been
them was in
mayor. His tight against warfare. But
personal
of
nature
the
mayor still is
despite their victory the
Council as he was bethe
in
strong
as
other members ocfore; for although
him on the
opposed
have
casionally
recommendation, he
some
of
merits
control of the
!remains in practical
body.
contest for the school
It was in the
a
the mayor won
that
committee
body is
that
now
and
major victory
of the candidates
his also. Only one
influential,
hitherto
the
indorsed by
Asseociation won, but
Public School
J. Hurley, was
this candidate, Joseph
mayor. Maurice
also supported by the
E. Mackey were
J. Tobin and Charles
selections, and 'robin
distinctly Curley
Mackey was only
topped the list and
sitting member,
third. Mr. Reilly, the
year, has favored
who was not up this
and even Mrs.
the mayor's ideas,
found them imPigeon has not always
again, whether
practicable. So here
of the schools,
for the good or the ill
absolute conMayor Cal...ley will exert
day for the mayor,
bad
a
not
was
It
trol.
remarks that it is
who philosophically
thLie l of the
/
,d
for
n:
people.
/

MAYOR CURL1Y
UNABLE TO51JME
Not to Come to Leominster for Address
k2
Scheduled.
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
will not be able to come to Leominster for his address at the Communion breakfast to be held by the Holy
Name Society of St. Leo's Catholic
Church on Sunday morning, according to word received by The Enterprise today direct front Mayor Curley's secretary, C. A. Reardon, who
stated that Mayor Curley will be
away over the week-end.
In his place Mayor Curley has
designated William G. O'Hare, penal
institutions commissioner of the City
of Boston, as his official representative. The secretary expresses regret that Mayor Curley will not be
able to be in Leominster at the
time announce, and for the event
which so many friends and admirers of Mayor Curley in Leominster
and vicinage had looked forward to
with anticipation.
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turley and the Schools
Th1ayorCurle,is credited with haying captured the Boston school committee, ending the control of that

body by the nonpolitical Public
School association. This is not an
encouraging outlook for the Boston
schools. But Frank A. Goodwin, former registrar of motor vehicles, and
now chairman of the Boston Finance
commission, was also active in the
contest over school committee. He
had his own candidates, and it would
appear at this distance that the activities of Goodwin's Boston School
league, as it was called, must have
made more difficult the election of
the Public School association's canMr Goodwin's candidates
didates.
assailed Mayor Curley for his participation in the school board contest,
but if they had been sincere in opposing Mr Curley they would have
withdrawn and helped to elect the
candidates whom the mayor was
seeking to defeat. Undoubtedly, there
were reasons for criticizing the old
school committee, but the judgment
of the Public School association gave
the public the soundest guidance in
the circumstances and might well
have been good enough for Mr
Goodwin.

p
CURLEY WILL SEE
LEOMINSTER GAME

Wo

5.-- Mayor
Nov.
LEOMINSTER,
James M. Curley of Boston, who will
be erne•-eferie guests and the principal speaker at the Communion breakfast in City hall Sunday morning under the auspices of the Holy Name
Society of St. Leo's parish, will also
see the semi-profeesional football
game at the Senior High school in
the afternoon. Veterans o: Foreign
Wars officials announced this afternoon.
The game Sunday will see the
powerful and undefeated Leominster V. F. W.. eleven line up against
the reputedly strong Vernon A. C.
of Worcester.
./
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If Gov Ely is correctly quoted, ne
holds the opinion that the Massachusetts Democratic delegation in the
next national convention "will be in'clined to follow the leadership of
'Gov Smith," although it would probably go to the convention unpledged.
He did not go beyond that, evidently,
in his Washington interview, but the
inference to be drawn is that if Mr
Smith opposes the nomination of Gov
Roosevelt for President, the Massachusetts delegates for the most part
will line up with him. What does
Mayor Curley say to that?

//-

/at- vitt
store with its cash and carry system, so that when the American
public. hit by the fall In business,
attempted to
buy things, It, was
either cash or no carry. Banks
asked for collateral but most families did not own their things outright and could not borrow money
in that way. Then came the drain
est all municipalities to meet the

FEARS FOR DEMOCRACY
IF UNITED STATES HAS
ANOTHER DEPRESSION
•

•Mayor James M. Curley Asks Chamber Sup- :
port Federal Planning Comm.; Urges Strong
Defence Until Wcc.ld Agrees to Disarm

MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY
Of Boston, Speaker

ATTY. M. J. REARDON
Of Salem, Toastmaster

Declaring that America could not
Abrogate the .Debts•
survive another depression similar to
the one through which it has just if the foreign countries will agree
disarmapassed and still remain democratic to a program of universal
Hon. James M. Curley, mayor of ment agreeable to the United States
Boston, in speaking before approxi- of America.
Just at present, he asserted, 86
mately 200 business and industrial
dollar of the national
men of the city at the Hotel Haw- cents of every
8 expended
thorne last evening, on the occasion
anof the first of a series of dinners, tiring incurred by the war or In
ticipation of war, leaving only 14
smokers and
get-togethers
being cents of every dollar to take care
sponsored by the Salem Chamber
percentof Commerce, urged the local or- of everything else with the
being but nine cents
ganization to support the creation I age In Europe
peace
"I
believe
in
of the federal industrial planning of every dollar.
and that we should have the beat
commission, non-partisan in cnar- navy and defense in the world unacter, which would be charged with til every other country places its
the responsibility of studying the own guns on the table. This coun, industrial situation of the country try is in a position also to dictate
' and submitting its findings to cona policy of disarmament to the rest
gress. Such an organization, he
of the world and when the other
stated. would help to do away with countries agree
policy
to such a
future depressions and in the advent America can afford to do so too."
depression,
of
periods
such
of
Referring to the Unparalleled debring about the
at least
would
pression as being more revolutionary
minimization of their effects. Hear- than a matter of evolution, Mayor
ings on the creation of such a board CUrlev explained how It differs from
are now being held in Washington. previous stuatIona of such characSpeaking straight to the point and
ter, saying that due to be unusual
manner, wave of
In the familiar Curley
wages,
prosperity, high
director
dis- good jobs, etc . the average family
municipal
Boston's
stressing
the
depression,
the
cussed
endeavored to be a little better and
highlights of the situation, present- to have more than they had ever
ed several optimistic suggestions, had before, with the result that they
and In addition touched upon the bought newer and better things, not
question of war debts and disarma- outright, but on the payment plan,
ment most illuminatingly. He de- 810 that when crash did come. it was
clared that there is not an intelli- • matter of everybody owing somegent men in America who believes thing to everybody else. "Because
that a dollar on the principal of the all were living beyond their means
war debts will ever he collected, Un- they were not able to adjust themless America resorts to war and "no selves to meet the situation.
Also
one would ever think of that," he at this time, the corner grocery and
said, "for It Is not worth it." He similar stores had disappeared, their
stated that America is In a position places being taken over by the chain
to

•

I

distress resulting from the depression.
"I once believed that people were
guided by the Biblical axiom. 'Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself,'
but after studying the depression
devising ways and
situation and
means of raising money, I have come
to the conclusion that you cannot
depend upon the generosity of the
American public to raise money for
the unemployed." The mayor then
mentioned some of the effects of
the depression
upon the
city of
Boston, sayini, that his city, which
Refuses Atd to No One
has helped more people than there
are included in the population of
Chelsea. He said that all individuals were responsible for the present condition for failing to develop
a means of safeguarding the continuity of the workers of America.
He specified that Boston was going
to help its unemployed 'until prosperity returns to America and I do
not think that that is far off now.
We have made commendable progress despite the depression particularly in humanitarian reform. The
mayor paid a tribute to the American Federation of Labor as the unit
being responsible for whatever legislation has gone on the books for the
workers. He digressed upon the va-t
dons influences that have brought
about working changes in this country, especially In regard to labor
laws. No single institution was more
responsible for the depression than
the machine age, he said. He gave
several examples of the effect of the
use of machines in diminishing the
number of jobs which is a serious
situation. He said that there either
must be a dole system or all must
take a little more interest In the
situation: that the problem is too
big for any one organization to bandie and that while the machine was
created to serve man so that he
could find time for greater physical
and mental recreation, It has developed to such a state that there is
no longer any pleasure. "Today It
is not the case f losing
a case of the job vanishing. The
export business cannot be relied upon on create new jobs, but there is
the five-day week.
"There are two major propositions
current. One is the creation of the
federal industrial planning
board
and the other is the five-day week
The latter is in operation in various industries and has been in the
public school system for the last
half century." The mayor then went
on to explain how Boston would
benefit. by the five-day system. He
also stressed over-time payments and
the cutting down of needless expenses in the city's bills. He declared
that city employes are too willing to
use the city's telephone to make
frequent and long-distance calls.
He spoke of the tribute American
Individuals pay to superior minds, to
logic or to presentation of facts and
said that, congress is willing SO meet
any situation If supplied with the
Information to do the right thing. '
He further stated that the average
individual is a victim of the depression and all he wants is work so that
he may provide for his faintly and
safe-guard it with the decency and
honor that he should.
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I• rest of the oountry toward 1%W EngAtty. Michael J. isextion
land, which is regarded as a unit
of this city, through whose efforts and
Mayor CUrley was able to be ob- done mentioned the fine work being
by the New England council of
of
first
tained as the speaker at the
local which the Salem Chamber cf Cernthe fellowship meetings of the
able mares is • member.
Chamber of Commerce, was the
Following Mayor Curley's address.
toastmaster of the evening. He was
Lavender,
Dr. Pitman again referred to the
introduced by William E.
aron
committee
rich programs that are to be held
chairman of the
rangements, who explained the na- monthly during the winter months
the and of the need of getting together
of
spoke
and
affair
the
of
ture
for instruction and Inspiration and
future get-togethera.
Cur- public good.
In his introduction of Mayor
apprekilh
of
told
Reardon
ley, Atty.
Seated at the head table.
ciation and that of the chamber of ; J. Reardon, Dr. J. Asbury Pitman,
Commerce for his being present, re- Councillors Fitzgerald, Kelleher and
ferred to the mayor as a man re- Francis; F. Carroll Sargent. William
spected and admired, stressed his E. Lavender. George W. Hooper, J.
fine record, ability and achieve- Clarke Brown and Sec. Lewis W.
ments, and called him a mayor who Newell.
does things, especially for the poor
AA jand unemployed. He said that Mayor
Curley might well be called the
"Good Samaritan" of the poor and
unemployed and expressed his desire that the mayor may soon occupy the gubernatorial seat of this
commonwealth.
Representing the city of Salem in
the absence of Mayor Bates who was
fulfilling a speaking engagement at
Newburyport, Timothy W. Fitzgerald,
president of the city council, extended the official welcome, calling it a
pleasant occasion as well as duty. He
asserted that no man in public life,
has done more for progress and to
help others than Mayor Curley whose
There is a possibility that at the
efforts, he said, have not been connext professional football game at
fined entirely to the city of Boston
the high school athletic field SunHe mentioned a few or the mayor's
day afternoon the Leominster Post.
outside interests, making particular
1807, V. F. W., may have as their
reference to the steamship lines and
the railroads as examples
special guest of the occasion, Hon.
It was an excellent affair all
James M. Curley, mayor of Boston.
around with music by the Salem
Maya. Ciffrey is to appear in LeoChamber of rommerce orchestra, unminster Sunday morning to attend a
der the direction of J. Henry Upton,
Holy Communion breakfast held
and solos by Bert O'Neil of this city,
under the auspices of the Holy
enhancing the program. Mr. O'Neil
Name Society of St. Leo's church
gave
three
baritone
renditions,
in the City Hall at 10 o'clock in the
namely "One alone," from the Desmorning.
ert song; —Trees," by Ra.sbach, and
"Ole man river," from the Show
Manager Patrick J. Counihan, of
Boat. Both the orchestra and Mr.
the V. P. W. team, at once invited
O'Neil were assets to the program
Mayor Curley to attend the footand it would do well for the com1
ball game as an honored guest.
mittee to keep In mind such addiThe local management was in retions for the betterment of future
ceipt of the following letter from
meetings.
the Mayor's office this morning:
Then there was community singing, led by F. Carroll Sargent, which
"His honor the mayor desires to
helped to fill in the program until
thank you very much for your most
the arrival of Mayor Curley. Due to
cordial invitation to attend the foota busy program, the speaker was unball game under the auspices of
able to arrive until 6.15 and until
your post and if the program perthat time, the music, singing and a
mits he will be most pleased to attalk by
tend the game."
Dr. .1. Asbury Pitman
The communication is signed by
president of the Chamber of ComC. A. Reardon, secretary to Mayor
merce, combined to make the inCarley.
terim interesting. Pres. Pitman spoke
of Boston's position relative to the
GAz
/5/4:' 4 S/4
metropolitan district and adjacent
cities and towns, including Salem. He
MAYOR CURLEY CALLS THE
said that Salernites should be inter-- TURN
ested in what Is going on in Boston,
•
that Salem is a beneficiary of BosFor years the board of fire underton and shares indirectly in anything that the latter city has that is
writers, an adjunct to the fire insurworthwhile. He stated that Boston is
ance companies, has been urging
i really the capital of New England
cities to increase their fire-fighting
1 and has many matters of common'
and fire-prevention facilities with the
interest in which 8alernItes should
promise that if the board's suggesparticipate, which fact, he said will
tions were adopted, reduced rates for
become more evident In the future.
fire insurance would follow.
He spoke of the current interest in
Every new mayor, every new fire
the highway system of the state,
commissioner has listened to this line
which should take in the North
Shore, and discussed the proposed
of talk and most of them have behighway of the metropolitan planlieved it. At the saggestion of the
at,
just
stops
which
but
board,
ning
hoard, Boston long ago made itself a
present at the Salem -Swam picot t
Class A city. In fact, Boston has folline. He declared that Salem shoulo
lowed completely the advice of the
have a voice In the formulation of
underwriters.
the plane in the extension of the
state's boulevard system, which, ha
Now Mayor Curley neatly calls the
said, must also be through this secbluff. He demands a 25 percent retion. He spoke of the attitude of the
duction in fire insurance rates. He

•
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Speal: at Chamber
Meeting Tonillit
The first of a series of smokers and
get-togethers sponsored by the Salem
Chamber of Commerce, will be held
Hotel
the
at
evening
this
Hawthorne with Hon. James M. Curguest
the
ley, mayor of Boston, being
of honor and speaker of the occasion.
With so much going on in politics.
In regard to unemployment, etc.,
current in Boston, the Chamber considers itself fortunate in being able

CURLEY INVITED
TO PRO GAME
Boston Mayor Asked to
Extend Visit in Leominster Next Sunday.

5 II5/3/

0

TIMOTHY W. FITZGERALD
To Extend Official Greetings of City
to secure Mayor Curley to open the interesting series of fellowship gatherings. Just what the mayor will speak
about is not known. Recently, however, his favorite subject has been
the depression and unemployment
and waht he is endeavoring to do in
Boston to assist the non-workers. Me
speaks in general on these same
topics and only yesterday gave a talk
before Kiwanians on public projects
which he defended. Whether his subject tonight will be on unemployment, the depression, public projects
or something else, he will have much
of unusual interest for all.
The affair is to begin at 6.30 with
a dinner, preceded by music and followed by singing. Pres. Timothy W.
Fitzgerald will repersent the city government and Pres. J. Asbury Pitman
will be the spokesman for the Chamber of Commerce. Atty. M. J. Reardon
will preside as toastmaster.

of the bargain.
No doubt the answer will be that
losses are greater. What we are interested in knowing is whether losses
are greater in proportion to revenue.
Every time Boston spends a few millions, the fire insurance business
profits. We installed a high-pressure
System. We established a two-platoon
system for firemen. We motorized
the entire department. We expanded
the fire-prevention bureau. We are
reopening the fire college. Mayor
Curley says we have done everything
the underwriters have suggested.
It is about time for a .showdown.
to
board
the
keep
its
side —Boston TravAlcv
calls uooti
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That seemed to us 'then a marvel—
that any man could by choice step
down from the seats of the political
mighty, and be content to sell kerosene and dried apples and C. H. B.
cigars. It still seems to us a marvel
for we have not met too many men
who had the poise and cool self-judgment of Charles Bennett. He quit
politics, and for years after that we
used to see him in his store, black
derby hat tilted back on his head, in
his teeth always a londres cigar—presumably a C. H. B.

By E. E. WHITING
With a fairish number of public ofBoston, Nov. 4—Boston, like Springficials this logic remains with them
field and some other cities. has been
;through their natural lives, and so it
going through a municipal election;
is that few (lie and none resign—or
of
Athens
this
in
here
and while we
There is something about poliAmerica did not choose a new mayor retire.
gets into the veins of men,
the mayor was the central figure of tics that
once accustomed to ofinterest in the contest. He made him- and a man
It difficult ever to
finds
g
fice-holdin
rumpus
a
into
plunged
self so. He
is a fascinaThere
loose.
himself
pry
perhaps
from which he might have,
service which holds
more wisely, certainly more fortu- tion about public
Now, to get even farther back on
men. It is not the love for gain, or
nately, stood aloof.
just a curious the track, about this Boston election.
but
usually,
power,
even
interest
had
thus
election
This local
something like the to the city council: The mayor bitterquite out of proportion to the Im- attraction. Maybe
when a ly, or at least earnestly, opposed the
portance of any seat in the city grip of strong drink. Anyway,
he is likely to reelection of Councilmen Dowd, Kelley
council or on the school committee— man gets into politics
and until the dear and Norton. He pursued his purpose
the latter an unpaid ()Rice. Outside of stay there—unless
their own hands ,I no far an'to launch a vigorous broadBoston, few care who are elected to Public take things into
properfectly
in
phrase cast, couched
thin city's council; and judging by the and retire him, as the stock
"to pri- nounced English, over the radio on
goes,
campaigns
many
political
in
good
a
cast,
vote
the
of
;size
the eve of election day. Needless to
persons in Boston have little Interest vate life."
say, these three gentlemen replied to
In that body. Of course it is vastly
meeting him by the same medium. If their
recall years ago
We
important that the council should be
the street. ont polish was less patent, their earnestmade up of good men—maybe some Charles H. Bennett on
with our ness was at leant equal to his.
walking
were
canwe
when
we
though
day,
woman,
day a good
time ago. Mr
The election returns give the vernot now see what could possibly in- father. That was a long
grocery at dict. The point of it all, outside of
duce any woman to enter such a con- Bennett ran the corner
and ran it Boston, is that it was a test of Mr
test as a Boston council contest usual- Pine and Florence streets,
the old- Curley's political strength in Boston.
like
a
something
was
are
It
well.
Boston
of
ly is. Ma.,(be the folks
store, with dried He sought that test, made an issue of
little soured on the council, to descend fashioned country
cracker barrels. etc. It, carried it into every home with a
Into the vernacular for expression. It apples, prunes,
kept in the back radio: which is every home.
was
council
kerosene
The
our
of
think
to
is not easy
clerk would take tht
Its application is to the availability
except in the vernacular, for though room, and the
and till it and then stick of Mr Curley as the Democratic can.
good men do acquire seats therein, can out there
the spout and bring didan"lMvernor next veer, if (or
the general complexion of a contest a raw potato over
a small cigar even if not) Mr Ely deckles to take
was
It
There
brick.
It
inspiring.
not
is
seats
for council
the cigar that always another fling at it.
ran true to form this time, with talk counter, where
Impressed us—this was long before the
of intimidation, etc.
of course—was named
Yet there are sane persons in and smoking age,
We always thought it
B."
H.
the
"C.
slibwhy
wonder
who
about Boston
that Mr Bennett should
urbs such as Brookline, Newton, Win- wonderful
named after him. It was
chester, etc., are averse to being made have a cigar
nobility.
of
a
title
like
reason
The
city.
larger
the
of
a part
Well, Charles Bennett has been
ought to be quite apparent—the subto his fathers. The old store
urbs usually have far better govern- gathered
is still there, and we guess the neighment than Boston.
bors still depend on it as they used
few of them probably reHowever, there le state-wide signi- to, though
Mr Bennett—It was so long
ficance in this latest local Boston member
knows ago.
election. No one officially
To get back on the track of dodderwhether or not Joseph Ely Is to seek,
ing reminiscence: Mr Bennett had
or he willing to accept, a reelection.
Legislature,
been
elected to the
It was at the start of his administrathe district was Republican
though
State
the
about
said,
freely
rather
tion
; and he was a Democrat. That was one
House and elsewhere, that he would
. of the first of the many political wonbe a ''one-term" governor—by his own
ders we have encountered through the
choice. The ingenuousness of this
)ars. He was elected and reelected)
doubt—it
to
open
always
rumor was
and our recollection of comment we
was rather too freely and enthusiast-.
listened to with big ears in those longtically circulated by Boston Demoago days was that he was a good legcrats who did not want him to seek
islator.
term.
a second
On this day when we met him en
This stage was followed by a genthe street, near his store, he had reeral assumption that he would, on the
fused to be a candidate for still ancontrary, stand for reelection. The
other term, and our father asked him
efthe
o
logic was old and familiar—t
why he was not willing to go back
fect that any man elected to one term
to Beacon hill. It was his reply that
in high office has a natural, and in
bit into our perception, and stuck in
fact inevitable, desire, as his term of
memory. It was this:—
the
what
service proceeds, to know
"Well, I came to the point where
people think of it. The only way to
I had to decide. whether I was a poito
is
question
that
to
answer
find the
' elan or a grocer—and I decided I
go before the electorate again. Thus, was a grocer, so I'm going to
stick
it is usual for any officeholder to
to the store from now on.".,
seek a reelection.
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itself in the council or whatever
....- neat I./renter Boston.
now collar/lied by
as
body is designed to administer the
nearly
any
Commission, anywhere
It is highly improbable that.
common affairs of the district.
adbeep
have
unearthbe
they
could
as
sentiment
efficiently
strong
if This is highly illogical when the
ed in the Metropolitan district for ministered by the state -board.
inde- forty-two other communities not
a political Greater Boston or Met- each community were to act
plan- only outnumber Boston in popula6f
however,
pendently. The division
ropolitan Boston. It is,
tion but also contain several thourecognized by many of the most ning, the bureau which fict as an
citizens whose financial busisand
ion
transportat
political
advisory board on
strenuous opponents of
or industrial interests are in
annexation that a closer union matters within the district, are ness
itself. In other words, BosBoston
public
and
where
desirable
recognitions that
than now exists is
has no deeper interest in the
will in time become imperative. service problems are common to ton
an affairs which should
metropolit
disthe
of
common
Public utilities that are
the whole or the part
that a Greater Boston counall
be
is
body
are
es
central
coznianniti
a
by
the
of
control
many
trict,
to
control, than the other
now efficiently administered by a essential to proper functioning. cil could
es affected.
state board: but should they be in- "When a fire breaks out," says communiti
The manner in which most of
efficiently conducted, should mon- Professor Beale, "it is a common
have had a
ey be wasted and ignorant or dis- thing for one town to send ap- the large cities which
of Boston
that
to
similar
problem
the
askto
is
aid
appointed
honest persons be
paratus to another, if
is by ancommission, the people most deep- ed. And yet frequently the hose have sought a solution
and Chily concerned would, under exist- couplings are different, or there nexation. Los Angeles
spread
tug conditions, be obliged to ac- is a division of authority and con- cago, for instance, have
has
Detroit
the
country.
into
far
to
They
able
unless
cept the situation
sequent lack of efficiency.
exercise sufficient influence with want to help each other, but un- followed a similar course though
way. New
the governor and council to change der the present system it is often in a more moderate
the personnel or with the legis- hard for them to do so. Of course, York has the borough plan, modIature to change the method of ad- I the same conditions are to be elled after that of London but
of
ministration.
found in police work or in public adapted to the supposed needs
on
and,
ed
less
decentraliz
city,
of
the
Beale
II.
Joseph
Professor
health."
Harvard University, who gave his
An excellent example of the In- the whole, less satisfactory. Pittsthe
to
Boston
Greater
views on
tility of endeavoring to secure burgh and other cities are still
Wayland Woman's Club this week, ,anything like perfect co-operation struggling with a "regional govis the author or co-author of a was given last summer—as it has ernment."
Many attempts have been made
measure which received scant fav- been given on similar occasions
or in the legislature, which Pro- before—when the State Dept- to put through the legislature
vides for a closer connection be- rent of Public Health segues d "Greater Boston" bills of one type
tween Boston and its forty-two that all dogs be restrained for a or another, but none of them have
suburbs, but which enables each Period of ninety days because of had any support worth mentioning
community to retain its individual- the prevalence of rabies. In sothe either from the communities inity and its control over local af- communities the restraint was ok cluded or by legislators from parts
fairs. From the time the first dered and fairly well enforced. IM of the state occupying the posimeasure providing for the loosest others it was ordered but not en- :, t i011 of disinterested observers.
sort of connection between the forced at all. And in still others it I Fifty-eight years ago a measure
communities in the Metropolitan was neither ordered nor enforced. was introduced to unite Boston
district was filed up to the presProfessor Beale has been emf with fifteen adjoining towns and
ent, the fear that an "entering phatic in pointing out that the cities. Political annexation was
wedge" for political annexation Greater Boston desired—a plan the aim, and the bill provided for
would be driven by any sort of an batied to a considerable extent on fifteen aldermen and ninety cornofficial co-ordination of activities the London borough plan--does mon councillors. In 1896 a rechas aroused a determined opposP• inot call for annexation and does ommendation was • made for the
tion.
'not involve the principle- of an- federation of the various municil',•t an unofficial connection nexation. "You have, a central palities into a single county with a
and co-operation in those branches body," he says, "elected by all County Council in control havins:
of public service not -controlled by the boroughs, administering the the powers of a municipal corporthe Metropolitan District Conimisation.
centralized departments such as I
sion has been in existence for a
in 1906 a plad for a Metropoleach
number of years and is constantly have mentioned. Otherwise,
itan District Council was suggestextending borough has its own government ed. This provided for the inclusion
becoming • closer and
farther. The fire departments em- as at present. It retains its own of the mayors of the. cities and
ploy a "covering in" system for ordinances and administers its chairmen of the selectmen in the
their mutual benefit. This is estab- own private city affairs."
towns, each town or city being enBoston stands alone among the titled to one, vote for each twentylished between Boston and the
towns and cities on its borders, cities of the United States which, five thousand inhabitants or fracawl between neighboring commun- having a similar problem, has made tion thereof. In 1911 the Boston
Mem in the suburbs. The police de- no real effort to solve it, largely Chamber of Commerce put forpartments of Greater Boston are because. any proposal emanating ward a somewhat similar hill, but
now to a large extent connected from Boston itself is regarded vesting the council with advisory
with Boston by the teletype as well with suspicion. Most of the plans powers only. The following year
which have been proposed, even the Boston Real Estate
as with each other.
Exchange
It is generally admitted that it for a loose federation, have been advocated a somewhat more elabwould he impossible to adminis- „based on the dominance of Boston
ter the water sewer and parks,
r
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orate measure for a federated district with a governing council of
nine: The district was divided into
six districts, each of which would
elect one member while Boston
would elect three. The chairman,
salaried, was to be appointed by
the governor. The powers possessed by the Metropolitan Water,
Sewer and Park Commissions were
to be transferred to the district
board, which also was given control of the fire departments, vocational and industrial schools,
public hospitals and charitable institutions. The police were placed
under a head to be appointed by
the governor.
Several measures for a Greater
Boston council have been devised, some including the mayors
and chairmen of the selectmen
in the membership, others providing for the election of counctilors
by the communities. Some have
given merely advisory powers to
the council, and others have endowed
them
with a limited
amount of authority. In 1921 Mayor Curley of Boston introduce‘Tli
1;rfrite
r the consolidation of the
towns and cities of Greater Boston with the larger city, after a
referendum vote of approval from
a!! the places affected, those within ten miles of the State House.
Professor John F. Sly of Harvard University, in a comparison
of the conditions in Boston and its
suburbs with those in London, says
that if Boston is to take a leaf
from London's book, it will turn.
toward borough government. If
there is a recognition in the immediate future that some mita of
a federation is necessary, the sentiment in virtually every city and
town in the Metropolitan District
for local autonomy will be so
strong that nothing which Interferes with local control of anything except those functions which
are common to the district will be
tolerated.
The functions of the Metropolitan District Commission might
well be taken over by an elected
council. The creation of a metropolitan police force under a single
'bead would materially add to the
effiCiency of the protection of life
and property and would tend to
the !creation of a higher standard
in police work. Health boards in
the different communities are as
far apart as the poles in their
methods
and
regulations
Yet
every community is in some doe affected_ by the manner, in

which regulations are made and
eutorced by the neighboring communities.
There is little doubt that in no
long time the necessity for unification of the various branches of the
public service in the metropolitan
district will be so insistent that
some action will have to be taken.
It there is not a federation of the
communities in the district for
this purpose, the state will without doubt assume control of fire,
police and health, as it has taken
over the water, sewers and parks.
While this makes for efficiency, it
is not democracy. It is not loeal
aelf-government.
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HAS GIFT RUL
MAYOR CURLEY
Wm. P. Kimball Retires
As Youngest Head of
a S. U. V. Camp

'• •
Liurlev Has Plan to keep
Navy Yard Open.

BOSTON, Out. 16—Mayor :lames M.
Curley, in a statement issued this
afternoon on the Charlestown Navy
Yard situation, offers a suggestion
that the naval plane qa:.lers Lexington and Saratoga, which he says cost
$8,000.000 in annual maintenance, be
transferred to the Shipping Board for
use as passenger ships out of Boston
on a four-day schedule to Europe.
The cost of maintaining the Charlestown Yard and the training station at
Newport is said by the Mayor to be
but $6,000,000 a year. In the event of
the transfer of the Lexington and
Saratoga, the Newport station could
still be operated and $2,000,000 saved,
he points out.
Mayor Curley's statement In part
follows:
"The annotcement from Washington of the ecretary of the Navy,
Charles Francis Adams, of the confirmation of the rumor that President
Hoover favors the closing of the Boston Navy Yard, coming at this time, is
both unfair, and unwarranted, and
will unquestionably prove extremely
• burdensome to the cities and towns in
which the woo men now employed at
the Navy Yard reside. Every city
and town in Massachusetts has long
since passed the exhaustion point in
the matter of prbviding funds to meet
the requirements of public welfare departments maintained by those cities
and towns. The addition of 2000 families to the already large number Is
unjust, unwise and unwarranted.
"It is to be sincerely hoped that
President Hoover, unless he is actuated solely with a desire to punish the
people of Massachusetts because the
State failed to support him in the last
Presidential 'election, win take advantage of the opportunity presented to
serve and be of service."

WILLIAM P. KIMBALL
William Paul Kimball of 75 Bloomingdale at., son of Mr. and MnsGeorge Wm. Kimball, was the guest
of Mayor James M. Curley at his
office in city hall, Boston, yesterday,
being received as the youngest commander of any Sons of Union Vet
erans of Civil War camp in New
England. Commander Kimball re'tires tonight as commander aftei
I serving two terms.
He was initiated into Camp 81 on
Dec. 27, 1927. In 1928 he served as
Junior vice commander, in 1929 as
senior vice commander and in 1930
and this year as commander.
He was complimented by Mayor
Gvrley of having this distinction and
the mayor conversed for some time
on the fact that in August. 1917, at
the parade during the National Eneampuient of the Grand Army of the
iltepunc, Commander Kimball was
presented by His Honor with Ur3 official city of Boston bauquet as being
the youngest and of the best appearance in line, then only five years of
age. Mayor Curley presented Mr.
'Kimball with a large photograph of
himself, suitably inscribed and al
bsisitiftd picture of Abraham Lincoln.1
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which should :
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should
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"When
The manner in which most of
efficiently conducted, should moo- , Professor Beale, "$t is a common 'i
which have had a
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nexation.
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ly concerned would,
couplings are different,
spread
ng conditions, be obliged to etc- is a division of authority and con- 1 eago, for instance, have
has
Detroit
the
into
country.
far
to
able
They
unless
cent the situation
sequent lack of efficiency.
exercise sufficient influence with want to help each other, but un- I followed a similar course though
way. New
the governor and council to change der the present system it is often ' in a more moderate
the personnel or with the legis- hard for them to do so. Of course, York has the borough plan, modlature to change the method of ad- , the same conditions are to be elled after that of London but
needs of
ministration.
' found in police work or In public adapted to the supposed
ed
and,. on
less
decentraliz
.-,
the
city,
of
Beale
Professor Joseph II.
, health."
Harvard University. who gave his ' An excellent example of the fu- the whole, less satisfactory. Pittsviews on Greater Boston to the tility of endeavoring to secure burgh and other cities are still
Wayland Woman's Club this week, ;I anything like perfect co-operation struggling with a "regional govis the author or co-author of a was given last summer—as it has ernment."
Many attempts have been made
measure which received scant fav- been given on similar occasions
or In the legislature, which pro- before—when the State Dept- to put through the legislature
sides for a closer connection be- ment of Public Health requesWd "Greater Boston" bills of one type
tween Boston and its forty-two I that all dogs be restrained for a or another, but none of them have
suburbs, but which enables each period of ninety days because 1.of had any support worth mentioning
community to retain its individual- the prevalence of rabies. In solne I either from the communities inity and its control over local af- communities the restraint was ot cluded or by legislators from parts
of the state occupying the Posifairs. From the time the first dered and fairly well enforced,
measure providing for the loosest others It was ordered but not en- tion of disinterested observers.
sort of connection between tife forced at all. And in still others it i Fifty-eight years ago a measure
communities in the Metropolitan was neither ordered nor enforced. was introduced to unite Boston
district was filed up to the tiresProfessor Beale has been em- with fifteen adjoining towns and .
ent, the fear that an "entering phatic in pointing out that the cities. Political annexation was
wedge" for political annexation Greater Boston desired—a plan the aim, and the bill provided for
would be driven by .any sort of an based to a considerable extent on fifteen aldermen and ninety cornofficial co-ordination of activities the London borough plan—does mon councillors. In 1896 a roehas aroused a determined opposh• Ina call for annexation and does ommendation was made for the
Oen.
not involve the principle,- of an- federation of the various municiY et an unofficial connection nexation. "You have a central palities into a single county with, a
and co-operation in those branches , body,„ he says, "elected by all County Council in control having
of public service not .controlled by the boroughs, administering the the powers of a municipal corporation.
the Metropolitan District Commiscentralized departments such as I
In 1905 a Wail for a Metrupol.
Mon has been in existence for a
each
number of years and Is constantly have mentioned. Otherwise,
Han District Council was suggetitextending boro ugh has its own government ed. This previded for the inclusion
becoming closer and
furl her. The fire departments em- as at present. It retains its own of the mayors of the cities and
ploy a "covering in" system for ordinances and administers its chairmen of the selectmen in the
their mutual benefit. This is estab- owe private city affairs."
towns, each town or city being en:
Boston stands alone among the !titled
lished between Boston and the
to one vote for each twentytowns and cities on Its borders, cities of the United States which, five thousand inhabitants or fracand between neighboring commun- having a similar problem, has made Lion thereof. In 1911 the Boston
Ales in the suburbs. The police de- no real effort to solve it, largely Chamber of Commerce put forpartments of Greater Boston are because• any proposal emanating ward a somewhat similar bill, but
now to a large extent connected from Boston itself is regarded vesting the council with advisory
with Boston by the teletype as well with suspicion. Most of the plans powers only. The following year
which have been proposed, even the Boston Real Estate Exchange
as with each other,
It is generally admitted that it ,for a loose federation, have been advocated a somewhat more elabwould be impossible to adminis- :based on the dominance of Boston
ter the water sewer and parks, '
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orate measure for a federated district with a governing council of
nine: The district was divided into
six districts, each of which would
elect one member while Boston
wsu!d elect three. The chairman,
salaried, was to be appointed by
the governor. The powers possessed by the Metropolitan Water,
Sewer and Park Commissions were
to be transferred to the district
board, which also was given control of the fire departments, vocational and industrial schools,
public hospitals and charitable institutions. The police were placed
under a head to be appointed by
the governor.
Several measures for a Greater
Boston council have been devised, some including the mayors
and chairmen of the selectmen
In the membership, others providing for. the election of councillors
by the communities. Some have
given merely advisory powers to
the council, and others have endowed
them
with a limited
amount of authority. In 1924 Mayr Curley of Boston introduce
hi
r the consolidation of the
towns and cities of Greater Boston with the larger city, after a
referendum vote of approval from
all the places affected, those within ten miles of the State House.
Professor John F. Sly of Harvard University, in a comparison
of the conditions in Boston and its
suburbs with those in London,says
that if Boston is to take a leaf
from London's book, it will turn.
toward boroush government. If
there is a recognition in the immediate future that some sOrt of
a federation is necessary, the Sentiment in virtually every city and
town in the Metropolitan District
for local autonomy will be so
strong that nothing which Interferes with local control of anything except those functions which
are common to the district will be
tolerated.
The functions of the Metropolitan District Commission might
well be taken over by an elected
council. The creation of a metropolitan police force tinder a single
head would materially add to the
efficiency of the protection of life
and property and would tend to
the creation of a higher standard
in police work. Health boards in
the different communities are as
far apart as the poles in their
methods
and
regulations
Yet

every community is in some degrf a affected, by the manner, in

which regulations. are made and
ehforced by the neighboring coinn1 unities.
There is little doubt that in no
long time the necessity for unification of the various branches of the
public service in the metropolitan
district will be so insistent that
some action will have to be taken.
If there is not a federation of the
communities in the district for
this purpose, the state will without doubt assume control of fire,
police and health, as it has taken
over the water, sewers and parks.
While this makes for efficiency, it
Is not democracy. It is not Ipeal
aelf-government.

HAS an FROM'
MAYOR CURLEY
Wm. P. Kimball Retires
As Youngest Head of
a S. U. V. Camp

.I.
Is

lmlsx Has Plan to Keep
.Navy Yard Open.
BOSTON, Oct. 113—Mayor James M.
Curley, in a statement isseed this
afternoon on the Charlestown Navy
Yard situation,
offers a suggestion
that the naval plane art:.lers Lexington and Saratoga, which he says cost
$8,000,000 in annual maintenance, be
transferred to the Shipping Board for
use as passenger ships out of Boston
on a four-day schedule to Europe.
The cost of maintaining the Charlestown Yard and the training station at
Newport is said by the Mayor to be
but $6,000,000 a year. In the event of
the transfer of the Lexington and
Saratoga, the Newport station could
still be operates and $2,000,000 saved,
he points out.
Mayor Curley's statement In part
follows:
"The annotcement from Washington of the ecretary of the Navy,
Charles Francis Adams, of the conflrWILLIAM P. KIMBALL
mation of the rumor that President
Hoover favors the closing of the Boston Navy Yard, coming at this time. Is
William Paul Kimball of 75 Bloomboth unfair, and unwarranted, and
ingdale at., son of Mr. and Mm.
will unquestionably prove extremely
George Wm. Kimball, was the guest
burdensome to the cities and towns in
Which the 2000 men now employed at
of Mayor James, M. Curley at his
the Navy
Yard
reside. Every city
office in city hail. Boston, yesterday,
and town in Massachusetts has long
being received as the youtnest comsince passed the exhaustion point in
mander of any Sons of Union Vet
the matter of providing funds to meet
erams of Civil War camp in New
the requirements of public welfare deEngland. Commander Kimball repartments maintained hy those cities
and towns. The addition of 2000 fami- !tares tonight as commander artei
lies to the already large number is 'serving two terms.
unjust, unwise and unwarranted.
He was initiated into Camp 81 on
"It is to be sincerely hoped that
Dec. 27, 1927. In 1928 he served as
President Hoover, unless he is actujunior vice commander, in 1929 as
ated solely with a desire to punish the
senior vice commander and in 1930
people of Massachusetts. because the
State failed to support him in the last
and this year as commander.
Presidential 'election, will take advanHe was complimented by Mayor
tage of the opportunity presented to estrley of having
this distinction and
serve and be of service."
the mayor conversed

for .some time
on the fact that in Augu5et, 1917, at
the parade during the National Encamment of the Grand Army of the
IRepubiic, Commander Kimball was
presented by His Honor with th.? official city of Boston bouquet as being
the youngest and of the best. appearance in line, then only five years of
age. Mayor Curley presented Mr.
ICimball with a large photograph of ;
fitmself, suitably inscribed and a
beagaiful picture of Abraham Lincoln. j
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Mayor Curley Goes to -0.0
Ca'"Dirtorl for a Rest

•

BOSTON, Nov. 6—Mayor Curley,
with his daughter, Miss Mary
Curley, will leave the city today for
Cape Cod, where he will spend the;
week-end in rest.
He had planned leaving for Phila- late Wednesday to pass a
delphl:..,
coople of days at Atlantic City, but
because of the pressure of official
business at City Hall, he returned
the railroad tickets and finally decided to go tc Cape.
I/

L', NiLL.

Mayor Curley lost out in his flgIA.‘
against the election of three members
of the school board. The voters evidently refused to accept his dictation
as to whom they should elect. The
mayor's arguments did not convince
them and furthermore, his attack)
upon these three members savored
too much of bossism.
/C. /(7.9N
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A little thing like the election of a
few Boston councilmen can have
bearing on a governorship contest,
ley, whose political foes
or
as
, probably has in mind. .
triump
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INAVY YARD "SAVED"
.Another straw man has been knocked
down. With great flourish it is announced that the Boston Navy Yard
will not be closed. There had never
been an official statement that it
would be.
A "leak" from the White House was
published to the effect that several
flatly yards, including Boston's, Would
be closed and that the frigate Constitution would be decommissioned. The
report was denied, but it furnished
the politicians a chance to "protest,"
and curry the favor of voters.
Senators, congressmen, Gov. Ely,1
Mayor Curley, Legion officials and
others had their opportunity to decry ,
wasteful economy. But the Navy
Yard was to remain open anyway.
The White House decision does not
indicate, however, that the yard is an I
economical unit. For the present it
is retained to avoid hardship on labor.
The question of whether it pays the'
government to keep it open is held in
abeyance.
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4. Curley Opposes Ely
Complications are constantly being added
to the compulsory auto legislation. situation.
Not only does the Legislature seem as far
away as ever from reaching a reasonable conclusion, but Mayor Curley has now entered
the lists with a big stick opposed to the policies of Governor Ely.
Mayor Curley urges the defeat of the deductible policy bill, so-called, which passed
the Senate last week. He charged it is unfair both to the owners of cars and pedestrians. He urges the adoption of a series of
Mx bills filed by former Registrar Frank
Goodwin, which are intended to alleviate the
present situation.
There is a tendency toward a tentative arrangement to let the 1931 rates go for 1932;
but how to bring that about is the problem.
The situation yet requires the master mind
which is not yet recognized J)1.1..Beacou
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DEMONSTRATION IN
BOSTON BY JOBLESS
BOSTON, Nov. 16
-Thousands
of persons gathered in School street,

outside of City hall this afternoon in
connection with a demonstration called by an organization calling itself
"The Unemployed Council of Boston."
The crowd, which had marched in
Informal procession from the Common,
gathering numbers Li it moved, was

met at the City hall gates by a detail of police which granted admission to none but a committee of five
young men. Forcibly prevented from
mtering the Cl hall and kept moving by the police, the crowd gradually dispersed.
The committee sought an interview'
with the mayor and the city council, which "eivaerlathered in regular
session. They were informed they
might speak before the council in executive session, each speaker to be
permitted 10 minutes.
The object of the demonstration as
set forth in a notice. was a show of
strength before the city council, under the slogan: "Don't Starve, Drin't
IC111 Yourselves." The notice r.ad in
part: "Let those who are responsible
for cur suffering provide for the unemployed. Organize and fight.. Turn
out. the thousands with your wives
and children and we will demand
from the city officials to provide us
with unemployment relief."

X.A3.

r,/17/31
UNEMPLOYED COUNCIL
6 PARADES IN BOSTON
BOSTON, Nov. 17 (,P)--Thouands of persons gathered in School
street, outside of city hall Monday in connection with a demonstration called by an organization calling itself "the unemployed
council of Boston."
The crowd, which had marched
in informal procession from the
Common, gathering numbers as it
moved, was met at the city hall
gates by a detail of police which
granted admission to none but a
committee of five young men
Forcibly prevented from entering
the city hall and kept moving by
the police, the crowd gradually dispersed.
The committee sought an interor prid the city ,
view with the
gathered in.
council which
regular session. They were in- i
formed they might speak before ;
the council in executive session, ;
each speaker to be permitted 101
iinutes.
The object of the demonstration i
a et forth in a notice, was a show '
of strength before the city council, under the slogan, "Don't starve,
don't kill yourselves." The notice
read, in part: "Let those that are
tesponsible for our suffering 1)10vide for the unemployed, organize
and fight. Turn out the thousand.;
with your wives and children and
we will demand from the city ()Metals to provide us with unemployment relief."
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Fitzgerald Arrived At City Hall Eight
Years Before Curley Made His Entrance

•

Former Took One Term In Lower Branch and Returned
Only To Be Mayor—James Remained Longer and Never
Got Very Far Away From Municipal Machinery—John Is
Nine Years Older Than James—Quincy Was First Mayor
To Provide Quarters For Reporters—Bossy Gillis Might
Find Hub Not Quite Hospitable
4,
_

his eye on. the mayoralty and captured it for a two-year term in
Mayor Curley has received more 1906 and 1907. He was beaten by
publicity in the past week than al- the late George A. Hibbard for the
most any mayor of Boston ever following term, and was elected again
Associahad. It came from various sources. when the Good Government
tion,, mortgaged in advance to the
midthe
to
due
was
it
and much of
late James .I. Storrow, refused to
night shows conducted in aid of the indorse Hibbard, backed Storrow and
The mayor's saw its candidate defeated by the
unemployment fund.
iifty-seventh birthday found him as man whom Hibbard had beaten two
busy as he ever has been since years previously.
For thirty years the history of
he entered political life, and he has
I'll a mighty busy man since that municipal politics has been the hisry took place. He was elected to tory, in part, of Messrs. Curley and
At times they have
he old Boston Common Council in Fitzgerald.
December, 1899, and was a member worked together, but for years they
of the council in 1900. He repre- were not bosom friends, politically
sented Ward 17 in part, and Ward 17 or otherwise. It is true that Mayor
was then not only a Democratic Curley backed ex-Mayor Fitzgerald
ward, with a large majority. but it for the Democratic nomination for
However, the
was a fighting Democratic ward. The Governor last year.
late John F. Dever, former alderman history of Boston politics since the
and afterward clerk of committees late 90's would be utterly incomat City Hall for many years, was plete without recognition of the fact
one of the ward leaders, and Curley that John F. Fitzgerald and James
began his onward and upward career M. Curley have been the major figin politics by fighting the entrenched ures during that time. The Republimachine, just as Martin Lomasney, cans have had few if any major
in earlier years, had begun his at- figures for twenty-five years.
tack in old Ward S.
John F. Fitzgerald, who preceded
james M. Curley by eight years its
member of the Common Council,
represented old Ward G, which was
the North End, in 1892, for just
one year. He was born on February
11, 1865, and was then about 27
years of agembeing nine years older
than Curley. He had no desire to
remain in City Hall longer than
one year. He was then getting the
North End fairly well under control.
In fact, so well was it under control,
and so strong had he become in
1894 in the old Ninth District, that
he whipped Hon. Joseph H. O'Neil
in'. the Democratic nomination for
conp,Tess, after having served a term
By

Richmond

Kelley

in the State Senate.
Mr. Curley in due season went to
congress. but he kept closer to City
Hall all the time than Mr. Fitzgerald did, although the latter had

YEAR IF EVER

to intimate
Without venturing
that Mayor Curley does not know
about all there is to know concerning practical politics, it may not
be out of place to remark that, if
he intends to seek the Democratic
nomination for Governor at any timc
in the near or remote future, hE
should not delay longer than next
year. Then, if ever, he should battl*
for the nomination, if a battle prove*
necessary, and thereafter he can
battle for election. That, of course.
means probably two battles, but it
he wins the first he should not worry
a great deal about the second.
He had his party's nomination
against Governor Fuller when the
latter was strongest politically, and
although Fuller polled a record-breaking total. Mayor Curley did the same.
His total vote was larger than ever
before cast for a Democratic candidate for Governor.
Next year, according to almost infallible indications, the Republicans
will be in a worse plight than ever
in recent political history. They are
divided over prohibition and very
sharply divided. They have succeeded in camouflaging the issue and
themselves for a long time, but that
will be impossible next year. They
are divided concerning the desirability or good judgment of nominating
Lieutenant Governor Youngman for
Governor. There seems to be nobody willing to tackle him in the
primaries, but there are large numbers of men who call themselves
consistent Republicans and who will
not hesitate to vote for Mayor Curley, if lie has the Democratic nomination, against Youngman.
Mayor Curley, like Al Smith. whose
campaign in Massachusetts three
years ago, is keeping his political intendons to himself. Perhaps that
is the part of wisdom. But it is always in order to give advice in
such matters. Sometimes it is useful
in reaching a decision.
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Boston's Energetic Mayor
Welcomes Waterways Assoc.

HON. JAMES

M. CURLEY

This is Boston's most famous present citizen. "James Michael"
to his intimates and the fearless executive to his enemies. The Mayor
is vastly interested in upbuilding the port, and wishes he could devote
more time to harbor affairs as he envisions a great awakening for
the port. He sent Frank S. Davis to the last convention and invited
them to come to Boston, for which the port owes a debt of gratitude
to both Curley and Davis. Mayor Curley is studying a big program
of how more commerce may be secured for New England via the
Port of Boston.
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IN BOSTON SEEN

BOSTON, Oct. 16
M.—Mayo]
James M. Cy today announced
that Joseph 177-tn, president of the,
International Longshoremen's . Association, had notified him he had reinstated the Boston local the charter
of which he had previously MILSpendett. 'ha the basis of this, Corley
said he expected a zetttement of the
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Mr. liklitor;
The appeal made by President Herbert Hoover to the leaders of industry
In America requesting that they refrain
front discharging employees or reducing wages has apparently fallen upon
deaf ears.
The Public Welfare Department of
the City of Boston is receiving requests
for aid at ad-present time greater than
during any month of last winter and
an examination of these cases discloses
the fact that the requests for aid are
largely from persons who never previously found it necessary to seek aid
from anyone. They represent that class
of the citizenship who have reached
the end of their resources and are forced through circumstances to embark
upon a policy, both distasteful and humiliating to them .and exceedingly expensive te the municipality.
I am forwarding a letter to every
organization in Boston similar to the
one that I am sending you, religious,
social, civic and otherwise, requesting
that they induce their niembers to provide work for the unemployed in the
particular section where the organization is located.
If every religious, social and civic
organization will make necessary repairs to the premises which they occupy and the members wherever pos-•
sible, will have necessary repairs made
to their homes it is possible to effect
a saving upon the cost of materials at
the present time of at least 30%, over
the price paid in normal times. Doing
this isiork now will not only be a saving, but in addition will provide opportunities for work even for a limited
time to large numbers of persons in
reduced circumstances seeking, with
tou limited hope, opportunities for a
I re]i hood in Boston.
Trusting that you will direct the attention of the members of your hotel
organization to this communication, I
beg to remain
Respectfully,
James M. Curley, Mayor.

---iFteCo-earr
PRAE

STRIKE SETTLEMENT

A4- A..

T STARVATION

•CA(3.1!
/9,3,
The five-day week as a cure f(nemploy
for
ment
was urged by Mayor James Curley in an
address
of welcome to the annual convention of
the international Typographical Union at Boston,
recently.
Curley urged delegates to help "stop
America
from wandering around in circles as it has
been
doing for the last two years. Faith is all
right,
but it will never keep a man from
starving to
death. The. sooner that some of the
preachers
of 'have faith in America' put the
five-day week
into effect the sooner starving men
will be able
91
to earn a da 's
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's message
The matters covered In the governor
ce.
importan
of
be
to
him
to
undoubtedly seem
which would
matters
'other
are
there
,
However
members of the Legseem of equal importance, to
session the opinioh
ve
legislati
a
in
and
islature;
claim to considersome
of its own members has
here on the Hill
fear
the
words,
other
ation. In
the way for a
opened
has
in that the governor
disposed to
are
members
the
if
session
general
from
depart
to
is
see it that way. If tile, session
to its actions,
applying
ly
supposed
ons
restricti
the
shall depart,
who shall say how far or how little it
it shall venon
legislati
of
avenues
what
and into
ture?
In i,csWhenever this or any Legislature is
do, some imsion there is plenty of work for it to
ve feature of
portant and some not. The distincti
being to
this session is that it was brought into
goes off
it
moment
The
y.
meet a special emergenc
, and we
anywhere
go
well
as
might
it
track
the
session but an adshould then have not a spectal
which is not
ditional session for general business,
There are
e.
procedur
ordinary
in the scheme of
too much,
sits
re
Legislatu
our
think
who
many
an effort to
as it is: a few years ago there was
sessions, and 141111ve
legislati
annual
with
away
do
failed,
stitute for them biennial sessions. The effort
it. If this
but there are still many who believe in
converted
special insurance session now becomes
, Imporpurposes
neous
miscella
for
session
into a
t
movemen
the
see
to
expect
tant or otherwise, we
at the
again
urged
sessions
biennial
only
to hold
is under
next election. We hear already that this
ans.
Republic
eminent
some
among
tion
considera
Boston's city election is now in the past, and
.21,4
Ma
.
though there lingers the debate on whether
there
Culgy strengthened or weakened himself,
is of Beaseems no satisfactory conclusion. This
affects, if
con HUI Importance only insofar as it
the govfor
chances
mayor's
the
all,
at
it affects
--and
ernorship, to which many believe he aspires
aspire, of
propriety
entire
with
may
he
to which
Boston
course. The mayor's candidates for the
en
councilm
three
the
but
won,
e
school committe
atagainst whom the mayor launched a vigorous
won-tack over the radio on election eve, also
mayoralty
and won so handily that already a
them, Mr.
boom has been started for one of
Norton.
of busiOne other item: On Monday a group
Chamber of
ness men will meet at the Boston
of getting
Commerce to talk over the possibility
to Boston.
the 1932 Democratic convention to come
t as San
argumen
an
good
Boston has just as
elecFrancisco, and, probably better in view of the
informalatest
Our
lately.
state
toral vote of this'
is that San
tion, from national Democratic circles
favored.
Francisco is Amyl)
Tye yomignran chances continue apparp.
was one lap
ently untarnished. A fortnight ago he
burlap.
a
by
leads
he
ah^ad. Now
c/4,
•1.f;
If you have any rim fl tnat mayor
Curiey :mows how to "do a jolrielle
1111Pereponents reflect on his elcatiOn
:eve speech against one of the candidates for the Boston City Council.
Describing the jobs and salaries oi
the candidates. he concluded. "and
he received $21 a month from the
federal government for flat fort that
r" Sot
!Were flat before he went
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Now
Massachusetts
There are many in Connecticut who, like ourselves, strive to Spend A part of their annual va,
., becation in Massachusetts.—''there she tand.
hold her," as we do when opportunity offers.
While New York may bore a man from Connecticut, he is likely to be fascinated by Boston. It
is a delightful city in which to roam about, and
if one is unable to find his way back to his hotel,
he will, without much trouble, find a native who
speaks English and who will enlighten him.
Moreover, one finds pleasure in conversing with
!citizens of Massachusetts, because they speak as
Omniscience; to suggea otherwise would be BA
'futile as to attempt to alter the ebb and flow of
the tides.
As most of us know. Massachusetts numbers
among its population many adherents to the most
orthodox of creeds and many who follow the
most unorthodox of faiths. In fact, we may say
that Massachusetts specializes in creeds, and the
man who cannot find one to fit him in the Bay
State must be difficult to suit. This, by the way,
is one of the features which endears Mas.sachu.
setts,. to us, but just now we have a feeling that.
the old State should endeavor to increase Its
constabulary, even though the act may cae it
to pay less attention to its theology for a time.
The press of Massachusetts informs us that on
Monday Ma 'or Curley wound up a campaign by
and that he entered the
broadcasting an
studio armed and guarded. While there, he characterized three candidates as having "so conducted themselves that it is almost unbelievable
that thinking members of the electorate will vote
for them." He said further that they were guilty
of the lowest possible character of ingratitude to
the dead of the World War, and indifference to
the poor nd the unemployed. Those, it strikes
ins are harsh words.
And on the same day and in Boston two men
were arrested on the charge that they had eonspired to hold up an armored truck standing by
the Harvard Trust Company's building on Harvard Square. The locality seems strangely unfitted for a crime of the sort, if one was contemplated. and wholly out of keeping with the
surrounding.
Finally, we note something out of the ordinary
reported from Gloucester. Someone entered a
vault in Magnolia Cemetery, took therefrom a
skull, placed a lighted candle in it and set it on
a fence poet, not on Hallowe'en, but early in the
morning of November 2. As we said at the outset
we have great admiration for Massachusetts, but
Is it not possible that she needs more constables?
i'‘res4

J 4;As

CURLEY TO SPEAK
--Wonewok Tribe of Red Men
have scored a ten-strike in getting the Hon. James M. Curley.
Mayor of Boston. to speak at
the council fire next Monday
evening. The Great Sarhem of
Massachusetts, Frederick E.
Hawley, will a!so be a guest.
The public is cordially invited
to attend and no doubt the hall
will be filled to overflowing.
The doors will be open at 8:30
P. M.
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favorably disposed to return the
ticket and the other documents,
o1.1
at least the documents."
Mayor Curley replied as follows:
s
:„f
l o
theeattentionto
ect
departmented
"l pli
the
police
occasion of
your recent visit to our fair city. 1
ant quite certain that you must
have lost it in Cambridge, since
every person who would be likely
Iv to separate an individual from a
possession of that character is now
sojourning at the municipal jail.
"I note that you lay stress on the
fact that it was a thin and ancient
wallet and I assume the wallet was
purchased during a time that AmerIca was blessed with the presence
BOSTON. Nov. 8.—Mark Sulli- of a Democratic president and the
van, the well-known Washington anemia is a consequence of Repubauthor and newspaper correspond- lican administration. I assure you
ent, was relieved of his pocketbook it was a great surprise to find that.
while on a visit to. Boston and you carried a sum of money in the
Cambridge on Oct. 19, and in a wallet, in addition to your ticket
humorous letter to Mayor Curley from Boston, to Washington, and
am at a loss to understand why
he wrote:
"'If any of your able and gentle- there were no lists of commissions
manly police, or any of your other to raise funds for the unemployed
official agencies having to do with among the other articles in the
property involuntarily separated wallet.
from its ownership, should happen "You further state in your consto run across a thin and ancient munication that the wallet disapwallet, I would be grateful if you peared in Boston or Cambridge. I
would inform them that I was can well appreciate such loss ocparted from such a wallet while in curring in Cambridge since it is the
Boston and Cambridge on Monday. seat of learning where higher eduOct. 19.
cation is encouraged, and in the
"The parting occurred some- event that it did disappear in
where between the Copley-Plaza !Cambridge I fear there is very little
Hotel and Harvard square. The likelihood of its recovery, since the
wallet might have been lost. Con- student body of the universities
sciousness, however, of my very located there are recruited from
to every portion of the United States,
strong personal indisposition
enter into any voluntary separation Including the national capital.
from money, leads me to entertain. "The real mystery of the disapwith extreme hesitancy and regret, pearance of your wallet tc me is
at least as a hypothesis, the possi- how anyone could be guilty of such
bility that I may have been a bene- an act, who knew where you hailed
ficiary of the attentions of some from, Washington, since everyone
Bostonian whose arts of acquisition with ordinary intelligence is famihave been developed out of pro- liar with the fact that they have
portion to his moral scruples. I ceased calling the seat of governrepeat, this is only a surmise. If ment the White House and now
I. had been asked the question in only know it as the poorhouse.
an academic spirit, preceding this
"Trusting that you have lost the
personal experience, I should have wallet In Boston since if such is the
asserted that there is not in Boston case I am certain it will be reany person who would willingly turned to you, I1...se to remain,
become the possessor of money not with every good wish,
accruing to him through the strict- Sincerely yours,
ly conventional operations of labor,
(Signed) JAMES M. CURLEY,
trade, contract or inheritance.
Mayor.
"If there is—which I hesitate to
believe—any pickpocket In your
si Ira h •
• • '•"I
city, and if it was such a one who
did the deed, I should take some
patriotic consolation from the fact
that the only person who ever
before separated me from money
through exercise of this kind of
in
Frigliehman
talent was an
BOSTON, Nov. 9 (A. P.)—MayOr
London in the year 1918. If the James M. Curley is going to appeal,
American industry is achieving in- simultaneously from the stages of
creesins, efficiency, I shall try to scores of theatres next week to the
be duly grateful.
audiences on behalf of the unem"The wallet contained a slight ployed. The mayor today accepted
amount of money, some small docu- an invitation of motion picture exments of no value to anybody hut ecuti ves to appear in a talkie to
me, and a railroad ticket from aid the mayor's unemployment fund.
Boston to Washington. I assume
that nobody having his permanent
abode in Boston would have any
use for a railroad ticket to any
point outside that city. Hence I
entertain the hope that the present
possessor of the wallet might be

SULLIVAN
MARK
ROBBED oN AU the
BOSTON VISIT
Informs cadDy ana ills
Humor Elicits Sinit liar Response

CURLEY WILL
BE IN TALKIE

•

.g.aeatrons come ana elections go
but of Boston political campaigns
there is no end. The bitterness Injected in the recent "off-year"
election by Mayor Curley'a attack
on certain councildin7who, by the
way, were all re-elected, is carried
right over into next year's Sep.
ternber primaries by the announcement that Councilman John F.
Dowd will be a candidate for the
Job of Sheriff of Suffolk County,
a poet now held by John A. Kelliher. Sheriff Kelliher is certain to
be a candidate. So is Senator
Michael F. Ward.
Now Senator
Ward is second ia command of the
Curley political reeehine. Sheriff
Keliher is the bosom friend of
Martin M. Lomasney. And Councilman Dowd is his own best
friend and in a district where he
and Senator Ward both live, has
licked the Mayor's first lieutenant
on every occasion where they have
'clashed, which means every recent
I eleotion.
VI/

Mayor CV:19 Will
Appear in Talkies
BOSTON, Nov. 9 (if.
)—Mayor James
M. Curley is going to aPPell,
simultaneously, from the stages of scores
of theaters next week, to the audiences on behalf of the unemployed.
The mayor today accepted an Invitation of motion picture executives to
appear in a talkie that will be displayed in all Boston theaters next
week preparatory to midnight. performances in 66 theaters Nov. 20 to
aid the mayor's unemployed fund.
J

1. •

BENEFIT SHOWS
IN 66 _THEATRES
Picture Industries' Unemployment Aid Plans

"I

Never In the history of the mt ..n
pititure industry has there been such
v hole-hearted and concerted response
ts an appeal as there has been for the
midnight benefit 'thews to be on the
programme of titi Boston theatres on
Yeiday eVening, Nov. 20.
The eommittee is particularly pleased
ith the results thus far of the advance
Pale of tickets. Large blocks of tickets
bave already been disposed of, and
velunteere from women's, eiubs, fratleenal organizations, church tweletles,
ibesiness executives, political organizations and other citizen groups have already responded to the appeal of the ,
film industry to make this nation-wide
benefit one of the most successful ever
;every cent raised goes to Mayor Curlet:em fund for the unemployed, and
every service la volunteered.
Regular current programmes will he
repeated at midnight on Friday, Nov.
t, -and the same admission prices will
prevail es St regular evening performances. .1. J. McGuinness at 60
ollay square will furnish information
,
$
to additional volunteers.
-b.

I
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Gov Ely Decides to Send
Message After Senate Kills
Auto Insurance Measures

71111 Senate played- to full galleries
• this, afternoon. The first act was to
order to third reading the traffic congestion bill, without debate. Then the
guest elimination bill was given like
action. On voice vote and without debate, the bill to insure operators rather than owners was rejected. Postponement was granted On action on
the "no legislation necessary" report
on the residue of the governor's mes-

•

•

s

•

Will Transmit it to Legislature Today—Deductible Bill
Slaughtered 30 to 6--State Rating Bureau Defeated 19 to 18 But Attempt at Reconsideration to Be
Made—Flat Rate For State Beaten—Move For
Goodwin's Bills in Prospect

sage.

Passed to be engrossed was the acI;irorn Our Special Reporter
tion on the traffic congestion bill,
Boston, Nov. 9—After the Senate
while the bill to eliminate guest
steam-realer had fieen shoved into re- claims was advanced to a third read:
verse this afternoon and flattened In- Mg.
The House gave first and second
surance bill after insurance bill, Gov
readings to the notice of default bill,
Joseph 13. Ely made a decision, which providing companies shall be notified
is that he will send another special of court actions before they are demessage to the Legislature tomorrow. faulted. It gave the traffic congestion
What it will contain is mere conjec- bill first reading and postponed until
twee: He probably will reurge the de- tomorrow action on the adverse reductible bill, and he may again stress port on the bill to have the Legialathe need of doing something along pre- titre promulgate 1931 rates for 1932,
viously-recommended lines, to provide 1:epresentative Augustine Airola givlower insurance rates for 1932. As One notice he would to amend this rethings stand now, it does not appear port tomorrow.
that the special session of the LegisTo Move for State lonad Bill
latuee, which the governor called, is
Pt:presentative C. F.,Nelson Pratt
going to accomplish anything that
of
Saugus secured postponement unbring rate relief.
ti. tomorrow of action' on the adverse
Only One Important Bill Renialns
, Port on the financial responsibility ;
When the Senate stearn-rolk r had
and then gave notice he would ,
I
I made its final trip this afternoon, five move to amend the report tomorrow ,
It
matters had felt its flattening effect
a motion to substitute therefor a!
and only one important bill remained, bill providing for a publicly-manage,';
that the elimination of guest claims in iirid eontroled insurance company to I
insurance coverage. A sop to the compete with other insurance corn-;
high-rate districts still continued to panlea in thls state. Tido in the bill
avoid the machine, this one that traf- Frank A. tloodwin, former motor ve- I
fic congestion in districts be consider- hicles registrar, has pushed in the
ed by the insurance commissioner in pa.st.
There is still a chance in the House
fixing rates therefor. Also a loophole
was left for future proposals by post- that Goodwin's alternative rates pro.
po,sni
w;11 he offered a.s at SlibMitUte
ponsmeni of the committees' report of
"no legislation necessary" on the resi- 0, amendment. It would provide for
due of the governor's mssage. This Iwo rates on insurance, both to be
will permit offering new proposals as promulgated by the insurance comsubstitutes for this report at any fu- missioner, one to include acquisition ;
(lists, and the other to exclude them
lure time.
•
land make the motorist iniy his inHouse Marks Time
surance direct from the company. This
The ;House merely marked time, idea s'ems to have little chance of
waiting upon the Senate, but it wait- favorable action as members feel it
ed almost in vain, so well did the Sen- would drive insurance agents out of
ate clean house. The Senate will meet business and add to the unemployment
again at 2 tomorrow afternoon, while situation,
(:iirly Wires Legislators
the House is booked to meet at 1 p.
m., and again on Thursday at 11 a. in.
Mayo .times 'Mh
icael Curley of
Th Senate rejected the bill to in- Roston stuck his oar into the Insursure operators rather than car-own- anre puddle today and made it even
ers. This was on voice vote. It re- cowl: murky than it was, because a
jected the notice of claims bill, re- U legram he sent to the legislators
quiring that any prospective claimant aroused some of them on the ground
give notice of intent to seek damages, thnt they resented hia intereference
within no days of the accident that n their efforts. The telegram read:—
'Any dedtietible policy bill 'unfair
caused the injuries, on roll call vote of
t, }mill small car-owner and to pe14 to 25.
,lestrians; it should be defeated. The
Deductible Bill Beaten 30 to 6
Ala honey bill gives a choice of two
Then it cut down the so-called e% it5i—t he poor ear-owner unable to
Parkman deductible bill, by roll call pay $100 is driven from the road, the
vote of 6 to 30, and followed this by injured person can't get $100 due him.
smashing the rating and control bureau withot
u hearing expense of trial and
bill on roll call, 18 to 19. Senator James hing wait. Recommend adoptido of
J. Twohig of South Boston gave no- city solicitors' M
Milt' such
u
as eliminating
live he would move reconsideration of Wiest liability, ila days' notice by
claimant hrfore reenvery, rating and
this vote, at tomorrow's session.
u
u to fix
Finally, the Senate rejected the bill accident Investiga.tion brea
rates and investigate frauda, bill t o
calling for a flat rate of insurance ,„im
od„,. congestion R., factor, bill to
throughout the state, with a demerit
i
1 system attached, by roll call vote of 3 ' promulgate 1931 rates for 1932, in.
i vestigation of all accidents by inspecto 30, and adverse report on this bill i
'tors or reglatrar to be made public."
was accepted.
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CURLEY WILL MAKE
APPEAL FOR JOBLESS
BOSTON. Nov. 9 (/P;—Mayor James
M. Curley is going to appeal, simultaneously from the stages of scores of
theatres next week, to the audiences
on behalf of the unemployed.
The mayor today accepted an invitation of motion picture executives to
appear in a talkie that will be displayed in all Boater:. theatres next
week preparatory to midnight performances in 66 theatres November 20
to aid the mayor's unemployment
send.
vs.
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CURLEY SENDS SHILALAH
TO MARLBORO REPORTER
Sepcisl Dispatch to The Gezette
LawMARLBORO, Nov. 10,
rence J. Tthjne of Central street.
veteran reporter of the Worcester Telegram in this vit3, today
reveited a blackthorn
shilalah
front Jamec M. Curley, mayor of
Boston, it o as'
fftrfl'herl: "Pre.1
.
sented to Lawrence .1. Th,ne from
the City of Rost on, James M.
Curley."
mr.
IIP Is reputed to be the
New
oldest
new...paper man in
England. hating been in active
nor% les AC y flirt last July. Re has
been connected with the Telegram for ?A 'ears.
•
T.../4/
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FUEL PRICE PROBE
ASKED BY CSEY
Charges 'Understanding'
In Request to State
Commissioner
BOSTON, Nov. 10 (AP)—Mayor
James M. Curley today asked Ralph
Robert, state commissioner
of
nez;esaaries of life, to investigate the
present cost of fuel and, if necessary,
Invoke the aid of the attorney gitilerAl "elm, a vim to securing more
reasonable prices for this essential."
Mayor Curley pointad oat that
there had been a reduction of 30
per cent In the Cost of building
materials, and of more than 50 per
cent in the cost or certain food products but no reduction In the price
of coal.
fact that thit price per ton
nIforro." he sai J. "wotati lend
color to the belief that an
pder.
.•
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In his final analysis the mayo
for the
was optimistic of a turn
from a
, better soon, and he quoted Weekly
Harper's
clipping from
people
printed in 1857, when the ically
pract
of that panic period had
ever regiven up hope of prosperity
celebraturning. Noting that the
of WashGives Fine Address At tion of the bi-centennialdista
nt, he
n was not far
Open Meeting Of Wone- ingto
that all
closed with an eloquent plea
courage
wok Tribe
might have the vision and
on in an effort
ingt
Wash
e
Georg
of
wn
(Special to The Woonsocket
red.
to have prosperity resto
's
At the conclusion of the mayor
Franklin, Mass., Nov. 10—Arriving
which
at 10:30, just as the audience of 400 address the large audience,
walks of
that had patiently awaited his com- comprised people in all
tion of
Hon.
senta
rse,
repre
dispe
good
to
a
about
with
was
life,
ing
very
him
hed
nguis
gave
disti
and
y,
Curle
rose
all
M.
n,
s
wome
Jame
e he
ng
befor
meeti
Just
open
an
use.
at
er
appla
speak
guest
heary
on bein
left the platform Mr. Peck,
of Wonewok Tribe of Red Men
of
ttee
elo,
commi
night
trial
last
indus
hall
ws'
the
half of
Odd Fello
iation,
quently sounded the keynote of con- the Franklin Business Assoc
assofidence in a near return to prosper- presented him a copy of the and
presity as he gave a resume of the
ciation's pamphlet, "Franklin
and
mayor
ent depression, unemployment,
Its Advantages." When the
ies
tment
suffering and the many remed
drove away the police depar
the 1
bring
afforded motorcycle escort to
that were being advanced to
The Wrentham line.
about a better state of things.
em
When Wonewok Tribe concluded
mayor was introduced by Sach
of
and
John Peck of Wonewok Tribe
its council fire at 8:45 the doors
he was given a great reception. The Odd Fellows' hall were thrown open
utter
was
first thing he said was to
to the public, and soon the hall
words of apology for his late com- filled. Then began the wait for
ading, but at the conclusion of his
Mayor Curley. Sachem Peck ang
dress all felt well repaid for havin nounced that he had assurance that
remained to hear him.
Mayor Curley, then overdue, would
America, he said, entered the surely be on hand. He then introno duced Fred E. Hawley, great sachem
World War that there might be
more wars, and speaking of the of Massachusetts, and a most enof
laudable efforts that had been and tertaining speaker, who spoke
were still being made for world Mayor Curley in glowing terms and
peace, he said he was wondering then gave a brief history of the Orn
now if this country would be draw der of Red Men, its aims and obinto the present trouble in the East. jects and its standing as an Amer,
Saying that the present depression ican organization for the benefit of
came to the world as the aftermath mankind.
There was still no Mayor Curley
of the war, the mayor spoke of Lhe
many methods being advanced for on the scene when the great sarelief. He believed individuals and chem concluded his address, and
organizations, taking hold and be- then Sachem Peck announced there
coming active, could do much to aid would be an indoor baseball game
in relieving unemployment, distress between the Wonewok team and the
and suffering, and referring to the Mansfield tribe's team, to be abanfact that Boston is laying out many doned should the mayor appear.
thousands of dollars in welfare However the game went through
work, he said he would sooner have the nine innings, Wonewok main
It spend millions than have one per- taining its reputation by winning,
13 to 2. The game over, the large
on suffer from cold and hunger.
Machinery had thrown thousands audience arose and started for
of men out of employment, he said, home, giving up hope of the mayor
while thousands of women were tak- coming, and some had reached the
h- street, when the mayor's automobile
ing the places of men in all branc
es of industry throughout the coun- came in sight. The crowd turned
try, with the result in some cases back to the hall and by the time
that the men, unable to obtain oth- the speaker had been introduced by
er employment, were staying home Sachem Peck the hall was again
to take care of the children and do filled. That all were glad they
housework while their wives were turned back was evidenced by the
out at work. One method of relief rapt attention they gave the elothat he had taken up with the Pres- quent mayor throughout his fine
ident of the United States, he said, nrirlrpcs
as a means of restoring prosperity,
and one that he had faith in as a
material aid, was the selling of some
of our stored-up wheat to starving
China, but his proposition was not
favored, as he was told the Chinese
ate rice and did not eat bread. However, he was informed by prominent
Chinese government officials that a
rzeeat section of China did not eat
rice, but would be glad to eat bread.

Mayor Curley Is
Warmly Greeted

•

SHILALAH PRESENTED
MARLBORO REPORTER
Mayor Curley Sends Gift to
Lawrence J. Thyne, Formerly
of Lowell.
MARLBORO, Nov. 10. (fP).—LawThyne, veteran reporter of
rence
city,
the 'Worcester Telegram in this
today received a blackthorn Shilalah
from James M. Curley, mayor of

LAWRENCE J. THYNE
Boston. It was im.:eribed: "Presented to Lawrence J. Thyne, from
the City of Boston, James M. Carley."
Mr Thyne is believed to be the
senior newspaperman in New Hogland, having hevn in active service
36 years last July. He has been connected with the Telegram since Feti.
'12, l D29.
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Cur ey s Name Is
Left Off Slate
"
Of "Big Four

On the other band, IV thee the
Governor
en that
'
S
hhee s
Bchnowd076
earnnyolideaorentt
ex-Governor Smith will be a candidate for renomination. Waiting on
"Al" at this time, therefore, offers
a very fine and convenient neutral
zone.
Neither the Governor nor Sena:or Walsh had any comment to
make last night on the slate proposed by Chairman Donahue.
-Curley wing of
No doubt the anti
his taking
the Democracy resents movement
of the Roosevelt
in the second
in the first place and
shadow of the
place there is the
Democratic
coming fight for the
nomination for Governor.
will be
Curley has stated that he
there
candidate against Ely and
Governor
the
that
but
doubt
is no
up to this
will run again, although,
any
make
to
refused
has
time, he
effect.
public announcement to this
truce in
Again there has been no
bitter row between Mayor Curthe
BOST*, Nov. 11—Chairrna,e trary. the delegates would be free
Donahue.
ley and Chairman
Frank J. Donahue of the Dern- to vote for the New York Governor
Obviously the success of a slate
State committee favors an or any other candidate in the conby Chairman
such as that advanced
unpledged slate from
Massachu- vention as the best interests of the Donahue would "clip the wings" of
setts to the natioral convention Massachusetts Democracy might
which would
Mayor Curley, a result
Walsh
headed by Senator David I. Walsh. indicate, keeping in mind the posnot be displeasing to either
The slate does not include the sibility of nominating either Walsh
between Ely
or Ely. in a contest
Democratic
name of Mayor Curley who has or Ely for Vice-President.
and Curley far the
announced himself as S. supporter
In the orginal slate as made up nomination for Governor both
to the finish of Governor Rooseby Chairman Donahue and dis- Senator Walsh and Chairman Donby
velt of New York for the Dent°. cussed at various informal conferunquestionably
ahue would
cratic nomination for president.
the. ences of the Democratic leaders found on the side of the Governor.
Besides the senior Senator,
he name of Mayor Curley was inA meeting of the State commitother members of the proposed at- eluded in the "big four." When the
next
tee is to be called within the
large elate, with a half vote each Mayor came out for Governor
of
k.or :*eelt.s for the purpose
are:
'Roosevelt, however, and announced choosVg a susieeesor to former
Senator Marcus A. Coolidge.
Quinn of- Cambridge as a
that he would support the 'Now
_Governor Joseph B. Ely.
" of the national commitMaY
York Governor to a finish, the member
! Frank J. Donahue,
name of District Attorney Foley tee. The indications point to the seJohn F. Fitzgerald.
was substituted.
ection of Chairman Donahue to
Attorney William J. FeAlready material in the congres- fill the vacancy up to the time of
ley.
mcniiii.,'1:-.ional districts is being looked over the convention. No open opposition
Dr. Helen I. Doherty
f thehas as yet appeared from Mayor
b
cuddy.
Ilpledgedh slate.
Mrs, Francis B. Sayre.
If the slate as framed were to C uT
.e is no way at this time of
r il'l'eYr
The main purpose of this slate
on the ballot it would force measuring the strength of the vais to put the Massachusetts ()tele-g0
f Mayor Curley to organise a men- rioue candidatss mentioned for the
atio in a position,
. aarate "pledged to Roosevelt" slate. Democratic nomination for Pres:sion arises, to forward either Sen.
This would require, under the Alas- dent. A certain cooling off procees.
.
ator Walsh o G
ly for
the written assent towards Roosevelt is in evidence
the nomination' for Vice-President."
'
York Governor. Wheth_ since the Mayor assumed the leadthe New law'
ofcliusetth
Otherswise it is maintained b
agree to g ership of the movement for the
w
er Roosevelt 'would
Chairman Donahue that the State
y
o
- into a knockdown and drag
York Governor.
delegation will be free to
on
to —
which would be certain uout'wew
fight
That Governor Ritchie of Maryits best judgment as to the actand
c
ipurely a matter of spec-.
land has many strong and enthusidate to be supported for the Dem- result, is
lation at this time. Up to this time a,tic supporters was made clear in
ocratic nomination for President.
ryor Curley is the only outstand- '
iNnia
the enthuniastio reception given
The chairman is of the opinion
Democratic leader who has him last week. A big dinner to
that either Walsh
or Ely would ...'
declared for Roosevelt.
which A. number of prominent Restand an excellent chance of the openly
V
Both Senator Walsh and GO.
publicans, business men and situnomination f o r Vice-President
have only gone so far as caters were to be invited. had been
with the selection of former Secre- ernor Ely
.
that they would favor the Di
anne I for former Secretary of
tary of War Newton D. Baker of to state
of ex-Governor Smith War Baker, but on account of other
Ohio as the candidate for Pies!- nomination
candidate.
a
be
to
again
engagements he will be unable to
dent. Baker has been invited to were he
shown no lack of friend- remain in the city another day.
a breakfast tendered by the Dens- They have
Roosevelt.
Governor
While this dinner was to be under
ocratic State Committee when he 11/1668 for
as second choice.
the auspices of the Democratic
visits Boston, to make a speech , t however,
adslate
the
Quite onviously
d
committee,
the Cty club next week-.
it was to
Donahue would put State a. more or less
havebn
non-partisan
It is asserted that the slate as Nan
"
d
by
,
,,,
posts in an excellent
Massachusett
advanced by Donahue is by no
r*
'
a
"
a
underlying
trade. There are
No doubt there is a. good deal of
means to be construed as a counter tion to
involved in the situation. sentiment In the State stmeng the
move to the Roosevelt movement factors
other than the political Democrats for Baker. particularly
led by Mayor Curley. On the con- however,
fortunes or Governor Roosevelt. among the old
Wilson group,

charge
Boston Mayor Isn't Included in Group Favored By Chairman Donahue of the DemoNational',
i State Committee to Go to
cratc
Convention.
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Chairman Donahue leans favorably
Sayre
towards Baker as does Mrs.
slate.
as member of the prospective
ed no
Senator Coolidge has evidenc
been
choice as yet, although he ha.s
Neither
friendly towards 7,00sevelt.
any
has ex-lvfaeor Fitzgerald taken
active stand for a candidate.
No doubt exists but that the
by ex-Governor
taken
position
Smith, when the time comes, will
exert a strong influence on the
Massachusetts Democracy. Mayor
Curley 1A the only one of the leaders who has announced openly that
he does not believe that Smith
should run -again, so his attitude is
perfectly clear on this point.

SAYS BUSINESS NEED
NOT FEAR CONGRESS
BOSTON. Nov. 11 (INSI—Although
the coming Congress Is going to he
confronted with many perplexing
Problems, the country need have no
fear—so far as the strong Democratic
faction is concerned—of any acts by
Congress that will be harmful to business.
Sen. Pat Htt rrihon. Democrat, of
Mississippi, made that statement on
arriving here today for the Armistice
Day celebration as the guest of Mayor
James M. Curley.
'IT.Triiiri1Ty.-131ere will be differences
as to details of legislation, but even
though the Democrats are In control
of the House and on the border control of the Senate. we appreciate the
high responsibilities placed upon us
and In a non-partisan way gladly will
accept any rational suggestions from
the President, or any other Republican some, that might help present
business conditions and promote the
:•arral welfare," declared Senator
rrlyon.
"congress." ill continued, "is going
to be confronted
perplexing problems.
'The country need have no tear of
any aeLs by Congress that will be
harmful to busin.-•a."
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Attorney for Longshoremen
Makes Proposal to
Ship Owners.

•

(Al') Atty.
BOSTON, Nov. 12 -legal representaThomas A. Mahoney,
district council of
tive of the Boston
Longshoremen's
International
the
to steam- l
Association, today proposed
arbitrative comship officials that an
attempt settle- ,
mittee to be formed to
dock strike.
ment of the Boston
remen walked
More than 1000 longsho
after a disagreeout five weeks ago officials concernment with steamship
meal hours.
ing sling loads and
methods of
Mahoney proposed two body. One
forming the arbitrative member from
would constitute of one s committee
operator
the steamship
the longshoremen's
and one from
the chairman apwith
committee
B. Ely. The
pointcd by Gov. Joseph
additional meinother would have two
James
quay,.
by
bers. one appointed other by 'Vales
gliery and the
usene Q, Hultman. I
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rley, "Vamps" Quincy.
Mayor Cu„.......

-goo eyes at Quincy when,
HE mayor of Boston made goo
Commerce, he cited advantages
as guest of the Chamber of
an integral part of a "Greater
as
Quincy
likely to accrue to
census grouping
Boston" more closely knit than the recent
and towns,
cities
many
among
,
in which Brockton and Quincy
."
Boston
n
polita
"Metro
were included in
The Patriot-Ledger,
Quincy was singularly indifferent.
said: "What Mayor
,
speech
the
and
visit
commenting on the
what it got down to
and
Curley's fine talk always gets down to,
municipalities were
ndent
indepe
the
all
if
here in Quincy, is that
s voice from
master'
the
linked as he would have them linked,
g cities
outlyin
the
all
in
taxes
of
g
levyin
Boston would direct the
agency
the
h
throug
lly,
and towns, and the money spent, eventua
it is
though
plan,
the
of
nub
the
is
of Boston City Hall. That
long in his public
dwells
Curley
Mayor
which
on
phase
never the
speeches."
to get as much
Quincy and other suburban cities are likely
Quincy belves,
themse
it
spend
from their tax money if they
ed in
ground
firmly
,
general
be
to
s
appear
n
lieves. This opinio
Affec.
Quincy
in
as
cities
Brockton. Newton, Lynn and other
would rejoice to
tion is felt for Boston by all of them and they
of business
volume
and
see Boston grow in population, prestige
, whether
Boston
old
dear
for
die
to
willing
is
transacted, but none
.
it has a democratic or republican administration
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Y IN URGE WINCHESTER
OF MORE DEFENSE MAN MANAGER
Boston, Nov. 11—(?Pi—Addressing
an Armistice day gathering composed mostly of former service men,
Mayor James M. Curley today urged
preparedness as a preventative of

war.

Would Arbitrate
Hub Dock Strike

c

"I wonder," said the mayor, "if It
isn't time to realize that peace of
the world lies in adequate defense
rather than in national cowardice,
masquerading under the name of
economy. With the prospect of one
of the greatest wars now brewing,
with China, Japan and Russia as
principals, a movement is under
way to decrease the army, disband
the marine corps and close the oldest navy yard in the United States".
Mayor Curley paid tribute to
General Pershing, saying that If It
had not been for the American
commander the country's casualties
in the World war would have been
700,000 instead of 70,000. He decried
what he described as a tendency to
forget the sacrifices of the soldiers
In the war, much of which he attributed to unpreparedness.

33 YEARS

Al Somerhy, genial manager of the
Old Howard and Bowdoin Square
Theatres is today carrying one of the
famous shillalahs presented to him
by Mayor Curley, in recognition of
Somerby's rounding out his 3ird year
as manager of the two famous thea
ti-es.
In addition, Mayor Curley also
sent to Somerby a letter of congratulation 'and the wish that Somerhy
would serve 33 more years in the
same position.
Somerby has made a host of friends
iii (heater Boston. He ham been a
prominent. Elk and i a member of
several other organizations.
His
desk today was covered with flowers
telegrams and letters congratulating
him upon his anniversary.
Somerby is a Winchester Elk
and has many friends in Winchester
y, here he makes his home on Everett

Road.

Harrison Sees Victory For
Democrats In 1932 Campaign
•

Senator Guest at Curley Luncheon; Mayor Raps
Favorite Son Idea and Declares For Gov
V Roosevelt
curley enBoston, Nov. 12 Mts
tertained Sena er ,stt ii;11-11,-,11 at
luncheon at the lite el Rit z-1 sts btu
yesterday. About 80 persons were in
the company.
Both Mayor Curley and Senator
Harrison talked politics and predicted
a Democratic victory in the national
election next year. The mayor also
took advantage of the opportunity to
declare again his allegiance ii Franklin D. Roosevelt, describing him as: "a
great liberal who has carried the Empire state by a majority almost ettied
to the total number of Republican voters in Massachusetts."
The mayor also paid some attention
to the report that his opponents in
the Democratic party in this state intend to carry en a campaign for an
unpledged delegation to the coming
national convention of the party.
Raps Favorite Son Plan
He said the scheme to present to
the convention the name of a 'favorite
son" was designed to prevent the nomination of Gov Roosevelt, and predicted that long before the convention is
held "the favorite sons will be back
in their favorite places," and that
there will be only one serious candidate for the presidential nomination.
''The people are not ,going to let
ittuals to
the desires of eertato
ettaln a fleeting premilette ,• stand" in
the way if
York," the tot,
said,
After dv, citing en his friendship r tr
Senator Harrison, which originated in
1911, w hen bet Ii began aervice in
Congress, Mayor CUIley 4ItrOdUced
distinguished visitor as "the most
eloquent son of the South, \kilo has
reeresented that part of the ettuntry
(eviller
'in the Senate within the past
ef a century."
sometimes
Senator Marietta w is
et-nosing and at tither times serious
many
iii his remarks, lie mentioned
,\Itts:tacinsctis Denmerats N%litt served
IN WI hill! ill Collrr,1',..SS ii iii ah,WrA a
'j,rPrkh i g
Merl
:
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Predicts Democritile Victory
Sneakieg, of tbe eatint iign
he said: "The whole con 01 re 511 1111
ha' a change In the administration at
Washington. I have not the ellghtest
doubt that unless the Democrats quarrel among themselves they will sweep
I the country next year. We shall control and organize the House of Representatives and mactically control the
mato, although we may not organte• the latter branch.
"We me going to lay down a rati.,hal pttlit' and tii In I Ii;'
(lilt

la

ft, ,,,e Msion if
niy,w
ill it,idpro, or
,Ii riti
in hi, 1,reCr :IN a. rattler on the hi;d11
)
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James Michael Facetious
On Hand Picked Delegates
Says "A Blossom Planted in the Fall Rarely
Survives Until Spring."
''A blosecun planted in the fall' ontly did not have hie official aprarely survives until spring."
er1 prove'.
e
This was Mayor Cur19:"s anse
Donahue, Gov. Fly and Senator
last night to the reporfalhat Chair- 1
man Frank J. Donahue of the N-C•aleh agree that the Massachn—'
Democratic ertate committee will at- s- 11s delegates should go unpledged,
tempt to deny the mayor a place , elide the mayor, as Massachesette
on the slate of unpledged delegates.. leader of Gov. Franklin D. Rooseat-large to the party's national con- I \ 'It's campaign for the party's
presidential nomination will fight
erention next year.
The mayor's facetious comment! ‘Igorously to have the delegate*
on Donahee's slate-making endea.v. I Pledged to the New York Governor.
bej Declaring that the mayor's .supor was in direct contrast to the roar
of disapproval ratednum
r port of Roosevelt bars him from an
s
by a
of war veterans in the party he. "unpledged slate" the framers of
cause of his failure to name a, far. the latter are discuesing possibilisner soldier in his proposed group. .ties from a list which includes
The group reported to be favor:about every prominent Democrat in
ed by Donahue consists of Senators the state except the mayor.
Ths list even includes some wellWalsh and Coolidge, Gov. Ely, .Don.
ahue, John F. Fitzgerald, Dist.- known opponents of the mayor.
Mayor Curley said last night,
Atty. Foley, Mrs. Helen L M. Dohowever, that he declines to take
herty and Mrs. Francis B. Sayre.
Most. explosive of the servicemen the moves of the unpledged lead was Representative William H. iers seriously at this time. He is preto take his case for. }loose.
Doyle of Malden, the one who led
the fight, to break the slate in I 9 24 velt to the Democratic voters at the
when Gen. Charles H. Cole was de- presidential primary in the spring
prived of a place on the machine but doubts that this will be necessory as in his opinion the .Massaselections.
"We'll stage the 1924 fight all rhusetts delegation will be almost
. over again. That time we succeeded unanimous for his candidate:
The delegates are not to be
In running Gen. Cole second to Sen.
elected until next April. A blosatter Walsh and one would nature
som planted in the fall rarely
ally think that it would he MPMsurvives until Spring. I have no
Orable lesson
to the politicians.
apprehension as to the final
'We'll present a counter slate and it
netoome. The people of Ameriill have the names of at least two
ca. more particularly the peoetervicemen as well as representaple of Massachusetts. are seektion of the young Democracy about
ing a chance and they won't
which we heard so much in the last
be deceived by any thimble
election."
rigging. When the time comes
The Governor received i. number
the people will demand the libOf telegrams yesterday expressing
eral and progressive policie.s
opposition to the make-up of Donfor which GOV. Franklin D.
ahue's proposed slate which apparRoosevelt stands.
.
I
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FINE PROGRAM
MARKS SCOUT
WEEK CONCERT

CURLEY TALKS
BEFORE SCOUTS
HERE TONIGHT

Mayor Curley Unable to
Allena—gut Other
Features Please

Welfare Week Concert To
Be Hzlil at Senior
lc> High School

Several hundred citizens who
bought tickets from Boy Scouts
tor the Welfare week concert were
richly repaid last night when they
enjoyed a program of vocal and
instrumental music rendered at
the Quincy High school auditorium
by the Taleb Grotto band, the Wollaston Glee club triple quartet and
Walter Smith and his two talented .
sons. Receipts taken in last night,
added to funds raised at other
events of the week's program, will
go toward relieving want in the
homes of Quincy unemployed.
Major Charles Harding, election
commissioner of Boston, represented Mayor James M. Curley,
who was unable to be present because of a death to one of his relatives. Introduced by Edward G.
Morris, Major Harding congratulated Quincy Boy Scouts on the
manner in which they have successfully carried on their welfare
work program.
Mr. Morris read a letter from
Charles E. Goodspeed, president of
the Family Welfare society of
Quincy, to Delcevare King, president of the Quincy Scout council,
expressing the thanks of the society to the Scouts for their efforts.
The program began with four selections by Taleb Grotto band, "National Spirit," "ii Guarany," "Mlle.
Modiste," and "Slavonic Rhapsody."
Mr. Smith's trumpet solo "The
Volunteer," was heartily applauded,
and followed by an encore. The
triple quartet sang four selections,
"Soldiers' Chorus," "Autumn Sea,"
"On the Sea," and "Duna."
Mr. Smith and his sons, Walter
M. Smith, Jr.. and Stewart Smith,
played a trumpet solo, "Three
Kings."
The triple quartet included Citaence Cassidy, John Maxwell, Ralph
C. Strout, Theodore Smith, and
Graton Howland, tenors; Harry L.
and
Cassidy
Roy
Harrington
Henry W. Furlong, baritones; and
Percy Hutchinson, William E. Bullock, and F. E. Whorton, bassos.
Girl Scouts further added to the
welfare fund last night by selling
cookies during the intermissions.

A concert for the benefit of the
Boy Scout Welfare Week will be
given tonight in the Senior High
school hall featuring well known
concert artists and an address by
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston.
The program is one of the several
features carried out this week for
the welfare campaign.
Walter Smith of Merrymount,
nationally known trumpeter, will
play several selections and as a
special feature, will play with his
two sons, Stuart and Walter Smith
Jr. The band of the Taleb Grotto
will play, under the direction of
Mr. Smith.
A triple quartet from the Wollaston Glee club is another feature
on the program. To balance the musical side of the affair, Mayor Curley will sneak.
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C _IV HANDKERCHIEF
-FOR GUILD BAZAAR
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston has sent a gift of a personally
monagramed handkerchief to the
Ladies' Guild of the Trinity Episco,-/ ji pal church of Weymouth Landing
for the comlnE bazaar.

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Nov. 12—James A. Watson,
former Boston city councilman, Issued
this statement this afternoon: "I
called to see the governor but failed
after waiting for two hours. I have
tried to get action on the conditions
existing at the prison camp at Norfolk, but have failed. The conditions
at Norfolk are and have been very
bad for 11 months. Recently, because
of the danger of revolt, the superintendent purchased machine guns and
a large supply of ammunition. The
superintendent goes inside the walls
under heavy protection, because the
inmates' discipline is lax. Money has
been wasted and this goes on In spite
of the fact that conditions there are
known to Dr Stearns."
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CSTATE HOUSE BRIEFS
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was a pleasure to me to read that
one of Mayor Curley's Irish blackthorn cudgels h9f10 been presented,
with suitable inscription, to that veteran newspaper man, Lawrence .1.
Thyne—the "h" by the way, is silent,
in that Larry calls
as in "Thorn'
If you are an oldhimself "Tyr
timer you will remember Larry
Thyne as a Lowell reporter some 40
years ago, doing local items for the
Lowell News, and especially gifted
at writing up funerals in a way calculated to "make one almost in love
with death." I remember be always
liked to say that "the body was encased in an elegrr,:. rosewood casket," and the account of the "floral
tributes" was invariably alluring. In
more recent times Mr. Thyne has
been living in Marlboro and covering that neighborhood for the
Worcester Telegram: but about ever
in o
year he has managed to drop
such of his old colleagues as are sit
working here. Lung life to him!
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Mayor CAliy and Governor ray
be a little suspicious
are reporte
pretty
of one another. Democrats do
well when you consider how prone
to internal divisions they are.

Worth Adams Men Visit Governor
Former Senator Harvey A. Gallup
and C. Q. Richmond, general Manager of the Berkshire Street Railway
company, were among those' waiting
in the outside room of the governor's
offices today to see the governor. They I
did not make known the purpose of
their visit.
Wants BOSIOn Fire Department Vacancies Filled
A Boston legislator today aent a
letter to Mayor James M. Ctality. of`
Boston, calling attention to'lLat
that the tire department is reported
undermanned, due to retirements and
deaths. He suggested that the vacancies be filled at nnee, thereby taking 40 men from tho list of unemnlovment.
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BOSTON COLLEGE
r„ TAKES EXCEPTION
Boston, Dec. 1—(A.P.)—The Boston College Athletic association yesterday sent a formal protest to Lowell
Thomas, radio news broadcaster,
against his alleged statement that
the Boston college-Holy Cross foot- ;
ball game was a "racket." The state -;
ment was alleged to have been madel
by Thomas during his broadcast last
Saturday night.
The college association charged
Thomas made several disparaging remarks in reference to the game,
which was played Thanksgiving day
and which was'planned to aid Boaton's unemployment fund. John P.
Curley, graduate manager of athletics, claimed Thomas ridiculed the
arrangements for the game, COM., •
inenting on the disappointing attendance.
The two colleges have played annually at Fenway park and usually
the attendance was in excess of 32,000. Mayor James M. Curky of Boston asked the cOlTeWsiii shift their
game to the Harvard stadium and
all ticket sales over 32,000 be given
to Boston's unemployed. The game
was shifted from • Saturday to
Thanksgiving and despite /strenuous
efforts to promote the sttenchince
only 24,000 people attended and the
receipts were approximately $12,000
less to each college than in other
years. Unless some change is made
in the arrangement the Unemployed
will get nothing!
-om the Mune.
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A FINE WAY TO HELP THE UNEMPLOYED
Boston has not been niggardly in caluculating the le.
mount of assistance extended during the past two years to
unemployed who have been forced to seek aid from the city.
Mayor Curley has done remarkable work. He plans to continue the work.
But looking into the future he is extremely anxious to
avoid any tax rate increase next year which will give landlords basis for increasing rents.
He knows that the demands for aid will continue. He
Intends to grant the mas generously as funds will permit.
To assure continuance of the policy which he has followed, and which has given Boston prominence throughout
the country Mayor Curley has arranged an unusual program
o fpublic affairs from which he hopes to realize an unprecedented profit.
His first promotion is the Boston College—Holy Cross
football game in the Harvard Stadium Thanksgiving afternoon. If every seat is sold, as will doubtless be so, the unemployment relief fund will be enriched by more than
$75,000.
In this affair the mayor is not seeking anybody to contribute a cent towards the fund. He is offering exceptonal
value for the price of admission to the game. Such a situation has been made possible by the co-operation of Boston
College and Holy Cross and of the executives of Harvard.
This football classic is always worth watching. It will
be snore so this year because of the added features which
will be presented. Tickets are on public sale in department
stores, theatrical ticket agencies and other places. The demand promises to make tickets at a premium before Thanks
giving. It behooves those who wish to watch this football
feature to procure their tickets early.
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CURLEY ATTACKS
(,:titAIRMAN DONAHUE
BOSTON, Nov. 14, (AP)—Mayor
Curley tonight attacked Chairman
Frank A. Donahue of the Democratic state committee and other
party leaders. In a public statement he branded Donahue and his
friends as "self-appointed Micawbers and adventurers."
Curley charged the group 'was
working to send an unpledged del
.egation from Massachusetts to the
Democratic national convention,
He interpreted this alleged move
as one which would be of no value
to Governor Roosevelt who, he '
said, would be nominated on the
lira ballot.
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There is a growing demand for •
lower taxes, which is likely to be
even more insistent next year. Yet
the best way to impress elected officialt; with the desirability of tax
reductions is not clear. Alexander
Whiteside, president of the Massachusetts Tax association, delivers a
frontal attack on Mayor Curley of
Boston, saying that "the present
'mayor %villas to spend moin-ty be'cause he thinks it is good politics."
But this implies that a majority of
the people of Boston are not sufficiently troubled by taxes to take part
in any movement for their reduction.
If a majority were genuinely interested, tax reduction would be "good
'polities." It seems to be a question
whether efforts should be centered
on enlisting the masses or on converting Mayor Curley.
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CUMMINGS FIRES
BROADSIDE AT
CHAJ °v.
BosT
second
broadside at Chairman

S

Frank J.
Donahue of the Democratic state
committee and other leaders seeking to send unpledged delegates to
the Democratic national convention
was let loose last night. this one
coming from John J. Cummings,
former candidate for lieutenant
governor on the Democratic ticket.
Unlike the attack made upon
them Saturday by Mayor Curley,
who branded them its--•Asgette4pointed Mica.wbers and adventurers," attempting to "cloud the national issue." Cummings demands
to know what has heppened in the
le.st year to make these leaders
"want to be sent to the convention
unpledged in view of their declaration last year in favor of Gov.
Franklin D. Roosevelt."
Accusing them of wanting to go
to the convention to "trade Massachusetts Democracy as may best
suit their personal aims and ambitions," Cummings charges that
those In control of the Democratic
Party here are "up to their old
tricks," and "have forgotten that
when they tried this stunt about
four years ago. the Democratic
voters rebuked them at the polls."
Informed last night of the second
attack upon him and other leaders
in two days, Donahue declined to
make any reply. Be also declined
to reply to the first broadside let
loose at him by Mayor Curley.
In his statement
issued
last
night. Cummings said in pert:
'If Senator Walsh believed
in
1930 that Roosevelt's nomination
meant 'an opportunity to bring
back the principles of Democracy,'
and that 'millions were ready to
follow him,' what now causes the
senator and his associates to rpn
out on Roosevelt, the enemy of the
power trust? . . .
"If these gentlemen want some
other candidate than Roosevelt,
why don't they come out into the
open and pledge themselves to the
candidate they wish?
"Notwithstanding the timid and
ill-concealed hostility to Roosevelt
of these politicians." the people of
as.sa chuset ts
want
Roosevelt.
Massachusetts
voters
admire
Roosevelt for his program of progressive legislation, for his steadfast defense of the people's rights,
and for his broad and tolerant
spirit. They know they can trust
him.
"Gov. Roosevelt has a particular
appeal to Massachusetts. He was
educated here, His children were
educated here. When he was assistant secretary of the navy, the
Boston navy yard had 18,000 employes and was favored over private shipyards. When the naval
districts were established and the
bon ton of Newport sought have the headquarters of the,
district at fashionable 31i(
Roosevelt Was deat.to th
Inge of the, DTeiniqt • Air.
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CURLEY NEEDED NOW!
Towfir ToPics 11/4/31

Boom For Curley
If you ask us, and we know
you haven't, Gov. Ely pulled a
big bone when he kept the
Finance Commission in Lowell. For now by their acts
and under a Democratic mayor and a Democratic city
council, they threaten to
either cut pays, fire help or
cause partial layoffs, in any
event putting a crimp in the
weekly pay envelope of the
city employees.
Doing this don't hurt the
members of the Finance Commission a might. It also may
not hurt Mayor Charles Slowey, who will be blameless, if
his hand is forced in the matter. But it will hurt Gov. Ely
who made this commission.
And in particular will Gov.
Ely be hurt in a vote getting
way if he is opposed by Mayor
Curley of Boston in the primary. For any pay cuts or loss
of time that results in less
pay per week wil give Jim
Curley the vote of every city
employees and their families
and friends. And that's SOME
vote to start out with, believe
me.
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Mayor Curley To Address
Dorchester Historical Soc.

The sterling leadership of James Michael Curley, mayor
of Boston is needed more than ever to manipulate the affairs
of state the coining two years. Gov. Ely's lack of leadership
was never so pronounced as was shown by the final muddle
which the special legislature session ended in a practical
deadlock over the automobile insurance rates. Here was
Gov. Ely looked to for leadership, and in its stead were
received only weak suggestions that fell on doubting ears.
And the final fiasco of the whole session can be tacked on the
governor's door, as work not well done.
Had he been governor, James M. Curley would have rose
to the occasion with the successful antidote, just as he has
on many an occasion as mayor of the great city of Boston.
Curley will run for governor. And more than ever is his
leadership needed in unsettled Massachusetts.
A strong
hand is needed to pilot the ship of state, and Curley is the
only man in sight who invites public confidence.

Mayor Curley will be the speaker
Tuesday evening at the meeting of
the Dorchester Historical Society at
its quarters in the Dorchester courthouse, Washington street and Melville
avenue. "Present-Day Europe and
Its Statesmen" will be the Mayor's
subject and he will give the results
of his observations while abroad several months ago.
Dr. Charles M. Douglas is president
of the society.
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qurley Acts to Fill
' Stadium Thanksgiving
BO ,J " Nv. —(AP) Mayor
JameU......Curley, who is seeking- to
raise 47000 for the city's unemployed
by filling the Harvard Stadium when
Holy Cross and Boson college meet
in a football game Thanksgiving Day,
today sent several thousand telegrams
urging the recipients to attend the
game. The net PrOCPIIS will he given
to the Boston Welfare Department.
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New England Best Fitted
To Meet Changed Situation
On Way to Trade Recovery

S

Survey Shows Consumer Demand For Textiles and
Shoes Has Spurred Industry Along Atlantic
Seaboard; General Sentiment Steadily Improving

k

•

seriously, has declared for the,
nomination of Franklin D.,Roosevelt,
and to make the situation more coraplicated, this state, taken by and
large, has decided leanings toward
Alfred E. Smith. These circumFtances may easily create an interparty squabble, led by Curley, which
should be avoided, for the Democratic party, with victory in its
grasp, can only contribute to success
of the opposition if it resorts te
!factional strife.
Democracy is suffering from no
shortage of able men, any one of
whom can qualify for the presidency,
and only through complete accord
upon men and issues can the final
victory be assured. If the party
were confronted by a dearth of eliglible candidates there might be some
excuse for squabbling, but under the
circumstances sanity perm:ts of no
inter-party feuds. There's every
chance for success, no matter who
heads the Democratic ticket next
year. Therefore it should be the aim
of all who have any claims of leadership to bury their own personal
desires in the larger business of assuring victory.
While it is perhaps too early for
the party to decide upon any one
candidate for the presidential nomination, it is not too early to lay the
groundwork for concerted action at
the national convention. All those
of the party who are intrenched
strongly enough to have ,a voice in
the making of presidents must have
rieCided who, in their opinion, has
the best chance for victory in Mg.

By RAYMOND CLAPPER
In Philadelphia business men are
Boston, Nov. 16—The Atlantic sea- re.stralning their optimism while feelimprovement
board, industrial and financial nerve ing that first signs of industries are
are appearing. Metal
center of America, may he compared employing 12 per cent more men than
to a convalescent during his first at- in July. E. G. Budd Manufacturing
tempts to get out of bed,
company, operating a large body
This was revealed in a week of in- plant, reports overtime in some de(wiry into business centers whose partments. Tool and textile machine
business leaders ranged from the "re- shops are doing more business, though
strained optimists'? of Philadelphia to ,a seasonal drop in the radio industry ,
those of New York "rubbing hands" has thrown numbers of metal workers 1
in anticipation of bigger business to out of jobs.
come.
The state employment office reports
On October 5 the patient wondered calls for skilled workers exceeding
he was allowed to live. Prices anything fri the last 18 months. But
reached the bottom-most point of two there are an estimated 250,000 idle in
Philadelphia. The unemployment relief
dark years.
Then the doctors told him he was committee predicts it may reach 300,,getting better if he only knew it. The 000 during the winter. Bank failures
Hoover $500,000,000 bank credit pool have left an uneasy feeling in the
proved a stimulant, and with a few average family.
pats of encouragement the patient felt
Retail buying is seasonally a little
like a new man and leaped out of bed, better hut department store executives
"This is going to be nothing at all look out on many aisles still almost
for me," he thought as he took his deserted. Several new office buildings
first confident steps.
have been completed but tenants are
Moved Too Quickly
hard to find. In spite of some improveWheat and cotton began to shoot ment, Philadelphia business men are
upward. Wall street prices made strik- not overcheerful. But they never are.
Jog gains. Then the knees began to
It is different in New York. Execushake a little. Mustn't try to go too tives are beginning to rub their hands
fast. Takes a little time to build up briskly. They are as mercurial as the
the flabby muscles.
Have to take it stock market and while the last week
gradually. You've been a sick man and saw a decline they are not yet ready
you'll have to go easy for a while. to take it seriously.
That's where we are now.
Many, as in the case of RemingtonNew England has been steadied by Rand company, are receiving favorable
reports of increased demand from
went
industry
which
the textile
through much of its readjustment be- their branches out in the country.
fore the depression. It therefore could,Christmas trade and millions in
meet the changed conditions more Christmas savings are counted on to
satisfactorily than many other indus- run up retail buying.
tries.
It Silly remains for these leaders to
Consumer demand both in textiles
get together with a view to pledging
and shoes has been the brightest factor in this area, though some eeceet
11/ i/3
tvlanit
ii. the majority opinion shall predue to accumulating
curtailment
the
end
of
place.
The
taken
has
stocks
textile strike at Lawrence has helped,
7 rt. 4ficiive
4,z c
It mist be accepted as inevitable*
though there have been pay cuts
River
mills
Fall
that "favorite son" candidates will
again at Lowell. Some
AKEIt'S VISIT TO BOSTON get
are closing down temporarily. Neverattention at the national contheless general sentiment is improvNewton D. Baker, secretary e I vention. But this phase of the poing.
_Mayor Cuippots heading plans for a
war in the Wilson cabinet, and a litical picture should create no
CerrrneTillturying of "General Deprospective
candidate for the Demo- trouble, if those in authority have
50,000
pression" before more than
spectators at the Thanksgiving day
cratic presidential nomination, is in made their decision prior to the confootball game between Boston college
Boston today to address the Cham- vention. Any repetition of the memarid Holy Cross, which shows at least
his heart is in the right place.
ber of Commerce. Baker has dis- orable fight of 1924 might prove disThe Boston & Maine is about to put
avowed any desire to be the party's astrous to party hopes.
on men In its Concord shops to make a
Choice to head the ticket in 1932, but
Let serious attention be given to.
string of new cabooses. Department
stores Snles in dollars are under those
his friends are putting his candidacy all those who may have a claim on
of last year though some merchants
to the fore in a manner not to be the party's presidential nomination.
report the volume is greater. They
emphasize that in comparisons of
ignored by those who favor the nom- Then let the weeding out process be
business between this year and last
ination of Roosevelt, Smith or carried on without bickering,
reduced prices teed to make the total
that
Nitchie.
sales figures misleading unless volume
the final choice may be acclaimed
also is taken into consideration.
The presence of Baker in Boston at the convention. The resultant finThe New England business confercannot help but have its political pression of goodwill and
ence will hold its annual meeting here
amity
this week bringing leaders from six
effect, due chiefly to the position would have a healthy effect upon
the
states together to discuss improvetaken by Mr Donahue, chairman of public mini, paving the way to carment plans.

the state Democratic committee, who to:n victory against a party
that
has averred that Baker would be an even now is tottering on the
brink
ideal choice as the presidential nom- of ruin, lakgely because of
its focilinee. It happens that.„MenzatAbazi ure to4,e411.4eirlY.31611.
,!: y • ."
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country. taiserammutna• ...MO
millions in Christa•nas efravinr.a are
00unted on to run up retail buying.
Above all, the dollar appears to
have come through the recent at•
tack from abroad stronger than
ever. Gold reserves are rising and
hoarding appear checked. This may
mean little out. in the country but it
Is vital in the New York nerve center.
Around Albany scattered improvement is noted. The American
Locomotive works has an order for
10 locomotives from the Lehigh
Valley railroad which will keep
(Editor's note:—Raymond Clapper, man- Boston College and Holy Cross, 1500 to 1800 men at work for three
ager of the United Press Washington bu- which shows at least his heart is months.
reau, has just completed a week of in.
quiry into business and political conditions in the right place.
"We don't expect a large rush of
between the Capital City and New EngThe Boston and Maine is about orders but we do anticipate enough
land. Today he otters a summary of business conditions as he found them apprais- to put on men in its Concord orders probably to keep the men
ed by business leaders, some of whom shops to make a string of new busy all year," said Robert P. Alhe has quoted in earlier interviews, some cabooses. Department
store sales lison, manager.
at whom do not speak for publication.)
in dollars are under.-those of last
At Schenectady General Electric
BY BAYAIOND CLAPPER
year though some merchants re- officiate noted a alight employment
U. P. STAFF CORRESPONDENT.
port the volume is greater. They increase though the plant still is on
(Copyright 1031 by United Press.)
emphasize that in comparisons of part-time
with staggered work. S.
BOSTON, Nov..16.—The Atlantic business between this year and last
M. Vaughn, secretary of the SchenSeaboard, industrial and financial reduced prices, tend to make the ectady Chamber
of Commerce said
nerve cmter of America, may be total sales figures misleading unless
"merchants are looking forw'ard to
compared'to a convalescent during volume also is taken into considerbrighter conditions and a par
his first attempts to get out of bed. ation.
Christmas shopping season."
The New England business con• This was revealed in a week of
Troy, the big collar town, has
Inquiry into business centers whose ference will hold its annual meetbusinees leaders • ranged from the ing here this week bringing lead- cseme through without any very
"restrained optimists" of Philadel- ers from six states together to dis- drastic reduction in pay or help In
its main industry. Orders from the
phia to these of New York "rub- cuss improvement plans.
In Philadelphia business men are PA.Cifle Coast have lagged but the
bing hands" in anticipation of bigrestraining their optimism while East shows an increase.
ger business to come.
On October 5 the patient won- feeling that neat signs of improve. Burden Iron Co.. one the oldest in
dered why he was allowed to live. •ment are appearing. Metal Indus. the world, has -put 200 employee
Prices - reached the bottom-most tries are employing 12 per cent and six additional furnaces back to
potnteof two dark years.
more than in July. E. G. Budd man- work. The Hudson Valley Fuel
Then-the doctors told him he was ufacturing company, operating a company, largest in the state, has
increased
production.
getting better if he only knew it. large body plant, reports overtime gradually
The Hoover $500,000,000 credit In some departments, tool and tex_ Twenty brush factories have workpool proved another stimulant. tile machine shops are doing more ed night and day recently with ale
The home financing bank plan will business, though a seasonal drop In _most unprecedented busineee.
be. And with a few pats of en- the radio industry has thrown numir /VC*. Z44Cwt.
couragement the patient felt like a bers of metal workers out of jobs.
new man and leaped out of bed.
The state employment office re"This is going to be nothing at ports calls for skilled workers exall for me," he thought as he took ceeding anything In the last 18
his first confident steps.
months. But there are an estimated
'Wheat and cotton began to shoot 250,000 Idle in Philadelphia,
The
upward. Wall atreet prices made u nemployment relief
conimittse
BOSTON, Nov. 16 f/P)—Thousands
striking gains.
predicts it may reach 300,000 durof persons gathered in School street,
Then the knees- began to shake ing the winter.
outside of City hall this afternoon in
a little. Mustn't try to go too fast.
Bank failures have left an unconnection with a demonstration callTakes a little time to build up the easy feeling in
the average family.
ed by an organization calling itself
flabby muscles.
Have to take it
Retail buying is seasonally a lit"The Unemployed Council of Boston."
gradually. You've been a sick man tle better but
department store exThe crowd, which had marched in
and you'll have to go easy for a ecutives
look out on many &Wes
informal procession from the Common,
while.
still almost deserted. Several new
gathering numbers as It moved, was
That's -where we are now.
office buildings have been completmet at the Cl'y hall gates by a deNew England has been steadied ed but
tenants.; are hard to find. In
tail of pollee which granted admire
by the texille industry which went spite of
some improvement, Philasion to none but a committee of five
through much of its readjustment delphia
buelness men are not overyoung men. Forcibly prevented from
before the depression, it therefore
cheerful. But they never are.
entering the City hall and kept movcould meet the changed conditions
It is different in New York. Exeing by the police, the crowd gradualmore aatisfactortly than
many cutives are beginning to rub their
ly dispersed.
Other industries.
hands briskly. They are as mereuThe committee sought an interview
Consumer demand both in tex- Hal
as the Stock Market and while
with the eiggi'v and the city countiles and Shoes has been the
bright- the lest week sew a decline
cil, which wle gathered in regular
they
eta factor In this grew, though are
SeSslon. They were informed they
not yet reedy to take it
serisome recent curtailment due to Re'might speak before the council in exously.
ettniplp.ting :stocks hate taken place.
ecutive session, each speaker to be
Many, as in the ..clise of RemmingThe "end of the bertile strike
permitted 10 minutes.
at ton-Rand cornryany, are
receiving
Lawrence has helped, though there
The object of the demonstration as
favorable reports of increased de;
have been pay cuts -again at
set forth in a notice, was a show of
Low- mend from their branches out
in
ell. Some Fall Ricer , mills
strength before the city council, unare
closing down temporarily.
der the slogan: "Don't Starve, Don't
Nevertheless general sentiment
Kill Yourselves." The notice read in
le improving.
part: "Let those who are responsible
•
Mayoris heading plans
for cur euffering provide for the ene mployed. organize and
forsereWirral burying of
fight. Turn
depreedon" before more than
out th, tl,ousands with your wive.;
60,000 spectators at the
chll(II•r•n
and
and
we will detru,ncl
Thighsfrom the
ff)71;-.1t to previth.

The ustne s
Is Itn' proving In N. E.

•

Conference Holds Annual Meeting This Week
to Discuss Further Plans for Bettering
Conditions.

DEMONSTRATION IN
BOSTON BY JOBLESS
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Sig Relief Sill.
BOSTON — Unemployment and
poor relief will cost the City of
Boston $6,690,000 this year, the
Board of Public Welfare informed
Mayor Curley. This will force the
InOttr4*.tind $1,100,000 in addition
to the appropriation already made
to the public welfare department.
In the first 10 months of this year
the department distributed $5,590,000, as compared with $2,826,000 in
the first 10 months of 1930, an increase this year of 110 per cent.
This does not include soldiers' relief and increased appropriations
for hospitals and institutions occasioned by the depression.

Curley lost some prestige through
the defeat of the Boston council
candidates he sponsored so vigorand now the national convenCummings of Boston Also ously
tion issue appears to be ground on
which he will clash with the Ely
Opposes Unpledged Del- Inc
ces.
"salary Grab"
*mates to Democratic
Nk'hilt. Vail Myer legislators./ refused to be Tioted on t
theil$400
I:on vention.
"salary grab," they defende
he action. Claim was that se era! did
John J. Cummings of Boston, for. not accept any work, al.-- usual oclieutenant-gm - cupations. during the period in
Hwy
Democratic
nor candidate, joined Mayor Cur- which the legislature was subject to
durifng the weekend, In attach- call. although they actually did not
'- Z
.1 • j
c
ing Frank J. Donahue, chairman of have to go to Boston half the time.
the Democratic State committ
Fall River Democratic leaders
GURLEY SENDS TELEGRAMS
for suggesting a slate of unpledvd have not yet become enthusiastic
delegates-at-large for the Demo- -over the national convention deleFare.HARITY GRID GAME
cratic National convention.
gateships and possible candidates
BOSTON. Nov. 17. M.—Mayor
Both Curley and Cummings want are waiting to learn where the conft delegation pledged to Governoi vention will be 'held. There is no
James M. C'urley, who is seeking to
Roosevelt of New York for nomi- pay for attending conventions, preraise $75,000 for the city's unemnation as the Democratic candidate sumably not even expenses, and
ployed by filling the Harvard Stafor president. Donahue continued those interested want to see how
dium to capacity when Holy Cross
far away the gathering will be. If
to ignore thg statement s.
and Boston college meet in a football
t 0,1 cc group it is in Boston there will be many
' Donahue ha, SUR'
game for charity on Thanksgiving
fair
composed of hine ' Governer Ely, aspirants: if in Chicago, a
day, today sent several thousand
Senators Walsh a At Coolidge, f Ms-- number; if in California, only a few,
telegrams urging the recipients to
of Boston.
MP(' Mayor Fitzgerald
District Attorney Foley of Boston,
attend the game. The net proceeds
Mrs.
Dr. Helen L. Doherty and
from the game will be given to the
forFrancis R. Sayre, daughter of
Boston Welfare department.
mer President Wilson,
Cummings asks what has cans.,t
the Donahue group to "run out" on
Roosevelt and pointed to Senator
Walsh particularly as one who had
favored Roosevelt's nomination previously. He saw in the move a
leaning toward some other candidate and demanded that the action be.brought into the open.
From this titmrward, it mat be expected that there will be conCurley styled the Donahue faction as "self-appointed Micawhers"
siderable bickering over the preference of candidates for the presidential
and "adventurers" endeavoring to
nomination on the demovatic ticket.
raise the fetish of support for faAlready the fireworks have been started by Mayor Curley of Boston
vorite sons in various states.
Directed Toward Ely
who is tied up wit Gov. Roosevelt cif New York, having endorsed the canCurley's remarks were deemed
didacy of the governor in a public address months ago. Neither at that
directed at proposals that Governor
time nor since, did anybody criticize the mayor for his action in this
Ely be considered as a suitable and
respeet as he wit -s entirely within his rights in so doing; but when he atavailable candidate for either president or vice-president.
tacks Chairman Donahue of the democratic state ,committee or any other
An unpledged delegation would
Idemoerat for fa voting the sending of unpledged delegates to the national
be free to support Roosevelt if ii
chose, but could swing to any can:democratic convention, he is assuming a rather dictatorial ,attitude.
didate it desired at the convention
Tn view of the conditions, thR delegates should he free to exercise their
and would be in a position to pi e judgment in support of the candidate who can make the strongest appeal
sent Governor Ely at the outset if
It desired.
!to the country, whether Roosevelt, Ritehie, Baker or somebody else.
The discussions are deemed a conMuch may happen before the time for the convention that might
tinual ion .of the Curley and ElyDonahue NU le with the Oernoput Roosevelt out of the running; and that, is perhaps equally true of
cratie nomination for governor rind
every other candidate mentioned. It would, therefore, he plainly opposed
possible federal patronage in the ()fang. Presumption is that Curley
'to the best interests of the party to have convention delegates pledged to
will -seek to organize another slate,
any candidate.
pledged to Roosevelt, and attempt
to defeat the Donahue-Ely-Walsh
Undoubtedly, the state committee under the advice of Chairman
combine at the ballot box.
Donahue
and other party leaders will pursue whatever policy it deems
HePlildieens point out that Donahue failed to name a war veter
best. calculated to bring a democratic victory. In this policy the coman ot a
Young volooral" to the
mittee and Chairman Donahue should be as free as was Mayor Curley
slate and indieation is that. Gin ley
will seek to use the veterans to
;when he endorsed Govornor Roosevelt's eandidaey in a lurid address. The
having one of their number on his
mayor is not working for the interests of the party or the promotion of
. ticket.
!harmony, when he comes out publicly to brand as self-constituted Mieaw!
Tilt To Continue.
:
The tilting between the Ely and
.hers those who favor sending unpledged delegates to the national catv.
C t.lay cdtc4ds will probably be eon
vent-ion. The latter ase. not attempting to play the role of self'appointed
tintahls froin now to the next state
primary when they will apparently
'dictators, nor is any of them logrqlling to deliver the vote of the state tei
hattr-aeek the governorship label of

,
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MAYOR CURLEY ESSAYS ROLE OF DICTATOR
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ttli3r particular candidate at the n4lonai democratic convention..
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Baker Urges Action Tat
Will Prevent Bank Failures

WHITESIDE DENIES

CURLEY STATEMENT

Former War Secretary, Speaking In Boston, Asks
Expansion of Federal Reserve System

•

Boston, Nov. 17—Expansion of the
Federal Reserve system to promote
banking stability was urged today by
Newton D. Baker.
Addressing a Boston Chamber of
Commerce luncheon, the former secretart of war suggested that Congress
enact a law whereby every bank holding deposits in the United States,:
whether federal or state charter, must '
be a member of the Federal Reserve
system and subject to its rules and
guidance.
"This," he said, "would prevent a eeeurrence of that string of state and
private bank failures which in the
outside region of the country has been
so shocking."
Because Baker has been mentioned
-.
Is a possible candidate for the Demo,
:Tette nomination for president in
shown
was
interest
tart extraordinary
In his address, which was broadcast
over a national hookup of 76 radio
stations.
Sitting beside Baker at the luncheon
was Mayor Jan,•es M. Curley of Boston, ardent euppatteo.oloGlioaioieranklin
D. Roosevelt of New Y.wk. It was recalled that when Ociv Albert C. Ritchie
of Maryland spoke here recently
Mayor Curley had a prior engagement
and couldn't attend.
Discussing his ptoposal for expansion of the Federal Reserve idea,
ti Baker suggested that banks not joinIting the system be taxed so drastically
ras non-members as to force them out
of business.
Baker praised the Federal Reserve
'system in its present form but held
that cnanges - as conditions made it
advisable to widen its scope.
What had demonstrated the necessity for such legislation, he said, was
the extraordinary period of speculavirtually
wherein
prosperity
tive
every business in the country became
converted to the theory that progress
would always be upward and that
there would be no more economic declines.
By such legislation as he advocated,
Baker said, the government would be
able to establish standards in banking
and would make it impossible for
banks to go into the securities business.
Baker also urged United States'
membership in the World court.
"I think the United States ought to
go into the World court at the next
session of Cengaiss," he said "It would
be a gesture of good will toward mankind. He warned, however, that the
World court itself would not stop or
prevent war,
in this connection he advocated
adoption of the. Capper resolution under which the United States would refuse assistance to any nation which
broke terms of a treaty and instituted
war. "The Senate should adopt this
as a declaration of policy," he aslerted.

1
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UNEMPLOYED CROWD
MARCHES IN BOSTON
C

Police Disperse Thousands all
City Hall—Interview with
Council Arranged,
BOSTON, Nov. 16 (A)—Thousand
of persons gathered In School street.
outside of City Hall this afternoolt
in connection with a demonstratios
called by an organization calling it.
self "The Unemployed Council
Boston.
The crowd, which had marched ta
informal procession from the com.
.
4
mon, gathering numbers as it MOVet
was met at the City Hall gates hi
a detail of police which granted admission to none but a committee of
five young men. Forcibly prevented
froropentering the City Hall and kept
moving by the pollee, the crowd
gradually dispersed.
The committee sought an interview with the mayor and the city
council which witiiewiffhered in reg.
session. They were informed
they might speak before the court.:
cil in executive session, each speak.:
er to be permitted 10 minutes.
The object of the demonstration.
as set forth in a notice, was a show
of strength before the city council.
under the slogan, 'Don't starve,
The notice
don't kill yourselves."
read, in part: "Let those that are
responsible for out' suffering provide
for the unemployed, organize and
fight. Turn out the .thousands with
Your wives and children and we will
demand from the city officia.la to
provide us with unemployment relief."

wi? /we e
Mayor James M. Curley has aske,_
that there be no broadcast, of the,
Boston College-Holy Cross benefit
game
Thursday
afternoon
unless
1 there is a complete sell-out.

//

tevx
Distinguished people visiting Boston keep getting keys to
the city
ayor
ley, but the number of robberies in that
presented by
burg
nowadays indica s that some one must carelessly leave the city
door
unlocked at night.

Jr

kipecittiffittratch to The Gazette
BOSTON, Nov. 16. — Alexander
Whiteside, cousel for the Massachusetts Tax association, denied last
night that, he originated the pmPosel of the assoclation to create a
regulatory
with
state commission
powers over expenditures of citics and
towns, as Mayor Curley alleged in his
attack on the proposal recently.
He characterized as absurd
the
mayor's accusation that he controlled
the board of tax appeals and said
Curley can do no more to restore
prosperity by cutting down the assessment on businpss real estate than
by any of the measures he is advocating.
Mayor Curley, when he learned Of
Whiteside's statement, said:
"Let him ride until tomorrow, I'd
rather answer hien then.
Mr. Whiteside said:
"If the mayor could see his way, In
this distressing but temporally period
of depression, to reduce assessments
on real estate used for bustnes and
commercial
purpoes — including
hotels, apartment and lodging houses
—sufficiently to allow such real estate a chance to live and to encourage sales and purchases, he would
make a far greater contribution to
the restoration of prosperity then he
is likely to make, in my opinion, by
any of the measures he is advocating.
"As to the Massachusetts Tax association, the mayor does not say I
control that. If he did it would be
as absurd AS his statement, that I
control the board of tax appeals. He
says I am its counsel. A counsel Is a
helper and adviser and not a dictator.
I did not dictate the proposal of
the Tax association that, the municipal finances should be subject to
greater state control than exists
at present. I did not even
originate
it. It was adopted after careful
thought and study by a singularly intelligent and well Informed body of
men.
0 ki*
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CURLEY'S SECRETARY,
W. F. MULLEN, DIES
— -

Offers Blood i-, Transfusion in Effort to ave
Stricken Man,

Mayor

BOSTON, Nov. ?.2. (iP).—William
1,', Mullen, aged 34, assistant secretary to Mayor JAMAS M.
Curley,
died today a few hours after the
mayor had offered to give his blond
in transfusion in an effort to nave
his life. Sheriff John Kelliher also
effered his blood to aid the stricken
man. Mullen died from a ruptured
appendix. '
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ASSESSORS HEAR 'Sawyer Says Greater
Boston is Defeated
APPEAL BOARD
ABOLITION URGED
Braintree Official Brands
Organ Instrument of
(t Wealthy Alone

once greater Boston has been
ForEdit":
Dear
beaten, and its newspapers are howling for fair. 85 cities and towns are
this year increased in their insurance rates, about 21 of them, all in

greater Boston, are increased • radically.
The legislature was called into
special session because of the kick
by these communities, to be urged
that these communities be relieved
from some of their increase, by
those cities and towns nut affecte&
taking the burden over ono illieeliselves.
The requests for such legislation
ran all the way from the "fiat rate"
Iproposal which would make Ware
pay the same as Boston and Chelsea,
to the proposals of Gov. Ely and
Mayor Curley to have Us take over
sonirlff-ifie burden. We licked
every ',deposal, tho the Mahoney
bill advocated by Gov. Ely was defeated by a close margin of 3 VOW
in the House.

(Special to The Gazette)
STATE HOUSE, Boston—An attack
on the newly created state board of
tax appeal featured the opening session yesterday in the State House of
the Massachusetts Assessors' association, convening for it 92nd annual
convention.
When in the course of an informal
discussion about abatements the subject turned to the state board, C. S.
Hannaford, veteran assessor of Braintree, turned his guns on that organization and declared that the only
persons to whom the board is of value
Is the corporations and wealthy.
Hannaford asserted that the board
has been of no use to the rank'and
file of the taxpayers of the commonwealth, the small homeowners, because
these either do not know of its existence or if they do, have not the
means to be represented before it.
Agreeing with his associates, James
Bennett, Lynn, assessor, commended
the suggestions made by Ma,a/algies
of Boston that Thilfir-g.tate
be abolished.
ir tl
should
glides
While not appearing as a defender
of the board, James J. Casey of Cambridge, chairman of the legislative
committee of the assessors' organization, suggested it might be well if
criticism of the board were reserved
until such time as that body has had
an opportunity of showing its worth or
Mr. Casey felt that
lack of worth.
the local assessors are in a splendid
position to be of assistance to their
communities at the present time by
reaon of the many local problems arising due to the business depression and
he suggested that they devote all their
attention to this phase of their work
before going afield to condemn the
state officials.
There was continuous , criticism of
the state appeal board,during the afternoon session but its work was defended by Henry F. Long, state commissioner of taxation and corporation.
The.commissioner said the board gave
appellants every opportunity to present their side of the case, a situation
which has not prevailed in the past.
The attack on the board was also
answered by one of its members, Alexander Lincoln. In detail Mr. Lincoln
explained the operations of the board
and maintained that if the assessors
have valued property too high the
same mistake has been made by the
board itself in the making of its decisions.
The session will be resumed today.

i
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The Boston papers are giving
vent to their spite by berating the
legislature for taking $400 for the
seven week session. A few years ago
we got $300 for a 15 day session,
and the Boston papers never said a
word. I think the state at large was
well served by the legislature; we
killed a lot of vicious legislation, and
it is well worth the $400 to most
districts, tho I freely grant that Boston, Revere and Chelsea do not get
much for their $400,
Roland D. Sawyer.
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URLEY WIRES FOR ROOTERS.
BOSTON, Nov. 18 (.43)—Mayor
,Tames M. f'i
leyr
who is seeking to
raise $75,0M`Tff" the city's
unemployed by filling the Harvard stadium to capacity when Holy Cross
and Boston college meet in a football game for charity on Thanksgiving day, Tuesday sent several
thousand telegrams urging the recipients to attend the game. The net
proceeds from the game will be
given to the Boston Welfare department.

R,Not p/s.-24..11
/v307
0/tx.
A True to Form.
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River Herald News.
It is not strange that Mayor Curley
of Boston is berating some of his
for having
Democratic colleagues
opinions of their own regar4ng what
nationMassachusetts delegates to t
al convention should do. It has become
a habit with Mr.....Lialsy to disagree
violently with members of his own
party in season and out. It would be
unusual if His Honor were not hurling
verbal brickbats at somebody. Boston
would not be Boston without it.
It would appear from this distance,
however, that Mr. Curley may find
in forcing his views upon
flifficulty
the leaders of the party, notwithstanding all his threats and oratory.
It may be that, if his demands are
rejected, the Mayor will sulk in his
tent. That may appear a serious
omen to some, bu t, after the jolt
James M. received in the recent
municipal balloting, the tent or the
tall timbers might prove the mast
comfortable place for him.
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New State Tax
Board Scored
By Hannaford
(Special to The News)
State House, Boston—A bitter attack on the newly created state board
of tax appeal featured the opening
session this morning the state house
of the Massachusetts Assessors Association convening for its 42nd annual
conference in the Gardiner auditorium.
During the course of an informal,
i discussicn about abatements the Subject came to the state board and
Charles S. Hannaford, veteran Braintree assessor, launched a vigorous attack on the board, declaring that the
only persons to whom the board is of
value is the corporation and the
wealthy.
Hannaford charged that the board
has been of no use to the rank and
file of taxpayers of the Commonwealth, the small home owners because they either did not know of its
'existence or if they did they did not
have the means to be represented belore it.
Support of Hanna.ford's criticism
was offered by James Bennett, Lynn
assessor, who took the occasion to
commend the sugegstion recently
made by Mayor Cnrley of Boston that
the board should-be abolished.
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6 ,Baker's Visit To Boston

S

wton 1),; Baker, President Wilson's.
War secretary, visited Boston recently. Why
Mr.
he made this visit does not appear.
Baker said he was not a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for President. lie
didn't come to MassaChusetts to discuss polities. It was just a friendly visit, he said.
But it must be admitted that it was somewhat strange that Mr. Baker from Ohio
chose to visit Boston for the first time when
the leaders of the democratic party in that
state are lining up support for several men
Ni•lose names are quite likely to be presented
at -the Democratic national convention.
of Boston is an ardent sup' •
Ma
o Jovernor Franklin D. Roosevelt of
por
New York. Governor Ely of Massachusetts
is not •reekoned as a Roosevelt man. Senator Walsh is suspected of being lukewarm
about the New York governor.
While this 'process of lining up Massachusetts Democrats is going on, it happened
that Governor Ritchie of Maryland visited
Boston and was entertained. Mayor Curley
was- not present at the dinner (riven to him.
Then along comes Newton D. Baker of Ohio.
Mayor Curley was absent when Mr. Baker
was given a dinner at the City Club, but
Governor Ely was there. Baker took pains
;(;) express his admiration for Mayor Curley.
The former Secretary of War did not commit himself to a discussion of national issues at the City Club gathering. He talked
very entertainingly about municipal .governJuents anheir problems. It gave him a
chance to say that he had faith in democracy of the old fashioned Thomas Jefferson
kind.
In interviews Mr. Baker denied that he
was a candidate for the Democratic nomination. Ile repeated his views with relation to the attitude the United States shotdd
take for peace. Incidentally, he said that
the United States seemed to be getting along
all right with the League of Nations, because Mr. Baker has all along been a
3taunch advocate of this Country becoming
a member of the League. But he offered no
other comments of consequence relative to
what might be considered national issues.
Mr. Baker's visit to Boston has been estimated to have been a success. Govcrnor
Ritchie, on the contrary, did not make such
a favorable impression there, although what
he had to say about the 18th Amendment,
which Mr. Baker did not refer to in his
speeches, was acceptable to the former supporters of Al Smith.
It is very evident from all this that there
will be a fight in Massachusetts for the delegation to the national convention. (boyernor Roosevelt will not be permitted to run
away with Massachusetts, although he will
have the banking of Mayor Curley. If there

;
is a fight in Massachusetts there WillifOk.EngNew
other
the
of
some
in
contest
a
he
land states. It may be that the fight will
also materialize in Maine, where Governor
Roosevelt's frierals expect the delegation to
be unanimous in his favor.
But it cannot be denied that Newton D.
Baker will be a formidable opponent of •
Governor Roosevelt in the approaching Democratic convention.. Judging from newspaper comments, Baker's strength is in- ,
creasing. He is an able, man,, comes from a l
great state, which has many delegates in the
national conventions and many electoral
votes. It seems certain that Baker must be
reckoned with, even though it is claimed by
some political writers that Roosevelt now
has enough delegates tied up to insure his
nomination on the first ballot.
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RUNNING TRUE TO FORM.
It is not Strange that l vorCurler of Boston is berating some of his Democratic colleagues for having...opinions
of their own regarding what Massachusetts delegates to the
flational convention should do. it has become a habit With
Mr. Curley to disagree violently with members of his own
pizrty in season and out. It would be unusual if His Honori
Boston'
were not hurling verbal brickbats at somebody.
would not be Boston without it.
It would appear front this distance, however, that Mr.
C.furley may find difficulty ill forcing his views upon the!
leaders of the party, notwithstanding all his threats and
oratory.
It may be that, if his demands are rejected, the Mayor
will sulk in his tent. That may appear a serious omen to
some, but, after the jolt James M. received in the recent
municipal balloting. the tent or the toll timbers might prove
the most comfortable place for him.
p/. 13 LE
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Good Politics
In saying that Mayor Curley wants to spend
a lot of money because he thinks it is good politics, the president of the Massachusetts Taxpayers' Association, Alexander Whiteside, raises a
question he cannot afford to leave unanswered.
good politics, we should suppose, is the kind that
wins more voters than it alienates, and thus en•
sures that degree of satisfaction among the people as to lead them to re-elect the author of it.
Whether Mr. Curley is right about spending becomes, therefore, a question of fundamental importance. As an advocate of retrenchment in the
' cost of government, Mr. Whiteside cannot afford
to let the assertion go unchallenged. If retrenchment is to be brought about, it must be as a result
of convincing public officials that it Is good politics, and that free spending is bad politics. This
Is not easily done, we admit, but there is a good
deal of evidence to show that the people do want
government costs kept down.
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&men Becomes
Noise-Conscious
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No Appeals Here
Detroit Mayor
Curley's Guest
To State Board
( At Grid Game
For Tax Rel

eqsja„y has organized a
notee commission, and the
commission purposes to
find out. A questionnaire has
been sent out, and
the good folk of Boston
are given a wide choice
of noises and asked to vote
for their favorite Iri•
tipathy. The list includes
loud speakers, motor
BOSTON, Nov. 21 i INS)—Mayoi
horns, riveting machines,
airplanes, milkmen, tugFrank Murphy, of Detroit got fl
boat sirens and whoopee.
"break" today.
In New York, there was.
and is a noise commisComing to Boston to address the
sion. It has done cons
iderable. good work. It. has
Ford Hall Forum tomorrow night on
silenced the subway turns
tiles, for instance—or "Free Speech," Detroit's chief execu
virtually so. It is encourag
tive purchased a Harvard-Yale footing the invention of
such gadgets as noiseless rivet
ball ticket, but it called for a seat
None of the residents,
ing machines and
business
houses or corporations
window ventilators that brin
way back in the stands.
of
g in an atmosphere
have as yet entered a claimthis city
When Mayor Murphy shook hands
that can be breathed hut . not
for reheard. It is barely
ductions in taxes before the
with Mayor James M. Curley at City
possible that Boston's nois
board of talc appeals that new state
e commission . will do
is
attac
ked
hall this forenoon Boston's mayor
today by Mayor Corley of
as much.
Boston for
i sweeping abatements
- . .
La4cited the Michigan visitor and Dagranted recently
Certainly, noise is not alone
by the board. Mayor
vid Niles. head of the Forum, to be
inconvenient and
Curley has called
for a grand Jury inves
annoying. It is expensive. Dr.
tigation of the
William Braid White, his guests at the battle between the
arts of the board that
Crimson and the Blue. They acceptwas created
the acoustics expert who has
by the 1930 Legislatur
measured noises all
ed. The official pasteboards call for
e, and started
to function early this
the way up and down from the
seats
right
year.
on
that
human heartbeat
Its mem"little old 50bers are Alexander Holm
yard line."
to the roar of Niagara, says
es of Kingsthat the noises of
ton. chairman: Alexande
Mayor Murphy was presented with
r
Linco
ln of
America overload the office payro
Boston, John D. Wright
lls of the coun- an autographed photograph of Mayof Brookline
and George K. Pond
try by at least $375,000,000
or
Curle
cif
y
and signed the Mayor's
Greenfleld,
. He blames noise for
clerk.
guest book.
the epidemic known as "four
Mayor Curley claims the
o'clock nerves." If
Mayor Murphy said he was "takboard Is
the champion of wealth
there were no hbisea't'd afflict
and corporathd brain workers 'cif ing a day off" and had no comment
tions at the expense of
to make oh current affairs.
small home
the nation, he says, we coul
owners. The mayor point
d reduce our office I
s to the soAsked why he did not present ma
employes—from
called tax abatement
executives
to
"rack
Messengers—by visitor with one of the shllalahs be
ets" in
New York, and asks if a
some 5,000,000, which might
simil
be good for dividends brought from Ireland, Mayor Curley
is in progress in this state ar racket
. He cites
said:
but a positive aggravation of
specifically an abatement
the unemployment
of $3,500,"Look at his face, he don't need
000 in the assessments levie
problem.
d by the ,
a shilalah."
Boston assessors on the
pipes anti
There was a laugh all around
Still, we won't, always have
,conduits of the Boston
the depression. Mayor Curle
Consolidated
y arranged to introduce
I Gas Company.
Economy of labor. soon will
he as desirable as it Mayor Murphy at the Forum Sund
Assessor John A. Swan
a
used to be. Boston, trying to
night
.
that but two appeals have said today
make labor happier
been made
by eliminating a prime source
in
recent years against
of nervous fatigue,
ments of the as.sessors ofthe assessIS promoting efficiency. .
•
and both were to the county this city
commissioners. In neither case
was the acW 0 t3 ut2P17
SP
tion
of
/ he 4,
the
local
board
-1;v1 E
4_
of
7/.1
overruled. Under the old lawassessors
1-1/11/01"
st/2140
from the assessors was only appeal
to the
CALLS FOR (1"I`
county commissioners, with
Mayor Curley replies with
appeal possible to the Super a final
heated
ior Court
on questions of law.
rhetoric Mlle demand of the
ON CITY LAND l'IZ
MasICH
Under the present law an
sachusetts Tax association that
appeal
may be taken either to
asthe county
sessments on commercial
commi
ssion
ers
or
to
the state
property
tax appeals, whose decision board of
be reduced. "Mr Whiteside
Mayor Curley yest
and his
The new board is having a Ls final.
erday asked the
busy time
'organization," the mayor says
with a huge number of
city council to
, "are
appeals that
rodUce to $132,350
have
been
'exp
made
ound
to
ing
them and sits
a theory of economics
the price of $200,000
daily from 9.30 to 4.30.
placed Or city
'that results in private gain, while
owned land of more
I
than 60,000
'am expounding a theory that
square feet at Chestnut
has
Hill and Com'for its sole purpose the welfa
re and
zeonwealtp avenue,
AJ
Allston.
'happiness of all the taxp
ayers of
The reCommendati
on was referred
'the city of Boston." But, as the mayto the committee.on
I 4 d 4/
public lands. Ob-or goes on to attack the boar
d of
jections to any redu
ction is certain
tax appeals, saying that it
Henry L, Hayworci of
contains
Attleboro, Who
to be
made
by councilmen
celebrated MA ninety-nin
no members conversant with
who
th birthday
real
last week, is slid to he
•vigorously opposed the
estate values, it is fairly clear
the oldest. livrecommendaing Civil War veter
that
tion of the mayor toan in Massa
he fears a reduction of assessme
dispose of the
chtisetts. He is in fair
nts
health and
property. The
price
in
able
spite
to
which
of
parti
himse
the
cipate in receptions Wu
lf. If that is the
mayor desires in have
held
in his honor.
case, the only salvation for
fixed is
4
the city's
Ourley presented Mr4 January Itayor
taxpayers is a reduction in
1
1111M
ILM
•per foot. He considers the
i gold—heeded cane
municiprice get
AA his gift to the
pal expenditures equivalent
by the council .as more than
oldest Bay Stater &min
to the
any pros.
s "the boy. of
decli
Thf?
ne
in
old
reve
nue from lowered valpective purchaser will pay.
gentleman is the
survi
ving
member of Company only
uations. That is the course
for May/ of
, the old "fighting
seventh" massachu
or Curley's initiative. Ther
I setts and he Is a
e lies the
memb
er
of
opportunity.
A. Streeter poet,
William
0. A. R., of Stale
- I
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New Group Brought Into
Prominence by Curley
Attack
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t.-BROAD PROGRAM
Massachusetts Tax Association Recommends Legislation Intended to Provide
Relief From Increased Taxation
Rigid control of municipal finances throughout Massachusetts, covering both borrowing and expenditures, is
the aim of the Massachusetts Tax Association to provide
relief from increased taxation, and evidence was furnished
a few days ago that the organization intends to conduct a
vigorous .fight to realize it. The proof was the association's
submission to the special recess commission on taxation of a
summary of the legislation that it proposes.
The association's move is based on the belief that the
source of reckless expenditures will be blocked by placing
aiditional cheeks on borrowing outside the debt limit,
throwing muni ,al budgets open to public inspection prior
to passage, and compelling city councils to grant hearings
on items comprehending increased expenditures.
Prominent in the Tax Association's program is a provision for the creation of a board on municipal finance in
the state department of corporations and taxation, which
would be given authority to have municipal finance experts
)versee the expenditures and borrowings.
In tightening up on municipal loans, the association
would make it impossible for any city or town to petition
e legislature for authority to borrow outside the debt
Itmit, or for any purpose not authorized by law, unless the
new board had received notice before September 1st of the
petition scheduled for .filing in the legislative session beginning the following January.
The organization favors legislation whereby no city
budget could be passed until after it had been open to
public inspection for a period of thirty days, with opportunity for public hearings on all items constituting in'.
creases. One hundred or more taxable citizens could bring
about such hearings.
The proposed new board would be given the power to
report to the legislature on municipal petitions and to pass
upon appeals by citizens against local increases. Appeals
could be filed by 250 citizens and the board would be
authorized to eliminate protested items from local budgets. In the event of eliminations being made, a city council or town meeting would have the right to place the issue
before the local voters for final decision on referendum by
a two-thirds vote. The intention also is to give the new
board the authority, subject to the tax commissioner's
approval, to effect a more efficient and uniform method of
local assessment of property.
The Tax Association's program comprehends some
radical changes in the field of municipal finance and
Mayor
• •of Boston immediately attacked it as unsoun . thers probably will resent the attempt to give the
state authorities so much power over the conduct of local
financial affairs. On the other hand, undoubtedly there
are many citizens throughout Massachusetts who feel that
some such drastic steps are necessary to correct conditions.
which are jeopardizing the future of some Bay State cities.
Because of its possibilities foA good the legislative program
mierits the most serious consiieration.
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ATTACKS STATE

TAX BOARD
Assessor Declares Only
Wealthy Benefit
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Nov. 18.—Attacks on and
defense of the newly created state
board of tax appeals marked the sessions of the Massachusetts Assessors'
association here toda:.
C. S. Hannaford, veteran assessor
of Braintree, declared the only persons to whom the board is of value
are members of co^porations and the
wealthy.
Mr. Hannaford asserted that the
board, created by the 1930 Legislature, had been of no use to the rank
and file of the taxpayers of the Commonwealth and the small home owners, because these either do not know
of Its existence or have
not the
means* to be represented before it.
Agreeing with his associate, James
Bennett, Lynn assessor. .:ommended
the suggestion made by Ma or James
M.,,X_Igley of Boston somet
that the state board be abolished.
While not appearing as a defender,
James J. Casey, chairman of the legislative committee of the assessors'
organization, suggested that it might
be well if criticism of the board
were reserved until such time as that
body has had an
opportunity of
showing its worth or lack of worth.
Mr. Casey felt that the local assessors are In a position to be of ,
assistance to their communities at
present. He suggested they devote
all their attention to this phase before going afield to condemn the
state
It was suggested by others that
the
assessors have far more experience
in
valuation than the members of the
boarn and that too much attention
may be given by the state body
to
experts retained by interested parties.
Alexander Lincoln, a member of the
board, declared that if the
assessors
have valued property too high
the
same mistake has been made by
the
board of appeal in making its
decisions.
Mr. Lincoln quoted
instances In
which the state board has
the assessments of the local lowered
officials
only to learn that In actual
sales the
amounts received for the
properties
I Involved was considerably
lower than
Ithat determined by the
state board.
The board must also hear
the experts
because it Is a semi-Judicial
body. It
did not follow, however,
that the
board accepted the estimates
of the
experts, he added.
Henry P. Long,
commissioner of
taxation. said the state
board gave
appellant every opportunity
to present their case, a situation
•not always prevailed in which has
the past.
Whether -the decisions are
right or
wrong, it Is the duty not
only of the
assessors, but himself as
to exercise every effort well, he said,
not only to
reach, proper
determinations of valustion but to have the
foots am
lc.
The meeting will be co
d tomorrow.
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W. L. TUCK ON
la ROOSEVELT

"MISS CAPE ANN

•

Whitfield L. Tuck, President of the
Roosevelt-For-President Club, Massachusetts, of which Mayor James M.
Curley is Honorary President, gave
0'
followingstatement last evening:
"Every week sees the lead of Governor Roosevelt as Democracy's candidate for President growing bigger and
bigger. It is only natural that other
candidates should appear and that
their friends should advance arguments in their favor. I have nothing
to say regarding any of the many outstanding Democrats who are now openly considered from other sectiodli of
the country, except that I feel that
Roosevelt has superior qualities as a
candidate to go before the people next
fall.
"The attempt to cloud the issue in
ts by .petty polities is hardMasac
ly worthy of consideration by men
who are sincerely anxious to Serve
their country and their party. Some
of those behind this movement came
into the limelights with the advent
of the Tom Thumb golf courses and
probably will go out in the same manner.
"The candidacy of Governor Roosevelt has never been in the hands of
the politicians. It has always been
in the keeping of the people. I look
to see him nominated on the second
ballot, after all the favorite sons have
had their brief mements of glory."
(Signed) Whitfield L. Tuck
Wincheeter. Mass.
„1
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CURLEY TO ADDRESS

kQ

1300 WOMEN IN N.Y.

Mayor Curley will invade New York
.) 1.771
en 1000 women espousing
Dec: 2the Presidential cindidacy of Gov.
Roosevelt why the Democrats ehould
choose him as their standard bearer.
The dinner at which the mayor will
be the principal speaker will be held
in the ballroom of the Hotel Commodore. Its purpose as outlined by Elizabeth Smith Edwards, chairman of
the Empire State committee of women, is to arouse a militant activity
among the women of New York and
the nation in favor of the nomination
of Gov. Roosevelt.

GUEST OF HONOR
AT THE STRAND
Miss Marion E. Low, this year's
"Miss Cape Ann", was the guest Of
honor last evening at the Strand
theatre, where Mayor John E. Parker presented her with a pass entitling her and guest to attendance
at either the North Shore or Strand
theatres of this city for the year
1932.
Her entrance into the theatre at
about 8 o'clock was heralded by the
band of Capt. Lester S. Wass Post,
The American Legion, which sponsored the Armistice ball where Miss
Cape Ann was chosen. The band, led
by Director Richard D. Vale, marched from Legion hall to a place opposite the Strand theatre where it
played several selections and then
Loox its position on the stage to open
and close the presentation exercises
wan appropriate music.
Directly after the showing of the
moving picture of Miss Cape Ann
meeting Governor Ely's representative at the State House and Mayor
James M. Curley at Boston City hall,
the-Itedie--weserlim, and Manager
Charles B. Craig introduced Miss
Cape Ann to the audience and then
surrendered the stage to Mayor Parker.
Presented with Pass.
The mayor congratulated Miss
Low on her well-earned title, and the
Strand theatre for cooperating so
heartily in promoting this annual selection. .He also commended the
American Legion for their sponsoring
the good
this event, and spoke ofcommunity
work done by them in the
Then he presented the honoree Kuesi
with her complimentary pass.
expressing
I Miss Low responded,kindness exher gratefulness for the
tnis ocon
tended her by everybody
casion, and thanked the theatre managements for their courtesy. Miss Low
was charmingly gowned. Her guests
for the evening were her mother,
Mrs. William H. Low, Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Tully and daughter Pauline,
Miss Lou E. Low and Mrs. Joseph W.
Smith.
With Mayor Parker, 'were Mrs. Parker and their son, J. Edson Parker,
who ocJr. Among the Legionnairesalong
the
cupied chairs in other boxes
same side of the house, were Senior
Laurie
Vice Commander S. Emerson Comand Mrs. Laurie; Junior Vice Mrs
with
Clark
mander Raymond B.
Clark, Sergeant-at-arms Percy J.
Sloan with Mrs. Sloan, Past Commander Francis A. McDonald with
Markuson
Mrs. McDonald, Wiliam H. Morris.
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Elizabeth
Miss
Another guest was
Brigham, wno was cnosen "Miss Cape
19S0.
Ann" at the Armistice ball of
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PARK 12 HOURS
IN BOSTON NOW
IS CURLEY PLAN
Will Be Continued Indefinitely If
It Is Found Successful
Roston, Nov. 24—A drastic change
In Boston's parking regulations, advocated by Mayor Curley and adopted
yesterday by the traffic commission,
will permit holiday shoppers to park
cars for a maximum of 12 hours on
the majority of downtown streets
where parking is now allowed, without fear of police Interference.
. The scheme, an outgrowth of the
mayor's alternative parking plan, will
be a Christmas shopping, season experiment, and if successful will be
adopted permanently.
/t provides that on Boston streets
where one hour parking is allowed,
automobiles may he parked on one
side between 1 a. m. and 1 p. in. At
the latter hour the shift to. the other
side of the street will be mandatory.
Enforcement Promised
A apecitic guarantee by Police CornmissionPr Hultman of strict enforcement of the regulation preceded its
adoption.
On certain downtown streets, like
Washington and Winter streets, and
other narrow thoroughfares which are
so narrow that traffic would be impeded by a line of ears, no parking
will be allowed. Parking on Tremont
street probably will be restricted to
I the west or Boston Common side.
,
I The plan will go into effect about
December 1.
The traffic commission will hold an
emergency meeting at 10 o'clock this
morning to perfect the regulation, by
stipulating the streets which will not
come within the scope of the rule.
The experiment, In the belief of
Mayor Curley, will mire the alt-day
parking evil, will opeti
13o:eon's
streets to thons.inds of automobilist&
and will give Chriatmas shoppers practically unrestricted time to patronize
Boston stores.
It is the. judgment of Police Commissioner Hultrean that the alternating
regulation can be enforced. He expresseda 'keen desire yesterday for a
trial of the plan and when asked by
Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman to define the attitude of the pollee department on the question of enforcement, he replied. "The regulation
can he enforced and I will enforce it."
()Metals of the chnmher-of commerce
and of the Retail Trade bureau, wit4v;
have been opposed to the permanenfi
adoption of the mayor's plan, eitherz,
withheld specific comment on the ae
non of the trallic--eammission or indicated, last night, that they would
await the result or the eFperimeta.:
with keen interest.
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the extreme wets,

State, Mayor Curie& 'Of Boston, be distrusted by
When Two New York
cat-footed on
such pal-a ma, trfeeMused the in- who regard him as
And if he does not see
himself, the
Governors Lunch Together .vitation to attend. Smith
public state eye to eye with Smith on the reissue.

•

•

jwhile ;avoiding any
W'resident Hoover, Dino Grandi
'ntent against Roosevelt, has equally
hold
not
did
Stimson
Wd Secretary
and more significantly avoided any
conference public statement in his favor, and
historic
the
only
Wednesday. There was another in in private conversation invariably
refers to hint as 'that feller: What
New York at which the fate of
the two men will say when they
involved.
nations was in its way
are In a room alone would interest
F'orm'er Gov. Alfred E. Smith and everybody. There is bound to be
They were popresent Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt embarrassment.
litical friends, not really personal
sat together. The spokesmen for
friends. Smith's personal friends
neither conference would say what are a different type front Roo.sehad been talked about or what veil's—the Raskob-Kenney type.
"Socially Roosevelt and Smith
decision arrived at. Both intimated
that they had discussed economics. are of different worlds. There is
hot and never has been any perWe can't, grasp the import of ,
Ronal fondness between them, no
the Washington conference, nor social compatibility. Politics, not
really wonder much about it. We personality, brought them together,
can all understand the New York and when they differ politically
there are no personal or social ties
meeting and may wonder how
to hold their friendship in a conplace—
those two men sparred for
ference like this. The anti-RooseThe velt friends of Smith are naturally
and perhaps didn't get. it.
two New York governors are both convinced the talk will not result
In a Smith indorsement of Rooseof Very great. appeal and also
velt. For Smith to go over now,
of enormous importance as indi-'they say, would
be equivalent to
And because what theyl letting his friends down, and Smith
viduals.
say or do is going to concern us does not let his friends down. It
all as we are all interested. Frank i3 probable that after their talk
will both say that they
R. Kent, by far the ablest political they
touched
t
upon Presidential politics
writer in the country, spreads the
ipnly incidentally; that they dispicture as he sees it, for his Balticussed questions of State budget
more Sun column this way:
and State affairs. That will not be
"The Governor is far in the lead
true, but it will be in accordance
as a candidate for the Democratic
Smith, with political custom. Presidential
Presidential nomination.
politics is uppermost in the minds
as the titular leader of his party
of both and is bound to he dieand its most influential man, does
cussed. Particularly the question
Once
not favor his nomination.
political friends, thier relations for of prohibition will be discussed.
"Smith is preparing to lead the
more than a year have "been
fight for a straight-out declaration
strained and their personal conin the party platform for repeal of
filets perfunctory and few. Now,
the Eighteenth Amendment. He
at a critical moment in hie fight,
and Raskob are determined to
with the friends of Smith openly
swinging toward Ritchie as the force that in the platform. They
re more concerned about it than
man with whom to block the
Roosevelt nomination, Roosevelt nything else. Roosevelt, while on
invites Smith, by letter, for a con- ecord as personally favoring rehas given various indications
fldential talk. If Smith even pashat, a platform straddle on the
sivelY supports Roosevelt he is sure
to he nominated. If Smith actively mestion would be satisfactory to
opposes him. in all probability he iirn. One sign of this was in last
when
he
blocked
the
cannot be. They are to be by them- darch
selves. In view of the fact that laakob effort to have the National
this time the Democratic nominee .7ommittee adopt a repeal resoluwill have better than an even ion. Another was his statement
year ago that prohibition should
chance of being President, the
Interest in the conference needs no le a secondary issue in the 1932
•ampaign. Another is the fact that
explanation.
"It is obviously important. Upon ,he great bulk of his present supSmith's attitude after the confer- port for the nomination is from
ence may very easily depend the t he dry States of the South and
They believe that RoosePresidency. As to his attitude be- W"st•
fore going in there seems no doubt velt will favor a plank on prohibiPractically every close (Ion that will not embarrass any
at all.
friend Smith has is exceedingly Democratic candidate running with
hostile to Mr. Roosevelt.
Mr. hint for Senate or House in a dry
So far an they are conwho is perhaps his closest, State.
has been more or less open about center]. he can be as 'wet as he
it. Mr. Hague, of New Jersey, is Pleases personally if he does that.
anti-Roosevelt.
extremely
Tony "considering these, things, it in
Cermak, Mayor of Chicago. after "I'd to see hew Mr. Roosevelt. can
a talk with Smith. gives out an cooperate completely in the SmithThe Raskob program. If he does he
anti-Roosevelt
interview.
Massachusetts machine, which is riAlis the dry support which gives
PrO-Smith, staged last week a him his lead and pills hirnself in
great Ritchie demonstration, which the position of being afraid of
caupati,,,tbajkailaromt,sjimmier, An ta
,
Smith.
_Moreover. .he would atill,

peal plank, he gives Al defendable
reason for opposing his nomination.
It is the general belief that that, is
what Al wants."
it tf/e3
ill
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By MAYOR CURLY
:46115g responsibiliIn view of the-61
ties in connection with unemployment
relief, in which every citizen is expected
to do his or her part in alleviating suffering, maintaining the morale, and fostering a spirit of hopefulness and confidence,
maintaining the pay-rolls and reaching
out to provide for additional jobs, I
want to call attention to one phase of
community service, in which everybody
should share.
Discarded clothing, shoes, rags, newspapers, books, magazines, kitchen utensils, pictures, kinck-knacks, furniture,
carpents, rugs and bedding may be con- ,
verted into work and wages for needy
unemployed through the well-known
community service corporation called
the Morgan Memorial Goodwill industries.
More than 6000 needy persons from
Boston and vicinity were given employment in this manner at the Morgan
Memorial last year. $212,000 realized
from the sale of reconditioned waste
materials, were paid out to them in
wages. Five hundred different persons
may be employed there each day if the
necessary amount of discarded clothing
can be collected, and some subsidy
provided to meet the difference between
the income from the sale of reconditioned goods and the wages that have to be
paid.
In recognition of 25 years of unselfish,
sacrificial, and constructive service to
Metropolitan Boston, during which time
several million dollars have been saved to
the taxpayers and contributing public,
and many thousands of persons saved
from pauperism, and encouraged and
helped to noble living, I hereby set aside
the week of November 15th as a Morgan
Memorial Goodwill Industries week,
during which time the citizens of Boston
are invited to visit the plant and various
departments of this mutual enterprisa
that serves everybody, regardless of
creed or color.

I
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WILLIAM F. MULLEN,
CUIll,EY AIDE, DIES
BOSTON, Nov. 22
F. Mullen, 34. AssistantAP).—Willtans
r ::reta.ry to
Mayor .Ismes M. Curley lied
a few hours after the mayor today
had offered to give his blood In
transfusion
in an effort to save his life.
John Kelliher also offered hieSheriff
to aid the stricken man. Mullenblond
Merl
from a ruptured appendix.
C
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BOSTON-or
ey tells Dist.
Atty. Foley fie
a grand jury
investigation justified Into
the possibility that "a tax
system is /a full abatement racket
operation
at the
nresent 'e

,

PROBE PLANNED
ON TAX RULINGS
• BY HUB MAYOR
CaLlAy Suggests Grand Jury Inquiry to Foley After Abatement by State Board

•

tells very plainly why we mad the
reduction."
Earlier Curie) Statement
In a statement earlier in the da
which revealed that the loss of revenue to the city in the gas company
case would be $107,800, Mayor Curley
declared that "the board of tax appeals finds the value of the property
in question to be $21,000.000 and this
notwithstanding that the gas company had filed a sworn return to the
commissioner of corporations and
nhfeor the years 1929 and 1930,
taxation,
atiioni
i returnstinder oath stated that the value of these particular
properties was $24,085,524 and $25,351,200, respectively.
"A few more decisions of this kind,"
the statement continued, "will create
such a public furore that public opinion will drive these men from the
board and create a legislative demand
for the abolition of the board and a
return of its functions to the proper
tribunal, the board of assessors, with
an appeal to the courts to -correct
any errors made by the local board."
I/

Boston, Nov. 30—On the heels of
the announcement that the state
board of tax appeals had reduced the
tax valuation of the Boston Consolidated Gas company's property from
$24,500,000 fixed by the board of assessors to $21,000,600, Mayor James
M. Curley late yesterday afternoon
wrote Dist-Atty William J. Foley expressing the belief "that possibly a
tax abatement racket system is in
full operation at the present" and
giving as hie. opinion that a grand
jury investigationis justified.
Mayor Curley forwarded a complete
'list of the cases from Boston, and
the findings of the state board of tax
appeals. The mayor said that every
announced decision in cases presented was against the city of Boston.
The mayor expressed the opinion that
a grand Jury investigation is the only
means available at present "for providing the necessary measure of protection to the municipality and the
citizens of ilo.ston."
•
Three Decisions Given
Many eases were appealed to the
state board of tax appeals and were
heard before that body. In a number
agreements were made between the
parties and the approval was given
She agreements by the board. Of the
ther cases heard, decisions were anounced in three, and those three decisions are the ones referred to by
Mayor Curley in his letter to DistAt t y Foley.
They are as follows: Boston Consolidated Gas company, personalty,
reduced $3,500,000; Boston & Maine
railroad, reduced $1,089,100; and J. C.
L. Dowling et al, adrn, reduced $61,300.
Wright Defends Abatement
the
John Wright, a member of
state board of tax appeals, declared
the
last night that the reduction of
gas company's tax was justified by
the facts presented.
Wright,
"In the first place," said Mr
"It was shown that $1,000,000 has
combeen erroneously added to the
pany's property by the Boston assesasthe
sors. This was admitted by
sessors. The $1,000,000 was the value
ng
they placed on a gas manufacturi
has
plant from which the machinery
use.
been disposed of or was net in
Evidence that was presented to us
showed that the personal property of
the company in Boston had been
overvalued $2.500,000.
''That is why we decided that the
gas company should be taxed on
$21,000.000 instead of $24.500,000.
''The written decision of our boar

rn
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Charity Luncheon
For 11. C.-B. C. Game
Mayor Curley Makes First
Reservation for Kenmore Affair
Mayor Curley's check was received
by the Hotel Kenmore management
this morning reserving a table for
eight people at the Charity Luncheon
which proceeds the annual Boston
College-Holy Cross football 8114ne•
Immediately following the receipt of
Mayor Curley's reservation the morning mail brought in a number of additional reservations from Boston Col.lege and Holy Cross alumni scattered
throughout New England.
Thit luncheon is given under the
auspices of the Boston College-Holy
Cross alumni at the Hotel Kenmore,
Kenmore Square, Boston. on Thanksgiving Day. Fifty percent of the total
proceeds of this luncheon will be
turned over to the unemployment
fund of the city of Boston. Luncheon
will be served from 12 noon until 1.30
o'clock, during which time the Boston
College Band will play. Both Boston
College and Holy Cross football teams
will have their luncheon before the
game at the Kenmore.
The alumni association of both colleges urge that all their members make
their reservations as early as possible.
at, the Hotel Kenmore for the number
of plates they desire at this luncheon.
Approximately one thousand alumni
are expected to attend, and this is a
place where you will meet your old
friends and college chums.
For the benefit. of those attending
the luncheon, the Hotel Kenmore will
operate special chartered Gray Line
busses from the hotel direct to the
Harvard Stadium. These busses will
have special police escorts thereby enabling the busses to go directly to the
stadium without any delay of traffic
or hold-up whatsoever. Only those at.tending the luncheon will have the
privilege of riding on these escorted
busses.
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CULWO ASK HUGE
SUM FOR RELIEF PLANS
Tells Ford Hall Audience
Legislature May Allow
$25,000,000 Bonding
Boston, Nov. 23—Mayor Curt* will
ask the Legislature in January for
pormission to borrow $35,000,000 outside the debt limit, and expects "they'll
allow $23,000,000," he announced last
night when he was suddenly drafted
by an excited Ford hall audience to
answer questions following a speech
of Mayor Frank Murphy of Detroit on
"Free Speech."
Although the questions were leveled
at Mayor Murphy, they so obviously
involved Mayor Curley's attitude toweed free speech on Boston Common,
censorship of books and plays, and his
ban on bleadlines and dormitories for
jobless single nval, that Mayor Curley
answered the questione
Defends Polley
11 defending his pulley of public
wort:s to provide unemployment relief
H -aid that he had been before the
1 • Aature each year for the past two
• • A to ask for money, and that each
: o:o he had received a major portion
of his request. This year he hecelved
nut 11 ill'i ty
to barrow $30.000,000 and
will prrsent a similar program in
January.
Mayor Curley chuckled and smiled
when Mayor Murphy, in reply to
questions, told the audience that a
radical might say anything he wished
on any street corner in Detroit without obtaining a permit; that Detroit
had no strict book and play censor.
ship! and that Detroit housed from
12,0000 to 14,000 single jobless men in
idle factories, and fed them during the
winter months. Mayor Murphy denied
that drifters and loaf:rs had come to
Detroit to take advantage of city welfare experiments, which he described
as the most ambitious of any American city.
Because of financial restrictions
placed on Detroit by the legal debt
limit and by bankers, and because of
the delinquency of taxpayers, the city
will have only about two-thirds as
much money to spend for relief this
winter as last but expects to raise the
rest ftsmi private sources; Scnator
Couzens has already subscribed $1,
000,000, Mayor Murphy said.
Floth Mayor Murphy and Mayot
Curley made repeated criticism of
President Hoover's administration.
"American cities of late years have
become the liattleground of social JIM
lice," declared Mayor Murphy. "The
state capitols in many instances are
too far away from the people. The
government at Washington is too far
away, too indifferent. The municipali-

t

ties themselves must wrestle with the
tgreat soda problems of this era of
transition."
He said that Detroit's unemployment commission, composed of experts, was studying the question of
the five-day week and six -hour day,
nd when its findings were finished,
Detroit would act "without waiting
for Wash ingt on."
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MAYOR GURLEY ATTRACTS NATIONAL ATTEN
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demonstrated almost limitless
Mayor Curley has again
ities for employment
opportun
resourcefulness by creating
in the variou activities of
for 1500 men during the winter
the park department
unemployment, made
This contribution to the relief of
arly difficult for
particul
is
it
when
at a period of the year
labor, is the crowning
any municipality to absurb idle
ding constructive leadoutstan
achievement of two years of
mayors.
n
America
of
ership by the foremost
d national attention
attracte
only
Mayor Curley has not
which has signalrecord
rative
admiinst
ble
by the remarka
ent but he has, withized his direction of Boston's governm
hed a municipal
establis
so,
out any deliberate attempt to do
depression, which
al
industri
dented
unprece
policy in an
the people of Bole,
has clearly justified the confidence which
ly.
decisive
ton have expressed frequently and
ed
It is not the fact that Mayor Curley has discover
6000
least
to
at
life
of
ies
necessar
means of furnishing the
idle
dependents of the 1500 men who would otherwise be
particuduring the cold winter months which appeals with
typical
lar force to the Gazzetta for such achievements are
Mr.
of
record
the
is
ng
force
appeali
The
Curley.
of Mr.
s
Curley since January 1930 in meeting the abnormal demand
which
manner
tive
construc
upon Boston in a clear-visioned,
stamps him indelibly as the outstanding leader of a progressive municipality.
We admire Mr. Curley for what he has done for the
betterment of Boston; for his whole-hearted and sincere interest in the welfare of its people; and for the remarkable
manner in which he has surmounted obstacles which would
have baffled a less courageous and less capable administrator of pubic affairs.
We ursqealifiedly hail Mayor Curley as the most valuable friend that the flak-Americans of Boston have had at
the
their command in Boston. His record of real service to
recoto
has
it
related
as
far
as
people has been distinctive
gnition of Italo-Americans.
He has provided employment for a great many in the
have
various municipal projects of major importance which
ns
extentio
subway
.
The
progress
in
are
completed or

been
beyond Governor square, the East Boston tunnel, the expansion of the East Boston airport, numerous street widen.

•

ings which have made Boston a better city; public buildings;
replacement of worn out street and sidewalk paving* with
medern roads and sidewalks -- all have given Italo-American opportunities for work under satisfactory conditipns
and for satisfactory wages.
Mr. Curley has inaugurated these improvements to meet
the needs of the city as well as to furnish work to the idle.
He proposes, too, to create in East Boston, a strandway comparable with that remarkable improvement in South Boston, which is a permanent tnemorial to his contsructive leadership. East Boston, where many thousands of Italian families maintain homes, will, within the next year, be able to
enjoy the advantages of a boulevard and bathing beach
not surpassed in South Boston. For this contribution to

their enjoyment of life, the
indebted to Mayor Curley.

people of East Boston will be
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GAttelAGE CONTRA,'
-- --past
The city of Boston in the
experiences
had
has
years
rty
e na)f an interesting and expensiv
disposal
the
with
n
connectio
Litre in
when
of garbage. As long ago as
his
'serving
was
Hart
N.
Thomas
1900
final term—and that was in
a
and 1901—a concern which had
contract with the city made during
Quint'',
the administration of Mayor
'at
badly
performed its duties
it
where
r,
Dorcheste
Pasture,
Calf
protest
mighty
was located, that a
went up from dwellers in Dorchester
and South Boston, and a demand
that the garbage incinerating works
be moved from the mainland had to
be heeded. Then it was discovered
that the city's contract with the
company had been so drawn that
the city would have to pay the cost
of abating a nuisance which the
company had created. And the city

gs,

did just that.
l'reviously, before Mayor Quincy's
Alderman
ended,
a d min istration
Presho of Charlestown had charged
t hat the city's law department had
presented the garbage company,
instead of the city in making the
contract, and Andrew J. Bailey,
head of the law department, resigned in a huff at the obvious reflection on his loyalty to the municipality, but Mayor Quincy induced
him to withdraw his resignation and
nobody apologized. After that, at
too frequent intervals, the people of
south Boston and other shore communities were compelled to undergo
a nuisance created by ineffective and
careless combustion of municipal
L;arbage, and it seemed as if the
city would never able to rid itself
of a iangerous handicap.
It lit merely a statement of fact i
that for ten years the garbage disposal contract has been held by a
Boston, concern which has lived up
to its agreement with the city and
has never ignored the fact that it
had a serious duty beyond the disposal of garbage, and that is to
dispose of it without annoyance to
whole communities or even sections
of communities.
A call for pro- ,
Iposals for another contract has resulted in a lower bid, submitted by
an outside concern,, than that offered
by the Boston company which has
given better satisfaction along every
line than was ever given before
under any contract for the work
with any concern. Before awardGIO N7
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Italians in
He has also displayed his high regard for
Italian
the
of
ment
entertain
His
ways.
Innumerable other
le
remarkab
the
ambassador to the United States during
remembe
long
will
1930,
Day,
observance of Columbus
recognition to
bered. Likewise, he has never failed to give
in Heston.
reside
the sons and daughters of Italians who
s, Frank
-American
halo
two
His official family includes
is
Leonardi
E.
Charles
Another,
Barasso.
Pedonti and Louis
has
Brogna
an assistant corporation counsel and Vincent
overseers of the
been deservedly chosen as a member of the
public welfare.
certain that
Through him, Mayor Curley has tnade
nt
to support
employme
Italo-Americans, unable because of
from the
aid
necessary
the
obtained
their dependents. have
purpose.
this
for
d
maintaine
is
which
t
city departmen
contracts
In the past two years under Mayor Curley.
Italians.
to
awarded
been
have
amounting to $10,000,000
no deTo the credit of Mayor Curley it can be said that
by
refused
been
ever
serving applicant for assistance has
himself.
by
the welfare department or
present
Considering the really big Americans of the
Because
included.
day, the name of Mayor Curley must be
Mississippi giver
of his interest in the development of the
been broadcast
have
which
addresses
valley, his radio
are wel l apeopiet
throughout the country, the American
is entitled
who
mayor
a
of
rightly
ware that Boston boasts
thinking
vely
constructi
foromost
the
among
to recognition
Americans.
I,
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•-1,11i'irst Aid to Parking Motorists
Boston is still in a state of heated uncertainty
where, when and how—or how long—its
plan,
motorists may park. Mayor Curley's 12-hour
side of
one
on
ue
halrrErtr
spending
cars
with
been
the street and half on the other side, has
butrade
retail
the
from
sign
"stop"
a
by
halted
Something
reau of the Chamber of Commerce.
being
better, or at least something different, is now
pondered.
;
Worcester can sympathize with the trouble
in all his
of the Boston traffic officials. Solomon
by tho
reputed wisdom would have been stumped
wilts
problem of getting 600 cars into a street
merchants
the
permitting
room for 400, and still
in alon. that street to do business. Parking.
that
difficulties
daily
those
of
most any city, is one
time.
.
thel,
before
old
motorists
make
satisfaction
We haven't solved it here, to the
But
solution.
such
no
is
There
of everybody.
more
Worcester motorists, who frequently spend
spends
time in quest of an opening than their car
might be
by the curb when they get it there,
subaided by a little handy information on the
parking.
of
ject
scattered
The needed facts hitherto have been
the little
In
regulations.
traffic
the
'through
ibrochure which the traffic bureau is publishing.
parked in
all the rules governing each street are
to leave his
one place. The motorist who wants
drive all over
car for to hours won't have to
signs, to
the business district, reading parking
done.
lawfully
Jind where this can be
useful.
The new booklet ought to be generally
save a
should
it
studying
in
A few moments spent
in driving about the
wasted
now
time
longer
Much
Information its pages contain.

as to
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highly problug the contract, it is
ion will readministrat
able that the
experiences in
prior
city's
view the
of refcontracting for the disposal
take into
will
and
garbage
use and
it has been
due consideration what
a company
from
obtain
able to
its agreefulfilling
which has been
people
The
detail.
every
ment in
acto
prepared
1,f Boston are not
which
methods
to
reversion
cept a
of
prevailed for the better part
years.
long
twenty
Al f
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All Day Parking in Boston W
eTAYOR CURLEY is making a mi-- in driving the Baffle commiss!onerA
Boston into permitting all
parking on practically all the streets
f down-town Boston.
Under the
lase of helping out the shoppers and
office workers, he is really turning the
streets over to the parking hogs. Where
1 one hoar or even a two hour limit Is
nforced, there has to be a movement
of cars, and five or six times as many
kiersons. can be accommodated in the
course of the day as is the case where
all day parking is allowed. The shoppers particularly will get the short end
of the arrangement. By the time they
arrive In Boston the curbs will be filled
with cars that are there to stay.
They
will circle around vainly looking for an
opening that does not exist. Moreover,
traffic will be congested in many a
narrow street if a solid line of cars
obStructs one side of it; and what a
tangle there will be at one o'clock,
when, in the Midst of t he busiest time
of the day, all the parked cars must,
according to the rule, be moved over
to the opposite side of each and every
street! We predict that nobody much
will like Mayor Curley's arrangement—
policemen, store keepers, drivers who
want to stop for a half hour or so—all
will find the plan annoying and troublesome. The only ones who will get
anything out of it are the parking
hogs, and they will grumble at having
to shift places exactly at one every day.
However, it, may have one good effect.
After Malden and other suburban
drivers have had a little experience
of it they will probably make up tlyir
minds to stay out of Boston and do
their shopping at home.
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Mayor Curley evoked smiles from
1 he'ffottwi'll,Fer know their national
who's who when he introduced his
Missi.sippi guest as Senator 'Patrick" Harrison. Even a maybe of
Boston, however, does not necessarily
know everything.
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in the special (fou
r hundred
dollar) session just pass
ed, ninety
legislative members vote
d for a flat
rate. All were invited
to the State
House yesterday for a
conferencel
BY J. V. CLARK.
on ways and means of
obtaining beCurl
ey
is
BOSTON, Nov. 21--The city
anxious to offer sub- fore the first Wednes
of stan
day in Decemtiation of his belief by
Holyoke was fortunate in having
naming' ber the necessary 20,000 signatur
no the atto
es,
rneys and the real esta
.1ended change shown in empl
5,00
0
from
each
te
of four countries,
oy- experts
whom he characterizes
lent and earnings in its manu
nece
ssar
y
to
as
bring the flat rate profaot- hold
ing a monopoly of the
:Dig establishments; which repo
present- position within the confines
rt atio
of the
n of the Boston cases
the State department of Labo
I.
and
to
R.
the
r boar
d.
d Industries, in October as corn
Fort
y-two of those invi
ted apDistrict Attorney Foley,
red with September.
com- peared and conferred with
Secrementing on Mayor Curley'
tary
of State Cook. All
s request
Holyoke reports 24 of these man
agreed to
- for grand jury proc
eedings and the support one flat rate
acturing establishments normally
petition.
abatement in the Boston
Last week two
. Inploying 7,886 wage earners.
Consoliseparate groups
In date Gas compan
y case said, "The filed flat rate petitions.
.11(ptember there were 4,30
It being ob7 em- Koppers compan
y of Pittsburg of VIOUR that it woul
ployed as compared with 4,14
d be foolish to
3 in which Andrew
Mellon is the guid- present two simillar
October. The average weekly
petitions to the
earn- ing spirit, has
since taken over the people the two grou
logs in September was 820.
ps have united
66 and Boston Consolid
ated Gas Co., ex- to support a single
in September $20.50.
petition.—Clark,
pended millions in deve
The state as a whole show
loping the
ed no company. Notwiths
tanding this apsuch decidedly pleasant cond
ition, plications for redu
ctions in assessin fact, the Labor departme
nt, can- ment valuation
of properties, now
vassing 1,058 representati
ve manu- in control of the
Koppers company,
facturing establishments
found in formerly the
Boston Consolidated
October, as compared with
Septem- Gas company, have
been requested.
ber, a decrease in wage-earners
em- Unless this policy
is checked then?,
ployed. a decrease in aggr
egate
the ever present
possibility of a
%veekly earnings and a decr
ease in
cf the Ch.cago situ
the weekly earnings of pers
ation
ons em^
ployed. The wage-earners decr
ease,
by number employed, was 8.1
per
Tlie
cent, the decrease In the aggr
,
egate
street and highway satety,
weekly earnings was 12.1 per
which is
cent
seeking all sorts of publicit
and the decrease in the
y in its
,average
efforts to increase highway
weekly earnings was 4.4 per
safety,
cent.
decl
ares that general child span
'TAX ABATEMENT RAC
kKET?
ing is in vogue in Madison, Wisc
onThe state board of tax appe
als, sin. In this city a child was
hurt in
created by the Legislature
last an automobile accident and the
reyear, and Mayor James M
y of sidents of one street, Virginia TerBoston are gOIng
-717
17 the race, formed a safety camp
aign.
mat in this case being a gran
d jury They
agreed kthat all children
Investigation.
should be kept from playing
in the
His honor, the mayor, want
s to street and once a child was foun
d
know if this state has a tax
appeal violating this rule any neig
hbor
racket as has New York
. He has might, and should, padd
le said
asked District Attorney
Foley of child and send it, him or her, hom
e.
Suffolk county to sma
sh the alleged
The plan, says the solemn govorganized tax abatemen
t racket ernor's committee, Is working
finesystem, In which he is
prepared to . ly. Not only are the children
being
involve three prominent
attorneys kept off the motor infested
highand a. group of prominen
t real es- ways but a community spiri
t Is detate experts.
veloping on Virginia Terrace.
Every
A tax assessment
reduction of holiday the street is rope
d off, food
$3,500.000 granted .by
the state and drink is served and
the whole
board to the Boston
Consolidated block enjoys a gala day.
Gan company with a
resultant loss
Paddling has become rare
r and
of 6107,800 of taxes
already paid, rarer and all the children
can now
provided the climax to
the various pit down to their meals
In a maxiattacks which Curley
has
been mum of comfort. If the story emmaking on the boar
d for its deci- phasizes on your mind
the wisdom
sions in favor of
appellants from o' keeping the youn
gsters out of
the judgment of loca
l assessors.
the street, it ha-s not
been told In
The tax appeal boar
d consists of va-in.
Alexander
Homes of Kingston
FLAT RATE PROGRESS
,
chairman, George
It. Pond of
Western Ma-selachuttett
Greenfield, and Alex
s motorists'
ander Lincoln will not
hail with complete
of Boston.
joy the
news
that proponents of
Holmes claims that
a flat rate
there is noth- ("et em -inst
ead of a zone system
ing to Curley's char
un-,
ges and that he der the
compulsory automobi
Is not worried.
le InHe states that the purance
law, are making
gas company case
headeay
was no different, in their
efforts to put, the
from Other VRAPR
flat rate
and that many of, prop
osal to the voters
the experts judging
under the Diproperties come lative and
from out of the stat
Refe
rendum. In Weste. He added ern
Massachusetts; rate
that "in each case
s are low
those .who appear, and moto
rists are not desi
are different part
rous of
ies, different wit- the prop
osed change.
Inseams, and differen
t attornr,voi."
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Clark Crusade Strongly ----'
Supported By Clergy

WARFARE OVER
SLATE STARTS

Radio Clean" Slogan Echoed by Ministers of
I p, Prominence Who Use Air and Exhort Him to Keep
%"'"' Up Fight

Charge Chairman Donahue Plans Unpledged
Democrot Delegation

Staess stoeiort ot the crussile Tieing
John L. Clark, program di'waged i
rector of WBZ-WBZA, on unwholesome radio grs and song lyrics has
been pouring into the station offices
In the form of letters and telephone
messages ever since he issued his mandate demanding that artists and anBouncers "keep radio clean."
Mayor .Tames M. Curley of Boston,
Rev Dr S. Parkes Cn,Dean Gleason L. Archer and a score of other
leading thinkers in the political and
religious life of New England. aside
from hundreds of sympathiArs in the
radio audience, have presented a solid
front on the "morality issue," severally
denouncing the salacious brand of
modern radio entertainment and exhorting Mr Clark to "keep up the good
fight."
Says Mayor Curley
"The vibrant note struck by Mr
Clark," declared Mayor Curley in his
comment, "should find a hearty reright-thinking
sponse from every
American and more particularly from
the mothers in the homes.
"The necessity for some form of
censorship through which it will he

•

grains and in view of the fact that the
radio audience is largely composed of
children in the home there is no quicker way to doom the radio to extinction
than to permit filth and obscenity in
radio programs.
"I trust that the courageous stand
taken by Mr Clark will meet with the
quick and unanimous response of the
public," Mayor Curley concluded.
Excerpts from other letters the WBZ
Program director received follow:—
Dr A. Z. Conrad, Park-street church,
Boston:—"It is very heartening to find
one man directing programs of the
radio taking a firm stand for wholesome, clean entertainment for the
home and against the persistent ten- '
dency to introduce various types of
broadcasting which are detrimental to
the influences of childhood particularly. I wish that there would be a
very strenuous requirement that all
broadcasting be on a high, moral
plane."
Gleason L. Archer, dean, Suffolk law
school:—"I regard Mr Clark's tnnouncement as one of the greatest expressions of what should be the true
spirit of radio broadcasting that has
ever been voiced by a responsible official of the radio industry. If we are
to preserve the innocence of childhood
and the aspirations of adolescent youth
we must see to it that this great
miracle of modern science be kept true
to ideals that have hitherto animated
it."
Rev M. J. Ahern, Weston college:—
"I am whole-heartedly In favor of anything that will remove suggestive or
so-called 'sophisticated' entertainment
from the air. Radio is too precious to
Prostitute to any base use whatsoever.
In a very real sense the responsibility
of the radio artist is greater because
he affects so many more millions than
do hooks or other literature, playa or
motion pictures. I trust that the efforts of Mr Clark will result in much
good."
Cadman and Gilkey
Rev Dr S. Parkes Cadman, Brooklyn, N. Y.:—"I have always felt rather
proud that the radio has kept itself so
clean in contradistinction to the
movies. If there is any creeping in of
things forbidden, certainly its prompt
arrest cannot come too quickly."
Rev Arthur Lee Kinsolving. Trinity
church, Boston:—"It is enheartening
to read Mr Clark's strong stand in
favor of a high moral tone for radio
programs.
JOHN L. CLARK
"During the earliest years of radio It
possible to eliminate every character enjoyed the worthy distinction of beof indecency from radio programs ing on a higher plane morally and
shottld be self-evident. The fact that artistically than any other popular
last., November there were but 30 amusement which reached the same
theaters operating in the United States number of people. There has since set
Is the best answer to those who favor in a natural tendency occasionally to
the injection of double-meaning jokes, drop toward poorer levels. But when
so-called, and indecency in radio pro- a man of influence and authority, such
gramme," the mayor pointed out.
as Mr Clark, takes this stand, and
"'robe sileCeSS achieved by the Shakes-. others like him, the radio will deserve
pea LO players from Stratford-on- to be a fundamental institution in
.Avore daring the past seasons, and the American life."
Rev Dr James Gordon Gilkey. See11;
attending the
audiences
tiaci y
oesi%tie revivals. in the best answer to Congregational church, Springfield:—
those who are fearful that radio pro- "I am glad to approve the stand Mr
grants if conducted with decency and Clark has taken and to add my supmorephy, will cease to he cie. interest. port to every movement which alms to
illexAeroblema and jazz music are rapid- Improve the type of radio program now
JOININtlilass ies sasnaler sleaze sne.A sant sue la this sounern't

TO CONVENTION
Rep, Sullivan JiS Says Effort Being Made to
Oust Roosevelt
By Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Nov. 20.—Warfare broke
out in the Democratic ranks today
over the movement on foot to send
an unpledgeci delegation to the national convention. It threatened to
bring to early determination the
sentiment Of Massachusetts Democracy for president.
Rep. Lewis R. Sullivan. Jr.. Dorchester, alarmed at prospects of an unpledged slate, said to he in the making by Chairman Frank J. Donahue
sf the state committee, filed a bill to
permit the voters of the state to
indicate their presidential preference
St the April primaries: He attacked
Donahue as a party czar.
The tension in the Democratic
party in the Bay State over toe choice
for president has been evideat for
some time.
Although there is at
present an evident sentiment for Gov.
Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York.
the fact that Mayor Curie
f Boston
is the prime
ocal campaign has threatened to alien:.te the
support of other leaders who fear
Roosevelt's nomination would add to
Curley's prestige.
Recently it was reported that
Chairman Donahue, who is believed
to favor Newton D. Baker for the
nomination. was planning a slate of
at-large delegates to go to the convention unplecigcd. This was seen
as a move to cheek Roosevelt a ascendancy In Massachusetts. The reported slate, in addition to the chairman,
Included Senators Walsh and Coolidge, Governor Ely, former Mayor
John F. Fitzgerald. Mrs. Francis B.
Sayre. daughter of the late ?resident
Wilson. Dist. Atty. William .1. Foley,
Boson, and Mayor Richard M. Ruaof Cambridge.
Ex-Service Men
Since this tentative slate became
known there
have
been several
threats to break it. The ex-service
men, disappointed
their failure
to have representation, have asserted
They would duplicate the stunt of
night years ago when they got behind Brig. Gen. Charles H. Cole as
n independent candidate pledged
to Governor Smith and licked the
l'a-I
'
t'e e proposal to give the voters an
opportunity to state their presidential prsfcrencs is not new, for Gov.
Alvan T. Fuller resorted to this plan
in 1928 to insure that Massach”setts
would support Herbert Hoover. The
vote is not binding, but is regarded
as instructions from the voter to the
delegates. A square is provided on
the primary ballot In which the voter
writes his choice. Under the
lidalltas
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clattsetta law delegates can pledge
theeneelves to a candidate sais with
his written consent.
"I have filed this bill," said Representative Sullivan. "so that in the
unlikely event that an unpledged
delegation should be elected, RS pro- )
posed by Chairman Donahue, the
voters will have a chance to register
their choice.
"The people have already made up
their minds on the different candidates. Senator Walsh, the leader of
Massachusett» Democracy, has already spoken. In a speech at Albany,
N. Y., on April 13, 1930, at the Jefferson dinner of the Albany county
Democratic organization he said,
speaking of Roosevelt, 'Seeing his
record of accomplishment, what the
nation needs is another Roosevelt.
Hera is an opportunity to bring back
the principles of Democracy. Millions are retvly to follow hire:
"Since UAL time the Roosevel..
strength has been steadily growing
until now he is far in the lead with
Massachusetts Democrats.
"Donahue now attempts to push
Roosevelt out by his plan to file an
unpledged delegation.
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PLANS COMPLETE
TO GET SIGNERS
RATE PETITION
(Special to the Times).
I have 1000 blanks,
on Which the sigState Mime, Boston, Novembe
r 21. natures must be
obtained, left with
—Cemplete plans for the campaig
n , the office of Secretar
y of State Fredto secure 20,000 signatures to
bring eric W. Cook.
It was decided to i
before the Legislature next
year a 'leave these
blanks in the State House!
petition calling for the
establishment in order that
any person outside the!
of a flat rate for compulso
ry auto- I Legislature desiring to
join with the
mobile insurance were made
!
at a legislators in their drive for a flat
! rate might secure the
meeting held in the State House
papers to be
yes- ! used
in obtaining the signatures.
terday by representatives who
voted i
Still another committee
was named
for the measure during the
special Ito make sure that the papers
are
session.
filed with Secretary of
State Cook on
ea before 5 o'clock
of the first WedForty-two of the 20 House mem- nesday in Decembe
r.
The entire
bers who voted for a flat rate
expense of obtaining the
signatures
the recent session were present during will, it was
stated, be born by the
at the
meeting.
Several committees were general committee.
named for the purpose of
When the meeting adjourne
securing I
d until
the necessary 5000 signatures
in each Monday morning the 42 legislators
of four 'counties in the
helped
themselves
Commonto
the
10,000
wealth.
blanks and all left the
State House
A committee of seven was named ready to launch
the
,
campaign.
to work with Day Baker, and
The legislators outside
Chesmetropolitan
ter I. Campbell of Quincy, in
obtain- Boston present at the meeting were
ing signature in Norfolk county.
In- Representatives Charles W. Ames,
dicating that the committee would Lynn; Joseph H.
Downey of Brocknot confine its campaign to Suffolk, ton, Alfred W.
Ingalls of Lynn, John
Essex, Middlesex and Norfolk coun- A. Jones of
Peabody,
Daniel J.
ties, a committee of three members O'Connor of
Lynn, C. F. Nelson
were appointed to obtain signatur
es Pratt of Saugus, Tony A. Garafellb
in Worcester county.
of Saugus, Michael
Zack
One Boston member of Lynn.
Vote 1000 Blanks.
obtained he signature has already
The' general committee voted
of Malay
to Curly to head one
of his blanliar—

i

l'aipledged Slate
"We, who have followed the senator's leade:ehip in this matter as
we have loyally followed him In the
past, cannot believe that he will allow his protege Donahue to leave Us
out on a limb.
"Donahue's proposed
unpledged
slate is not representative. It gives
two places to Fitchburg Where there
is only a handful of Democratic voters. Senators Walsh and Coolidge.
"It is proposed to give two
to
Cambridge, Mrs. Sayre and
Mayor
"The number of Democratic voters
in Cambridge does not warrant giving that city two delegates. It no.,v
has the state treasurer and state
auditor and Mayor Ruesell is being
groomed as a candidate for lieutenant governor. If elected, Cambridge
would have three places out of six
on the state ticket.
"Why shouldn't two Boston congres.smen, representing districts that
have been sending Democrats to Congress since the Civil War, be sent as
e:-.egates?
-As with handpicked slates, the
trouble is the slate is not representative and the trouble with Mr. Dona!Inf.! Is that he does not believe in direct primaries and does not believe
that the Democratic voters are capable of thinking for themselves.
"In his role as state chairman.
Frank likes to think of himself as
the dictator and not the servant of
the partv."

side the debt limit, and expects "they'll winter
months. Mayor Murphy denied
allow $25,000,000," he announced last t
hat drifters and loafers had come to
night when be was suddenly drafted Detroit
to take advantage of city welby an excited Ford hall audience to f
are experiments which he described
answer questions following a speech ,
t s the most embalm's of any Ameriof Mayor Frank Murphy of Detroit on
a n city.
"Free Speech."
Because of financial restrictions
Although the questions were leveled
placedon Detroit by the legal debt
/ at Mayor Murphy, they so obviously knit and by bankers,
and because of
siss'
involved Mayor. Curley's attitude to- t
JP, v?i.44AJ
I
delinquency of taxpayers, the city
ward free speech on 13 )stan Common, he
will
have
only
two-thirds as
about
censorship of books and plays, and his
much money to spend for relief this
ban on breadlines and dormitories for
winter as last but expects to raise the
jobless single men, that Mayor Curley
rest from private sources; Senator
/URI
1Y
[
I
answered the questions himself.
louzens has already subscribed $1,Defends Polley
000,000, Mayor Murphy said.
Both Mayor Murphy and Mayor
In defending his policy of puhlte
works to provide unemployment relief Curley made repeated criticism of
he said that he had been before the President Hoover's administration.
"Ameriean cities of late years have
1.sesislature ench year for the neat two
S , r earst
h eo l
money,
a for
vd a an
reediar
thapteletiheilii become the battleground of social juse err
time
tice," declared Mayor Murphy.
of his request. Thls year he heceived state capitols in many instances"The
are
.authority to borrow $30,000,000 and 'too far away from the people.
oTfhaer
will present a similar program in gt:ahvi:esrittisim
;
7
d at Washington is too
oa
•s January,
away, too indifferent The municipalilbs 1 Mayor Curley chuckled and
smiled ties themselves must wrestle with the
when Mayor 1V1iirsh)A in reply to great social problems of this
era of
f4eSdollgt• told the audience that a.
, recital might say anything he wished
that Detroit's unemploy
.
on any street corner in Detroit with- moat commission, composed
of exout, obtaining a. permit; that Dctrolt
P
t elINtly:.ads
iys t%U.V4etkingand'thesixl, I*041„._110 strict gboolt atil play censor- ie
uhourondaoyr,
tone ov,S3---Stayorevelei wells! and Onft. Drtroft housed ftom . dsfsfltie its findings
were
ittirth
in Jestuary f r lt,0000 to 14,014)0, single 49tilasa man In •
trolt would act "without finished,
.000100 out.ite factories ItssiltlitilthsaiLdu
wattlagi
aistst the •dIel".Washissaisin."
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'o The frr.sictentiai Nominations
Just before Congress convenes-. an estimate of the situation indicates that in both

•

the Republican and Democratic parties there
is likely to be a fight for the nomination for
President. Until recently it has been felt
that President Hoover would gain the Republican nomination without a contest. But
Senator Hiram Johnson of California has
'entered the picture and,. it now seems that
either he or some one who entertains the
same views he does relating to certain issues may make an effort to secure some support and give the President sonic opposition.
, Until a few days ago it seemed that Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York
had lined up a sufficient number of delegates to insure his receiving the Democratic
nomination on the first ballot. ,Now' GOV..
Ritchie of Maryland and Newton D. Baker
begin to loom up as formidable candidates.
Roosevelt, it is said, has alienated many
ot the conservative men in his party becguse of his radical leanings and the support he has been promised by Democrats
with views riot unlike his own relating to
the public ownership of utilities. The New
York governor is supposed to be strong in
the South because he is not considered too
"wet" but this same attitude is costing him
the enthusiastic support of the Eastern
states where the leading Democrats are favorable to the repeal of the 18th Amendment.
This condition is best shown in Massachusetts where the only ardent Roosevelt supporter is Mayor Curley of Boston, Gov. Ely,
Senator Wai.:17,771 the other Democratic
leaders are hike warm about Roosevelt, if
they Are not, distinctly hostile to him. The

same situation is said to prevail in New. Jersey and in some other Eastern and Northern
states.
As time goes on it is believed this fight
against Roosevelt will become more pronounced. To win the Democratic nomination the Governor of New York must gain
two thirds of the delegates in the national
convention and there n re those who declare
he will not be able to secure them,.
The Boston Post, discusnis Rooseyel0
rhances, recently had this to say

•

-A ignificant remark made at the dinner given
by B. M. Baruch in New York last week to Governor Ritchie may be interpreted as indicating
the trend of the opposition to Roosevelt. Baruch.
who was a most powerful figure in the Wilson administration, said:
"I believe that in the next election when a man
steps to the ballot box he is going to ask himself
this question before he casts his vote: 'Under
which men are my opportunities best to get work
and earn a respectable living for myself?' Such
a frame of mind makes for conservatism. I feel
that in this Country when the Atys'alcan people
'Ards honesare put to the test they will move
ty and not towards dishonesty; tolfard conservatism or rather liberalism sod not towards demagogic radicalism." And then referring to Governor Ritchie" as the man to whom the finger
of fate seems to point as being perhaps destined
to move from his state to a neighbortha district."
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CURLEY ASSAILS
APPEALS BOARD

pended millions in developing the
company. Notwithstanding this applications for reductions in assessmeat valuation of properties, now in
control of th? Koppers company,formerly the Boston Corr 7.1•Asted Gas
company, has been requested. Unless
this policy is chechea there is the
ever present possibility of a repetition
of the Chicago situation with financial chaos."
Child Spaneina in V. -oThe gO vr:nr
-*.streets and safety highway, which is
seeking ail
efforts to increase 1113.1 . • - • -Y,
,
s.c declares that general child Le,anking
ul is in vogue in Madison, Wisconsin. In
of this city after a child was hurt in an
automobile accident the residents of
a street. Virginia Terrace, formed a
, safety campaign. They agreed that
children should be kept from
playing in the streets and that once
a child was violating this rule any
neighbor not only might, but should,
paddle the child and send it home.
(Special to the Transcript)
The plan, says the solemn gov• Boston, Nov. 23.—The state board ernor's committee,
is working finely.
f tax appeals, created by the Legis-(Not only
are the children being kept
ture last year, and MaAw_Atipaas
out of the automobile infested streets
. Gurley of Boston are going to the
but a community spirit has developed
hiallithe mat in this case being A an Virginia
Terrace. Every holiday
grand jury investigation.
each family on the terrace contribHis Honor, the Mayor, wants to
utes to a common purse, the street is
know if this state has a tax appeal
roped off, food and drink prepared
racket as has New York. He has askby the goodly neighbors is brought
ad District Attorney Foley of Sufforth and the whole block enjoys a
folk County to smash the alleged orholiday.
ganized tax abatement racket sysPaddling has become re:2 and rarer
tern, in which he is prepared to in'vole three prominent attorneys and and all children can now sit down
with a maximum of comfort. If the
prominent real estate experts.
story emphasises on your mind the
A tax assessment reduction of $3.- wisdant
of keeping the youngsters out
500,000 granted by the state board
of the street, it has not been told in
to the Boston Consolidated Gas corn- vain.
pany with a resultant loss of $107,800
For Flat Rate System
of taxes already paid, provided the
Western Massachusetts motorists
climax to the various attacks whioh iwill
not hail with complete joy the
Curley has been making on the board news
that proponents of a fiat rate
for its decisions in favor of appel- ,system,
instead of a zone system
lants from the judgment of local asinder the compulsory automobile inSeSFOre.
Isurance law, are making
headway
' The tax appeal board consists of in
their efforts to put the fiat rate
Alexander Holmes of Kingston,
proposal to the voters under the
chairman, George R. Pond of GreenInitiative and Referendum. In Westfield, and Alexander Lincoln of Bos- ern
Massachusetts rates are low and
ton.
motorists are not desirous of the proHolmes claims that there is nothposed change.
ing to Curley's charges and that he
In the special (four hundred' dolIs not worried. He states that the gas lar)
session just passed, ninety legiscompany case was no different front
lative members voted for a flat
rate.
other cases and that many of the exAll were invited to the
atate
perts judging properties come from
House for a conference on ways
out of the state. He added that "in and
means of obtaining before the
each case those who appear are diffirst, Wednesday in Deoember
the
ferent parties, different witnesses,
necessary 20,000 signatures 5,0O
and different attorneys."
from each of four counties,
necessary
. Cm-ley IS anxious to offer sub- i to
bring the flat rate proposition
stantiatlon of his belief by naming
ithin the Confines of the I. and
R.
the attonicVs and the real estate exForty-two of those invited
perts whom he characterizes as holdappeared
and conferred with Secretary
of
ing a monopoly of the presentation State
Cook. All agreed to support
one
of the Boston cases to t•he board.
flat rate petition.
District Attorney Foley, commentLast week two separate
ing on Mayor Curley's request for were filed.
petitions
It being obviously
grand jury proceedings and the for
fookish
two groups to be
abatement in the Boston ConsoliPes
t,itions of like intent,supporting
all agreed to
dated Gas company case said, "The assist one
petition.
Koppers company of Pittsburgh of
Which Andrew Menai., t, the guiding
spirit, has since taking over the Boston Consolidated Gas comnany. ex-

Calls Upon District Attorney for Probe
(0 TAX RACKET?

Ureenfield Man One
Three Members
Board—Flat Rate Insurance Proponen t sall,
Progress.
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EASTERN MASS.WINS
‘9 FOREST HILLS LICENSE
Boston City Council Votes Permission to Operate From
• Forest Hills to Dedham. Action Will Come Before
Mayor Curley Today For His Signature
Unexpected, and with no preliminary
announcements, the jitney committee
of the Boston City Council reported
favorably yesterday on the application
of the Eastern Mass. St. Rwy. Co. for
a license to operate a bus service between Forest Hills Elevated station and
Dedham line.
Coming within a week of the instituticn of bus service to Boston by the
Pierce Bus Lines the unexpected denouement heightens the general interest in a rather vague bus situation.
If Mayor Curley signs the license
when it is sent to him either today or
tomorrow, the Eastern Mass. is practically certain of victory. If Mayor
Curley refuses to sign the license there
is no way in wWch the vote of the City
Council can be enforced over his head.
lyIa ...Ssajabbr has been quoted on
as saying that he would
rnny
do nothing to injure the interests of
the railroads and whether this can be

•

interpreted to mean protection of their
subsidiaries, as in the case of the New
Haven and the New England Transportation Co., remains to be seen.
The Boston Elevated Co. and the
Boston Chamber of Commerce, both of
whom endorsed the application before
the City Council, have also written
letters to Mayor Curley asking his favorable consideration and signature to
the license. The Elevated favors the
project because the Eastern Mass. will
run busses without stop from Dedham
to Forest Hills, where the bus patrons
will take the Elevated trains to their
destinations.
The jitney committee held a hearing
Friday afternoon at which a letter of
recommendation was read from the
Norwood Selectmen, stating that a license had been granted by the Norwood
Board two years ago, and asking favorable consideration by the council.
If Mayor Curley signs the license,
the Public Utilities Commission will
then consider giving it their approval.
Since there is no direct competition on
the highway between thg points involved the chances of the Eastern Mass.
can be considered good if Mayor Curley signs the license.
Early this morning Vice-Pres. Cummings of the Eastern Mass. St. Railway filed with the secretary, of the
public Utilities Commission, notice of
yesterday's action by the City Council,
and requested favorable action by that
board in the issuance of a certificate,
subject of course, to the decision to be
made by Mayor Curley today or tomorinlet
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WILL LOT BAN
ON PARKING
(9 IN BOSTON

:

•
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BOSTON, Nov. 24.—The automobile parking ban in downtown

J

Boston will he lifted with the hope
that this will bring more business
to retail merchants.
Majoida,w,,e4.1L.,..Qujsz has recelthe traffic commission's
approval of a plan for 12-hour
alternate parking in a majority of
the city's streets, effective a fortnight hence.
It is expected that parking will
be allowed on the outbound side
of streets from 1 a. in. to 1 p.
and on the inbound side from 1 n.

Hub ian On Parking to
1,Be Lifted to Aid Trade
Boston (UP)—The automobile parking ban in downtown Boston will be
lifted with the hope that this will
bring more business to retail merchants.
Mayor.....Jant„es M. gurley ras received the trite—Commission's approval of a plan for 12-hour alternate parking in a majority of the
city's streets, effective a fortnight
hence.
It is expected that parking will be
allowed on the outbound side of
streets from 1 a. m., to 1 p. m., and
on the inbound side from 1 p. m., to

to t a. in.

At present there is a one-hour
parking limit In
most of the
downtown
district,
with a noparking rule in effect on some
thoroughfares.

I a. m.
At present there is a

1iQ474

one-hour /yew
parking limit in most of the downtown district with a no-parking rule
In effect on some thoroughfares.

)
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12-HOUR PARKING IS
0 PLANNED IN BOSTON
'Special to The Standard

BOSTON,- Nov. 24—Twelve-hour

parking on most of the downtown
streets, to replace the present onehour law, will become effective
here about Dec. 1.
The new move was adopted by
the traffic commission at the suggestion of Mayor
ey and that
body was e,ci
to perfect the
ordinance today.
Under the plan, Lutomobiles may
be parked on one side of a street
from 1 A. M. to 1 P. M., in thoroughfares where one-hour parking
is now allowed. At the letter hour
they must be shifted to the opposite side of the street.
Proposed as an emergency measure to handle Christmas shopping
traffic, the new plan may be permanent if it proves successful.

Boston Library
Curley Approves Choice
of Former Vatican
Cataloger.
BOSTON. Nov. 24--(AP) Mayor
James M. Curley tonight approved the
appoIntn7M
.of Milton E. Lord, Harvard graduate and former cataloguer
of the Vatican Library at Rome, to
succeed the late Charles F. D. Belden
as director of the Boston Public
Library. The position pays $7500 a
year.

eez.ndj
J
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CURLEY INAMES IAMI)
BOSTON LIBRARIAN I
BOSTON, Nov. 25—Milton Edward Lord, 33, director of the Umversity of lowa library, has been
appointed by lyitimeo,g. Curt director"eThi Boston

brary.
lifik
The position,

mitt

carrying a salary
of $7,500 a year, until recently
was held by the late Charles F. D.
Belden.
Lord is a Harvard graduate, former cataloguer of the Vatican library in Rome, and a son-in-law of
the late William C. Lane. one time
director of the Harvard University

library.

,

SUGGESTS BOSTON AID POOR
%And Would nave City Sell Coal In
25-Pound Lots
Boston, Nov. 25—(AP)—Ralph Hobart, director of the state division on
necessaries of life, today suggested to
Iattless of Boston
Major
,.
tlirrWirt-iie coal in wholesale lots and retail it in 25-pound
bags at cost to the city's poor who
are unable to buy hi larger quantities.
Hobart, replying to a letter from
Mayor Curley in which the Bosto4
executive suggested an investigation
of coal prices, alleging the price of
fuel had not shown a decrease pr.)portionate to the drop in price of
other commodities, said he believed
the mayor 4 was misinformed.
Coal
dealers, faced with, a drop in demand,
had made concessions both in price
and service. Hobart said.
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$30.000 for
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MAYOR CURLE
Y HOP
FOR AID TO ID ES
LE FUND
BOSTON,
Nov. 27 (
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year was mu 10 years. The cr,,,v,
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s
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In 66
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welfare work
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ON JESUIT GAME

Holy Cross and Bo
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BURIED THE
r WRONG GUY

Chauffeur Writ
es Mayor Cu
lgy
That He, Not
Gen. D. Pression, Was in Ca
sket.
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Twenty year
s ago, a grou
gathered at
p of men
the Boston
City Club fo
the purpose
r
of impressi
that was
ng a tcam
going to
re
present them
the next
day on th
e football
with the
field
sincerity an
d goo ',Aris
of the gr
hes
oup. And,
from that
on, every
time
night befo
re
finds the
the game
same earn
est spirit
Thus time
there.
passes an
grows.
d tradit
ion
Twenty ye
ars from th
find anot
at time wi
her cheeri
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ng crowd
same City
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Club—there
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that
e field to
morrow
Holy Cros
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earnestness
and
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all those
in the te
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That a program of economic adjustment is essential to
the continued existence of the American Republic is today
apparent to every individual, and for the first time in the
history of our country the concentrated thought of the
best minds is being applied to the development of a program which will either prevent or minimize the severity
of depressions in future. As a people we are learning
the true value of adversity and the right perspective,
which, in the last analysis, is the most potential factor in
the development of individual and national responsibility
for the less fortunate element in the country.
We approach 1932 animated by a spirit of brotherhood
and actuated by the faith that made possible the establishment and the preservation of the American Republic,
firm in the belief that as God was to our fathers so He
will be to us.
Sincerely yours,
a.

•

MAYOR CURLEY tirgiunixifti.
TO AID CITY'S UNEMPLOYED
Invariably the year books of every
college have a custom of finding out
"who did most for —," and usually
the person is a star athlete, a great
debater, or a recognized leader in
the activities of the college. But
how many colleges are there which
discover the non-graduates who did
most for their Alma Mater? Boston College alumni have always
been known for their zealous spirit
in regard to the college's activities,
but there is one prominent nongraduate who stands out notably
among those "who did most for Boston College"—His Honor James M.
Curley, Mayor of the City of Boston.
Sent Sons to B. C.
There need be no listing of proofs
of the constant interest that Mayor
Curley has taken in Boston College.
He would be the last who would desire that. But when the late James
'M. Curley, Jr., was a student here,
the Mayor was keenly interested in
the activities of the college, and especially in those in which his beloved
son took part. Never has his interest flagged from the time when
his eldest son graduated to the time
when another of his sons entered
here this year. Mayor Curley always was ready to do anything big
or small that he could do and Boston College appreciates his generosity with sincere thoughts that can
not be adequately expressed in
words.
Game for Unemployed
This year the Boston College-Holy
Cross annual football game will be
staged on Thanksgiving Day in the
Harvard Stadium for the first time.
And it is due to the efforts of Mayor
Curley and the generous cooperation
of President A. Lawrence Lowell of
Harvard, that this anticipated event
will take lace.

Boston College was only too glad
to help Mayor Curley's drive for
funds for unemployment relief, and
with the cooperation of Holy Cross
and Harvard, whose stadium will
hold many thousand more than the
baseball parks hitherto utilized, the
unemployment relief fund will be
greatly increased. Since the Dartmouth-Stanford game was to have
taken place at the Stadium on the
Saturday after Thanksgiving, the
day on which Boston College usually makes it a habit to do things
to Holy Cross at Fenway Park,
there arose an unforeseen difficulty
as to how the matter could be arranged to suit everybody. Now that
the East and West melee will take
place on that day and the Jesuit
rivals' clash will be moved ahead
two days, Mayor Curley has solved
the problem which caused no little
amount of anxiety for those who
wished to see both games.
Last Sunday evening over radio
station WNAC Mayor Curley addressed the audience of the air on
the great cause to which both colleges are contributing, and he urged
the radio public to attend the game
if only for the sake of helping the
unemployed.
Mayor at Smoker
This evening at the annual Holy
Cross smoker the Mayor will be one
of the principal speakers on a program which will be one of the best
at any "Night-Before-the-Game"
smoker ever held.
Always willing to do his part for
Boston College and the ideals for
which she stands, our most prominent non-graduate is one of the
esteemed fixtures of the college, and
he deserves a place among the foremost of those who have willingly
and unselfishly devoted their energies in the interests of an ideal.
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EXPERIMENTING
WITH BOSTON'S
PARKING HALTED
No Trial of 12-Hour Program Until Feb. 1; Will
Scrap the Alternating Plan
If Better One Devised
Boston, Dec. 2—Plans to experiment
with 12-hour alternate parking on
downtown streets during the Christmas holidays were abandoned yesterday by MaLb_r_afEley and the traffic
commissionur ftg a conference with
the retail trade board of the chamber of commerce and traffic commissioners.
Instead it was agreed. r_t the suggestion of the mayor, that any trial of
the program be deffered until Feb. 1.
He invited both the trade board and
chamber to recommend plans to improve the present situation and also
to study the 12-hour alternate scheme
with a view of changes to make it
acceptable to the business interests.
Mayor Curley made it clear that he
will support any constructive change
which will be intelligible and will end
the probelem now caused by downtown parking. If it means the scrapping of the 12-hour idea, he is ready
to do so cheerfully, but if nothing
better can be devised he will insist
that this be given a trial in February.
The general opinion at the amicable meeting which the mayor held
at City hall was the organizations affected and the traitto commission
will be able to agree on changes in
the present regulations which will
make possible adoption of a uniform
parking system without confusion
and do away with any sweeping 12hour plan applied to downtown Boston.
In aquiescing to the demands of
the trade organization for the abandonment of the plan to place the alternating regulation in operation immediately, the mayor chided the
chamber of commerce and the retail trade bureau for failure to propose in the last six years a comprehensive and enforceable parking plan.
Curley stressed this failure as Justification for his position. He pointed
out that for more than a year he
has advocated an alternating plan
which he will believe, until actual
trial proves otherwise, provides an acceptable solution.
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Mayor Curley. has witinfra vs n his
plan for -12-our perking with a
compulsory shift from one side of
the street to the other at 1 p.
The scheme had a tempestuous reception, hut the tempest quickly subsided, and everybody is goodhumoredly determincd to find some
better solution of the parking problem.
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The plan" of mayor Curley of
Poston to overcome the criticism
of parking rules in downtown
streets by throwing open, during
the holiday season, the use of the
parking privilege to permit twelve.
hour parking in all streets, alternate sides, is abandoned. He hoped
to please the merchants, but
nobody was pleased. For one thing
It developed it would cost several
hundred thousand dollars to paint
the necessary signs. And it was
believed that without a great force
'
of officers to see that but one aide
of the street was used at a period,
traffic would have been confused
and impossible. Nobody is satisfied
with conditions as they are, but no
one can think of a plan that irifl be
more satisfactory.
Under the law as interpreted, the
owner of a car is not responsible in
traffic for Its misuse, without eek
dence of identity in each case, the
problem is complicated. An attempt
will be made at the forthcoming
— of the legislature to put
,Session

S

more responsibility on owners,
whether or not they are driving.
The Chamber of Commerce opposed
ithe Curley experiment but It is the
lunderstanding it may be tried out
in February.
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lNIS WASHINGTON
CITIZEN OF BOSTON

•

To the Editor of THE HEIGHTS:
In behalf of the citizenship of Boston I desire to express
my sincere appreciation for the gracious courtesy and
most generous action of the Boston College Athletic Association and the Holy Cross Athletic Association in agreeing to contribute tle major portion of the proceeds of the
1931 football classic to the Overseers of Public Welfare
for the City of Boston. It is an exceeding pleasure, likewise, to express appreciation for the cooperation of
President A. Lawrence Lowell of Harvard University, and
the officials of the Harvard Athletic Association, who
'have so graciously extended the use of the Harvard
'Stadium gratis for this football event. To the patrons
of the game, who by their presence are directly contributing to the relief of unemployment, I likewise express
thanks.
The depression in America for the past two years has
been in the nature of an acid test of our Americanism
in which the citizenship has measured up to the most
exacting standards in the highest degree. It unquestionably has been difficult for men with families dependent upon them to understand the failure of government
to adequately provide for a condition such as has been
in evidence since 1929. The beginning of the third year
of depression finds the people of America not only hopeful but confident that prosperity will shortly be restored,
and that the lesson which the past two years of depression has taught will prove of inestimable value to posterity through the adoption of measures to prevent a
recurrence.

Dee. 3--The Bostonian anv, *wig guardian of the Old State
ti LISP. CeiCill'irted i,s ,Oth an& ersary
yesterday afternoon at 'King's chapel.
Prof Albert Bushnell Hart, professor
emeritus of history at Harvard university: AEL!_yor James)4,1Lur,litY and
Courtenay•MM"IPPelint of the
society, were the speakers.
Prof Hart's subject was "Washington ai a Bostonian." He outlined
Washington's three visits to Boston
and declared that he was truly a citizen or Boston and of Massachusetts.
The first visit, he said, was In 1756.
when Washington came to plead the
cause of tho colonial soldiers as
against the British soldiers who
sought to dominate them. The second
%Nu.: at the time of the British occupation of Boston during the RevoluI Bon, when he had been chosen by the
Continental Congress as the, head of
the troops there. The third was when
he was President of the United States.
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Mayor Curley has withdrawn his plan for
12hour peiryrrir with a compulsory
shift from one
side of the street, to the other at I. p.
in. The
scheme had a tempestuous reception, but the
tetni.
pest quickly subsided, and everybody
is. goodhumoredly determined to find some better
solution
of the parking problem—Springfield
Republican..
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"GENERAL DEPRESSION" GOES 0
OVERBOARD.
While a band played and
happy throngs cheered, the vege table-gain ished casket of -General D. Pression” was
dropped into Boston Harbor. As a result, B ostonians are looking forward to a happy
New Year.

When Boston Trimmed Gotham

PORT DEVELOPMENT
(0
URGED BY CURLEY
odevaigor
Boston, Oct. 16—Marine night, arranged by the Traffic club of New
England, brought together many wellknown ocean, coastwise and railroa
d
transportation men at the Copley
Plaza hotel last night.
It also brought a stirring appeal
from Mayor Curley for a revival
of
Ole spirit of the early people of New
England who risked their money
in
shipping and made this port a great
shipping center. He tirgod New England shippers to make Boston a cargo
port instead of a port of call and
said
that It this Is done other large shipping centers along the Atlant
ic
soon give consideration to Boston will
. Ho
declared it his belief that Boston
will
comp into Its own again as
a leader
in shInping circles.
The mayor said that the city
is
ipreta4ed to spend money gener
to promote industry provided eusB
cient interest is manifested by suffithose
who are In a position to do
something
to benefit this port.

(Courtesy of Boston Business)
Recently the members
time Association of theof the New York Maritime Association and
the
Boston Chamber of
each other in the first leg
Commerce participated Mariagainst
Here is a group of partic of a golf tournament and the Bosto
n
Boston, which will go to ipants and a trophy presented by Mayor men won.
Curley of
tournament winners. Left
Patterson, Jr., chairman the
to right,
Gerrit Fort, chairman ofof the golf committee of the Boston C. Campbell
the Governing Board -if
Assoc
Frank S. Davis, manager of
the Boston Association;
the Chamber's Maritime
iation;
T. C. Reichert, chairman of the
Associ
golf committee of the New ation, and Capt.
York Association.
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URGES BOSTON BUY
COAL FOR ITS NEEDY
Necessaries of Life Directoi
Would Buy at Wholesale and
Sell in 25-Pound Bags at Cost.
HoBOSTON, Nov. 25 (fP)—Ralpli
bart, director of the State Division on
d
Necessaries of Life, today suggeste
on
to Mayor James M. Curley of Bost ethat111-71171,ormatisre tal in whol
ound
sale lots and retail it in 25-p
who
bags at cost to the city's poor tiare unable to buy in larger quan
fies,
Robart, replying to a letter from
on
Mayor Curley in which the Bost n
atio
executive suggested an investig
of
of coal prices, alleging the price
profuel had not shown a decrease
of
portionate to the drop in price ved
other commodities, said he belie
Coal
the mayor was misinformed.
nd,
dealers, faced with a drop in dema
price
in
both
ons
essi
conc
made
had
and service, Robart said.
,c,
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WOULD HAVE BOSTON
SELL COAL TO NEEDY
Robart Suggests Curley Buy
(O at Wholesale, Retail in
25-Pound Lots.
P) Ralph
BOS'fON, Nov. 25,--(A
e division
Stat
the
of
Hobart, director
suggested
on necessaries of life, today
Boston
to M5.lijaira.21. _Stnilf.x.of whole—IFIIMITTIIRT in
that te Mit
ound bags
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,u cost to the city's poor who
.
uo.,ide to Inly in larger quantities
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I:ubert, replying' to a the
Boston
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of coal prices, alleging the
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the Mayor
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cessions both in price
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CURLEY APPOINTS
LIBRARY CHIEF
D.

F.
The successor of Charles BosBelden, late librarian of the
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ton Public Library, who
inted
appo
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tly,
recen
city
this
CurM.
s
Jame
r
Mayo
by
y
yesterda
ton E.
lex, of Boston. fIe is IVIil
and forLord, Harvard graduate
can Limer cataloguer of the Vati
brary at Rome.
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And how about some first-class Priz
Benefit Association--it
on this week! fights tofill in the time till baseball'
annual banquet in Bost
, composed opens!
—is, outwardly at least
wholly of veterans.
The canny member of the Great
long lists of and General Court has of course
Have you noticed the
meetings
directors'
been particularly careful of late not
corporation
s of all pa- to indulge in ostentatious spendind—
page
l
ncia
fina
the
h
whic
is an innova- unless 3f course in subscriptions to
pers now carry? This
question only various relief funds. The tumult arid
a
be
to
used
It
tion.
es went ex- the shouting will ere long be .00.
shar
when
days
of the
when divi- however, and he may then take his
days
the
of
dividend and
investor
the
Now
.
paid
dends were
when
wants to know the fatal hour.
g
is dividend is in danger of bein
ed.
pass
or
Cut
Around the State House they seem
r in-'
to have trouble in spelling thei
have
they
d
Coul
ctly.
corre
ns
ptio
scri
been chiselled by the typewriterj
r.
they might have come out bette
errors
The machine shows up our
glaringly.
on
Governor Ritchie's and Newt
in
Baker's visits to this state, taken
well
or Curie
connection with
overnor
known enthusiasm
is goRoosevelt, suggest that there
achuing to be a fight for the Mass
ic
setts delegation to the Democrat
on.
enti
conv
national
t
New Brunswick is becoming a grea
hard
We
.
ince
prov
ing
grow
y
cranberr
our
ly think it will compete with
could
own ,Cape Cod—if it did, we
all
easily clap on a tariff!—but
ing to
through Canada they are gett
know that New Brunswick cranberthe
ries are pretty succulent, and
of
province is going to raise more
them next year!

SUGGESTS BOSTON
k BUY AND SELL COAL
nosTow, Nov. 25 (ir!--Ralph' Hobart, director of the state division on
necessaries of life, today suggested
illay of Boston
to Maier James
that tl-itit,!..- pulraTiase coal in wholesale lots and retail it in 25-pound
bags at cost to the city's poor who
are unable to buy in larger qua.ntitiea.
Robert, replying 10 a letter from
Mayor Curley in which the Bosto%
Althl
executive suggested an inVest,tgu
of coal prices, alleging the price of
profuel had not shown a decrease
portionate to the drop in price of
ved
other commodities, said he belie
Coal
the mayor was misinformed.
dealers, faced with a drop in demand,
had Mae eances.sions both in price
.1
and service, Robert said.
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SUGGESTS BOSTON

tp CHARITY CONTEST

Could Sell to Poor at
Cost Price

DEAL IN COAL

DEFICIT OF $21,000 IN
PURP[E-B. C. GAME
BOSTON, Nov. 27 (W).---MAIALAW.WOR
Ard1/81ey today was infffiirled that

the Boston College-Holy Cross footBy Telegram State House Reporter
ball game played at the Harvard staBOSTON, Nov. U.—Replying to a
Boston. Nov, 27 (R)—Mayor
dium yesterday for Boston's unemy today was incommunication from Mayor James M.
Ja
ployed had resulted in a deficit. of
he Boston Collegea
Curley of Boston protesting aglffitst
rine
$21,000. A report on gross receipts,
Ralph
coal,
for
Holy Cross football game played at
charged
price
the
of $75,000 was made by the Harvare.
the Harvard stadium yesterday for
Robart, director of the state division
AA which supervised the tickets.
Boston's unemployed had resulted
Expenses of the game included,
on the necessaries of life, has sugreport
$21,000.
A
Curley said, guarantees of $30,000
in a deficit of
gested to the mayor that one method
was
$75,000
of
each to the two teams; $15,000 to the
on gross receipts
of affording relief to the poorer peoBoston Red Sox for rental of Fenple of Boston weed be for the city
made by the Harvard A. A. which
and
lots
wholesale
in
coal
purchase
to
way park where the game was to have
supervised the tickets.
school
stations,
bags
retailAt.in
fire
at
included,
been played originally; $3000 for opExpenses of the game
buildings
municipal
other
houses
and
erating the stadium, and $18,000 for
Mayor Curley said, guarantees of
at cost.
printing, officials, advertising and ir$30,000 each to the two teams;
Under the state law, Mr. Robert
cidentals, a total of $16,000.
said, any city is authorized to do
$15,000 to the Boston Red Sox for
Under the arrangements the teams
this.
rental of Fenway park where the
were to receive the proceeds from
Mr. Robert said the retailers have
game was to have been played orapproxireduced their gross profit
32.000 tickets sold which was the aviginally; $3,000 for operating the
mately $1.08 a ton during the past
erage attendance at the games durstadium, and $18,000 for printing,
year.
ing the past 10 years. The crowd this
"Coal front the standpoint of the
2Ticials, advertising and and inciyear was much under normal.
consumer," he wrote, "is in a morc,
dentals. a total of $96,000.
Mayor Curley said he hoped that
wholesome
competitively
condition
Under the arrangements the
there would be developments which
`than
any
Prior
war.
at
since
time
the
would result in some surplus for the
Learns were to receive the proceeds
to last spring retail prices were fairunemployed fund.
ly uniform, although the division was
from 32,000 tickets sold, which was
unable to find any evidence of an unSimultaneously with the announcethe average attendance at
derstanding between dealers for esment of the football game deficit
games during the past 10 years.
it
prices."
tablishing
unwas
much
revealed at city hall that midnight
was
The crowd this year
Pointing out that the demand for
shows
conducted
in 66 theatres in
der normal.
anthracite in Boston.dropped from 1.ts
Boston last Friday, had netted $21,000
ton per person to one ton between
Mayor Curley said he hoped that
for
the
welfare
which
w_ork._
192, and 1931, Director Robert pointthere would be developments
ed out the coal operators and dealers
would result in some surplus for
are
welting
regain
to
their
lost L.4W4',2itice
7 el
I•
the unemployed fund.
ground not only through price conSimultaneously with the anceseions but services of various kinds.
nouncement of the football game
deficit it was revealed at city hall ,....„we„ Coo/reed 4
4. c.r,4,"„4" 17
lia.
/1
that midnight shows conducted in
66 theatres in Boston last Friday
mayor Ctiy.,;r
radio reference Dehad netted $21,000 for the welfare
t ween thhalvea of the Holy'Cross
work.
and Boston college football game to
r
BOSTON, Nov,

HA,

LOST $21 ON ON
kTHE CHARITY GAME

G•

PA,

Deficit of $21,000
From "Benefit" Game
BOSTON, Nov. 27 (AP)—Mayor

•

lttgurley today was hitistrka
i
Jgie
e Boston College-Holy
Cross football game, played at the!
Harvard stadium yesterday for Boston's unemployed, had resulted in a
deficit of $21,000. A report on gross
receipts of $75,000 was made by the
Harvard A. A. which supervised the
tickets. Expens s of the game included, Mayor Curley said, guarantees of $30,000 each to the two
teams, $15,000 to the Boston Red
Sox for the rental of Fenway park
where the- game was to have been

'played originally; $3,000 for Operating the stadium and $18,000 for
printing, officials, advertising and
Incidentals, a total of $96,000.

"this Unwarranted depression" undoubtedly was appreciated by his
host of listeners. The question naturally arises: Whom did he mean?

.,/
H. C.-B. C. Attendance
C,
Placed at 25,000
Ma or Curley-of Boston hopes to

co
paper deficit of about
$21,000 in the financial
H. C.-B. C. game into returns of the
an
addition to the public actual cash
welfare department fund for the
unemployed.
The Hub mayor seeks
plish this by influencing to accomthe athletic
directors at both colleges
as well as
Bob Quinn, president of
to accept considerably the Red Sox,
less than had
been agreed on
when the
undertook the promotion of the mayor
game
as an aid to the welfare
department
fund.
Unofficial reports state the
actual
sale of tickets at
approximately 25,000 and represented
receipts of $75,000. This report was
made by the
Harvard A.

A.
Mayor Curley was
terday that Mr. Quinnoptimistic yesnot insist on receiving $15,000 would
in lieu of the
rental that would have
accrued
the use of Penway
Park.

from

27
Mayor
.lames M. Curie today MIA informed
n 'College-Holy Cross
footbal1 game played at the Harvard
Stadium yesterday for Boston's unemployed had resulted in a deficit of
, $21.000. A report on
gro,ss re 'tiPta
of $75,000 was made by the
Harvard
A. A. which supervised the
tickets.
Expenses of the game
included,
:Mayor Curley said, guarantees
of
$30,000 each to the two teams;
$15,000
to the Boston Red Sox
for rental of
Fenway park where the
game was
scheduled to have been played
originally; $3,000 for operating
the atad
urn, and $18,000 for printing,
officials
adVertiaing and incidental:I, a
total
of

#rirr`ft

.

$96,000.

Under the arrangements the
teams
were to receive the
proceeds from
32,000 tickets sold which
was the
average attendance at
the
ing the oast 10 years. games durThe crowd
this year was much
under normal.
Mayor Curley said he
hoped that
there would be
developments whie,h
would result in some
surplus for thc
unemployed fund.
Simultaneously with the
announcement of the football
game deficit it
was revea led at, city
hail
lit midnight show, conducted
in 66 thee treN
in Boston last Friday
121.000 for the welfare had netted
work.
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THE PARKING EXPERTS DECLARE THEMSELVES

S

Seli-decorated parking experts,
who seem to know far
ore about other matters than the
y do about the solution
of the most vexing proble
m which ccofronts Boston,

are in
•sisagreerrient with Mayor Curl
ey's isi..oposal to give a tria
l
siuring the Christmas shoppi
ng season to the alternative
parking regulation which
he has heca aesceiating
for more
than a year
The reasar believes, as do
many others, that if autorne:sHisls ac allowed to park
on one side of every street whe
re
parking is, permitted, until 1
o'cioals in the afternoon. when
the s:ara.ing privilege would
be automatically shifted to the
other side of every street,
the chaos which now exists would

oe eliminated.
The mayor also believes that policemen
would be made
available for

some other and more valu
able character of
i:aiblist service than placing cha
lk maaks on tires and filling
out tags.
The mayor is ambitious to invi
te New England to do its
Christmas shopping in Boston
with pos;tive assurance
of
comislete freedom from molestas
ien by police tagging squads
No one has questioned the sincerit
y of the mayor but
dic "eaperts" have attached his prop
osal as unworkable and
as a plan which Boston should not
try. It seems to be the
'chat regardless of who makes
a stiestion to correct
aig evils or what the proposal is.
the Calimber of Cornreeeeutives array themselves in opoe
sition. Just why
,;• connected with the Chamber of Commer
ce conanself a traffic expert is a myster
••
y. If the organan had real experts in its varioas depart
ments Boston
might cleiive some real benefit from it.
To offset the mayor's plan, the Chambe of Com
r
merce,
the Retail Trade Bureau and the Elevat
ed announced that
they had sugges'.ed to the traffic commis
sien "the most comprehensive pin ever devitl" for
1-taro-fling:raffle and parking during the holiday season. It involves
the assgnment
of 75 additional policemen to parking dut
y ar:;
c;osHe.
,
of down-to,vn stecets to cruising taxitcaT:)
s.
If that is comprehensive or even construc
tive, its attributes fail to stand out strong enough
to be recognized.
Incidentally Police Commissioner
Hultman is against
the trial of the alternative parking plan. If
he woult offer
a satisfactory substitute or if his departmen
t had achieved

any measure of success in the enf5rcement of exis
ting regulations, his opposition might be pardoned.
•
The mayor's plan appears to have enough meri
t to
warrant a trial.

Protest Remarks

J -).e
•
Curley, graduate manager of
athletics, claimed Thomas ridiculed
the
BOSTON, Dec. 1 (IF -Th ____asA arrangements for the game,
commente Boston tilg
on the disappointing attendan
College Athletic ass6c
ce.'
ia.tion yester- The
two colleges have played anday sent a formal
retest to Lowell nually at Fenway park
and usually
Thomas,
radio ,4
u. attenaance was in excess
I
broadcaster,the
of 32,against his alleged
Mayo
r James M. Curley, of Boa. tatement that ton
,
asked the colleges fl shift their
the Boston college Holy
Cress foot-game to
the Harvard stadium and
ball game was a "rac
ket." 'The state- all ticket sales over 32,0
00 be given
ment was alleged to have
been made to Boston's unemployed.
The gam
by Thomas during his
was shifted from Saturday to Than e
broadcast last giving
ksaml despite strenuous effor
Saturday night,
ts
to promote the attendance only
The College association
24,charged 000 people attended
Thomas made several
and
the
receipts
disparaging re-fwere approximatel
y stsoso less to
marks In reference to
the game, each college than
in other years. Unwhich was played Than
ksgiving day less some chan
ze is made in the &rand which was planned
to aid Boa- rangement the
unemployed will get
tos',
•
.
!at Mae game.

Made By

•

GURLEY WOULD
TURN 'PAPER' LOSS
INTO REAL CASH
Mayor Curley interested hims
elf
yesterday in converting
a paper deficit of $21,000 In the
financial returns of the Boston
College-Holy
'Cross game into an
actual cash
addition to the public
welfare department fund for the
unemployed.
He hopes to accompli
sh this by
influencing the director
of athletics
at both colleges and
Bob Quinn,
president of the Red Sox
to accept
considerably less than
had been
agreed on when he
undertook the
promotion of the gam
e
to the colleges as well as an aid
as to the
welfare department
fund.
The actual sale of
tickets according to an unoffici
al report to the
mayor by the Harvard
A. A. yesterday, did not exceed
25,000, and represented receipts of
approximately
S75.000.
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UELAI BY COHLEI
OF PARKING PLAN
Barrage
of
Objections
Changes Tactics of
i Boston Mayor

L

46
BOSTON
Dec. 1
INS
1—Fa
ced
with *a barrage of objections
, Major
James MI Curley at a City
ing this arterntion post hal) hearFeb. 1„ 1932, the inauguraponed until
tion of his
alternate parking plan
biles on Boston streets. for automoDuring the interval, the
mayor
said, the Chamber of
erce and
the Retail Trade BoardComm
and
other objectors to his plan may
on the traffic situation gather data
and
"poor
views in an attempt to
isingle solution alirceable work out a
to all sides.
The mayor made it plain
that he Wita
not "scrapping" the
alter
but was holding it in abey nate plan
ance
pending developing of some
thing better.
The alternate plan called
for
parking on one side of a
street from midnight until noon with
a shift to the
lother side of the stree
t for a like
number of hours.
"You have been work
traffic situation for six ing on his
or seven
years." said the mayor.
arrive at some solution "If you don't
soon
I will
work something out
myself and it
may hurt you. Persons
in a radius
of a 100 miles of
n, who would
like to shop here Bosto
for two or three
hours some days, have
the
Idea that
Boston Is one of the
places to park in. We most unsafe
would like to
remove this idea
and thus stimulatefrom their minds
tradi
ng in Boa.
ton.''
traffic commission
yesterday
adopted
rule
parking on the placing the blame for
owner, of an
;ba r, Police
Commissioner &atonicC. Hultman toda
y stated at Eugene
the city
hail hearing that the
new
ateLaligias.,
rut* Wallet I
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BURDEN OF UNEMPLOYMENT
THETheREAL
fact that Boston will spend more than $6,000,-

unemployment ap000 this year in assisting sufferers from
more liberal in
far
been
has
Boston
pears to indicate that
other communhave
than
ates
unfortun
the
to
grants of aid
expenditures
capita
ities. Comparison however of the per
generous in
been
have
all
that
of Massachusetts cities shows
ts at welapplican
to
made
been
have
which
the allowances
fare departments.
vast
Boston's total is almost staggering. It represents a
reno
obtains
whole,
a
as
city,
the
expenditure from which
the
which
turTf. It represents, in a limited way, the wages
have earnrecipients of aid from welfare departments would
ent.
employm
find
ed had they been able to
and
Unquestionably there have been abuses in Boston sent
misrepre
who
ing
elsewhere practiced by the undeserv
applitheir circumstances. /t is impossible to deny aid to await
to
them
ng
compelli
by
ely
immediat
it
cants who need
investigation,of their statements.
Curley
Such inquiries require time and because Mayor
investiga
an
makes
which
policy
a
has refused to establish
persons
lous
unscrupu
tion preliminary to the grant of aid,
situation. How
have taken advantage of an unprecedented
last throughout
will
it
but
n
uncertai
long it will continue is
the winter.
dis( ernable.
The bright sunshine of prosperity is not vet
excellen'
taking
are
Curley
Mayor
Meanwhile Boston and
care of the unemployed and the needy.
//
/
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PERSONALMES ACCOMPLISH NOTHINGwhich

tion
Without passing .ucigrnent upon the justifica
who be.
rs
councillo
city
Boston
,
provided
may have been
petsonalities will
ve
doffensi
an
"
-slinging
"mud
lieve that
folly of their ways.
gain their ends, will eventually learn the
Mayor Curley
whom
ilmen,
coun4
three
It is true that
accepted the
sought to depose were re-elected. The mayor
of these men
on
re-electi
dictates of the voters. Certainly the
to take adnts
constitue
their
from
does not carry a mandate
to inmeetings
council
city
at
privilege
legal
vantage of the
under
which,
ons
accusati
dulge in characterizations and
other conditions, would be slanderous.
two
There are legitimate ways to gain the ends which
recent
a
At
attain.
to
y
necessar
it
feel
of these councilmen
unfeirly
meeting Councilman Francis E. Kelly of Dorchester
about
dislikes
he
whom
branded Senator Michael J. Ward
another.
as strongly as one can
Casting sarcastic aspersion upon the health of another
edIs not fair play. Mr. Kelley's characterization, undoubt the
in
speech
any
in
part
no
had
,
pressure
under
chosen
ly
city council. This young man ought to be busily engaged
Sn trying to find Jobs for the unemployed of his ward.

Radical Parking Plan
Boston's traffic commission, which
obeys the wishes of Mayor
has adopted a new plarng
which seems as revolutionary as the
single tax. On streets where onehour parking is now allowed automobiles may be parked without limit
of time between 1 a. m. and 1 p. m.,
but at 1 p. m. all vehicles must be
moved to' the other side of the
street. From then until 1 a. m. it
appears that parking will be unrestricted on the side on which it is
permitted.
The theory of the plan is that the
required shift at 1 p. m. will discourage attempts at all-day parking
and that the removal of the onehour limit will make it possible for
shoppers to trade at the stores and
return to their cars without fearing
to find them tagged. Although the
plan is designed to facilitate trading,

cujsy,
pan

it is stoutly opposed by the retail
trade board of the Chamber of
Commerce, which contemplates legal
action in an attempt to prevent it
from being placed in effect. Apparently Police Commissioner Hultman, who has had famous disagreements with the traffic commission,
favors giving the plan a trial, but
recognizes that it places an impossible burden upon the police department.
It remains to be seen whether the
plan has any theoretical advantage
that would not be attained by permitting slightly longer parking
periods. That it is capable of abuse
seems certain. And there is grave
doubt whether the Christmas shopping season is the time for giving it
a trial. On the other hand, it appears to be free from political or
other ulterior motive and represents
Mayor Curley's honest opinion as to
how the parking problem should bo.
solved
H414.10ifC

714"tcRier.
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De Witt. DeWolf has fixed the
stand of nOV. Ely for
next year. He Is first and last for
Al'' Smith for president if Smith
is a candidate. So put that in your
pipe 'Altax.._. curley and smoke it.
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Worcester Archttect Is
War Memorial Winner

Boston College
Protests Against
Radio Broadcast

by G. Adolph Johnson Is
• DesignhoiceSubmitted
of Commission From 103 Sub-

nouncer, Calhd Game
With Holy Cl )'Racket'

t

mitted; to Cost Million
i
By JAMES H.

GUILFOYLE
,
Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Nov. 27—The Massachusetts War Memorial cklimmis-ion tonight announced that a design submitted by G. Adolph Johnen, 16 Norwich street, Worcester, had been selected for the State
War Memorial, which the commission will recommend be constructed
in the Back Bay Fens, Boston.
Mr. Johnson's design was selected+
in a competition in which 103 architeets from the state competed. The IWr•
selection carries an award of $2500.
The competition was conducted, in
two stages. Five designs were-- selected
the first stage, each author
receiving an award of $1000. Today's
choice was made on an elaboration
of the designs selected in the first :
stage. The commission will recommend that the design be approved by
the Legislature and an effort will
made to have a part of the estimated
81.000.000 cost appropriated in 1932.
with the remainder to be appropriated
Ira budgets of future years.
Apply Award to Fees
The awards received by Mr. John-on will be applied to architect's fees
if the monument is actually built. '
These will amount to about $58,000. '
The second choice of the five designs in the second stage, carrying
an award of $1000 additional was
that prepared by Maginnis az Walsh,
!Boston architects, The firm is now ,
!building the memorial beacon shaft
on Mt. Greylock which Is a part of
the state's war memorial program.
The comrnission, while withholding
a detailed desoription of Mr. Johnson's design pending the filing of the
report with the Legislature sometime next week, made known that it
is of the inspirational type but that
G. enol.PII JoIllssu•
Its recommendations will leave the for live hours today during whien
deutilitarian
later
a
way open for
time there was frank discussion of
velopment.
the designs. No details of the session
The site was selected some time
were made public, the commission
ago, being approved because of the
advantages it offers for development announcing an entire review of its
work would be given in Its report.
of the syrroundings and the approach,

wins State Award

which it Is estimated will cost ancv..er million dollars.
The Back Bay Fens was deeded to
the city of Boston for park purposes
but no difficulty is anticipated in
reaching an amicable agreement with
Boston for utilization of the area re-

•

Gen. Charlei B. Wheeler of Pitts-

field is chairman of the commission.
The other members are Senator Christian Nelson, Worcester; Representatives Horace T. Cahill, Braintree: Daniel J. Coakley, Chicopee; Martin
Swenson, Worcester: col. Willard B.

quired for the memorial, which 1,11 Luther, Cambridge, and Ralph Adams
about 200 yards south of Richardson Cram, noted Boston architect.
bridge on Boylston street. It appealed
The agitation for a state war meparticularly to the commission be- morial has been underway since the
the
where
territory
cause It is in a
Civil War and many commissions have
monument la not, Intelt to be dwarfed, made recommendations. The plea for
by later development. Mayor Jamej a memorial has been more intensive
M. Curley of Boston and other MY since 1920.
official-a- have expressed their approval
A special commission last year held
the location.
IN announcement
the state and
of the nve designs hearings throughout
was over'selected in the first stage was made determined the sentiment
whelmingly in favor of having It loOct. 14 after the commission had.
commisyear's
This
Boston.
in
spent several days in viewing the 103 cated
sion was authorized to recommend a
entries. In addition to the designs
site and a design.
selected today the authors of the
others who received $1000 awards included Jasper Rustiglan, Worcester,
L W. Briggs Co., Worcester. and Rich-

ard Shaw. Boston.
The final selection came only after
the oommissign had been In session

Claim Lowell Thomas, An-

Boston, Nov. 30.—(AP.)—The Boston College Athletic Association today sent a formal protest to Lowell
Thomas, radio news broadcaster,
against his alleged statement that the
Boston College-Holy Cross football
game was a "racket." The statement
was alleged to have been made by
Thomas in his broadcast over a nation-wide
hookup
last
Saturday
night.
The college association charged
Thomas made several desparaging remarks in reference to the game which
was played Thanksgiving Day and
which was planned to aid Boston's
, unemployment fund. John P. Curley,
graduate
manager
of
Athletics,
claimed Thomas ridiculed the arrangements for the game, commenting on the disappointing attendance.
Attendance Dropped.
The two colleges have played annually at Fenway Park and usually
the attendance was in excess of 32,000. Mayor Jarnea.M Corley -of Boston, asked the colleges to shift their
game to the Harvard Stadium and
all ticket sales over 32,000 be given
to Boston's unemployed. The game
was shifted from
Saturday
to
Thanksgiving and despite strenuous
efforts to promote the attendance,
only 24.000 people attended and the
receipts were approximately $12,000
less to each college than in other
years.
Unless some change is made in the
agreement the unemployed will get
nothing from the game.
In Curley's message to Thomas he
said, "Boston College and Holy Cross
play their annual game on the Sat.
urday following Thanksgiving Day at
Fenway Park, which seats over 32,000.
The game is generally a sell-out, and
as many as 43,000 have attended. This
year. at the request of the mayor of
Boston, and through the kindness of
President Lowell of Harvard. Use
game was transferred to Harvard Stadium. where 60,000 can be accommodated. The two colleges were to
receive the returns on 32,000 tickets,
.pay all expenses and every cent over
Ithe return on these tickets was to be
turned over to charity.
Both Take Loss.
"If the game went over as expected.
over $75,000 could have been realized
for charity. As it is Boston College
and Holy Cross stand to take a severe
less, and here at Boston College the
receipts of this game carry our entire
athletic program, which now faces a
heavy deficit.
"We do not conscientiously believe
we were sponsoring any 'racket' and
think your remarks on last Saturday
Ievening were a gross misrepresentation of the facts and figures and of a
most libellous nature."
The protest was the second in the
last month against a radio announcer
to be made by a greater Boston institution. Harvard protested Ted Musing's use of the word "putrid" in describing the play of Barry Wood, Harvard quarterback in the Dartmouth
game. Harvard barred Musing from
the stadium as a broadcaster.
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Chauffeur Who

Help Bury Gen.
D.Pression Fired

S

The chauffeur who drove Mayor
Curley at the head of the folle.TH1
ovelisigia,tor "General D. Pression" last
Tuesday has written a letter to the
mayor saying, "We burled the wrong
guy." When he returned from the
funeral he bun dhis own Job was
gone.
Leslie Fletcher, formerly a three'atter athlete at Stoneham HIch
s-,hool, hac, the honor of leading Gen.
D. Pression's funeral procession as
Mayor Curley's personal driver.
No one took more pleasure in the
rites than he. Secure in the knowledge he had a Job, he sang "Happy
days are here again" with the best
of them as the general's coffin slid
into the harbor from Battery wharf.
The ceremony over, Fletcher drove
Curley back to City hall, the mayor
sitting with him on the front seat for
the sake of warmth. They both expressed the hope that the obsequies
would have a lasting effect.
Fletcher then returned to the offices of his employers, an automobile
agency. His boss met him at the
door.
"I guess there's nothing doing for
you. Fletcher," the boss said, "I Just
bad orders from the front office to
lay you off until times are better."
Fletcher sat himself down In the
office of his erstwhile employers and
wrote the following note to Mayor
Curley:
Dear Mayor:
Don't be surprised if you get tried
for murder. You and I burled the
wrong guy this morning. It was
General D. Pression's chauffeur who
passed away.
Metamorphosically,
Leslie Fletcher.
sto

SAYS WAVE USED
le WRONG CORPSE
Boston, Dec. 5 (1P)—Leslie Fletchrecently
who
drove Mayor Curley at the head of
er, the chauffeur

"BURIED WRONG GUY," SAYS
CHAUFFEUR IN CORTEGE FOR
"GENERAL D. PRESSION”

to

Boston, Dec. 5.—(AP)—Leslie
Fletcher, the chauffeur who recently drove Igtgor Cur.8. at the
head of a funeral— 'or ege for
"General D. Pression," is of the
opinion that they "buried the
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- OF THE PAST WEEK
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Curley Appoints
ep. A.B.Casson

0401
Eneouragment of
plans of Mayor Curley, of Boatoth
may be one-ltay to aid unemployment, and there unquestionably -are
building projeets which ought ta 154
put through while building materiala
are cheap and labor in the building trades is somewhat less costl?f
than it was. So far, however, ai
private construction is conderned ordinary observation of -for sale" and
"to let" signs in Boston and it*
suburbs might lead to a conciusioti
that eastern Massachusetts in already grossly overbuilt. Too many
cubic feet have been roofed in for
housing of a population which either
is not increasing or is nearly stationary. If, of course, a number of modern apartment, houses were to . 1)t.
tiilt in the city oftBoriton, in aes
cordance with the mayoral plan, they
might while new find tenants drawn
from older urban houses and from
the suburban towns. They would
not subtract from the rather depressthg spectacle of unoccupied
property which greets the wayfar,..
at almost every point of the metropolitan mar.

Mrs. William C. Conant of Weston and Miss L. G. Dietrich of Hillside street, Waltham, are early
Dorchester Man Is Named
subscribers for the "brilliant divertissement' which Jacques CarAssociate Legislative
tier, internationally famous dancer,
the
of
Agent for Boston.
is offering in the ballroom
Hotel Staler, Tuesday afternoon,
pr Springfield Union.
of
December 8, under the auspices
the Women's Educational and InBOSTON, Dec. 3—Rep. Abraham
dustrial Union to benefit the three
13. Casson of Dorchester was torts')."
free employment bureaus for wonamed by Mayor Curley associate legmen maintained by this organizaislative agent for the city of Boston,
tion. Sponsors for the perforto succeed the late Judge Thomas H.
mance include Governor Joseph B.
Biloileati and to work with Edward D.
Magi4....141=-31.....Curlea,.. Hon.
Collins of South Boston, who retains
William Phillips and Hon. Eliot
his position, on behalf of the
State,
Wadsworth, representing
Mr. Casson, who is a Republican, will
Cit-and Federal offlcitals who are
immediately resign from the Legislawork on the unemployment probture. His s'alary will be $5000 a year
lem.
'- 11d his work will begin Jan. 1.
‘
Jacques Cartier, the artist of the
• Rep. Casson is one of the most
,)ccasion, has been enthusiastically
members of the Legislatui•c.
popular
compared by Europeans to the
of which he .has been a member for
great Russian dancer. Nijinsky,
,the last fivo years, representing the
while critics in Paris, Berlin, Lon112th Suffolk district.
He has been
him
proclaim
Madrid
and
don
prominently identified with many um'portant matters and us chairman of
greatest contribution
America's
the Committee on Bills in the Third
since h.sadora Duncan. For in
Reading has hcen charged with the
spite of his French name and the
'important duty of passing on all le;;accident of foreign birth, Mr. Cariistation before final -approval.
tier is an American and is particu/
44,
larly proud of his American-Indian
dances which he acquired while
Mayor CLur1.9y says that if anyone sings "Sweet Adeline" he is liable
living for eighteen months among
the Hopi trible in order to be able
to be considerira terrible drinker. Perhaps that is one reason that made
to write their' history for the
the song so popular.
His StetSmithsonian Institute.
ler program will be given with
CJ
G
id
4/0,,i,-01
three assisting artists, but he himr.:•1
self is the dominating gure of ev''• 0,'
4
ery number, whether, Spanish, JapMayor Curley and
anese, Chinese, Viennese, Harlemor Indian. The
ite, Dominican
Edward A. Filene to
weird and haunting Congo Voodoo
' Dance, which is the climax of his
Address Club Women
progrem, is described as "a jungle
---Mayor James ti,Surley of Boston,
piece compact of primitiveness
BOSTON, Dee. 5 (A)—Leslie Fletchand Edward A. Filene, world econoand barbaric grandeur."
mist, will be the leading speakers at
pr, the chauffeur who recently drove
i Tickets may be obtained at Hera
of
conference
the fourth and sixth
Mayor Curley at the head for a fun. rick's or at the Main Office of the
districts of the Massachusetts State
eral cortege for "General D. pm,
Union, 264 Boylston street, teleFederation of Women's Clubs Wedskin,"
is of the opinion that they
phone Kenmore 5651
nesday at 9.45 a. m.. in the ballroom
• • -,
"buried the wrong guy."
of
Hotel
Statler,
w/o or '
Boston.
Mayor
Cur-1
IV*/'
Fletcher was personal driver to the

Buried Wrong Guy,'
Mayor Cutz, Told

iiistrict Conference in . 19
Boston Wednesday.
Curley. mayor of Boston

•

amidward .+ Pliene, world economist, will be the leading speakers at
the conference of the fourth and sixth
Districts of the State Federation Wednesday morning In the hall room of
the Hotel Stilt ler, Boston. Mayor
Curley will bring the city's greetings
to the morning session, speaking on
"Women's Clubs as a Civic Asset." Mr.
Filene will address the afternoon session on "Mass Production and the
Consumer's Dollar."
Mrs. Frederick E. Judd of Southampton mid Boston, and Mrs. Stewart
A. Colpitts of Allston, directors of the
two districts, will share presiding
honors. Distinguished guests will include Mrs. cart I.. Schrader of Belmont, state president and Mrs. Arthur
Devens l'otter of Greenfield, director
of the General Federation.
A song rally will he staged for Mrs
Grace Morrison Poole, candidate for
president or the General Federation
as one of I e features of the luncheon period. lieservations for luncheon
ot later than Dee, 7
must he sr
Colpit .4, 15 Ailsof Mrs. St
Al •
,.

ley will bring the city's greetings to
the morning session, speaking on
''Women's Clubs as a Civic Asset."
Mr. Filene will address the afternoon
session on "Mass Production and the
Consumer's Dollar."
Mrs. Stewart A. Colpitts of Allston,
and Mrs. Frederick E Judd of Boston,
directors of the two districts, will
share presiding honors. Mrs. Frank
Harvey Cole of Chelsea will officiate
as president of the hostess group, the
Ex-Club of New Hampshire's Daughters of Boston. Guests will include
!sirs. Carl L. Schrader of Belmont,
state president: Mrs. Arthur Devens
Potter of Greenfield, director of the
General Federation of Women's Clubs,
snd Mrs. Benjamin H. Currier, former director of the fourth district.

mayor during the "funeral", whch
ended with a casket bearing "Genern1
P. Pression" being dumped into Boston Harbor.
The chauffeur returned to the offloes to his employers, an en tomobile
agency. after the services to find that.
he was laid off "until better times."
He wrote the following to the mayor:
"Don't be surprised if you get tried
for murder. You and I buried the
wrong guy. It. was Genet-al II. Pressinn's chauffeur who Passed away."
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The so-called uniform price mendous decrease in the use of anis being maintained today by thracite and to seek a solution for
approximately 75% of the Boston overcoming this condition. I asdealers is $1.25 per ton less than sured him at the time that lower
the corresponding period a year wholesale prices were the solution
ss„i.
ago. Dar. to a change in the whole- and that the people of Massachusale market Isom gross to net ton, setts would continue to heat their
posted prices would appear to be , homes with efficient substitutes at
much less than last year. The actual least until such time as anthracite
Following a statement from reduction, however, at wholesale, coal could be purchased as reaMayor .Curley last week in which according to Anthracite Circulai sonable or cheaper than other
he said that Ralph W. ill obart, Prices, is 17c per ton. The retail fuels.
it is quite evident that the retail
director of the division on the dealers of Boston have reduced
necessaries of life, had been teir gross profit approximately coal dealers are combining the
"evasive" when questioned about 71.08 per ton from last year. The brains and ingenuity of the industry
the retail price of coal. Direc- division finds that 2,5 p. c. of the in an endeavor to rehabilitate themtor Robert made public the fol- dealers in the Boston district are selves. Numerous services are exlowing answer giving the result selling anthracite coal from $14 to tended the consumer and, as reof his investigation of retail $14.75 per ton; all sales in these lated before, price concessions are
prices of coal in Greater Bos- instances are made on a strictly offered in an tatiffort to build up
ton:
cash basis.
,ales volume. I sincerely hope that
Robart Answers
The local dealer whose letter you the conditions which resulted in a
Dear Mr. Mayor: 1 have delayed enclosed to me failed to call your monopoly detrimental to the con
answering your letter of November attention to ths fact that the price sumer up to a very few years ago
10 requesting an investigation of concession offered by his companyn have changed sufficiently to concoal prices in the Boston district, was for orders of two tons or more vince the Pennsylvania operators
which was supplemented on No- and for cash. Although the divis- that a substantial wholesale price
vember 17 to include a letter from ion considers the reduced price a reduction ,is necessary to insure an
one of the Boston dealers, to allow move in the right direction, we are increased consumption of anthracite
us the opportunity of communicat- of the opinion in this instance that in this commonwealth.
ing, with each dealer in this dis- this company should have pre- From the standpoint of labor, we
trict for the purpose of verifying sentcd all of the facts to you, as naturally would like to see the
current retail prices. Please be as- published accounts of this nature Pennsylyania mines operating at
sured that this division is in hearty are misleading to the public. Un- capacity as there is a natural reaccord with your desire to reduce der present conditions a very small ciprocity between t h e commonthe price of coal. However, we proportion of the people have suf- svealths. A recent survey showed
find upon checking up that present ficient funds available to pay cash that the anthracite producing area
day conditions have apparently for coal in two ton lots. Many of of Pennsylvania uses more than $1,.
been misrepresented to you.
the dealers in the Boston district 000,000 worth of goods daily which
Coal, from the standpoint of the are offering coal at reduced prices are manufactured in the New Engconsumer, is in a inure wholesome and will deliver as low as one-hali l land states. Anthracite is mined
condition competitively than at any ton lots. It is quite apparent that only to meet current demand ,
time since the war. Prior to last the consumers of Massachusetts Lower wholesale prices will result
Spring retail prices were fairly uni- have taken the matter of providing in an increased consumption and
form, although the division was un- fuel for beatug their homes Int*. will afford the miners of Pennsylable to find any evidence of an un- their own hands, as is evideneedsvania steadier employment.
derstanding between dealers for by the tremendous diversion from This division is much concerned
-establishing prices. It is our opin- anthracite to other fuels in the past with the problem of supoitting fuel
ion that the smaller dealers i n,nine years. In 1921 there was an at reasonable prices to the thou•
Greater Boston have based their!annual per capita consumption of sands of families in the Boston disselling prices upon those charged domestic anthracite of 1.6 tons, trict whose circumstances necessi,
by the larger companies in the Bos- which has been reduced to one ton late the purchase of coal in twentyon di.,triet.
per capita for the 1930-1931 year. five pound bags wh:ch retail at
Anthracite coal, unlike most other During the 1921-1922 coalyear Bos- from 20c to 25c per bag.
necessary commodities, has but one ton District consumed 2,200,000 Our recent survey shows the
source of domestic supply
the tons of domestic anthracite, as consumption of a half -a million
coal mines of Pennsylvania, thecompared with a consumption of 1, bags last mcnth in Roston proper
of which have a fixed 677,000 tons for the 1930-1931 year, Th e winter months will undoubtedly
,operators
priec for coal at wholesale. Atincrease
the demand for bag fuel.
notwithstanding the fact that the
the .present time this price is $8 pent population hal inerea'ted in this Many of the people who can
net ton at the mines for stove and area approximately 290,000 i nthis least afford to pay excessive prices,
nut coal; adding to this the railperiod. This substantial reduction which are necessarily high because
rate per carload lot of $3.82 perof
the bagging process and the duin the use of domestic anthracite,
net ton, we find the cost of coal which corresponds somewhat with I'lieitY of handling, are required to
on board freight in Boston to beconditions in other parts of the purchase coal in „this way because
$11.82 per ton. It is therefore veryof
abnormal economic circumcountry, has caused much concern
easy to determine the gross profittances.
It would appear to me
in the Pennsylvania mining areas.'
of the retailer, which varies at the which is partly responsible for th e'that theBoston
city of Bosto could perpresent time from $2.18 to $3.18 per appointment 0 f a commission form a real humanitarian service if
ton. The latter figure, which is
known as the Greater PennsylVania arrangements could be made to
based on prices charged by the Council, a representative of which purchase coal at wholesale and dismajority of dealers, is for coal sell- called u po n ine this past summer tribute it at cost in small quantity
ing at $15 per ton. ss.
to determine the season for the tre- lots at schoolhouses, fire stationz.

h
Robart An swers which
Ma orcujity,,
n Coal Costs
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police statiaa and other municipal
buildings during the coming winter
months. and I respectfully suggest
that the law wnich allows cities
and towns to distribute necessaries
at reasonable rates during times of
emergency and distress be taken
advantage of in this instance.
Please be assured that this division is happy to cooperate with
you at all times.
Very truly yours,
RALPH W. ROBART,
Director
4..
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FOURTH AND SIXTH DISTRICTS
&" PLAN JOINT CONFERENCE DEC. 9

r /-

Mayor Curley and
E. A. Filene to
Speak.

J.

17-•--1.31414146,14erfffrfr
Post-season football as a means
of raising money for the unemployed will have today the principal test of its earning power. If the
revenue falls below expectations the
generosity of undergraduates and
public need not be impugned. The
football season may merely have
been prolonged beyond the disposition, and perhaps beyond the financial capacity, of undergraduates and '
public to absorb its offerings.
Discussion has arisen over the
unsatisfactory financial results of
Cross
college-Holy
Boston
the
game, which was a contest in the
regular season between old and seasoned rivals, though played in an
unusual place and not on the usual
day. The arrangements, which in
retrospect do not seem to have been
altogether businesslike, were made
by Mayor Curley of Boston. Rut
ey's principal mistake
Mayor
was in overestimating the power of
football as a magnet .for the public.
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MRS. FREDERICK E. JUDD.
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Prot. Hart's estimate of George
Washington is as unimportant,
far as influencing public opinion,
.19x, gulp's estimate of Mr.
as Ma
Hoover.

There has been a fairly general
ssumption that attendance at
es between established rivals or
evei newly found rivals would be
limite only by the seating capacity
of con ete or wooden stands. A drew only
313,000 to the Yale bowl
Harvard graduate, expressing dis- —or half the
number who could be
pleasure because Harvard's football
accommodated in seats.
team participated in no charity conWith
Yale playing Princeton
tests, suggested in the Harvard after Thanksgiving the season was
Alumni Bulletin that a game in the already
prolonged, and participation
stadium with Northwestern, Notre in charity
football prolongs it still
Dame or Pittsburg "would easily further. It is not certain that this
'bring a gate of $250,000."
extension of the season is relished
Attendrice at leading games last by players, undergraduates and
week does ,not bear out his rosy graduates, though there is a genestimate. Such a game would be at erous desile to help the funds for
best an exhibition game, without unemployment relief. The colleges
the element of seasoned rivalry and will, perhaps, be glad to return to
association which gives college foot- normal seasons and established riball its chief lure. Dartmouth and vals. If it is still desirable another
Stanford, which are not natural year that football should contribute
rivals, drew about 40,000 to the to charity, a percentage of the reHarvard stadium, and Yale and c&pts at regular games might be
Princeton, which are natural rivals, devoted to the purpose.

Hon. James M. Curley, mayor of
.Fa—A:I-Ilene, world
Boston, and Fara..
economist, will be the leading speakers at the conference of the Fourth
and Sixth districts of the Massachusetts State Federation of Women's Clubs, Wednesday, Dec. 9, At
9:45 A. M. in the ball room of Hotel
Statler, Boston. Mayor Curley will
bring the city's greetings to the
morning session, speaking on "Women's Clubs as a Civic Asset." Mr.
Filene will address the afternoon
session on "Mass Production and the
Consumer's Dollar."
Mrs. Stewart A. Colpitta of Allston
and Mrs. Frederick E. Judd of Boston, directors of the two districts,
will share presiding honors. Mrs.
Frank Harvey Cole of Chelsea will
officiate as president of the hostess
group, the Ex-Club of New Hampshire's Daughters of Boston. Distinguished guests will include Mrs.
Carl L. Schrader of Belmont, State
president; Mrs. Arthur Devens Potter of Greenfield, director of the
General Federation of Women's
Clubs, and Mrs. Benjamin H. Currier, former director of the Fourth
district.
Among the several divisions whose
activities will be presented in the
morning, that of 2o-operation with
war veterans, Mrs. Walter H. Woods,
chairman, will be featured and there
will be a Christmas sale of articles
fashioned by disabled veterans.
Round tables will precede luncheon
served in the foyer at 12:30 o'clock.
A song rally for Mrs. Grace Morrison Poole, candidate for president
of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs, will be staged as a tribute to her honorary membership
in the hostess New Hampshire's
Daughters. Luncheon reservations
must be secured not later than Dec.
7 of Mrs. Stewart A. Colpitts, 15
Allston street, Allston, or Mrs. Frank
H. Cole. 19 Cary avenue, Chelsea.
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CURIEY THREATENS TO BAR
Y. MILK FROM BOSTON
Tells State Grange That National Dairy
Products Company Wants Supreme Control in This Territory
He asserted any question of why the
BOSTON, Dec. 8. (IP)—Mayor James
M. Curley, in an address before the reduction had been made should be
State Grange in session here today, directed to that organization. Willcharged the National Dairy Products mann denied any financial connection
company had forced down the price existed between Whiting and the Naof milk by threatening to bring in tional Dairy Products company.
The New England Milk Producers'
New York milk at, a still lower prise.
price of five
The retail price of milk has been association establiished
reduced three times in tht. Boston cents a quart in Springfield two weeks
market within the past week and now ago," he said. Bosten simply followed
ia eight cents a quart at stores, the Springfield. The party to tell why
the price was cut is the New England
lowest price in 15 years.
asencoation—the
Producers'
Curley said he had ordered the .Milk
Health department to exclude the New Lfarmers themselves."
York milk.
"The National Dairy Products come
pany," said the mayor, "a new instiin
this
tution, wants supreme control
1 Y=3 ass "-/9/.3/
less
territory. They give us 'milk
order
than the cost of production in
to drive somebody out of business and
when that has happened, we'll pay
the penaltyy permanently."
The mayor charged that the reduction of a cent a quart annonnced last
Direct answer to a statement made
Saturday hy the New England Milk
by
William F. Willmann, general suwithsecond
Producers' association, its
perintendent of the Whiting Milk
in the week, resulted from notification
company, at a meeting of dealers with
by the Whiting Milk compani that it
Monday
would sell milk from the Sheffield
Mayor Jamas M. Curie
Farms company of new York state
In connection with ffri Springat a price under five cents a quart to
field milk situation was made at the
dealers unless the loca: producers
meeting of dealers and producers here
their
price.
would lower
Monday night. Mr Willmann charged
cl.
BoaJ
the
notified
"I have
"the party to tell why the price
that
allow
the
not
will
of Health that we
was cut in Springfield is the New
Sheffield Creameries' milk to come
England Milk Producers' association
into &Ireton and be sold," the !nayor
—the farmers themselves."
said. -Milk sold here will be only
The answer was made that the lotivni dairies subject to Boston inspeccal sales Anil marketing committee of
tion:.
the N. E. M. P. A. was- confronted
The mayor's remarks were later
by threats by prominent distributors
challenged by Joseph Willman, a
i nthe vicinity that if the price cut
who
of
Whiting
the
zo.apany,
director
was not accepted, milk would be imdeclared that the producers association
ported from New York state and Verelseprice
the
had already lowered
mont in quantities which would make
the local production unnecessary.
where in the state.
Members of the marketing commisR Vt.S.
Fi
sion of the local unit of the New England group stated that they were confronted with organizations which they
.k.iew could and would hack up their
threats and that they were forced to
"take what we could for the milk."

HUB STATEMENT
ABOUT MILK CUT
HERE ANSWERED

•

New York Milk is
Banned in Boston

'121—Mayor
BOSTON. Dec. !
Curlei, said he had ordered the
ddresm he- 1
.Tames M. Curley, 1.
Health department to exclude the
frfeleablaseiinieeseserange .a session New York milk.
National
yesterday, charged the
"The National Dairy Products
had
company
Products
Dairy
company," said the Mayor, "a new
milk by
of
price
forced down the
,
wants supreme control
institution.
threatennig to bring in New York I in this territory. They give us milk
reThe
price.
lower
still
a
at
milk
at less than the coal of production
tail price of milk has been reduced in order to drive somebody out of
three times in the Boston market busiipesse And when that has hapwithin the past week and Is now aened, w. I pay the penalty permaeight cents a quart at stores, V- nenUy."
lowest- mice in 15 years
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;uRLEY FLAYS
(cr NAT. DAIRY PRODS. CO.
BOSTON, Dec. 8. (1P)--Ma50;41.1)4Cd1;
the
M, cjigley, in an address before
today, ,
Stec Orenge in session here
Prodcharged the National Dairy
the
ucts Company had forced down
price of milk by threatening to bring
lower
in New York milk at a still
has
price. The retail price of milk
the
been re-lures three times in
past week
Boston market within the
at
and now is eight rents a quart
stores, the lowest price in 15 years.
the,
Curley said he had ordered
the
health department to exclude
New York milk.
Dairy Products
National
"The
new
Company." said the mayor, "a
in
Institution, wants supreme control
at
this territory. They give us milk
in
less than the cost of production
busiorder t3 drive somebody out of
happened,
,noss. and when that has
we'll pay the penalty permanently."
The mayor charged that the reduclast
tion of a cent a quart announced Milk
Saturday by the New England
Producers' Association, its second
notiwithin the week, resulted from
Comfication by the Whiting Milk
the
pany that it would sell milk from
Sheffield Farms Company of New
cents
York State at a price under five
local
a quart to dealers unless the
price.
their
producers would lower
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N CAPITAL
CRLEY
....
(
ag HARBOR PLAN
To Lunch With Bay State
&Ions Today
Special to t be Telegram
WASHINGTON. Dee. 9. -- Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston ACCOM•
ponied by his ,nclal secretary. Thomas L. Johnson, his daughter, Mu
Mary Curley, and his private secretary
arrived here today to attend the sessions of the waterways congress and
to confer with the members of the
In
the
Massachusetts delegation
House.
He was at the capital this afternoon and. p.ised for photographers.
Tomorrow he will attend a luncheon
party to which all the members of
the Bay State delegation .hitve been
invited. Senator Walsh will be -host.
The mayor is seeking a congres.
atonal appropriation of a million
dollars for the improvement and
development of Boston harbor, to
make the harbrr the finest in the
world and tr. aid the unemployed. He
I Will solicit the support of the Say
State delegaelon for this project.
He has been adyi.sed, however, that
there is not the slightest possibility
of getting such a bill through Congress at this Jieseion. unless there is
a general rivers and harbors bill, of
which there is no present prosPeet.
Even then, the proposal would have
slim chance ot.running tne contrasgauntiet.
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Curie Charges Milk
oropoly is Aim in
• (,) Below-Cost Selling

cultural life in this natiOn. He has
devoted many years to the perfection of this delicious fruit, until the
grapes of his raising are unequalled
in horticulture.
"He has aided materially those who
are interested in the game of golf, ,
possibly the finest recreation that is
known for business men in the life
of greater Boston,
''The Wollaston Golf club will, in
my judgment, stand as a living memorial to Dr. Kendall.
"He has brought members of his
own dental profession, newspaper
men and those in every walk of life
to see the benefits to be derived sunny
afternoons, upon the golf courses
which abound near Boston, and
every golfer in the community owes
Dr. Kendall a lasting debt of honor.
"Thorugh the influence of Dr. Kendall the annual boxing tournaments
of the Boston Athletic association
have become the finest tribute to the
manly art of boxing this country has
probably ever known. From the time
of the inauguration of these tournaments Dr. Kendall has been a constant ringside attendant to see that
every amateur boxer received fair'
play.
Formed Walking Club
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
"He organized and developed a
at a recent testimonial dinner In club, for men reaching their senior
honor of the 77th birthday of Dr. Years, to engage in the splendid recWalter J. Kendall, called the Quincy- reation of walking along our charmite the nation's finest amateur sports- ing country-side, where nature can
man and further pointed out his ever be witnessed at her best, and
many accomplishments as horticul- offering pleasure to hundreds of men,
euralist, breeder of dogs and man of not only from a fine recreational
pastime but in the true companionletters.
I The complete text of Curley's ship of their fellow men.
"Dr. Kendall is one of the descendspeech follows:
"We are assembled to pay our trib- ants of the Pilgrims, who landed at
ute of love and affection to Dr, Plymouth Rock in 1620, and bears
Walter Gardner Kendall, upon the the same rugged personality, strength
occasion of his 77th birthday and to of purpose, honor and conviction
voice an appropriate tribute to a gen- which marked his formidable antleman who serves as a ray of sun- cestry.
"He is a true son of the founders
shine in an often clouded community.
and ever worthy of our consideration
"We realize that Dr. Kendall is one as the highest type of American gen-of this country's finest amateur tleman.
sportsmen.
"The interest of Dr. Kends11 in the
"For over 50 years he has been.- advancement of the Massachusetts
the
in
loved and admired by leaders
militia, insofar as the perfection of ,
world of amateur sport, horticulture Our reserve forces in military science
espeand literature and has been an
and tactics is concerned, that they I
cially generous sponsor in the de- be prepared for every national emerMassachuof
velopment of the game
gency is another debt of honor owed
setts golf.
him. This is a tribute to the genuine
"He was one of the founders of the Americanism of our guest.
Boston Athletic emaciation, which en- "Dr. Kendall is a prominent breeder
joys a reputation unexcelled in this of Boston Terriers and French Bullcountry, as a place where men en- dogs and has given a lifetime of
gaged in the daily direction of great I service for the successful raising of
business enterprises are able to se- a high type of dog, which is man's
cure athletic recreation under the sincerest friend.
finest auspices.
"He has further, from time to time,
essayed the literary field, where his
Leads nicysic Club
"For over 50 years he has also been delightful contributions in poetry and
the captain and leading sponsor of prose provide a lifetime memorial,
the Boston Bicycle club, and gave to "The spirit of this delightful event
this pastime, one of the finest ever is that beyond the fact that in hondeveloped for genuine recreation, the oring Ur. Kendall, on his 77th birthbenefit of his commanding person- day, we pay our tribute of affection
3 a leader in the many-sided.acality.
"Even now he is able to lead the tivities of life.
"Dr. Kendall has embraced no field
hardy veterans of the wheel on the
annual tour about the city of Bos- in his busy life's activities Winch he
not honored by he line intellihas
ton and which is one of our most
delightful athletic events for men of gence, character and devotion, Be
stands as an American minute man
ripened years.
In every realm of human
"In
the
cultivation
th
j
or
good, huAmerican grape. 7
1r. Kendall
ghtfully m, - nderstanding and human ac.
cor
lament.
stands as one, of the lend
OT bort!.

Price Would Be Boosted Sky-High, He Says,
If National Dairy Could Drive Out
Competition
ROSTON, Dec. 5.--(AP)—Mayor
,Tames M. Curley, in an address before the state grange in session here
today, charged the National Dairy
Products company had forced down
the price of milk by threatening to
bring in New York at a still lower
price. The retail price of milk has
been reduced three times in the BOAton market within the past week and
now is eight cents a quart at stores,
the lowest price in 15 years.
Curley said he had ordered the
health department to -exclude the
New York milk.
''The National Dairy Product.; company," said the mayor, "a new institution, wants supreme control in this
territory. They give us milk at less
then the cost of production in order
to drive somebody out of business,
and when that has happened. we'll
pay the penalty permanently."
Threat by Whitings.
'The mayor charged that the reduction of a cent a quart announced
last Saturday by the New England
Milk Producers association, its second within the week, resulted from
notification by the Whiting Milk company that it would sell milk from the
• Sheffield Farms compeny of New
York state at a price under five cents
a quart to dealers unless the local
producers would lower their price.
"I have notified the city's Board
of Health that we will not allow the
'Sheffield creameries' milk to come
into Boston and be sold," the mayor
-said. "Milk sold here will be only
from dairies subject to Boston inspection."
The mayor's remarks were later
challenged by Joseph Winmann, a
director. of' the Whiting company,
who declared that the producers association had already lowered the
price elsewhere In the state.
He asserted any question of why
the reduction had been made should
be directed to that organization.
Wilmann denied any financial connection existed between Whiting and the'
'National Dairy Products cotnpany.
"The New England Milk Producers'
association established a price of five
cents a quart in Springfield two
weeks age," he said. Boston simply
followed Springfield. The party to
tell why the price was cut is the
New England Milk Producers' association—the farmers themselves."

Myr Curlry.
Payar-ibute
lo To Dr.Kendall
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at
all of the 'county milk could not be, would be thrown into the market
checked against the cost of production a price under five cents to Boston
under the price of five cents a quart.. dealers unless producers reduce their
Conditions were pictured where a prices.
James A. Willmann, a director of the
farmer will have his whole family
working at no other return to them- Whiting company denied this charge.
A local dealer yesterday said that ,
selves than the cost of meals and
lodging. No luxuries may be afforded he understood that Mr. Willmann was
and the situation is growing more and closely affiliated in business with
more desperate, Walter Shaw. dairy Thomas H. McInerny, president of the
agent of the extension service said. National Dairy Products Co.
Today a milk expert declared that
Labor costs by. the larger producers
are assimilated in the increased pro- both the Whiting Company and the
.duction by the farmer, Mr. Shaw said. National Dairy Products Company had i
Nevertheless, he stated, the big pro- an interest in the Sheffield Farms.
ducers of this county are hit as hard The local manager of the Whiting
Company could not be reached this
as the smaller farmers.
The close dependency by producer morning for a statement.
producer
on dealer and the dealer on
Reports at last night's milk meeting
was 'described by thee county dairy
stores in this city would
Farmers of this county are faced ' agent, who said that if the dealer that chain
the lead of Boston chain stores
with serious difficulties because of the could not maintain his spread (the follow
to eight cents a quart
milk
reducing
in
reduction in price of milk paid them margin between the price paid by him to producers could not be affirmed.
by dealers from five and one-half to the producer and that received by
No orders have been received here by
cants to five cents, voted last night at
the consumer), the dealer store managers to put this into effect.
from
him
the
Worcester
of
a meeting
County
financial difficulties
Rep. William Casey a Spencer,
marketing committee of the New Eng- would run into
result in financial disas- president of the Worcester Dairymen's
land Milk Producers' Association and which might to
the dealer, but to the Association today may present a resodirectors of the Worcester Courity ter not. only
lution adopted by the meeting last
Dairymen's Association. The half farmer es well.
Figures at the Worcester County night that the Worcester board of
cent reduction, it was learned, brings
that
strictly enforce milk inspecthe price of milk per quart more than Extension Service today revealed milk health
tion laws of the local board on outa cent below the cost of production in approximately 90,000 quarts of
of-state milk. It was agreed the surare sold in this city every day.
this county.
plus from Vermont and other states
87 Percent
To add to the predicament county
the
Of this total, 87.5 percent is provided has been an important. factor in
farmers are now completing the state
to present price situation.
tuberculosis testing of herds which by county dealers. This amounts
Mayor
and
Health
of
The Board
approximately 75.000 quarts per day.
of milk sold in the coun- 'O'Hara will give a hearing to the milk
places a heavy financial burden on The amount
tomorrow at City Hall,
producers
it
although
estimated
be
not
eould
many although the :tate and federal ty
was said that the ratio between the Chairman Edward H. Trowbridge angovernments pay the major part of the population of Worcester and that of nounced at noon today. The exact
cost of replacing cattle if found suf- Worcester Minty is the same.
time has not been decided and will defering from tuberculosis.
It was pointed out that Worcester pend upon other appointments a the
According to figures compiled by the .produc
/
ers ship vast amounts of milk Mayor and the board.
Massachusetts State College, farm to Boston. and Springfield. No figures
fre "'Mit/ ede
Tse'0,
bureau division, the cost of produc- were available as to the amount shiping milk in this area is $.0617 per ped.
quart, average.
Shaw said, however, that the
To feed cows the farmer must pay 1 Mr.
of this county could supply
58.4 percent of this sum and the com- !producers
any and all demands for production
bined cost of labor and feed amounts Ito fill the needs of Worcester and
to 82.8 percent of the $.0617 per quart. Worcester County cities and towns
In addition to the cost of feed and without in any way intetfering with
labor, the farmer must pay the ex- their. milk export trade.
pense of transporting his milk in cans
Figures on the amount of cream
The Hampshire County Milk
to the dealer, it was said at the and butter produced by Worcester
Worcester County Extension Service. County farmers were not available
Producers' Association, which met
This averages approximately one and and it was said that because of the
,125 strong in Memorial hall, North.
one-half cent per quart.
absence of a check on these items,
Other Expenses
lampton. last ngiht, appointed three
cream
of
no estimate as to the value
Other expenses of the farmer now and butter-fat content could be made.
of its members to represent the
include heavy taxes on property andThe one-half cent reduction voted
county on a committee formed by
meet
to
cows, upkeep a buildings
by the milkmen who held a closed
three Valley counties to confer
Worcester milk inspection regulations, meeting in the offices of the extenwith dAtilers and distributors for
cost of equipment and depreciation in sion service, last night, will not afIstabilization of the milk market.
the value of both cattle and buildings fect the new local price of milk to
The major dealers %vitt meet toand medical attention for cattle.
consumers. This reduction' is absorbed
According to dairy experts at the In the two cents decrease voted by
night in Hotel Kimball. Springextension service farmers in this coun- the Worcester Milk Dealers' Associafield, to choose a committee to
ty depending on the towns in which tion Monday after the Whiting Milk
the farmers' representatives
!meet
heavier
a
have
their farms are located
Company had set the pace by reduceffort to end the orgy of
ar.
In
other
any
than
near
to
burden
Lax
ing prices of milk delivered to 10
price-cutting that has swept over
class of people. All property owned cents per quart from 12 cents. Keepthe Massachimetts milk market to
by the farmer, practically, is taxable, ing pace with this reduction the price
it was said.
the detriment of thr• producers. ,
per quart dropped to nine
No estimate could be Made as tO the in siores
The Hampshire county men are
cents per quart and indications are
number of farmers in this county who that these prices will be standard until
Joseph Cook and Ezra Shaw, both
are actively engaged, and dependent
stabilization of the milk business
of Hadley, and Charles' Bisbee of
on their milk business, because many a
Is effected.
Charles Norris of
iChesterfield.
own only one or two cows and do not ' The status of the Whiting Company
Westhampton presided.
deal in milk.
independent
large
a
as
is
city
this
in
Quentin
included
Speakers
But according to the 1930 federal concern not affiliated with the dealReynolds, manager of the Eastern
census this county has one quarter of ers' association which controls the
all cattle in Massachusetts. There are majority of milk in the Worcester
'States Farmers' Exchange, Springmore than 49,000 in all in addition to market.
field, and a member of the appeall
not
were
a number of calves which
Monopoly
milk commission which was remilk
of
percentage
counted. A large
The situation has been described by
cently appointed by Commissioner
this
in
included
are
atan
cattle
as
producing
both producers and dealers
A. W. Gilbert of the Department
figure, it was said.
tempt by the National Dairy Products
of Agriculture.
Conditions have always been bad for Company to gain a monopoly of the
Besides electing the three men
the producer, it was learned, but by milk business in this state and in this
to represent the local dairy ass°.
rigid economy he has always been able city. •
Boston
than
of
ualeylower
prices
jjaeaga.-.56.-C
Mayor,..j
to get by. But with
elation on the bargaining committhey have been in many years and In an address before the Massachutee, it was voted to send a cornwith the price of labor higher than setts State Grange, Tuesday, also
muniatIon to .041....e”. -1...-••••••• M.
In pre-war days the farmer is in des- made this charge and asserted that
.40 BostOn commending his:
CUJ:140
the Whiting company Was responsiperate straits.
reeentsiond and efforts to exclude
ble for the drop to five cents to farCost of Labor
through a threat that milk from
milk produce outside the State
The extension service experts assert- mersSheffield
Parma Oo.. of Slaw York
the
being !old in t at
ed that the cost of labor in practically

Farmers Faced
, With Crisis in
tp The Milk War

•

Now Selling Milk at Price
Below the Cost of
Production
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HAMPSHIRE COUNTY
MLK PRODUCERS
( NAME COrvIMITTEk"
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by setting up conferences between the
Committee AppOloted to Aid
local sales committee of the New EngOrganisation
land Milk Producers' association and
Northampton. Dee. 10—The Home- distributors to restore the base price
shire County Milk Producers' associa- level in this territory to a reasonable
tion, with an attendance of 125 at Me- point so as to enable the dairymen to
morial hall last night, voted to appoint "stay In business."
a committee of three to join with
Commissioner of Agriculture Harry
three from the Hampden count) asso- R. Lewis said that Providence and the
ciation and three from the Franklir Rhode Island milk shed from now on
county association in planning the or shall be considered as a separate propganization of a bargaining associatior osition in price fixing from the rest of
of the milk producers in mu
New England, and that he, with the
cut valley within the state boundaries, approval of all concerned, will set himand tributaries.
self up as state milk administrator,
The committee comprised Joseph
arbitration board of three, to
A direct statement that several Cook,- Ezra Shaw of Hadley, and with an
pass upon disputes which may arise In
large distributors in this vicinity had Charles Bisbee of Chesterfield.
the future.
The presiding officer was Charles
threatened to Import milk unless the
M. Norris of West Hampton, presNew England Milk Producers associa- ident of the aesociation, and the clerk
./Yso
tion came down to a 5 cent f. o. b., was the secretary, Josiah W. Parsons,
Springfield price for "fluid milk," was Jr., of Northampton. The first speakmade last night at a meeting of the er was Allan Leland, agent of the
Ilampshire County Milk Producers' Hampshire County Extension service,
association at Northampton. George Who presented recent developments
Barrus of Goshen, a director of the which have included the signing of
N. E. M. P. A. made the statement a pledge for support. of the proposed
and added that the buyers of milk association by 1166 producers, incatastated that 12,000 quarts of milk would ing 433 in Hampden county, 349 In
be left on the hands of the producers Ham pshlre, and 386 In Franklin
If the cut was not made.
county.
Wilbur T. Locke of the Hampden
Quentin Reynolds of the Eastern
County Improvement league stir ted States Farmers'
exchange said that
here yesterday that
General Ice the assertion of the dealers that the
'Cream, Hood. Nash and Mallory were producers
must have an organization
among the distributors who reque.sted
if they wished to engage in bargainthat the drop in milk price be made.
One member of the marketing and ing was about to be met. Mr Reynolds
said
that prices were so low that such
sales committee of the producers' association for Springfield stated that. an association would have the support
a letter from V. F. Hovey, an official of the public, because prices below
of the General Ice Cream and a di- cost of production mean bankruptcy,
rector of the National Dairy Products and bankruptcy for the milk producer
: corporation, of which General Ice means less trading in the city stores,
Cream is a subsidiary, was read at grief for the city people who have
the meeting by G. B. Platt,-local rep- relatives on the farms and inability
of the farmers to pay municipal, counresentative for General Ice Cream.
The letter was reported as reading ty and state taxes. The problem in
to the effect that General Ice Cream hand, Mr Reynolds continued, is not
was in a position to buy milk more the milk producers' problem alone.
cheaply elsewhere, and that, unless
Cites Denmark's Example
the cut was made, would do so. The
Prof J. H. Frandsen of the Massasubsidiary of National Dairy Products
The Hampshire County Dairycorporation complained that independ. chusetts State college told of his reman:a association, in a largely - atobservations
in
cent
Denmark,
where
eat dealers were buying milk more
tended meeting la,st night in Mecheaply than Itself, and that it could 90 per cent milk producing and selling
morial hall, voted to appoint a
not afford to stand such competition. business is organized. Stable organThe member of the committee said ization is the best hope of the Connectcommittee of three to act with
asserted.
valley,
Pt-of
Frandsen
icut
that no mention was made of milk
similar committees from dairymen
being imported from New York State, General business, the dealers and the
of Franklin and Hampden to conhut that it was known that Sheffield consumers all profit from steady,prices
fer with dealers relative to a fair
Farms, a large subsidiary In New York and the unvarying quality which coprice for milk. The committee
state of National Dairy Products cor- operative selling promotes.
Prof E. W. Bell of the Massachuporation, was in a position to furnish
named
Joseph Cook
comprises
the local market with New York milk. setts state college spoke on the methand Ezra Shaw of Hadley and
ode
of
cooperative
S. 0. Russell of Brimfield, another
bargaining. He
Charles A. Bisbee of Chestermember of the committee, confirmed said the Federal Land bank of Springfield.
the report that an "ultimatum" was field had done well thus far in this
delivered to the effect that if the period of depression, but that present
The association also passed a
price cut was not accepted, in order milk prices would be likely to inflict
vote, on motion of Mr. Shaw, that
that the corporations could meet the soon on this bank difficulties that other
the secretary, Josiah W. Parsons,
prices of the "small" (Letters. it would Land banks are experiencing with un+
Jr., of Northampton, write a letget its milk "elsewhere." lie was of favorable effects on general conditions
the opinion that the farmers are more in the valley. Sound cooperative methter of appreciation
to Mayor
or less to blame for the situation be- ods, Prof Bell asserted, mean not only
James M. Curley of Boston for
Cause of the fact that they are afraid reasonable prices but efficient delivery
his stand in behalf of the dairy into take on a milk contract to sell and good quality.
dustry of Massachusetts in his
their product on a "rating and surGeorge L. Barrus of Goshen, a memplus" basis. This method, he a.sserted, ber of the executive committee of the
effort to bar milk from out of the
allowed the farmer a certain quality N. E. M. P. A., explained that the restate. It was also voted that
and quantity rating for his milk cent cut of two cents In the price of
directors of the association in the
which was to be used for "fluid" or milk authorized by the committee was
various towns of the county work
bottle milk. Any amount over and made under a threat that the
buyers
above thi.s amount would be accept- would obtain milk from
to sthnulate interest in the orNew York
ed at a cheaper price for "cream" state and leave 12,000 quarts
ganization and increase the memof milk a
milk. The farmer, he poin:ed out, day on the hands of
the producers.
bership. Charles M. Norris of
seems to be more willing to /len his
It was voted that Mayor C ley of
Westhampton, president of the
produet on a flat price, which is lower Boston
be sent a mes
apprecithan the fluid price.
association, presided.
ation of the position taken by him in
A third member of the committee the
present milk con troverey.
asserted that the "ultimattm:" of the
distributors was "apparently a times, Move to End Price War In Rhode
Island
to try out the cooperatives and to ,
Providence, R. I., Dec. 9--(A
see their strength." 14e indicated that
Milk
producers
and
meetings
with
being held in the three
distributors of this
counties supplying Springfield with state tentatively agreed at the State
milk, the cooperatives will noon tw in House today to end the milk-pi-Ice war
a position to wield the 'club" Of their as far as Rhode Island Is concerned
"bargaining association.",

MILK "ULTIMATUM"
.ttEPORT'REPEATED;
So COMPANIES NAMED

•

Officials Confirm the Report of
the Local Dealers'
Warning

u?24ii

TO DISCUSSFAIR
(f PRICE FOR MILK

Committee of Dairymen from Three
Western Counties
Will Confer With
Dealers
COUNTY MEETING HELD

!ncreased Membership, and
Forming of State Group
Are Favored

•
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l Pledges Grange To Bar
!,
(Ju.
New York Milk Front Boston
, President Roscoe 'W. Thatcher of
An embargo against western milk I M. S. C. were scheduled to address
health
by
ed
enforc
be
to
and cream,
the Grange Wednesday.
edict, is the answer the Massachu--tts Orange would' invoke in the
DAIRYMEN ELECT
crisis created for the dairy industry
Htunpden county dairymen electto the state by a rapidly receding
ed a bargaining committee of three
m ilk price.
in
m,
to meet with dealers selling
A study of the dairy proble
Springfield :Alai Connecticut valley
1,1e:tented to the Grange at the
eting Tuesday
ettening session of its state conven-, towns, at a massmeen County Imnight in the Hampd
tion in the Bradford hotel, Boston
ng. Chit-'
•buildi
ot
ijnivenwnt. League
Toesda,v, showed both the volume
ld, president
Massachusetts milk and the price elle& Brown of Brimfie
County Datrymens'
paid for it have been cut in halves of the Hampden
association, Frank Hulette of East
since 1921, while Vermont milk for
Philip Hall of
in
the Boston market has doubledhas Longmeadow. and
Southwick will compose the county
volume and western c.tetun
26 committee which will cooperate with
come up from one per cent to
similar committees to be chosen by
per cent of the entire supply.
Vermont the dairymen of Hampshire, FrankFor failure of the
the lin and Worcester counties to work
creameries to cooperate with assoon the problem of
New England Milk Producers' ing with the dealersprices
in the valley
ciation in a central marketand stabilizing milk
agency, and failure of state isa., markets.
e
Boston authorities to regulat the
PLAN WORCESTER MEETING
portation of distant cream,
Grange committee blames the fact
WORCESTER. Dec. 9—Worcester
the
that milk prices have fallen in last County Milk Producers' association
Wednesday
meet
eastern part of the state since1911. members will
week to the lowest level since
night to discuss the milk price war.
was
Boston
of
Mayor Curley
se
MEET BOSTON PRICE
greeted with tremendous applau
conby the rural delegates at theinside
ELIER, Vt., Dec. 9—RepMONTP
an
vention as he gave them
tives of eleven cooperative
resenta
deand
war,
milk
here
version of the
at- creameries in Vermont met
clared he would frustrate anystate Tuesday afternoon with CommisH.
Edward
tempt to bring in New York
instructed sioner of Agriculture
milk to Boston. He haddepart
and after debate, announced
Jones,
ment
health
the N. E. M.
the Boston city
all milk that they would meet
a
the mayor said, to keep out
ors, P. A. Boston price of five cents
not subject to the Boston inspect ing quart.
inspect
who have confined their
to the New England Milk shed.
ALOOF IN PRICE WAR
ed
On the basis of figures prepar
Am,
RIVER, Dec. 9—Charles P.
college
FALL
State
s
husett
Massac
by
ry of the Fall River
the
herst, Sumner R. Parker saidquart Davis, secreta
y
Milk Dealers' association. Tuesda
average cost of producing a
announcing that
ent
ve
statem
exclusi
a
s
issued
husett
Massac
of milk in
local association
of handlinz costs, is 6.17 cents per members of the
war
are not interested in the price New
quart.
sections of
Harvey Turner of Andover, chair- going on in other
man of the special dairy committee England.
of the Massachusetts State Grange
INCORPORATE FIRM
recommended the Grange support a
outBOSTON, Dec. 9 — Papers of inbill requiring all cream fromcream
of the Turners Falls
side the state, exclusive of
s, corporation
have been filed here,
Inc.,
used for manufacturing purpose
Co.
Coal
to be submitted to the same rigid naming Philip D. Shanahan as
within
Marie
inspection as cream from
president and treasurer and
ah '1'.
the state.
E. Shanahan and Jeremi
of
er
Brewst
.
Capital
Ex-Gov
Gov. Ely,
Shanahan as incorporators.
Maine, Corn. Payson Smith of the ization is for $100.000.
and
state department of education

"Mr Albert Winslow Cobb,
Springfield. Massachusetts.
"Dear Mr Cobb:—
This will acknowledge your letter
of the 2d. I have written to Mr Adams
(chairman of the local Washington Bicentennial committee) in response to
a letter which (unite from him at the
same time your letter arrived.
"I notice that the controversy concerning the highway has beets settled,
and the original proposel reversed in
the interest of tee historic-route. ,
"Very truly yours,
"E. B. MERO, Secretary."
Responsive to this I have written,
after conference with Chairman William F. Adams of the Historical So.
deli headquarters of the local Washington Bicentennial committee, and
with Ernest Newton Bagg engaged in
I press publicity details: -- "With the
local cooperation of our committee
here, your Boston committee's 'Washington Cavalcade' framing can proceed. Along the real historic Washington route determined, wherehe certain sections the most significant, connected by certain 'straightaway' sections. may be the official frame by Maj
Robert E. Green's commission conference. Chiefly a matter of the grand
highway markers on constructed
roads local named.
"For suggestion, made very dellb- .
,erately, for I know every unit of the
'way, by travel thereon:—As we eons,
Into Springfield by the main Georg
Washington highway over Memorial
I bridge from West Springfield west.
aide route up from Hartford, at
Springfield swing south via Columbus
avenue into Court Square, by our
famous Municipal group, thence at
. Main street a short run south to State
street, there up the hill east by the
Armory, and on straight via State
street, NVinehester Square and Wite
brahare road across its culvert bridge
at Water:4;1°es pond (Armory waterIpower Of 'Washington's plan) on te a
juncture with the Lteee road of his
'journeys on to WoreeelMr, Caitebridge
and Boston. Su much in Springfield,
broad roads and direct, scenic both
civic and rural, via tae historic trail;
ot most pautoeutt kdald bleptlals ear

I
I

Croes:own Roosevelt boulevard just
midway, most, apt.)
"Now as to Boston. where LLA my
natal city I'm alike informed—taking
the word of your November 23 letter-'As I believe the prospective NV:teeing,
ton highway would incluie Washington street In Boston' (certainly as
/3a
there at the Old State House was his
inscribed ;tree triumph and reoep
rethat his committee approved the
thin pet his diary of the presidential
cent remarks by Muor James M. Curjoiirneyt—bring the highway route itt
rky
'tu'
riliftr.
regartit
ley of Boston
via Watertown, Cembrkige, alsteeabridg,
Mid he would order all milk not Ineinieetts avenue, Harvard
d
exclude
ors
inspect
y by the state war memorial to
I.',•nwa
Boston
.4.pectcd by
d
,
deplore
avenue
also
there
wealth
the
past
Common
Curley
from Boston.
,tutu*
'
famous. Washington equestrian
the low price of milk -e.ulting from
In the Public garden and State Ittnie
...ge disBOSTON, Deci 10 (i)—The three reoent competition ' tw. •
vista beyond, oti \ ia Arlington .street,
day annual se&sion A the Massachuto Ft”iston Street along past Public
irv4
7)
A/6
p. 4,
today
here
ended
Orange
setts State
garden and Common to the goal thel
by
OF4-INTEREST
S
.
by
t• ,
Weshin etwith the ies..allation of officers
ield,
of
Springf
r
Gardine
Stale House. and Adams square oil
Charles M.
D
GFIEL
SPRIN
THE
IN
r.
De.mete
vla
ly
and
the
stmen
of
norther
Charle
priest
national high
ocean trail of his presidential joUrneP
State Master Henry N. Jenlcs anN
RATIO
CELEB
OF
PART
as far earth as Exeter. And If thaneg
nounced that he would appoint a
•--on to the grand climax of Mount
committee to comply with Governor
Wasnihgton via hake Winnenesaukee
N
Da
ity
The
of
entor
recomm
for
the'EdI
request
To
Joseph B. Ely's
Aimee. so much the completion. Frotte
Wash)
ure
"Genre(
thc.'
which
of
t
agricult
interes
ng
regardi
The
dations
Washington bridge across the
to the
Bicentennial Commettee of t: (leerge
,
!Nilson on along this trail described
he an include in his me.s.sages
i iilgton
ty of Boston," of Mayor
in
Washington. A great melegislature.
Mount
chairmanelOp. in Spriwgfieedoie---tftelte morial highway worth while, and a
State Representative e%. ired Forthe varimus
and
route
historic
the
In
grand prestige for all its entitledveal',
of the
ward of Granby, chaireee
cavalcades and ceremonieet of the yertr
"ALBERT WINSLOW GOBilL'`.,..
ee. reported
Grange legislative commlL
11132. is ahown bY this letter just re8174.01CA*111...Xtee. L. .
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ANNUAL SESSION
OF GRANGE ENDS
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I Hampshire County Dairymen
Name Committee Of Three
•

dation in a central marketing
(Special to The Recorder)
agency, and failure oi state and
NORTHAMPTON, Dec. 9—Mem- Boston authorities to regulate imthe
bers of the Hampshire County Dairy portation of distant cream,
Grange committee blames the fact
mens' association, at a largely at- that
the
in
fallen
milk prices have
tended meeting Wednesday night j eastern part of the state since last
since 1911.
voted to name a committee of three week to the lowest levelBoston
was
Mayor Curley of
to ine...t with similar committees I gretytteci-.0.44-4seinendous applause
from similar associationz. from by the rural delegates at the coninside
Franklin and Hamptien counties to vention as he gave them an
and deconfer with milk dealers relative to version of the milk war, any atfrustrate
a fair price for milk. The commit- clared he wouldin New York state
tee comprises, Joe Cook, Ezra Shaw tempt to bring He had instructed
of Hadley and Charles A. Bisbee of milk to Boston.
city health department
Chesterfield. The association passed the Bostonsaid,
to keep out all milk
mayor
Parsons,
the
W.
Josiah
Secy.
a vote that
to the Boston inspectors,
subject
not
ion
appreciat
of
letter
a
direct
jr.,
who have confined their inspecting
to Mayor Curley of Boston on his I to
the New England milk shed.
stand firbeilltYf of the dairymen of
On the basis of figures prepared
Massachusetts in his effort to bar lby Massachusetts State college, Ammilk from out of state. It was also herst, Sumner R. Parker said the
voted that the directors of the as- I average cost of producing a quart.
sociation in various towns of the of milk in Massachusetts exclusive
county work to stimulate interest in lof handling costs, is 6.17 cents per
the organization.
quart.
Principal speakers on the pro- ! Harvey Turner of Andover, chairto
up
situation
gram outlined the
man of the special dairy committee
the present time.
' of the Massachusetts State Grange
; recommended the Grange support a
An embargo against western milk ' bill requiring all cream from outand cream, to be enforced by health side the state, exclusive of cream
edict, is the answer the Massachu- used for manufacturing purposes.
setts Grange would invoke in the to be submitted to the same rigid
crisis created for the dairy industry inspection as cream from within
in the state by a rapidly receding the state.
milk price.
, Gov. Ely, Ex-Gov. Brewster of
A study of the dairy problem, 1Maine, Corn. Payson Smith of the
presented to the Grange at the 1state department of education and
opening session of its state conven- 'President Roscoe W. Thatcher of
tion in the Bradford hotel, Boston,!M. S. C. were scheduled to address
Tuesday, showed both the volume of the Grange Wednesday.
Massachusetts milk and the price
paid for it have been cut in halves
Dec. 9—Charles P.
since 1921, while Vermont milk for ; FALL RIVER, of the Fall River
the Boston market has doubled in Davis. secretaryassociation, Tuesday
volume and western cream has I Milk Dealers'
announcing that
come up from one per cent to 20 I issued a statement
Imembers of the local association
per cent of the entire supply.
the price war
in
For failure of the Vermont are not interested
of New
creameries to cooperate with the going on in other sections
New England Milk Producers' asso- 'England.

Milk "Made in Massaefiusetts"
The proposal to label the milk
produced by the dairies of the commonwealth as "Made in Massachu`settsi" indorsed by Dr Arthur W.
Gilbert, commissioner of agriculture, would be only a part solution
of the dairy problem, even if it had
the thorough 'cooperation of producers, distributors and health authorities. Yet, if the adoption of
such a label should result in greater
pride in product and increased loyalty to home industry, something of
value would be accomplished.
A first requisite would be the formation of the idea on the part of
the consuming public that Massachusetts milk is at least as good as
any other, if not better. Since in any
case Massachusetts, raising only 60
per cent of the milk which it consumes, would have to import a good
deal, Vermonters could put on their
own labels, but the advantage
should rest with the home product,
equal quality being assumed.
Legislative measures to prevent
the flooding of the market with
cheap outside milk are not promising. What Commissioner Gilbert has
in mind has not yet been revealed
in detail, but there is a suggestion
that there is involved a more centralized state control of‘production
than is now exercised, possibly similar to that of Connecticut, which
has been able to preserve a better
market for its own milk than has
been the case with Massachusetts.

In this commonwealth a large degree of independence has been reserved to local boards of health.
iput L
- v115
beVii
P iii4qz: F
' That is why Mayor Curley, assuming that the Boston board of health
will do what. he wants it to, can bar
out of Boston all milk not produced
under Massachusetts inspection. A
board of health can place about any
Washington, Dec. 10—Mayor James
hrough the intercession of Act.
M. Curley of Boston accompanied by
log Mayor Flavin. the New England
requirement on milk production that
his social secretary, Thomas L. JohnTelephone company today agreed to
is within reason and it is not imand
son, his daughter, Mary Curley,
Quincy
and
men
Quincy
employ
Ills private secretary, arrived here
probable that Mayor Curley and the
teleof
on
distributi
in
owners
truck
yesterday to attend sessions of waterBoston board of heari. could legally
phone directories in this city.
ways congress and to confer with the
This agreement follows a protest
put what amounts to an embargo
members of the Massachusetts delegalodged by Acting Mayor Flavin
tion in the House. He was at the
on imported milk, regardless of the
for
unposed
and
Boston
of
afternoon
nt
this
employme
Capitol
against
actual quality of the milk.
employed in local distribution as
photographers. Tomorrow he will atWhile
•ecommended by Mayor Curley of
,
all
Massachusetts
requires
which
to
party
luncheon
tend a
oston.
state delegacertain sanitary measures to be
the members of the BaySenator
Walsh,
notificaFlavin's
Acting Mayor
tion have been invited.
taken in dairy production and esCon Co telephone company author'will be hostnal
congressio
seeking
tablishes milk standards that must
is
local men should he acthat
The mayor
.s
appropriation of $1,000,000 for the im. rded preference in distribution of'
he met, the acceptance of imported
Boston
provement and development offinest
the directories was made yesterday
in,
milk is left to local authorities. If,.
the
of
harbor to make It one
informed
the unemployed.' immediately upon being
like
Connecticut, this state should
the world and to aid
of
had
Boston
Curley
that Mayor
of the Bny
He will solicit the support
require dairies sending milk into
Ho
the Boston distrilaitot
project.
supplied
this
for
delegation
state
however, that there
•til a list of Boston applicants to
this state to be inspected by Massahas been advised, aossihility of gets work in this city.
'
Is not the slightest
chusetts inspectors, it might help
at
Congress
thruigh
1101
ting such a
to solve the problem of getting
'
this time.
ts milk marketed first.
Massach
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LOCAL MEN WILL BE
USED TO DISTRIBUTE
TELEPHONE BOOKS
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to stabilize the martnittee will have a tremendoue pur- times in an effortMassachusetts.
ket in Western
pose in this crisis."
divi.Joeeph C. Cort, director of the the
Organization Needed.
of
sion of husbandry and dairying
Prof. Frandsen declared that at State Department qt Agriculture hai
aresent when all branches of business been asked to melet' with the deateri
snd industry have found it highly de- by their organization committee comirable to organize to hold their own posed of Owen Clifford of Ludlow
a ith competition and to sell and dis- ,charman. and E. F. Carlon of West
tribute most efficiently, every argu- Springfield, 'vice-gpairenan and secrement that applies to the organization tary. It is alma 41tobtable that Dr. A.
,
of business also applies to the business W. Gilbert; commissioner of sie,ricit
.-- of the dairy farmer. During' the last tore, and John W. linigis of Greensummer, Prof. Frandsen, while in field, elmiriuttn of the Springii, Id
I
Europe, had an opportunity to study Milk Commission will be prevent at
Danish dairying. He attributed the
success of the Danes to the tact that
they are organized; 90 per cent of
Vii L- 4.- /V1
them belong to creamery and milk
-•/.
. NORTIAAMPTON. Dec. 9—In ante plant associations and 93 per cent of
GENERAL D. PRESSION BURIED
1 of the weather more than 100 dairYithe milk produced goes through these
IA service was held at Boston
I farmers and members of the Hemp- 'cooperative plants. In addition to
il shire County flairymen's Association marketing their products coatterativeNirbor a few days ago, in memo:..y
!attended a meeting in Memorial Hall 1 Y, they buy their feed and other supof a dummy figure called General
tonight and three Hampshire County .plies through cooperative assoc iations.
D. Pression,
lich figure was fifarmers were named representatives to. Prof. Frandsen said he felt certain
a dairymen's bargaining committee to that organization of Massachusetts
lially pushed into the harbor by
he composed of three representatiVes dairymen would be a great held in
layos....cazky of that city. "Happy
'from three Valley counties.,
working out a constructive solution
Days Are Here Again" was sung
I The Hampshire County !red are Jo- for the present chaotic condition of
'seph Cook and Ezra Shaw. both of the dairy industry. Milk prices below
by the crowd after the funeral obHadley, and Charles Bisbee of Ches- the coat of production mean banksequies.
!tertleid. Charles Norris of Weethamp- rupcy for the farmer and inferior
We can all help bury General
eualily and eventually a higher price
!ton presided.
Speakers included Quentin Ileynolds„ for the consumer, he said.
D. PerssiOn. But
people
who
'manager of the Eastern States Farm..i Prof. Bell outlined the three pos'hoard their money, who fail
to
ers' Exchange, Springfield, anti a mem- sane associations for milk producers,
spend a reasonable proportion of
ber of the special milk commission, collective bargaining, collecting dlwhich was recently appointed by Corn. tributing and collective retailing. He
their incomes, who talk
in a
mIssioner A. AV. Gilbeet of the De- explained the various poseible aesociagloomy way, help keep him alive.
Ipartment of Agriculture; Ellsworth tions. One observation he made was
IPelt, extension specialist in economics that a one cent increase or decrease
Those who keep saying that all
at M. S. C.; ton .T. H. Frandsen of in the price of milk does eat noticablY
depressions in history have been
th e State Coll ge; George L. Barrus °flatfeet the consumption. George Barshort lived, that they break as
Goshen, member of the New England rus of Cioshen, representative of th?
Milk Producers' Association and Al- Cummington distfrct in the N. E. M.
soon as surplus stocks of merin S. Lela oil, agent. of the Hampshire PA., told of the conference that was
chandise are worked off, who conheld with milk dealers in Springfield
4•441;s4 4 ,.t c lesion service,
vey these ideas to their friends,
previous to the recent drop in price.
He made this explanation to correct
and who act in a way that these
Beside•• 4 eeting
e three men to an Impression given by a recently
truths suggest, are among those
represent tee local dairy nssoclation on , published statement that the N. E. 1.1.
the bargaining committee, it seas .,,
who are helping to bury General
e .k. had reduced the price. lir. Barvoted to send a communication to rus said that the first overture of the
D.
Pression. Let us all give him
Boston
Mayor James M. Ciirley of
dealers was for a two and one-half
a good shove here in Willimantic,
commending his recent stand and ef- cent reduction.
forts to exclude milk produce outside
The Goshen man paid that the presiand pat hint under ground right
Ithe State from being sold in that city. dent of the General Ice Cream Comoff.
Mr. Leland told the farmers that Mr. pany had told the men that they
Bisbee of Chesterfield attended the could get milk from other sources for
conference of Hampden County dele- less money which would mean that
gates with the Springfield Board of 12.000 quarts of milk produced by
Health which he believes is willing to Connecticut Valley producers would
cooperate with the farmers.
not he sold. A two cent reduction was
A petition. for a bargaining commit- agreed upon and this reduction WRS
tee has been in circulation for three taken after more than 200 produces
days and 1200 names have been se- ftesembled in Springfield agreed
to
cured, Mr. Leland said. He Intimated take the cut, if their representatives
Expressing the conviction that
that. the dealers in the Connecticut In the association could do no better.
Quincy men should he employed In
Valley have tentative plans for an tee- Mr. Barrels made a statement that an I
distribution of telephone hooks In
ganization and that within a few days official of the General Ice Cream Corn- I
this city rather than men from a
shese dealers will meet. to organize. pany had told the representatives that
list. supplied by Mayor Cteeley of
The bargaining committee to he com- they had been offered 50,000 quarts
Boston, Acting Mayor:Olin P. Flaposed of three men from Hampden, o f milk ft day delivered in Springfield
throe from _Hampshire and three from at four cents a quart and that the
vin today is requesting the New
Franklin Counties will be the repre- Whiting' Company of Boston could
England Telephone company officsentative of the milk producer in con- obtain milk from New York State at
ials to employ local men.
ferring with the dealers' organization. a reduced cost. He made these stateRevelation that Mayor Curley of
Mr. Reynolds said that the farmers ments and this explanation to refute
Boston had supplied the names Of
published.
recently
of the Valley should Joi alive to the the statement
Boston unemployed to a Boston
situation and get together. He declared
distributor in charge of placing
that the farmers...11mM cooperate bettelephone books in Metropolitan
ter than the &Melte as the dealers are
Boston. prompted Acting Mayor
in competition. He said that the're- ileet
Flavin to seek a conference on the
latIonship of the farmers' enoperative
Every milk distributor and dealer
program would have salable results on 1,,sting. In Springfield or valley towns
matter.
their products and increase their buy- ee being Invited by the State DepartThrough Albert C. Trefry, local
a,nt of Agriculture to attend a eon.
ing power. '
fleld man for the telephone comtomorrow night in Hotel Kim l
"No matter how city-minded the '.••sence
pany. the entire matter is to be
seemni,ia.Le,
..aueseeee,
people of various cormnunities may 'eau kee
discussed here this afternoon, Acthe," the Eastern States manager de- check unfair trade practises and to
Mayor Fle-in stated
this
ing
clared, "these communities lire in choose a representative committee to
mornit[7.
financial jeopardy in such a reriod as meet with the bargaining committee
"In all justice to the unemploywe are now threatened with. Warmers of the Hampden. Hampshire and
ment situation In tine city, Quinsy
must pay taxes and interest on their Franiclin County Dairymen's Assneiamortgages and the bargaining cornmen certainly filt,c'Id be entitled
to the preferenc in local distribu-

HAMPSHIRE MEN
NAMED TO SERVE
ON MILK BOARD

Cour:ty Dairymen Take Steps
Toward Cooperation of
Valley Producers in
Stabilizing Prices,

I

i
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WANTS LOCAL MEN
USED TO DISTRIBUTE
V° 'PHONE BOOKS HERE

Milk Distributors Will
Tonight.

TN /?J)/,/4.5
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MILK PRODUCERS'
UNION IS LIKELY

S

'As Decisive Factor in
Price War
MEETING TONIGHT
Definite Action Expected
at Gathering of FrankFarmers in
Un
Greenfield.

•

by
made
recently
Criticism
triilk dealers in SpringOeld and 4,her Connecticut valley markets that
they are unable to co-operate or even
talk with producers on a price basis
because they cannot deal with them
as an organization is likely to be met
60011 by formatiOn of a producers'
bargaining association which may be
Used as a "club" to compel dealers to
pay a wholesale price above instead
of below the cost of production. At
;neetings of the Hampshire and
Ilampden County Dairymen's asso'ciations this week sales conunittees
of three members from each asaoeleton were elected to co-operate with
each other in the formation and direction of the proposed bargaining
body. Similar action will probably
be taken at a meeting of the Franklin County Dairymen's as.sociatiOn
which has been called for this evening in Washington hall at Greenfield
;it 8 o'clock. Just what action or
steps the nine-member sales committee will take or recommend replains to be seen but unless dealers
aroluntarily raise the price within a
short time drastic action of some
Sort will probably be taken. Franklin Malty dairymen have been hard
hit by lowering of the price in the
Springfield market and it is believed
they are now thoroughly aroused and
In a mood to support definite action
to protect the industry.
Tonight a report of the meeting of
the Hampden county dairymen in
Springfield will probably Ire laid before the Franklin county farmer.
Fear has been expre.ssed that importation of" New York state milk in
large quantities will begin soon unless
definite steps are taken toware elimination of the out-of-state milk.
Mayor Cuney. of Boston has already
barrkt Trew York state products from
his city by means of an order to the
city's board of health that no milk
shall be sold in Boston which is not
subject to inspection by Bcston health
agents. Mayor Curley's action will
prpbably be discussed at the meeting
in breenheld, the second within a
y.Tek and the third this year. A large
Attinclance Is expected.
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SENDS WIRE
OF APPROVAL
ON STAND
Of Boston Mayor In
Protecting New
England
MONTPELIER. Vt.. Dec. 11 (fP)
--Gov. Stanley C. Wilson, in a
statement today, said he was in
agreement with the attitude of
Mayor James M. Curley on the reof
cenrTction itrtilles-price
milk. His statement follows:
'I have had calle-ti to my attention the statements made and action taken by Mayor Curley of
Boston with reference to protecting New England milk within the
Boston markets. Mayor Curley has
teken a firm stand against admit.ing to the Boston markets milk
New England
from outside the
...iteds. and has directed the
milk ,
Boston Board of Health to exclude
He also exsuch foreign milk.
pressed himself very firmly :n oppositien to the recent, cut in the
milk price.
"I have wired Mayor Curley MY
approval of his stand with reference to milk, and love called Mayor Curley's attentron to the fact
that. the dairy
farmers
of New,
England are supplying the New
England market
with milk produced
under the best of
health
conditions and that their protection in for the interest of consumers and of the public health."

yoat'e_.
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GOY. WILSON RAISES
MAYOR CURLEY'S STAND
ON N. E. MILK QUESTION
—
\O
Vermont Executive Writes Letter of Thanks to Boston
Mayor
Montpelier, Vt., Dec. 11, oPi—Gov.
Stanley C. Wilson, in a statement
today, said he was in agreement
with the attitude of Mayor James
M. Curley on tip recent reduction
In the price of inilk. His statement
follows:
"I have had called to my attention
the statements made and action
taken by Mayor Curley of Boston
with reference to protecting New
England milk within the Boston
markets. Mayor Curley ha.s taken
a firm stand against admitting to
the Boston markets milk from outside the New England milk sheds,
and has directed the Boston board
of health to exclude such foreign
milk. He has also expressed himself very firmly in opposition to the
recent cut in the milk price.
"I have wired Mayor Curley my
approval of his stand with reference
to milk, and • have called Mayor
Curley's attention to the fact that
the dairy farmers of New England
are supplying the New England
market with milk produced under
the best of health conditions and
that their protection is fir the
Interest of consumers and of the
public health."
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WATERWA1S
TRADE URGED
0 BY CcURLII,
(
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POLICE TO SEEK
WARRANT FOR ARREST
OF YOUNG CURLEY
BOSTON. Dec, 11—A Tiarrant
for the arrest of Ma -or James IL
Curley's 16-year-cm son, Leo, on
a teehnicei chart. "`t" manslaughter, was to he. sous t hY police
with the
in connection
today
automobile killing of a Springfield
woman.
Back Pay notice r med young
Curley as the. driver of An
M ISA
mobile which fatally injured
Bean, 45. or 130 Fliers
Sally
Creel, Sminglield, AA Ahr slopped
or Huntington
from
the curb
avenUe.PhA died last right at
City hospital.
they would
Police Anneunced
Iteabury
Arent in
seek the
court.

1VASHFNIGT( tN, Dec. 10, (43)—A
trade in congressional !support between Massachusetts and Mississippi
river waterway p.roject advocatr-,;
was proposed to the deeper watertoday by
Mayer
ways convention
In tires M. curley of Boston. The
mayor said he would urge the M
delegatien
oachusetts cengressional
"to support the Mississippi river Projects for an expenditure of $2,000.000.000 by the government for flood
con I tad hydro-electric
development.
and commercial deve!oement and in
expected
that the dr
yet urn
Att tea
front the territory served h.*. the
Nii,,dsglppi river would support thei
projects which Arissachusetts is inteiested in namely the Cape. rei'i
(*anal Mid the
Id Ow develop
's
including the re.noval of lower
die ground and the deepening
channel to forty feet front Pres.,
road to the Navy Yard, the %vitt.
and deepening of ow channel to . he
her

se:'-' tit
e'
.Y'
e:Ilir
rh
d "I‘
eh P
vk•thwir
r
itl)etlar'd
lure
115
onr :4,15t niti he reeeived vet.,
'Flu' mti.l"
al
trance
frOM t he delegates that
hey would work with us
on the pro' et'!.,

N
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Re
p.
Ro
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Sa
D.
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1 1111
ter-legislator of Ware
//el, /
, taking note of
the declining pri
ce
kePUS1-1
stationary price of iceof milk but the
v. uUHLLI
cream has filed
a resolve asking th Leg
islature to
Lea ni.
direct an inquiry, e
ing membership, Clai
into the cost of
ms
Ice cream. The prob
Enrolment of
e
wo
ul
10.000.
d
be
ma
de
by the division of
Nfa
cia
/
to
Th
e Springfield Unto,
the necessaries of
life.
BOSTON, De
— The
Cancer clinics wil
Franklin ID. c.
l be organized
Roosevelt LeagNational
sad
established
ue for
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throughout
th
ie
e
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state and especiall
'l'uck of
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where the" will be mo
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to public health if
of Boston, honorary
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Legislature meet
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s with approval.
I The lastest bil in
ve. Although t he
volv
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drive
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r way for two
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and support in keepin
By Gazette State
school and off the str g children In
House Reporter
eets. t has develo
BOSTON, Dec. 10
.—The persisten 'wor ped that many children who were
king but whose employ
t
report that Mayo
ment ha
r James M. Curl
ey of ceased have not returned to school s
aston is to be inv
.
ited to Worceste
r
within the ne
xt few months to
ma
ke
nif ...C11,
an address is caus
ing no little pol
itical speculation
here.
There is nothin
the talk on but it g definite to pin
At the su
is being widely cir
ggestion of
culated and wi
Mayor Curley
th the apparent
health depa
, the Boston
desire to imply th
rtment has
at
the Boston execuissiretr—tt Warn
ers who
ive'a appearance
ing that de
sell milk fr
there would be
alom sources
the nature of a so
in
inspected by
not approved
ment as to his mu unding of sentithe depart
an
d
ment will los
censes.
dacy for the gub ch reported candie their liernatorial nomi
tion against Go
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vernor Ely.
This revive
s the old
None of Ma
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how far th
authorities
,family knows yo
al
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anything abou
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the territ
Worcester enga
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excluding mi
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their right
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deny
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far away
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receive the returns on 32,000 tickets,
pay all expenses and every cent over
the return on these tickets was to be
turned over to charity.
"If the game went over as expected,
over $75,000 could have been realized
for charity. As it is, Boston College
, and Holy Cross stand to take a severe
loss, and here at Boston College the
receipts of this game carry our entire athletic pro rain, which now
faces a heavy death
'We do not conscientiously believe
we were sponsoring any 'racket,' and
think your remarks on last Saturday
evening wei e a gross misrepresentation of the facts and figures and of
libellous nature.
l
a most
Boston, Dee. I.—The Boston College
a
sent
Athletic Association yesterday
formal protest to Lowell Thomas,
radio news broadcaster, against his
alleged „statement that 'the Boston
was
College-Holy Cross football genie
alwas
statement
The
a "racket."
leged to have been made by Thomas
In his broadcast over a nation-wide
hookup last Saturday night.
The College Association charged
he rode
Leslie Fletcher, former thrpe-let- "Fletch' if he would mind if
Thomas made several dispftaging reStoneham High in front.
the
at
athlete
ter
which
game,
the
to
marks in reference
"Tickled stiff," said "Fletch," with
School, had a position of prominence
and
ovras played Thanksgiving Day
ayor Curley in the great contagious joy, and the chauffeur
next to
the and the mayor of the largest city in
through
funeral p
which was planned to aid Boston's
the
streets of Boston when the mayor New England chatted freely for
unemployment fund. John P. Curley,
the remains of "Gen- rest of the journey,
assisted
himself
claimathletics,
graduate manager of
''I think it was quite a demonstraeral D. Pression" to its last (?) rested Thomas ricliculed the arrangement
ing place in the chilled waters, off tion, this morning" said the mayor.
"It certainly was," ejaculated LesBattery Wharf. Thousands watched
for the game, commenting on the disled by the mounted po- lie, "and I hope to blazes it has the
cortege,
the
attendance.
appointing
lice, pass through down-town Boston lasting effect which you prophesied
The two colleges have played anstreets to City Hall and thence to its at the obsequies."
The mayor laughed and they Amok
briny burial place, whilst a large
nually at Fenway Park and usually
brass band pealed out the funeral hands as they parted at City Hall.
the attendance was in excess of 32,000.
dirge.
His mission over, Fletcher drove
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
At the forefront of the procession, back to the office of his employers,
airiffxl.thimii...4911a&aa...ia•-sieffrtheir game
Honor,
to
His
chauffeur
as personal
an automobile agency, and waited
the popular young Stoneham citizen on his boss for further orders for the
to the Harvard Stadium and all ticket
the
on
back
looked
he
as
Boston's
beamed
day.
sales over 32,000 be given to
open hearse carrying General D. "I guess there is nothing doing,
unemployed. The game was shifted
coffin
black
in
a
enclosed
Pression,
Fletcher," the boss said, as kindly as
from Saturday to Thanksgiving and
bedecked with bunches of carrots,' he could. "I just received orders
promote
to
reaching
Upon
efforts
and
turnips.
beets,
de1te strenuous
from the front office to lay you off
the wharf, Fletcher wheeled the big until prosperity, comes back."
the attendance only 24,000 persons
few
a
and
Ferry
to
Flaherty's
on
car
Spot Pond is a beautiful place at
attended and the receipts were apminutes later the mayor dumped the night, especially at full
moon. If
the
harbor,
into
warier
preximately $12,000 less to each colold
unhappy
there was a bridge there, our humsonic
wild
with
sang
Unless
the
crowd
while
years.
lege than in other
ble hero might have stood on it
gusto, "Happy Days Are Here Again.' gazed into its placid waters as and
change is made in the agreement the
silver
was never
voice
tenor
Fletcher's
beams of light enter silently into its1
unemployed will get nothing from the
in better form. "Unwept, unhonored, liquid bosom. Like
the 91d gloom general is buried for might have written aLongfellow he
game.
poem, but he
he
all time," said the mayor, and his refrained. Longfellow had
Thomas
to.
In Curley's message
only one
of
the
scene
from
not
far
is
grave
other choice, and so
said: "Boston College and Holy Cross
the immortal Boston Tea Party." Unbuttoning his coat did Fletcher.,
and drawing al
play their annual game on the SaturThen the crowd, which jammed the pencil and paper out of
his pocket, he
at
Day
g
sang
wharves,
the
lined
Thanksgivin
and
ferry
feilowing
day
scribbled, "Dear Mayor: Don't be
ent
to
the
of
glee
accompanim
songs
32,000.
over
surprised if you get tried for murFenway Park, which seats
of the Musicians' Union Band, Fire der. You and I
buried the wrong
The game is generally a sell-out, and
Boats 47 and 31, their sirens screech- guy this
morning. It was General
This
ing, joined in the merry din.
as many as 43,000 have attended.
D. Pression's chauffeur who passed
The ceremony over, Leslie directed away.
year, at the request of the Mayor of
to
It
city
hall.
was
his
back
chief
of
Boston, and through the kindness
a bit cold for His Honor in the back
"Metamorphosically,
President Lowell of Harvard, the
seat, in the open car, and he asked
"Leslie Fletcher."
Stagame was transferred to Harvard
dium, where 60,000 can be accommodated. The two collages were to

B. Co Official
Makes Reply
To Thomas

I "Buried Wrong Guy", Says Chauffeur,
As He Finds His Job Gone After the
. Burial of "General D. Pression"
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Bostc..1 College Sends Protest
to Lowell Thomas for Calling
Tilt with Holy Cross 'Racket'
•lAthletic Association Terms as "Libelous" Statements of Radio Broadcaster in "Ridiculing
Arrangements for Football Game Planned
to Aid Boston's Unemployment Fund."
1,12 11,,v
ht
—
BOSTON, Nov. 30—(AP) The Bos-e,:
,
ton College Athletic Association today!,O'f:11W:1 1-11.1'1{, 111C11
seatlf, ov(.1.
sent a formal protest to Lowell Thoth - 'The game is generally a sell-out, tn.!
as, radio news broadcaster, against ips as many ;ts 43,000 have attended. Thialleged statement that the Boston Co.- year, at the request of the may or or
,s 4-,;*
lege-Holy Cros.s football game was a Boston, and through the kindne.
Harvard, 'h.
;"racket." The statement was alleged cc President Lowell of
;:trile was transferred to Harvard t-::•,
.have been made by Thomas in Ma
'bum, where 60,0(10 can be aceonu,l,Ibroadcast over a nation-wide hookup dated. The two colleges were 1,, relast Saturday night.
ceive the returns on 32,000 tickets, In
Remarks Resented.
ill expenses and every cent over tha
The college association charged •eturn on these tickets was to be
Thomas made several disparaging re- ittrneei over to charity.
marks In reference to the game whi'l
•Say Both Will Lose.
was played Thanksgiving Day and
"If the game went over as expecict
unBoston's
aid
to
which was planned
over 675,000 could have been malizel
employment fund. John P. Curiey. lair charity. As it is, Boston College
graduate manager of athletics, claimed and Holy Cross stand to take a severe
Thomas ridiculed the arrangements rlotes and here at Boston College the
for the game, commenting on the dis- Ocelots of this game carry our entlie
appointing attendance.
athletic program, which now faces a
The two colleges have played an- heavy deficit.
"We do not conscientmaisly believe
nually at Fenway Park and usuailv
the attendance was in excess of 32,00. we were sponsoring any 'racket' and
Mayor James M. Curie . of Boston, think your. remarks on last Saturday
t their game evening were a gross misrepresent:Iasked th
to the Harvard Stadium and all tickM lion of the facts and figures and.of a
sales over 32,000 be given to Boston_s most libelous. nature."
The protest was the second In the
last, month against a radii', annotimair
to be made by a Greater Boston institution. Harvard protested Ted bi using's use of the word "putrid" in describing the play of Barry Wool,
Harvard quarterback, in I he Da rtmouth game. Harvrard barred Busing
I rom the stadium as a hromicaster.
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HINTS ATTACK
ON H. C.-B. C. GAME
Group
College
Boston
SpeakRadio
Aroused by
er's Remarks
BOSTON. Dec. 1 (AP)—The Boston
College Athletic Association yesterday
sent a formal protest to Lowell
Thomas, radio news broadcaster,
against his alleged statement that
the Boston College-Holy Cross football game was a "racket." The statement was alleged to have been made
by Thomas during his broadcast last
Saturday night.
The callege association charged
'Thomas made several disparaging remarks in reference to the game, which
was played Thanksgiving Day and
Boston's
which WAS planned to aid
unemployment fund. John P. Curley.
athletics,
of
manager
graduate
claimed Thomas ridiculed the arcommentrangements for the game,
ing on the disappointing attendance.
The two colleges have played annually at Fenway park and usually
the attendance was in excess of
32,000. Mayor James M. Curley Of
Boston asked toe cony-a”,,—as, shift
their game to the Harvard Stadium
and all ticket sales over '32.000 be
given to 'Roston's unemployed. The
game was shifted from Saturday to
Thanksgiving and despite strenuous
efforts to promote the attendance only
29,000 people attended and the receipts were approximately $12,000 less
to each college than in other years.
'Unless some.change Is made in the
arrangement the unemployed will get
nothing from the game.

The People's Forum
sum of 830,000 each for a few men
and a brass band with a little action
and some good music for two hours
and I will not mention the $15,000
paid the Boston Red Sas for Fenway
park, as it is only 816,000 rigyway
and then the small sum of $3000 for
operating the Stadium and 9i18,000
for printing. However, there seems to
be a deficit of some $21,000,
Questions the Deficit In That
wonder if they expect the unemployed to pay for this. I was under
Thanksgiving Game
the impression that this was someTo the Editor of The Gazette,
what of a charity exhibition for the
r:—You have an interesting ar- benefit of the unemployed, which
deed to
ticle on the first page of The Eve- was a very fine charitable
perform at a time like this. But It
ning Gazette of Nov. 27, but not very looks to me like a business propoalinteresting for the Boston unem- tion for some. It, seems to me that the
ployed, who must have expected a teams, after enjoying a prosperous
little help from the' receipts of over season, and the public contributing
$75,000. Our good friend,lylabr so generously to these games, should
ouple of hours of their
James M, Curley's hopes for ata-f-o contribute a ,
the ItIle-Ttrnd must be shattered eft- time to charity to help relieve the
Iii, Boston for
situation
unemployed
er seeing this report.
Whoever IS responsible for staging a fair compensation. I also believe
this charity tilt at the Harvard Sta- that If there had been a good SUM
dium on Thanksgiving Day should realized twin the game that part of
have considered the true spirit for it should have come to Worcester to
the promotion of this game, for I help the unemployed here.
J. S. REMPTON.
think they were extremely generous
woroeater, Nov. 18.
amsoettiat tAts

nos column is open to all
readers for expression of opts.
ion. As an evidence of good
faith contributors are expected
to sign name and address. When
it IS so requested the name will
not be published.

•

. LOWELL THOMAS.
unemployed. The game was shift
train Saturday to Thanksgiving and
despite strenuous efforts to promw ,
the attendance only 21,000 people
teaded and the receipts were
proximately $12,000 less to each
lege than In other years. Unless snalchange lit made in the arrangeme,
i!i• Imemoloyed will get nothing frol:,
I 'ii;4 Y'
s message to Thomas to.
id, "Boston College and Holy Cross
game on the Sattn.annual
olay their
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MAYOR CORLEY'S SON
LOSES AUTO LICENSE
."eties•00.

I.
I.

Ryan Takes Action as Result of
Death of Woman Struck by Machine
Driven by Youth
BOSTON, Dec 12 (/F—The license
to operate an autonlobile held by Leo
F. Curley, son of Mayor James M.
Curley, was suspended today
by
Morgan T. Ryan. registrar of motor
Curley's car struck and
vehicles.
fatally injured Miss Sally Bean of
Springfield. in Boston last Saturday
night. Ryan explained the action was
the usual one in cases imolving a
fatality.
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LEO CURL Y'S AUTO
I & LICENSE SUSPENDEn
.uBOSTON, Dee. 12 (INS)—The
of Leo F.
tomoblle driving license
son of
Curley, 18-year-old

Mayor

wofasMsolitosl Vehicles
Morgan T. Ryan pending investigation of an accident last week resulting in the death of Mrs. Sally Bean.
48 of Springfield.
Young Curley was driving an automobile, the birthday gift of his
father, when Miss Bean was knocked down and killed In R,_•.(bury. A
hearing 1.9 scheduled for West RoxIbury corut on Wednesday.

Rep

American stock and bond markets on
Mon.lay, October 5, 1911, has been
removed. It was removed by the huge
credit scheme which was announced
by President Hoover on October 6,
1981. which is now called the National Finance corporation.
"By making available nearly $1,000,000,000 out of which to make loans
to banks on staple securities at a
reasonable figure, the President succeeded in applying a check on the
downrush of the security market,
which at that time appeared to be
bottomless. In the language of Dwight
Morrow, one of our ablest American
thinkers on financial subjects, President Hoover, on October 6, put out
some of the fire. That does not mean,
however, that all the trouble is over.
"The financial structure is Mel in
such condition that it has goteto be
reduced. That rebuilding must be done
slowly. President Hoover, receiving
the unanimous support of the leadTelezrain Stale House Reporter
ers of the financial world, and the
T.
BOSTON, Dec. 11.—Morgan
leaders of both parties in Congress,
started that rebuilding by setting up
Ryan, registrar of motor vehicles, said
a national finance corporation.
today he has taken no action against
Sees Confidence Reviving
Leo Curley, 16-year-otst• son of Mayor
'It was orginally called the revolvCurley, reported by the Back Bay poing fund of $500,000,000, the bankers'
lice as the operator of the automobile
enol and the credit pool. The general
which struck down Miss Sally Bean.
effects of it at first was to restore
48, Springfield, early Saturday morn- .
conedence and, second, to begin to
thaw the frozen assets that were forcIng. Miss Bean died in the City hosWestfield, Dec. 11—Lieut-Gov Wil- ing hanks to close their doors.
pital here last night.
liam S. Youngman tonight served no"The Federal Reserve banking sysMr. Ryan said his inspectors were
tice on Gov Joseph B. Ely that the tem of the United States is, I hope,
salvation. The
Investigating the accident and that
Republican party still lives. He said the beginning of our deprived of the
banks now cannot be
when he received the report, probaand
Democratic
both
see
to
wishes
he
cash necessary to meet the demands
bly tomorrow. he would make a furRepublican parties strong and healthy of their depositors if the banks have
ther statement.
been conducted in a sound way.
party
pendso that when the Republican
Mr. Ryan did suspend
"The privilege of rediscount allowcomes back into power, which he be- ing the banks to have Federal Reserve
ing complete investigation, the operator's license of Howard E. Martin. of
will be soon, it will have the notes issued in the quantities neceslieves
Allston, driver of the bus which killed
right kind of opposition to keep it sary to meet their needs, solved the
Charles W. Pratt, father of Rep. C.
going. "No one seems inclined to op- problem of the 1907 panic, which was
the
on
Saugus,
of
Pratt
Nelson
P.
pose me for the nomination of gov- a money and a credit panic. We had
Wednesday
turnpike
Newburyport
ernor in 1932," said the lieutenant- elasticity of credit in the United
nieht.
• governor.
,
States through the Federal Reserve
1;..-.7/71•(..;e-t.. E.: •-7e
C
He was speaking at a meeting of system.
14/ R
"We have had hard times in TTnited
the Hampden-Hampshire District Republican council held at the New Park States in the past two years. There
Square hotel, with Herbert Thorp pre- have been bath] times all over the
world, but the constructive and cousiding.
rageous action of the President has
Sees Curley as Candidate
kept the panic from going to the
During the meeting and again after depths which it otherwise would have.
- governor We are going to have improvement
lieutenant
the
address,
his
(,)P1—Applicatlon
BOSTON, Dec. 11
!said: You will have Mayor Curley and eventually we are going to have
Leo Curley,
or a complaint charging
of Boston as the Democratic nomi- the wheel,. of industry humming, and
lames M. _cin_ley,
6, son of
nee for governor next year, and I we will have another period of great
of
death
the
eith manslaugEter in
will also say that there will not be prosperity in America."
d.
Springfield,
of
48.
much more of the state's money spent
Vliss Sally Bean,
boy'S
the
by
injured
on the construction of burlap roads."
was fatally
16,
Dec,
to
deferred
His mein address consisted of a
iutomobile, was
The wooldiagnosis of the present financial conoday in Dorehes;er ccurt.
automobile last
dition. • He said that during the dein wa.s• struck by the
hospital yespression the people of the world hay
f.atur&y and died in a
acted in a good deal the same m
terday.
Be- as a flock of sheep. The hu
animal in a panic, he said, Is
much different from other animals.
grilses Hoover Credit Plan

G. 0.P. STILL ALIVE,
YOUNGMAN SAYS IN
'WESTFIELD SPEECH

Vvoiv.
RYAN IS AWAITING
REPORT ON CURUY

Tells Republican Council He
Wants Democratic Opposition Strong

Action Against Mayor's
(14 Son Is Delayed

BELIEVES HIS PARTY
SOON IN POWER AGAIN

Predicts Curley Will Seek
Governorship in 1932 —
Sees Nobody Opposing His
Own Candidacy

JEFER CTAPLAINT
WAINST GURLEY BOY
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GREENFIELD VIEWS
PRODUCERS' STAND
ON MILK QUESTION

, F tuck

and equipment in sections often 1 are the victims of one or two of.,thek
remote from the intended markets, largest dealers who have already been
Development of the ice cream trade accused of a desire to gain supremo
and similar lines, created an increased control of the dairy industry in this
demand for year-'round quantities of seetion regardless of consequences.
milk and cream, while collective mar- As far as that goes the farmers
keting methods supplied the dairy themselves, or as many of them as
industry with the remaining charac- are members of the New England
teristies of big business.
Milk Producers' association, have been
i•- Dependable supplies of milk avail- accused of responsibility for the cut
, ltble from many sources have made in prices in an effort to control the
possible the formation of large deal- market.
ers', agencies with, as now seems to
There may be some truth M this
have happened, both the power and statement also but as only about 500
the, occasional desire to discourage of,..the 1360 producers shipping, into
campetition by cutting prices, even the Springfield market are members
clown to cost if necessary. Availability ,of the N. E. M. P. A. the accusation
of milk from one or more of several cannot apply to a majority of dairy
distant sources atwholesale prices farmers in this section. In any case.
leas than Its cost of production in this 'the producers are not to be blamed if
vicinity has become a powerful weep- they take whatever steps they can to
on in the hands of dealers whose ac- correct a dangerous situation. And
tions indicate they are out to elimi- whatever steps are Laken the public
nate competition by crowdieg the lit- should support. It is the public that
tie fellows to the wall. Alad as the ,i always pays, a little more perhaps it
dealers' war becomes more bitter the il the price of milk is raised, and a great
producers must perforce bear the 11 deal more if the native dairy Indusburden too, dropping the extra cent try is crowded to the wall.
or two that is their margin of plea'
Ageneration ago a situation of this
or loss, or yielding tneir markets to al sort would have reflected a public atction Is Lauded
surplus supply from
without the tttude entirely different from that it
does today. The welfare of one class
state,
From Our Special Correspondent
of people was not seen as of concern
Flaws In Gilbert's Suggestion
to
Greenfield, Dec:: 12—With milk proSeveral 8013itions have so far been anyall the others, nor was this true to
such
'ducers meeting In three counties dur- proposed bPaVterests allied with the the war extent as it is today. It took
and many subsequent events
ing the week the dairy eituatien con- producers. The suggestion of Dr Ar- to show that the prosperity or poverthur W. Gilbert, commissioner of agtinues to hold the center of the stage rIculture, that the use of state prod- ty of one section is vitally related to
Massachusetts.
More uct labels might encourage loyalty the welfare of other regions. The falWestern
In
lacy of succs
es at the expense of
'poisons have been effected by reduc- toward a native product is all right someone's
failure has been amply
goes. A comparatively few
tions in the price of fluid milk than so far as it
demeinstrated.
With the business
would patronize the labeled milk t
by any other single happening in this higher prices. The vast majority of structure what It is today the failure
:section for many years. The -fact that consumers will pay no more than or poverty .of any class is of farconsequence. Widespread
the dairymen's "bill of rights" as read they are obliged to pay, especially for reaching
by Joseph 1-1. Putnam of the Frank- a thing like milk where differences in and
the general recognition of this fact is
greatest reassurance the dairy
lin county extension service at the quality are invisible to the average
men have today that their industry
(recent meeting of producers and deal- person.
will survive,1
ers at the Hotel Kimball lu SpringLegislation as proposed by Repre11176agameatagarm..
Ifield already had been signed by more sentative Winfred Forward of Granthan four-flftha of the farmers ship- by promises more satisfactory and
ping into the Springfield market is an lasting results the—', as Mr Forward
indication ,ofthe seriousness of the I was careful ,o
a.e, such action will
situation and the widespread interest take a long time andwill meet with
involves.
It
, many obstacles. If, as has been said,
With the welfare of so many per- it costs 6.2 cents to produce a quart of'
sons and the future of so great an in - milk, the dairymen will need assist(distil' at stake, some definite remedy ance long before legislation can be
• • ,•ertain to be forthcoming soon. It of any value. Immediate relief is what
Special Dispatch to The Gazette
a good many years since the "em- ' the dairy farmers need and so far the
WESTFIELD, Dec. 12.--"I would like
h: led" farmers "stood and fired the only definite action taken in the state
to announce to Governor Ely. that
s!...t heard 'round • the world," but has been taken by . i....
f
a mai ;
.
Vpg.Aupy r
the Republican party still lives." defionl all reports the modern farmers Boston.
clared Lieut. Gov. William S. Youngof the western counties, as yet unherIt may be impossible, as Repreman, last night in an address before
as
preparing
are
alded and unsung,
sentative Forward pointed out and is
the recently organized Hampshireearnest and powerful an offensive as doubtless true, to pass any regulaHampden Republican District coundid the farmers of Concord and Lex- tions in restriction of interstate comcil at a supper meeting in the new
ington.
merce such as prevention of the imPark Square hotel.
The present near-crisis offers strik- portation of "foreign" milk. Appar"Nobody seems inclined to oppose
of
conduct
the
about
in
brought
has
me for the nomination for governor
ently the same results- can be obbusiness and the interrelation of peo- tained for enforcement of health and
In 1932," he declared. Following his
main address he said: "I would like
ple and affairs. Fifty, 25, or even few-' inspection standards as was advocatto say that you will havering illustration of the changes time ed in these columns as long ago as
now
such
as
situation
of Boston as the DemoNerAtoer years ago a
June 19.
have arisen.
mine.
In 1932. We'll have to battle in
exists could scarcely
a
large
Faced with the threat that
1932, but the signs are encouraging."
Cattle and ,other stock used to be a Boston dealer would import milk front
Yoitngman outlined
Lieut.-Gov.
'source of ICrtilizer, a necessary part New York state unless local producprobabilities of the nation returning
of every fasmer's equipmeet whether ers would drop their price, Mayor
not.
or
dairyman
normalcy,
to
himself
a
ho called
Curley forbade the Boston board of
onorma
In his
s introductory remarks he
A farmer who could not sell his sur- health to allow the sale of New York
briefly mentioned "the burlap Mad"
,•,aa milk for what it cost, or more state milk within the city. If Boston
what
controversy in the eastern part of the
• a I how many farmers knew
can so easily enforce the sale of nastate. stating "I do not think they
t them to produce a quart of tive milk Springfield and other Conwill be much more of the state's
.!.7) would have reduced his dairy necticut. valley markets should be able
money spent on burlap reads."
• ,! iiIIVSS and increased his production to do the same.
methods
other foodstuffs. Modern
Dealers' Welfare at Stake
,.: refrigeration were yet to come and
So far the dealers have had little
1,.arkets were close at hand rather
titan many, sometimes hundreds, of Ito sty, which may mean, as some of
miles distant as they often are today. them elaim. they are as helpless in
bulk Joins "Dig Business" .
downward swing ,of the milk marWith improvement of transporta- , ket as the general public is before a
of downward trend In financial and ecoaccessibility
the
and
facilities
tion
distant markets came the growth of nomic affairs. Certainly their welfare
larger dairy herds, consolidation of the Is at stake as well as that of the prothe investment of ducers and there seems to be some
; dairy interests andsums
of money in ` ground for belief that many of them
berg, r. a rid la r!;er

Efforts to Save Dairymen
From Inroads of Foreign'
Pi-oduct Discussed

PUBLIC URGED TO BACK
CORRECTIVE MEASURES

Several Suggestions Advanced But Falws Detected
In Each — Boston Mayor's
A

•
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YOUNGMAN SPEAKS
OF ASPIRATIONS
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Curley's 1932 Plans
It develops as pretty sure, however, that whethor not he decides to enter the race for renomination, Mayor James M. Curley will be in that race.
Of course there is no relgiffrirlry he should not be.
Politically, than seems to be the logical thing for
him to do. He has been mayor about all he wants

•

to; he is ineligible for Immediate re-election, under
the Boston charter which does not allow a mayor
to succeed himself; and to sit and watt another
four years, then jump in again, comes too close
to comedy. The mayor is not interested in any
such

In and

out game. One of the strongest, most

brilliant of Massachusetts Democrats, what is there
for him ahead? He has already been to Congress,
years ago, and there is no likelihood that he would
wish to go back there again at this late date. In
the Senate he would be conspicuous, for it Is the
golden throne of oratory—and they need some
good orators right now. No imminent opening appears there now, however.
Every

consideration of

A-Pi is 4-o

7--

political logic marks Mr.

Curley as a candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor next year, and we have little
doubt that he will make the attempt. If Mr. Ely
should choose not to run, Mr. Curley would have
)
ould
practically a clear field. Undoubtedly he v,
have opposition in the primaries, but there is no
other Democrat in sight who would have much
hance to defeat him for the nomination—that is,
)t course, not counting Governor Ely.

Ely's Future

lativernor
Personal politics continues to bubble, hut to no
definite Purpose. This is one of the weeks when
the wise ones know for certain that Governor Ely
is pot to be a candidate for a second. term. If it
Is the Governor's purpose to keep the politicians
guessing about his future, he is doing a gotibd jot),
because the soothsayers and prophets are running
around in circles with their guesses. One week he
is sure to run, and the next he is sure not to. Just
as the story had been bu-ilt up that he would insist
on retiring at the end of his present term, he takes
it home In Cambridge, and the other group, the
second-termers, came to the front with this as evidence that he was going to stick on the job. Of

I
exchange
IMIlrhe Boston Real. Estate
'should avoid giving the impression
-dog
that. it is engaged in a cat-and
mayThe
C
light with Mayor
against
or's loose-tongue accusation
aptax
of
board
the Massachusetts
but
reprisals,
invited
have
may
peals
the people of the state know how to
jus•
discount Mayor Curley's rhetoric,
as he himself does in his private l
meditations. The facts regarding the
overassessment of certain properties
speak for themselves, and it is not
{necessary to go further and charge
the mayor with establishing an excessively high debt limit and thus
giving a false impression of the security behind the city's credit. The
property assessment question is acIte
in all parts of the commonwealth,
and the real solution will come only
through a reduced scale of municipal expenditures. Mayor Curley
makes no point by talking about an
"abatement racket," for distressed
property owners are bound to fight
what they consider excessive assessments. On the other hand, the Boston Real Estate exchange should not
appear to be in the position of trying to impair the city's credit.
0diiicy

back in oston last night
conference in Washington on the
development of Boston harbor, declared that the outlook is very
favorable for his plan which would
inch tie the improvement of the
Weymouth Fore river.
Under Curley's scheme, the river
would be dredged from the Hingham bridge to the inouth.

Boston law practice. The likelihood is that Westfield is about to lose Mr. Ely, in favor of greater
Boston—inough

•

whether through politics or law

is an open question.
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CURLEY frOPEFUL OF
HARBOR PROPOSAL
,Mayjaines M. carja,g, arriving
after a

course it has no bearing on the subject. If he
does not run for re-election he very likely will
Identify himself more closely than in the, past with

practice
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Cas • r/
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The career of 4braham B. Casson,
.!itriry is said to be so well
plea:477r winr'llobert M. Wash- member of the Rouse of Represen.
burn's eulogy of
the
Boston tatives from Roxbury, should be an
mayor that lie hi having thou- inspiration to those who considef
opportunity;
of
copies
In America the land of
sands
printed
pamphlet form, with the possi- Born In Russia 31 years ago, Caseoll
a child
when
bility that, he may use them lb came to this country
tile next campaign In which he went through the public schools an
participates, as an example of then worked his way through th
how his service to the public appeals to a Roosevelt Republican.

'',
RoV,.4)a picff
krou,civirt, "if 3/ 31
MAYOR CUR
• 6.'"

Y'S SON

AS LICENSE SU SPENDED

Procedure Is I anal One in Caries Involving Auto Fatalities
Boston. Dec. 12.-- (AP1----The license
to operate an automobile held by Leo
F Curley, son of Mayor James M. Curley. was suspended today by Morgan T.
Ryan, registrar of motor vehicles. Curley's car struck and fatally injured MISS
Sally Bean of Springfield, in Roston last
Saturday night. Ryan explained the
action was the usual one In cases ine
vnlving a fatality.
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liandhig Over the DelegatitC:.':'

Although not yet either nominated or el
the Massachusetts delegation to the Democrat/It ,
rational convention is in the hands of fo.,
Governor Alfred E. Smith to do with ag..,
pleases. This happy information was conveyed
to the 1928 standard-bearer by no less an
authority than our own Governor Joseph B. Ely,
who, with several other prominent Democrats,
The Mayors' Club of Massachusetts met in Boston including John J. Raskob, was a luncheon guest
8aturday and the chief topic of discussion covered various of Al in New York city last Friday. As resuggested ways and means of obtaining more revenue for ported by the Democratic New York Times,
cities to meet an anticipated general increase in expendi- "What Governor Ely said was short and pointed,"
to wit: "The Massachusetts delegation will do
tures for charity relief next year.
Majgr_Car.lieg...of Boston favored increasing the income what Governor Smith wants them to do."
It. might also have been described as flat and
itax on intangibles from six to ten per cent, and also suggested a law which would compel persons seeking automo- final, even though it seemed to take no account
bile registrations to show that they had already paid their of the plans or wishes of some other dis.guished Massachusetts Democrats, including
motor excise tax.
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, who, accordMayor Bates of Salem would have the state turn over itrretyr414rtePeet•wneferreaei.ion available, is still
to the cities the entire receipts of this year's increase of striving
for a Massachusetts delegation comone cent a gallon in the gasoline tax, instead of one-half, mitted to Governor Franklin 3. Roosevelt as
the
which is the amount now being received.
Democratic standard-bearer in 1932. Strangely
Both Mayor Cassassa of Revere and Mayor Ashley of or otherwise, Mayor Jim has been consistently
New Bedford stated that cities are having difficulty in bor- overlooked in the invitations to the Smithrowing money from banks. The latter called attention to Raskob-Shouse series of luntheons and confabs,
the fact that cities must pay the money they owe to the to* this has also been true of many other
state on certain specified dates, but there is no correspond- Roosevelt enthusiasts, and some of them may be
promptness in payments by the commonwealth to them. lieginning to be a bit nervous about it.
However, that has nothing to do with GovHe also pointed out that the state loans to Fall River at a
low rate of interest, while the other cities have difficulty etnor Ely's unconditional handing over of the
in borrowing at almost any price. To overcome this bor- it ill unselected Massachusetts delegation to Mr.
rowing difficulty, Mayor Cassassa suggested legislation to Smith. Asked if he would say that Massachuenable cities requiring money to borrow it directly from the netts is an anti-Roosevelt State, he replied, "No,
not anti-Roosevelt, but strong for Smith." He
state.
men went so far as to concede that Governor
The news account of the meeting contained no menosevelt is a "nice man," but he left no doubt
tion of any suggestion to reduce municipal expenditures whatever
that in his opinion Al Smith is much
and to place the conduct of public affairs in the cities on a nicer. Anyhow, Roosevelt is out
of it so far as
Isound, businesslike basis—and that seems to be the crying Massachusetts is concerned, unless finally
in the .
need at the present moment.
zenerosity of his soul Mr. Smith should decide
There should not be any curtailment of the money io hand over the Bay State delegates to the
spent for the proper care of the deserving sick and needy. New York Governor.
Expenditures in all other lines, though, should be kept
That he may not do this is strongly 'tinted
down to actual necessities, and excessive outlays in all
tie New York Times story of the luncheon,
directions should be reduced to the bounds of reason. That uieh says that the meeting "was regarded as
step in a plan -to block the candidacy of
!course will have to be taken if many of the cities of the
Istate are to avoid financial disaster. There is no choice in ‘ivernor ji'ranklin D. Roosevelt for the Demo:ratic presidential nomination by preventing him
the matter.
from
obtaining enough backing prior to the conIt was reported at the Mayors' club meeting that
municipal executives were meeting difficulty not only in vention to insure his nomination." Describing
Mr.
attitude as noncommittal, The Times
getting tax payments, but also were not receiving cordial gioesSmith's
on to say that Mr. Raskob and
oToOtttt,reception from bankers with regard to temporary loans in house have repeatedly
been reported as worig,.
anticipation of taxes. In view of the first, the latter fact is I
toward that end, the inference being
that..
not surprising. Taxes, particularly when they are increas- it was hardly likely that Smith
would be wor0
ing and being placed upon already overburdened Mir at cross purposes with his
devoted
shoulders, are not the same sound security for loans to Raskob.

Massachusetts Cities Having Difficulty in
Borrowing Money in Anticipation
•
of Collecting Taxes

•

•

Massachusetts cities that they once were.
Bankers are viewing with alarm the unbusinesslike
management of most municipalities, and are likely to be
more and more reluctant to help those communities which
make no endeavor to help themselves. Cities which fail to
put their own financial houses in order are likely to find
increasing difficulty in floating temporary loans to carry on
their affairs until the taxes begin to be paid in the latter
part of each year. That fact should furnish the basis for
the most serious sort of reflection by Mayor-elect White
d the members of th ! city council and scialigAilaYdy

Others at the Smith-Raskob luncheon
Wkik"
Wedged their state nelegations to Mr.
were J. Howard McGrath, chairman
of
Itliode Island State Democratic Committee
,
Mayor Frank Hague of Jersey City,
member
the Democratic National Committee and
poutet4'
NI in the party councils in New Jersey.
Goyi
ei nor Cross of Connecticut and National
mateeman John R. Collins of New
Hampshire,.
alio were also guests at the luncheon,
more cagey and refused to commit
theltnatlital,
tistg delegations.
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CURLEY'S SON RAS
LICENSE SUSPENDED
Car Killed Springfield Woman—Registrar Will Investigate
Boston. Dec. 12—Registrar Morgan
T. Ryan today suspended the operator's license of Leo F. Curley, 16-year
old son of Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston, who'se ear—sTFiin—rfW'killed
Mrs Sally Bean, 48, of 120
street, Springfield, In Boston on13yera
the
10th.
Complete Investigation will be made
of the accident and if
found that
Soling Curley was notit Is
seriously at
fault his license will be restored to
him.

tinito,v 11-7
‘,3/41
1.1VENSE SUSPENDED
.ibiliory's Son Lost Driving Priv`saatesiilt of Killing Woman
Boston, Dec. 12—Registrar Morgan
'T. Ryan today suspended the
operator's license of Leo F. Curley, 16-y
earold .s,on of Maor James M. Curley of
Boston. whose car struck and kille.1
Mrs Sully Bean,
48, of 130 Byers
street, Springfield, in Boston on
the
10th.
Complete investigation will be mai,
of the accident and if it is found 111.'t
young Curley was not seriously ..;
'fault his license will be restored
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MAYORS DISCUSS
REVENUE MATTERS
la

•

Methods of obtaining increased revenue for cities to meet anticipated increased expenditures next year bacause of weitare costs were discussed
Saturday at the luncheon of the
Mayors' club at Salem. Mayor George
J. Bates of Salem, president of the
club, presided. It was evident from
remarks at the luncheon that executives were meeting with difficulty in
not only getting tax payments, but.
were not receiving a cordial reception
from banks on the matter of loans in
anticipation of taxes.
Mayor Curley offered two suggestiona-w4errt-Nse.kine of increased revenue. He favored a. law which would
compel an individual seeking automobile registration to show that he
had Paid his automobile excise tax
and, second. that the income tax on
intangibles be increased from 6 to 10
Percent.

/vuvRanicE 4.5q4-
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but not surpriling, th,,t
It is interesting to not
while Governor Ely is givfm g Smith the triAs.,achii. ,.. CrrIky
setts delegation. aLryor..
saying kind
words b.nut Ronseveir.
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BANKERS ING MINERS
OW BOSTON MIND
Representatives From Seven
Counties at Biggest Meeting
of the Kind Ever Held in

.17-/-11
0116WIng he afternoon ntiethic
1
,
Mr. Otis end a number of other visitors went to the Ethan Allen Club
house for the annual supper. following which Mr. Otis talked about the
organization and development of the
between
co-operative
movement
farmers and bankers throughout the

•

nation.
He outlined in some detail how
the movement got its start from a
small group called the North Lake
Farm Management Club at
Lake, Wis., largoly through
efforts
Smith, a farmer-banker.
Vermont c..mmend Curley.-s of 7.tBurton
was related how Mr. Smith induced the annual meeting of the WisAction in filk SituatT;—"' consin
Bankers' Association to come •
to his home town in North Lake.
Some 800 bankers were entNtained
Bankers and farmers from Addison, in this little town a 300 persons. An
Chittenden, Grand Isle, Lamoille, axtra day was added to the convention and an agricultural exhibit was I
Rutland, Washington and
Windsor held, Mr. Otis said that one of the
counties gathered at the Fleming mu- outstanding exhibits in one part of
seum, University of Vermont, Satur- the large tent was two cows. The readay afternoon to meet Dan H. Otis, son this exhibit attracted attention
director of the agricultural commit- was that a sign was placed near one
cow saying that animal paid a six per
tee of the American Bankers' Association, and talk over problems of cent profit on the investment after I
all expenses
were paid. Another
ommon interest to bankers and placard
said that the second cow paid
farmers.
At the close of the meeting. the 102 per cent on the investment.
So amazed was one banker, after
following telegram was sent to Mayor
looking the two cows over, that be
Curley of Boston, relating to his anjumped on the platform at the meetnouncement last week that he would
Instruct the Boston Board of Health ing and told the entire group about
to exclude milk produced outside New it. He then went back to his home
town and told a group of farmers the
England from the Boston
market:
"The Vermont Banker-Farmer meet- story and explained the reason which
ing at Burlington today by resolution he said was because one cow was of
comtnends your action in the milk a great deal better stock. He interested the group of farmers in buildsituation."
This telegram was signed by Hollis • ing up their dairy herds and the
E. Gray, chairman of the Agricul- bank he represented loaned them
tural committee of the Vermont money to purchase high grade cows.
The speaker gave much credit to
Bankers' Association, The other members of this committee are Barrie V. the Extension Service and the agriHall of Burlington and H. G. Wood- cultural department of the University
of Wisconsin for the Improvement
ruff of Montpelier.
This was the biggest banker-farm- made in t1-.3 quality of the dairy cattle
er meeting ever held in Vermont and of the State of Wisconsin.
Mr. Otis spoke further regarding
was said by Charles M. Smith of
Rutland, representative of the First the work and organization of the
Federal Reserve district on the agri- agricultural committee of the Americultural commission of the American can Bankers' A.ssociation.
Hollis E. Gray of Winooski, who
Bankers' Association, to have been
the best, in a series of such meeting Introduced the speaker, also intros
being held throughout the New Eng- duced Chauncey W. Brownell, an
land States. Although no general original charter member of the agriInvitation was sent out for the meet- cultural committee of the Vermont
ing, there was an attendanm of 18 1 Bankers' Association; Arthur H. Packagricultural college people, 35 hankers ard, president of the Vermont State
and 52 farmers from the counties Farm Bureau; E. L, Ingalls, State
Boys' and Girls' Club leader,
mentioned above.
who
Joseph E. Carrigan, acting director did much in organizing the meeting
of the Extension Service, presided at, Saturday; and Charles M. Smith of
the meeting. President Guy W. Bail- Rutland, the member of the national
ey of the University extended a wel- agricultural committee for the First
come. Dean J. L. Hills of the College Federal Reserve district.
of Agriculture reported on the recent,
national conference on land utilization. P. R. Miller, Extension agronomist., outlined the pasture improvement program and pointed out how
banks may co-operate in this.
Arthur H. Packard, presiden of
the
Vermont Farm Bureau, discussed
ft
number of different; projects in which
both bankers and farmers are interested.
Charles M. Smith of Rutland told
of the program of the agricul
tural
commission of the American Bankers' Association to aid the farmers
in
various rays.
Dan H. Otis, director of the
agricultural commission of the Americ
an
Bankers' Association, discussed
business management of farms the
outlined ways in which farmers and
bankers may co-operate to solve and
ferent rural problems throughout difthe
country.

M. S. C. Survey.
At the Grange sesSion tonight reThe smvey of Massachusetts State
ports were submitted by the committee on home econondes and by the College, setting the average productrustees of the educational aid fund. tion costs of milk, exclusive of hanThere were also memorial exereisee dling costs, at 6.17 cents per quart, i.9
and entertainment by Metropolitan based on costs of feed as of Dec, 5.
Pomona Grange.
The average yield of milk per cow is
With the milk price lower than at set at 5,623 pounds and the cost derived includes neither labor
nor
dele1000
any time since 1917, the
gates at the session, representing transportation expenses.
some 30,000 Massachusetts agriculMr. Parker estimated that handling
turalists, have found the question the costs would total from one and a quarfolreduction
here
critical issue. The
ter to two centa a'quart. Costs of prolowed a similar reduction in Sprin::- ducing milk in New York, he said, are
field last week.
approximately three quazters of a cent
"Ultimatum to Farmers."
less per quart, The difference was atchairAndover,
tributed to greater_ farm land 'values
Harvey Turner of
man of the special dairy committee anti to more widcopread application of
of the Massachusetts State Grange,.large scale production triethod.s.
said tonight, "The General Ice Cream
At the session tonight the report of
Company of Springfield served thei the- cerninittee on home economics,
i'
—„t„,.,s:itls..at,4tipi
;
t .!
.
.ty
l e,
tr
farmers of Lt
by Mrs. Edgar H. Chandler
iir:seated
ust either se
Tatum the.
ot Needham indicated that relkf of
:or 5 cents a quart or find a market conditions caused by buciness depreselsewhere.
sion had contort:Jed the bulk of .the
"The Whiting Milk Companies have committee's work. She reported the
adopted similar tactics in the Boston establishment of junior Granges in
market, threatening to turn to New Medford,
Brookville,
Worthington,
York for their supply, and the ultimaSeekonk and Attleboro.
tum has been accepted."
According to a report of the educeHe deplored the fact that the farmers were unable, because of lack of itional fund trustees, presented by
time, to organize effectively againet !Evan F. Richardson of Millis, the
state Granges contributed more than
the cut when it was suggested.
Late in the afternoon, Mr. Turner $15,000 during 1931. New loans were
supGrange
'teCommended that the
made to 64 students and 40 renewals
port a bill requiring all cream from were granted. Loans for the year, tooutside the State, exclusive of cream - taling $15,000 were applied to stuused for manufacturing purposes, to dents In 44 schools and colleges in 12
he submitted to the aanla rigid inspec- States.
tion as- cream from within the State.
At 9.30 o'clock tomorrow morning
He urged also that the Grange seek
the Grange delegates will elect offithe adoption of a unifortn system of
cers. During the afternoon session, bedairy inspection.
General
ginning at 2 o'clock, the report of
He said that at one time during the
srte
ea
rn
m coming committee on protection of birds will
ro
onuft ;:i ec
orthne afm
Is
to
umlsto
e
Charged
he submitted. Ralph 0. Brewster, foramounted to 54 per cent of all, the mer governor of Maine, and Payson
Farm Price
cream consumed there. He advocated Smith, commissioner of education en,
IO T lir Springfield L ninn.
•
that steps be taken to keep the west- Itlassaohusetts,, will speak. .
At the evening session, schiAlulee
product out and he said that
BOSTON, Dec. Fi—With Mayor ern
begin with an organ' recital iit
within a year Massachusetts dairymen
-lc, Gov. Ely will speak. The sixth
Curley and the Massachusetts State have organized an association work- o
protecthe
plan
for
10-year
deg e will he given in full ,forni.
up a
Grange presenting a united front ing
tion of the industry.
soeSton will close fol
Ph
against the 5 cents per quart milk
and afternoon meetings On
morni
Blow at Farmers.
price., established by the National
In connection with the drastic Thursti y.
Dairy Products Company, the bitter warning issued by the Health Department, Mayor Curley said, "it is quite
controversy provided a major issue apparentlistrilliiirprice
/dr
established by
'today for the 1000 Grange delegates those people attempting to obtain
control of the milk situation will reassembled in the Hotel Bradford for sult
CURLEY BANS NEW YORK
in requiring the farmers of New
a three-day session.
England to sell their milk at such a
FIRM'S MILK IN BOSTON
price as to drive them out of
Following charges by Mayor Cur- I1 low
businees and require them to dispose
ley that certain interests desirous of their cattle.
Charge% Nat lonal Dairy Product % Co.
"While at the present time the price
Started Price. War.
of obtaining 11 monopoly on the milk
of milk may appear (heap, inevitably
Boston, Dec. 8.—(AP1—Mayor James
market are trying to drive New the people of Boston will be compelled
Curley.
in an address before the State
M.
England farmers out of business, to pay more than ever before, due to
Grange in session today, charged the
of such a monopoly."
National Dairy Products Company hed
the Health Department, at the 'theAtcreation
the Grange session this afternoon
forced down the price of milk by threatMayor's suggestion, issued warning. the Mayor was cheered when he spoke
ening to bring in New York milk at tt
still lower price. The retail price of
that Boston dealers' licenses will be against the five-cent level. He spoke
in part as follows:
milk has been reduced three times In
revoked if they distribute milk from
"The National Petry Products Comthe Boston market within the past week
sources not approved and inspected pany, a new institution, wants suand is now eight cents a quart at stores,
preme control in this territory. They
the lowest price in 15 years.
by the department.
. give us milk at less than the tavt of
Curley said he had ordered the health
Cost of Production.
'
i production in order to drive somebody
depeetinent to exclude the New York'
milk.
On the basis of figures prepared hy out. And when that has happened,
''The National Dairy Products ComMassachusetts State College. in Am- well pay the penalty permanently...
He attributed the establishment of
pany." said the Mayor. "a new instituherst, Sumner 11. Parker. who is atthe five-cent price to notification by
tion wants supreme control in this tertending the Grange session and is a the Whiting Milk Companies that It
ritory. They give us milk at less than
member of the staff of the college, would sell milk from the Sheffield
the cost of production In order to drive
produe.
said that the average cost of
„rneeshy on% of buslnesa. And when
Farms Company of New York at a
Ing 8 quart of milk in Messachusette price under five cents unleas the price
that has happened we'll pay the penalty
permanently."
exclusive of handline costs, is 6,17 here was set at that figure.
Cents per quart.

MOVE TO RUIN
DAIRYMEN OF
• (: N. E. CHARGED

'

Curley Acts to Ban Low
Price N. Y. Milk
from Boston.
ADDRESSING GRANGE,
BLAMES BIG CONCERN

Mayor Accuses National
Dairy Products Company;
Production Cost Put
at 6 Cents.
LOCAL

CONCERN
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Ice-Cream Company
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REI 'EVES LEO CURLEY
IN AUTOrintrrrtASE
Special Dispatch to The Cliteiette
BOSTON, Dec. 19.----Leo Curley, son
of Mayor Curley, was exonerated of
blame in the death of Sarah Beane
of Springfield, home economics expert, by a decision of Judge Frankland W. L. Miles In Roxbury municipal court yesterday. Mayor Curley
was present during the reading of
the long decision.
Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman, representing Leo - Curley, said
that Judge Miles deserved the thanks
of the citizenry for his careful Investigation of the case,
The Judge explained in his decision that he personally visited the 1
scene of the accident at 1.45 a. m.1
and was convinced that poor visibility was the cause of Curley's car
striking Miss Beane.
Curley's machine struck the woman Dec. 5 last at Huntington avenue
and Forsyth street and she died five
days later at City hospital. Pollee
sought criminal complaints against
the driver charging him with driving
so as to endanger the lives and safety
of the public.
The registry of motor vehicles will
give Curley a hearing as soon as the
investigation by Inspectors is completed. The hearing is mandatory In
the case of a fatality and Is to determine if the driver is guilty of "serious.
' fault. If found guilty Curley's
license would be revoked for six
months and if not the license would
be returnd to him. His license is

now suspended.
4 ,,
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Warrant Denial
for Curley's Son
Judge Decides Youth Not
Liable i11 Killing of Springfield Woman.

•

BOSTON, Dec. 18—(AP) Judge
lerankland tiles In Roxbury District
Court today denied a Police request
for a warrant charging Leo Curley, 16
years old son of Mayor James M. Curley, with manslaughter In the death of
Mrs. Sally Beane of Springfield. Mrs.
Beane was struck and fatally injured
by Curley's automobile on the night
of Dec. 5 in the Back Bay. She died
live days later.
Judge Miles accompanied his ()eelslon with a lengthy report of the nevilent which he personally investigated
He said the details were reenacted
for him at the corresponding hour
and lie had difficulty in seeing a per- I
son who milked from a street car elevation into the street, as Mrs. Beane!
alleged4.1'

TRUCKMEN TO HEAR
CURLEY AND RYAN
Mayor James M. Curley of Bo,ston
Moe-1
and Registrar 011argrTehieles
invitations
gan T. Ryan have accepted
and
to speak before the mass meeting
dinner of Massdchusetts truckmen
which is to be held next Monday evening at the Boston Chamber of Com-1
merce. Other speakers will be John
R. Bingaman, president of a Pennsylvania association of truckmen and W.
W. McBride, general manager of the
New York Truckers. In lighter vein,
Bill Cunningham, sports writer, will
deliver an address.
The meeting, which has been arranged by the Master Trucknien's Association, Inc., has been planned to
bring together all trucking interests
in the commonwealth and to discuss
plans for improving their business
conditions. The dinner will be served
st 6:30 o'clock.
•-•-- • .,

;
I JUDGE DENIES POLICE
WARRANT REQUEST
FOR .
CU.
ISpr'S SON
BOSTON. Dec. 18 (AP)—Judge ,
Franklin Miles in Roxbury district
court today denied a police request
for a warrant charging Lao Curley,
16-year-old son of Mayor Curley,
with manslaughter in the death of
Mrs. Sarah Bean of Springfield.
Mrs. Bean was struck and fatally
injured by young Curley Dec. 5 in
the Back Bay. She died five days
later.
Judge Miles accompanied his derision with a lengthy report of the

acident which he personally investigated. He said the details of the
accident were reenacted for him at
a corresponding hour. He said he
had difficulty in seeing a person
walk from the street car reservation to the street as Mrs. Bean
had done.

.1.
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TRUCIMEN TO HEAR
CURJ4PY AND RYAN
. ayor James M. Curley of Boston
and

Registrar

of

Motor

Vehicles

Morgan T. Ryan, have accepted invitations to speak before the mass'
meeting and dinner of Massachusetts

truckmen which is to be held next
Monday evening at the Boston
Chamber of Commerce. Other speakers will be John R. BIngaman,
President of a Pennsylvania association
of truck-men, and W. W. McBride,
general manager of the New York
Truckers. In lighter vein, Iff16:Cunningnoui. sports writer, will deliver
an address.
The meeting, which has been arranged by the Master Truckmen's
Association, Inc., has been planned
to bring together all tracking interests in the Commonwealth and to
discuss plans for improving their
business conditions. The dinner will
bet Served at 6.30 o'clock.

WILL GO TO BOSTON
Transport. Men to Attend Meeting To.
morrow Night—May Art on State
organization
A. A. Beauregard, president of the

Transport associates. and T. M. Johnson, secretary, will attend the meeting of the Master Truckmen's atiS41ciatiott at
Boston tomorrow night.
This meeting
will he held in
the Boston Chamber of Commerce
building end it is expected that Mayor
,neei M. Curley end Morgan T.
•R.M11-'eriekOmernr motor vehicles, will
be the main speakers.
It is understood here that this meet. [
lng Is being called to formulate plans!
for forming a state association of
transport men. The local opinion is
that this will meet with opposition as
It is felt that individual organizations
in the various cities will function
much better than it is possible for a
larger group to function.

C ISEY'S SON'S CASE 'MOVED TO FRIDAY
Boston, Dec. 16—The case of Mayor
James M. Curley's 16-year-old son,
Leo, facing a possible manslaughter

charge In connection with the automobile killing of a Springfield woman, j
was continued, today until Friday',

1

CUM EY THREATENS TO BAR
N. Y. MILK FROM BOSTON
Tells State Grange That National Dairy
Products Company Wants Supreme Control in This Territory
BOSTON, Dec. 8. (IP)—MaxerJ.ames
M. Ciirj, in an address before the
range in session here today,
S
charged the National Dairy Products
company had forced down the price
of milk by threatening to bring in
New York milk at a still lower prise.
The retail price of milk has been
reduced three times in Ca. Boston
market within the past week and now
is eight cents a quart at stores, the
!lowest price in 15 years.
; Curley said he had ordered the
Health department to exclude the New
York milk.
"The National Dairy Products coinpany," said the mayor, "a new institution, wants supreme control in this
less
territory. They give us milk
than the cost of production in order
to drive somebody out of business and
when that has happened, we'll pay
the penaltyy permanently."
The mayor charged that the reduction of a cent a quart announced last
Saturday by the New England Milk
Producers' association, its second within the week, resulted from notification
by the Whiting Milk company that it
would sell milk from the Sheffield
Farms company of new York state
at a price under five cents a quart to
dealers unless the local producers
would lower their price.
'I have notified the ei:. . Board
of Health that we will not allow the
Sheffield Creameries' milk to come
into Boston and be sold," the mayor
said. "Milk sold here will be only
from dairies subject to Boston inspection."
The mayor's remarks were later
challenged by Joseph Willmann, a
director of the Whiting company, who
declared that the producers association
had already lowered the price elsewhere in the state.
He asserted any question of why the
reduction had been made should be
directed ;to that organization. Willmann denied any financial connection
existed between Whiting and the National Dairy Products company.
'The New England Milk Producers'
association establiished 4,, prim of five
cents a quart in Springfield two weeks
ago," he .said. Boston simply followed
Springfield. The party to tell why
the price was cut is the New England
Milk
Producers'
assocoation—the
farmers themselves."

•
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BOSTON MAYOR WILL
BAR NEW YORK MILK
Curkgy Sees Attempt to
—KM Competition, Then
Control Trade
Retail Price Reduced Three
Times Last Week in Boston;
Now Sells for 8 Cents
Boston, Dec. 8—(Th—Mayor Curley, in an address before the State
Grange in session today, charged
the National Dairy Products Co.
had forced down the price of milk
by threatening to bring in New
York milk at a still lower price.
The retail price of milk has been
reduced throe times in the Boston
market within the past week and
now Is eight cents a (-wart at stores,
the lowest price In 15 years.
Curley said he had ordered the
Health department to exclude the
New York milk.
"The National Dairy Products
Co.," said the Mayor, "a new institution, wants supreme control in
this territory. They give us milk
at less than the cost of production
In order to drive somebody out of
!business. And when that has hap!permit, we'll pay the penalty t.)ermanently."
The Mayor charged that the reduction of a cent a quart announced last Saturday by the New
England Milk Producers Association, its second within the week,
resulted from notification by the
Whiting Milk Co. that it would
sell milk from the Sheffield Farms
CO. of New York State at a price
under five cents a quart to dealers
unless the local producers would
lower their price.
"I have notified the City's Board
of Health that we will not allow
the Sheffield creameries' milk to
come into Boston and he sold,"
the Mayor said. "Milk sold here
will be only from dairies subject
to Boston inspection."

0 STATE HOUSE NOTES
Conference Over Boston Courthouse
From Our Special Reporter
Boston. Dec. 8—Mayor.afanasaid•
Curley of Boston, ft% corporal n
Cistel Samuel Silverman, today
held brief conference with Gov Joseph
B Ely relative to apportionment of
maintenance cost of proposed $5,000,000 Suffolk county courthouse. Boston officials believe that as certain
state courts are to have quarters in
new building, commonwealth should
participate in maintenance expense.
Mayor Curley thought the commonwealth should bear 30 per cent, and
the city the rest. The estimate is that
this total cost will be $400,000 annually. Gov Ely said afterward that he
;proposes to study the matter, and
Mayor Curley has promised to furnish him data to aid this study.
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PEOPLE OF NOTE are all the time being polished off by regular doctors. Even the newspapers
show the doctors up to that extent and you would
think, unless they have stopped reading the papers
that the big bugs would be warned by the many
cases—nearly all their kind go that way.
Before me lies a picture of the girl James Curley,
Jr., was to have married last month, if the doctors
had not got hold of him in the winter. They operated, and so successfully that the father, Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston, had left the hospital.
Yet the young man was dead three hours after the
operation.
Loretta Bremner was the girl, daughter of Johni
B. Bremner, of Chicago.
Now shall we see the Bremners and the rest of
the Curleys go hence prematurely from allopathic
hands?

MILK PRODUCERS
'
III) MEET DEALERS IN
PRICE CONFERENCE

,2/67,3,
Claims Funeral Cortege
Was For"Wrong Guy"
1/Yocee-cisr-F.

E7

BOSTON, Der. 5 (AP)—Leslie Pletcher. the ,clutuffeur 1010
recently drove Mayor Curley at the bead of a funeral cortege for
ifthe opinion that they "buried the
"General D. Pi''
wrong guy."
Fletcher was personal driver to the mayor during the
"funeral," which ended with a casket bearing "General D. Pressiion" being dumped into Boston harbor.
The chauffeur retin ned to the offices of his employer, an
automobile agency, after the services to find that he was laid oil
"until better limes."
He wrote the following to the mayor:
"Don't be surprised! 11' you get tried for inturilele.
buried the wrong guy. If was General n. Prenfiinn.4
passed away."
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can't remember
his re--I.nr- --"lffffhber. Not long
ago or asked 1 he operator to get
his home which has an unlisted
phone. She followed tin' rules of
he company and ref 11,e(I. The
mayor plea del hut It Nil, 110 gn.
lie finally hint to drive home for
his eon versat Ilm. Since 1111.11 he
has carried the number on a
small slip In his pocket.

lty‘lir James II. 1:11XILL, In anperirtr"Pnr a brtiat porecia lion of music before the Shrilldeclared former litty or John
Fitzgerald, was t he only man In
flip intuit ry who (1111111 sing
"Sweet Adeline" Wit hoot being
"put down for a terrible drink PI'S,

22.
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Mayor Curley reports that the expenses of
the Public NVelfare Department of Boston
have increased 200% over those of 1928. He
proposes to extend the subway out Huntington ave. to Brookline st. at an expense of
$11,000,000, to aid unemployment.

of
James M. Curley
! While Mayor
the
before
address
Boston, in an
charged
State Grange last night
down milk
ceutsiders with forcing
western
'prices in Massachusetts
appointing'
counties dairymen were
with dealers
a committee to meet
stablize the milk
to
endeavor
and
r
price situation.
met
Hampden county producers
Improvement league
in the County
Springfield for
building In West
Clarence
that purpose and chose
Hulett!
Brown of Brimfield, Frank Philip
and
Longmeadow
East
of
represent
Hall of Southwick to
will
diarymen
Hampshire
them.
take similar action tonight.
dealMeanwhile distributors and
ers in Connecticut Valley markets,
city,
Including several from this
Kimball
Hotel
the
in
meet
to
plan
dealers'
to morrow night when a
for
committee will be appointed
producers,
the conference with the
which is expected to come in the
the
Immediate future and at which
whole price mess will be threshed
out.
Mayor's C ley's charge followed
emoralization in which
.
a
the Boston milk price had been reduced three times in a week and
stood at 8 cents a Quart in stoma,
the lowest mark in 15 years.
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Mayor of Bos,ton
Matchmaker For
Lonely Westerner
Yearning for a home on the shores
foi the tossing Atlantic and a Wataan
who can "play the piano a little bit,"
a retired attorney in the middle sve.-,t
hos written the office of the mayor of
Boston for help—and received it.
This was revealed by Mayor Curley
ye/at day in an address to the Florence '''.rittenton League of Compass:on i the home of Mrs. Wilmot R.
Evans, 28 Chestnut street.
The mayor said an unemployed
Bolton stenographer, about 85, with
the blue eyes, dark hair and pleasing
personality which Dlc lonesome v:rsterner described as essential, and who
can do "a little hit" with the piano
keys, has written him, "Bring on your
western Romeo."
Shortly after receiving the letter
from the westerner the stenographer
applied to Mayor Curley for a posiThe mayor noted that she
tion.
fitted the westerner's specifications,
cleared up the matter of the piano
playing, and told her of the man who
desired to live by the sea as his
parents had done and to meet a
woman like his first wife.
She departed after a decittion to
consider the matter. Recently she
wrote that she is still tillable to find
work and wishes to meet the refired
attorney. Mayor Curley 13 awaiting
the arrival of the westerner in Boston.
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Curley Booms Roosevelt

CURLEY AT CAP1TAV
'tEEK,S HARBOR FUND
Washington, Dec. 10—Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston accompanied by
his social secretary, Thonia.s L. Johnson, his daugl...ter, Mary Curley, and
his privdte secretary, aflived here
'yesterday to attend sessions of waterways congress and to confer with the
members of the Massachusetts delegation in the,Hottse. He was at the
Capitol this afternoon and posed for
ph.tographers. Tomorrow he will attend a luncheon party1 to wLich all
the members of the Bay state delegation have been invited. Senator Walsh
will be host.
The mayor is seeking congressional
appropriation of $1,000,000 for the improvement and development of Boston
harbor to make it one of the finest in
the world and to aid the unemployed.
He will solicit the support of the Bay
state delegation for this project. He
has been advised, however, that there
Is not the slightest possibility of getting such a bill through Congress at
this time.
1-014eLL

GRANGE ENDS ITS
kc THREE-DAY SESSION

HON. JAMES M. CURLEY
FOR GOVERNOR

BOSTON, Dec. 10 (—The three
day annual session of the Massachusetts state Grange ended here today
with the installation of officers by
Charles M. Gardiner of Springfield,
national high priest of Demeter.
State Master Henry N. Jenks announced that he would appoint a
committee to comply with Governor
Joseph B. Ely's request for recomagriculture
regarding
mendations
which he can include in his messages
to the legislature.
State Representative Winfred Forward of Granby, chairman of the
Grange legislative committee, reported that his committee approved the
recent remarks by Mayor Janagamilli.
Curley of Roston regarding utak.
-irjr said he would order all milk
C-u
not inspected by Boston Inspectors
excluded from Boston. Curley also
deplored the low price of milk resulting from recent competition between
large distributors.
// /

New England has hearkened to the Roosevelt for President boom, lead by the great Curley of Boston. Curley, the
man of vision, the unquestioned leader and most far-sighted
of Massachusetts Democrats has sold Roosevelt to all New
England by virtue of his dynamic personality, and by leading the way has flustered the attempts of other Democratic
factions to lead New England's support to any other candidate, than Gov. Roosevelt of New York.
Payroll Frankie Donahue and Cozy Dave Walsh and his
shadow, Marcus Coolidge, are trying to lead the Democrats
to other channels, while Gov. Ely is pledging himself to Al
Smith to hide out for the present, but the Governor should
have more sense to believe that the Democrats are not all
aware of the fact that Al coundn't win anyway.
Here in Lowell, Mayor Curley could have no better
Lieutenant than Attorney James J. Bruin, one of Lowell's
leading Democrats, and an ardent Roosevelt-for-president
boosti.r.
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CURLEY'S SON MM
FACE CHARGES
Boston. Dee. 11 (/13)--Application
for a complaint, charging Lao Curtnrjsmec
ley, 16, son of
iCur,„lea. with manslaughter
death of MISS Bally Bean, 48, of
Sprincfleld, who was fatally injured by the boy's automobile, WU
deferred to Dec. 16 today in DorThe woman was
chester court.
'struck by the automobile last Saturday and died in a hospital yes.
terday.
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Cttty Attacked
REALTY OWNERS
"Racket"
(,ANSWER CURLEY (2 in Tax
Boston Real Estate Exchange Gives Side on
Abatement Case

Montpelier, Vt., Dec. 11.—
(AP)—Governor Stanley C. Wilson, in a statement today, said he
was in agreement with the attitude of Mayor James M, Curley '
on the recent reduction in the
price of milk. His statement follows:
"I have had called to my attenN1 the statements made and acMayor Curley of
by
tion, taken
host ii with reference to protecting Yew England milk within the
Curley
Mayor
Boston markets.
has taken a firm stand against
admitting to the Boston markets
milk from outside the New England milk sheds, and has directed
the Boston board of health to
milk. He
exclude such foreign
himself very
has also expressed
firmly in opposition to the recent
cut in the milk price.
"I have wired Mayor Curley my
approval of his stand with referhave ettd
hQ
ence to milk, and
Mayor Curley's attention to the
I
I fact that the dairy farmers of
INew England are supplying the
with milk
I New England market
I produced under the best of health
!conditions and that •heir protection is for the interest of consumers, and of the public health."
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BOSTON, Dec. 10 (AP)—The Boston Real Estate Exchange, in a statement issued ,tonight, 'gave its version of the Hanover street. abatement case concerning which Mayor
Curley had
attacked
the
State
Board of Tax Appeals.
After the tax appeal board had reduced from $125,000 to $45,000 the
assessment of certa.n property, the
city of Boston started an appeal to
the Supreme Court only to suddenly
Withdraw such action", the statement .3aid. "Finally the property has
now hen sold for $26.000."
he (Mayor Curley) had talked of 'an abatement racket' and has
tnsinuater3 collusion between owners
of real listate seeking abatement,
their atto rneys, and the Board of Tax
Appeals.
"On th e basis of the fact in the
above cas,e. who are the racketeers?"
the stet( ?Anent asks, "the owners
seeking cc unmon justice, or the city
authcritle, s who refused it and tried
to collect
nearly thr,,e
times the
amount 9 f the tax which the city
was Justly entitled?"

L..

Real Estate Exchange Assails
Mayor for Criticism
of Appeal.
Dee.
lle Lte in a
Estate Baeh
ton

o(2 its v et's:ion
tonh!lit !_,!,ateent
m
ab
Street
of the I I .(l over
Curley had
y
concerning which M aor
e State Po;ird of Tax' Apattacked
ment

peals.
After the tax at,ra:a; hoard had .re,.•
duced from $17.5.000 to $45.000 the liAFsessment 01 certain property, "the city
of Boston start ed an appeal to the
Supreme Court only to suddenly. withdraw such action," the statement said.
"Finally, the property has now been
sold for $26,000."
Cu rieyt had
. . H
"
talked of 'an nhatentent racket' and
10,3 insinuated improper collusion bed
real estate seeking.
ar ,N1 , ae et, I ie•ir attorneys and the
of Tax .‘i!!peals.
•
of the fact that in the,
In the
. . who are t he
' aliove case
racketeers?" the statement asks, "the
common
testlee or the
owners seeking
city authorities who ! et -,(1 it and
tJnies the
tried to collect
hi: city
,en.ant of the tax to
Itsl(ntititted?"
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HUB RESITY EXCHANGE CURLEY'S SON
SEEKS FUNDS hi RAPS MAYOR CURLEY DROVE CAR WHICH
KILLED WOMAN
FOR DREDGING
Applies
to LOCAL RIVER
More to

klainc

Intimates
His
"Abatement,
'Racket" Charge
City Officials,

Weymouth F ore River
Project Plea Made
by Curley
(Special to the Patriot Ledger)
WASHINGTON, D. C.. Dec. 11—
Mayor James M. ClisIser.- of Boston
pfrralratrtafTlfarffiT5er of the Massachusetts delegation in Congress at
a luncheon yesterday noon, a program of port requirements for the
city, which
would
include the
vvidening and deepening of the
Weymouth Fore River from Hingham bay to the Weymouth Fore
River bridge.
The project' has already been
given impetus by a survey con-

ducted of Boston Harbor as a
whole and of the Weymouth Fore
river. Curley seeks to have two
ledges in Boston harbor removed
and to have the main channel
deepened.
Rivers and Harbors bill
,Inhe
t
as passed by Congress in June
1930, provision was made for a
preliminary examination and survey of the various 41rojects. This
survey has been etimpleted and a
report on It by tilt
engineers,

army

$111.10,12ittim,

BOSTON, Dec. 10 (—The Boston Real Estate exchange in a statement issued tonight gave its version
of the Hanover street abatement case
concerning which Mayor Curley had
attacked the State Board of Tax Appeals.
"After the tax appeal board had reduced from $125,000 to $45,000 the assessment of certain property, the City
of Boston started an appeal to the
Supreme court only
to
suddeniy
withdraw such action," the statement
said. "Finally the property has now
been sold for $26,000."
". . . he (Mayor Curley) had
talked of 'an abatement racket' and
has insipuated improper collusion between owners of real estate seeking
abatement, their attorneys, and the
Board of Tal.: Appeals.
"On the basis of the fact in the
above case, . .
who are the racketeers," the statement asks, "the
! owners seeking common justice, or
tbe city authorities who refused it
, and tried to collect nearly three times
the amennt of the tax to wideh the
city was Justly entitled?"

Leo Curley, 16, son of Mayor Curicy was named by Boston-resiieeft*
t as the cy,)erator of the automobile which struck Miss Sally Bean,'
43. of Snringfield, early last Saturday
morning,
inflicting
injuries
which caused her death last night in
the Boston City hospital.
It was learned last night that the
police investigation of the case disclosed that the youth was driving
home from a school function when
he struck the woman. He was driving
at t moderate rate of speed and it
Is dtolice opinion that the accident
could not have been avoided. It is believed that the woman was waiting
for a street car and stepped off the
curbing into the path of the youth's
czar.
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Ask Complaint Accusing Mayor's Soo of Manslaughter
BOSTON, Dec. 11 (P) --- Applies
tion for a complaint charging Le.
Curley, 16, son of MaygrLamji
Curley, with manslaughter in t
of Miss Sally Bean, 48,
Springfield, who was fatally injure
by the boy's automobile, was deferrc
to Dec. 16 today in Dorchester court
The woman was struck by the automobile last Satirday and died

a hospital yestesiaY,
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MAYOR ClIBLEY'SSON
DRIVER IN FATALITY

CURLEY CAN WIN

Dosrox, Dec. lo---uo—Mim Sally
Bean, 48, of Springfield, died at the
City hospital today of injuries received last Saturday when she was
struck by an automobile operated by
Leo Curley, 16-year-old son of Mayor
James M. Curley.
The accident occurred shortly after
midnight Saturday on Huntington
avenue at the corner of Forsyth street.
According to the police report, Curautomobile
ley was operating his
when the woman stepped from the
sidewalk. He struck her before ahe
could stop.
Police said they would appear in
court tomorrow to determine if there
is cause for the issuance of a techmeal manslaughter warrant.

or
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MAYOR CUPLEY'S SON
iRiVRIN FATAUTY
BOSTON. Dec. 10--t4')—Miss Sally
Bean, 48, of Springfield, died at the
City hospital today of injuries received last Saturday when she was
Istruck by an automobile operated by
Leo Curley, 16-year-old son of Mayor
James M. Curley.
The accident occurred shortly after
midnight Saturday on Huntington
avenue at the corner of Forsyth street.
According to the police report, Curautomobile
ley was operating his
when the woman stepped from the
sidewalk. He struck her before she
could stop.
Police said they would appear in
court runorrow to determine if there
Is (Wise for the issuRne of a technical manslaughter warrant.

HON. JAMES M. CURLEY
FOR GOVERNOR

•

The Hon. James M. Curley, Boston's live wire mayor can
win, the Democratic nomination if he so desires. His Excellency, the Hon. Ely's stock in the market of democracy
as much as it has arisen in the Republican market. He has
been a pretty good Republican governor in most things, outside of a few appointments.
In Boston Curley has strength enough to beat Ely, even
if Ely keeps in with Honey Fitz, but we hear that Martin
Lomasney no longer goes for the Westfield kid.
Cities like Lowell, Lawrence, New Bedford, Fall River
will go big for Curley, while out in the western
Haverhill,
and
there is but a handful of Democrats. And
state
the
part of
are helpless when it comes to putting
friends
Republican
his
base.
first
him on
Only his sincere interest in the presidential success of
iGov. Roosevelt can keep Curley out of the governor's fight,
a run an ,wa

jrritie R4-0 1%6'
Curley to Tour Nation
in Roosevelt's Behalf
lio:ston, Dc.. 10—A
nation-wide
,speaking 'tour this winter in behalt of
the presidential candidacy of GeV
Franklin D. floosevelt of New York in
l being considered by 'Nlayor James M
,Curiey.
The tour, embracing :ill the larger
cities of the eountry, would occult; the
winter period Mayor Curley utmally
,oends vao5tiening-/frrfel,h141, it Is
,tated here.
The mayr.- ;,1 working In
,-eis cooperation with other harmonisponsors
)1' the Roosevelt candidacy. He is In
°fluent toui.h with James Hooseveit,
!Ito governor's 8011, who Is said to be
liaison between his father and prowl- ,
eent Democrats.

/3 ocTo,vL4./47 ete

,s

/j
Mayor Curley's son, Leo le.
Cur1Pr.—Tv-a— threatened
with
loss of his license to-day
with
the death of Miss Sally
Bean,
48. who was struck down
urday by a car Curley eatwas
driving.

y.

, .Iq3
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THOMAS J. HURLEY.
Chairman of Boston Stre
et Commission Dies in Hospital.
Specia/ to The New Yor
k Times.
BOSTON, Dec. 11.—Th
omas J. Hurley, chairman of the Stre
et Commission and a recognized
authority on
street development in
Boston for
forty years, died tonight
of heart di- !
: sease in the Winthr
op Community
Hospital. He was stri
15 and was removed tocken on Nov.
the hospital
the next day.
Though connected with
city departments since 1888,
he
most of his service to had devoted
the
Street Department and in 1925
was named by
Mayor Curley as
chairman of the
Street Commission.
braced determinatio His duties emn
development projects of all street
in the city.
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SUPPORT'PLEDGED
ALFRED E. SMITH

The general effect at first was to refire cQnfidence and second to begin
to thalt the frozen assets that were
forcing many of the banks to close
their doors."
In his closing paragraph, Lieut. Gov.
Youngman stated his belief in the efthe
banking,:(.
t
ae
Iret(Ilieelltil•es!ill sgv
systemt
(
this country never faced a truly titiancial crisis.
"There have been hard times all
over the world but by the constructive
and courageous action of the President, the panic has been prevented
from going to the depth which it otherwise would. We are going to have itnSpecial Dispaten to The Gazette
Formrr
nrovement but eventually we are goNEW YORK, Dec. 12. —
y
industr
of
ing to have the wheels
Alfred E. smith of New York will
Gov.
another
have
uwill
humming and we
have the support of the Massach
WESTFIELD. Dec. 11—"I would like Period of great prosperity in America."
Democratic
the
to
ion
delegat
setts
B.
to announce to Gov. Ely that the Re- Chairman Thorpe was empowered to
National convention, Gov. Joseph ay,
propublican party still lives," declared lame a committee to arrange the the
of Massachusetts said yesterd
Ely
of
Lieut. Gov, William S. Youngman to- gram for the next meeting
following a luncheon at which Mr.
Smith was host to Democratic wet
ntg,ht in an address before the recent- •council.
,j,/leaders of six Eastern states.
ly organized Hampshire-Hampden Re- /*Y0%4) /30),1 Y
J. Howard McGrath, DeMOCrIltiC
'
publican Dtstric Council at a supper
Island,
-state chairman from Rhode
meeting ,% in itie ytel% Park . Square
made a similar statement. and Mayi
added
City
Hotel.
or Frank Hague of Jersey
"Nobody seems inclined to oppose me
to this symposium of Smith supfor the nomination for governor in
port with the remark that "New Jer1932," he declared. Following his main
sey is always e Smith state."
say
to
Other guests at the luncheon were
address he said: "I would like
that you will have Mayor Curley of
Gov. Wilbur F. Cross of Connecticut,
Clov.-elect A. Harry Moore of New JerBoston as the Democratic nominee in
BOSTON, Dec. 13—Methods of
sey: Robert Jackson, national com1932. We'll have to battle in 1932,
mitteeman from New Hampshire:
but the signs are encouraging."
obtaining incressed revenue for
Sedgwick Kistler and John R. Collins.
Lieut.-Gov. Youngman outlined probcities to meet anticipated increased
to
ng
returni
Nation
national committeeman and Demoabilities of the
expenditures next year because of
cratic, state chairman, respectively,
normalcy,
yesed
discuss
were
costs
welfare
from Pennsylvania, and John J. Has
Notes Road Controversy,
terday at the loncheon of the Maykob, chairman of the Democratic naIn his Introductory remarks he i
House.
Parker
the
at
club
ors'
tional committee.
.
briefly mentioned "the burlap road' '
Mayor George J. Bates of Salem,
En Route to Cailital
controversy in the eastern part of tile
It
d.
preside
club,
the
of
nt
there
preside
think
State. stating "I do not
The only definite statements of
was evident from remarks at the
will be much more of the State's
Smith support were made by Governluncheon that executives were
money spent on burlap roads."
or Ely. Mayor Hague and Mr.McGrath.
governor anHerbert R. Thorpe of Weattield,
The ML.ssachusetts
meeting with difficulty in not only
d.
chr.irman of the council, preside
nounced that he was on his way to
getting tax payments, but were
Mayor
were
ng
.
Among those attendi
Washington, to attend the dinner of
not receiving a cordial reception
and Mrs. Homer C. Bliss of Northampthe Gridiron club, and as most of the'
on the matter of loans
banks
from
ton, Mayor-elect Raymond H. Cowing
other guests were in the city at the
in anticipation of taxes.
same time. Mr. Smith invited them to
of Westfield, State Committeewoman
sugtwo
offered
Curley
Mayor
lunch and the privilege of inspecting
Mrs. Sidney Bailey and Mr. Bailey of
gestions alarm-Ole line of increased
New York from the tower of his'EmNorthampton, Mrs. Lottle Corbin, presrevenue. He favored a law which
pire State building.
ident of the Northampton Woman's
Although termed a friendly lunchwould compel an individual seekRepublican Club and Mrs. Harry B.
show
eon the meeting was regarded by
ing automobile registration to
Putnam, president of the Westfield
expolitical observers RS a plan to block
Woman's Republican Club. Both Maythat he had paid his automobile
the candidacy of Gov. Franklin D.
or Bliss and Mayor-Elect Cowing spoke
cise tax and, second, that the
Roosevelt for the Democratic presiinbriefly. The resignation of Mrs. Clifcome tax on intangibles be
nomination by preventing
dential
ton Johnson of Hadley as council sec.
creased from 6 to 10 percent
him from obtaining enough backing
retary was accepted and Mrs. Charles
Reof
Mayor Andrew A. Casassa
prior to the convention to Insure
H. Beals of Westfield was named in
his election. Mr. Smith refused to
vere said that cities were experiher place.
from
ing
in borrow
comment on the luncheon.
ty
difficul
part.
in
encing
ed
continu
Mr. Youngman
What GovtrnOr Ely said Was short
banks, and proposed that in view
"Nobody can forget the crash in the
and pointed: "The Massachusetts
of the State having a surplus of
American stock market on Black Fridelegation will do What Governor
day, the 13th of November, 1929.
' cash there be some legislation to
Smith wants them to," he stated,
bemeans
world
B. C. In the religious
This statement from the Massamake it possible for cities nee:ling
fore Christ; 11 C. in the financial world
chusetts leader of the Democratic
money to borrow it from the state.
crash.
the
before
means
party was considered particularly sigMayor Ashley of New Bedford
nificant In face of deelaratIona by
Hoover Scheme Praised.
called attention to the fact that
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
"The almost universal question asked
cities are compelled to pay to the
that he would support the candiof financial men is 'When Is this deold age penon
ments
assess
state
dacy of Roosevelt. (wrier *es ari-ho-'
pression going to stop?' I cannot anportant factor In the Smith victor";
sions, etc., at specified times irreswer that question. Nobody can. I
n ,Massachusetts in 1928 and his.
spective of the time the cities wait
; believe I can, however, give a very
ge., to Roosevelt now hes the
for their money, and that the state
Important assurance and that is thr.1
!clans gueseing„,,„,4;liebiht,
Is
which
River,
Fall
to
panic
lends
the
of
then
cause
] at least one active
by state officials,
administered
i was removed by the tinge credit
2 percent, while other
1
money at 3/
scheme announced by President Hoover, now called.the National leinan«r
cities having trouble in borrowing
Corporation., By making available
money at almost any price.
which
of
out
' nearly a billion dollars
Mayor Bates seeks to receive
sestaple
on
banks
to
loans
. to make
from the state the one-cent gasocurities, the President succeeded in
line tax instead of one half of the
supplying a check to the down rush
tax, which is now divided; much
of the market. In the language of
of it going to towns that are not
Dwight Morrow, 'President Hoover on
becaure r_ public welfare
suffer
Oct. 6th put out some of the fire.' This
rXeeLdItures.
does not mean the trouble is over. The
financial structure is still in such a
condition that it has got to be rebulltd
That rebuilding mist he done slowly.

YOUNGMAN S
cuEtyY AS RIVAL tivenes
IN 1932 CONTEST
EFS

Addresses Newly-Organized
Council in Westfield;
Sees Hard Fight but
1
"Encouraging Signs."

MAYORS SUGGEST
SOME REFORMS IN
( STATE FINANCING

I

Governor Ely Forecasts Aid ,
of Bay State Delegation
at Convention

/1/
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A Typical Bostonian

Pce,,ca=

iay,a/a/

What Price Cheaper Mi1k:1

"To be the friend of such a typical 1
-me
Bostonian is in itself a
honor and a matter of ple ‘ for
AYOR CURLEY of Boston, addressing members of the
many, years.
Stale -Grangtor-s"Fid: "It is quite apparent that the price
a
1—,in
returned
recently
"I have
established by those people (interests said by him to be
visit in Europe, where I was the
guest of the French Republic at a
trying to control distribution of milk) will result in,farmgreat exposition, featuring the acers of New England being forced to sell their herds. They give
women
and
men
the
of
ments
complish
us milk at less than the cost of production to drive somebody
of the French Colonial possessions.
out. And ”,hen that has happened, we'll pay the penalty perIt was a magnificent tribute to the
art, science, commerce, industry and
manently."
literature of the sons and daughters
The public, truly, views the "milk war" with uneasy doubts.
of France.
Not
the
that cheaper milk is unwelcome, a saving of a dollar or two
had
I
visit,
my
to
"Incident
on the monthly bill being gratifying to any householders. But if
honor to call upon the great governmental leaders of several of the
this savino- is effected by gouging struggling farmers, or by sub.
leading nations of Europe.
g for
t' the Massachusetts standard of milk a product which
stitutin
an
in
live
to
d
competke
were
"They
oppordoes
its
not
this standard, the saving justifies suspicion.
in
meet
et
circumsp
re
atmosphe
The consumer may reason that the "milk war" is none of his
tunity for personal environment and
were carefully guarded lest harm
business; that when prices are cut ruthlessly and without regard
should befall them.
for
production costs, it is to his advantage, but this is specious
delightour
Kendall,
Dr.
in
"But
reasoning. Milk is a necessary of life. Children's health deful guest of honor, we realize the
friendship of a man who is surpends on an adequate supply, and that the supply be clean, fresh
rounded by devoted lifetime comand rich. Sympathy must swing against a "war" by distributors
panions, who are impossible to rewhich threatens the source. The milk producer, like other
call in exact figures, and who enjoys
workers, is entitled to a living wage in the form of a fair price
a freedom in companionship among
men that is ever delightful tribute
for his product.
to his sterling merits as 4 man.
"Dear Dr. Kendall, mayj the future
years bring to you their very com•• /
r. tr.
s cr
FO Nc
pliment and happiness, and the furto
which the State- at card of Educationof
whose
fiends
many
ns,
devoted
of
Resolutio
tribute
ther
in
pretest make the teaching of the harm
its
of
number are beyonc. computation and brought cheers when passed.
part
a
narcotics
recent one-cent cuts in the alcohol and
work.
as many aS the sands of the ocean-" the two
scaool
required

if

•

Boston milk price, commend Mayor
It called on the towns to adopt the
Curley of Boston for his emergency
to
milk clur- budget form of government and
action in excluding outside
their means and spend
within
!lye
that
demand
crisis,
ing the present
mar- more economically. It urged local
milk brought into the Boston
granges to seek out young farmers
het from outside New England hereare finding the sledding hard
'after he subjected to the same rigid who
help them, with both money and
and
milk,
Naigland
New
Is
as
n
inspectio
encouragement, to continue in bustcall on New England to move Mimeon the soil. It called again for
diately to supply both its milk and ness
police protection in the rural
cream requirements from within its better
including farm property and
area. ;aid recommend the immediate sections,
possessions of summer residents.
'etartf the New England Dairies. the
framework of Still another resolution advocates
Jar., the skeleton
aid on farm to market
svhich cooperative selling agency has more tederal
roads, commonly called local high.
been set up
ways.
cleanse Officers Installed.
George H. Never, of Jefferson, for
seeGrange
State
annual
58th
The'
57 years a member of the grange,
pions; ended Thursday afternoon with played an important part in the
Installation of officers for 15:12- drafting of the resolutions that set
siff
Minor Ives. former state mas- forth the grange's stand on the milk
iter of Connecticut. assisted by Mrs situation today. His recommendations
1 yes end Mrs. Wesley Adams of Lon - and those of the committee's own
eionderry. Officers installed are John ina.king came to the floor of the asla. Hammond of Laconia. state mate sembly with the full support of the
?ter, and all other members of Ids state agricultural committee, which
staff the paist two years, with the includes Arthur W. McDaniel of Not.
exception of the election of Miss
state overseer; Charles
Ft,hel Johnson of North Stratford, as Rollins of Alton, general state depurorrione.
Fisher of Boscawen, depP.
Levi
.
- y;
Several hundred grangers remain( - uty; George L. Frazer of Monroe,
als,
ceremonie
on
installati
for the
deputy, and Laurence A. Carlisle of
though the great majority of the Concord, di puty commissioner of
1.:i00 farm folks attending left Keene agriculture.
at noontime. to he back home toProtesting the present price of
eight in time for the chores. The n-milk in Boston, the grange resoluWith convention did businesa hetore tion reads: "Resolved—That the New
and
a packed City Hall every day
Hampshire State Grange protests the
evening. The program included the two recent cuts in the price of milk,
lecgrange
or
e
ismferene
lath annual
bringing the base price from seven
conferAV A STAFF t ORRESPON DENT. turers and the 10th annual welfare to Ilya renal per quart delivered in
community
Dec. 10.—Branding the one of home and conferring of the Boston, and making a reduction that
ICEENW;
corkers, besides
represents the greatest sacrifice to
rticent two-cent drop in the Bcston eistb degree, exemplidcation of other ;he dairy industry of New England
milk price s ! "unnecessary, !unjust)degrees, public receptions and pro- a has been called on to make in its
9 a. in. to II p. rn. sistory, which is unnecessary, unjust{
and cruel in its application," the :rams Emil a
schedule daily.
.ind cruel In its application."
took
toile,
grange
New Hampshire
The Grange took a definite stand
Mayor Corley reased.
vlean.ctit stand on all irreortant !vs numerous problems. It condemned
Mayor Curley is oommended hi a
Russia for
phases ot the milk merketiag quei- communism and' Soviet
the epreeding !of Red doctrines. It resolution that reads: "Resolved-.,,
Ilion and pt , sided its executive eorn- reaffirmed its stand
on the 18th
takes ha;
that in view of the
money
for
expense
;500
'irnittee with
Amendment and prohibition in genof Roston excludtop
to
power
bring
to
fight
its
msed
its
doing anything in New Hampshire eral. and strengthi
continue prohibition by caninf on
relief to ha -d-hit
"
larmers. '

PATESPROTEST
MILK PRICE CUTS
tiNNEcEssARII .,aireadsv
Mayor Curley of Boston Com-a
ed for Excluding
Outside N. E. Milk
BUDGET FOR TOWNS IS
ENDORSED AT MEETING

•

Condemns Reds, Soviet and
Reaffirms Stand on 18th
Amendment

i

Mayor curoy
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milk from outside New England ewe
ing this period of price disturbance
in the Boston market, the New
Hampshire Grange send Mayor Cue.
ley an expression of appreciation Pothis stand against importation of milk
from outside New England not subject to the inspection of the Boston
Board of Health."
In urging New England to supply
her own milk dnd cream needs, and
In provision of a $500 working fund
for the state executive committee on
this present situation, the resolution
reads: "Resolved--That it is the
sense of this meeting that the New
England dairymen should produce
and supply the full amount of both
milk and cream demanded by New
England consumers, and that all milk
and cream sold in the New England
markets be subjected to the same
sanitary requirements and supervision as that produced and sold by
our New England dairies, and that
such cream supplies as may come
from outside the New England producing area shall be only in such
quantitiee as may be needed to meet
emergency demands."
In calling for the immediate functioning of the New England Dairies,
Inc., New Hampshire grangers resolved--"That we believe the onle
relief in the present situation lies in
the immediate organization
and
operation of the proposed New England Dairies, Inc., for the purposes
of equalizing the production and
etabilizing the market, and we urge
naste on the part of those who are
working out plans for this organized
achievement.
"Further, be it resolved that the
grange appropriate $500 or such part
as may be needed, to be used as the
executive committee may direct, to
aid in accomplishing this purpose Os
in otherwise stabilizing the dairy Industry."

Miss Sally Bean, 48, of 138 Byers St.
Springfield, who died last night in the
City. Hospital, Boston', as the result
of injuries sustained when she was
struck by an automobile driven by
Leo Curley, 16 yr ar old son of Mayor
Curley of Boston, was known to many
people in this city.
Miss Bean will be recalled in connection with the cooking show staged
in Times Hall, several months ago,
when the use of electrical appliances
In the home was demonstrated to
many people. She was in charge of
the cooking and she impressed the
hundreds who attended With her pleasing personality and the ability she displayed in the demonstration.
She was employed by the Edison
Company and was a favorite with the
Edison officials and employes with:
whom she worked most enthusiastically and effectively in impressing
upon the public the advantages of
electric cooking appliances.
The accident that resulted In her
ydeath occurred at Huntington Ave.,
2./
Airrh_45. /3 le0 .r4/
inear Forsyth St., Back Bay, early Saturday morning. According to the Information given out by the Boston police, Miss Bean stepped
from the
curbing in front of the machine and
the accident could not have been
avoided. .The police report states that
the young man was driving at a moderate rate of speed.
Montpelier, Vt.. Dec. 11 (/P)---Gov.
Miss Bean's condition was not beStanley C. Wilson, in a statement
today, said he was in agreement lieved to be critical when she was first
with the attitude of Mayor James taken to the hospital but internal inM. Curley on the recert rfsttIrrrieth juries caused by
broken ribs, develirr th
-er7fice of milk. His statement
oped later and she died at 9.18 last
'follows:
"I have had called to my attention night.
the statements made and
action
It was uademtood in police circles
taken by Mayor Curley of Boston last
night that the young man recently
with reference to protecting New
. England milk within the Boston received the machine as a birthday
gift.
markets. Mayor Curley has taken a
He is a student at the Boston
firm stand against admitting to t'e Latin .School and
was a member of the
Boston markets milk from ou.
football squad at the school during
the New England milk sheds, a.,
has directed the Boston board of the season just past.
health to exclude such foreign milk.
Mayor Curley was in Washington
He has also expressed himself very
last nirftt*it was learned that the
firmly in opposition to the • cent
police investigation of the case dis
cut in the milk price.
closed
'I have wired Mayor Cu
that the youth
my
was driving
approval of his stand with
ferhome from a school function when he
ence to milk, and have called /v...tyor
struck the woman. He was driving
Curley's attention to the fact that
at
a moderate rate of speed and it
the dairy farmers of New Eru;land
is
are supplying the New Englrnd
police opinion that the accident
could
market with milk produced under
not have been avoided. It is believed
the best of health condPior and
that their protection is for ctn. that the woman was waiting for a
street car and stepped tiff the
terest of consumers and
curbing

,UPHOLDS CURLEY
ON MILK PRICE
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SALLY 3
CURLEY UiS Thal
KILLED 1Y AUTO 0116IS1ATIVE VOTES
RECALLFD HERE
^- •

Asks Bay Staters to Help Projects for Mississippi If Lat.
ter Aids Cape Cod Canal.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 10.
trade In Congressional support between Massachusetts and Mississippi
river waterway project advocates
was proposed to the Deper Waterways convention today by Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston.
The mayor said he would urge the
congressional deleMassachusetts
gation "to support the Mississippi
river project for an expenditure of
two billion dollars by the government for flood control, hydro-electric
development and commercial development and in return expected that
the delegates from the territory
served by the Mississippi river would
support the projects which Massachusetts is interested in, namely, the
Cape Cod canal and the harbor developments, including the removal of
lower middle ground and the deepening of the channel to 40 feet from
President roads in Boston harbor to
the navy yard, the widening and
deepening of the channel to the Fore
River ship yards in Quincy, which
would represent a- expenditure of
four milion donate,'
The mayor said he received "very
general assurance" from the delegates that they "would work with us
on the projects."
After conferences with Senator
Walsh and Representatives McCormack, Douglass and Grantleld of
Massachusetts, it was determined
that the state cingressional delegation would meet at luncheon to discuss matters of legislation affecting
Massachusetts and Boston.
id'IV oiv
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State Grange
Ends Session
Officers
Are
Inducted
by Charles M.
Gardner.

BOSTON. Dec. 10—(AP) The thres,
day annual session of the Massachu—
setts Grange ended here today e
the instalation of officers by Chair
M. Gardner of Westfleld, national
high priest. of Demeter.
State Master Henry N. Jerk en.
nounced that. he would appoint nommince to norritily with Goy. jos, h H.
Ely's request for recommendations re..
aarding agricultore which he
elude
les message to tile I
tore.
State Representative Winfre'
, For.
ward of Granby, chairmen of lire
Grange legislative committee, report.
ed that his co (
n)fItt
-i i\elea vo
a.pp
r _z
roved
=ei_th
recent remark
r
eale lost n tVarding miTir. 27"it`
re-tel he w lilYorder
inspected by 1 stek inspeelorsisilk ant
,Curley also
ed from Host
ri-plored
the low prle of milk resulting
recent compet;tion between largefrom
din..
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BAY STATE EXTENDS
RULE BY DEMOCRATS

tor that orrice. Lowell Democrats
obtained a general victory in Novem- there would be a statement of Poll'
ber and a Democrat defeated the cies and that the Old Guard regulars
Republican Mayor, who sought a would have to make the best of it.
third term. The other cities in this Henry Cabot Lodge, grandson of the
class are New Bedford, where Mayor late Senator, formulated four main
Ashley remains in office as though a issues, prohibition resubmission, inpermanent fixture, and Somerville, creased national defense, more defithe election was very close.
nite foreign policies and redUctioa of
Nine Cities of More Than 100,- where
The Republicans did better in the bureaucracy, including the abandonsmaller
cities yesterday. '_11 but two ment of the Farm Board.
000 Population Elect Mayors of the successfu
l Mayoral eandidates,
Their Eyes on 1932.
however,
ran on non-pal tisan tickets.
of That Persuasion.
In Brockton and Wobt.:rn alone did
It is obvious that Republican leadthe Republican candidates win as
Republicans.
The most dazzling ers are wondering if they can carry
feature
of
these
elections was the thr State in 1932. Lieut. Gov. YoungPARTY LEADERS PLEASED outcome in Chicopee
, adjacent to man is almost certain to have the
Springfield, where, with five candi- I
dates in the running, a Republican .Republican nomination although he
But They Would 'eel Easier if They won the Mayoralty, whereas in tae is persona non grata to most of the
Gubernatorial election of last year Party leaders. Governor Ely, will
Ely, the Democrat, defeated Allen, : probably
Knew What Mayer Curley of
try for another te:rn. The
the Republican, by 8,000 to 3,000. InBoston Plans for 1932.
teresting also is the situation in rumor persists that Mayor Curley
Ely's home city of Westfield. The will enter the field against Ely but
campaign was vindictive, and per- it appears to be taken less
eonalities abounded. A Republican than it was a few months seriously
Many
By F. LAURISTON BULLARD.
defeated the Democratic incumbent believe he will wait for ago.
1934 and
Editorial rnrrespondence, THZ NRW YoRZ Tibitse by the largest sweep recorded in the there have been hints of late that he
relatively brief life of Westfield as a might aspire meantim
e to a Cabinet
BOSTON, Dec. 10.--There are city.
position.
In some of these cities the results
t hint y-nine cities in the CommonMr. Curley is the one Democratic
were foregone
wealth of Massachusetts.
Their Weeks, son ofconclusions. Sinclair leader in the State who thus far hag
the late John W. come out with a square annoteacecombined populations account for Weeks, had no oppositio
n for another ment of his choice for the Democratic
nearly three-fourt hs of the total term in Newton. Salem's Mayor won candidate for Presiden
t next year.
th ra
dl.d ern
's
population of the State.
He stands unequivocally for GoverWithin a
I Glofuifctehstetiasrma,
yet
a another
four h, nor Roosevelt of New York. The
few weeks elections have been held city, North
Adams, where no Mayor Massachu
Governor and the two
in two-thirds of these cities.; Nine • was to be elected, the Democrats, Democratsetts
ic Senators from this State
of them have populations in excess after the warmest fight in years as well as the chairman of the State
obtained a majority of the offices to committee favor an unpledge
of 100,000.
d delebe
gation to the national
on.
For the first time in the history of
The Republicans appear to be the This difference of opinionconventi
the Commonwealth, Democratic Ad- more disturbed over these develop- the party policy should be as to what
may
widen
ministrations will soon be in power ments. Witness the unsanctionedi into a rift of some significance, but
meeting of the "young.R
Republic
blicans,
ans," both the Democrats and the Republiin all of these nine. Conditions in sometimes called
".ndependents," cans are well aware
unity is
the cities of smaller size are very, and sometimes "ineurgents," al- essential in the face of that
the enemy in
mixed. Elections took place in thir- though repudiating both designa- a State whose political future may ,
tions, on Monday night. It did not , be decided next year.
teen of them on Tuesday and Repub- produce
the fireworks which had
Meantime it, may be noted that at
licans were returned to office in been expected. Distinguished men
' Washington the Democrats are faring
most instance3, but the electorates and women were present. Definite far better in committee appointments
things
did not divide strictly on party lines, ers hadwere said. Some of the speak- than might havo been expected when
been in active opposition to it is considered that the South is aland ten of the winning candidates the State organization within
a few ways Democratic and the Bay State
for Mayoralties were running on years. No executive of the State is not.
Massachusetts
four
non-partisan tickets. All in all the committee had been invited to the Democratic Congressmen has
Democrats are getting more comfort meeting. but at thd same time four have been well pacedand all
the
in
out of the present situation than are the committee made no protest. The lower House. The national
organizaoutcome of the Mayoralty contests in tion is aware of what
the Republicans.
may
happen
In Boston, of course, Mayor Curley the. bigger cities is believed to have here in a year or BO.
Is in the midst of his third four-year, furnished the major reason for this
non-consecutive term. The intentions get...together. it was assumed that
of this formidable campaigner when
his term shall close, or before it
ends, form one of the most interesting and perplexing speculations in
political circles.
Across the Charles River in Cambridge in early November, Richard
M. Russell, the son of former Governor Bilie Russell, was elected to a
second term as Mayor, when the city
recorded the biggest vote ever cast
t there with the one exception of that
in the last Presidential election.
Springfield, six weeks ago, gave
Mayer Dwight R. Winter a two-taone victory over the Republican
aspirant.
Worcester recorded the
greatest Democratic win in year. by
electing John C. Mahoney at Mayor
by about 6,000. Fall River has only
40,000 registered votes and 31000
went to the polls on Dec. 2, when a
' Democratic member of the City
Council defeated the Mayor in office
by 1,800.
The financial difficulties
of the city probably had something
the
with
verdict.
to do
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Deinoerat Won Second Term.
Lynn gave a Democrat, running on
a non-partisan ticket, a second term
by the largest Majority ever polled
_
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Anti-Curley Leaders Try To Muster His
Foemen Under Anti-Roosevelt Standards

I

Case of Curley'aSon
Put Off Till Dec. 16
Boston, Dec. 11—(A.P.)—Applica.tion for a complaint charging Leo
Curley, 16, son of Ma
Curley with mansla-Witer in the
OM of Miss Sally Bean, 48, of
Springfield, who wa.,i fatally injured
by the boy's automobile, was deferred
to Dec. 16 today in Dorchester court.
The woman was struck by the automobile ht Saturday and died in a
hospital yesterday.

Eight Months Ago It Looked As If New York Governor's
Campaign in Massachusetts Might Be Directed By Opponents Of Mayor—Somehow Or Other, It Got Away
From Them--Another Star Has Fallen, This Time In Newburyport—And Now Very Dark Horse Is Being Rubbed
Down For Race With Youngman
.4
_

thirdterm. He missed his aim. He
By Matthew Cotton
Opponents of Mayor Curley in the was beaten in five out of six wards,
Massachusetts Democracy—and, as a and his successful opponent, accordA-k2xiN4 T o
i
rule,
his opponents in his own party ing to the dispatches, is "a retired
Narenzliv
/114e57
are political friends of Gov. Ely— shoe manufacturer" who has seen less
l,eneral D. Pression has been buriare already making it clear that, if than fifty years.
ed several times, but he doesn't apIf Gillis had to beaten, and unpear to stay put. One would naturthey can prevent, he will not be the
ally think that after Mayor Curley
leader of the Massachusetts delegation doubtedly he had to he, why could it
had dropped him into tht-wrrtrri'Vr
to the Democratic national conven- not have been done by somebody who
one of the wharves, the old fellow. tion and will
not be permitted to as- had not "retired"—an active politician
would kind of play around with Davy
sume the New England leadership. It like Gillis himself, or possibly a shoe
Jones for a while. Or, maybe he
may not be generally known, although manufacturer who is still doing busilikes the attention he is getting from
it
is known to the politicians, that ness. The blow must seem all the
the great and near great. However,
someone is going to lay him low one some of Mayor Curley's Democratic harder to Gillis' friends because of
opponents would prefer to see the the fact that "Bossy" as he is familof these days.
party candidate for President defeated iarly known, has cherished an ambiPt?ip/4- F:
than to have Mayor Curley prominent tion for a higher position than that
in the selection of a nominee.
of mayor. However, he achieved two
That, it will be admitted by any terms as chief executive of the old
fair-minded partisan, is not the spirit city, and tir t should satisfy him, It
1Vashingt,m, Dev.
Janws
of
true Democracy, but it exists, and seems to haIN been enough for the
Curley
Of
M.
13-/ston. a visitor here to- I
day, found remarkable sentiment
voters.
it seems to be growing. It happen
for
s
the nomination of Gov Rooseve
Mayors come and mayors go. Many
lt of
York for the Presidency on the
that, in his own right, Gov.
Ely has of them are elected for no good reason,
mocratic ticket.
not a large following in
Boston, but and many of them are defeated for
"1 have talked with member
earliest efforts are being made
ot
To in- just as poor reasons. The active poliCongress and others from states where
crease the size of that following
the "favorite son Dodge" is being
by ticians of comparatively small cities
entransferring to it in bulk all of
couraged, and find every one of them
Mayor grow impatient at the leisurely manCurley's Boston opponents.
shee.pishly admitting that regardless of
How dif- ner of mayors in keeping campaign
pressure for the first ballot, they proficult that task will be remain
s to be promises privately made. Boston now
pose supporting as the nomiree of the
seen. Meanwhile the Mayor'
party the Honorable Franklin D.
s ability has a mayor who is serving his third
to cover a lot of ground
Roo.sevelt:'
, politically, term of four years. When he shall
Mayor Curley ...urged the Massachuand otherwise, is serving him
to good have completed it he will have a recsetts delegation. In Congress to suppurpose at the present time.
port a project calling for expenditure
He has ord of twelve years in the mayoralty,
an exceptional ability
of $2,000,000.000 for flood control, hyto
look
far and that has not been equalled or apdro-electric development and comahead and do a lot of intensi
merce on the Mississippi river.
ve think- proached by any other mayor of this .
ing hile others are making
up their city.
SpRinlot.e./424_,L) ii/t-7p1&s
minds whether it pays to
Tkiat sounds interesting.
think.
But who
is the dark horse?
Eight months ago it
Is his candidacy
looked as if
to remain a secret
the Roosevelt banner in
until next spring
this section
or summer. Is it not
of the country would be
barely possible
in the custody
that he may be kept
of those who are not
under blankets,
classed among
so to speak, for so
Mayor Curley's warmes
long a time that
t admirers.
the voters will take
Without any apparent effort
little interest in
His Honhis candidacy when
or is today guardian
(Special Dispatch tii "The Daily
he is brought
of the Rooselielt
Ivens/
boom in Massachusetts and is
Boston, Dec. 12—Registrar
welcom- forward for inspection and faces
Morgan
T. Ryan today suspended
the
ing as recruits those who,
the operatonly a com- newspaper cameras? And what
or's license of Leo F.
is the
Curley. 16-yearparatively short time ago,
outloo
4d son el Mayor James
k
for
Republican success at
thought
11 Curley of
the
Heston, whose ear that the political future
a
of Franklin polls next November if
tilled
mis Sally Bean, 48.ktrtiek"
Lieutenant
of
D.
tan
Roosev
elt
Govern
GyersI
or
was
in
rcit. Springl
their friendly
Youngman should
ield. in 130N. •
be de•
the!
10th.
hands.
feated for the
nomination? And
i•• investigation will
what
Andre
would
w
IA
,
J.
be
Gillis, in many respects
the outlook for
of the a,
-r I If it is foundsold,
Republican
the most remarkable
p.i111:!
succes
s
S
if
he
mayor
should be
that New,t,rictusty
fniIII
renominated?
'It
buryport ever had or is
'
,
attired In
likely to
have, is a victim of an
ungrateful constituency. He had aimed
to be the I
first mayor of the city
to achieve a
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ROOSEVELT IS STfR
MAJELMEY FINDS'

CURLEY'S SON HAS
LICENSE TAKEN BY
(.f., RYAN IN ACCIDENT
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It is gratifying that Mayor Curley
BOSTON FOR NEW ENGLAND
Boston is interested in protecting has taken a firm stand to exclude
the New England milk market for whole milk from the Boston market
New England producers. In the face but the ruling should go still further
cream as well.
of a threat, one of the large milk and exclude
not be a discrimination
would
This
dealers to bring in milk to Boston from
of the west. It
dairymen
the
against
New York brought forth a rebuke
business
reciprocity
a
be
simply
from Mayor Curley. He directed the would
merchandise
Boston
the
between
Plan
Boston Board of Health to exclude
the milk producers of
foreign milk from the Boston market market and
principle of trading
This
Vermont.
and also expressed himself very firm_
for years and is
recognized
been
ly in opposition to the recent cut in has
regulations
tariff
in
account
into
taken
the milk price,
countries.
between
deals
trade
It is well known that milk going to with
applying
as
important
as
equally
Boston from the New England tern- It is
of New
rest
the
and
Boston
between
tory is inspected by the Boston Board
of Health. This inspection extends
from the city Di4iitf, through to the
country creameries and back to the
•••,
4- .7 "1
4, # .1- a 7'7.1
•
C/1 Z.
farmers where the milk is produced.
it is done to protect the health of the
consumers.
It may be there is an efficient inThe expenditure of nearly $7,000,000 in Boston this •
spection in New York but it is not as for the maintenance of the public welfare departmemit
thorough in some of the western illuminating evidence of the reason for the substantial •
states. Anyway the Boston inspec- crease in municipal costs. It represents, almost entirely,
tion does not extend beyond New Eng- difference between the amount of the city budget this y •
and that of 1930.
land lin ffs.
taxpayers, whose attitude h
the
of
generosity
The
Boston excludes unBut while
accurately interpreted by Mayor Curley, has set a ne
inspected milk yet it does take cream been
and commendable record in the history of the manner
from western states which is unin- which American cities have helped the victims of unemploy
spected. This does not seem a con- il meat.
sistent policy. If there is danger from
Any city which spends $7.000,000 upon the destitutei
unhealthy milk, there is certainly and the needy deserves to be recognized as a community oill
equal danger from unhealthy cream. people which is determined that no one shall go hungry 00
With adequate protection New Eng- without a home.
It is a singular fact -that no one has even intimated that
land can produce enough whole milk
Curley has been unduly generous in his treatment
Mayor
and cream to supply the entire New
of those who have been compelled to ask the municipality
England market.
to aid them.
As an economic proposition Boston
Undoubtedly there have been recipients of public aid
would find it of advantage to get all who have been undeserving. There have been men
its milk and cream from its nearby women without scruples who have taken advantage of
'neighbor. Thousands and thousands Alitions. There are still some who are drawing aid from t ,
of dollars of Vermont money goes into city who are not entitled to it.
Happily,they are a small minority. Mayor Curley kn.
Boston every year to buy merchanthem but does not know them. His position is und ,thr`,.,
f
dise. When the milk producers in
' t is far better to permit a few unscrupulous persons to
this state are prosperous Boston gets upon the city than it is to enforce such drastic regulations,
more of this money than it does when that actual hardships would be imposed upon thoualmsta,\
things are down.
It is possible that a day of reckoning may come
At the present price of milk Boston things change for the better. The thieves who have a .
will get practically nothing in this money from the welfare department by misrepreseet .
line of trade and that's about what of their condtiions may find themselves facing a •
as the unavoidable necessity of re ,
the city gets from the milk producers charges as well
the money which they have stolen.
of the western states where Boston is
buying its cream. The Hub city takes
the money it gets from the Vermont
dairymen in trade and sends it out
west to buy cream. It's not a fair
shake.
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fe, Laughter Won't Hurt.

(Boston Transcript.)
' (Waterbury'll'Peerd) .
con"General D. Pression" Washarbor
rd
There is a feeling this State, among
Forewo
Writes
Cambridge Priest
signed to the waters of the
;hose who are pursuing the most
morTo Poem Collections
with Mayor Curley as leading
sonorable occupation one knows anyin
hing about, farming, that Honorable
tician, asieeterfltmarffarng a dirge
sing- ,
lames M. Curley, mayor of the city
L.L.D., pastor jazz time, and chorus girls
Blunt,
F.
Hugh
Rev.
>f Boston, is the man of the hour, the
ing "Happy Days Are Here Again."
tile man to look to al this particular of St. John's Church, North Cam- After that, if it be true that the
ime to restore milk prices to a point bridge, and noted poet, has been hon- depression is entirely psychological,
,
there the farmers throughout the
the author of the fore- the dawn of a new and better day;
New England States, especially in ored by being
d. Now is the winter
expecte
be
"Our
may
poems,
of
ion
wage
living
collect
a
a
word of
Vermont, will receive
ent made glorious
for their labor. In Mayor Curley's Lady's Choir," compos,a1 by Catholic of our discont
r by the son of Boston who
summe
recent address before the Massachus districts through- pushed the black pine coffin off
setts State Grange, he said things, Sieters in variou
and if such utterances had been out the United States, which appeared the ferryboat
There are people who may regard
given before the drop in prices of In circulation this week. The publfobsequies of "General D. Presthe
milk, the lowering of the price of
y
William Stanle
the price of milk would not have oc- -cation was edited by
sion" as a bit of tomfoolery unsuitlafe are positive on this 7Braithwaite, eminent poetry critic, ed to troubled days. But ability to .
curred.
point, it, is so viewed by the producers who collected the poem-gems of enjoy the ludicrous, will not delay i
even if it
of milk throughout the New England
country. the return of good times
States, that Mayor Curley has call- many nnu-poetesses in this
hasten it. A little laughter
not
does
book
ed the bluff of the big wholesale
Five special copies of the
may lighten a vast deal of gloom.
He told
milk distributing plants.
leather and having auto- There is reason in the appeal of
in
bound
can
break
not
them, publicly, that they
song so often heard when the
the market., keep prices down, by graphed copies of the poems are a fea- the
was in the midst of an afnation
the
into
these
of
cream
and
One
ging
milk
bootleg
ture of the edition.
fliction much greater than that
city of which he is the chief execubeing sent to Pope Plus XI which it now endures. "Pack up'
tive officer. He will not permit milk copies is
kit bag,
or cream, especially milk, to be dis- and one to each of the four United your troubles in your old
and smile, smile smile." That is the
tributed in Boston unless it. passes States Cardinals.
spirit behind this "D. Pression"
the City of Boston health standard.
A special de luxe edition has been ceremonywls
nythe itiits Treeamote suggeswhich means that it must be produced
Party. If it
Boston
In the New England States area, an autographed by Cardinal O'Caannell tion of
area kept up to standard by the and will be distributed to a list of j does nothing more, it May be conl frame of mind
City of Boston health department,
that includes tribute to a cheerfu
of which, by virtue of his office, patrons and patronesses
I which inspires confidence that
couna
Mayor Curley is chairman ex-officio. many prominent citizens of the
I harasy days will soon be here again.
Mayor Curley alone has the power, try. These de luxe copies will cost
nadetermi
the
and we truly believe
be antion, the punch, to restore to the $125 each. There will also
farmers of the New England States other edition at $10 per copy and the
a legitimate milk and cream price, regular trade edition.
sufficient to guarantee a living wage
Ralph Adams Cram, celebrated Bos, to producers of milk, cream and dairy
tproduct.s.
ton Architect is the author of the introduction to the poems. The book is
dedicated to the late Mrs. Mary E.
Curley, wife of Mayor James M. Curlov of Rnatnn
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traffic
The Hon. Joseph Conry. that is
commissioner, has a devotion
directions.
sublime, that is, in some
because
He Is further, Individualisticbut also
d
he cannot only commencontemp
lates
condemn. When he
M. Curley.
the mayor, the Hon. ,,larries Urffill his
he Is an idolator sort at now sass
1001atry Is well placed. He President
that the mayor as Vice
presiding
would make an admirable
Senate.
officer of the United States would
mayor
He would. For while. the
place in a clay
be somewhat out ofqualifies him for
nursery, hts virility
-garden. And
the conduct of a bear
a bearthe United States Senate Is a wide
garden, not beer garden—Now
1UTTIO• to the pulpit.
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And the Vote Seekers
Evidetwe accumulafrs that Mayor Curley

, I,

will

be in Inc primary race for govern7r7reirtioae
who feel sure that Governor Ely will not. be in the
race are increasingly insistent—still without any
information to go on. On the Republican Fide, the
Youngman claim on the nomination gains strength,
and the valiant efforts in behalf of Frank G. Allen ,
fail to produce much in the way of results so far.;
His friends still insist that he will oppose Youngman, but the former governor himself mainteillt
a discreet silence. We run across a growing nuni.
her of Republicans who have not been "Youngman men'' who now say that lie is the fair hope
of the party and what's the use in thinking otherwise? It looks at the moment as though his candidacy were crystallizing fast. If the Allen movement is. going to get, anywhere it will have to piela'
up speed prstly soon,
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MAYOR Q.WY WILL
TALK ATTINNER OF
(,TRUCKMEN TONIGHT
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston and Registrar of Motor Vehicles Morgan T. Ryan have accepted
invitations to speak before the mass
meeting and dinner of Massachusetts truckmen which is to be held
this evening at the Boston Chamber
of Commerce. Other speakers will
be John R. Binge:nen, president of
a
Pennsylvania association
of
truckmen, and W. W. McBride,
general manager of the New York
Truckers.
In lighter vein, Bill
Cunningham, sports writer, will deliver an address.
The meeting, which has been arranged by the Master Truckmen's
Association, Inc., has been planned
to bring together all trucking interests in the commonwealth and
to discuss plans for improving their
business conditions. The dinner
will be served at 6:30 o'clock.
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Dairymen in Hillsborou
To Stress Annual Legumes
Lin Battle To Keep Heads U
One Year Lrops Offer Protein Feed at Smali
es*
,t Expense, They
Agree at Nas
ion
dairy
A, Dec. 21.-Sixty
—
HmenNASHU
from 11 towt a in Hillsborough,
county, meeting at the T. X. C. A.
building in Nashua recently, voted
unanimously in favor of an annuW
, legume campaign as means of keep-,.
ing down the expense for the detiry
farmer during the next year:
The county agent, E. W: Fierce,'
explained that, where onOuts stable
dressing available, such crops as.
peas and oats, vetch and oats, soyi
I beans and hungartan, and vetch andi
wheat, can be grown with very little
zer.
ialfe
spert
if any commer
1
cial
akilmi.

..2
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Agricultural Leaders In Boston
Propose 7-Ct. Wholesale Milk Price
Also Agree to Putting Advanced Price in
Effect Not Later Than Jan. 1
If Plan Is Practical

•

'

BOSTON, Dec. 16. (P).--Agricultural leaders cday adopted El
proposal to ativance the wholesale price of milk to seven cents
on December 21, if practical, and
not later than January 1.
The meeting called by State
Commissioner of Agriculture A.
W. Gilbert, was attended by more
than 300 men and women, representing fanners and business interests.
Rehabilitation of the milk industry in Massachusetts and Nee
England was discussed in detail
and a program adopted that
would tend to prevent a recurrence of the present situation,
due to lowering of price levels.
The proposal to adopt a seven
cent, price level was made by
Glenn Bevey, editor of the New
England Homestead. A resolution
also was adopted to have a corn..
mittee meet with producers, dintriOutons arid the board of heath

to enlist their
cooperation in
maintaining the seven cent level.
Edward H. Jones, Vermont commissioner of agriculture, said the
recent price drop had dealt a
severe blow to New England producers. He said he believed the
marketing system was a failure
and thought price
stabilisation
could be obtained only through a
well conducted organization.
Ma 'or James /1,___QL.ku
of
Boa on
d the city,IEigh the
Board of Health, was seeking to
protect the public.. from milk of
unknown quality and source. Be
assured the conference of cooperation and said he would work
with producers for
stabilization
of price that would yield a fair
return.
The present wholesale price of
milk Is five cents while the retail prier) is eight cents in chain
stores ad 10 cents a quart delivered at homes.

Georg..; L. Waugh, extension
dairyman, University of New
Hampshire,*
said he thought the annual
legume
program offered the best Meani
he
knew of to keep down the
Of
pocket C. .nse for dairymen oat
Miring
the coming year.
l'e said that to get thb most
feed
value out of oats, they should
be cut
a.,; they were coming into
head.
blr.
Waugh, who had Just returne
a. meeting in Boston regardid from
milk market situation, discuseng :the
ed :the
matter at length with the
dairymen
present. It was Mr. Waugh'
s opinion that the distribution of
milk
i seemed to be attracting capital
Inlet distributing concerns seam and
xious to expand their business, anThe
ch• ' store competition was alt)
fm-red to.
An overhead marketing
witl, the New England dairymay:stern,
en
operatirg was the best solution Clo;:'
of
the present difficulties of the
milk
marketing, in Mr. Waugh's
Judgement. Mr. Waugh said that
present prices for milk continu if the
long, the hankers and businee very
ssmen,
es:•- .‘eially in Vermont and
New Hampshire, will be Northern'
forced to
take an active part in helping
to establish an adequste milk
market
-Mr
system for New England.
May Bar Cream.
Mr. Waugh quoted
of Boston as stating Mayor Cu le
ar conference that "it might
ble to exclude a shipment be possiern cream into the cities of westof southern New England and buy
froni
sources within the New
states." One million dollarsEngland
'
worth
of cream was shipped
into New England in 1931, and if
Curley'e
suggestion would be Mayor
carried
would divert a large sum of out, it
money
into pockets of New
England datamen.
Whatever marketing
system ts
up, Mr. Waugh
says,
probably not te able tofarmers wig'
milk price as high as establish a ,
that Which'
prevailed in 1929, and dairyte
ert, „to
make money in the
more than ever pay future,_Sethlt
production -per cow and attert(Mit
the Mirth*
of legume crops on their
f
keeeedp. down the cost of fermi., !!
pUre '

I
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MAYOR CURLEY TO INAUGURATE
CITY-WIDE ECONOMY PROGRAM

plans the Mayor

One of the other
rs' money Is
Plans To Save Nearly Half Million Dollars a has of saving the taxpayepolicy
of the
the
of
nment
abando
the
in
nes
Y
Year By Taking Automobiles Away From the
telepho
for
city's paying
city officials. There
various
of
homes
Heads of Departments and Assistants
are hundreds of these, including those

(rf police officials, some of which are
non-published numbers. As a token
of his earnestness and impartiality
the Mayor's own telephone will not
be charged to the city. All officials
Chauffeurs To Be Assigned To Clerical Jobs In The who want telephones will have to pay
for their own. For many years teleVarious Departments—All Free Telephones
phones have been paid for by the city
To Be Taken Out Also, Is Report
as a matter of custom. This will save
a large sum of money for the people.
trea
rate
inaugu
will
In many other ways the Mayor inCurley
1
Mayor
Beginning January
to cut down expense without intends
mendous economy campaign throughout every city depart- terfering with the efficiency of any of
ment in an ambitious effort to cut down expenses in every the departments.

TO HAVE HIRE AND DRIVF SYSTFM

possible way. It is not expected that there will be any atbut
tempt to cut salaries and wages, at least for the present,
e.
possibl
er
wherev
led
overhead expense will be curtai
• One of the most drastic changes
"

that will be brought about by the
• economy program will be the abandonment of city-owned cars, operated
'by chauffeurs and used by heads of departments and their assistants, oftentimes with reckless regard for the taxpayers' money.
In the place of the city-owned automobiles which will be turned in for
what they will bring the Mayor purposes to make arrangements with a
hire-and-drive system, whereby cars
always will be available upon short
notice to the heads of departments
and their assistants for strictly city
business. Whenever needed a city official merely has to write a slip calling for a car, specifying where it is
to go and the purpose of the trip. The
only restriction will be that the car
must be needed and needed for strictly city business.
Officials will not be allowed to use
the cars nights, except in case of
emergency. It is said that many of
the city-owned cars have been used
nights by the officials for their own
personal uses on trips to road-houses
and night clubs, thereby piling up expense for the city.
By this expedient alone, including
the assignment of chauffeurs to clerical Jobs, thereby making it unnecessary to take on that many additional
clerks, the Mayor expects to save the
city something over $400,000 a year.
Involved in the change will be close
to 200 automobiles altogether. The
saving on buying automobiles will be
quite a sizable sum in itself.
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Mayor Curley (left) draws the first card 11 t he lio,:ton Coal Contest. Next in
order: D.S.M. Barney, S.S.M. Gu.hee Zeno 4, Manager A. Simons

Boston Mayor Aids Coal Contest
111 THE Honorable James M. Curley can always command from
the electorate of his city, any public office within its power to
bestow, is plainly indicated in this picture. He belongs to the
common people and whether Democrats, Republicans, Hottentots or
what not, their problems get first place in his heart regardless of the
multitude of other problems which constantly crowd in upon him as
mayor of one of America's greatest cities.
That is why Mayor Curley found time to he present to draw the first
five tickets in the United Free Coal Contest inaugurated by Zone .1.
Manager A. Simons. 'Ile Mayor is shown at the left with the firi
tickets drawn, in his left hand. Next to him in order are D.S.M. Barnes
S.S.M. Frank Gushee of Boston Store 2782 and Zone Manager Simons.
The United Free Coal Contest started October 29 when our Create!
Boston stores began giving out free coal contest cards. Five contest card were drawn every four weeks, which emitled the winners to a ton of coal
each at the expense of United Cigar Stores Company. The coot, .t
caught the favorable at
of the Boston public as a very senl.l..
project and hiss since continued to receive it's emphatic support.
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COUNCIL BACKS
RELIEF mEAsuRE
Members Contribute (1)
a.,1,Lki
And Pass Order Calling
On Officials, Employes
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er tio
by Couni
lfefeern d
ent oefim
an
firm
analtenwu
w
as well as alien labor at the City Hostidal and the East Boston courthouse.
grIgleladrIlle
1sitl illr
ialtvoar:uisb-lie dtzetalfioral!e
nn

cor

T concern which does not, employ citizen
labor.
A resolution supporting legislation
authorizing the city to pay $5000 to the ,
, parents of Dorothea Carson, Rozburyi
schoolgirl, who is alleged to have died!
as a result of injuries received in the
Aaron Davis school, was adopted.

I

NEW ZOO BUILDINGS
From the income of the Parkmen
fund, $68,720 was appropriated for the
construction of new buildings at Frankpark to house the monkeys and the
antelopes. Park Commissioner Long
said that there is no winter house for
the antelopes and that the animal range
at the zoo looks like a "bankrupt circus."
An appropriation of $125,000 was favored for the construction of a locker
building, laundry and women's bath
house at North End Park to replace a
structure condemned by the building
department as unsafe.
Councilmen Englert, Murray, Cox and
Norton joined in support of a demand
for the retention of the escalator at
the Forest Hills terminal which the Elevated wishes to abandon. The argument
was stressed that a new escalator is
necessary. Murray said that persons
ought not to be compelled to climb 50
steps.

MAYOR'S lin
OPPOSITION TO FUND

CHALLENGE

The city council started an unemployment relief fun, yesterday, with a contribution of $120 and sent to Mayor
Curley an order, which he recently
vetoed, calling on all city officials and
employes to contribute voluntarily, for
the next three months, 1 per cent, of
their monthly compensation.
The order specified that, the fund
should be administered by the mayor's
emergency committee on unemployment
relief with the advice and assistance of
the overseers of the public welfare.
ORDER REVISED
Councilman Robert Gardiner Wilson,
Jr., revamped the order of Councilman
Clement A. Norton, which drew the
mayor's disapproval, two weeks ago, by
l adding city officials to the list of
municipal workers, called on to donate
a percentage of their salaries.
Wilson and Norton. as well as Councilman Dowd of Roxbury, expressed disagreement with the views of the mayor,
that, there is no necessity for an unemployment relief fund, and Dowd was
sharply critical of the decision of the
overseers of the public welfare which
limits to $12 weekly, the aid extended to
a family of parents and four children.
He charged that the budget of the Boston department is far below that of the
state department and of private welfare
organizations and that, there is real
need of an agency which will add to the
amount of relief granted by the
RiUnicipal department.
Dowd added that he was gratified '
tkat two-thirds of the unemployment
relief orders which the council has sent
t9 the mayor and which he vetoed are
(now in operation.
he council figured that 1 per cent.
of
monthly salary of its memberis $1.67, but in order to set a good
example the members decided to triple
the assessment.

:VP

CONFERENCE URGED
Counci'man Wilson alSO sponsored an
order ask ing the mayor to call a conference of the overseers of public welfare and department heeds, employing
labor, to ascertain if arrangements cannot be made, through the public welfare department, to provide work for
the heads of families who are now carried on the rolls of that department.
He expressed the opinion that scme
form Of public work can
arranged for
which these men can do and for which
they will be paid through the welfare
department.
An order for an appropriation of
$100,000 for a football stadium at
World War Memorial park. East Boston, was presented by Councilman Donovan.
Mayor Curley was called on In an

)k, 6/ 36
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$200,000 FOR
SCHOOL JOBS

Mayor Curley today moved to
provide work for scores of unemployed Boston plumbers, painters,
plasterers and iron workers in the
schools of the city during the
Christmas vacation period.
in A communication to Louis K.
Rourke of the department of school
buildings, the mayor suggested that
$200.000, unexpended balance in the
budget of that department, he
spent during the vacation for installation of modern plumbing,
placing fire escapes, and painting
and plastering work in the schools.
"The expenditure of $200,000 during the Christmas season would he
a boon to the unemployed," the
mayor wrote.

TRANSIT COUNCIL
IN FIRST SESSION
Mayors and Selectmen Discuss Transportation
Statements of Mayor Edward L.
[Larkin of Medford and Mayor John
J. Whelan of C'helsea regarding street
ear service and Elevated improvements in their respective cities; the explanation of two rapid trancit routes.
and unanimous sentiment against construction of further elevated structures featured the first meeting of lee
Metropolitan Transit Council in the
Moyr's office. City Hall. today.
At the executive session. BO members
of the council, were Mayors of elites
and Selectmen of towns served by ,he
Elevated. Mayor Curley. chairman of
the council, presided, and 16:ayor
Larkin was secretary.
Gen Edwatd L. Logan, chairman of
the Metropolitan Transit District true.
tees, presented the recommendation*
of the trustees, which in turn were explained by Col Thomas F. Sullivan of
the Boston Transit Commission.
The trustees suggested two rapie
transit routes, with an estimated cost
of $40,400,000, for which the a..nua
tental to the Boston Elevated wvold bc
$1,800.000. Against that rental 2hargf
It was estimated that the new routet
!would result in an annual operating
raving of $873,000.
Route 1, as discussed, would begin
at or near the junction of South Huntington and Huntington avs, following
the general line to Stuart at, Columbus
av, under Boston Common, to a new
station near Park at, to connect with
the East Boston Tunnel. This route
also provides foe a term:nal at Day
sq and provision for a future connection with the Boston, Revere Beach
Lynn Railroad. The estimated cost of
this route is set at $23.400),000.
Th=t second route, beginning in the
Brighton Section of the city, west of
Harvard av, would follow the general
line of Commonwealth av, and entrnace to the Boylston-et Subway to
the North Station to Lechmere, Davis
sq and possible terminals at North
Carni,:idge and Arlin7ton. The cost Of
this oute is estimated at $1 ',003,000.
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COLIfY HAS FAITH IN FEDEr-LAD

Aid For Cities and Towns
The need of legislative action to supplement- the tax resources of communities now
burdened with a heavy unemployment problem is to be presented at the incoming sesSion by the mayor's committee.
Mayors Curley of Boston, Casassa of Revere, Bates of Salem and Ashley of New Bedford have suggested several means of relief.
Mayor Casassa favors the right of cities to
borrow from the state in anticipation of taxes
at a low rate of interest. Mayor Curley
would let cities and towns have a greater
proportion of the income from gas taxes.
It is most evident in every direction that
the cities and towns will be overwhelmed
with unemployment demands if the depression
continues another year without some form
of relief.
But if the cities are to be permitted to borrow from the commonwealth, how long will
the credit of the .commonwealth stand the
strain?
LOVVAEL
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Cuplgy Declares 1,-;,,,
;, -Realty Exchange''
" Members Gougers
Curley last

Boston, Dec. 15-Mayor
Boston
night demanded that, the
memberReal Estate Exchange rid its
he
ship of real estate experts whom
huge
accused of gouging the city of
taken
properties
sums in payment for
for public improvements.
recent
In a bristling retort to
critical statements of his attitude
the
problems,
on municipal financial
mayor attacked the exchange for the
adoption of a program which he said
the fiwas fraught with danger to
nancial structure of the city, assailed
specific
real estate experts by citing
overexamples of alleged deliberate
valuation of property exceeding by at
valutaxable
the
least 100 per cent.
to
ation, and advised the exchange
tel this action:
the
"Clean house, be honest, with infrom
people of Boston, refrain
dulging in subterfuge and think a
people
little bit of the welfare of the
the welfare
of the city, rather than
of its Individual members."
The no or blamed real estate experts for the heavy verdicts that have
been rendered against the city and
; accused them of adhering to a prac! tic: which imposes an extremely low
1 valuation on property in controversies about tax as.sessments and an
unwarrantedly high value on the
same properties when they are taken
improvements.
, by the .city for public
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BOSTON, Dec 15 (IP,for JUITICS
M. Curley
Boston, .."Thenting on
the closing of the Fe r, 1 National
Bank of Boston, today said.
The City of Boston has $6,000,000
in various banks in Boston and the
allotment to the Federal National
Bank was in conformity with what
the law allowed to be placed in the
bank. We had every reason to believe
that it was solvent—in fact, the same
reason state officials did, and the
state had an amount in the bank
nearly as large.
"Mr. Mulloney, the president of the
Federal, is regarded as an exceptionally capable banking man and there is
some encouragement in his statement
that if given time the bank will be
able to pay 100 cents on the dollar."
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WHOLESALE MILK
A. PRICE TO GO UP
14 s
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Mayor (21,113ey, of Boston, is being
talk-MIT in the gossip of political
circles as a probable officer of the
cabinet of Mr. Roosevelt, who is expected to be the next president of
the United States--except by the
realistic ones who know that this is
a Republican country and that
American women voters are still as
devoted to President Hoover as the
he-man 11-o'clockers of the fourth
estate at Washington, D. C., are not,
The Massachusets nomination of Mr.
Curley,to a portfolio, possibly that of
the State department, has interesting
,
possibilities, end no practical prob
abilities.

7riculturists Votc in Boston to
Put Two-Cent Increase in
Effect by Dec. 21.
.4TON, Dec. 16 VP).—Agricultura, leaders today adopted a proposal to advance the wholesale price
of milk to seven cents on Dec. 21,
If practical, arid not later than
Jan. 1.•
The meeting called by State Cornmissioner of Agriculture A. W. Gilbert, was attended by•,more than 300
men and women, representing farmers and business interests.
Rehabilitation of the milk industry in Massachusetts and New England was discussed in detail and a
program adopted that would tend to
prevent a recurrence of the present
situation, due to lowering of price
levels.
The proposal to adopt a sevencent price level was made by Glenn
Sevey, editor of the New England
homestead. A resolution also was
adopted to have a committee meet
with producers, distributors and the
Board of Health to enlist their cooperation in maintaining the seven cent level.
Edward H. Jones. Vermont commissioner of agriculture, said the recent price drop had dealt a severe
blow to New England producers. He
BOA he believed the marketing systee., -as a failure and thought price
stab Azation
could
L
obtained,
only through a well conducted organization.
Mayor Curley of Boston said the
city, 'Through the Board of Health,
was seeking to protect the public
from milk of unknown quality and
source. He assumed the conference
of Cr, operation and said he
would
wor'
' producers for a stabilizatint
of price that yield a fair re.
tot
.e present wholesale price of milk
is live cents while the retail price
is eight cents in chain stores and
10 cents a Quart delivered at
homes.
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supply department to receive proper
"turn in value" for pleasure cars and
trucks was sharply assailed by the
that
revealed
commission, which
reputable tire dealers have offered to
sell to the city at 271/1 per cent. below the list, prices in comperison with
payments which have been made by
the supply department at either the
full list price or 10 per cent. in ex-

FIN,COM•
BOSTON
SAYS FAVORITISM
COSTS THOUSANDS'

75:45.

y

Mayor Curley Plans
angP in Orders"
Cli—
Mayor Curley oft Boston today peon*.
ised immediate adoption of the eight
reservations made by the Finanee
Commission in its report on the muniCipal supply department in which an
annual waste of thousands of dollars
through incompetence and favoritism
was charged.
The mayor pointed ! out that the
commission's recommendations were
constructive in character and would
become elYective without delay. He
stated further that a municipal testing
laboratory and additional clerical he's
would-be provided in the supply department:
Many of the commission recommendations have already become effective
and the others will immediately be put
Into operation. This is possible becausei of the new policy introduced b,
Pittance Chairman Frank Goodwin to
withhold the commission reports from
publication until the city either adopted or refused recommendations.
Although tho present report
• spied over to Mayor Ciii-ley• until Nov.
been
tommission investigat 01'S 11
reeommending improvements :Snee the'
'1:1 it of their probe several months
recommendations
sso. Some of these
effect.
are already in

.
Sweeping Indictment of tiriticising the automobile situDept
commission strongly urged
Supply
Municipal
the practice of
l ivi
ancigssationat of
Mayor Curley Simultane1danodu$300 for de010
20a
cars
uggestions
officials
! partment head:
ously MakiiTt
eestabcol s , and urged on the mayor the
Roston. Dec. 15 —The finance
lishment of a municipal taxicab syspublic a
tem which will require a few cars
1111s:son yesterday made
municipal
the
of
that will be at the disposal of offisweeping indictment
avoidable cials engaged in legitimate city busisupply department charging
incompe- ness.
annual waste, because of
hundreds of
of
favoritism,
Alf(tr S 1,
and
tency
purthousands of dollars in aggregate
chases of $5,000.000.
anMayor Curley s.multaneously
estsblishment
ate
limner
the
nounced
the inof a municipal . oratory,
supcreasing of the personnel of the
adoption.
ply department. and the
without reeervation, of eight specifie
reeommendations of the commission
calculated to re-illt in drastic changes
In the purchasing system.
Mrs.
Specifically the commission charger]
annually
! the squandering of $125,000
$500,In purchases of meats involving
000 for the City hospital and other
of
purchases
in
$25,000
Institutions:
fruits and vegetables amounting to
$140,000; an indeterminate sum in
the buying of automobiles and tires:
' Current events of the last few week,
the acceptance of a quality of gasoa f•re reviewed by Mrs. Williath G.
line far Inferior to the stipulated
Dwight, editor of the Holyoke Transtandard, and gross inefficiency in
small
buying reflected by ptirchese in
script, before a gathering of the
lots Instead of in quantities sufficient
Business and Professional Women's
o meet annual needs of departments.
unit of the Springfield District WoTo correct evils discovered by cornmen's Republican Club in Hotel
mission inveatigators, who found that
Worthy last night. '
pric.s paid by the city for supplies at
Commenting upon the new Congress,
t',e City hospital were far in excess of
,Mrs. Dwight called Senator Moses the
prices paid for goods of equal or betMassathe
Lidolest man in the Senate. Congasster quality purchased by
anan 'William J. Granfield, she saisol.-- chusetts General hospital, and that in
'plays beautifully with the Repub- tame time Gov. Frankjin Roosevelt, of
, other purchases, prices were from
heaps." She averred that lie has been New York was conferring with the
10 to 100 Per Cent Above
most diligent in looking after the in- Governor of Kansas was mentioned by
what ahould have been paid, these
terests of New England and that he Mrs. Dwight, who said that whereas
recommendations were presented to
'Ind Congressman Allen T. Tread way Roosevelt a few weeks ago had been
Mayor Curley:
Of Stockbridge have stood shoulder to Ile/lost unbeatable he now appears to
An annual program of purchases
Annilder in working for the benefit or • ,, v, a doubtful chance of obtaining
for a full Jens based on intelligent
- Democratic nomination for Presithis section.
study of actual needs.
Nrwton D. Baker, former s ss,
Uniform buying for all departI, o greater part 'that the racial
of Will., was referred I,. I
ments
_coupe are playing in politics was
Dwiolit as the higheet type s•
Grouping of orders to permit the
veiled
upon by her. She said that
lean and she mentioned t ,,, e , ,, •
Making of long term contracts.
il,•kei \kith Raker for the DemocratictMaYor-elect Anthony J. Stonina of
Open competition between reliable
Thicopee
Gov.
received nation-wide pubfor
and
nomination
President
of
the
elimination
merchants and
Joseph B. Ely of this State for the lieltY upon gaining office.
middlemen.
vice-presidential nomination. There 14., Senator Simeon D. Fess, chairman
Analysis of prices to assure knowlquestion, she said, but that Presi:if the Republican National Commitedge of existing market levels.
Issuance of orders In detail to aldent Hoover again will be in the race lee, does not want to Continue In that
ifor the Republican nomination.
low proper inspection.
_Office. Mrs. Dwight averred, but TIO
President Hoover's recent message one else wants it either. She sob:
Provision of rconstant inspections.
to Congress was described by Mrs. -eenator Fe-s has all he cep do to
Payment of bills based upon reports of inspections.
Dwight as the ablest presentation of ;take care of his senittorship.
- In connection with the investigathe state of the Nation she ever has Thet, schism in Massachusetts les
tion the commission reported that no
heard, Hoover has presented to thei.\\Ttt boa'boa'.Ely and tat'
1
Justification was found for the recoghit
tof Simeon in the • A dempis I ,.
Nation a great nonpartizan program iorA
nition accorded the Mohawk Pack e Denteet-a
t is Party of thr
ni a great manner, she averred.
/l
Mg company which furnished meats
The President is going to have an tas
was touched upon by airs
to the City hospItal to the amount
onpleasant time being attacked during ,Da .,..ht. 1
; of $350,000 a year. This concern, the
I .erring to the unemployment
the coming campaign because of
reported, transmitted
! eommtssIon
sresent economic conditions. she noted, orohlem, Nies. Dwight said there lies
city orders to packing houses for
:Aiding, however, that the multitude been great insistence on the part of
' delivery and assurance has been given
,Jot's not recognize the failure of a the people that there shall be no
j by the wholesale dealers of their ,
system rather than the failure of tiphance in the social system. The
willingness to sell the city at prices
,1 ,rank
1
and file of citizens are coining
man.
approximately those rhergeci to the
Mrs. Dwight offered the opinion that lforward, she said, to eee Grit no one
Mohawk concern.
the Republican Party ultimately will a'es hungry Or tiheitPrIPM,
The system of purchasing automosC wet and the Democratic party ,Iry
Mrs. Stella M. Neddo presided at
biles and tires Rise the fallute of the
• I l.e meeting which followed a ea ft.
sr straddling,
The recent eonfereneem of wet I eria simper in Hotel Worthy, The
Governors with Alfred E. Smite at the seesion was opened by the singing of
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Dwight Declares, in
Talk to Business Women,
That Granfield "Plays
with Republicans."
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Attends
Conference of
Milk Producers
'alariboro—George A. Sampson of
the Twin Brook farm, East Main
street, attended the conference
held ye.....erday at Hotel Stetter,
'Bps I n in the interest of New England milk dealens and producer's.
An informal resolution was adopted seeking to return '.i the 7 cents
a.„ quart rate formerly charged
!dealers.
Dr. Arthur W. Gilbert, cmtinisstoner of agriculture in Massachusetts preeided and several hundred
farmers lawyers, business men and
state officials were in attendance.
Statements wd:•e made that the
dairy industry in New England is
threatened with wIlapse because
dealers are paying but 5 cents a
quart for milk.
Proposed by Glenn C. Sevey, edi'or of the New England Homeetead, the resolution advocated in
additioh• that a retnmittee of five
he named to enlist the co-operradon of boards of health and other
officials in maintaining the price,
and that the Governors of the New
England states, except Connecticut, nam.0 a milk board or dairy
Itribunal to straghten out entanglements and tironrote harmony, in
the dairy industry.
To Support Farmers
Among the prominent persons
who spoke at the meeting were
Mayor Curley, who renewed his
pledge of support to the farmers:
Gov. Stanley C. Wilson of Vermont; Edward H. Jones, commis
sioner of agrculture in Vermont;
Charles F. Adams, treasurer of the
, First National Stores, and Dr. Gilbert. Messages were read from
Gov. Ely and -rrom John W. Haigis
of Greenfield, former state treasurer.
Mayor Curie
lic was applauded
,
n entering the hall
and at the conclusion of his speech
'said, 'The city of Boston atands
ready to take act!on necessary to
keep uninsliected and unknown
milk out of Boston. It can he
done in every city in Neix England.
"Since Lbe present price received by producers is far below the
cost of production, the foundation
for a future milk shortage is laid.
Then we may pay not six cents,
,but posfsibly 26 cents a quart.
. "It the producer will sunport the
'New England Dairies, Inc., he will
be assured of a stabilized market.
We don't want the market over-run
at a price that will put. the New
England farmer out of business."

i

• i

The Right Loyalty
Mayor Curley, coming hack to
Bostontireir a brief sojourn in
Washington during the opening of
Congress, makes a comment on
President Hoover and the conditions surrounding him that should
everywhere.
command attention
Coming as it does from a partisan
Democrat its tribute to a Republican president is out of the ordinary.
Mayor Curley said:
"No one can remain in Washington for an entire day and
establish real contacts without
arriving at the conclusion that
the task essayed by President
Hoover, who so far as I am
able to observe is being required to work out the solution
single-handed, resembles in
many respects the situation met
and overcome by Washington
and by Lincoln. . . . That the
nation should stand solidly
behind the President, with the
storm in the offing, to assist
him in the development of even
a more audacious program of
construction, is my firm conviction."
The Boston Mayor is too good a
!politician not to realize the effect
of his words.
But not even that
effect could go far unless the words
themselves meant something more
than politics.
They sum up very
truly the situation of the president
of this great country faced by present difficulties, and populat doubts,
fears, and misprisions. The Boston
mayor in such an utterance drops
his partisanship and is simply the
mayor of a great city, showing due
loyalty to the president of the great
country of which that city is a part.:
It there were more of this sort of
loyalty, more of this patriotism,
getting popular expression just now
the task of the nation's head would
And perhaps
not be so difficult.
the nation's depression would show
less of gloom.
•r•
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A

mayorVItiejlty •••inoVes to retie.
Port prTINW7 by spending eight
ten millions along Atlantic avenu
The spending will be easy, of cou
if the money can he found, but,
admit that is not to concede that
prospects are necessarily brilliant
the port of Boston, or even certaitt
to become so when bustness revives;
In a world that is steadily goini,
protectionist Boston is peculiarly
hampered by being stuck off in the
northeast corner .of the nation. Better port facilities will not, one judges;
;greatly alter the circumstance that!
i Canadian and British tariffs seeM,
Ingly must decrease New Englaiiar0

k

trade with Liverpool and Yarmouth.
coastIf it is thought that at least
wise coniinerce would he promoted by
wisely planned reconstruction of the
water front, consider the increasing
haulage of freights and passengers
iby the automotives. Many, perhaps
most, of the New England manufacturers who used to send their
goods out by water to New York now
ship by truck. Many people who,
always went to New York by boat
now travel by bus. If Mayor Curley
and his experts count on larger incoming Ahipments of coal from Virginia points let them first ,matte allowance for the new hydroelectric
plants of northern New England—
for 15 Mile Falls and the barrage
. just completed on the Pemigewassett
below Plymouth. While it is not
certain that this type of power production must in the future beat out
1.the tide-water plants using coal arid
mercury vapor, still hydro production
is here, and it works unceasingly
against the super -active port of Boston which the imaginative Mayor
Curley has invisaged. Other adverse
factors might be stated by any
ordinarily well informed person as a
reason why the governor and the
legislature would do well to go cautiously in considering any proposal
to spend millions upon a port which
. may not be susceptible of any great
acceleration of business.
1
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!Curley and Ryan to
Address Truckinen
Mayor JamesL„Curley of Boston and Registrar
Motor Vehicles, Morgan T. Morgan have accepted Invitations to speak bei'ore
the mass meeting and dinner of
Massachusetts truck men next Monday evening at the Boston Chamber
of Commerce.
The meeting, arranged by the
Master
Truckmen's
Association,
Inc., has been planned to bring together all trucking interests in the
Commonwealth and to discuss plans
for improving their business conditions. The dinner will be served at
6.30.

BOSTON TO RAISE
113.000,000 FOR BELIEF
BOSTON, Dec. 17—Boston will
attempt to raise a $3,000,000 unemployment relief fund through public subscription.
Mayor Jame9-....Curley announced tentative plans for the
campaign yesterday, bringing out
that success of the drive would relieve taxpayers of providing
an
equal amount for distribution by
the public welfari department.
A total of $39,450 already has
been donated to the relief fund.
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"2. Support the recent seven-cent
with waging war on the small)?
. Price by understanding cooperation
fellow and also to the fact that the
among farmers, distributors, the pubPeople are not or were not using as
lic and our boards of health. Compethat
ia
sstin t fsourt
m
tition may be the life of trade bur Co1h:rd:„
big
operation Is humanity's highwii,.. to
The only good that the drop hat;
progress. Civilization has advanced to
a point where interdependence redone, they say, is that it has inplaces independence. Each of the huncreased the demand as many famdreds of our different industries litpi ,
ilies who were buying only a pint
It has a relation to the others nmi
of milk a day, now are using a quart
they to it. Tho, each industry within
or a quart every other day.
itself finds Its interlocking divisions
For a long Law a fight has been
more closely united than ever before.
waged to get all Massachusetts catl would like to enlarge upon this
Leominster, Sterling, Lancaster, tle tuberculin tested, and the detruth but trust you see how it anPlicm
and Princeton farmers are among mand for milk from accredited herds
to the dairy..!ndustry. both as it affects other Industries and the different
the uneasiest men in those places has been such and laws enacted so
divisions of the dairy industry itself.
as the result of the milk war that the farmer has had to have his cat"Right now, New England farmers
has forced milk down to the low tle tuberculin tested, as the necesare more ready to cooperate with each
prices now existing. Local milk sary percentage last year, in this
other and with other branches of the
dealers are interested and want to section, signed tc have this district
industry than formerly. Note the alsee the price go up but the worry is an accredited cattle district. Anmost unanimous v ite• in 125 Vermont.
not theirs as much as with the pro- other hardship was placed on the
I mill( shipping communities for the
ducer. However, there is another Producer. Many cattle and farms
New England Dairies. Inc., which
pledges businesslike cooperation of cophase of the situation and that is are mortgaged and, with the milk so
operatives. The balance of New Engthe business men are beginning and low, the farmer cannot "get out
land favored the plan months ti0
have felt it, and financial institu- from under." Leominster is not es
. This reinforced by the constructive eftions are taking a hand in the war bad as some localities, for mortgaged
fort of distributors and boards of
in the interests of peace. The ones cattle and farms as some other comhealth can protect our New Englawl
who are benefiting are the customers munities. One of the largest cattle
milk shed on a seven-cent level. To
who now can afford to have the owners and milk producers said last
encourage and expedite this cooperacoffee reducer better than before night that more than 50 per cent of
tion on the part of all concerned for
eal, the chairman of
the common
and it lightens their burdens.
the producers do not own their catthis meeting could name a committee
The business men or merchants tle. The price of grain has started
which he should head to immediately
'realize that where the farmer is to go up and with the baby food so
confer with the different New England
'"flush" with money, he spends more; low, the producers are almost franagencies involved, with the aim oe
the bankers know that when the tic. The farmer who is retailing his
uniting their support in a common
farmer is over burdened, he cannot milt is the lucky one right now Os
causes.
, pay on his mortgaged property. For he 10eS not have to stand the mid"With a seven-cent price restored
I that reason they are working to dle man's profit. The milk dealer.
and backed up by real cooperation
there still remains one more step to
establish peace and working with whilc he has had to drop the price,
make the plan reasonably fool-proof.
agricultural and dairy interests to is not "hit" as is the man who has
Honest differences in opinion are likeI bring about a stabilization of the the cows, as he pays a corresponding
ly to arise, otherwise we wouldn't
price of the lacteal fluid. There low price, to enable him to meet
have horse races and stock exchanges.
were meetings yesterday, the Wor- the prevailing market price.
To meet this natural development I
The result of the meeting at Boscester County Dairymen's associasuggest for your consideration recomtion in Worcester, and an agricul- ton yesterday was that the agriculmendation 3, provde milk board or
tural meeting in Boston and local tural leaders of New England agreed
.
dairy tribunal.
"3. Establish it milk hoard or dairy
dairymen are anxiously awaiting to to advance the wholesale price to
tribunal to hear evidence, check corn, see what the results will be. Leom- seven cents a quart either next week
and adjudicate issues in be-,
inster men this morning said they or the first of January. The whole
half of the Industry and its relations
believed the worst was over and that situation was gone over in detail ard
to the public at large. Obviously, the
the price would go up again, either it was agreed that the drop of Dec.
members would be high type intilvelunext week or Jan. 1, at least two 8 had worked a big hardship on the
als who are well knov.ti for their abiliproducers and dealt them a stvere
cents a quart.
ty, vision and fairness. Personally. i
The bottom dropped out of the blow from which it will take them
am not so particular about the iambus
milk business Dec. 8, when the price some time to recover.
operandi of securing such a board o)!
Mayor James BLS§igley, of Bosenal. A somewhat round about I fell off three cents a quart, with the
some
tribmethod which might appeal to
wholesale going down to 5 cents per ton, rebteneirtrtreting and spoke
rile
ask
to
meeting
. would be for this
quart to the 1:armer, and the retailer to the agriculturalists, and said that
different agencies concerned such as
selling for 10 cents per quart to the the city, through the board of health
producers, distributora, perhaps the
consumer and 9 and even 8 cents was seeking to curtail the shipment
\w England Council for consumers
when bought in large quantities. of milk into the state, and was
name a member for each interest.
\ much shorter and more satisfactory, The farmer also had to stand the working to protect the health of
cost of freight, or hauling to mar- people by stopping the shipment or
..oite may be suggested. The imporket, so that his actual net price was sale of milk from unknown sources
1 mt thing is to have an able board or
443 cents per quart. For 10 days and quality. Indications were also
, Munal in which we have confidence
emnow it has been a losing proposition apparent that the city of Worcester
.1 od to which we can turn in an
ergency to unscramble any entanglefor the man with the cattle on his officials and those of other largt
harmonall
In
us
keep
help
ments and
. hands and a fierce struggle has been centers of the state would take s
ious action.
going on to rehabilitate the business, like course to stoii outside ship"In this triple approach to h rewith financial men, city and state ments and prevent the sale of milk
habilitation of a $100,000,000 IndustrY.
officials taking a hand in it. Local that is not inspected before being
I fall to see anything unfair or illogimilk producers. blame monopolists put on the market.
cal. It is a businesslike recognition of
the needs, the obstacles and a way to
surmount them. This assembly of repC1-1151—Sa
.19
resentative leaders in business finance,
puband
distribution
agriculture, city
That, Mayor ".url
latest
lic officials can and should give some
project calls for
e expendiconstructive plan tremendous impetus.
ture of
Farmers are not alone in having their
backs to the vk all. Let us fail not. in
ourseivec
justice to them as well as
That the mayor is either
to make this session more than just
becoming modest in his deanother meeting."
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Farmers Disturbed As to
Outcome of Present
Strife.
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'STATE STARTS
ITS AUDIT OF
ALL RECORDS IN
CLOSED BANKS
Atirs of Institutions Now in
Hands of the Federal
Comptroller

•

Bost,m, Dec. 16 — Affairs of the
closed Federal National bank of Boston, its five branches in the city and
three affiliated hanks in Lynn, Gloucester and Lowell, were placed today in the hands of Herbert Pearson,
representative of federal controller of
the currency.
At the same time, five trust companies located In Cambridge, Brockton,
Salem, Lawrence and Worcester, also
affiliated with the federal bank, were
In the hands of State Banking Cornmis.sioner Arthur Guy, and auditors
took charge while the affairs of the
Federal National are arranged.
It was estimated that approximately
700,000 depositors with total deposits
aggregating $60.000,000 were affected
by the closing of the nine banks.
Long Inquiry Forecast
Chief National Bank Examiner Fred
a Williams expressed doubt it any report could be made by him within two
moliths. He said the volume of business done by the parent bank made It
unlikely that any early statement concerning its condition would he forthcoming.
However, Gov Joseph B. Ely continued to hold conferences with representatives of leading banks, financial
men and civic leaders, in an effort to
arrange for some plan for 'a (vies
opening of the hanks. The governor
expressed the belief that prompt action by the federal authorities, making use of the National Credit corporation, with the cooperation of state anthorities, might provide prompt relief.
Meanwhile, following small runs on
several banks, a spirit of calm settled
on the banking situation as the result
of reassurances by Gov Ely, Mayor
ig4 the Boston CTORTffir
et
MortrC
stin
gia
, Bank Commissioner
Arthur Guy, President Frederick S.
Snyder. president of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, and others. Checking of the runs on other banks, combined with the statement of officials
of the closed Federal National bank
of Boston, that with proper handling
depositors would be paid 100 cents on
_the dollar— increased optimism.
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C,U_RgY'S SON'S CASE
IM AGAIN TOMORROW
Boston, Dec. 16—The case of Mayor
games M. Curley's 1S-year-old son, .
Leo, facing a possible manslaughter
dharge in connection with the auto1310bile killing of a Springfield Woman,
liras nontimmoo today until Friday.

PLAN Alltql‘lE
IN WHOLESALE
MILK PRILE

TO ADVANCE
THE WHOLESALE
PRICE OF MILK

BOSTON, Dec. 17 (AP)---Agricultural leaders of New England yesterday adopted a proposal to advance the wholesale price of milk
to 7 cents on Dec. 21, it practical,
or Jan. 1 at the latest.
. The meeting, called by State Commissioner of Agriculture A. W. Gilbert, was attended by more than 300
BOSTON, Dec. 16 (/P)—Agriculmen and women, representing farma
adopted
today
leaders
cultural
ers and business interests.
proposal to advance the wholesale
Rehabilitation of the milk indusprice of milk to seven cents on
try in Massachusetts and New EngDecember 21, if practical, and not
land was discussed in detail and a
later than January 1.
The meeting called by State
program adopted that would tend to
Commissioner of Agriculture A. W.
prevent a recurrence of the present
more
by
Gilbert, was attended
situation due to lowering of price
reprewomen,
and
men
300
than
levels.
business
senting farmers and
The proposal to adopt a 7-cent
Interests.
price level was made by Glenn Sevey,
Rehabilitation of the milk ineditor of the New England Homedustry in Massachusetts and New
stead. A resolution also was adopted
England was discussed in detail
and a program adopted that would
to have a committee meet with protend to prevent a recurrence of
ducers, distributors and the board
lowerto
due
situation,
the present
of health to enlist their co-operation
ing of price levels.
in maintaining the 7-cent level.
The proposal to adopt a seven
Edward H. Jones, Vermont comcent level was made by Glenn
missioner of agriculture, said the reSevey, editor of The New England
cent price drop had dealt a severe
Homestead. A resolution also was
blow to New England producers. He
adopted to have a committee meet
with producers, distributers and
said he believed the marketing systhe board of health to enlist their
tem was a failure and thought price
cooperation in maintaining the
stabilization could be obtained only
seven cent level.
through a well conducted organizaEdward 'H. Jones, Vermont comtion.
missioner of agriculture, said the
Curley of Boston,
Mayor James
recent price drop had dealt a
5h the board of
said the city,'
severe blow to New England producers. He said he believed the
health, was seeking to protect the
marketing system was a failure
public from milk of unknown qualand thought price stabilization . ity and source. He assured the concould be obtained only throngh a ; ference of co-operation and said hc.
well conducted organization.
would work with producers for a
Mayor James M. Curley of
stabilization of price that would
Boston saitrrfr"fferliogietigh the
yield a fair return.
board of health, was seeking to
protect the public from milk of
The present wholesale price is five
unknown quality and source. He
cents while the retail price is 8 cents
assured the conference of cooperin chain stores and 10 cents a quart
ation end said he would work with
delivered at homes.
producers for a stabilization of
,
•
price that would yield a fair return.
Th present wholesale price of
DISCUSS MILK
co
milk is five cents while the retail
price is eight cents in chain stores
and 10 cents a quart delivered at
(By United Press)
tomes.
BOSTON, Dec. 17.—State and
city officials, farmers, business
sy
V
leaders and :lawyers met at Hotel
Etatler yesterday to discuss ways
, of saving the New England milk
industry from collapse through
profitless prices.
They adopted a resolution for
Boston 1UP),:-Boston will attempt
restoration of a price of
seven
to raise a $3,010,000 unemployment
cents a quart to dealers, in place
relief fund through public subscripof the existing five-cent price. They
tion.
also suggested that the New EngMayor James M. Curley announced
land governors appoint a milk
tentative plans for the campaign yesboard to promote harmony In the
terday, pointing out that success of
industry.
the drive would relieve taxpayers of
Dr. Arthur W. Gilbert, commis.
providing an equal amount for distribution by the public welfare de- sioner of agriculture, presided Et4
the meeting, and Governor Wilson
partment.
I A total of $39.450 already has been of Vermont and Mayor Cur!,
.Y vicre
among those presenr"""
!donated to the relief fund.

Leaders in Agriculture
Adopt Proposal at a
Boston Conference

(utcy Asks 3 Millions
L For flub Jobless Relief
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CURLEY LEAD AGAIN!
Boston's Mayor Leads in Great Drive to Aid
Unemployment in ‘S.-inter Months.

•

Curley Heads Them Off
Senator David I. Walsh, who
still retains a world of sex appeal, even though age of the
old is creeping on him, and
Governor Joseph Buell Ely,
the fair-haired protege of the
handsome Seator have no desire to let James M. Curley,
Boston's able mayor lead Massachusetts for Roosevelt for
president. And so the! are
using Al Smith and they want
the delegates to run as pledged to Al for president, and
then let Al deliver them any
way he sees fit.
That's a lot of bunk. Everybody knows that Herb Hoover
is on the skids, but on the
other hand everybody knows
that the one man that Herb
Hoover can whip is Al Smith,
and what's more Al knows it
himself and so does Dapper
Dave Walsh as well as his
shadow the very presentable
Gov. J. Buell Ely.
Simply because Curley was
far sighted enough to hop into the lead for Roosevelt, has
got them all hot and bothered
and they are now doing bowling alley duty, which in polite
society is becoming pin boys.
•

•

rated that
The Hon. James M. Curley has again demonst uncertain
in
ship
the
of
hehn
the
pt.
mm
he is the r!ght.
to aid Boston's
times by leading a three million dollar drive
.
months
winter
needy during the
to be
That Mayor Curley will be successful in this, is not
•
over.
goes
always
taps
ever
he
g
questioned as anythin
efforts to
That's why Curley should 1)e backed in his
close to
Curley
with
For
nt.
preside
nominate Roosevelt as
next
the
prosper
to
bound
be
the throne New England would
four years.
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Every citizen of the Parkway will
utter a hearty amen to the demand
made by Mayor Curley for a reduction of 25 per cent in fire insurance
rates. As a basis for this demand
for lower insurance throughout the
city, Mayor Curley cites the well
known fact that present insurance
rates were based on conditions existing years ago; and that Boston has
in recent years spent millions of
dollars for a high pressure water
system, as well as other millions for
a motorized fire department, both
contributing immeasurably to the fire
But in the
protection of the city.
face of all this, every householder and
every property owner is being charged
'today the same insurance rates which '
obtained before all these millions were
spent for better fire protection. Mayor
Curley is entirely justified in insist-1
ing now that property owners get a'
substantial reduction in the cost of
fire insurence. And this teduction
should go into effect at once.
The
records of fire loss in the Parkvnty
bear out the righteousness of this
contention in every way.
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RELIEF FUNDS
Mayor Curley has gone to work in Boston to raise a fund of $3,000,000
for unemploYM104. relief. Similar campaigns are und.:r
way in other
The mayor says he is determined to avoid an in ,rease in the tax
rate. He thinks Boston will have to spend $1,125,000
in January and the
same in February, and he says he can not imagine anything more vicious
than raising taxes in a depression. Mr. Curley has the right idea, and
the
3eople who have money should see that if they do not contribute
it gen!rously to this fund, they will have to pay it in taxes. It is better
to
lave sucha, fund raised through voluntary gifts. If it is provided out
of
axation, a precedent Is created, and some peo.,)1c form
the habit of
iepending on public charity, and feel that they are entitled to it.
Mr.
Curley's idea about raising taxes in a time of depression should
be more
generally shared throughout the country. Some taxes of course
must be
increased. The federal budget must be bah- need, even if federal
taxes
are much higher. Yet much of the increase of these taxes could
be
avoided, if congress made a vigorous effort to reduce the cost
of government denartments.
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BOSTON MAYOR TO
ADDRESS TRUCKMEN
Mayor James M. Curley. of Doston and Regislar
7ftfritor ye
hides, Morgan T. Ryan, have accepted invitations to speak hefcre
the mass meeting and dinner of
Massachusetts truekmen which Is
to be held Monday evening at the
Boston Chamber of CommerefOther speakers will be John It
Bingamah, president Of a Penn.
sylvania association of truckmen
and W. W. McBride, aeneral man.
ager of the New York Trucke
rs
In lighter vein, Bill Cunningham,
sports 'writer, will deliver an
ad
dress.
The Meeting which has been arranged by the Master Truckmen's
Association, Inc , has been planned to bring together 41i trucking
interests. in the Commonwealth
and to discus plans for improving
they business conditions. The dinner will be served at 6:30 o'clock.
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219 Evaded Motor
Excise Tax in 1929
$2942 Lost As Result of Car
Owners Giving Fictitious
Addresses
Along the same lines as Mayor
Curley of Boston pointed out last
week. Chairman of the Board of Assessors Frank W. Tucker. of this
town, points out the difficulty now experienced in making collection on the
motor excise tax here.
No less than 219 uncollectable excise tax bills for the year 1929,
amounting to $2942, or about 9 percent of the total derived from the motor exise tax, is the result of fictitious addresses given by car owners in
this town.
In summarizing the existing situation, Chairman Tucker stated:
'Mayor Curley's suggestion, made
at the Mayors' Club, that motor excise taxes be paid at the time of registration, is a tanely one and worthy
of careful consideration, as the effort
to evade these taxes has already become a well defined racket.
"In this town after two years' diligent work by the constable-collector,
supplementing the labors of the collector's office, a return has been made
to the Tax Commissioner of 219 uncollectable excise tax bills of the year
1 1929, amounting to $2942, about 9
percent of the net amount due from
' motor excise taxes for the year stated
and equal to the amount of tax revenue that would be received from real
estate taxes upon property valued at
$113,000.
"Of the 219 tax bills reported as
uncollectable, the reason given for 165
was either false address or in cases
where transients having registered
had moved without giving new addresses: 20 had either died or gone
into bankruptcy without leaving assets or estates and 27 plead poverty.
"Of 750 tax bills sent out on Dec.
1st nearly two dozen were returned
marked 'Persons unknown.'
"As the moneys collected from motor excise are all merged in the general tax levy, the inability to collect
has a direct effect on increase in the
tax rate.
"Due to the vast amount of labor
involved in assessing, committing and
collecting these taxes combined with
i the amount uncollected, towns and
cities could well afford to pay the
state liberally for its work of collecting and its transfer to the Highway
Registry would form no hardship
it would be fully remunerated."
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The Aroostook Potato Situation
Editor of The Pres.; 'Herald:
In all probability there is not nearly
as many potatoes in Aroostook County
or in Maine as in many years. and
probably from present appearances
many thousand less cars to move than
In the past two years, with less carloads really to market, than in recent
years in the United States, due to the
fact that there are more very poor
quality potatoes in the western states
than any year sines 1901.
What is the matter with the potato
market?
The only answer is the marketing
system. Nobody who owns potatoes can
expect anything big for his holdings
but surely nobody can object to the
farmer trying to get cost out of the balance of their holdings.
Recently the Mayor of Boston took
a hand in the miffnietaters' Fotr-tind put
an end to milk dealers' Fquabbles by
excluding milk brought in from other
states to break the local producers, an
that milk manipulators could boost the
price •the next year when local producer; would be out. of the picture.
The identical feature is true in the
pot; to marketing scheme this year. If
Aroostook County Is forced for lack of
money which can only come nom the
salt' of this crop, to abandon—the pttempt fo produce in 1932. Potatoes will
come to American markets but they
will come from foreign countries and
they will be the same poor, dark, miserable things they always were but the
price will be next to prohibitive to the
poor. the people who consume most of
the potatoes.
If these assertions are true and the
growers are as badly affected and they
are a thousand per cent worse than
anything in print has dared to hint.
What is the outcome', Submit to continued exploitation or make some effort toward a solution. The gdod book
says "The Lord helps those who help
_themselves."
themselves." To help put. the Unior
over is the thing to do. and to inaugurate a single sales agency for Aroostook County is the ultimate solution of
the industry.
E. H. Doyle.
/t•
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SUPPORT F 4ISTRESIDENT
Editor Patriot 1 edger:
Again I want to congratulate YOU
on some of your editorials. But the
one in Saturday's issue "The Right
Loyalty" is splendid. Certainly, no
one could accuse Mayor Curley of
being a Republican. 4M's/se is a
very clever and sensible man, and
be knows what President Hoover
is struggling against at this time.
When we hear the peanut politicians over the country talking
against President Hoover, it almost
makes one -shudder tor the future
of the nation. However, if thebe
cheap politicians keep it up long
enough, they are going to swing
the country to Mr. Hoover next
yV\r, just as England swung back
to MacDonald at a time wher, it
seemed as though he could ',tot
muster nataty votes.
I am of ;he firm opinion that our
great leaders and clergymen should
get together in a non-sectarian aad,
non-partisan effort to forget tl sir
. differences and issue a broade tat
!for everyone to stand behind our
President and the good old United
States of America.
.
I Think how far such an appeal
I would reach if signed and issued by
Cardinal O'Connell, Bishop Lawrence, Rabbi Wise. Rabbi Levi, Dr.
Cadman, Jane Addams, and Mrs.
Longworth. Many others would be
added to this list. But, if a crossSection of the country's leaders
could issue a unanimous appeal of
this sort I am sure it would be a
tremendous help.
W. P. C.
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ABUSE

OF

FAMILY
FUND

WELFARE

Mayor Curley should send his Welfare Relierrirnmittee over to East
Boston and investigate the method in
which the work for needy persons is
attended to. During the unfortunate
trouble at the local banks, men who
are recelving money from the city for
their day's work, were noticed drawMayor James M. Curley of Boston
ing sizable amount front the savings
and Registrar of Motor Vehicles, Morgan T. Ryan, have accepted invitations! banks. Many robust men were in line;
to speak before the mass meeting and all appeared to have a good account
dinner of Massachusetts truckmen at the bank. Citizens who knew they
which is to be held next Monday eve- were drawing relief money from the
ning at the Boston Chamber of Com- city were astounded and stated that
merce. Other speakers will be John R. they were surprised at the laxity of
iBingaman, president of a Pennsylvania those who were supposed to investiinssociation of truckmen, and W. W. gate matters. These men who receive
McBride. general manager of the New . relief from the city
while having suf..
York Truckers. In lighter vein, Bill
Cunningham, sports writer, will deliver ficir .. funds of their own, should be
, shown up and forced to disgorge the
an address.
The meeting, which has lieen ar- i n•--- -y received under false pret.'nged by the Master Truckmen's As- t' )ses, while worthy citizens are
sociation, Inc., has been planned to . ..ly in need and cannot secure aid.
bring together all trucking interests in The Mayor's Committee should make
the Commonwealth and to discuss plans a rigid inquiry and the guilty ones
for improving their business conditions. made to suffer for their dishonesty.
dinner will be served at 6:30 p. m. There are enough citizens who
.
really
, Se •ral Norwood men in the trucking need help, witho,,t,
giving funds to''
business will attend the banquet.
in need. — East Bostoil
those L -ider.

Truckmen Will
aveanauet

ev,e-tC,11
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Crowded Session Ahead
Automobile Insurance and Fund for Aid of Ban
ks Among
Questions to Face New Legislature—
Meanwhile Controversies Rage
By'BEACON RILL

•

.cOMmission is thus in tile spotlight because
of
BOSTON, Dec, 26.— the tendency, as illustrated acthe
ly now in the
'Twas.the day after Christ- position, of Fall River
to centrftlize authority on
mas, and all through the Beacon Hill, to the
loss of local authority; and
House, not to mention the also because Mr.
Goodwin is always and inevitSenate and the various de- ably an outst
anding personal figure in Massachupartments, not much was setts
politics, and at any time may bob up
as a
stirring except tee spirit of
militant candidate for state office. You
may like
f ontroversy
which
h a s or dislike
Mr. Goodwin, but he has a way of geteeined to hover hereting and holding attention.
abouts or a long, long
time. Soon the House and
Purpose of Commission
Ask any Boston man on the street what
Senate members will be ,
is the
hack here at work, and the ipurpose of the Boston finance commission and
corridor sessions, some why It was established and while he will
be foggy
Lines sparsely attendud but never inarticulate, w ill as to facts he Will almost
surely answer you that
adjourn for the serious business of passing
laws. the Boston finance commission exists for the puro • preventing them; and so the ill will that comes Pose of keepi
ng an eye on the city government
from the off season will dtsaprear In the•work of of Boston
and making it behave or expos
ing it
the session,
when it does not. It is a bit humil
iating for BoaIn old copy-book days we learned, or Were ton, at least
every local politician thinks so,
that
taught, the severe and dispiriting tesson that Satan ithe
state should appoint and maintain
an isolated
finds some mischief still for idle hands to do, which
'body which is not elected or
controlled by the
always seemed a gloomy sort of view, and
mill- city voters, to overs
ee a multi( Ipal government
tated against what we regarded as the innoc
ent which the voters do,
in a manner of speaking at
and natural pleasures of childhood. All throu
gh least, elect to office
. ,
this Interim Ellice the lest regular session there
f
However, that's the situation,
has. been a succession of controversial and fricand this is what
strikes a minor note of comed
tional events and ventures on the Hill; and
y, that a city father
that shoul
d resent the action of the
distressing condition continues.
finance commisTake the case of Frank A. Goodwin, whom ,sion's chairman In pecking away at state
affairs,
and doing so, as alleged, to
the governor is about to hear In relation
shield a city official.
to rein other words, it seems to
cent rather sweeping assertions by Mr. Good
have struck even a
wie —
to the effect that the state is being or has been Boston city councilman that all is not
right unless the chairman of the
'cheated of large sums through our publi
Boston finance commisc instision is riding the mayor
Autions, that bait meat has been served—o
. So it seems to he a setr at
least meat not so good as has been
tied understanding that
paid for.
the state of mind of any
.
As a sort of preliminary to this pleasant tete- chairman of this commission
ought to be about
a-tete between the governor and the stormy petrel ilike that of the anxious
mother who called out
of motordom, finance commissionershlp and other to the maid:
activities, Councilman Francis E. Kelle
"Nora, what's Jimmie
y of our
doing now?"
city government has asked the governor to bounc •
"I don't know, mum."
e
Mr. Goodwin from his position as head of the Boa"Well, find out and tell
him to stop it."
ton finance commission, charging, as reported,
Then, too, :tie activity
that
of the chairman of
the chairman is working in cahoots with
the
Mayor commission suggests another
line of thought:
Curley. Mr. Kelley labels the Good
win charges as Why not have a state finan
ce commission—not
'Yeefferrililtntable and groundless charg
a
es against state commission on
administration and finan
state officials" and alleges that they are for the 'whic
ce,
h we already have
(to the distrese of
purpose of diverting attention from what he, Mr. 1state
the,
auditor and somet
imes other critics)
Kelley, considers reprehensible .doings in
the city which shall keep
a watchful and
departments.
suspicious eye
on everything and
anything that anybody
With.
the merits of the charges by Mr. Gooddoes
in the state servi
ce? We might by
win or the charges against those charges by Mr.
legislative act
expend the functions
and Increase t he
Kelley we have here nothing to do; but. we are
responalWillies of the I3osto
n finance commission
moved to a moment of reflection on the comedy
Si that
it shell take in
not only Boston. hut
of polities as played in these parts.
PVerl thlng
The situation else. That would
be some job! Fran
has laterest away from Boston, whose
k Goodwin
finance "ems to be sack
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Linking Port Terminals
While Mayor ettriey's latest project for larterirrnment of the
Port of Boston seems to have fallen
flat, so far as the general public
Is concerned, the plan of linking all
railroads and wharves in a way
that would do away with many
switching charges and save much
time in transferring cars from one
set of tracks to another is one of no
small importance.
As things are
now, freight coming in on the Albany or New Haven systems, intended
for delivery at some point on the
Boston & Maine, may take some
time in transferring around the city,
and the method of running trains
through Atlantic avenue is slow and
cumbersome and interferes seriously with ordinary street traffic.
The mayor's idea of using .the
Boston Elevated structure, rebuilt1
for heavy freight trains, is not a
It was discussed years
new one.
ago before any elevated railway was
built; and the discussion revived
when, after the Washington-street'
subway had taken the El trains out
of the Tremont-street subway, the
Atlantic avenue loop became less
important to El service than it had
been at first. Apparently such use
, of an elevated structure as the I
mayor now has in mind involves no r
great engineering difficulty, and if
used it would form a short way for
rpnning trains across the city bel. vent the northern and southern
Whothpr it would easily
provide for spur tracks to all the
.wharves, however, is a question.
,
The advantage of having the railroad cars above street level on Atlantic avenue might seem to become a disadvantage when the same
are were at or over the wharf terninalg unless the terminals themselves should be reconstructed on
a two-level basis.
However, not much sympathy for
present action on the mayor's plan
seems likely, in view of the effect
it would be sure to have on the tax
With wise administrators
levy.
getting together everywhere for
Chorn and deep cutting of.public expenditures, a public project involving an outlay of $10,000,000 is not
going to get far, just now, even for
the sake of port development. The
taxpayers deserve first consideration.

ALLEN REPORTED
CONSIDERING TRY
AT GOVERNORSHIP
Former Governor Said to
Have in Mind Contesting
For Republican Nomma,
tion Against \ oungrnan
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Dec. 29—Political circles
today brought news that former Gov
Frank G. Allen is seriously considerMg entrance in the race for the Republican nomination for governor next
year. He would have to defeat LieutGov W. S. Youngman, who, until
this story started its rounds, was re.
garcled as likely to obtain the nom'nation uncontested. This new story has It that an alhence :limiter to that reported to have
been in effect during the last polltical campaign, is about to be effected, if it already has not been,
namely, that Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston will either enter the Demomettle gubernatorial race himself, or
place a man therein to have the entire Curley strength behind him
against Gov Ely. Should Goy Ely be
a candidate for renomination and be
defeated by the Curley forces, the
story has it that votes would be
thrown to Allen, granted he obtained
the Repuleican nomination, to bring
about his election.
Friends of ex-Gox Allen have said
repeatedly that he, would again enter
the political arena to wipe out the
defeat administered to him last year
by Gov Ely. It was freely voiced
about during the last campaign that
the Curley forces were bucking Ely
solely because they desired Allen's reelection; further, that after Allen had
served as governor, th'et debt would
he repaid in fostering Curley's candirincy for the same place.
es j*--.0d'?4/
i•
p

ASKS NEW VOTE
ON COURTHOUSE
Curley Calls Special Session
- - Council to Takc
or city
Action
Bust., Dec. 30—Mayor Curley has
nailed a special meetintrorthe city
council for 12.30 p. rn., tomorrow, to
give representatives of the Boston
Bar association opportunity to urge
acceptance of the legislative act authorizing expenditure of $5,000,000 for
enlargement of the Suffolk county
conrthouee.
In wanting the request of the assn..
yesterday by Charlea ,
!Itael/eman and J. Colby Bassett, the .
'mayor gave no Indication that he will
make a further attempt to convert a
majority of the council to the advisability of accepting the act.
The council must act favorably before midnight torn/ crow to make possible extension of existine court ac. commodations under the het enacted'
by the Legislature thia Year.
Refusal to rec(s from the position
disclosed in Iseve,
a1 12 to 8 votes
against acceptance at the regular
council • meeting Monday. will force
the Legislature to Consider again the
Project which has twice been approved
oi hills which he city council bats reefed.

(

ASKS NEW VOTE
ON COURT:i0USE
Curley Calls Special Session of
City Council to Take
Action
Boston, Dec. 30—Nreynr Curley has
called a special meeting of the city
council for 12.30 p. m., tomorrow, to
give representatives of the Boston
Bar association opportunity to urge
acceptance of the legislative act Authorizing expenditure of srono,00n for
enlargement of the Suffolk county
cetirthouse.
In granting the request of the Ratioelation, made yesterday by Charlea
Beckemann and J. Colby Bassett, the
mayor gave no indication that he will
make a further attempt to convert a
majority of the council, to the advisability of accepting the act.
The council must act favorably before midnight tomorrow to make possible extension of existing court accommodations tinder the bill enacted
;by the Legislature thia year.
Refusal to recede from the Position
disclosed in several 12 to 8 votes
I against acceptance at the regular
'council meeting Monday, will force
the Legislature to consider again the
project which has twice been approved
tn bills which the city council has rejected.
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FIRE INSURANCE RATES.
A reduction of "at least 25 per
the fire inaurance rates in
Bodon is being sought by _guar
Citaa, of Boston. He ba.ses his
claim for lower rates on improved 11
fighting facilities row afforded In
that city a.s the result of the adoption of a program of fire prevention
now said to be in full operation there.
He asserts that every request and
every recommendation of the Board
of Underwriters for improved facilities and desired changes, has been
complied with. He favors as an additional means of reducing fire losses
the adoption by the Legislature of a
compuLsory /sprinkler act requiring
installation of sprirkler systems in
all loft buildings and all first and
second class buildings.
Lynn's fire fighting foie and
equipment is undoubtedly more efficient today than ever before in the
history of the city. Just one except!
!
ingly important provision may be sal!)
to be necessary to render protecticm
of human lives and property ^.3
nearly perfect when all existing tima
are functioning properly, as is humanly possible.
That one thing lacking is the construction of a central fire alarm etalion in a locatior sufficiently
isolated'
from the possible danger of any
major conflagration to insure perfect
functioning of the lire alarm system
under any condition that might
possibly arise. This improvement
has
long been advocated. Should
it be
provided, Lynn would be in a position to follow in the footsteps of
Boaten In an appeal to the Board of
Underwriters for s readjvistraent of
insliranCerMii deRRIElin&e-let,iese.----
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REPORT ALLEN MAY
SEEK NOMINATION

BACK PitsINSY
TREK INTO N. E.

As Republican Candidate
for Governor Next
Year

Boston and Port Favor Its

AGAINST YOUNGMAN

Political

Rumors

Also

State That Curley or
Lieutenant Will Oppose
Ely.
Boston. Dec. 30—Political circles
yesterday brought news that former
Gov. Frank G. ellen is seriously considering entra, re in the race for the
Republican not. ination for governor
next year. He v, ,1d have to defeat
Lieutenant-Gov. W. S. Youngman,
who, until this story started its
rounds, was regarded as likely to obtain the nomination uncontested.
This new story has it that an alliance similar to that reported to
have been in effect during the last
political campaign, is about to be effected, if it already has not been,
namely, that Mayor sIllirriA....Cur,Ity of Boston will either enter the
'Democratic gubernatorial race himself, or place a man therein to have
ithe entire Curley strength behind
him against Gov. Ely. Should Gov.
Ely be a candidate for renomlflation
and be defeated by the Curley forces,
the story has It that votes would be
thrown to Allen, granted he obtain01 the Republican nomination, to
bring about his election.
Friends of ex-Gov. Allen have said
repeatedly that he would again enter
the political arena to wipe out the
defeat administered to him last year
by Gov. Ely. It was freely voiced
about during the last campaign that
the Curley forces were bucking Ely
solely because they desired Allen's
re-election; further, that after Alleh
had served as gewernor, the debt
would be repaid in fostering Curley's
Candidacy for the same plac

Operation of New
Haven Line
PARLEY GIVEN PLAN
Mayor Curley and Trade
Representatives Attend Conference
BOSTON, Jan. 2 tAP) — The
Pennsylvania railroad would be
authorized to acquire and operate
the New York, New Haven & Hartford railrcad under proposals upon
which Boston and the Boston port
authority are to base their intervention in the trunk line proceedings now before the Interstate
Commerce commission.
The proposals were contained in
a report presented today at a conference between Mayor Curley,
members of the port antliciiIrSt,'and
representatives of industrial and .
lcommercial organizations.
The New England governors'
committee reiommendation for a
merger of the Boston & Maine and
the New Haven roads with the
Pennsylvania's interest in them reduced to 10 per cent of voting
stock, if consummated, "would
harm, not help, the business or
New England ports," said a report
, containing the proposals.
"The major New England ports
--Boston, Portland, New London
and Providence, have no equivalent
competitive trunk line, and if the
New England roads were merged,"
the report said, "their disproportionate share of the through rate
would stand as an insurmountable
barrier to further development of
the New England ports' business." i
The proposal for giving control
of the New Haven to the Pennsylvania contained the provision that
the latter road "agree to complete
its electrification."
Other proposals provided for:
Continuation of the Boston & Albany under lease of the New York
Central; the New Haven to retain
its ownership and operation of the
New York, Ontario dr Western;
the Boston & Maine to remain in
status quo, and that trackage or
running rights on a direct water
level route between Mechanicville
and Rotterdam Junction or Buffalo, with proper Connections at
Buffalo with the Grand Trunk system and the Nickel Plate, be demanded for the Boston & Maine.
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To Hear Lawyers
On Enlargement
(0. Of Courtilouse

.4
Cu
Boston, Dee. 30—Ipktrr
called a special meet' g o
council for 1230 P. id., tomorrow SO
give representatives of the Boston Bar
association opportunity to urge acceptance of the legislative act au.
thorizing expenditure of $5,000,000
for enlargement of the Suffolk county
courthouse.
In granting the request cf the association, made yesterday by Charles 8,
Rackemann and J. Colby Bassett, the
mayor gave no indication that he Will
make a further attempt to convert a
majority of the council to the advisability of accepting the act.
The council must act favorably before midnight tomorrow to make pos..
sible extension of existing court accommodations under the bill enacted
by the legislature this year.
Refusal to recede from the position
disclosed in several 12 to 8 votes
against acceptance at the regular
council meeting Monday will force
the legislature to consider again the
project which has twice been approved in bills which the city council
has rejected.
Unless there is an unexpected shin
in the alignment of the councilmen,
the arguments In favor of acceptance
which will be adv inced by Ftacxemann
and Bassett and possibly by Herbert
Parker, will be of no avail.
The council majority is certalai
that there is a real estate "racket"
involved in the project, and is adamant in its opposition to approving
any legislation which may result In
the eniichment of operators who specialize in gaining control of property
essential to the completion of esIpensive public improvements.

(
r Mayor Curley's initiative in urging an increiie- in the gasoline tax
from three cents a gallon to five has
some importance because the revenue-seeking
Legislature in its
search for sources is bound to give
gasoline renewed attention. It is not
surprising
that
the
disposition
shown in other states to regard gasoline taxes as easy money should be
observable in Massachusetts as well.
Mr Curley's purpose to use the extra tax for the benefit of the cities
and towns is calculated to put fighting strength back of the proposal,
which the motor interests will strenIt would be idle,
whisly oppose.
however, for the municipalities to
suppose that they are going to get
a sufficient measure of relief from
real estate through revenue from
other taxes alone. Their salvation
must come In large part from reducina expenses.

